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PREFATORY NOTE TO VOLUME 26 OF SPEOUL REPORTS ON 

EDUOATIONAL SUBJEOTS. 

The present volume is the result of the action taken 
by the International Congress of Mathematicians at their 
meeting in Rome ill 1908, when, at the proposal of Dr. David 
Eugene Smith, Professor of Mathematics in Columbia University, 
New York, it was resolved to appoint an International Com
mission on the Teaching of Mathematics. This Commission was 
entrusted with the task of securing a series of Reports on the 
state and progress of mathematical instruction in various countries 
of the world. 

There were certain difficulties in arranging for the collection 
of reports in this country, and the Board of Education were 
approached and asked to give assistance in the matter. 
The Board were glad to avail themselves of the opportunity 
which thus presented itself of adding to their series of Special 
Reports on Educational Subjects a collection of papers dealing 
with mathematical teaching in this country. In order to assist 
the Office of Special Inquiries and Reports in the collection of 
suitable material, the President appointed an Advisory Com
mittee consisting of :-

Mr. C. E; Ashford. 
Sir George H. Darwin, K.C.B., F.R.S. 
Mr. C. Godfrey, M.V.O. . 
Sir George Greenhill, F.R.S. 
Mr. G. H. Hardy, F.R.S. 
Professor E. W. Hobson, F.R.S. 
Mr. C. S. Jackson. 
Sir Joseph Larmor, F.R.S. 
Professor A. E. H. Love, F.R.S. 
Professor George A. Gibson. 

This Committee acted at the same time as the British Sub
Commission of the International Commission on the Teaching of· 
Mathematics. The Reports which have been secured through 
their assistance are therefore intended to serve a double 
purpose; on the one hand they enrich the series of Special 
Reports, while on the other they serve as the Report of the 
British Sub-Commission, which will be submitted to the Inter
national Congresa of Mathematicians meeting in Cambridge 
this year. 

The Board desire to take this opportunity of expressing 
their cordial thanks to the members of the Committee for the 
assistance they have rendered, and to the various authors who 
ha"e contributed papers to this and the accompanying volume. 
In particular they wish to express their acknowledgment of the 
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invaluable service which bas been rendered by Mr. C. S. Jacksot 
Secretary to the British Sub-CommiBBion, on whom has falle 
the main work in connexiou with the collection and revision ( 
the papers included in this and the accompanying volum. 
Mr. Jackson has placed his time and knowledge most freely I 

the disposal of the Board. 
The Board's thanks are also due to the authorities of thos 

Colleges at Oxford and Cambridge who have courteously give 
permission for the reprinting of their Scholarship Examinatio 
papers. The Board are also indebted to the Delegates of Loci 
Examinations, University of Oxford; the University of Cart 
bridge Local Examinations and Lecturee Syndicate; the Orlor, 
and Cambridge Schools Examination Board; the Senate of th 
university of London; the Joint Matriculation Board of tt. 
Universities of Manchester, Liverpool, Leeds, and Sheffield 
the Delegates of the Clarendon Press, Oxford, and the 8yudic 
of the Cambridge University Press, far a similar service. 

It may be said that the immediate cause which led to th 
formation of the International Commi88ion was a divergenc 
between mathematical and pedagogic requirements iu the achool 
and Universities. This divergence ia well illustrated by tb 
papers which appear in the present voll1lllEJ8. It is hoped tha 
their publication may contribute towards the diminution of thil 
di \'ergence, a task in which all whoare interested in mathematica 
instruction are eager to co-operate. 

Though the papen; are published by the Board on the reoom 
mendation of the Committee, it must be clearly underBtood tha 
neither the Committee nor the Board accept any responsibilit~ 
for the statements and opinions contained in them. 

Office of Special Inquiries and Reports, 
August 1912. 
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'rRE TEACHING OF MATHEMATICS IN LONDON 
PUBIJC ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS. 

Ten years have passed since the Boawd of Education ceased 
to prescribe a fixed syllabus of instruction in Arithmetic for 
elementary schools. During these ten y~rs each school has had 
freedom to devise its own scheme, conduct its own examinations, 
and adopt its OWIl methods of instruction. One would therefOl"ll 
naturally expect to find as' the years advanced a gradual 
divergence from the Board's syllabus as a common point of 
departure, so that at the present day the syllabuses of the various 
schools would differ widely from one another and from the 
original common syllabus. As a matter of fact the divergence, 
with a few noteworthy exceptions, has been very slight. In 
the bulk of the schools the Board's Scheme B (see Appendix 1.), 
which was the better of the two prescribed courses, still forms 
the framework of the mathematical curriculum. It has been 
enlarged by the inclusion of mensuration, and slightly 
rearranged so as to admit of the earlier introduction of fractions, 
but rarely has it been drastically altered. This conservatism is 
partly due to tlle fact that the Board continued, up till1!lU5. 
to publish Scheme D as· a standard of proficiency for the 
lab?ur certificate; and partly to the fact that most of t~e 
aysllsble text-books for elementary schools are even to thIS 
day based upon that scheme. It required therefore a head 
teacher of some force of character to overcome the inertia of 
the older system and strike out a line of his own. Some 
encouragement was given to initiative and experiment by the 
publication of the Suggestions to Teachers in 1905, for since 
that date departure from the normal course has been a little 
more frequent. 

TEACHING OF ARITHMETIC IN INFANTS' ScHOOLS. 

Instruction in tlte rudiments of number is given in the 
infallts'school, on the organisation of which a few explanatory 
words are necessary, On account of exigencies of accom
mod~tion children who by age and attainmenta would normally 
pass mto the lowest class of the Senior Department are in tlte 
majority of the London Schools retained in tlte Infanta' Depart
ment as Standard I. These children are as a rule seven years 
of age at tlte middle of tlte Educational Year. The children of 
six, five, and under five years of age are known respectively 
as .Grade m, Grade II, and Grade I or babies. The Standard I. 
children have for many yeare past been expected to deal with 
the four simple rules <see Appendix I.}. At the end of the 

. .& 2 



4 Teaching of Mathemadea in London Elementary Schools. 

Educational Year a joint examination based upon this syllabus 
is held by the head teachers of the Senior and Infants' . Depart
ments with a view to the allocation of the examinees to suitable 
classes in the Senio~ School in the following year. This exami
nation has been a vel'Y important factor in determining the 
nature of the number instruction in the infants' school. It has 
served as the objective towards which the work in the grades 
has been directed. Tlte examination has too often taken the 
form of a mechanical test, as in Appendix II., but there is an 
increasing tendency to set simple problems, as in Appendix ill. 
Although this examination serves a useful purpose, its influence 
on the whole has been more baneful than beneficial; for it 
has been the custom in past years to work up to this exami
nation right through the grades by the most direct route. 
" Sums" dominated the number lesson. Children began even 
in the babies' class to set down little sums, and gradually 
proceeded towards harder sums. In Standard I. practice in 
setting out was essential. The four simple rules were always 
taken in the same order, and each rule a.'!Signed a particular 
place on the paper, so that at the final test the elements of 
novelty should be reduced to a minimum. But these shallow 
devices are happily obsolescent, if not entirely obsolete. In 
the great majority of the infants' schools serious attempts are 
being made now to impart a sound and intelligent knowledge 
of the fundamentals of number. And the clue to the instruction 
is being sought in the child's interests and aptitudes rather 
than in any logical arrangement of subject matter. No longer 
are lessons on number given to the babies, and paper sums 
have disappeared from Grade II. and all but disappeared from 
Grade Ill. Rarely is the chanting of the multiplication table 
heard in the school. The aim of the work is gradually changing. 
The t.eachers now try to foster an intelligent grasp of the relations 
between the first few natural numbers and a facile application 
of them to simple and familar things. And this they attempt 
to do by the analysis of number by the Griibe method. Tbe 
teacher first fixes the notion of unity, and then deals with 
2, 3, 4, &c., exhausting the possibilities of one number before 
proceeding to the next. Everything that can be done with 4 is 
done with it before 5 is taken up. Each child is supplied with 
objects-sometimes sticks, sometimes beans, sometimes tahlets, 
&c.-which he manipulates and arranges at the command of 
the teacher. The results discovered then become the basis of 
questions in mental arithmetic asked by the teacher and nearly 
always put in concrete form; lor example :-Five little birrls 
sitting on a tree; two flyaway, how many are left? The 
teacher aims at getting the children by frequent repetition of 
the concrete .process to memorise the result 60 as to a.oid 
counting by units. In some schools numbers up to 5 are dealt· 
with in Grade II., and numbets up to 10 in Grade m. In 
other schools the two grades go up to 10 and 20 respe<;ti.ely •. 
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Tliese seem to ;represent the maxima and minima. The attempts 
made in the bulk of the schO!lls range between these limits. 
This system is the very keel and backbone of the instruction 

.in number in the London infants' school-the decomposition 
of small numbers, the manipulation of. objects, and oral 
questions in the grades j supplemented by written sums in 
Standard I. Sometimes the teaching is limited to this, with 
no counting and· no learning of tables beyond the number 
dealt with concretely .. 

It may be claimed that this isa great improvement upon 
the older ciphering method, for it succeeds in giving a child 
a fairly intelligent not jon of the relationships of the simple 
numbers which form the basis of our denary system, and it 
enables him to deal with common-sense problems. Still it is 
open to serious Cl'iticism :-

1. .Unity cannot be dealt with alone. The notion only 
becomes intelligible in contrast with more-than-one. 

2 .. The lessons tend to become very tedious. It is only a 
very strong teacher who can keep a class of six-year
olds interested in the number 7 for a whole lesson
especially when ·that lesson has been given several 
times before. . . 

3. Counting should not be reined in so as to keep pace with 
analysis, and something should be known about 20 
before everything is known about 8. 

4. The ratio or measuring aspect of number is inadequately 
represented. 

5. The various operations do not in general arise from any 
need felt by the children-a very serious objection. 

G. The avowed end is rarely achieved. Seldom can a child 
of five deal adequately with more than 5, or a child 
of six \vith more than 10. Even when he does, the 
process is egregiously slow. The memorisation aimed 
at rarely takes place, and counting by units is the rule 
rather than the exception. • 

7. Finally, I have very grave doubts whether numbershOl,ld 
be taught at all to children below seven years of 81<". 
I have many reasons indeed for thinking that such 
instruction involves a wastage of teaching power, and 
a stunting of the growth of child intelligence. 

These objections are not unfelt in our schools, and the bare 
Grube system is accordingly being modified and supplemented. 
In one instance at least it has been entirely abandoned. 

It is a well-known fact that children will learn to count of 
their own accord. They do it at home, in the playground, and 
at their games. It is impossible to stop them. It may be that 
tha counting is of that type which Mr. Raymont designates 
.. spurious," a counting which is a mere rythmical sequence 
of sounds like .. ena dena dina dust," from which no real 
inference is dra\VD as to the size of a group j still, it forms the 
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basis of real counting. This spontaneous nature of children's 
counting is used by some head teachers 88 an argument for 
teaching the children in the grades to count up to s hundred; 
and by other head teachers, curiously enough, 88 an argument 
for not teaching it. I tested a school where no counting is 
specifically taught and found that about 60 per cent. of the 
children could count up to 20 before they were five years old, 
and about 70 per cent. could count up to 30 before they were 
six. On inquiry of the children themselves I found that they 
had, as a rule, learnt at home from their motllers, brothers, or 
sisters. I may point out that children incidentally learn to 
count when finding the page in the reading book. 

The question whether initial instruction in number should 
be based on counting or measuring is one which is agitating 
the minds of some of the teachers in infants' sehools. A child 
naturally learns to count before he learns to measure. But he 
should learn to measure as well. In consequence of tllis belief 
Tillick's bricks are used in a few schools. Tbey consist of 
rectangular prisms of equal cross sections, but standing at 
various heigbts to represent the first ten numbers. They 
are compared by guessing, and the guesses are verified by 
measuring one brick against another. The purpose of this 
training, however, appears to be defeated in ont' or two instances 
by marking off the prisms into distinct units. A certain amonnt 
of simple measuring in inches by means of rulers is occasionally 
to be found in the grades, bnt generally speaking this work is 
confined to the standards. 

There is to be observed a commendable tendency to relieve 
the tedium of the number lesson by the use of toys, such as 
soldiers, wooden animals and trees of the ~oah's ark type, as 
substitutes for counters. 

Still more significant is the effort that is made in many of 
our schools to prOt:ide a motire for the rariou. numerical 
eureiaes. A competition in skipping or in to6sing a shuttle
cock takes place before the class, the children counting and 
recording the score. A ring anel hook game is t'ngaged in, the 
class adtiing the numbers and comparing the results. Shopping 
with artificial coins is a deviCfl that is rapidly spreading. In at 
least two schools, rooms not needed for ordinary cl3ll8work are 
.roughly fitted up as shops, and rice, sugar, tea and' otber com
modities are weighed or measured in bulk and sold bebind a 
counter by a child who acts as shopman to his companions who 
act as costomers. 

But the most revolutionary of these experiment .. in providing 
a motive for calculation is to be found in &hool A.* Here there 
is no formal instruction in number below Standard I. Number 
is learnt incidentally through the construction of objects. 
A rticles or designs of various kinds are drawn, modelled, cut 

• The schools deocribed as 8cbcIoI ,a., Scbqol B. &;C. lIN Publie EJemeutar7 
tchool8 in t.be L<n>4oD --. 
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out, or constructed; and the children are encouraged to converse 
about the things in such a way as to use numerical and 
quantitative terms. Even in Standard 1. there is no written 
work except that notation is learnt and the answers to problems 
put down. No" sums" are taught. The intelligence of these . 
children when they pass into the Senior School is beyond 
question. The mathematics in the boys' department is excep
tionally good all through. 

This leads up to the final bit of criticism, which strikes at 
the very root of number teaching in infants' schools. It raises 

. the serious question: Is it worth while? Is there any ultimate 
gain to be derived from specific lessons in number given to 
children under seven years of age? However ambitious the 
class teacher may be, it is very rarely found that Grade II. 
children can deal with any degree of readiness with numbers 
beyond 5. These children, as a rule, receive one lesson of 
20 minutes per day for five days in the week and forty-four 
weeks in the year, and yet they only master the numbers 2, 3, 4 
and 5. Think of the progress that a child of the same age 
during the same period can make in motor co-ordination as 
shown in games, dancing, drawing, modelling, constructing and 
other activities; think of the number of words that he can 
thus add to his usable vocabulary; think of the number of 
songs that he can learn and the number of nursery ~hymes 
that he can memorise; think of the possible increase in his 
store of nature knowledge; and then compare any of these 
with his meagre achievements in Arithmetic. Does it not give 
rise to the suspicion that the child's mind is at that period not 
quite ripe for that particular kind of training? This suspicion 
is somewhat strengthened by the results of an experiment that 
has been going on for BOrne years in School B. Here the 
number teaching begins in Grade m., and it has been found 
that at the end of two years (that is when Standard I. course is 
completed) tht' children are quite as advanced as they were 
when the number lessons began in Grade II. and extended over 
three years. The amount of time per day devoted to the subject 
remained the same under both systems. Last July 176 of the 
children in the school were of Standard 1. age, and were tested 
on the Standard I. syllabus. The examinees included all the 
laggards, the children retarded through ill-health, the migratory 
children from other sch~in fine, all who were qualified by 
age for transfer to the Senior Schoo!. One of the actual tests 
set is given in Appendix m. Alternative tests of equal difficulty 
were given to prevent copying. Out of the 176 children 84 
got all four sums right, and altogether 77 per cent. of the 
sums were worked correctly. In the best of the three classes 
90 per cent. of the sums were right. This result is well 
above the average, and when considered in conjunction with 
the result of the experiment in School A., it points to the 
necessity for further experiment in the direction of postponing 
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the age for beginning to learn Arithmetic in distinct and 
specific lessons. 

AB the instruction in number has been gradually changing 
for the better, so has the instruction in form. While diminishing 
in quantity it has improved in quality. At one time children 
were required to name from a card various plane figures, such 
as triangle, square, oblong, parallelogram, pentagon, hexagon, 
&c. They folded paper and learnt something about angles, 
lines and surfaces. By means of the Kindergarten gifts they 
were even initiated into three-dimensional geometry. In drawing 
lessons the terms vertical, horizontal and oblique were learnt and 
illustrated. Nearly all this pedantry has now been abandoned, 
for it is being recognised that better ideas of form are gained 
incidentally through handwork and drawing. 

There seems to be no department of elementary work where 
more uncertainty reigns than in number teaching in the infants' 
school. Many teachers of experience share my scepticism about 
the value of any formal kind of mathematical instruction given 
to children under seven years of age. Nearly all are agreed as 
to the necessity for experiment. 

Mention may be made of a few methods that are being 
adopted in some schools and are not, in my opinion, wholly 
successful. 

A triadic system is used extensively in &hool C, and to 
some extent in a.few other schools. All numbers up to ten are 
to be arranged and visualised in threes, 

e.g. 4 = . • • 
5 =. . . 
8=. • • • • 

&c. 
In other schools it is insisted on that the children should always 

arrange their numbers according to some fixed design. They 
are graphically represented in the form, say, of pips on a playing 
card or dots on a domino. Thus five must be always pictured 

• 
as never as • • or as • This attempt to force .. . . . 
the imagery of children into one mould is in my opinion ill 
advised, and in any case destined to failure. The investigations 
of Galton tend to show that each individual has his own 
characteristic mode of imagining numbers. 

Another prevalent practice of a more advanced stage con
sists in decomposing numbers so as to form a series of tens

e.g., 7 + 8 = ( 7 + 3) + 5 = 15 

&C. 
28 + 9 = (28 + 2) + 7 = 37 

In actual practice the method is safe but slow. AB a prac
tical method it is more rapid than counting by ones and II'9S 
rapid than reliance upon memory for the unit fignre. For the 

. logical justification of the statement 7 + 8 = 15, we must go 
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back to the natural number series and count. . The best prac
tical expedient is to memorise the result 7 + 8 = 15. The 
step (7 + 3) + 5 is a temporary device neither logically nor 
practically ultimate. 

This completes my account of the Infants' Schools . 

. MATHEMATICS IN THE SENIOR DEPARTMENTS. 

Before dealing with the senior departments, it may be well 
that I should explain the range of experience upon which my 
report is based. First, comes my knowledge of the schools in 
my own district; secondly, visits made to typical schools in 
other parts of the Metropolis; thirdly, conferences with my 
colleagues; and fourthly, an examination of the syllabuses and 
methods in use in 70 departments taken entirely at random 
from the various inspectorial districts. Of these 70 schools, 
30 were boys', 30 girls', and 10 mixed departments. The list 
comprised both Council and Non-provided Schools; in fact, 
every variety of school except ·the Higher Grade and Central. 

Some of the results of my investigations are herewith 
tabulated ;-

Subject or Method. 

Scheme B. Syllabus (modified) 
Practice -
Recurring Decimals 
Compound Interest 
True Discount 
Stocks and Shares 
Square Root 
Cube Root 
"Rule of Three "-taught by method of 

unit exclusively 
.. Rule of Three "-taught by proportion 

88 well ' 
Tots -. 
Simple Graphs 
Practical Arithmetic taken systematically 
Multiplication in which the pupil starts 

with the highest denomination in the 
multiplier - - - -

Both methods of multiplicatJon (starting 
with the unit figure, and starting with 
the highest denomination) 

L.C.Y. and RC.F. taught by l'l'peated 
divisions only -

L.C.Y. and B.C.F. taught by factors only 
" u " both methods 

Factors used for extraction of square and 
cube roota 

Number of Ca.e. 
in which it is 

taught or u.ed in 
the 70 Schools. 

60 
51 
37 
33 
17 
36 
33 
11 

24 

46 
36 
·17 
44 

3 

14 

22 
24 
24 

17 
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Geometry is taken as a separate subject in 30 cases, and an 
average of 35 minutes per week is devoted to it. Algebra, on 
the other hand, is only taken in 16 cases, with an average time 
of 60 minutes per week. 

These investigations confirm me in the view that my own 
district is fairly representative of the rest of London, and that 
any generalisations that I may make can be regarded as holding 
good of at least a considerable majority of the schools. 

It will be seen that Arithmetic still remains the one branch 
of Mathematics common to all the schools, and that Scheme B. 
is the root from which it springs. It is not, however, possible 
by a mere examination of the syllabus to form an estimate of 
the kind of work done in any given school. A far safer clue is 
to be found in the kind of test set by the Head Teacher. Every 
class teacher in the London service is supplied with a Report 
and Progress Book, which contains, among other things, the 
syllabus in Mathematics. The Head Teacher has to examine· 
the class on the syllabus at least twice a year, and to record the 
results in the Report and Progress Book. It is this examina
tion that mainly determines the teaching. It indicates the 
"pecific interpretation given by the Head Master to his syllabus. 
It serves as a goal towards which the teachers work, for they 
feel that their professional reputation is largely dependent on 
successful records. It is not, therefore, unusual to find two 
schools with almost identical syllabuses, but widely different 
methods of instruction. In the one case, the terminal test may 
consist of a slDall number of sums of fixed type; in the other 
case it may consist of a variety of problems each making some 
fresh demand upon the ingenuity of the pupil. The first kind 
of examination encourages example-grinding; the second kind 
encourages intelligent teaching. 

It will thus be seen that the influence of the Head 
Teachers in determining the method as well as the matter of 
instruction is paramount; and it is pleasant to l'PA!Ord that they 
are rising to their responsibility. Indeed, fat more intelligent 
enterprise is being shown in the devising of tests than in the 
drawing up of syllabuses. • 

In Appendices IV. and V. will be found sets of examination 
questions, which will illustrate better than any other data that I 
can supply the progress that has taken place in ·the mathematical 
instruction of BOrne of the schools during the last six years. The 
first instance is a girls' school; the second, a boys'. Two sets 
of tests are supplied in each case, one of each set being given 
in 1904 and the other in 1910. The other conditions of the 
examinations-the standard and the time of the year-were 
almost identical. A comparison of these tests will reveal the 
following tendencies :-

1. Arithmetic is passing into Matlu>matics. The claims of 
Geometry, Mensuration and Algebra obtain at least 
some recognition. 
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2. Fixed conventional types of sums are being largely 
abandoned. 

3. The examples are brought into close relation with the 
children's own everyday life. 

4-. An abundance of practical work is being introduced. 
It may be pointed out that School E. (Ap'pendix V.) is a boys' 

school where Mathematics is exceptionally well taught. The 
percentage of marks in 1910 was 66 in the practical paper and 
70 in the theoretical, which is remarkably good for an ordinary 
school attended by an average class of London boys. It must 
not be supposed that even five "er cent. of the schools came 
anywhere near this mark. To show what can be done in a school 
of an entirely different type, I give in Appendix VI. a test set in 
School F in 1910. This is a girls' school, where the children 
are abnormally poor, and where the special strength is literary 
rather than mathematical. The average percentage of marks 
was 60. I do not quote these as model tests, but as indica
tions of tendenciE'S. There is much in them that is open to 
criticism. The wording of some of the questions could be 
improved, and the boys' test in particular strikes me as being 
inordinately difficult. 

These are extreme cases; but they represent changes that 
are going on to some extent in all the schools. 

First let us con~ider the tendency to extend the limits of 
Arithmetic and to break down the barriers between the various 
branches of Mathematics. Some five or six years ago Algebra 
appeared as a separate subject on the time tables of a large. 
number of schools, but it consisted of little more than an unin
telligent manipulation of symbols. It was in no way connected 
with the Arithmetic; the need for a more generalsymbolisation 
than the arithmetical digits was never made clear; and the 
usefulness of the algebraic processes was left in obscurity. But 
Algebra as a separate subject has now largely disappeared, 
except in tlle Central Schools, and atrempts are being made to 
graft II little of it on the Arithmetic. The atrempts are laudable, 
but not very successful. I should not, for example, care to 
defend the algebraic questions in the representative tests I have 
appended. It is, perhllps, a debatable question whether Algebra 
should be taught at all in an ordinary elementary school. I am 
personally inclined to think that it should, and that it should 
have its starting point at problems leading to simple equations, 
or at mensuration formulre such as: area of triangle = t b.h. In 
any case, the teacher should provide situations where a symbol 
like z would be a more potent instrument of thought than a 
symbol like 5, where, in fact, Algebra is more useful than 
Arithmetic. The tea<,})er should _ that the need for the nelV 
kind of symbol is felt by the pupil himself. I have rarely, as a 
matter of fact, seen this done, and the Algebra that is brought 
into the arithmetic lesson is generally of an adventitious kind 
which lDight just as well be left outside. 
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Geometry. 

Geometry, however, seems to me to be upon another footing. 
It has distinct claims of its own, apart from the use made of it 
in mensuration. Much practical geometry i~ absorbed in the 
practical arithmetic of most schools; but when it is taken as 
a separate subject (8ee page 10) it generally assumes the form 
ofwotking problems with compasses and ruler. It is in fact 
sometimes classed with the art subjects and sometimes with 
the mathematical. The procedure in each case follows on the 
lines which were common in the days when the old South 
Kensington Art syllabus was taught in the scbools. The 
teacher sets a problem and works it on the board, and die 
children copy it into their Drawing Books. This is the almost 
universal method, and it is unquestionably a bad method. If 
heuristic training is justifiable in any subject it is justifiable in 
this subject. Treated as a progressive series of puzzles to be 
solved by the child himself, the subject may be made of immense 
educative value. Unfortunately a fixed syllabus is generally 
given to the class teacher, and he is required to get through 
a certain number of problems in a given time. This is a 
mistake. It is not the master who should set the pace, but the 
class. 

Theoretical geometry is taken only in the Central Schools. 

The Teaching of Practical Arithmetic. 

Far and away the most significant change that has taken 
place during the past few years has been the introduction of 
what is known in the schools as practical arithmetic. The 
differentia of practical arithmetic seems to be the presence of 
the material objects dealt with. If they are not actually 
present, they must be represented by natural and not mere 
conventional symbols. If, for instance, a boy were asked to 
find the diagonal distance across a rectangular garden, 30 yards 
long and 25 yards wide, and proceeded to draw the garden to 
scale and to find the approximate length of the diagonal by 
m£'asurement, that would be considered an exercise in practical 
arithmetic; for although neither the actual garden, nor the 
actual unit of measurement was used; yet each waS adequately 
represented by things which made the same kind of perceptual 
appeal 

Practical arithmetic aims, in fact, at presenting in full the 
evidence on which the conclusions are based, and testing the 
conclusions by fresh application to concrete experience. The 
advantage of it is that the pupil knows what he is doing; he 
is going through a bit of real experience. It is well known 
that a child may be able to multiply 6489 by 76 with ease 
and accuracy, and yet be unable to show its connection with 
ordinary life, or, indeed, to attach any meaning whatever to the 
process. The aim of· the practical arithmetic is to remedy 
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tJiis defect-to give the fullest and clearest meaning. toithe 
various mathematical operations carr~ed . out. The rationalisa
tion of the arithmetic so as to prevent it from ever degenerating 
into unintelligent mechanical work is the very soul and secret 
of the practical arithmetic movement. And if this end is to be 
achieved, the practical arithmetic must come first and the me
chanical drill come afterwards. With these principles in mind, 
we fill proceed to estimate the value of the practical arithmetic 
instruction given in the schools. In every school Bome practical 
arithmetic is done; in some schools nearly all the arithmetio· 
is practical. In a few schools it is well done; in a few others 
it is badly done; in the bulk of the schools it is indifferently 
done, but is improving. The gravest defect is the relegation. 
of the practical arithmetic to the end of the school year. The 
mechanical snd theoretical part is done first, and then-if there 
is time- the practical work is attacked. This reversal of the 
true order of things is partly due to the fact that certain 
arithmetic· books which are almost universally used in the 
schools provide a large number of the older style of examples, 
and append merely a few pages of practical work as a sort of 
grudging concession to newer views; and partly due to the 
opinion still tenaciously held by a few teachers that mechanical 
drill should. take precedence over every other form of mathema
tical t1'3ining. It should come first in order of time, and have 
the biggest share of practice. 'They call it dividing the 
difficulties and presenting them one at a time. 

The second fault I ha\'e to find is that the practical work 
is often done by the wrong person. Let us consider an 
extreme case. The teacher is about to give a class of 60 boys 
in an ordinary class-room a lesson in weighing. He has on the 
table in front of him a balance and a set of weights. It is 
obvious that only one at a time can use the balance; and he 
elects that he shall be that one, or he lets about half-a-dozen 
boys do the weighing one after the other, while the rest of the 
class look on. A boy who watches another boy weighing finds 
no mOl'S pleasure or profit in the business than he does in 
watching another boy eat sn apple. The difficulty of the case 
under consideration will readily be conceded, but it should not 
be met by so wasteful an expenditure of the time of the class. 
A better plan would be to provide each boy with a written 
problem or set of problems to be solved by weighing, and 
allow ea"h boy in turn to get out his own l'esults, while the 
rest of the class is engaged in drawing, silent reading, or 
ordinary arithmetic. A better plan still may be suggested. 
It would probably be found possible to furnish each desk with 
a cheap balance quite delicate enough for practical purposes.· 
The upright could be permanently attached to the desk and 
rendered collapsible, the crossbeam and scales being detachable. 
An arrangement of this kind would enable all the closs to do· 
the practical work !Lt. the same time. 
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Another undesirable aspect of much of the practical work is 
its purposelessness. Weighing and measuring are essential 
features of practical arithmetic, but they are not the only 
features. Simple exercises in pure weighing or measuring are 
both allowable and desirable at the beginning of a course when 
it is necessary to make the children familiar with the instru
ments and the units; but these exercises soon become extremely 
tedious. Make the weighing or the measuring, however, 
subservient to some end in which the child is intere~ted, such 
as the solution of a problem or the const11lction of an object, 
and the boredom immediately disappears. The simple pro
cesses should in fact form part of a larger purpose within the 
grasp of the pupil. This subservience of proCtlBses to purpose 
seems to me to be vitally essential to all sound education. 

The part of the arithmetic course that seems at present to 
stand in greatest need of diagrammatic illustration is the 
theory of fractions. Children of 12 years of age frequently 
fail to show by the division of a line or rectangle the validi ty 
of such simple relations as 2/3 = 4/6 and 1/2 + 1/3 = 5/6. 
Successful attempts to deal diagrammatically with the division 
of fractions are extremely rare. 

The desirability of reference to ultimate sensible data is 
still more apparent in dealing wi th decimal fractions. Whether 
it is because decimals are introduced rather late in the course, 
or whether it is that the subject presents inherent difficulties to 
the leamer, the fact remains that the pupils seem to feel much 
more at home with vulgar fractions than with decimal 
fmctions. They cannot think in decimals : they have to 
convert them into vulgar metions before they can grasp tlleir 
full significance. I have frequently tested the children ilL the 
top class orally with the following question: Whieh is the 
larger, . 7 or . 72 ? The answer I almost invariably get is . 7 ; 
and the reason I get is that the first is tenths, and the second 
is hundredths, and tenths are larger than hundredths. The 
notion that· 72 is seven tenths, plus a little bit more, does not 
seem to occur to them. There are, however, exceptions. In a 
few schools I have had questions of this kind answered 
promptly and correctly; and in all these cases it turns out 
that the pupils have had much practice in measuring with 
decimal scales. In the written exercises children frequently 
convert decimal fractions into vulgar, even when it would be 
much more convenient to deal with them in their original form ; 
but they never seem to reverse the process. Even if the 
school is well provided with rulers divided decimally, the 
children should themselves construct such rulers of paper or 
cardboard and use them frequently. 

A movement which has for its aim a closer correlation 
between mathematics and manual training is rapidly spreading. 
Conferences take place between the instructor at the woodwork 
centre and the head teachers who send boys to that centre. 
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They draw up a scheme which will benefit both parties. The, 
wood work instructor prepares models for use in the practical 
arithmetic lesson in the school, and the mathematical course is 
so devised as to facilitate and render more intelli'gible the 
instruction given at the woodwork centre. 

The tendency towards practical measurement has promoted 
the development of the mathematical aspect of art, science, and 
geography. The official sci:ence syllabus issued by the London 
County Council as a suggested scheme of practical work 
consists mainly of exercises in measuring and weighing. It is 
in fact a course of practical and applied mathematics. 

In a few schools 1ili.e map studied during the geography 
lesson is made the basis of calculations respecting distances, 
areas, and the time and cost of travelling from one town to 
another. 

In a large number of schools graphs representing the daily 
changes in temperature and barometric pressure are kept up 
to date by monitors and hung upon the walls of nearly every 
class-room. Everywhere, in fact, we find traces of the invasion 
of practical arithmetic. 

Theoretical. side of the I mtruction in Arithmetic. 
Some weaknesses in the more purely theoretical side of the 

instruction call for comment. My experience leads me to the 
conviction that the theory of proportion is very inefficiently 
taught. The symbols between the terms remain cryptic, the 
abstract nature of a, ratio is not grasped, and the notion of 
equality is not utilised. A large number of, children tested 
could not build up a complete proportion. There would, I 
think, be a considerable gain in clearness if the older symbols 
were discarded, and the proportion set forth in the form 

a + b = c + d; or, better still, i = il. To find a missing 

term would then be to solve a simple equation. Fractions and 
the simple equation known, the principles of proportion become 
an easy inference. Attempts should be made to connect the 
notion of ratio and proportion'with similar geometrical figures. 

It has been customary to postpone the study of averages 
till the last year of the school course (see Appendix I.). The 
nature of the modern mathematical programme renders this 
postponement undesirable. There is nothing intrinsically 
difficult in the notion of average; children in the lower part of 
the school can understand it; and it is extremely useful in 
lending greater variety and accuracy to the problems involving 
measurement. Where exact measurement is desirable, it is 
always better to take several measurements and strike an 
Ilverage. In finding the length of one's stride or the thickness 
of a piece of paper, the advantages of measuring several at once 
and finding the average si7.11 of one will be apparent even to 
pupils in the lower classes. 

There are two distinct ideals which make a claim upon the 
teacher of Arithmetic. The one is speed and accuracy in 
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calculation, the other is intelligence in the solutionof problems. 
The ideals are not by any means incompatible. It is possible 
to secure both, but they compete for possession of the limited 
time at the disposal of the teacher. To adjust the claims of 
these ideals has always been a difficult problem in the school; 
and I think we have come nearer than ever before to striking a 
reasonable balance between them. There is, and I presume 
always will be, a considerable difference between school and 
school in the relative importance attached to these two aims. 
The general tendency during the last two years has been to 
increase the intelligent work at the expense, if need be, of the 
mechanical accuracy. The children must understand what they 
are doing, even if they fumble at it. There are a few teachers 
who still think that" rules" must be learnt first and applied 
afterwards; that it is no use, for example, to set problems in
volving long division until the children can work quite difficult 
examples with facility; that, in fact, the greater part of the 
year should be spent in working abstract examples and the tail 
end devoted to problems. The one thing to be said about 
excessive drill is that it deadens interest; and to say this, is to 
condemn it root and branch. Even when the purport of the 
exercises is understoo!l, they are to most children very tedious. 
When this purport is not understood they become the veriest 
drudgery. Facility should first be fostered by practice in the 
solution of simple problems. When the meaning and applica
tion of the various operations are thoroughly understood, there 
is no harm done by giving practice in these operations to 
secure rapidity and accuracy. But there are limits. It is 
possible to make too great a sacrifice in securing this result. 

There is a prevailing opinion that the London elementary 
school children of to-day are slower and less accurate in com
putation than they were ten years ago." I have searched for 
evidence in support of this contention, but have failed to find 
it. I am, therefore, inclined to relegate the belief to that 
group of opinions which have reference to the annual deterio
ration of Academy pictures, the increasing degeneracy of each 
new generation of men, and other palpable fictions. But even, 
if there has been a slight loss of accuracy, there has been a 1 
great gain in intelligence; and intelligence is an equipmentl 
incomparably more valuable than facility in calculation. I 

Progress has taken place, too, in the ability to explain thef 
various operations and rules in the tmderstanding of the theo~ 
of pure number. It has been contended that mechanica( 
processes should not be used until the reason for the processes 
has been thoroughly understood. This is a counsel of perf~ 
tion. Although such a standard has probably ncver been 
completely attained in any school, it will readily be conceded' 
that no process should be used until 807M meaning is attache\l 

, , I 

• There is. however. abundaDt evidence that the arithmetic is not "'J 
accurate as it was 20 years ago, when moeh more time was devoted to the 
81lbject.. , ' " 
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to it. A child should, for Instance, not be set to work a 'sub-" 
traction sum on paper unless he can state it in the form of a 
concrete problem· and give a reasonable interpretation to the 
result. He must have some idea of what he is aiming at; but 
if th(\ teacher waits until every child in the class understandS 
the rationale of what used to be called "borrowing" in sub
traction before the device is practised, progress will be 
indefinitely blocked. As a matter of £<tct some attempt is 
made ¥1 the lIChools to render the process intelligible; and 
the reasoning seems to be understood by the brighter children. 
'rhe question of method in teaching subtraction is sometimes 
a source of contention between the head teachers of the Senior 
Departments and the head teacher of the Infants' Department; 
for it is manifestly desirable that the same method should be 
adopted throughout the school. The head teachA)" of the 
Infants' Department finds the method of decomposition "the 
easier to explain; and the head teachers of the Senior Depart,. 
ments find the method of equal addition the easier for practical 
calculation. 

While there is much excuse lor neglecting to make clear the 
reason for aU mechanical operations in the lowest classes, there 
is no excuse for it when dealing with the older children. As I 
have already pointed out, fractions and, proportions are not, as 
a rule, well understood; neither are L.C.M. and H.C.F. rationally 
taught. The difficulty with L.C.M. and H.C.F. is that the more 
convenient methods are the most difficult to understand. The 
same is true of square and cube root. In many cases the 
teachers get over the difficulty by using factore as an intelligible 
process, and teaching the ordinary methods as frankly rul&-Of
thumb. Square root is usually required in, the application of 
Euclid I. 47 to mensuration, and here an approximate result 
may be obtained by drawing to scale and measuring. This 
method was found largely used in one school. If lines or bits 
of string were used to illustrate the method of repeated division 
in finding the H.C.F. the reasoning would not, I think, be too 
difficult for a bright lad of 12. Much may be said, however, 
for entirely omitting this method from the elementary syllabus. 
Its usefulness is virtually limited to operations with vulgar 
fractions of large numerators and denominators. But these 
fractions have in actual life been superseded by decimals. To 
find the H.C.F. of big numbers is, in fact, waste of time. 

It is lamentable to find, as one occasionally does, the top 
class in the school spending a whole year on a syllabus 

. confined almost exclusively to percentages, avemges, discowll .. 
and- sl.o<'ks. From tlle point oJ view neither of general nor of 
vocational training can such a programme be defended. The 
pupils waste their time (and very precious time, too) in applying 
the principle of proportion, which they do not understand, to 
commercial transactions which they will never carry out. }'ortu
nately cases of this kind are rapidly disappearing, and there is 

A IS91S n 
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observable, particularly in some districts, a steadily growing 
tendency to make the last year a recapitulatory year. The 
whole arithmetic course is reviewed, and a large variety of 
problems are set bearing on the experiences of every-day life. 
This practice is wholly commendable. I would, however, 
auggest that another step be taken. The pupils should, during 
this year, be led to make a careful and critical examination of 
our system of notatiQn and of all the mechanical proceases that 
they have already used. Reasons but dimly apprehended before 
.will be clearly apprehended now. It will, I contend, provide 
the same kind of training as a good course of algebra, and a 
far better kind of training than that afforded by the algebra 
that is usually·taught; 

Year after year has the Chief Examiner for the London 
County Council.Junior County Scholarships reminded us that 
the arithmetic papers worked by the girls are considerably 
.inferior to those worked by the boys. Is their inferiority due to 
a lower average of mathematical ability among girls, or is it due 
to defective teaching in girls' schools? With a view to finding 
an answer to thia question,. one of my colleagues carried Ol1t a 
few years ago some careful investigations. Two different kinds of 
tests were given in mixed schools where both sexes went through 
precisely the same training. One set of tests consisted entirely 
of mechanical examples, the other entirely of problems. The 
results went to .show that the girls did the mechanical work 
better .than the boys; but the boys did the problems very much 
better than the girls. On the whole, the boys were considerably 
ahead of the girls. Investigations I have made at the mixed 
schools in my own district have confirmed these results. There 
can be no doubt whatever that, generally speaking, girls ha\·o 
not the same natural aptitude for mathematical reasoning M 

boys. There can be little doubt, too, that this natural difference 
is accentuated by somewhat inferior mathematical instruction in 
girls· schools. 1 have come across brilliant exceptions, but it 
must be confessed that women teachers do not, as a rule, teach 
Mathematics well. The qnestion arises, Should the mathe
matical training in a girls' school differ from that in a boys'? 
I think we must agree that it should. In determining the ideal 
course for any given. pupil, three factors at least have to be 
considered: natural aptitude, present environment, and future 
environment. In each of these conditions does a girl differ to 
some extent from a boy. This fact is obtaining recognition in 
the schools, for there is noticeable a tendency for the Mathe
matics in the two kinds of schools to fall wider and wider apart. 
As a concession to predilection iUld natural ability, less time is 
being spent in girls' schools over Mathematics and more over 
literary studies. Certain parts of the mathematical CODl"Ile 

which are of theoretical rather than of practical interest are 
Jl1lnerallyomitted. On the whole, the terminal tests set to girls 
are diRtinctly easier than those set to boys, and they cover 1_ 
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ground. This is, it seems to me, as it should be. To be 
encouraged, too, is the practice of giving more household 
arithmetic to girls. An interesting course of domestic arithmetic 
is adopted in the top class of the N girls' school. Each pupil 
keeps a weekly account-book for an imaginary family chosen by 
herself and recorded on the first page. . This family has a 
regular weekly income, also chosen by the pupil, but not 
allowed to differ widely from 308. Accounts are kept week by 
week, and looked over and criticised by the teacher. General 
accounts, detailed accounts, and banking accounts are separately 
treated. Children are encouraged whenever they have a fair 
balance to put a little money in the bank. Occasionally they 
have to deal with sickness and unemployment in the family, 
and have to adjust their accounts accordingly. The girls seem 
to take much interest in this kind of work, and it must be 
admitted that they are more profitably employed in contem
plating the putting by of a little money in the savings bank for 
a rainy day than in contemplating the transfer of a lordly sum 
of money from consols to railway debentures. 

SUITABILITY OF THE MATHEMATICAL SYLLABUS. 

This brings me to the question of technical as distinct 
from liberal training. To what extent is the Mathematics 
syllsbus modified to suit the future occupations of the pupils? 
There is of course a sense in which all education is special 
rather than general. The pupil is trained for a particular 
environment. The London child is taught English and is not 
taught Japanese because he will probably live in England and 
not in J apllli. 

It is tolerably certain that the majority of the girls in the 
school will at BOrne time or other have something to do with 
housekeeping. They are all accordingly given training in 
domestic subjecta. They attend cooking, laundry, and house
wifery centres. Their arithmetic has not in the psst been 
correlated with the work. done at these centres; and wbat little 
correlation there is at present should be greatly extended. 
. With the boys the case is not so simple. There is no general 
occupation which the bulk of the boys will follow when they 

. leave school. Is any deliberate attempt made in the schools 
to prepare the pupils for specific callings? As far S8 the 
ordinary school is concerned, the answer is no. 

Confining our attention to the Mathematice we can find 
nothing in the syllsbus that is intended to be technical. The 
arithmetic done is not better suited for a future clerk than it 
is for a future engineer-at least it is not designedly 80. The 
scale drawing done at the woodwork centre is not primarily 
intended to serve 8B a training for craftsmanship, but 8B a 
means of general culture. All the boys, whatever they are 
destined to be when they leave school, go througb pre<'isely the 
same course. 

II 2 
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In· the Central Schools, however, the case is somewhat 
different. These schools. demand a word of explanation. The 
Council is carryi ng out a policy of rendering more effective the 
old system of Higher Grade Schools, inaugurated by tho late 
School Board for London. The full scheme comprises the 
establishment of 55 Central Elementary Schools, distributed 
equitably over the whole of the London area. These schools 
are to be fed entirely by children of 11 years of age, transferred 
from neighbouring elementary schools, and a four years' course 
of instruction is to be provided. By April 1911 the number of 
schools already organised as Central Schools was 39. 

Although not yet officially recognised as Central Schools, 
many of the old Higher Grade Schools temporarily serve the 
same purpose. All the most intelligent children who have 
failed to secure County Scholarships to Secondary Schools are, 
if their parents consent, drafted into these Central Schools. 
To these two characteristiclI (that they absorb the best brains 
of the ordinary schools, and that the children are supposed to 
remain till they are 15) must be added a third, viz., that each 
school is definitely given a technical bias. 

This bias is of an extremely broad nature, and may be of 
two kinds, somewhat vaguely termed industrial and commercial. 
Any school consisting entirely of girls is given in addition a 
domestic bias. 

Of the 55 Central Schools 12 are to have a commercial, 
16 an industrial, and 27 both a commercial and an industrial 
bias. Nearly half the schools, in £act, will have two more or 
less distinct COUl'Ee8 of instruction. 

Let us now .consider the question-how far will these Central 
Schools provide mathematical instruction snitable fur special 
trades or occupations? 

A t present it is only possible to report what is actually 
being done in the schools already working on the lines 
prescribed, and to venture on a few criticisms and comments. 
It may be said at once that no preparation is mads for anyone 
specific trade. The instruction is kept on lines 80 broad that 
nothing is really lost, even though at the end of the time the 
pupil changes his intentions. For the course has hean devised 
80 • as to poeaees cultural as well as utilitarian value. The 
precise nature of the technical bias is gradually being defined 
by experience. At present the schools are cautiously feeling 
their way. The syllabuses are tentative aud di1fer from school 
to school 

I have been trying to discover what parts are regarded in 
these schO<Jls as common to the commercial and industrial 
courses in Mathematics, and what parts are regarded as peculiar 
to each course. In the face of many di1ferences of opinion I 
can merely give the more commonly accepted view. The 
common programme, which is considerably heavier than that 
of the ordinary school, comprises arithmetic, algebra, drawing 
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to scale, mensuration, and. experimental geometry. The . 
arithmetic includes the use of graphs, logarithms, and con
tracted methods of multiplication and division of decimal 
quantities; and the algebra includes quadra~ics, square and 
cuhe roots, surds, variations, and progressions. Pecrtliar to 
the commercial syllabns are long and cross tots, foreign 
exchange, bankruptcy, brokerage, commission, and other com
mercial transactions; and peculiar to the industrial syllabus 
are simple trigonometry, graphic algebra, kinematics, and the 
use or such instruments as the slide rule, vernier, micrometer, 
and theodolite. Deductive geometry occupies an anomalous 
position. It has been proposed for both sides, for neither side, 
for the industrial side only, and for the commercial side only. 

The above sifting of material is, however, somewhat mis
leading, for the common factor is not so great as the above 
classification would suggest. Many of the items of the common 
syllabus receive different treatment from the different sidl's. 
Graphic method!!, for instance, are used by the commercial 
pupils to presE'nt at a glance the rise and fall of prices and 
quantities, and to indicate various tendencies in trade. The 
work, in fnct, resolves itself into the plotting or statistics where 
the fluctuations do not conform to any discoverable law; the 
industrial pupils, on the other hand, have to go through a 
much more severe training in graphs, for they have to discover 
the laws between observed quantities, and to carry co-ordinate 
geometry much further than the commercial pupils. The 
theory of geometrical progression is applied on the one side to 
machinery, and on the other to compound interest. Where the 
slide rule is used by both sides it is used for far different 
purposes. 

In the" M .. Central School a special feature is made in the 
industrial classes of carrying working drawings throllgh a 
complete series of processes. The boy begins with the ohject. 
He lirst draws in freehand the ele,·ation, plan and lif ne..,essary) 
the section; measuring the object and recording the dimensions. 
This enables him to make an exact scale-drawing, colouring 
the variolls parts in accordance with the builders' scheme. A 
tracing is tJlen made in Indian ink, and finally a blue print is 
taken from the tracing. Very complicated work of this kind 
is done with great neatness and accuracy. 

It would seem at first sight as though a very strong claim 
could be made out for book-keeping as an essential part of the 
commercial syllabus; but the Council at first disallowed it, 
probably actuated by the consideration tltat there is po one fonn 
of bookkeeping adopted by all the London business firms, not 
even by a large number of them. For although the double 
entry system is almost universal, each firm has its own special 
adaptation of the system. After a lad has entered an office, a 
few years, as a rule,· elapse before he is allowed to have 
anything to do with accountancy. and in the meantime he can 
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'get at an evening school all the special instruction ho requires. 
These circulllRtances combine to render the teaching of book
keeping in the elementary schools a matter of doubtful ex
pediency. The Council are now, however, reconsidering their 
decision. 

As rlistinct from what is consciously aimed at as a 
preparation for livelihood, it may be pointed out that much 
of what, is 11.9 a matter of fact done Ilven in the ordinary schools 
is manifestly of vocational value. When the head of a busineBS 
firm is asked what qnality he most prizes in a beginner. he 
invariably answers .. Accurar.y." The beginner should, he 
thinks, be able rapidly and accurately to make out invoices 
and add up a column of figures. Beyond this, an acquaintance 
with foreign weighta, measures and currency should also, he 
thinks, be demanded of him. These modest requirements are 
satisfied to some extent at least by the ordinary elementary 
school; but a meagre equipment of this kind will not carry a 
boy far. He is likely to remain among the lower ranks of 
clerks unless he goes through some such trai ning as is provided 
at a Central School. 

The practice in measurements and in solid geometry gi ven 
in all schools in connection with the woodwork centres will 
indisputably prove of great service to a boy wbo enters any 
branch of the building or, engineering trade. Of greater 
service still will prove the more advanced practical mathematics 
done at the Central Schools. These schools will probably do 
much to promote intelligent craftsmanship, and to remedy some 
of the evils incident to the decay of the apprenticeship system. 

The specialisation in domestic science at the Central Schools 
for Girls carries a little further the training given in the 
ordinary schools. Arithmetic is brought to bear on home
making and scale drawing is applied to dreBSmaking. It must 
not be understood that the girls at the Central Schools have 
anything like so full a syllabus of mathematics as the hoys. 
They do the same kind of work, but of a less advanced type. 

The problem of providing technical eduCation in the London 
Elementary Schools is complicatecJ by the fact that there is 
no one skilled craft characteristic of London as a whole, or, if 
we may except Woolwich, of any London di~trict. The citi7-6ns 
of London are, in fact, more concerned with the distribution 
th,m with the production of wealth. Out of the 50 boys who, 
during a certain period, left the .. M " Central School, which has 
a dual bias, 41 easily found places in City offices, while the 
remaining.9 had much difficulty in getting into workshops. I 
have reason to think that this case is far frOID representing the 
relative demand for the two kinds of training, but it. illustrates 
the fact that London is preponderantly commercial. 

There is the further difficulty of discovering in reasonable 
time the proposed future occupation of the pupiL In the 
ordinary school the boy rarely mows, even on the day when he 
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leaves school, what he is about to do for a livelihood. Nor do 
his parents. They generally wait for something to turn up. 
A large proportion of the boys join the ranks of unskilled 
labour, and a large proportion of the girls enter factories or 
become domestic servants. In the Central Schools, however, 
the difficulty is not so great. The first year's course is strictly 
general, so that sn opportunity may be afforded for ascertaining 
the natural aptitudes of the children. Then the parents are 
consulted and /I decision arrived at as to the special course to 
be adopted. 

Under the circumstances it seems clear that technical 
training in tile elementary school is being carried as far as is 
at present. expedient. It is very possible that in the future 
further developments may take place. The Central Schools 
may, perhaps, specialise a little. more; the residual schools may 
be re-organi..ed in groups so as to permit of massing the upper 
classes into one of the schools of the Ilroup and giving that 
school some sort of technical bias. But it is difficult to see how 
in any case the Mathematics will be vitally affected. Indeed, I 
have myself serious doubts of the educational soundness of 
devoting much time to tots and mechanical processes useful in 
8n office. One thing may BBfely be BSid of the industrial 
mathematical course: it affords an excellent general training. 
Indeed, the headmaster of the "M" Central School is of opinion 
that the boy who has been through the industrial course will 
make more headway in an office" than the commercial boy. He 
has gone through a more varied and more conCl'ete mathematical 
training. He has more intellectual alertness, initiative, and 
l"PROuroe. Personally, I agree with this headmaster 88 to the 
distinct superiority of the industrial coun;e. 

The business employer seems to me to attach far too much 
importance to a lad's actual skill-and that of a very limited 
kind-at the time of his entering the office, and far too little 
importance to his possibilities of development. Rapidity in 
calculation may be vastly improved by a few months' practice; 
a trained intelligence is the product of an education extending 
over Jnany years. U ng.uded mechanical pra('tice will secure 
the one; much intelligent guidance is necessary for the other. 
The employer, in fact, often shows a prefl"rence for the cheaper 
an(1 more showy article. 

The questi~n of specialisation on the part of teachers is one 
which has received insufficient attention in the elementary 
school. Indeed, I know of no m..'tance where Mathematics is 
taken by a teacher outside his own clasa. In the boys' schools 
this rigi.l adherence to the class system is, as a rule, lees open 
&0 objection, but in the girls' schools, where it often happens 
that a few ti"achers are weak in Mathematics and otheftl 
exceptionally strong, it is mallifl"St that 8 Cl"rlain amount of 
specialisation is particularly desir .. ble. The obstacle to this 
plan is that the displaced teacher is inclined to regard the 
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arrangement as 'a reflection on his efficiency as a teacher. A 
teacher iR rarely ashamed of being unable to teach music or art 
or physical exercises-and there is no reason why he should be 
-but he will never acknowledge that he cannot teach Mathe
matics. It is, however, not a question of efficiency or inefficiency, 
but of relative aptitude. 

Occasionally there is a slight shifting of the scholars from 
dass to class for the arithmetic lesson. A re-organisation of 
this kind is quite feasible if, as frequently happens, arithmetic 
is taken at the same time by all the classes in the school. A 
special classification for Mathematics is justified on the ground 
of the great variation in natural mathematical ability among 
the pupils, quite distinct from their ability in other directions. 
In Sebool G, an easy-working cross classification is suC<'eBSfully 
achieved. . 

The amount of time devoted to the subject seems to average 
about 3t to 4 hours per week, rather more perhaps in boys' 
schools and leBS in girls'. The usual place in the time-table is 
immediately after the closing of the morning register, i.e., from 
about 10 to 10.30 or 10.45. 

METHODS OF TEACHING. 

The methods of teaching are unquestionably in every direc
tion improving. The most signal reform has been the adoption 
of more practical methods to which reference h311 already been 
made. This in itself has facilitated the apprehension of the 
rationale of mechanical processes and diminished the amount 
of explanation on the blackboard. The practice of allowing the 
children to make up problems of their own is one which has 
proved very fruitful in some schools and may well be exteuded 
to all schools. H a class is periodically tested, I see no re3l100 
why this test should not be devised occasionally by the children 
themselves. They might be told to prepare, either 311 homework 
or during school time, a test consisting of, say, six problems. 
The teacher would look over them, select the best test and set 
it to the class. Mary Jonps's examination would possess for the 
class some points of interest which the teacher's test would lack. 
Moreover, the clear formullition of a question goes a long way 
towards answering it. It at least guarantees an intelligent 
answer, if not an accurate one. 

EzperirrumtaJ. Syaf.em8. 
It remains now to dPBCribe a few svstems of a more or less 

experimental nature. In School G, an interesting concentric 
scheme is adopted_ Even the lowest class soh-e problems as far 
as possible of the same nature as those solved by the higher 
class, but differing in difficulty and complexity. For the first 
three years the work is almORt entirely mental-or more properly 
.. oral " since all arithmetic is mental. At the end of the third 
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year the problems involve BUch numbers as necessitate the use 
of definite methods, and then, for the fh-st time, the conventional 
" rules" are introduced. The boys are encouraged to attack 
the problems by their own methods and no method is rejected 
so long as it is clear and logical. The time allotted to the subject 
in the lower part of the school is much below the normal. The 
lessons, in fact, only last 20 minutes. Tlie time thus saved is 
devoted to reading. The scheme has excellent points. It 
unquestionably develops intelligence in dealing with numbers. 
And this is saying a great deal. 

The mathematical occupations found in Standards I. and II. 
of Scbool H are similar in cbaracter to the number lessons in 
Infants' Scbool A (Bee p. 6). The obiects constructed form thl' 
basis of simple observation in form and colour. The kind of 
work is gradually displaced in the higher classes by the more 
usual type of practical arithmetic. The scbeme is too young yet 
to enable me to pass an opinion on its practical effic.acy. It 
however promises well. 

Paper folding and cutting is extensively used in all the 
classes of School K to illustrate fractions and geometrical 
principles. This work is good. 

In Scbool L a special numher board invented by the bead
master is used by the children. This board, which is divided 
into squares, ten in each vertical column, is used to represent 
numbers up to 150· so that their relative magnitude may be 
immediately appm'ent to the eye. The common numerical 
operations are easily and clearly represented on the board, and 
the system has the merit of always ensuring that the symbola 
used have real meanings behind them. 

Summarising briefly, I may state that there is every evidence 
of steady improvement in the teaching of Mathematics in 
London Elementary &hools. In the infants' schools the mpthod 
of rigid and systematic analysis of small numbers is almost 
universally adopted. But this method is open to somewhat 
graye objections and is gradually giving way to methods which 
are mOrEl in accordance with the natural interests and activities 
of child life. In the senior schools the most significant changes 
are the introduction of practical arithmetic and the increased 
importance attached to ability to deal with common-sense 
problems. There is everywhere to be found less example
grinding and more thinking. 

P. B. BAUARD. 

• There i. no speci&! reason for stopping at this number beyond con. 
oideration. of space. It ia desirable that there should be more than 100 
sq....". on the board in order that the hundreda column may be exemplified.. 

• 
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APPENDIX I. 

"BoARD OF EDUOATIO!f. 

Standards 0/ E:wmination in Arithmetic. 

ScK1l:HlII B.. 

StaJldo,rd I. 
The four simple rules. Divison! and multipliers not exceeding 6. No 

number higher than 99 to be employed in the queotiOD8 or required in the 
answers, 

Standard II. 
Compound rules (money). Divison! and multipliers not exceeding 12. 

Sumo of money in the questions and anew ... not to exceed 101. 

Standard III. 
Simple rules and compound rules (money). DiviBon and multipliers 

not exceeding 99. No number higher than 99.999 to be employed in the 
question OT required in the anew... Sumo of money in the 'lueotione and 
answers not to exceed 99/. 

SlmIdard IV. 
Compound rul .. applied to the following .. eight. and measuree (length, 

weight, capacity, time). In 1ength, yarde, feet, and incbee; in weight, 
tons. cwts., qra .• Ibs., ozs.; in capacity. gall~ quarta. pint.; in time, days, 
hours, minutes, eecona.-..re the only teTme that will be required in this, 
and in the fifth standard. Divieon and multipliere not to exceed 99. 

Standard V. 
Vulgar fractions (simple fractions only). Practice. Billa of pucelo. 

Common weights and meaemee. 

Standard n 
Decimal fraetiona (excluding reewling deeimaIs). Simple proportion 

or eingle rule of thIee by the method of unity. Calculation of oimple 
interest upon a giyen principaL Common ... eights and m........... )len
SlII'ILtion of rectangIee and rectangular BOlide; the extraction of II!JIIanI and 
cube roote is not required. (Boy. only.) 

SlmIdard YII. 
Vulgar and decimal fractiona. A. yt=geB and percentages. lnyeetments 

of eavings. ConeoIa. 

• • This acheme. which ~ IUIDuaIl,. in the Code from 1896 to 1905. iI DO 
1 __ ill the enm ... tiona for Certificates of ProficieJJq, bot hao beea 
__ by the Syllabus of EISmiDatioD ill Arithmetic, which ;. to be fOUDd in 
8cbed1lle VL of the .......,.t Code. 
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APP;ENDIX. II. 

TEST FOB STANDARD I'J INJ'AlfTs' DEPARTMENT. 

43 94 28 5) 75 
9 36 4 

14 
38 

APPENDIX III. 

TJlST BOB SUNDARD I., INFANTS' DJIPABTMENT. 

1. How many times can 6 be taken from 96 P 
2. A. man catches 70 fishes, and puts them in a basket, 17 get nut. How 

many .... left P 
_. \ 3. We come to sohool 5 timee a week. How many days do we come in 
19 weeksP . 

• 4. In a olaasthere are 38 girls and 39 boys present, and 16 are absent. 
How many altogether in the olaaa P 

APPENDIX IV. 

SOHOOL D (GmLB'). TJlRlUliAL TEST BET TO STANDARD IV., 190.. 

1. 9 Ibs. 9 oz. 14 dwts. 21 grains x 23. 
2. Reduce 95,040 inches to furlongs. 
3. How many acres in 11,495 squa.re yards P 
4. Divide 313 mIa. 5 fur. 8 pis. 4 yda. 1 ft. 11 ina. by 19. 

TBBMINAL TBSTS SBT' TO THe 8AII8 STANDARD IN 1910. 

Theoretical. 
1. A. mjllnn"" started his round with 15 gallons of milk. He ca.lled at 

92 houses and at eaoh left 1 pint. How much did he have left, and how 
much money did he receive if each pint cost 2d. P 

2. I spent t of my money and placed t in the bank. What fraction did 
I have left P . 

3. lowe 20. 6d. to a number of people. My total debt is lSI. 17 •. 6d. 
How many people were there P 

.. What do I pay for 87 bage of lIour marked 160. Sd. eo.ch,. if I am 
allowed 10id. olf the marked prioa P 

5. A.mmge three oIa.saes of 45, 63, and 81 children respeotively in one 
large room. Make the lin .. of children of the same length, but as long as 
possible without mixing the cla.aaea. Of what number of children will each 
lineconsistP 
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Practical. 
1. Provide a dinner on paper for 8 people. You may spend any amount 

up to Sa. 8d. 
2. Measure your paper and tell me how many times it will go into the 

length of the board. 
3. What is the height of the girl sitting next to you P Who is the 

taller, your partner or yourself P By how much P 
4. Weigh any suitable and available article as accurately as the weighta 

provided will allow. Write name of article and weight upon your paper. 
5. How many times d""" the serviette ring tum in rolling acr088 the 

table P Find out in any way you please. 
6. Count the girls in the elsa., and tell me how many are away, and 

who those girls are. How many tim .. could each girl have attended ocbool 
this week P H we were cent. per cent., how many attendaneea would have 
been made altogether P 

APPENDIX V. 

ScHOOL E (BOYS'). TEBlIlIlII'AL TEOT SliT TO THE HIGHEST 
CLASB rB' 1904. 

1. How much money was realised by selling out 1,5001. of Railway" per 
cent. stock at 87 P 

2. Expreee in It •. do the value of • 2989375 of 1001. 
3. Find the amount of 87l. ]6 •. Sd. for 2 yean at 3t per cent. (simple 

interest) . . 

4. A. boy wrote . 61 instead of . 61; expreea in decimal8 the amount of 
the error. 

5. Find the value of 1 of 1/91 of ll ..... 0.1. + . 0375 of IS •. and ""prees 
the result as the decimal of 51. 

TBBJlIB'AL TEST 8BT TO THB HIGH ...... CLAss IB' 1910. 

Practical. 
1. Describe a circle which shall have as nearly as possible 12 oquare 

inch .. of area. 
2. Find as nearly as yau can the area of the irregular field on a ocale of 

1 em. = 20 yarde. 
[This was a figure of irregular outline, drawn on paper ruled finely in 

millimetre squares.] 
3. A. cistern can be emptied by a tap in 3 hours and filled by another 

in 5 hOUl'&. H the cistem be empty and the filling tap be allowed to run 
and after 2 hours the emptying tap be set going, how much of the cistern 
will be filled at the end of 4 hours from the time of setting the filling tap 
rmmingP 

4. H 3 horses and 5 COW8 coot 1901., and 2 honea and J cow coet 801., 
find the coat of a horae and also of a cow. 

5: Find a line which shall be ..t125 em. long. 
6. Dra"" a graph to sh ..... the path of a body moving as fo\lowa 0-

Time taken in min_ • . 2 " 5 8 9 10 
Distance travelled in yarde • • ]50 250 325 525 650 700 

7. A. and B run a ...... of 500 yarde. A. atarta from scratch and finjlhea 
the moe in 4 min_. B has a start of 50 yarde but commences I a minute 
later at the rate of 120 yarde a minnte. Which aha\l win P 

8. Two _ lie E. and W. of a certain point 5 mil .. apart. The 
westerly one aaila in a N.E. din!ction at 10 miJee an bonr, the _ly one 
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aa.iJs due N. at 8 mil .. a.n hour. Draw a graph showing where they meet 
a.nd at whet time. 

9. Plot the points (6, 8) (6,-8) (-2, 2) (-2,-1). Join the 4 point. and 
find the number of units of ....... in the quadrils.tera.l thus formed. 

Th.eoreticaZ. 
1. A. walks at 4 mil .. an hour and starts at 10 &om. B starting from 

II&IllS pIa.ce at 10.45 and going in slUDe direotion, walks at 5 mil .. an hour. 
How far will B heve walked when he ""tches A. P 

2. Find the number of degrees between the hands of a clock at 
20 minuteo past 6. How long after this will the minute hand croes the 
hour handP 

3. Two tmins start from the same pOint and run on paraJlel mils in the 
same direction. One travels at S5 mil .. an hour and the other at 30 mil .. 
8.n hour. After whet time will the faster train be " miles in front of the 
other and whet distance will the faster train heve travelled P 

4. One tap lets 50 gallons per hour into a cistern while 10 ga1lonsleo.k 
out every hour. U the cistern holds 1,000 gallons when full and the tap 
is set Iimning when the cistern is empty, how much water will heve run 
into the cistern by the time it is full P 

5. Explain whet is meant by steck at par, stock at a discount, 5% stock 
at 120. How much shall I heve to pay for 2,500/. stock at par and for 
1,200/ . • tock at t discount P 

6. A. cylinder 8" mdius and 10" deep is Wed with water. A. hall of iron 
diameter S" is gently dropped in. How much water will overflow and how 
much will be left in the vessel P 

7. Find the coat of gravel at 9 •. a cubic yard required to cover to a 
depth of 8 inches a path 5 feet broad round a ciroular pond of diameter 
50 feet. 

8. A. map is made on a scale of t inch to a mile. How many acres on a 
map will be covered by a penny pieoe; diameter I! inches P 

9. There are 8 casks of wine. One oontains 5% water, the aeoond 
71°10 water and the third 121% water. One gallon of the first is mixed 
with II gallons of the seoond and 4 gallons of the third. Find the per
oentege of _ter in the mixture. 

10. Find the '98lue of the following if II stands for 5 •. and 'Ii for So. 6d. 
(s.. + So. 6d. + 5y - 211 • II) 
( 7 80' y)' 

APPENDIX VI. 

ScHOOL F (GIJWI'). TJIIUDJIIll T • .., 8ft TO TIIlI HIGB8.., 
Cusa IB 1910. 

N OTII :-Ten sums are to be done out of 12, but thoee marked with .. • 
must be done. 

1. Find the '98lue of lOY + y. when ., = St, ,= 401, • = 5.,\. 
2. Express Ill. 7 .. SlG. a. decimal of 11. Dinde it by IS and --uy b)' 

division in £ ..... 
8. The area of .. triaDgle is 50 square om. and the haas is 85 mm. Find 

the height. . 
. .. A. boy ohtaina 165 marks out of .. muimum of 185. Bring this to .. 

rs."~ an equilaterel triangle ABC. Side S inch... Bisect aach 
aide in P, Q. and R respectively. Join P, Q, R and find area of triangle 
P,Q.R. 
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6. Expreoa the difference between lZ. 2.. 6d. and lZ. 6.. 8d. as a per
centage of lZ. 2 •. 6d. 

7. Find the oontente in gallons of a tank 3 feet long. 2 feet 8 inch .. 
wide and 1 foot 9 inches high. 

8. Add ISO 10 to 24/. 121. 6a. 
9. A man buys goods for 51. 10 •. 6a. and s.lle at .. profit of 276°10' Find' 

the selling price. 
10. Draw 8 straight lines. length 5 em .• 7 em. and 'em. respectively. 

Draw .. fourth line whose length is to 4 em. as 7 em. is to 5 em. 
U. H 10 eggs cost le .• how many can be bought for 3 •. 6a. P Work (a) 

gra.phicaJly on squared paper and (b) a.rithmeticaJly. 
• 12. Plot the pointe A (10.10). B (20.,20). 0 (30.10). D (20.0). Join 
the pointe. This figure represente the plan of a cnbe. Find the volume. 

lliustrate wherever possible. 
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THE TEACHING OF ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS 
1N ENGLISH PUBLIC ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS.'" 

The object of ihis memorandum is to give a brief historical 
sketch of recent changes in the teaching of Elementary Mathe
matice in an English public elementary school and to indicate 
tal what, in the opinion of an elementary school teacher in daily 
contact with the realities of the schoolroom, are the main 
difficulties and the most serious defects in the present-day 
teaching of this subject, (b) some principles and methods by 
which Elemel)tary Mathematics may be made of increased value 
even under present conditions, with specimen syllabuses for 
Infants', Senior, and Higher Elementary or Central Schools, and 
(e) to make some suggestions of a practical and definite character 
for applying 'the principles advocated to the mathematical work 
of the Higher Elementary or Central Schools. 

The school period of the English worker's child may be 
said to extend from 4 to 14, or possibly 15 years of age. The 
first four years of this period are spent in the preparatory or 
infant school, from which the child passes at the age of 7 t to 
8 years to the upper or senior department, where he remains 
until ilie leaving nge of 14 to 15 is reached. In a fair number 
of cases, however, especially in town schools, it will' happen 
that the 8cholar, on account of more than average ability, finds 
his way, at the age of 11 or 12, to an upper. standard or to a 
secondary school. In this re,..jew the secondary school has 
no place and will not receive further notice, but the Higller. 
Elementary or Central Schools are now so numerous, and play 
so important a part in our elementary school system tllat it is 
impossible to omit them from auy survey of Englisll elementary 
education. 

Great changes amounting almost to revolution, have taken 
place in the aims and methods of our 'schools during the last 
decade, and particularly in mathematical teaching. The old 
practice of labouring mechanically through a number of com
plicated arithmetical processes, imperfectly understood, is 
gradually givin~ place to objective teaching, visualisation, 
and the actual mdividual handling of objecta; to problems 
within the range of ilie child's intellect and experience; and 
to progressive and systematic training on the purely intellectual 
side. But this development is by no means complete. So 
rapidly have changes come that the older teacher, the man 
of 20, 30, 40 years' experience, has had difficulty in adapting 
himself to new demands, and still feels the hampering elIects 
of the old conditions and methods. 

• The acmowledgmenm of the wrimr...., due to Mr. John Scott. of the 
Ashburnham School, FuIham, a.nd to the .tatf of the Bloomfield Road 
School for help in the preparat.ion of this paper. 
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Space does not pennit of any extensive survey of these 
conditions obtaining; say, prior to 1900, but some short review 
is necessary for our purpose. Suffice it to say that schedules 
defining in the baldest manner the work to be done in 
Arithmetic were issued yearly by the Education Department 
as instructions to teachers, that formal examinations were held 
annually covering these schedules, and that money grants 
were made conditional upon the results obtained,-the famous 
system of "payment by results." Each year's work was 
compartmentally distinct. Previous work was rarely reviaed, 
the pupil spending his year upon the exact portion of work 
allotted to that year. 

The character of the old schedules will be made clear by' 
one or two extracts from them, e.g.-

Standard III. (age 9-1O).-Notation and numeration W 
1,000,000; long division'; compound addition and subtrac-
tioo. " 

Standard IV. (age 100U).-Compound rules and reduction 
of money; common weights and measures. 

Two criticisms of the time are quoted from Government 
Blue Books" to illuminate the results achieved :-

.. The progres8 made in Arithmetic i8 out of proportion amall in 
compa.riacn with the extraordinary labour beatcwed upon it." 

And-
, .. I come acroas children [of 11, 12, 13J who can add and lubtracl. 

intricate vulgar fractiono. but are incapoble of writing down from 
dictation a Bum in Bimple addition, which a claaa of well· taught 
infanta would do eaaily. In a claaa of 58 children! in Standard V. 
only 11 conld encounter with BUooeBB the di1Iiculti.. of .. BUm in 
simple addition." 

A change was obviously inevitable, and a schedule known 
as .. Scheme B." was issued in 1894. This, though in BOrne 
respects defective, was a notable advance upon the older 
schedules involving the manipulation of large numbers, and, 
as it still forms with various modifications the basis of work in 
many schools, it is given in detail in Appendix I. to Mr. Ballard's 
paper in this series (Bee p. 26). 

The change begun in 1894 was completed a few years later 
by the withdrawal of all schedules of work, and the abolition of 
annual examinations for payment of money grant-a step which 
almost immediately began to give a new complexion to our 
mathematical work and methods, in that each school had to make 
its own syllabus. The change has, up to the present, perhaps, 
been more one of aim than of practice. Schemes of work in 
different schools are found to present wide variations both in 
matter and treatment, and many faults incidental to an experi
mental stage have naturally arisen, 80 that, notwithstanding 

• Reports of tbe Committee of Council on Education. 1878-79 (p. ~22), 
and 111;9-80 (p. 396). 
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great improvement during the last ten years, arithmetic in 
most of our schools is still laboriously rather than well taught. 

There is ample proof of this, but, if no other evidence were 
available, the reports of the Examiners for Junior Scholarships 
in London, would suffice to show that in the metropolis at any 
rate the teaching of arithmetic is still far from satisfactory. 
Iu the Junior Scholarship Examination over 20,000 boys and 
girls are examined each year, so that the data for criticism 
are fairly ample. Of these, reckoning the boys only, some 
54 per cent. in 1906, 54 per cent. in 1907, 79 per cent. in 1908, 
and 57 per cent. in 1909 obtained less than half marks. The 
girls were not so successfnl, and making every allowance for the 
fact that the examination is competitive, and designed to 
discover the best candidates, these results cannot be accepted as 
in any real degree satisfactory. After a fair consideration of 
the questions set and the Examiners' reports, the unavoidable 
conclusion is that in a large number of London schools either 
arithmetic is taught under very adverse conditions or is not 
taught on sound lines. Probably both these alternatives are 
true to IlOme extent, and thus we shall be led later to consider . 
some difficulties of school administration, and some serious 
defects in the treatment of mathematical subjects in the 
classroom. 

The further discussion of these two questions is post
poned until the writer has indicated what in his opinion is 
possiblt' even under present-day conditions, if only better 
syllabuses and methodtl were adopted. 

In considering present possibilities we may take the 
Mathematics of the primary school to include:-

Arithmetic as ordinarily understood, practical arithmetic, 
simple geometry treated experimentally with some con
stmctive work, and in the higher schools perhaps a little 
deductive work. 

Simple mensuration. 
Algebra as generalised arithmetic and in its simplest forms, 

leading up to the use of the simple equation in the solution 
of arithmetical problems. 

In setting out to consider what should be the purpose or aim 
of Mathematics as a primary school subject, one is confronted 
with a very real danger, that of dwelling upon theoretical or 
paper poo;ibilities. The practical teacher must by every meanS 
ill his power endeavour to avoid this and to seek out and fix the 
actual living possibilities of his own classroom. Perhaps the 
predominant feature of modem educational development is 
the entry into schoolli£e of the expert adviser, and his assump
tion that his own subject has peculiar and special claims to 
consideration. It becomes particularly important therefore that 
the teacher should preserve a true sense of proportion, of 
essentials and non-essentials, an appreciation of what is possible 
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in the average school to the average teacher and to the avt'rage 
child. He must remember that Mathematics is one subject out 
of probably ten or twelve, and under ordinary conditions will 
command no more than perhaps from three to six hours out of 8 
working week of some 25 hours. 

With these actualities in mind he has to determine what 
value and aim Mathematics has in the primary school. It may 
be laid down :- . 

(i) That young children shall obtain, hold, and use intel
ligently the fundamental ideas and prOC6BBes of 
number. This is the essential work of the Infants' 
Department. 

(ii) 'fhat the child during his school period shall acquire 
sufficient rapidity and accuracy of calculation to serve 
the ordinary purposes of daily life. 

(iii) That he shall be able to apply the principles of his 
mathematical work to these purposes. 

(iv) That he shall obtain such an intelligent understanding 
and use of number manipulations and the quantitative 
aspect of things as shall fit him to learn and under
stand any special business or industrial methods 
requiring number that may fall to his lot. (It does 
not from this by any means follow that the special 
methods of business or industry must be taught in the 
school.) , 

(v) That the nature of the teaching in Elementary Mathe
matics should provide special intellectual training of 
a kind not 80 well obtsined from other subjects. And 
here lies the real value of the primary school mathe
matics as mathematics, unique of its kind, and in 
its own field, demanding of the pupil thought, inves
tigation, analysis, synthesis, comparison, reasoning, 
deduction, induction. 

These five claims may be regarded as poesible in all schools, 
and may therefore be considered the minimum. For schools 
fortunately circumstanced, well equipped and staffed, there may 
be others tending towards special preparation for various 
departments of life, commercial and industrial. 

The realisation of these minimum valnes begins in the Infants' 
School, and it is in the highest degree important that the child 
shall get his conceptions of number and of the fundamental 
processes intelligently and in the true way-that is, through 
the concrete. The teacher must find ont what kind, what 
variety, and -how much concrete experience is necessary to 
enable the child to reach these elementary number concepts 
and operations. He must see that the child gets this experience. 
that he passes from the concrete to the abstract of his own 
accord as it were, aud unconsciously. and that he is able to 
re-tranaiate his symbols into concretes when required. 
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Coming now'tO the work of the senior department, it may 
be assumed that tile child has obtained the fundamental ideas 
of simple numbers and of the operations of addition and sub
traction, multiplication and division with numbers up to say 
10 or 20. Our other four values already noted may be made to 
faU into two classes. We have :-

(1) The utilitarian aspect and the prdCtice of everyday life. 
This side is increasingly regarded by many autho
rities as important. It touches so many sides of life; 
it appeals to the boy and to the man; it means the 
power to "do" something; it aims at rapidity, 
accuracy, skill, insight, and common sense. 

(2) Mathematics as a mental training, dealing with the 
principles underlying the numerical proce.'lSe8, an 
exereise in investigation and deduction, a method 
of thinking, an attitude of mind. 

Authorities differ as to which of these two aspects is primary 
and which only secondary. The writer holds that each 
ill essential to the other, and one object of this memorandum 
is to show that a really valuable mental training may be 
obtained from an intelligent treatment of work of an essentially 
utilitarian kind, and that the practical teacher will be wise 
to adapt and limit the mathematical work of his school to the 
probable demands of ordinary work-a-day life, i.e., to exclude 
everything in the nature of useless, absurd, or obsolete compu
tation and to endeavour to get by suitable treatment of his 
subject the maximum amount of mental training from the work 
laid down. 

Under the first, he will note that the demands made upon 
Mathematics in the ordinary man's life are after all veI1 
modest, and that by confining the arithmetic syllabus strictly 
to work bearing upon the ordinary matters of everyday life, 
much time may be gained for securing rapidity and accuracy 
of calculation and for making the mathematical work. of 
his school the medium of a really valuable mental training. 
To this end, therefore, he will throw overboard all mathematical 
lumber in the shape of long and involved. calcnlations, long 
reductions, useless or unfamiliar weights and measures, 
complicated vulgar and decimal fractions, formal and involved 
greatest common measures, and least common multiples, square 
roots, stocks, shares, brokerages, complex and little understood 
fonnulre, mathematical tricks and dodges, clock sums, train 
sums and the like, and will concentrate upon the strictly 
utilitarian side of arithmetic. 

We now come to consider utilitarian mathematics in its 
aspect as mental training of a special and valuable kind. 

Regarding this mental training it is exceedingly important 
to have clear conceptions of its kind, value, and possibilities 
in ordinary schools under ordinary teachers. It is here that the 
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in the average school to the average teacher and to the aVE'rage 
child. He must rememher that Mathematics is one subject out 
of probably ten or twelve, and under ordinary conditions will 
command no more than perhaps from three to six hours out of a 
working week of some 25 hours. 

With these actualities in mind he has to determine what 
value and aim Mathematics has in the primary school. It may 
be laid down :- . 

(i) That young children shall obtain, hold, and use intel
ligently the fundamental ideas and processes of 
number. This is the essential work of the Infants' 
Department. 

(ii) That the child during his school period shall acquire 
sufficient rapidity and accuracy of calculation to serve 
the ordinary purposes of daily life. 

(iii) That he shall be able to apply the principles of his 
mathematical work to these purposes. 

(iv) That he shall obtain such an intelligent understanding 
and use of number manipulations and the quantitative 
aspect of thinga as shall fit him to learn and under
stand any special business or industrial methods 
requiring number that may fall to his lot. (It does 
not from this by any means follow that the special 
methods of business or industry must be taught in the 
school.) 

(v) That the nature of the teaching in Elementary Mathe
matics should pro,ide special intellectual training of 
a kind not so well obtained from other subjects. And 
here lies the ll'al value of the primary school mathe
matics as matbematics, unique of its kind, and in 
its own field, demanding of the pupil thought, inves
tigation, analysis, synthesis, comparison, reasoning, 
deduction, induction. 

These fi'"e claims may be ll'garded as possible in all scbools, 
and mav therefore be considered the minimum. For schools 
fortunately circumstanced, well equipped and staffed, there may 
be others tending towards special preparation for Yarious 
departments of life, commercial and industrial. 

The realisation of these minimum values begins in the Infants' 
School, and it is in the highest degree important that the child 
shall gE't his ronCE'ptions of number and of the fundamental 
rna :8 intelli~ntly and in the true way-that is. throngh 
the concrete. The te8cher must find out what kind, .... hat 
Tarit'ty, and . how much concrete experience is ne.: ry &0 
enable the child &0 reach these elemE'ntary number concepts 
and operations. He muslsee that the child gets thisexperience, 
,hal he pasBeS from the concrete &0 the abstracl of his own 
aroord as it were. and UDCOosciousiy. and that he is able &0 
re-uanslate his symbols in&o concrelAlB wben required. 
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Coming now to the work of the senior department, it may 
be assnmed that the child has obtained the fundamental ideas 
of simple numbers and of the operations of addition and sub
traction, multiplication and division with numbers up to say 
10 or 20. Our other four '..-alues already noted may be made to 
faU iuto two classes. We have :-

(1) The utilitarian aspect and the prdCtice of everyday life. 
This side is increasingly regarded by many autho
rities as important. It touches so mauy sides of life ; 
it appeals to the boy and to the man; it means the 
power to "do" something; it aims at rapidity, 
accuracy, skill, insight, and common sense. 

(2) Mathematics as a mental training, dealing with the 
prineiples nnderlying the nnmerical processes, an 
exercise in investigation and deduction, a method 
of thinking, an attitude of mind. 

Anthorities differ as to which of these two aspects is primary 
and which only secondary. The writer holds that each 
it! essential to the other, and one object of this memorandum 
is to show that a really valuable mental training may be 
obtained from an intelligent treatment of work of an essentially 
utilitarian kind, and that the practical teacher will be wise 
to adapt and limit the mathematical work of his school to the 
probable demands of ordinary work-a-day life, i.e., to exclude 
everything in the nature of useless, absurd, or obsolete compu
tation and to endeavour to get by suitable treatment of his 
subject the maximum amount of mental training from the work 
laid down. 

Under the first, he will note that the demands made upon 
Mathematics in the ordinary man's life are after all velJ 
modest, and that by confining the arithmetic syllabus strictly 
til work bearing upon the ordinary matters of everyday life, 
much time may be gained for securing rapidity and accuracy 
of calculation and for making the mathematical work of 
his school the medium of a really valuable mental training. 
To this end, therefore, he will throw overboard all mathematical 
lumber in the shape of long and involved calculations, long 
reductions, useless or unfamiliar weights and measures, 
complicated vulgar and decimal fractions, formal and involved 
greatest common measures, and least common multiples, square 
roots, stocks, shares, brokerages, complex and little understood 
formulre, mathematical tricks and dodges, clock sums, train 
sums and the like, and will concentrate upon the strictly 
utilitarian side of arithmetic. 

\V e now come til consider utilitarian mathematics in its 
aspect 88 mental training of a special and valuable kind. 

Regarding this mental training it is exceedingly important 
til have clear conceptions of its kind, value, and possibilities 
in ordinary schools under ordinary teachers. It is here that the 
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theorists and experts usually fail I1S by giving abstract and 
general schemes instead of concrete instances which we can 
use in the world of sC'hool experience. 

We may regard Mathematics taught for mental training 
as an Elementary Science, and consider it as :-

A.-Classified knowledge. 
R-A method of thinking. 

A. is science in the sense that it represents systematised 
knowledge, organised information to be utilised for work-day 
purposes. This classified knowledge may be held in two ways. 
The child may have it as acquired and remembered information 
or knowledge, or instead of burdening his memory with a 
multitude of details he may know where to find it when 
required for use. The readiest means of obtaining it is from 
books, and one of the functions of the primary school is to 
train children to use books as tools, to know where to find 
what is wanted and how to use it. 

Mathematics deaIt with as suggested in this paper ought 
to make the pupil in his last years able to use a mathematical 
text-book as a tool, to find there material useful and necessary, 
tables, definitions, formulre, proofs, special rules and devices, 
sets of examples, &c. 

We may, however, regard Mathematics in the higher sense 
'B as a training in the ,art of thinking, of arriving at 
satisfactory and logical conclusions, of passing from mere 
opinion, impression, guess-work, to true knowledge. 

This art can only be acquired by intelligent and 
conscious practice. The pupil himself must take part in the 
making of his real knowledge, the essential point being that 
the child shall do as much as possible, the teacher helping 
as little as possible. The teacher finds something in the child's 
experience to start with, prevents useless but not nseful labour, 
makes the child decide between alternatives for himself, and 
obviates aimless wandering and floundering. The child must 
in short make the journey for himself, the teacher seeing that 
he makes it in the most effective way. 

The method will thus be somewhat as follows :-
1. Place the problem before each child concretely as far 

as possible. using, say, cardboard coins, a given 
circle, a cylinder. 

2. Insist on a clear understanding of (a) what we know or 
have, (b) what we are asked to find. 

3. Let the child reflect on these and see if his knowledge 
or past experience will suggest anything. 

4. Require the children to try their own suggestions on 
their concrete material 

5. Test, examine, or discuss the suggested solutions, 
select the most satisfactory, and verify. 

6. Apply the method to other cases. 
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This is the method of science: -a problem-analysis. of 
data-reflection thereon-formation of hypotheses-reflection 
on these and reference to previous knowledge or experience
test or verification of the likeliest-decision between alternatives 
-and so on, to wider circles and use in the world of experience. 

In experimental geometry we constantly use such 
methods as :-

(a) Something noted a~r experiment. Will it always be 
so? Must it always be so? Why? 

(b) Suppose I do so and so, what will be the result, and why i' 
(e) A problem is given. Children suggest possible solutions. 

Try them and select the best. 
(d) State results of work already done. Reflect on tbese to 

see which way they point. Make simple deduction or 
general statement and verify. 

The reasoning in such a problem as, "If !l lbs. cost 278., 
what will 4 lbs. cost?" is something as follows:-

" I can find the cost of 4 lbs. if I know the cost of 1 lb. I 
can find the cost of 1 lb. if I know the cost of 9 lbs. But I 
know the cost of 9 lbs. Hence I see my way to finding the 
cost of 4 lbs." Or generally, .. I can prove or find this if I can 
prove or find thst. I can prove or find that if I can prove a 
third thing. But I can prove this third tIling, so I can prove 
the first." 

This is a simple method of reasoning, exceedingly valuable 
in all departments of life. In these and other similar ways 
very much of the arithmetic and geometry of the elementary 
school may be so taught as to give valuable training in simple 
analysis and synthesis, in seizing upon essentials and excluding 
non-essentials, in simple investigation upon scientific lines, and 
in arrhing at well founded conclusions. 

TIlustrati"e syllabuses for Infant and Senior Departments are 
here Rubmitterl. 

ILLUSTRATIVE SYLLABUS IN ARITHMETIC. 

INFANT DEPARTlIEN'J:. 

Time gi..", per day, SO minute.. 
Time ginm per week, 2l hours. 

GB&D. L (S-4l yean). 
No number teaching exoept incidentally in . oonnection with games, 

toys, &c. 

GB&D. n ("t-5l,...,..). 
Elementary idea of number up to 6. Taught by games, ooncreteo, 

ru"wing, &0. Number pioturea to 6 arranged in bricb, eubee, DOUIlten, 

ahella, bean., beo.da, &c. . Number pictures diu"" in dominoes, "'Iuares, 
circles. 
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GRAl>1C ill (5i-6i year.). 

Cowpa.rison of lines, surf""es, solids. Drawing of line. equa1 to, longer 
or shorter than line drawn by teacher. 

M .... urcment using inch and foot. Exercise. to te8<!h inch and half· 
inch marks on ruler. To estimate these length.. 6 in. rulers marked by 
children (paper) (1 in. square tableta used). Draw, mark, and eut from 1 in. 
squared paper, squares and oblongs of 1, 2, 8, 4, 5, 6 in. side. 

Foot, half·foot.-Exercises to te8<!h, 1 foot = 12 inches; half·foot 
= 6 inches; pound and half.pound; sticka. of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6 inch .. lUIed 
to construct foot lengths. Tested by 12 in. ruler. 

Pint and half.pint~Exerciaea with a.ctuaJ meaaurca and water. 
Half and quarter.-Taught by paper folding and eutting. 
Half.-Squarc folded into oblongs and also into triangles. 
Quarter.-Square folded into squares and also into triangles; paper pies, 

apples, &c., cut into haJvea and quarters. 
Number.-To count to and from 10 hy ones, twos, &c. AnaJyaia of 

numbers 1 to 10 into parts and into faclors. Keeping .hop. No formal 
addition or subtraction. Very simple exercise.. Concrete examples only. 
To make number dominoes and pictures. 

Apparatua.-Strips of cardboard eut into lengtb. of 1, 2, S, 4, 5, 6, 7, 
8, 9, 10 inches, one set kept by...,h child. Bone counters, square tablets, 
beads, sticks, Gift m., Gift IV'J beans, sbp.lla, cardboard coins, measures, 
squared paper (1 in. squares). Four·inch paper squares. 

&rABDARD L-First Half·Year. 

1. AnaJyBi. of numbers 1 to 9 into parts (addition and subtraction). 
2. AnaJyaia of numbers into factors (mnltiplication and division). 
3. Simple lessons on haJvea and thirds. 
4. Introductory Geometry lessons deaJing with points and linea to indicate 

distance. lle&Burement of Jengtb, estimation of length. drawing on sqnarcd 
paper of squares and oblongs. 

5. The number 10, its parts, factors and mnItiplea. 
6. Rapid addition and subtraction. 
7. Buying and selling, weighing and measuring to illustrate number and 

fraction work. 

.A.pparat ... fur iUuBlratimo.--Cubea, bricks, oardboard slips, and square 
counters, sticka of diJfercnt lengths, cardboard coins, aeaJ .. and weigbts, set 
of lIuid measures, yard stick graduated in feet. Rnlera, 12 in., marked in 
inches, haJvea, and quarters. Paper squares, uurnled. Paper _ 3 in. 
ruJed on on .. Bide into Dine 1 in. squares. Four·inch squarca rnled into 
16 squares. Drawing paper, ru1ed. 1 in. squares. Rn1ed drawing paper, I in. 
squares, 5 in. X 5 in., contaming 100 squares. 

LesBom OIl foUmdftIJ getlllNJ1 pUm.-llainly oral, the IUIowen obtained 
mentaJly, afterwards written down under the teacher's guidance. 

Step L-Exercises with concrete objects &8 units. 
Step IL-Drawing exercises to illustrate the same .. nnmber fact .. &8 in 

Step L, and in .... hich the l-in.line or one of thesq1Ulle8 on the squared paper 
ie taken aa the unit. . 

Step ffi-Simple exercises without the a.ctuaJ objects, but in which the 
Dumbers .... aeaociated with the II&IDe& of objects pictured mentaJl1. 

Step IV.-Exerciees of similar type in .... hich abetract numbers are DOled. 
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S.cond Half-Year. 

1. Extension of numb ... work to 100.· Notation, parts of numbers, f""tors 
of numbers, odd ILDd even numbers. Esperimental work. drawing eJ:eroises, 
exercis.s ILIld probl.me as b.for.. Two numbers only taken in a.ddition. 
Forma.! addition a.nd subtra.ction, but no fo~ multiplication and division. 
Tabl .. gradua.lly built up. . 

2. Furthe,. lessons on halves, thirds, quarto,.., including the addition and 
subtraction of II like" fractions. 

S. Further use of money, weights, and m .... ures. 
4. Geometry, the straight line as indicating direction. . 
5. Rapid addition and subtraction. Apparatus and method as in first 

term. Addition and subtra.ction taught on "the completion of the ten" 
system. 

SENIOR DEPARTMENT. 

STANDARD lI.-Pi,..t Half- Y.M. 
The 100 group to 500. . 
Revision of multiplication tables and use in four rules. 
Manipulation, anaJysis, and synthesis of numbers. 
Addition of hundl'Ods. 
Multiplication of tens by unite. 
Subtraction of tens e.nd .... y hundreds. 
Division of tens by units. 
Money to 21. limit. } The four rul.s a.nd 
Length, feet, inohes, and half inohes, to 5 ft. limit. reduction. 
Use of half and. quarter. 
M .... ure and dmw oommon objects. . 
DeaJ oonoretely with mon.y ILIld length. 
Practical a.omelry.-M .... ur. and draw from common objects twic. and 

. half size. 
T.st stra.ightne .. of lines ILIld .dges. 
Plac. stre.ight .dges para.llel. 
Fold square and rectangle for eque.lities. 
Fold to me.k. right angle and to halve angles, guess perpendiculars. 
E.time.tions of length, breadth, depth by the eye. 

STANDARD lI.-Second Half-Year. 

The 10 and 100 groups"to 900. 
Multiplioe.tion tBble and use in £Om rulea. 
Me.nipule.tion of numbers. 
Addition to 900. 
Multiplication of hundreds by .... y tens. 
Subtre.otion of hundred •. 
Division of hundreds by units. 
Money e.nd length. The four rules e.nd reduction. . 
U .. of half, que.rter, three-quartoro, third, and very .... y oral addition. 

Bubtraction, multiplioe.tion and division. 
Use of 2 •. 611. 10. .• 21., 51. note. 
Use of straight-edge in foot and inches, half and quarter inch. 
Use of tape m .... ure and ye.rd. 
Folding for holf. quarter, third, three-quartars. 
Use of lbe. e.nd holf 100 
Procncal a.o....try.-Fold to ma.ke right angles and to dioide anglea. 

Measure with 1arge oom_ anglee as of opening door. 
Fold sque.re, rectangle, equile.teral tri&ngle for eque.litiea. 
Copy objects and figuree. ll&IIle, half and double size. 
Fold paper to show ve.rying angles. 
Draw figuree on eque.red paper. 
Draw eque.re e.nd rectangle of given dimenaions. 
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STANDARD m-Firrt HaJJ·Yoar. 

The 10, 100, and 1,000 groups .. 
Manipulation of numbers. Fa.cto1'8. 
Addition to thousands. 
Subtraction of hundreds. 
Multiplication of hundreds by units and tens by tens to 1,000 limit. 
Division of hundreds by units. Essy thousands by units. 
Money and length, yard., feet, inches. 
Reduction., pounds to pen"", yards to inches, and inveraely. 
Use of i. i, t, i, i and four rules orally. 
Use of lbs., half lbs., quarter lbe., tbree·qusrter lbo., ounce, 2.. 6d., 10 •. , 

2.., 51. note. 
Use of folded papsr and straight-edge in addition. subtraction, mnltipli. 

cation and division of above fractiona---oraJ work only. 
Measuring objects to i, i, t inch. 
Draw figures to sbow above fractions. 
Use of yard and taps measure. 
Measure curves by string, paper, rolling. 
Measure diameters of circn1ar objects. 
PmdicaJ Ge<1rMtry.-.A.s in previous c1aas but more advanced. 
Bisection, &C. by folding. 
Rnle1'8 and set squares for right angles. Squares. Rectangles. 

Measure opposite sides, diagonals. 
Simple geometrical patterns and familiar objects on squared paper. 

STAlmARD III.-8uond HaJJ·Y ...... 

The 10, 100, 1,000 and 10,000 gronps. 
Manipulations and factors. . 
Addition to four figures carrying to 10,000. 
Subtraction, thousands. 
Mnltiplication by easy hundreds. 

Money. Four ru1es and reduction. Mnltipli. 
Length: yards, feet, inches. cation and division by units and euy 

Division by easy factors. } 

Li~d: gallons, qnarto, pinto. factors until principle io underatoocl. 
Weight: lbo., onnce&. 
Easy questions on method of unity by first finding the amonnt for ons 

mentslly. Written examples later. . 
Use of t, i, t, t, t, l to t. n to H. Addition, subtraction, multi· 

plication and division of these from ru1era, with coins and by folding 
rectangle, 0I3.l only, and mnltip1ication and divisi ... by integera only. 

PradicaJ Ge<1rMtry.-Bisection, &c. by folding. 
Folding square, rectangle, equilateral and iooeceles triangles for 

equalities. 
Geometrical patterns and familiar objects made np of straight lines with 

ru1era and set-squares. 
Simple sca1es and figures to eca1e 1 inch to foot. 

. STAJlDARD IV ~.Finl HaJJ- Y_. 
Notation and numeration to tens of thousands. 
Factora. The four ru1es to four figures carrying to live. 
Division by factors and easy long division. 
Money. 
Linear: yards, feet, inches, easy mi1ea and yards. Distsncea from 

ochool of well·known buildings. Height of achool and tsll chimney. 
Height, length, breadth of c1assroom and haD. 

Weight: Tons, cwt..; and lbe.. oz., ton of coaJ,10 acb, stone .. 14 
and Sibs. 
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. Liquid: gallons: qnarta, pinta. 9 BoIld 18 gallon cuks. 
Four rules and reduction with small numbers Division by factors 

and .... y long multiplication. 
Method of unity by lim finding for one. Easy direct a.nd indirect. 
U .. of tantbs from rulers. squares, half-sovereigns a.nd shillings. Four 

rule. oraJly. 
Decimal expression. Four ruI .. with .... y intagero and tantbs. 
Oommon fractions with denominators 2. 3. 4. 8. 10. 12. Four rules. 

Multiplication and division. whole numbers only. 

Practical Geomdl'!I'-As in previous claas. more advanoed. 
Fold rhombus. 
Bisset by folding sides of any triangle at right angles. 
Bisect by folding angles of any triangle. and note resnlta. 

STANDARD rv.-86OOt1d HalJ.Year. 

Four rules and reduction. Money. Linear. Weight. Liquid ... in 
previous o!&ss OOO&8ionally. as revision only, Add ohaino. yards. Time: 
Months, weeks, days, and hours; minutes, seconds i yea.rs, days; yea.ra, 
weeks; calendar montha. 

Short methods of working multiplioation of money. 
Addition a.nd subtraction of oommon fractions with .... y and .mall 

denominators. 
Multiplication and division by integers. 
Use of tenths. hundradtbs. Decimalexpre.sion and four rules. working 

anower to two pl&ces. 
Method of unity. direct and indirect. and using very easy money and 

weightaand measures. 
Areas of aquares and rectangles. Distances round rectangles. 
Idea of standard yard a.nd lb. . 
FoUl' rules with common and decimal fractions from divided square and 

rectangle and from rulers. 
. 1 2 4 8 

Dl&gl'&IIl8 to show !i = 4; = 8 = 16' &C. 
U .. of metre rulers. Centimetre. 
1 metre = 39t inch .. nearly. 1 inch = 2t om. nearly. 
Estimata parts of ..n. 
U .. of graduated pint glasa. 
Ga.llon of water weighs 10 lbo. 
U Be of oallipera a.nd wedge for interDaJ. and erlern&I. diameters. 

Prodical Ge ..... e.y.-Superpoaition of triangl... Two sid .. and inoluded 
angle. Three sides aqua.!. 

U.. of compaso.. to carry distan .... to ma.It.t oiroles. and geometrical 
figures involving oirol ... 

Folding oirole to get 180°. 900. 45°. 22to. 
p......uele with aet-aquare and by eye. Non-pa.nrJlele meeting. ParaUelo

grams. 
Scale drawing. 1 inch to foot and 6 inch .. to inch from actual 

measurement of objects. 

STAN~D V.-Fim Half-Year. 

Four rules with common fractiona. Small numbers and TOry easy 
oomplexea to inolude easy fractions of concretes (money. linear. _ight, 
liquid, time) alGI easy reductions. 

Four ruI .. with deoimo.ls; reduction to two deoimaJ plaoes in answer-to 
include &8 .~ • 
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Short methods of working multipliootions of money. 
Method of unity. Direct and indirect to include the above weight. and 

measures. 
Mensuration. Squares, rectangles. Simple carpet problems by strips. 

Acre = 4.,840 square yarde = 10 square chains. Vory easy Tolumea of 
rectangular solids. . 

L.C.M., G.C.M. (or H.C.F.) by insP"ciion and mentally (not by rule). 
Use of ca.llipers and wedge-internal and externa.l diametera. 
Use of metre role. em.,. mm. 
Use of burette. 
Estimation. of parts of tenths . OS, • 03 nearly. 
Square feet in square inches. Square yard in square feet. square em. 

in square mm. . 
Cubic feet in cubic inches . 
.Area of neighbcuring park, &c., in acres. 
Cnbic foot of water weighs 1,000 Ounces. 
Simple areas on squared paper. 
Difference between.thre& sqna.re inches and three inches sqna.re. 
Gram wte., O'S, 0'2, 0'1, O'OS, 0'02, 0'01. 
1 metre = 391 in. 1 in. = 2! cm., all nearly. 
Smiles = 8 kilometres. 1 litre = If pta., llrilogram = 2' 2 lbo. and 

use in problems. 

Practical Geomelry.-Plane smfaces (e.g. still water). Test with straight-
edge.Intersection of planes shown by Ilat osrd and water. 

Examination of snrfaces of oone, cylinder, hemisphere, priam, pyramid. 
Plumb line. Spirit leTel. 
Bieection of lines and angles with CDmpBesee. Locoa of equidistance 

from two pointe. Position of point equidistant from three points. Qnestion 
when in straight line. Circle through three points. 

Constrnction of eqoila.teral and iaosceles triangles and proof. by folding. 
Fold for bisectors at right angles of side, for bisectors of angles, for 
perpendicula.re from angles on opposite aides. 

In connection with the above, BOme simple Encljdean reasoning. 
Angles of circle by folding. 
For boys ouly.-Vory easy plana and elevations from modelo. 

• STABDABD V.-S.cond Half·Y-. 

Common fractions. Reductions with small DlIJBbers, and to iuclnde 
fractions of concretes as money, linear, weight, liquid. time. 

Decimals Reduction to three plaees of decimal' in &D8Wer. To 
include as above. 

Method of unity. Direct and indirect with """'"'II ....... to include the 
above money, weights. and measurea and simple 'lory easy fraetiona. 

Shorteuing procesees, especially of multiplication of money. 
Practice ouly &8 alternatiYe metbodand when truly aborter. Simple and 

compound, but not hen", types. 
Invoicee and bills. Itema and prices ouly thoee likely to be met 

with in actual shopping and ClOIIIlIIerciaI life. Examples worked numtally. 
. &ceipting bills. . ,. 

Show from ruler, S + i, 5 + t, f + j. 
Show graphically by rectsngles ~ 

1=lof3. 
lolt= ... · 

it=! .+ .... 
3 x-h-

'1 of '7 = '07. 
J = '75. 
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Rule, .. in twelftlis to show:-
1 oli ::= toft. t of ! ::= ! of t &C. 

Use of graduateQ vessel in c.cm. 
Gram weights, 0'5. 0'2, 0'1, 0'05, 0'02, 0'01: 

Practical Geo .... try.-Angles. Bisection by folding and with compasses. 
Bisecton of adjacent angles. Vertically opposite angles by rotation. 

Circle to show 180°, 90°, 45°, 22tO, 67tO, 157!O, 270°, 815°, 880°. Make and 
use simple protractor 0° to 180°. 

Circles inscribed in a.nd circumsoribed round triangles. 
Perpendioulan from point in and ontside line. 
Parallels with set-squares a.nd by construction_ rotating lines--68 

oros.ed by line and testing angles. 
Parallelograms by construction. 

. Simple Euclidea.n l'OIlBoning where suitable. 
For boy. ouly.-Easy plans and elevatino. from models. 

STAlI'D.u!.D VI.-F'irst Hal/·Year. 

Common and decimal fractions as in previous class. Oommon fractions 
as deoimals, and idea and ve,"y simpls use in addition and subtraction of 
reourring deoimals and multiplication and division by units. 

Method of unity, di<eot a.nd indireot, to include .... y common a.nd 
decimal fractions. 

Invoices and bills ocoo.sionally for revision. 
Intsrest, meaning and use of terms. Easy examples. 
Easy genem\ised arithmetic. Rule. worked with letten. 
Algebraical equation. Preliminary exerci... to understanding the use 

of the equation in arithmetio. Very simple substitutions. Mea.ning and 
USB of negatives. Principle of the equation-

If II ::= b. "±c::=b±c; 

Solution of equation •. • 
Use of ruler in om. and mm. 
V olum.. by u.. of oubio inch 

emptying or displacement. 
blocks, by use of graduated vessel by 

Practical Gs"'''''-y.-Locus of points equidistant from .. given point. 
Locus of points at given distanoe from line--<lt equal distanoe from two 

points. IIolld lind position of .. point equidistant from three points. 
Ciroles paasing through two and three points. 
Various proofs that three angles of a tria.ngle equal 180°. 
Possibility of triangles from any three angles or aides. 
Relation of extsrior to interior angles of a tria.ngle. 
Lines crossing equidistant parallels. Equality of intercepted portions. 

Benoe to di";de a line into equal portions, .... d proportionally. Bence also 
simple graph nee&. 

Simple Euolidean reasoning where suitable. 
For boys only.-Plans .... d elevations with simple sections. 

STANDARD VI.-S......J Hal/-Y...,.. 

Intmeot, invol";ug simple common and deoimal. fractions, formulat 
and use. 

Peroentsges. Easy problema. 
Mea.ning of Jist price, oash price, net prioe, disoonnt, wholesale, retail. 
Method 0' unity. More· difficult problems to include fractions and .... y 

rates, taxes, di..;d .... -1a. 
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Mensuration. Triangle, rhombus, rhomboid. Simple volumel. 
Algebraica1 equation. Problema requiring use. 
Genera.liaed arithmetic. 
Areas of triangles and irregular figurel with squared paper. 
Relation of circumference to diameter. 
GTaphs of claos attendances. Inaide and ontside daily temperatures. 

Hourly temperature. Prices of things. 
GTaphica1 illustration of rule for area of triangle, rhombus, &C. 
Plan of scbool and playground from actua1 measurements. 

Practical Geometry.-Circlea intersecting and touching, internally and 
externally, to find centre. Bisection of chorda at rigbt angl... Squa>ea in 
and about. Angles of semicircle and of segment. Locua of apex of right 
angle whose sid .. always pa88 through two given point&-ditto of 60°. 
Touching converging lines. 

Triangles, question of equality, teat by superposition. Thres lid .. equal. 
Two sides and angle equal. Three angles equal Two IIngl.. and side 
equal. Simple Euclidian reasoning where suitable. 

For boys onIy.-Plans and elevations to simple scales. 

STAJlDABD VIT.-Fin' Half-Yw,r. 

Method of unity to include rates and taxes, insurances, bankruptcies, 
diridends, eaJJy work and time and, cistern 8UD18. V my easy "compound" 
questions. 

Interest formulao and use. 
Percentages-more difficult, sud including common and decimal 

n'll.Ctious. 
Averages. 
Proportional parts (easy). 
Meusuration-carpet. and paper problema; areas for painting, &c.; 

eircle; volumes and surfaces of rectangular solids from actual measurement. 
Use of algebraical equation. Generalised arithmetic. 
Areas of fielde from rectang1es and trianglea. 
Volumes by cubic inch blocks and use of graduated ...... Is. 
GTaphs to show easy proportion, interest, average area of circle on 

eqnared paperfrom area of square on radius, from ooustituent triangles. 

Pradi<al Geomd.".-Eqoality of triangles on same base and between 
same parallels. 

Construction of triangles. 
The ellipse. with string. .. 
SqUare on hypotenuse of right-angled triangle and squares on sidea. 
Ratio and proportion. . 

Consideration of i + :1 + t + -h + - . . &c., adding ftT1 ....... Iy to 
unity-the more nearly, the more terms taken. 

Gt-aph of a curve always approaching a otraight line, but n ... er 
actually reaching it or ooinciding with it. 

Construction of geometrical figuree and designs, and ooIonr waahing. 
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,bUl<DABD VII.-S •• ond HalJ- YBM'. 

General revision. 
Investment of Bavingo :-Po.t 01llce, banks, purohaoe of land and house., 

very simple idea of mortgage. a.nnuitiea. insurance, cheques. acoountil, 
receipts and expendituro, discount, ba.nkera' and shop onl" meaning of 

, oom.miaaion, commercial traveller, agent. 
Very simple illnotration of oompan1 formation---..ha.reholde .. , C&pital, 

stock, 8hares, dividends, investments. 
Very eas1 questions on stock bought, inoome, interest or inveetment, 

bottar investments, 
Simple general measuring, including volumes of o1linder, oone, sphere. 
P ..... tioal Geomelry.--General revision, construction of geometrica.l 

ligures a.nd designs ILIld colour washing. 

/SOME DIFFICULTIES OF SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION. 

The difficulties and defects already outlined on page 33 may 
now be considered in greater detail. 

(a) The large classes to be taught. This from the teacher's 
point of view is the most difficult problem in school manage
ment with which this generation has to deal. Improvement is 
slowly being effected, but there are still large classes of 50 and 
60 pupils which make the teaching of arithmetic upon any 
intelligent and practical basis exceedingly difficult, and the 
actual handling of concrete material almost impossible. Where 
these adverse conditions exist any great improvement of method 
is hardly to be expected. Some subjects of the school curri
culum may perhaps be passably taught to large classes of 
children, but Mathematics more than any other requires personal 
attention to minute detail and intimate intercourse between 
teacher and individual pupil. With classes of even 30 or 40 
this ideal is difficult to attain, with larger classes it is out of 
the question and thus arithmetic in many schools remains little 
more than a mechanical class drill on paper. 

(b) Another primary difficulty is the increasingly .heavy 
curriculum. The work of an average elementary school in 
London covers not only arithmetic with ita cognate subjecta 
geometry and BOme algebra, but English (comprisin~ reading, 
writing, composition, spelling, grammar and literature), history, 
geography, drawing, science, needlework for girls, manual 
uaining or domestic subjecta, music and physical exercises. 
Arithmetic will command some 30 to 60 minutes per day, 
possibly from 21 to 5 hours per week. 

(c) Further the head teacher of the large town school has 
in these days too frequently ceassd to be in any real degree a 
teacher. He has become an organising clerk dealing with 
multifarious duties formerly unknown in echoollife. The class
room l!Bes him only at intervals. He organises chiefly on paper. 
Nor is his staff altogether exempt from the same burden, for 
the pressure of clerical work is being also felt in the classroom 
,to a degree hithertounkuown. There is thus a grave danger 
of tho larger,lIfhool experiencing a lack of wliformity I)f method 
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and treatment, and of that progressi ve continuity so necessary in 
mathematical work. Some teachers have sought to avoid this 
and to give a general direction to their staff by adopting one 
of the numerous "Teachers' Books" in arithmetic published 
during the last ten years, books wllich present at length the 
method of approach and the treatment of the rules and exam pIes 
given in the pupils' books. In other schools conferences of the 
staff are held at frequent intervals. In still other cases the 
head teacher iseues what may be called .. covering instructions" 
supplementary to his syllabus, amplifying and explaining it 
by his own detailed examples of treatment. Some able teachers 
are of opinion that in these days the teacher should not be 
regarded as an expert in all the subjects of his school curri
culum, and that detailed schemes of work shouM be officially 
prepared for him. Detailed schemes and" methods by teacher
mathematicians who have succesefully worked them in average 
schools are undoubtedly of great value, but the writer of this 
memorandum holds it as eminently desirable that each head 
teacher should compile his own scheme of work, giving special 
consideration to his own local conditions, the class and ability 
of his pupils, their probable future, their school period, and the 
strength of the teaching staff. It is a matter of some surprise 
that a very large number of teachers, although encouraged to 
compile their own syllabuses of work, still utilise .. Sch~me B " 
of the Code previously referred to. That this scheme has its 
merite will readily be admitted, but it has also serious defects. 
It is self-contained, it co-ordinatee with no other subjects, it 
indicates no practical work, and it seems distinctly weak at the 
top. It introduces vulgar fractions at the age of 11-12, and 
decimal fractions at 12-13, both too late. Its chief merit is that 
it deals with small numbers and quantities. 

SOliE DEFECTS Ill' CI.A88ROOII TUCHINO. 

(a) Neglect of concrete aids in teaching in arithmetic and 
geometry. There is an undoubtedly increasing effort among 
teachers to develop this side of school method, and in many 
schools sticks, cards, bricks, paper squares, strips, rulers, coins, 
scales, weights and measures, are in daily use. Unfortunately 
it cannot be affirmed that this effort is by any means general, 
and in too many cases the pupil is still found labouring among 
symbols which have no vital meaning for him. Many 
experienced teachers regard this disinclination to rely on the 
perceptive side as at present the most serious defect of our class 
teaching. The fundamental proceeses of addition, subtraction, 
multiplication. division and their use in the solution of sim"le 
problems are best demonstrated to children objectively and 
should first be performed by the child himself on concrete 
objects and afterwards transferred to the blackboard or to paper. 
1I0ney rules, reduction. weights and measures, place value and 
decimals, vulgar fractions and ratio, can all be thoroughly 
mastered by a well constimted scheme of concrete teaching. 
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But even when the value of practical work and of what is 
known in the school as "measurements" as a necessary com
plement of ordinary class teaching is rightly recognised, its 
true place and limitations do not appear to be always clearly 
understood. An age of swift transitions like the present 
naturally lends itself to some unscientific experiment. " Science 
is measurement," and thus the conclusion has been easily 
reached, that" measurement is science," with the result that 
time is often wasted by the repetition of purely mechanical 
exercises masquerading under the guise of " science." 

Measurement is excellent and necessary in .that it leads the 
pupil to use his hands and eyes, and to acquire a certain useful 
dexterity; to obtain a correct idea of the common units; to be 
able to make a fair estimate of length, area and volume; to 
institute comparisons and to get a practical notion of approxima
tions, but it has its limitations and is not" science" unless it 
produces the scientific attitude of mind or develops the reasoning 
faculty. 

It has been well said that measurement may hecollle 
" liturgical" only and be in no. sense scientific. 

The following examples are taken from a modern text-book 
for Standard VII., boys (age 14), and are given after decimals, 
vulgar fractions,ratio and proportion, percentages and interest 
have been studied :-

1. Make a square of 3 in. side. What is the area of the 
surface? 

2. Draw an oblong 41 in. by 31 in. Divide it into squares, 
each with one-half inch side. How many such squares 
are there? 

3. Find as near as you can in square inches the area of the 
back of your copy book, the surface of your slate, the 
surface of your desk. 

Such exercises for boys of 14 are almost entirely mechanical, 
tending, if perpetuated, towards waste of time, and it is here 
suggested that exercises in measurement should not only have a 
practical and useful purpose, but should, where possible, demand 
some thought in the application of principles. Generally their 
value may be increased by linking them up with calculations 
leading to some definite and useful end-just as no one' in 
actuallifu measures for the mere sake of measuring. 

(b) The neglect of oral in favour of written work, especially 
in the lower grades of the Senior School By the term "oral 
work" should be understood not only the teaching at the 
blackboard but the actual interchange of ideas between the 
pupilB ~d teacher, their common effort towards the solution 
of tlie problem, and the attempts of the class in what is usually 
termed .. Mental Arithmetic." The object of this work is to 
teach the ~ or rulll. to familiarise the pupils with it, and 
to give them abundant practice in applying it, to revise previous . , 
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teaching, to clear up old difficulties which reappear, to secure 
accurate and rapid mechanical computation, to give practice 
in using common sense, and to keep a class more continuously 
busy. It is found that calculation on paper throughout the 
school is laborious and uncertain, and that there is much 
unnecessary marginal work which would not result if oral 
work occupied its legitimate place in the Arithmetic lessoD. 
The question is causing some diBCUBBion amoDg teachers, and 
as a consequence Wl'itten work in certain schools is being 
deferred until the age of 8, 9, or even 10 is reached. Any 
experiment in this direction should be made with care, and 
probably the middle course will eventually be found the best, 
i.e., let written work be done throughout from the earlier stages 
but (in the lower standards especially) let oral work, with use 
of concrete material where necessary and possible, form a part 
of almost every leBBOn, the children getting independent practice 
on paper at intervals. 

(e) Another defect found probably in most schools is the 
inadequate attention given to the few fundamental principles 
and processes, and in its place a slavish adherence to rules 
worked mechanically and contributing but little to the in. 
tellectual development of the scholar. He is not sufficiently 
thrown upon his own resources, works too much by types, 
looking for the key-word suggesting the type, or saying, 
"I have not done one like this before," instead of dealing 
with it in the light of' common sense and fundamental 
principles. Some of the "pupils' books" already referred to 
tend in the handa of an unskilled or inexperienced teacher 
·to perpetuate this vicious method of work. Others see the 
difficulty and endeavour to avoid it by varying the form of 
example in every possible way and by providing for frequent 
brief revision. 

The following problem was given to children of 11 to 12 
at the London County Council Junior &holarship Examina,.
tion: "Seven lights each 6 ft. apart are placed along the sides 
.. of an electric railway car so as to leave a apace of 3 ft. at each 
" end of the car. ·What is the length of the side of the car in 
U yards ? You may draw a diagram to assist yon." . 

The examiner's comment is that a large majority went wrong 
on the problem, and that very few indeed troubled to draw a 
diagram. 

(d) It is a common charge that arithmetic j~ not correlated 
with the other subjects of the school curriculum, each forming 
a watertight compartment. The question of co-ordination is 
a difficult one, and the word haa latterly fallen into some 
disrepute. It most be admitted that there is much co-ordina,.
tion that is 80 only in name. Algebra, geometry, manual 
training, science, and geography are the subjects where 
correlation is of moat value . 

. It may be (1) parallel development of Mathematics and the 
other subjects; (2) application to Science, &c. of what has 
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been learned in Mathematics, or application to Mathematics of 
what has been learned in Science, &c. 

Co-ordination in the elementary school will be chiefly of the 
latter kind, the essential point, as far as Mathematics is con
cerned, being that geometry and algebra shall advance along 
with arithmetic, all three being mutually helpful and inter
connected and that benefit shall come to Mathematics from the 
work done in Science, Manual Training, &c. 

Algebra.-It is a practical advantage to the pupil that he 
should, even at an early age, make some acquaintance with 
literal symbols and learn to use " :II .. in solving his problema. 
The work may be limited to: The use of letters as symbols and 
their simple manipulation, a little work on symbolic expression, 
the use of a bracket, negative quantities which may be illus
trated graphically, and the simple equation. 

The Geometry OourBe.-The geometry of the old school was 
of the constructional type and almost purely mechanical. Each 
problem was a self-contained exercise with ruler and compass, 
largely a matter of memory, requiring neatness and accuracy, 
but not otherwise educative. The boy drew, he did not investi
gate. On the other hand, the study of geometry as a purely 
deductive science is out of the question for the ordinary 
elementary school. A line of work has accordingly been 
evolved which, whatever its limitations, tends to make the 
pupil think. The old constructional exercise is made to 
develop work of an investigative nature, leading to some know
ledge of very simple inductive and deductive reasoning, as well 
as of geometrical properties discovered experimentally. By 
means of ruler, compass, protractor, folding for symmetry, 
superposing, the pupil discovers for himself many of the results 
contained in the first and third books of Euclid. He may be 
led to see that reasoning from a single instance is insufficient 
and dangerous, but that if all trials in the class produce the 
same result there is good ground for coming to a general 
conclusion. 

Manual Training.-Thfl preparation of working drawings, 
involving as it does measuring, geometrical and scale drawing, 
is a valuable training in elementary mathematics, the more so 
that the use, and the need for accuracy, are so obvious to the 
boy. Equally valuable is the making of the simple plane 
figures and the simple solids, in wood or metal from drawings 
made in the classroom-the square, rectangle, triangle, parnllelo
gram, circle, hexagon, the cube, right prism, cylinder and 
con~ne set being produced by each pupil for use in the 
classrc;f)m. 

It is advisable that simple scale drawing, the notion of a 
plan and El/evation, and of a eimple section, the bisection of 
angles, drawing of angles, properties of the circle, chord and 
tangents, be introduced into classroom wurk at an early stage . 

.&. lSlJIS D 
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Many objects produced in the manual training school may be 
profitably retained for arithmetical measurements and calcu-
lations. . 

The paper and cardboard modelling introduced of late years 
into the lower standards of the Senior Department furnishes 
useful exercises in simple measurements, introductory drawing to 
scale and geometrical drawing. 

Science, Domestic Subjects and Geography may be correlated 
with Arithmetic in so far as they may be made to provide 
problems in mathematical work. In the average elementary 
school the possibilities of correlation with these subjects will be 
but slight. 

(e) The syllabus is often overloaded with work of a too 
ambitious or of an unnecessary or useless type, with optlrations 
of a kind and size not met with in daily life, with heavy types 
of questions and wearisome overpractice upon rules. 

The uselessness of some of the answers produced in class
work may be illustrated by reference to practical results and 
the demands of ordinary life, e.g., 14' 2345 inches and 5 cwt. 
3 qrs. 12 lbs. 7 ozs. 

(f) The introduction of vulgar and decimal fractions is 
often too long delayed. Place value and the real significance 
of a decimal receive unintelligent treatment or are neglected 
with the result that decimals are converted into vulgar fractions 
in the working of problems .. 

A friendly familiarity with the decimal system should be 
ensmoo by teaching decimals from the ruler, say at the age of 
nine, and by their frequent use throughout the course. 

(q) Estimation and forecasting and the application of rough 
checks should be encouraged. The average pupil still works 
his sum on paper and proceeds to the next question without a 
thought as to how far his result is likely to satisfy tile problem 
given. The pupil should be taught to obtain a rough forecast 
of the result-to examine his answer after formally working the 
problem-to apply any commonsense. check available; and, 
just as no commercial man would leave his result unchecked, 
the child should learn to prove his answer by some second 
method-a very valuable training. He should further learn to 
distinguish between the "business method" of solution, which 
has for its object conciseness, rapidity and accuracy, and the 
" analytical method" which should show a clear comprehension 
of the various stages involved in the solution. 

(h) Graphical work in some elementary schools has been 
somewhat overdone during the last few years. Experience 
shows that a cIass can covel' a fair amount of such work with
out gaining any clear idea 0.£. the p?ncipl~ involved .. The 
pnpil rarely develops the abdJ.ty to read a graph, U., to 
grasp its significance by inspectIOn, or to draw the graph from 
data gi ... en in a slightly unusual fonn. 
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In the ordinary elementary school; graphs, as such, should 
be introduced with caution, work in the shape of graphic 
representation being substituted, and regarded as an aid in the 
teaching of mathematics, scieJ;lce, nature study, practical 
geography, &c. 

THE HIGHER ELEMENTARY OR CENTRAL SOHOOL. 

The Higher Elementary or Central School demands a 
treatment of mathematical subjects wider and fuller than that 
possible in the ordinary elementary school, but the principles, 
methods, criticisms and suggestions contained in the earlier 
portion of this memorandum may, with some modifications 
which will be noted, be taken to apply equally to higher grade 
work. The Higher Elementary or Central School will endeavour 
to develop the utilitarian side of Mathematics, and to get from 
this as much as possible of the mental training already indicated. 
But there will be a more definite preparation for industrial or 
commercial life, and the more thorough cultivation of self
reliance, initiative, adaptability, common sense and reasoning 
power. 

As the Higher Elementary or Central Schools vary considerably 
in different localities with respect to character, aim and possi
bilities, it is difficult to describe them briefly as a type, or to 
make general suggestions for their conduct. In London they 
tend to range themselves in three classes, developing (1) a 
commercial, (2) an industrial bias, or (3) towards the end of 
the course combining both these tendencies, but not in any 
case giving technical training as usually understood. . 

For the purposes of this paper it is proposed to consider a 
London Central School favourably situated in an industrial 
district, and accordingly a working syllabus is here given, 
with comments on its interpretation and use. 

ILLUSTRATIVE SYLLABUS IN lUTHEMA.TICS. 

C.NTLUo SOHooL. 

Finl Y ...... 
Arilb •• Ii •. -Unita of length. U.. of ruler, foot rule, metric rule, 

inch and mm. Decimals to hundredtha. A percentage. M""""""",ent to 
half mm. Deoimals and the metric system. Easy ratio and proportion. 
Eaay YUlgar fractions, prime facto .. , eaay H.C.F. and L.C.M. Averages 
and percentages, eaay oaaea. Relationship be~ween long and square 
meaaure. Areas -..<:quat-e. rectangle, parallelogram, triangle, quadrila.teral, 
simple properties of these ligo:rea. 

Volume :-Cubio m"""ll1'8, cube, rectangular prism. Volumes by dis
placement. Very simple scales and readinga to soale, aeleotion of anitable 
aoal ... 

Simple graphic representation. Exeroi ... Oil m8B81Uelllent of ClODcrete 
objects and simple exeroisea in land measurement. 

.dl~.bro.-Lettera as symbols, definino..., meaning of IJ, 20, ab, abo, a f 

(I'M ' 
b' -;. &0. 

Simple substitUtiOIl in aymbolioal expression. 
Simple symboJi.!bl exercises. 

D 2 
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Simple addition, subtraction, multiplication and division. 
Very """y simple equations. . 

aeometry.-DefinitiOli of a line, surface, solid, circle, angle, paraUeJa, and 
the common figure.. . 

F""ile use of pencil, compas., ruler, set-squares, and protractor. 
The right angle as unit. 
Bisecting lin .. , angles, construction of circl .. , squares, rectangles, trio 

angles. Drawing very simple sca.les, copying figures to lICIIJe. Drawing. 
from. boy's own m"""urements of ha.ll, playground, &C. Simple pattern 
drawmg. 

Experimental geometry (paper folding, &c.) should be introduced when 
possible. Discuss properties of the square, rectangle, equilateral and 
isosceles triangles, pamlleJa and tmllBVersaJs, e.g., square :-sides and angles 
equal, diagonals bisect at right angles. 

Equilateral and isosceles triangles :-Angles at base equal. Straight 
line from apex to middle point of base is perpendicular to base, &C. 

hy triangle :-Three angles together equal two right angles. 
Rectangle :-Diagonala bisect .... h other and are equal. 
Rhombus :-Diagonals bisect .... h other at right angles. 

Second Y ...... 
.AritlrnMtic.-More difficult examples of vulgar and decimal lracl;iona. 

Averages. Square root. Ratio and proportion. Percentages. Contmeted 
methods of multiplication and division. Estimations. Approximationa. 
Percentage error. Simple interest (easy ca.sea). 

Graphic representation. Simple problems on mass and other work from 
laboratories. 

General mensumtion of length. area and volume in easy........ Further 
exercises on lICIIJes and IICIIJ. drawing. 

Easy exercises in menaumtion of land, areas, &c. and oonatruction of 
map or plan. 

Further exercises in m0881ll'eD1ent of length, area and .. olnme. 

.Algebra.-Removal of brackets, anbetitntion in formnbe. ~ on 
the first four rules. 

Simple factoring. 
Simple equations .and problems more difiicult tbs.n in the first y_. 

lhometry -Continue work on simple scalea and drawing to ocale, 
choosing suitable scalea' drawing and figuring. 

Freehand sketching of simple rectilinear figtaes. Inaert dimensions and 
draw to acale. 

Squares, rectangles. triangles, circles, qnadriIaterala, pentagon, hexagon, 
and octagon on given line or inscribed in given circle. 

Simple plana and elevations of parallelipipeda met with in Iaboratorieoo, 
manual training centres, &c. 

Pattern drawing. 
Show experimentally the properties of figtaes cbawn, e.g., the s.ngle in a 

eemicircle is a right angle. 
Angles in same segment of a cirole are equal. 
Equal chords of .. circle cut off equal ~ente, &c. 
Fold triangle to show area. 
Measure and add angles of tria.ngle, quadrilateral, and polygoll8. 
Measure exterior angle and the two interior and opposite angles of .. ' 

tria.ngle, and ahow that the exterior angle is equal to the two interior and 
opposite angles. 

Show that the greater angle of .. triangle is opposite to ~ greater 
side, &c. 

Third Year . 

.Arilll...ne.-Still furtlwI' treatment of vulgar IIIId cIecimal fraeUona. 
RsSo, proportioD, involntion, oquare root, ."engeo, percentagea. 
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Simple interest. . Find interest, principal, rate, time. 
Meesurement and problems from the labomtoriee. 
Contracted methode and Bpproximatione for workshop purpoeee. 
Eetim"tion, approximations and their wJ.ue. 
Percentage error. 
Rough checks, intelligent anticipation of ftl81Ilt. 
FurtheT work on BCBl .. and drawing to scale. 
Diagonal BCBle. 
Graphic rep ..... entation and introduction to graphs. 
The etraight line graph. . 
Maee, f'>rOO, dcnaity, preeaure, &c., from laboratory work. 
GenerallDCDBUl"lltion. Length, area, volume in more difticult caaee than 

in firet and eecond yeera. 
Trigonometrical ratioe, eine, coeine, tangent. 
U ... of logarithms in multiplication, division, involution, evolution in 

simple cases, e.g., r, wi, J,~. 
More difticult work in outdoor m .... oremente. &ketches and plane to 

8CBle. 
0.."...".,.-Work of the Iiret and second yeera and in addition:
CircI.. in oonnection with linee and rectilineal figoree (insonDed and 

deeeribed). 
Tangent. to " circle. 
ProportionaIs. 
Plane, elevetions and aide elevetione of cubes, prismI, cylindera. con ... 

and opheree in eaey positions (main axis parallel to one plane). 
Areaa and dietancee fcund from mope, &0.., drawn to known eca1e. 
Graphic oolution of simple probJems......<ltrt line graphs only. 
Very eaey vector addition and aubtraction, .. g., eum of distances in 

..vying directions. 
Pattern drawing. 
Prove by dednctive geometry the chief theorems connected with triang1ee 

and pataIlela. 
C~ of triangl ... 
Propertiee of the ;......J .. triangle. 
G_ aide opposite the grster angle. 
Exterior angle equal to two interior and opposite ang1ee. 
Propertiee of paraIlela and trane.ereelo. 
AlgcI>ra.-G.C.l'. and L.OX by factoring. Fractione. 
Decimal substitutions in formuhe. 
Eftluating formula. 
The four ruIoa, using decimal eoeJIiciente. 
Simultaneoua equati,..... 
Quadrati<: equations (facton). 
Problems. 

F_1&Y_ . 

.Ari1A .. tie.-The bo1" of thi.t r- ahoold be able to oohe any cmlinary 
arithmetical problem, eapeciaIly thooe of .. practiml nature. ... arising em 
01. the Ial>on&ory 001D1l8.. 

Ten-boob on worbhop methode ohould be COIIS1Ilted wherever 
practioabJc. Contracted work. approDmatioas, relative em:JI", and work. 
&hop methods of dealing with workshop oalcuIatiOlUl ahould have eepecial 
consideratiaa. 
~ on ",1_ weight., denriti ... (solida aDd liquids). f~ 

-. ,t...., will he gi ...... 
A. boy ahoold he able 10 work oat .. gradieDt, saney .. few _ of gromul 

and pn!II<!Dt .. liniahed plan. 
SoiutiODB of probIeIM by graphical methods 
Quadratic graphe. 
Trigoaoweb:iaII e • ill heighto and oIio'-
U.oI. 10gariahda ill aotriDg "'" fonDubo ~ ill ...........tiaa aDd 

laharatory work. 
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.Algebra.-Fractional coefficients and indices. 
Fractions. fonnul .... quadratics. graphs. pt'Oblema. surds. 
Meaning and use of logarithms. 
Progressions (arithmetical and geometrical). 
G.mn.try.-More diflicult examples of work done in previous yea1'8. 
Common tangents. 
Circles inscribed in cirolea. &c. 
Ellipse. loci. VeIY simple problems on constrained motion. 

. Chief exercises OIl .......... and reduction of polygons to equivalent 
triangles. 

Easy vectors (velocity. force. &c.). 
Plo.ns and elevations of regular oolide in eae;r positions. 
Easy sections. 
P .. ttern drawing. 
Trigonometrical ratios found by geometr;r. 
Constructions of angles with given sines. cosines or tangents. 
Gra.phic representation and proof of :-

a (a + b) = a l + abo 
(a + b)' = ... + 2ab + 1>'. 

and conversely. 
(/I + b) (/I - b) = a' - 1>', 

Algebra.ic proof. of the main theorems and exercises on Euclid, Book m. 
Gra.phs to solution of ordinary quadratic. 
Prove by deductive geometr;r or experimentally the theorem .... ed in 

connection with lines. angles. triangles. paraJlelcgrams, chords and angles 
of circl .... &C. 

This syllabus is, chiefly on account of correlation with 
science, handicraft, JIlechanical drawing and practical geo
graphy, constructed on a concentric plan, year by year extending 
and introducing new and greater difficulties. It must be 
interpreted in the light of the principles and methods already 
advocated. Its aim is to find a preparatory covering ground 
common to the chief artisan trades of the school district. It 
should be adequate to the intellectual quality of the boys 
admitted, to their school period and to their probable future 
requirements. It develops on the practical rather than on the 
bookish side. 

The boy is judged not only by what he knows but by what 
he can do and his method of doing it. He must approach his 
allotted task in a spirit of investigation and quiet confidence, 
working by head and not by rule. He requires in connection 
with mathematical work bold and rapid freehand drawing, 
scale and mechanical drawing, handicraft and practical com
putations of all useful and educative sorts. ' 

The times allotted to mathematics and concurrent subjects 
are roughly :-

Hours. 

Geometrical drawing - 1 
Other drawing - - - - 2 
Arithmetic. algebra, theoretical geometry and 

practical geography - 5! 
Science - - 2! 
Handicraft - 2! 

In such a syllabus it is almost impossible, and indeed in 
practice is unnecessary, to indicate all points of detail. Latitude 
of treatment within reasonable limits must he allowed to the 
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class-master as new points of view and of attachment ariee .. 
Further, the syllabus should be interpreted modestly. The 
ground covered is extensive and would be regarded as excessive 
for some London Central Schools unfavourably placed, but 
the work is intended to be simple, practical and in no way 
pretentious. Throughout the course, complicated calculations 
and those of a purely' commercial type are kept as few as 
possible. 

Such a school as that instanced will provide a four years' 
course for scholars of 11 years selected from the elementary 
schools of the neighbourhood. These will begin in the "first 
year" and work progressively through the course to the time 
of leaving. Unfortunately a varying but large proportion of 
the pupils of such a school do not at present complete the course. 

The classes are of manageable size, averaging from 30 
to 40 pupils. A physical and a chemical laboratory, an art 
room, and wood and metal handicraft rooms will probably be 
provided, each in charge of a specialist teacher. 

Some 60 to 70 per cent. of the pupils will leave to take up 
skilled industrial work, chiefly mechanical. A few pass into 
commercial life and the rest fall into the ranks of unskilled 
labour. . 

A strong industrial bias will be given to the curriculum, 
increasing towards the end of the course. Mathematics will 
include arithmetic, mensuration, some algebra, and practical 
and theoretical geometry, all with an eye to "workshop" 
requirements. 

The COW'Be will aim at giving the power of accurate and 
rapid calculation with manageable numbers; abundant 
exercise on well-chosen concrete material, including both indoor 
and outdoor measurements and calculations based thereon; 
ability to deal in an independent and commonsense way with 
any simple problem that may present itself; ability to read and 
use any ordinary workshop formulre; good scale drawing, 
including a simple rough sketch from machine details, or from 
observation or description, and finished drawings to scale; as 
much construction work in plane geometry as is necessary for 
handicraft. mechanical drawing, and general workshop demands ; 
some experimental geometry leading to a habit of investigation 
and a knowledge of the simple properties of the common 
geometrical figures and solids and an introduction to the 
Euclidean method of reasoning; some knowledge of literal 
expression and the application of algebra to the solution of 
problems; a knowledge of the trigonometrical ratios and 
ability to calculate heights and distances; daily practice in the 
use of tiJgarithmic tablea in calculations; the ability to con
struct or read a simple graph; the ability to use profitably a 
good mathematical class text-book. 

In seeklllg to attain these results the syllabus aims at 
covering mucl!. ground by dealing with easy examples illustra
tive of principl<l6 and methods. As advocated lor the 
elementary school, so here, formal greatest common measures, 
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least common multiples, and practice, elaborated fractions, 
discount, stocks, shares, and problema of a complicated, far
fetched or not really useful type are avoided. All mathematical 
subjects are to be broadly treated and the whole made naturally 
related parts of one course of study. Mathematical processes are 
to be practically applied, and measurements, framed to encourage 
independence of method, utilised in cvery available direction; 
much of this work being done out of doors. Stress is laid on 
estimating by judgment, checking by calculation, approximating 
short and alternative methods, familiarity with decimals and 
the metric system, ratio, variation, averages and percentages. 

Arithmetic.-The first year's work is specially preparatory. 
Most of the boys newly admitted will be of more.tban average 
ability, but will work slowly and by rule and have little 
acquaintance with measurements and the application of algebra 
to arithmetic. Much oral practice will be given for revising 
work already done, to familiariAe them with principles and rules 
and to secure rapid accurate calculation. Easy problema 
involving small quantities and illustrated by concrete material, 
exercises in easy formal mensuration, easy measurements in and 
out. of doors and calculations arising from them will be 
prominent. Certain portions of the syllabus required ill other 
concurrent subjects must be treated at an early stage: the 
decimal notation and its use in measurements, the metric 
system, manipulation of easy decimal and vulgar fractions, 
the simple form of equation, averages, percentages, and ratios. 
All work must be of the simplest character carefully graduated, 
and home lessons should be strictly. limited to, say, 45 or 50 
minutes per evening. The grave danger in this year is that the 
boy in beginning his new work may feel discouraged by the 
accnmulation of difficulties. 

The second year's work is intended to be a careful develop
ment of the first. This development is not easily shown in a 
written syllabus, but can be indicated in practice by detailed 
reference to class text-books. The work is still confined to easy 
types, gradually increasing in difficulty so as to prepare for the 
manipulations of the third and fourth years. 
. Stress is still laid on principles, but practice in contracted 
methods of multiplication and division, independent estimation 
of length, area, volume, weight, and cost of concrete material, 
the value of approximations and checking and the rejection of 
useless parts of the answer begin to receive special attention. 
The work is also made closely auxiliary to' that of the labora
tories and handicraft rooms that these may not spend time in 
repairing mathemadcal deficiencies. Thus laboratory probleme 
on mass, density, &c. form a snbstantial part of the class work 
in arithmetic. 

The third year is tlle year of expansion. The pupil by this 
time should be able to depend largely upon his own intellectual 
resources, especially in dealing with practical work. The use of 
mathematical text-books for work and reference becomes more 
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prominent. Forinal mensuration is developed" and in geometry 
some knowledge of the Euclidean method is obtained. 

Simple trigonometry is introduced and outdoor measure
ments with the aid of the plane table and sighting ruler receive 
much attention. Small areas are surveyed and measured, 
finished plans made and the results checked by reference to an 
Ordnance map. The graphic work, too, is of a more advanced 
type. The straight line graph is used for illustration and the 
solution of suitable problems and such relationships as tem
perature and pressure, extension of spring, &c. are illustrated 
graphically in the laboratories. 

The fourth year in arithmetic is largely devoted to revision 
and practice upon more difficult examples. The pupil should 
now be familiar with the use of text-books and the logarithmic 
tables j be able to apply his knowledge and intelligence to the 
solution of any ordinary arithmetical problem not of a commer
cially technical type j solve any such useful problem possible 
by the aid of algebra j estimate, measure, and calculate, using 
data obtained from any given simple concrete object, e.g., a mass 
of brickwork (volume, weight, cost), a cupboard, an iron 
spouting, the woodwork of a laboratory bench (quantity and 
cost), &c. j survey and plan two or three connected roads, six 
or seven acres of common land or the gradients of a hill road j 

• make a finished working drawing of a simple mechanical detail 
(e.g., a fork end, a wall box), a piece of laboratory apparatus or 
handicraft work, and demonstrate or illustrate any important 
proposition from a modernised equivalent of the first three books 
of Euclid's Elements. 

The practical side of the course will require close considera
tion. Its limitations and tendency to abuse have already been 
noted. Care must be taken to prevent ita degeneration into 
a mere mechanical routine. AU measurements are to be useful 
in themselves, to furnish useful calculations, to .develop a habit 
of estimating, forecasting, and checking, and to give the pupil. 
a clear first hand knowledge of the working units and of the 
uselessness of fine drawn answers. Records of results should, 
when possible, be kept for future reference. 

In the syllabus submitted some of the most valued material 
for measurements is obtained from the local geography syllabus. 
The work is done on a co-operative plan, two, three, or four boys 
working in combination 88 required. The simple materials 
necessary are plane table and tripod, sighting ruler, spirit level, 
rough theodolite, and clinometer, all furnished profitsbly 88 part 
of the handicraft course. 

The formal mensuration of the syllabus is developed through
out thA whole course and is kept in close relationship with the 
geometry. It finally includes the measurement of regular 
figures and simple solids. Models of the plane figures are 
obtained in metal, and those of the solids in wood, again 88 

part of the manual training course of each pupil. 
Algebra.-' The place and value of this subject in the curri

culum constitute a difficulty in many of our Higher Elementary 
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or Central Schools at the present time. As a separate, formal, 
and academic subject it is slowly disappearing, being replaced by 
generalised arithmetic and the use of the equation in the solution 
of problems. Some examining bodies still demand it as a 
separate subject and hence its retention in the syllabus sub
mitted, being required for "Trade" Entrance Examinations. 
The old stodgy type of sum is, however, now seldom met with, 
and it is increasingly felt that time spent on complicated 
highest common factors, least common multiples, algebraic 
fractions and the like may be more profitably employed by 
the boy who leaves school at 15 yearA of age, or earlier, to 
become an artisan. Thus although algebra appears somewhat 
prominent in the representative working syllabus attached, the 
writer suggests that the subject bA reduced as may from time 
to time be found practicable until finally it embraces only such 
exercises as are merely extensions of Arithmetic, together with 
symbolical expression, the solution of equations and problems 

solved by them, the application of a formula, e.g., V = '1f ;;'" 

some elementary graphic work, the use of logarithmic tables 
and the little trigonometry necessary for the determination of 
heights and distances. 
. The graphic work may well be limited in the first and. 
second years to graphic representation of the usual kind:
the growth of a bean, class attendance, temperature, barometric 
pressure, rainfall, bright sunshine, market prices, and the 
results of work in the laboratories. In the third year, the 
straight line graph may be used for illustration and the solution 
of suitable problems, and in the fourth year the graph applied 
to the solution of simple quadratics. Abundant practice 
should be given in graphic work for the illustration of labora
tory results so that the pupil may acquire facility both in the 
construction and reading of his graph. 

Geometry.-Geometry in such a syllabus as that submitted 
must be regarded as a subject of primary importance, since 
it is related so closely to other mathematical work and to 
handicraft, mechanical drawing, and practical geography. No 
subject of the higher grade curriculum presents greater 
difficulty or needs more careful treatment. There are conflicting 
elements and points of view which make the necessity for 
compromise quickly apparent. The text-book, too, exactly 
suitable for our purpose is still wanting. 

The general aim is determined by· (a) the ind ustrial 
character of the course, and \b) some considerations of that 
mental training value already discussed. It is therefore twofold. 
In a course including handicraft in wood and metal, mechanical 
drawing and the development of workshop methods, some 
constructional plane geometry of the old type is obviously 
necessary and to this must be added a really useful course 
of solid geometry. On the other hand it is desirable that the 
pupil should obtain some knowledge of reasoning proceeees 
as applied to geometrical figures. 
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Practical Worli:.-Plane Geometry.-The mechanica.l character 
of the old type of constructiona.l work has already been 
indicated, and it is suggested that it be here limited to 
constructions in common use such as are required in concurrent 
subjects, e.g., the drawing of lines and angles, bisections, 
perpendiculars, parallels, proportionals, circles, tangents, the 
simple geometrical figures and some work on patterns. 

This part of the course aims at giving (a)£acility in handling 
pencil, ruler, compass and protractor; (b) accuracy and finish 
in the work; (c) a working stock-in-trade of the geollletrical 
constructions required in science, machine drawing and. 
handicraft; (d) opportunities for exercises in measurement 
and experimenta.! geometry. 

Solid Geometry must be introduced at the earliest stage. 
The work should not be abstract or ambitious, but thoroughly 
practical in scope and aim, one object being the quick and 
clean production of a working drawing. The fourth-year pupil 
should be able to make a plan, elevation and simple section of 
any of the common geometrical solids, or if working from the 
actual object, of any simple machine detail. 

Geometry as Menta.! Training.-The question here is between 
the experimental and Euclidean methods of reasoning. To 
what extent shall the experimenta.! method of illustration, 
investigation and so-called proof be carried? Shall the 
Euclidean method supersede it, and, if so, at what stage? 

In an industrial course, although the maximum amount of 
menta.! training is sought, an extended course of abstract 
reasoning is scarcely possible. In the illustrative syllabus, 
therefore, the experimenta.! method is employed throughout the 
first and second-year course, much of the constructional work 
lending itself to this treatment. Simple Euclidean reasoning 
is introduced towards the end of the second year, developing 
simply and naturally ll'Om the experimental work. 

The extent to which the pure deductive method shall be 
carried will furnish further matter for controversy. It is here 
intended that the more important propositions of Book I. be 
p,roved by the modernised Euclid('an method, that Book II. be 
Illustrated algebraically, and that Book III., wherever possible, 
be worked experimentally by measurement, superposition, &C. 
The pupil will thus get an acquaintance with the geometry of 
the first three books, and some insight into the method of 
pure deductive reasoning, the time saved being given to more 
practical WOrk. In the poorer type of Higher Elementary or 
Central School the study of pure geometrical reasoning after 
the manner of Euclid will probably be entirely omitted. 

Tb mechanipa1 drawing of the course embraces the 
production of working drawings from models or actual 
specimens of some 30 or 40 machine details, such as nuts, 
bolts, pedestals, fork end, angle irons, knuckle joint, eccentric, 
piston, &c.. . 

In conclus\on the following suggestions on the method of 
teaching arithmetic to get from it its full utility value, and . 
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as much 3!l possible of the mental training value, are additions 
to, or definite and concrete maxims based on, the principles 
of method advocated in this memorandum. 

(i) Arithmetical meanings, relations, processes, &c., to be 
obtained as far as possible practically and as a result of 
individual experiment on the part of the child himself. . . 

. (ii) Wherever possible. especially when the rule or process 
comes first, get the answer by actually solving the problem by 
means of concrete material :-counters, cardboard coi ns, rulers, 
measures, squared paper, &c. Use the experimental method, 
see that the children clearly understand what is to be done, 
tet them try for themselves and evolve the best way. 

(iii) Let the children have realities behind their symbols:
actual measurements from concrete objects, diagrams, standards 
of length, area. volume, paper folding, use of squared paper, 
graphic illustration and experimental demonstration. 

(iv) Find out and use alternative methods of work, using 
one as a check upon the other. 

(v) Let the lessons be concerned with things within the 
experience of the children, or possible to their experience, or 
within their imagination. 

(vi) Let written work follow and be rather an appendage to 
oral work. 

(vii) Introduce decimals early and tenths earlier and 
illustrate from the ruler. . 

(viii) Rely upon the few fundamental principles and pro
cesses rather than upon a number of fixed rules. Try to apply 
commonsense methods to all operations. 

(ix) Gradually" generalise" the ordinary arithmetic, make 
the fullest use of the symbol" z " and introduce the algebraic 
equation at an early stage. 

(x) Deal with small numbers, and so cover much more 
ground in the lesson. 

(xi) Cover all the course, and every kind of problem, proceBII 
and principle by oral work, using small numbers. To ensuro 
that every child does his share of the work let all answers be 
written down. Let the blackboard be freely used as an aid 
in oral work, which should be an integral part of most lessons 
and form part of each .. term test." 

(xii) Aim at real correlation with other school subjects 
where the gain to arithmetic is a real gain. 

(xiii) Introduce symbols only when needed or their value 
appreciated. Make the children understand clearly the short
hand nature of symbols, and accustom them to pass at will 
from concretes to symbols and symbols to concretes. 

(xiv) AB soon as children of their own accord begin to drop 
the concrete, eUcOurage them to work mostly with the abstract 
in each field of experience as it is met. 

(xv) It does not necessarily follow that because children 
reproduce the language of reasoning, they have reasoned. 

H. J. SPEliCER. 
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THE TEACHING OF MATHEMATICS TO YOUNG 
CHILDREN. 

That skill in handling numbers is one of the fundamental 
bsses on which to rear an educational structure is no new idea. 
Number has formed a part of the most scanty and elementary 
schemes of education through all historic time, and we may 
therefore assume that its value is undisputed even by those 
unable to realise it in exact terms of intellectual training and 
power. 

Those, however, who are deeply interested in the teaching of 
the science of number realise that, even though it may never be 
of practical use to the. student, yet a true knowledge of this 
subject will give him such important knowledge as will stand 
him in good stead in his futnre dealings with men and affairs. 
To them no apology is necessary for the exceeding care which 
we consider must be bestowed on teaching children to really 
.. think mathematically." 

Taking as our working definition that .. education is an 
atmosphers, a discipline, a life," it follows that we .realise that 
education must surround and be a pm:t of the child from his 
infancy; but until he is ready for school at the end of his siXth 
year it is to be an education by means of his senses, of his 
unstudied games, by means of his natural and not of an 
artificially prepared environment. 

The conscious teaching then of number, as of other definite 
lines of thought, is to be begun in the schoolroom with a pupil 
whose age is not less than six years. 

&hool Matlumaties.-When children begin their regular 
school course, lessons last for two hours, or two-and .... ha1f 
hours, every morning, with a long Interval; number for 20 
minu~ a day is one of the .lessons. We generally find that 
the children, when they enter school, are able to count, but 
know nothing of the properties of numbers. 

. The number one is taken during the first lesson; the 
children point out to the teacher OM window, OM fireplace, OM 

piano; in fact, everything in the room which existe singly; 
then the symbol for one is learnt. Whenever we see a stroke 1 
we know that it stands for one of something. The children 
pick out the ones from groups of figures, and finally learn to 
write one; getting it as straight and perfect as possible. 

The children have a small blackboard and piece of chalk 
each. and on these they first write the numbers; afterwards a 
book ruled in t inch or t inch squares and a lmd pencil are 
requisitioned. The nen number to one is two, as the child 
probably knort'S; he learns then to write '2: first on his board, . 
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and then in his book; picks out 2 from a group of figures, and 
does little sums involving thE' number 2. Three is taken i~ the 
same way; and then four, which the pupil must realise is made 
up of two twos, or of 3 and 1, by very simple little problems 
such as will readily suggest themselves to any teacher. He 
learns to count up to 4, and backwards from 4; thus realising 
slowly the idea of a series of symbols denoting a series of 
quantities whose magnitudes continue to grow greater. The 
idea of an order of things, which is conveyed by a number, is 
perhaps grasped most easily by counting a series of things; and 
that of the relati"e magnitudes represented by numbers by the 
little sums in llddition and subtraction. 

In this way all the numbel'S from one to nine are learnt, the 
examples becoming more numerous as the numbers grow larger, 
and involving, besides simple subtraction, simple factors such as 
two threes make six, and three threes make nine. Each 
number is begun from a concrete set of things, beads, &c., and 
several questions are asked and answered with the help of the 
beads. Then t.hese are put away, and for the next leBBOn work 
is done on the number without the aid of the concrete. 

When several of the numbers have been learnt the meanings 
of the signs +, -, and = are explamed to the child; + means" is 
added to," or .. is put together with," - means .. is taken away 
frum," and = means" is the same thing as." Now we have the 
added joy of being able to owrjte sums in our books. This is 
always considered a privilege, and is only indulged in on 
mornings when the children are working well, and during the 
final lesson on BOme particular number. Writing is still a 
laborious effort, and is apt to take attention away from the most 
important matter in hand. The sums are of course always 
worked orally first, and then written down, e.g., if your little sister 
is two years old now, how old will she be in two more years? 
"'hen ilie answer 4 has been obtained the children write in 
their books 2 + 2 = 4; ilien they read it; two years added to 
two years make four years. This writing of sums, however, is 
very sparingly used, and all ilie work is oral. 

During this stage too we give occasional examples dealing 
with pure number; iliere are mornings when ilie little ones are 
bright and eager, and more than ever anxious to do innumerable 
sums; this is an opportunity to be seized by ilie teacher; let 
us leave ilie boxes of beads and counters alone, let us even 
leave out sheep and motor cars, and have nothing but numbers . 
.. How much left if you take 3 from 5?" ,_" How much to be 
added to 4 to make 7 7," and BO on, quick question and quick 
answer, all easy and simple, BO iliat ilie children may feel at 
home with ilie numbers, and feel that they have a real grasp of 
iliem, for, iliongh ilie ability to work with pure number is 
undoubtedly a function of some minds only, yet it, like an ear 
for music, can, to a certain extent, be cultivated, to a very 
limited extent it may be, but even that is worth striving after 
with our pupils. 
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The Number Ten.-This number we of course learn just as 
we did the other numbers, i.e., working out addition and sub
traction sums involving its use and analysis; then we learn the 
meaning of the word unit and here a few match-sticks seem to 
serve as the best vehicle to convey the idea we wish to impart. 
" When we have 10 things we tie them together and call it a 
C tsn bundle.' " Count out several sets of 10 sticks each and tie 
them together, now we have several" ten bundles," and each of 
the sticks in a bundle is called a unit. Now count out,1 unit, 
2 units, 3 units, 4 units . . . . 9 units, 10 units, and tie 
them together. This is done several times; and, as one must 
be careful' not to confuse in the child's mind that which is 
general with that which is particular, let the counting out be 
done with beads, buttons, pencils, &c., the beads and buttons 
being threaded in sets of 10 and the pencils, &c., tied together. 
The name " ten bundl~ " is used for each of these. 

When this convention has become habitual to the pupils, it 
will be time to writs the number ten; it is written on the 
squared paper, one square having 1 written in it for one ten 
bundle, and the next square 0 for "no units"; now all the 
other numbers from 1 to 9 are written down under one another, 
and then 10 is written so that 0 comes under 9, and the 1 is 
out by itself (to the left) in the "ten bundle" square. 

After 10 is thoroughly mastered the numbers from 11 to 20 
are always learnt very quickly as 1 ten bundle and 1 unit; 1 
ten bundle and 2 units, &c.,.&o., use being made of the bundles 
of matches, threads of beads, &c., though these must be 
dispensed with as soon as possible. The children practise 
counting too, both backwards and forwards, and learn to write 
the numbers in columns so that the idea of the local value of 
the digits may be impressed upon their minds. 

We try at this stage, and indeed at any stage in the analysis 
of numbers from 10 to 100, to obtain from the children 
themselves the t'omposition of each new number that occurs, 
e.g., we know all numbers from 10 to 13; we have had 
10 and no units; 10 and 1 unit, called eleven; 10 and 2 
unita; 10 and 3 units; then the next number will have to 
be 10 and 4 units, the next 10 and 5 units, and so on. We 
find that this sort of counting is necessary, as the children 
are apt to get an idea of a number by itself, and are unable 
to realise its position with respect to other numbers. 

Mter the. number 12 we have to stop for a while, as we are 
here able to introduce money; for, though it makes a break in 
the proper Sl'quence of lessons in numbers from 10 to 20, yet it 
provides such a valuable teaching asset for the future that it is 
worth t},e break in the train of thought we have pursued so far. 

We are all provided with purses containing shillings, six
pences, and ~nnies, and after obtaining from the children !.hu 
information that lots and Iota of pennies would be very neavy 
to carry 8 bout. IIIld take a long time to ·count, we show how 
instead of six pennies we have a small silver roin and we call 
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it sixpence. Suppose we went into a shop and bought six 
Id. pieces of chocolate;· then instead of counting out six 
pennies we should just give the shop man one coin·-one of our 
sixpences; if we bought 12 penny pieces we might count out 
12 pennies (they are counted out by the children), or else we 
might have,-how many sixpences? (Each set of six poonies 
is replaced by a Od.); we might have two sixpences, or anotheI' 
coin which we call a shilling and which may be used for two 
sixpences, or 12 pennies. 

After this introduction we have practice in changing from 
pennies to shillings and sixpences, and vice versa, e.g . .. count 
.. out 18 pennies, we don't want to carry so much, so we change 
" 12 of them into a shilling-count how many are left." .. Six." 
" Yes, so that we may have a sixpence instead of those pennies, 
" and we should only take out with us two small coins instead 
" of 18 large ones." Or," count out 13 pennies, re-p1ace 12 
" by one shilling, we have one penny over, so that we have 
" two coins instead of 13: count out eight peunies, a sixpence 
"and two pennies," and so on. As the children deal with 
numbers larger than 12 the work has to be purely experimental 

A great many simple sums on money follow the experi
mental work, the numbers involved never exceeding 12; e.g., I 
bought three penny balls, two-pennyworth of toffee, aod two 
two-penny balls of string. What change did the shopman give 
me out of a shilling? Or'; I won a prize of 58. and gave 2d. 
out of every .shilling to my brother. How much did I give him? 

Weare now able to use money sums to provide us with 
examples in dealing with all the other numbers; money sums 
appeal to children, and at this early stage, as well as a little later 
on, questions involving money appear to be worked very easily. 

The number 20 is easily explained as 2 ten bundles, and 
one finds that the path from 20 to 100 is a smooth one for the 
child of ordinary intelligellce. From 30 onwards the numbers 
are taken in sets of ten, and frequent practice in counting and 
in writing the back figures is given. At the number 20 the 
children are introduced to the sovereign, and at 24 to the two
shilling piece, and at 30 to the half-crown. 

Examples in pure number are also given, such as-add 25 
and 41-we add the ten bundles first :-

2 ten bundles + 4 ten bundles = 6 ten bundles, and 
5 units + 1 unit = 6 units, 

Answer = 66, 
these are the steps followed in working;- in the pupil's book 
the sum is written as 41 + 25 = 66. 

The analysis of numbers from 1 to 100 occupies the first 
year; with the second year we begin the four rules aod tables. 
The work carried on does not claim to be original, but is 
simply a modification of existing methods of teaching, and is 
taken from existing and well-known text-books. I should like, 
if I may, to mention -what appear to us to be some of the prin
cipal features of the course of teaching in these books for the 
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benefit of those who have perhaps not seen them for themselves. 
These features are :- ' 

(1.) The very thorough way iIi which the work is done: 
,nearly the whole of the first year's work consists of 
the analysis of numbers from one to a thousand, every 

. 'one of which is approached from all directions, and 
exhausted of all its possibilities by the pupil and teacher. 
The synthesis from pairs of smaller numbers, factors, 
fractional parts; application to sums of money, to weights 
and measures (at 60 the pupil begills to work with 
hours and minutes, at 36 with inches and yards), are all 
taken with each of the numbers to which they apply, and 
particular tenna, such as dozen and score, are in trod ueed. 
For instance, the number forty is dealt with thus:-

40 = 39 + 1. 
=38+ 2. 
= 37 +3. 
=36+ 4. 
=35+ 5. 
= 34 + 6. 
= 33 + 7. 
-= 32 + 8. 
= 31 + 9. 
=W+ro=ro+10+ro+ro=4x~ 

40 = 4 X 10 = ro X 4. 
= 5 X 8'= 8 X 5. 
=20x 2= 2 X 20 = two score. 

10 *-40 4 times. 
4 * 40 10 times. 
5 * 40 8 times. 
8 * 40 5 times. 

20 * 40 2 times (twice.) 
2 * 40 20 times. 

The half of 40 is 20. The fifth of 40 ia 8. 
The quarter of 40 is 10. The eighth of 40 is 5. 
The tenth of 40 is 4. The twentieth of 40 is 2. 

Then examples such as :-
(a) How many shillings in £2? Cwts. in 2 tons l' 
til) How many horses have 40 legs between them j> 
(e) If one book costs 8 shillings, how many can I buy 

. for £2, &c., &c. . 
(2.) The four rules are introduced all together from the very 

beginning by means of little problems, 6.g., "Out, of 
"a journey of ten miles I have walked seven miles. 
"How much further have I to go?" or, "Ho,", many 
twopenny balls for a shilling?" or, "How many legs 

• * = ia OOIltained in. Thia symbol ..... proposed by )[_ 
Somumachein and. Neabit.. It baa not baen generally aooepted. and lIDo 

fortunatalt it rea roNea cloael;r the oigo lUlivenally emplo,-ed far .. doas 
not equal. 

A 18919 
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have four sparrows?" The four signs +, -, x,:#, 
are given to the children ahnost at the beginning of 

. the course, they' are .told the meanings of .the signs and 
are given exercises on their interpretation. Terms 
such as subtrahend, multiplicand, &c., are given as soon 
as the children arrive at the sections particularly devoted 
to lIubtraction, multiplication, &c. . 

(3.) A special apparatus particularly devised is largely used 
throughout the course. 

. . Even this very scanty indication of the lines of the work 
will perhaps suffice to show how tempting such a course is to 
the teacher of young children; it takes the subject in a 

. fascinating and exhaustive way and appears at a first reading 
to be the ideal course of work laid down for the beginner; but 
it has from experience been proved to pOBBeBB certain disad
vantages for which reason it is used with these alteration&-

(1.) The whole use of the special apparatus is omitted. 
The use of complicated apparatus specially designed to 
t.each the child certain factS about numbers tends to 
form in his mind an iron llOnnection between the facts 
and the apparatus; he is unable to separat,e them or 
to realise that the facts are general. We therefore think 
it advisable, where apparatus is necessary, to use match 

. sticks, buttons, pencils, everyday articles, and a sufficient 
number of them. ' 

(2.) The examples given, though of an interesting nature, 
are often much too hard for the children. Their acquain
tance with the science of number is still in its first 
stages; their work is lsrgely oral, and the examples we 
find it best to give them have therefore to necessitats 
for their solution one arithmetical operation performed 
once only; addition, subtraction, or whatever it may 
be, e.g., "John had lB. more than Mary, he gave her 
Id. How much had he then more than Mary?" is too 
difficult Ii. question for a pupil "ho is just unravelling 
the'mysteries of the number 12., 

(3.) All tables of :weighta and measures of time or length 
seem better omitted until later on. To be told. that 
there are 20 cwt. in a ton· cannot convey much to a 

: child of six; and the divisions of time are an abstraction 
that will convey still less. We keep therefore simply 
to sums involving money and familiar everyday objects. 

(4.) The signs x and * are not given until the pupil 
arrives at the multiplication table, and terms such as 
subtrnhend, addenda, are omitted. , 

(5.) The later numbers are not dealt with 80 exhaustively; 
about a week (or 10 days at most) would be spent in 
learning about. the numbers 40-49 for inatance. The 
children do no homework at all, and their arithmetic is 
therefore very largely oral work: ' . , 

We have found that the children, when taught entirely on 
this system, become very proficient in the analysis of numbers, 
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but that they have, as it were, specialised in that branch of the 
science, and are unable to work in any other way j problems, if 
presented as the analysis of a given .number, are easily solved, 
but not when presented in other ways. Books, giviD.g such 
courses of work, however, are a very valuable guide and 
assistance in our work. . 

Addition and Subtraetwn.-Here the first sums given are 
those dealing with money. Addition of pence, e.g., 7d. + 4d. 
and then 7d. + 6d. + 2d. is followed by addition of shillings 
and pence, e.g., 48. 3d. + 28. 6d. and then 48. 9d. + ~78. 4d., 
then of pounds, shillings, and pence, the numbers of £ being 
t!mall:- . 

£ 8. d . 
. e.g., 9 10 5 

3 17 8 

Answer 13 8 1,8 pennies and 4 pennies make 1 shilling, 
and leave 1 penny over j 1 shilling 
and 17 shillings make 18 shillings, 
which, with 2 shillings, make 1£., and 
leave 8 shillings over j £1 + £3 + £9 
=£13. Our answer is, ·therefore, 

£1388. Id.; 
and, finally, farthings are introduced. After the children have 
worked some little time ·at the addition of money, sums on pure 
,number are given them j e.g., 674 + 215; this is to be written 
in a new way ;-

674 
215 

-. the hundreds, tens, aod units in their own places. 4 units + 5 
uuits = 9 units, to be writtsn in the units' place. 1 ten + 7 tsn~ 
... 8 tens, to be written in ~ ten$' place; 2 hundreds + 6 
hundreds ... 8 hundreds, to be written in the hundreds' place. 
The finished sum is then ;-

674 . 
215 

889 Answer. -The next step is a sum like ;-
519 
392 : 

-
In' a case like this the children are $alight to add in iens 

e.g .• ! units + 8 units = 10 units and 1 = 11 units, U., 1 unii 
. . ~2 
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for the units' place and a ten to be added on to the others. 
1 ten + 9 tens = 10 tens, or one hundred, and there is still one 
tell. We therefore have one hundred and one ten; and the one 
hundred + three hundreds + five hundreds give us nine 
hundreds:-

519 
392 

911 Answer. -After this longer BUmS may be given, with three, or four, or 
more sets of figures, the children always adding in tens and 
thus attaining a mechanical accuracy. The children are always 
able after a little judicious questioning to tell us what to do 
with the 11 units and 11 tens in the sum given above; i.e., to 
write the 11 units as one in the units' place and put the ten in 
with the other tens; and with amounts like 13 pennies, which 
is one shilling and one penny; or 21 shillings, which is a pound 
and seven shillings, if,it were a money question. The analogy 
between the changing of pennies into shillings, shillings into 
pounds, and the changing of units into tens, and tens into 
hundreds, makes the latter seem quite easy and natural to the 
children. Interesting problems to be worked by the addition of 
money, or of pure numbers come next, e.g., if a bicycle cost 
£5 OB. Od., a tool-case 2a. 6d., a bell 1a. 9d., and a lamp 5a. 6d., 
what was the total cost? 

Subtraction is introduced as addition was, by little money 
sums practically presented at first, e.g., (a) if I have ad. in my 
purse and give a porter 2d. for carrying a parcel, how much 
have I left; or (b) If I have six nuts and I want 9, how many 
more must I get? Examples of the nature of (b) are advisable, 
and should be the more numerous because the children can add 
more easily than they can subtract; and, also, sUch examples 
give them the idea of subtraction as the complement of addition ; 
and this view of subtraction is now generally accepted as the 
right one to be given to beginners, and is nsed in later lessons 
on this part of the work. After one or two such examples we 
begin sums involving shillings, and begin to use the term .. take 
away." Take away 1a. 2d. from Sa. 3d., what is left ? 

8. d. 
5 8 
1 2 

4 6. Two pennies and 6 pennies make 8 pennies, and 
- 1 shilling + 4 shillings = 5 shillings. 

Next come sums like this : I had 10 shillings and I paid a 
man 3s. 9d., what had I left? Just at first this shonld be done 
eXperimentally' the child attempts to pay 3s .• 9d. out of a purse 
containing 10 siullings and finds the 9d. a difficulty for a little 
while though it will soon occur to him to change it into pennies. 
He ~ works several sums in his book, mentally changing a 
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, shilling into pennies, and presently pounds into shillings. Even 
an exceptionally dull child appears to grasp subtraction without; 
any difficulty when it is presented in this way. , 

When we arrive at subtraction sums involving pure number 
it is a comparatively simple thing to changs tens into units after 
having already become familiar with the changing of pounds 
into shillings and shillings into pence; e.g., subtract (we have 
now learnt that this is the same as ",take away") 21 from 41 ~-' 

41 
21 

We cannot take 1 units from 1 unit-what shall we do? 
Someone in the class will probably suggest" Turn a 10 into 
units." We now' have 11 units, and 1 + 4 units == 11 units. 
Then we take 2 tens from 3 tens as 1 has been turned into 
units; and our sum is :-

41 
21 

14 Answer. 

H this should not be clear we go back to our bundle of 
matoh sticks and break one up into its component units. 
Though it is generally advisable to give a claSs. only one 
method of subtraction and the "Decomposition" method just 
mentioned is the one most easily explained, yet, we may just 
glance at the method of "Equal Additions" which BOme 
teachers prefer. , 

We begin with our bundle of ma.toh sticks. To take 28 
from 41, we have before us 4 ten bundles and 1 units-take 8 
from 1, we cannot, therefore, instead of untying one of the ten 
bundles we have, we get a whole neW' bundle and untie it; we 
now have 4 tens and 11 units and. taking away 8 we have 9 
units left. Now we are to take 2 tens away, take them and 
remember to remove the ten bundle which we put hi., i.e., take 
3 ten bundles away. This last little II Rule," if we may call it 
80, is arrived at by the pupil after he has worked several 
examples. The method of equal additions is eventually a more 
'rapid way of working subtraction and is therefore worth attsn
tion. Problems follow involving subtraction of money and pure 
number and embodying all that has been learnt so far. 

Multiplication and DitMion.-Multiplication is at first pre
sented as an extension of addition, e.g .. .. H 4 children had 
6d. each, how much had they altogether?" would be worked 
6d. + ad. + 6d. + 6d. = 24d. = 28. Several examples like this 
are given before we suggest that it may be written down more 

,shortly, thus 6d. X 4, where .. X 4" means multiplied by 4,' i.e., 
each of the quantities mentioned ill to be taken 4 times, so that 
6d. X 4 means ~ sixpences, 2 •. X' 10 would mean 10 28. J?ieces, 
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and so on. We work a few simple questions, getting the 
children to write them on their blackboards with the multipli
cation sign and using easy numbers for which a knowledge of 
the multi plication table is not necessary. These elementary 
examples give to the children an idea of what" times" indi
cates and we can then begin Tables. 

To help the children to see the rationale of the multipli
cation table, they at first construct each one for themselves 
with the teacher's assistance, e.g., suppose it were 4 times, 
the teacher begins" I write down one 4 on the board with & 

.. small 1 above it, to show how many fours I have. Then I 
"write down another four, how many have I?" "Two." 
.~ How much have I now, two fours that is ?" .. Eight." Put 
eight down underneath the second 4. Now wrlte down another 
four, we have three fours or 12, similarly four fours or 16, 
five fours or 20, and eo on to the end of the table, 12 fours or 
48, until the whole table stands:-

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 

8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 
The children look at this for BOrne time, vieualising it as 

an' aid to committing it to memory, and then say it through 
several times. The teacher, then· rubs out several figures here 
and there in the table and lete the children fill in the gape thus 
left. Then the whole table is· written out again with several 
gaps to be filled in by the pupils. The whole table is then 
said through again by each one. 

There is no royal road to the multiplication' table i it mtut 
be learnt by heart. This is a fact which faces every teacher of 
elementary arithmetic, and which each must prepare f~ i~ th.e 
best way poesible. They must be learnt by each child mdl
vidually and not in a chorus. The tables are learnt both 
forwards and backwards as it were, i.e. :-

6 times 1 = 6. 
6 times 2 = 12, &c., and aleo 
One 6 is 6. . 
Two 6's are 12. 
Three 6's are 18, &c., &0., and are said not in con-

secutive order, but in a variety of ways, e.g. :
Four 6'8 are 24. 
Three 6's are 18. 
Six 6'8 are 36 .. 
Seven 6'8 are 42. 
Ten 6'8 are 60, &c., 

and then again in another order. 
As each table is mastered examples involving its use and 

that of previous ones are given, always in the nature of pro
blems beginning with money questions as in addition and 
subtraction, and proceeding to the manipulation of pure 
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number; e.g. :-A boy was collecting shells, he got 23 every 
day for 72 days, how many had he then ? The sum. is 
written:-. 

72 23 
23 

and the multiplication is worked by 20 first and 3 afterwards. 
The information as to how it is to be done is obtained from thQ 
child, he is able to tell you that you can do it by multiplying' 
by 20 and 3 and adding the products, and that multiplying by 
20 is easy because it is just multiplying by 2 and adding a' 
cipher. The finished sum is :- . 

72 )( 23 
23 

1,440 
216 

1,656 Answer. 

Great care is bestowed in seeing that the units, tens, and 
hundreds are kept in their proper. ci>himns all through the 
sum. 

To multiply by hundreds and thousands is also found quite 
simple when worked in the same way. -

Division.-We have now two different meanings to convey: 
the olle an idea of continuous subtractioll", the other an idea of 
fractional parts. The first one can impart by exercises in 
.. sharing" worked with real nuts or pennies just at first; share 
12 nuts out into heaps of three, ho.w many boys must there be 
if ellCh is to. have three nuts, how many if each were to have 
two? How many sticks of chocolate could you buy if each cost 
2d. and you had 6d. to spend? This sharing into heaps of 2 
or 3, &0., is called division by 2 or 3, &c. . Suppose I asked you' 
to diVide 15 into threes, what would you do? Divide it into
heaps of 3 and we should have 5 heaps because there are 5. 
threes in 15. If I divide 8 by 2, how many heaps have I?, 
How many if I divide 10 by 5 ? 18 by 6 ? &c., &0. The sign + 
for division is explained, and a few simple money BUJnB worked 
next, e.g., £6 128. 4d. + 2 = £3 6s. 2d. After this they learn 
how to divide when the numbers involve tens, and to write the 
division as short division, e.g., 2)48 

. 24 e.g., two tens and a four; . 
this is demonstrated with .. ten bundles" if necessary. We. 
have by now discarded our idea of .. heaps" of 2, and realise 
that 48 + 2 means the number of two's there are in 48. 4 tens, 
+ 2 = 2 tens, &rid 8 + 4 = 4 units; the answer to 48 + 2 is 
therefore 24. 
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Long Diviaion.-Some children may not be a1;>le to do this, 
but it is worth trying. We begin with money sums, and a small 
number as divisor, and say that this is a new way of putting 
down division sums, so that we can Bee the Remainder after 
dividing into the pounds, shillings, and pence; or hundreds, 
tens and units, e.g., 4)924(2 

8 

1 
4 into 9 hundreds gives 2 hundreds anll we have 100 over, 
i.e., we shall have two hundreds in our answer. What shall we 
do with this 1oo? Analogy with subtraction will perhaps lead 
the children to suggest that it should be turned into tens, 
though we are almost certain to have the question .. Why can't 
you divide 100 by 4?" That would be dividing 100 units, 
and we must find out how many tens there are in the answer 
before doing the units. We then have ten tens and two others 
to add in, i.e., 12 tens into which 4 will divide 3 tens times, we 
shall have 3 tens in the answer, and into the 4 units left 4 
will divide once, so that the sum stands-

4)924(231. Answer. 
8 -

1 hundred 
10 . 

10 tens 
+2 

12 tens 
12 

4 units 
4 

The other aspect of division, e.g., that suggesting fractions, is 
now taken. If 1 had 8 oranges and gave away half of them, 
how many would that be? How many if I gave away on&
quarter? If I had 9 and gave away one-third? This last 
probably gets no answer at first. What did· giving away one
half mean? Dividing into 2 parts and giving away 1. What 
then do you think giving away one third would mean? Dividing 
into 3 equal parte and giving one away ? Yes. so we divide 9 
into 3 equal parte and gi\"e 1 away. The third, one-half, one
qnarter are written 1, t, t, and mean 1 of 3 parts, 1 of 2 parte, 

• 1 of 4 pArts, i would mean one of 5 parte. Now we give many 
problems, all involving the use of simple apparatus, pennies, 
pencils, nuts; asking the children for simple fractions, i, }, t 
of numbers and letting them obtain the answer by dividing 
into heaps. Then one obtains from them the information that 
l of 20 equals 4- and 20 + 5 = 4, so th!lt t of 20 means 20 + 4-
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and one gives them· a number .of simple sums to be worked 
orally, and· introduces them to the notation .for farthings in 
English money sums. The subject of· fractions is left here; 
it is onlitouched upon at all in· order to give the children a 
complete notion of division; the subject is not taken up again 
until the children have mastered decimals. 

Weights and Measures.-This part of the subject is reached 
at the beginning of the average child's ninth year, and is the 
concluding part of the course in elementary arithmetic. The 
child weighs and measures for himself and makes his own 
tables; we let him, dressed in a pimifore, measure out pints arid 
quarts of water, very careful not to spill anything, and weigh 
pounds and ounces of sand or anything clean and easily handled. 
Our own weights and measures, of which they have probably 
heard, are taken first. There are, of course, limitations to· 
schoolroom weighing and measuring: tons and cwt., they 
are told, are the big weights used when men want to weigh. 
very heavy things like beams of iron; and these weights are 
added to the table already made from drams to pounds. 

After the tables have been made the children read through 
them once or twice and then have a number of rapid oral 
questions. How many ounces in two pounds? In lIb. 10 ozs. ? 
How many cwtR. in 1 ton. 6 cwt. ? &c., &c., and then a lar~ 
number of problems to be worked in their books. The metric 
tables are given as those used in other countries, andths 
children take to them as ducks to water; every British teacher 
of arithmetic must bemoan the fact of BritiSh weights and 
~easures. With our adoption of a decimal system of coinage 
and measurement a great deal of what seems such unnecessary 
.labour on his or her part will be saved; the rational and logical 
aspect of this working in tens Beems to appeal to the children 
as WillI as to tile teacher, and they are always delighted when 
metric measures are involved in their sums. 

The children work practical problems as much as possible 
at this stage, measuring the girth of trfI6B, the furniture of the 
schoolroom, &c., and making thus a table of comparative 
w:eights and measures; metric expressed in British units and 
tnU 1II1rIa. 

Mea/lUf"U of Area.-How should we be able to tell how big 
the wall is, or the floor ? We can tell how long the picture rail 
is, how long and how tcide the door, but we must get a new 
way of telling how big it is altogether. Look at a page of your 
arithmetic book; it is divided up into squares, and you can tell 
how big it is by counting the squares. Draw a picture of a 
book 6 squares long and 5 squares wide. How big is it? 
30 squares big, :because there are 5 rows each containing 
6 squares. Draw the top of a pencil box 2 squares wide and 
10 squares long; there are 2 rows of 10 squares each; it is 
20 squares hi~. Now suppose we have each square I inch long 
and 1 inch WIde, it is then called a square inch: if we had it 
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1 foot long and 1 foot wide we should call it a square foot, and 
we measure walls and doors by dividing them up into square 
feet or square inches. This kind of bigness is called area. 
We draw many rectangula.r figures on paper divided into 
square inches, and find the area 'of each by counting the 
number of rows and number of squares in each, e.g., a rectangle 
5 inches long and 2 inches wide. ' 

area =: 5 rows of 2 squares each. 
= 5 X 2 squares. 
'= 10 squares or 10 square inches. 

Thus the children finally irrive at the rule for finding areas, 
and then make themselves a table of square yards, feet, and 
inches. They now measure and find the area of hearthstones, 
windows, steps, blackboards, &c., and work numerous problems 
in their books. Metric square measure is taken in the BaIIIe' 
way, i.e., by measuring rectangles divided into centimetre' 
squares, and by measuring the furniture of their schoolroom in 
metres and centimetres. 

Cubic MeamrB has to be taken in much the same way as 
square measure, dice or cubes of some sort serving for ths 
preliminary stage, which is shorter than with square measure. . 

This concludes the fourth year' of echool life with the 
ordinary child, and though he has not perhaps progressed very 
rapidly or .. done to many rules and varieties of BUmS, he has 
worked thoroughly and discovered much for himself. 

During the last year he has begun Geometry, taking the 
subject quite experimentally and practically, learning how to 
handle the instruments, to use his eye as a judge of lengths 
and areas, to know the names and some properties of certain 
geometrical .forms, e.g., he discovers by drawing and measure
ment facts about the intersection of the diagonals of a square and 
a rectangle, and of parallelograms in general, and the meanings 
of some geometrical terms, e.g., bisect, perpendiculars, &c., 
so that when the study of the subject is properly begnn he 
starts with a certain, equipment, the foundational ideas are 
mastered to some extent, and he is able to concentrate his 
attention on the reasoning out of propositions. ' 

, During his sixth and seventh years spent in Class L, he has 
learnt how to work in carton; to model cubes and chairs and 
many other things; each model involving the drawing of 
straight lines. of given lengths, the keeping of square corners, 
and very neat and accurate cutting out. All this serves him in 
good stead now, his fingers can hold a ruler steady and straight, 
he draws neat and tidy lines, and is accurate. 

To use Ruskin's words, anent Geometry: .. You have ,DOW 

.. learned, young ladies and gentlemen, to read, to speak, to think, 

.. to sing, and to see . • . •• Here is your e&rpenter's square 

.. for you, and you may safely and wisely contemplate the 

.. ground a little, and the measures and laws relating to. that, 
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" seeing you ha\-e got to abide upon it :-and have properly 
" looked at the stars; not before then, lest, had you studied the ' 
" ground first, you might perchance never have raised your heads, 
" from it. Geometry is here considered as the arbitress of all. 
" laws of practical labour, iHsuing in beauty."· 

The Geometry" lessons begin with points, and with lines; 
straight and curved, the children's own definitions being taken: 
if possible; problems ,are given them which will elicjt certain 
facts about lines, e.g, "draw as many straight lines as you can' 
through a certain point," or "take 3 points and join each 
one to every other, how many lines have you?" We also give a' 
lot of practice in judging of the lengths of lines both in centi
metres and inches, the amount of error always being found; it is 
all done of course by work on the concrete, the schoolroom and 
things out of doors provide an endless supply of straight lines.' 
We l,earn the meaning of .. bisect" and" trisect," Dnd try to 
perform these operations without measurement. The next step 
is to draw plans to scale. I want to draw a picture of the' 
window on a piece of paper not nearly large enough. How shall 
I do' it? Why, draw it smaller, of course. How much smaller? 
This invites suggestions of which the best should be ,taken.: 
Eight times as small? Very well, but how shall I be sure . that 
it is eight times as small? Measure it. How? Messure' each; 
side and make each eight times as small. This is done and the, 
window draWn and divided into its component pane&, the scale 
of course is very carefully put in. After this doors, books, &c .... 
are drawn to' scale, a plan of the schoolroom made with windows, 
doors, and fireplace in. Then we get out our atlases and see 
that all msps are really plans drawn to scale, and we can find, 
out by measuring and using the scale how far places are from, 
each other, though here we must go carefully, as the scale given 
on a map is not by any meaill' accurate. The scale on all maps> 
must necessarily differ in different· directions, and the Teaulta 
obtained can therefore be only approximate, though sufficiently 
80 to be of use and interest to the children. After ~ractice in 
map-measuring, we have a few problems, such as:-' H I look 
" west from my house, I see a lighthouse 4 miles away, if I look 
"west I see a church spire 3 miles away. Draw a plan (scale, 
" 1 mile to 1 inch), and find out how far the lighthouse is from 
" the tower." 

The circle comes next, the children practise drawing them, and 
learn the meaning of radius, centre, circumference, arc, chord, 
diameter; then they draw circles, concentric, intersecting, <'lc., <'le., 
and have problems connecting circles and their former work, e.g., 
a lighthouse whose light has a radius of 41 miles, is 32 miles from 
another light, with a radius of 3 miles. Draw a plan to find 
what space of darkne6B a ship would have to cross ingoing from 
one to the other. #--------------------------------------

• John Rustin. Mornings in Florence, being aimple atuctieo of <Jhria.. 
tiaD AJt for EDgWoh Traftllen, P. 1M. (I.-mdon, ~ AIIeu, 189!..) 
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Angles are taken next, and are generally defined as 
" corners" by the children, they see the 2 ways in which 
a " comer n. may ·be formed; by l! lines meeting or by 1 line 
revolving about another; they also learn that blunt and shary 
angles are called obtuse and acute, and what a right angle IS 

like. They also find out how the magnitude of an angle can be 
tested, and that it is not affected by the length of its arms; 
for two equal angles can be formed by the opening out of a 
large and a small pair of compasses, for instance.' The use of 

. the protractor comes next, and when the children are proficient 
in this, they can find out the properties of vertically opposite 
angles, angles in a circle, &c., by drawing and measuring for 
themselves. The clock-mce provides useful practice in the 
magnitudes of angles and in drawing circles. Plans are given 
involving the measuring of angles and distances. The questiolls 
must all have some purpose in them; a question like" Draw 
" XY 4 inches long, at X draw a line making an angle 58° with 
" XY, and at Y a line making an angle an angle 48° with XY," 
leaves an unfinished idea in the child's mind and makes his 
geometry lesson a play at purposeless lines and anglll8; or 
makes his work machine-like; he stops like a machine at the 
drawing of that third line because he sees no reason for stopping 
there; and he is ready like a machine for the next BUch 
pointless demand. 

After angles, we are able to take the 16 points of the 
eompass, with many exercises from maps or from plans which 
the children draw. Work on parallels follows very easily from 
this; as parnllellines are simply those in the same direction, 
e.g., railway lines, or roads in the neighbourhood; it can be 
ocularly demonstrated that two people walking always in the 
same direction and apart, never draw any nearer each other. 
The names of the angles " alternate," " exterior," and 
" interior," are learnt: this is really advisable as an aid to the 
future when the proposition dealing with parallel lines is taken. 
If the pupila are not already familiar with the names of the 
angles formed by' a pair of parallel lines with a transversal, we 
find that the proposition involving the properties of these 
angles invariably proves a source of confusion and difficulty. 
The children are next introduced to set squares,' and shown 
how to use them, and are taught how to draw parallel lines in 
this way. Throughout this early part of the work we .try to 
avoid as far as possible any approach to a proposition in the 
style of Euclid; all the work is a preparation for the logical 
proving of propositions that is to come; and any approach to it 
now is apt to result in some of the parrot-work so much affected 
by former students of Euclid. All we teach them, therefore, at 
this stage is to bisect a straight line (this being a very simple 
proposition can be taken as one of the ways in which circles 
may be used), and perhaps to bisect an angle and make one 
angle equal to another, though, as these latter mean necessarily 
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a mechanical effort of memory, it is advisable to omit them 
with a slow class. Throughout the work accuracy in all 
measurements and drawings is insisted upon, as this is 
absolutely necessary when so much is done visually. 
. All the work in Mathematics is greatly assisted by the 
II geography" walks taken by the children, i.e., walks during 
which exercises in pacing, in compass reading, in judging of 
heights and distances by eye are given; e.g., .. make a plan of 

... the road from our gate to the market square putting in 
II telegraph poles, houses on the route, &c" &c. j" this is done . 
by pacing the distances and taking directions with a pocket 
compass j or, "find the amount of water per minute brought 
" down by the stream above and below the water-works j hence 
"find the amount of water taken by the" works" j this would 
come in with the arithmetic lessons on cubic capacity. 

The rate at which the stream flows is determined by timing 
a floating stick down a. measured length of the bank; and the 
width and depth are measured at what seem to be the best 
points for giving an approximately average estimate. 

After a year of geometry the children have obtained a good 
idea of direction and distance, some familiarity with ordinary 
mathematical instruments, habite of neatness and accuracy 
which are of value in one's dealings with later Mathematics, 
and some small power of logical reasoning acquired by the 
tacklinl? of the problems presented. 

One s aim throughout in the teaching of Mathematics in 
these rears is twofold :-

(1.) To prepare the soil from which in after years it may be 
possible for a good mathematician to spring, i.e., to teach 
a child the significance of 2 + 2, keeping before one's 
vision the day when he might be seeking the significance 

of ~,and 
(2.) To make sure that, even if the child's mathematical 

training should end with his ninth year, yet the intel
lectual development it has occasioned and the powers it 
has called forth are such as will be a valuable asset to 
him in all his future work; for, to quote again from 
Ruskin, we reveal to him "the Science of Number. 
"Infinite in solemnity of use •••. including, of course, 
". . • • the higher abstract mathematics and mysteries of 
.. numbers, but reverenced especially in its vital necessity 
.. to the prosperity of families and kingdoms."· And, 
again, .. And how often in greater affairs of life the 
"arithmetical part of the business must become the 
.. dominant one! How many and how much have we? 
.. How many and how much do we want? How con
II stantly does noble Arithmetic of the finite lose itself in 

• loc. oil., pp. 13$-137. 
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.. base Avarice of the Infinite. and in blind imagination 
" of it? In counting of minutes. is our arithmetic enr 
" solicitous. enough? In counting our days. is she ever 
., severe enough" 7· 

Here. then. we obtain authority for our hope that ollr 
trainiug is to help in the training of a good and capable citizen 
of his country. Stress is laid then upon one or two points in 
the general teaching ;- . 

(I., The children are taught to formulate rules for them
selves by working out several examples from first 
principles. and when the rule ill formulated to use it 
immediately to shorten their work. e.g.. a child works 
several sums such as. "Find the cost of 12 things at 3d. 
each. 4d. each. &0.... and hence formulates for himself 
the rule that" the number of shillings per dozen is the 
same as the number of pence apiece." this leads to the 
habit of investigation so. essential to the higher mathe
matician. 

(2.) We insist also upon concentration of thought throughout 
the lessons which range induration from 20 minutes at 
first to 25 minutes in the last year; during that time 
attention and concentrated thinking are required; the 
children generally have an easy leBBOn. such as handi
crafts or wri ting. to follow so that their brains are rested 
after the effort expended. . 

To every teacher of this subject it is now clear that the 
historical presentation of the subject is the easiest and most 
natural. i.e., that it is to be presented to the child as it 
presented itself to the race; beginning with the concrete and 
working back to the abstract generalisation; and having as far as 
possible a practical bearing on matters of everyday life. Thus 
::nuch is clear. but what is not always kept so distinctly before 
the teacher is that the concrete in our case is simply the means 

. and not the end: the function of the concrete is to be simply a 
preparation for the abstract. or a means of symbolic illustration; 

-it must therefore be discontinued as soon as possible. We 
find that the children get worried and bored by counters and 
beads, and work drags wearily on. always the same counters 
and beads, until ~ children's attention and interest have both 
vanished, and the lesson is actively productive of harm. A 
variety of objects isnecea'a.,- in these lessons with the cOncrete, 
a child may. for instance, learn all about the number 10 from 
certain cubes of. wood, but when the cubes being absent or 
something else in their place, he is asked about the number 10, 
all knowledge of it has vanished; 10 pertains specially to 
cubes and does not exist without them. Once the concrete h811 
been passed, it is belter not to go back to it for assiBtance; it 
thus becomes just a stage on the way to something fuller, and 
not a prop to be constantly leaned upon. 

• 1«. cit., pp. l$-137. 
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We often hear that sums dealing with interesting things 
like oranges or tops, or dolls, should not be given to young 
children, as they are apt to fix their attention on the tops or 
dolls and not on the numbers; this we are inclined to think is 
-entirely the teacher's fault; though the question is ahvays 
.approached by means of a problem, a beginner can soon be 
taught that for the working out the number8 are the primary 
things; this is made easier by writing in arithmetic books only 
'the figures involved, until the answer is obtained, e.g.;" I went 
~' out with 6d. and spent 4d. on biscuits; I then met' a friend, 
" who gave me another 6d., how much did I come home with?" 
1.'he sum would be stated- ' 

6 2 
4 6 

2 8 pennies. Answer. - -
'The answer must be noted as pennies and hailed as an 
importsn.t and interesting conclusion by some remark such as 
." So I came home richer than I went out." 

There are of" course several excellent text-books providing 
intelligent examples and lucid explanations; but at these very 
-early stages of the subject a text-book can be almost entirely 
dispensed with; rather thsn consult text-books the teacher 
must use her ingenuity, must utilize other lessons and walks, &c., 
to point her definitions and smplify her instruction. 

IRENE STEPHENS. 
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THE CORRELATION OF ELEMENTARY 
PRACTICAL GEOMETRY AND GEOGRAPHY. 

Now that Practical Geometry has become so important 8 
part of the Elementary Mathematics in the Junior and Middle 
School, leading on as it does to the more logical deductions, it 
is well to find what useful correlation can be made with other 
subjects in the curriculum. Many Schools connect it with 
Elementary Physics, though this merely requires the accurate 
measurement and drawing of lines and areas and brings in 
little else. But the meaning of the word Geometry, i.e., earth 
measurement, suggests a subject more nearly cognate, viz., 
Geography, and it is the aim of this paper to show in some ways 
how the correlation may be made, using Elementary Geometry 
as a basis for Scientific Geography which can be introduced 
to pupils about twelve and a half years of age. 

MEASUREMENT OF LINES. 

As soon as the units of aength have been explained in the 
mathematical lesson, lines can be measured, either as between 
two points A and B, or between two towns on a map, e.g., 
London and Birmingham, Manchester and Southampton. Inci
dentally this accustoms the class to finding places in a map. 
Following on this as quickly as possible comes the idea of Beale, 
the representation of large lines by small, and 1Iiee 'Der8a. The 
results obtained previously from the map in inches or centi
metres can now be translated into actual distances by means of 
the given map scales. Interest will be aroused if the results 
are checked as to reasonable accuracy by means of railway tim&
tables, though if this method is adopted care must be taken to 
select towns connected by a direct railway line. Problems on 
the converse can also be worked: the class take their maps and, 
with a given town as base point, answer such questions as, 
What is the port 150 miles away? F"md a lake 50 miles away, 
&c. This introduces the use of the compasses in determining 
the position of the free end of a 'given finite Htraight line, the 
other extremity of which is fixed. Arithmetical problems may 
be correlated with these leesons as the parliamentary fare gives 
a rough clue to the distance between two towns, and much 
useful information will thus be absorbed incidentally. 

At this stage it is important to practise making rough 
estimatee of linear dimensions. Boys probably have a rough 
unit of length in the cricket pitch, but many girls have not 
this advantage. Each member of the class should know 
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the length of his or her pace, should measure out in the 
playground a yard, a hundred yards, &c. The principle of 
linear measurement can be applied to the sphere. Two places 
on the surface of the sphere are connected by a piece of 
thin string drawn as tightly as possible, and the distance 
between the two places can then be measured. In the 
Geography lessons it can be explained why ships plying between 
ports do not always take the shortest route as found on the 
model sphere. Again, if a tracing wheel (such as is used by 
dreesmakers) be employed, the principles of linear measurement 
can be applied to curved and irregular lines, e.g., the length of a 
river from source to mouth, the extent of coast line of a country, 
&c., can be measured by counting the number of re'.-olutions 
that the wheel makes as it traces out the line, and then 
multiplying the distance traced out in one revolution by the 
Dumber observed. 

MEASUREMENT OF ANGLES. 

The idea of an angle and its measurement must enter at 
an early stage in order to lead on to more practical problems. 
As soon as the pupils have made a protractor in cardboard, 
with the chief angles marked upon it, they are ready to study 
the points of the compaes. Their early leesons in Geography 
have given them ideas, probably vague, of the four cardinal 
points, and they can crystallise these by constructing a compaes 
card accuratsly with the help of their protractors, and from 
the division of the right angles, either by folding or by 
geometrical construction, they obtain the new points, N, E., 
N.N.E., &c. The use of the compass needle can be shown 
practi~ally by letting the pupils make a map of their route 
to and from school. In the first instance the plan should only 
be asked as re~s direction, but later on it may be made 
more accurate by taking the pace as a unit of length and 
drawing all lines to scale. 

MAP-MAKING. 

, When the measurement of lines and angles iii thoroughly 
understood, the making of a map follows. In the Geometry 
lessons, dictated maps can be drawn, beginning with simple 
problems 8uch as :-A man walks five miles east, then two 
miles south, and then returns home. Draw a map of his 
walk. In what direction does his last road run? These 
lead on to more difficult maps. The pupils should be taught 
to draw their first line in all directions so that a horizontal 
line in their note books dot'S not always represent OT<3 from 
west to east. At the same time. in the Geography l""oon., 
practical map-making can be ,",ken. First thp rur::' I· .c; •• 

how to determine the, south, eithlll" by finding the position 
A 13913 
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of the sun at noon, or by the help of the marinel'B' comp888.. 
When this has been determined, the class should go to a 
level piece of gronnd which is fairly high, (a fist roof i. 
excellent), snd make a map, or rather panorama, of the sur
rounding district, purely as regards direction. A piece of 
paper is placed on the gronnd with a fixed line on it pointing 
to the south, and lines are drawn on the paper pointing to 
prominent places in the neighbourhood, lI.g., the church, a 
school, a factory, a pond, &c. The aagles made by these lines 
with the base line are then measured, and on the return to the 
class-room the pupils draw a map of their observations. 

Next linear and angular measurement can be combined. A 
gronnd plan of the class-room should be made fil'Bt, the actual 
measurement of the walls and .comer angles being made, and 
then reduced to a convenient scale for the note books. 
The class should be made to undel'Btand thoroughly that a 
reduction of scale ouly alIects the lines and not the angles. As 
a rule, class-rooms are rectangular, so it is advisable to proceed 
to the playgronnd, if that be more irregular. Here, two 
other methods of drawing a map may be introduced, that of 
triangulation, which brings in much elementary Geometry. and 
that of the field book used in surveying. the base line and 
01Isets. The class will be interested in seeing that anyone 
of the three methods produces the same results as the other 
two, and later on they find that the third method enables 
them to calculate the area of the map most conveniently. 
The data for making various maps can be dictated, either 
method of measurement being adopted. If these maps are 
of real places, and most guide books contain ground plana 
of churches, old castles, &c., the plans become more living to 
the pupils, and there is a certain stimulus of fascination in 
wondering what the design is going to be. The class can 
now 601 ... e quite easily problems such as :-London is 40 miles 

• Some teachers to determine the 80mb nee the following rough. 
and·ready rule: hold a watch horizontally. with the hour haDd pointing 
to the 81JIl, then the line bis«ting the augle "etween the hour hand and the 
fignre 12, measured counter e\oclnriae, will point to the oonth. Bnt thia 
method is inaecurate and should only he need far """h pnoetical purpoeee 
88 determining the aspect of a room, or the general direction of a road, 
where the nriatioil of a feW degree. ia immaterial. It may, h~er. bs 
of interest for the pupils to ind out how thia rough rule an-. They 

. know that the SUD appeara to tab 24 hours to go from south OIl ODe day 
back to south again, a ...... olutioa, while the hour hand of a watch _010'. 
completely in 12 ho1ll'll, u~ the hour haDd mcn'ea twice aa quickly aa the 
81Dl. Next let them observe the ahadow of a &tick during oil: hours,-y 
9 LID. to 3 p.m., it describes .. quadnmt of a eirele while the hour haDd 
deocn1>eo a semi-circle. ThDB again the watch hand lIIOO'ea twi ... aa quickly 
aa the 81IIL Heuee the rule appean to hold good. Bm b.J e~ 
obsenation they lind that the obadow does not describs the _me augle 
in each loour. which sho ... that the angular moti"" io not uniform. They 
see then why they camwt _ that at .... , giTeD time the _teb hand 
baa gone twice aa far as the IIIUl in iU aaguIar -ioa, and that the rale 
only gi_ the appn:a:imate pooition ql tI!e 8OUtiJ. . 



eaBt of ·Reading, Cambridge is 52, miles north of London, 
6Ild Norwich is 53 miles north-east of Cambridge., Dra.w 
.. map" and find "what would i be the fare from. Reading to 
Norwich (1) by rail via London and Cambridge, (2) by rail, if 
a direct line existed. The objection may be raised why should 
not the class' 'find the answer direct from the m.ap, ,but; the 
answer to this· is a practical one., The rail ways run direct 
between the places given, and thus the data are obtained, but 
there .is Iio railway direct from Reading to Norwich. When 
the class have; ,obtained their results by geometrical construo
tion, ,they should compare them. with those obtained from 
reading the map and the problems thus become more concrete. 

Another use for angular measurement is to study the· 
direction of the wind. If ,a vane is near the school, a record 
can be ke,Pt of the wind's direction at a certain time each day, 
and this,.combined with a record of the weather prevailing at 
the same time, leads to interesting deductions. If no vane is 
near, a simple one can be made with pieces of cardboard 
radiating from a stick run through a' fixed compass card in 
such' a way that the a.rms can rotate when ,they are· blown by 
the wind. ' 

Visualisation of, heights might now be introduced in 
connection with the more accurate finding of a height by means 
of a base line and an angle- of elevation. Many persons are 
able to roughly estimate the length of a horizontal, better than 
that of a vertical line. , 

Gradient. 

ne idea of gradient can also be explained, and the pupils 
can lind out the gradients of roads in the neighbourhood in the 
Iollowi\lg simple way. In the Geometry lessons they should 
diB(lQver that the acute angle between two perpendiculars to two 
given lines is tha same as that between the original ,lines. This 
principle is invol\"sd.in the construction of a simple clinometer. 
Take a rectangular piece of r.ardboard and to the middle of 
one side fasten a length of fine thread weighted at the other 
end. If the cardboard is held in the air so that this side is at 
the top. and horizontal, the string will hang vertically; fasten 
tha stri~ in such a way that the vertical line is at right angles 
to the edge of the cardboard. To determine the gradient of 
I\11Y slope, place the lo~er horizontal edge of the board along 
.the slope, the lead. line will still £all vertically, but will now 
)nake an angle wi Ih the original line, which will be at right 
angles to the slope. The anglo between the two lines gives 
the .s1ope, and if a protractor be fastened to the board, this 
,angle can be read at once. 

Contour Lines. 

" If the pupils have measured the gradients of known slopes 
in·their neighbourhOQd~ ~d have draW1l ~gles in their note 

#" r 2 
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books to represent slopes of 1 in 200, 1 in 50, &c., they will be 
able to appreciate better the meaning of contour lines on a map, 
and .the use that may be made of them in determining the 
physICal features of a country. After making a cros8-8ection of 
a piece of land, taking as is usual different scales for vertical 
and horizontal distances, it might be useful to draw the actual 
slope on paper for a portion of the cross-section. (When the 
rise in height is only a very small fraction of the hori7..ontal 
distance, this will not be advantageous.) The steepness of 
s~opes of the sides of valleys and the consequent effect on the 
nvers Howing through them can thus be made more intelligible 
to the pupils. 

llAP-liAKING FROli SllADOWS. 

Hitherto the positions of places on the earth have been 
considered in relation to other places there. Now they (;an be 
regarded as in space with reference to the sun. The simplest 
beginning can be made with shadows. Practical obeen'ation 
with a lighted candle soon elicits the fact that the shadow of 
any solid body is thrown opposite to the light. If then a pI'rson 
is walking in an easterly direction at noon, his path will be at 
rigllt angles to his shadow, which will be on his left hand; if 
he is walking south-west, his path is at an angle of 135· to his 
shadow, which is on his right hand to the baek. (If the 8un is 
not shining, a practical demonstration can be made with 
a lighted candle and a pencil.) When this principle has been 
mastered, a map of a walk sllOuld be made, from obsen'ation of 
the apparent alteration of the direction of the shadows, the unit 
of distance being the pare. Too long a time should not be 
spent in walking, as in that case the position of the earth with 
regard to the sun alters and affects the direction of the shadow. 
Country schools can do more in this way than those in towns, 
though most of the latter are near to a park or open space 
where tall buildings do not complerely overshadow the street. 

So far only the direction of the shadow has been observed. 
The next step is to show how the length of the shadow varies 
with the length of the object and also with the position of the 
"un, i.e., the time of day. Two experiments with a lighred 
candle should be perfonned: first take a stick of fixed length, 
move it along a straigbt line perpendicular to the axis of the 
candle and record (a) the length of its shadow, (b) the angle of 
elevation of the top of candle from top of stick. The pupils 
find that as the angle of elevation increases, the length of the 
shadow decreases, but not in exact inverse proportion. 
Secondly, each pupil should take a stick of different length and 
kel'ping the angle of elevation constant, they find that the 
length of the shadow always bears a constant ratio to the 
height of the stick when the angle is fixed. When this' is 
realiS!'<l, they can p~ to raIculate the heights of inaccessible 
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objects by observations of the lengths of their shadows com
~ared with that of a known height, e.g., if the shadow of a tree 
is 24 times as long as the shadow of a foot rule, then the tree is 
24 feet high. 

'1'he class should make a systematic record of (1) the 
length of the shadow of a metre stick at half-hourly periods in 
one day, (2) the length of the shadow of the stick at noon 
during the year. Graphs of the results can be drawn, and as 
the stick remains of constant height, the graph shows the class 
that the altitude of. the SUll above the horizon alters. The 
altitude can be found on any particular day by contltructing the 
right-angled triangle whose two sides are proportional to the 
length of the stick and its shaaow. Elementary lessons on 
the seasons and on day and night fit in quite well at this 
point, but they do not require Elementary Geometry. 

AREAS. 

After the definition of a unit of area has been taken in the 
mathematical lessons, its use may be found in the geography 
lessons. Tracing paper divided into 'I-inch squares can be 
used to find the area of a country, or its divisions. This method 
gives such very rough results when the map is on a small 
scale that it is advisable only to use it for comparing areas 
drawn on the same scale, rather than for determining the actual 
area of a country. Indeed but few maps show areas in their 
true relative proportion. '!'he area of the Thames basin may 
be compared with that of the Severn or of England, but it is 
better not to attempt to find the actual area. 

It is important that the class should realise that if the 
linear unit is reduced, say to one-tenth of its original size, then 
the surface unit is reduced to one-hundredth. Once again 
visualisation of areas should be taken, and if possible a piece 
of ground, e.g., one square yard, or a tenth of an acre, marked 
out in the playground. 

SPHBRIOAL GEOMETRY. 

Pp to this point only plane Geometry has been invoh-ed 
with respect to lines, angles, and triangles. The consideration 
of the properties of circles can be approached from observation 
of a sphere. A plasticine model or a ball is useful, but the 
cardboard or paper model made fmm the following description 
seems to make the ideas of the pupils even clearer than the 
solid does, probably because they can actually see the planes of 
the great circles. 0 

.. Cut out an even number of equaI circles, the meridians, 
and slit them all up a mdius; slit half of them on further, 
half-way to the circumference, and slit the other haIf of the 
circles from th~ circumference inwards, hslf-way to the ~'entre 
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a~ong the same tlldius: Now cut out another cirole, the: equator 
cIrcle, of the 'same size as before; and ,draw onr'it7 8S' maD. 
diameters as there are equal circles. ' (Unless the equator clrcli; 
is very large, eight is about as many as can be easily managed). 
Cut out of this circle a smaller concentric circle; also slit 11l0ng 
the marked radii a very little from the 'smaller 'circle towards 
the circumference to hold the meridians fir:n '; and cut the 
meridian circles,' correspondingly, a little from the' circUm
ference inwards. Fit the meridian circles together in pairs by 
slipping each into'the other 11l0ng the slit radius .. Then Insert 
the pairs into the' equator circle. The fitting of the meridians 
into their places requires 8 little care, but owing to the elasticity 
of the paper can be done very neatly, provided ,that the cutting 
has been properly done beforehand. ,When hung up and 
rotated it shows the sphere excellently.". , . 

After practice in making this model correctly, the pupils can 
insert smaller circles to show thEu:~ircles of the Tropics and the 
Arctic. and Antarctic Circles, though they may require help in 
the determination of the size of these circles. With the model 
in front of them they see that circles passing through the pol~ 
are all the same size, and that circles parallel to the plane oC 
the equator vary in size decreasing towards the poles. 

LATITUDE' AND LoNGITUDE. . 
The terms Latitude and Longitude can now be introduced, 

and the model enables the pupils to see that the number of 
miles moved in changing longitude by one degree decreases 
towards the poles, while the number of miles' moved in 
changing latitude by one degree is' conStalit. (Later on it caD 
be explained that the earth is not a true sphere, and that tile 
last statement is not, quite correct near the poles.) The 
approximate calculation of the number of miles in a degree can 
be obtained by measuring the large globe which should always 
be used in conjunction with the class .models. 

The fixing of the position of a place on the earth's surface 
by determining ite latitude and longitude shows the use of this 
qivisioD1 of the globe. The rotation of the sphere. round a 
lighted / candle while rotating round ita own axis explains the 
ideas of day and night and of the seasons.·" The pupils may be 
convinced by experimenting with 'the model that two places at 
which it is noon at the same instant must be on the I18me 
meridian. and they may find by how much noon in Greenwich 
is later than noon in Paris or Berlin. It is adrisable at II,e 
beginning, whel1el these problems are taken, that the model 
should be handled as much as possible, so that .the actual. 
rotation is made. The spherical model will prove useful, in 

• Taken by permission' from U The Finrt Book of ~," bJ 
G. O. Young and W. H. Young. . .. ~ -.' 
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later stages when Mathematical and Astronomical Geography 
are being attacked, but, as these branches involve more than 
Elementary Practical Geometry, they are outside the range of 
this paper. If these notes have stimulated any interest in the 
correlation of the two subjects, and lead to the suggestion of 
new ideas and methods, they will have ~erved their main 
purpose. 

HELEN BARTRAM. 
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THE POSITION OF MATHEMATICS IN 
SECONDARY SCHOOLS IN 

ENGLAND.* 

There is in England no conception of school Mathematics 
as a limited whole which should be studied in it!! entirety by all 
who complete a full school course. Quite apart from the facts 
that many pupils leave early before getting into the higher 
forms and that some schools have a longer course than others, 
there are even between schools of the same general type marked 
differences in the amount of Mathematics included in the course 
offered, to say nothing of the still greater differences often to be 
found between individual pupils or forms in the same school 
according to the special courses they are following. 

Ignoring, however, the case of those who leave prematurely 
or who through slowness fail to reach the higher forms, it may 
be said that the minimum course given in grant-eaming 
Secondary Schools is that required to pass the Oxford Senior 
Local Examination in Mathematics; that is, Arithmetic, Algebra 
roughly to "progressions," and Geometry equivalent to Books 
I.-IV. of Euclid. Schools could easily be found in which neither 
the Algebra nor the Geometry is quite so extensive even as this. 
In other schools permutations and the binomial theorem for a 
positive integral'index and· the equivalent of Euclid Book VL 
(proportion and similarity) are added; but the last subject, 
interesting and important as it is, is too often wholly omitted 
because it is not included in the syllabus for the London Matric-"ll
lation Examination, and therefore is actually discouraged in those 
schools (still too numerous) where it is regarded as dangerous 
to go a bair's breadth beyond the examination syllabus. It is 
similarly discouraged in those schools which use the examina
tions of the Oxford aJld Cambridge Joint Board, and in the 
diminishing number of schools which use the P'relimitiary Exami
nation of the Board of Education fur the Elementary School 
Teachers' Certificate. It seems highly dCl!irable that proportion 
and similarity should be included in the scheme of elementary 
Geometry, and that this should be adopted as a common policy 
by all examining bodies. 

Taken at ita fullest as including Algebra to the binomial 
theorem and the substance of Euclid I.-IV. and VI., this 
course can only he regarded as providing the "beggarly 
elementa" of a mathematical training, and this is all that 
is offered by many schools and much more than all that 
is taken by a majority of their pupils. Much stress has 
been laid recently by those interested in reform on thf' 
need for including Solid Geometry in the ordinary course, 
but little progress has been made as yet in the matter. 1£ 

• An amplification of a otatement which baa already appeared ill the 
A.mmal Report of the Board of Education for 191G-1911. 
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great advantage ·in ,the earliest' stages of' the course in. many 
schools, but more than this is needed. Euclid's treatment" dlill. 
and' barren as it.'is felt ,tobe,,is generally followed wp.ere, the' 
s:ubject is taken at all.. .... '. . . 

Mensuration ,is I not infrequently taken as an additional 
subject, and use is· generally made of the opportunity for 
practice in the use of logarithms. Occasionally it is 'dealt withi 
aa it ought to be, as a valuable training .in Geometry, but too 
often formulre are learnt and applied mechanically. . ',' 

. Of higher subjects the first and most' frequently taken is 
Trigonometry. Sometimes this is read by a few individuals. or 
by 8 small group,' but in a fair' number of 'schools it, may be 
regarded as part of the normal course of work at' least for boys, 
Until the last few years the order generally followed was to 
take the analytical development from the addition theorem beforE! 
numerical solution Of triangles; now it' is .. common to develop 
the treatment of the single angle 88 far as possible and' tti get 
to the solution Ilf triangles early, deferring (not. infrequently 
never reaching) the analytical work. This, of course, has been 
done in· sympathy with the more practical tendency giyen to 
Geometry, and the subject is occasionally, but far too rarely, 
i~lumined and enriched by actual practical work in. the open 
8;lr. 

It is not uncommon to find that, owing to examination 
ieqnirementa, Trigonometry after being started, say, in the fifth 
foim, is dropped in the sixth, or ta~ell for a term or two and 
then dropped beoouse it is not wanted for an examination. In 
the Senior :Locals" it is true, Trigonometry may be added as'8 
single additional subject to the minimum ¥athematics, but in 
the London Matriculation Examination Trigonomet.ry IoI:inS 
•. part with other branches of "higher Mathematics" and 
eannot in effect be taken without these other branches, 'and 
is therefore actively discouraged in the numerous schools that 
limit their CO\ll'SEl by the standard Of this examination . 

. The pOl;ition of Mechank'S is by no means sati6factory. In 
comparatively few schools is it taken as 8 class subject at all
much tnore rarely than Trigonometry. Quite commonly some 
practical work in Statics, and much more rarely in Dynamics, 
is included in the Science course-the Statics (parallelogram 
of forces, tnoments, pulleys, and inclined plane) Often at a very 
early stage of that course; but it rarely happens that' the 
experimental results 81'6 adequately discussed and built up into 
8 sound body of knowledge in the Science course. Too 
frequently, when the subject is taken up again as part of 
Mathematics, little benefit is derived frotn the previous practical 
work, either because it has been too superficial, or because the 
mathematical teacher adheres to the old-fashioned abstraet 
tnathematical 'I.leatment and is not capable Of making use Of the 
ll1'8otkai work whiclt· has preceded. Here and there happily 
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there are exceptions to this, and in a few schools sound work is 
being done, from both the mathematical and the experimental 
point of view. • 

Hydrostatics is in an even more unsatisfactory position. 
Very rarely, indeed, is it now included with Mathematics, and 
though some parts of it nearly always come in the early part of 
the Science course, it is seldom dealt with in such a way that 
boys master its principles. 

It is not common, even in boys' schools, and very rare in 
girls' schools, to find regular class work of a higher type than 
that already described, but individual pupils, and in the larger 
schools small groups, often proceed much further. Analytical 
Geometry is too often confined to the straight line and circle 
under the influence of the London University Intermediate 
Examinations, but the examinations of the Joint Board, Ute 
Locals and the Northern Universities Matriculation Examina
tion encourage work of a wider type. Higher Trigonometry 
(de Moivre, &c.) and Algebra and more rarely the elements 
of Calculus are included: but probably in no case are these 
higher subjects taken by all boys who reach the top of a 
school, but ouly by those who are to some extent specialising in 
Mathematics. 

The work of boys reading for scholarships at Oxford or 
Cambridge includes a greater amount of Algebra and Plane 
Trigonometry, modern Geometry, a full treatment of Analytical 
and Geometrical Conics, a considerable amount of Calculus and 
Mechanic!!. But more important than the extension of the 
range of work is the improvement necessary in its quality and 
the development of the power of handling problems of some 
difficulty. This renders the work of these boys altogether 
different in character from that of boys taking merely the 
ordinary course. Similarly valuable higher, work is done in 
some cases by boys preparing for competition for Woolwich and 
for certain branches of the Ci viI Service. 

Several causes have contributed to the limitation of the 
ordinary range of work in this subject ill spite of its importance 
both as a Science and as a discipline. 

(i) In the older schools the mathematical course for many 
of the boys has.b""n limited by the requirements for entrance 
to Oxford and Cambridge. It is quite usual therefore to lind, 
at least on the classical side of a great school, that the mathe
matical course for the bulk of the boys is extremely slight. 
The tradition thus established has limited the requirements 
for other examinations, with the result that nowhere does the 
obligatory course extend at the furthest beyond Algebra to the 
binomial theorem and the elements of Plane Geometry. 

(iil While the extent of the work has not been enlarged, it 
is probable that the difficulty of it has. Examinations ine\;tsbly 
lead to the elaboration of detail An examiner, to test the real 
power of candidates, wants to set questions that have not been 
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set before. But every new problem set tends to beco~e part 
of the necessary. routine, and fresh sets of examples are con
structed to make it familiar. The result is an ever increasing 
bulk of text books and sets of examples, built on "problems," 
which, while useful as problems for the independent application 
of knowledge and power, become burdensome and ridiculous 
when made the material for instruction. It it! interesting to 
note that precisely the same trouble affects Mathematics in 
German schools, though their examination system is so different 
from ours. In both countries the feeling is growing among 
the more thoughtful teachers that, if school Mathematics is to 
attain its proper scope and influence, it must be disburdened 
of these undesirable accretions. In this count.ry the Mathe
matical Association published in March 1911 a valuable 
report of conclusions on the point, but these have not 
yet found their way into practice. Their report deals only 
with the reform of Algebra and the necessity of including 
Numerical Trigonometry; but the lightening of Arithmetic is 
at IUllst as necessary. Geometry has on the whole been made 
far more manageable and fruitful by recent changes and, 88 

already urged, its minimum scope shonld be extended by the 
inclusion of proportion and similarity and Solid Geometry. 

(iii) This reform, however, will be hindered as all other 
reform has been hindered, by the inadequate qualifications of a 
large proportion of mathematical teachers. Such teachers 
are almost inevitably bound by the particular text book they 
use; change is difficnlt to them in any case, and it is ahnost 
impossible, if indeed it were desirable. to set forth the changE'S 
required or proposed in such detail and in such a form that a 
poorly qualified teacher will escape serious misconceptions and 
mistakes. Not a few, also, of well qualified teachers have 
necessarily become accustomed to existing practice---sometimes, 
perhaps stiffened in it and unable to see the necessity for 
change. This latter difficulty is inherent in human nature and 
cannot be got rid of, but the former and greater one-the need 
for better eqnipment of the younger genel'8tien-calls aloud 
for attention. 

(iv) In the newer schools which grew up under the 
influence of the Science and Art Department, the great stress 
laid on Science, though in some ways it has helped to improve 
the Mathematics, has probably on the whole tended to obscure 
the need for improvement. Care had to be taken at one time 
that the demand for Science should not be treated as met to 
some extent hy what was then the more familiar subject, 
lIIathematirs. Special care was necessarily exercilled as t~ the 
competence of teacht"rs of Science. and the grants were based . 
at first almost wholly on the efficiency of the Science equipment 
and teaching. &ience teachers were often paid higher salaries 
than others, /Uld money was freely spent on laboratolies and 
scientific apparatus. All this, inevitable as it was, tended to 
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thrust other subjects jnto the background, and though the 
disturbing cause has been removed the effects .still remain. 

(v) In the older schools, where the classical tradition is 
strong, the mathematical course, as already stated, is limited 
by tradition. In the newer scbools it is often limited by the 
shortness of school life. On the Continent where a large 
number of boys stay at school till 19, taking a complete nine 
years' course in one and the same school, the work naturally 
goes farther than it does with us in the case of boys who do not 
specialise. The normal course in our schools is comparable 
rather with the six year course in the German schools which 
qualifies for military privileges than with the nine year coarse 
which is required for entranoe to the Universities and the pro
fessions. But it is not likely and probably not desirable that, 
if the ordinary school life with us is extended. all pupils will, 
as in the German schools, follow the same cnrriculum, pursuing 
Mathematics for inbtance to the end of their school career. Some 
degree of concentration and intensification of work in the law 
years of school lile is generally felt among us to be desirable, 
and probably, if the normal course for boys can be made to 
include Trigonometry and Mechanics as well as Algebra and 
Geometry, it is as much as can be expected. Ample opportunity 
must of course be given for some boys to follow a wider course 
including Analytical Geometry and the elements of Calculus. 
For girls the case may be different and this point is dealt with 
subsequently. 

(vi) When all difficulties of tradition .and organisatiou are 
allowed for, the chief difficulty remains-the poverty of mut:h 
of the teaching. Until the teaching, of beginners especially, 
is better infonued, more illuminating and more stimulating, 
we shall never realise what is possible even under present 
limitations. " 

It has often been stated in full inspection reports on 
individnal schools that the mathematical qualifications of manr 
of the mathematical teachers were scanty. An attempt, hal< 
been made to (.'Ollect statistics that would seTVeto indicate the 
general state of affairs in this respect. The following state
ment is founded on such statistics gathered from over !iiiU 
sr.hools. In the case of about HJO they were obtained at the 
time of inspection, when it was possible to examine more 
closely into the matter. The other returns were made ltv the 
Buard's District Inspectors or by the school authorities ~gh 
the Inspectors. The net results of the two sets of returns are 
practically identical and D13Y therefore with the more. confi
dence be accepted as substantially accurate. 

Of the total of nearly 7,000 teachers in these schools, abou~ 
:?,500 are engaged in the teaching of Mathematics beyond 
Arithmetic. Of these just less than 50 per cenL have read 
Mathematics to some extent at a teaching Cniversity and 
40 per cent.. have an examination qua\ificatiOD which inc1udilfl 
Calculus. . 
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If men and women are taken separately, it appears that 44 per 
cent. of the men and only 27 percent. of the women teach Mathe
matics; that the proportion of these teachers who have read some 
Mathematics at a University are 47 per cent. and 52 per cent. 
respectively; but that the proportion who have' included 
Calculus are 44 per cent. and 33 per cent. As might have been 
expected, therefore, it appears that a much smaller proportion 
of women than of men teach Mathematics and that, in the case 
of those who do, the qualifications of the women are on the 
whole lower than those of the men. This is strikingly borne 
out in the case of "mixed" schools containing both boys and 
girls. In 149 of these included in the return there are 824 men 
and 633 women teachers. Mathematics is taught by 439 men 
and 138 women; 44 per cent. of the former and only 15 per 
cent. of the la.tter include Calculus in their qualification. 

It is not of course suggested that the efficiency of individual 
teachers or even of a conaiderable body of teachers can be 
measured by their academic qualifications. This is only one, and 
not perhaps the most important, element determining efficiency . 
.It is a common experience that teachers with poor qualifications 
may from their personal power be highly effective and that 
real scholars may be quite useless as teachers. None the less 
when the question is not of en individual or ofa small group 
,but of a large number, it remains true that the lack of good 
qualification must seriously limit the efficiency of teaching 
and further perhaps that the lack of such qualification is to 
some extent an index of the lack of that personal power which 
in individual cases may compensate for the lack of special 
knowledge. . 

It is then a matter for grave concern that half of our 
mathematical teachers have had no instruction in Mathematics 
beyond what they ha\"e had at school. It may be said that this 
is an over-statement, that many who have not studied Mathe
matics at a I !niversity have nevertheless studied it elsewhere. 
This is of course true, for study for the external London 
University degree has not been included under this head. But 
much of such study has been pursued under very unfavourable 
('ircumstanC('s, and often not under the influence of living 
teachers. Further, allowing the utmost weight to this con
sideration, it is probably more than balanced by the fact that 
of those who have studied Mathematics at a University a 
considerable proportion have not carried the study beyond the 
stage of the intermediate examination, i.e., beyond one year. 
The statement may therefore be regarded as sufficiently near 
the truth. 

As to the Calculus qualification, it may be asked what is 
the importance of this? Few will need to teach Calculus at 
school, and there are plenty: of well qualified teachers to deal 
with the few,boys and girls who need to go as far as this at 
school The &newer is twofold.FIl'St, it is ,::lear that no one 
who has not read Calculqa has made any ver,: serious study· of 
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Mathematics, and, taking cases in bulk, it is probable that his 
acquaintance even with the lower work that he has to teach 
will not be very thorough. Secondly, it is a matter of outlook. 
The Calculus probably does more than any branch of the 
subject to open the eyes to the meaning and possibilities of 
Mathematics, throws much light on the earlier work, and gives 
a sense of power in dealing therewith. It should be added that 
recent developments of even elementary school work both in 
Geometry and Algebra make a training in Calculus of immediate 
value to all teachers. 
. H the University qualifications are looked into more closely 

the result is still more unsatisfactory. Out of about 
700 men whose qualifications are not obviously inadequate, 
82 have obtained a first class in Mathematics in one or other 
part of the Oxford or Cambridge course, 87 similarly a second, 
56 a third or lower class; 38 have obtained honours in the 
degree examinations of one of tlle other Universities. 'fhat is 
263, or about a third, give evidence of a prolonged and more or 
less successful study of Mathematics. Most of the rest hold the 
pass B.Sc. degree of London or one of the newer Uni'·crsities, 
including either Pure or Applied Mathematics, or, in some cases, 
both. 

Of some 900 women teaching Mathematics, it has already 
been said that half have studied at a University, but a large 
number only to the intermediate stage, and only a third have 
included Calculus. Of these 300, 10 have taken first classes in 
one or other stage of the Oxford or Cambridge course, 42 
second classes, 53 lower classes, and 25 have obtained honours 
elsewhere, making 130 in all. The rest hold only pass degrees, 
mostly in Science. Thus, of the 2,500 teachers of Mathematics, 
barely 400 can be said to have a high qualification. 

For the sake of comparison it may be stated that the minimum 
special qualification for teachers of Mathematics in Prussian 
schools implies a course of University work in the subject at 
least as wide as that required for the pass B.Se. degree of 
London, and that this only qualifies for teaching the subject in 
the lower classes. For ilie full qualification ilie requirement is 
more akin to an honours course at an English University. 

In quite an appreciable number of schools-about 20 per 
cent. of ilie whole-it appears that no member of the staff has 
read Mathematics as far as Calculus, which may fairly be 
taken in general as an indication that there is no one in th_ 
schools really competent to advise and help the less qualified 
teachers, or even to do properly the most advanced teaching 
tllat ought to be gil"en. The position in these schools is 
perhaps most obviously unsatisfactory. But even in schools 
where tIlere are one or more well qualified teachers, it i8 almost. 
always the case that a great dPal -of the work is in tile hands 
of teachers whose mailiematical qualifications are exceedingly 
slight. It 'may of course be said tllat for teaching beginners 
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this does not matter. But in the main this is not true: and it 
is just the present, conscious or unconscious, acceptance of tbis 
view wbich is responsible for much, perhaps most, of the 
poor results of mathematical teaching. The beginnings and 
early stages of most subjects and certainly of Mathematics are 
the most critical and call for the most skilled and the best 
informed teacbing. Personal qualities, it is admitted. may 
make good great defects of knowledge; but exceptional 
personal qualities are not always available and it is certainly 
the case that much of the teaching of beginners and middle 
forms is dull and ineffective and that the OIle most obvious 
step to meet this defect is to insist on better qualifications, and 
therefore a wider outlook, in the teachers. It seems to be too 
readily assumed that because Mathematics has been part of 
every teacher's own school work every one is competent to" 
teach the subject, at least i~ its lower stages. No such doctrine 
has ever been held, say, in regard to Science, or is now held in 
regard to Modern Languages or Art. It is indeed probable 
that the insistence that has been laid in recent years on Science 
teachers being properly qualified has re-acted somewhat detri
mentally on the older and for the time being less noticed 
subject, and it is obvious that, in the case of many of the 
moderately qualified teachers of Mathematics, Science is their 
primary subject, Mathematics a very secondary one. 

At the same time it is· not sugge.sted that the present 
position is worse than that of 10 or 20 years ago-quite 
probably it is far better. But no such materials as are now 
available are available for the past, so that no reliable com
parison is possible. It is of course true that the number of 
schools and the number of teachers "required is inuc4 larger 
than it was; probably the average qualification of teachers has 
also considerably improved, and not improbably the mathematical 
qualifications of teachers have improved on the whole; but the 
popularity of Science and the demand for special qualifications 
in Science have drawn many. teachers away from the study of 
Mathematics, so that quite probably the improvement in 
mathematical qualifications has not kept pace with that in 
other subjects. However this may be, it seems quite plain that 
there is great need for the improved equipment of mathematical 
teachers, and obviously the first step towards this is the 
resli~tion 'On the part of school authorities that such improve
ment IS necessary. 

There is more divergence in. practice, even in schools closely 
under the in8uence of the Board of Education, as to the treat
ment of Mathematics in girla' schoola than in those for boys, and 
much more difficulty in deciding what is the right course to take. 

In the main the pioneers in the education of women took as 
their idesls thOse already established for the education of men; 
and ~e Board, ~egislating on the whole in the light of existing 
practice, did not differentiate between boys and girls in relation 
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to llathematics. More recently, however, distinctions have been 
drawn, and the Board have accepted proposals from girls' schools 
as to Mathematics which they would not have accepted from 
boys' schools, and in some cases have even suggested differentia.
tion. Thus the Board's Regulations specifically provide that 
Housecraft may be substituted for Science or Mathematics in 
classes where the average age exceeds 15. Exemption of 
individual pupils from Mathematics has also been much more 
freely allowed with girls than with boys. 

There are two fundamental differences of opinion on the 
matter. First, the difference between those who hold that there 
is an actual difference of capacity for the subject between boyt! 
and girls and those who hold that ther~ is not. Second, among 
those who hold the former opinion, some argue that girls 
should not be worried with a subject that is essentially 
uncongenial to them; others on the contrary argue that they 
need the severe logical discipline all the more, and that they 
should not be allowed to escape it. There are of course minor 
disagreements arising from the limitations of school time and 
the claims of other subjects, but these are less fundamental. 

In these circumstances the Board have adopted a waiting 
observant attitude, and while they have given considerable 
liberty of experiment to those schools that desire it, they have 
not in general encouraged differentiation between boys and girls 
or allowed it to go very far. In . the comparatively few girls' 
private schools with which the Board has come into connexion 
through inspection it is common to find Mathematics neglected 
or taken by only a few girls; but on the whole the reasons for 
the neglect ha:ve been insufficient and the results have not been 
very enSJOuragmg. 

The opinion of those who hold that Mathematics is essen
tially less congenial 'tb girls than to boys, whatever truth may 
ultimately be found in it, must for the present be disconnted by 
the fact that hitherto on the whole girls have not had as good a 
chance as boys. In private schools where the wishes of parents 
carry more weight than in public schools, the belief that 
Mathematics is unsuitable for girls is freely acted on, and this 
certainly brings with it the risk that the detennining factor is 
really the wish (or even the whim) of the girl herself, often not 
unwilling to escape what she regards (from hearsay or from 
scanty experience) as a difficult subject. The tendency is 
increased and any deduction from it rendered quite unsafe by 
the fact that 80 much of the teaching of the early stages 
of :Mathematics has been 80 dull and ineffectivE'!. Boys 
have got to live through this stage whether they like it or 
not, but if girls can escape naturally they will. 

To a considerable extent girls are at a disadvantage as 
compared with boys in the character of the mathematical 
teaching they get. It has been shown above that the qualifica.
tions of the women teaching Mathematics are, in the mass, 
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somewhat more limited than those of the men. The natural 
result is (though there are of course many individual"exceptions) 
that their outlook is more limited and their teaching less 
intere~ting and stimulating; and the very fact that they tend 
on the whole to be more minutely conscientious than the men 
makes them more likely to be pedantic and wearisome and to 
draw less personal effort and thought out of their pupils. 
Until there is really effective introductory teaching of a subjeot 
in a school, the experience and opinion of that school is clearly' 
valueless in regard to the suitability of that subject for the 
pupils. 

In "mixed" schools where boys and girls are taught 
actually together or under closely similar conditions, and in 
which exemptions are rarely if ever granted, it does not appear 
that in the first two or three years of mathematical work any 
clear difference can be established between the capacity of boys 
and of girls for Mathematics or even with regard to their interest 
in the subject. In a considerable proportion indeed of such 
schools the staff consider that up to a certain stage the girls 
hold their own or even more than hold tlleir own with the boys. 
But there is considerable evidence that the average girl comes 
to the limit of what she can do in Mathematics with advantage 
sooner than the average boy. It is common to find, in fact, 
that when boys go on to Trigonometry or Mechanics girls do 
not. In part undoubtedly this is due to considerations of 
relative expediency and the varying claims of other subjects, 
but there is at least a possibility that when girls attempt these 
branches of work (still more when they attempt higher ones) 
they show on the whole less capacity for them than boys and 
profit less from them . 

. The provisional conclusion on which the Board, and for the 
most part the schools, may be said to be acting is that every 
girl should be given a fair chance of showing what capacity she 
has for Mathematics and that to this end she should have at 
least two years' instruction under a good teacher in Geometry 
and Algebra. Most girls should probably take a longer 
course, reading what has been described abo,'e as the ordinary 
minimum, viz., Algebra to progressions or the binomial theorem 
and the equivalent of Euclid I.-IV. and VI. Higher work 
should only be taken by those who show capacity and liking 
for tha subject, though with better elementary teaching the 
number of these will no doubt be far greater than it is at 
present. 

The two subjects, Physics Ilnd Mathematics, are so closely 
related that it is evident that the general introduction of Physics 
into school curricula ougb.$ to have an important influence on 
the Mathematics, possibly in regard both to the scope of the 
work and to the method of treatment. 

Physics may be introduced in either of two ways-late on 
in the school course when a fair knowledge of elementary 
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Mathematics may reasonably be expected, or quite early when 
Mathematics is only being begun. The former was at one time 
the practice in England so far as the subject was introduced 
at all, and is to-day and by deliberate choice the practice in 
Germany. The latter is now the usual course in this country. 
It follows that Physics is being leamt concurrently with the 
most elementary Mathematics, and before any development 
either of mathematical knowledge or of mathematical power 
has been obtained. II the one end aimed at were the rapid 
acquisition of a sound knowledge of Physics, this course would 
be clearly unjustifiable, for much of the work to be done 
necessitates some maturity of mathematical thought. The 
modern English position of Physics can only be justified if two 
conditions are secured. First, no part of the subject must be 
introduced until the pupil is fit to deal with the Mathematics 
required for its reasonable treatment. Second, the Physics 
must be so treated as to illnstrate and illumine the concurrent 
work in Mathematics. II the first condition is not observed the 
work in Physics cannot be sound. If the first condition only is 
secured, the system has no advantage over the German system, 

. and as it is more difficult and more expensive to work, it would 
stand condemned in the comparison. When it is said that the 
pupil must be fit to deal with the Mathematics required, it is 
not meant that he must already have a knowledge of this 
Mathematics, still less of its developments, but only that he 
must be capable of understanding what is e_ntial for the 
purpose in hand. For instance, a boy may properly begin 
Optics before he has learned Trigonometry, but when he comes 
to the study of refraction he ought to be capable of under
.standing what is meant by the sine of an angle and of learning 
to use a table of sines; it is not necessary that at that stage he 
should proceed to thewll development of Trigonometry. 

In any case the proper treatment of Physics demands BOrne . 
change in the traditional mathematical course. Simple Trigo
nometry, graphs and the fundamental ideas of the Calculus are 
essential A wider knowledge of the facts of Geometry is 
wanted; less stress may be laid on the methods by which they 
are established. On the other hand many of the traditional 
elaborations of Algebra can be dispensed with. So in 
Arithmetic, while much of the traditional work is useless, a 
more thorough grasp of fundamental methods and facility and 
accuracy in applying them are required, while acquaintance 
with logarithms is obviously desirable. Whichever co~ then 
is adopted-the German or the English-the Physics is likely to 
react sooner or later on the mathematical course, altering 
possibly the selection of branches included in the course, 
certainly the relative emphasis laid upon them. The tendency 
to change thus set up is undoubtedly being felt both in this 
country and in Germany. 

To come now to the two conditions laid down as nec! ary 
for the justification of the English system. Little need here 
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be said about the first; ·88 it concerns Physics rather than 
Mathematics, but an example or two may be given of cases in 
which it is not observed. Certain experiments in Hydrostatics 
come into the Science course, but the fundamental principles
the laws of fluid pressure-are slurred over. Boys use balanc
ing columns to determine densities, but often do not know, 
even as matter of fact, whether uniformity of bore is necessary, 
still less often understand why it is not necessary. Much time is 
spent over experiments t<l verify Archimedes' principle, but no 
attempt is made to explain its true inwardness, and it remains 
in genel'31 a mere rule of thumb. It may be that at the point 
when this work is commonly taken boys are not mature 
enough to deal properly with it-if BO, the conclusion would 
seem to be that it should not be taken till later; but it is at 
least possible that boys could understand if the teachers would 
face the difficulty. The notion is too common that in a 
laboratory experiments are the one and only legitimate fonn of 
activity, and that thought and reasoning are out of place. 

It is quite common again to find boys doing Magnetism 
without the knowledge of moments and couples which is 
_ntial to the proper understanding of tlleir experiments. 
Their study of the refraction of light and of the tangent 
galvanometer is very commonly hindered by want of acquaint
ance with the trigonometrical functions. The investigation 
of the horizontal component of the earth's magnetism loses 
much of its value if, as is generally the case, the formulre 
required have t<l be accepted without investigation. 

Other examples might be given, but these are perhaps 
sufficient to sllow that the course in Physics is often drawn up 
with too little regard to the stage of development reached in 
Mathematics. It is equally true that the traditional order in 
which the vru:iOUB branches of Mathematics are introduced, and 
the manner of their de,·elopment, are not those best adapted to 
assist the teacher of Physics. 

Turning now to the second condition necessary if advantage 
is to be gained from the Euglish system of the early introduc
tion of Physics, it is clear that some of the facts just mentioned 
show not only breaches of the first condition, i.e., mean unBOlmd 
work in Physics, but also the loss of opportunities to benefit 
the Mathematics. . 

Acquaintance with the sine-fnnction is needed in Light. If, 
as ofteo happens, a clumsy substitute is adopted, because boys 
have not got this acquaintance, not ooly is the Physics damaged, 
but a most valuable opportunity is lost of illustrating the 
value of what, if studied in the mathematical classroom 
only, may well appear a mere uninteresting abstraction. 
Or if Statics is taken before Light and the triangle of 
forces studied experimentally, this afIords an equally useful 
opportunity of iotroducing boys to the same function at a 
time when they ~tually need it-an opportunity generally 
ignored. 
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It may be said at once that in the most elementary work the 
influence of laboratory work..in Physics on the Mathematics has 
been most beneficial. Decimals anu fractions are now under
stood from experience of their actual use in the laboratory in 
a fashion which was comparatively rare a few' years ago. 
The distinction between area and volume or between square 
and cubic measures is now commonly grasped for the same 
reason, and generally .. units" have become realities. The 
whole subject of Mensuration has thus become more real and 
intelligible. In BOrne schools much more than this has been 
realised, and in most schools BOrne traces of mutual influence of 
the two subjects can be observed, but it woulcl probahly not 
bl' true generally to say that outside this preliminary ,subject 
of Mensuration much has been effected. Mechanics, Statics 
at least, is often included in the early Science work, but is 
treated too much as a collection of isolated experiments, 
leading to no coherent knowledge, and it is not used as it 
should be to enrich and illumine Mathematics, either by the 
incidental use of simple Trigonometry, or as leading to the full 
mathematical study of the subject itself. 

Very few schools as yet have ventured on the experimental 
study of Dynamics, though simple methods for doing BO are 
now available; and generally the mathematical treatment is 
still very abstract and out of touch with realities. Light is 
essentially a geometrical subject and can be used to give very 
valuable geometrical training both in the way of reasoning and 
in the way of drawing, but this possibility is very rarely made 
useo£. 

This shows that there is not yet that identity or c1osenes& 
of touch between teachers of Mathematics and teaclJers of 
Physics which is necessary if either subject is to rise to its 
full value. It is certainly desirable that at least to BOrne extent 
the same person should teach both subjects; if the teachers are 
different, it is necessary at least that each should be fully 
acquainted with both subjects and with their treatment in the 
school, and should have regard to his colleague's work. 

An outstanding example of the lack of C<H>peration is given 
by the style of elementary Arithmetic in the laboratory. All 
measurements are of course approximate, and boys ought to be 
trained to do their calculations in such a way that they do not 
anive at results pretending to a degree of accuracy unjustified 
by their measnrementA. Approximate or U contracted" methods 
of multiplication and division are it is true taught as part of 
Arithmetic, but taught from a point of view quite different £rom 
that necessary in the laboratory; taught too in such a way that 
no boy ever uses them unless he is compelled to de BO. 

The mathematical master presents them as method!! of 
saving labour in long sums, his typical example being" multiply 
537·4685 by 49·36894 correct to 2 plaees of decimals." He lays. 
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down rules for curtailing the work according to the degree of 
accuracy specified. A boy finds these rules troublesome--'-he 
would gf'neraily prefer to do a tedious straightforward piece of 
work, rather than take the trouble to think at tJle outset; the 
process never becomes habitual and remains therefore valueless. 
Such numbers never occur in the laboratory, and the problem 
there is not to save trouble, but to keep within the limits of 
honesty-to get all that can fairly be got out of the measure
ments and to pretend to nothing more. Science masters ignore 
the point altogether and have been known to tell boys for 
instance that" densities must always be calculated t{) 3 places 
ot decimals," irrespective of the fact that their measurements 
may only justify one. The difficulty can easily be met if both 
teachers w}ll take the trouble; the method needed is much 
simpler than the one generally given in Arithmetic books and 
taught by the Arithmetic teacher, but for want of joint con
sideration it has generally escaped attention. 

It is plain that if substantial progress is to be made, the 
study of both subjects-Mathematics and Physics-and, if 
~st>ible, actual experience in the school teaching of both, must 
become much more general than it is at present. On this 
point German practice is of interest: the Prussian "Priifungs
ordnung" of 1898. still in force lays it down that .. Pure 
Mathematics and Physics must always be taken t{)gether." 

W. C. FLETCHER. 
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MATHEMATICS IN THE PREPARATORY SCHOUL. 

Our most successful administrators have said that the young 
puhlic school man, notwithstanding all that has been said and 
written about him to his disadvantage, is one of the best 
aids the country has in administering our Colonies. The ad
ministration of the Empire is to a great extent in the hsnds of 
those who have passed through the public schools. Thirty 
years ago a large percentage of boys entering public schools 
were educated at home in their early years, and recognised 
preparatory schools could be counted on the fingers of two 
hands. At the present moment there are 500 preparatory 
8chools preparing boys for more than a hundred public schools, 
to thirty of which might be applied the name "the Great 
Public Schools." From this it will be seen that the vast 
majority of boys, who enter the public schools, receive their early 
training at the preparatory schools. As a result of this, there 
is a distinct break in the training, and an examination into the 
effects of this break, in any particular branch. of study, is of 
great importance. 

This paper deals with the effects of the break upon mathe
matical teaching, and may be'divided into three heads :-

(I) Effects due to public school 8I;lholarships offered to boys 
under 14 years of age. 

(II) Effects due to change of schools. 
(III) Recommendations. 

As a help to the consideration of these effects, a question
nai"e has been sent to, the great public schools, and a se,Parate 
one to the headmasters of 40 or 50 well-known preparatory 
schools, and I have been able to obtain much valuable informa
tion. 

(I) At the outset, it may be said that it is a matter of regret 
that public schools find it necessary-and without doubt always 
will find it necessary-to offer entrance scholarships, fur in 
an ideal system no scholarships would be offered to boys of 
thirteen years of age. In the keen competition which arises 
when 500 schools are doing work that might be done with half 
that number, there must be a certain number of masters who 
look to the publication of scholarship lists to give them a much 
desired advertisement. It is, however, a healthy sign that, 
without exception, teachers in public and preparatory schools 
are opposed to all forms of cramming. 

(a) It might be supposed that many preparatory school
masters, in order to obtain scholarships, would cut off mathe
matical hours in order to win classical or modem language 
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scholarships, and"vice versa; this, however, is not the case as a 
genel'8l rule. In a very few cases, boys are given a little extra 
work; and sometimes, again, in the last month hefore examina
tion, some. "polishing" is done at the expense of a few hours 
which, under ordinary conditions, would have been given to 
other subjects. Most masters rigbtly let scholarship boys work 
separately from the rest of the school, in order that they may 
not be kept back by less proficient pupils. We ·may say 
that in nearly all schools boys take their scholarships "in 
their stride." It should, however, be noted that my information 
comes from 40 or 50 well-known preparatory schools, and that, 
in the remaining 450, there may be masters who, in order to 
win scholarships at the public schools, resort to cramming. 

(b) In preparing boys for Mathematical Scholarships there is 
always a danger of cramming. In former days, when bookwork 
formed a large proportion of the test in mathematical papers, 
there was a much greater danger of this. Unfortunately in this 
subject a boy, eVl'n at the age of 13, may show great facility 
(I might even call it a fatal facility) in mechanical work and in 
the reproduction of bookwork, and from that point, when the 
higher ranges of the subject present themselves, he may fail to 
maintsin his early promise. During the last few years tlIe 
papers set for mathematical scholarships have improved very 
greatly, and very few 8l"tl set in which a boy could score well 
who had only a superficial knowledge and lacked real mathe
matical ability. Though it may be invidious to mention the 

rapers of any particular school, where so many 8l"!ladmirable, 
feel I must say that the papers set for the Winchester College 

election are, in the opinion of many, very nearly ideal. The!06 
papers do not demand a great range of reading-not so much 
as in tlle cases of the papers of many other schools-but they 
test, not mere ability to learn mechanical processes, but originality 
and power. In Appendix I. of this paper will be found the 
papers set at Winchester in the year 1909. 

(c) It is necessary to examine the evidence derived from 
the public schools as to the mathematical knowledge expected of 
classical and modern language scholars. It is very clear that 
the mathematical pass papers do not count; they are looked at 
witll a very tolerant eye. The questions asked of the Headmaster 
on this subject were :-(1) .. Does the pass paper in Mathematics 
mean anything (i.e., count anything) in Classical and Modern 
Language Scholarship papers? (2) What percentage of marks 
as a nIle do classical and modern language scholars get in 
mathematical papers which 8l"!l not pass papers?" In most 
scllools the pass paper is a very sinIple one and in several it 
counts .. practically nothing," though in one important school 
an unusually bad paper in MathematiL"S caused a boy" to drop 
from 7th to 12th place in the scholarship list," and in another 
u the pass paper in MatlIematics might differentiate two boys 
equal in Classics." In (2) the papers referred to 8l"!l not pass 
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papers and classical boys as a rule seem to score anything from 
o to 20 per cent. 

(d) It is important to consider, further, the ultimate 8UCcellS 
or failure of mathematical scholars. In former days of the purely 
classical public school, when modern sides were unknown, the 
boy whose bent was mathematical was under great disadvantage. 
To a question as to the success of these scholars in the general 
life of a public school and afterwards in life, the answer is 
almost invariably that they are successful; they take a good 
position in the school life, and many go on to the Universities as 
mathematical scholars. This is largely due to the fact that they 
are required to attain to a fair standard in other subjects before 
being allowed to specialise in Mathematics. Further, public 
schools do not look out lor young mathematical prodigies, but 
are quite ready to take boys of undoubted ability, who have 
had the ordinary training obtained in a preparatory school. 

(II) "Is there a break in continuity in mathematical teachinlf 
owing to the passage from the preparatory to the public school? ' 
Ten years ago the answer to this question would have been 
"Yes." To-day, though the answer could not be .. No," the 
break is much less pronounced, owing to the more definite 
agreement as to sequence. It will be worth while to look into 
the causes of this agreement. 

:a) 'l'he chief factor .has been, without doubt, the institution 
of the Common Elltrance Examination for admission into the 
public ochools. Instituted in 1904, and directed by a board of 
six, three drawn from public school headmasters and three 
from preparatory school headmaRters, this examination is at 
the present time adopted by 52 public schools, which in flK--t 
include all the great public schools, with one notable exception. 
Before ita institution \l8Ch public school had its own particular 
examination, and preparatory school masters endeavoured to 
arrange that each of his pupils was prepared for the special 
papers he was likely to have at the school for which he was 
entered. It is not necessary to point out how much the work 
at preparatory schools has been unified as a result of this 
common examination. I find that. in answer to a question to 
both public and private schools as to the utility of the examina
tion, the answer has invariably been that as pass papers the 
mathematical papers are excellent, though there i.. a very 
general feeling that the time devoted to Mathematics is too 
short, and that alternative papers for boys of different mandaros 
would be more effective than alternative questions, and would 
ensure a more accurate estimate of a boy's capacity and 
capability. 

(b) The co-operation of the Head Masters' Conference and 
the Association of Preparatory &:hools, moreover, has brought 
about the issue of a schedule of mathematical work Imitable 
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for boys from the 'ages of 9-16*; it will be noticed that the 
limits of age envelop the break from one school to the other. 
This schedule has been submitted to all the public schools and 
to all the members of the Association of Preparatory Schools. 
Unfortunately a large number have either not tJ"oubled to look 
at it, or have not studied it with care. On the other hand, in 
nearly every case where it has been considered, the scheme is 
approved of, and in most cases adopted. From one great public 
school, however, comes the answer: .. Not approved of and not 
adopted"; and from another important school: "We only agree 
with a smail portion of it-to the bulk of it we are in strong 
opposition." These are the only strong dissentients, and in 
the latter case the master in charge of the mathematical 
department has strong views of his own on mathematical 
teaching; bnt, though he carries them to a very succesafnl issue 
in his own school, his methods would not be generally possible 
in other schools. 

(c) To the public schools the following question was sent:
.. Do you' find boys coming from Preparatory Schools in any 
way uniform'in their methods? .. This question was a natural 
one, as, in a given list of 20 new boys at a public school, it 
would be observed that they were drawn from a dozen or even 
15 different schools. The answers to this question are hardly 
satisfactory. One school, indeed, replies frankly: "No, and 
not expected." To the question was added: "This may not be 
the case in geometry. Are they uniform in arithmetic and 
algebra?" It is a remarkable fact that, notwithstanding the 
revolution in the teaching of geometry in the last ten Years, 
there seems to be more uniformity in geometrical teaching than 
in arithmetic and algebra. There are still teachers who regt'et 
the old Euclid with ita rigid- chain of reasoning, but it has been 
realised that the eadier propositions in that book were beyond 
tlle powers of the young boy, and should be left till later in the 
course. By assuming a certain number of facts, by aid of which 
easy riders can be proved, a young boy can be led on to reason 
according to Euclid's method, when he will find the propositions 
come to him natw-ally and easily. The use of hypothetical 
constructions has done away with many of the old clumsy 
.. problems" of Euclid, and the so-called "geometrical draw
ing" strengthens his grasp of the subject. There is always a 
danger, especially in the case of teachers who are not mathe
maticians, of overdoing this bl'8Dch of the work. I believe, 
however, that the majority of teachers would say that the 
change in the method of teaching geometry has been for 
good. and it will be found that. if the headmasters' schedule be 
adopted. the break in passing from school to school will entirely 

• This ochedule will be found in Appendix 11.; it is DOW sent out with 
ioformation relative to the common entrance examination, and papers are 
set in aeoordance with the ocheme, 
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disappear. For the most part 'arithmetical teaching shows the 
greatest lack of uniformity. This is, again, due, as in the case 
of the schedule, to the fact that variations in text-hooks are 
infinite and that headmasters in their busy lives lay aside 
reports which are sent to them and allow them to grow dusty 
on their shelves, if indeed they are not at once consigned to 
the waste-paper basket. The Mathematical Association issued 
in 1901 a report of their committee on "The Teaching of 
Mathematics in Preparatory &hools."'" H this report were 
followed, methods would become uniform; the suggestions there 
both as to arithmetic and algebra are thoroughly BOund and, 
if followed, would in no way hamper the individuality of any 
particular teacher. Further, the same Association published a 
report on the teaching of algebra in 1911. t There is a danger 
in preparatory schools of covering too much ground in algebra 
and it will be noticed that in the schedule which is f.iven in 
Appendix II. the range suggested is comparatively smal . 

(d) Far more satisfactory are the answers to the question; 
"Do you think boys come from Preparatory &hool8 better 
equipped in Mathematics than (say) 10 years ago?" From two 
schools comes the reply; .. Cannot say;" and from one; 
"Cannot see much difference;" but in every other case the 
answer comes" Yes," and in one case; "Decidedly so." This 
is due, without doubt, to the fact that the preparation is more 
uniform (though, as has heen shown above, not completely 81), 

by reason of the all-round preparation for the Common Entrance 
Examination .. 

(ill.) It may be well to state clearly here the recommendations 
which, in the opinion of many, should be followed, and which 
have been brought out in the course of this paper. H they 
were followed there is no reason why the ill-efIects due to the 
scholarship system should not be minimised, and the break, out
side the personal one, between the two types of school, be 
entirely bridged ;-

(a) More scholarships for proficiency in all subjects. As has 
been said above, a boy of 13 may show a high standard in one 
subject, in which his early promise may never be fulfilled; the 
boy, on the other hand, who shows all-round ability, is very 
likely to develop strongly later on in some epecial subject. 

(b) More weight should be attached to the mathematical 
attainments of boys competing fur classical and modem 
language scholarshi~. A definite percentage should be re
quired in tbe pass paper, and unusual excellence in Mathematics 
in a would-be classical scholar should receive substantial 
reward. 

• Publisbed by Geo. Bell &: Sons. Price 3d. 
t Report of the Mathematical .Asaociatiou Committee on the Teaching 

of Elementary Algebra and Numerical TrigOllOllletry. 1911. (Loudon , 
G. Bell and Sons. 3d.) 
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(c) Whilst using their own individuality in teaching, all 

mathematical teachel'13 in public and preparatory schools should 
adopt the schedule issued by the Curriculum Committee of the 
Headmastel'13' Conference, setting forth the COUl'13e to be taken 
by boys aged 9-16. 

E. KlTOHENER: 
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~amc of Occnpation. 

, COUMERClAL Ala 

IlA"ID-WIWUCiHT METAL wonK 

T);TEltIOH DECOI\ATDIG -

i LEATHER WORK 

i POTTERY WOHK-

PLA.\7 1.17)[;SJ'RY. 

GE); EHAI, FAR)IER 

SPECIALITY FAH;UETt 

THUCK GAIWEXER 

LA"I]lSCAPE (~ARDE"It:R -

,LYLlfAL LYlJCSTJlY. 

DAIRY FAR~lER -

ron:!' 1\ YMA"I 

]'~I1IJf JIA('J!AX](' -

~---~--~ 

OF'FlCE 8EJlV]('D, 

~lULTIGRAPH OPERATOR 
, AlIlJlNG ,'I ACj]l~~; 01' EItATOR 
i FILING l~LERK . 
I RlLLDIG CLEHK 

OFFICE A~SJBTA);T 
OFFICF: 11A~AGEn 

_I ('('or'Xl'ATIT. 

, ACCOUNTAYI 
, AUDI1'OII 

BANK CLERK 
BOOKKlmPER 
C'ASlIlEIi 

Sl'E,YOliii,ll'll1C 

STENOClRAPHER -
HEPOIn'EH 
PHn-"ATE SECR}<;TAIl¥ 

I'KYlm.IL WORK. 

'SHIPP1~G CLEIIK 
HI';C}anNG CLERK 
BUSIKESR MANAGEIl 

, POST (WJ'JCE EMl'LOYEE 
I ('11'11, nHVICE E1IPLOYEE 
, CO/,DmnClAL TEACHEH -
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LOS ANGELES CITY SCHOOLS. 

>l'ature uf Occnpatlrm. Preparation X ec('ssnl'Y. Demand for. 

-------------1----------- --

I 
Oppol'Lunity ior .-'ulvallccmellt. Money Hctum:". 

-----r 
Othe1' Conditions a,ficcting Desirability. Pl'Ofe~:"ional Ouj 1'101. with College Courlie. 

The high schools in the 10s Angcles system which uffer a distinct fOllr-year course in Art Work arc:-LOS ANGELES HIGH, lfANUA1 ARTS, POLYTECHNIC, and HOLLY\VOOD. 

Windmv drf'sfoling-, show card writing: making 
menn cardM, Pl'ogTftUll1les. &c. 

Making lJ()wI8~ tra,ys~ :1.n(1 interiol' tl'imming:-; 

)lakiIlg stcncil design?, tooled ]eath(~r work, 
interim' f1xtllrcs, and trimmings. 

Making table mats, card casesl purses, &0. 

Designillg vases, tileR, pla(llleS~ glaz~ng 

Art Culll'SC '''lith c;pecializatioll in the lineR 
inc1ic:lted. III mORt C:lHeS the school tl'ain
ing is only the bcginning of pl'ep'H-atioll. 

\s. aboye 

As ahove 

As above 

As above 

The 11em:md fOl' this S()]'t of work isaltol2'ethcr 
depcndent 011 the abilitya.wl personality 
of t.he art.ist. 

According t.o growth in arti-;tie ability The range (If remnneration ill art work is :-::0 
great that it Ii"> impo~:o.ihlr to as",igll (lefinite 
ill comes. Income depend.., altog:cthcl' on 
artistic ability aml pC1'S01lality. 

The GARDENA AGRICliLTURAL HIGH SCHOOL, as its namc indicates, has for its most distinctive function thc training of boys and girls for agricultural pursuits. 

Time awJ bnd devolc(l Lo a <l.ingle 3}Jedality, 
like ~itrn8 hees, berrics, .\",C. 

I~ayine ont and caling f,)l' private gl'ou!ld~ or r;llblic pa.rks. 

Pl'opap!ating IJlalltH for .,aIe. General nr 
:'l'(~0.;al WOl'k. 

Prodncing milk fol' S:1,]c-, (Ill a large ~:calt!: 
prodncing hutter 01' cheese. 

Prodncing 1iYe poultry for s:1le as tine Btock ; 
egg' and meat pl'mludioll. 

LooI,jllg afte1' ma~ilinel'.Y awl building con
st.ruction on a large ranch. 

Fnll Agl'icuHul'al COUI':::~, G. H. S. and con
siderable farm experience. 

As ahove, speciali:dng ill (\('"i1'12d direction 

Same ns ahove 

~ame as auovc, spccinlizing ill lands~ape gar
dening" 

~nll1e as abm-(\ with snme pmctical "I'ark in 
n. llllf~ery. 

Same :lR nbo\'e, ~peciali7.illg in dfdrying and 
some actual dairy expel'iellcc. 

Same as abuve, speeialixing' ill pnllltl'Y enltlll'e 

Increasing; cyery yeal' -

Great: in ~o. California 

Competition \vith [~)l'ci~'rJel''' :-!~)mewl1Ht kecll 

Activ('. C'Hy P:l.1'k T)f~pal'tment wants young 
men thus trained. 

Activc -

... lctive. E"pc~ialI;y forlllcn who l'an condnct 
'{.'lnital'Y dairies ill]' l1r1)(lllcing cel't-ifiP'(\ll1ilk. 

1Ioael'ate, Compctitjon fairly active • 

\ n all lines of agricnltul'rLl ,v(lrk in which the 
farmer is ilHlcpcmleut, his advancement 
aepends chiefly on three things :-

(rt) Business ability; 
(h) Agl'icultHJ'al training; 
(0) Oapital at eommand ; 

in a(Mition to LlIe whole list of P01'SOlutl 
I]unlitics maldng for succcss in any calling. 

In profe.'3sional salaried work, money capital 
i~ a minor cOlH:ii{1ern.tiol1, 'Lut pl'evions 
training and earnest effort. to grnw in the 
\vo1'k arc all-important.. In general, it ean 
1m sai,l that opp\Jl't.unitip.R are a~ good ill 
thil'; field as ill any other. and the farmer'~ 
life i" yearly becoming better l'ewan_kd. 
:mtl more desirahtc. 

Varies from a mere living to thol!:-5rillds of I 

dollars1 bnt is inerp.a~illg Ydarly. 

Uneel'taiu from ycar to year. UII! likely to l)c 
very profita.ble in the long run. 

Cood 1 to a man cardul jndetail. Have ~en 
many caSCf; uf cach acrl~ earning JIlI>l'C lhall 
~200. 

:';50 to $100 pCI' rnol1th 

~--\ll depends OIl bu;;ine8s alJilily alHl rtgricuI
t.nral kll()wlcrlge of jlllljvi .. lll:l,l~. 

Pleasant work. lwt heavy, giving scope to 
arUt';tj~ ability. Lar:;e money re\vard~ are 
the exception. \ 

AH emp]oyt'(~, S35 to :-:::15 pel' rtlOllth w:t h hoard. I H il..1'd wnrk. rX3ctingl 11l1t veTY satisfying' to 
A.s employer, $7 per mont.h np per eow. lone who lQves good animals, 

'1\., nne who is eompf'tent, i;l !lei PCl' year 
pel' hell) an(l upw!lnl. 

, 

Exacting. 
,Jet ail. 

TIC(lUlTC':;; carefn\ att.ention 

, 

! 
to I, 

The Agric:nltnl'fLJ Conrse ill tJle (iardena High 
~chool, if followed hy a cOlln~c in an agri
cultural ~ollegc, prepares a capa,ble l11l1"l1 for 
a ,vide range of positions. Amnllgtl)em are 
thcf':c :-

(f{) Farm managn', paying from $600 to 
$2,{l(IO pc)' } ear. 

(b) PositiollS with the U. S. Depart.ment 
of Agriculture, such a::; <1,;!J'OIlOlIli~t, apicul
turist, lwrticult,urif't1 anim-al inF;pector, meat 
ill~pedol', &c., ilWl similar position3 wiLb 
state guvernIllentf'. ThesE'! posir.ions pay 
from ~800 to ::;:.l.()OO per YCrL1', aHd in S1)lllC 
instfmces much higher fo1' ~vecial w01·k. 

(c) Teaching po~itions in agricultural 
~chools, These positions pay t1'om ~900 to 
$2,000 pel' HllllL!Hl. 

Cd) -I )irectors of Fanner ..... ' il1sLiLutes. 
(e) PrivrLte f1gl'icultnl'al ellterpl'i:;;e, in 

whieh tll(; r0\\"al'd~ may vary from $600 per 
year npwa.f(l t.o any amount. limit-eel only 
h.Y tile capita.l awl ahility of the indiyidual. 

----- --~---

Tile following high schools nITer a four-year Commercial 'Coursc :-MANl'AL ARTS, POLYTECHNIC, HOLLYWOOD, and SAN PEDRO. J.ll the high schools offer some commercial work. 
-----.-~~~ 

All oJlicc work. ]\"nowlcdgc of oJIice work 
in its det:liT~" and exccnt.i-ve ability, rr· 
quircd by ollke l1lar.ngcr. 

Keepillg account i 01' handling ca~h. or proving 
w:eount:s kcpt -hy othcr:-l. 

'York cither for 11ll:-:iIle~:-- nl'tn or for nc\\"S
paper~ n:rbatim rf'portillg, or fnl' conn 
report illg-. 

Vnti(~s vllrions: aeclm\ing to } IOl3itiOll. Blli'ii. 
ne" ... mal1a~er !laB Clltil'l' cOlltrol of lJUsille:-;;; I 
policy alld tlnmlcirtl management, of hi" i 

tirm. 

j;oHl}flct.c 1~(nll111erGjal conrl<ie is .1.(lvi~ahle, 

thongh not. lleeefo;~ary. Expcricnce neees· 
C;Ul'y h fill positioll~ ul.'ccptably, especially 
tor the offier. rna-nager. 

F,,1' n(-'arly all theEc p()sitions a tLOl'UHgh 
kno\v]edg-e of accoullls aml of loca.llmsinesi'l 
cnst,oms is lIC('eSF;31'Y. At 1c:lst hvo ycars 
,-)f H.~, 

Th01'Ollgh training in :stcJlogra.phy :l.nd ETlg
li;;h l)l':1,nches. F()lll' years of JI. S. 

/-101' (1), (2). (1). and <3'», SUlll~ knowledge (If 
hnRille::;s combined WiTh industrv - a.nd 
adapt.abitity. For Office Mauager," UIcbe 
ldus cxeclltiYe ability. Fol' teacher px
trndcd trnining a.nd experience, Fol' all 
a. commcreial COU]'~C iH advi~ahle. 

Exeepl'. for the machine operator nncl mana
gCI\ snpply gcnera]]y greater tllan the 
deman(l. 

GJ'(~at (lcmalld 1'~Jl' yOlmg mCIl c:1pablc of 
doing thi"l kind of work. IkmallJ for 
girls not so great, lJec<tllse of j he greatel' 
~npply. 

(heat demand for good s;,)l'vicl', hili 11,-:1(1 :t; 
u\:el'l'un ,,-ith }loor and mediocre s~n·ice. 

Young men _fOT thi:" wcrk nrc in cf:.peejally 
,S7C(l.l' dernand. 

FIJI' del'k~hips :mpply iF; ~lt Ilca~~. eljl1:lL i() 

dcmaml. Excellent o}Jcnings for lIw.ua).!crs 
aml teacbers arc alway,:; at lJalld. 

(01)I) 

Fair 

Vcr} gl)ud to tho:--(~ wil1iJt.l!,' tu ally thcmselve~ 
with thc bU8ilJcs~ where crnplo.ve(l aJl(l 
grow np \yith it.. 

F:lil'ly good, hut is especially d(~pClldent on 1 

ill.iliatlTe amI personality. 

8:2 [0 $3 p€'r wl:ek for lln~kilkd offi('t', help, up 
Lo ~7;) }JCI' lIIouth for machinc upcrat.or. ami 
in Rome C:l,ses to $.'),000 for (dtkc inclliager. 

nOOKKEljPEHS from $,~(J to ~12;) pCI' 
mOllth. ~killed fl.n(\it.ol'f; somrtinH~s get :l,~ 
hig'l) as ~:n() per day, 01' mon.'. Ca.,hicrM, 
$7 to $20 per week. 

For boyi'>. to sta,rt, $10 to 812 pel' \\"l~d;:. 11'or' 
gil'h, auoHt $21owCl·. H'-:ad stCJl(lgra.phc:rs 
up tu $ 12ti pel' mont.h. 

Clerk, a\'el'a!.;·e of jJt;I'haps ~7.) pCI' month. 
lncome of hu",illC~S maungers may be 
alnlOi:it unlimited. Teacher fri)lll .')600 to 
82,000 per annum. 

~eatnetiS, accnmcy~ f'peed, honc.-;ty, eareful 
thought 1Il0l'e valuable (han technical 
training. 

1faill (l.(lvantape to (mlinal'Y llcr""on is (IS 

p,t.epping stone to hr.ttcr wnrk, as salaries 
do nOlmatcb rc:,;pollsibilitic~. 

Pel'S011 whu coudue1 s correspondrn0e of a. 
bw,inc.c.:,s has bt:!"t chance to mnkc himself 
acqnainted with tl]{~ bllsille~.q. 

In all the~e posit~on~ exeeutive ability L~ 
wurth more than technical training, thongh 
thc two arc closely intel'relat-cd. 

Every high school in the L08 ~\.ngcles s:p;tem offers trainillg in Domestic Science and Domcstic Art. The schools offering a distinct four year coume in t.hcse subjects nrc HOLLYWOOD, with its excellcntly appointcd and equipped Household Arts 
building, and its strong course of study; MANTAL ARTS, POLYTECHNIC, amI thc GAHDENA :\GHIUCLTUR"\L HIGH SCHOOLS, which are also well cquipped, and offcr strong courses in this field, 

For the vocations below listed, it is generally necessary for the student Lo supplement her school training with fiOmc practical expcrience in the desircd field . 

CATERER'S ASSISTANT 

. __ ._---,,_. ~~-~-~~-"--~~-----

_--\ssisting cateret· for a lal'ge e\'cning ~ntel'
taimnent. 

DOllle8tie.; Se.;ience Conrse 

COOK[};G A~D SUPPLYI~G As abon' 
HOME-MAIH] ATITIUL};~ FOR 
DELICATESSEN STORES OR 
PJlTVATI<; FAl1l I I.I J,S 

TEACHER In ~ett]ement houses~ orphan asylums, &c. - A~ ahovc 

-,---

Uncertain 

-~~---~~-

}\fay be('ome fi skilkxl caterer, all occupation Ap, a~f'il-;trtnt, from Sl to:32 an evening. 
which pays well. 

Uncertain. 

Xot. greaL ull]eS:-i H, :-:l. training i., followed Good, to IJJ'ope1'ly (lualified per:,;oll~ 
hy college training. 

$2 to 83 vel' le~sull. 

11 HOCSEKEEPEH 

'" 
For adult woman employed dUl'ing the day I ~.\s abuve 

I 

Or:casiOll:li $:!5 to *30 montl! with hoard. 

r:Ll WAITRESS 
C Z DRESS1L\KEIt 

8 I, 

~lILLINERY 

For special Of Ol'dirwry ()(x:aSiIJDS -

".'faking dreB~e8 au(l simplc cYeIling ,vraps 

- ! Dc""iglling a.n{l making or hats 

i 
I 

r ~feildillg, darning, making tJf simple gar
ment.:-, snch as llwlel'\\cal' anL1111in drcsse~. 

! As alJO,"c 

CULUf:lC in c1rcssmaking UJl(l millinery amI 
},mct.ical experience. 

Conrse in dressmakillg and llliJlin~ry and 
1 fl'(l.ctieal experience. 

COllsidera.ble inF.tl'l1ctioYl and pr1l.ctice in plain 
~"l'willg and in thc Hie of pattCl'nH fn1' :-lame. 

Goor! -

Verya,ctivc 

Nlrollg, [rom Sept.emiJer to Jalluary~ amI frum 
-:\L'l]'ch to .July, for thOSA who have a natural 
apt.it-ude fur t.lte work. 

Aelivl: in cjtic:'; for \\'(·r1;: in priYate hou,;c:-! 

Fail' 

I ])cpcnds on the ojJcraLor 

De}lClldt\ more on llatural ability than any 
ut.1JPl" o£ tJle nee!lJc\vork trade.". 

Depends on t be ope-rator 

50 ceuts to ~2 an evening 01' ~25 lllollth alld 
board. 

III thc home, ~2 to $3 da.y; ill the ~hop, from 
::n to SIO or $1 ri pel' week, :ll1d higher for 
experts. 

Shop wOTk, from ~3 pCI' wCl:k to $8 or $10 
pel' j.,~cek. Head trimmer gets S:2:;' or more 
!leI' week. 

81 to $2}i() per day and her lUllt.:lle,l1l. 
limc') dil1llel'. 

~om~- I 

\\'ork uj' day il1 homes v<-lric(l and pleasant. 
'York in shops monotonous and sometimes 
Hil whole::;ome. 

A moncy nmking bu.:;inesl) fo}' thc na.turally 
talented womaH OIlJy. 

Tho SAN PEDRO HIGH SCHOOL, because of its location and the interests of the community which it serves, offers courses leading to the vocations here hsted. 

T.l VA L AR('1IJ1'}X'1'CR E 
AX]) \'A [,{I'ATlO.r. 

BOAT Bl'JLDER -

EXC1~EER OIal'ine-Gas()linc) 

_"EHCIU"lT UAlU"l]1;-

NAVAL AHCHlTEcr 

}IfARLHJ JIlOLOlfY. 

1. ,-IQUARlI:lIl ATTENDANT 
2. CATALOGUER of )[arine !.ife· 
3. eHA TIT I)ESW"IER· 

I

, 4. CUlUTOR OD' MU,";U}IS 

L FISH CO~lMIS,TONER 
'J FISH EXPERT -

I s: FISH 1'IlOI'A(JATOH 
~-\1ll1 ~imilal' VoC'atir.1llS 

Building: y;lcht,,~ l)(")wl'l' and smaIl boat~ 

O.iliceni awl el1gincf:r,~ of t:l)a:~tjIJg elwl :-ell 

gOillg vc"""cls. 

Drawing an(l construction of n~:-~els 

~lJ(~cjal fnllr-,vcal' <:our:"i~ ill boat, l)uildillg' A~ [t bn8jnrs~1 fnir, if small (~apital call be 
iuvct:itcrl. .(\.;; a trade, j!uod for well fjll:tli
fif'( \ jJ(;I'!l()l1~. 

Special fOIl1'-year (~onr:"ie, preparing fn!' t.his GOOd, and increasing 
W(>l'k. 

11. ~. COl1l·st.~, expel'jenct.' at 'iC:1. and qualifica~ : Good, and iHCl'easin;,r -
tiO:l;; under LT. K. (~overnment l'eqlliremcntk.1 

Tl!(ll'Ougll tecllJlil:all:uuJ~e in lIlal'ille draft ing' 
am! COTI:,trncticHI, and office expC'l'iCl1ce. 

}.ll require thorough training in marillC 
hiolob'Ya.nd the complption qf a.t least a 
H. :--:.. COllrSE'. 

TJlOl'Ollgh ('ourse 111 marille biulogy, speciali
ziu,r2' ~n fi:-;h c.nJlnre, alld snme pmcticaJ 
[;xperic)]ce. 

~Ilt grcat at. pre,scnt heean"e uf comlitioll of 
American )lcrcllflJlt )Jarjnc. 

Quite limited. U~unlly frutH iJl:--titlltioli~and 
mUbeum". 

nood, by 1:. S. awl State t;mTl'lllllcnts :llltl 
others. 

Fair .--\15 a tratit" $3 to ~,5. 

G(~ll 875 to ~150 a month. 

Good $7;) to ,$2.)0 a ICunth. 

Good only io t}lO~e of exceptionnl ability 

.Frdl' $.)0 tu $];30 p~'1' month. 

G()od~ for well qnnIifil.~1 p{;l':"nns - $500 tn $B.OOO pcr year. 

----'-

THE POLYTECHNIC HIGH SCHOOL devotes itself particnlarly to pre-technical instruction. While, therefore, other high schools in the system offer work tending to prepare for SOlIle of the voc,ltions listed below, the Polytechnic High School offer,; 
conmes leading to all of them. All of the lligh schools offer shop-work, eitJler wood-1vork, iron-work, or both, and related mechanical drawing. 

In almost aU thc vocatiuns here listed, the stndent necds practical expcricnce in addition to the training of the school beforc he can be considered thoroughly efficient. 

ASSAYRR -I ]'cRting awl rating Ore, 

·---·--1---- ------- --_. 
('nurse ill mineralogYl P. H. S. 

CHEMISTRY -

UHA FT~,'J A"I .. -1 RCHITRCTl'HA L 

DRAFTSMA~, )!ECHA~ICA L 

FOl'''lDIlY 

L'LR('7'R]('AL ]vOl/K. 

CE);'fJtAL STAT10N 
SITB-Sl'ArIO~, 

iTELEPHOKE \vORK 
ELECTRTC LIGHT \VOIIK, 

ELF:CTIIlC!A"l 

)JACHIN!>: SHOP WOllK 

PATTEHN )IAKI);(; 

SUlIVEY1XG -

A lG96S1 

I \-V01'killg md:lb hy heat. by hand 01' pow~r -

}lakiIlg fUl'lliluI'c1 inlc1'ior titti11gS1 &c.-

\Y orl;; in ctllalytieal lauol'alnl'ies, 01' (lrug or 
dlC11lical F;upply hon"cs. 

Jlreparillg plans for lmihlin~'~" &~. 

Coursc ill fOl'ging, and sqml~ expericnce as all 
flPlll'1:ntict~. 

('Oltr;.:,e ill enhinet-making. and :-:ome sC'l'yicc 
a~ apprclIticc, 

('01l],S(, in Chcmistry~ P. H, f4. 

I C'OIHSC ill Architect.ure. P. H. :-:. 

l\Takhlg working dl'awillg:-l fOl' ma.dlLlles, ('on1':-3('; in l\IeebrLllical Drafting 
llU-Ldlinc parts, &e. 

~laking metal C:1jo;tirlgs in :o:and from p:ltterlli:i C(mr~p ill li'OUllilr.V alld soml~ apprenticc 
s(T\-iee. 

Care of Ilynamos, trallsfol'IDl']'I'1. &.c. 

'V"irillg, o;lation \\-Ol'k, line. work l &e. 

CUHl'Se III Elecirieal Eugilll.;uil1g, P. H. S. 
and somf~ I'racTie:d eX}lrI1cnee. 

General e1ce11'ical wurI,;,. contracting: esti- As above. with ci)}tRidera.bJe practical eX-
mat ing, ~\::c. I)Pl'iellCc. 

)laking machines, pal'tH l &('., hy mea]]s (Jf i l'l)ur~e iu machinc shop, a1](l in 11ll)d cases 
latheK J plane:..:;, &e. *)l1le apprentice servi(~f!. 

).1aiing wood model:" of machine parts from 
whi(;h to make c:tKtiIlgS, Rcqnircjo; grei\J 
~kill and mat.hema.tieai a<'('lll':.tCY, 

A:-l ab(wc. A kll(Jwledge of allied tradcK, 
au,} spedaJ training ill mathematics nnd 
drawing·. 

Ficltl WPl'k \vith cit.y 01' l'aill'o,tc1 parties, aw.l l 'nnr:--~ in sUl'\'cying, P. H. S., and SOme fiehl 
office worl... of ~1le11 "';U1'\'C:;:. ('xpel'WIlce. 

}'air 

\'1'1'3' good 

])CCl'ensilJg somcwhat -

Good 

~(lpply flllly cqual::; (l~nm1J(l-

Good 

Oond. for \Yt~l\ tra,illed me1l WiTh t'xeGllt.i,'e 
auility, 

Excellent 

Very g'oo(l 

Actin:, inr clean, trw,tW01tby young meu 

S'Jmetime8 a llool' to ill< \ependcnt minin)l 
o])cm.tions. 

To fUJ'cnmlli:lhip:;; 

~oj gl'(~:tt 

Good, if profe~si()])al growth cOlltinuC's -

~lS a.bovr~. ExccutiYc a.hilitya determining 
fartor in growth. 

(~ood, 10 mCIl with execnt.ivc a1)jJity awl in
vcntive lllilHl:--, 

'1',) fOl'C11laJl, at perhaps ~l;jO Vcr month 

The electric.al tic1(1 is etJll~tantly expaudillg. 
Opportullities arc good to Olle ",..}w can b-rrow. 

As abov\: 

This tradc is the fountlat iOll of mechanical 
engineering, 

This tradc.it'; really a bmllcL of l1leChallical 
engilll'€dng. 

GO(MI 

~n.i to ~12b pel' month 

From $4- to $8 pel" dily -

"Vhell trade is mastcrecl from ::s:~ to S'" PCl' (lay 

8lie) to 812r, PCl' mOllth 

:510 tu $a::> pel' week fur properly prepared 
lltell. The money reward o-j-' fl.!} able archi
tect is ::,ometimcs vcry higl!. 

$2 to 8-1- tJcr day for competcllt lllel) 

About $7u per munth 

SlUO per month and up. 

$3.50 to $':; pel' day I'ur ('ompetcllt men 

For t:il-.. illcd wOTlonen $3.30 1 () ~a; per day 

From $50 to $100 I)(~r mnl1t.h, awl higher after 
:-:killlmf; bccII developed b.y eXJll~riel1cL'. 

~" I. 

"\\'()rk u:-lLlally ~tc:1dy. .Active. 
dirty. 

U~nally 

Clenn indoor wOlk. Active. 

8copc for invcntiY~ work. A growing licld -

SeollB [or al'i.1st.ic a.w:.1 ell.!.,'i.ncl'l'illg ability 

Cleall pleasant work. InV(JlvcH eye strain 

Dirty \York, ~omr\vha.t dangel""JUs. Requirc~ 
keen Ubf'CTYation, ~teady inside work. 

Electrica.l work il) uHlnlIy not hcavy, and is 
defl,Il. It invo)\ve~ )oIlfmC element of pel'
s()1lal risk. 

Not very dirt.y. ln~ide ,.,..ork. Hequil'es 
qnick thought. 

CIl:all inside wurk. Requil'e~ qllick and 
a,CCUl'fltc thuught. 

Active Olltsiflc work 

('~h('mical itlld sanib11'Y cllgilJecl'ing', 

.ArehitecllU'C1 ;ul{l (lrcLi!eclura] ellgineerillg. 

Enginecring·. 

Electrical ellgillcerillg. 

Mechallical Ell~in(,(,l'ill.!!. 

Civil engincel'inf!. 

Q 
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APPENDIX I. 

WINCHESTER COLLEGE MATHEMATICAL 
SCHOLARSHIP PAPEHS. 

JULY 6TH, 1909. 

!llATBEIIIATlCS.-1. 
[N.B.-In " .. igning mar'" 10 Ikil pap6T, ~licm vn'll b. paid I. u.. 

ag" oj lho eandidat ... ] 
I. Find all the factors which are common to the three nnmbers, 24, 60, 

and 72; and the common maltiplea of theae three nnmbe .. wb:,h lie 
between 1000 and aooo. 

n. Simplify ,-
(1) (12'41 + 2'09) X 1'2 -(4'5 - '9) + 1'8. 
(2) 12'41 + 2'9 X 1'2 -4'5- '9+ 1'8. 
III 1 

(3) .. +2+",+3+.,+2+.,+8' 

m. A pint of water weigha Illbe.; one kilogram = 2' 206 lhe.; one 
cuhic centimetre of water weigha 1 gram. Find to three significant figur .. 
the nnmber of pints in a litre. 

IV. Solve the equations ,-
",-I ",-2 

(1) -2-+-3-=8. 

(2) y+2z=5. 
2z-3y=l. 

(3) ("'- 3) (z'- 5z + 5) =",-3. 
Ia the equation ( .. - 1) (01 - 2) (II - 3) = 2z' - 7.,. - 1501 - 30 .. tisfied 

by any of the valuea "'= ± 6; or ± 41 

V.-(1) What is 5 per cent. of £20 P 
(2) £20 is 5 per cent. of what 1 
(3) What muet goods be 80ld for if they coot £20, and • profit of :; per 

cent. is to be made ? 
(4) What muet goode, have coot, if • profit of 5 per cent. is made by 

.. \ling them for £20 1 
(5) A man .. lie goode, which coot him £900, through an agent. The 

agent keepe 10 per cent. of the selling priee himeelf, but thia still leayea 
the owner with. profit of 10 per cent. For how much did the agent .. II 
the goode? 

V1 On inch peper mark the points.A I, 1. B 3, 2. C 3, 3. D 0, 3. 
Find (1) th~""" of points equidistant from tha lince .AB and CD. 
(2) A point 1 inch from CD and equidistant from .A and B. 
Give a .hort lanatian of your method, and do not rub ant construction 

lin ... 

vn. At 10 o'clock a .teamer is oheerved 10 milee due north of a 
lighthouee. Half ,n hour later it is 5'18 milee north-eaet of the lighthouee. 
By meane of an accunte figure, find >-

(1) The conroe the steamer is steering and its apeed in milee per hour. 
(2) When it will be at its least distance from the lig~ and ..... t 

the least distance is. 
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VIII. Defining a' paraJ.lelogram as a four-Bided r";tilineal figure with 
its oppoBite Bide. paraJ.lel, prove:-

(1) That it. opposite Bid .. are equal. 
(2) That if its diagonals are equal, the figure must be a rectangle. 
Draw two parallel lin .. an inch apart, and another pair, also an inch 

apart, intersecting the first pair .. Prove that the figure formed by the lin .. 
is a rhombus. 

IX . .ABO is "triangle right angled at A. Sqwires ABGF and AOKH 
are d .. cribed outward. on the Bid .. AB and AO. Prove that A is equidistant 
from BO and FH. 

x. Prove that the Bnin' of two 0ppoBite angl.,. of a cyclio quadrilateral 
is 180°. 

What does this property become when two adjaoent oorners of the 
.quadrilateral move together and ultimately coincide P 

XI. Find the factors of 

Simplify:-

(1) 14 + 5 .. - .... 
(2) (tJ<IJ + b)'- (COl + dJ'. 
(8) A?'-(l'+"+a. 

.. ' - ,. + 12 as' - 27 
,.' 16 .,.. + 40l 

JULY 7TH, 1909. 

MATHEliATIOS.-II. 

/[N .B.-I .. tJNigning ....... '" to thi. paper, .....ndorati ... tDiIZ b. paid to the If" 
qf lhe ... ..didal ... ] 

I. Show that in the equation'" - 6 .. + 4. = 0 the Bum of the roots is 6 
.and the produot 4. [You need not actually find the roots unl .. B you like.] 

A. ouboid has edges of lengths G, b, • om., where (I, b, • are the roots of 
.... - 9 ... + 2200 - 12 = o. Find the Burface and volume of the ouboid. 

n. Prove that .. ( .. + G) + b and 1iI{ .. + b) + II have a common factor for 
all value. of II if and only if II + b = - I, BUPPOsing that II and b are not 
equal. 

m. You may take it as " Irnown theorem that if two eirel.. out at 
A and B and chord. P AQ, BBS are drawn to meet the cirol .. in P, Q, B, S 
then P B is parallel to QS. Do not prove this, but enunciate the partioular 
........ of this theorem when 

(1) Q and. S are very olose together. 
(2) Q and A are very close toge\her. 
(3) A and B are very close together. 

p----~ 

~-___:=*---:7s 
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IV. Two circles ~B and CPD intersect at p. and the straight lin .. 
.APD. BPC meet these circles in A. B. D and C. Prove that if the radine 
of the circle.APB is double that of CPD then the chord .AB is double CD • 

. V. Two circles touch externally at A and BC is • common tangent. 
Prove that the circle on BC as diameter touch .. the line joining the oentreo 
at A. 

VI. A train has to run at., mil .. an hour in order to keep up to time. It 
has been delayed and the engine·driver finde he is M minutes late. He 
increasee the speed to Y miles an hour. What distance will he have to run 
at this speed before he is up to time again P 

VII. If one mile in III seconds is the same pace &8 11 miles in one hour. 
find the numerical .. alue of "'Y. 

VIII. The side of a hill is a plane. and the steepest path on it (i .•.• 
straight up the hill) makes an a.ngle of 45° with the horizontal. Find 
(graphically or otherwise) the inclination to the horizontal of a path on the 
side of the hill which makes an a.ngle of 45° with the steepest path. 

. h f 2z - y =12} IX. Given that .... YI are t e root< 0 .. _ 2y = 7 .; 

.... Y. the rooto of 2z2 -:..Y = ... } ; 
., - Y- - YI 

.... Y, the rooto of ~ •• .! = ... } ; 
IZ- ... , - -y, 

and 80 on: find the value of II. + Y., 

X. Three pipes A. B. and C. need to fill a swimming bath with horizontal 
li"",". supply respectively .. gallons. b gallons •• gallons per minute. A and B 
together raise the level p inches per hour. while B and C together fill the 
bath in q hours. Find the depth of the bath. 
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APPENDIX II. 

SYLJ.ABU8 OF MATIIEKATIOAL TEACHllIG FOR Dors AGED 9 TO 16. FOR NOll-SrEOIAI.ISTS_ 

IBBued by the Curriculum Committee oj the lieadmalltel'8' COTiJerenu. 

It is a88urned that revision of previou8 work will fonn part of the work of each stage. 
,----_._----- -----

A.BITBIIBTIO. A.LoBBRA. TBIGONOJfBTBY. 

I. 

Notation and numeration. 
The tOUl' .Impl. rul ... 
Unitary method (oum. not 

Involving tl'lUltlon.). 
Prime faoton. 
Tabl... Reduotlon. Com-

pound Rul ... 
(£ •• d.; milo. "".d./GOI. inch; 

Ion, .... , •• p"""d, Quollicn. 
I ... olvinp Jilngli.h ""itt .huuld 
6. '''' ""'1''"' pOlliblo). 

Areu and volume. of rect-
angular ftgure. (not involving 
oompound quantitle.). 'I'M • 
... ti.,. 10 b. iU",'ro'ed bl/ 
.gua.ed pap., and .olid 
modelo. 

Square and oube root by lacton. 

(Ref ........ are 10 t1 .. Cambridgo I 
S.hodulo reprint.d be""".) 

Fundamental ooncepts. 
Drawing and meuurement of 

lengtbe and &DgI ••. 

• I 

.' 

I. 

, 
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. ApPEl/DIX IT.-Syllabus of Mathematical Teaching for Boys aged 9 to 16, for Non-Specialists-continu.ed . 

ADl'1'RlIIIlTIC. 

r;Vllll!'al' fraotiono. . 
Unitlll'y method,lending up to 

• oolution hy meen. of ratio •• 
Decimala and metria .yatem 

(illudrated b!l aotual prootice 
in .nealUM", anti woiglf.ing) i 
.r.u .... 

Elpre •• ioo of vulll")' fraotions 
II ,88 deoimal. and vice yorIO. 

. (omittiog the method of ... 
presoiog reourrlng deoimal. 
0.8 vulgllr fraotionl). . 

m. 

Reduotion in .quare and Ollbio 
. moooure (illoluding metrio 

•. vatom). rUUI/ral.....n 
Btag. r. 

Area. and volume. of reot· 
angular figure •. 

Deoimll.liao.tion of money. &0. 
P_tago .... d ratio; profit 

and 10lIl. 
Simpl. lntoreot. 

GBOlllBTRY. • 
The fundamental fo.cte about

(a) Angl .. at a point. 
(b) Angle. made by parallel 

linea and Do tro.nsverBal. 
(c) Sum of the angle. of IL 

t"iangle, .. nd of a 
polygon. 

(tl) Congruent triangl ... 
(e) Equality of the base 

Rllglea of an isosoeles 
triu.ngle. Sohed.ue B, 
1-11. 

(Formal proof. qf the above .!ould 
b. p .. tp .... d ,. Slag. V.) 

Construction.. Cambridge 
Schedule A, 1-6. 

Parallelogram.. Cambridge 
Sohedule B, 14,15. 

Loci. CIWlbridge Sohed.ue B, 
. 21,22. 

Area of paralleiOllram and trio 
angle. Cambridge Sabedule 
B. 16, 17, 18; Cambridge 
Sabedule A, 7. 

Geometrical iIlootretiona of 
algebraio identiti... ' Cam. 
bridge Sohed.ue B, 19 .. 

ALGEBRA. 

Elementary notions i notation; 
negative numbers. 

Four sim!?le rul .. (multiplioation 
and dIvision by monomiala 
only). 

Simple equationa in one un~ 
known, numerical coeffioienta ; 
problema. 

Simple eqUations in two un· 
knowns. illustrated by grepbs 
(numerical qoetIioientB). Pro· 
b1ems. 

Multipliootion and diviaion
binomial operator .. 

Faotora. 
Fractiona-numerical denomi· 

natol'l. 

TRIGONOMETBY. 

I 
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~ , 
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~ 
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"IV. 

l 

Square root b1 rule. 
Reviaion. 

M enaoration of pla.ne and IOlid 
figu.... ' 

Simple bosin... Aritbmetio, 
V. .ooh ... is needed for ordi· 

Dar7 alfa.ire. 

Theorem of' PTthagorae, and 
convene (not the extension); 
part of B, 20. 

Chorda '" ares; Schednle 
B, 23 .. 240, 27. 

Tangent Propertiee: 
Schednle B, 28, 29; 

. Oircle Schednle A, 8. 
Angle Properties : 

Schednle B, 3tl-34. 
Oonatrootiona : Schednle 

\,. A, 9, 11. 

'Revision of theoretical geometry 
. up to above .tage: Schedule, 

:11., 1-9; 11. Schednle' B, 
1-34. ' 

,Proportion.; .imilar triongl ... 
Schedule A,10,12; Schednle 
B,35-40. • 

QoaiIratic equations (numeric&! 
coefficients); problems. 

Furtber work Wltb fractions. 

FractioDAl and negative indicoo 
The O8e of logarithmS. ' 
Variation. 
Equations iii two unknown~, -one 

equation being linear. 

N umeri""l trigonometr7 ,', up 
to tho solution of triongloo 
by: the sme and,cosme rnles, 
and the noe of tables oUog, 

. sin, &c.; problems of Bur-
, veTing, &0. ' , 

• It .hould be ,borne in mind that this S1llabua doe. not limit the teaching of each stage to one 10&"'. Nil doubt bo18':"t,· Preparatory 
School. ma1 reach the end of the Fifth Stage with .oco.... It is' .... omed that the normal stondard fol' the 'non •• peciaJ,i.$ ,on hlaving .. 
Preparatory School is repreoented b1 Stage m. ,,', 
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SCHEDULES REPRINTED FROM THE CAMBRIDGE 
UNIVERSITY ORDINANCES. 

(In II.. Cambridg. Ordina"" •• II.. construelUna and Ihooremo ..... "'" 
numbered, and no 4ejiMit. .elJU67l"l' io impaoed. N ..... b." /Jr, 

giv"" Mu Jor r.JerffMtl.) 

BcHBDULB A. 

1. Bisection of angles and of straight lines. 
2. Construction of perpendiculars to straight lines. 
3. Construction of an angle equal to a given angle. 
4. Construction of parallels to a given strs.ight line. 
5. Simple cases of the construction from sufficient data of triangle. 

and quadrilaterals. 
6. Division of straight lin .. into a given number of equal parts or into 

parts in any given proportion. 
7. Construction of a triangle equal in area to a given polygon. 
8. Construction of tangents to a circle and of common tangenta to 

two circles. 
9. Simple cases of the construction of circl .. from sufficient data. 

10. Construction of a fourth proportional to three given straight lines 
and a mean proportional to two given straight lines. 

11. Construction of regular figures of 3; 4, 6 or 8 sides in or about a 
given circle. 

12. Construction of a square equal in area to a given polygon. 

BcHBDULB B . 

.A"nglu at a Point. 
1. If a straight line stands on another straight line, the own of the two 

angles 80 formed is equal to two right angles; and the converse. 
2: If two straight lines intersect, the vertically opposite angles are 

equal. 

ParalW S"""ight Linu. 
S. When a straight line cuts two other straight lines, if 

(i) a poir of .lternate angl .. are equal, 
or (til a pair of corresponding angles are equal, 
or (iii) a pair of interior angl .. on the IllUDe side of the cutting 

line are together equal to two right augles, 
then the two straight lines are parallel; and the converse. 

4. Straight lin.. which are parallel to the same straight line are 
parallel to one another. 

Trianglu and Bulili_ Figura. 
5. The sum of the angl .. of a triangle is equal to two right augles. 
6. If the sid .. of a convex polygon are produced in order, the own of 

the anglee 80 formed is equal to four right augles. 
7. If two triangles bave two sid .. of the one equal to two sides of the 

other, each to each, and &leo the augles contained by u-e sides equal, the 
trianglee are congruent. 
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s. If two trlaDgles have two angles of the one equal to two angles of 
the other, each to each, and aleo one side of the one equal to the oorre
sponding side of the other, the triangles are congruent. 

9. If two side. of a triangle are eqnal, the angles opposite to these 
aides are equal; and the converse. 

10. If two triangles have the three sides of the one equal to the three 
.ides of the other, each to each, the triangles are congrnent. 

11. If two right-angled triangles have their hypotenusea equal, and one 
side of the one equal to one side of the other, the triangles are oongrnent. 

12. If two sides of a triangle are unequal, the greater side has the 
greater angle opposite to it; and the oonver.e. 

13. Of all the straight line. that can be drawn to a given straight line 
from a given point outside it, the perpendicular i. the shorteat. 
. 14. The opposite sid .. and angles of a parallelogram are eqnal, each 
diagonal hieects the parallelogram, and the diagonala hieect one another. 

15. If there are three or more parallel straight lines, and the intercepts 
made by them on any straight line that cuts them are equal, then the 
oorresponding intercepts on any other .traight line that cuta them are aleo 
equal.· . 

.Ar_. 
16. Parallelograms on the same or equal hases and of the same altitude 

are equal in area. 
17. Triangles on the same or equal bases and of the same altitude are 

eqnal in area. 
IS. Equal triangles on the same or equal bas .. are of the eame altitude. 
19. Diuatrations and explanations of the geometrical theoreme oorre

aponding to the following algebrai .. 1 identities : 
k(ea + b +. + ... ) =kca +kb + kc+ ... , 

(fl + b)'=ea' +200 +b', 
(fI-b)'=G'-200+b', 
ea'-b'= (ea + b) (ea-b). 

20. The square on a aide of a triangle is greater than, equal to, or Ie •• 
than the aum of the aquar .. on the other two sidea, according .. the angle 
contained by those sides is obtuae, right, or acute. The difference in the 
..... of inequality is twice the rectangle contained by one of the two side. 
and the projection on it of the other. 

lM;i. 

2L The locua of a point which is equidiStant from two fixed points is 
the perpendicular bisector of the .traight line joining the two fixed points. 

22. The locua of a r.int which is equidistsnt from two intereecting 
straight lin .. consists a a pair of straigh~ lin .. wbich hieect the angles 
between the two given linea. 

TAe Cirele. 

23. A straight line, drawn from the centra of a circle to hieect a chord, 
which is not a diameter, is at nght angl .. to the chord; oonversely, the 
perpendicular to a chord from the centre bisecta the chord. 

24. There is one circle, and one only, which pa .... throngh three given 
points not in a straight line. 

25. In equal circles (or, in the .. me circle), (i) if two &roe aubtend equal 
angles at the centree, they are equal; Iii) converae!T, if two &ro8 are equal. 
theT subtenll ""ual an~l .. &$ the _tree, 
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26. In equal circle. (or, in the oame circle), (i) if two chord. are equal, 
-they cut off eqoa.J area; (ii) converaely, if two Me. are equal, the chord. of 
the area are equal. . 

27. Equal chord. of· a circle are equidistant from the centre; and the 
converse. 

28. The tangent at any point of a circle and the radil18 through the 
point are perpendicular to one another . 

. 29. If two circle. touch, the point of contact lies on the straight line 
through the centres.' . 

30. The angle which ail are of a circle .ubtends at the centre is ·double 
that which it .ubtends at any point of the remaining part of the 
circumference. . -

31. Angles in the &ame segment·ol a circle are equal; and, if the line 
. joining two pointa subtend. equal augle. at two other points on the 88me 
side of it, the four pointB lie on & circle. 

32. The angle in a semicircle is a right angle; the angle in & .egment 
·greater than a semicircle is I ... than a right angle; and the angle in a 
segment less than a semicircle is greater than a right angle. 

33. The opposite angles of any quadrilateral inacribed in a circle are 
supplementary; and the converse.. . 
. 34. If a straight line touch a circle, and from the point of contact a 
chord be· drawn, the angles which this chord makes with the tangent are 
eqoa.J to the angles in the alternate segments. . 

35. If two chord. of a circle intersect either inside or outBide the circle 
the rectangle contained by the pB1't& of the one is equal to the rectangle 

.. ~ontained by the pBl'ta of the other: . 

Proportitm: Si .. iltw 'l'riangla. 
36. If a straight line is drawn parallel to one sids of a triangle, the 

other two sides are divided proportionally; and the eonverse. 
37. If two triangles are equiangular their correaponding sidee are 

proportional; and the converse. 
38. If two triangles have one angle of the one equal to one angle of the 

other and the sides about these eqoa.J angles proportional, the triaDgies are 
simiiBl'. 
. 39. The internal bisector of an !",gle of a triangle divid.. the .opposite 
side internally in the ratio of the sides eontaining the angle, and likewise 
the externa1 hiaector ""terually. 

40. The ratio of the areaa of simi1ar triangles'is equal to the ratio of the 
iqUIU'eB OD correaponding side. . 
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; CODRSE1N MATlfEMATICS: 'FOR, MUN1CIPA~' 
SECONDARYSCHOOL~ . 

. This l?ap~r .offers f.or c.ollBiderati.on a sugge~ted. course . .of 
MathematiCs . 'which .the writer considers, suitable f.or his .owp. 
sch.o.ol, but as the type .of sch.o.ol is by n.o means an is.olated .one 
and pr.obably is bec.oming yearly m.ore'comm.on, it may b.e f.ound 
of interest aud p.ossibly, useful .or suggestive t.o .others. The 
sch.o.ol is a Municipal Secondary Sch.o.ol .of ab.out 300 b.oys, the 
maj.ority .of wh.om are between ll.and 17 Y6!lrs .of age; a few are 
above the higher limit, none below the lower, Very Jew, boys 
proceed to the older Universities .of Oxford BIIld Cambridge, a fair 
proportion, probably four Dr five annually on an average, proceed 
to the local University; a good proporti.on remaiJ;l till 16 to I? 

Of those who leave a oonsiderablenumber enter ellgineermg 
finns as non-premium apprentices, .or smaller manufacturing 
firms; a fair number enter, as juniar chemists 'into chemical 
manufacturing firms, e.g., coal-tar distilleries, gas-works, alkali 
and acid works, &c.; some into surveyor's and architect's work, 
while a number inevitably fin~. their way into the clerical work 
of banks, iIlBurance offices, &c" Of those who leave it is found 
that a large number continue their education, chiefly in the 
technical school, but also in various commercial classes, A fair 
number while at school take the Londan Matriculation Examina
tian'chiefly in .order to 'qualify themselves far future Degree war)!: 
(prabably 9 or 10 annually on an average), a few-twa or three 
annually-:-take the Intermediate Science, either .of the London 
or .of the local University. This preface may enable the reader 
to judge of the class .of student for whom the course is intended, 
and, to what extent it resembles or differs from those in which 
he is more particularly interested. . . 

In such a school, therefore, there is no need to consider the 
possible candidate for a mathematical scholarship at Cambridge 
and to subordinate the general curriculum to him. It is probable 
that in many schools this has been ·done with ill effects; the 
majarityof the pupils wha leave the school having mastered as a 
result an iucomplete and comparatively useless and lifeless p.orti.on 
of a cow-se intended to proceed to a higher level. They never 
reach the point at which they can utilise their kn.owledge, either 
for the purpose .of .obtaining pleasure for themselves from: its 
use, or for the purpose.of assisting their progress in other work 
in which they are interested. As a consequence, .on leaving 
&·h001 their Mathematics falls into disuse, is neglected, and soon 
Buffers from the atrophy to which sooner or later all knowledge 
which has not reached the useful stage is liable. T.o be .of any 
real good it is necessary that a subject studied should be carried 
W the' u-seful ~Btage--'whether the subject'is classiCs, modem 

• 
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languages, history, science, &c., or mathematics-and it is' a 
painful fact that to many pupils who leave secoIUlary schools 
Mathematics, with the exception of quite elementary arith
metic which possibly they learned elsewhere, is not useful. By 
"useful" knowledge is, of course, not meant capable of being 
materialised into money, of assisting the wage-earning ability 
of the possessor, but" usable" knowledge, i.e., knowledge which 
the possessor can apply either for his own enjoyment, or that 
of other pC!lple, or for IIBsisting in obtaining such knowledge. 
There are, of course, many grades of such uRen,]ness h'om that 
of mere simple arithmetical knowledge of numbers and the 
ability to add and multiply, up to the ability to advanl'e the 
domains of Science and Mathematics by inrlependent mathe
matical reRearch, but whateyer be the extent to which the study 
of Mathematics is carried care must be taken that the work 
done shall result in: useful knowledge, and that the student 
shall be able to utilise his Mathematics, to handle it as a tool, 
and be able to apply his knowledge, howc\"er elcmentary or 
advanced it may be, to whatc\"cr work or study he is interested 
or engaged in. He should not be obliged after leaving !!Chool to 
attend classes in Mathematics either under the title of " Practical 
Mathematics" or .. Commercial Arithmetic" in order to under
stand the applicability of the mathematical knowledge he is 
already supposed to have attained, although of course he may, 
and it is hoped he would, desire to attend classes to extend it, 
and carry it to higher le\"els. He should be able to do ordinary 
calculations and computations accurately and with reasonable 
speed and should be familiar with the variouA labour-saving 
de~;ces of general utility, e.g., logarithms, slide mll'R, &c. 
Accuracy is an essential; it is useleR.~ to know hOlD to use 
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result is obtained incon'ectly when they are u&'d. The means 
by which this accuracy is to be obtained is perhaps a difficult 
question-some indication will be given later-but it is largely 
a question of age and the sense of responsibility with regard to 
the work as well as of interest in it. He should be able to solve 
accurately any linear equation or simultaneous linear E"quations, 
with any reasonable number of unknowns, and to soh'e any 
quadratic equation. He should have a clear and ready know
ledge of the properties of tlle chief geometrical figures, trianglt'Il, 
parallelograms, circles and, though less extended, of tilE' conic 
sections. He sllOTlld be able to complete the solution of any 
triaugle when sufficient data are gi"en and should understand 
the methods of obtaining the neceRS8ry data in sun-eying, i.e .• the 
theodolite, sextant, aud plaue table. He allOuld have a clear 
knowledge of the conditions necessary for equilibrium of forces, 
whether parallel or otherwise, and ha"e clear conceptions of 
elementary dynamics, and of the meaning of energy and its trans
fqrmations. A Imowledll"e Ilf simple )lallDOPic tnotioll lmd ita 
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relation to uniform circular motion is desirable, together with 
the form of periodic curves such as the sine curve, and the effect 
of superposition of two or more such curves in different phase. 
He should have also-and this is important and. should be 
attained even if other parts are omitted-a working, if elementary, 
knowledge of the calculus, sufficient for the differentiation of 
Mimple functions, sufficient also to check integrals met with 
in physical, chemical, or engineering work by differentiation, 
capable of utilisation in questions of maxima and minima, 
and for the determination of areas, volumes, centres of gravity 
and moments of inertia. He should also be able to understand 
a graph, to read fully its significance, and to form an idea of the 
probable form of function indicated. The idea of functions 
and the interdependence of the two variable quantities in a graph 
is an idea of such fundamental importance and such far-reaching 
utility that it should be instilled from quite an early period 
of mathematical work. 

It is of course almost inevitable that the objection will 
be raised, that in the above outlines of the desiderata of the 
mathematical training no consideration has been taken of the 
educational aspect of Mathematics, of its efficacy as mental 
training, as discipline and as "education" in its true sense; 
i.e., the widening of the mind. This objection is, however, in 
the writer's opinion, one of no weight. It is only necessary to 
draw attention to the lack of initiative, the feebleness of 
l'esource, and the stunted mental condition of the average pupil 
fed on the ordinary mathematical pabulum, to show that some 
change is necessary, and that the orthodox mathematical 
training has not inspired sufficient confidence in its educative 
value to be regarded as permanent. Further, the educative 
value of a subject does not depend so much on the work which 
is covered and the knowledge which is attained as on the 
methods adopted for attaining this knowledge, and it is prima 
facie probable that the methods employed to render any 
acquired knowledge uspful will be more truly educative than 
those which merely aim at the acquisition of knowledge with no 
thought of its utility. Further, the writer believes that work 
of the type of interpretation of a graph, determination of a 
ms.'l:imum by calculus, or the consideration of the solution of an 
actual problem by, it may be, the united aid of trigonometJy, 
geometry aud calculus, is far more stimulating and educative 
than the laborious algebra of complex and continued fractions, 
long G.C.M.'s or artificial aud disguised quadratics which in 
spite of the protests of mathematical teachprs, stili figure' in 
many examinations, and are still a source of irritation to 
the clevpr, and despair to the slow boy in our schools. An 
objection is sometimps raispd to the style of mathematical 
teaching here suggested, that the work is made too easy, that 
modem methods and modem schemes do not give difficulties to 
eurmo11l1t, an<\ thIIt the elIec$ is to JUnll boys m~1IIll1 flllbbT • . 
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The objection does' not appear to be a real one; there are 
sufficient'real difficulties to be overcome without fictitious ones; 
thes~ real difficulties need not be shirked and they can supply 
all necessary stimulus, but it is our duty as teachers to e086 
and not to create difficulties, to smooth the road and not to lay 
obstacles upon the track. If a thing can be done easily it is wrong 
to let students flounder through long and difficult methodH; 
further, it is far harder, as also it is more importent, to persuade 
boys that Mathematics is easy than to let them believe it is 
hard., Doubtless also some will object that the scheme of work 
suggested cannot be covered by boys at the age of 16 to 17. 
These objectors probably overlook the very large amount of 
time which is spent, it might be said wasted, on work of a 
highly artificial character, work which seldom or never is related 
to ,the actual demands of practical, physical, engineering, or 
oommercial problems. I believe, however, that those who work 
on the lines suggested will find that the work can be done, and 
that it will prove more stimulating and interesting, alike to 
teachers and taught, than the wearisome aud stodgy Mathematics 
tJrrough which many of us laboriously ,trudged. 

Arithemetie and Algeln·a.-The two are grouped togethl'r 
because it appears unneceBSary to divide them. . Pupils should 
from the start be allowed to use whatever mathematical tool is 
required for the solution of the parti<.:ular problem involved; the 
iJ3.me also holds, good for geometry. trigonometry, .lc.· Most of 
the pupils entering schools of the type considered haTe probably 
come from elementary schools. They are for the most part 
completely ignorant of algebra, but have a fair knowledge of 
arithmetic. . They are capable of doing ordinary questions in 
multiplication and division of money, or of tbe ordinary weights 
and measures, are familiar with the unitary method and simple 
fractions, their work is fairly accurate but is painfully slow and 
laborious, and very rarely are they in the habit of checking 
their answers, either by rough checks at the outset or by testing 
whether the result obtained is in accord with the statements 
made in the question. In decimals they are uSIlally distinctly' 
weak. Work can therefore start ou the aa.rumption that decimals 
are not known, and much work, both arithmeli('8\ aud pradical, 
is requisite' in order to familiarise the pupils with their use. 
Since at the same time me8Sllrement work, chiefly in the metric 
system, is being exteusively done as the iuitial work in physiC!!, 
a great deal of practice iu the use of decimals is obtained, and 
efforts are made to get pupils to estimate in decimal!! rather than 
in £radions, i.e., a length is estimated at 6·4 em!!. ,not as about 
6! ems., or as 18·37 CIJUI., not as nearly 18·4. emll., and by this 
means pupils get to realise that ~ 37 is less than ·4, a Iact 
which !>ften causes som~ difficulty to thE> pupil whose :Uathe
matics - is completely divorced from practi('8\ work. Here 
incidentally it may be remarked that the practice of estimation 
appears to be-negleated too much in -the science work of schools, 
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although -accuracy of work and ~elf-{)onfidet\Ce; 'cap. seldom be 
better cultivated than l?y the habit :oHp.e- esti1;ilation of values 
as' far as is probably aecurate;" '(&I'tan'.example', :f.1l(~ _ Writer 
recollects that, working'withtliertntnneters' divided into'half
degrees !Lnd reading by means of a ':telescope, it 'w~ foUnd that 
the reading by two bbserver's,' after some' pmctlce, seldom 
differed by more than '01 degree.), ExampleB'nec~sitating 
multiplication lind division' of 'decimals are largely obtsined 
from the measurement work; the uselessness of large numbers 
of decimal figures is hence early evident and'- the unde
sirability of stating results to a, number of decimal places 
unwarranted by the data. Practice in giving results to' a 
certain number of decimal places or of' si"g)lificant figures is 
thus early obtained. At this s,tage contracted' methods are 
comparatively useless as far as they relate to the actual practici\l 
work, because such work seldom introduces sufficient' digits ~ 
mllke the contraction really valuable, but inasmuch as examples 
are frequently set in which the contracted methods are of' 'Use, 
-these methods are tat'ght ,as soon as it, js apparent, that decimals 
are completely and thotollghly' ul).derstood. ThrQughout this 
early work accuracy is insisted upon. Accuracy is so largely a 
matter of habit, that much is gained by early insistance. . In 
all cases 4lso where the question is of such a kind as to render 
it possible, an approximate value is first estimated, this -forming 
a rough check on the value finally obtained. From the:outset 
also, every cal'e is taken to'makepupilsrefrain from giving 
answers obvioU81y wrong. This is rendered easier by the 
constant use of actual problems and examples dealing with 
matters familiar to the student as e.g., the various problei!ll! 
·arising out of his practical work in areas, volumes, &c., and in 
examples in deeimalisation of, money. Work on percentages 
aud proportion is also done at an early' period, i.e., when it is 
felt th8t decimals 81'e secure. The teaching of proportiOli is 
probably one of the most difficult problems the teacher has to 
face. On this account it is very largely neglected in schools, 
and has been supplanted, by the unitary method. While the 
latter iR certainly easier to teach, and soon gives the pupil a 
certain facility in working out examples, yet its use appeal'S to 
have certain somewhat serious' disadvantages. It is very apt to 

-become very mechanical; students 'are not trained to-ask 
whether or not there is any proportionality, direct or otherwise 
between the, quantities involved, and 'they finally leave th~ 
subject without any idea of a ratio. Ift4is is obtained earlj, 
much of the later work is re!1dered a great dea,l. easier and 
cle~r, various examples in varia~ion can ,be set without 
waiting for the chapter on variation in the algebra-text-book 
in use; further,_ the idea -of' a funetitm. is here obtained, though 
t~e word'!leed not be used yet (though thffe appears· no obiec
tlon to domg so). In work on perCentages, profit and loss, &c., 

-the process beeomes much simplified if students have acquired 
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an idea of ratio, and realise that actual prices bear the same 
ratio as the percentage prices; hence such work naturally 
follows immediately the work on ratio and proportion. The 
ratio idea is also of service in Ilcience, and it is advisable for 
students to realise that 1 is 1/9 of 9 without having to go 
through the formality of stating, or of thinking, that 1 is 
1 times 1/9 of 9. 

Algebraical work, which need not be distinguished from 
arithmetic, starts naturally from problems leading to simple 
equations where the use of the letters appears merely as a form 
of 8horthand to avoid writing down repeatedly" sum of money 
he had at first" &c. From this study of equations the necel!8ity 
of addition and subtraction is evident and the convenience of 
brackets. The latter, however, need not be carried to the 
extent seen in text-booH;s where excessively cumbersome and 
lengthy bracket expressions are set to be simplified. The same 
holds for the work in multiplication and division-lengthy 
examples are not necessary and time should not be wasted over 
them. Sufficient examples are required to give complete 
familiarity with the methods and to set out the terms in proper 
order, but the work should be limited to the type of expressions 
liable to be met with i.e., expressions of the first or second order, 
and certainly no time of the student should be wlISted with 
long division examples in which by use of terms in z, y, and II 
the average boy can flounder for hours with no result. It is 
doubtful whether divisors of more than two terms are necessary 
at this stage. 

Simultaneous equations would next follow and should be 
solved graphically also. Examples of substitution in formulre 
should be taken continuously and introduced at various times. 
It is an important branch of mathematical work which appears 
to be somewhat overlooked. Examples should include the 
conversion of the formulre into other forms according to the 
particular quantity required.. Numerous examples ren be 
forthcoming from the practical measurement work on volumes, 
densities, &c., which forms part of the science work of the school. 
The above work would probably be covered during the first 
year but would not be done with-work of the same type 
constantly recurs during the following years-new tools may be 
found but the old ones also are kept in constant use. Through
out the whole course, and especially in the early stages, it is 
of fundamental importance to ensure habits of accuracy of 
computation, and of neatness in work and precision of statement. 
Answers should, as far as possible, be statements and not merely 
numbers; thus if an area has been found the statement should 
be "area of field = 6,310 square yards" not Ans. 6,370. 
Students should not be allowed to associate this precision of 
statement solely with the science master and be content .... ith 
sliJHiliod expression of results .... hen working for the mathe
lllPtical Ulaster. M about the end (If the first rear Of the 
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bilginning of the second year logaritluns lire introduced and 
students are allowed to use them whenever they desire. The 
book of logaritluns is always present during the mathematical 
periods. At first four figure logarithms are used but later 
these are displaced by five figure logarithms, and in the highest 
forms problems are often set necessitating the use of seven 
figure tables. For most purposes five figure logarithms are the 
most useful-the four figure tables are not sufficiently accurate 
for either commercial or scientific work; it is obviously absurd 
to take weighing on a chemical balance to one part iu 50,000 if 
the subsequent calculations are only accurate to 0·1 per cent. 

In arithmetic during the second year stocke and foreign 
money problems, present value, &c., are be~, much practice in 
computation is given and the mensuration is extended, problems 
involving geometrical knowledge being introduced. "In algebra 
the work deale chieBy with problems on equations, i.e., ordinary 
simple equations, simnltaneous equations, literal and fractional 
equations. The latter necessitate some work on fractions, but 
long examples with complicated fractions are not considered, 
and in general the denominators consist solely of linear 
expressions. Quadratics IU"B introduced by problems leading to 
quadratic equations and the necessity of finding a means of 
solution. This necessitates the consideration of factors, and when 
the mctors of the quadratic can be seen the equation may be so 
solved. Thus if the pupil can write z' - 9z + 14 = 0 in the 
form (z - 7) (z - 2) = 0 he is encouraged to do so and to solve 
the equation thus. The solution of quadratics by factors is very 
good training in mental aotivity. It is, however, very important 
that the pupil should realise that such examples are of 
comparatively rars occurrence in practice and that it is more 
probable that the equation derived from actual practical work 
will be of a form such as z· - 8·3z + 13·5 = 0 where exact 
mctors are not obtainable. He should be able to solve such 
equations to the required degree of accuracy but training him. to 
do so involves Dluch patience on the part of the teacher. The 
solution of a quadratic equation is always accomplished by the 
rompletion of the square: use of a formula being not allowed. 
The approximate values should first be obtained; thus in the above 
example 7·3 and 1 give a value 7 . 3 for the third term, while 6·3 
and 2 give 12·6, and 5·3 and 3 give 15·9, so that the roots are re
spectively between 6·3 and 5·3, and between 2 and 3. It should 
also be insisted on that the pupils should satisfy themselves in 
all cases that the values obtained do actually satisfy the equation 
and certainly that they are possible, so that they should neve; 
give ,-alues such as 1!·3 and 8·6 for the roots of z' - 4·9z + 
k = 0 when it is quite obvious that the sum of 12·3and 8·6 is not 
4·9 .. It i~ ~ntial for !h!s wo.r~ to be ~~ughly grounded, 
and It reqUIres tune and rigid trammg but It IS time well spent 
and it is repaid by the certainty and ~cy of the later work: 
Beyond the factors for quadratic expressions there is no need 
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to : progres8,thou~h the cleverer bors will find no difficulty 
in the factors for sImple cubic expressIOns-but time need not be 
spent on them. H.C.F. and G.C.M. may be neglected except 88 

au extensipn of the faetore. When two expressions can be split 
up into two linear facto1'8 their G.C.M. and H.C.F .. are obvious, 
but the actual working out of these by the methods baaed 
on the arithmetical solution is unnecessary. During the second 
year's work elementary trigonometrical ideas are also introduced 
~at first the tangent, since it is more evidently involved in 
determination of heights. This is first do.ne graphically, and 
afterwards the values of the tangents for various angles found 
and· a curve constructed which is used in the solution of simple 
problems. Tables are next used for the purpose and the sine 
and cosine introduced: The sine curve is drawn and used, and 
the relation between sine, cosine and tangent studied, together 
with their application in the solution of right angled triangles. 
The examples are, where. possible, obtajnE)d from practical 
measurements. If the ground suggested to be covered in the 
second year appears &mall it must be remembered that at this 
stage constant practice is required in the use of the various 
mathematical tools witlI which the pupil is now familiar, if he is 
to have confidence and certainty in their nse. For tlIis purpose, 
too, tlIe form of the example should be constantly altered and 
actual problems from work employed as far as possible. 

'l'he work tlIen naturally passes to simultaneous quadratics
these should be simple and straightforward, and for the majority 
of tlIe pupils confined .. t/r tlIe solution of those ooHBisting of 
simultaneous quadratic and linear equations. The cleverer boys 
will probably be. able to do harder examples, and may do so. 
Surds and indices require treatment, but not prolouged; tllOugh 
many examples in indices are necessary to familiarise the pupils 
with fractional indices. Hatioand .proportion invplve little 
work if the idea of ratio. has. been obtained in tlIeearly work 
and been kept familiar by frequent use. If, however, all earlier 
work involving ratio has been done by the unitary method the 
teacher. will probably find unexpected difficulty at this stage 
owing to his assumption that his pupils understand what he 
means by a ratio when they have no conception of it. . Varialion 
is usually treated merely in conjunction with ratio, but tlIe 
idea of variation should be develpped throughout the whole 
course in areas of circles, volumes of spheres, cones, in the 
various formulre for computation, &C. ; every chance should be 
utilised of rendering the idea of a function and ol. variation 
clear to tlIe pupil. It is quite common for a boy who is able to 
calculate without any difficulty the area of a ci.rcle of any radius 
or circumference, to be quite unable to say what would be tlIe 
ratio of the areas of circles of 9 and 7-inch radins respectively. 
The ideas of yvaryingas z, as r', as log z, in\'ersely as z, inversely 
as ozJ, &c., should have been continnonsly built np. Arithmetic 
an<i geometrical progressions are easily understood. and quickly 
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dpne. They ,are' both interesting to boyS and are frequently 
required , ~n , la~r ,work., 'They' (Jan ,bEl,' done, : but the" work 
,hould be plain and straightforward, iLi,a ndt l1eoessal"jr, 'neither 
~,it advisable, to try to find; hard examplea 0rtrioks: NumeroUs 
examples on geometrioal series are found in questions 'ori 
compound interest, annuities, and, payments by instalments. 
Elementary-work in' permutations and coinbination,S~gain 
without triCk problems-is found interesting by boyS" 'and 1\ 
tew lessons can be devoted to it, the' immense nUlJl.ber. o~ 
permutations of a comparativelysmallnuinber of things is sa 
unexpeoted by them that five or sill: hours spent in its'study
will usually be found to be stimulating. ,The binomial expansion 
and its use for purposes of approximation is of much' value, and 
this can also be done. Examples on the sum of the coeffioients, 
the sum of their squares, &0., the' greatest coeffioient, the 
greatest term, &0., are not neoessary and should be omitted, and 
these probably take up nine-tenths of the time required fo,!" the 
examples on the binomial theorem in the usual algebra text
book. As after leaving school the student will not' be able to 
take 'up a text-book on engineering or on physics without 
meeting the mystical symbols e~ and log ,:Il, it is well for them 
to learn their meaning at school. The trigonometry after the 
solution of right angled triangles is naturally extended to the 
solution of any triangle. For .this the relationship , 

sin A sin B sin C 
-a-=-b-' =-c-

IS naturally the first. ThiS is readily derived, and its use is the 
simplest. 'Afterwards the expression c' = a' + b" - 2ab cos Cis 
employed: This expression can be used for all cases for which 
the previous relation is not applicable, and 'hence all triangles 
can be detel1nined from suffioient data. This gives all the 
!ri~onomet!Y actually required for most practical work,' but. 
It IS of advantage to extend the work to the various formulre, 
capable of more convenient logarithmio' computation. 'The 
trigonometrical funotions for the sum and difference of angles 

and the relationShip between the functions of A aud 2A,ort 

can also be utilised as well as the expression fOf the area of a 
triangle and ths values of the radii of the various connected 
circles. This is not difficult to cover if the extended and 
artificial b'igonoruetrioal equations are omitted as well as the 
examples relating to the more or less complicated results which 
!Day ensue wIlen A + B + C =..... It is needless to say that 
the student shOUld be familiar with the measurement of angles 
both in degrees ann in circular measure, and able to work 
equally readily in both. Practical examples for trigonometrical 
compulation Should be obtained where possible. Even if a 
theodolite and sextant are not available-though. they -Should 
be part of the equipment of schools-a great :deal of useful 
ll!udical' work.l"~ be obtained by means of the plane 'table. 
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The survey of the cricket field or of a neighbouring commoll 
with chains and theodolite or plane table affords a good combined 
exercise in practical mathematics, in mechanical drawing, and 
~igonometrical computation j it is stimulating and arouses 
Interest. 

Geometry. -The work at first is chiefly observational or 
experimental. The average boy-certainly at the age of 12-
does not appreciate the logic of Euclid, and sees no gain in an 
endeavour to prove what appears to be obviously true. But he 
does appreciate, and enjoy, finding things out for himself, things 
which he did not know before, and he will get interested in 
observational and practical geometry. For example, at quite an 
early age he observes by experiment that the three angles of a 
triangle are equal to a 8traight angle-the most convenient unit, as 
being easier to define than the right angle-that is to 180". This 
is found from many experiments; possibly in the whole class 150. 
The values obtained for the sum of the three angles seldom lies 
outside the limits 179" and 181" (paper protractors are used). 
H a value is found beyond these limits the measurements are 
repeated. In order to test wht>ther the differences from 180" 
(the mean) are real or due to inaccurate mt>asurements the 8ame 
triangle is examined by different boys, and it is found that the 
differences from lRO" are of the same ortler for the same triangle, 
measured by different observers, as for different triangles. The 
knowledge of the fact that A..+B+C = 180" or thereabouts is thus 
definitely and firmly obtained. Some advocates of the experi
mental method of geometry teaching believe in stopping here and 
doing nothing further. The fact is known; this is the important 
thing. By knowledge of the fact is meant of course something 
more than the acquiescence in the statement A+B+C=180", it 
means its realisation, its connection with other facts-the pl8L1ng 
of it in its proper pigeon hole of the brain. The boy must know at 
once for example that if A and B are respectively 50" and 75°, then 
C is 6SO, withont requiring suggestion from his teacher. It means 
knowledge so definite and clear that it can be used immediately 
when required. For this, of course, nrions examples and 
exercises based upon it must be done to let the fact establish its 
importance in the pupil's mind, and to let him be familiar with 
its use. Nevertheless, although with this argument the writer 
is so far in accord, yet it has been his experience that with 
all this, something still is lacking. :Many boys, and these often 
the brightest and more intelligent, are not content with the mere 
fact. They know the fact is so, and have no doubt concenling 
it, but feel that sorely there must be some reason for it, and are 
not quite satisfied concerning the fa(:t until this reason has been 
found. The reason is the same thing as the geometrical proof 
-it may be called a proof or a reason for the fa<-t. In the course 
considered the reason or proof is that derived from the rotation 
of the sides. Examples of the truth of the fact may also, if 
desired, -be adduced from the fa<'t that whenever a triangle is 
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(Ii vide<.l into two, 'or a new triangle made, by means of a straight 
line, a straight angle is always adde<.l. Thus, if AD divides 
ABC into two triangles, ABD and AOD, then we add the 
straight angle consisting of ADB and ADO. When the 
reason or proof has been gi I'en, it is written down with the 
accuracy of expression that is employed ilJ. Euclidean geometry. 
!From this fact others may be deduced immediately, e.g., that the 
-exterior angle is equal to the sum of the two interior and' 
opposite angles. This may be deduced as a necessary con
sequence of the preceding fact, and if desired, verified by 
measurement, or, if preferred, it may be discovered experi
mentally, and then shown. to be a conseqnent. Both methods, 
i.e., verification of geometrical deductions, and geometrical proof 
of experimental generalisations, are /lecessary "ring the work, 
and opinions will proballly differ regarding the course to be 
adopted in any particular case. In the case in point it would 
be preferable to treat it as a geometrical deduction, and test 
it by meat!urement, on account of the extreme simplicity of its 
connection with the established fact. Where this connection is 
less simple it would be better first to obtain the fact experi
mentally. . As the pupils increase in their powers of geometrical 
reasoning, the deductions will be extended. In all the reasoning 
required to give reasons for generalisations obtained by 
experiment, i.e., in all proofs of theorems, possible constructions 
may be assumed, if necessary the trisection of an angle, &c. 
Parallel lines are treated in their geometrical sense as an 
extension of the triangle to· the case where the vertical angle 
becomes diminishingly small. There will probably be many 
who would object to this as involving the idea of infinity which 
young minds cannot grasp. As, however, mature minds cannot 
adequately do so either, and as the difficulties are more apparent 
to the mature mind than to the young, the objection is not as 
strong as at first sight appears. Certainly the writer thought 
the difficulty would pro ... e a very real one when he first attempted 
to treat parallels in this way with young boys, but found as a 
result of experience that his fears were exaggerated, and that 
reasoning based on the consideration of triangles with a vertical 
angle zero, did not give the difficulties he anticipated to young 
boys. By combination of experiment and deduction the greater 
part of Book T. of Euclid's elements is covered during the first 
year, although extended practice in deduction based on it will 
still be needed to make the knowledge an effective and useful 
tool. Connection of the geometric facts with common experience 
should be given where possible. Thus the mechanical importance 
of the fact that three sides fix a triangle whereas four sides do 
lIot fix a quadrilateral should be illustrsted by. the necessity of 
tie rods in girders and frameworks, &c. During the second 
year the quantity of deductive reasoning is increased, although 
tlxperimental work is still employed, especially when new work 
is started, as e.g., when the circle is considered. The work 

A lS9IS 
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covered in the' previous year is utilised largely for deductive 
purposes, easy riders being set. The . parts of Euclid, Book I.. 
which have not been investigated are taken. 

"The work of Book ll. is deduced from algebra and utilised for" 
practical constructional work. Figures equal to one figure and ' 
similar to another are drawn accurately, and the methods of doing" 
this not treated as purely academic; square roots are determined • 
graphically. Much of Euclid,Book ill., is deduced from 
measurement. In the further years the work becomes more purely 
deductive, and riders on the first three books of, Euclid take 
up much of the time together with practical applications. The 
work of Books IV. and VI. can be largely curtailed, many of the 
propositions being unnecessary. Thus little time is spent over" 
proofs of similarity of triangles when the facts have been accepted 
as axiomatic during the previous years in all drawing to scale, 
&c. "As, the proofs, however, appeal to those boys who have 
keen mathematical instincts they are not entirely omitted, but 
are merely indicated for the benefit of such boys. The dividing 
of lines in given ratio, the finding'of mean proportionals, are all 
taken as practical work, not as mere book methods which are 
not intended for real use, and many examples, based on the £act 
that similar areas are proportional to the squares of their linear" 
dimensions, are worked out practically, i.e., by drawing as well 
as algebraically. Some of the geonietricaI properties of other 
figures will also be noted, this being largely the outcome of the.' 
graphical work which is being done throughout the whole 
course, e.g., those of the ellipse, hyperbola and parabola. This, 
graphical work is not, actually sepa~ted from the other 
geometrical work, although for convenience it' is treated here 
separately from the work which more resembles the ordinary 
Euclidean geometry. Students also spend some time in purely 
mechanical geometrical drawing. The aim of this is only partly 
to extend geometrical knowledge. bnt in 80 far as it does this, 
it, has to be correlated with the work of the mathematical 
teachers. It,is not subordinated to thiR, bowe ... er, as it has also 
the aim. of training in the elementary portions of machine 
drawing and in projectional geometry. The main object indeed 
is to give boys practice in the accurate use of the pencil and the 
mathematical instruments 80 often, unfortunately, 'entirely 
divorced from Mathematics. The construction of rectilinear 
figures from given data is naturally closely connected with their 
mathematical work, hut much work which anticipates later geo
metrical jmowledge is introduced to indicate the neceBRity 0( 
accuracy, e.g., the' construction of circles to fulfil ... arious 
conditions. The drawing of plans and elevations of solid 
objects and of . their Il6Ctions will naturally lead to the ellipse 
and the other conic sections, and it is seen that the fact of the 
area of an ellipse being given by "11'09 (previously found by 
measurement) is a necessary consequen~ of its projection from a 
circle. " 
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. The gllaphical;work, independent @fthib meohanical drawing. 
is· .a.very strong . connecting link between· the various 'branches' 
of Mathematics; Sometimes it seems to· the pupils ·to be 
algebra, at other times geometrY', &c. Gr,aphs have value for 
two purposes~ ·The first, merely as a convenient representation. 
ofknoW'Il. dataj.theability.to· read which is a valuable acquisition .. 
Thus graphs of various statistics, rainfall. ·eurves from day to 
day, &c., can·, be . used· for such:a ·purpose-even.· though the 
quantities repFesented have nO' reaHuuctional connection-the 
graph is only a .pictorial. representation 'oLooltain .numerical· 
data. The second value.of graphs. is, however, more·importan.t,'· 
viz.: . their use· in indicating Iunctionality,· ss sh.owing the 
manner· in which one. quantity changes ·-with '8.ndther. .Hence.· 
although practice· in reading . the first tYJle of graph, i.e., 
pictorial statistics, is given. yet far more attention is given to. the 
graph as representing the connection :·between· two variables. 
that is to the idea of a funetion. 

The linearfullCtioil is naturally the' first tobe interpreted and ~ 
the meaning of the coefficient and of the constant in the equatiolll . 
y = mz + e is considered. The constant slope is emphasised aner 
the fact that the increase of y for a given increase of z ill>. 
constant. From the outset it :must be remembered by the· 
teacher that the knowledgaof. graphs williatel' be oithe utmost. 
value in the differential calculus, and that familiarity with the.· 
underlying· idea of the calculus should have been obtained 
continuously. Various ·examples from actual science and other 
data are utilised for graphical representation .though not. 
necessarily solely at the stage when linear graphs are introduced. 
When 811Ch relationships are found in later work the gmph 
should be used; it is not advisable that students allould think 
that some work is elementary and has to be dropped when they 
reach higher forms-one tool is not discarded when a pupil. 
learns to use another, but in practice all must be maintained .. 
Thus the connection between Centigrade and Fahrenheit scales, 
between the reciprocal of the current and length of wire (in 
electrical resistance) will in later work form examples of linear· 
functions. The graph for the ratio of the angle of refraction to 
the angle of incidence in light is useful, for many students are· 
willing to assume thst this ratio is constant when the table of 
experimental results is written, whereas the graph 6hllws the 
l't'~r departul'e fmm . the straight line, and ,illustrates the 
diffel'ence between errors of experiment and Ii regular trend; 
the graph for the .relation between the sines· of the angles allows 
the straight line together with the errors of experiment. The 
solution of simultaneous Bquations by graphs has been mentioned. 

. . .1' . 
The next graph for study would be y = z' or y = -, the latter 

z 
moy be more oonvenient owing to experimental work in science 
indicating some such relationship. In the parabola the variation 
of slope is emphasised: As this curve can be utilised to 1l 

I 2 
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covered in the' previous year is' utilised largely for deductive 
purposes, easy riders being set. The parts of Euclid, Book I.. 
which. have not been investigated are taken. '. . I 

··The work of Book II. is deduced from algebra and utilised for" 
practical constru.ctional work. Figures equal to one figure and· 
similar to another are drawn accurately, and the methods of doing·, 
this not treated as purely academic; square roots are determined' 
graphically. Much of Euclid, ·Book ill., is deduced from 
measurement .. In the further years the work becomes more purely 
deductive, and riders on the first three books {If, Euclid take 
up much of the time together with practical applications. The 
work of Books IV. and VI. can be largely curtailed, many of the 
propositions being unnecessary. Thus little time is spent over 
proofs of similarity of triangles when the facts have been accepted 
as axiomatic during the previous years in all drawing to scale, 
&C ... As, the proofs, however, appeal to those boys who have 
keen mathematical instincts they are !lot entirely omitted, but 
are merely indicated for the ·benefit of such boys. The dividing 
of lines in given ratio, the finding' of mean proportionals, are all 
taken as practical work, not as mere book 'methods which are 
not intended for real use, and many examples, based on the fact 
that similar areas are proportional to the squares of their linear 
dimensions, are worked out practically, i.e., by drawing Sa well 
as algebraically. Some of the geometrical properties of other 
figurE'S will also be noted, this being largely the outcome of the" 
graphical work which is being done throughout the whole 
course, e.g., those of the ellipse, hyperbola and parabola. This, 
graphical work is not. actually separated from the other 
geometrical work, although for convenience it' is treated here 
separately from the work which more resembles the ordinary . 
Euclidean geometry. Students also spend BOrne time in purely 
mechanical geometrical drawing. The aim of tlus is only partly 
to extend geometrical knowledge. but in BO far as it does this, 
it. has to be correlated with the work of the mathematical 
teachers. It·is not subordinated to this, however, as it has al8() 
the aim. of training in the elementary portions of machine 
drawing and in projectional geometry. The main object indeed 
is to give boys practice in the accurate use of the pencil and the 
mathematical instruments so often, unfortunately,' entirely 
divorced from Mathematics. The construction of rectilinear 
figures from given data is naturally closely connected with their 
mathematical work, bot mnch work which anticiwtes later geo
metrical !mowledge is introduced· to indicate the necesAity 0( 
accuracy,. e.g.. the construction of circles to fulfil varioos 
conditions. The drawing of plans and eleVations of solid 
objects and of . their sections will naturally lead to the ellipse 
and the other !!Onic sections, and it is seeJi that the fact of the 
area of an ellipse being given by 'lTalI (pre\;ously foond by 
measurement) is a necessary co~qoen& of its projection from a 
circle. • . 
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.' . The gmphical' work, independent ef this mechanical drawing. 
is avery strong ,connecting link between. the various 'branches' 
of Mathematics. Sometimes it seems to the pupils ,to be 
algebra, at other times geometrY', &c. Graphs have valllefor 
two purposes~The first, merely as a convenient representation, 
of known- data" the ability to read which is' a valuable a.equisition. " 
Thus graphs of various statistics, t'ainfaIJ. ,eurves from day to 
day, &c., can', be' used for such ,8 ·purpose -evel1 though the' 
quantities repFesented have no reaLfunctional connection~the, 
graph is only a ,pictorial representation -Ilf"ooltain .numerical 
datu.. The second value of graphs, is, however, more,important," 
viz.: ,their use, in indicating functionality,· as· showing the 
manner in which one quantity changes ,with 'Bnother.Hence., 
although practice in reading ,the first type of graph, i.e., 
pictorialstatistica, is given, yetiar,more attention is given to. the 
graph as representing the connection : between. . two variables. 
that is to· the idea of a function. 

The linear function is naturalls the' first to be interpreted aneI ' 
the meaning of the coefficient and of the constant in the equatioll! ' 
y = mal + e is considered. The constant Slope is emphasised and' 
the fact that the increase of y for a given increase of Ql i8l' 
constant. From the outset it must be remembered by the, 
teadier that the knowledge of· graphs will later be of the utmost. 
value in the differential calculus, and that familiarity with the., 
underlying· idea of the calculus shbuld have been obtained 
continuously. Various examples frOm actual science and other
data are utilised for graphical representation .though not; 
necessarily solely at the stsge when linear graphs are introduced. 
When sllch relationships are found in later work the gmph 
should be used; it is not advisable that students should think 
that some work is elementary and has to be dropped when they 
reach higher forms '-one tool is not discarded when a pupil. 
learns to use another, but in practice all must be maintained .. 
Thus the connection between Centigrade and Fahrenheit scales,' 
between the reciprocal of the current and length of wire (in 
electrical resistance) will in later work fonn examples of linear 
functions. The graph for 'the ratio of the angle of refraction to 
the angle of incidence in light is useful, for many students are· 
willing to assume that this ratio is COl1Stant when the table of 
experinlental results is written, whereas the graph shows the 
n>gular departure from the straight line, and ,illustrates the 
difference between enurs of experiment and Ii regular trend; 
the graph for the .relatioll between the sines·of the angles shows 
the straight lille together with the errors of experiment-The 
solution of simultaneousequatiol1S by graphs has been mentioned. 

, . 1 ' 
The next graph for study would .be y = z· or y = -, the latter 

z 
may be more convenient owing 10 experimental work in science 
indicating some such relationship. In the parabola the variation 
of slope is emphasised; As this curve can be utilised to 11. 
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('onsiderahle extent it is advisable to ha"e the curve accurately 
drawn and of fair size. It can then be used for the rapid 
~olution of quadratic equations, a piece of tracing cloth or 
cellnloid with a straight line n,led on it being used in con
jnnction with the graph. The student should also realise that 
solutions of equations of almost any type <"an be effected by the 
use of graphs and he should be given practice in finding first 
the approximate solution and then a more accurate solution 
by constructing the portions of the graphs near the solution 
valnes on a larger scale. By change of origin it will be seen 
that the curve y = a + bz + cz' is part of a parabola and the 
interpetation of the values of a, b, and c should be known. 
Students should endeavour to find sm·h expressions which fit 
experimental numbers, obtaining a and b from the tangent at 
z = 0 and computing c. For example, the expansion of alcohol 
in a dilatometer would give numbers whieh could be utiliood, 
Logarithmic curves should also be drawn after y = z' has been 
graphed and the students should see that y= az3 can be written 
as log y = log a + 11 log z and hence be able to deduce 11 and a 
by plotting the graphs for the logs of the variable. Examples 
for use <'.an be obtained from the bending of beams considered 
as a function of (i) length, depth, or (ii) from variation of the 
tangent of the angle of deflection of a magnetic needle with the 
distance of the deflection magnet in the Gauss positions and from 
the variation of time of oscillation of a si'Tlple pendulum with the 
length of the string. The use of interpolation, and the U8e-lIR 

well as the danger and abuse-of extrapolation should be noted. 
It must be emphasised, however, that graphical work requires 

much care and attention on the part of the teacher. It is very 
apt to become slipshod if the teaeher-perhaps not being 
sympathetic towards graphical work -does not insist on acc.'Ilracy; 
also it necessitates a considerable amount of time to ensure the 
desirable accuracy and neatness. Points which must con
stantly be impressed are the drawing of the axes and the clear 
marking of their scales, together with the statements of the 
variables and of the units employed. The points should be ", 
marked with a needle or pin and their positions indicated by 
1!mall circles or crosses. Thought is necessary in choosing the 
scales so that the curve can be drawn to the extent desired and 
be of suitable size. Further, the desirabilty of choosing a 
suitable number of squares per unit-i.e., 10, 8, &c., not 7, 11 
-has to be pointed out. , 

Caleulus.-Some knowledge of the cal('ulus is desirable---it 
might be said essential. The period at which it is started may 
vary according to the desire of the teacher; certainly it can be 
much earlier than is commonly supposed. Indeed there seems 
little reason why the nomenclature rould not he introduced 
quite early and why, when the constant slope of 'II = mz + e is 

observed, the statement could not be written as g; = ronstant. 
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&c. Probably, ·howev~r, most teachers will prefer to wait until 
a fair foundation of algebra and trigonometry has been laid. 
There seems, however, little doubt that the easiest .method of 
approach is through the graphical work, and that the rate of 
increase of y compared with that of z is more readily understood 
by consideration of various curves previously obtained. The 
method of obtaining this rate by calculation should then be 
studied. The meaning of a horizontal tangent in application 
to maxima and minima opens up a large field of interesting 
work of practical utility and fortunately there is no lack of 
suitable simple engineering and physical problems to afford 
practice and arouse interest. At an early stage when a 
differential coefficient is found the cOlTesponding integral should 
be written down, so that the student constructs for himself a 
table of the more common differentials and integrals. Later the 
idea of the integral as a sum is introduced which lead~ imme
diately to the determination of areas, volumes, moments of 
inertia, centres of gravity, &c., and can be applied to innumer
able examples of interest in physics and engineering. Even if the 
teacher finds himself unable to proceed any further in tho study 
of the calculus, yet e'·en this small amount will be found of very 
great value to the student and will probably stimulate him to 
further study, for there appeal"S no branch of Mathematics which 
so whete the appetite as the elementary portions of the calculus. 
Those who, while approving of the ideals suggested, yet feel that 
the time will not allow their attainment, should endeavour 
accurately to estimate the amount of time which in the ordinary 
COUl"Se is devoted to the portions suggested for omission and to 
complicated algebraical and trigonometrical relationships, &c., 
and they will probably be surprised to find the large propor
tion of time a student spends in the usell188 portions of Mathe
matics. Then, and probably not till then, will they be convinced 
of how much useful Mathematics a boy of 16-1 j could haye 
leamt. . 

LIONEL M. JONES. 
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MATHEMATICS IN SCOTCH SCHOOLS. 

INTRODUCTION. 

The principal, object that I have set before myself in 
preparing this report has been to give an account of the 
present position of Mathematics in. the schoob! of Scotland. I 
have tried to present the curricula of typical schoob! in such a 
way that a reader of the report may obtain a fairly clear idea 
of the general aim and scope of the mathematical teaching, 
and I have refrained from criticism of curricula or advocacy of 
merely personal views. The Scotch system, tbough by no 
means stereotyped, has nevertheless assumed a definite character, 
and an account of the system is likely to be of greater interest 
and value than the statement of individual opinions in regard 
to the methods or content of school curricula. Manyvaluable 
papel'!! that discuss didactic questions of a more ar less contro
versial character have been prepared for the International Com
mission on the Teaching of Mathematics, and there is, therefore, 
less reason for entering into debateable matters in this report. 

To understand the position of mathematical instruction in 
the schools of Scotland it is essential to consider it in relation 
to the general organisation of the schools, and the following 
brief statement may, therefore, be useful. 

The funds which are provided by Parliament in aid of 
schOOl education in ,Scotland are· admini3tered by a Department 
called "The Scotch Education Department." In the State
aided schools education is carried on under the Code of the 
Department for Day &hools, or, especially as regards the more 
advanced work, subject to Regulations contained in various 
circnlars issued by the Department. Even when the schools 
are not in receipt of financial aid from the State (and the 
number of such schools ie relatively small) the organisation 
and curricula conform, in the main, to the requirements of the 
Department, and a statement based, like the following report, 
on the system administered under departmental supervieion 
will embody all the essential features of school education in 
Scotland. 
, The classification of schools adopted by the Department-a 
classification based solely on distinction of curriculum-ie as 
follows:- . 

Primary SehooZ.-A school, or a department of a school, 
giving an education based entirely upon English, to pupils who 
are, as a rule, below the age of 14. A Primary &hool may 
contain pupils, or small sections of scholars, who are being 
instructed on the lines of an Intermediate &hool. 

Intermediate Sehool.-A sChool providing at least a .three 
years' course of instruction in Languages, Mathematics, &ience, 
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and such other subjects as may frOl!l time to time be- deemed 
suitable for pupils who,. on ~ntering, have reached the stage of 
attainments in elementarysubjecte indicated in Article 29 I. of 
the Oode (" j;he. qualifying stage "). .. ,. , 

Secondary School.-:-A school providing at least a five years' 
course of instruction as aforesaid beyond the qualifying stage 
(Article 29 L of the Code). 

In the Primary . School the normal organisation for children 
up, to the age of 12 ponsists of (a) the Infant Division, for 
children under 7 years' of age; (b) the Junior Division, for 
children betl'V'eell, the ages of 7 and 10; and (e) the Senior 
Diviiion, for children between the ages of 10 and 12. This 
is . the organisation laid down ill Article 19 of the Code for 
schools receiving grants under the Code; but, the .education 
of children up to the age of 12 follows essentially the same lines 
in all Scotch SCh901S, and. the stage of attai~m.ents in elementary 
subjects reached at that age by pupils who have completed the 
· course satisfactorily is called the " qualifying stage." 

With the completion of the. qualifying. stage divergence of 
curriculum begins, and pupils may take (i)a Supplementary 
Course, or (ii) an' Intermediate· Course, or (iii) a Secondary 
Course. The Supplementary Courses are designed for pupils· 
wh.o. leave 8chool at the age of 14 and are the most advanced 
work of the. Primary School; the Intermediate and Secondary 
Courses are taken in the Intermediate· and Secondary Schools . 

. It may be noted that the nomenclature in common use for 
the schools in Scotlsnd is not that adopted in the Department's 

, classification, but has gained currency on other than educational 
grounds. A school that receives grants under the Code for Day 
Schools is generally called a Public School'; it is elementary if 
ita curriculum does not go beyond the Supplementary·Course" 
but higher grade if it provides sn Intermediate or a Secondary 

'Course. Such names as Grammar School, High School, Higher 
Class School usually indicate schools of the secondary type 
which receive grants under a Code 'of-Regulations specially 
applicable to them, and, in almost every case, send forward 

· their pupils to the Leaving Certificate Examinations conducted 
by the Department. As a rule, intermediate and secondary 
sclloois have primary departments and the work of the first 
three years after the qualifying stsge in the secondary school is 

. : generally equivalent to the work of the same years in an 
intermediats school.· 

PuN OF THE REPoRT. 

The method adopted in preparing' this report has been, 
except in the case of the primary school up to the qualifying 

· stage, to select typical schools and to state as fully as possible 

• In Ne""", .A.~ Cod.J (Edinburgh, Nelson and Scma), will be 
fOllDd the Ollicial· Oodeo, Regulatiollll, CircltIan. ac., bearing ou Scotch 
achoola. . 

• 
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the various courses of instruction. 'I.'eachers in these schools 
have kindly furnished the neces8lIl'Y details . 

. Oopies of Leaving Certificate and of University, Preliminary 
and Bursary Examination Papers are given in t.he Appendices. 
at the end of the report. In conjunction with the description 
of the courses these will, it is hoped, give a fair view of the 
principal features of mathematical work in schools. 

The account of school work in science, as distinguished from 
that in mathematics, is not 80 full as I could have wished. I 
have, indeed, tried to give due prominence to the fact that the 
teaching of science is a very important part of every curriculum 
in Scotch schools, but I have not been able to go into the detail" 
of science teaching. A report that would deal adequately with 
this side of school work demands a much greater familiarity 
with the methods and scope of elementary science than I possess 
and would, if it were to be thoroughly satisfactory, require 
"pecial discussion. It i8 my hope, however, that readers of this 
account may obtain a fair idea of the attitude adopted by school 
authorities towards this branch of education. 

The schools are taken in the following order :-
I.-The Primary School up to the Q.ualifying Stage. 

n.-The Primary School: Supplementary Courses, with 
Note on Oontinuation Classes. 

III.-The Recondary School, represented by three types: 
School A, a Public Higher Grade School with a 
five years' cun-icuium; School B, a Secondary School 
with a seven years' curriculum; and School C, a 
Science School. 

The most important examinations in connection with the 
schools are those for the Leaving Certificate granted by the 
Scoteh Education Department; a statement of the regulations 
relative to these examinations precedes the account of the work 
undertaken in the secondary schools. 

I.-THE PRIMARY SCHOOL UP TO THE Q.UALlFYINS STAGE. 

Pupils who have satisfactorily completed the course up to 
the qualifying stage are expected, besides attaining a fair 
proficiency in English subjects-

(1) To know the foul' rules of arithmetic as applied to 
whole numbers, easy vulgar fractions, and decimals 
1:0 tl,ree places, and to be expert in applying this 
knowledge to the calculation, both mentally and on 
paper, of simple sums in money and in the common 
weights and measures. 

(2) To be reasonably proficient in the other subjects included 
in the approved scheme of w~rk of the class. 
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The work specified under (1) and (2) is that which comes 
within the range of this report; under (2) are included 
drawing and nature study. 

In recent years the Department has adopted the policy of 
a~king teachers and managers to formulate courses of instruc
tion suitable to the particular circumstances of their schools, 
and does not prescribe in detail the syllabus of any school 
subject. As a guide, however, to the manner in which a 
ijubject may be treated it has issued a series of Memoranda 
on the teaching of various primary school subjects.I;> The 
MemOl'anda, it is expressly stated, .. are not put forward as final 
or authoritative docuIQents," but they embody, it is thought, 
" the ideals and aspirations that animate the best schools; and 
" few, if any, specific recommendations are made whi('h are not. 
" supported by the actual experience of teachers of repute." 

{I)-Arithmetic. 

A detailed syllabus of the arithmetical work of a selected 
primary school would probably be less satisfactory than & 
statement of its general aim; the following summary of the 
"Memorandum on the Teaching of Arithmetic" is, therefore, 
gi ven as represel)ting a very widespread ideal. . 

Arithmetic in the primary school is l'egarded as consisting, 
not of so many isolated rules, but simply of a few fundamental 
operations which may be applied in a great variety of circum
stall(.'Cs. The work is divided into two periods. The first 
period is concerned mainly with whole numbers and occupies 
approximatel:» four years of the pupil's school life. During this 
period the aim of the teaching is (1) the development of the pupil's 
interest and intelligence in solving simple concrete problems 
with a clear understanding of the processes employed, and 
(2) the gradual perfecting of the machinery for the addition 
and multiplication of abstract whole numbers (within certain 
limits) and, as a consequence, for the inverse operations of 
subtraction and division. 

In the first period great importance is attached to oral (or 
mental) arithmetic, written work being considered as belonging 
specially to the second period. ,Concrete problems and the 
gradual introduction of the common units of everyday life are 
essential, The pupil must handle the coins and know their 
,'alue and he must be practised in the use of measures till he 
,'an give a fair estimate of a length or a weight. He should 
also learn to state concrete problems by means of the four 
Rymbols +, -, x, .;- and, conversely, to give CODcret.& 
interpretations of such shorthand expressions, 

The attainment of mechanical precision with abstract num
bers is indispensable and the Memorandum gives various 

• The Memoranda maybe obtained from Wyman and SoDll, London; 
they ..... aU contained in Nelson'. Code. 
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suggestions, on lines that are now well known and often 
followed, towards this end. Of course, work with concrete 
problems and practice with abstract numbers are not to be 
mutually exclusive; the main object of the concrete problem, 
as the course develops. is to maintain the pupil's interest, while 
facility in the manipulation of abstract numbers will contri bute 
to ,the rapid solution of the problems. 

For the second period, which represents the remainder of 
the pupil's school life, the work is summarised under four 
heads:-(l) the completion of the pupil's working equipment 
by adding to his knowledge of whole numbers a thorough prac
tical acquaintance with fractions and their applications; (2) the 
concrete treatment of the units of Iting!.h, area and volume, 
by practical drawing and measurement; (3) the gradual intro
duction of symbols. for numbers as the pupil learns to 
differentiate more clearly in his mind between the processes 
of arithmetic and the mere numbers employed in special 
cases; (4) the development of speed and accuracy in calculation 

. (including facility in approximate calculation). 
Though these four heads are closely connected, there is 

no definite line of demarcation between them in the teaching. 
Simple fractions are introduced even in the first period, but it 
is in the second period that they are systematically studied. 
Stress is laid on the careful treatment of simple cases by meaDS 
of concrete examples, 80 that the pupil may be able to under
.stand thoroughly the meaning of the fundamental operations 

. and not be dependent on a mere rule. The treatment of 
decimal .. occupies a considerable space in the Memorandum, 
and it may be noted that the use of repeating decimals is 
discouraged, while emphasis is laid on the approximate character 
'of the results in practical applications. Ratio and percentage, 
as aspects of fractions, are to be explained and applied. 
Drawing and measurement form elements of the course, but 
these elements have also to be considered in another connection, 
and will be referred to immediately. As possible developments 
of the use of symbols mention is made of the solution of 
problems by means of simple equations and the employment 
of formuhe, found by the pupil, for purposes of calculation. 
Fmally, the attainment of speed tDitA accuracy is insisted upon. 
and the opinion is expressed that the pupil has not been 
properly trained if he has only acquired one of these without 
the other. 

An appendix to the Memorandum treats of Geometry and 
Mensuration. The main object of the course there outlined is 
to give the pupil a practical acquaintance with the units of length. 
area, and volume by exercises in accurate drawiug and measure
ment, with arithmetical calculations based on them. For this 
work. the graduated ruler, protractor, set square and compasses 
are required, and paper-folding and cardboard modelling are 
also suggested as suitable auxiliaries. 
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A great part of the developments under .Geometry and 
Mensuration is usually postponed to the period of the Sup
plementary Courses, and the statement given for a typical 
. Supplementary Course will furnish a fair idea of the character 
of the work done before the qualifying stage. 

(2)-Drawing and Nat'l,£re Study" . 

The .. other subjects included in the approved scheme of 
work of the class" are, eo far as concerns this report, Drawing 
and Nature Study. These two subjects have an essential place 
in the curriculum of every school under the Code, and are 'dealt 
with in two Memoranda, on "The Teaching of Drawing" and 
"Nature Study and the Teaching of Science," respectively. 
Throughout the course an average of from It to·;! hours per 
week is given to Drawing. In many schools· the boys, at the 
age of 10 or thereby, take up manual work, which includes 
cardboard modelling and woodwork, and in several schools 
there are excellent buildings specially designed for manual 
instruction. In these courses the use of drawing instruments, 
drawing to scale in plan and elevation, and mensuration and 
practical geometry receive considerable attention .. 

A detailed statement based on the Memoranda would lead 
us eomewhat beyond the limits of tills report; . but it may be 
said that both 8ubjects are presented In as practical a form as 
possible with the view of developing the habit of accurate 
observation, of fostering the pupils' interest in all that surrounds 
them, and of opening to them many eources of relsxation and 
pleasure. 

The general lines of arithmetical teaching are the same in 
all primary schools or primary departments. The nend of 
opinion and practice is also steadily in the direction of incor
porating Drawing and Nature Study as essential elements, of 
instruction in every type of primary school. ; It is not easy to 
say how far the aims of the 'Memoranda referred to above are 
realised in practice. Undoubtedly many pupils fail to reach 
the qualifying stage at the age of 12, and complaints are often 
heard of the weakness of the arithmetic (especially as regards 
accuracy); at the same time there can be little question that 
the faults complained of are not due to the teaching, while i~ is 
certain that much excellent and fruitful work is being done. 

The method of testing pupils for the qualifying stage, in 
schools under the Code, may be noted. The class teacher and 
the headmaster of the school decide who are to be presented 
for the qualifying. AXlIlDination,. and one of His Majes~'s 
Inspectors of Schools, after consideration of the pnpil's record 
as a whole, of ·the teacher's estimate and of snch additional 
examination as he thinks proper to make, certifies to the 
satisfactory conclusion of the course, or, it may be, puts back 
the pupil for further work in the primary department. 
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II.-THE PRIMARY SCHOOL: SUPPLEMENTARY COUllSES. 

These courses are designed for" pupils who, having reached 
a certain well·defined stage of general education, will not enter 
upon the study of the specifically secondary subjects." The 
stage of general education referred to is the qualifying stage, 
and pupils wbo take a Supplementary Course usually leave 
school at or about the age of 14. The courses vary according 
to the circumstan~.es of the school, but are generally cla88ified 
under the heads (1) Commercial Course, (2) Industrial Course, 
(3) Course for Rural Schools, (4) Household Management Course 
(for girls). 

THE b"DUSTRIAL COUn.~E. 

Mathematics bulks most largely in the Industrial Course 
which is intended" for boys who will enter the engineering, 
building, mining, or similar trades. The distinguishing 
feature of this, and also of the other courses, is that .. at every 
stage the pupils shall deal with concrete problems and not 
with developments of mathematical theory." As regards 
method, "the teacher may adopt devices drawn from any 
province whatever of Mathematics, so long as they are found 
to be within the comprehension of the pupil." 

Tbe following details of an Industrial Course in a school 
situated in a populous di8trict north of the Forth have been 
supplied by the teacher in charge of the class and may be 
considered as representing what such a course may profitably 
contain, though the work as a whole is perhaps above the 
standard of the average Supplementary Course. 

Geometry. 
Geometrical figures.-Cube, prism, cylinder, cone, sphere, 

&c. Their occurrence in nature and in structures. Sections, 
applications to the drawing of flasks and other pieces of 
apparatus in the laboratory. 

Solid, line, point: their representation to the eye. Lines
straight and curved. Tests of straightness (workmen's tests, &c.). 
Drawing, naming and measuring straight lines decimally. 
Determination of a straight line by two points, by one point and 
a direction. Direction of lines (plumb-line, spirit-level, &c.). 
Lie of lines with respect to one another: (1) in same diredion 
(parallel), (2) in different directions (meeting at an angle). 
Angles: suggestions as to methods of comparing, measuring 
and copying angles. Use of cirete, protractor. ProbleiDS in 
position and direction. 

Curved lines. Circle: occurrence, parts. Circle as locus. 
Locus of centre of circle through two points; circle through 
three points. Examples of intersection of loci to solve probleIDS. 
Chord and diameter. Chord properties. Relation of circum
ference and diameter. Data required to fix circle in size and in 
position. Further consideration of angles: sum, difference, 6". 
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. Parallelism: construction of parallel lines. Angle properties 
of transversal-diagram shown by protractor, tracing paper, &c~ 
Use of rulers and set-squares for constructing parallel anu. 
perpendicular lines. Parallel planes in solids. 

Rectilinear Figures. Triangle. Sum property of angles-by 
folding, cutting out, rotation, use of parallels. Exercises. 
Conditions of congruency. Data for construction of a triangle 
(many exercises and comparison of pupils' results). Applications 
to structures and to various problems (triangulation, &c.): effect 
of small errors, &c. 

Symmetry: axial, central. Isosceles triangle and kite, and 
constructions dependent on these (bisection of angle, &c.). 

Quadrilaterals. Jointed figures; rigidity. illustrations 
from structw·es. Data .required to determine a quadrilateral. 
Drawing by intersection of arcs and by ruler and protractor. 
Properties of special quadrilaterals: parallelogram, rectangle, 
square, rhombus and trapezium. Figures drawn by pupils, 
properties noted and general conClusions drawn. 

Property of transversal cutting a series of parallels: divi~ion 
of a line into any number of equal parts. Construction of scales. 
Representative fraction of a scale. 

Areas. Parallelogram, trapezium, triangle. Dissections. 
Measure of area. Theorem of Pythagoras. Many nwnerical 
examples. Loci. Simple examples in one plane and in space. 
Intersection of loci and construction of figures. 

Circle as locus. Symmetry. Chord properties. Angle 
properties (locus of apex of cardboard angle whose sides touch 
two pins). Cyclic quadrilateral.. Tangent and relative con
structioos. Properties of two circles: common. tangents, &c. 
Rectangle properties and calculations. • 

Drawing paths ui points Buch as occur in mechanisms 
(wooden models illustrate these exercises'. 
. Similar figures. Triangles: copditions for similarity, with 
nwuerous examples. Any rectilineal figure. Areas of similar 
figures. Volwnes of similar solids. 

Trigonometry. The numerical treatment of the simpler 
cases, wi th exanl pies. 

Arithmetic. 
Revision and enlargement of Qualifying Stage work. 

Approximation and contracted methods. Index notation and 
" standard form" of decimals. Decimalisation of British money. 
Practice. Invoices (t;pecimens of cancelled scllOol invoices and 
others). Ratio and proportion, with notions of dependence, 
variable, constant, function. illustrations in ordinary life and 
in science. Graphs of the functions treated. Applications of 
proportion to percentages, interest, &c. .Measurement of length. 
Averages. Area problems (Theorem· of Pythagoras, &c.). 
Square root. Area of circle and of surfaces of solids. Relation 
of volume of cone and cylinder, of prism and pyramid of same 
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base and height shown by weighing brass models and by filling 
hollow models with water. . 

All classes in the Supplementary Courses take the first 
year's course in Physics. The problems dealt with, as material 
for the lessons in Arithmetic, include examples on density. 
specific gravity, Archimedes' Principle, flotation, laws of liquid 
pressure, the barometer, Boyle's law, &c., and are coordinated 
with the laboratory work. 

Algebra. 

This course is stated' to have proved very valuable, the 
pupil being required to develop the subject with the minimum 
of help from the teacher. The chief points noted for the first 
year are: Early introduction of equations and problems by 
examples so simple that the pupil can solve. them and test hiFl 
answers long before he realises explicitly any definite plan of 
solution (transposition, addi1)g equals, &c.). Practice in trans
lation into algebraic language and viet versa. Long multipli
cation and heavy manipulations given a very subordinate place. 
Graphical work found to be useful and to be readily followed 
without much help from teacher. (It is found 'that the idea of 
a graph as representing the variation of a function is much 
more difficult for the pupils to grasp than the idea of it as 
representing the path of a point which moves under specified 

, conditions.) In connection with the graphical work many 
examples are obtained from the lessons in Practical Geography 
which form part of the Course. 

In the second year the earlier chapters of the textbook are 
used for revision of the first year's work. The course includes: 
Literal eq nations. Easy transformations. Determination of any 
one of several quantities in a formula when the rest are given. 
Determination of simple formulre to satisfy the results of 
experiments (in conjunction with laboratory work). Logarithms. 
Slide rule. Further examples of graphical work. 

Meihanics. 

In the second year a course. is given in Experimental 
Mechanics. Subjects treated include :-Principle of the lever. 
Parallel forces. Geometric addition, introductory to experi
lIlents leading up to the parallelogram of forces. Resultants 
by drawing to scale and by calculation. Centre of gravity. 
Inclined plane. Friction. Simple machines. Pnl1eys, wheel 
and axle, screw jack. 

Time Table. 

The number of periods per week (a period being three
quarters of an hour) allotted to the diJIerent parts. of the course 
is as folloW8~-Mathemalics, 7 periods; Mechanical Drawing, 
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2 periods; Physics, 3 periods in the fust year and 4 in 'the 
second ; Woodwork, 4 periods ; Geography (including Practical 
Geography), 3 periods;' " 

The teacher remarks that in Supplementary Course work' 
there is frequently a· weakness, ,due to the fact that pnpils'leave 
as soon as pOBBible after they become 14, and ,that, owing to· 
difficulties ,of. organisation in 'primary schools, 'oulya ',small 
percentage of pupils are able to pass the qualifying examination 
at the date of their 12th birthday, many pupils being 13 or over 
before they entel' ·the Supplementary· Classes. The' course 
sketched above is being reorganised for the aske of pupils who 
can spend three years in the Supplementary Classes and it is 
hoped that the fuller study thus made possible may improve the 
characte.r of the results and strengthen th!l hands of the teachers 
in dealing with the pnpils. While it would be a mistake to 
suppose that the results of Supplementary Class work are 
generally unsatisfactory, there is no doubt that considerable 
improvement is 'possible and the extension of the course. will 
probably prove a real boon to the more thoughtful pupils. 

NOTE ON CONTI!'UATION CLASSE/I. 

By the Eduoation (Scotland) Act; 1908, the duty is laid 'on, 
School Boards of providing continuation clasl!6s for the furthel' 
instruction of young. persons above the age of ,14. These 
classes usually meet in the evening and on Saturday afternoon 
from September to April, though in some cases they are continued' 
during May and June. 'Pupils attend for two or three evenings 
per week, the meetings lasting usually for two hours. So far as 
instruction in Mathematics and Science is concerned the teacl1ing 
follows very closely the lines of the Supplementary Courses ; 
indeed, the true continuation of the. supplementary course is the 
more advanced work of the .. Continuation U Classes. While 
the general nature of the instruction in Mathematics is that of 
the supplementary course; considerable variation in detail is to" 
be met with; as far as possible, an e1Iort is made to meet the 
special needs of the trade or avocation which the pupil is 
pursuing, such as engineering, the building trades, rining, 
woollen manufacture, &c. Of course, great attention is' given 
to drawing and graphical work; in many schools the drawing 
work, judged from the trade standpoint, is exceedingly good . 
and the old practice of making copies bas been almost entirely 
supplanted by methods which require the pupil to make 
sketches of pieces of machinery, models, &c., take his own 
ml"8SDrements and then produce a drawing that is comparable 
with a working trade drawing. The geometry of the subject is 
doubtless taught, hut chiefly as an aid to the production of good 
drawings. 

A continuation class course extends over two or three yeara 
and. if successfully PU1'BUed, admits the pupils to the' evening 
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classes of the Central Institutious and Technical Colleges. In 
the great centres of industry the number of evening students 
who attend classes in these institutions is very large and the 
instruction in Mathematics and Science is usually" rractical " 
rather than theoretical-ability to apply mathematica rules and 
formulre correctly to the more important subjects of the science 
courses (mechanics, physics, electrical engineering, mining, &c.), 
rather than the development of mathematical principles being 
the chief aim. Theoretical Geometry is seldom taught, but 
nlgebra, trigonometry and the more important parts of the 
infinitesimal calculus receive very great attention, and a good 
working knowledge of .. easy calculus" is quite frequently 
found among the artisans. 

ill.-THE SECONDARY ScHOOL. 

The curriculum of every Secondary School in Scotland is 80 

closely associated with the Intermediate and Leaving Certificates 
issued by the Scotch Education Department that the following 
extracts from Circular 340 (revised 1\)11) seem necessary in 
order to show the setting of Mathematics and Science in the 
educational system :-

The Intermediate Certificate. 
The essential purpose of the Intermediate Certificate is to 

testify to the conclusion of !I well-balanced course of general 
education, suitable for pupils who leave school at 15 or 16 years 
of age, or, alternatively, to the fitness for entry on more special
ised courses of post-intermediate study of such pupils as 
remain at school till 17 or 18. 

The intermediate COllrse must extend over not less than 
three years, and all candidates for the Intermediate Certificate 
mllst have completed the approved course in its entirety. 
~ a rule, any intermediate curricuillm to be approved 

13hould provide for instruction in at least five subjects, embracing 
EngliRh (including History and Geography), a language other 
than English, Mathematics, Experimental Science, and Drawing. 

The presentation at the Leaving Certificate Examination (of 
candidates for the Intermediate certificate) should in all cases 
be on the Lower Grade,· and in all the subjects of the approved 
curriculum of the same year; candidates must also present 
themselves for oral examination as -may be arranged with the 
inspectors appointed by the Department. 

No Intermediate Certificate will be granted or withheld 
without fair consideration of (a) the opinion of the teachers as 
to the proficiency of the candidates as shown by their work in 
the various subjects, and (b) the deliberate judgment of the head 
master as to the candidate's claim for a certificate on the whole 
range of his work in school. 

• The distinction between ~ Lower _Grade" apd "Higbel' Grade" u 
explained in the .. RegaIationa " reproduced below (page 1~7). 
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The Leaving Certificate. 
The Leaving Certificate will be awarded on the satisfactory 

completion of a course of post-intermediate study approved by 
the Department. 

Pupils enrolled in post-intermediate courses, with a view to 
the award of the Leaving Certificate, must, as a rule, have 
qualified for the award of the Intermediate Certificate in a 
previous session. 

Post-intermediate courses shall, for the present, be of not 
less than two years' duration. (After due notice it may be made 
a requirement that the course shall normally extend to three 
years.) 

The curriculum must in all cases provide for the study of 
English on the hi~her grade level, together with a subsidiary 
study of History (not reckoned as a separate subject). As a 
rule, one language other than English, as well as either Mathe
matics or Experimental Science, should also be studied on the 
higher grade level, the remaining subject or subjects being 
selected from a specified list. (The curriculum must provide for 
the continuous study of not less than Jour subjects, the numbllr 
of additional subjects being left to the discretion of the school 
authOlities. ) 

In considering the candidate's claim for a certificate, com
parative excellence in one subject will be allowed to compensate 
for slight weakness in another. To assist the Department in 
coming to a decision, the headmaster will be asked to record 
his deliberate judgment on the merits of each pupil's work as 
a whole, that judgment to be based on a careful collation of 
the opinions of the various teachers. 

From these extracts it will be seen that during the first three 
years of every Secondary Course Mathematics, Experimental 
Science and Drawing are taught as parts of a well"balanced 
course of general education. During the next two years either 
Mathematics or Experimental Science must-unless special 
exemption be given-be one of the subjects studied on the 
higher grade level, and it is quite possible and usual to have 
both subjects in a pupil's curriculum. The aim of the post
intermediate course is to provide for a certsin amount of 
specialised study, while securing a broad general culture, and 
in Sf'veral schools Mathematics and Experimental Science are 
studied for one or more years beyond the nomial two years 
required for the Leaving Certificate. 

It should be noticed, however, that specialisation is restricted 
by the necessity for the concurrent study of four or more 
subjects. The pupils are not divided into groups, such as 
co the mathematical group," or "the classical group," or "tho 
modem language group." The)l: form co classes" that are 
~ught a group of subjects, and every IDe!Dber of any par
ticular class studies, 88 a rule, all the subjects o~ the group and 

A lSU18 • K 
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no other subjects. Exceptions to this ntle are not common; 
such as do occur are more apparent than real, the class being 
suhdivided in most of the exceptional cases into two or more 
sub-classes. 

The examination in Mathematics is by written papers; the 
examination in Science is chieBy oral and practical, and is based 
in each school on the approved science scheme. Normally, a 
minimum of three hours per week throughout the Intennediate 
Course must be provided for in any science scheme submitted 

. to the Department for approval. In regard to the science of the 
post-intermediate years, no definite minimum is 'prescribed, but 
it is suggested that science should not receive 'a less liberal 
" allowance than would under similar circumstances be deemed 
" requisite for, say, Mathematics or a language other thaq 
" English." 

RI!:GULATroNS 'FOR 'rHE MATHEMATICAl. PAPERS OF THE LEAVING 
. CERTIFICATEEXAMINATlON8. 

. The Scotch Education Department issues each year a .. Note 
as to the Mathematical Papers" and a statement of the Regula
tions affecting them, along' with a syllabus of the subjects 
included in the examinations. There has been' very· little 
change in the tenor of this document for . some years, and it is 
inserted here as being the most satisfactory method of express
ing the general, purpose of the examinations, while Baving 
tedious recapitulations in the account of individlUll schools, 

NOTII All TO TlIlI M.a.TBElUTlCAL Pu.&e. 

The following RegolatiOlll have been dra .... up after very fnll 
and carefuJ deliberation. It is hoped that they will be found 
to proTide a satisfactory. biais· for mathematical instnu!tion in 

., secondary schools. It is felt that in the otwiy of Arithmetic more 
atteution should be given to the exp1anation of the ordinary mJe., 

, ' so as to . secure their intelligent use, and to the employment of 
contracted methods, with the object of obt&ining .....uta which are 
aoourate to a required degree of approximation, withont involving 
unn ... eo • ....,. labour. Syotematic practice in the use of JogaritllJu ia 
also an element in mathematical training that deoerveo more considera
tion than it lK'metimeo receives; A2Bin. it is deoimble to maintain 
the feeling of unity between the dihenmt branches of ~Wa1 
study. . Pupils should be made to ..... lisa that the funda.mental lawa 

. of Algelna and of Arithmetic· ..... really the aame, and they .booIlI 
be encouraged to employ a1gebraica.l formnlao in mithmetWal 

. . calcn1ation. Similarly the ""Planation and illuotration of algebraica.l 
expreooions by graphical methods might with advantage be intro
duced at a comparatively early otoge, aI_,. proTided that doe ear& 

. is taken to- _ aoourate drawing.. With regard to Geometry, 
it is advisable thal>cerIain ~ntal geometriml .....uta should 
be estshlished, .. far as possible, in the lim plaC>e by triaJ and 
experiment, involving aoourate drawing and calculation, before an 
advance is made to a deductive Proof, and that exercises inyolTing 

,definite numerical data. .heuld acoompany and follow upon the Proof 
of the principal propositions. The ay\labao gmm beJow ought to 
!end Itself .1'OBdi\r t.., ~.~ out of t,J!,ooe ~iplea. '. , . . 

, ,. 
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,Begwtditma, ., 
, Examinations,in Mathemat,i .. · are held: in two Grades, l.ower a.nd 

Higher Ca.ndiilatee may· hepreeeniled for· examination in· either 
: ,graae',-but, thoee who· are ,presented.lnthe, Higher Gl'8de and who 

· fail to p.... in· that- Grade will not under· ,o.ny oiroumeta.ncea be 
credited with·.. pass 'ill. .the Lower Grade. In. writing out the 
IIoIlIwera to the, questions ill tho. ma.thematical papers it is eaaential 
that the full·' det4iled work should alwaY" be given in ita proper 
sequence as part of the IIoIlIwer. The work. should he written out 
with such care and neatness in the first ineta.nce that a. second copy 
may, not he required. But if from any cause a second copy of any 
.... we .. i.made,·iliiS copy must include all the detailed working, 
and the first· oopy mUst· be struck out .with . the lien, :I'he .... oj 
..,..11 paps'" it Gb.olut./yproIHbited. . In all tpe pall"''B the diagram. 
shquld he careful,. o.nd """urate. For this' purpose candidatee must 
he. provided with a fairly baret pencil, a ftat wooden roIer graduated 
on one edge in inch.. and tanths of inch.. and on another in 
oentimetres and millimetreli, two setsqusres ... protractor graduated 
to degrees. and oompass .. fut-nished with a pencil point. In all the 
mathematical subjects m.arks .... ' given for n ... tn.... arrangement. 
!lood style. ""a well-drawn ligures. Tables of Four Place Logarithms 
,of' N,umhers and TrlgouOmetrical FunctioDa will he 'provided for the 

. "use"f oa.ndidateS·inthe IDgher'GTade.'· . ,,, .. 
.', :,- . '\. ' " . ;.' '. ' ~. . .. 

'Lov!t1r' (hade. ' . 

'rhe Examination in Lower Grade Mathematics will' coneist of 
"'t!irt>e papere"(Mlithematice I,;n. and ,m.), for each of two of which 

·two hours will he allowed, while one ·hour will he allowed for the 
third. It will emheace the following .ubjeota :~ 

.4n"t" .... tio.~The elementary' roles; prime> factors of numhers; 
weights and m8&BUreB in 'common use; the metric system; vulgar 
and decimal fractione ; elementary methods of approximate· calcu1&
tiOlI by decimal.; square root; practical problems. The intelligent 

· _of 'algebraical symbols ie permitted, and...., question will be set on 
recurring decimals. ' 

. .' - . : ' .4lgebrd.--...,N umericoJ interpretation of' formultil ; simple algebraical 
tra.nsformations; the graphical reprssentation of .imple functions; 
eqU&tione of the first degree in' one and two variabl .. ; -1 quadratic 

: "').uatione; problemsJeading to the abo've eqU&tiOnll. .' 
,," ,. ,Geo..h-y.:"'The 'iitain.-prOpo.iti0ti8 given in Euclid, Books I . 
. ,and m. with deductions and ,oonstru.tiOnB arising from them; 
.. ..unpl. loci;· 'lPPlioation of arithmetic and algebra to geometrical 

.theorsma and problems. Elementary drawing to ocale. Proof. wUl 
he accepted "hich clearly appear to form part of a logical treatment 
of tho subjeo\. .,' ,'" " ' .. " ' .' 

· . Candidatee who take the Lower Grade Examination in Mathematics 
.- . ~ nQt.~ ,~rssenl:!d in any of the ~dditi~~ Subjects, . 

'." • -.• .. ,:' ,- Kig""" Gtado..' .-" .. . 
• Tit.- e~t.ion will consist Of ~ papers (Mathematios I., 

n. and m.), for each of which two hours wUl he allowed; and wUl 
'einb.....,.. the following .ubjects:- .' .. 

. . : Altleb ..... ~The . subjects of 'the Lower Grade;' more diflicult 
transformations, "'luat-ions and problems; application of· grsphical 

. ..methods; elementary themy of indices. including logarithms; Burda; 

... I. Scroll" pper" mflBllB "10088 sheets.. II. A. -boot ,ill giTeD. to each. 
Gandidat.e. and all the __ with the relati~e work. must be. written in 
~'book. .-- ... " 
.- .. 

x2 
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the remainder theorem; ratio; proportion; progreeoiona. Arith. 
metical questions will also be Bet, incluJing questions on theory, and 
exercises involving the practical use of logarithms. 

Geometry.-The main propooitions in Euclid I.-VI. and XI. 
1-21, with deductiono and constructions arising from them. but 
excluding the theory of incommensurable quantities; the elementary 
properties of oimple plane.laced ootid.; mensuration ol plane and 
oolid figureo; approximate oolutions by drawing to ocale. Prool. 
will be accepted which clearly appear to form part of a logical 
treatment ol the oubject. 

Trigonometry.-Elementary Trigonometry. including the oolution 
of triangles, with the aid of four place logarithmo. Graphical 
solutions of problemo. 

Candidates who take the Higher Grade Examination in Mathe
matico may be presented in one (but not in more than one) of the 
Additional Subjects. Those who have already p ..... d in the Higher 
Grade may take two Additional Subjects. 

Additional Subject •• 

· 1. Eknt-ert.t. of Dyna.micl (11 hOUl'8).-Velocity; acceleration; the 
· rectilineal motion of a uniformiy accelerated particle; the law. of 

motion; the composition of forces; equilibrium; the centre of maea 
(gravity); common machines; work and energy; elementary hydro-

· statics. . 

2. GetnMtrical Oonicl (It houro).-The properties of the parabola; 
the elementary properties of central.conice; the sections of the cone. 

3. Analytical Gwrn..try (It bouro).-The etraight line; trans
formation of co...,rdinoteo; the circle. 

4. Higf .. r Dynamico (Ii hOUl'B).-The elements of Dynamico.1I8 
above, treated with the help of Trigonometry; Atwood'o Machine; 
parabolic motion' of a projectile; composition of forces acting on .. 
rigid body; uniform circular motion; impact; kinetic energy ; centre 
of preaeure; metacentre. 

No candidate may take any of the Additional Subjects unleoa he Uo 
at the same time a candidate in Higher Grade Mathematico. or unleoa 

. he hIIB already paeeed in Higher Grade Mathematics. If preeented . 
in the Higher Grade. he may take one (but not more than one) IIIWh 
subjeet. If he hIIB already paeeed in the Higher Grade he may take 
two. If .. candidate hIIB not already paeeed in Higher Grode Mathe
matics no credit will be given for llUooess in the additiODal subjects 
unI ... he attains a certain etandaM of proficiency in Matbematico. 

'Book1w:ping and 007MJleTCial Arillmetie. 

The emmination in Bookkeeping and Commercia1 Arithmetio 
will conoiet of the fo11cwing papers, Candidates mnot pII80 in both. 
No ~ """" k prutmIed f"" Ihi. brtowdO uJ l/u ....... i""'"". tmle. 114 
Iuu .itNJr (al alretulyobtainMl l/u InterwwlWe O4rliJimk. or (b) p<UU4 
is Lawer.Grak Mat/umaticB in a pmou. y_. 

1. Bookkeeping (3 hOUl'B).--Candidat .... will be required to ........... 
eaey questions on the principloo and pl'&etioe at Bookkeeping. to 
frame the boob neceeo.ry to record .. nnmber of tranoaetiOll8 at 
moderate dilBculty, to adjnot ledger accounto. and to frame ""10""" 
.heets and profit and 1008 lWOOlDlto. Special marks will be giytm for 
neatnt\es and etyle. < . 

In the boob proridei for Bookkeeping candidates may be 
required to do their own ruling. When the paper ;. taken, the 
School Autlwritieo mnot provide _I! ~Ddidate with a mnd rulw, 
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2. Commercia! AritllnMtio (2 hours).-A thorough knowledge of 

Arithmetio will be expected, with special proficiency in discount, 
interest. approxi..matioDS. exchange. foreign weights and measures, 
and sucb questions as are likely to a.rise in commercial tra.nssclions. 
An exercise in caJculstion, involving speed and &COI1l"IWy, will be 
given. 

TYPES OF SOHOOLS GIVING SECONDARY EDUOATION. 

Three schools have been chosen as representing types of 
secondary education, and details of their curricula have been 
supplied by teachers in charge of classes in the schools. 

School A is. a Public Higher Grade School under the Code, 
with a five years' curriculum. . 

School B is a Secondary School which receives Grants under 
Special Regulations and sends forward pupils for the Leaving 
Certificate examinations; its curriculum extends over seven 
years. 

School C may be designated a Science School, as it has 
developed a more complete curriculum in scientific subjects 
than the other two; it was indeed established with the object 
of providing a secondary education in which Science would 
have a leading place. 

Of the schools in which secondary education is given, the 
Higher Grade Schools are the most numerous; theil' curriculum 
need not extend over more than three years, but in many cases 
it extends to five years. Schools of tvpe C are not numerous 
and are only found in large centres. • 

" 

Schoo~ A. 
The following statement shows the number of hours per 

week assigned to Mathematics and Science duriug the five years 
of the course. 

'First three years.-Arithmetic, Ii; Algebra, 2t; Geometry, 
2}; Science, 3. 

Fourth and fifthyears.-Algebra (including Arithmetic!, 2}; 
Geonlt'try, 2!; Trigonometry, 1l; Science, 3; Dynamics (in 
fifth yenr), H. 

In this school, as in most Higher Grade Schools, boys and 
girls al e tllught together in the same classroom. 

The first year's course in science has a specially close rela
tion to the work ill the mathematical subjects. In the laboratory 
the pupils undertake measurements of length, area and volume, 
determine specific gravities and make simple experiments on 
the pressure of liquids and gases. In connection with the 
measurements on solids the lessons in Geometry are developed; 
the records of the various measuremcnts and experiments furnish 
much material for the lessons in Arithmetic and Alg~bra. 

In the second and third year's course Geometry becomes 
more deductive, though. drawing and calculstion still figure 
largely. The science of the seoond year is a course ill Heat and 
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o~ the third year, a COU\'Be in Chemistry; - hoth COU\'B6B are 
mainly experimental and are designed to elucidaie the, leading 
facts. 

In the fourth year the laboratory work is devoted partly to 
Light and partly to Mechanics of a simple kind; in association 
with the experimental treatment,lessons are given inTheoret.ical 
Mechanics or Dynamics. The fifth 'year 6f laboratory work is 
spent on Electricity and Magnetism. """ , 

, The syllabus of'the:work in Arithmetic, Algebra, Geometry 
and Trigonometry agrees very closely,with. that prescribeil for 
the Leaving -Certificate Examinations. The inflnence of the 
laboratory on the classroom, especially, ~n,the' fir&t year, is 
considered ,to 'be ~ -deeidedly beneficial; the .least satisfactory 
results seem to be in the field of theoretical solid Geometry and 
maybe partly due to the imperfect eq\Jipment ,of the school in 
models of solids. In connection with the lessons on Trigono
metry a simpleiheodoliteisoin use, and by ita aid the'pupils 
make observations which are -utilised in- the cl88llroow. In 
accordance with recent practice great use is made of graphical 
work; experience in, this school suggests, the conclusion that 
certain forms of graphical work-osuch a& thl!, plotting of 
statistics-have been overdone, and that much more time than 
is usually given iarequired ill order to-pasa £rom the graph of 
an equation to the conception of the, function represented by 
the graph. ' ' 

&hool B. 
In this schoor the courses of study subsequent to the quali

fying stage extend over seven years. The following time table 
shows the number of hours per week' 3ssisned to the work in 
Mathematics and &ionce.' .", -

First three years.-Mathematics Vn~ludiog Arithmetic), 5!; 
&ience, 3; Drawing, Ii- '.' , -

Fourth year.-Mathematics, 6 j . Science, 3 (for 'some 
pupils, 4i). " -. , . ' 

Fifth year.-Mathematics, 6 ; &ience,4 (for some pupils, 6). 
Sixth and seventh years.-Mathematics, 7i; Applied Mathe

matics, It; &ience (for pupils who give special attention to 

&ieThe)~~!k of the first live yearS tallows the'iinea laid dJWJJ 
for the Leaving Certificate Examinations, and the official 
syllabus is fully overtaken.' It dOeS not seem necessary to state 
the scheme of work sketched in the school programme, sio('(l it 
agrees in all important matters with that suggested for the 
Leaving Certificate. _ , 

During the sixth aud seventh years of the secondary 
curriculum, a fair amount of time is apent on revision of 
the Leaving Certificate work, with the object of strengthening 
the pupil's grasp of the logical development of Mathematics, 
but the chief aim of the course is -to extend the pupil's range 
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of knowledge. "Many of the,pupils 'continue their amdies'during 
these two years with a: Viewttl'enteriiig the' Upi'veri;ity and 
to competing for University Bursaries'wlllen 'deIi;Uind', a wider , 
rarige of mathematical attainments: than' 'are', represented by 
the Leaving Certificate. ' " . " '.', .. ,~ .. 
'. . The coUrse coinprises the additidnal subjects of< 'thet Leaving 
Certificate Examination, );lamely, Geometrical Conics, Analytical 
Geometry and Dynamics,but the range of study is .distmctly I 
wider than that given in the syllabus:' A brief llketch . of the 
subjects treated is subjoined.," . 

Algebra . ...,:.Jn ,connectio4: .nth ~he ~W ot di~triQutiqjl, the, 
subjects of degree, symmetry, homogill).eity' and . i9.en'titl~ IU'~ 
treateci in some detail.. Th~ division transformation: is" WI,;)", 
discussed and leads up 'to the consideration' of factOriSatiOli 
and partial fractions'" A Jjhortinp:oduction to: determLnal)ts' 
is given in. treating sim~tlj.n!lQus equa~ions,ofUI!l, ~(degrefi.(, 

, The ,theory of integral .. and. fractional ,f,1,ln,ctjQ!lIi,apd, the. 
solution of quadratic equations in one an~ two unknowDs are 
illustrated by careful graphical representation, and the methods 
of successive approximation. to the shape' of Ii graph .In ,the 
neighbourhood of a specified point lead to the introduction of 
the derivative of algebraic fun£tions. Towards the end ,of..~he 
course the explicit use of limit theorems ,and applications of 
differentiation and integration to simple cases give a fair 
introduction to the fundamental ideas of the calculus. I.rra
tional functions and the arithmetical theory of surds, Complex 
numbers, permutations and combinations, the binomial theorem 
and the more inlportant elementary series are included in 
the course. 

Trigollometry . ..,-The elements of Analytical Trigo.riometry; 
including De Moivre's theorem and its simpler developments. 

, Geom.ctry. - Harmonic ranges and' pencils. . 'Harmonic 
properties of a circle. Coaxal circles. Inversion.·.· Modern 
Geometry of the triangle. Projective Geometry w:ith special 
reference to conic sections. . . . . . 

Geomdrieal Coniu. -AB given in the. syllabus ,'of the 
Additional Subjects, but conic sections are also discussed 
in connection with the general theory of projections. . 

AnalytWd Geomdry.-The straight line. l'he . circle. 
COllic sections and the. simpler types of higher plane cUfves. , 

Dynamiu.-The subjects specified in the syllaooll of Addi
tional Subjects nuder the headings" Elements.ofDynamics" 
and .. Higher Dynamics" are fully taken up, 

Ek1wol C. 
This school is a School of Science which is intended: to 

provide a suitable training for commercial,· industrial. and 
prof6Sl'ional pursnits. Though there is a preliminary COUl'llll 
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to meet the needs of pupils under the age of twelve, the great 
majority of the boys have reached thE' qualifying stage before 
entering the school and the curriculum is alTanged for boys whose 
ages run from 12 to 18. Throughout the course English, including 
History and Geography, and one language other than EngliHh, 
are taken by all pupils, the time given to these subjects 
amounting to 13 hoUl'S per week in the earlier years and 
decreasing to 10 hours per week in the last year. 

During the first four years workshop practice forms an 
important element in the curriculum, the object aimed at 
being a training in habits of accurate and steady effort, in the 
coordination of hand and eye, and in the full interpretation of 
drawings. The construction of objects from drawings prepared 
by the pupil from models or from instructions is systematically 
carried out, and in the later years considerable experience is 
obtained in pattern-making and in metal-work. The work
shop is in close relation to the Mechanics and art drawing rooms 
and is a valuable auxiliary to the mathematical instruction as 
a whole. 

The curriculum is the same for all pupils up to the enrl of 
the fourth year, and the number of hours per week allotted during 
this period to Science subjects is a.~ follows :-Mathematics, 
7 hoUl'S; Physics, 2t to 4 houts; Chemistry, 21- to 3 hours; 
Workshop, 2 hours; Drawing, 2 hours. In the fourth year 
Mathematics includes Elementary Dynamics. 

In the last two years the pupils may take one or other of 
two courses: (a) the course in Mechanical and Electrical 
Engineering, (b) the course in Chemistry; and the distribution 
of hours per week during these two years is as follows:-

Course (a).-First year: Mathematics (including Dynamics), 
7 hours; Physics, 4 hours; Applied Mechanics and 
Steam, 3 hours; Engineering Drawing, 2 hours; Work
shop, 3 hours. &eond yea1': Mathematics (including 
Dynamics), 8 hours; Physics, 6 hours; Applied Mechanics 
and Steam, 4 hoUl'S; Engineering Drawing, 2 hours. 

Course (b).-First yea1': Mathematics (including Dynamics), 
7 hours; Physics, 4 hours; Chemistry; 8 hours. Seecnd 
yea1': Mathematk'S (including Dynamics), 8 hours; 
Physics, 6 hours; Chemistry, 6 hours. 

The pupils of- the school are presented for the J-eaving 
Certificate Examinations, but they pursue their studies to a 
much more advanced stage than is covered by the Leaving 
Certificate syllabus. The folJowing details of the later work 
seem to be of interest:-

Algeb1'a.-Permutations and combinations. Binomial and 
exponential series. Limits. Simple infinite series. Complex 
numbers. 

T1'igonomet1'Y.-An~ytical Trigonometry with De Moivro's 
theorem and its simpler developments. 
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Geometry.-·Maxima and minima. Concurrency and 'collin
nearity. Similitude. Coanl circles. Inversion. Harmonic 
ranges and pencils. Pole and polar. Circles related to the 
triangle, 

Descriptive Geometry.-This subject is taught in connection 
with Applied Mechanics, and forms part of a course in Graphical 
Statics. 

Analytical Geometry.-The straight line. The circle. The 
conic. 

Caleulus.-A short course in differential and integral 
calculus. . 

Dynamics.-In the theoretical course the treatment follows 
the lines of current text-books; at the later stages free use is 
made of easy calculus .. 

Applied Mechanics.-A very full course is given in this 
subject, and the laboratory and drawing room play an important 
part in the treatment. The following headings are given in the 
Syllabus :-Graphical statics. Stresses in structures. Link 
polygon. Work diagrams. Integral curves. Work and 
energy, including transmission. Strength of materials .. Stress, 
strain, and moduli of elasticity. Bending moment. Shear. 
Moments of inertia. Torsion of tlhafts. Tension in belts. 

Steam.-Properties of steam. Fuel. Efficiency of boilers. 
Wetness of steam. Indicator diagram theory. I.II. P. Brakes 
and B.H.P. Slide valve. Reuleaux and Zeuner valve diagrams. 
Behaviour of steam in cylinder. Crank effort diagrams. 
Boyle's law. Charles' law. Adiabatics and isothermals. 
Entropy. Carnot's cycle. PV diagram and O</> diagram. 
Gas engine and petrol motor. 

UNIVERSITY PRELUIlNARY EXAMINATIONS AND UNIVERSITY 
• BURSARIES. 

Defore entering on a curriculum that leads to a degree a 
student must pass a Preliminary Examination, or l,resent a 
recognised certificate that he has passed an equivalent exami
nation. In Mathematics there are more standards than one; 
these depend partly on the Fac'ulty in which the student pro
poses to study and partly on the subjects which he chooses for 
his degree. At present the regulations for the Preliminary . 
Examination are under rel·ision, and it is perhaps sufficient to 
state that the highest standard demanded is that of the Higher 
Grade Leaving Certificate; the University syllabus is not 
id,mtical with that of the Leaving Certificate, but thenl is no 
essential difference, and the possession of the Higher Grade 
Leaving Certificate exempts the holder from the UnivE'rsity 
Preliminary Examination. 

But there are other examinations in Mathematics which 
demand more advanced work f.\'Om the entrant to the University; 
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these I!.re. the Examinations for BUrsaries. Bursaries ot all 

annual value that varies very greatly, but may be as low as 5l. 
or as high as lOOl., are awarded by competition among students 
who are entering on a course of study at the University. In 
most cases Mathematics is only one of the subjects of exami
nation, though a few bursaries, are awarded after examination 
in Mathematics alone. The mathematical papers set in the 
Preliminary Examination mayor may not fonn part of the 
competition; these are on the standard of the Higher Grade 
Leaying Certificate. usoally, however, additional papers are 
set; the scope of these papers is not very strictly defined, but 
may be described in very general tenns as the most advanced 
work of a secondary school. The Bursary Competitions call 
forth the most strenuous efforts of both teachers and pupils in 
the secondary· schools. The bursaries are valuable and enable 
promising youths to obtain a university education who without 
suoh aid could in many cases Dot afford the ~xpense of the 
university life; the winning of bursaries reflects credit on the 
school from which the pupils come and thus IItimulates the 
teacher~ On the whole, the influence of the University Bursary 
Competitions has been decidedly beneficial though, of course, 
the system of competitive bursaries is not without its critics. 

CONCLUDING REI/ARKS. 

. The most striking feature of the system that has now been 
described is undoubtedly the emphasis laid on .Mathematics as 
an element in general education. The selection of subjects and 
the methods of treating them presoppose no special ability and 
lead up to no favoured profession 1>r avocation; the value of 
Mathematics as an essential element of general culture is the 
guiding idea. No doubt the possession of the Leaving Certifi
cate is valuable as exempting the holder from various e1amina
tions, such as the Preliminary Examination for entrance to the 
Scotch Universities; but the training which the Leaving 
Certificate course in Mathematics provides is quite 88 suital,le 
for boys who go direet from school to business. It is in the 
interests of general culture tha,t elementary science has such a 
definite place in the curriculum; 80 far 88 exemption from 
University Preliminary Examinations is concerned the science 
teaching of the schools is comparatively unimportant. 

Mathematical. work 'of a distinctly advanced kind only 
appears after· the . Leaving Certificate stage and chiefly in 
connection with the preparation of pupils for university bur
saries, 88 -noted in connection with School B. The advanced 
nature of the work shows itself not JpCrely in the wider range of 
subjects taught, but even more in the spirit of the teaching. 
Heuristic methods are prominent in the early years of instruction, 
but, in the better schools, are to a considerable extent supple
mented,if not superseded; by more explicitly logical reasoning 
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the classes beyond the Leaving Oertiiicate group the logical 
aspect of the training bulk~ very largely, although even then 
pupils keep in touch with concrete realities by means of graphical 
work, problem solving, applications to mechanics, and work in 
science generally. In some schools the mathematical attainments 
of pupils in the last year. of their course are more than respectl
able; such pupils usually do good work in the Honours Courses 
of the Universities. 

The question is often raised whether on the whole the recent 
changes in teaching, represented spec~ally by the introduction 
of graphical work and experimental or practical geometry, have 
been justified, and doubts are not infrequently expressed 
whether pupils have not lost more .than they.havCl gained by. 
the newer methods. It would be sb-ange indeed if all teachera 
made the transition from the old to the new without loss to their 
pupils, and it may even be the case that none but .thebest 
teachers have succeeded in showing that the .newer methods 
make better mathematicians than the old. Yet one result stands 
out., namely, pupils can now do where formerly they could only 
Bay. Thus pupils could be trained to repeat the propositions 
of Euclid, but few could solve even simple deductions; the 
training such pupils obtained was a training in memory far 
more than in logic. Now, even if a pupil cannot solve a rider 
he can usually at least take Ii 'step towards the solution by 
rapidly sketching two or three diagrams that not merely indicate 
that. he knows what the problem is, but that not infrequently, 
especially if it be a case of loci, lead to suggestions for a solution. 
The pupil's mind is active and not iJ](>rtin presence of his 
problem and that at least is pure gain. ..' 

I belie,·e that, in spite of inevitable defects, there is an 
amount of sound work in· mathematics being done that has·not 
been approached in any earlier pt>riod, and the improvement. is 
due almost l'ntirely to the rell'gation of the formal attitude 
to the later years of stndy. Under the newer methoJs pupils 
can know I'Omething abuut the facts of geometry before they; 
begin to argue about thl'm and are familiar with the use of 
letters to represt'nt numbers before they are involved in discus
sions of the laws of algl'bra or caught in the meshes of the 
interlocked brackl'ts. While there are weakuesses and failures 
enough to check auy feelings of boastfulness, there is also mure 
than euough of actoal achievement to give confidence in the 
essential merits of the I'l"esent arrangements. 

GEORGE A. GIBSON. 
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APPENDIX L 

LEAVING CERTIFICATE EXAMINATION, 1911. 

MATHEMATICS. 

Low .... GBADB-(Fl.B8r P AP1I:B). 

Wednesday, 5th April-10 .LH. to 12 lfOOlf. 

Before a/tempting to answer any que,lion, candid4t ... l,tndd rend tho wholo 
of iI wry carefully, ,ifIU Ii"", i, often lost thruugh mitappreho .. ion at to 
'Wkat is really required. 

~ U tho fig,.,.., ./wuld be accuralely dravm, and, where geomelrieal eonstrue
ti.... are employed, tho conotruclion Ii,.., .1wulJ. be .hown. Proof. of 
g6011Ultriool. wnstruetion. nud not he gi_ unle .. tpeeiaUy arketl. 

T ho ~aluo attachod to each question ;. .hovm in bracket. a/In- the question. 
In addilion 10 mar"" are allowedfor _ and good .tvk. 

SZcTIOlf L 
.dU the questi .... in thiB Bedion .htndd, if po .. ibk, he a ..... ered. 

1. Prove that two triangles which have their three .idea reopectively 
equal are equal in all respecto • 

.dBC.DBC are two triangles on the oame side of BC such that.dB = CD, 
.dC = BD. H .dC, BD in_ in 0, prove that the tria.ngIeo -.tOB, COD 
are equal in all respecto. (18) 

2. Define a parallelogram, giving in your definition DO more propertieo 
than are Deceosa'Y for drawing the figure. 

H in a parallelogram two adj:weut .ideo are equal, prove that ita 
diagouaia are at right augles. 

H in a parallelogram two adjaceut sideo are at right augleo, prove that 
ita diagona1o are equal. (18) 

3. Draw a triangle .dBC in which .dB = 5 ""', BC = 6 em, C.d = 8 ''''. 
From B draw BD perp€1ldicnlar to..4.C aDd meeting it in D. Thnmgh..4. 
draw ..4.E parallel to BC meeting BD produced in E. 

Measure ..4.D, BD, CD, DE. and cak'11iate the areao of the rectangles 
contained by (1) .dD, BD; (2) CD, DE. 

Pnn-e that if your fignreo ..-ore _tly drawn thew t "0 an ao wonld he 
equal. (18) 

SBC'l'lOlf IL 

0.. and only OIl<! question onl of each of the pain oj alm nati .... /wuld b. 
a.....ered. 

Eilker 
4a. Prove that the three 8Dgleo of a triangle are tog .. her equal to to'o 

rightangles. 
.ABC is a triangle in which.dB = ..4.C, and the angle ..4. ia!mown to he 

~o. It is also known that theat.raight line BD, which biaecto the aqgle B 
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and meeta 'A. a in D; is 2 inches in length. Draw the triangle with the help 
of your protractor. Btating the stepa of your construction. (18) 

0'1' 

4.b. Construct a triangle A.BO having an area of 2' 4 &quare inch .. , and 
the sid .. A.B, Ba 2 incheB and 3 inch .. , reopectively. 

Produce Ba to D so that the area of the triangle A.BD may be 
,. S &quare inches. 

Explain your method in each cas.. (18) 
Either 

S... If the tangents to a circl. at P and Q meet in B, prov. that 
PB=QB. 

Prove that if two adjacent aid .. of a quad.ilateral circumscribed about a 
circl. are equal, ths other two are equal. (18) 

or 
5~. Prove that if a quadrilateral is inscribed in a circle, its opposite 

angl •• are supplementary. 
Two circles intersect at a and D, and A.B is a chord in the filat circle. 

A. a and Ba produced meet the .econd circle in E and F. Prov. that the 
.... gl • .ABD ;:; the angle DFE, and that the angl. BAD = the angle DEF. 

(18) 

LoWD. GRA.DB-(SBCOND PUD). 

Thursday, 6th April-l0 ....... to 12 NOON. 

Before 1lI1empting 10 .......... any qualiota, emodidalu ahould read Ihe whole of 
il .....,. ca",fuUy, iii .... ti ... ill oft ... lost Ih.rongh .... "PP""henaioft aa 10 
.. 1lIlI ill rellll, required. 

Square·ruled paper .. prot1ided for lhe graphical .... rlo. 
Th. DIll ... all""hod 10 .... h quatiml ill .hewn in ~raeketo after the quution. I. 

addili ... 10 lAGr'" .. re aUOU>od for _InN. aM good "!l1e. 

SBCTION I. 

A.U Ih. quationo i .. 110 .. Sedi .... he.1d. if pouible, he ............,. 

1. Prove that 2. - S, and 311 - 1 are both factore of 6"" + lsr - 41 .. 
+ 12, ... d lind ita third factor. (15) 

2. Solve the eq1l&tiona ; 
(1) .. (. - 0) - 0(. -0) = ~(o - 0); 

(9) S. -S, = 18,-10.. = 10; 
(3) 6e'-1311+6=O. 

S. Expn!08 in words the identity 

.'-r' = (. - r) (. + r) (""+ r'J. 
Simplify the expreeaion 

(
""+""'+""+J' _ r-""'+""-i\ 

• r -+r) X 

("". "'+ r' - .. : ry:). 

(IS) 

(15) 
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4. Solve the following problems : 
(1) A farmer po8oe.....a 1000 sheep, Cheviot. and Blackfaeed. - The 

number of the Cheviot. "". 1 0 more than flve·sixths of 
the number of the Blackfaoed. How many were there of 
~p • 

(2) A person travelled 100 mile. in 4 hours, part of the ""y by 
trs.in at 40 mile. per hour, and the rest by motor at 20 mile. 
per hour. How many miles did he. travel each _y P (15) 

SECTION n. ., 
, 0... aM tmly ..... question out of eac" oj the pai,.. oj alt.rnati~ •• _ 

.hould b ............. ed. 
Either 

_ 5a. What number' must be &dded to 4z' - 20.. to form a co';'plete 
.quare P • 

H 11 = 4z' - 20.. + 36, show that 11 is never Ie.. than 11, whatever value 
be given to •. -

Fin" "hat value must be gi~en to "', in order that y may be 60. _' (15) 
Dr. ,',' ,.,' ',' . . - . ' .' - . 

_ 5b: Resolve into their simplest factors 
(l) 9a:' + 6"'11 ..:. 8y'; -
(2) fJ'-b'+ c'-2a., 
(3) ,.. - 7;' +11, having given thai;" -1 is One factor. (15) 

Either -
6a. A otarte at 8 .. :,i,: 'to Cycle frani Edinburgh to Glasgow and traTela 

at a uniform rate of 7 miles an hour. B starts at 9 a.m. and follows A at 
the rate of 9 miles an hour. - F"-md by a graphic construction at what time 
and how far from Edinburgh B.wilI overtskeA. 

Solve the eame problem by-aJgebraicai or arithmetical calcnlation. (15) 
or 

-- 6b. Solve the equation, 
, -~ IO{ .. + 3) = 16, 

to 3 decimal placea. 
Draw .. straight line ~Q. three inch.. in length, and on this li~ as 

diameter describe a eirele. At P erect .. perpendicnlar P B four inches in 
length. Join B to S, the centre of the eirele, and let BS meet the circle 
inTandU. - -. 

Show that the length of BT in inches is the numerical ?Blue of ~ of _ 
the roote of the given equation. (15) 

f~· ,I .. ' 

Thuraday, 6th April-I P .•• to 2 P .•• 

Before _piing to aJUlDer any questian, emldidateo .hould read lhe ",1WliJ 
oj a wry MreJvlly, .i .... time ;. t1jIen w.t ''''''''Ag'' tn;.appreheneian ... to 
",hat ;. really required. 

AU lhe _Iring mrul be.holm. in a. propm- porilian in the _or, and the 
tlifferewl .up. oj lhe eakulatian .hould be eMrlly indUatetl i • ."".,u.-

The ml... attoeIaetl to eo.eh -~ian ia -~ In !mJcr..t. affer IA. quest;"". 
I. adJitian 6 marb are allotud Jor __ , arraag-*, Gtul ~I,1e. 

. . 
I. A workman earned 40.. a week and found that after paying all 

nee .. ,.,. expeneea he coUld eave 0.. a week. - He then emigrated to a 
country where he earns 30 per eent. more. bot where his expeneea ...... 35 per 
eent. higher. Find bow ID1IOb ljeean n ........ in a week. (10) 
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2. A man received .. legacy of £2,000. He u,vested £I,250.,at 4 .• per 
cent. a.nd .the reet .at 51 per cent. Find his annual income from ,·the legacy 
after paying income t.a.J: on the whole of the intereet at I,. 2d. in .the pound, 

-. (10) 

5. E:q>ress the following fractions as decimals con-oct to two p!Jwe8 and 
a.rra.nge them in ascending order of magnitude ,- . 

I, .t • .J. f. f" irI, ft· 
How many decimal pIa.ces must be ca.IcuIa.te4 ip. .o~dcr to deci,de wJrlch of 

the two fractions, H and Wo, is ~ large,r P . . . . (10) 

4. A contractor undertakes to do .. certain piece of work in 175 days, and 
employs 72 men for the purpcse. After 130 days one.thirdof the work has 
still to be done. How many additional men will he require to employ during 
the remaining days in ""der to carry out his oontro.ctP . (10) 

. 5. A metre is known to be ;"ore than· 5' i80'feet, and less t&J.i{ S· 281 . 
feet. Find the corresponding numbers of square feet between which a square 
met.", must lie. 

From your reeuItiI atet.e. the ,number of square 'eetin a; square ~ 
correct to "" many decimal pla.cea as poeeible.. '. 

Taking as your seale 01Ul 'mch to th ... foot, <!raw on your squa.red pa.per, 
figures representing a square deoimetre, .. sqaare foot, and .. square metTe. 

(14) 

HIGHBB GBADB-{FmsT PAPBB). 

Wednesday, 5thApril~10 Ul. to 12 NOON. 

Before alt61l.pting to a_ any que.tion, candidat ... hould read t,,,, ... 101e of 
it osry core fully, Ii"". ti, ... ;. oft.,. Zoot through mioapprehemioR as to 
.vhat ;. really requil-e4. 

AU tho figur ... hould be accural.Zy drawn. 

The ...z... altached to each queotioR io .hown in bracket. after the qu.ellioR. 
1 .. addition 10 marko are allo1Cod for __ , good IIrle and accural. 
diagram,. 

SHCII'ION I. 

AU the queotiono in Ih;' Secti"" ·Mould. if poug.le, be ~ 

1. PreTe that the straight lines, which join the vert;""" of a triangle to 
the mid pointa of ita opposite sides, meet in .. point. 

ABC is a triangle; BC is bisected in D and produced ita own length to 
E; AE is bisected in F. Preve that the sid .. of the triangle ~F are equal 
to the medians of ABC. (18) 

2. C is the mid point of a given straight line AB, and P is any other 
point in AB; show that the sum of the aquaree on AP and PB is twice the 
sum of the equaree on A C and CPo . 

If the sum of the squaree on APand PB is thrlcethe square on AC Il1Id 
if AB is 2 .. inch .. and CP is II inch .. , calculate the value of II. and give & 

II""metricaI OOIl8tnlotion for linding the position of P. (18) , . . 
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3. Draw a straight line .dB, 4 inches in length. With A &s & centre, and 
a radius of 1-8 inches, describe a circle. With B 88 centre, and a. radiul 
of l' 4 inches, describe a circle. Construct the four common tangents to the 
two circles. State the steps of your construction. 

If P be a point in which an erlenwl tangent intersects an intenwl 
tangent, prove that APB is .. right angle. (18) 

SECTION II. 
Owl and only one question out of each pair of aUemali .... Iwuld b. 

afl.B1Oered. 
Either 

4/l. ABC is an equilateral tria.ngle inscribed in a circle, and P is & point 
on the arc BC; CP and BP produced meet.dB and .dC produced in D and 
E. Prove that the tria.ngles BDC, PBC. CBE are similar. 

or 

Prove that BC touches the circle that circumscribes the trisngle BDP. 
(18) 

4h. State and prove a construction for describing on & given straight line 
PQ a quadrilateral similar to a given quadrilateru.\ .dBCD. the side PQ 
cOlTesponding to the side AB. 

In a given semicircle inscribe a rectangle similar to a given rectaDgle. 
(18) 

Eit"',. 
5a. AB is a straight line and C, D are points in space. Show how to find 

a point P in .dB equidistant from C ..nd D. 
If E and F are the projections on AB of C and D resp"clively. and if 

CE = 10 inches, DF = 6 inches, and EF = 16 inches. find the distance of 
P~~ \~ 

'" 5b . .dB and CD are two straight lines in space which do not interaeetand 
are not parallel. Show that two parallel planes can be found such that one 
of them contains AB and the other contains CD. 

Hence construct a straight line to cnt each of the two given lines at 
right angles. (18) 

HIGHEB GBADB--{SBCOND PAPBB). 

Thursday. 6th April-IO ..... to 12 NOON. 

Befo," attempting to anower any quution, ea.daJk, IIwuld read the Ill/10k 
of it ""''1/ carefuUy, since limo U oftm /m;I 'hrqugh misappreher&lion ... 
to Vlhat u realty requir<d. 

8qU4f'<-rukd papor aM four-plaa logarithmic tabu. are provided. 
The Mlue attoehed to each quution u .houm in brae"'-t, after the que.lion. 

In addition 10 marh are a.Uo!Ded f'" __ and good styk. 

SBCTION L 
AU '''' quulionI· i" thu 8ectima ,houJ;l. if poosibk. be aAlVleru.. 

1. Prove th&t 

(1 + 1:-.c,r 
repreeents the Pre.!ellt value of .d poUDds due " years hence at r per cent. 
compound interest. payahle annually. 

Find the present value of £I.:;ocO due ~ years hence at 41 per cent. 
compomul interest, wring ~ (10) 
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2. Show, either by substitution or division, that ,. + b -. is a la.ctor of 
,.1 + bl + ~ + 2Gbe - a'(b + 0) - b'(e + a) - "(I> +b), 

and find the other two la.ctors. (15) 

S. Solve the following equations :-
(1) z+5=6("'-5); 
(2) z-!l=b, "'-!I' =&'b + ib'. (15) • 

40. Taking half·an·inch as unit. ilnLw the graphS of (1) Z +2, = 6 from 
Z = -40 to z=6. (2) m'y= 8. from z= -40 to z= -1. and from z=1 to 
z=6. 

Write down the coordinstee of the pointe of interseotion of the grapbe 
88 determined by your figure. 

Show that the valu.. of z at the pointe of intersection are the roote of 
the equation 

SBCTIOlf n. 
One and tmly ..... que""'" out oj -m pair oj "llorn<&li"", .hould b. 

".....,....d. 
Bither 

(15) 

5... A set out ·at 9 a.m. to wa.Ik from P to Q. a dietance of SO mil ... 
At 11 a.m. B .. te out to cycle from Q to P and meete A at 1 p.m. Had .Ii. 
walked a quarter of a mile per hour faster. and B cycled half a mile 
per hour faster. they would have met 10 minutee eooner. Find their ratee. 

(15) 

5b. The sum of three numbers in geometrical progreseion is 21. and the 
sum of their squares is 189: find the numi!ers. (15) 

Bither 
6 ... The radius. OB. of a circle i. divided into .. equal parte by the 

pointe A. B. O. . . . and ciroJ. .. are described with 0 as centre and 
OA. OB. 00. . . . as radii. U OB = r. calculate the sum of the n 
cil'C11lllferences. 

Show that if esoh circumference is multiplied by !, the sum of the II .. 
producte is approximately ..... ,.hen .. is a large number. (15) 

61>. From a point p. inside a ciroJ.e of radius .., and at a dietance I> from 
the centre, .. chord HP K is ilnLwn making a given angle 6 with the diameter 
through P. Find the sum of the squares of the segmente HP. P K in terms 
of.., band 6. 

From your result prove that, if two chorda are ilnLwn through P at 
right angl .. to esoh other. the aum of the squares of the four segmente is 
conatant. (15) 

A 13913 L 
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HIGlI1IB GRADB-(TBmD PAPD). 

Thursday. 6th A.pril-l P.Il. to S P.Il. 

Beforo attempling to ........... .... y IJU'l'tion ...... 4idat.. .Ioould ""'" tn. ",hoI. 
of it '""'Y -.fully. Ii,... Ii.... .. ojtm lori fArough. miMJppNlumIifm /U 
to ",haf .. nolZy .. equ.i .. ed. 
B~ paper MUl.f_-plMAJ logarUh ..... lab,., ...... pn1I7id«J • 
.All the figw-u %ould be ..".,..."uzy dnwm. 
Tho ""zue attached to ....,,, IJU<ISfion .. .houm i .. ~ afte.- tn. IJU'l'lion. 

I" addition 10 """'ks ..... allowedfo.-- """"good "YI. .• 

SBCTIOK L 

.All the quesIitmo in ,,, .. Beetion ./oould, if pouibl.. b. _ed. 

1. Define the tangent and secant of an 8CIlte angle. 
Prove. by the help of "figure. that 

sec' 8 = 1 + tan' 8. 
H sin 8 = ft. p!OTe that 

tan 8 + sec 8 = 21. 
2. What is a radian P 

(18) 

.ABO is an equiIatera\ triaDgle. the length of each aide being to· i em. 
With.A 811 centre and.dB 811 radius an are of .. circle is deacribed puoiug 
through O. Find the 1ength of the are BO. t.akiDg Sf ... the n.1oe of fr. 

H D be a point in the arc """h that the arc BD = Ii .... find the 
n.1oe of the angIe B.AD (1) in degreea. minutea, and _de; (2) in radian.. 

• (IS) 

3. With the help of your tablee draw in the same figure the ppM of 
008 II and cos 211 from 8 = 0 to II = 180", plotting points for 8 = (1'. 2if'. 
(.()D, .to. 

From your Iigore obtain two approximate 80luticma of the equation 

""" 8 = coo 2IJ + I. (18) 

SBCl'IOI II. 

OM /lad only -1JU<ISf ..... out of each pair at ~ %ould be 
~ 

4t&. Draw .. triaagIe .dBO in which .dB=8·:; .... BO=6-.. 
C.A = ,.:;..... Find the eosine of eaeh of the anglee .A and B by 
JDeIIB1IJeJDeII and eheck the """"""'Y of yora nBDlts by .,.)colotUm (18) 

411. In the triaDgle.dBC it is gioea that.dB =, _ . .AO = 6 _ .• and 
the angle.A = 7(1' 20'; find the n.1Df8 of BC and the angle B. and .....nt,. 
your results by means of a diagnm. (18) 
EUlJ,e.-

5a. A. tower hu an angaler elefttion of (.()O from a point on the eame 
Jewl .. ito hue. The height of the tower ia DO'II' increued in the ratio of 
:; to 3. find the ratio in wIUcll ito ugale;r eIeoation is ina .ued. 
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If the angular elevation of the top had been· increued in the ratio of 
l) to S. in what ratio would ita height have been ilwrea.sedP. (18) 

5b. A. recta.ngula.r level epa.ce ~BOD baa a Ilagstaft Air of height ;. 
erected at A. If the anglee KBA. KOA are a and ft, express BK and. OK 
in terms of h, a, fJ. 

If BO = ... use the i;JiaDgle KIlO to express h in terms of a, .. fj. (18) 

GEOMETRIOAL OONIOS. 

ADDITIONAL lUTRI!lJU.TIOAL SUBJI!ICT. 

(Higher Grade). 

Wednesday. 5th April-S P.lI[. to 4.S0 P .... 

B.f .... attempting to .......,.,. .... y queation. cmwUdat .... 1&ould t'etUI the VJlwle 01 
iI wry OOIt'6fuUy. iii.... ti.... ia oft- lo.t tIvrough miaapprMenlli<m aa to 
VJhat ia really required. 

AU ....u .... ry 1!f'I'b0la _ .... lrac:ti .... are aIZoVJed. 
AU the .tepa of the proof' mUlt be giw.... Pr.f- ",iU b. giwef& to proof. 

tohich dopend OR jiraI priRCipz.., aM in all cae.. it .hoald b. claarly 
,,,",,,,, on ",hat auumpti .... the demonatrati .... are baaed. 

The tJal... attac:hed to each queation ia "'own i" brac:W. after the queati .... 
In additio" 10 marhe are allotDed for ""'-" good ,lyle. _ acourately' 
draVJn ftguret. 

1. If S is the foeua of a parabola, and P is any point on the curve, find 
the locus of the mid point of SP. (12) 

2. Prove thet the tangents at the extremities of any chord of a parabola 
meet on the diameter which hiaeote the chord. 

PQ is .. chord of a parabola and Y is its mid point. If the tangents at 
P a.nd Q meet in B a.nd BY meets the parabola in U. prove that BU = UY. 

(16) 

S. p. P are two points on any collio, and the chord PP. produoed if 
n..........". meote the dilectri:J: in Q. ProYa that SQ bisecte the a.ngle PSP 
either erlemalIy or intemally. and draw liguree to illustrate both _. 

(12) 

4. What property of an eIlipee enables DB to construct the """" with 
the help of two pius and a piece of thread P 

If A. A' be the Yarti ..... S. 8' the foci. 0 the centre. and P N an ordinate 
of an eIlipee. proYa that 

(1) S1"N 8'1"=' OS.ON. 
(2) SP.OA = OS.XN. 

where X is .. point on the u:is, on the ...... e aide of 0 os S. snob that 
OS. OX = OA', (18) 

6. ProY8 that the loeua of the foot of the perpendicular from either 
fOCUll of an eIlipee on the tangent is a circle, and that the rectangle 
oonteined by the two perpendiculara is conatant. (1') 

L 2 
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6. Define the eccentricity of a conic section. 
ilQB is any arc of a circle described on .. fixed straight line AB and 

trisected in P and Q. Prove that P liee on one branch of .. hyperbola of 
eccentricity 2; of which A is one focus. and that Q Ii .. on one branch of an 
equal hyperbola of which B is one focus. 

Find the centre and the other focus of each hyperbola. (18) 

ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY. 

ADDITIONAL lrUTHElIU.TICAL SUBJBCT. 

(Higher <hade). 

Friday. 7th April~ P .•. to 5.30 P." 

Befure atumpting to a"""'''' any question. cmuJido.tu .1wrJd read llul .. hole of 
il ~ery care/ally. oi_ Ii ..... is ofte... loll IM""9" miBapprehen.ion /U to 
what is nolly required. 

AU tlul step. 0/ lhe proof. mull b. gi_. 
The t»-ordinak "'"" may be auumed to be rutangutar. 
I ... all ",..., where ... .......ual coefoiBntl ,.,.. gi~en """""aU ftgwr.. ,hould be 

<ira ...... 
The ""Z"" aitacW to eae" question is ,hown in bracketJ aft... lhe question. 

In addition 10 marks are allowed fur neat ....... good IIyle. and aecuraUly 
iJJrafJJ1lo figur ... 

1. Find the tangent of the angle which the straight line joiniDg the 
. pointe (z,. y,). ( .... y.) makes with the axis Ox. 

Find the numerical valne of this tangent when both theae pointe aatisfy 
the equation, 

2z -4y= 7. 
U .. yonr reenlt to ehow that aU pointe whoee co-ordinatee I&tisfy this 

<>quation lie on a certain straight line. (14) 
2. H P and Q are any numbera. prove that the eqnation, 

P (y- .... -.) + Q (y- .... ,,-c') =0. 
~preeente .. straight line through the point of intersectinn of the linee 

!/=mz+e, 
y = m'" + tI. 

Find the equation of the line drawn throngh the point of intersection of 
the lines, 

2z + Sy-6 = O. ,,-Sy+ 2=0. 
paraJlel to the line. 

~-Sy=~ (1~ 
3. Find the co-ordinetee of the point which c1iridea the straight line 

joining the pointe (z,. ,,). ( .... y,) in the ratio of ... to •. 
Find the ratio in which the straight line. joiniDg the pointe (0. - 5). 

(4. 8). is di"rided by the line, 
3z+4y=I2. (15) 

4. Find the eqnatinns to the following cireIee :

(1) A cire1e whoee eentre is the origin and which ~ through 
the point (a. b); 

(2) .. eircle whoee eentre is (II, b) and ... hich paeas through tha 
origin; 

(3) .. eircle ... hoee radine is .. and which tonehee both au.. (15) 
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5. Prove that the straight line, 
2 .. -y=8, 

is .. tangent to the circle, 
(z - 2)' + (y - 1)'= 5, 

a.ud dnd the point of conta.ct. . (15) 

6. Find the length of the ta.ngent from the point (h, Ic) to the cirole, 
z' + !I' + 2az + 2by + c= O. 

A point P moves so that the t..ngent dmwn from it. to the cirole, 
z'+!I'=3, 

is twice the dista.nce of P from the point (3, 0): dnd the equ&tion of the 
locus, and sketch the locus. (16) 

ELEMENTS OF DYNAMICS. 

ADDITIONAL MATHB ..... TIOAL SUB.rIICT • 

. (Higher Grade). 

Monday, 10th April--4 P.II. to !i.30 P.II. 

Before attempling 10 a ........ ""y 'l""tion, candidatu .hould raad IhI ",/&olo of 
a ...." carejvJlli,....... Ii...... ofte1> 10111 tlwuugh m"~ III 10 
",hat .. really ... quired • 

.All 11 .. • Iop. of IhI proof. """I ba 9i-,. and IhI ",orlc 01 the calculalion • 
• hould ba.hown in fuU. 

The tHJl ... altached to each quo.,ion .. ohown i" brae1ce" after thl question. I .. 
addilion 10 marleo ..... aIIotDefi for neatne.',9000 .tyle, ,,00 accurately 
dra"", fo.ru.ra. 

1. De&.ne Mange qf ... Iocity, ta.king direction into a.ccount ... well 88 

m&gnitude. 
A p&rticle moves slong .AB, .. aide of an equilatere1 triangle .ABa, with 

"uniform velocity of 10 feet per second; when it ......mea B it prooeeda 
slung Ba with " uniform velocity of 20 feet per eecond. If.AB is token to 
repreeent ito tirat velocity. dnd .. stra.ight line whiob repreeento the oha.ngs 
of velocity in m&gnitude and direction. (15) 

9. Obtain formulal to show the velocity, and position after I aeoonds, of 
.. body, ,.hiob hu an initial velocity V &nd " uniform acceleration 9 opposite 
to ito direction of motion. . 

A body ia tbJown directiT upwvds with .. velocity of 150 feet per second ; 
dnd "hen &nd "here it will begin to fell. (15) 

3. Dedne Mass and Momentum. How is .. uniform force measmea P 
A 10 lb. shot ia fired from .. gun with an initial velocity of 1600 feet per 

s-..d; what is ito momentum P U a oonstont force, applied for half a 
oeoond, would produce the _e momentum, exprees ito measure in abeolute 
unito of force. (15) 

.. Two parallel forcee, P and Q, act in similar directions at two point., 
.A and B. U the reau\ta.nt B meeto .AB in a. dnd upreesions for the 
m&gnitud .. of B and .Aa. 

U B ia " force of 10 pounds • .AB = 10 inobes, and .Aa = 3 inohee, dnd 
the m&gnitudes of P and Q. (15) 
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5. Prove that the difference of the pressure at two points in a liquid 
depends only on the difference of their depths and the specillo weight of the 
liquid. 
;~ H & cubic foot of water weighs 10ooonnces, lind what pressure peraquare 
inch is caused by a head of 36 feet of water. . . (15) 

6. Expla.in why a balloon ns... in the air. 
A balloon contains 16000 cubio feet of hydrogen. H the weight of a 

cubic foot of air is 1 . 25 ounces, and the weight of a cubic foot of hydrogen 
at the same temperature is • 09 ounce, and the balloon is just .. ble to rise. 
lind the weight of the balloon. (15) 

mGHE& DYNAMICS. 

ADDITIOJUL liUTJlBJIlATIOAL S11BJZCT. 

(Higher Grade). 

Monday. 10th April-4 P.X. to 5.30 P.X. 

Before athmpting to ..... w ... ""y question. can4idat ... 1wuld read 1M .. hou of 
it .. ory caref!dly • .,;_ Ii ..... iB oft"" i0oi tMoog" miMJ,pprth~ <II to 
.. hat iB really required. 

The ","us a.tta.htd to BGeh quution iB ,hown in br""kel, ajkr 1M 'P"'"itm. I .. 
addition. 10 mark. are ol/qwtd lor neat .... ,. good .,vu. and aecuratellJ 
dra .... fo;ure'. 

SEeTIO,.. I . 

.AU 1M 'fW'oIw... in thiB 8edion ,houI.d. if pMOibu. H ....-red. 

1. EnUDCiste and prove the paraJJ.e/<Jgrtw of w/oeitiet. . 
A river. whoee eides are parallel otra.ight linee, is 220 yards brt.d...a 

has .. speed of 4t miles an hour. A motor boat. propelled at the rate of 
15 milee an hour. _ from .. point on one buill: of tIuo mer. and ;. 
propelled in .. direCtion obliqnely np ths mer making ... angle of 30" with 
the hank' Find how long the boat takes to reach the other hank and how 
Dl&DJ yards it travelt np stream. (18) 

2. DeIine..or); and 1n...tk _gy. 
H a particle moveo under the action of a force that ;.oonstant in magni

tude and direction, show that the work done by the fcree between any two 
positions • .A and B. of the putiele ie equal to the difference of ths kinetic 
energiee of the particle at .A and B • 

.A..weight of 2 tons has to be raised from the bottom of a shaft 300 feet 
deep: how many foot-pounds of work will have to be done. and bow long 
will an engine working at 200 horae-power tske to do iH (18) 

3. Show that, when .. body;' imm .... ed in .. Iiqnid either wbolIy ... 
putiaIly. it is acted on by an npward foree equal to ths weight of ths Iiqnid 
displaced. . . 

A pieoe of iron (spec:ilIo gravity 7' 5) is plaoed on th ... mface of IIU!rCmY 
(specific gravity l3'S): what fraction of the .. olume of ths iron will be 
immereedP. 

H water ie poured on the JIU!rCII1'Y DDtil ths inm.ia """ereCJ, wbat fnoction 
of the iron will then be immened in the JIU!rCII1'Y P . (18) 
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8 .. e1'Io!! II. 

0 .... and only one. questi<m /rum. each oj tM hDo paw. oj alt61'1lati .... 
• /WUld b. ane ...... ed. 

Elt,..,. 
4oa. If a body is projeoted with velocity V at a.n inc1iD&tion a to the 

horizonta.! plane. lind the rauge on a horizonta.! plane throngh the point of 
projection. 

Prove that the rauge on a plane. throngh the point of projection. which 
mak .. an angle fJ (less than a) with the horizonta.! plane is 

2V' ooe a sin (d - fJ) 
9 cos'fJ 

and show that this gives your former result as a particuiaT case. (18) 
tn' 

4h. Explain what happens when a body. moving in a stTa.ight line, 
overtak.. another body moving in the same straight line, supposing that 
there is no rebound. 

Two equal .mooth wiree .LB. BO. eBoh 4 feet in length, make an angle of 
1350 at B. and are pla.oed 80 that .dB is vertical • .d being above B. A bead 
slide. on the wire. starting from rest at.d. Explain how ita velocity is 
aft'ected at B. and lind ita apeed when it ree.chee O. (18) 
Eit,..,. 

00. Explain what is meant by the .... ffioienl oj jrictitm. 
A mass of 5 pounds slid.. down a plane which mak.. an angle of 45° 

with the horizonta.!. the ooefficient of kinetio friction being . 6. Find the 
accelemtion, and the time taken to slide 10 feet down the plane from rest. 

Find .Iao the 1_ foraa acting up the plane neceBsary to keep the body 
at rest if the ooe1Iicient of statio friotion is • 7. (18) 
Dr 

5b. A body of masa m mov .. in a cirale of mdiua r with uniform apeed ~; 
prove that there is no aoceleration along the tangent. and lind the -accelera
tion along the mdiua of the oirole. 

A mass of S pounds, tied by a light string to a point in a smooth 
horizonta.! table, is deeoribing a circle with uniform apeed and atrikea a mass 
of 2 pound. lying at rest on the tabla. If the maaaea cohere, prove that the 
tension of the atring after impact is throe-Ii.fthe of the tanaion before 
impact. (18) 
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APPENDIX II. 

SCOTTISH UNIVERSITIES JOINT BOARD. 
PRELThUNARY EXAMINATION, 1911. 

ARTS AND SCIENCE. 

MATHEMATICS. 

(LOWBB ST.UJDABD). 

Thursday, 7th September, 1911.-3 P.I(. to 6 P.I( • 

.A Candidate may obtain I'ULL marks by doing about fM"..thir.u 01 thii;Papor; 
l>ut the Ezaminor, may reject .. CandidaU ",ho .hotD. O«UptWnal tDeakn ... 
in any of the ucfiom A, B, C. 

Mark, ",iU not b. atDardetl to _or. ",here the fDOrk i. not .hotDn. 
The Candidat., must fDrite on theW books the "umb.,. 01 tM table at "'~ ich 

they Bit. 

A. 
1. Find the value of 

li-J 2irof2h 
t+H'- 7f of 3& . 

2. Find the dHl'erence between 51 guineas and 3 '1251., and expreao the 
result as the decimal of 501. 

3. Find the greateet number that will divide 7651 and 10381 and leave .. 
remainder 7 in """h caae. 

•. A reservoir contains 8,217,.28 cubic feet of .... ter; ite depth;, one· 
third of ite length, and ite breadth is half the dHl'erence between the length 
and one-third of the depth. Find the dimensions. 

5. What eum pnt ont to simple intereet at 4i per cent. per annum will i .. 
1 year 5 montha amonnt to SOIL 11 •. 5·SStl.P 

B. 
&. Find the G.C.lL of 

.,. + 2.0' - 7.,. - 20z - 12 
and 

7. Simplify '" 

(
II .. -1) (II .. -1) 

(1) .. + 1 - --..- + \.'" + 1 + .-.. - . 

e-b! e-a! 
(2). 'l+b P 

.-Il! ,,_ .. f 
q p 

8. Solve the eqnations 
.. +2 .. -1_9 

(1) .-2- .. +1-2' 
(2) 40>'-27",=~. 
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9. Dra.w the graph of 20:' - 4m + 1, showing its lowest point md where 
it cuts the axes of .. md y. 

10. Two tra.ins run without any variation of their speeds over the same 
86 miles of rail. One of them tra.veIs 15 miles an hour faster than the 
other, md IIOOomplish .. the distance in 12 minute. I .. s; find the speeds of 
the u·ains. 

0, 
11. Prove that in my triangle the greater angle is opposite to the greater 

aide. 
ABC is a triangle and D is a point on BC between B and C. If the 

angle ACB is greeter than the angle ABC, prove that AB is greater than 
AD. 

12. At a given point in .. given straight line make a rectilineal angle 
which shall be equal to a given mgle. 

Show how to trisect an angle whieb is equal to1lalf a right mgle. 
18. Produce a given straight lina so that the rectangle contained by the 

whole line so produced and the part produced may equal the square on the 
given line. 

Solve the equation 
... + .... = ... 

by a geometrioal construotion, ,. being .. positive-qua.ntity. 
14. P is a point within a circle whose centre is C. If CP be produced to 

meet the oircumference in Q, prove that PQ is the ehorteat line that can be 
dra.wn from P to meet the oiroumference. . 

Find the locus of P if it moves ao as to remain at the same ehortest 
distance from the oircumference. 

15. Prove that the opposite anglee of any quadrilatera.l in a oircle ..... 
together equal to two right anglee. 

If the 8%terior anglee of any quadrilateral be bisected by four straight 
linea, prove that the quadrilateral formed by the .. line. oan be inscribed in 
.. circle. 

MATHEMATICS. 

lNnR .. 1iDU'r. AND HIGBBR-(F'RST PAP.R). 

Wedneedsy, 6th September, 1911.-12 A .... to 2 P.X. 

A Candidal. .....y obtai" .ULL tIIar'" by doi"9 correelly """'" Iwo-lhirdo qf 
Uti< Paper; LuI 1M E.,a.ninerr _!I roj'" II C<mdidale .. 110 .h_ 
eaoceplional ..... , ...... i" eitlwr qf 1M •• clia... A, B. 

Th. paa .,ark Jar 1." ....... .male Cfltlciidaiea .. foee<J ....,,, reJ- 10 Ih. Iolal 
.... tMber qf filar'" aaaipod 10 "'"Ii..... ..hicll JaJJ tmder u.. eyl/abue of 
1M IM'-ediale SlcmdGrd; LuI nell C<mdidaIee V>ill reoei .. credil Jor 
.... , quuliOM u.., ..... , _. 

Marko tDiU tool be .... arded 10 ....-ere .. lIere u.. _10 .. tool .r.o..... 
c....ciidal .. ...... 1 ""';Ie on IMir book. u.. .. .....".". qf u.. Cable al .. hicll lhey nc. 

A. 
(GeoM.1ricGi ProoJ • .. ...c be .....L) 

1. Pro ... that the diagonale of .. paraJlelogram bisect one another. 
ABC, A'B'C' .... two trianglea ouch that AB = A'B', and AC = A'O', bul 

BC is greater than B'O'. If 0, (JI be the middle points of BC, B'O'. 
reepectioely, prove that AU is I ... than A'(JI. 
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2. Divide a straight line so that. the recta.ngle contained by the whole 
and one of the parts shall be equal to the square on the remainlng part. 

Prove that the difference of the squares on the whole and on the 
remaining pm is equal to the rectangle contained by the whols and that 
pm. 

3. H one angle of a triangle be obtuse, the square on the side opposite 
that angle exceeds the sum of the squares on the remaininlJ sides by twice 
the rectangle contained by either of these sides and the proJootion on it of 
the other. 

H the squares on one pair of opposite sides of a quadrilateral be together 
equal to the squares on the other pair of oppooite sides, the diagonals of the 
quadrilateral. will be perpendicnlar to one another. 

4. Prove that the perpendicnlar drawn from the centre of a circle to any 
chord which does not pass through the centre bisects the chord. 

Find the locus of the middle points of all chords of a circle which paM 
through a given point other than the centre of the oircle. 

S. Prove that angles in the same segment of a circle are eqtJ&i to one 
another. 

Two arcs of different circles have their extremities at two pointe 40, B, 
and at'8 on the aatne side of .AB. A point P on the inner are;" taken, and 
.J.P, BP are drawn and produced to meet the outer aro in Q aDd B, reopec
tively. Prove that the length of tha aro QB is the aatne for all positions 
ofP. 

6. Describe a circle to tonch a given side of a triangle internally, and 
the remainjng sides e:rlernaJly. 

Show how to describe, with the three vertices of a given triangle as 
centres, three circles such that each shall touch the other two. H"", many 
solutions doe. the problem admit of P 

7. H a vertical angle of a triangle be biaected, the bi&ecting line divides 
the base into two segmente whose ratio is that of the two adjacent sides. 

40, B, 0 &l'8 three points in a straight line. Prove that the Ioous of " 
point at which 4oB, BO subtend equal angles is a circle, except in one 
special case. . . 

8. Prove that equiangnlar para1lelogramS have to one another the ratio 
compounded of the ratios of thcir sides. 

. .ABO is a triangle, and pointe P, Q. B &l'8 taken in BO, 040, 4oB, reopec
tively, snch that BP = t PO, OQ = t Q.J., 40B = t BB. Find the ratio of 
the area of the triangle PQB to that of .ABO. 

9. H 0 be a point in the side BO of a triangle 4oBO, such that 400 bUect. 
the angle B4oO, prove that 

.AB: 4o(f~ BO. 00 + AO<. 
Verify this proposition in the case where40 = 60", B = 90". 
10. H a straight line be perpe:ndiculaZ' to each of two intersecting 

straight lines, it will be. perpendicnlar to every other straight line in the 
aatne plane with these .. 

040, OB, 00 &l'8 three lines each of which io perpendicnlar to the other 
·two, and P io the orthocentre of the triangle .ABO. Pnn-e that OP ;" 
normal to the plane 4oBO. 

B. 
lL Define the tangent of an angle of an,. magnitude and sign. 
Find the values of " between 0" and S6O" 

(1) when tan 2z = l' 0234. 
(2} when 2 tan"- = 1 + tan ... 

12. If the angle 0 of a plane triangle .ABO be 90", prove that 

sin (40 -B)= ~+;. 008(40 -B) = ti'~~ 
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MATHEMATICS. 

llITIIB .. .,D1A.TlII AND HIOHBB-:-'(S.,COND P Al'IIB). 

Th1ll'1lda.y. 7th S.ptember; 1911-12 JlOOJl to 2 P.x. 

A Candidate may obtai" !rULL mMka by dt>ing etwrectly about f1wo-tMt-d. oj 
this Paper; but tho Ezaminers mD.y .eject .. Candidat. who .how. 
ezcepticmol weakne •• in either oj tho •• ctions B. C. 

'l'hI p.... .......k Jor Interm.eddate Candidate. is foul, with r.Jerenu. to tho 
tota.! """"ber oj mark .... Birrne4 to que.ti .... which JaZZ under tho "11lZa.b1u 
oJtho Into ...... diat. StaJnda.rd,; but .... h Candidat .. wiU recBW • ... edit Jor 
.... y que.tion thB'1/ may .....wer. 

lIfark. wiU ... t b. awM4e4 to answer. whore tho work is not .hown. 
(Jandidat ........ t writ. on thoir ·booka. tho number oj tho tablB at which thoy 

Bit. . . 
One at I8ast oj tho fIwo q .... tions on Arithmatic mll.t b. dons by aU C....aido.t ... 

A. 
1. A man'. income is half of it u earned" and half of it U unes.med!' 

On the former he payo an income tax of 94. in the pound ... nd on the 
la.tter lB. 24. in the pound. Hi&-aeI>~.&fter payment of the tax is 
1,2181. 13 •. 4<1, What is his gross income P 

2. A vessel otea.ms lIS sea.-miles ;>er-I>.OOI'. How many metres per 
8eoond is this equivalent to p. 

, (1 metre = 3' 2309 ft.. 1 .... ·mil • .:.. 607'1' 2 ft.] 

B. 
S. Find the real factors of 

,.. - ~ - ,,, + 16 and .,. - "'11' + 16y'. 
Prov. tho.t the e:<pre""i",," -. ---- --_. 

(1-,,-+ rf-)' + (1 +11+...., 
u divisible by 1 + ,... and find the remsining factor. , 

4. 1£ the aum of two pooitive quantities be .giv.n, prove tho.t their 
product iB greateet when they are equal. . . 

Prove tho.t the cube of the sum of two pooitive numbers is alwayo less 
than fo"," tim .. the sum of the cubes of the numbers. 

S. Solve the equations 
&-2y 2"" + 4y _12 .. + 20. 

(i), 7-U' 

(ii) ,.. = 2y + s. !I' = 2 .. + S. 

6. Dmw to scale, on the same diagram. the graphs of 
V= II -I and y= 2a:f- ... 

Find tho. curve of tho. type 
,=Ae'+B.+ a 

which ahaIl pass through the pointa (1. 0). (0, -1). and (2, - 8). Give a 
figure. 

. 7. State and prove tho. ralations between the roots and the co-elIicienta 
.of a quacbatio equation. . 

If ... fJ be the roots of 

prove that 
"+PII+f=O. 

(Aa + BfJ) (AfJ + Ba) = #Jp' + (A - B)'t 
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. 8. A m~ travels a ce~ distance in 2 hours, having walked half the 
tIlDe and driven half the tIlDe. If he had walked half the way and driven 
half the way he would have taken 5 minutes more. Compare his mte. 
of walking and driving. 

. 9. Assuming that the volume of a sphere varies a. the cube of the 
di":meter, ~d the external diameter of a hollow spherical shell, having a 
uniform thickness of one inch, which shall have the same weight as a solid 
sphere, of the same material, whose diameter is 8 incbes. 

C 
10. The sides of .. triangle are 95 ft., 100 ft., 105 ft., respsotively: find 

the angles, to the nearest minute. 
Also !i"d the ratio of its area to that of an equilateral triangle of the 

same penmeter. 
11. Prove the formula. 

cos i(B - OJ = b + • .in tA.. 
a 

Apply this to show that if one side and the opposits angle of a triangle 
be given, the perimeter will be greatest when the triangle is isosceIeo. 

DYNAMICS. 

Friday, 8th September, 1911-3 P.X. to 6 P.X • 

.A Cam.tlid4te may obtai.. ..uLL mar'" by doVng about t.c()othir,u of thi. 
Paper. . 

Mar'" "'ill not b. awarded to aMtDOT. ",hero the tDOTk ... not .lwum. 
Candid<Uu m...t tDTito on their book, the """"' ... of the tabk at ",huh 

they sit. 

1. Prove that in uniformly accelemted motion the mean velocity in 
any interval of time is equal to the velocity at the middle instant of that 
interval 

A falling body passes a certain point with a veIocity of 120 feet 
per second; where was it 2 seconds previously, and where will it be 2 
seconds later P 

2. Distinguish between absolute and gravitational standards of force. 
Find in tons the excess of tractive force over resistance in order that. 

train of 200 tons may get up a speed of 15 miles an hour uniformly from 
rest in a space of half a mile. 

If, the steam now being shut off, the train comes to rest in one mile, 
find the original tractive force. 

3. A hammer strikes a nail and drives it partislly into. fixed block of 
wood. How does the extent to which the nail is driven in depend (1) on 
the weight of the hammer·head, and (2) on its veIocity just before ot;ri1ring 
the nail P [Assume the resistance of the wood to be ClOIlSf:ant, and neglect 
the recoil of the hammer.' 

If the weight of the Lead be 1 lb., and the velocity 20 ft. per oec., and 
the nail be driven in half an inch. find the resistance in lba. 

4. State the principles on which problems of direct impact are treated. 
A atee1 ball .A moving with a veIocity of 9 ft. per aec. impinges directly 

OIl another ball B of twice its maas, which is at rest, and then proceeds 
with. velocity of 2 ft. per sec. What would have been the veIocity of .A 
after impact if B bad been ~y moving in the oppooite direction to 
.A with a velocity of S it. per sec. P 
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5. Explain a graphical method of finding the relative velocities of two 
points whose a.bsolute velocities are given. . 

A vessel is steaming due E. at 10 miles a.n hour, a.nd the wind is N.W. 
A vane on the mast·head points N.N.E:: what is the velocity of the wind ~ 
In wh .. t direction will the va.ne point if the sts&mer's oours. is .. ltsred to 
dueN.P 

6. A particle is projectsd under gravity with a given velocity in .. given 
direction; find by geometrica.i oonstruction its direction of motion a.ftsr 
t seconds. 

Two particles are projectsd from the ea.m. point a.nd in the ea.me vertical 
pia"" with horizontal and vertical volocities (u,~) a.nd ,<w, 'tI) respectively. 
Find a.n e"prsssion for the difference in the times of projection so that the 
particles may collide . 

. 7. Stste the rules for finding the reaulta.nt of two parallel forces. In 
wh .. t c&ss do they fail P 

A horizontal beam, loaded in any manner, is supported at two points 
A, B, 10 ft. apart. If a load of 1 ton is moved aJong the beam in the 
direction from A to B, through a spa.ce of 2 ft., what ohanges .. ,.'" thereby 
produced in the pressures on the supports at A a.nd B, respectively P 

8. Show how to find graphioaJly the reaulta.nt of a.ny number of forces 
acting at a point. 

A 0 and BO are two light rods, jointsd at 0 and hinged .. t A and B to 
two fixed points in the same vertica.i, and AO is horizontal. If AO = 4 ft., 
AB = 2 ft., find . (either by a dis.gra.m drawn to sca.ie or by ca.1ouIation) 
the tsnsion or thrust in each rod produced by .. weight of 20 lbs. suspended 
from O. 

9. Find the centre of gravity of a uniform tria.nguIar plats. 
If the plats bs equilateraJ, a.nd the tria.nguIar portion cut oft' by a straight 

line bisecting two aid.. bs cut oft', find the oentre of gravity of the 
rema.inder. . . 

10. Stats the laws of sliding friotion. 
A uniform rod, bent into the form of a square, hangs with one of ito 

aid .. over .. rough peg. Having given the coefficient (P) of friotion, find 
the greatest possible dista.noe of the peg from the centre of the aide. 

11. A pendulum swings from rest to rest through an &rc PP', the 
equilibrium position of the bob baing A. Prove that the velocity with 
which the bob passes through the position A is proportionaJ to the 
ohOl-d PA. 

What must bs the &rc of 08ci1Iation in order that the tension of the 
otring "hen vertioaJ may bs ex&etly double the weight of the bob P 

12. Obtain .. rule for finding the pressure .. t any depth in a liquid. 
Find the presaure in tons per eq. ft. at.. depth of 120 ft. in .......... tar 

of sp. gr. l' 026. fThe weight of .. oubio ft. of fresh water is 62' 3 Ibs. 
Neglect the atmospherio pressure.] 

13. An open ouhioaJ tank, 4 ft. in the edge, is haJf full of watar. If 
it bs tilted about one of the lower edges until the watar is on the point 
of overllowing, find (in lbs.) the preasure on the base in this poeition. 

U. Explain the action of the ordinary bioycle pump. 
Supposing that at the first stroke the ,""VO opens when the piston has 

deaoribed one-tsnth of its OOUl'llO, a.nd &t the twenty.fifth stroke when the 
piston has deaoribed one-haJf of its oourso: what is the ratio of the 
capacity of the tyro to that of the pump P 

. . . 
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APPENDIX TIL 

UNIVERSITY OF GLASGOW. 

BURSARY EXAMINATION, 1911 . 
• 

MATHEMA.TICS. 

ADDITIOIUL PAPICB. 

14th September, 1911.--9 LK. to 12 "600"6. 

[Oandidatu aro requute4 fIOl !o _pi more ITu .. , EIGHT '" Ike foUov:ing 
quu/i<mo.] 

1. Prove that the three medians of & triangle .ABO are CODCDrrI!Dt. 
G is the point through which the three medians p88II and D, Bare the 

pointe of t,.isection of the haae BO; show that GD and GB are proportional 
to the perpendiculars from G to the sid .. of the triangle. 

2. D is a point in the base BO of a triangle.ABO and a straight line 
drawn pars1lel·to BO meets .AB, .A.D, AO at B, P, G reapectiTely; .how 
that· • 

BF:FG=BD:DO. 
Stete and prove & construction for inscribing in a triangle .ABO a 

rhombus which shall have one of ite angular pointe at a gil'en point D in 
the 1m. BO, and one of ite sid .. on the haae BO. 

3. B is a point onteid. a circle of centre A; AB is produced to a point 0 
such that BO is eqoa.l to the tangent from B to the circle, and any point P 
is taken on the line through B perpendicular to.AB. H a secant from P 
cut the circle at Q andB, proTe that the triang1es OPQ and BPO are 
similar. 

4. Two planes "and fJ intersect in the line MH; from a point A in the 
plane .. a perpendicular.dB is drawn to the plane ... and a perpendicular 
AO to the plane fJ. these perpendiculars meeting the plane fJ in the pointe 
B and 0 reapectiTely. Prove that BO is perpendicular to the line MH. 

H the lengths of.AB and AO are band. reapectiTeiy, find the diatancea 
of B and 0 from the line MH. 

5. The diameter .AB of a semicircle ioproduced beyond B to any point 0, 
the tangent AT is drawn to the semicircle at A, and from 0 a tangent ... 
drawn ... hich meete the semicircle D and AT at B; 0 io the middle point of 
.AB and M is the projection of D on .AB, the lengtha of OA and OM being 
a and • respectively. H Y'" the l'olnme of the eone generated by the 
reTolntion of t1ae triaugle AOB abont AO, proTe that 

Y= -:~ • (a+ "J:. 
3 aoo-r 

Dra .... curve to oiWW iwW Y variee as .. incre&eeo from 0 to ... and ehow 
that Yeamu>t be Ieee tb&n s.."',3. 
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6. Find by inspecition the coefficient of ... in the product 
( ... + 2 ... +3z+~) ( ... - ... +2,,'- 8); 

and determine the. number" 80 that the coefticient of ... in the product 
( ... +"" + 1) ( ... +" + 1)' 

may be zero. 
If .. = " + b + c. 'Y = be + .... + f>b. • = f>bo. determine the numbel .. 

I, m, ft, p 80 that the equation 

II' + b' + c' = k' + """"" + ..... +py' 
may be an identity. 

7. Solve the equation 

.. .1( ... + 1) - .I{o'('" + 1) - b'l" b" . 
. If ". b, 0 are the. aides of the triangle .ABO, prove that .. = cot 0 is 

a solution. 
Solve the simultaneous equations 

... =3 .. +61/, "!I=5 .. +~. 

8. In the equation ... + 6 ... + 7" - 18 = O. put 11 + h for .. and dete,'lDine 
h so that the resulting equation may be of the form 11' + "" + b = 0; then 
prove that the equation has one re&! root. and find that root to two decinuoJ. 
places by a graphical method. 

9 • .A and B are the centres) of two cirol .. of ra.di. l~and 3 respec· 
tively. and the distance from .A to B is 5; from .. point P in .AB produced 
tangents PO. PD are drawn to the two circles. If.AP = ". express PO' 
and PD' in terms of ". and find the maximum a.nd minimum vuues of the 
ratio PO' : PD'. 

10. Establish the identities : 
(i) cos'.A + OO8'(.A + 120")+OO8'(.A -120") -:- t. 

(li) sin'.A + sin'(.A - B) - \I sin .A GOB B sin (.A - B) = sin'B. 

If II tan " + tan (a - 01) = tan 1ft + II). show that 
sin (a - /3) 

11 sin a sin /3' 

11. On one bank of .. streight river stands .. tower .AT; on the opposite 
bank .. distsnoe BO Is m .... ured. and the angle of eievstion .ABT of the top 
T of the tower and tho angl .. .ABO • .ACB. whioh BC makee with the linee 
joining B. C to the foot .A of the tower ...... oheened. If BC and the 
angleo .ABT • .ABO • .ACB ..... denoted by .. and a. B. V respeotively. show 
that the height of tho tower ia . 

.. sin 0 """"" .A tan a. 

111. Throngh the centre 0 of theciroumscribing cirole of .. triangle.ABO 
.. streight line ia drawn para.llei to the aide BV to meet the other two aid .. 
at D and B respectively; if DB = ., show that 

II ooa (B- OJ 
.=lIsinBoiiIv· 

whore ... B. V have their U81l8l meaning. 

U ,and. are the eogmenta interoepted by the otber two aidee on m
drawn throngh 0 para.1le1 to V.A and .AB respectively, prove that 

!+'+!=2. .. b 0 
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13. Eliminate 8 between the eq1l&tions 

az cos 8 + by sin 8 = ab = b .. sin 8 - ay cos 8. 
Through the verte" 0 of a triangle .A.BO a straight line is dl'Bwn which 

does not pass between .A. and B; if the perpendiculars from .A. and B on the 
line are .. and y respectively, show that 

a .... + b'1f - 2abzy coo 0 = a'b' sin' O. 

ELEMENTARY APPLIED MATHEMATICS. 

SPECIAL p .-pER. 

14th September, 1911.-2 P ••• to 0 P ••• 

[N oTE.-Oamdiilate. are lUlnti.ed to tlInBfDer a f.", queetiom ",ell riU'
than. all indiff~,.m.tly.] 

1. Define momentum of a particle. Explain how the momenta at 
particles moving in different directions are to be componnded. 

A straight rod carries two particles, each of maos 4.0 grammes, at ita 
extremities .A.,.B. The rod turns ahont a point 0, the distances of which 
C.A., OB from 0 are equal to .A.B, at the rate of two complete revolutions per 
second. If £B be 20 centimetres, lind the magnitude and direction of the 
resultant of the momenta of the particles .A., B. 

2. A particle of mass m moves with speed ~ in a horizontal circle of 
centre 0 and radius a. It is at a point P of the circle at a given inatant, 
and after t seconds is at a point Q. The arc PQ onbtends an augle 8 at C. 
Show that when the particle is at Q its momentum parallel to PO is m~ 
sin 8. Hence, lind the mean rate of growth of momentum in the direction 
PC for the interval t; and from the rurdt prove that when the particle ia at 
P its acceleration towards 0 is via. 

If the particle weigh 120 grammes, a be 4.0 centimetres, and the particle 
traverse the circle 4 times in a second, lind the stretehiug force in • striug 
connecting the particle to the centre of the circle. [Be careful to specify 
the unite in which the force is given.] 

3. A certain road cros ... a river by an old·fashioned arched bridge, and 
the road above the bridge is convex upward in conseq_. If the radius 
cl the circle in which the" centre of gravity" of a motor car weighing 2 tons 
passes over the bridge be 60 feet, find the force exerted by the car on the 
road when the speed of the ..... is 20 miles an Jwor and when the.peed ia 
.30 miles an hour. 

4. .. Force is rate of change of momentum." mustrate this statement 
by .. solntion of the following problem: A fine uniform choin .... hich weighs 
... gnmunes per centimetre of Jength, and hsa Jength I centimetres, is held 
vertically with its lower end in contaet with the ftoor, and is then Jet go. 
The part of the chain in the air at any inatant hsa been falling freely under 
gravity from the commencemmt of the motion, but each element aa it 
reaches the ftoor is stopped and added to the pile which hsa already arrived 
there. Find at any time , after the commencement of the moUon the force 
applied by the chain to the ftoor. 

How is this force alfeeted by the arrival of the last element of the 
.mainP 
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5. The resistance to the motion of a train of 200 tons travelling at a 
speed of 60 miles per hour is a force per ton equal to the gravity of 10 lb •. 
Fine the rate of WOI'king of the engine in horae·power. 

The engine oonsumes 10 cwts. of coal per hour, and the burning of a 
pound of oooJ pro~uces 11 X 10' foot-pounds of energy. What proportion 
of this energy is usefully employed by the engine P 

6 . .AsSllming that the resistance of similar steamers is proportional to 
the wetted surface and to the square of the speed, prove that if a model 
6 feet long, run at a speed of 2 knots in an experimental ta.nk, experience a 
resistsnce of 0 -2 pennd, a similar .teamer 600 feet long having a displace. 
ment of 10,000 tons would experience when run at 20 knots .. resistauce 
equal to 1/112 part of its weight, and reqwe over 12,000 eifective horse· 
power. 

7. Distinguish between elasticity of shape a.nd elasticity of bulk, by 
specifying the modulus in each case, or otherwise. 

Prove that if the substance be a ftuid for which Boyle'. law holds, and 
which is kept at constant temperature, the modulus of elasticity of bulk is 
.imply the pressure. 

8. Define pressure at a point in a ftuid and prove (specifying clearly the 
criterion of a ftuid on which your proof is based) that the pressure at any 
point is tho same in a.ll directions through the point. 

A veseel containing mercury is oarried in a lift. Find the preseure at .. 
depth of 10 oentimetre. (1) when the lift is asoending with acceleration 
10 ft./sec'; (2) when it is descending with acceleration 10 ft./sec'. [Density 
of mercury, 1S·6.] 

9. Give some acCount of experiments by which Joule showed that work 
could be oompletely converted into heat, and that the amount of heat pro· 
duced was propqrtioual to the work spent. Define a unit of heat and give
its work equivaJent. 

State what you know with regard to the conve1'8ion of heat into mocha· _ 
nieal work, and the limitstions, if any, which prevent complete conversion. 

A 13918 
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APPENDIX IV. 

UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH. 

EXAMIXATION FOR BURSARIES OF THE 
FIHST, SECOND, AXD TIDRD YEAR. 

MATHEMATICS. 

ADDITIONAL PAPU. 

Tnesday, 12th September, 1911.-2 P .•. to 5 P .•• 

E:zaminer :-Prof ....... CHBYSTAL. 

1. Find the loons of the centre of a circle which cute orthogoDaIly two 
given circleo; and prove that aU the circl .... hich cut two given DOD·inteT· 
oeeting circles orthogonally paso through two fixed pointe. 
. .AB is a fixed atraight line of given length: .AX and BY are two parallel 

straight 1ineo like directed. D and E are pointe in .AX and BY respectively 
ouch that tiD'BE =.AB'; prove that DE toneheo. fixed circle. 

2. Establish the pole and polar theorem fOf' • circle. 
Deduoe a \inea;r OOnatruetiOD far the polar of a given point with reopec$ 

to a given circle traced on the paper. 
. 3. Prove that the inverse of a circle is in general another circle; and 

state the exceptions. Also prove that the oentre of the given circle inverts 
into a point which is harmonically conjugate to the centre of iDTenDon with 
respect to the inverse circle. 

Invert the following theorem >-" The locns of the __ of aU the 
circles which touch two given straight 1ineo L and M ia a pair of otraight 

. lines which bisect the ang1eo between L and M." 
4. Establish the formube for the volume and area of the curved ourface 

. of a right circnlar cone. 
.A, B, C are the middle pointe of the edgeo (each of length a) of • cuhe 

which meet at the vertex 0; and E ia the vertex of the cnhe oppoeite to O. 
·Ca\enlate the 'l'olume of the right ciroular eooe whoee vertex ia 11 and 
whose base passes through .A, B, C. 

5. Show that, if the oonatante a and b he properly determiDed, the 
following symmetric integral function of z, " • hecomeo a perfect aqnare; 
and find ito square root :- - -- -- - - . _ .. - - ._- - - . _. 

%>f' - b%>f'Jo + 2%z'Y' + az'JY. 
Express as • single fraction at lowest term&-

"'-e' + e'-a' + a'-'" _ b'-e' e'-a' 
a(" - a) b(" - b) 0:('" - e) a(" + a) b(" + b) 

6. Compare the equivalenoe of the tIuee aystema
P=Q,B=S; 
P=Q,PB=QS; 
PB+QS=O.PB-QS=O. 

Solve the .ystem-
('" + ,-2) (2.. + 2,-5) =(2.. +3,-7) (&0-2, -2). 

_+ ,-2 =2.. + a,-7. 
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7. Solve the following ayatems-
(i) .,. -., = 0, 9.,." - 27z'y - lOy' + 27y + 9 = 0; 

(li) !I = ""- 40:,"= .,-4!J: 
and illustrate (li) graphica.lly by plotting the graphs of the separate equations 
and ma.rking their intersections. . 

8. Draw the graph of y = ( .. + 1)/("" - 1); and find roughly by means 
.,f your aquared paper the manmum va.lue of y. 

9. If 150l. amount in 10 years to 2451. 10 •. at compound interest payable 
half.yearly, find the rate per cent. per annum by means of the tab1ea 
supplied. 

If ai" BUOOOIIaive instalments of an annuity of £A amount to the B&me 
'Sun, &8 four auooeBBive inst&1ments of an annuity of £B, find a formula for 
determining the rate per cent. of compound interest, payahle annually. 

10. Find the neceaaary and auIIIeient condition that "(IJ + .,Ib) may be 
""preaaible in the form "p + "!I, where a, b, P,!I are real positive com· 
menaumble numbers . 

. Simplify-
2+"5 2-"5 

""(14 + 'V'lSO) + ""(a - 'V'l80)" 

11. Draw the graph of !I = ain .. tan ... 
Solve the equation-

.in SOl - siD .. - 2 siD .. sin 2" = O. 

19. Expreaa sin ... &8 a aum aeries of multiples of ". 
Simplify-

siD ., + siD 2z + 8in S" + siD .. - sin 2" + .in s.. 
COB .. + COB 2", + COB 301 COB.. COB 2", + COB 8,. 

IS. In the triangle ABC, AD is perpendicular to BC. . Given B = S5° 16', 
C = 28° 14', AD = 88'4, solve the triangle ABC. 

Oalculate in terms of parte of ABC, the aid .. and angles of the triangle 
formed by the cen_ of the eecribed circl .. of ABC. 

Show that in any triangle 

sin'A ~ = sin'B oooeo1 + siD'C ooaec'~ -
2~_D • C B C B+ C 
...... am """""2 """""2 COB-II-· 

... Establish the equation of motion of • body under the action of a 
constant foroe, and deduce the equation of energy. 

A truok ....nghing ODS ton .t&rta from rest and runs down an inclined 
plane of 1 in 60, p&Baing 0..... 840 feet in 1 minute. Find the final 
momentum and kinetic energy of the truck, and a\eo the frictional foroe • 
.... umed constant, ... hioh acts against the motion. State cl ..... ly in ... hat· 
units the n.rioua quantiti .. are expreoaed. 

15. State the conditions of equib'hrium of an extended body, illustrating 
your m ..... ing by reference to one or ...... simple ....... 

Two lada, ....nghing 7 and 8 atones reepectively. oocnpy the ends of a 
plank III feet long. which is supported. _w·wise, at ite middle point. 
The plank i. kept in a horiaontal position by • third person, waighing 
1:! atone, who stand. with ODS foot 9 inch.. to the right and the other 
9 inch .. to the left of the middle point. How will the preesure be distributed 
on the p1ank; and how far distant from the middle point will the vertical 
line through the oentre of gravity of the third pet'8OA be P 

II 2 
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16. What is meant by the phrase" the preB81ll'e at .. point in a IImd .. ; 
and what is the meaning of the statement that the pressnre at a point in .. 
luid at rest is the same in all directions P 

A cylindrica.i jar, 1 foot long, is inverted over the surface of mercury 
partly filling a slightly wider ve .. eI. How much of the cylinder must be 
immersed in the mercury so that the mercury surface may rise two inches 
within the cylinder, the height of the barometric co1nmn being 30 inches P 

17. Prove that the force &BBOCisted with uniform motion in a circle is 
measured by the product of the momentum of the body and the angnlsr 
velocity of the radius vector. 

Discuss the motion of a cyclist rounding a corner, and show how the 
inclination of the cycle and rider to the vertica.i depends upon the speed and 
upon the radius of cnrvatnre of the track. 
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APPENDIX V, 

JOHN WELSH lIIATHEMATICAL BURSARIES 
AND KELLAND PRIZE. 

HIGHER PURE GEOMETRY. 

Wednesday, 18th September, 1911.-9 .... 111. to 12 NOON. 

EzamiM' :-JOHN U"QUH~T, M.A., B.A. (Cantab.). 

1. PQ is a chord of IL circle. H the tangent at T meet PQ in 0, p''Gve 
that OP. OQ = ~T'. 

o is a fixed point, and LT is " fixed straight line touching" fixed circle 
at T. On LT any point L il taken, and OL is produced to P so that 
OL. OP = square of the tangent fl'Gm 0 to the fixed circle. Prove that the 
locus of P is a circle passing through 0 and touching the fixed cllocle. 

2 . .A, B, C .. ' ..... any number of fixed points in a plane, and P is a:ny 
other point in the plane. U IP.A' + mP B' + .,.pC' +. . . is conetanL, 
where I, m," ... are constants; prove that the locua of P is a circle . 

.A, B, C ..... three fixed points; and E, F are the projections of" variable 
point P on .AB, BC. U IBE + mBF is constant, I and m being constsnt, 
prove that the locus of P is " circle. 

3. U Ph P" P, be the images of the orthocentre in the sid .. of a triangle, 
prove that they all lie on the circumsclibing circle of the triangle. 

Prove that the orthocentre is the centre of the circle inscribed in the 
triangle p,p,P •. 

4. U .ABC, .A'EO' be two triangles IUch that .A.A', BE, CO' meet in a 
point (centre of perspective), prove that .AB, .d!E; BC, EO'; C.A, O'.A' meet 
in points which lie on a straight line (axis of perspective). 

U, in addition, the points .A, B, C, .A', E, C' lie on .. circle; prove that . 
the oentre and ws of perspective are pole and polar with respect to the 
"it'Cle. 

5. Prove that each of the three disgonrJ. of "oomplets quadrilateral is 
out harmonioally by the other two. 
• Given .. Itraigbt line and its middle point, ehow how to draw, with the 

help of the ruler only, any number of lines parallel to the given line. 

6. Prove that if the line p pasees througb the pole of the line q. then q 
pasees through the pole of ". 

The chorda .AB, CD of a circle meet in X. and .AC, BD meet in Y. 
Prove that ZY pasees through the point of interoeotion of the tangents at 
..4 and D. 

7. Prove that, if two Cll1'\'ea cut at a given angle, their inveraea cut at 
tbb &Bme angle. 

D, E, F are the feet of the perpendiculars on the sidea of a triangle .ABO 
1,om 0, a point on the circumscribing circle of the triangle. U 0 be takeu 
.. the centre of inYenion, and .A', B', 0', IY, N, po be the in_ of .A, B, 
C, D, E, F _pectively, prove that .A' EO' lie in .. straight line and are the 
feet of tb~ perpendicnJ..... from 0 on the aid .. of the triangle IY N P". 
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8. It two homographic ranges .ABCD ... , and .A'B'C'U .•. have in 
common the point of inte1'8e"tion .A of the ranges, prove that the lin .. 
joining corresponding pointe are concurrent . 

.A, B, C, D are fow' pointe on a cirt:le, such that (.ABCD) = -1. It 
the tangent at .A meets BD in P, and the tangent at B lPeets .dC in Q; 
prove that the lines PQ, BC, .AD meet in a point. 

9 . .A, .A, .A • .A. is a tetrahedron, and 0 • given point. .A, 0 m_ 
.A, .A • .A, in D, and B, is the harmonic conjugate of 0 with respeet to.A, and 
D. B .. B" B. are similarly constructed. Show that, if .A, 0 B, meets B, B. 
B. in E, then .A, and 0 are harmonic conjugatea with reope<-oj; to B, and E. . 

10 . .A, B are two fixed pointe, and P is a point on a given corve. Find 
the position of P in order that the area P.AB may have a stationary value. 

Hence prove that of all rectilinesl figures of a given nnmber of .id ... 
inecribed in a circle, that which is regular has a maximum area. 

Two circles touch internally at P. Through P the diameter PQ of the 
inner circle is drawn, and also a chord P.AB cutting the circles in .A and B. 
Find the position of the chord, which makes the ares QAB a muimum. 

11. The normal at P to a conic, whose focus i. 8, meet. the axis in G. 
Prove that 8GjSP = _, the eccent,icity. 

The normals .. t the ends of a focal chord of a conic inte""",oj; in 0, and 
OKL is drawn parallel to the axi. meeting the chord in K and the directrix 
in L. Prove that K is the middle point of the chord, and OK j KL = ... 

12. Two chords PQ, R8 of a conic are drawn in fixed direetiona. Prov .. 
that for all positions of the chords the ratio OP.OQ/OR . .oS is constant, 0 
being the point of intersection of the chords. 

Hence, or otherwise, prove Carnot's Theorem, viz. :-
It a conic cut the sides of a triangle .ABC in p .. P,; Q" Q,; 11" B., 

then . 
.A Q, . .AQ..CP,.CP,.B1I,.BB. = .AR, . .AB..BP,.BP:.CQ,.CQ .. 
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MATHEMATICS AT OSBORNE AND 
DARTMOUTH. 

INTRODUCTORY. 

A brief account of some of the conditions and requirements 
at the Osborne and Dartmouth Royal Naval Colleges may be of 
service as a preface to Mr. Mercer's more detailed discussion of 
the scope of the work done there. 

It must at the outset be understood that the account is 
entirely unofficial and, so far as it deals with matters of opinion, 
it expresses nothing more than the writer's individual·views. 
It should also be borne in mind that the syllabuses and methods 
pursued in the Naval 'Colleges are elastic and' are liable to 
modification as experience may suggest or as the changing 
requirements of the service may render desirable. 

The founding of Osborne College was associated with a 
lowering of the age at which naval cadets enter the service. 
They now join when they are barely 13. This lowering of the 
age of entry made it possible to alTange a consistent curriculum 
from 13 to 17, which should give the emphasis to the humanities 
essential in the education of such young boys, while by omitting 
Latin and Greek a greater proportion of time than is usual at 
public schools could be devoted to Science, and provision could, 
be made for a thorough practical training in engineering work
shops. This last could not be obtained in the schools which 
formed the recllliting area for naval cadets, partly because of 
the costly nature of the l-equisite plant, and partly through 
fashion and tradition. 

Every executive naval officer has now, in the performance of 
his ordinary duties, to make use of complex mechanical and 
electrical appliances. He cannot rely on calling in an expert 
to deal with them, but must himself be in some sense an 
engineer; so his early training should be planned with due 
l"eCogni tion of thiB fact. 

At Osborne and Dartmouth roughly one-half of the work~ 
ing time is devoted to &ience, Engineering, and' Mathematics; 
of this time from one third to a half is spent in the workshops. 
The time devoted each week to Mathematics during the two 
years at Osborne is about 61 teaching hours and 2 hours of pre
paration. At Dartmouth during the first year it is about 5 
teaching hours and 21 hours preparation, and during the second 
year 6 teaching hours and 31 hOUfS preparation; but this 
includes also the time for navigation, which occupies about 31 
hours weekly during the second year. After cadets have passed 
out of Dartmouth they spend 8 montha in a special cruiser, 
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where a still more practical turn is given to the training. The 
abler boys here carry on their study of pure mathematics, in 
such time as they can gain through their greater rapidity in 
mastering other subjects of instruction. The time which can be 
found in this way cannot be stated exactly. 

It will be seen that the aggregate amount of time available 
for Mathematics is no greater at these Colleges than on the 
Modern Side of most schools. This indicates clearly a deep
seated change which has been made in the training of naval 
officers; speaking broadly that training was formerly mathe
matical, while now it is much less specialised, but has a strong 
leaning towards mechanics. 

A considerable knowledge of the theory and practice of navi
gation and pilotage is, and has been for many years, an essential 
for every naval officer; formerly this was the only part of his 
professional training which could conveniently be begun on 
shore. In former times, when this shore training ended at 14, 
it was difficult to provide a sufficient mathematical equipment 
on which to base it, and educational balance had to be sacrificed 
for the purpose. As the age of entry rose, since no other (·laims 
asserted themselves strongly, the emphlll!is on Mathematics per
sisted. In the latter days of the "Britannia," cadets spent at 
least 14 teaching hours and 5 hours of preparation weekly on 
Pure Mathematics and Navigation, and an exceptional amount 
of time had to be given to MathematiL-s in the education )eading 
up to the competitive examination for entrance. It is now im
possible to assign 80 preponderant a position to llathematics; 
and since the demand for efficiency in Navigation is no less 
imperative now than formerly, it is necessary to devote very 
great attention to the development of the course in order that 
it should be possible to cover the necessary ground in the de
creased time available. 

Some changes in the practice of Navigation facilitate this; 
inC-Teased reliance on chronometers and the consequent abandon
ment of lunars as a matter of routine, and the introduction of 
the new Navigation into the British Navy, have considerably 
reduced the mathematical skill required of the ordinary na\igator. 
Great economy of time re&lllts from recent changes in the methods 
of teaching l1athematics, and still more can be gained by elimin
ating large portions of the subjeet which have become traditional, 
but whose chief justification depends on their utility ill defeating 
an examiner. They have eome into existence mainly through 
the ingenuity of earlier examiners and writers of text-books, not 
through the demands of the man who uses llathematies as a 
tool or who wishes to carry it on to higher levels for its own 
sake. There seems, too, to be a limit to the amount of time 
which can be spent with profit on a restricted range of elemen
tary mathematics; after this limit is exceeded the work become!< 
deadening and meehanical. In the partieular subjeet of navi
gation this is not a serious drawback, as the ordinary proeesses 
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must be practised so often as to become almost automatic. 
Finally it must be recognised that Mathematics enters very 
largely into the subjects which have partly replaced it, and that 
such applications not only provide practice but also enormously 
vivify a boy's conception of what he learns in a mathematical 
class-room. 

A naval officer requires Mathematics for use in subjects other 
than Navigation, no less essential to him. 

Throughout the four years and a half of training at Osborne 
and Dartmouth and in the training cruiser, there is a continual 
call for mathematical knowledge in his work in engineering and 
science which forms the basis of subsequent study in the separate 
branches of gunnery, torpedo and engineering. (It may be worth 
whi!e t~ explain that the second of these includes electrical 
engmeermg. ) 

A certain proportion, probably less than hal£ of the cadets, 
will not need to pursue the study of higher mathematics at later 
stages of their career; they will form the body of U general 
service officers" from whom there is not required a greater 
knowledge of navigation, engineering, science, etc., than can 
be based on the amount of Mathematics a('quired before leaving 
Dartmouth. 

But foundations have also to be laid for the future study of 
more advanced Mathematics in the case of those capable of it. 
Of the remaining cadets who will be needed for specialist 
officers, all must attain to a higher standard than is reached on 
passing out of Dartmouth, a'id ISOnl(i, selected by a gradual pro
cess of elimination, will ha"e to attain to a very considerable 
standard dm-ing a series of com-ses at Greenwieh and elsewhere. 

Now the course ·of Mathematics pursued in the public and 
grammar schools some half century ago was designed for the 
production of mathematicians. The average boy was put through 
as much of the COUl'Se as he happened to be able to cm'er before 
dropping the subject, and the only justification to be found for 
such treatment in his case was that it furnished a mental gym
nastic complementary to his studies in Latin composition, etc. 
Such Mathematics in its early stages is not of much use to the 
engineer or scientist, and in the effort to arrh'e early at the 
relatively advanced methods which are of use, the technical 
schools tended to sacrifice the teaching suited to those who would 
pass on to still more ad "lmced work; a Sl'heme of .. practical 
mathematics" was thus evoked, of great value in e<.'onomising 
the time of those whose requirements were strictly limited, and 
at least as intelligible and convincing to the ordinary student as 
the traditional course, 

The problem to be solved is mainly one of administra
tion, Three groups of cadets, each about 75 in number, 
enter Osborne every year; each group is di,-ided into a 
number of classes according to ability in the several sub
jects studied, and these classes persist without considerable 
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cha!lge throughout the four years. So it was possible to 
desIgn for the less able, who would not pursue Mathematics 
beyond the passing-out standard, a course of "practical mathe
matics" and to supplement it, in the case of cadets who could 
work more quickly, by the teaching required as a founda
tion for their subsequent work and desirable as a mental 
discipline. This supplementary teaching is directed towards 
the development of the power of abstraction and of deductive 
reasoning; in COUnleS of practical mathematics every effort is 
made to keep in touch with the concre~, and to allow 
intuition and inductive processes, in which the generalisa
tions are often rather bold, to take the place of deductive 
reasonmg. 

The supply of teachel"B competent to carry out such a com
bined course is at present not very large. A man must have 
received an essentially mathematical training if he iK to realise 
the importance of sound founrlations, and to lay them properly; 
success in this training demands a concentration of effort incom
patible with the practical study of science or engineering which 
is essential for the teacher of practical mathematics. The plan 
adopted at Osborne and Dartmouth is to secure trained mathe
maticians and make all possible opportunities whereby they 
can develop a scientific habit of mind. It is not sufficient to 
ensure close contact outside the class-room between mathema
tician and engineer or scientist, nor to provide for courses, 
however extended, of "looking on" at science I,ea('hing, but a 
most marked effect is produced by' arranging for mathematical 
masters to give science teaching themselves for a few terms 
both in lecture room and laboratory. The natural spirit of com
petition leads to the acquisition of the point of view which they 
see is effective in the ('3Be of science masters taking parallel 
classes or working with them in the laboratory. It is obviously 
desirable that these science masters should themselves be in touch 
with practical engineers to complete the chain. The confidence 
implied in the adaptability of the mathematical mind has been 
fully justified in our experience; I am satisfied that even if 
particular classes have suffered in their science work for a short 
time, the improvement in the mathematical instruction makes 
up for it to them, and of course the general efficiency is greatly 
increased. 

There is another peculiarity in the education of naval 
officers, for which provision must be made in their mathe
matical teaching. For five years after passing out of the train
ing cruiser they have to serve at sea and concentrate their 
attention on learning the active duties of their profession.- The 
ouly breaks in this period consist of short courses of teaching 
in purely professional subjects, and an examination chiefly on 
those subjects. The practice of this rrofession necessarily 
involves continual use of the theoretica knowledge acquired 
before going to sea; but organised teaching in llathematics 
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is suspended, strong inducements being, however, held out to 
encourage these junior officers to study it for themselves. At 
the end of this pt'riod those who are fit to be specialists will 
attend courses involving Mathematics of an ad,'anced nature, 
and it will be necessary for them to be able to refurbish in & 

)'easonably short time what has grown rusty in the five years 
spent at ses. It is therefore desirable so to present Mathematics' 
to them in the earlier courses that this fallow period shall be as 
little detrimental as possible. It is clearly inadvisable to aim 
at great skill in manipulation of symbols at that stage, 
for such skill rusts quickly and the whole process would 
have to be repeated, The aim must rather be to accustom 
them to rely on their own powers of working with the 
minimum of material in the way of standard types, pro
cesses and results. Although the special circumstances com
pelled the adoption of this method, there is little doubt that it. 
is preferable in almost all cases, since for the majority of men 
life suhsequent to school and college is a fallow period in this. 
sense. 

This general principle of course admits of exceptions. For 
example, midshipmen get continual practice in the recognised 
forms for performing manipnlations in navigation; and in other 
professional subjects every one makes use of standard methods 
for economising thought in operations so freqnently repeated 
that it is less trouble to remember them than to think. But in 
the general teaching of Mathematics such economy of thought. 
is out of place, except in producing facility in operations which 
are oi frequent use in all walks of life. 

The fear has often been expressed that a reduction of the 
traditional drill in manipulation, by which a knowledge of these 
standard types was instiJled, would lead to a decrease in 
at'CUhlCY, already sadly to seek. It is not easy to bring forward 
proof or disproof of this vi(>w, but (>xperi(>nce gres to show that. 
uther factors are more important in producing accurate work. 
rm;t of tht>se is age, or maturity of mind; it is largely a matter 
of th(> growth of a f('('ling of re<ponsibility. Our forefathers 
relied on the biJ'('h to foster it; WI' have to find a substitute . 
• -1 P"W";, this ft>eling of rt'SpOnsihility is not likely to be 
encoUl'nged by a wearisomI' course of manipulation which 
carri(>5 no conviction of its value to a boy, while it is likely 
to grow wh(>n he is working at probl(>ms which are real to 
him, prodlU·ing J'E'sults whose accuracy he' can himseU check; 
and gn>at advantage bas been found from dev(>loping to the 
utmost the babit of checking results by ind(>pendent processes.. 
Again, tbe methods employed in tbe ,'llrious branches of physical 
Ild(>nce admit of difieJ'E'nt d(>grees of accuracy of observation, 
and attention must therefore be paid to the degree of precision 
advisable or allowable in the computations ba."t'd on the obser
\'Btions; tbis pft'll('nts the qnt'stion of accuracy in a ligbt which 
iml'l"t'SSeS a boy since he is personally interested in the matter. 
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He also readily grasps the importance of accuracy in dealing 
with symbols and reasoning, when he finds by experience that 
errors in these are of greater effect than are errors of observation, 
in wasting his time and producing fallacious results. 

In this way a demand for accurate work is made on him by 
a number of teachers in different departments, and he is Ie!!!! 
likely to think of accuracy as the fad of the mathematician 
which may be neglected when out of his reach. It will be seen 
by Mr. Mercer's paper that, in developing the details of the 
course of Mathematics at Osborne and Dartmouth, full allowance 
was made for this co-operation of various branches of study in 
this matter; and I venture to assert that experience has justified 
the elimination of a very considerable amount of the customary 
drill in manipulation, in that the boys who ha"e passed through 
these courses, though as yet naturally lacking the precision of 
trained computers, are certainly not leBS accurate than the 
ordinary schoolboy of the same age; and further that they 
have some idea of what accuracy and suitable approximation 
really mean. 

In conclusion it may be worth while to point out that the 
work done in these Colleges has been done on ordinary boys, 
not, for the most part, on boys naturally endowed with unusual 
intellectual powers. There is no longer any competitive exami
nation for entry into the Navy; boys are selected for general 
aptitude for the service and the only written test which they 
have to pass is "a simple qualifying examination in the usual 
subjects taught in a good preparatory sehoo/." On the other 
hand the spirit that exists throughout the Na,'Y inspires them 
with a zeal which would probably cause them to outstrip their 
fonner equals, if they could be compared under condition" 
identical only so far as their class work is concerned. This 
may cause the results of the methods adopted to give too 
much support to the ideas on which they were based, but not, 
it is believed, to such an extent as to render an 3C(.'Ount of them 
valueless to those working under somewhat Ies.~ favourable 
conditions. . C. E. AsIiFOBD. 
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MATHEMATICS AT OSBORNE AND 
DARTMOUTH. 

THE COURSE OF INSTRUCTION. 

The colleges at Osborne and Dartmouth have this great 
advantage over other public schools, from the point of view 
of curriculum-framing, that all the boys are being trained for 
the same career, and it is fairly clear what use they are likely to 
make of their subjects of study in the future. Let it be clearly 
understood at the ol)tset that Mathematics is taught to naval 
cadets mainly as a useful tool which can be employed in physics, 
navigation, engineering,· and, later, in special gunnery and 
torpedo work. This does not mean that the subject is reduced 
to a number of rules of thumb-far from it. It is true that 
information must be gained and the memory cultivated, 
but these are of little use unless at the same time the boy 
acquires a logical way of thinking, and the power to apply his 
stock of knowledge to a new problem. We cannot spare the 
time to teach Mathematics merely as a "mental gymnastic" 
without regard to its usefulness, but there is no reason why 
Mathematics which is intended to be of use in the future should 
not be an effective instrument of mental discipline; properly 
taught it is probably more powerful in this direction than the 
old-fashioned type of Mathematics, which, in the earlier stages at 
any rate, was much too abstract and artificial, and to the ordinary 
boy seemed to lead nowhere and to have no point of contact 
with actual experience. We try to steer a middle course 
between two extremes-one in which Mathematics is treated 
solely as an instrument for getting results, the other in which it 
is looked upon m('rely as a means of mental discipline and no 
interest is taken in its practical applications. 

The statement that all boys are being trained for the same 
cW'eer must be modified to some extent. Cadets will eventually 
be general service officers. specialists in Engineering, Gunnery, 
Torpedo, or ultra-specialista in one of these branches. The 
standard of Mathematics expected from those who take 
specialist COUl'S('S will be high. Now it is folInd at Osborne 
and Dartmouth, as everywhere else, that boys of the same age 
differ very widely in their aptitude for Mathematics, and before 
<,adets reach their last year at Dartmouth it is possible to mark 
out with some degree of certainty fifty per cent of any group as 
being those from whom specialista will be drawn. The 
syllabus provides, first, for a minimum course to be taken by 
eyeryone; secondly, for some extensions of this course to be 
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taken by better boys in the lower hall; thirdly, for higher work 
to be done by the upper half, and fourthly, for still higher 
work for a very small number of cadets at the top, for it is 
generally found that there are three or four who stanel out fmm 
the rest and can with advantage be taken on fmther. The 
teaching of Navigation is closely connected with the mathemati
cal teaching and the course in Navigation is the same for all. 
It is thus possible to arrange that the poorer mathemati(·ians 
give more time to Navigation, a snbject of vital importance to 
them, and that the abler boys give more time to Mathemati('H, 
being able to attain the required standard in Navigation with 
less elIort. 

The problem before us is roughly this :-to give the weaker 
cadets enough of the right kind of ~fathematiC8, sound 80 far 
as it goes, to enable them to apply it intelligently to thpir 
Navigation, &ience, and Engineering, and· also to give future 
specialists more pure Mathematics generally, and to gi ve them 
some sound notions of the principles and uses of the Calculus, 
so that they shall be well equipped for continuing their 
Mathematics after leaving the College. Of the we'dker onl'f! 
particularly it may be said that the intention is that they shall 
have a few tools, but that those few shall be always bright and 
ready for use, and that they shall be able to choose the right 
tool for a particular purpose. 

Since it is necessary to introduce many things whidl have 
hitherto had no place in the ordinary traditional school cour><e, 
it follows that much of the traditional course must be cut out to 
make way for this new malter. At first, one proc:eeded with 
some caution, the tendency being to t'etain things about which 
there was any doubt, lest, after all, they might turn out to be of 
use later. Then, as more th.ings claimed admittance, tlte 
cutting out had to be done more boldly, the guiding principle 
being rather that if no reason could be assigned for retaining a 
certain piece of work, it should go. II it should tum out that 
something so omitted is required in subsequent work, it can he 
introduced when the need for it arises. 

Many people profess anxiety about this wholesale excision of 
things which from time immemorial have formed part of the 
educational food of the English school-boy. They find it hard 
to believe that what occupied so large a place in their own 
education can be unimportant and capable of being omitted 
with advantage. Consider, for instance, the wonderful 
questions in vulgar fractions that are found in so many text 
books on arithmetic, totally unlike anything that conld possibly 
occur in any research. It will perhaps be claimed for 8Uch 
questions that they called for patience, orderly arrangement of 
work, and accuracy. But there is sufficient sc-ope for the 
exercise of all these qualities in problems which arise in con
nection with physics, solution of triangles, &C. These 
problems have the additional advantage of having some obvious 
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purpose, whereas the others were merely dull and gave point to 
a saying of Lamartine: "L'enseignement mathematique fait 
l'homme machine et degrade Iii pensee." 

. It will be convenient to consider the COUl'Se of instruction 
under different headings, though in actual pi'actice there is con
siderable overlapping. We do not want the various parts. of' 
Mathematics separated from each other and shut off in water
tight compartments. In' solving a· problem. a.' cadet is en
couraged to make use of any knowledge he' may' possess. If' he 
finds it advantageous to apply algebra or trigonometry to a 
problem in. geometry, by all means let him do so. His attitudii' 
should be " What have I to do? Which of the implements at 
my disposal shall I use?" Why hamper him by limiting his 
choice of toolS? The abler boy has, . of COUl'Se, a wider choice 
and will often produce a neater solution of the problem, but' 
better a clumsy solution, if correct and sound, than none at all. 

The effect of giving freedom in choice of methods is that the 
ordinary boy finds more problems within his scope. ABan 
example, suppose that a class meets for .the first time the 
problem: "A circular arc ADB has its chord AB 10 inches 
and its height CD 2 inches, find the radius of the circle." 
A clever boy would draw the diameter DGE .and use the fact 
that DC. GE=GA'. Another boy would apply Pythagoras' 
Theorem to the trian~le OCA (where 0 is the centre) and get an 
equation z'-(z-2) =5'. But most boys, endowed with 
no special degree of cunning; would use trigonometry to find the 

. angle ADC (its tangent is,2'5), deduce the angle GOA and then 
get the radius from OA=GA cosec; GOA, and this last solution 
is not devoid of merit. Others, again, would perhaps draw a 
figure to scale and get a result by measurement. 

ARITHMETIC, 

The old type of arithmetic contained too many financial 
questions and too many artificial problems 'involving special 
tricks. An appalling amount of time used to be spent on stocks 
and shares, and ingenious puzzles about cows engaging in con
tests with uniformly growing grass. AB a matter of fact, the 
number of separate rules and principles is surprisingly small, 
and the application of the correct principle to a particular pro
blem is largely a matter of oommon sense. Our teaching aims 
at accuracy and facility in the elementary optlrations, a sound 
knowledge of the metric system, the unitary method, and the 
use of four-figure tables. Boys learn not to be afraid of a long 
piece of computation. They find that accutacy in this kind of 
thing is important in Physics and Navigation, and realise that in 
Navigation, especially, inaccuracy is fatal. It might at first 
sight appear that arithmetical manipulation had been cut down 
too much by the omission of so much matter, but it must not be 
forgotten that in Geometry and Trigonometry, numerical work, 
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often of a complicated nature, is continually being done, that 
Navigation requires a considerable power of dealing with masses 
of figures, and that in Physics and Mechanics a boy is constantly 
exercised in elementary arithmetical operations. 

The question of arithmetical accuracy is an important and 
difficult one. We can hardly expect the habit of accuracy to be 
fully developed in boys of 15, but a great deal can be done if 
every master, whatever his epeeial subject, for whom a boy has 
occasion to work out numerical results, will refuse to accept 
careless and inaccurate work. It is not a question of teaching a 
boy how to add and multiply, but rather of getting him to realise 
that to know how to do a thing, and yet to do it wrong, is useless. 
It is, I suppose, inevitable that boys should make such mistakes 
as these-to say that 9 + 8 = 15, '1"'025 = '05, log 30 = 2'4771, 
'to take out log 78 instead of log 73, to write 4471 for 4771. 
What he has to learn, especially in a long piece of calculation, 
where every step affects all the subsequent work, is to make 
sure of each step before proceeding to the next; for instance, 
when he takes out a logarithm, he should look at it a~ain and 
see that he has taken it out correctly before going on; If he has 
added three numbers, he should add them again in a different 
order; if he has multiplied something by 7, he should check 
his result by dividing it by 7, and so on. T,his continual criti
cism of his own work must be insisted on as a neceB83ry part of 
everything he does until he comes to apply it mechanically. 
Of course the main responsibility for all this rests on the mathe
matical master, but science masters can help, and indeed must 
help, by refusing to accept work which is spoilt by careless 
arithmetical blunders. Otherwise there is a danger that a boy 
looks upon the demand for accuracy as a fad of the mathemati('al 
master, whereas if he finds that everyone insiste upon it, I,l' 
may be led to believe that it is really important. Meutal and 
oral work are useful in various ways. In introducing a new 
idea in any branch of Mathematics, the exercises should be ea~y 
and often capable of being dqne mentally, so that the principle 
is not obscured by a mass of computation. It is important, too, 
that boys should acquire the habit of estimating the approxi
mate value of an arithmetical expression, and so avoid giving 
up '0453 when the correct answer is 4'53. Where possible, 
external probability should be used as a check; e.g. if the H.P. 
of a locomotive is calculated to be '213, it is probably wrong. 

To boys who make so many calculations founded on approxi
mate data, the question of degree of approximation is important, 
and good exercises can be made by making them calculate aJ'f'3S 
and volumes from measuremente made by themselves, and eAti
mating the possible errors in their results, due to the inevitable 
inaccuracy of their measurements. If the sides of a rectangular 
sheet of paper are found by measurement to be 9'87 and 
7'46 in., and if there is a possible error of '005 in. in each 
measurement, it is dishonest to state the area as 73'6302 sq. in. 
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: without further, commimt. It will be found 'that aU thllt .can be 
stated with certainty.is that the area is between 'l'3'54'''al'id 
73'72 sq. in.; and the result should be stated,73'S3± ·09·sq. m. 

We do not teach the formal contracted methods-of multipli
'cation and division., The cases when four-figur/t tables do not 

, give sufficielllt accuracy w'e not n~merous, enough, to make it 
'Worth while. " , 

ALGEBRA. 

Reasonable skill in straightforward manipulation is expected, 
but we have no time for dealing with long, tedious examples in 
simplification of fractions, or with hosta of "elegant. devices" 
for, solving problems specially constructed for, the purpose. 
Everyone should have a few simple rules and principles as part 
of his mental machinery. If these are in constant use, and are 
backed up by some common sense, quite difficult problems can 
be solved by very simple 'means. The process will often be 
laborious, and a clever 'boy will see and use many Short cuts. 
The ordinary boy will see the advantage of these short ,cuts, and 
Should be encouraged to look for possible simplifk:ations of his 
work, but he Should not be discouraged from proceeding because 
the method he proposes to himself promises to he tedious. 

The work on fractions has been much reduced. Questions 
CID addition and subtraction of fractions 'Are u.seful as giving 

, practioe in multiplication, the rule of signs, and ' the meaning of 
brackets. Some drudgery is necessary at the outset in order that 
t4is kind of manipulation shall come to be done more or less 

, n!echanically in the same way as addition and multiplication in 
arithmetic, but we lose none of the necessary drill by limiting our
selves to fractions with monomial and binomial denominators. 

The idea of a formula as a compact general statement of the" 
operations to be performed in all questions of a certain type is 
the starting-point in algebra, and a boy is practised in deriving 
furmulm inductively after consideration of a multitude of parti
cular cases. The evaluation of qUjlIltities by the substitution of 
numerical values fur the letters occurring in a formula is a 
matter of arithmetic, and cadets have constant practice in this 
kind of work throughout the course. 

The simple equation, and the problem leading to it, occur at 
the very outset. Here, as always, problems are introduced 
where possible which have reference to other parts of their work 
such as Geometry and Physics, but the important thing is to ~ 
able tQ. express the conditions of the problem in algebraical 
language, and a few more or less artificial problems may be 
most useful to this end as involving ideas well within a boy's 
comprehension. Great pains are taken to inculcate the habit of 
checking solutions to equations and problems; that is, of 
verifying that the solution obtained does 8c-tualiy satisfy the 
conditions of the problem, and no problem is considered com
plt'tely solved without this check. 

A 1S91S 
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AB Professor Chrystal says in his" Text Book of Algebra": 
" The ultimate test of everv ""Iution is that the values which it 
" assigns to the variables ~hall satisfy the equations wheu sub
" stituted therein. No matter how elaborate or ingenious the 
" process by which the solution has been obtained, if it do not 
" staud this test, it is no solution; and on the other hand, no 
" matter how simply obtained, provided it do stand this test, it 
" is a solutioll. A little attentioll to these self-evident truthA 
" would save the beginner from many a needless blunder." 

The idea of functionality is constantly brought out and 
illustrated by graphical representation. Variation provides a 
multitude of concrete examples, as do most of the ordinary 
formulre in use iu meusuratiou, mechanics, &c. Simple numeri
cal questions in geometry can be modified so as to bring out 
some functional relation, e.g., after calculating the length of the 
tangent to a given circle from a given point, the change in tile 
length of the tangent as the distance of the point from the centre 
changes may be studied. The idea of a continuous change in a 
function of z due to a continuous chauge in z grOWl! on a boy 
when he has met it in so many different forms, not ouly in 
-mathematical class rooms, but in science lecture rooms and 
laboratories, though it would probably be a mistake to sum it 
up for him in these words. He learns to look upon a graph not 
merely as a work of art, but asa picture story which he can 
read. A few examples of exercises in graph-reading are given. 

FIG. 1. 
Relation between E.H.P. and Speed of a oortain Destroyer in 2() ft. of ,..tar. 
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.1. What is the H.P. for speeds 13, 16, 17, 19, 24 knots? 
2. What increase in H.P. is required to increase the speed 

(i) from 14 to 15 knots; (ii) from 15 to 16 knots; 
(iii) from 16 to 17 knots; (iv) from 21 to 22 knots; 
(v) from 22 to 23 knots ? 

3. The H.P. increases with the speed as the speed increases 
from 11 to 17 knots, also as the speed increases from 
21 to 27 knots. Whet difference do you notice in the 
two cases? 

4. Whet striking feature is shown by the curve? 

FIG. 2. 

Relation between I.H.P. and Speed for three Cruise .. of lengths 400, 500, 600 ft. 
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1. What do you gather from these curves concerning the 
relation between length and H.P. for any given speed? 

2. What H.P. would be required to give the same speed to 
the 400 ft. cruiser that 24,000 H.P. gives to the 
600 ft. cruiser. 

N2 
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3 .. With the same H.P. that gives a spel'd of 22 knots to tI,e 
400 ft. cruiser, what speeds would' be given to the 
others? . 

4. What do you notice about the increase in H.P. required 
. to produce an increase of 1 knot in the speed? 

The application of graphs to the solution of all kinds of equa
tions and the determination of maximum and minimum vahwB 
of 'all kinds of functions follow naturally. 

A boy is expected to be able to solve simple and quadratic 
equations in one unknown, linear simultaneous equations in 
two or more unknowns, and simultaneous quadratics in twO' 
unknowns without any special attention to particular arti
fices for various types, ouly those being dealt with in which one 
unknown can be expressed explicitly in tenus of the other and 
the solution effected by substitution. 

Quadratics are all solved by factors, that is to say, evelY 
quadratic is written in the fonu f(z) = 0, and fez) is resolved 
into linear factors. H factors can be written down at sight, 8(J 

much the better. H not, the method of completing ti,e square 
is used and the equation written in the form (z - p'f - q = 0, 80 

that (z - p + v' q) (z - p - v' q) = O. Thus the method of com
pleting the square appears as a device for factorising the lpft
hand side by writing it as the difference of two squares when 
the factors are not obvious. This plan of writing equations in 
the form f(z) = 0 will often save boys from omitting roots, e.(j., 
if the equation r = 3z be written r-3z = 0 or z (z-3) = 0, a 
boy will hardly fail to see the two alternatives z = 0 and z - 3 = O. 
whereas from z' = 3z he will often deduc-6 z = 3 only. 

Apart from its Ulle in solving amenable quadratic equations. 
the resolution of a quadratic fonction into factors at Right 
(where possible) is a good exercise in an inverse process. To mul
tiply 3z + 2 by 4z + 5 is one thing, to see that 12z' + 23z + 10 
= (3z + 2) (4z + 5) is another. This is one of the first instances 
a boy comes across of systematic guessing, and at any rate for 
those who will subsequently do integral calculus, it is important 
to develop this kind of faculty. Easy questions in partial 
fractions are useful in the same way, though they should not at 
this stage be elevated to the dignity of a special chapter. They 
should be scattered among ordinary questions on addition 
of fractions. A few equations with "literal" coefficients are 
solved, the main point being the discrimination between known 
and unknown. The .process is an imitation of that which l,a" 
previously been employed in many {'ases in which the coefficient<. 
are numerical, and provided that the examples are not made 
needlessly complicated they provide ex(,-6llent practice in paAAing 
from the particular to the general. A useful exercise of this 
kind is to rewrite a fonuula involving several letters so as to 
show one letter as an explicit function of the rest, i.e., to (,haDge 

the subject of the formula, e.rJ., V = ...-'h ..... = J ~~ The 
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general qnadratic (J/z' + bz +q = 0, shocl.\l be flCt as a "literal" 
equatiou,tQ be solv~d, and the result may be learnt as a formula 
for solving any quadratic, but it should be noticed that in many 
cases the method of solution by completing the square is e;u;ier. 

The teaChing of surds is limited to a few fundamental and 

useful ideas such as </2 X </3 = v6; ~~ = .vi = v'6667 or 

</6 "8 22Th Ii d . ..',' =3; 'V = V. e more comp cate exerCIses on ratIOn-

alisation of denominators and the expression (where possible) of 
"a + .; b in the form z + </ y do not seem '10 be of much use. 
If such, expressions ever. occur, they can be dealt with quite 
adequately by straightforward application of tables and present 
no difficulty. 

In indices the graph of 2' or 3' derived from the values cor-
responding to z = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, &c., suggest values for 2', 2°, &C. 
Interpretations found in th.e usual way from consideration of 
the fundamental multiplication. law proved for positive integral 
indices are seen to agree with these. The formal proof of the 
general truth of the index laws is 1I0t giYen, but a few particular 
cases are useful as an exel..;:ise in gQing b,ack to the meanings of 
symbols. Artificial examples in the manipulation of negative 
and fractional indices are avoided. The graph of y = 10" con
structed by means of a square root table will now enable a boy 
to appreciate the meaning of his logarithm table. 

The actual use of logarithms precedes a thorough under
standing of their meaning. A lesson spent on the graph of 2' 
will convince a boy of the reasonableness of taking 3 = 2"·, 
10 = 2"', 30 = 2"', and thus of saying that 2"· X 2'" = 2"", and 
so on. The table of logarithms can then be presented as a table 
by moons of which any number can be written as a power of 10. 
Thus 2 = 10.10

•
0 and 3 = 10""'. He will expect to find that 

2 X 3 or 6 is 10.10'0+ .• '" or 10'ns" or in other words log 6 
= '7781, which is the case. A few more examples of this kind 
and he will soon learn the use of logarithms, and the more 
detailed study of the meaning of indices and logarithms as 
outlined above can be deferred. 

The chapter on Variation in the ordinary text-book is, as a 
rule, somewhat scanty, and boys are apt to look upon the word 
"varies" as a signal· for the performance of certain tricks with 
"k." As cases of variation frequently occur, and provide 
e:u'ellent examples of functionality, the subject deserves more 
detailed consideration, and a treatment on the fullowing lines 
seems to lead to more intelligent work. 

"y varies as z" means that z and y change together in 
such a way that whatever factor z is multiplied by, y is multi
plied by the same factor. Thus supposing that y is 5 when z 
is 2, then if z is changed to 3, y will be changed to 5 X I, fur 
the multiplier that converts 2 into 3 is j. 
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Concrete examples should be given, e.g., .. The extension of 
an elastic spring varies 8S the load" means that if the load is 
doubled, so is the extension; 'if the load is multiplied by I, 80 

is the extension, and 80 on. Thus if a load of 3 lb. strel.<!hes 
an elastic spring 2 cm., a load of 5 lb. will stretch it 2 X B cm. 

We might take the value of y when z is 1 as the basis of 
calculation, working by unitary method. Thus in the last 
example 

A load of 3 lb. stretches the spring 2 em. 
" 1 lb." " i" 

. " 5 lb." " i X 5 cm . 
.. y varies as z·" means that whatever factor z' is multiplied 

by, y is multiplied by the same factor. TIms supposing that 
y is 5 when z is 2, then when z is 3, y is 5 X £, for in the first case 
z· is 4, and in the second case 9, and the factor which com'erts 
4 into 9 is £, or we may say : 

when z' is 4, y is 5 
:. when z· is 1, y is t 
:. when z· is 9, y is i X 9. 

Since the multiplier, t, which converts 4 into 9 is the square 
of !, the multiplier which converts 2 into 3, we may say that if 
y varies as z', then whatever factor z is multiplied hy, y is 
multiplied by the square of that factor, and for concrete 
examples this is better: e.g., Areas of similar fignres are said to 
vary as the squares of corresponding lengtlls, i.e., if there are 
two similar figures, and any length in the first = m times tllf' 
cOlTesponding length in the second, the area of the firHt = m' 
times the area of the second. Thus, if corresponding sides of 
two similar triangles are 17 cm. and 31 cm., and the area of 
the first is 200 em.', the area of the second is 200 X (H), em.'. 

Since the factor by which we multiply y is always the square 
of that by which we multiply z, it follows that the factor by 
which we multiply z is the square root of that by which we 
multiply y, i.e., if y oc z', z ~ vy; for instance, we may say 
that corresponding lengths of similar figures vary as the square 
root of the areas, meaning that if there are two similar figuretl, 
and the area of the first is n times the area of the Second, 
any length in the first is v n times the corresponding length in 
the second . 

.. y varies inversely as z .. may be taken to mean that what
ever number z is multiplied by, y is multiplied by the re('ip
roeal of that number; 80 that if z is doubled, y is halved; if :Ie 

is multiplied by i, y is multiplied by i, and so on. 
Thus if y is 5 when z is 2, then when z is 3, y is 5 X i, or 

by unitary method, 
when z is 2, y is 5, 

:. when z is 1, y is 5 X 2, 

h '3 .5x~ :. w en z IS ,y ISS--
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It should be noticed that the multiplier which converts! 
into t is the reciprocal of that which convert8 2 into 3, so that 
the statements, "y varies inversely as z," and y varies as 
1.. . I z are eqUlva ent. 

Boyle's law is a familiar concrete case of inverse variation. 
In all these cases it is impol·tant to see that as z gradually 

changes, so does y; e.g., if the shape of a triangle is fixed, and 
the length of a side gradually changes, t.he area will gradually 
change. If one of the triangles has a side 17 em., and area 
200 cm.', we can calculate the area corresponding to a side 
of any other length, and a graph can be drawn showing how 
the area depends on the length of the side. . 

Since the area is 200 cm.' when the side is 17 cm , the area 

when the side is z cm. will be 200 X (;;) 'or 2107~ X z' cm.', 

80 that if y cm.' stands for the area of the triangle when the 

side is z cm., y = i~ X ;c', and this will be the equation of 

the graph. 

The significance of this factor i~ is, perhaps, made clearer 

if we work by the unitary method, for 
when side fs 17 cm., area is 200 cm.'. 

:. when side is 1 CIll., area is ¥r. cm. '. 

h 'd' . 200 , • :. w en SI e IS z em. area IS Tt' X z cm.. 
and generally if y oc .,', 
when;c = 1. 

y = k"", whe1'a k is the value of 11 

Similarly, if y oc .,', y = k",' where k is the value of y 
when;c = 1. 

The forms of the gl'llphs corresponding to yoc z, z', ;c', ;ci, :d, 
1 1 1 1 
Z, z" ri' ;"1' &c., should be known. 

Special attention should be given to the gmphical represen
tation of the relation" y varies dil'ectly 88 z." It ia a straight 
line through the OI'igin, its equation being y = k;c, k being the 
value of y when ;c = 1. 

Conversely, if the graph which shows the relation between 
.r. and y is a straight line through the origin, y ,-aries directly 88 z. 

It seelllS a natural step to the case in which the gmph is a 
straight line not through the origin. Returning to the firat 
I'xample given, suppose that the unstretched length of the spring 
is 20 inches. We might make a table such as the following : 

Load 1 2 3 4 5 6 z, lb. 
Extension t Ii 2 2J 3t 4 y, in. 
Length 20j 2H 22 221 231 24 y. in. 
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If y. be platted against :1", we get a straight line through the 
origin whose equation is y = iz. If y be plotted against z, we 
get a straight line, but not through the origin, whose equation 
is y = ix + 20. 

This may be written y - 2Q = i..,; or y = i (z + 30), 
and we may say that (y - 20) c( x, or y.<x (z + 30). Another 
way of looking at it is to see that the difference between any 
two values of y = i of the difference between the corresponding 
values of. ;e, .0, shortly, the change in y IX the corresponding 
change in ;r. 

If a table of values of ;e and y is given, and we find on plot
ting y again~t z that we get a straight line, the relation between 
y and ;e is of the form y = kz + l, and k /II1d l. C/II1 be found 
from the co-ordinates of any two convenient points on the line. 

If on plotting y against x we get a curve like one of tile 
various types of "y C( ;eO '.' graphs, the difficulty will be to 
guess the probable value of n. The fact that if y « zo, we get a 
straight line by plotting y against z· is not of much use if OUI' 

guess at the value of n is wrong. 
Butify=k;ro, logy = logk + nlog7,orY = nX+ K. where 

X, Y, 'K, stand for log x, log y, log It, therefore if we plot Yagainst 
X we shall get a Rtraight line, and n can be found as above . 

. Cases in which y is a function of several variables arl! treated 
1!imilarly, e.g., the statement that for curves on railways the 
difference in level of tre rails varies directly as the gauge, and 
the square of the highest speed, and invemely as the radius 
of curvature means that if the highest speed and radius remain 
the same the difference in len·1 oc the gauge; if the gauge and 
radius remaiu the same the difference in level oc the square 
of the highest speed; if the gauge and the highest speed 
remain the same the difference in le"el varies inversely as tlle 
radius. Thus if the proper difference in level for a radiuB of 
15 chains, a maximum speed of 40 m./hr., and a gauge of 5 ft. 3 in. 
is 6'8 in., and we want the difference in level for a radius of 
25 chains, a maximum speed of 50 m./hr., and a gauge of 
4 ft. 81 in., we say 

Differenee in le"el for radius 15 chains, speed 40 m./hr., 
gauge 63", is 6'8" . 

Difference in level for radius 15 chains, speed 40 m./hr., 
-61'" 68 56i· gauge D z ,IS . X I'i:l IDS. 

. Difference in le"el for radius 25 chains, speed 40 m./hr., 
"61" . 6'8 56! 15. gauge D ! ,IS X 63 x 25 IDS. 

:. Difference in level for radius 25 chains, speed 50 m./hr., 
". . 561 15 (5(j)' . gauge 56! ,IS 6 8 X 63 - x 25 x 40 IDS. 

In practice the last line will be written down straight away, the 
intermediate steps being done mentally. . 
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,We mighiptoceed by unitary method and find first "the 
difference in level for radius 1 chain; speed 1 m. hr. ;, gauge 1", 
which w.o111d be . 

. 1 15 '(1 \' " 68,>.< 63 X T X 4O) = k,say. 

From this we should get the difference in level for radius:1' oh., 

speed v m./hr., gauge g ins. to be k X g X '1]' X ! ; . in other words, if . r 
we are told thaty varies directly as g, directly.as v', and in-

, 2 ." 

versely as r, we have y = k. fl.!!.., where k is the value· of y r . 
when g, v, r are each equal to 1. 

GEOMETRY. 

The first term at Osborne is devoted Ja~:gely to practical 
work. Csdeta are supposed to havedonesilme work of this kind, 
at their Preparatory Schools, so that when they come to their 
tbeoretical work they have picked up a considerable number of 
geometrical notions and facts, Imd are in a position to appreciate: 
what they are going to reason about. The object of teaching. 
Geometry is, I su.ppose, threefold :- . . 

1. That a boy may acquire a certain number of geometrical 
facta. 

2. That he may be able to apply this geometrical knowledge 
to the solution of problema. 

3. That he may get some training in sound reasoning and 
precision of statement. 

There is not much in Euclid's first and third books that a 
boy who has done some rational work with instrumenta will 
not accept as a matter of course. For instance, a boy who has 
constructed triangles to given data sees that a triangle is uniquely 
determined if a, b, e are given. The fact that the base angles 
of an isosceles triangle are equal is sufficiently obvious. To 
present furmal proofs of such propositions on Euclidean lines 
only fogs a boy 8 mind, and convinces him at the outset of the 
unreality of the subject. These fundamental facta must be 
properly stated and systematically set down, so sa to serve sa the 
basis of subsequent work. The number of propositions a cadet 
is required to writs out furmally is not very grest, and as much 
sa possible he is led on to discover the truths fur himsell, and 
build up the steps of the proof. Often a truth to be proved is 
suggested by experiment. In whatever way the truth and proofs 
of the standard propositions are .arrived at, a cadet is required 
t.o be able to write out a proof more or lesa on Euclidean lines. 
He must state clearly what is given, and what he is going to prove, 
and give full reasons fur every step in the proof, quoting only 
facta which have been, previously established. He is not tied 
down to any particular furm of words, but must make it per-
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rectly clear that he understands what he is doing. These formal 
proofs, if properly done, are very valuable in teaching a boy how 
to marshal his facts, how to select from his stock of knowledge 
the particular thing wanted for the purpose in hand, and in 
showing him the nature of a proof. The propositions naturally 
fall into a few small groups, and where the proof of one depends 
on another it will of coume be necessary to remember the 
order. As propositions are proved they are added to the stock 
of quotable material a"ailable for solving problems and riders. 

When we come to the tr~atment of similar triangles, much 
of what used to be proved at great length is more or less a 
matter of intuition to a boy who has been accustomed to draw 
to scale, and to deal with maps and models. It is useful to begin 
by recalling a few facts ahout congruent figures. A triangle is 
determined if we know the lengths of the three sides. So that 
if we wish to copy the scheme of points A, B, C, we can do 80 if 
we know the three lengths A B, B C, CA. Another way of 
putting this is to say that if a framework be made of three strips 
of wood freely jointed at the corners, it is rigid. To copy four 
points it will not be sufficient to know four lengths. We want 
three lengths to copy three of the points, and two more to copy 
the fourth. A framework of four freely jointed rods is not 
rigid. 

These frameworks are rigid. 

These are nol.. 

Similarly to copy five points we want 3 + 2 + 2 or Be,'l'n 
lengths, and so on. 
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These frameworks are rigid. 

These m:e not. 

It is intel'esting here to refer to perfect, imperfect, and 
redundant frsmed structures which a cadet comes across in his 
statics work. 

In copying a set of points any three may be taken as the 
first three, and after that the remaining points may be taken in 
any order one at a time, each being fixed by its dist8Jlces from 
any two fixed points already obtained, so that there is consider
able freedom in the way in which the construction may be 
actually carried out. Since the five points in the accomp8Jlying 
illustration are determined if seven of the ten lines joining up 
pairs of points are known, it follows that if there are two sets of 
five points, and if of the ten pairs of corresponding lines seven 
pairs (none of which are redundant) are equal, the remaining 
three pau'S are equal. 

The step from congn{ent to similar figures is easily made, if 
it be granted that, given one figure, it is possible to have 8Jlother 
such that every length in the second is k times the correspond 
ing length in the first where k is any positive number. Plan
of fields, cycling maps, models of ships, pictures tlu'Own on a 
lantern screen, &c., furnish illustrations of this. Consider the 
problem :-" Given five points, or a figure determined by five 
points, draw another figure so '.hat every length in the new 
figure is one-third the corresponding length in the old." This 
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can be done as before with thi.s ditIerenCl!, that instead of 
using seven lengths from the old figure we use lengths equal 
to one-third of these. The three remaining lengths of the new 
figure will then be one-third of the corresponding lengths of 
the old. 

Now consider other methods of fixing a third point C when 
two (A, B) are given. C is fixed if we know (1) AC and angle 
BAC, or (2) BC and angle ABC, or (3) angles BAC and 
ABC, or (4) AC and BC; so that when two points out of 
three are given, there are four methods of finding our way to 
the third, but in each case t,CO things must be known. There 
are thus numerous ml'thods. of copying a figure, but all are in
cluded in this :-AIter two points have been obtained, every 
other is got by completing a triangle, one of whose sides is 
already known. 

Since we get the same triangle whether we copy (1) lengths 
AB, BC, CA, or (2) lengths AB, AC, and angle A, or (3) length 
AB and angles A and B, it follows that we shall get a triangle 
A'B'C' similar to ABC, with linear dimensions k times those of 
ABC if we make 

(1) A'B' = k.AB, B'C' = k.BC, C'A' = k.CA, 
or (2) A'B' = k.AB, A'C' = k.AC, A' = A, 
or (3) A'B' = k.AB, LA' = LA,LB' = LB. 

In other words two triangle's ABC, A'B'C' are similar if 
A'B' B'C' C'A' 

(1) AB = BC = CA ' 

( '» A' B' A C d LA' LA 
or - AB = AC- an = , 
or (3) LA' = LA and LB' = LB, 

and two figures are similar if all pairs of triangles used in their 
construction are similar. 

Exercises on constructions of similar figures are done here to 
drive these principles home, the pl'OCf'SB being greatly simplified 
by the use of the theorem that if XY is parallel to BC a side 
of the triangle ABC, then the triangle AXY is similar to the 
triangle ABC. (This is No.3 above.' 

The more formal part consists of exercises based on the 
fundamental propositions that in two triangles ABC, A'B'C', 
all the relations 

A- A' B- B' C- C' BC _ CA _ AB 
L -L .L -L ,L -L. 'B'(j' - C'A':- A'B' 

are true if(I) any two ofthese, LA = LA', LB= LB', L(:=C'· 
are true, 

BC CA AB 
or (2) B' C' = C'A' = A'B' 

or (3) LA = LA' and g!, = :.~ &c. 
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The question of areas of similar figures is approached in the 
same kind of way. H we have'two maps of the-same piece of 
country on different seales, the ratio of two corresponding areas 
is the same for all pairs. By taking one pair of corresponding 
areas to be B!J.uares, it follows at once that the ratio of any two 
similar areas IS the same as the ratio of the squares on' any pair 
of corresponding lengths. It is well to drive this important 
truth home by considering a few special cases. H the sides of a 
rectangle are a", and b" those of a similar rectangle will be 
karl aud kb" and the ratio of the second area to the first 

_ ,kax'kb = k' 
ab ' 

Similarly, if a side and corresponding altitude of a triangle be 
a" and p", those: of a similar triangle will be ka" and kp", and 
the ratio of the area is 

lka.kp 
tap 

_ k' 

The ratio of the areas of two circles 
r.r r' 

= TrR" =, R" &c. 

A tilmilar method of treatment will make it clear that the ratio 
of the volumes of two similar solids is' the same as the ratio of 
the. cubes on any conesponding pairs of lengths. Many 
numerical problems can: be set on these two impOrtant principles; 
in fact, boys will probably have met some before this as 
eX€(l"cises in variation. 

Constructions depenuing on areas of similar figures c(!.n, at 
any nite, in the case of weaker boys, be helped out by measure-

. ment and arithmetic. For instance, consiaer the problem of 
construoting a figure similar to a given figure, but with one
tl,ird of ite area. If AB is any length in the first figure, and 
_1' B' the corresponding length in the second, 

A'B' =ABx vl=ABx v'3333=ABx'5774 
aud a very good solution can be got by measuring. AB and 
multiplying by '577. This gives A'B', and the construction can 
be completed. A clever boy will see that A' B' is the side of a 
square equal to a rectangle whose sides are AB and lAB, and 
uevise a geometrical construction for finding A'B'. 

A certain amount of Ell'mentary Solid Geometry, dealing 
mainly with angles betw6l'n planes and angles between lines 
and planes, is done, the subject being approached informally. 
Most of the matter of Euclid's Eleventh Book is easily grasped 
with the help of concrete illustrations, the plentiful use of 
models, and appeals to familiar ideas such as vertical and 
horizontal. A closed book held with one edge on the table and 
rotated about this edge, illustrates the fact that if a line OA lies 
in a plane, any number of perpendiculars can be drawn through 
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o to OA, whereas an open book held with two edges on the 
table shows that there is only one line perpendicular to both 
OA and OB, and that it is perpendicular to every line in 
the plane OAB. The formal proof of this is a good eXl'rcise for 
the better boys. The main intention of the course in solid 
geometry is t.o train boys to "think in space," allIl it is foulIIl 
that even the weakest boys can become quite good at visualising 
three-dimensional figures. A little is done in Descriptive 
Geometry-plan and elevation-enough to give a clear idea 
of the principles involved. This kind of work is 8n excellent 
medium for further developing the "space sense." Practice in 
the more elaborate technical part of the subject is supplied in 
the drawing office connected with the engineering shops. 

As an introduction to Spherical. Trigonometry and Nautical 
Astronomy, a preliminary course of Spheric·al Geometry is 
given in the same term in which Solid Geometry iK 
begun. The cadets draw their own figures and make measure
ments of sides and angles of spherical triangles on blackboard 
globes. At the Same time wire skeleton models are used so that 
the connection between arcs of great circles on the surface of a 
sphere and angles at the centre is constantly in their minds. 
In other words, they learn to realise figures on the surface of the 
sphere both from the external and internal points of view. The 
notions acquired of angles between planes, lines perpendicular 
to planes, &c., are seen to have their use in Spherical Geometry. 

The work is done on blackboard globes 12 inches in 
diameter,· mounted in such a way that they can be used on the 
desks in an ordinary class-room. Boys work in parr.., and are 
supplied with compaBBe8 with which great and small circles can 
be drawn and graduated brass strips with which great circle 
arcs can be measured in degrees. A great circle is defined 3R 

the trace on the surface made by a plane through the centre, and 
it is assumed that if a string be stretched tightly between two 
points it will lie along the circumference of the great circle 
through them. The graduated edge of the brass strip in 
practice takes the place of the string. 

By means of the brass strip several points are marked on the 
sphere, each of which is 90" from a given point A. They are 
found to lie on a great circle (tested by the strip). That this 
must be so is seen by reference to the skeleton globe, for if 0 be 
the centre of the sphere and OP, OQ, OR, .le., are radii per
pendicn1ar to OA, then OP, OQ, OR, .lc., all lie in a plane 
perpendicular to ~A. This leads to the definition of pole and 
polar and to the use of the compasses for the constrndion of the 
great circle whose pole is A. The following are a few examples 
of the kind of thing done. 

• T"- can be bought 1m 216. each. Good .. ark can be doDe with 
smalJer globes about" iDchfa in djam ter, obmdiDg in bos .. whooe depth ia 
equal to the radjlll! of the globe, with • ciroaIar opening of the __ dj_ 
.... the sphere. 
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(1) P, Q, n, S, &c., are points on the same great circle. 
Construct their polars and verify that they have two pointa 
in common. The skeleton globe will help to make it clear that 
this is merely the theorem that if OA is perpendicular to OP, 
()Q, it is perpendicular to OR, OS, &0., which are in the same 
plane as OP, OQ. 

(2) Given a great oircle, construot its poles by finding the 
interseotions of the polars of any two points P, Q on it. 

(3) The angle between two great oircles AP, AQ, is defined as 
the angle between the tangents at A. Boys should see that this 
is the same as (i) the angle between the planes OAP, OAQ ; 
(ii) the angle POQ where P, Q are on the polar qf A; (iii) the 
angular distanoe PQ measured with the brass strip along the 
great oircle arc PQ. The last is the one used in globe work~ 
The angle can also be measured direotly with fair aoouraoy by 
means of a transparent celluloid protractor. (Referenoe should, 
of course, be made here to the measurement of longitude.) 

(4) Measure the angle between two given great circles. 
(5) Through a given point on a given great oircle draw 

another great oircle making a given angle with the first. 
~6) If the polar of A passes through B, the polar of B passes 

through A. 
(7) The polar of A is at right angles to every great circle 

through A. (Equator and meridians.) . 
(8) The angle between two great circles is' equal to the 

angular distsnce between their poles. 
(9) Through a given point not on a giyen great circle draw 

another great circle making a given angle with the first. 
(10) Construct to given data some spherical triangles and 

solve them by measurement on the globe, taking note in eaoh 
case of the sum of the angles. 

(11) Sketch a few rhumb lines and notice how they differ 
from great circles. . 

TRIGONOMETRY. 

This used to be, and still is in many schools, looked upon as 
a subject for the select few. AIl a matter of fact, boys find it 
easier, up to a certain point, than any other part of Mathematics. 
Many boys who will never make much headway with Deduotive 
Geometry, for instance, soon become quite reasonably good at 
Numerical Trigonometry. It used to be considered necessary to 
have done Euclid's Sixth Book before beginning Trigonometry, 

as otherwise the constsncy of the ratio ~ in a triangle with given 

angles could not be established. AIl pointed out under Geo
metry, the truth of this is obvious to the boy who has been 
in the habit of drawing to scale. The trigonometrical ratios 
are introduced gradually. The old method of suddenly cpn-
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fronting a boy with six tl'igonometrieall'lltios, II/ld then setting 
him to work on a set of "identitiPR." reBuitpd in~ny . cases in 
hopeless confusion, and a total inability to grasp wh~t,il was 
all about. The tangent is taken first as being connect.e~ with the 
simplest problems on heights of flowers, &C., and it is in connec
tion with the solution of some such problem by scale drawing that 
the idea of tangent of an angle is introduced. Tables of natural 
tangents are used straight away, and a boy is interested to find 
that he has at his command a quicker and more accurate method 
of solving certain problems than his old one of drawing to scale. 
The meanings of the tangent, and of the other ratios as they 
occur, are driven home by easy problems which seem to be much 
more helpful for this purpose than identities. 

When a boy is familiar with the tangent, the sine and rosine 
are introduced in connection with problems in which the 
hypotenuse is involved. After a time the convenience of 
having the reciprocals of these three ratios tabulated is seen, and 
the cotangent, secant, and c{)Secant, are defined. At first the 
natural ratios are used and the arithmetic is made fairly eaRY, 
so that a boy's mind is not distracted by a mass of computation. 
The use of log-sines, &c., will be appreciated when the arith-
metic is made more difficult. • 

In connection with the solution of right-angled triangles, 
eadets make acquaintance with the Traverse Table, which is 
very useful for obtaining approximate results in Trigonometry. 
h is often very convenient to use this table in 8tatical 
problems depending on resolution of forces. It is, of course, 
specially important for cadets to be familiar with this table,88 they 
must be able to use it quite freely when they come to Navigation. 

The general triangle is then solved by treating it 88 the sum 
or difference of two right-angled triangles. Up to this stage 
nothing but a knowledge of the trigonometrical ratios of acute 
angles is required, and with no further knowledge a boy has a 
powerful weapon in his hands. 

The solution of many triangles by this method suggests a 
search for general formulae, and by following ont in the general 
case the method used in the particular ~ses the sine and cosine 
formulae are easily obtained. At this stage the .definitions of 
sine and cosine are extended so as to be appli('able to obtuse 

11 + e' -a'. L d I angles. The formula 60S A = 2be 18 IOun to Ie 

clumsy in most cases and is replaced by another better adapted 

l ·thmi .. h A (If-b) (.-c) h to ogan c computatIon, VIZ.: ay = be were 

hay A is ! (1 - COB A); hav A is, of course, the same as 

sin' ~ but the formula for hay A involves less arithmetic than 
2 

.. in t =...j(6- bls-cJ, there being no halving of the log, or 
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doubling of the angle to be done. The haversine is of special 
. importance in spherical trigonometry as applied to nautical astro
nomy. To avoid the use of the formula a = b' + c· - 2bc cos A 
in the case when two sides and the included angle are 

. B - C b -'C B + C. bl'sh d given, the formula tan -2- = b + .; tan -2- IS esta 1 e, 

a geometrical proof being given, as boys are not able at this 
stage to follow the simpler proof which depends on the factors 
of sin B-sin C and sin B+sin C. The formulae ibc sin A and 
.; 8 (s-a) (s-b) (s-e) for the area of a triangle come In 

here. In proving the second of these sin A in terms of 
. ~+~-~ the sides is derived from cos A = 2be ,by means of 

sin' A = (1 + cos A) (1 - cos A). 

The problems up to this point are as varied as possible, not 
merely the ordinary problems on heights and distances, but also 
questions connected with Navigation, Statics, and Geometry. 
Even the weakest boYs feel that they have something which 
they can use in all sorts of situations, and they use it quite 
freely where clever boys would perhaps use algebraical or 
geometrical methods. Thus, as previously mentioned, they find 
themselves able to solve many problems, which, under the old 
system of water-tight compartments and restrictions as to 
methods, would have been beyond their powers. 

The measurement of angles in radians and the simple rela
tion connecting the radius of a circle, the length of an arc, and' 
the circular measure of the angle subtended by the arc at the-, 
centre, must be known, as ther occur in Mechanics, e.g., in 
questions of angular velocity. The approximate equality of' 
sin 8, 8, tan 8 when 8 is small is also an important fact. For· 
those cadets who wililaler go on to the calculus, it is important. 
to il'arn to think in mdianF. 

The remainder of the Trigonometry is of a more abstract 
nature, and therefore more difficult and more peculiarlyadapred . 
to the boys with a mathematical bent. It is, ill fact, practically' 
a different subject, and this is recognised in continental text-· 
books by the use of the term .. Goniometry." It includes the 
trigonometrical ratios of (A + B), (A - B), 2 A, the factor
formulae for the sum or difference of two sines or two cosines, 
a few identities to illustrate and emphasise transformations of 
frequent occurrence, such as cos' A = i (1 + cos 2 A), aud the 
solution of trigonometrical equations, some by graphical methods. 
This last section includes the extension of the definitions of the 
trigonometrical ratios to angles of any magnitude. The U8& 

of an auxiliary angle to transform expressions of the form 
a cos 8 + b sin 8 into the shape rsin (8 + u) is an important 
piece of work for the better boys. In this part of the subject 
not much is expected from the weaker cadets. For instance, 
their acquaintance with the a<;ldition and factor formulae will 

A 13918 0 
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amount to little more than this: they will have proved the 
fonnulae, and used them in establishing such standard results 8S 

A-B 
a-b tan- 2-
a f b = A + B and the fonnulae which they use m 

tan 2-
Spherical Trigonometry. 

The better cadets, on the other hand, must have some skill 
in manipulation of this kind, and a good deal of practice is 
necessary for gaining a reasonable familiarity with the standard 
formulae and facility in using them. The fonns of the graplJs 
~f the ratios, particularly of the sine, should be familiar. These 
. should appear in a restricted fonn at the outset. The calcula-
tion of tangents of various angles from his own figures will 
make it quite clear to a boy that a gradual change in the angle 
produces a gradual change in the tangent, and that equal incre
ments in the angle do not produce equal increments in the 
tangent; and the graph of the tangents of acute angles will 

. show distinctly how the tangent increases more and more 
rapidly as the angle increases, and emphasis should be laid on 
the non-straightness of the graph. It is very difficult to prevent 
boys from making such milH!tatements as tan 40" + tan 30" 
= tan 70", and tan 80" = 2 .. tan 400, and frequent appeals to the 
shape of the graph should be helpful. The other graphs will 
come when the corresponding ratios are being found for 
different angles. Later, when the definitions are extended to 

. angles of any size, the graphs will be done in their complete 
form. In connection with the auxiliary angle, it should be 
noticed that, by suitable choice of scales and origin, the graph 
y = sin z can be made to serve as the graph of any of the 

. series y = acosz + bsin z. 
It should be mentioned that, owing to simplifications made 

:4n the teaching of Nautical Astronomy, the number of absolutely 
. essential fonnulae in Spherical Trigonometry is greatly reduced. 
A cadet is expected to kpow : 

(I) The fundamental cosine fonnula, 
cos a = cos b cos e + sin b sin e COB A. 

(2) hav a = hav (b-e) + sin b sin e hsv A (osed to find a 
when b, e, A are given, and derived from (I). 

(3) hav A = cosec b cosec e ";"h-av-l"--a-+...-n(b'--:e")}"h-:a-:v'{ ,,-::-'("b--e:;-;)} 

( th f f sin (a-b). sin(a-e) also derived from (I) and ano er onno . b ., , 
sm . SIDe 

used to find A when a, b, e are given). 

(4) s~nA = s!n B = s!n C (oseful as a check). 
sma smb sIDe 
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CALCULUS. 

About half the cadets proceed in their last year at Dartmouth 
to the study of the Calculus. Much more importance is attached 
to a proper undel'Standing of the meani~g and application of the 
operations than to skill in manipulation, which can be acquired 
later, if neceB8ary. Before the notation of the Calculus appears, 
the notions of "rate of change," "gradient," &c., are discussed. 
at some length, the illustrations used being such as are already 
familiar to the boy through his I!o(:quaintance with easy kine
matics, graphs, and geometry. 

Every boy who has done any Dynamics has some idea of the 
meaning of "speed at an instant." He knows that if a body is 
moving in a straight line with variable speed, the forces acting 
on it are not balanced, and that if at any instant he could esta
blish a balance amon~ the forces the body would go on with 
uniform speed, and thiS speed is what he calls the speed at the 
instant. Thus the speed at the instant is a real thing in 
his mind, but for purposes of reasoning another conception is 
neceB8ary. The first problem he deals with is the calculation 
of the speed at a given instant from a space-time formula. 
Suppose, for example, that thll formula 8 = 2t' is given, and the 
speed at the end of 4 secondB is required. If the average speed 
during au interval immediately following the end of the fourth 
second is calculated, its value will gradually change as the duration 
of the inter"al is gradually diminished. Moreover, this average 
speed will clearly come nearer and nearer to the speed at the 
instant, and can be made as near to it as we please, if we take 
the interval small enough. Thus, if a certain speed can be 
found from which the average speed during an interval imme
diately following the instant in question can be made to differ 
by as little as we please by making the interval small enough, 
that speed is the speed of the instant. 

In the particular case which we are considering as an 
example, the average speeds for intervals of 1 see., '5, '1, '01, 
'001 sec., are found to be 122, 108'5, 98'42, 96'2402, 96'024002 
ft./sec., and it seems pretty clear that by taking the interval 
small enough we can get an average speed differing from 
96 ft./sec. by as little as we please. To make quite sure, the 

. average speed for an interval of h sees. is calculated. This is 
(96 + 24h + 2h') ft./sec., a result whicli is seen to include all' 
the numerical results previously obtained, and from which it is 
quite certain that the speed at the end of 4 seconds is 96 ft./sec. 
The question of gradient at a point of a curve is treated in a 
silnilar way. Everyone has a conception of the meaning of 
.. tangent to a curve." Euclid's definition of a tangent to a 
circle probably expresses the usual conceptio~ of a tangent. 
For working purposes a modification is necessary. Suppose the 
gradient of the curve y = 2z' is required at the point P where 
z = 4. If the gradient of a straight line through P, which cuts 

02 
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the curve in a neighbouring point, be calculated, its value will 
gradually change as the line swings round P, so that the neigh
bouring point comes gradually nearer to P. Moreover, the 
gradient will come nearer and nearer to that of the tangent at P, 
and can be made as neap to it as we like if we take the neigh
bouring point near enough to P. Thus, if a line through P can 
be found whose gradient is such that the gradient of a line 
through P and a neighbouring point on the curve can be made 
to differ from it by as little as we please by bringing the neigh
bouring point close enough to P, that line is the tangent at P, 
and its gradient is the gradient of the curve at P. . 

In the particular case under consideration, the gradients of 
chords joining P (where z = 4) to the points on the curve, where 
:r = 5, 4·5, 4·1, 4·01, 4·001, are 122, 108·5, 98·42, 96·2402, 
96·024002. As before, all these are included in the statement 
that the gradient of the line joining P to the point on the curve 
where z = 4 + h is 96 + 24h + 2h', and the gradient of the 
curve at P is 96. 

Other cases of instantaneous rate of change are dealt with on 
the same plan, e.g~ if pv = 1200, the rate of change of p per unit 
increase of tl, when tl = 20, is derived from a consideration of 
the average rate of increase of p per unit increase of tl, as tl 
changes from 20 to (20 + h). . 

This introductory work is necessarily somewhat laborious 
and takes time, but it is felt to be important that a boy should 
have a thorough comprehension of what he is doing in a number 
of particular cases before proceeding to a study of the calculus 
on general lines. 

(It might be mentioned here that those cadets who are not 
taken on to the calculus proper do much of this preliminary 
work leading to the general notion of the representation of in
stantaneous rate of change by the gradient of a curve at a point, 
which is of frequent occurrence in their science work; for in
stance, the speed of a body at a given instant is given by the 
gradient of the tangent at the corresponding point on the space
time graph; the rate at which p is changing per onit increase 
of 1> for a given value of 1> if pv = 1200 is given by the gradient 
of the tangent at the corresponding point of the hyperbola 
pv = 1200.) 

This preliminary course, in which each particular case is 
dealt with on its own merits, leads a boy to look for some gene
ral mathematical process which shall replace this separate de
tailed consideration of each case. For instance, finding the 
speed of a body at various instants from the formula 8 = 2r 
requires that the same set of operations shall be performed on 
different numbers, and a general formula lor the speed at any 
instant is natnrally looked for. 

Now, following oot in the general case the method adopted 
in the particular cases, and taking the opportunity of introduc
ing a new notation. we find that in III sees. immediately follow-
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ing the end of t secs., the distance (As feet) travelled is 
I6t' • At + 6t. (At)' + 2 . (At)"] It., and the average speed during 

this interval is AS, or [6t' + 6t . At + 2(At)'] It./sec. From this 
At 

we deduce that the speed at the end of t sees. is 6t' It./sec. 

This value (6t'), which As continually approaches as At~O, 
At .. 

and from which we can make it differ by as little as yve please 

by making At small enough is denoted by ~1' so that with the 

meanings given to sand t in thia example, As gives an average 
At 

speed during a finite interval At, while ~: gives the instantime

oua speed at the end of t sees. 
In the same way a general formula is found for the gradient 

at any point of the curve y = 2:c' • If we take a point P, whose 
abscissa is :c, its ordinate is 2:c8

• If a neighbouring point has 
abscissa (:c + A:c), its ordinate, which may be denoted by 
(y + Ay), is 2(:c + A:C)', and the gradient of the chord joining 

the two points is {l.y, or [6:c' + 6:c. A:c + 2(Az)'], from which 
A:c 

we deduce that the gradient of the curve at P, that is, the 
gradient of the tangent at p, is 6z', and this is denoted by 

~Y. Ay gives the gradient of a chord through ]?, and some 
... z Az 

neig~bouring point distinct from P; ~ gives the gradient of the 

tangent at P. 
Generally if y is a function of :c, then in all cases with 

which we deal a small change, A:c in :c, prod~ in y a 

small change, which we call Ay, and as A:c ..... O, Ay tends 
A:c 

(!()utinually to some limiting value, which we call ddy. Ay 
z A:c 

gives the average rate of increase of y per unit increase of z, as 

'l: increases by a finite amount Az; ::; gives the instantaneous 

rate of increase of y per unit increase of :c •. 

~~ is now found from first principles in a few special cases, 

1 1 
such as y =:cl

, y=k:c", y=k:c"+c, y= -.y = 3> &c., and • :c .,-
the results applied to such questions as the following, so that 
the significance of the results may be grasped :-

(1) A body is travelling in a straight line, so that its distance 
(8 ft.) from a fixed point in the line at the. end of t seconds is 
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given by 8 = 4tl + 5. Find its flpeed at the end of 3, 4, 
5 seconds. 

(2) A body is j;ravelling so that its speed (v ft./sec.) at the 
end of t seconds ia given by v = 7t'. Find its acceleration at 
the end of 3, 4, 5 second!!. 

(3) Find the equation of the tangent at the point (5, 4) on 

the curve y = I~O. 
x 

(4) The radius of a sphere is increasing uniformly at the 
rate of 3 in./sec. At what rate is the volume increasing when 
the radius is 3 feet? 

(5) The pressure (p lb./sq. in.) and the volume (V c.in.) of a 
gi~en mass of gas are connected by the relation pV = 1200. 
Find the rate of increase of p per. unit increase of V when 
V=40. . 

(6) The volume V c.c. of a gram of water at a temperature 
XO above 4° C. is given by V = 1 + 8·36 X 10-' x'. Find the 
coefficient of cubical expansion of water at 20" C. 

A general formula is now obtained when y = z". The par
ticular cases already investigated have probably suggested this 
formula. A proof independent of the binomial theorem can 

be obtained ifthetheorem Ltl Z' 11= n be first established. 
z~ z-

The cases y = kz", Y = kz" + c, y = a + bz· + cz" + &c., should 
be considered, and with no further outfit a great deal can be done. 

Problems on maxima and minima, geometrical properties 
of curves, questions on speed and acceleration, and the rate of 
increase of one quantity with respect &0 another in general, 
approximations (depending on the approximate equality il.Y ! 

=dd-Y il.z), and relati ... e error, &c., are dealt with, the functional 
z' 

relations involved being always of the type y = a + W+.cz· + 
&c., or reducible to this type.. 

Then the inverse problem-given ~~ in terms of z, find 11 

in terms of z-is discussed, and this prepares the way for 
the integral calculus, which is introduced by an attempt 
to find the area under a curve with a given equation, 
by a process of summation. The problem is to find the 
area bounded by the curve y = f(z), the z-axis and the 
ordinates z=a, z=b. This is shown to be equivalent to 

z c. 
finding LL 1 fez). il.z,and cases are first dealt with in which 

.6.~·z_. . 
the summation can actually be effected, e.g., f(z) = 3z, f(z)=z" 
It is very easy to see that generally the summation would be 
tedious if not actually impossible, and a different method must 

be soughL The formula ~~=f(z) is established, and th~ 
problem of finding .A is thus reduced to that of finding a 
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function of z which when differentiated gives f(z), that is the 
problem last discussed in the differential calculus. 

The notation ~: f(z) .. dz is now introduced, the definition 

~
b L z=b 

being f(z). dz = t. l f(z). Az, and it is shown that 
G 4r-+O ~=t.I 

this is the same as </> (b)-</>(a) or [ </>(z) I where</> (z) is such 

th t d.</>(zLf\' ) a dz-- z. 
Other problems are similarly treated. For instance, the 

distance described between the end of a seconds and the end of 
b seconds by a body moving according to the speed-time formula 

v = f(t) is :r-t. t i b f(t). At, which is written C
b 

f(t) . dt. Since 
.6.~O I_a l, 

~: = v = f(t), s can be expressed in terms of t if we can find a 

function of t whose differential coefficient is f(t). In fact we 

shall have ~. f(t). dt =[ </>(t) J: where d~~t) = I(t). 
Applications of the integral calculus to areas, mean values,.. 

volumes of revolution, work, centre of gravity, moments of inertia, 
&c., follow, these being seen to depend on one general principle
if !.he meaning of the integral calculus is properly understood., 

The graphical interpretation of any definite integral ~: fez) dz' 

as the area bounded by y = f(z), the z-axis and the ordinates
z=a, z=b is important, as it makes it possible to ~et a good 
approximation to the value of the definite integral when it. 
cannot be evaluated by ordinary methods. For example, ro. 
evaluate r. v al-zl

• dz is the same as to find the area of a 
quadrant of a circle, radius a; to find the work done by a 
gas in expanding according to Boyle's law from a volume of 

a c.ft. to a volume of b c.ft. is rb 

~ • d", and the problem of 
J. " 

evaluating this integral is the same as that of finding the area 

bounded by y = !:, the z-axis and the ordinates z = a, :r = b. 
a: 

This volume can be approximately found by applying one of 
the standard rules, such as Simpson's rule or the mid-ordinate 
rule. (Here again it should be said that cadets who do not 
take up formal calculus do a certain amount of what may be 
called graphic integration, without the notation of the subject. 
They reduce a problem of finding distance from a speed-time 
formula to that of finding a certain area under the speed-time 
graph, a problem of finding work done from a force-displace
ment fonnula to that of finding a certain area under the forre
diRplacement graph, &c., the approximation to the area being 
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usually made by application of the mid-ordinate rule. Of course 
the speed-time formula may in some ca><es be replaced by a 
table giving the speeds at certain times from which the graph 
can be plotted.) Up tn this stage there is little scope for skill 
in the manipulation of the symbols of the calculus. The test 
that a boy understands his subject is that if he is confronted 
with a problem he shall be able to make the solution depend 
on his ability to differentiate or integrate some function of ". 
The variety of the problems will of course depend on the amount 
of external knowledge, scientific, geometrical, &c., at the boy's 
command. The better cadQts find time to investigate rules for 
the differentiation of other functions besides z", e.g., sin ", &c., 
c, log ,;r, products, quotients, function of a function, &c., and 
to do problems, of the same nature as before, requiring for their 
solution this extended knowledge and some greater skill in 
manipulation such, for instance, as the determination of the 
meridional parts for a gi"en latitude. Later, they will 
easily pick up tricks for integrating \'Brious fune·tions which 
they may come across in their work, but such tricks are 
better learnt when the necessity for them arises. As stated 
at the outset, cadets learn the calculus in order that they 
may be able to use it, and the object of an elementary 
course should be to give a boy some general idea of the 
various kinds of problem to whi(.h he will be able to apply 
it. The best way of attaining this entl seems to be to drive 
home the meaning of the processes by a great varil'ty of 
-examples demanding a very limited knowledge of the manipu
lative side of the subject. In fact, if a boy call differentiate 
z' and perhaps sin z and cos z, he ha.~, as pointed out above, 
weapons quite adequate for a host of problems. When he can 
use these weapons properly, he may be confronted with problems 
which involve the same fundamental principles, but require the 
differentiation and integration of other functions, and he will 
then see the necessity· of adding to his stock of standard results 
and methods of attack. Thus he will gradually increase his 
. power in the manipulation of symbols without losing sight of 
the main underlying principles. 

AL9EBRAICAL GEOMETRY. 

About the same time that cadets begin the study of 
the calculus they do some elementary work in algebraical 
geometry. No attempt is made to take them through a 
course of "Analytical Conics." The idea is rather that 
they shall get hold of a few fundamental principles which 
can be applied to the case of any curve whose Cartesian equation 
is given. The Cartesian co-ordinates of a point are looked upon 
as directed steps, and it is com'enient first to consider directed 
steps in one straight line and see that if the step from 0 to .A 
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is :r, and that from 0 to B is :r., the step froin A to B is :r.-:r, 
fOA + .4.B = OBJ. Of course, this conclusion will be arrived at 
after considering many particular cases. In the same way if the 
co-ordinates of a point P are (:r, y,), and those of Q are (:r. Ys), 
we can pass from P to Q by taking an :r-ward step (:r.-:r,) and 
a y-ward step 'YI-Y'}, a positive :r-ward step meaning cf 
conrse a step in the direction OX, and a negative :r-ward step 
(lne in the direction XO. 

The distance PQ is easily found, and also the co-ordinates of 
a point R which divides PQ in a given ratio. 

The next thing is the translation of geometrical statements 
into algebra, which is obviously an essential part of the subject. 
This is worth some trouble, and numerous exercises should be 
done. They need not be difficult, but should be properly under
stood; e.g. :-

(1.) Find the equation of the . locus of a point equidistant 
from \3, 4) and (-1, 2). 

(2.) Find the equation of the locus of a point whose distance 
from (3, 4.) is always 7. 

(3.) Find the equation of the locus of a point whose distance 
fl"Om (3, 4) is equal to its distance from the y-axis. 

Later some harder examples are done which require the 
elimination of 8 from two equations :r = f (9) Y = 4> (9). 

It is useful, occasionally at least, to plot the locus from the 
gh'en geometrical conditions and from the algebraiclll. equation 
independently. 

In dealing with these questions on loci a boy incidentally 
makes the acquaintance of the parabola, the ellipse, and other 
intE'resting curves. 

The straight line is dealt with in some detail. 
1. The facts that y = mz represents a straight line through 

the origin and y = m:r+n a straight line parallel to it are estsb
lished. Hel'e, as in all cases, the ellect of changes in the z and 
y scales is considt>red. 

The gradient of a straight line can be defined here as the 
ratio of the y-ward step to the :r-ward step from P to Q, where 
P and Q are any two points on the line. 

2. Lines are drawn from gi"en equations and equations 
fOllnd for given lines. 

3. The equation of a line through a given point (3, 4) with 
givt>n gradient 3 is found. 

(a) The equation is y = 3z + n. Ch.oose n so that the line 
shall go through (3, 4). 

(b) The general equation of a line through (:I", y,) with 
gradient m is y - y, = m (z - z,). 

u (""' y,) and m ha\""e given numerical values (a) is easier, 
and the work can usually be done mentally, and the equation 
written down straight away. 
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4. The equation of a line through two given points is written 

down by means of 3, for the gradient is y, - YI 
:r.-:I:t 

. 5. y = ma: + n is parallel to y = ma: + n', aa: + by + c = 0 
IS parallel to aa: + by + c' = O. Hence the equation of a line 
p~el to a given line and passing through a given point can be 
wntten down. 

6. It is proved from a figure that y = ma: and y = m/a: are 
perpendicular if mm/ = - 1. Hence y = ma:+n ill perpendicu-

lar to Y = -! a: + n', aa: + by + c = 0 is perpendicular to m 
ba:-ay + c' = 0, and the equation of a line through a given 
point perpendicular to a given line can be written down. 

7. The point of intersection of two lines with given equations 
and the angle between them are found, but no general formulae 
learnt. 

8. Thelength of the perpendicular from (h, k) to 
aa: + by+ c=Ois ah+bk+c 

va' + II 
This last formula is only arrived at after several particular 

cases of the problem have been dealt with. The length of the 
perpendicular from (3, 4) to 2a: + 3y + 7 = 0 would in the first 
place be found as follows: 

(1) Write down the equation of the line through (3, 4) 
. perpendicular to 2a: + 3y + 7 = 0; it is 3a: - 2y -1 =0. 

(2) Find the intersection of2a:+3y+7=0 and 3a:-2y-1=O; 
• ! ( 11 23) 
It IS -13'-13 

(3) Find the distanee of (3, 4) from ( -~!,-i!); it IS 

.v' G~r+G~r =.y'ffir (2"+3')= vi~ 
After solving a few exercises of thia kind and noticing that 

a simplification like that in the last line is always possible, an 
investigation of the general case is suggested and the length of 
the perpendicular from (h, k ) to aa: + by +.0 = 0 is found by the 
same method.. The simple form of the result suggests the exi&
tenee of some simpler method of proof, and a geometrical proof 
is found. 

. ~ 
When boys have done enough calculus to know that d;,gives 

the gradient of the tangent at any point of a curve, they 
can establish interesting geometrical properties of curves whose 
equations are given, the range of operations being determined 
by the extent of their skill in differentiating. 

It seems worth while to devote a little special attention to 
the circle, as the results obtained can be checked by geometrical 
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knowledge, and 'tIDS helps to give confidence in the algebraical 
treatment. The only really essential thing is to see that 
(:c-h)'+(y-k)'=r" is the equation of a circle with centre (h, k) 
and radius r, and hence that the general equation of a circle is 
:c' + y' + a:e + by + e = O. This, together with its converse, 
that re'+y'+a:l:+by+c= 0 can be written in the form 
I a)' I. b)' a' b \:1:+2 +\f+2 =4 +4 -e and hence represents a circle with 

(
a b) . la' b' centre - 2' - 2 and radius V 4 + 4 - c is all that 

need be known about the circle, and it is interesting to deduce 
Borne of the elementary properties of the circle by purely 
algebraical methods. . 

J. W. MEROER. 
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• 

APPENDIX. 

PASSING-OUT EXAMINATION OF NAVAL CADETS 

PART I. 

April, 1911. 

MATHEMATICS I. 
• (TAr.. hour •. ) 

[Q_tiono 1. 5, and 9 .hould In .......... ed by aU ....ulo. 
An, fooe of Ih. remaining q .... ,ion. may In _ored, not mor. Iha" 

two beWig lalun from any ono •• "'ion. 
Groat importa_ io attached to neal"" .. and ........ 0011.] 

SECTION I. 
1. Assume that to punch a hole of diameter 4 inches in a certain plate 

-requires a force of 3·4.d tons; and that the greatest force which can be applied 
.mely to the punchlng tool is 12'7.4' tons. 

Draw grapbe, figuring scales on the axes from which diameters can be 
read olf in tenths of inehes and forces in toDB, to .ho .. the n ...... ary force 
.and the permillBible force for variODS diameters np to ODe inch. What is ths 
diameter of the smallest hole that....., be punehed in the plate? 

2. Draw a qnadrilateral ABCD, the angles at A and BbeingrightangIes. 
Let AB=h. BC= ... AD=b. 

Suppose the qnadrilateral to revolve .bant an axis in ita plane distant r 
from AB on the aide remote from C and D, thuo forming a ring. 

Obtain a formula for the volume of this ring by OODBidering it as the 
<li1I'erence between a \arge CODe, and a cylinder and amaJler CODe. 

Show how theresu1t may beehecked byoupposing a = b,and by BUpp""ing 
~=Oandb=O. 

3. Two poaitiODB A B are 21 miIes apart. 
Two craft P Q are moving in the atraight line AB with uniform apeeds. 

P paeses A, and Q puses B et noon. They paea one another et 3 P .... and 
P paaees B one hour and three quarters after Q paased A. 

Find the apeeds of P and of Q 
(i) if they are moving in opposite directiODB. 

(ii) if they are moving in the lalDe direction-from A towarda B. 
<lU 

... =",+1, 
show by multiplying thronghont by '" that 

"'=~+l 
.and by oontinuing the proeesa 8:l:pre&8 "', "'. and ... in a oimilar form. 

Find the two nmnericaJ l'aJues of .... to two placeo of decimaJa. 

SECTION II. 
5. Prove the theorem of Pythagoras thet the oquare on the hypoteuDBe 

<>f a righf;.angJed triangle is equal to the BUm of the oqaareo on ita aid ... 
Dra ... oquare ABCD. aide 3 inehes. 
With centres A. B. C, D in turn, and a r&di ... of 3t inches. draw .... 

~:11tting Be. CD. D.A, AB in H. I. J. K. • 
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Calculate to two plaoes of decima.\s the length of .. side of the square 
HIjK, using the theorem of pythagoras. Calculate also 'the area of this 
square, and of the triangle A.TK; and from the results found for these areas 
Bhow how your work may be checked. 

6. What is the locus of the centre of a oircle of radius 2i inohes 
(I) if it touch .. a fixed circle of radius 8 inch .. , 
(2) if it has a chord of length 8 inch .. which is trisected at a given 

point OP 
7. Draw .. straight line AOB, and on it as diameter descn"be a semicircle. 

Let AO = ", OB=b; With oentre 0, radius equal to theradius of the.emi· 
cirole, describe an arc cutting the semicircle in P. At 0 erect a perpendicular 
OQ cutting the semioircle in Q. What are the lengths of OP and OQ in 
tonne of " and b , 

Prove from the diagram that the arithmetio mean of " and b is gre,.ter 
than the geometrio mean, and state the condition that these meane may bE> 
appronmately equa1. 

8. A oylindrical pipe, outside diameter 6·inch .. , p ..... obliquely through 
a horizontel plate, the axis of the pipe making 45° with the horizontel. 

Give a .ket.k of the ehape of the .ection out out of the plate, and find its 
g ..... test length AB and its length parallel to AB one inch from AB. 

SECTION m. 
9. Show that in any pla.ne triangle 

tan~- B 
2 

tan A + B 
2 

From a ship at A .. mark B, bearing N. 71° E., is known to be 6,800 yards 
distant. 

A target 0, invisible from the ship, is known to bear N. ,,0 E. from B. 
and to be distant 8,400 yards from B. Find the distanoe and bearing of 0 
from A. Oheck the work by recomputing the length of AO from the triangle 
ABO by the formula b = " OOB 0 +. COB A. 

10. A ruler 12 inch .. long is laid on a desk. The plane of the desk is 
inolined at 100 to the horizontel, and the ruler mak .. an angle of 40° with 
the lin.. of greatest .Iope on the desk. What is the difference in Tertioal 
height between the upper and lower ends or the ruler P What ill the inclina· 
tion of the ruler to the horizontel P 

n.n 
tan II = m, 

(1) what ill the numerical value of the expression 
COB 200 + '" Bin 2e 1 

1 1 
(2) E:<presB I _ '" - 1 + ... 

in terms of or, and hence find its value when .. = '889. 

12. A pla.ne ill ino\ined at 17" 40' to the horizontal. It ill rotated through 
an angle of ,0 80' about one of ita lin .. of greatest slope. 

Draw a sketch diagram of .. sphere Bhowing a Tertical radius OA, .. radius 
OB perpendicular to the &rat poeition of the pla.ne and a radius 00 perpen. 
dicular to the eeoond position of the pla.ne. 

What is the angle B of the spherical triangle ABC 1 Whatangledoeathe 
plane in ita second poeition make with the horizontalP 
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MATHEMATICS II (OPTIOHL). 
(Two hour •• ) 

[ You may .end in a ...... r. to any SIX q .... tione, but not more. QuestimNr 
dietinguiehed th ... (.) earry higher mar'" than the other.. Greal impor""'" 
ie attached to neat,.... and aceuracy.] 

1. In certa.in COB .. it can be foreseen that one term of an algebraio 
expreesion is muoh more important numerioally than any of the otbe ... 

Give an illustration, oonetructed by youreelf, of thi •• tetement. 
Find an approximate value of ., (using tebl .. when neoeesary) whioh will 

.... tisfy the equationa. 
(1) .,10+ ,,= '4 
(2) z1D+ ., = 4.00000. 

2 . .Draw aline OA 1 inch long and erect a perpendianlar AB. Take any 
point P on AB. Join OP. Draw PM perpendionlar to OP meeting OA 
produced in M. At M draw MQ perpendionlar to OM meeting OP-produced 
in Q. Let the angle QOM be I). 

By meane of .imiIar triangl ... express OP, OM and MQ in terms of I), 
and hence find the equation of the IoowJ of Q for varying Yalueo of (J the 
ax ... being OA and a perpendionlar to OA throngh O. 

3. Find the angle which the tangent mak.. with the axis of .. at the 
point where:ll = 7a in the curves whose equations are 

(1) ",~ = 245a', 
(2) 2y - ... = a', 

and show that th .. e tangente are at right angl .... 
4. Draw a semicircle with its bounding diameter AB horizontal, and a 

chord PQ parallel to AB. On PQ as diameter deacribe a circle. For what 
position of PQ will the distence of the higheet point of this circle from AB 
be a maximum P 

5. Draw ax ... 0.., Oy, and mark four points P, Q. B, 8, coordinate. tJ, 0; 
0, aj - a, 0; 0, -(I. respectively, forming asquare: and fourpoin .... A,B,C,D, 
coordinate. 1, 1: - 1, 1: -1, - 1: and 1, - 1: forming another oquare. In 
drawing the figure take 5 inch .. to represent unity and about 2 inch .. for G. 

- ABCD is a oquareof eardboard from which thefonr triangles APD,D8C, 
CBB, BQ,d, are ant away. The fODr corners ABCD are then brought 
together, by folding about PQ. QB, BS, 8P, forming a pyramid on .. 
equare base PQB8. Calculate the height and hence the volume of this 
pyramid in terms of ... 

Check by putting.. = 1 in the result and explain brielIy/ww this giv .. 
a cheek. 

Find for what value of a the volume is a maximum. 
6. Draw a triangle AOB right angled at O. Take any points p. Q .be 

together on AB and drop perpendicuIare PM, QN on OA. Let OA = r, 
OB = h, OM = II!, ON = II! + I>Z. Exprees approximately 

(1) Thevolume of the hollow tube formed I>,the re'folntionof PQNM 
about OB. 

(2) the moment of inertia of this hollow tube about OB. 
Fine by integration the .. ofume and moment of inertia about OB of the 

cone formed by the revolntion of OAB about OB. -
7. Find the IJ1lIIlOricaI value of the following integraJa , 

(i) 1: aoido:, 

(li) r. ! ... 
I " 
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Show that 

I"'~'d<o 
may be found by subetituting for II by mea.na of the equation 

I' + II' :- I'. 

223, 

·8. Draw a rhombus ABOD in full lin .. and the diagonal AO in dotted 
lin... Take a point 0 in AO and join OB,OD in full lin... Thefulllin .. 
represent the .ix bars of a Peaucellie1'8 linkage. There are hinges at A, B, 
C, D, and at the fixed point O. 

If OB = OD = b, ea.cIl .ide of the rhombus is of length II, and AO = .. , 
oe = 11, show that 

'"11 = u.' - b' and find 

If a pull of W pounde is applied at 0 in the directionAO and is balanced 
by a pull of P poonde applied at A in the direction CA, find approximately, 
ignoring friction, the relation between work done by W in moving a IIII1&I1 
distance A'J and the work done in moving P a amaIl distance All. 

Hence express P in terms of W, at b, and z. 
Give numerical resulte if W = 100Ibo., .. = 5 inchee, b = • inch .. for • = 7'5 inch .. and for II = S inch... How does the latter result check thA 

corractn ... of your formu1a9 P 
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THE TEACHI.:.'m OF ARITHMETIC IN 
SECONDARY SCHOOL8. 

In writing this paper the author had in view principally 
schools of the type of the " Public Schools," as his experience 
has been almost entirely confined to such schools. But nearly 
the whole of the paper will be applicable to the state-aided and 
rate-aided secondary schools, if one ;lllows for two facts in 
connection with the boys of such schools :-(i) They enter and 
leave school at a somewhat earlier age; (ii) a larger froportion 
of them is intended for a business career. 

No general minimum standard of Arithmetic can be given 
for boys entering secondary schools. A large number of 
schools- require that a boy before being admitted shall pa ..... 
an entrance examination, and Arithmetic is practically alway .. 
one of the subjects of such an examination. The standard of 
the entrance examination, however, varies very much with the 
popularity of the school, and is hardly more than a formality 
with schools which find it difficult to fill up their vacancies. 
To give some idea, however approximate, to those unacquainte.l 
with English schools, one might say that it is usually expects.l. 
as a minimum, that a boy on entrance sball have been taught, 
(a) numeration, (b) the four rules, (e) the manipulation of 
compound quantities, (d) the elementary parts of vulgar 
fractions. 

Teachers of Mathematics in secomiary schools are met with 
an initial difficulty. The teaching at many of the preparatory 
schools which supply the secondary schools is unsatisfactory. 
At other schools, though the Classics may be well taught. 
Mathematics may be neglected. Moreover, during the last 
ten years a great improvement in the teaching of Arithmetic 
has begun to permeate the schools of this country, and con
siderable alterations have taken place. The preparatory school .. 
are in all the stages of this -development, and the group of 
boys entering a secondary school at the heginning of a giwn 
term will have been taught by a variety of methods, some 
good, some bad. In this country it is almost impossible to 
secure uniformity in educational methods. Individuality rather 
than uniformity is perhaps to be desired in many things, hut 
it adds considerably to the difficulties of the teacher in Arith
metic, when he finds among his pupils a considerable variety 
of method in performing fundamental operations, e.g., the 
multiplication of two integers. 

In order to appreciate properly the present state of affairs. 
it is necessary to add that there exists, whether rightly or 
wrongly, among a considerable section of teacherd in secondary 
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schools, serious dlssatisfaction at the results of the teaching of 
the boys who enter their schools, as far as Arithmetic is 
concerned. 

The difficulty caused by the varied character. of the 
previous teaching of boys entering secondary schools, can 
be met in various ways which it would be tedious to 
enumerate. As a matter of fact, I should say that perhaps 
the commonest solution is to assume that when a boy 
enters a secondary school his knowledge of Arithmetic is 
unsound uuless the school from which the boy comes is known 
to teach Mathematics satisfactorily. Then a compromise is 
effected. It is hardly possible or desirable to start him again 
at the beginning of Arithmetic. On the other hand, the autho
rities believe that it is inadvisable to assume that the boy 
knows the work he is supposed to have done. As a result they 
start him at some intermediate stage and hope that in his first 
term or two, while not troubled with new ·work, he will be the 
less bewildered by the novelty of method and the more searching 
nature of the tf>.aching and so will be in a better position to 
profit by it. 

In reading the following description and criticism of arithme
tical teaching in this country, it is of the utmost importance to 
remember that only in a small percentage of schools is the 
teaching of Mathematics entirely in the hands of properly 
qualified mathematicians. This is especially true of Arithmetic. 
In the average school the lower classes will probably be taught by 
non-mathematicisns. In many of the smaller and less wealthy 
schools there may be only one qualified mathematician on the 
stati. The non-mathematician who teaches Mathematics may 
be a good teacher, but, except in rare cases, he does not show, 
nor can he be expected to show, for a subject with which he 
has only a limited acquaintance, that enthusiasm which welcomes 
new ideas and leads him constantly to examine the foundations 
on which he is building. He is perhaps frightened by supposed 
dillicullies involved in any given change, at the lowest he 
objecta to the additional work that it entails, so that for one 
cause or another he is strongly conservative. The existence of 
this class makes it difficult to ensure that the object of a 
change is properly appreciated and that a reform follows the 
lines intended by its originators. To take an example from 
recent history. A considerable amount of work with ruler and 
comp8>lS has been introduced into the teaching of Geometry in 
rect'nt years. The object of this was to present elementary 
truths of Geometry in a more concrete form so that they might 
be more really appreciated. In a vast number of cases this 
idea was quickly forgotten or was never understood, and there 
has been in consequence an enormous waste of time over aim
less work in what has been called Practical Geometry. The 
teacher who is nol a properly qualified mathematician usually 
adheres sla\;shly to the texlrbook. If text-books were all that 

A 13913 p 
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could be desired there might be no very great harm in this, but 
though they have improved greatly in recent years they are still 
very far from all being satisfactory, and, moreover, the un6lltisfac
tory teacher 80 often shows a strong liking for the unsatisFactory 
text-books. Even when an improved text-book appears, intro
ducing any considerable changes, these are very liable to be 
misunderstood by the non-mathematical teacher, as, in a text
book it is obviously difficult, from considerations of space, for 
the author to give adequate explanations of his aims ami ideas. 

It is difficult to describe, to anyone unfamiliar with the 
educational progress of this country, the present state of 
arithmetical teaching, as during recent years it has been in a 
state of change which, if not rapid, is certainly more rapid than 
at any other epoch in modem times. Moreover, one can find 
schools at every stage in this development. There is in con
sequence far less uniformity than there was even ten years ago. 
Perhaps the most hopeful plan will be to attempt a short 
description of (i) the state of affairs before the recent changes 
became prominent, say 25 years ago, (ii) the kind of tear.hing 
which represents a reasonable compromise between the practice 
and the ideals of the reformer of UHlay. 

ARITHMETIO AS IT WAS 25 YEARS AGO. 

The important thing to notice is that Arithmetic at that 
period was at the beginning of an important change. Before 
that time ,it had developed largely as a commercial subject 
on the lines most suitahle to a boy intended for a busineHK 
career. The most important exception to this was in the 
Classical &hools, i.e., schools in which the greater part of 
the time was devoted to the teaching of latin and Greek, but 
there Mathematics was not taken very seriously. The subject 
was bound to be taught in these schools as in all others, and 
moreover it was bound to be a difficult subject at the stage at 
which it was introduced, owing to the inherent difficulties of 
the English system of weights and measures and to the fact 
that vulgar fractiOIl8 rather' than decimal £radions were 
generally used whenever a choice was possible. 

The teaching was largely unintelligent. No very serious effort 
was made to explain the rules; it,was usually sufficient if boys 
learned the rules and were able to apply them. The 6ubjeet 
was not regarded as educational 

But with the advent of .. Modem" &hools in which 
Mathematics played an important part in a boy's general 
education, Arithmetic came to be regarded less as a part of a 
business training and more as an instJ'Jlment for further 
mathematical work. Added to this, as time went on, it found 
itself faced by the demands of the &ience nw;ter, especially of 
the Physics master, who was often handicapped by the bad 
teaching of Arithmetic. But these developments took plare 
later. 
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At the period we are considering Arithmetic was treated as 
a separate compartment, distinct from Algebra and Geometry. 
Algebraical methods were not allowed in the solution of 
problems, and the possibility of using geometrical or graphical 
methods was hardly realised. 

I will now proceed to enumerate the various items found in 
a text-book of the period, adding such discussion or criticism 
as seems useful. . 

(1) Numeration (integers only). 
(2) The Four Rulu.-

(a) Subtraction is just begiJ!.ning to be taught by 
the process given below, known as complementary 
addition. 

625 4 and 1 make 5. 
884 8 and ! make 12; carry 1. 
241 4 and 2 make 6 . 

. -
(b) Multiplication is set out as follows, and begins 

with the unit digit of the multiplier. 
286 
417 

1652 
286 

944 

98412 

(8) Compound Quantitia.-Tables of English Weights and 
Measures were numerous and often taught in much detail, 
even in a first course. . Troy Weight (used only for 
weighing precious stones and metals), Apothecaries' 
Weight, Cloth Measure, and other tables of limited use 
were given. The table called .. Square Measure" was 
given as follows :-

144 square inches make 1 square foot. 
9 square feet ,,1 square yard. 

801 square yards ,,1 square pole. 
40 square poles ,,1 ~d. 
4 roods. " 1 acre. 

640 acres " 1 square mile. 

. In the text-book in use in the upper forms this table 
probably also contained further information, e.g., 10 square 
chains = 1 acre ;4,840 square yards = 1 acre. But, on 
the other hand, it was more than likely that the pupil was 

PI 
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not expected to be acquainted with the table actually used 
by land and estate agents, viz. ; 

40 poleR make 1 rood. 
4 roods " 1 acre. 

In this section the processes involved were (1) Reduc
tion, i.e., changing a simple to a compound quantity 
and mee 'lIersa. (2) The Four Rules. The first of these, 
Reduction, introduced at an early stage very difficult 
work, as can be seen from the following examples ;-

(i) Reduce to inches 2 miles, 3 furlongs, 21 poles, 
3 yards, 2 feet, 11 inches. 

(ii) Reduce to acres, roods, poles, &c., 300,302,596 
square inches. 

(iii) Multiply 4 tons, 12 cwts, 1 qr., 10 lbs. by 573. 

That readers unfamiliar with the British system of 
weights and measures carried to its full development may 
be able to appreciate such questions, I append the work
ing of (ii) by the method ordinarily taught at the time we 
are considering. The table given above will help to 
explain the method. 

144 {12 300,302,596 sq. in. 
• 12 25,025,216 -4} 100 . 

9 2,085,434 sq. ft. -8 sq. in. 
231,714 sq. yd. -8 sq. It. . 

4 

111926,856 quarter sq. yd. 
11 84,259 - 7 t 117 quarter sq. yd. 

7,659 p. -10 J i.e., 29! sq. yd. 
i.e., 29 sq. yd., 2 sq. ft., 36 sq. in . 

. p. sq. yd. sq. It. sq. m. 
7,659 29 2 36 

8 100 

40 17,659 30 1 
4. 191 r. -19 p. 

47 a. - 3 r. 

136 

" 
Answer 47 a., 3 r., 19 p., 30 sq. yd., 1 sq. ft., 136 sq. in. 

Of course the very difficult examples would be omitted 
with young boys, but thia part of the subject, as it was 
usnally taught, was beyond the capacity of boys at this 
stage, especially if, as was generally the case, it was taken 
before the chapter on Fractions. 
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(4) Highest Com"wm Factor and Lowest Common Multiple.
The former was taught by the long-division method, the 
latter by the sho~ivision method, that is to say, the 
method of prime factors was not used as a rule, and 
certainly was not regarded as the more important method. 
Not enough care was taken to teach the meaning of the 
terms factor, multiple, common factor, &c., with the result 
that boys often learned to perform two processes known as 
"H.C.F." and "L.C.M." without any clear idea of the 
object of these processes, or any appreciation of the way 
in which the processes served that end. 

(5) FractionB.-This was regarded as a very important 
chapter and was treated in considerable detail. In 
addition to the matter that one would expect it often 
included questions on proportion and the simplification of 
complex fractions such as:-

1 
2 

2+ 3 
3+ 4 

4 +5 + 1/5 

d 2t + t of 9! + 3H X It of ! of 21 f 31 
an 117U _ 106ft 23 0 513~' 

To such detail was the teaching of vuliar fractions 
carried that in a text-book of 1886 (and one of the best of 
its period), in the one chapter devoted to them, there are 
43 sets, containing altogether about 1,250 examples. The 
examples often involved dealing with very large numbers, 
e.g., in the book mentioned above, near the beginning of 
the chapter, is the question, .. Express in its lowest 

te 114977 " 
rms 220501' 

(6) Decimal FractiollB.-This chapter contained usually:
(a) Extension of the decimal system of numeration to 
decimal fractions. (b) The four rules. (c) Change from 
a simple quantity (expressed as a decimal fraction) to 
a compound and cice t1ersa (e.g., express 2' 7683 tons as 
a compound quantity in tons, cwt., qr., lb.) Cd) Work 
with compound quantities, using decimal methods. 
(e) Change from decimal to vulgar fractions and t1ice 
t>erBa. 

The examples at the beginning of the chapter, explain
ing and illustrating the decimal notation, were, as a rule, 
neither numerous nor varied, and dealt with abstract 
numbers rather than with concrete quantities. Books at 
this period rarely contained any accoUllt of the metric 
systems of weights and measures in use in other coUlltries, 
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so that this fruitful source of example-s was hardly avail
able at that time. 

The examples were usually too heavy (i.e., involved too 
much merely numerical work), e.g., (i) Find the value of 
·474609315 of 256d. in .£ 8. d. (ii) Express 2t of 
1 ton 14 cwt. 99 lb. as the decimal of 51 of 111 cwt. 
70·4 lb. 

(7) Recurring Decima1.a.-This was often a chapter of some 
length. In quite a good School Arithmetic of 25 years 
ago there are 13 sets containing nearly 400 examples. 
Rules for converting such fractions to vulgar fractions 
(fractions with 7, 11, 13, in the denominator are discussed 
in detail), the four rules, &c., are given at length. Some 
of the examples are very heavy, e.g. :-

(1) Express as a vulgar fraction in its lowest terms-

1· 33~8571~ + 1·66!l428~. (Of COUl'Be this wasmerel . 
1 ·11571428 + 1 ·88428571 ) 
a trick, and supposed that the pupil could write down 
t, ~, &c., as recurring decimals.) 

(2) Find the value o£-
·oo4oi + ·00062 + 72·61il + 108 + ·oi. 

(Answer, 180·0258383564482574.) 
(8) Practice. - This was isolated from other methods of 

comPlitation, and was divided into two forms :-{a) Simple 
Practice-a method of multiplication, e.g., find the value 
of 3,165 things at ll. 28.9d. each. (b) Compound Pra~1ice 
-a method by which the value of a compound quantity 
may be found, when the value of one of its units is given, 
e.g., find the value of 3 cwt. 1 qr. l4lb. at 4l. 168. 3d. per 
cwt. It was intended to be a rapid method of computa
tion. The rapidity was unduly checked by the method 
of statement; e.g., take the following question from a 
current text-book. Find the value of 3651 articles at 
41. 78. 9id. each. 

The value of 3651 articles at ll. each is -
£ B. d. 

365 5 0 
4 

.. .. .. .. .. .. 4l. or 4 times ll. is 1,461 0 0 
58. or t of ll. is - 91 6 3 

&c. 
At the end of the chapter there was sometimes a section 

on invoices. In it was shown the correct form in which 
an invoice should be made out. Such questions probably 
involved the multiplication of compound quantities and 
possibly questions m compound practice, for the rest they 
contained nothing but the routine details of a merchant's 
office. 
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(9) Areas and Volumes of rectangular figures. - The treat
ment of this part of the subject differed from more 
modern treatment in that Ii) it did not deal at sufficient 
length with the new ideas here introduced, by means 
of preliminary examples involving a small amount of 
numerical work, but plunged almost at once into the 
difficulties of compound quantities in the British system; 
(ii) the examples were sub-divided too much into sets, 
e.g., a set on finding the amount of carpet required for a 
floor of a room, followed by a set on finding the area of 
the walls of a room, and by another on finding the cost 
of papering the walls of a room; tiii) the data were 
regarded as rigidly accurate and the answers were worked 
out with rigid accuracy; thus, in an example in which 
it is assumed that a cubic foot of iron weighs 450 lb. (this 
must be cast iron and may vary by some pounds in a 
cubic foot-wrought iron may weigh as much as 485 lb.), 
the weight of an iron tank 4 ft. by 3 ft. by 2 ft. 9 ins. 
and i-inch thick (sic) is given as 468/N1I" lb. 

Appended to this chapter or elsewhere would probably be 
found a section on" Duodecimals," a method of measuring 
areas and volumes by a duodecimal system of numeration. 
A prime (1') is n of a foot, a second (1") is n of a 
prime, and so on. The results were often worked to an 
absurd degree of accuracy. As the method is confined 
almost entirely to wood workers and glaziers, th'e·following 
volume seems unnecessarily accurate :-

450 cu. ft. 3' 3" 10'" 81111 6" 11
'. 

(10) Unitary Method. - Not the least remarkable feature in 
some of the old books was the position of the chapter on 
Unitary Method. After the pupil had covered the work 
sketched out above, he was allowed to approach the 
following type of question (taken from one of the leading 
text-hooks of the day). If 1 lb. of sugar costs 3d., how 
much will 11 lb. cost? 1£ 4 lb. of sugar cost Is., how 
much will 14 lb. cost? The work on direct proportion 
was followed by a set of examples on inverse proportion. 
There was no discussion of the meaning of direct and 
inverse proportion. There was no investigation in any 
given case as to whether direct or inverse proportion or 

• neither was applicable. The method throughout was a 
guess-work method; at each step there were two alterna
tives, to multiply or to divide, and you decided by 
common sense which of the two was correct. From the 
point of view of working out examples, the. pupil found 
things much simplified by the fact that in almost every 
book all the examples on direct proportion were put in 
<lne set and those -on inverse proportion in another. The 
prevailing impression left by this part of the subject was 
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that in an arithmetical argument the principle of direct· 
proportion is of universal application, with two or threp 
irritating exceptions, mostly connected with the ploughing 
of fields. 

The subject was then extended to compound proportion. 
The following is a question of an advanced type. .. H 160 
" men in 121 days· of 11 hr. each can dig a trench 
" 230 yards long, 51 yards wide and 11 yards deep, in 
" how many days of 8 hr. each can 96 men dig a trench 
" 207 yards by 31 yards by 1 yard, given that the hard
" ness of the ground in the first case is to that in the 
" second as 5 to 7 and that 5 of the fonner men can 
" excavate as much as 4 of the latter?" This was 
worked out, not as an example of val~ation, but somewhat 
as follows :-Write down 121 days; if you have 96 men 
instead of 160 the number of days will be increa~ed, 

. 160 96 
consequently you multIply by 96 and not by 160' &c. 

This method was called" Double Rule of Three." The 
rule as stated in a text-book of 1885 is 12 lines long. It 
runs as follows ;-" Take from the supposition that quantity 
" which corresponds to the quantity sought in the 
" demand, and write it down as a third tenn. Then take 
" one of the other quantities in the supposition and the 
" corresponding quantity in the demand, and consider 
" them with reference to. the third tenn only (regarding 
" such other quantity in the supposition and ita corre
" sponding quantity in the demand as being equal to each 
.. other)" and so on. 

The method of .. reduction to unity" was I!OmetimeB 
employed. This made the working of a question such as 
that given above very long. 

(11) Percentages. - This was connected very closely with 
questions on Interest; in fact in one of the leading 
books it forms a part of the chapter on Interest. In 
another it comes after the chapter on Intere&1 and is con
cerned almost elltirely with commissions charged by 
stockbrokers, insurance companies, &C. 

(12) Profit and Lo88. - This was treated as a separate 
subject, the questions being almost entirely ~tage 
questions. 

The subject was elaborated to 8 considerable extent and 
the various types of questions taught in detail. Conse
quentlY a good deal of time was spent on this chapter. 

(13) bdere8t, DiAwunt, Stodt.8 and Shares, Equation of 
Paymenta, &C. - These subjects, which are sometiml'S 
grouped together under the title of Commercial Arithmetic 
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or Financial Arithmetic, were treated at considerable 
length; they occupy nearly one-fifth of the total space 
in one of the books from which I have been quoting. 
This is due to the fact that before this time Arithmetic 
had come to be regarded as a part of a business training 
and not as part of the mathematical training in a boy's 
general -education. The general question of Commercial 
Arithmetic is treated on p. 239. 

Interest was treated in much detail. In the section on 
Simple Interest there would be a· set of. examples on each 
of the following: - To find (i) the Simple Interest 
(given Principal, Rate, Time); (ii) Time; (iii) Rate; 
(iv) Principal (given Rate, Time, Amount). These 
would be followed by a set of miscellaneous examples. 
These questions were sometimes worked by means of 
formulre, but, owing to the separation of Arithmetic 
and Algebra, there was considerable prejudice against 
it. In any case, as Algebra refused to consider the 
needs of Arithmetic, boys were probably unfamiliar with 

the manipulation of the equations I = Pi~OT, A = P + I. 
Discount was considered to be of two kinds, (i) Bankers' 

Discount; (ii) True Discount. Take the question: "Find 
the discount on 500l. for 2 months at 4 per cent." 

(i) The Bankers' Discount was 500t X i~ x I~O. 
As such questions could not but· be of extreme 
simplicity (apart from the mere computation), 
Bankers' Discount was treated as of slight import
ance; in fact, there seemed to be a certain stigma 
attached to the use of it. 

(ii) To find the True Discount was a more difficult 
matter. It involved another idea, that of Present 
Value or Present Worth, i.e., the equivalent sum at 
the p,.esent time. Thus in the above question it 
would be the sum which put out to interest at the 
present time would amount to !lool. in two months, i.e., 

5OOl. X 100 2 4' The True Discount 
100 + 100 x 12 X 100 

would be the difference between this and 5OOl. 
Connected wi th this was a section on the di.scpun ting 

of Bills of Exchange involving a certain amount of 
technical detail. (For a discussion of the relation of 
True Discount to practical affairs, Bet! p. 254.) 

Stocks and Shares were also treated in considerable 
detail. In one book there are eight different sets of 
examples. Although the subject was headed Stocks and 
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Shares, in many books shares were not considered at all, 
and it was 8BBumed that any broken quantity of any kind 
of stock could be bought. The technical information at 
the beginning of the chapter was inadequate, owing 
to lack of space, and nearly always inaccurate in some 
respects. For example, it was probably assumed that 
brokerage was always t per cent. of the amount of the 
stock, though this was true of hardly any stock except the 
British Funds. 

(14) Square and Cube Root. - The position of the chapter 
giving these proceBBes varied very much. In some books 
it would come at the end of Part I. (Pure Arithmetic). 
In others it was put very late, often a long way after thl." 
chapters on Areas and Volumes. 

(15) Averages, Exchange, AUigation, Proportional Parts, &:c. 
-These sections, few of which introduced any new prin
ciples, and which added largely to the amount of detail, 
had become very numerous at this period. The exuberant 
ingenuity of the text-book writer seemed to find a con
genial occupation in adding to them. In one small 
Arithmetic of less than 200 pages, in addition to the abo\'e 
there are Tare and Tret, Fellowship without Time, 
Fellowship with Time, Freehold and Lease, Chain Hull", 
Arbitration and Exchange, Alligation Medial, Alligation 
Alternate, Single Position, Double Position. Some of 
these have disappeared so completely that very few people 
have even so much as heard of them. 

The problems were usually grouped into types. There 
would probably be a section on (a) Problems of Time; 
(b) Problems of Distances; (e) Pipes, including such 
examples as: "If one tap will fill a bath in 10 minutes and 
another in 12 minutes, how long will both take? .. A com

. paratively recent text-book (published about 1905) has 
produced a separate section on uniformly growing grass. 
Many of the problems were quite out of place in an 
Arithmetic and should have been solved by Algebra. 

MODERN MITBIIETIO. 

On approaching the second part of the subject, viz., the 
aims and ideals of those who are endeavollring to effect 
considerable changes in the teaching of Arithmetic, one is met 
by a serious difficulty. It is possible to find out roughly the 
'views and aims of personal acquaintances, or perhaps even of 
this or that educational body, but it is exceedingly difficult to 
feel even reasonably sure that these views are representative of 
a large section of the teachers of Mathematics in this country. 

Many Secondary Schools are independent private institutions. 
Consequently there is no single body which can claim with any 
authority to represent them. The Mathematical Association, a 
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voluntary society of teachers of Mathematics, has, as amatter of 
fact, taken the lead in the recent reforms. It is practically the 
only body that has done so in any l'epresentative way. 

When ideas had' been discussed throughout the country for 
some time and experiments had been made, and -after all this 
preliminary investigation and discussion there seemed to be 
some results on whi"h there was general agreement, the 
Mathematical Association summed up these re»nlts in a report 
or syllabus. It has published "Reports on the Teaching of 
Elementary Mathematics,"'" including reports ou "The Teaching 
of Mathematics in Preparatory Schools," "The Teaching of 
Elementary Mechanics," &c. These reports have had con
siderable weight and have done a great deal to make such 
ideas accessible to a wider public. On the other hand the 
Mathematical Association has representatives from a limited 
number of schools only. Thus there are many schools which 
are not touched directly by the new ideas, and reforms filter 
through but slowly. . 

Perhaps the most effective propaganda work is done by the 
text-book; but text-books cannot contain lectures on educational 
methods, and they often lead to the misunderstanding of new 
ideas. To take an example. Graphical work was introduced 
into the Algebra course as an instrument of teaching; it 
provided an effective means of illustration. But to many text
book writers Algebra is only a loose congeries of miscellsneous 
1lUbjects thrown together for convenience' sake, and "graphs" 
is but another addecl to the collection. It may be confined to a 
single chapter, and this chapter the last, as is the case in at 
least one well-known text-book, so that its object is entirely 
roncealed from tbe teach ... r who bas no other means of information 
than the text-book. 

It is most important in this connection to recall what has 
already been saicl, namely, that a great part of the mathematical 
teaching of this country is in the hands of non-mathematicians. 
These men are usually ignorant of the changes that are taking 
place, rely almost entirely on the text-book, and often misunder
stand the intentions even of the best writers of text-books. 

In endeavouring to give an account of the aims and practice 
<If teachers of Arithmetic in this country at ·the present time 
several courses are open. The writer might confine himself to 
·such opinions as he consiclers to be generally accepted; this 
would limit him so much (owing to the difficulty of obtaining 
information) that the result would be of little value. Or B"oain 
he might give his own personal views and nothing else. As a 
matter of fact the present writer has acloptecl a rompromise. In 
the remarks that follow he is not entitled to claim for the views 
expressed any more authority than for mere personal opinions, 

• Reporta on the Teaching of Elementary Mathem&tioe, 1902-1908. 
Reporta of the Committee appointed by the Mathematical A l!8()C'iation. 
(London: G. Bell '" Sons, 1908. Prioe 6<1.) 
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but he has endeavoured to give, as a rule, only such opinions as 
he has found to have some general support. Where he is 
giving his own unsupported view he has indicated that it is so. 

For some time previous to 1902 there had been constantly 
increasing dissatisfaction with existing practice in teaching 
Arithmetic. 

The reason for this state of affairs has been given on 
page 225. In. earlier times Arithmetic was regarded as a 
commercial subject, it is now coming to be regarded more as a 
part of a general scheme of mathematical education. It is a 
tool to be constantly used, not only in the other branches of 
Mathematics, but alBo in &ience teaching, especially in connection 
with experimental wor~ in the Physical Laboratory. It was the 
failure of the old Arithmetic to meet the demands of the 
Physics master, that perhaps more than anything else led to the 
changes in recent years. The attack on Arithmetic from this 
point of view bred a divine discontent, and led a large number 
of teachers to examine the foundations of their belief. The 
whole subject has in consequence been subjected to a somewhat 
searching cri ticism. 

In 1902 the Mathematical Association considered that the 
time was ripe for issuing a report stating in detail the changes 
most urgently needed and the ideas underlying these changeR, 
and a special committee was formed for the purpose. 

The report on Arithmetic and Algebra'" began with the 
following general remarks :-

1. The Committee consider that there is considerable danger of the 
true educational value of Arithmetic and Algebra being oeriouoly 
impaired by reason of a tendency to aacrifice clear understanding 
to mere mechanical .kilL 

2. In view of this the Committee recommend:-
(a) that «I'1J";"" ~ ... eumple8 .Iwold be frequently woed 

in both Arithmetic and Algebra; 
(b) that great _ should be laid on fundamental 

principles ; 
(e) that, ao far ao pooorible, the roleo which .. pupU """" 

should be genera.lioations from hie own experience ; 
(d) that, whenever practicable. Geometry .Iwold be 

employed to illustrate Arithmetic and Algebra, and. in 
particular, that graphs ohould be nsed extensively; 

(e) that many of the harder roleo and heavier types of 
examples which examinations alone compel US to retain. in a 
ochool C1JITiculum .hould be pootpoDed. 

These general principles led the Committee to make various 
detailed suggestions. Mo,d; of those that concern Arithmetic 
will be incorporated in the following pages. These remarks 
and suggestions of the Committee ha,'e, I think, met with very 
general acceptance; at any rate, popnlar opinion in educational 
circles is very much in their favour . 

• The Teaching of Elementery lIathematica. Beporto of the Committee 
appointed by the Mathemati .... Auociatina, p. 7. (London: G. BeU " 
Sons, 1905. Price &d.) 
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Of the recommendations given above' (b) and (e) embody 
fundamental principles of wide application in all the recent 
retorIns. , 

Previously a large part of mathematical work was overmuch 
divided into independent chapters. At the beginning of a new 
chapter the pupil learned as rapidly as possible a new set of 
"rules of the game" and then proceeded to work out in 
accordance with these rules (and at times the accordance was 
very arbitrary) a large number of examples of gradually 
increasing complexity. For example, parts of Dynamics 
involving principles of great importance became largely an 
excuse for practice in ingenious problems of Algebra or 
Trigonometry, So in vulgar fractions the pupil too often was 
taught arbitrarily without adequate explanation (1) the rules 
for the fundamental operations, (2) the rules of brackets. He 
then proceeded to simplify fractions of constantly increasing 
complexity, till he arrived at such examples as that given on 
page 229. . ' 

The publication of many modern text-bOC1ks shows that the 
importance of laying great stress on fundamental.principleA is 
more widely recognised. 

Another change is foreshadowed in (d), viz., the introduc
tion of graphical )Vork. The advantage of this is more evident 
in Geometry than in Arithmetic, but even in the latter it can 
be of great use in making abstract propositions more real, 
in familiarising the pupil with the decimal notation, and in 
other ways. 

The question raised in (e) has been referred to several times 
already in the earlier part of this paper. There is, however. a 
possible misunderstanding in connection with this matter. 
Examples have been given above which make it evident that 
25 years ago Arithmetic was overloaded with much heavy 
work that had little or no educational value, was of no practical 
utility, and was often of an artificial character. This work was 
frequently very difficult, as it involved at the same time the 
inherent difficulties of the subject, together with the difficulties 
of computation due to the ponderous nature of the examples. 
It is the aim of most teachers at the present time to abolish 
work of this kind, and, by reducing the necessary amount of 
Arithmetic, to make it possible to introduce Trigonometry, 
Mechanics, or other subjects into the curriculum of boys who 
under the old regime would have had no chance of learning 
these subjectS. But among these teachers there are many who 
hold that, though artificial and uselessly ponderous work should 
be abolished. it is most desirable that in straightforward 
computation work should not be taboo merely because it is 
heavy. There is perhaps a danger that Arithmetic may be 
considered too much merely from the point of view of the 
Physics master. In the physical laboratory most of the com
putation may be done by means of logarithm tables to four 
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figures, but the Arithmetic of the large majority of people is COIII

mercial rather than scientific, and for this four-figllloe logarithm 
tables are far from adequate. The first and most important 
aim in Arithmetic should be to make a student accurate, and if 
possible quick, at straightforward computation work. And it is 
maintained that so long as the work is straightforward and the 
questions not artificial there is no objection to dealing with 
large quantities. .. Find the value of 240 + 49' 316" is a 
perfectly reasonable question, and occurs in finding the 
exchange value of Il. in dollars. But no one should be asked 
to reduce 34,512,876 square inches to square inches., square 
feet, square yards, square poles, roods, acres. Nor is it desirable 

. . . lify' h fr' 2698703 h 
to waste tIme m SImp mg suc a actIon as 54987261; t e 

ordinary student does not need to work with vulgar fractions 
of this size, except for examination purposes. 

The author would also like to protest against some of the 
questions wbichoccur in text-books for a different reason. 
The following questions, all taken from text-book.! of repute. 
will illustrate his point. (See also p. 246). 

(i) A fortress is supplied wit.h 92,000 lb. of bread and 
contains 1,400 men, who consume each 10 lb. per 
week; how long will the provision last? (Analeer. 
It depends on the climate.) 

(ii) A wine merchant has 100 gallons of wine which are 
worth 8Il.; find what quantity of water be must 
add to it so that it may be worth 12a. a gallon. 
(A1l8Wer. The effect on tbe value of wine of adding 
35 per cent. of water to it depends on the nature of 
the wine, and the question is insoluble.) 

(iii) H seven boys catch four fish in six days, how long will 
it take a house of 21 boys to catch one fish at the 
same rate ? (Yon can but wonder, and at the same 
time notice how much the literary value of the 
questIOn would suffer if the words "a house of" 
were omitted.) 

(iv) A bath is filled by a pipe is 40 minutes. It is emptied 
by a waste pipe in an hour. In what time will the 
bath be full if both pipes be opened at once ? (This 
question has its humour, but such questions might 
be allowed if it were not for the deplorable frequency 
with which householders are supposed to fill their 
bath with the waste pipe open.) 

Boys have more common sense than Mathematics as a rule, 
and this kind of thing mll8t surely give them au instinctive, if 
not a reasoned, contempt for the subject. Surely it is possible 
in a subject like Arithmetic, which has countless applications 
in practical affairs, to obtain a sufficient supply of sensible 
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examples. If no' such examples can be found in a particular 
section of the subject, is not this a sufficient reason for 
excluding it from the curriculum? 

There is one other question of a sufficiently general character 
to btl discussed here, the question of the amount of time that 
should be devoted to the part of the subject known as Com
mercial or Financial Arithmetic, including interest, discount, 
stock and sbares, foreign excbanges, &c. This is a matter 
wbich is mucb debated at present, as many of those teachers 
who are anxious that tbe average boy should not be kept at 
Arithmetic, Algebra, ·and Geometry during the whole of his 
school career, but should have an opportunity of pushing on to 
furtber developments of Mathematics, are of opinion that a 
considerable saving migbt be effected in the time given to 
Commercial Aritbmetic. It is argued that the subject as taught 
at present introduces no new mathematical principles, and that 
it involves a large amonnt of tecbnical detail connE'eted with 
commerce and finance which is very difficult for boys at school 
who have no experience of the world of commerce, but wbich 
they can acquire easily later on. Moreover, tbe average matbe
matical teacber cannot be expected to be thoroughly familiar 
with modern developments of the detailed practice of large 
commercial bouses, banks, the Stock Exchange, &c., so that bis 
description of Commercial Arithmetic is apt to be antiquated 
and unreal. Certainly the average text-book gives a very 
inadequate account of the method of procedure of modem 
business bonses. 

Against all tbis it is urged that for a very large proportion 
of boys Commercial Aritbmetic is the only part of their mathE>
matical equipment that they will use extensively in after life, and 
that of the large amount of time given to Mathematics tbey can 
well afford enough to enable them to acquire some effective 
knowledge of Commercial Aritbmetic. 

It will, perhaps, be well to consider separately (i) tbe 
ru"itbmetical operations involved, and (ii) tbe langnage, technical 
terms, methods of procedure, &c. 

As regards the first of these, the business men with wbom 
I have corresponded on the matter wonld be quite content if 
a boy on leaving school were reasonably quick and accurate at 
Ol"dinary straightforward computation and reasonably safe in 
stating a simple arithmetical argnment, e.g., an application of 
the unitary method. They do not require a knowledge of. the 
special arithmetical work connected with their particular 
business, as a boy will very quickly acquire this if he has 
been properly taught the elements of the subject beforehand. 
As a matter of fact, books of tables have rendered a gre&t deal 
of this work unnecessary, and calculating machines seem likely 
to reduce it still further. 

As regards the second, viz., a knowledge of the technicalities 
of modern commeree and finance, there is more difference of' 
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opinion. Some think that, as nearly everyone requires this 
knowledge, either in managing his own affairs or, as a trustee 
or executor, in managing other people's affairs, it should be 
part of a general education. Others regard it as desirable for 
boys going into business as part of their special equipment. 

If some teaching of this kind is given, the question then 
arises whether it should be regarded as Mathematics. There is 
one argument against including it in the Arithmetic course. 
If a boy learns it at the age at which he now learns interest and 
discount, he will find it very much more difficult than he would 
later on, not on account of lack of intelligence, but from want 
of experience of general affairs. Could it not form part of 
what, for lack of a less objectionable word, is usually called 
Civics and be put later in the school course? 

ARITHMETIC' IN THE PRESENT DAY. 

I will now discuBB the various items which form the subject
matter of a modern text-book of Arithmetic, as I have done on 
pp. 226-234 for a text-book of a generation ago. 

(1) Yum.eration (integers only). 
(2) The Four Rules.-

(a) Subtraction is taught by the method of comple
mentary addition (8ee p 227). 

(b) Multiplication is set out as follows, and begins 
with the left-hand digit of the multiplier. This gives 
the most important figures first and makes it possible 
to teach the formal method of contracted multiplication 
later on, if it is thonght desirable, or to cnt off figures 
by some rough proceBB of approximation . 

236 
417 

944 
236 
1652 

98412 

• 

(e) ,The Italian method of division is usually given, 
as well as the old method, but the fonner has not 
been received with much favour, owing to the difficnlty 
of checking the work. 

(3) Compound Quantities. - Tables of English weights and 
measures are taught in less detail, and the more diffi<''1llt 
types of questions omitted, e.g., the reduction of square 
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inches to a compound quantity, as shown on p. 5. The 
tables of length and area are sometimes reduced to-

12 inches 
3 feet 

1,760 yards 
144 square inches -

9 square feet 
4,840 square yards -

To the latter should be 
table ;-

40 poles 
4 roods " 

- 1 foot. 
1 yard. 
1 mile. 
1 square foot. 
1 square yard. 
1 acre. 

added the land surveyors' 

- 1 rood. 
- 1 acre. 

The value of a furlong, fathom, chain, &c., can be 
given separately. 

The table of length as it used to be given was rea.lly a. 
combination of two tables, one giving the units, inches, 
feet, yards, the other giving poles, chains, furlongs, miles. 
The connection between the yard and the pole was an 
afterthought. 

(4) Metric Sy8tem and Decimal Fraetions.-The decimal nota
tion may then be extended to fractions and illustrated by 
the metric system. It is not necessary at this stage to 
introduce the latter with more than a sma.ll amount of 
detail, e.g., the table of length is quite sufficient. 

The pupil is made thoroughly famillar with the decimal 
system of numeration by tJiva voce work and simple 
examples. 

Actual measurements with a centimetre rule, or 
weIghing with metric weights are of great assistance. 

In teaching this part of the subject in this country 
one cannot appeal to experience, to the coinage of weights. 
and measures in actual use, in the same way that a teacher 
on the continent can. The decimal system is beginning 
to be used. H.M. Customs officers give weights in 
pounds and thousandths of a pound, and volumes in 
ga.llons and thousandths of a ga.llon. In Lancashire, 
representative bodies connected with the cotton industry 
have passed resolutions to the elIect that (i) the value of 
cotton shall be quoted in pence and hundredths ofa penny, 
instead of aixtyfourths; (ii) the weight of cotton sha.ll be 
given in pounds, 100 pounds, and 1,000 pounds, instead 
of in pounds, quarters, hundredweights, and tons. But 
the system of weights and measures in general Use is 
valueless to exemplify the manipulation of decimal 
fractions. 

In many schools, however, there is at an early stage a 
course of work, usually in connection with the Science 
teaching, in which the boys are made familiar with the 
decimal system of length and weight, viz., the metre and 

Alms Q 
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gram, and their sub-multiples. This is very valuable but 
is usually independent of the mathematical teaching. 

There are a few schools in which such work is teught by 
the mathematical steff, and it is to be hoped that this 
will become general or, at any rate, will be much 
more closely connected with the mathematical teaching. 
Such practical work introduced at the proper stege 
makes it much easier to teach decimal fractions earlier 
and to teach them 80 that the pupil uses them with 
more confidence and accuracy. 

It would be out of place to diBCUSS here the whole 
question of practical work in Mathematics. The reader 
is referred to the joint report of the Mathematical 
Association and Association of Public School Science 
Masters on " The Correlation of Mathematical and Science 
Teaching."· 

To go back to Decimal Fractions. After the prelimi
nary work on the decimal notation, the processes of 
addition and subtraction are taught, then multiplication 
and division by powers of ten. 

It is necessary to approach the processes of multipli
cation and division with great caution. No amount of 
care in teaching seems to ensure, at this stage, accura.cy 
in placing the decimal point. The writer believes in 
a preliminary course ()f rough approximations. Numbers 
are multiplied or divided menteUy or with very little 
work, and the result is considered accurate enough if 
within about 30 per cent. of the correct answer. This 
work tends to develop in a boy the rough checking of 
resulte as a constant habit. 

Ez.-{l) 47'2 X 0·086 = 50 X 0·1 = 5, roughly. 
(2) 0·328 + 748·7 = 0·003 + 7 = 0·0004, 

roughly. 
This work should be very instructive to the inex

perienced teacher. He will find, for example, in (1), that 
at first the ordinary boy has no idea that 0·1 is slightly 
greater than 0·086. 

It would be a great advantage if there were some 
means of ensuring uniformity in such fundamental pro
cesses as multiplication and division of decimals, but 
such an aim would be utopian in this country. Perhaps 
the most generally accepted methods are the following :-

MultipliMtion :-
Ca) Reduce the multiplier to stsndard form, i.e., 

to a nnmber between 1 and 10; e.g., 
12·6 X 0·314 = 1'26 X 3·14. 

• Loudoa, G. BeD I: s.-. 1909. Priee 64. 
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(b) Arrange the work 88 follows ;-
1'26 

3'14 

3'18 
126 

504 

3'9564 

(6) Rough check. 

Diviaion:-
(a) Reduce the division to standard form, e.g." 

6'824 + 0'0115 = 682'4+ 1'15. I 

(b) Arrange the work as follows :-
95'4. 

1'15 682'4 
64'3 5 

38 90 
35 15 

3 150 

1 into 68 goes 9 times,. put the 9 abov~ the 8. 

(c:) Rough check. 
At a later stage it is desirable to introduce the practice 

of multiplying and dividing without consideration of the 
decimal point, the latter being placed by a rough approxi
mation. This is essential when boys come to use slide 
rules; it is desirable as familiarising them with the idea 
of significant figures in the use of logarithms and in 
the consideration of errors in approximate work. . 

The .. metric system" of weights and measures (as 
it is called in this country) i.e., the decimal system in use 
in France, together with the decimal coinage of other 
countries, should be tsught to some extent in connection 
with this elementary work on decimals. It can be treated 
in more detail later and provides a variety of examples 
illustrating the proceBBeS connected with the use of decimal. 
fractions. 

In the earlier books the examples were often of an 
artificial type. A quantity might be given in half a 
dozen different units, i.6., Multiply 3 Km. 5 Hm 0 Dm 
1 m 2 em 5 mm by 13. Moreover, units were used which 
were hardly, if at aI1, known to the French themselves, 
millilitres, deciares, &C. In later books questions are 

Q 2 
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confined chiefly to those of a simple type that might arise 
in actual life. 

R the chaDter on Decimal Fractions is introduced 811 
early as this~ it will be desirable to postpone till later 
further developments. These might form a separate 
chapter and contain (1) Conversion of decimal to vulgar 
fractions and 'I1iee ver8a, (2) Change from a compound 
to a simple quantity, in decimals and 'I1iee 'Dersa. 

(5) Factor8 aruJ. MultipZes.-The meaning of factor, prime factor, 
multiple, power, index is explained. The process of 
finding the highest common factor or lowest common 
multiple is performed in most cases by the method of 
prime factors. The idea of factorisation is important, 
but elaborate developments are a waste of time. 

Rules are usually given for finding at sight whether a 
number is divisible by 2, 3, 5, &C. 

(6) Vulgar FractionB.-This is bound to be a long and im
portant chapter, owing to the complication of our system 
of weights and measures. It follows very largely the 
same lines as it did 25 years ago. The chief changes are 
the following: - (1) The fundamental principles are 
explained more thoroughly, diagrams being used for 
this purpose. (2) Where it is necessary to give rules, a 
more serious attempt is made to explaim them. (3) Work 
on complex fractions is confined to the simpler kinds, 
such as may reasonably be expected to occur in the 
natural course of work. 

(7) Brackets. - This subject is, as a rule, taught in an 
exceedingly unsatisfactory manner. It occurs in connec
tion with the simplification of complex fractions and the 
conventions associated with the multiplication and divi
sion of fractions. But it is taught also in the early 
stages of Algebra in a more elementary and perhaps less 
arbitrary manner than here. There one usually finds a 
chapter in which the subject is elaborated to an alarming 
degree. Such an expression as-

H a-5 (b-a) f -; {Hb-3)-~ [a-i(b-t)]} 
is not at all unusual. The process of simplification is 
performed automatically by means of .. rules of signs." 
Despite all this work few boys understand the purpos& 
that a bracket serves. They are not very sure of the 
dilIerence between a - b + c and a - (b + c), or why such 
an expression as the latter is convenient. The subject 
should be confined to much simpler cases, the convenience 
of brackets should be explained, and the difference between 
a rule and a convention or notatioll should be made clear. 
In place of the ordinary questions of the Algebra text-
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book it is Buggested that statements, arguments, &c., of 
the following types should be written out :-. 

(i) a - (b - c) means the quantity obtained by sub
tracting b - e from a. 

(ii) H b is subtracted from a the result is a - b, 
if b is increased bye, the result will be diminished 
~e.·.a-~+~=a-b-~ . 

(iii) Express by means of brackets the change out 
of a sovereign after buying 3 books, each of which 
cost 38. 6d., the discount on each book being IOld., 
and the postage for the three, 5d. 

Answer-
£1 - {3 (38. 6d. - IOld.) + 5d.} 

(8) Unitary Method; Prop01·twn.-In this section the writer is 
giving his own personal views on many points. He has 
no alternative. as he has no means of discovering how far 
there is any considerable agreement on these points among 
mathematical teachers. 

In the old books the more elementary parts of this 
section ·consisted almost entirely of questions on multi
plication and division; e.g., if 5 lbe. of tea cost 68. 8d., 
what is the coet of 1 lb. or of 3 lbe.? Beyond this the 
whole subject was taught by a guess-work method. 

The following will explain the method:-
H a given quantity of food will last 700 men 60 

days, how long will it last 300 men? . 
700 

You assume that the answer must be 60 days X' 300 

300 
or 60 days X 700' 

Of these two one is greater than 60 days, the other 
less. Common sense tells you that the answer 
is greater than 60 days, therefore it must be 

700 
60 days X 300' 

To show how little educational value there is in this 
guess-work process we might apply a similar process to 
determine loci in elementary Geometry; by it we can 
save much trouble, if one's main object is to save trouble. 
All such loci are either straight lines or circles, and by 
finding three points on the loeus with rule and compass WI' 

can determine which of the two it is. 
The objections to the method given above are obvious :

(0) It is unscientific and of a guess-work character. 
(b) There is no preliminary discussion as to wnether 

the sets of quantities considered are directly proper-
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tional; if not directly proportional, whether they are 
inversely proportional; if neither, whether they have 
any other simple relation. .AB I have said before, one 
result of the old method was that boys believed that the 
principle of direct proportion was of almost universal 
application. And the writers of text-books seemed to 
share the belief, for one finds such examples 8S the 
following :- . 

(i) If 100 lb. of lead-ore from a certain mine 
yields 78 lb. of pure lead, what quantity of lead 
will 17 tons 4 cwt. 3 qr. yield? 

(ii) What is the cost of 5 lb. of sugar, if 2 cwt. 
2 qr. cost n.? (Retail and wholesale prices) .. 

(iii) If 28 gallons of beer serve a family of 
6 persons 28 days, how long will 34 gallons serve 
the same family when reduced to four persons? 

(iv) If 30 cannon consume 250 barrels of powder 
in 4 days, how much will be spent by 150 CSDllon 
in 12 days? 

Notice also the delightful vagueness of the 
following :-

(v) If wages are regulated by the price of wheat, 
and a labourer earns lB. 9d. a day when wheat is 
Ss. per bushel, what ought he to earn when wheat 
is 488. per quarter? 

When one came to other fonns of variation, e.g., the 
relation between the areas of similar triangles and their 
sides, it meant along struggle on the part of the teacher 
before the direct proportion theory was vanquished. 

(e) The" guess-work" method broke down in dealing 
with small fractions. Take the following example:
If t of an estate is worth 1,500Z. what is the value of 
f of it? 

This was usually worked either-
(i) by converting t and t into it and H. 

fractions with the same denominator; or 
(ii) as follows :-Since t of the estate is worth 

1,5001., therefore t is worth l,sr
Z
., i.e., the 

whole is worth 1,~. x 3 .'. f of it is worth 

1,5001. 3 • 
2 X x •. 

These methods were obviously unsatisfactory, especially 
. for solving a question such as the following :-

If 1 inch = O· 0254 m., show that 1 CID. = ~ ft. 
approximately. 

The writer would suggest that the more elementary 
questions usually given in this chapter should be regarded 
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as examples of multiplication and division, and should be 
transferred to the chapter dealing with these processes, 
and that a scientific treatment of proportion should be 
postponed. 

He would then propose a course somewhat as follows :-
(a) A preliminary discussion of the meaning of direct 

proportion. The test of direct proportion should be 
applied to sets of numbers, if possible to numbers 
that have been obtained by experiment, e.g., the cir
cumference and diameter of various circles. In addition 
such numbers should be plotted on squared paper, so 
that it can be shown that the plotted points are always 
on a straight line passing through the origin. It may be 
worth while pointing out that we have here the simplest 
inatance of functionality (of course without using the 
word). 

(b) That specimen examples of the Simplest type to 
which direct proportion applies should be worked out 
by multiplication and division. It should be shown 
that such an example involves a statement and a 
question. The statement contains two quantities, 
Au BI , the question only one, A.. Of these, A" A. are 
of the same kind, while the answer is of the same 
kind as HI' Fina.lly, that the answer is always of the 

form B x~' This can be proved easily enough 
J Al 

when Al and A. are integers. If they are fractions the 
proof is not so simple, but can be given in special cases 
by the methods (i) and (ii) of section (e) above. 

These results can be generalised by means of 
Algebra. 

(ci Inverse proportion can then be explained' in a 
similar manner aud where it is applicable it can be shown 

that the answer is of the form BI xi:!. 
(d) The guess-work method should be used to check 

the results found by the methode given above. 

Compoond Proportion.-See the example on page 232. The 
writer is of opinion that such questions are in nearly every 
case either artificial or reducible to questions on simple 
proportion. He would advance a plea for the omission of 
any special method of compound proportion at this stage. 

Ez.-If 48 tons are carried 120 milee for 211., how 
much should be charged for carrying 35 tons 144 miles? 

Assuming proportionality and using ton-mila to mean 
the e.ost of earrying 1 ton 1 mile, the question reduces 
to the following example on simple proportion. If 
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48 X 120 ton miles = 21Z., find the value of 35 X 144 
ton-miles. 

But better still, such examples can be left till the 
chapter on variation. 

It may be urged that it is more difficult to teach 
boys proportion according to the schemes given above 
than by the more popular" guess-work" method. Of this 
there can hardly be any doubt. But we are here dealing 
with one of the really important principles in Arithmetic 
and it is surely worth a little additional trouble to present 
a scientific treatment of the subject. The old method was 
perhaps good enough for Commercial Arithmetic, but now 
that Arithmetic has to satisfy the demands of Physics and 
Chemistry 80me better method of treatment seems nesded. 

(9) A chapter on Variation would come naturally after that on 
Proportion, though as a matter of practice it might be 
taken later. 

The treatment of this should be mainly arithmetical, 
but Algebra can be used where necessary. In a school 
text-book the only cases considered would probably be 
yoc ZD, Y = az + b, and simple cases of joint variation. 
The work can be illustrated with diagrams on squared 
paper. 

(10) Pereentagea.-In the older books percentages were hardly 
considered except in connection with interest, commissions, 
&C. They are of such frequent use now and in such varied 
connections in everyday matters that this section has 
become an important one. That they are constantly 
required in scientific work will be acknowledged byevery
one. The following extract from a letter sent to me by a 
business man in a firm which has dealings with foreign 
countries may be of interest as showing that the use of 
percentages is not confined to the domain of Natural 
Science :-" . . . now that everything is becoming more 
" international people might be taught to think in per
.. centages more easily. It is much done on the continent, 
.. and it is a great thing to have a common ground in the 
" language of figures, AO that you may be to some extent 
" independent of units. One is apt to become very much 
.. bewildered at a meeting where one man thinks in francs 
" per kilo, another in cents per American gallon, another 
" in kopecks per pood, and another in shillings per ton." 

After the meaning of percentage and the convenience 
of its use have been explained, mro tIOCe examples and a 
collection of simple miscellaneous examples seem to be all 
that is necessary. Examples of the ordinary types on 
profit and loss are nothing but examples on percentsges 
and conveniently form part of this chapter. They are apt 
to be elaborated too much and 80 to lead to a waste of time. 
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(11) Square Root.-Little change is needed in this section. 
There has been much discussion as to whether the division 
process of obtaining the sq nare root should be e:x:plained 
or whether- the rule should merely be stated. As people 
seem unable to agree, there is probably something to be 
said for either side, and there seems no reason why each 
teacher should not follow his own inclination in the matter. 
It should be made clear that if the square roota of all 
numbers with the same significant figures are written down 
there will be two sets of significant figures, e.g., the square 
roots of 30,3,0'3,0'03, &c. are 5'477 ... , 1'732 ... , 
0',5477 ... , 0'1732 ... , &c. This is important in 
connection with the use of the slide rule and of tables of 
square roots. 

(12) Areas and Volumes of Rectangular Figurcs.-The funda
mental propositions (viz., If the length of a rectangle is a 
and the breadth b, the area is a x b, &c.) are taught in 
considerable detail. They are explained with the assistance 
of diagrams Bnd squared paper. Elementary questions 
connected with changes of unit (e.g., if 1 m = 10 dm, 
then 1 sq. m = 10' sq. dm) can be illustrated conveniently 
hy means of the metric system. 

The early questions should involve very little numerical 
work, and here again the metric system is helpful. After 
the fundamental principles have been taught thoroughly, 
a miscellaneous set of examples can be given involving 
applications of these principles instead of separate sets of 
examples on carpeting the floor of a room, finding the area 
of the walls, &c. 

(13) Men8Uration.-A further chapter on the mensuration of 
rectilinear figures, circles, cones, &c., can be added. Some 
of the formulre will have been proved in Geometry, most 
of the others will have to be assumed at this stage. 

It is important to see that the resulta are not given to a 
greater degree of accuracy than is justified from the data. 
This is especially the case when the density of a substance 
is a factor of the answer. Thus in the Annuaire published 
by the French Government the values given for the 
density of steel range from 7' 665 to 7' 840. This is 
perhaps an extreme case. Such values are generally given 
to tluee significant figures, it being understood that the 
third figure is not al WIIYS to be relied upon. It is conse
quently absurd to give the result to more than three 
significant figures. Again, in the mensuration of a circle, 
if r is is tsken as 3~, it is not quite correct to four figures, 
and though the fourth figure of the result may be of some 
value, it is unlikely to be correct. 

(14) Approzimation.-In the old books on Arithmetic little was 
said about thia part of the subject. In nearly every case a 
number or quantity was supposed to be absolutely accurate 
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and the result was worked out on this assumption. Thus, 
I find the cost of painting the walls of a room given RS 

3Z. 17s. If,d. Where approximate answers wers required 
they were always asked to a certain number of decimal 
places, not to so many significant figures. This is natural, 
88 in Commercial Arithmetic sums of money when approxi
mate are nearly always given to the nearest penny, i.e., in 
pounds, to three decimal places. But when boys began 
to work out results from data obtained in the Physical 
Laboratory, the numbarof significant figures became more 
important than the number of decimal places, and the 
ordinary text-book was found to be deficient .. 

It is curious to notice how little the ordinary man is 
alive to this question of the approximate nature of all 
measured quantities. He seems to have an absolute faith 
in any number, if it comes from a reliable source. When 
he is told that the value of the imports for this country in 
1908 was 592,953,4871. he is very likely to have 88 finn a 
belief in the 188t figure 88 in any of the others. A very 
slight acquaintance with the methods of obtaining this 
value would shake his belief not only in the last but in 
a good many other of these ligures. &:ientific works are 
usually careful not to give an appearance of too great 
accuracy to their values, and often state the probable 
error; books of general infonnation have improved in the 
last few years in this respect, but still there is room for 
great improvement even in scientific works, and especially 
in official publications. In the final report of the Royal 
Commission on Coal Supplies, the available resources of 
that part of the Cumberland Coalfield which lies beyond 
5 miles and within 12 miles of high-water mark were 
estimated at 854,608,307 tons. The report contained 
pages of results of this kind. I am told that in a War 
Office MURketry Manual tables of elevations were given to 
a degree of accuracy implying that a riHe is able to hit at 
will the top or the bottom of a halfpenny at the distance 
of the moon. When the Brooklands automobile racing 
track was opened in 1907 the length of the o\'al portion 
of the track was officially announced as 2' 71762547 m.iles. 

Most people are greatly surprised when told that to 
obtain a physical measurement correct to more than three 
or four signifieant figures nearly always requires carefully 
made scientific apparatus and skilled experimenting. I 
suppose that few measurements have been made with 
greater care than the length of the metre in English units. 
It used to be given 88 39' 37079 inches; now it is given 
sometimes as 39' 370113 inches, sometimes 88 39'370432 
inches; that is to say, the sixth figure is quite doubtful. 
Bllt the length of the Brooklands track is given to nine 
figures. 
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In ordina.ry books of reference one is told that 1 cable 
= 100 fathoms and that 10 cables = 1 sea mile. This 
makes a sea mile = 6,000 feet, but the sea mile ,actually 
is taken to be 6,080 feet. Whether the books are wrong 
or measurements are so approximate that an error of 
nearly It per cent. is not noticeable I have never been 
able to discover. 

In Commercial Arithmetic approximate results are 
usually worked to the nearest penny, so that in dealing 
with large sums there seems to be no limit to their 
accuracy. Thus a sum of money between 1O,OOOl. and 
loo,OOOl. would appear to be accurate to eight figures. 
But consider the case of a loan of 1,OOO,OOOl. for 60 
days at 4t per cent. The parties to the loan may have 
bargained about the percentage to be charged on the 
tacit assumption that no fractions smaller than eightha 
were to be considered; e.g., the rate of interest may have 
been a question of 41 or 4t per cent. A difference of 
t per cent. in the rate would make a difference of about 
2ool. in the interest, so that the accuracy of the answer 
is much more apparent than real. 

This subject of errors and approximation is a difficult 
one to teach systematically, but it is a very important 
one, both mathematically and as part of l\ general edu
cation. In most cases a theoretical discussion is not worth 
while at this stage, but the subject has to be faced some
how if tbe approximate nature of observed values and of 
results depending upon them is to be brought bome to 
the majority of students. A possible course is outlined 
very shortly below. In most cases it will be impossible 
to do much more than illustrate the principles and get 
the pu.pil to make use of them-

(1) Meaning of terms, e.g., 'correct to n decimal 
places,' significant figures, ' correct to 11 significant 
figures,' absolute, relative, and percentage errors. 

(2) In addition and subtraction work by places of 
decimals. If possible write down each quantity to one 
decimal place beyond the last required in the answer. 

(3) In addition and subtraction the maximum absolute 
error in the answer is the SUlU of the maximum absolute 
errors in the gil"en quantities, though where several 
quantities are added it is exceedingly improbable that 
it will be anything like so great. 

(4) In multiplication and division work by aignificimt 
figures. If possible write down each quantity to 0118 

significant figure more than is reqnired in the answer. 
(5) In multiplication and division the maximum 

nlative error in the answer is (approximately) the snm 
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of the maximum relative errors in the given factors, 
when these errors are not large. 

From this last we can determine how far to carry 
an answer (involving multiplication and division only), 
when we know the accuracy of the factors, For example, 

tak th . (2'67)' h . b' e e expressIOn 48 '15 ,eac quantIty emg correct 

as far as it goes. 
The maximum relative error in the answer i_ 

2 X '005 '005 5 
2'67 + 4iF~15 = 2 x 2670' approx. 

since the last term is small compared with the first. 
1 

= 250' approx. 

Thus the max. absolute error 
_ 1 (2'67)' 
- 250 X 48 '15 ' approx. 

- 250 ~ 48 - 1000
7 
x 12 = ·0006, 

and the answer is roughly correct to three decimal places. 

There is considerable difference of opinion as to the 
advisability of teaching the processes of contracted multi
plication and division. If they are taught at all, they 
will probably come conveniently in this chapter. There 
is much variety of method in performing these processes. 
If the method is not to be confined to a mere product 

. or quotient, but is to be used for expressions of the 

form A ~ B or (~)' the writer is strongly in favour of 

performing the process without regard to the position of 
the decimal point and of determining the latter by a 
rough approximation. 

(15) Logarithms.-This subject really belongs to Algebra, but 
tables of logarithms are used 80 much now for arithmetical 
calculations that the subject is found in most modern text
books of arithmetic. The theory and use of the slide 
rule can be explained as an illnstration of the principle 
of logarithms. Thus with contracted multiplication and 
division, logarithms, and the slide rule a boy is well 
equipped for numerical work, e.g., in the physical 
laboratory. 

It is assumed that the pupil has had the Theory of 
Indices 80 far explained that-

(1) He can find the value of lOt, lOt, lot, lot, lot,&«:' 
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(2) He ·knows that to add to or subtract from the 
index the integer n multiplies or divides a power of 10 
by 10". . 
From (1) he can draw a graph of y = 1<)", for values 

of z from 0 and I, and deduce the logarithm curve 
z = loglo y. From this curve and (2) he can find, 
roughly, the logarithms or anti-logarithms of any number. 
E.g., if we require log 40 or log O· 04, we :find from the 
curve that log 4 = 0'6, and from (2) deduce that log 
40 = 1'6 and log 0'04 =2"'6. 

We can also deduce frOm (2) the rule that if the 
first significant figure is n digits to the left of the unit 
digit the characteristic is n, if n digits to the right of 
the unit digit, it is - n. 

The rest of the chapter can be taught in the usual 
manner. 

(16) Oomputation.-Owing to the fact that we have not a 
decimal system for our coinage or weights and measures, 
questions are bound to occur which involve complicated 
methods of computation. Some of these can be solved 
most easily by the method of Practice, see page 230, but no 
general method can be given. In fact, the most difficult 
thing to learn is the choice of the most suitable method 
in a given case. A few typjcal questions are given 
below:-

(a) Find the value of 2,560,000 milreis, given that 
1 milreis = 48. lOid. 

(b) What is 3,765l. worth in American money' when 
the exchange is 4 dollars 87 . 05 cents to the pound? 

(c) Find the simple interest on 12,625l. for 17 days 
at 3i- per cent., i.e., find the valU(l of 12,625l. x 
'17 x 3i-. 
365 100 

(d) A rate of 78. lid. in the pound on a parish 
produces 3,216Z. 138. 7d: What is the rateable value 
of the parish ? 

(e) The moon makes a complete revolution among the 
stare in 27 days 7 bra. 43 mins. 11' 54 sec. Find the 
angle through which it moves in a day, to a hundredth 
of a second. 
These are doubtless extreme cases, but they are sll 

examples that may occur in actual affairs. It is not 
desirable that a boy should spend much time on the 
solution of BUch questions, but after he has finished doing 
regular work in Arithmetic an occasional question of this 
kind may be found good practice. It is suggested that 
a chapter should be devoted to miscellaneous methods of 
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computation, that the first section should be given to an 
explanation of the method of practice, and that this should 
be followed by a collection of miscellaneous example! 
involving a variety of-methods. The best position for 
this is perhaps after the chapters on logarithms and 
approximate work. . 

(11) Simpls I ntereat, Compound I ntereat, Du.count, Stocks and 
Shares, Ezchange Operationa.-For the general question 
of Commercial Arithmetic Bee p. 239. 

The following suggestions are made on the asAumption 
that it is taught to the same extent as at present. 

As far as "Simple Interest" is concerned, it would 
perhaps be best, from a mathematical point of view, if 
after the technical terms had been explained, only one set 
of miscellaneous examples were given. Such questions 
are either direct questions on percentages or questions 
to be solved as algebraical problems or by a formula. 
Similar remarks apply to discount. Some questions on 
simple and compound interest should be set as examples 
of arithmetical and geometrical progressions. The factor 
method of dealing with compound interest should not be 
neglected. E.g., the amount of 5001. in n years at 4 per cent. 

C.I. is 500l. X G~t, the C.l ie 500l. { G~t - 1 } 

&c. 
In the section on stocks and shares, the writer finds it 

convenient to deal only with shares when teaching the 
,meaning of the technical terms. After that, stock can 
be introduced and with it the further difficulties connected 
with the ideas of capital and revenue. These are very real' 
difficulties. 

The arithmetical side of exchange operations has been 
neglected in recent years. It seems hardly worth while 
to load the Arithmetic text-book with an account of the 
practical details of this subject, which, without being 
treated very fully, may easily occupy sixty pages (Bee 
Jackson's Commercial Arithmetic-Macmillan), but it is 
a fruitful source of examples in computation. 

As all this work is only partly mathematical and is in 
addition an explanation of the details of m<Jdern busine>!8, 
it is necessary that the latter should be as accurate as is 
possible with a given limit of space. To take an example 
from discount. The meaning of the tme discount and 
bankers' discount of the text-books has been explained on 
p. 233. Of these two, the former is treated as the more im
portant in nearly every text-book, the latter is dismissed as 
of slight importance. The writer has made inquiries, and 
can find no example of " true disrount H in actual practice. 
Discount is the term applied to ~e sum deducted from 
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a debt due at a future time in consideration of ita payment 
before it is due. This sum. is always ealculated by the 
method of "bankers' discount." Of COUJ'Be, the idea of 
present value occurs in modern business, e.g., in actuaries' 
work, but it is connected with the idea of interest, not 
of discount. "True discount," reclc.oning compound 
interest, is still further removed. from actual practice. It 
is also desirable in questions on interest and discount that 
the data should be reasonable. In a set of examples on 
discount I find that the average time after which a bill 
becomes due is over four years! This must give boys a 
curious idea of the credit system of the country. 

(18) Graphical Work.-It is assumed that graphical work has 
baen used throughout as a means of illustration, and 
occasionally, as in the chapters on proportion and on 
logarithms, as a means of calculation. It is, however, 
customary to group together in one chapter examples of 
various kinds that lend themselves to graphical solutions. 
Such methods need not be artificial. H a series ~f values 
have to be changed from one unit to another, e.g., from 
feet to metres, and no great accuracy is required, a 
graphical solution would perhaps be the simplest. The 
complicated time-tables of some of the railway companies 
are w.:>rked on squared paper and allow the position of a 
train at any time to be seen at a glance. Many questions 
.>f interpolation cannot well be solved by any other 
elementary method. 

(19) Problem8.-Little need be said of these, except that their 
value is much diminished if they are separated into types. 
This has been discussed on page 234. A great deal of 
space is devoted to problems in many books. All that 
seems needed is a set of miscellaneous examples, preceded 
by a few worked-out examples carefully chosen. , 

There is a tendency in some modern books to overload the 
Arithmetic texfrbook with applications to matters which, though 
~f uudoubted interest and value, do not belong essentially to 
the Arithmetic course. I re!er to such subjects as statistics 
permutations, surveying, chemical arithmetic. ' 

The writer is of opinion that the sections given above 
include the essential parts, and that. too great an amount of 
detail gi yes a boy unnecessarily the impression that Arithmetic 
is a more difficult subject than is actually the case. 

SVlIILUlY. 

Bringing together the results nf the foregoing criticisms and 
suggestions, we may say that the chief aims which are generally 
agreed upon by those who wish to make considerable alterations 
in the teaching of Arithmetic are the following:-The reformers 
would clear away entirely many parts of the subject which do 
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not seem essential, and also clear away elaborate and artificial 
developmente of many other parte. This pruning of the subject 
would enable the student to begin Trigonometry or some other 
branch of Mathematics at an earlier stage. But part of the 
time set £ree by the reduction and simplification of the subject.
matter of Arithmetic could be utilised in teaching more 
thoroughly the important parte. For one thing, a much higher 
standard of work in straightforward computation is needed 
throughout the country. The methods now employed are often 
clumsy and the general standard of accuracy is not hi~h. It is 
perhaps utopian to expect to secure any uniformity of method 
even in the fundamental processes, but at any rate considerable 
improvement of method can be introduced and a higher standard 
of speed and accuracy secured. It will be a very great help 
towards this if pupils can be made to acquire the habit of 
constantly checking their work by rough approximation. In 
matters beyond mere computation the important principles and 
ideas (and they are not numerous) should be introduced at first 
more simply and thoroughly. Rules should not be used until a 
considerable effort has been made to explain their meaning and, 
if not to prove them, at any rate to make them seem reasonable 
by considering particular cases. Sets of examples should be so 
varied that they cannot be worked by a purely imitative pro
cess but must necessarily require thought. New ideas should 
be made as real as possible by concrete illustration. This 
should include geometrical illustrations-diagrams, graphical 
work on squared paper, &c., and also laboratory work in close 
connection with the mathematical teaching. Although it is not 
rlesirahle as a rule that any time should be spent" on the 
theory of errors, it iR important that the pupil should have some 
appreciation of the fact that the degree of accuracy possible in 
an answer depends on the accuracy of the ·data. He should be 
able to give an answer roughly to that degree of accuracy that 
is justified by the data. Questions should also, 88 far as 
possible, be-taken from the arithmetic of everyday life, and at 
any rate they should not offend one'a common sense. 

In all these changes examining bodies can do a great deal 
to help or hinder. There are many reforms that could be 
introduced to-morrow if it were not for the demands of exa
mining bodies. The examination papers in Arithmetic of the 
Civil Service Commission have improved greatly during recent 
years, and at present not only allow but encourage the teaching 
of Arithmetic on satisfactory lines. But the majority of the 
examination papers set at the present time are an obstacle to 
many changes which nearly all teachers regard 88 beneficial and 
are anxious to introduce. So long as these papers remain 
unaltered, the hands of teachers are tied and progress is. 
necessarily slow. 

G. W. PALMER. 
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THE EDUCATIONAL VALUE OF GEOMETRY. 

, 
.. Every great study is not only an end in itself, but also a means 

of creating and austa.ining a lofty habit of mind; and this purpose 
should be kept always in view throughout the teaMing and Iea.rning of 
llathematica."-BBBTBAlfD RUSSELL. 

The title of this paper has been chosen to indicate that the 
discussion will not be concerned with the value of Geometry as 
applied to other sciences or to practical ends, nor even with its-. 
place and importance in schemeH of mathematical education. 
The purpose is to state the reasons which apPllar to have led m
the universal acceptance of the subject as a necessary element 
in education, to ascertain to what extent geometrical teaching 
in this country can find justification in them, and to give some 
slight account of experiments in teaching made on this basis 
by the writer and his colleagues at Tonbridge School. Lest 
it should be thought, however. that this avoidance of the 
practil'.al. importance of the subject and its relation to other 
branches of knowledge imposes unreasonable limitations, it 
may be well to state the reasons for it. 

The danger of giving undue importance to considerations 
of practical utility need hardly be enlarged upon, since it is 
not proposed to consider Geometry from this point of view. I 
am more concerned to point out that if the advocates of the 
subject rest any part of their case on such considerations they 
at once enter into competition with a host of other interests, 
many of which have, on Imch grounds, much higher claims. 
The parents of a boy who is to adopt a business career win 
rightly prefer, if his education is guided by his future
requirements, that he should spend his time on geography 
or economics, arguing that surveying and bridge building can 
have no relevance to his future interests; while those who take 
a wider but, still utilitsrian, view will insist that,.subjects such 
as the chemistry of food and civics have stronger claims to a. 
place in the education of every child. 

Still more dangerous is tlle plea that every educated man 
should have some idea of a subject of such wide utility. Apart 
from the clai DlS of many other branches of knowledge, this has 
a further demerit in that the object of teaching the subject is 
implied to be the acquisition of encyclopredic knowledge, rather 
than the development of the mental faculties. The old con
ception of education as the acquisition of information is dead 
and it least beromes mathematicians to do anything to revi¥; 
it. The use of justifications of this type, even though it be 
only in secondary positions, is likely to defeat the aims of those 
who advance them and to do much harm to educational ideals. 

A 13919 
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A discussion of the value of Geometry in relation to other 
branches of science would be appropriate in a paper dealing 
with the co-ordination and relative importance of these branches. 
My object here is, however, to show that the subject has for it.~ 
own sake a claim to a place in the education of every human 
being. Such a discussion could, therefore, give only a secon
dary and relatively weak support to this claim, a support which 
only becomes valid when the claims of these other subjeets to a 
llnivE'rsal place in education have been admitted. If the view 

. here taken is unjustified, Geometry must then make its own 
place in such volume of scientific knowledge as may be found 
necessary to a liberal education. This place would be an impor
,tant one, especially in view of the now almost universal teaching 
~f Natural Science, but it is hoped that the con~iderations 
to be stated in support of the stronger view are such 88 will 
meet with agreement among mathematicians, and convince 
laymen of its truth. 

This is, of course, no new claim. Plato inscribed over the 
-~ntrance to his Academy: "Let no one enter who is ignorant of 
Geometry," and almost every University now imposes a similar 

-condition. Such recognition of the subject by educationalists 
who are not mathematicians implies an inherent value which 
must be expressible in non-technical terms, and it behoves all 
those who teach it to assure themseh'es that they appreciate 
this value and that the education in schools is such as to realise 
at as fully as may be. In this country at the present time the 
--duty is especially urgent. Educational systems and ideals are 
-~hanging with BOrne rapidity, and almost every subject in school 
curricula has been challenged to justify its place, Geometry 
being one of the few exceptions, if indeed it still be one. It 
is almost certain that the motives for this forbearance are 
of utilitarian type, combined, perhaps, with BOrne vague idea 
that the subject may train a boy to chop logic and hold his own 
in argument. Thus the lay advocates of the subject, on whom 
its continuance must depend, base their support on reasons 
which are open to successful attack from those who take a too 
material view of education, and are almost beneath attack from 
those who h3ve higher ideals. Of this weakness they must 
become conscious; signs are not wanting that this is in process, 
and tmless mathematicians themseh'es take the initiati ve in 
defence they may find the attack developed with some sudden
ness. H the boy who specialises in science obtains exemption 
Dum the study of Greek, his fellow who specialises in classics 
or history will almost certainly claim exemption from Mathe
matics, as also will those who intend to de,-ote themselves to 
subjects such as Law, ~edicine, or Yusic. 

The question for mathematicians is then whether they can 
com-inee others that the appropriation to the study of Geometry 
of a portion of the school time of every boy and girl is really 
expedient. To do this it will almost certainly be Dt'CA!IIII8ry. 
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~ven though those who are to be convinced have themselves 
had some portion of their school time so appropriated, to explain 
in some detail what Geometry really is. The first element in 
the explanation must be that the subject is based on agreement 
:as to a certain number of cardinal facts, this agreement resting 
-on fo.undatiQns of general experience common to every civilised 
human being.... The equality of vertically opposite angles, the 
:angle properties of parallels and those properties of a circle 
which can be perceived from considerations of symmetry are 
In.~tances. It is essential to understand that these facta should 
not depend, even for their elucidation, on numerical experiments 
made in class-rooms or laboratories. Rough descriptive illustra
tions there may be, but their only purpose is to recall or 
intsnsify conceptions previously formed subconsciously, for it is 
this universal acceptance of postulates without conscious experi
ment which differentiates Geometry from Physics or Chemistry. 
The necessary experiments and inductions are made in infancy 
without the aid of ruler, compass and protractor; the dog who 
follows his master by a curve of pursuit fails to make one which 
is gI""olSped by young children, but not by infants who can only 
just crawl They in their apparently aimless wanderings are in 
the true geometrical laboratory, performing experiments and 
making inductions. 

Trite 88 this statement may appear to many it is of some 
importance bere. The appreciation of common conviction 
should, when possible, be the first aim of teacher and pupil 88 of 
all those who would make a concerted effort, and here there is 
found a number of facts of which every pupil can say: .. Yes, I 
krlOUl that these things are true."t They feel that they are not 
using arbitrary rules 88 in the study of languages, nor dealing 
witll facts asserted by others to be true 88 in geography or 
history, nor dealing with experiments put before them by some
one who knows what will happen as in Experimental Science; 
here they rest on their own convictions. I need not enlarge 
upon the value of this consideration, but I would point out 
that its importance can be realised by the layman and should 
infiul'nce him considerably. Amid the many arbitrary rules 
and assertl'd Iacts which perforce find place in education the 
presence of schemes of deduction based on statements which find 
universal acceptance as deRCriptions of our space impressions 
must make for good in the child's development. 

The peculiar nature of the premisses on which Geometry is 
based having been explained, it might appear sufficient to 
complete the description of the subject by stating that it 
consists of a series of deductions from these premisses and 

• The latter put of thia __ definee the wbject ... taught ill 
echools. It is, of __ _ _tially 'ficioue limitation from the larger 
poiat of 'riew. 

t The baaia for and mt!IIIIing of this aasertion do not enter into the 
queotion. The fact thai; it ill made 80 universally ill the point of im~ 

.2 
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supplies therefore a useful training in the art of deduction 
coupled with the advantage stated above. But this statement 
would, if not amplified, be 80 bald as to mislead. The full 
sequence of processes involved is;-

1. The separation of eSBentisl from irrelevsnt considerstions 
involved in the appreciation of points, lines and planes snd 
their mutual relations. 

2. The erection on this appreciation of continuous chains of 
reasoning, one result leading to another in such a way that each 
chain can be comprehended as an ordered whole and its 
construction realised as fully as that of each separate link. 

3. A discussion of the interdependence of the various 
premisses and their precise statement. 

Since some such sequence is common to every form of 
humsn !)onstruction, the educational value of a subject which 
provides a training in these ProceBBes is indisputable; for this 
purpose Geometry stands alone in that its b81!e8 can be 
appreciated, and the deductions performed, at an age earlier 
than is pOSBible in the study of any other subject having the
same purpose. 

There is yet one more consideration, and that not the least. 
important, to be urged in favour of the subject. The apprf'Cia
tion of literary and artistic beauty has of late received 
increasing recognition as a necessary element in the t.raining of 
the young. The study of the English language now includes. 
literature; drawing and music advance in importance in schools 
of every type. But the element of intellectual beauty has not 
yet received general recognition despite the supreme position 
ascribed to it by almost all schools of thonght from the Greeks 
downward, and the IOSB is a great one. The contemplation of 
unassailable mentalstructureBsuch as are found in Mathematics 
cannot but raise ideals of perfection different in nature from 
those found in the more emotional creations of literatnre and 
art. It must induce an appreciation of intellectnal unity and 
beauty which will play for the mind that part which the 
appreciation of schemes of shape and colour plays for the artistic: 
faculties, or again that part which the appreciation of a body 0' 
religious doctrine plays for the ethical aspirations. Fanciful 
though this may appear to many, I believe that it may be an 
important factor in determining the retention of Geometry in 
schools. The conception of a body of truth invulnerable on all 
sides,G a conception which finds one of its best and moe! 
common expressions in the quotation; .. Four square to all the
winds that blow," appeals to moe! men, and they will welcom& 
an effort to bring it to their children in one of its purest fonns. 

Such being the basis on which it is thought that the universal 
teaching of Geometry may be justified, it remains to develop 

• Euclidean geometry is still invulneJable in tbet it; i8 hued on the 
aimplest bwwn deecription of OlD" opece pereeptiODll, .... d oucla cIeocriptio .... 
form the fomulation of most u trutIuo." 
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the leading principles of a scheme of education, and to examine 
to what extent teaching practice in this country accords with 
them. 

The division of the processes of Geometry into three elaTes 
implies a corresponding division of the period of education 
into three epochs. In the lUst, the imagination is stimulated 
and developed and some general power of reasoning should be 
acquired without any formal presentation. In the second, 
ordered systems of reasoning are developed from :facts which 
are now within the scope of the imagination; and in the third, the 
true basis for the assertion of these facts is discussed and their 
interconnection investigated. It is at least doubtful whether 
this third stage would be a subject proper to a school course if it 
were within the pupils' grasp ; and it is almost certain that its 
nature and the problem involved is as much as can be brought 
home to them. It must, therefore, be assumed that a school 
COtlnie should end with the second of these epochs, and the lUst 
two ouly need be considered in detail. 

The increase in power of imagination which is the main 
object in the lUst epoch can ouly be effected by extenaion from 
those impressions in which this power is already developed to 
some extent. A child may know what is meant by a point and 
a line, and be able to recognil!6 them at sight, and yet not be 
able to think of points and lines-just as an adult may recognise 
the whole of a tune when he hears it and- yet not be able to 
reproduce a single note. It is, therefore, inadvisable to commence 
by drawing points, lines and angles and performing constructions 
and measurements, because this opens upa new field ofnnfamiliar 
ideas having no connection with any of that knowledge which 
has been so far assimilated as to be a possible subject of 
imagination. Houses, roads, mountains, islands and the like 
o(.'Iln all be imagined by a child of ten years of age and his 
.geometrical imagination is developed by stating problems in 
such terms, but the construction of triangles having given sides 
leads nowhere at this age and is a mere gymnastic. 

It is not hard to devise problems on these lines which 
stimulate the imagination, excite the spirit of research, and 
provide exercise in the simpler forms of geometrical reasoning. 
They may be divided into groups, in each of which one of the 
following methods is introduced :-

1 .. Construction of triangles and polygons when lengths ouly 
are gtven. 

2. Simple constructions for heights of buildings, ships' 
~urses, clc., depending on compass bearings and angles of 
elevation. 

3. Construction-of triangles and polygons when lengths and 
angles arc given. 

4. Extension of all the aboft to problems in more than one 
plane. 
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5. Determination of a point as th~ intersection of. twO' 
loci or its limitation to lie inside or outside two or more loci. 
These loci need not be lines or circles and are constructed by 
actual plotting. 

It may be worth while to give a few spl'cimen problems to 
show what is intended, and it should be stated that these and 
subsequent suggestions are the outcome of experience and 
have been tested in Tonbridge School. Each of these problems 
is well within the scope of a boy of 11 or 12 years of age, after 
he has received a reasonable amount of teaching in the shape 
of questions involving the same principles; the concrete terms 
should, of course, be varied constantly. 

a. (Type 1}.-A straight road runs East and West; a houSf' 
is 95 yards north of the road and a well is 40 yards north-east 
of the house. Draw an accurate plan and find on it th& 
position of a cow-shed which is to be built 65 yards from th& 
well, within 70 yards of the road and as far as possible from 
the house. 

b. (Types 2, 3, 4).-. The height of a tree or chimney may be
found from measurements in one or in two planes, which are
made by the pupils themselves. 

c. (Types 2, 3, 4) . ...:....A hill rises due north at a gradient of 
1 in 10. Find the direction of a road on it which ril!eS to the
eastward at 1 in 30. 

o ~ (1. (Type 5).-A lightship is 2 miles from a straight shore. 
A submarine, which is cruising in the neighbourhood, explodes 
and sinks, the only survivor being the man in the conning 
turret; he can only say that the wreck is equidistant from the 
lightship and shore, and the watch on the lightship says it was 
3 miles away when the explosion happened. Show on an 
accurate plan where it must be. 

e. (Type 5).-Two towns, A, B, are 11 miles apart and II man 
who lives with his parents at a place 6 miles from A and 
7 miles from B, bicycles to A, then to B and then home every 
day. After a time he wishes to reduce his daily ride to' 
14 miles. Show on an accurate plan all the places where he
can live and indicate those places which are nearest to and 
farthest from his parents' home. . 

The first three types require no fnrther explanation, but 
since the fourth and fifth im·olve departures from current. 
practice, discUBBion of these may be of some value. The early 
introduction of Solid Geometry (examples b, eJ may cause some
surprise, especially in problems of BUch apparent difficulty. 
But I am convinced, from the experience of myself and my 
colleagues at Tonbridge, that boys of 12 or 13 grasp these
ideas with mnch more ease and rapidity than those who hav& 
deferred the work for two or three yevs, and that their whol& 
outlook is improved in consequence. The first problems should 
concern. things which can .be seen: .. e.g., the height of OD& 
comer of the clas&-room can be determined by measuremeDta 
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taken from the ends of a desk not in line with it, or the 
diagonal of a block of wood may be found by construction· of 
two right-angled triangles. And a problem such as e above is 
simply illustrated by using one cover of a book half open to 
represent the hill-side. These aids to imagination are soon 
found to be unnecessary, fairly complex constructions being 
undertaken without their assistance, and there is no lack of 
material from which examples may be constructed. 

Since the method described in the fifth type and examples 
d, e, is, e'Xcept for the introduction of other loci, used in the 
preceding sections, its separate mention may appear redundant, 
but it is easily Been to involve principles which can hardly 
receive too much attention. The statement of the laws of 
selection which define two or more manifolds in such form as 
to exhibit the commoll elements (if any) of them all is one of 
the most COUlmon forms of mental activity, and experience 
has shown that children can understand and perform the 
process in cases such as those above. In so doing they 
apply it, not to new and unfamiliar abstractions, but to classes 
of objects so familiar as to have become possible subjects for 
mental operations. 

Such applications form the second of four stages into which 
edllcatioll in logical processes may be divided. In the first 
they are applied to definite objects, as in the methodical 
selection from a number. of tiles of all. those lI'hich have giien 
shape, size and thickness; in the second to mental imagetr t>f 
classes of objects, as when "a house" is not thought of as any 
particular house; in the third to abstractions, such as point, 
line, colour, sense, instinct; while in the last thl! processes 
themselves are considered in their utmost purity. For our 
purpose the first stage i~ dealt with in the kindergarten and in 
courses of prsctical measurement and the third in formal 
Geometry; the second does not, in my opinion, receive sufficient. 
recognition in the tesching of Geometry at the present time and 
the exercises ahove are intended to remedy this deficiency. 

The course may also be regarded as an introduction to the 
idea of a manifold and a function. The importance of these 
concepts has of late been realised and need not occupy us here, 
hut their difficulty, especially in regard to manifolds, is hardly 
)-ealised. If a child is directed to mark on paper a number of 
points such that the sum of their. distances from two given 
points has a given value, he- will do so without any idea that 
all such points form a continuous curve, and if he is told this he 
will not grasp the fact. But allow him to go on marking points 
and he will ultimately attain to a conception of the whole and 
their assemblage along a continuous curve. This cannot be 
taught; the teacher must wait for the child to reach it, and 
the value of the work is lost if mechanical means of describing 
the curve continuously are adopted. Snch a proeess has its 
own nlue, but in this connection it obscures the idea of the 
curve as a manifold of points selected from the manifold which 
forms the plane. 
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The early formation of such habits of thought, even though 
subconscious and unsystematised, has a technical importance 
which deserves mention despite our general limitation to 
educational considerations. Hecent research has exhibited the 
whole structure of Mathematic!! as founded on the processes and 
conceptions which underlie them and has gone far, with their 
aid, to perfect a coordination between the different bran('hes of 
the subject. They are now seen to be essential to the under
standing of even Elementary Mathematics and their absence is 
responsible for most of the difficulties which occur in the intro
duction to more advanced work. The difficulty of the child who 
in ('.ommencing Algebra says, .. Yes, but what is z?" of the boy 
who cannot solve a simple rider, and the student who finds the 
calculus puzzling, are now all traced to this common origin. 
The moral for the teacher is obvious. Until the young child 
can in SODle way attain to such ideas in relation to matters 
within his own experience he ha~ not grasped the groundwork 
of mathematical thought and so cannot erect the structure on 
proper foundations, and the present problem for teachers is to 
hring them to him in as many fonns as possible. For this 
purpose some understanding of ti,e philosophy of Ari thmetic, 
Geometry and Algebra is eRSCntial, and I believe that the 
light which this philosophy throws on problems of elementary 
education constitutes by no means its least value. . 

'l'he transition. from the preliminary otage just described 
to a first course of formal Geometry is marked by the intro
duction of connected reasoning leading from one result to 
another. and a gradual cessation of the aid to imagination 
involved in the use of houses, roads, &c. The assumption of 
postulates as a basis for this reasoning should not be stated 
formally; unless the preliminary course has failed in its object 
the pupils will accept them without difficulty as they are 
required. But it is essential that the choice of these postulates 
should not be left to chance or dictated by conveniell<'e of 
presentation; it must be guided by the considerations which 
determine the adoption of the subject as a mental training. 

] f these considerations be such as are indicated above there is 
no difficulty in specifying the nature and extent of the assumptions 
which should be adopted as facts in a first course of Geometry. 
It must be poasibleto induce the child to8<'.ceptthem without the 
aid of numerical measurement of any kind, and every statement 
for whi('h this is possible' should be regarded as a postulate. 
This definition includes the following :-

(1) The equality of vertically opposite angles. 
(2) 'The angle properties of parallel lines. 
(3) Properties of figures which are evident from 

symmetry." 

• DeDlOll8batiooa by folding ..... DOt proofB .. the term ;. here ued. 
They lack the, ent;a! element of deduction bolD two or more _t. 
already odmit«od, 
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(4) Properties' of figures which can be demonstrated by 
superposition, a method which should be once fOI' all 
discarded as a proof. 

The meaning and intention of this definition is best 
illustrated by reference to recent developments in the teaching , 
of Geometry. There has been a tendency in preliminary 
courses to associats such ideas with numerical measurement if 
not, indeed, to profess demonstration by its aid. For example, 
children may be instructed to. draw two straight lines, measure 
the vertically opposite angles, and state what they observe. It 
is hard to see what good can be derived from such exercises 
and they may do much harm. If it be true that the education 
of the child should follow the development of the race they are 
condemntlcl at once, for it is inconceivable that these ideas were 
suggested by such processes or that there was a geometrical 
Faraday who announced them to the ancient world. They can 
only be regarded as intuitions from rough experience; a 
person in whom they are wanting is ignorant of space, and a 
knowledge of (Euclidean) space is neither more nor less than 
their full comprehension-a comprehension resting on founda
tions wider by far than any schoolroom experiments. An 
attempt to aid its formation by numerical exercises may not 
unfitly be compared to an attempt to teach music by explaining 
the mechanism of a piano, and the relation between notation 
and keyboard, before the pupil has heard a single tunl:'. It is a 
crippling of subjective growth at its most sensitive stage by the 
crudest form of materialism. A mind which has ranged over 
all its experience and has made these intuitions has gained a . 
sense of power and accppted truth which cannot be induced to 
an equal I:'xtent by any substitute for the process. 

The statement tllat all possible intuitions must be taken as 
postulates is hardly less important than the definition (for our 
purpose) of a postulate as a statement of common acceptance. 
The object of teaching Geometry has been stated as twofold: the 
sense of logical proof is to be developed, and the conception of a 
chain of proofs is to be formed. ThpIe are many ways of doing 
this; they vary with the selection of the theorems \lsed and the 
order of their sequence, but each should be subject to the con
dition that every theorem should prove some new fact which 
could not have been perceived by direct intuition, symmetry, or 
superposition. If this condition be violated the pupil's sense of 
a proof is l'Onfused; it appears to arrive with much painful 
labour at a result which he and everyone else knew before to be 
(me, and the image of inevitable but unforeseen truth is not 
induced. Take, for example, the theorems concerning bisected 
chords of a circle: if a boy Cannot perceive the truth of these 
with, IlOssibly, a little stimulus, his knowledge of spare is so 
ml'lIgre that he ought not to have commenced formal Geometry. 
If. on the otller hand, he can see their truth there can be few 
processes more destructive than the elaboration of deductions 
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from other intuitions with the intention of imparting a sense of 
proof. 

The details of the proposi tions and the order of their 
sequence is hardly germane to this paper, but the necessity for 
presenting them' in sequences each of which can be grru<ped 
as a whole deserves further mention. If the Euclidean 
tradition be ignored such sequences can still be found. For 
example, experience has shown tl,at tlle angle properties of 
polygons, arcs of circles, and tangents to circles can be arranged 
in one sequence, so that the unity of the group can be appre
ciated by pupils to whom it is the first example of formal 
Geometry. Another subject is found in the theory of the 
regular polyhedra; the limitation of their number, the investi
gation of their shapes and dimensions, and their construction, 
can be grasped by boys of ordinary ability at an early age. It 
will probably be agreed that a considerable element of Solid 
Geometry is essential; the tetrahedron, cone and sphere are 
other themes which have been found possible and valuable. 

It is, of course, true that Euclid presented Geometry in a 
series of such sequences, and, despite the logical deficiencies in 
his scheme, his genius is probably still unrivalled. But his 
theme was the reduction of the number of postulates to a minimum 
and the introduction of each as late as possible. As soon as it 
is granted iliat all possible intuitions should, in a first course, be 
accepted as postulates, his sequence fails to have value for 
this purpose, and has, indeed, demerits. It is, therefore, a 
necessary consequence of ilie theory of geometrical education 
here developed that a deliberate effort should be made t() 

replace this scheme by one mOTe suitable. The need is not 
met by allowing propositions to be treated as intuitions when 
possible and retaining his sequence, for this destroys the whole 
meaning of that sequence; his motive enforces the introduction 
of Solid Geometry as late as possible, while ours demands it as 
early as possible, and numberless other contradictions arise. 

This conclusion induces doubts whether even this residuum 
of Euclid's propositions, taken in any order, fonns ilie 
best material for geometrical training of an educative value. 
Some of it undoubtedly deserves its place, both for its own value 
and its necessity in oilier parts of Mailiematies ; but, stripped of 
unessentials, this is small in content and less than can be 
acquired in an ordinary school course. Before including more 
ilian this bare minimum it is advisable to ascertain whether in 
ilie whole domain of geometrical knowledge iliere may not be 
other matter of more educative value within the grasp of ordinary 
boys and girls. Here I am passing beyond ilie range of my own 
experience, but I have, as ilie outcome of a maturing conviction, 
made tentative experiments with individual pupils and small 
classes and deem it worth while to state the result. 

1£, 'wiiliout regard to the age of ilie pupils, one asks 
where ilie meiliods and ideals of Geometry are presented in the 
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lUeatest unity, siinplicity and beauty the answer must be· that 
Geometry of position and projective Geometry have . no rivals. 
Estimated on Buch standards Euclid's work is dwarfed by these
modern creatiolls, and 110t least so in respect of the ease and 
generality of their conceptions. Must it be said,. in spite of this, 
that they are to re.main the property of proIeSBed mathematicians 
since they are beyond the grasp of the normal adolescent or may 
it be that-even if only in . some comparatively crude form-. 
their power and beauty can be appreciated? Even those, if 
there be any. who at once deny the possibility will not dispute
the importance of tbe question and the value of success if it can 
be attained. My own conviction, fortified by such limited 
experience as r have indicated, is that the elementary con
cepts and methods of Projective Geometry can be graspe-d by 
ordinary pupils; that they would excite a greater' interest .and 
fuller spirit of enquiry than any form of Euclidean Geometry, 
and that their educational value would be far greater. The
amount of knowledge required is not so great as might be 
imagined. A pupil who has had some experience of three
dimensional work. can grasp the relations between a figure in 
olle piane and its projection in another plane, including the 
particular cases wherein a point or line in either' plane have 
their corresponding element in the other at infinity. The 
theorem of Desargue3, with its simpler consequences, is, 
therefore, within his grasp, and he may so gain some idea of 
the extent and variety of the results which can be deduced 
from the axioms of position only and the manner in which 
they unite in one statement results which he had regarded as 
disconnected. 

It is then natural to enquire whether there is any simple 
relation between corresponding segments in the two planes. 
The position ratio AP: PB, which defines the position of a point 
I' on a line when two of its points A,B ar.e given, should have 
become familiar iii. connection with earlier work, and it is now 
easy to prove that corresponding position ratios ramaiu in a 
constant ratio as the points P, pI mOVa along their respective 

lines. Hence the ratio ~~: ~~ of two snch ratio is unchanged 

by projection. The metric properties of quadrangles and 
quadrilaterals (deduced by projection from a pal1ll1elogram), 
and the simple properties of the conic regarded as the projection 
of a circle, can then be investigate-d to such extent as may appear 
possible or desirabla. I have myself, with ordinary boys of 18. 
reached Carnot's theorem without great difficulty. 

It may be suggested tllat this work is unnecessary and that 
when the minimum of Geometry has been acquired the pupil 
sllOuld procee-d to Trigonometry or other branches of Mathe
matics. As to this I can only say that tJlis paper is.in part an 
attempt to justify the teaching in schoola of an amount of 
Geometry much larger than has hitherto been thought possible. 
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and this without increase of the time devoted to the subject. 
My own experience is that an early 'COmmencement of Trigono
metry can and should be made by BOme sacrifice of the large 
amount of time now devoted to Algebra by pupils who are too 
y~ung to understand the subject. Trigonometry is a valuable 
stImulus to geometrical thought, but is no substitute for it. 

It may be that this suggestion demands too much from the 
pupils; I do not think. it can be thought to err in other 
respects. H this be so, the responsibility of devising BOrne 
other more po!<Sible scheme 8S a sequel to the essentials of 
Euclid remains with any who agree with what has been said 
above. 

It only remain~, in considflring the scheme of geometrical 
education, to refer to the interdependence of the postulates which 
have been adopted. I do not believe that any detailed or system
atic discUSBion of this is pOBBible or ad visable at the school age. 
but if towards the end of this period examples of deduction of 
some postulates from others were shown it might be pOBBible to 
lead the pupils to realise the ideal of a Geometry based on a 
minimum number of assumptions concerning the nature of 
space. Such considerations would then acquire more reality for 
them in that they would have BOrne acquaintance with Mechanics 
and Physical Science and could therefore conceive the general 
ideal of a minimum of induction and a maximum of induction. 
And I feel bound to state my conviction that every student of 
whatever subject, who proceeds to a University education 
worthy of the name, should gain BOrne slight idea of the nature 
of non-Euclidean Geometry. The simpler portions of the 
paper by Carslaw in the "Proceedings of the. Edinburgh 
Mathematical Society for 1910," or the description cf Poincare's 
well-known illustration given in Young's" Elementary Concept. 'I 
of Geometry and Algebra" are within the grasp of anyone who 
bas even a slight acquaintance with the geometry of the circle, 
and their appreciation throws a light on the space-eoncept in 
particular and our so-called knowledge in general which can 
be gained in no other way. It may fairly be said that there 
are few portions of mathematical knowledge which have more 
educational value. 

The nature of current teaching of Geometry in England is 
best understood by reference to recent history. Until a few 
years ago the use of Euclid's text in matter and sequence was 
universal owing to the regulations of examining bodies. 
Attempts to secure more freedom had not been wanting. The 
.Association for the Improvement of Geometrical Teaching was 
formed with this object as early as 1871 and undoubtedly 
succeeded in awakening interest in the presentation of Elemen
tary Geometrv, though no tangible result appeared. In 1901, 
however, a paper read by Professor Perry before the British 
.Association at Glasgow aroused fresh interest, and a Commitlbe 
was formed by the Association to consider and report upon the 
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teaching of Elementary Mathematics. ,In their report, issued a 
year later, they advocated a preliminary course of Practical 
Geometry and stated that it was in their opinion unnecessary 
and undesirable that one text-book or one order of development 
should be placed in a position of authority. 

Simultaneously the Mathematical Association, a development 
of the Association founded in 1871, had formed a Committee 
to consider the subject and this body issued a report in May. 
190~. In principle it proceeds on lines similar to the report 
of the British Association Committee, but it contains a definite 
statement that' it'is not proposed to interfere with the logical 
order of Euclid's series of theorems.' In elIect it simplifies the 
development by introducing hypothetical constructions, changes 
the oider of certain groups of propositions, and introduces an 
algebraic treatment (for commensurables only) of ratio and 
proportion. AB a consequence of the work of these Committees 
and their supportem the examining bodies yielded one by one, 
announcing that Euclid's order and methods would not be 
enforced, and setting questions involv~ng numerical construction 
and calculation. Finally, the Univemity of Cambridge issued 
in 1903 a syllabus indicating the amount of geometrical 
knowledge required for ite entrance examination, and stated 
that the Examinem would accept any proof which appeared to 
form part of a systematic treatment of the subject. This 
syllabus, which is still in force, omits portions of the text of 
Euclid's Books L-IV. and VI. and introduces no additional 
matter. 

Taking these changes in detail we are first concerned with 
the postulates. The intention appeam to have been the increase 
of their number in order to simplify certain proofs which had 
presented difficulty; proofs of facts which can be perceived by 
intuition are still retained, notably in regard to congruent 
figures and properties of the circle. The present scheme may. 
therefore, be not unfairly described as Euclid's ideal of the 
minimum number of assumptions, tempered by consideration 
for the age of the pupils-a consideration which rendem' the 
whole scheme meaningless from his t:oint of view. It may be 
douhted whether such a compromise is likely to be successful. 
The broad lines of educational advance should be based on 
fixed principles and not on expediency. If the pupils can 
undemtand the development of a scheme based on a minimum 
of assumption, and can also understand this motive, let it be 
adopted as the highest ideal. But if not, as experience has 
shown with some certainty, the only logical alternative is to 
allow all possible intuitions as postulates.. The educational 
advantages of this course have already been described, and it 
has the further advantage of lessening the amOunt of time and 
elIort required, and so clearing the way for some study of more 
:\Ilvanced Geometry, which is not yet represented in any of the 
examinations referred to. Should any doubt be felt as to the 
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persistence of Euclidean methods despite the abandonment of 
his ideal, consideration of the fact that even the element.~ of 
Solid Geometry are not included in school COurReB, except in 
preliminary work (to which reference will be made), may carry 
conviction. All examining bodies (the' Civil Service Com
mission excepted) appear to imply by their scheduleR that 
sufficient training in schools can be obtained without it, the 
fact being, of course, that its omiBBion is a survival of Euclid's 
order. ' 

Thus it may perhaps be said that what is often called thl'! 
abolition of Euclid must involve the complete abolition of his 
order and methods and the construction of another theory of 
development and that in both respects the changes are incom
plete. The structure-always of course fallacious in its 
foundations-has been shattered and we are groping among the 
fragments. 

Turning now to educational methodR, there are two 
important developments: the introduction of preliminary 
courses and the use of niunerical examples. The latter only 
requires brief '1'eference; it must give greater reality and 
precision to the results which it is intended to illustrate and 
there is common agreement tbat it has done this. The meaning 
and proofs of propositions are admittedly better comprehended, 
but the comprehension is too often of isolated results rather 
than structures of reasoning. 

The object of the preliminary course is to enable the pupils 
to acquire some familiarity with the leading lacts and concepts 
of the subject. For the most part such courses consist of 
exercisetl in measurement and construction, coupled (in BOrne 
cases at any rate) with numerical introductions to or illus· 
trations of the axioms. So long as such exercises are confined 
to the performance of constructions of known type there is little 
to be said for or against them in logic or philosophy, though 
they are, in the opinion of some, as deadening to the intellect 88 

the excessive performance of algebraic simplifications. But 
when the angle properties of parallels and triangles are intro
duced by measurement with a protractor, instead of by turning 
a rod. and when we find an example snch as, .. Draw a triangle 
" whose sides 8J'!I2, 3 and 4 inches and then draw the perpend
., iculars from each vertex to the opposite side. These linCl' 
" should meet in a point; see that they do so," the matter 
becomes more serious, for numerical measurement has been 
substituted for intnition or demonstration and the impression 
is hard to eradicate. There is also some general introduction 
dealing with space-concepts, and here there is usually some 
allusion to objects in three dimensions; beyond this, Solid 
Geometry finds as a rule no place in such courses. Its persistent 
neglect by teachers, examining bodies and writers of text-books 
is one of the most marked and regrettable features in the 
developments of recent years. 
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Apart from this, the main criticisms, from·thepoint'ofviewof 
this paper, to be directed against such courses are that they are 
not based on a gradual extension from previous experience and 
imagination, and that there is a Plstinct tendency, as' has been 
said, to relate the postulates to numerical processes. Of the 
second I need not speak further; of the first it· may be said 
that it violates the principle that tile development of tile powers 
of imagination, abstraction, and reasoning should be made con
tinuously from experience and knowledge gained in daily life. 
To construct a preliminary course which consists of work con
cerning angles,' lines, triangles, and circles with, perhaps, a 
passing reference to a few surveying problems, is to place the 
(,hlld ~uddenly in a new world where things are replaced by 
abstractions and to give him an occasional glimpse of his own 
sphere as from behlnd bars-bars whlch .are not made thinner 
by assigning numerical measures to the lengths and angles with 
which he deals. In the alternative which I have suggested the 
endeavour is to.lead him gradually to this new world of abstract 
tllought and ideal truth, or, perhaps, to present it as an outcome 
of and one with that more limited world of whi('.h alone he is at 
first cognisant. 

The result of this period of freedom has been summed up in 
a Circular published by the Board of Education (No. 711, 1909), 
which contains luminous and practical suggestions' to teachers, 
based on the experience of the Board's inspectors. For our 
present purpose the mOBt striking statement made therein is 
that the time taken to acquire the matter of Euclid I.-III. 
varies from one to three years in different schools, and that it is 
where the work proceeds quickly that it is best, nnd nearly 
always where it proceeds slowly it is poor. The difference is 
ascribed to the manner of treating the earlier part of the work, 
with which the Circular is mainly concerned. As to this, I will 
only say that, while its suggestions are far in advance of the 
matter contained in mOBt text-books, it perhaps hardly lays 
sufficient stress on the need of development from the child's 
previous experience, nor does it suggest concrete problems 
requiring a considerable amount of imagination and reasoning. 
The importsnce of Solid Geometry is pointed out with some 
force, but no ,very definite suggestion is made 88 to the time or 
manner of its introduction in a deductive course, a point on 
which mOBt teachers are in need of guidance, and especially 
those who now succeed in covering a matriculation course in 
\wo or three years. 

The Circular also deals with the general effect of the ch8J1ges 
stating that it has been beneficial. "Unintelligent learning by 
.. rote has practically disappeared, and classes, for the most 
" part, understsnd what they are .doing, though they often 
" lack power of insight, and have but a narrow extent of 
" knowledge." 
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. Had the changes already described been the only educational 
changes during this period, a fairly conclusive infer~nce might 
be drawn. But it must not be forgotten that the modf'm 
secondary school, with graduates of teaching Univel'8ities for 
its teachers (often trained) and a curriculum designed to d~vplop 
all the pupils rather than to benefit the few of exceptional ability, 
has during the same time come into being, and the issue is thus 
confused. Greater ecmprehension, as due to improvpd teaching, 
would have been likely even though Euclid had 1I0t bpen 
dethroned. The older schools have for the most part been 
colnparatively unaffected by such developments dllring this 
time. Speaking as one who has some experience, both as 
teacher and examiner, of these and other schools, I call but 
state my opinion that the improyement in the modern secondary 
schools is far grea~r than in the RChools of other typeR, 
including those which have adopted the changes in Geometry 
most fully. Deyoting roughly an equal amount of time to the 
subject, they obtain better results at an earlier age. If I am 
right in this-and I believe that most men who have acquaint
ance with . the various types of school in this country will 
confirm the statement-it follows that most of the rreent 
improvement in modem secondary schools is due to their 
acquisition of teachers who not only understand the subject hUL 
also know how to teach it, rather than to any recent changps in 
the syllabus of Geometry. Some confirmation of this view i .. 
giyen by an enquiry made some three years ago among the 
professors and examiners in the modem Univel'8iti!'8. They 
declared themselves as dissatisfied alike with the results of the 
oldl'r and more modem methods, the majority against tI,e 
modem methods being the larger. The improvemt-nt in quality 
of knowledge was admitted in many cases; it was rather tile 
material and its co-ordinatioll that were criticised. 

Finally then, it may be said that improvement in te3('hing 
methods and in personnel of the teachers have produced their 
natuml results, and to them must be ascribed much of the 
admitted improvement. Schemes of geometrical education in 
this country are lacking in foundation, method and extent, aud 
this because Euclid's scheme-itself uttl'rly unsuitable as an 
introduction to the su bjret-has been so far tampered with that 
hardly auy scheme remains. So long as no attempt is made to 
devise a connected development based on the many intuition" 
which are common to all civilised beings before they reach 
mat)lrity, Sf) long will the subject realise a painfully small 
proportion of its potential value. 

I have endeavoured in this paper to interpret the quotation 
at its head in its reference to my subject. I do not forget that 
children will have to do the work of the world and must be 
fitted for it, and I believe that a training such as is here 
described will assist them in this. But theY will not be 1('1!8 
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fitted if their education· provides them with widening and 
inspiring subjects for contemplation when they reach maturity, 
nor, indeed, is such fitness the sole end of life. . 

G. Sr. L. CARSON. 

A. 13918 
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PARALLEL STRAIGHT LINES AND THE 
METHOn OF DIRECTION ..... 

The absence of any direct conta<--t in England between the 
critical movement of higher Pure Mathematics and the more 
recent movement for the reform of geometrical teaching in 
schools has not been altogether favourable to the latter. In no 
instance has this unfavourable result appeared more widely, aQd 
more dangerously to both real reform and true education, than 
in the various attempts made to replace Euclid's treatment 
of parallels. So long as such attempts were put forward 
privately, private criticism seems to have been sufficient on 
the whole to preserve the reform movement from serious elTors; 
but in England the conditions are no longer private, for in 
March 1909, the Board of Education iBBued, under the title 
"Teaching of Geometry and Graphic Algebra in Secondary 
Schools,"t a Circular (No. 711), which contains an attempt to 
base the treatment of parallels on the notion of direction, and 
thus openly encourages teachers to adopt a method which has 
been often and rightly condemned. 

The exact words of Circular 111 (pp. 3 and 4) are as 
follows;- ' 

" The next concept, direction, is seldom .... ell tteated, with th .. 
result that trouble arises later on with angles and parallels. 

" It is impossible to discuss, mucb 1IlO1'e to de1ine, direction in th .. 
abetract--just .. it won1d be to discuss colour. 

"But just .... ebiIhen· gain· tb .. general idea of colour from 
recognising and naming colo1lr8-red, hlne, green, 10 they gain the 
idea of direction (and gain it accurately) by recognising and naming 
certain standard directions-vertical, north, oontb, etc. 

" At the ontset it is essential to keep .... ay from pencil and paper, 
and the introductory question should be ' Show me a vertical line P , 
tben • How would yon teet .. bether it is really .-ertical OJ' not P' ao 
introdncingthe familiar knowl&dge of the plumb-line. Then "Show 
me a horizontal line.' • How would yon teet it P • The teet muot be 
independent of the vertical, i .•. , the spirit leYel mnot be snggest&d. 

" Then, to clear things np further, • Can yon draw .. yertical line 
on the wall, on the desk, on the lIoor P , and oimilarly with horizontal 
lin ... 

" Then • How many yerticallines can be drawn through a point P , 
• How many horizontal P' 80 paeaing on to the di1ferent horizontal 
direetiono (north, sonth,east,and .. eat). Boy. should know bow the 
windows of their room face and bow they themselves face .. they oit. 

" Then the muter may ask, • Are all vertical lines in the oame 
direction P '. • Are all horizontal lines P' thus leading to a cleor 
conception of parallels ... lines in the oame direction." 

• NOTB.-Ow:ingto tmforeoeencanaeo the .utber .... unable to completc 
this paper in the time intended; and the date at whicb it .... in fact 
received baa rendered it impossible for the Advisory Committee to o~in • 
oontribntion discaoaing the question of Parallels, from another .tandpomt. 

t Board of Education, Cireu1ar 711, March 1900. (London : Wyman 
and Bono.) 
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A denial may at once be given to the statement of the last 
paragraph; for it is impossible to give anyone a clear conception 
of parallels as lines in the same direction. Young boys may 
readily acquil-e a clear conception of direction, as, for instance, 
illustrated by the different directions given by the magnetic 
compass-" the Points of the Compass "-which correspond to 
the different directions given by straight lines which intersect 
at a common point. From this clear notion, it is obvious that 
lines which coincide have the same direction, and lines which 
intersect have different directions. Neither Circular 711 nor 
any author before or since its appearance, suggests any possible 
intnitive way of leading from this clear notion of the different 
directions of intersecting lines, and of the same direction of 
coincident lines, to any notion of non-secant lines as lines in the 
same direction. That there is no logical basis for this attempt 
has been shown often, and evidence of this is quoted later. 

The appeal made to intuition in the Circular is the basis of 
its suggestion; and the questions refelTing to horizontal, vertical. 
l>lumb-line, spirit-level, imply a reference to physical geography .. 
In these days of correlation in the teaching of the various su bjecte, 
of school education, is it possible to avoid teaching that plumb-· 
lines point towards the centre of the earth? Is a clear notion of' 
parallels possible to a boy, who is told in the geometry lesson 
that vertical lines are in the same direction and so are parallel. 
but who, half an hour later, in a geography or practical mechanics_ 
lesson, learns that vertical lines all point towards the same 
point-the centre of the earth? Will suell a boy always avoid. 
thinking that straight lines pointing towards, and so passing' 
through, the same point are in the same direction? The com
parison of the spherical surface of an actual ball or globe with 
the surface of a large blackboard, and in ilnagination of the 
earth's surface with an ideal plane surface, is of real educational 
value to all pupils; but it makes an appeal to geometrical 
perception quite fatal to the course of procedure advocated in 
Circular 711. On the surface of a sphere there can, of course, 
be no straight lines; if great circles (the shortest sailing routes 
for ocean stMmships) are taken as elements replacing straight 
lines,. then there are no parallels. It is a wise step in geometrical 
teachmg ~o educate ~etrical percel?tion to this point at least, 
that pupils m~y realIse that t~e eXIstence of a parallel line, 
whether .es!BbhRhed by as-:umption or deductive proof, involves 
the admiSSion 'of a new kmd of surface where the notions of 
,oertical an~ horizon~l no longer necessarily apply. The failure 
to make thIS companson aud contrast between spherical and 
pl81~e sUliaces may long retard the growth of sound geometrical 
lUstmct. 

. Again it is quite necessary in dealing with parallels to make 
qUIte ,,:ure t1~at some assumptions must be mmJe as a basis for 
any lliscusslOn or proof. As a practical illusl?tion of _the 

s 2 
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plausiJ;li!ity ?f the possible untruth (i.e., lack of generality) of 
Playfalr s alClOm, we suggest the following :-

S 

:L===~;;;;~~~~jf~ 
c B D 

S' 

. Let S S' be a finite plane surface, of any size. A B a straight 
hne drawn on it, and P a given point. It is always p088ible to 
draw as many straight lines as desired passing through P, but 
not cutting A B within the limits of the given surface. Produce 
A B to the boundary of the surface. ChoosE' points C, D on the 
boundary nearer P. Join C P, D P, and produ('e to C', D' 
respectively. Then as many straight lines as desired, e.g., K P 1" 
M P N, may be drawn through P, not cutting A B within the 
gi ven surface. A similar construction is obviously possible, 
however large S S' may be, so long as it remains finite. 

The restrictive aspect of Euclid's fifth postulate (or Playlair's 
axiom) may be illustrated by reference to suitable rules in 
well-known games, e.g., to the offside rule in Association foot
ball, which prohibits play after a forward pass under certain 
conditions, and so has the ultimate effect of limiting the shot>< 
between the posts, finally counted as goals, to those 1lC'0red in a 
particular way, and of not considering the others. The game 
was formerly played witbout tbis offside rule, when lIuch 
successful Mota did count as goals. Similarly, Euclid's postu
late restricts farther discussion on tbe subject of two parallels, 
to one only of the logically infinite number of straight lines 
through P, non-secant to A B; or, in other words, the parallel 
to A B through P mll8t be conceived as drawn in a particular 
way, and the other non-secant lines are not considered. In the 
-{}eometry of Lobachewski and of Bolyai such non-secant lines 
are considered in dealing with parallels. 

The notion of straight lines wbich do not intersect may 
rigbtly and ought to be derived from seusory experience; but 
~ clear concept of parallels is impossible without comparison 
~nd analysu. of such geometric perceptions, and without some 
appeal to infinity. 

Even as a ~ntative metbod of approach for the youngest 
pupils, tbis su~gestion of Circular 711 seems without definite 
value; for no simple pra(·tical test is given to determine when 
any two straight lines are in tbe same direction. Indeed, no 
one bas succeeded in stating a criterion for sameneti8 of direction 
without introducing (usually by suppressed assumption) some 
}.roperty of para11els already known, because proved by Euclid. 
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Early History.-The controversy with regard to parallels is 
at least as old as Aristotle; possibly even this very fallacy of 
U direction" is referred to in the passagell>: "for they uncon
sciously assume such things as it is not possible to demonstrate 
if parallels do not exist." In later times, according to Heath, 
Killing has tl'aced the origin of the direction theory to Leibniz. 
However, there is no tloubt that Gauss brought his great in
fluence to bear against the fallacy. In the extracts from the 
correspondence between Gauss and Schumacher, edited by 
Houel, no specifio mention of the U direction method" ocours, 
although Gauss enters minutely into the other unexpressed 
assumptions of Schumacher. But this passage from Heath's 
Euclid t seems to be decisive: 

.. The idea of parallels being in the eeme direction perheps arose 
from the conception of an angle 88 a difference of direction (the 
hollowness of which hss already been exposed); sameness of direction 
for parallels follows from the same • difference of direction' which 
hoth exhibit relatively to a third line." 

But this is not enough. As Gauss said (Werke, iv., p. 365) : 
.. If it [identity of direction] is recognised by the eqnslity of the

anglsa formed with one third straight line, we do not yet know 
without an antecedent proof whether this &ame equality will also be 
found in the angles formed with aJourth straight line," 

(and any number of othE'r transversals); and in order to make 
this theory of parallels valid, so far from getting rid of axioms 
such as Euclid's, you would have to assume as an axiom what 
is much less axiomatic, namely, that-

.. straight linea which make equal corresponding angles with a certain 
transversal do ao with any tranaversal."t 

De M01'!/all.-The opinion of this great teacher was adveroo 
to the direction mE'thod. and was strongly expressed in a review 
(" Athenreum," July 18, 18fl8) of Wilson's Geometry, 1868. 
Large extracts from this review were reprinted in Appendix II. of 
Dodgson's" Euclid and his Modern Rivals" ; and from this somca 
we quote tha following :-

". • • There is in it one great point, which brings doom all the 
rest if it fall, . . . . Thet point is the treatment of the angle, 
which amounts to this, thet certain notions ahout direction, taken aa 
self·evident, are permitted to make all ahout angles, parallels and 
.U. immediate consequences. 

.. What • direction' is we are not told, except thet • straight lines 
which meet have different directions.' Is a direction a magnitude P 
Is one direction greater then another P We shonld suppose ao; for 
an angle, a magnitude, a thing which is to be halved and quartered, 
is the' difference of the direction' of • two straight lines thet meet 
ODe another.' . . . 

.. Paralle\a, of course,are linea which he,'. the .. me direction. It 
ia stated, as an immediata oonsequence, thet two linea which meet 

• Taken from Heath's Euclid, Vol. L, p. 191. 
tOp. oiL, p. 194. 
t Dodgaon: .. Euclid and his Modern Rivals," p. 128. (Macmillan & Co., 

1885.) 
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cannot make the same angle with a third line, on the same Bide. for 
they are in dill'erent directions. Parallels are knocked over in a 
trice. There is a covert notion of direction, which, thongh only 
defined with reference to lines which meet, is straightway transferred 
to lin .. which do not. According to the definition. direction is a 
relation of lines which do meet. and yet lin .. which have the aame 
direction can be lines which fteVe1" meet . . . How do you know, 
we ask, that lines which have the aame direction never meet P 
Answer-lines which meet have difterent llirections. We knaw they 
beve; but how do we know that. under the definition given. the 
relation called direction bee any application at all to line. which 
never meet P " 

De Morgan's criticism was never overcome. and ill later 
editions of Wilson's Geometry, the direction-method waH 
dropped. presumably because it is unsatisfactory and elToneouM. 

The AS80eiation for the Improvement of Geomet7-ieal Teaehing.
-At the general meeting of this Association, held January 17th, 
1891, Mr. E. T. Dixon gave a short accountt of llis hook on the 
"Foundations of Geometry," which introduced the direction
method in a form modified to meet some of the objections raiRed 
by De Morgan. There was a discussion in which the author 
failed to meet the just criticism of the chairman (the late R. B. 
Hayward, F.R.S.). The chairman said: "He nowhere foun,l 
it defined when the direction from A to B was the same as that 
from C to D. What was meant in this case by • in the same 
direction' ? .. The method failed, just as Circular 711 fails, to 
provide any criterion. practical or logical, of the notion of 
.. same direction." Not only are we asked to accept" direction" 
·as an indefinable, but also .. same direction" may be u!!ed 
without explicit statement as another indefinable, whenever 
-convenient! 

United Statea.-We are indebted to the Bureau of Education, 
Washington, for a copy of Circular No. 3.1890, on the Teaching 
-and History of Mathematics in the 1: nited States, by Prof . 
.cajori. In the section" On Parallel Lines and Allied Subjeets." 
p. 376, we are given a criticism of the many erroneous attempts 
made to replace Euclid's treatm .. nt of Parallels. In parti~'11lar, 
on pages 382. 383. we ha"e an able examination of the direction
method which results in a conclusion quite adwrse to its 
adoption in teaching. From p. 383 we quote the following :-

.. One of the many objections to all attempts to foond the 
elements of geometry on the word ' direction • is stalAlcl by Professor 
Halstead (in a letter to Prof. Cajon) in the following manner:
Direction is a common English .. ord. and in Webeter'. Dietionary. 
our standard, the only definition of it in • sense at .11 mathematical 
is the foorth: • the line or course upon which anything is moring 
. . .; .... the ship sailed in a sonth..,..terly dirutw..' Direction, 
to be nnderstood in any striet sense .. beterer. posits and preeoppooee 
three fundamental geometric ideas. namely. straight line. an'l'le. 
paraIIelo. After the theory of parsllelo founded npon an esplicit 

• Now the Mathematical Association. 
t ABsociation for the Improvement of G<ometrieaJ Teaching. Report 

for 1891. p. 2'2. 
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""sumption has been carefully established ... strict definition of 
direction may be based upon these more simple concepts, and we may 
use it as Rowan Hamilton does in his Quaternions." 

H additional evidence is required, reference may be made to 
Dodgson's" Euclid and his Modern Rivals", pages 97-157 
contain detailed .criticisms of three Geometries by Wilson, 
Pierce, and Willock respectively, which employ the direction
method for parallels. No answer to these criticisms can be 
found. 

Though the subject of this paper is distinctly narrow and 
special, the author begs 'all teachers of geometry to give it their 
earnest consideration. Nor do we hesitate to. appeal to mathe
nmticians of the highest rank to give some consideration to this 
discussion, for Gauss has by his example led the way fOl: all. 
The question at issue is not the old one, now settled, of· the 
retention of Euclid's Elements, for it is admitted generally that 
this work is not suitable' for beginners in geometry. But the' 
important principle at issue is whether a fundamental part of 
geometry should be introduced in such a way as to confuse the 
later logical development. There is a widespread feeling that 
it would be wise in elementary teaching to increase the number 
of explicit assumptions; agreement. with this feeling' does not 
require retention of the direction-method, for the explicit 
assumptions, built upon suitable illustrations and practical 
work, may surely be arranged otherwise. In this respect we 
maycall attention to the methods advocated by Meray, Poincare, 
Hadamard, Borel, and others. in Franoe, with the intention of 
using a method for parallels which in an elementary way is a 
first introduction to the notion of a group. 

Borel's Geomctl'ie contains an account· prepared for young 
beginners: while Hadamard's LeCM/8 de Geometrie, in Note B 
(p. 278), Sur 1e P08tulatum d'Euelide, contains a reasoned 
discussion of the method in its relation to non-Euclidean 
geometry. But we mention this method merely for illustrating 
a point in the argument of the paper-that any method adopted 
must provide for the whole of Euclid's treatment of parallels, 
while leaving it possible to refer without contradiction to the 
work of Lobachewski, Bolyai, Gauss, Belb-ami, and others in a 
wider sphere of work. 

T. JAMES GARSI'ANG. 
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THE ALGEBRA SYLLABUS IN THE 
SECONDARY SCHOOL. 

I.-INTRODUCTORY. 

The object of the present paper is to examine the aim's 
proper to the teaching of algebra at school and to discu88 what 
subject-matter should be comprised in the course in order to 
attain the aims in view. 

AB a preliminary step we must adopt some rough cIa88ifica
tion of the pupils who study algebra; that which follows is 
quoted from a recent report of the Mathematical Association,· a. 
report that may be read in connection with the subject of this 
paper. 

"It is p088ible, and in many secondary schools customary, 
to divide mathematical pupils broadly into a few main 
c!asses:-

"I. Boys reading for mathematical honourst and examina
tions of similar standard. 

"II. Boys looking forward to an engineering career, army 
candidates, and others who need mathematics as 
one of the main subjects of their education. 

"m. Boys studying mathematics as part of a general 
education-an education which University entrance 
examinations and other examinations of similar 
standard are designed to test." 

Classes I. and II. may conveniently be described as 
specialists, Class III. as nOB-specialists. 

It may be 888Umed that specialists form an important 
minority among boys, and a minority numerically insignificaDt 
among girls. 

One of the main contentions of the present paper is that the 
course of algebra teaching usual in this country sacrifices th& 
interests of the non-flpecialist to those of the specialiRt; further, 
certain remedies for this state of afiairs are suggested. But leS 
it be granted at the outset that no remedy is satisfactory which 
reverses the alleged injustice, and sacrifices the interests of the
specialist to those of the non-specialist. This consideration 
must be and has been kept steadily in view . 

• Report of lIatbematical Aasociation Committee on the Teaching 
of Elementary .Algebra and N1IJIIeI'icU Trigoaometry. 1911. (LoDdoa: 
G. Bell &; Sons. lid.) 

t i ... With a Yie1r to the otudl of Higher lIatbematico at • UIlinnitJ· 
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When the interests of two groups of students appear to 
diverge, the first remedy to hand is to separate the groups and 
teach them in separate classes. This course is more feasible in 
an English school than in the schools of many foreign countries, 
inasmuch as the practice of providing different courses for 
different classes of students in a single school is very familiar 
in this country. But this is anything but an ideal method. In 
the first place it is not easy to distinguish future specialists 
fmm future non-specialists at an early age: bifurcation cannot 
well be resorted to before the age of 16 or so. Secondly, it 
complicates organisation, and tends to impair the solidarity of 
a school. 

A better way is to devise some curriculum which will 
carry all students together up to a certain stage. This ele
mentary course must be designed to occupy the attention of the 
average non-specialist up to the close of his mathematical 
education at school.<!I Further, it must be a suitable introduc
tion to a subsequent specialist course, in order that the specialist 
student may pass normally through the elementary classes 
studying side by side with the other students. The specialist 
will, as a rule, he endowed with some degree of mathematical 
ability, and will pass more or less rapidly through the elementary 
cl~es,t emerging finally from the highest elementary class 
WIth a year or more of his school life in hand to devote t() 
special study of mathematics. This scheme is in accordance 
with the system of English schools, and corresponds closely ro 
the ~gement very generally adopted; the only modification 
needed IS to frame an elementary course that shall be tor the 
non-specialist a fairly self-contained and harmonious whole .. 
while serving as a suitable basis for·a specialist superstructure. 

!,£athematics appears to hold in some respects a favoured 
posItion in the classical schools of this country; the time given 
~ the ~ubject in English classical schools is in excess of that 
gwen In the corresponding schools in France or Germany. :rhe reason?f the continued existence of mathematical teaching 
In the cl~lcal departmentl:! of the great schools is partly to 
be found In the fact that the Universities of Oxford and 
Ca~b~dge demand elementary mathematics as a necessary
preliminary ~ a degree; so long as they continue to make thIS 
demand, public schools must comply with it. 

l.t is not altogether certain, however, that the demand will 
continue to be made. When the two ancient Universities cease 
to require Greek of students in mathematics and science (and 

• In English schoola classical speci.uats often drop mathematics for the 
last two years of their school·life. It is hoped that this tendency mar be 
arrested br the adoption of snch " syllabus as that now proposed. 

t ForeIgn readers will understand that no attempt is made in most 
English schools to .......,. all bo7B of the same age throngh the same C01II'8e. 
the principle is rather that each bor progresees at the rate determined t.i 
hi. abilitr and industly. 
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the time cannot be far distant), it is by no means impof<flible 
that they will cease to require mathematics of clas.~ical students. 
It is doubtful if compulsory mathematics rests, at present, on II 

consensus of educated opinion that mathematics is a nf'ceSFIary 
part of a liberal education. Among the headmasters of public 
schools there are probably many who would deny that mathe
matics, as taught in their schooldays, was of perceptible value 
educationally, though no doubt there are many who hold the 
contrary opinion very strongly. 

It appears to be a matter of preBBing importance that this 
question of the non-specialist mathematical curriculum shall be 
taken in hand at once. What we need is a curriculum of 
admitted educational value, a value that shall be 81lmitted 
not merely by mathematicians, but by the great body of 
educated mell. This is not a question that can be settled by 
mathematicians alone, in a high-handed way. We must carry 
public opinion with us; we have to convince people that the 
curriculum can, and will, be rer..ast in such a fonn as to provide 
an indispensable element in education. H we can do this, 
mathematics will no longer be dependent upon the protection 
afforded by a precarious University regulation. 

There can be little question that, if the compulsion applied 
by the Universities were removed to-morrow, the time gin'" to 
mathematics at many public schools would tend gradually to 
be reduced to a vanishing point. Public schools are governed, 
in the main, by cl388ical men, and many classical men l"pgard 
the time they spent over mathematics as time wasted. "llany 
.. of UII still smart with indignation at the hours which we 
.. were compelled to spend in learning by heart the first two 
" books of Euclid, and though he has since been deposed from 
.. the eminence which we always grudged him, the tyranny is 
.. by no means overpast. Weare repeatedly told iliat there are 
" young scientists whose early life was blighted by having to 
" read the Apology in a crib, but why is no sympathy cY/)r 
" expended on those upon whose l'arly years there fell the 
.. transient but blighting shadow of z + y?". This is the 
opinion of mallY able men of Ii terary tastes. That such an 
opinion can be held widely points to the conclnsion that 
" something must be done." 

We who believe in the value of mathematical education have 
not the slightest doubt that something can be done, and we have 
clear ideas as to what this something should be. The average 
boy is perfectly rl!8dy to take an interest in mathematics if it is 
taught with some appeal to the imagination, wiili free use of 
intuition, and above nil, if he is allowed to see that it is lelUling 
him 8omeu:hcre. In the By8tem of teaching that awakens such 
bitter memories for the headmaster of Shrewsbury, the imagina-

• Letter to the •• Times," December 29, 1910, by the He.d_oter of 
ShrewBbmy School. 
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tion was never touched, intuition was prosCl'ibed as destructive 
of "logical training," and the pupil never had the sense of 
advancing to new discoveries and applications, for indeed he 
was not allowed to advance till he was perfect in algebraic 
manipulation; and to this perfection he could never attain. 

If we are to justify the time given to mathematics, we must 
manage in some way or other to introduce boys to an altogether 
wider range of ideas than is now opened to them. Every boy 
who is not mentally deficient ought, by the time he leaves 
school at 19, to have a working knowledge of numerical 
trigonometry, and a grasp of the simplest principles of 
mechanics taught experimentally. These of us who are' 
optimistic by nature would go further, and would urge that 
the fundamental ideas of the infinitesimal calculus should not 
be withheld from the average boy. There is no Ol'iginality in 
this view; these ideas enter already into the official curricula 
for non-specialista in France and Austria. Hut we al'e a nation 
of little faith, and the mere suggestion of revealing these 
mysteries to the common boy is enough to alarm the Tories of 
education. 

To begin with, then, let it be made clear that I am not pro
posing to set boys down to struggle with the ordinary books 
on the calculus,on which the present generation of teachers 
were brought up. What the detailed proposals are will be 
explained at a later stage in the argument; but let us for a 
moment look at the matter in a broad light. 

The infinitesimal calculus has now been before the world 
for two and a half centuries. It is the fundamental form in· which 
mathematics is applied to the affairs of modem life. We 
must recognise as II law of development in educational affairs 
that matter which in one century occupies the attention of the 
~oremost philosophers finds ita way in a subsequent century 
mto the elementary cUlTiculum. If the infinitesimal calculus 
was .the high-water mark for the 17th century, so was the 
Euchd's geometry to the 3rd century B.C., the Arabic notation 
(i.n . ~urope) for the 12th century A.D., the method of long 
dlVlslOn for the 15th, and so forth. 

The quality of the human brain does not alter, presumably, 
from one century to another; how then has it been possible to 
make the school boy of one generation assimilate matter tl,at 
has puzzled the best brains cf earlier times? '" The answer is 
simply ~is: teachers come to know more, simpler methods of 
presentation are discovered, and a clearer view is attained of 
how the curriculum can be disencumbered of the obsolete and 
~e une~ntial. No one who has taken the trouble to acquaint 
himself With tlle wol'ld-movement in education will doubt that 
one of the tasks of the 20th century is to find a waY'of import-

• Wallis, Newton'. forerunner, was TfI17 doubtful whether he might 
write "8 8B 2 "2. 
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ing the notions of the infinitesimal calculus into the ordinary 
school curriculum. 

The present paper is a contribution to the question-how 
may the curriculum be disencumbered so as to make room for 
the new matter? The process of disencumbering has already 
made good headway in geometry; England has at last followed 
the rest of the WQl'ld and dispensed with the unessential parts 
of Euclid, and at the same time of necessity has abandoned the 
particular sequence adopted by Euclid. In arithmetic much 
remains to be done. Bnt what I am specially concerned to 
inquire is-how may the algebra course be purged of super
fluities and irrelevancies? At present it is like a sinuous river, 
the navigation of which is impeded with shoals and sandbanks. 
We have to clear away the sandbanks and straighten the course 
of the river; by such means ouly shall we make a serviceable 
waterway to the rich country that lies beyond. 

Algebra grows out of arithmetic and lea<1s on to the 
calculus. The natural course of stu(ly then will be determine<l 
partly by the mode in which it grows and partly by the object 
to which it tends. If we can determine this natural course by 
considering the origin and the object, we shall then be in a 
position to see what is essential and what is superfluous. This 
determination will occupy us in the next section. 

II.-ALGEBRA IN THE SECONDARY ScHOOL Ct'RRICULUJI. 

The opening years of the 20th century revealed a very healthy 
amount of commotion and disagreement in the educational 
world; and, in particular, in that portion of it inhabited 
by mathematicians and those who depend on the work of 
mathematicians. The old ideals of the mathematical teacher 
seemed no longer to fit the times. The mathematical teacher 
was no longer allowed to go on ploughing his lonely furrow 
unregarded; other people-engineers, physicists, chemis~ 
were beginning to take an interest in that furrow and the crop 
it produced. This was, in a way, encouraging for the mathe
matician; and, in a way, embarrassing. So long as no one 
watched the way he taught or cared much what came of it, the 
mathematician might choose his own methods and ideals; and 
these ideals were expressed broadly by the words" mental disci
pline." But the engineers, physicists, &c., without having 'Very 
strong views about the mental discipline question, wanted some
thing of more immediate applicability to their own problems. 

Here were the makings of a very pretty dispute between two 
sets of teachers. Happily the dispute never defined itself in 
this way. The mathematicians had been leavened with a wider 
view of their duties; a majority of them saw their way to accepL 
and even to press for modificatioI?s of th~ curri~um, a~<1 w.ere 
Ratisfied that they could move With the bmetJ WIthout vlOlatmg 
their .. mental discipline" axioms. 
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It is not proposed to give any detailed description here of 
the nature of the changes introduced; it will be enough to note 
that, in so far as they concerned elementary work, they applied 
mainly to geometry and arithmetic; and that there was a strong 
movement in favour of breaking down the barriers between the
various mathematical subjects. 

Such changes as found their way into the algebra course 
were to a great extent beneficial, but did not appear to arise 
from any clearly defined principle. It is true that the intro
duction of "graphs" into algebra work was accomplished; but 
even in this case it is doubtful if those who followed the fashion 
were agreed as to the object of graph work in algebra; and in 
the absence of an accepted guiding principle, graph work led to 
various fantastic and ill-balanced developments. 

In attempting to define the educational properties of algebra, 
and the aims thst should control the selection and presentation 
of material, I am not disposed to lay any great stress upon 
particular mental faculties that algebra may be presumed to 
develop. I am inclined to think that our knowledge of the 
psychology of education is hardly advanced enough to make any 
such line of argument very satisfactory. No doubt, algebra is 
well suited to provide practice in clear thinking, concentration, 
and so forth; but so, we hope, are other parts of the curricullUn. 

Weare, I believe, on firmer ground if, from a school point of 
view, we characterize algebra as an essential mode of thought, a 
useful instrument of research, and an outlook subject. An 
essential mode of thought-I shall try to show how algebra 
grows necessarily out of arithmetic; a useful instrument of 
research-this aspect will provide much of the stimulus to the 
pupil; an outlook subject-the outlook consisting partly in an 
appreciation of the value of this instrument in modem life, 
partly in a certain mature habit or complexion of thought in 
l-egard to number and quantity. This habit or complexion of 
iliought will contain such elements as the idea of generalised 
aritlillletical results and tlle idea of functionality. Such ideas 
will gradually and increasingly colour ilie mental outlook as 
time goes on; thl'Y will not dawn in one lesson or in ten, but are 
the work of years. 

Onl' iliing at any rate is clear; ilie appeal that algebra may 
make to the schoolboy will not be identical wiili the appeal it 
makl'S to ilie mature mathematician. To the latter, the interest 
may be connected with the task of basing a scil'nce on the 
necessary and sufficil'nt fundamental assmnptions; or again, the 
interest may be that which, for our present purposE', is suffi
ciently suggested by the word .. algebras." " Algebras" are 
not for schoolboys; equally I am convinel'd thst a scil'ntific 
dl'duction of algebra from stated fundaml'ntals is work for the 
university railier ilian the school. ThI'5e preoccupations, 
historically, come late in the growili of mathematical thought; 
they are an afterthought. For ilie schoolboy ilie question will 
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be-to what use can I put this new piece of algebra I am now 
. studying? Or rather, the use must precede and suggest the 
n~ed o.f the. piece of algebra. He must continually be confronted 
WIth sItuatIOns that demand an enlargement of his arsenal of 
'Operations. The motive, in fact, will not be scientific, theoretical 
or deductive; it will be, in a broad sense, utilitarian. 

Algebra is essentially a more abstract and mathematical 
subject than either arithmetic or geometry. It may be brought 
into touc;h with real life; but on the other hand it may be 
immeasurably remote. At times one is tempted to wonder how 
algebra of the remote type can ever have found a place in a co
ordinated system of secondary education. But perhaps it is not 
cynical to say that the system of secondary education with wllich 
we are most familiar is not a co-ordinated system; we may also 

. admit that it was not generally demanded in this country during 
the 19th century that the subject-matter of education should be in 
touch with real life. 

An attractive method in discussing educational problems is 
to lay down some general principle, e.g., .. the object of education 
is to correlate the individual with his environment and the age 
in which he lives," and to deduce the practical conclusions. But 
this method of reasoning does not commend itself to Engli~h 
habita of thought, which are suspidous of general principles, 
and prefer as a rule to test principles in the light of the 
conclusions to which they lead. I shall therefore not entrust 
my argumeut, at the outset, to the dictation of a set of axioms. 
Perhaps this fear of axioms is inconsistent with the complaint 
expressed above that the algebra curriculum was not based upon 
clear principles. How far this is a real inconsistency must 
appear in the seque\. 

The question-should algebra enter into the secondary 
curriculum ?-is almost an academic question; for algebra, in 
some form or other; can hardly be kept out. The use of 
letters for numbers is a mental economy, a mental shorthand, 
of which we avail ourselves naturally. It is worth while to 
examine in detail how this economy suggests itself. 

H history is to be trusted, the desire to solve arithmetical 
problems is a desire, almost an instinct, that arises early in the 
development of thought. Whether or no it can be described as 
an instinct, it resembles some other instincts in having a definite 
blussoming time, after which it seems to die away. lIature 
mathematicians are not specially interested in ingenious and 
tricky problems, though in some cases (e.g., .. Lewis Carroll ") 
the taste is preserVed and developed by practice. But philoso
phers in the dawn of mathematics, Delian oracles, and modem 
schoolboys undoubtedly delight in numerical problems. The 
dullest class of 14-year-olds are roused to animation by a think
of-a-number problem. The instinct. seelIlll to be purely 
disinterested and non-utilitarian; these" diwrting questions" 
seldom have any actual relation to the pursuit of bread and 
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butter.. Perhaps there have been jealous husbands ,ever since 
the institution of matrimony; but they have never had occasion 
to make pl'3ctical use of the classical problem of the U three 
jealous hl1sbands." Problem-solving is a naive form of mental 
game to which the mind betakes itself naturally at a certain 
stage, very much as the body betakes itself to ball games or 
skipping. We will assume that the instinct in each case is a 
correct insti nct, and makes fol' the development of mind or 
body. Arithmetical problem-solving does something for our 
cerebral convolutions at a certain stage. <II 

Amid the uncertainties of educational theory, we are fortunate 
if we can find something like an instinct on which to build. 
AI!. the teaching of English may be based upon the instinct to 
describe thinge seen, so the teaching of algebra may be based upon 
the instinct to propose and solve diverting problems. The passage 
from arithmetical problems to algebra is familiar; the problem
setter soon gets the upper hand of the problem-sol,'er, as soon in 
fat't as he begins to set inverse problems. The game now becomes 
too hard, and the defence is broken down till it adapts a new 
weapon, viz. z. . . . 

It would be interesting, though fairly obvious, to trace how 
the prohlem opening will lead on to equations, notation, &c, 
But this would lead us from the present task, which is ,to 
justify the ststement that the use of letters for numbers is a step 
that the human mind insists on taking. 

The problem approach is one avenue by which our steps are 
led from arithmetic to algebra. Now for another approach. 
. In any conceivable system of arithmetic teaching the pupil 
IS introduced to certain generalisations, e.g., that the sum of a 
number of fractions of the same denominator is a fraction of 
the same denominator whose llumerator is the sum of the 
numerators. This may be presented in a bad way, in the form 
of a mIe, or in a good way, inductively. But in one way or 
another such generalisations will enter. The reader will see at 
once how they lead to algebra:-

3 4 7 3 4 7 
11 + 11 = 11' d + d = d; 

a b a+b a b a+b 
11 + 11 = 11' d + d =-a-' 

The last-named identity expresses in a compendious form 
the same .infonnation as the generalisation quoted above. It 
exp~ mdeed a good de~ more, for a, b, d, need not be 
poBltive I~~gers. Should. thIS trou,hle a teacher at this stage '? 
In my oplDlon, no. The time for dIscussing the identity more 

• Most ari.t1I~.tic ten·boob reduce the whole business to dust and 
ashes by c~lf11Dg prob.lema and assigning an appropriate dodge to each 
c1aaa. Examinen play mto the handa of authors by oetting old types. 
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fully is when the pupil points out (or can be i~duced to point 
out) the difficulty; the degree of strictness in mathematical 
statement should not be far in advance of that which the pupil's 
mental development demands. This, however, is a side issue: 
the main question is whether this use of letters as mathematical 
shorthand, as a means of compendious expression, can be 
described as an unforced, spontane"ous development. 

To a trained mathematical mind it seems natural enough, 
but we have to put ourselves in the position of the learner. 

The stage when a boy first learns that 1
3
1 + 1~ = ;1 is prol)ably 

not the stage for introducing him to symbolic generalisation; 
on the principle" one thing at a time" generalisation without 
symbols must come before generalisation with symbols. When 
the mathematical generalisation has been assimilated, an oppor
tunity will be found to reveal the" shorthand" way of writing 
the rule. Experience shows that symbolism, introduced with 
discretion and at the psychological moment, is acClepted without 
any mental jar. 

Any algebraic identity embodies a general statement of an 
infinite set of arithmetical results; by means of algebraic 
identities the mathematician can pack into his brain an 
indefinite number of arithmetical generalisations. In fact, he 
can go further still in the simplification of his mental furniture; 
instead of carrying vast numbers of identities he can carry the 
creative principles of all identities, namely, the laws of algebra. 
Mathematics stands for economy of thought. 

To return to the pedagogical problem, any teacher will 
readily think of other cases suitable for symbolical generalisa
tion. 

a e aXe 1 y 
b X d = b X d; z/y = /z· 
z· X z· = za+_; ~r· =z·. 

All the elementary operations "of algebra are instances of 
symbolic generalisation; probably this is the very best way of 
introducing these elementary operations to the student. 

It has now been shown that primitive algebra is firmly 
rooted in arithmetic; and the two main roots we have traced 
;rre problem-solving and symbolic generalisation. . At this 
stage of the argument I must state a guiding principle; the 
principle, namely, that the mathematical curriculum is to. be 
viewed as an organic growth, each new subject or topic 
growing out of what has already been mastered. If algebra 
grows from arithmetic in the two modes. su~~d, th.is genesis 
will control the development of the subJet:t III Its earher stages. 
As development proceeds, the subject will gain further motive 
power from its own inherent vitality, and, again, from subjects 
such as geometry and physics, with which it may be 
correlated. 
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And, lastly, just as a plant gi-OWB towards the light, so will 
the curriculum be influenced in its mode of growth by the 
attraction of the infinitesimal calculus. . The desire to prepare 
for the calculus will guide the teacher's course. With this 
end in view, he will use every suitable opportunity of bringing 
in that aspect of mathematics which the Germans call Funktionr 
denken-" function:thinking "-we have no accepted phrase to 
describe it. "Graphs" form one aspect of "function-thinking," 
" variation" another; let us agree to use the phrase "the 
idea of function!),li ty." 

I must entreat readers not to shy at the introduction of 
such an idea as functionality into elementary mathematics. 
The word is an awkward one, I admit, and this is a pity; but 
when once the word is swallowed the worst is over. There 
is no necessity to inflict the word "function" prematurely 
upon our pupils, though, if we look at it dispassionately, 
it does not seem much more difficult than "expression" or 
U co-efficient." Least of all shall we attempt to give a definition 
of function ;" most of us could not. 

The fact is that we have been teaching functivnality for 
years, whether we have realised it or not. Every schoolboy 
now learns to plot graphs; this is nothing but the study of 
functionality in its visible form. But, to get full value out of 
graph-plotting, we must make the bor realise that he is not 
only finding points in the curve y = Z , but that he is studying 
graphically the function z'i Y may sometimes be left out of 
the question with advantage. And again-we must emphasize 
not only the graphic but also the cinematographic aspect; we 
don't want the boy to think merely of a set of spots on the 
paper, and a nicely drawn curve-a pattern just sitting quietly 
on the paper with no life in it; we want him to think 
dynamically rather than statically; to think of the z as 

changing, or flowing, continuously, and the z· (or !, or what-z 
ever the function may be) flowing eomequentlYi to move his 
pencil point along the curve, and watch the z and y waxing 
and waning according to the law of their functional relationship. 

But indeed we ought to get away from paper and black
board altogether, and weave the idea of functionality into the 
pupil's conception of the 'outside world. This should be easy, 
for everything is in motion; and probably any two measurable 
things we like to name are connected functionally. At any 
rate, there is no difficulty in choosing undoubted cases of 
functionality from the objecta around us. The barograph 
shows the pressure of the atmosphere as 8 function of the time • 
the algebraical form of the function is unknown; if it we~ 
known we could predict the weather. All infallible prediction, 
in fact, depends qn 8 knowledge of the mathematical form 
of the controlling functions. A boy would like to know what 
function his height is of his age; but of this he must remain 

A IS91S • 
T 
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ignorant. But we can tell him his expectation of life 88 a 
function of his ag~; n~t perhaps as an algebraic function, but 
ra~her as a functIon In the fonn of a table or a graph. The 
dally papers supply plenty of examples of this type. For 
a~gebraic functions we must resort to simpler matters. The 
distance you walk at 4 miles' an hour is a function of the 
time (simple proportion; why not draw an occasional graph 
as well as work sums on this subject?); the time needed to 
finish a job is a function, ceteris paM."bu8, of the number of 
men employed (inverse proportion); given the principal and 
rate of simple interest, the amount is a function of the time 
(neither simple nor inverse proportion, but a new kind of 
functional relation); the length of the mercury column in the 
thermometer is a simple function of the temperature; the angle 
turned through by the pointer of a weighing-machine is a 
function of the weight; the petrol consumption per level mile 
of an automobile is a function of the speed; the amount of 
cake you have left is a function of the amount you have eaten; 
the circumference and area of a circle are functions of the 
radius, &c. 

We live in an atmosphere of functionality. When the study 
of physics is begun, we have to inquire what is the functional 
relationship between the length of the spiral spring and the 
suspended weight, between the pressure and volume of the 
enclosed gas, between the inclination of the plane and the force 
needed to support the weight, between the attraction and the 
distance apart of two magnetic poles; all these and many other 
opportunities arise out of correlating physics with mathematk1! 
11ia functionality. In a large number of simple cases the 
functional relationship is an instance of so-called .. variation" ; 
variation, in fact, is the technical tenn used to cover the 
functional relation y = kz". It is on 'the functional aspect of 
variation treated both graphically and algebraically that the 
stress should rest; too often text-books are silent on this point, 
and concerned mainly to find the value of k. 

The maiti point throughout is to insist not only on the 
statical but the dynamical aspect of quantitative relationships. 
Arithmetic and algebra have in the past been too narrowly 
preoccupied with the statical aspect; the problem has always 
been to determine llalU/l8 satisfying given conditions. This, of 
course is a very necessary thing to -do, and is never likely to 
fall into neglect. This determination of values I am calling 
.. statical," in contrast to the .. dynamical" discussion of the 
,.elatio-nahips between fJariahlu connected functionally. The 
latter type of work is difficult for the teacher, but this is true of 
all the best work in teaching. It needs judgment and discre
tion. It also needs carefnl preparation of the subject beforehand, 
though my own experience is that the happiest opportunities 
for a word in season have a way of occurring unexpectedly. In 
fact the word in season on the subject of functionality is very 
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preferable to the, set lesson. No one wants to import into 
mathematical teaching the lecture method -the long-winded 
teacher and the paseive class. This is quite unnecessary; 
anyone who tries the experiment will find that boys take very 
readily to the idea of functionality; they are soon. on the 
look-out for functional relationships; the conception is so 
fundamentally inherent in human experience that it is eaeily 
developed and rendered articulate; the attainment of it seems 
to broaden the whole mental horizon. 

1t is needless to multiply instances of functional relations, 
for in the nature' of things it is impossible to avoid such 
relations. It may be noted, however, that geometry (in which I 
include trigonometry) provides many good instances, especially 
if we make free use of "motion" in our geometry teaching. 
The arc of a given circle is a function of the angle of the centre. 
I was dealing with this point on one occaeion in connection 
with variation, when a boy (of 14) raised the question: What 
function of the angle is the ehOTd, or as he put it, .. What is the 
formula for the chord" (I had not used the word .. function "). 
This struck me as encouraging, for it showed that he had 
assimilated the root-idea of functionality. It suggested a 
refreshing variant of the stock question: Given the angle, find 
the chord. 

The view that the idea of functionality should form a 
main connecting-thread of the mathematical curriculum is a 
view very widely held at the present day. In the French 
official programme for secondary schools the following forms 
part of the work set down for boys of 16-17, who are later on 
to specialize in mathematics or science; .. Ola888 de &eonde, 
o et D" (they do only five hours a week of mathematics) . 
.. Notion de la derivt\e; eignification gtiometrique de la derives . 
.. La signe de la derivee indique Ie sens de la variation; appli
.. cations a des exemples numeriques tree eimples et en par
.. ticulier a= fonctions etudiees precedemment." These boys 
are to acquire the fundamental notions of the calculus, and 
have been prepared for it by a study of functionality in pre
ceding years; remember that they have never given more than 
five hours a week to mathematics, and in most years only 
three or four hours. From the official programme it also 
appears that specialists in linguistic studies may study the' 
elements of the calculus. though naturally at a later stage or 
their school career than the specialists, in mathematics and' 
science. 

In the new Austrian programme of 1909 for the gymnaeinm. 
(a classical secondary school),- the idea of functionality is named 
explicitly as the central idea of the mathematicaL course. Boys 

• A traDalatiOll baa been published by the Board of Education, 1Ulder 
the title of "Syllabus of Mathematics for the A ... trian Gymnasium.". 
(ao.ro of Ed_tion. EducatioDal Pamphlet.., No. 22.) London. 1910. . 
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of 12 are to study "magnitudes directly and inversely pro
portional as the simplest introduction to functional thinking.". 
At 13 "further allusion to functional thinking; variation of 
linear dimensions, surfaces and volumes of similar figures 
and solids according to first, second, and third powers of 
determining lengths, variation of linear dimensions according 
to square root of suriaces; to cu be root of vol umes." More work 
of this type from 14 to 16. At 17 the differential coeflicient. 
In the " Remarks" appended to the programme further stress is 
laid on the idea of functionality. 

In the present programme for Prussian secondary schools it is 
directed that the pupils are to acquire a thorough familiarity 
with the idea or function-, - It does not seem, however, that the 
spirit of this general instruction is realised in the details of the 
programme; there is a strong movement for the recasting of the 
programme, headed by Professor F. Klein, perhaps the most pro
minent among the leading mathematicians of our day who have 
devoted themselves to the improvement of mathematical education. 
Klein says, t" The elements of the infinitesimal calculus, treated 
" properly, provide a far more suitable material for mathe
.. matical education at school than that heterogeneous and 
" lifeless subject-matter which now-a-days is 80 rf'pellent to all 
" boys who have no definite turn for mathematics. The calculus 
" wouM automatically arise from a fundamental and fruitful 
" treatment of the idea of function, an idea admittedly of high 
.. importance and deserving of a central position. Further, the 
" calculus is indispensable for a clear comprehension of ntunerous 
" physical phenomena; and, from the point of view of mental 
" training, is an essential element of mathematical education," 

ill-DETAIlS OF A NOII-SPECIALIST CUKKJC(;L(;II. 

Before examining in detail how the algebra curriculum may 
be relieved of excrescences, I must deal with the cause that in 
my opinion is at the root of the excessive demands that algebra 
now makes on the time available for mathematical study. It is, 
r am afraid, a fact that in this country the main preoccupation 
of teachers is to impart to their pupils a high degree of 
mechanical manipulative dexterity in handling algebraic ex
pressions. Now this statement does not imply that teachers try 
to make boys manipulate algebraic expressions without under
standing what they are doing. I am not speaking of ordinary 
bad teaching; but I am saying that a great number of very 
competent teachers are inspired by a wrong ideal. They want 
boys to understand in order' to manipulaU eutTedly; whereas 

• Italics are miDe. t P. Klein and R. 8chimmock -V ortrige iil_ aea matbematiacbeu 
Untemcht lUI dea hOheren Sclmleu, Tell L. p. 115. (Leipzig, B. G. 
Teulmer. 1907.) 
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their ideal should be just reversed. The ultimate aim should be, 
not manipulation, but unden;tanding and outlook. 

English education is dominated by examinations. Examiners 
cannot test outlook and they can test understanding only by 
testing manipulation; teachers have to supply what examiners 
demand; it is not then surprising that many teachel'B have 
mistaken the means for the end. A vast amount of time is 
spent on purely mechanical work; highest common factor, 
fractions and factors beyond' the types needed for practical 
purposes, needlessly heavy equations; together with all sorts of 
artifices and elegancies, which are to the average boy as pearls 
to swine. 

U a boy is certainly destined for a career in which he will be 
bound actually to make lIse of mathematical manipulation, a 
case might possibly be made out for drilling him at school to a 
high degree of dexterity in the technique of algebra; just as a 
student who aspit'es to be a professional pianist must devote 
an astonishing number of hours to the technique of playing the 
piano. But, for the moment, we are considering ilie case of tlle 
general student of mailiematics, the non-specialist. We may 
assume that ilie average man, not connected wiili any mailiema
tical or scientific profession, finds practically no occasion in ilie 
affairs of life to enter into ilie details of an algebraic calculation; 
it is even more certain iliat, if such an opportunity presents 
itself to him exceptionally, the opening is declined, in spite of 
(perhaps because of) ilie heavy drill that has darkened his 
school days. On the other hand, those of us who believe in 
a mathematical training are profoundly convinced iliat such 
general mailiematical ideas and modes of iliought as may be 
wrought into the mind by a suitable COlU'BS of instruction are an 
asset of pennanent cultural value. It is these ideas and modes 
of iliought that we regard as a necessary element of a liberal 
education; manipulative dexte.rity on ilie other hand we look 
upon as a specialised technical accomplishment.' It is a 
specialised technical accomplishment just all much as dexterity 
in glass-blowing, or Latin verses, or machine-drawing, or playing 
ilie piano, or shoriliand; all of iliem very excellent things in 
ilie right place, but by no means essential to a liberal education. 
U there were no oilier way of using mailiematical time ilian in 
giving this technical skill, I should say at once: Cut off some 
time Hnd give it to English, or Scietice, or someiliing eh;e of 
general cultural importance. But naturally I do not take this 
view; on the other hand I am persuaded iliat a drastic abate
ment of this juggling with algebraic symbols would free enough 
time to put every ordinary boy ill possession of ilie fundamentals 
of trigonometry, mechanics, and ilie calculus. Mailiematics 
might gradually become, for ilie nation at large, a iliing of real 
significance; Bnd we should no longer hear ilie leaders of 
educational iliought speaking bitterly of "the transient but 
blighting shadow of z + y." ' 
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. These views may at first meet with some opposition. Some 
people will say that I am proposing to make mathematics too 
easy by cutting out every difficulty that for(,es a boy to think; 
I would ask these objectors to reserve their objections till I 
have discussed in detail the omissions I suggest. Others will 
fear that I am making mathematics too hard, by making it 
philosophical; to these I would say that a philosophical dis
cussion of the foundations of mathematics is the very last thing 
I would introduce. 

The central objection .is not so easy to meet, and that is 
to the following effect: Ideas and modes of thought are all very 
well, but what we value in mathematical education is rather 
the mental and moral discipline it a,ffords. We think that such 
a discipline is gained from the present curriculum, and we are 
not at all sure that it would not be sacrificed by the changl'8 
proposed. The average boy needs a certain sameness, a certain 
amount of merely mechanical drudgery in his work; it is a 
mistake to supply him continually with new ideas: he must 
have time for mental digestion. 

This is the typical conservative attitude, and as such it 
is deserving of all respect. The answer is that the experience 
of those of us who have tried the new course is re38SUring. 
No doubt a certain amount of mechanical drudgery is needed, 
and we find that the new course Supplies it. But the drudgery 
is vivified by purpose and by a sense of progress. Mechanical 
drudgery at heavy algebraic fractions is not on the same footing 
as mechanical drudgery in soh·ing a problem of trigonometrical 
surveying, whose data have been clerived from actual observation. 
It is not for a moment proposed to eliminate manipulation from 
the course; but the manipulative skill should be acquired not 
for its own sake, but as a Btepping-stune. The test should be 
as follows: Each topic leads on to another, e.g., multiplication 
leads on to factors, factors lead on to quadratics, &c. Multipli
cation, then, should be practised till the boy is sufficiently at 
home in it to verify his factors; factors should be pra<1ised 
till they no longer present an impedimeni in the soh-ing of 
quadratics, and so forth. 
. In reality, of course, the line of division is between thl'! 
mental-and-moral-discipline teachers, and the school who, con
sciously or unconsciously, follow Berbart. This is not the place 
for, nor would I care to undertake, a discussion of this large 
question. The mental-and-moral-discipline school have been in 
possession of the field for a long time, but their star is no longer 
in the ascendant. The doctrine could not have had such 
influence had it not been based upon a solid foundation, but its 
system of formal training was carried too far, alike in linguistic 
and in mathematical teaching. It appeared to be indifferent to 
the intrinsic worth of the subject-matter of instruction, and 
therefore failed to eulist the in terest and acti ve co-operation of 
the not specially gifted pupil. Teachers are, as a rule, recruited 
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from a more or ·less gifted class, which fact helps to expJ.&in 
their adherence to the system. But the fonnal training theory 
does not appeal to the mass of mankind, and ·it is dangerous for 
teachers to lose touch with outside opinion. The the01·y is 
esrentially psychological, but seems nowca.-days to be forsaken 
by professional psychologists; at any rate, it can no longer be 
regarded as the fundamental motive in education. It has to be 
supplemented, and in part replaced, by the motive of enriching 
the mind with an assimilated mass of fruitful ideas, based upon 
and related to the circumstances of life. The reaction against 
excess of formal training we see at work in classical education; 
for instance, the view now prevails that Greek should be taught 
for the sake of the ideas it presents and the bearing of these 
ideas upon 20th century life; the old view was that Greek and 
Latin alike were given to mankind for the formal training of 
youth, and that the fortifying effect of the ancient languages 
arose rather from the process of acquiring them than from their 
value when acquired. 

Without proposing then to throw overboard the formal 
training theory-educational psychology has not perhaps gone 
to this length as yet-I shall assllme that it will no longer be 
the touchstone in choosing topics for a mathematical course; 
that competent teachers of to-day will succeed in extracting as 
much formal discipline from a lesson on modern subject-matter 
as did their predecessOl'S from !I lesson on subjects whose 
interest has now evaporated. If any particul.&r topic can be 
shown to be irrelevant tq the development of the subject, its 
retention cannot be justified by considerations. of discipline; it 
will be regarded as an impediment to progress. 

In attempting to define the essentials of an algebra course 
for non-specialists, I shall regard the course as growing out of 
arithmetic through problems and symbolic generalisation. 
These lines of ad\"Snce will be followed until the original 
impetus is exhausted; in the meantime the stress will gradually 
be transferred to the idea of functionality, which will lead 
straight on to infinitesimal calculus. The whole body of 
doctrine thus de"eloped will be viewed not as a self-sufficing 
system, but as an instrument for the elucidation of the physical 
sciences-geometry, physics, and so forth. 

We shall not, of course, begin with a list of definitions and 
fundamental laws Formal definitions are even less educative 
in algebra than in geometry; and anything like a thorough 
.discussion of fundamental J.&ws is altogether out of place at 
this stage. AP. for notation, the proposal is to adopt the method 
familiar to modern language teachers. They are accustomed 
to introduce grammatical rules, not in a mass, but gradually, 
as they are needed in the course of reading; for .. granunatical 
rules" and "reading" substitute .. algebraic notation" and 
"problems." The simplest problems become amenable to 
.algebraic treatment with a minimum of notation; probably all 
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that is needed for a start is the conventional suppression of the 
sign of multiplication: 2a: for 2 X a:. The difficulty of negative 
numbers will be avoided at the outset by a suitable choice of 
problems. 

Some problems will necessitate the use of brackets, 4(a: + 3) ; 
again, a problem leading to such an equation as :-. 

2a: - (a: - 5) = 10 
will serve as an excuse for a lesson on the combination of signs: 

-(a:-5) = -a:+5. 
In these, and other ways, many of the fundamental notations 

and operations will emerge naturally from openings presented 
by a skilfully arranged set of problems, and will therefore be 
meaningful from the start. 

It will be necessary to practise each new operation 88 it is 
learnt; the problem will serve as an introduction to a set of 
exercises on the operation, and when the operation is mastered 
it will in its turn be applied to a suitable set of problems. 

All this will have to be worked out very carefully, and for 
practical purposes must be in book-form, as most teachers have 
not the time to do these things for themselves. It may be 
contrasted with the procedure of most standard text-books, 
which usually begin with notation and substitution, brackete, 
&c., and go on to problems when the fundamental operations 
are presumed to be well in hand. This procedure is abstract 
in the highest degree, and mystifies a stupid boy from the start ; 
he can attach no meaning to the work he is doing." 

The problem and simple equation will be a peg on which to 
hang the following types of exercise :-

(1) Addition (and subtraction) of like terms :-
3a+ 5a -7a. 

(2) Simple brackets:-
3(y - 7) - S(y - 6) or 

(a - 2b + c) + (2a + b - c) - (3a - b + 2c). 
The Chineo;e puzzle type of brackets sum may be dispensed 

with - Sa + (4b - S[e + 4{a + b}J). 
It is natural to class with the removal of brackets the 

inverse operation-the insertion of brackets :-
2a: - 8 = 2(a: - 4) : 

here factors make their debut, but need not be developed to 
any extent for the present. . 

(3) Various applications of negative numbers to quantity; 
and such questions as ;-H I walk (2a: + y) miles N. and (a: - 3y) 
miles S. where do I find myseH? 

... I attempted Mathematica • . •. The ... ork ...... repugnant to me 
chiefty from my DOt being able to aee any meaniDg in the earli .... atepa in 
Algeiml.... (The Life and Lettem of CharI.. Danrin, including an auto
biograpbical chapter, edited by his lIOII, Francis Darwin, Vol. I., p. 46. 
London: Jolm Munay. 1887.) 
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(4) Substitution of numerical values in algeb~c expres
sions. This will hang naturally on to the equation, for the 
solution when found must be verified by substitution. 

The- next step may be to introduce the simplest type of 
algebraic fraction,that in which the denominator is numeri~. 
Fonowing our usual procedure, we shall set a problem leading 
to a fractional equation, solve the problem, then take the 
opportunity of studying this type of fraction, and finally 
apply the acquired mastery of fractions to the solution of more 
problems. . 

Incidentally this plan will serve to break up the heavy 
subject of fractions into manageable bits; for the present the 
high-water mark may be such simplifications as :-

z-4 2z-5 3:1:-2 
-6- ~ 8 + 12 

and it will be noted that such work as this is almost pure 
lUithmetic. 

Everything so far is, in fact, arithmetical; there has been 
little to direct the attention to algebraic form. We have not 
necessarily had occasion to introduce the product of two literal 
symbols, or any index notation; though we may very likely 
have been tempted to pass from-

2(z - 4) = 2z - 8 to a(b - c) == ab - ae. 

Now it would be easy to make good further progress with this 
limited algebraic vocabulary, in £act to the solution of simul
taneous equations. But there is reason for thinking that 
this is a conv!lnient point at which to extend the notation. For 
simultaneous equations must be taught in connection with the 
graphical illustration; and it is not desirable that all the first 
illustrations of graphing functions should be taken from linear 
functions. There is perhaps no serioUl< danger of giving the 
impression that all gl'8phs are linear; but, after all, a straight 
line is a dull thing, and a few strange curves tickle a boy's 
fancy and make him keen. 

Here then shall enter the index notation, and it might be a 
pedantic stressing of our principles to fight shy of the general 
product notation Wly longer. 

On the other hand, it would not be fantastic to introduce z' 
by such a sinu>le problem as "One side of a rectangle is 
11 inches longer than another, and the area is 242 square 
inches. What are the sides?" This leads to a quadrat.ic; 
and the desire to solve quadratics some day may reconcile the 
boy to a preliminary study of an extended notation. The 
index notation may be familiar already, from prime factor 
work in arithmetic; some easy types of exercise will come in 
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usual routine of z' ± a', a' + a'b' + b', up to a" + b' + e' - 3abc. 
But from our stand point this is merely marking time, wandering 
out of the main stream into a backwater. The boy will never· 
get to his journey's end at this rate. Any manipulative skill 
thus acquired is not necessary to progress, but technical; 
probably, however, it is less a matter of acquiring skill than of 
charging the memory. 

Factorising is the operation inverse to multiplication, ahd 
this is the place for discussing "long" multiplication and 
division (with vertical addition and subtraction). H theae 
rules are to be taught at all, it seems unnecessary to bring them 
in till we are ready to consider factors. And factom can hardly 
be said to demand the use of the long rules; horizontal multiplica
tion will verify that (z + 5) (z - 2) = z' + 3z - 10. Long 
division is on rather a different footing. for we need it as soon 
as we have to divide by a binomial. But do we need to divide 
by a binomial, in elementary work? The problem: Given 
one factor, find the other, needs long division; but in practice 
this problem does not occur except in the unpractical type of 
exercise already criticised: "reduce the degree of an equation 
of which one root is known." 

The " long" rules must be studied if we are to retain the 
alternate. division method for Highest Common Factor, but 
later on I shall attempt to prove that this method may be 
dropped. 

Apparently long multiplication and division are not necessary 
steppingofltones, and probably they have been included tradition
ally in the algel)ra course as a reminiscence of arithmetic. And 
perhaps this suggests the ouly sound reason for retaining the 
rules. They are an immediate extension of arithmetic, and 
from this point of view not uninstructive. But the arithmetical 
analogy ceases as soon as we go beyond polynomial functions of 
one variable, and homogeneous polynomials in two variables. 
Such exercises as 

(z' + 8y" - z" + 6zyz) -;- (z + 2y - z) 
lead to infinite series in unski!ful hands; they should certainly 
not be set. to nonoflpecialists. On the whole I am inclined to 
sum up in favour of omitting long multiplication and diviHion. 

From factors the course will proceed to quadratics in one 
unknown, with illustrations from the graph of the quadratic 
function. 

The solution of the general quadratic will involve skill in 
"completing the square," in identifying perfect squares of 
trinomial form, and in 6nding by inspection the square roots 
of such perfect squares. To carry "Square root" further leads 
us nowhere. The rule for square root in algebra (figuring 
under the distinguished name of " evolution ") has been upheld 
as an extension of arithmetic; but the analogy is imperfect. 
The rule is not of general application in algebra. It is not 
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applicable to polYnomials of odd degree. Again, if it is applied 
to a polynomial of even degree, not a perfect square, the result 
is an infinite series, whose convergency is conditional; but the 
conditions are, of course, not stated. To apply the rule to 

.j 4:r! + 30:' + 40: + 1 
is not at all the same thing as to apply it to ..j 4341; in the 
latter case the result is an infinite series necessarily convergent. 
If the rule is to be applied only to perfect squares, it becomes 
unnecessary, for the square root of a perfect square can easily 
be found by inspection. The example-

.j 40:' - 120:' + l!90:' - 3Oa: + 25 
is taken at random from a widely-used text-book; what need is 
there of any elaborate "rule"? The square root, if it exists, 
must be of the form 20:' + ao: ± 5; and it does not require 
much ingenuity to determine the value of a and the sign before 5. 
This is the common-sense and instructive way of finding 
sqm\re roots, if they must be found; but I imagine most 
mathematicians other than teachers will admit that in the 
course of their experience they have never had occasion to find 
the square root of anything worse than a trinomial. Why 
cumber schoolboys with problems that the experience of men 
shows to be pointless? Such anachronisms cannot be defended 
except on the dangerous ground of mental discipline, and what 
educational·abuse is not defended on this ground? There are 
as good fish in the sea as ever came out of it; and as good 
discipline can be got out of the essential elements of mathe
matical progress as from the obsolete survivals of pre
Newtonian days. 

Many quadratic problems lead in the first instance to 
fractional expressions with literal denominators, a type of 
fraction hitherto almost untouched; the ouly fractions studied 
as yet have been those with numerical or monomial 
denominators. Now the "study" of fractions as the term .is 
Understood in England does not mean the study of the 

behaviour of a function of fractional fOl,"Ill· such as ao: + ! ; 
eo: + 

. it· means the addition and multiplication of fractions. The 
multiplication of fractions-an operation unfamiliar in higher 
mathematics-reduces itself to factorising and cancelling· it 
does not take np very much time, and, if useless, is ~uly
harmful in· so far as it ministers to a bov's passion for 
cancelling. • 

Addition of fractions, on the other hand, yawns with pitfalls, 
and, perhaps for this reason, is very dear to a certain school 
of teachers. It runs away with an enormous amount of time . 
is entirely void of concrete meaning, and for the most part ~ 
no bearing 08 future work; in integration, for instance the 
adding together of fractions would only increase the difficcl.ty;. 
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what is needed is the inverse operation. The excessive amount 
of time spent on fractions is responsible, I believe, more than 
any other single cause, for the barrenness of much of our 
mathematical teaching. And yet the pressure of examinations 
makes it almost impossible to economise time; the fraction 
question is inevitable, and few teachers venture to defy this 
compulsion. 

There is no remedy till the powerful examining bodies agree 
to some limitation of fraction questions; what limitations can 
be proposed to them? 

It is not practical politics to ask for the suppression of frac
tion questions, and there is difficulty in drawing a clear line of 
limitation; there must be something arbitrary about the line. 
And yet, till we have a line, teachers are bound to prepare their 
pupils for the worst. 

I suppose that there can be no objection to the principle of 
a line of limitation; even now it is agreed tacitly that some 
questions are beyond the line; e.g., continued fractions. The 
Mathematical Association Committee has attempted to draw a 
line scientifically by the following test: .. The types of fractions 
.. and factors that a boy must' master thoroughly are such as 
.. present themselves in the solution of reasonable problems • 
.. including problems occurring ordinarily in physics, trigo
" nometry, &c."· 

Now a test of this kind has in it as little of the Ilrbitrary 88 

we can hope for, and it will be found to lead to a very useful 
limitation in the types of fractions admissible. It is, in fact, 
very difficult either to discover or to invent a .. reasonable" 
problem which introduces a fraction with a quadratic or higher 
denominator. Plenty of reasonable problems lead to fractions 

'th b' mial d' . 300 300 2 B' . I WI rno enomrnators, as m z + 5 = z -. 1D0DUa 

denominators then must be faced, but we may draw the line at 

h· . W hall' . h 5 4z t IS pomt. e s retam exerClBeB suc as z + 2 - 2z + 3 ; 

but we shall postpone to the specialist stage such forms as-
2z 3 

z' + 4z +'3 - z' _ l' or 

'( 2 3) ( 3' 2 ) 
z-2-z+3 + z-2+z+3 ; 

'these do not arise out of reasonable problems. 

The above limitation of algebraic fractions would be a great 
relief to teachers and taught, and, what is more, it would be 
found to involve logically relief in another direction. I shall; 

• Report of the Mathematical A.aoociation Committee on the Teaching 
of EIementuy Algebra &lid Numerical Trigonometry. 191L (Lcmdou'
~. Bell A: Sans. 34.) 
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attempt to prove· that under the circumstances contemplated, 
Highest Common Factor may be omitted entirely . 

. The "alternate division" process of finding Highest 
Common Factor is not a process that one would willingly 
introduce into school teaching, as it is mechanical and 
difficult to understand; its claim to survive must depend upon 
its senriceableness. For what purposes is the process needed? 
It is needed to calculate Sturm's functions in the theory of 
equations, and to test for the existence of multiple roots. 
These problems are for the specialist; when he needs the 
Highest Common Factor method, then is the time for studying 
it. For the non-specialist, the only application is to the case of 
two or more fractions whose denominators cannot be factorised 
at sight. but are suspected to have coDimon factors. The only 
reason for such a suspicion would be familiarity with the ways 
of examiners and text-books; if such a case presented itself to 
a mature mathematician as a real problem he would know that 
in the nature of things the odds against the existence of a 
common £actor are oc: 1, and would not seek for such a factor. 
But the known habits of examiners must be respected, and so 
long as a boy is liable to have to add together two fractions 
with cubic denominators, so long must he be prepared with a 
rule for Highest Common Factors. A limitation of denominators 
even to the quadratic form would dispense with Highest 
Common Factor; the factors being obvious at sight, only their 
Least Common Measure would be required. 

It appears, then, that Highest Common Factor is no longer 
needed for use ; it becomes a superfluity; is it to be retained for 
its own sake? Is there any intrinsic intsrest in finding the 
Highest Common Factor ·of two expressions? The factors of 
each expression maybe of interest, but is it interesting or 
important to inquire what there is common to the two sets? 
The contents of Brown's bookshelves may be interesting, and 
so may be the coRtents of Smith's, but is it interesting to know 
what common elements they have? 

I am satisfied that algeoraic Highest Common Factor is not 
worthy of a place in the non.:specialist course either on the 
ground of intrinsic interest or of importance in application. 
Should it then bs studied as an extsnsion of a known arithmetical: 
procees?· I should say no; for I am equally convinced that 
arithmetical Highest Common Factor is a superfluity. If I have 
to deal with lIuch an expression as :-. 

2467 296 
1289+ 541 

to d 'd h th 123456> .;.1... Ira" T sh .. 
or ect e.w e er 654321 <" some. ower. ction;..... ould. 

'n~turally reduce each fraction to a decimal, working to an 
appropriate number of decimal places. ~o mathematici8tl 
would think of reducing the two to a common denominator.:. 
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But the utility of Highest Common Factor depends on the 
assumptions (1) that it is necessary to reduce heavy fractions to 
a common denominator, (2) that there is sufficient· probability 
of the large denominators having a common factor to justify 
the labour of seeking for it, neither of which assumptions can 
be maintained if we have in view such fractions as might 
present themselves in the course of a real piece of work. It is 
always simpler to substitute a decimal,. for vulgar fractions, 
unless we are concerned with quite simple vulgar fractions 
whose denominators are products of a few small prime factors ; 
and in these cases the Least Common Measure of the denomi
nators is found without any usll of Highest Comnwn Factor. 

If the above reasoning is sound, there is no scope for 
Highest Common Factor in connection with fractions; and the 
difficulty of inventing unforced concrete applications of arith
metical Highest Common Factor is sufficient evidence that the 
affairs of life can be carried on without any such rule. It is in 
fact a relic of pre-decimal times. ' 

By this time the original impetus of the problem-opening 
must be almost exhausted. The first freshness of eqnations has 
disappeared; the time is ripe to break new ground. And yet 
at this very stage most schoolboys are driven ,into the wiltlerness 
of simnltaneous quadratics and irrational equations, to wander 
there for the rest of their mathematical lives. 

If it is considered impossible to drop simnltaneous quadratics 
from the non-specialist COUl'flC, at least they s1:lOuld be confine,l 
to the type connected with the intersection of a conic and 
a straight line; it might not be amiss to work a few exercises 
of this type :- -

y=3z-4 .. 
y = 2z' - 3z+ 5. 

mainly for the sake of the graphical interpretation. 
Irrational equations seem to possess no special interest or 

importance; the same may be said of special $ypes of equation 
such as (zS + 4z)' - 3(zS + 4z) + 2 = 0; as Bacon wonld say, 
" They be but toys." . 

The practical use of logarithm tables is noW general in 
English schools; and if logarithms are approached through 
indices, there must be a preliminary treatment of fractional and 
negative indices. Formal proofs of 'index laws, as of all 
fundamental laws in algebra, pertain to the advanced specialist 
course; the laws zm x z· = zm + • and (zm). = Z .. • for positive 
integral values of m and n will be inferred by a rough induction. 
The aim in index exercises is' to familiarise the pupil with the 
interpretation of fractional and negative indices, and not to 
make him expert in simplifying such eombinations as :-' 

{ V(z-f yl)'}-t 
More instructive practice is obtained from formulre in 

physics and engineering that involve indices, which may 
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be set both in th~ form of numerical evaluations and 'also i~ 
the form of .. changing the subject of a formula" (8ee p. 299). 

Surds also should be dealt with lightly; the non-specialist 
need not enter into elegancies such as the rationalization of 
denominators, or Euclid's problem of .j a + 'lib; any surd 
expression he is likely to meet with may be evaluated by means 
of square-root tables. 

The confident use, of the term ratio is of fundamental 
importance, and should have been acquired at a much earlier 
stage, in arithmetic. Ratio needs no special study in algebra; 
the simple properties met with in connection with similarity 
may be mastered as they are needed, in the geometry lesson. 
We may omit all such technical terms as antecedent, consequent; 
sub-duplicate ratio, im'ertendo, componendo, &c.; and formal 
theorems snch as :-

(1) ~ > ~ if a > band z "0. 
b b-:c / 

1 

(2) ~ = j = j = (~~: t~~: t ;~)ft 
Progressions form an instructive piece of work, but there are 

the following objections to their inclusion in the non-specialist 
course. 

(1) The most instructive aspects of geometric progression 
cannot be included, 88 the difficulties of convergency could not 
be faced. ' 

(2) It is the experience of examiners that no variety of 
questions can be set on progressions; hence this becomes a 
favourite cram subject. 

(3) It is an isolated subject, a cul-de-sac, for those who will 
never proceed to a general study of series and convergency; 
it does not contribute to the development of thought in the 
direction of functionality and the infinitesimal calculns; any 
side-issue of this kind means distraction of aim and dissipation 
of energy. Perhaps this argument must not be pressed too 
strongly, for it may be argued that a good introduction to limits 
is by way of geometric progression. 

The remainder theorem (i.e., the theorem that if a polynomial 
f(z) is divided by z - c the remaind6 is ftc», is important 
in the approximate numerical solution of cnbic and higher 
equations (Horner's method), but the only case with which 
the average boy can be concerned is the particular case 
f(c) = 0; and the general theorem is not needed for the 
application of the particular case to quadratics. 

Imaginary and complex numbers lIl:e, for the specialist. 
a subject of vast importance and interest, from the point of 
view of both pure and applied mathematics. They'have never 
been regarded as belonging to the non-specialist course; and, 

A 18918 • 
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for the general reason suggested under (3) on page 305, their 
inclusion cannot be recommended here. 

Other topics, on the border-line of higher mathematics, 
which may now be claSBed as definitely beyond the non-specialist 
cOJU'se are the following: theory of quadratics, permutations 
and combinations, scales. of notation, binomial,. exponential 
and logarithmic series. To these may be added:' artificial 
and "elegant" manipulations and devices. 

,It has fallen to my lot, in the preceding pages, to press for 
a considerable measure of destructive reform of the non-specialist 
algebra course; and, in defence of such drastic pruning, I have 
pleaded repeatedly the necessity of finding time for a wider 
range of less abstract subjects than those provided by algebra. 
But, before closing the. discussion of algebra, I should like to 
urge that variation deserves a far fuller and deeper treatment 
than it usually receives. It is not a side-issue subject, but very 
much on the main line. Variation should be ·regarded from 
the "functionality" standpoint; in fact, it is unscientific to 
consider variation as a topic by itself separate from function 
and graphs; it amounts to. little more than· the ;addition of a 
little verbal nomenclature. Still, variation is an established 
heading ill the text-books, and many teachers who would he 
frightened by the term "function" may be willing enough 
to teach variation. It must be correlated with physiC!!; 
teachers of physics often complain that the boys coming to 
them have no grasp of the idea .. varies 88." This is due to 
boys being allowed to take refuge in algebraic symbols before 
they have soaked themselves in thefnnctionalideasof variation; 
it is at bottom the same trouble as arises from premature use of 
symbols and formulre in learning dynamics. 

: As this paper dealswith the snbject-matter of algebra rather 
. than the way' of teaching. it, a long account of the methods 
1 have found helpful in teaching :variation. would be out of 
place. But I may give a brief description.. The more alge
braical part of the snbject, and especially the determination 
of constants, should not enter till the idea of different forms of 
variation is as fami1ar'ss the idea of multiplication. The first 
step may be the consideration of a set of related values, snch as 
loads.and consequent extensions of a spring; .These values WiU 
natUf3lly. be subject .to . the . errors of experiment; purely 
aritbmetica1 II)ethods might not reveal the law, but plotting the 
values will suggest if:. we find a relation that may be expressed, 
naively as "H you double z, you double!/, &6.". Yore preciH6 
statement, verbal and algebraic, will be worked out step by 
step; numerous other physical and geometrical illustrations are 
available; and gradnally the pupil should attain a conception 
of the simplest case of variation, the complete conception 
involving (1) a. knowledge of the arithmetical relation between 
two pairs of values; (2) amentsl picttqe 0.( the. graphical 
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appearance of this case of functionality; (3) an associated 
knowledge of the algebraic ,form of the -function. 

In a similar way, the other common forms of variational 
functionality will be studied one at a time. In each-case-' the 
instruction is incomplete till the pupil can say without hesi
tation, "In this kind of variation, if you d~uble z, you double 
(quadruple, halve,-.quarter,.&c.) y"; it is incomplete till- the 
graphical and ,algebraic forms are so firmly associated _as to 
suggest one another. . 

~ With variation may be studied -such commonfbrms of 
functional relationship as y = a + bz; strictly nota caSe-·of 
variation in the usual sense of the word, but in its . essence 
forming part of the same chapter of thought. . J 

. I -am - not sure what to say abont cases of functionalitY 
in:<'Olving - two independent variables, -cases suggested by the 
phrase" va.rying jointly as. "Perhaps for the averag'eboythe 
~ of o_ne_ indep!l1;ld~!lt. vari;l.ble _ is.- as far. as ,we p'eeq' go ; 
()t1ie~:~i;a~'):nig~(:q~" ~ien. if t'np;,~hell ~~y. lI:~e :need~ in 
p4yslCS. Gra.phl(~al T~pre~til?-n:. of f.!z, .y,) would .ha.J:.dly be, 
helpful at this stage. I am not even quite sure that the 
language of variation is really useful any longer, e.g., in 
dealing with a concrete problem involving z oc z!l, do we 
really advanCe matterS by _ saying that z varies jointly as z and 
the square of y? . Has not the time come for relying frankly on 
the formula? 

In any case, it is quite clear to me that the language of 
variation as applied to z = f (z, y) is on a different plane of 
difficulty from anything connected with the. y = f (z) case. 
One independent variable is quite enough for a first study. of 
variation. ' 

- , 
I have now completed the -review 'of the algebra course. I 

h8 ve asked for more time to study variation; on" the- other 
hand, I have suggested the possibility of very considerable 
economies, by the omission of the fbllowing from the non
specialist CO\ll'SS :~ 

Formal proofs of fundamental laws. 
Factors beyond the quadratic type. 
Fractions (except those with monomials'or linear denomi-
'. nators). . . 
Highest Common Factor.' _ - - - ... , 
Long multi plication and division. -
Simultaneous linesr-equations-in three unknowns. 
Literal equations (except in connection with formulre). 
Square root of polynomials. . -' - ,,-
Progressions. _ _.. .. ,- . 
Formal proofs.of index laws.- . 
Complicated exercises in fractional and negative indices. and 

surds. 
. __ Shqllltalleo~eqllations in.,_whic::4- both._equations..areof 
- quadratic or higher fbrm. " ,,'-. 

112 
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Remainder throrem. 
Imaginary and complex numhE'rs. 
Throrems ou ratio and proportion. 
Theory of quadratics. 
Permutations and combinations. 
Scales of notation. 
Binomial, exponential and logarithmic series. 
Artificial and" elegant" manipulations and de.-ices. 

I have urged that the above omissions win in no way hinder 
the general student's progress to trigonometry, mechanics aud 
the calcnlus; that he wiD lose uo essential element of a lihE'ral 
education; and that, N'en on the side of algehraic manipulation. 
what he loses win hE' a skiD that may be classed as a technical 
accomplishment, while he will still be expert enougb to paS8 
e~ily step by step to further topics. 

To tlie time gained from algebra we must add a further 
saving which may be effected by a reconstruction of the 
arithmetic course on well-understood lines; Imt of trus I nllE'd 
not treat in the present paper. 

Let ns now see what may be done with the extra time we 
shall ha"e at our disposal. This subject I will deal with briefly, 
for I -suppose that most teachers, whether they are mathe
maticians or not, would desire that the a"erage boy should be 
brought nearer to the actual applications of mathematics to 
living problems, if only they can satisfy themseh'es that this can 
be done withont encroachment on the time devoted to subjects 
other than mathematics. The following three subjects can be 
introduced ;-

1. Numerical Trigonometry. 
2. Mechanics. 
3. Infinitesimal Calcnlns. 

]0,' umerieal T.-igOflOfRl'lry, as applied to geometry, surveying. 
mechanics, &c. Tills will include a numerical and grapWcal 
study of the tangent, sine and cosine; the solution of right
angled triangles, at first without logarithms; the solution of 
general triangles, at first by splitting into right-angled triangles,· 
and finally by means of the two formnlle ;-

abe 
sin A = sinB = sinC 

and a' = b' + e' - 2be cos A.. 

Throughout the course, applications to ooncrete problems; 
the data in some of the earlier cases to be derived from actual 
observations in the fil!ld or class-room; the solutions, again in 

• The ...... 01. tlJree oideo giT .... d<leio _ IeDd _If ouil, to tAo apIitQDg 
method 
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some of the earlier cases, to be checked by drawing to scale. 
No formulEe or identities, except the above, and:- . 

tan A = :!, cos'A + sin'A = 1. 

This needs perhaps two hours a week for tw~ terms. 
Mechanics, namelystatics. Experimental discovery of the facts 

about equilibrium under three forces, resolution and composition 
of forces, moments, centre of gravity, friction; measurement 
of work together with velocity-ratio and efficiency of simple 
machines, the idea of conservation of energy (but no calculation 
of kinetic energy). The pupil finally should be able to work 
out straightforward numerical or graphical applications of the 
principles: the aim of the work should be gr&lIp of principles, 
not facility with problems. 

Such a course as this is actually mastered by naval cadets· 
of 13t, who give to it four hours a week for one term (with· 
revision at a later stage); presumably boys of 16 could do it in 
leBS time. . . 

Infinitesimal Caleulus.-Mr. J. W. Mercer, of the Royal 
Naval College, Dartmouth, has recently published an excellent 
U Calculus for Beginners," the most significant feature of which 
is that (in development of a suggestion originally due to Professor 
Perry) all the main applications of differentiation, and integration 
are exemplified without using any function more abstruse than 
z". The first 259 pages are given to z", and in the course of 
these pages the reader learns how the calculus bears upon 
velocities and accelerations, maxima and minima, relative elTOl'B, . 
definite and indefinite integrals, areas, Simpson's rule, volumes, 
centres of grllYity, moments of inertia, work done in stretching 
strings and by expanding gases, mean values. 

In all thit; work the manipulation is slight, but the value for 
mentiU enlightenment is immense.· The importance of these 
pagl's is that they prove tl18t a wide field of applications is 
thrown open by the very simplest tools that the calculus. 
provides. The ideM, then, of the calculus, and a feeling of the 
extraordinary power of this new instrument, arc accessible to a 
student with a modest degree of manipulati ve skill in algebra. 
It is shown tl18t it is not necessary to tread for years the weary 
paths of Highest Common Factor, fractions and the like, before 
becoming worthy to enter this rich territory. 

Now, it is not proposed that the calculus, in so far as it belongs 
to the non-specialist course, should cover the first 259 pages of 
Mr. Mercer's hook, or anything like this amount of work. The 

non-specialist cannot integrate!, for this involves e. Many of 
z 

the appli~tions enumel-ated above will be beyond his range. 
For all this, there is much that he can do. He will be like the 
prospector picking up the firet nuggets on'a new goldfield. 
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Having been'trained to think functionally, he will have little 
difficulty in grasping the idea that the gradient- at any point 
of a curve (say y ,= z') is a function o~ z. On Ii copy of the 
graph, lithographed on paper ruled' in inches and tenths,t he 
may draw tangents with a ruler, measure off the gradients by 
means of transparent squared paper, and plot these gradients as 
ordinates; this will show him that the' gradient is a function of z, 
and probably he can now see what function. Mter a suitable 
an:iount of preparation in this style, he may proceed to determine 
the gradient analytically. He is now in possession of the root
conception of the calculus, and the next step will be to space-time 
diagrams and velocities. Next may cOllie the differentiation of 

z.', z, 'e, 1: and furthet applications; 'maxima and minima will . ' " , 

p~nt no insurmountable difficulties. Next, integration; first, 
perhaps, .indefinite integration as the inve~,of differentiation; 

. ~ .1; 

then the definite integral f :wz and f cdz can ~,found 8S 8r~as, 
o 0 

z 

and thus comes the, notion that f f(z')dz is a function of z. 
, 0 

With these materials the link msy be made between the 
z z 

indefinite and the definite integral." Finally, f z'dz, fa;, and 
o 0 

then a whole range of applications; areas, volirines; centres of 
gravity, work. This will be the coping-stone of the non-
specialist course. , '. 

That this range of work is within the powers of the average 
boy at an English. secondary school is proved, not only ~y the, 
testimony of English schools that have made the expenment, 
but also by the universal experien~ of the classical sideS. of 
French lycees. The time given to mathematics by these classIcal 
boys is ehown in this, table :-, , ' 

fuTBEIIATlCAL Houas PER WEEK III FRElICH LYegES
CussICAL SPECIALIST8. 

Agee _.,,' 8 19 i, 10" 11 j 12/'~ 1'1, I!ul 18 i 17118 r " I I I 

I-
Hooro
---. ---·~1i-3--'1C-3--':;--. ii, 2 ;2 i 2 I 3 I 2 : • ' 2 

' ______ -'_ .. ,2 __ i~_' I . _)~ ,1- .. J" I ._ I 

, '. The term • gradient u is taken to DIeIUl • the tangent of the .Iope~ , 
.. t 8uohlithograpl1ed Iigaroe QOBt 81. per 1,000. -' " •... 
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The limit of the work undertaken in the highest class is 
shown by the following extract from the official programme'" :-

.. Notions de Ia. tangente at de I .. daivee .. Ex""'pi.s'Qe tangenf.e. 
obtenues geometriquement comme limites d'une .ec..nte (cercle, para· 
bole). Ooefficient a.nguIaire de Ia. tangente; applications & quelques 
cas simples :-

... Notions sUr I'usage de 1& derivee. pour reconnaltre Ie .ens de la 
variation d'une fODation. ., . , 

.. Eva.luation approximative de I'a.ire d'une combe traeCe sur du 
papier quadrille en comptant Ie. carres contenus·" I'interieur de Ia. 
courbe; limite de I'erreur fournie par Ie nombre de. ca.rres que 
traverse Ia. courbe; cetta erreur peut Atre rendue tns petite en 
employant un quadrillage tn. fin. . . .: . ; . 

.. Am> du triangle obtenue comme Ia. limite commune de deux 
Somme. de rectangles dont I'une est inferieure; I';'utre auperieure 
a I'a.ire cherche.. Airs de Ia. parabole. P""bl~me' inverse de la 
recherche d'une derive.. .Airs d'un triangle, ou d'une. parabole, 
obtenue par Ia. recherche d'une fonotion !lont la deriv~e par rapport 
8. z est aID ou az'. : 

.. Application de Ia. methode infinitesima.le & I'evaJuation des 
volumes ou des .urface. de. corps considere. en geometrie e16men
taire,lJ 

The students in question have studied the elements of 
trigonometry in an earlier year. On the other hand, mechanics 
is not taught in mathematical time. But the marked contrast 
between the amount of time given to mathematics in France 
and England leaves U8 with no doubt that English boys can 
reach the above limit, even if mechanics is included with 
mathematics; probably English. boys give twice as much time 
to mathematics as do their French contemporaries. . .. 

. The boy of no marked literary ability usually carries' on li.i& 
mathematics, in England, to the end of the school.life; bu~ 
classical specialista not infrequently are released fro~ mathe
matics in their last two years. Partly this is due to the pressure 
of competition for specialist schol81-ships in classics. But it is 
due also, and fund8lUentally, to the belief of both boys and head
masters that mathematical studies during these two years would 
not be a valuable element of education. And if a non-specialist 
mathematical curriculum is to be confined to the cramped limits 
now customary here, the belief is well-founded. A recognition 
that a wider field of ideas is accessible to the general and the 
classical student would eventually raise mathematics to its true 
position in the appreciation of those who control our great 
schools. 

• Plan d'Etudes 
Ooll~geo de GaJvons. 

C. GODFREY. 

. . 

et Programmes d'Enseignement dans lesLycee.. et 
(pari.: Delalain Floe..... 1 .fr. 50 c.) .. 
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'I'HE 'l'EACHING O.I!' ALGEBRA IN SCHOOLS. 

The objects of this paper are as follows :-
(i) By quotations1rom some half dozen of the best knowlI 

and most recent text-books on elementary algebra, 
to illustrate the IIsual methods of exposition. 

(ii) To compare the present system of teaching algebra 
with a system based on modern ideas relating to 
number. 

(iii) To criticise briefly Mr. Godfrey's views as expressed 
in his paper on "The Algebra Syllabus in tbe 
Second.ary SchooL .. • 

Classification of Students.-It is convenient to group 
mathematical pupils as follows;-

(a) Ordinary Students, i.e., those who study mathematics 8S 

part of a general education. . 
(b) PractiealStudents, among whom may be included army 

candidates and those who intend to specialise in 
science or engineering. 

(e) MatMmatical8pecialiBts, i.e., students who, after the age 
of 16-17, give the greater part of tbeir time to 
mathematics. 

Chief Ai71l8.-For the .. ordinary" student the chief aim 
will be mental culture, and for the" practical .. student utility. 
Neither of these objects can be secured if algebra is taught as a 
mere bundle of rules; nor can success be achieved by d,e 
working of stereotyped examples. Attention must be paid to 
principles and, from beginning to end, the course must be an 
exercise in clear thinking. 

In practice, it is necessary to frame an elementary course to 
snit (so far as possible) all c\asses of students. Here it if! 
particularly important that nothing should be learnt which will 
have to be unlearnt later on. 

Tezt.bookB.-Most of the text-books on elementary algebra 
contain a great deal of loose reasoning. One cause of tLis is 
that the writers do not always explain the exact meaning of 
words used in a technical sense. Difficulties are often avoided 
by the use of ambiguous phrases. The chief fault, however, 
lies with the present system, which does not appear to lend 
itself to cleal' exposition. 

As a result, the text-book is used chiefly for the sake of the 
examples which it contains. 

• Bee p. 280 above. 
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Now many teachers of Mathematics are not professed mathe
maticians; for these (at any rate) it is necessary that the 
principles should be properly explained in the text-books. . 

For the beginner, most of the teaching should be-oral; it is 
therefore advisable that the book work in the early part of the 
course should be written chiefly as a guide ~o the teacher. 

Under various headings, I will now proceed to the points 
indicated in (i) and (ii). 

Words and phrases used in a technical sense should have 
definite meanings assigned to them; further, these meanings 
should be in accordance with modern usage. In conuel!tion 
with a definition, the idea is all important; often this Cl!,l;\ill!' 
most readily ('.()nveyed by referring to particular instances. 

Much sloveuliness in the text-books arises from inexact 
definitions and from the fact that, as a rule, definitions of 
equality and inequality and of the fundamental operations are 
omitted. 

Sometimes an author appears to think that the meaning of 
difficult words can be revealed merely by the use of italics. 
~'or example-

.. U two integral e"preBBions are identicol, they dill'er only itt 
a1'1'_, and not in substance; hence if, in the case of each separate 
expression, we remove all brackets and collect like terms, the final 
residuum obtained will, in each caee, be the fiery tame." 

Of course it would be difficult to say exactly what is meant 
hy the appearance, the substance or the final residuum of an 
intpgral expression, or to say what degree of sameness is 
denoted by the 'Very same. 

FU1"ther, the writer falls into the common elTor of using 
.. integral expression" to meaD" rational integral expression." 

The following are instances of faulty definitions ;-
.. A number which has the sign + prefixed to it is called a positi"" 

nnmber. A number which has the sign - prefixed to it is called a 
ntgotive number." 

A n:ore misleading statement can hardly be imagined. No 
id£'a ill ('onveyed as to the double use of + and -. Further it 
is illll?lird that if 2 is preceded by -, then 2 (and not - 2) i~ a 
llPgahye number. That there may be no doubt on this point, 
18tl'1" on we are informed that 

.. 6 + (- 2) indicatss the operation of addiftg the negative number 
2 to the positive number 6." 

Agaill, 
., An identity asserts that two expressions are always equal for all 

va In •• of the lettsrs involved in it." 

'l:his is of course true, but it misses tho point, namely. that 
etlhl'!" of the ('xpressions can be tra"8fol~lIed into the other l,y 
the I"u\!'s of rt'l"koning. 

1\('1"6 is a curious definition of a SUl-d ;-

.. U B qnantity is one!! that ita root cannot be e:u.ctly obtained, the 
root is called .. Burd." . 
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. What is a quantity and what is the root of 8 quantity? 
Webs~er says that i~ mathematics "quantity" means anything 
to whICh .math~matlCal processess are applicable. Apparently, 
th~n, a Circle IS a quantity. Has 8 circle 8 root? Is - 1 a 
9-lI:antity? Is~-=-r a surd? llany writers wrongly say'that 
It IS, 

A little further on, the same author says, 

.. Similarly, dealing witb algebraical quantitiea, ';11 + b ;. a mrd." 

, '''Here the writer falls into the very common error of con
fusing an " irrational function or expression" with an " irrational 
number.... '.j a + b is an irrational function of a and b, but its 
oolue is not necessarily a surd. . ' 

Here is an explanation of graphical representation :-
.. It baa been showu that tbere are two ways of repreoeuting a 

quantity graphically; liDea may be drawn horizOntally, or yertically, 
By wring both methods, we caD repreoeut tWD nriablea in the .. me 
1igore. E...-To .how in a1igore tbat;wbeu II =', ,= 7." 

H the two ways of representing quantity described here are 
essentially different, it follows that there are many other ways 
by drawing slanting lines. The example appears to be devoid 
of meaning. 

Here is another instance of confusion of "function" and 
" value." The writer is explaining functional notation :-

.. H the symbol I (lI) be aBed to denote _ f-etiqa of lI, then 
I (a) deuotea the ... _ fonetioD ",beD '" baa the value ... " 

This is entirely wrong, for f(a) is the "alue Qf I(z) when 
z = a. 

Most writers confuse " sequence" and " series," thus:-
.. A. oerieII ;. a ... <WMiou of quantities which are COIIIIeeted bJ oome 

definite law, eall~ tbe law of fmmation." 

Here the word .. sequence" should be substituted for 
.. series" and it should be explained that the law of formation 
must be such that the terms of the sequence can be calculated 
in succession. 

. Useless or obsolete terms are often introduced, such 88 
.. adfected quadratics," .. arithmetico-geometric series." So far 
as algebra is concerned, .. sub-dnplicate" and .. triplicate" 
ratio, "compounding ratios" belong to this category. This is 
apparently the meaning of the following curious statement;-

.. Ratio aud proportion can be treated indepeudeotly of fnocti<ma; 
OOIIIIeCj1IeDt1y, there are several esp...-ioDs in tlOIIIJIlOIl ..... the 
meaDingB of which mast be Imowu a1thoagb the Deed for them DO 

10Dger exi.sta. " 
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. I give a few more instances of the slovenl{language\JI'hlc!i 
is far too common:'-' " . 

II One of the equations can be resolved into linea.r factors." . 
.. A fraction beam the same ''elation to division that brackets do 11<>. 

multiplication." . " . 
.. H both sides of an equ&tion are divided by nothing. the result 

,.oi?tained is Dot "ecessarily true." 

The thoughtful reader will be in a dilemma, for, if nothing 
means zero, to divide by it is an in),possible operation. H to 
divide an exp:ressjon by nothing is not to divide it at all, then 
the original equation remains unaltered and we· conclude that it 
cannot be true to start with. 

Methods of ReQ8oning.-(a) For the beginner and the 
.. practical" student, many troths will have to be based directly 
On experience. This does not. justi:£¥ loose reasoning Or 
slovenly language. In c8seS of this kmd, the exact nature. 
of the argument must be pointed out. , Take, for exainple, the 
following proposition :_u The graph of a linear equation in z, 
y is a straight line." The argument should run as follows:-

As a particular illstaD.ce, cOnsider the equation y = 2z + 4. 
Give to z a number of parti<!ular values, find the corresponding 
values of y and plot the corresponding points. Observe that 
these lie on a straight line. Now verify the followingst;lte
ments :-

(i) Every point. whose co-ordinates satisfyy = 2z + 4 lies 
on the line . 

. (ii) H the co-ordinates of a point do not satisfy the equation, 
the point does not lie on the line. 

(iii) The co-ordinates of every point on the line satisfy the 
equation. 

In the same way, we can show experimentally that the 
graph of any equation of the form y = mz + n, where m and n 
are given numbers, is a straight line. 

(b) Much caution is required when an appeal is made to 
the principle of continuity. 'I'ake the following instance,.ill 
which the writer is explaining the notion of a limit :-

.. By the principle of oontinuity we are led to say that the vain. of 
the function (rD'- 4.)/«(1) - 2) when II = 2 differs infinitely little from 
the value (rD'- 4.)/(" - 2) bas when ., cllifers infinitely little from 2." 

To use .. continuity" in explaining "limit" is to put the 
cart before the horse, for the definition of a continuous function 
presupposes the idea of a limit. The thoughtful student is not 
to be cajoled in. this way. He will have discovered that to 
divide by z~ro is an impossible operation and he will see thst 
the function has no value when z = 2. The point of view is 
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also misleading in this respect:-it is implied that a lim it 01 a 
lumtion is neressarily a "alue 01 tM lunetion . 

. Why make a mystery of a matter which can be explained in 
plam language, when tM gl'ound has been suitably p-repal'ed'l 
(See pp. 332-334.) 

(c) Cases in which an argument lails should receive careful 
attention. With most writers on elementary algebra, a letter 
stands for .. an algebraical quantity." The question as to 
whether a statement is true for aU values of the letters con
cerned is too often disregarded. For example, in assigning a 
meaning to aO, the reasoning should be as follows :-

If the law am • aD = am + D is to hold when n is zero, we 
must have 

II a is not ze!'O, dividing each side of the last equation by 
am, we have 

aO = am/am. = 1. 

For all values of a except zero, we therefore define aO as 1. 
If a is zero, am (which is also zero, except when m = 0) cannot 
be used as a divisor. We are, lilerefore, unable to assign a 
definite meaning to if. 

The case in which a = 0 is usually disregarded in the text
books. 

What is Algebra ?-Some writera avoid this question and 
content themselves by periodically asserting" In arithmetic we 
do this, in algebra we do that." 

Sometimes we have a general statement, of which the 
following is an example:-

.. Algebta may be divided into tw.. dinriooa, Aritbmet>cal Algebra 
and Symbolical Algebra. In Arithmetical Algebta 1etten are U8ed, 
but the Jette... are snppoeed to han """h val ...... make the operatioua 
arithmetically intelligible • . ." 

The distinction is not a happy one, for I, 2, 3, • . . . 
are symbols as well as a, b, e, . . . . and" symbolical" 
applies equally to arithmetic and algebra. 

The pointe to insist on are these :-Arithmetic and algebra 
are parte of the science of number. Algebra grows out of 
arithmetic by a series of steps, and it is hard to say where 
arithmetic ends and algebra begins.' The finst step is the use 
of letters to denote the numbers used in arithmetic. Later on, 
we find that these numbers are insufficient for our plUJ>Ol'eB 
and we invent new classes of numbers. 

(A large part of algebra. has to do with equatiolUJ and 
lunetio1UJ; some writers consider that true algebra begins at 
this point..) 
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Notion 0/ Number.-The chief faults of exposition in the 
early part. of the couree are due to these causes :-

(i) It is not explained that letters used to denote quantity 
stand for (abstract) numbers and for nothing else. 

(ii) The notion of number is founded on measurement and 
not diret:tly on eountifll}, so that the reasoning proceeds 
from the concrete to the abstract. 

Now a child counts before he can meMUl"e; by counting he 
soon acquires the notion of (abstract) number. To add 3 to 5, 
he counts fif16 and then three more. The simplest definitions 
of the fundamental operations are based directly on counting, 
and it is imperative that such definitions should be given if the 
subsequent reasoning is to be sound. 

A LogiMl Cou~.-Stags 1 is a generalised arithmetic in 
which letters are ~ to represent natural numbers. In this 
sta~, the student is introduced to ill the elementary procesSes 
of algebrs, including factors, H.O.F. and L.O.M., the simplifica
tion of eai;y fractional forms, graphical representation of number. 
Problems and the solution of the equations on which they 
depend are introduced at the very beginning and recur at 
suitable intervals. 

In Stages 2 and 3, negative numbers and fractions are 
introduced. For each of these new classes of numbers it is 
necessary to defins equality, inequality and the fundamental 
operations, and to consider the relation of these numbers to 
measurement. 

The subsequent stages follow the usual lines. Theoretic.~lly 
and from the point of view of utility it is important to consider 
carefully the subject of approzimations and the calculation of 
limits 0/ error. 

The great advantage of this scheme is that difficulties are 
introduced Bingly . 

.. The lateness of occurrence of any particular matbematical 
.. idea is usually closely correlated with ita intrinsic difficulty " 
(Encye. Brittan., Vol. I., page 600). Negative numbers were 
first introduced by Girard, Viets, and Descartes, about 1600, 
whereas a generalised arithmetic in which letters were used to 
denote numbers had been used for centuries before tllis. 
Further, the notion of negative numbers is not required for the 
solution of many classes of problems and the repetition in 
Stages 2 and 3 of part of the work done in Stage 1 is very 
useful for purposes of revision. 

Finally, the scheme has proved very satisfactory in actual 
practice. 

Fundamental La108.~In .. Stage 1," for aU except fairly 
advanced students, experience in arithmetic will afford sufficient. 
j d .. tifi~ation. . PrOOfs should; however, be given for the t.eacher 
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and for the fairly advanced student. At. this stage; the 
reasoning is not always sound. For example, . , 

"We know that 6 x 4=4 X 6, ••.• In the aame _y "11 
= lIZ and ~. ::= zzy = .y." . . 

Now it does not follow" that if yz = Zy;thenzyz = zzy (that iK 
if the o~der of ?pe:ati~ns is from left to right). In order U; 
prove this, the dlstnbutlve law must be used. . 

Another writer, assuming' ihat ab = ba, proceeds aK 
follows:-

"bae = b X (ae) = b X ea = bea." 
In removing brackets, he assuIlle~, Without any justification, 

that to multiply by (ae) is the same as multiplying by a and' c 
in succession. . . .' . 

The reaso~ng should be as follows :- . 
. ' Fix. ~c: The. ,order Of: opeJ;'3tions ~Pei!lg ·from !t;.ftto I'igb.t; 1181} a gt'peJ;'31 methqd t-osho.w: ·thl!t~. :.:, . '.' . ~:r .-, .... . ' ... 

'4.3. 2·~ 4 i (3.2)::' 4.::L3-, 
We have . , 

4 : 3 . 2 = (4. 3) . 2 (By hypothem) 
= 4 . 3 + 4 . 3 (Def. of multiplication). 
= 4 (3 + 3) (DistributitJ6 Law). 
= 4 . (3 . 2) (Def. of multiplication). 

In the same way we can show tbat 4 . 2 . 3 = 4 . (2 . 3). 
Now 4 . (3 . 2) = 4 . (2 . 3), for ab = 00, whence the rl'8ult 

follows.' .' 

Negative Numbers.-The following quotations illustrate the 
w183tisfactory charilcter of an argqment from the COncrete to 
the abstract. . . ' . 

.. NegatifNJ Qu<mliti ... -Arithmeticallyw. cannot IlUbtraet 6 from 3; 
i .•.• the expression 3 - 6 baa no arithmetical meaning. In algebra. 
however. IIlICh an expression baa aninteUjgible interpretation. Thia ia 
beet eeen by considering a few eDlDplea. H & farmer 00,.. 7 _. and 
selle 4 OOWS. he baa 3 "."... than he bad at the stsrt. On the other band, 
if he bUys' cows, and .. lie 7. he bas 3 ku than at first . 

.. We exprese thia algebraically thns , 

&c." 

7 oows - 4 cows = + 3 COW.' 

. " cows - '1 COWB = - 3 coWl, 

Here, :the subject qf "co~ n is =(p!lrhaJ?8 .wiseiy). dropped; 
An OPportlIDity bas, .l!ow~ver, '~ri givel!. to t~e .~. inl:c!lligent" 
youth to put some very .av,·kward questions,. as, for insfalice: 

You said that the farmer bought 4 cows an4 then sold 1. 
How did he manage this? H he had none to start with (lind 
you do not say that he had any) I shall be obliged to conclude 
that he stole some. Did you ever see or count - 3 cows? 
Is "- 3 {lOWS" a quantity? Doea the minus sign denote 
subtraction·? H 83, what are the .3 ·~WB ~ be, taken from?, 
H' the +8Bd'~ln fOllf--~. do n~denote- 'addition and. 
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subtraction, then I suppose that + 3 cows is a positive quantity 
and - 3 cows is a negative quantity .. so that + and - denote 
opposite qualities of 807M kind. What kind of property is 
possessed by a negative cow? What.is the average price Qf 
one? . 

The necessity for defining the operation of adding a negative 
number.will appear if.we consider .thE;l method adopted .ill, the 
following extract ;- . .. ." .. 

.. Again. 8 + (7 - Ii) means' that we first take, Ii from' 7 and then 
add the reoult to 8. i. •.• we add to 8 the excess of 7 over 5. If we first 
add 7 to 8. we hove added Ii too much; hence to obtain & correct result. 
we must now subtract 5 .. 

i .•.• 8+(7-5)~8+7-li. 
"In exactly the eame way'in algebra. eince symbols represent 

nnmbers. 
," + (6- 0) == .. + 6.-:-:,." 

. The "intelligent" youth puts questions: May I give to 
II, b, e any values I please; for instance. may I put II = 3, b = 3, 
and e = .. 5? H so. I am to conclude~t just as 8 + (7 -: 5) 
= 10, In the same way 3 + (- 2) = 1.' ,Is the fonowIng 
definition of the expression 3 4- 2 correct? 3 + 2 denotes' the 
last number used in the following process of counting: Start 
with the number 3 on the natural scale, and count two more 
(4, 5). Can you give any definition of addition which is not 
equivalent to this? To find the value of 3 + ( - 2), I must 
therefore start with the number 3 on the scale, aud count 
( - 2) numbers forward. How am I to count ( - 2) numbers? I 
could not count (- 2) cows. '. Perhaps you mean I am to count 
two symbols back, but I only know one definition of addition. 
and this tells me to count forwarck . 

It will now be obvious that 3 + ( ~ 2) cannot be found by 
counting. Neither can it be found geometricaUy (for this 
method means that units of length or area are to be counted), 
nor by reference to any concrete 'magnitude, unless some 
assumption is made which is foreign to ideas connected with 
abstract number. 

The nature of such an assumption will be evident .£:rom the 
following illustration: - . 

H a gain of 31. is denoted by + 3, then a loss of 2l. is 
denoted by - 2. It Beem8 reasonable to denote a gain of 31. 
taken with a loss of 21. by 3 + ( - 2). H we agree to do this. 
then 3 + ( - 2) means the result of subtracting 2 from 3, and, 
we conclude that 3 + ( - 2) ought to mean 3 - 2. 
. This example exhihits the method often employed to prom 
that 3+ ( - 2) = 3 - 2. The words in italics are omitted, 
the assumptions are glossed over, and our notions with regard to 
pounds, shillinga and pence are used to proto" & property of 
abstract number which, logically, is incapable of proof. 

Here is the correct -method: the expression 3 + (- 2) is 
flefined to mean the same as (- 2) + 3"..in0!9.er that, the 
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equ.a~ity a + b = b + ~ may hold good for all numbers, whether 
positIVe, zero, or negative. 

(Observe that (- 2) + 3 can be found by counting 3 places 
forward from - 2 on the scale 

... - 2, - 1, 0, 1, 2, 3 ... ) 

Even Proi Chrystal (to whom the present writer, in common 
with most teachers of algebra, is vastly indebted) does not deal 
satisfactorily with the addition of a negative number. In his 
"Text-book of Algebra" (1886), p. 5, he proposes to prove that 
a + (b - c) = a + b - e without the limitation b>e; he 8ayM 
that it follows from the associative law for addition that 

+ a + (+ b - e) + e = + a + {+ (+ b - e) + e}. 

He does not remark on the fact that when b<e, he is applying a 
Jaw, which has been investigated only for one class of numbel'll, 
to numbers of a totally different class. To justify this, a new 
operation must be defined. 

. The operation of multiplying by a negative numbe. and by 
zero will be defined in such a way that the equality . .. 

(a - b)(z - y) = az - bz - ay + by 
may bold good for all values of a, b, z, y, whether positive, zero, 
or negative. 

Unless this simple method is followed, the explanation is 
likely to be very confused, as, for instance :-

.. The - sign put before .. uom her indicates that we ha .. e DOW to 
tske th .. t Dnmber in the reverse directiOD • • • ." 

This statement is unintelligible. What operation is indi
cated by taking a number? When a number has been taken, 
what has direction to do with it? In this case, reference had 
just been made to the number of steps, and the omission of the 
words" of steps" renders the statement meaningless. This is 
a good illustration of the confusion which arises from an attempt 
to I'eason from the concrete to the abstract. The writer con
tinues-

.. Wheu we come to + , X - 3, we find that + , tskeu - 3 tm... 
bas DO meaDiDg. We h .... e already aeen that - ( + ') meamo the 
reverse of + , or - 4. Thus - ( + ') _1 be regarded .. + , tskeu 
once reversed." 

Here an attempt to reason from the concrete (number of 
steps) to the abstract (uumber) leads to further difficulties, fur 
in an attempt to explain that 4 x (...., 3) = - 12 we are told 
that 

" + , x - 3 will meaD + , takeD 3 times reversed." 

H it is hard to understand the meaning of (the number) 4 
taken once reversed, it is three times harder to gather the sense 
of .. 4 taken 3 times reversed." Presumably the writer had in 
mind the taking of steps. 
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Now to take 4 forward steps reversed is an awkward ex
pression; if we assume that it means to take 4 steps backwards, 
then 4 forward steps taken twice reversed must mean 4 steps 
forward, 

If any meaning at all can be gathered from the method, it 
appears to be that . 

4 x (- 3) = - 12 and 4 X (- 2) = + S. 

Fraetions.-In order that a value of a: may exist which shall 
satisfy the equation a:b = a, when a is not divisible by b, we 
invent a new class of numbers called fractions, For these. 
numbers, it is necessary to define equality, inequality, 
addition, & c. 

If a is divisible by b and a: by y, we know that 
a>a: ' > -b = - according as ay = bz, < y < 

In order that the rules for equality and inequality may be 
the same for all numbers, the above statement is taken as the 
q.efinition of equality and inequality for fractions, 

It is easy to see that this rule assigns a definite place to 
every fraction in the scale with integers and other fractions. 

Similar reasoning leads us to define addition, multiplication; 
&c., in the case of fractions by the formulre 

~+~=a+b ~ ~=~ &c 
I) I) I)'b'd bd" 

which are known to hold when the divisions indicated can be 
performed. 

With theRe definitions, it is evident that the fundamental 
laws continue to hold, 

For the beginner, it may be better to define the .fraction 

i as the measure of a magnitude obtained by dividing the unit 

into b equal parts and taking a of these parts, He will be 
already familiar . with this idea and the definition leads 
immediately to the above definitions of I'quality, &c. 

In every case, the definition of a fundamental operation for 
numbers of a new class is obtained by extending one of the 
fundamental laws to these numbers. 

Instead of adopting this uniform plan, the text-books resort 
to all kinds of artificial methods, as, for example:-

. .. To multiply one number by a aeoond is to do to the first what ilr 
done to unity to obtain the Beoond. To multiply t by t. we must do to 
t what is done to unity to obtain t." 
The U intelligent" youth speaks: I can obtain t from 1 by 

subtracting I from 1: apparently then, to multiply t by t, I 
must subtract I from t, for this is what I did to 1 in order to 
obtain t. ThuB txt is the same B8 • - t. 

The only conclusion is that a definition so incorrectly 
expressed should never find a place in a mathematical treatise. 

A 13918 
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. Equations.-In nearly all modern text-books the treatmf'nt 
of equations is illogically based on Euclid's' axioms. The 
writers fail to remark that (i) the process called .. solving an 
equat.ion " . is in reality a 8eare~ for a ~olution. Unless every 
step In thIS process of search IS reversIble, a verification by 
actual substitution is necessary. 

A suitable introduction to this subject, stated roughly, 
seems to be as follows :-

All processes in algebra depend on 
(i) the laws which govern the fundamental operations; 

(ii) various theorems called· Rules for Equality and 
Inequality. 

Rules for equality are as follows :
(a) Ifa = b, then b = a. 
(b) If a = band b = c, then a = c. 
(e) If a = b, then a + :I: = b + :1:, &C. 

The converse of each of these theorems is true, provided 
that zero is not used as a divisor. 

E;c.-8earch for a solution of the equation 2:1: + 3 = 17. 
We begin by assuming that a ."alue of :I: eziat8 which 

.9atisfies the equation, and that:l: haJJ this 'IJalue--thus 
2z+3=17 
. '. 2z = 14 (Rule for Equalities) 

• :I: = 7 (Rule for Equalities). 
Hellce, if a solution exists, then 7 is the solution. 

Again, every step in the above process is reoersible. (This 
follows from the fact that the converse of each of the .. Rules 
for Equalities" is true.) Thus the steps can be taken in the 
reverse order, and 7 is a solution, and is the only solution. 

A similar method can be applied to simultaneous equations. 

SimultaneotU Quadraties.-The lack of system in the usual 
treatment of these equations is bewildering. 

Nearly every writer Wrongly asserts that the general method 
is to eliminate one of the unknowns, say :1:, and F;()lve the resulting 
equation in y. 

The student finds that, in practice, this method is used only 
for the case in which one equation is linear, and that examples 
of other types are worked out by miscellaneous methods which 
apparently have nothing in common. 

Now the general method of solving two equations in:l:, y, both 
of which are of the second or higher degree, is as follows :

Denote the given equations by X = 0, Y = 0. Bya series 
of reversible steps, try to obtain an equation of the form 
PQ • . . = 0, where P, Q, •.• are linear functions of z and y 
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The given equations are equivalent to the following sets of equa-
tions (one of which islinear)-

P = 0, X = 0; Q ~ 0, X = 0; &c. 
Instead of inserting a general statement of this kind, it 

would be better to illustrate the principle by working out 
examples such as-

Ez. 1. (z - y) (z - 2) = 0, (z + y - 6) (y + 3) = O. 
Ez. 2. z, = 4y', (z + 3)' = (y + I)'. 
Ez. 3. z, + y' = 5, z1/ = 2. 
[Equiva!-ent to (z + y)' - 9 = 0 and (z - y)' - 1 = 0.] 
Ez. 4.-3z' - 5y' = 7, 3zy - 4y' = 2. 
[Equivalent to 3z' - 5y' = 7 and (2z - 3y) (z ....: 2y) = 0.] 
Approzimate Valuu.-Both theoretically and in practfcal 

applications of Mathematics, the following problem is of extreme 
importance :-If a, b, e, •.. are the observed 'Values of numbers 
whose actual mlues are denoted by A, B, C, ... , and it is 
known that a, b, e, . . . are subject to error8 whose numerical 
'Values are le8s than a., /3, y. . . . ,respeeti'Vely. It is required 
to find an upper limit to the error in taking f (a, b, e, ... ) as the 
'Value of f (A, B, C, ... ), u:here f (a, b, e, ... ) is a gi'Ven 
function of a, b, e •.... 

Considerations of this kind are ignored by the writers 
of text-books, who fail to see that the ststement .. z is nearly 
equal to X" is useless, unless we are prepared to say how nearly 
this is the case. . 

It is absurd to say that simple cases of the above problem 
are too hard for the fairly advanced school student. 

If such questions are ignored, how is it possible to convey 
correct ideas relating to limits, or to approach the calculus. 

The fundamental theorems are as follows:-
If a, a', b, b' are given numbers and A, B are any numbers 

such that 
a < A < a' and b < B < b', 

then 
(i) a + b <A + B < a' + b'. 

a-b'<A-B<a'-b 
and if all the numbers are positive, 

(ii) ab < AB < a'b' and alb' < AB < a' lb. 
These theorems apply directly to many important types of 

examples. The following are instances :-

E 1 'Th . . 1234567 b 12. 1 
z. .- e error ill representing 3456789 Y 35 18 ess 

than 0·05. 
Ez. 2.-The approximate lengths of two sides of a rect

angle' are 1· 8 in. and o· 7 in., the error in each case being 
x2 
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numerically less than 0·05 in. Show that the area differs 
from 1· 8 X 0·7 sq. in. by less than 0·13 sq. in. 

Ea:. 3.-The observed vaiues of A, Bare 20 and 16 and 
each of these values may be in error by as much as 3 per'cent. 
of the corresponding true value. Shuw that the value 4 of A - B 
may be in error by as much as 36 per cent. 'lf the true value. 

Ea:. 4.-If a: is small, show that ~ ~ ~: is nearly equal to 

1 + (a - b)a:-b(a - b)a:'; also, if a = 5, b = 2 and :.:<0·1 
the error in this approximation isieBB than 0·01. ' 

Irrationals.-The beginner requires (i) a general idea of 
the character of these numbers; (ii) to understand that for 
purposes of practical reckoning, no matter how exact, an 
irrational may be represented by a rational number. 

Meaning of ';7.-For practical purposes, we may put 
the matter thus :-By the square-root proceBB, we are led to 
the endless decimal 2·6457 . . . . If a .. = 2·6457 ... to 
n places, by taking a sufficiently large value of n, we can make 
7 - a: less than any positive number we may choose, however 
small. 

If then we regard';7 as an abbreviation for 2·6457 ... , 
where the decimal is to terminate after a large number of figura, 
we may say that for all purposes of practical reckoning, 
(';7)' = 7. 

What is virtually the Dedekind definition may be presented 
to the fairly advanced school student as follows:-

Def.-If a, a' are positive rationals such that a" < A < a'·, 
then a, a' are called approzimate valuu of the nth root of A, 
with errors, respectively in defect and excess, less than a' - Q. 

An irrational is defined by some rule which gives it ordinal 
rank with the rational numbers. 

In finding approximate values of the square root of 7, we 
are led to the endless decimal 2·6457 ... , whose figures 
are calculated by a definite rule. This decimal is such that 
7 is greater than all the numbers 

(2·6)', (2·64)', (2·645)', ... , 
where there is no last number. 

Also 7 is less than all the numbers 
... (2·646)', (2·65)" (2·7)' 

where there is no first number. 
We invent the symbol ';7 to denote a number called the 

square root of 7, and we place it among the numbers on 
the rational scale, so that it follows all the numbers 2·6, 2·64, 
2·645, ... , }O'here there is no last number, and precedes all 
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the numbers ... 2·646, 2·65, 2·7, where there is no first 
number. 

This rule cannot fail to determine whether';7 is to follow 
or to precede any rational which we may choose. For the 
decimal 2·645 ... is endless and does not recur, hence 
2·645 ... cannot be identical with the decimal represen
tation of any rational, for such a decimal either terminates or 
recurs. 

In dealing with surds and irrational functions, the chief 
faults of the text books are-

(i) The meaning of a surd is not properly explained. 
(ii) Irrational functions are almost invariably confused 

with irrational numbers (see p. 314). The writers 
apparently do not know that in the claBBification of 
algebraical functions (or expressions) "the terms 
.. rational, integral, &c. refer exclusively to the way 
" in which the variables occur and\have nothing to 
" do with the nature of the coefficients." 

Thus we are infonned that ":r! - 7 has no rational 
factors", "z' + z + 1 cannot be broken up into 
linear factors." 

(iii) The method of search for a meaning of a fractional, 
negative or zero index is not properly described. 

The following points should be noticed :
The fundamental index laws ar&-

(i) a- . aft = am + n ; 

(ii) (am)- = am- ; 
(iii) (ab)- = a-b·. 

Whatever meaning may be assigned to a', when n is not a 
positive integer, in order that such a meaning may be useftll, it 
must be BUch that these laws continue to hold. 

We invent meanings for a" when n is (i) a fraction, (ii) zero, 
(iii) negstive, by assuming that one of these laws holds: we 
then enquire if, with these new meanings, the laws (i)-(iii) hold 
for all rational values of the 'indices (deferring the consideration 
of a" when n is irrational). (See p. 316.) 

Rat;o and Proportion.-The usual explanations are unsatis
factory, for example,-

.. The ratio of one qua.ntity to another of 1M ....... kiM is the 
quotient of the one divided by the other. Thue the ratio of II to Y 
is ~ ... 

Y 
The fact that most students who read the chapter on ratio 

and proportion, in a text-book on algebra, have a preconceived 
Dotion of what is meant is no excuse for failing to put the 
matter properly. Explanations in algebra should clear up 
difficulties in arithmetic. 
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To talk of dividing 5 ducks by 3 ducks is as absurd as to 
say that the (abstract) number 5 is to be divided into 3 equal 
parts. 

Again, 
II The relative magnitude of two quantities, measured by the number 

of tim .. which the one contains the other, is called their ratio. The 
. ratio of .. to b is expressed hy the notation .. : b." 

Here (as usual) the difficulty lies in passing from the 
,concrete to the abstract: a and b are intended to denote 
abstract numbers. How many times does 5 contain 3? 

The essential points seem to be as follows :-
(i) Equality and Inerruality of Concrete Magnitudes.-In 

considering how a magnitude or a quantity of any kind is to be 
measured, at the outset, we must define what is meant by sayinjf 
that " A is equal to B," "A is greater than or less than B, • 
where A and B are quantities of the kind under consideration. 

The student should reflect on the meaning of equal straight 
lines, equal angles, equal forces, &c. 

(ii) Ratio.-We assume that a magnitude B can be divided 
into any number (n) of equal parts. Denoting one of these 
parts by C, B is said to contain C (exactly) n times, C is called 
the nth part of B, and we write 

B=nC or C=!B n . 
If A contains the nth part of B exactly m times, we denote 

this by writing A = ~ B. 
. n 

Def.-If A and B are magnitudes of the same kind, and if 
integers m and n exist such that A contains the nth part of B 

exactly m times (that is, if A = ~ B), the magnitudes A and 
n 

B are said to be commensurable, and the ratio of A to B (written 
A : B) is defined as the number min. 

For convenience, min is often written in the form m : n, 
and is called the ratio of the number m to the number n. 

By considering the side and diagonal of a square, it is easy 
to explain what is meant by the ratio of two incommensurable 
magnitudes. It should be pointed out that in practice, the 
ratio of two incommensurables is represented by a suitable 
approximate value. 

Loganthms.-The usual plan is to begin with adefinition,-
.. The logarithm of a nnmber to some choeen t.se is flu ink;, of 

tM 1""""'" to ",hUh flu baM ""'" be nJiNd in order to he eqoal to the 
number." 

At this stage such a definition is useless, for it implies that 
a meaning has been assigned to a" when z is irrational. 

The following is a rough sketch of a reasonable explana.
tion :-" Choose some number a, greater than unity, as & 
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base or number of reference. If a: and N are numbers connected 
by the relation a" = N, then a: is called the logarithm of N to the 
base a. This is shortly expressed by writing a: = log. N." 

Taking 10 as the base of the common system, log N is an 
abbreviation for log)o N. Whence easily log 1 = 0, log 10 = 1, 
log 100 = 2, &c. . 

The method by which we determine the logarithms of 1, 10, 
100, . : •. does not enable us to answer the question " What is 
meant by log 2 ? " In fact it is easy to show that no rlltional 
;z: exists such that 10" = 2. 

It can, however, be shown that "a rational a: can be found 
" such that 10" differs from 2 by as small a number as we 
"please. In practice, s.uch a .number is taken to represent 
u lop: 2." 

This explanation will probably wffice, for the beginner. 
A useful exercise would be to draw the graph of 10" by methods 
suggested in the text-.books, using this to determine logarithms 
graphically. 

The fairly advanced pupil should make a further study of 
the function a". He should be acquainted with the following 
theorems (the proofs of which are easy):-

Ii a,> 1 and :II is rational, then-

(i) a" > 1 according as a: > 0 ; 
< < 

(ii) as incre8Slls steadily with z ; 
(iii) Ii n is a large positive integer aa is large, a-a is small 

) 1 

and both a" and a - .. are nearly equal to unity, 

The meaning of log 2 can now be explained as follows :
.. By comparing integral powers of 2 and 10, we can find a 
nunlber a: such that 10" is nearly equal to 2. For by contracted 
multiplication, we can show that--

2'° = 10' X 1'024 
2'00 = 1030 xl' 26765 ...• 
2"'00 = 1010• X 1'071 ... . 
2'0000 = 10""° xl' 9 ... . 

:. IOso,o < 2'0000 < 10"'11 
:. 10"·so10 < 2 < 10"·1011 

This process can b~ continued to any extent and gives riFle 
to the endless decimal 0'3010 .... , which is such that-

10"" < 2 < 10"", 10°'" < 2 <10"''', 10"·10' < 2 < 10"· ... , 
and so on without end." 

By means of the preceding theorems, we can easily show 
that if :t: = O· 3010 .... to n places, by taking a sufficiently 
large value of n we can make 2 - 10' less than any positiye 
number we may choose, however small. 
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li then we regard log 2 as an abbreyiation for O· 3010 .... , 
wh,ere the decimal is to terminate after a large numb",. of 
figures, we may say that for all purposes of practical reckoning 
10""" = 2. 

The following inadequate definition occurs in several 
books:-

.. The integral part of a logarithm is called the characteristic and 
the decimal part the mant~." 

For practical purposes, it is important that BOrne idea should 
be conveyed of th$ degree of accuracy obtained by the use of 
(say) four-figure tables. ~'or this purpose it is useful to work 
·out an example of the following type :-Ea:.-Use four-figure 
tables to find an approximate value of (3' 944)'; show that 
the only ea:aet information as to the value of this expression 
~btainable from BUch tables is that 953' 1 < (3' 944)' < 954' 6. 

G.C.M. and H.C.P.-The rule for G.C.M. in arithmetic is of 
little use in practical reckoning. Its real use is in connection 
with the theory of numbers and indeterminate equations. 

The " long rule " for H.C.F. properly belongs to the theory 
(If polynomials, the theory of partial fractions, &c., subjects 
which are beyond the scope of an elementary text-book. This 
role shonld therefore occur late in the cowse. 

It is astounding that certain writers do not appear to under
stand the essential points of distinction between the arithmetical 
theory of G.C.M. and the algebraical theory of RC F. For 
example, one writer finds what be calls "the RC.F. of 782 
and 5451." He then says: 

.. This method depends upon the fact that if aDY t .. o Dumbers have 
a common factor, the remainder, when one is divided by the other, 
hae the &ame factor • • • • This principle • . . • being true 
for arithmetical numbers mnet aOO be trne in algebra, eince the oymbola 
stand for Dumbers." 

This statement implies that the two theories are identical. 
Now it is obvious that this is not the case, for every pair of 
numbers has a G.C.M., but two polynomials may have no 
RC.F. It is merely another instance of the confusiou of 
function and txdue. 

In describing the algebraical process, the following explana
~on is necessary :-

li H" R., H. . . . . are the remainders, each of 
these after the first is of lower degree than the precedinJ? The 
process can therefore be continued until a TEmainder is found 
which either vanishes identically or is independent of z. li a 
remainder vanishes identically, the preceding remainder is the 
lie.F. li a remainder is independent of z, the given functionl 
have no RC.F. 

The corresponding explanation for the G .C.lI. is entirely 
difierent.. 
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As an immediate consequence of the- G.C.M. process, it is 
useful to give the following theorem :-" If a and b are any 
" numbers which are prime to each other, positive integers 
.. z and y can be found such that az - by = 1." 

IndeteMninate Equations.-The following method, which 
depends directly on the G.C.M., is simple and expeditious:-

Ez.-Find the general solution in integers of the 
equation 

20z - 47y = 5 . . . .(11.) 

Give also th?·ee least positive integral solutions. 
For convenience, let 11.= 47, b = 20. b = 20)47 = 11.(2 
The reckoning on the right shows 40 

that 
7 = a - 2b, 
6 = b - 2 (a - 2b) = 5b - 211., 
1 = (a - 2b) - (5b - 211.) = 311. - 7b. 
Thus. 1 = 47 . 3 - 20 . 7 and a. can 

be written in the form, 
20z - 47y = 5(47 . 3 - 20 . 7) ; 

... 20(z + 35) = 47(y + 15). 

7)20(2 
14 

6)7(1 
6 

1 

Here it is assumed that z, y denote integers. Now 47 is 
prime to 20, ... 47 is a divisor of z + 35 ; 

... z + 35 = 47m and y + 15 = 20m, 

where m is an integer or zero, and the general solution in 
integers is 

z = 47m - 35, y = 2Um - 15. 
The three least positive integral. solutions are obtained by 

giving to m the values 1, 2, 3, in succession as in the table 
below. 

'" 1 2 S 

" 12 I 59 106 

II 5 25 I 45 

Pa.rtial Fractions.-The general theory is out of place in an 
elementary book. The method described in the following 
examples is applicable in all cases and has special advantages. 

EL-Show that tIalues of a, b, e, d, e can be found 
BUCh that 

z, + 4z' + 7 • = _. _(1_ + ~; + c + _~z +16
" •••• «(I) 

(z - 1) lZ' + 1) z - 1 z + 1 (z + I 
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Assume for a moment that such values exist. Multiply each 
side of (a) by z - 1, and put z = 1 in the result" ; 

. 1'+4.1'+7 
.. a = (1' + I)' = 3. 

Proceed as followA : . 

z' + 4z' + 7 _ 3 :c' + 4z' + 7 - 3 (z' + I)' 
(z - 1) (z' + 1)' z - 1 = (z - 1) (z' +1)' --

- 2z' + 4z' - 6z' + 4 
(z - 1) (z' + 1)' 

-2z' + 2z' - 4z - 4t 
- (0:' + 1)' 
_ (- 2z + 2) (:co + 1)- (2z+6):t 
- . (z' + 1)' . 

2z - 2 20:+ 6 
= - 0:' + 1 """( z' + 1)' 

z'+4z'+7 3. 2z-2 2z+6 
(0: - 1) (0:' + I)' ==0: - 1 - z' + 1 - (z' + 1j" 

Thus a = 3, b = 2, c = 2, d = - 2, e = - 6. 
It will be seen that, as we proceed, the work verifies itself; 
moreover, the reasons for assuming the special form are 
rendered obvious. 

Theory of Equaticm8.-The school text-book should contain 
as much of th.is subject as is required in other branC!hes of 
elementary mathematics. 

In establishing the relatums connecting the root, and 
coejJieients of an equation, the remainder theorem is often 
applied in an unwarrantable fashion. For example,-

.. Let.., p. y. • • . . be the roots of the equation f(z) = 0 where 
_. .-1 

f(z) = 1"'" + PI'" + .... + p.' 

.. Since f{a). f(fJ). fly). &C •• """h equal nothing. ('" - a). ('" - P). 
(z - y) ••••• are all facto .. of f(z). 

"Hence 
• .-1 

pot +PI'" + .... +p. 
== Po (z - a)( .. - II) ('" - y) . . . . .... /,re. 

The last step is not an immedUJte consequence of the 
remainder theorem; moreover, it is tacitly 8BBlImed that 
a, p, 'Y. • • . . are all diJIerent . 

• Previous examples .. onId mggest this procedure. . 
t The division of - 2z' + W- - 6z2 + , by .. - 1 is as fo1Jowa: 

-2 +4 -6 +0 +4 
-2 +2 -4 -4 
+2 -4 -4 +0 

.• Quouent = - 2z' + 2z' - "" - 4; Remainder = O. 
: _ s", + 2 is the quotient and - (s", + 6) is the remaiDder in tbe 

division of - 2z' + 2z' - "" - 4 by .. + 1. 
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A preliminary explanation of the following kind is 
necessary ;-

"Equal Roots.-If the left-hand side of an equation is 
divisible by (z - a)m, it is said to have In roots equal to a. 
This is also expressed by saying that a is an 'I1H/I.ultiple.1'oot. 

"Fundamental Theo1'em.-Every equation has one 1'oot. 
Assuming this theorem (the proof of which is beyond our 
present scope), it is easy to show that E'fIery equation of the nih 

degree h/UI n 1'oots. 
For let fez) == :r!' + P,Z' -1 + ... + P. and let a be a root 

of fez) = o. By the Remainder Theorem, fez) is divisible by 
z ~ a; we may therefore assume that 
fez) == (z - a) (:r!' -1 + q,z' -. + ... + q. -1) == (z - a) . 4>(z). 

Let fi be a root of 4>{z) = 0 i as before, 4>{z) is divisible by 
z - fi, and we may assume that 

4>{z) == (z - fi) (ZO-8 + 1'IZ'-O + ... +1'0_'); 
.'. fez) == (z - a) (z - fi) (z'-o + 1',Z··-8 + ... + r._al. 
Proceeding in this way, we can show that 

fez) == (z - a) (z - fi) .. , (2: - A), 
where there are· n linear factors on the ri§ht. Hence fez) = 0 
has n roots a, fi, 'Y, •.. , A, and no o~hers.' 

The general theory of the algebraic solution of the cubic 
and biquadratic would be out of place, but a working knowledge 
of the theory can be imparted by such examples as the 
following ;-

Ez. I.-(i) Show that a + b is a root of z, - 3zab 
- (a' + b') = O. (ii) The equation z· - 6z'- 6 = 0 can be 
put into the above form by choosing a and b so that ab = 2 and 
a' + b' = 6. Determine a and b from these equations, and 
hence find the real root of z' - 6z - 6 = O. 

Ez. 2.-{i) Show that the equation z· - 4z' - z· + 6z + 3 
= 0 can be written in the form 

(Zl - 2z + A)' - {(2A + 5)ZI - 2 (2A + 3) z + (AI - 3)} = 0, 
where A has any value whatever. 

(ii) Write down the equation giving the values of A for 
which the expression 

. (2A + 5)ZI - 2 (2A + 3) z + (AI - 3) 
is a perfect square. This equation in A has a rational root; 
find it. 

(iii I Hence express z· - b" - Zl + 6z + 3 as the difference 
of two squaree, and 1lO1ve the equation 

z· - 4z' - Zl + 6z + 3= 0·, 

• In this _y, 1M ""otIi"" of .... , eqtoatiotl of 1M j-'l& degrH CII .. be 
......Je to dopnd ... 111. 00I..n ... of II etobi. equalioA. . 
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The Btudy of a Polynomial in :c for small and for large 
valueB of :c is very important from the practical point of view; 
it is also a necessary preliminary to the study of limits. 

First, the meaning of certain phrases should be explained 
and illustrated, as for instance,-

" . . . to say that :c is small implies that we know 
or can determine some positive number E such that I z I is 
always less than E. 

To say that :c is large implies that we know or can determine 
some positive number N such that I z I is always greater 
thanN. 

To say that z tends to zero is to say that z varies in such a 
way that its numerical value becomes and remains less than any 
positive number that we may choose, no matter how small. 
This is expressed by writing :c -+ O . 

. H z - a tends to zero, where a is constant, we say that 
z tends to a (z -+ a). 

To say that z tends to infinity (z _00) is to say that z 
becomes and remains greater than any positive number that we 
may choose, however great that number may be. 

In this case we also say that - z tends to - 00 . 
Thus, as z tends to zero,. l/z tends to 00 and 1 - l/z tends 

to - 00." 

The following points should then be considered :-Relative 
importance of terms,-Approximations,-Grapbs near the origin 
and near .. infinity." 

All this can be done in a simple and interesting manner, 
and, if it were done as a matter of course, writers would not be 
driven to make a mystery of "infinity" or to convey false 
notions with regard to limits. 

Take, for example, the following statement, taken from one of 
the best known of the books (published as late as 1910)-

.. A. quantity z... than any aseignable quantity ia eaIIed """ and ia 
denoted by the symbol O. A. quantity gnaUI' than any aseignable 
quantity is called infinity and ia denoted by the symbol co. Heuce 
we may now say brielly when" = 0, the value of. aJz ill Q). H 

It is really amazing that anyone can speak seriously of infinity 
as a quantity or a 'Mlue, or of zero as being something which 
is not zero. 

Limits.-A£ter the preliminary work described above, it 
is easy to explain the nature of a limit correctly and yet in 
language which the dullest cannot fail to understand. 

It will be advisable to explain separately the meaning!! of-

lim f(z), lim f(z), lim fez). 
z-+o Z_4I z'" ao 
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The following explanation is suggested as being suitable ;

" Limit of fez) as z tends to zero.-Consider the function 

fez) ;: (1 + z)' - 1. 
z 

When z = 0, fez) has no defiuite value, for it then takes 
the form 0/0. In other words the function fez) is undefined 
for the value zero of z. For every value of z except zero, 
we have 

fez) = (3z + 3z' + Z8)/Z = 3 + 3z + z'. 

Thus, if fez) ill nearly equal to zero, fez) ill nearly equal 
to 3: further, by making z small tTWWJh, we can make the 
difference between f(z) and 3 as small as we p~ase. This is 
roughly what is meant by saying that 3 is the limit of f(z) 
as z tends to zero. 

In the above statement, the reader will note that the exact 
~eauing of .. nearly," "small enough,"·" as small as we please" 
IS by no means clear. The matter may be put precisely as 
follows ;-Choose any positive number E, no matter how small. 
If I z I < 1, we have 

I f(z) - 3 I = I 3z + z' I < 4 I z I . 
. .. I fez) - 3 I < E provided that I z I <!Eo 

Thus, as z tends to zero, I fez) - 3 ! beeomea and remains 
less than any positive number E that we may Moose, no matter 
how small. This is precisely what is meant by saying that 3 
is the limi t of f( x) as x tends to zero. 

Def.-If f(a:) is a function of a variable z and a constant 1 
can be found such that, as x tends to zero, I f( a:) - 1 I becomes 
and remains less than any positive number that we may choose, 
no matter how small; then 1 is called the limit of f(x) as z tends 
to zero. This is expressed by writing lim !Cx) = I. 

"'_0 
The above defiuition is equivalent to the following ;-If to 

any positive number E, no matter how small, there corresponda 
a positive number "1'/ such that 

I f(x) - 1 I < E provided only that I z I <"1'/, 
• then 1 is called the limit of f(x) as z tends to zero. 

Observe that, in these definitions, nothing is said about thB 
oolue of !(x) when z = o. Such a value Dlay exist or, as in the 
above illustration, there may be no such value. In any case, 
we are not concerned with it. 

Ex. 1. P."OOe that lim (2 + 3x - 4z' - 5>:') = 2. __ 0 
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Let f(a;) == 2 + 3a; - 4a;' - 5a;'. Choose a positive number ( 
no matter how small. If 1 a; 1 < 1, we have 

1 f(a;) - 21 = 1 3a; - 4a;' - 5a;' 1 «3 + 4 + 5) . 1 a; 1 • 
:. 1 f(a;) - 2 1 <e provided only that I a; I <e/12. 

In the same way it can be shown that 
lim (a + ba; + Cal' + ... + ka; .. ) =a . 
..... 0 

The student, who has read the preceding explanation 
carefully, will see that this is not a round-about way of saying 
that when a; is zero, a + ba; + . .. + ka;R = a." 

Continuity.-Everyone has a pretty clear idea as to what is 
meant by a continuous curve. For all except the mathematical 
specialist it is enough to say that a function of a; is regarded as 
continuous from a; = a to a; = b, when we have reason to believe 
that the corresponding part of its graph is a continuous curve. 

It is time that such "definitions" as the following should 
cease to have a place in any book :-

.. A function is said.tc be ccntinuoDB when b>. an infinitely amall 
change in the valne of the variable, the change in the value of the 
function is also infinitely small." 

Or again, 
.. A tangent tc a cnrve is a atraight line which meet. it in two 

consecutive pointe." 

The dullest can see that there is no surh thing as "consecu
tive points" on a continuous curve, for continuity implies that 
if A and B are two points on the curve, however clOlle, a point 
can be found between them on the curve. 

Infinite Series.-As might be expected after the treatment 
accorded to " limits," the usual explanations relating to .. infinite 
-series" are very unsatisfactory. For exampie,-

.. When a geometrical progression hae an infinite num oor of term., 
we apeak of it aa an infinite eeri ... and of the IIUD1 of onch • eeri .... 
the anm tc infinity of the eeries." 
This" definition" does not reveal the fundamental fact that 

•• the sum (to infinity) of a convergent series is essentially a 
•• limit, and is not a sum in the sense described in the definition 
" of addition." 

A suitable preliminary explanation wonld seem to be as 
follows:-

.. Definitions.-Let u" be a function of n, which has a definite 
value for all positive integral values of n. 4n expre8!lion of the 
form 

ILt + u. + 11, + ... +u. + ... , 
in which every term is Iollowed by another term, is called an 
infinite series Thia series is often denoted by the symbol 
~u. and the sum of its first n terma by ... 

As n tends to infinity, there are four distinct possibilities : 
8. may tend to a finite limit, to intinity or to minus infinity, or 
it may do none of these things. 
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If '. tends to a finite limit 8, the series is said to be 
convergent, and 8 is called its Bum to infinity. Thus B is defined 
by the equation 

lim 8. =, or briefly lim '. = 8 • .... '" 
This is also expressed by writing 

~ 

'-'!+u,+u,+ ... =8 or :tu,.=,. 
1 

If 8. tends to 00 or to - 00 ,the series is said to be divergent. 
If 8. tends to no limit. whether finite or infinite, the series is 

said to o.eillate. . 
Series which diverge or oscillate are often said to be non

eonvergent. " 

In estsblishing the elementary tests of convergence, nearly 
every writer spoils the argumE'nt by tacitly aBsuming that the 
.1'1"ies is eonvergent. 

Thus in considering the convergence of Ul - U, + u. - . . ., 
the usual method of procedure is as follows ;- . 

.. By writing the series in the forms 

U, -tis + (tis-v.) + (flo-v.) + .... 
u,-(tIs-to,}-( ... -u.)- .... 

we .ee thst, since esch term. is 1 ... than the preceding, the B1Illl 
of the sen811 . . ." 
Here it is assumed that the series has a definite BUm. 

It would be an improvement to insert examples of the 
following types in the exercises;-

Ez. I.-Find a value of n such that 
1 1 1 1 
2 + 3 + 4: + ... + n > 100. 

E;c. 2.--Criticise the following reasoning;-
2(1- + t + t + t + ... ) = 1 + I- + t + t + ... 

= (1 + t H + .•. )+ (I- + t + t + ... ), 
.'. I- + t + t + ... = 1 + t + i + .•. , 

which is absurd, for I- < 1, 1 < t, and so on. 

Ez. 3.-If 0 < z < 1, prow that the error in taking 
z + zl/2 as the BUm of the urie.t z + r/2 + zl/3 +:1:'/4 + ... fa 
lu. than r/3(1 - z). 

z· z.. z· ZS 
The error = 3" + 4"+ 5 + ... < ~1 + z + r + •.. ) 

Zl 

= 3(1- z)" 
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Binomial Theorem for fractional or negative Indez. and 
Exponential Theorem.-For each of these theorems, a sound 
proof involves considerations which are quite beyond an elemen
tary text-book. At this stage, it is better to boldly assume the 
results and to give a chapter on the 'U8e of binomial, expo
nential and logalithmic series rather than to give the so-called 
proofs. 

The Algebra Syllabua.-There can be no doubt that the 
school course requires revision. Too much time has been spent 
on unfruitful topics, and the subject has not been brought into 
sufficiently close contact with the problems of real life. 

In revising the syllabus, the chief points to insist on appear 
to be as follows ;-

(1) The course should be constructed chiefly in the interests 
of those pupils who are rather above the average. 

(2) The varioUs steps by which algebra grows out of 
arithmetic should be dealt with singly. 

(3) The subject should be taught in such a way as to lead 
up to the Calculus as quickly and as naturally as 
possible. 

In his paper in this series, "The Algebra Syllabus in the 
Secondary School," Mr. Godfrey insists on our regarding the 
Calculus as the ultinIate end of the teaching of algebra, and, so 
far, most teachers will agree with him. I propose to consider 
certain points in this report which will not meet with universal 
approval. 

Mr. Godfrey refers contemptuously to those who regard 
mental discipline as the chief aim of mathematical education. 
Yet it is difficult to assign any other reason for teaching 
Mathematics to the ordinary boy. 

That reasoning is to play but a secondary part in his scheme 
is obvious, for he says " A scientific deduction of algebra from 
" stated fundamentals is work for the University rather than 
" the School. "G 

On second thoughts, he will probably admit that, however 
elementary the teaching, the fundamentals must be stated 
clearly and deductions must be made from them in a scientific 
manner. For the beginner the fundamental assumptions will 
be many and for the advanced student comparatively few. 
Presumablv Mr. Godfrey had in mind the deduction of algebra 
from the least possible number of fundamentals. 

Again, the syllabus is designed" to occupy the attention of 
" the average non-specialist up to the close of his mathematical 
" education at school "t and to lead up to the Calculus. 

I believe the course laid out to be totally inadequate for 
either of these objects. I am convinced that a dull boy could 

• s .. p. 285 above. t Op. cit.. p. 281. 
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easily cover the ground by the age of 16. Further, I know by 
experience that, by the age of 19 and with the usnal allowance 
of time, the average boy can learn vastly more algebra and 
at the same time acquu-e a fair knowledge of 'geometry, 
trigonometry and mechanics. 

To adopt Mr. Godfrey's proposals is to ·invite tile classical 
headmaster to restrict the time given to Mathematics, a 
proceeding which would certaiuly be contrary to the wishes of 
the average parent. . 

Like many other reformers, Mr. Godfrey is at no pains 
to consider whether his. scheme is practicable under existing 
conditions. He will hardly. deny that a much higher degree. of 
competence on the part of teachers would be required .than 
at present. Is he sure of a sufficient supply of competent 
teachers? 

s. BARNARD. 

A 13919 T 
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TI·:flt~ TEAUHING 01<' ELEMENTARY MECHANICS. 

In considering the question of the teaching of Elementary 
l!"echanics .in this country, a brief glance must be taken at the 
hl~tory of Its. development. Engineering and Physics, art and 
SCience, practice and theory, have advanced on independent lines, 
and have o~ly recently amalgamated, and the growing importance 
of Mechamcs as a school subject is due to this amalgamation. 
Shipbuilding, to take one instance among many, was formerly 
an art calling for much expert knowledge and applied experience 
both from the designer and the workman. It has become a 
science in which experiment and theory are continnally working 
in double harness, and the subdivision of labour, along with 
.the standardization of materials, has taken much of tile rel!pon-
1!ibility from the workman, and laid it on the naval architect. 
'The same thing is true in bridge building, carriage building, 
and all kinds of mechanical engineering. I n addition the 
applications of electricity have produced a new company of 
electrical engineers. It would seem that, roughly, one boy in 
five wants to be an engineer, and it is recognised that a severe 
mathematical training is wanted for all such boys. The training 
is provided by Engineering Colleges and Technical Institutions; 
but many of these require their students to pass an entrance 

-examination in which Elementary Mechanics is a subject. We 
have therefore a large number of boys who require a course of 

. Mechanics at school with direct application to the requirements 
-of their future profession. There exists also the comparatively 
small class of boys who are working for mathematical scholar
ships, and a somewhat larger class of Army Candidates. For 
these Mechanics is merely part of their general education, a 
branch of Applied Mathematics. But the movement of approach 
between practice and thoory has manifested itself on both sides, 
and while the practical men have become more mathematical, the 
mathematicians on their side have in recent years made a 
determined effort to make the study of their subject more 
Pl'l!cticaL 

The practical teaching of ~Iechanics in schools is almost 
entirely a modern growth; Professor Worthington's Physical 
Laboratory at Clifton was started not more tlIan 30 years ago. 
Now a large number of schools possess physics laboratories where 
some mechanical work is done; but even now there is very little 
connection between it and the mathematical teaching. To quots 
from a report, published in 1909, made by a Joint Committee of 
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the Mathematical Association and the Association of Public 
School Science Mastel's& :-

" In no subject is the want of co-operation between 
the mathematical aud the science IIUl»ters so apparent as 
in Mechanics. In the large majority of schools 
l'IIechanics is taught by the mathematical master as a 
part of the regular mathematical work; no experiments 
are made, and in very few cases artl practical difficulties 
mentioned; this instruction is confined to the senior 
boys, with the result that the science master finds the 
boys who come to him are ignorant of such conceptions 
as the principle of moments, or the parallelogram of 
forces, and unable to distingnish betw~n 'force,' 
, work,' and 'power,' and is obliged to put most of his 
younger boys through a short and necessarily inadequate 
murse in Practical Mechanics, in order that they may be 
able to follow his lectures. There is no connection 
between the lessons given by the two masters, and it too 
frequently happens that the better mathematicians leave 
school without having done any practical work in 
Applied Mathematics, whilst many promising science 
boys are depri\'ed of the valuable tl'aining afforded by 
;the mathematical treatment of this subject. 

"The requirements of the Army Entrance Exami
nation have caused a certain amount of practical work 
to be done during the past few years, but even now 
rather less· than half the public schools (which are 
those chie8y affected by the regulations of the Civil 
Service Commissioners) report that practical work forms 
a part of the regular teaching in Mechanics." 

The main defects in organisation appear to be brie8y 
these:-

(1) The very short course of Practical Statics which a 
teacher of Physics has to give as a preliminary to the 
study of Magnetism and Electricity has no connection 
with the mathematical teaching; 

(2) Boys working for ~thematical scholarships not only 
frequently miss even this short course (a compara
tively trilling matter), but they also have few 
opportunities of acquiring a practical acquaintance 
with more advanced mechanical ideas. 

The matter of organisation will probably right itself in 
time, more especially as mathematical teachers are becoming 
more and more accustomed to laboratory work. The present 
paper is concerned with the actual details of teaching rather 

• Th. Correlation of Mathematieal and Scie ..... T_hing. Report of a 
Joint Committee of the Matbematieal Asaoeiation aDd the Asooci.tion of 
Public School Scienee lIaaten. (London, G: Bell and Sons, 1909.) 

r 2 
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thun with the question whether Mechanics is to he taught 8S 
part of Mathematics or of Physics. <It 

It is assumed that whether practical work and theory are 
taught by the same person or by different persons the work 
wi.ll all fon~ p~rt of the same scheme, and for the purposes of 
tius paper It IS taken that the laboratory work is under the 
control of the mathematicians, 8S in the case of Professor 
Henrici's Mechanics Laboratory at the Central Technical 
College. This institution, as a place of training for engineers, 
an.d as a college and not a school, comes outside the scope of 
thiS paper. But as the inferior limit of age is 16, and af< 
the' first year's course for all students includes Elemental" 
Mechanics, . it may be as well to mention how that counse 
proceeds. Before any lectures on Statics are delivered, i.e., 
during the whole of their first term, students spend three hoUl ... 
during one afternoon in each week at practical work in ti,e 
Mechanics laboratory. Then, when the time fur lectures on II". 
subject comes round, they are all familar with the thing>< 
signified by the ?Cords employed hy the lecturer. The same 
plan is adopted in the teaching of Kinetics, which follows thac 
of Statics. Naturally there must be great variety in the 
ability and previous knowledge of the students, many of whom 
are as old as 19, and all of whom have passed the entranl"e 
examination in Mechanics; and their attitudes towards the 
laboratory work are as various as their attainments; but they 
all go through the course, and it produces a marked effect 
even on those whose book knowledge is already considerable. 
It should be noted that the laboratory in question is mathe
matical ouly, under the direct control of the Professor of 
lIIathematics, and quite separate from the engineering labora
tories to which students proceed later in their courses. 

Before we consider the problem presented to schools of the 
ordinary public school type, there remain two other institutions 
providing fur a special class, from which much may be learnt. 
The Naval Colleges at Osborne and Dartmouth carry on the 
training of naval officers between the ages of 12t and 16t. 

Before the end of the first two years, spent at Osborne, 
cadets have begnn Trigonometry' and have been through a 
course of Practical Stati~"S, devised with the purpose of giving 
these young boys " a certain number of ideas on the 6U})ject of 
" lIechanics, and breaking the ground fur a more complete 
" treatment of the subject at Dartmouth." The work is almost 
entirely statical, though notions of potential and kinetic eneTgy 
are treated in general tenns and without fonnulre. Special 
features of tltis elementarY course are the detailed treatment of 
pressures and tensions bi means of spring balance experiments, 
and the measurement of work with particular reference to the 
efficiency of tackles, screwjacks, Weston's puJIIl!~(}'_. ___ . 

• A piou hope may here be 61pi : ~ that before many yean are paot 
the two oabjeeto will be taught by the oame man. 
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This simple practical course is now fDllDwed at OsbDrne 
by a mDre detailed mathematical treatment, by which the 
elementary nDtiDns Df the subject, are" rubbed in." 

At DartmDuth, where .the second tWD-year periDd is passed, 
a mDre cDmplete CDUrse Df Statics is fDllDwed by Kinetics treated 
inductively and experimentally thrDughDut. NewtDn's laws of 
motion are not assumed, and the rest deduced, as in the Drdinary 
mathematical cDurse; but at, each step experimental wDrk is 
dDne as a preliminary. The use Df fDrmnlre is nDt encDuraged" 
except in the case Df the mDre able mathematicians; but in aU 
cases an effDrt is made to enSUl1l that the physical facts lying at 
the base of thecalculatiDns are. grasped by the students who. 
make thDse calculatiDns. 

In the case Df the ordinary public Dr secDndary SChDDl, it 
may be said that, apart from the shDrt CDurse already refen-ed 
to, Mechanics does not fDrm part Df the general education of 
all bDYs. This may be regarded as unfortunate, inasmuch as 
a reasDned Mechanics is ,Dnt') Df, the intellectual pDssessiDns by 
,~hich the modeTlJ wDrld is distinguished frDm the medireval; 
but the cause is not far to. seek. The average bDY dDes nDt 
canoy his study Df Mathematics to the pDint at which Mechanics 
is usually introduced, and unless universities and Dther exam
ining bDdies begin to regard it as a necessary part Df a general 
education, it may safely be prDphesied that the average bDY 
will. nDt reach that pDint. It wDuld be pDssible fDr teachers of 
Mathematics to. advance the stage Df beginning Mechanic:; by 
shDrtening the course of Algebra and intrDducmg the elements 
of TrigonDmetloy alDng with quadratic surds and ratio., the 
labDratory CDurse of Mecbanics being carried Dn simultaneDusl):. 
The whole questiDn is, fDr schDDlmasters, cDmplicated by the 
requirements of examinatiDns, and as IDng as Elementary 
Algebra is demanded as a subject by itself, divDrced u'om its 
applicatiDns, much time must be occupied in a PI-oceSS similar 
to. that Df teaching swimming in a dry gymnasium. The 
tlchedules of examining bDdies fall Dutside Dur discnssiDn, the 
g'ope of which may be outlined by the fDllDwing headings: 
(1) The age of beginning the subject; (2) its relation to Trigono
metry; (3) the question of taking Statics 01' Kinetics first; 
(4) the amount Df practical work desirable wm the mathematiC'al 
point of view; (5) the need of a laboratolY, It is at OIlL'e 
obvious tllat under existing conditions the different classes of 
boys ah-eady l'eferred to ruu~t be considered separately in 
discussing these points, But in vie\~ of futlll'e poosibilities it 
""ellis llIore fitting to range the boys in two classes, not Imm 
the examination standpoint but from that of mental capacity, 
We will not call tllem (a) boys who are going to all engineering 
college and (h) boys who 811l wOl'king for a ll\8thematical 
""holarship, although this is what may actually be the case. 
We will l'atl,er call them (a) boys of 8 pradiC'al tUl'n of min.l 
without ,cDnspicuous mathematical ability, Bnd fb) boys who 
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find Mathematics easy. The first of these classes is very nnw!, 
larger than the second, and it is with it that the first head of 
our discussion is particularly concerned. 

The age for beginning MechanieB.-We assume that a COlURe 
of elementary physical meaSlUements has been worked through 
by all the boys whom we are now considering, and that length, 
area, volume, mass, density, and Archimedes' principle lJav~ 

. been dealt with in the way which has become almost universal 
in schools of the type in question. The practical work should 
have served the purpose of making mathematical work more 
of a reality, and if the course adopted is similar to that out
lim'd in the Report of the Joint Committee already referred to, 
recommendations 1-6, it will have done this. RecommenrJa
tion 7 runs as follows :-

"The term • measurements' as used above should not 
be understood as including any fonn of Mechanics; e.(I., 
even simple experiments upon the principle of moment,. 
or the parallelogram of forces should be postponed until 
the pupils have gained some acquaintance with the 
elements of Trigonometry." 

Up to this point the "measurements" course has been 
intended for all boys, whatever their mathematical ability. A 
slage is reached where an Elementary Science course for all boys 
should begin. The Elementary Physics course usually includes 
Heat, Light, and Magnetism and ElectIicity. ,'Jhuuld it include 
Mechanics 'f 

The Physics course now takes two different aspects. The 
science teacher must perforce regard it as of primary 
importance, and Mathematics as its handmaid. The mathema
tician's standpoint reyerses these positions. For the present let 
it be granted that we are still using our practical work to help 
on the Mathematics. The boys have been helped to recognize 
the advantage of algebraic fonnulm for mensuration purposes, 
they have mastered the decimal point and approximate methods. 
Before they get much further they must learn indices and 
logarithms. Elementary Practical Mechanics is not of much 
use here. A subject like .Heat presents more practical applica
tions of the use of logarithms, and Mechanics may very well 
wait until the beginnings of Trigonometry are approached. 
After Heat the Physics course very likely takes Magnetism and 
Electricity. It is here that the science teacher finds the need 
for a little Trigonometry and Mechanics. Prohably the boys 
haye not done any yet, and they have to be put through" a short 
and necessarily inadequate course in Prnctical Mechanics." 

Is this a bad thing? Ought the mathematical master to 
hurry the boys on, so that he may pronde a groundwork for the 
tl'3C'hing of magnetism? To the writer it fiIeeUllI that no hann 
will be done by this short and inadequate course, provided thai 
a sufficient underslanding exists between the te3C'hers of 
lfathematics and ] byaks to make the Practical Mec·hani • ." 
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course, when it does come, supplementary and confirmatory to 
the previous brief course. Moreover, the Statics required for 
Voltaic Electricity may become negligible if moving-coil in~ 
struments are substituted for tangent galvanometers, and the 
electrolytic unit of current for the electro-magnetic one. 

Our view, then, is this. Mechanics need not form part of 
the ordinary Elementary Science course except in so far as it is 
required for the explanation of magnetic and electrical measure
ments. It is impracticable to debar boys from the study of 
electricity because thev have not made sufficient progress in 
their Mathematics to ~ve reached the parallelogram of forces 
in the ordinary course. On the other hand it is important that. 
the· study of Mechanics in the mathematical course should 
be begun by a careful laboratory course, which should, if 
possible, be conducted by the teacher of mathematics himself, 
or at least should be drawn up with his assistance and con
currence. Here recommendation 10 of the Joint Committee 
may be quoted with advantage :-

.. 10. The aim of Mechanics teaching in the earlier 
stages should be to familiarise the pupil with mechanical 
principles rather than to enable him to solve mathe
matical problems. At first, therefore, he should be made 
to rely upon experimental and graphical methods. AJJ. 
the course advances Tri"gonometry should be introduced 
into the work, and in order that this may be ready to 
hand, a short course. of Trigonometry, as recommended 
above, should precede any instruction in Mechanics . 

.. It is advised that Statics be begun in the lower 
part of the 'Upper School' as part· of the regular 
mathematical teaching, i.e., it should be taught by the 
mathematical master during mathematical hours. The 
first term should be devoted to practical work in the 
laboratory, and comparatively simple numerical and 
graphical applicstions of the principles arrived at by 
experiment, the more formally mathematical portions of 
the work being left to be dealt with in subsequent 
terms.."· 

In considering the details of the laboratory work we are 
stopped at the outset by (3) .. Statics or Kinetics first?" ThiR 
much-debated qut"Stion is becoming gradually settled as labora
tory teaching of Mechanics becomt"S more general. They are 
quite clear on the point at Osborne and Dartmouth. There 

. . 
• The neceesity of laboratory work has been 888UlDed, but there is some 

truth in the objection that work with Bpecis.!ly devised appamtua is apt to 
become unreeJ and meaningless. Dr. Routh ueed to urge his pupils to 
ponder on mechanioal problema and laws in their walb abroad. Bioycleoo 
and motors would ha~ added more fieldB for praetising his advice. Practioal 
work without thought is aJmoat as usel .... as paper work without thought. 
But e~ for thoughtful mathematicians the laboratory may furnish material 
for thought and means of aniving at true notions which common outdoor 
life does not always dord. . 
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Statics comes definitely first. But it may be urged that the 
Osborne boys begin Mechanics earlier than would be the case 
in ordinary public schools, and that for boys starting Mechanics 
at the age of 16 or thereabouts, which is perhaps the average 
age indicated by the preceding pages, K ineties firBt may be the 
best ~rder. To the writer i~ seems that ~ arrive by laboratory 
expenments at the conclusIOn, .. Force 'IS (or is measured by) 
ra~ of change of momentum," without employing statical 
notIOns of force, is beyond most of us. Kinematics, the study 
of pure motion, may easily precede work in Statics; but as 
soon as we attempt to connect movements of ma_ with their 
dynamical causes we have to shape in our mind concepts of 
pressure or tension which could not possibly get there without 
numberless experiments in Statics perfonned consciously or 
unconsciously. 

It may be granted that notions of velocity and acceleration 
may be acquired before or concurrently with notions of moments, 
centre of gravity, triangle of forces and the like. But for our 
purpose we will follow the more common practice of taking 
Statics first. We will also at the same time consider our fourth 
heading, the amount of laboratory work desirable from the 
mathematical point of mew, 1Jearing in mind first the require
ments of the average boy. 

Experimental work in Statics frequently begins with a 
verification of the parallelogram of forces. Then follow the 
triangle and polygon of forces, and various ways of verifying 
the law. of moments. Without in any degree deprecating work 
of this kind I should like to point out that other practical work 
of greater importance ought to come first. Before anything else 
is done, a number of quite simple experiments are neceB83ry to 
give sound notions of the transmissibility of 10rl:e and the way 
in which a force can be measured. The properties of a 
loaded spring ought" to be studied, using, to begin with, spirals 
first of copper, then of steel wire. Then one of the spring 
balances to be employed should be tested with weights to find 
out the degree of accuracy which may be safely ascribed to it. 
Next two or more spring-balances" in series," and" in parallel," 
and, if possible, simihir work with compression spring-balances, 
will help to clear ideas on the nature of tension and preH8ure. 

The principle of action and reaction may here be illustrated 
in many different ways, and it is worth. while for boys to carry 
out a verification in the case of fluid pressure, finding the lOllS 
of weight of a body when it hangs in water, and aftenvards 
finding the downward pressure of the body on the water. It is 
astonishing, but by no means rare, to lind boys, and men, who 
can state Archimedes' principle correctly, and yet imagine that 
a glass of water counterpoised on a balance will be unaffected 
when a stone, hanging by a thread from an inflependent support, 
is lowered into it. 
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Again the alteration of tht' direction of a force by a pulley 
should be tested for a possible alteration in the magnitude, and 
the tension of a horizontal string, passing over two pulleys with 
equal weights hanging from its ends, should be measured by a 
spring-balance. Ask any average person who has not tried this 
what the tension will be", and even if he gives a coJ,Tect answer 
he will not give it confidently. All this work is not waste of 
time. It may be helpful even 1;0 boys who are quite good 
mathematicians. Such boys have no difficulty in assimilating 
the parallelogram of forces and are apt to regard its experimental 
verification as a bore, uuless a high degree of accuracy is 
insisted on, and shown to be possible; but they are often 
helped by such preliminary work as has been described. " 

In the parallelogram of forces the less able boys are very 
liable to confuse the resultant with the equilibrant, and the 
parallelogram with the "triangle. For such boys the practical 
work must not be hun-ied and the polygon, of forces should 
be taken both ways, i.e., a closed ~e<::tor polygon should be 
obtained from a set of forces in equilibrium, and conversely, 
any closed vector polygon being drawn, a corresponding set of 
forces should be set up, and found to be in equilibrium. 

Next we come to the notion of moments. Professor Minchin, 
in a paper read to the Association for the Improvement of 
Geometrical Teaching (A.LG.T., Fifteenth Annual Report, 
January 1889), holds" that the equilibrium of a particle should 
.. be thoroughly treated before the notion of a moment is intro
.. duced at all. This latter notion has no necessary relation 
" whatever to the equilibrium of a particle and it should not 
" be introduced until the· equilibrium of a body of finite 
.. extension is treated of." 

It is at this stage that practical work again becomes of 
imniense importance. The particle has been hitherto repre
sented by a small ring, to which strings have transmitted 
the forces under investigation. Now if the ring be replaced by 
a piece of board to which three or more strings are attached ~ 
different places, the student finds that another condition is ' 
necessary besides the formation of the closed vector triangle or 
polygon. But he is not likely to discover the second condition 
for him;;e)f in the case of the polygon. A series of practical 
exercises on the lever and on moment bars and discs must come 
first. 

In the writer's opinion the treatment of parallel fOl-ces should 
follow moments, and a very useful practical exercise can be 
given by means of a bar laid across· two compression spring
balance!!, and loaded at different places with suitable weights. 
Centre of gravity experiments naturally follow. When these 
have been done, the question of the equilibrium of an extended 
body, Buch as the board before mentioned, can again be tackled, 
and will be found comparatively simple. Once again it may be 
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said that this practical work is indispensable for the average 
boy, and a great help to the better mathematicians. 

Friction, Work, Maehines.-Direct friction experiments are 
not very satisfactory, and time may be wasted if the friction is 
measured by means of a weight and string passing over a 
pulley. If. on the other hand a spring-balance is employed, 
both the limiting n:iction and the sliding friction can be 
determined quickly and with· moderaie accuracy for varying 
loads, and a valuahle exerciRe in aVl'raging results by squared 
paper may be obtained. But a much more satisfactory exercise 
for beginners can be obtained from any simple macliine, e.g., 
a screw-jack or a set of pulleys. The notion of work, a difficult 
one, or rather a meaningless one, unlesS approached practically, 
becomes in thi .. way greatly simplifier!. The velocity ratio of 
the machine is easily measured, the actual load and the 
theoretical load are put in parallel columns, and from the 
difference the work lost in overcoming friction is calculated. 
The increase of the friction with the load can be clearly 
demonstrated, and the 13tudent's respect for the mathematical 
laws of friction correspondingly raised. 

Meanwhile the student of Mathemati(·s will have been 
making progress in Trigonometry, and with the equipment 
provided by the laboratory course he should be ("8pable of 
mastering any course of Elementary Statics. Kinetics, however, 
present a more difficult problem. 

At the outset we have Kinematics; in other words the 
relations between space and time in the case of a single moving 
point. . 

For those who, like the writer, believe in the historical order 
as the best, because the most natural, in approaching any 
scientific subject, Galileo's experiments should form the intro-
duction to any study of Kinematics. . 

It is a matter of regret that no handy English edition ,!f 
Galileo's Dialogues is available for school work. But hIS 
experiments with inclined planes are very simple and easy of 
performance. Professor Henrici has combined Galileo's water-

o clock method of measuring time with an electrical control; but 
without any expensive apparatus, in fact with nothing except a 
smooth groo"e and steel balls, such 38 are employed in motor 
car bearings, many of Galileo's results can be verified. A paper 
by the writer which appeared in the .. School World," Septem
ber and November 1905, contains a des<nption of some of these 
experiments. . 

Professor Minchin, in the address already quoted, speaks of 
the erroneous language of the text-lxxilpl in common use. Since 
the tinJe at which the address W38 given there has been a 
notable change in this respect. It would be hard to find a tex~ 
book in common use in which answers to problems 8J>eak of 
velocities or accelerations 38 so many feet without allusion to 
time. But all the same, boys still find considerable difficulty in 
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realizing that space, velocity, and acceleration are measured in 
different units. The nomenclature employed by Mr.J. B. Lock 
has not been generally adopted, though; to quote Professor 
Minchin, .. when a coulomb and an ampere are mentioned, the 
.. very names instantly fix the mind on the two physical notions 
.. involved,· notions exactly analogous to those of length and 
.. 'Deloeity in dynamics; the names help the understanding." 
The difficulties of the student are not diminished by a long 
course of transfonnation of units from one system to another, 
and, although such extreme instances as those quoted by pro
fessor Minchin are not often found now, there is still a good deal 
of work of this kind which is rather a hindrance than a help.'" 
In the writer's opinion the new physical notions should be 
assisted by mathematical expression, but in quite a different 
manner. 

The notion of a variable velocity and of the velocity at a 
gh'en instant have to be IIcquired. The attempt to express 
the measure of a variable velocity at any given instant led, as 
far as we know, to the invention of the differential calculus. 
What is more natural than to use this opportunity for 
approaching the calculus in a simple way? Squared paper is 
cheap enough, and often used unnecessarily. Here is a case in 
which it should be freely employed. A space-time curve can 
he pl?tted from any railway time-table in which the mileages 
are given. This leads naturally to the measurement of speeds 
by gradients, and a very little further explanation is necessary 
to give a meaning to the phrase .. velocity at a point," even if 
the actual symbol ds/dt be omitted. The notion of acceleration 
as rate of change of velocity follows naturally with the help of 
squared paper, and severe and valuable exercises in uuits can 
he obtained from work 'of this kind. It is at this stage, and 
when we are beginning to approach the subject of Kinetics, 
that we may receive much help from a piece of apparatus 
of great simplicity and ease of manipulation. It was described 
in the .. School World" of May 1904 in a paper by its 
im'entor, Mr. W. C. Fletcher. It is an adaptation of the old 
tuning' fork and smoked glass experiment, and consists of a 
strip of steel fimlh· clamped at one end and carrying an inked 
paint brush at tlH~ other. A long trolley carrying a strip of 
paper moves undemeath this paint brush in the direction of the 
length of tile steel strip. Suppose the strip to vibrate 10 times 
a second, ilien. tile paint brush will trace a wavy line on tbe 
moving paper and 10 waves will represent ilie distance travelled 
in one second. If the trolley is accelerated by a weight 
banging over a pulley, or by \iltiug tile plane to which ilie 

• Mr. Ashlord says, .. Rigidly insisting on having the units stated 
.. «IV!U!I" and plenty of numerical esamples, in my e%}M!rienee entirely solve 
.. the difficulty of getting boys to state and realise the meaning of the 
.. I answer: Bnd that is a long"step to their thinking in the concrete while 
.• doing the Mathematics." 
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apparatus is fixed, the acceleration is made obvious to an entire 
class by the increase in the wave length. A series of mcords 
can be taken very quickly and served out to the class to be 
measured up. It is easy also to adjust the weight employed 80 

as just to overcome friction and thus to obtain a constant 
velocity. In this way boys quickly realize Newton's First Law, 
and see that a constant velocity implies equilibrium of tI,e 
external forces acting on the body. From tI,is it is an easy stage 
to the measurement of the accelerating force and the resulting 
acceleration.'" 

In the opinion of many experienced teachers Newton's 
Second Law is incapable of experimental verification. The 
writer does not share. this view. He mgards the law as stating 
the direct proportion between accelerll tion and force rather 
than as supplying a definition of what force is. But whichever 
view is adopted there is very little question that boys are in a 
better position for realising the definition of the unit force after 
a series of experiments with this apparatus, and subsequent 
work becomes much simplified. 'I'he mu('h debated question 
of the employment of the poundal as unit force neeli not be 
discussed here. 

Two trolleys may be employed for lJIomentum experiments 
and a trolley may be made to set an inertia bar in rotation, thus 
providing a set of experiments in angular momentum which are 
useful in giving to students a notion of the actual quantity 
which enters into their calculations. In fact with all tl,is 
experimental work although a fair degree of accuracy may be 
obtained with a little care, a large part of the value lies in the 
demonstration of the things for which words are merely aym bois. t 
The amount of practical wOl·k necessary varies with different 
students. For the best mathematicians it may be sufficient to 
see the thing done once. Their imagination will grasp the laws 
quickly, and very little practical work is wanted. With others 
it may be necessary not only to let them see the experiments 
but to let them perform the practical work them..elves. It is 
perhaps needless here to enumerate the different portions of .the 
subject in which practical experiment will be found of o;ervlce. 
:r'he conversion of potential into kinetic energy, the energy of 
a flywheel, simple harmonic motion illustrated by the oscilla
tion of a spiral spring, the pendulum, Young's modulus, and 
the modulus of torsion are a few out of many Here again we 
may quote Professor Minchin: .. There is nothing 80 good fur 

. • Succeasful efforts have recently been made at Dartmouth with the 
•• speedometer H of a motor car to take the plaee of the vilmating "Pring in 
demODBtnoting acceIeratiOD to a el&aa. -

t There is a tendency on the part of mathematical euminen to oet 
problems in which the difficuJtieo are mathematical rather than mechanical 
There aeems to be a Deed for an intermediate ela.oo of queetimuo involving. 
eonnd knowledge of mechanical principles, in which the 1oIathemati ... are 
simple enough not to obecore the iBaue, but are not altogether aboent, 
ClOrI'eSpOIldiDg, in Trigooometry, to the Betting of eo", triaJlg1ee ,.". oolntion. 
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.. calling the' student's, 'attention "to the . question 'of units as 
" numerical calculation, and yet the tendency, of· most text
.. boob is to run'to symbolism. Mere· symbols; unless they 
.. are often checked by-numerical application! are apt· to be 
.. devoid of reality for· the ·beginner." Two- very' valuable 
exercises may be mentioned .. as affording good tests of a 
student's· knowledge of units, thedeterminationo£ Young's 
modulu!! for \l given wire,'and·the determination of·the moment' 
of inertia of a· flywheel frOI!l an energy experiment. 

With regard to· the use of symbols, I may perhaps quote some 
remarks of Mr. 0, Eo' Ashford. .. When. a boy of some math&-· 
" mstical ability has obtained· equa1Jionso£ motion by induction 
" and subsequent mathematical analysis, and has worked out 
" examples ohll types from first principles, and· has then applied 
~' these equations'to the same examples, ·he caR· afterwards 
.. apply'them directly to new examples with a reasonable hope 
"of comprehending ·the mechanical· principles· involved 
" thwughout the mathematical work; he may be able to think 
" mechanically while he works in symbols. . . . 

" But the case is different with a boy of small mathematical 
"ability . . . As soon as he reaches the equations he stops 
" thinking (if allowed), clings blindly to them and is quite 
" willing to learn any number of 'formulre ' and apply them by 
.. rule if the master will show him how to do so. He thereby 
" learns to pass examinations, but learns no more Mechanics, 
" and our object is to teach him Mechanics, not to connive at 
" misleading the examiner and the Admiralty." 

In the foregoing pages the quantity of practical work 
necessary for a mathematical boy has been indicated as varying 
in"ereely with his ability. With regard now to the need of a 
special laboratory, again we must consider the calibre of the boys 
composing the class. No laboratory is necessary for demcmstmtion 
of most of the various experiments to which allusion has been 
made. The trolleys take up very little mom; and an apparatus 
like the Ribbon Atwood machine can be fixed against the wall 
of an ordinary claSSl"OOm. It is possible also to fix round the 
walls of a classroom frames for holding drawing boards and 
pulleys for statical experiments; so that a small class of not 
more than 12 might use the room as a laboratory. With larger 
numbers and less able boys a special laboratory is a necessity. 
As has already been said, Professor Henrici has adopted Galileo's 
inclined plane for his laboratory work, and uses water-clocks 
started and stopped electrically for ille measurement of time. 
Such apparatus takes up a good deal of room, but is wonderfully 
!Simple and accurate. The question of expense comes in here; 
but it Illay be pointed out that good mechanical apparatus will 
la~t for a very long time with reasonable care, and the expense 
of maintenance is very small indeed. 

It has been remarked that a reasoned Mechanics is one of 
the intellectual possessions which separate the modem from 
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the medirevaL Kepler was medireval, Newton the first of the 
moderns in the region of· Celestial Mechanics. But the 
elementary work which we have been considering is, from a 
mathematical standpoint, largely pre-Newtonian. The new 
intellectual vista does not open for any student who fails to 
reach Newton's demonstration of Kepler's Laws. At a time 
when many at Oxford are urging the inclusion of Elementary 
Science as a necessary part of the. education of a clllSsical 
scholar, it may be pointed out that the sister University used 
to demand from candidates for ClII8sical Honours an effort to 
attain the wider outlook. The demand is no longer made, and 
perhaps the cause of learning has suffered. But a warning 
note may here be struck. The inclusion of Mechanics as a 
compulsory subject in Responsions or the Previous Examination 
must mean more than two hours a week of one term spent with 
pulleys and spring balances if it is to en8me that the student 
can appreciate the ideas which we owe to Newton. 

W. D. EGGAR. 
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A SCHOOL COURSE IN ADVANCED GEOMETRY. 

There is no branch of Mathematics which occupies so large 
8 place in the school curriculum as Geometry, and there i~ 
l'K'.arcely one which avoids contact witk it. On this account it 
is highly important ~ secure as complete a coordination as 
possible between the various forms which Geometry assumes. 
This is a problem of considerable complexity; so far from there 
being any general consensus of opinion, it is not far froin the 
truth to say that no serious organised attempt has been made 
to grapple with the situation. 

While the tendency of recent years has been all in the 
direction of extending the school course in each branch of 
Geometry, little efl'Ol-t has been made to secure a mode of 
development which exhibits the fundamental unity of the 
subject. No one will doubt that this involves real educational 
loss; not ouly is it valuable to illustrate one side of a subject 
by another or to compare one mode of procedure with another, 
but the student may fail to acqnire a comprehensive view of the 
subject in ita entirety, and regard the grolmd he has covered as 
so many distinct regions of thought, bearing but little relation 
to one another, and only for convenience grouped together under 
a single heading. This is not merely an abstract possibility. 
The ordinary boy welcomes a strict partition of subjects; and 
any suggestion to break down the barriers causes him real 
mental discomfort. 

But there is another important consideration. A lack of 
cohesion in the presentation of the subject involves an unneces
sary amount of repetition, and so leads to a waste of time which 
can be ill afl'Ol·ded. So much is now expected of the candidate 
for a mathematical scholarship at the Universities, that every 
master finds it a formidable task to cover the ground in the 
time at his disposal. The truth of this statement, as far as 
Geometry is concerned, is rendered evident by a glance at the 
syllabllS with which he is confl'Onted. TillS may be stated in 
a brief form as follows :-

(a) The substance of Euclid, Books I.-IV., VI. 
(b) An informal course on the elementary principles of solid 

geometry alld the fundamental ideas of practical solid 
geometry. 

(e) More advanced work on the properties of the triangle 
and cit'Cle, aud the theory of ranges and pencils of 
the character typified by Casey's sequel to Euclid. 

(d) Analytical Geometry-cartesian and' polar coordinates 
and some acquaintance with homogeneollS coordinates. 
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(e) Geometrical Conics, based on the focus-directrix 
definition. 

(j) Projection-orthogonal and conical. 
(g) Duality. 
(h) Homography and Involution. 

.. 
If each of these sub-divisions is to be regarded as a separate 

subject requiring development along isolated lines, and to that 
degree of thoroughness- of which it is capable, it ~s clear that 
the time which can be a!lowed at school is wholly inadequate. 
The consequence is that some of these groups will either be 
entirely omitted, or else hurried over in such a fashion that the 
student fails to derive any permanent benefit from them. It is 
probably true to say that few boys, other than specialists, ever 
touch on sections (I), (g), (h). Whatever may be said 'about 
(g), (h), the omission of (f) is greatly to be regretted, for it 
gives an entirely new outlook to the student, furnishes him 
with fresh ideas, and places in his hands an instrument of 
remarkable power and interest. But, uneler existing conditions, 
coming as it does at the end of most school courses in which 
the earlier parts have been unduly elaborated, there is no time 
to de justice to the subject. 

The practical question it is here proposed to ('.onsider is, 
whether a re-arrangement of the order and the subject-matter 
will secure within reasonable limits of time a more comprehen
sive training in Geometry. At present, tlle ordinary boy, if he 
covers the course, travels over the same ground in his investi
gation of the properties of the conic no less than three times 
by three different routes, as indicated by (d), (e), (f ). This is 
no doubt due to the successive introduction of these subjects 
into the school curriculum, which corresponds to and pro
bably results from the historical order of their development. 
Even at the present time, projective geometry is considered by 
many to be suitable only for specialists, and for them only at 
the close of their school career. Everything no donbt turns on 
the manner in which these subjects are presented. The recent 
custom of making the elementary treatment of analytical 
geometry mainly numerical and of basing projective geometry 
on analysis, and illustrating the resnlts graphically does much 
to smoothe away the difficulties, caused by the novelty of the 
line of thought. But the success which has attended this 
change of treatment makes it clear that there is no insuperable 
objection to introducing these ideas at an earlier stage. 

It is necessarY to make two alterations in order to secure an 
earlier treatment 'of projection than has hitherto been customary. 
In the first place, the analytical work on conies should be taken 
simnltaneously with and used for simple geometrical properties, 
a brief discu8Uon on elements at infinity and imaginaries 
should be included, and . the idea of transformation, treated 
both algebraically and geometrically, from one curve to another 
should be introduced. And secondly, an exhau&1.ive study of 
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what is known as " geometrical conics" (e) should be postponed 
until the more elementary results of projective geometry (J) 
have been established. 

The amount of time devoted to (e) is out of all proportion 
to the profit derived from it. No one will deny that it provides 
good practice in rider-work and furnishes the student with a 
sound and substantial knowledge of the metrical properties of 
the conic; but the absence of novelty in conception and 
execution detract largely from its educational value. The 
methods are precisely those with which he should have already 
become fully acquainted from his earlier geometrical work, 
although no doubt the tools he is using are now more 
numerous. But his outlook il:l no more extended and the form 
of the investigation tends to obscure the organic structure of the 
characteristic features of the conic. There is nothing stimula
ting in its discrimination between the three species of conics and 
nothing to suggest the reason for the existence of such elements 
as the centre, foci and asymptotes. On the other hand, a pro-. 
jective treatment offers numerous opportunities for originality. 
Indeed, its generalisations aud breadth of thought mark a 
definite Rtage of intellectual development, as much in the 
history of the individual-as in the evolution of the science. The 
Principle of Continuity is well called by Dr. Taylor .. the vital 
principle of modern Geometry"; and any scheme of work 
which fails to attach adequate value to this idea robs the pursuit:. 
of Geometry of one of its most precious possessions. 

It is, of course, a matter of dispute as to how far purely
geometrical results should be allowed to rest on an analytical" 
basis, and still more to what extent the two methods of pro-
cedure should be jointly used in the building np of the science. 
The present writer holds that the dominating consideration is
simplicity. Any result which can be /Ilore easily obtained by 
analysis should be deduced in that way. A valuable economy
of time is thereby effected; and further, it is desirable that
the student should be encouraged to consider, whenever lu!'· 
tackles a problem, what means is most likely to bring succeSS". 
Of course it may be objected that the ordinary boy is at th9" 
present time in danger of having recourse to analysis, just because' 
it sffords him a method of attacking a difficulty in a mechanical' 
and unintelligent fashion, that he is too ready to write down 
equations and wade through sheets of analysis when some 
simple appeal -to Geometry would lead to a solution in a few 
lines. This is a danger which the teacher has to guard against; 
and it can only be dealt with effectively by insisting on the 
importance of geometrical methods when rightly applied. It 
does not however warrant their use when the object BOught 
may be obtained more simply othern-ise. Such a plan merely 
commits the same error in the opposite direction. Becau;;e 
algebraic methods may be and often are abused, it does not follow 
that they should not be used when suitable, and the object of 

A 139IS z 
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the- teachel' should be to . frame· a course which. by . uniting' 
the two exhibits their relat.h·e advantages. It should not be 
regarded as a merit to offer a geometrical solution of a prohlem 
which is capable of a Rhorter algebraic method; just as it is 
rightly considered a mark of bad style when a long analytical 
proof is given of a simple geometrical rider. 

Again, by keeping analytical and geometrical methods rigidly 
apart, the student is apt to fail to interpret the equations he 
works with. An unintelligent manipulation of symbols is 
valueless. If, however, the two processes are taken together, 
there is abundant opportunity for illustrating olle from the 
other. If analytical work is to be educative, it is essential that 
the student should realise the significance of his analysis. An 
admirable instance of this is afforded by Dr. Salmon's analytical 
proof of Pascal's theorem, where the solution is obtained by a 
translation into geometrical language of the equations employed . 

. Another example is the transference of imaginary elements from 
.analysis to Geometry, and in particular' the interpretation of 
the equation of a circle by means of the circular points at 
infinity. Great care must of course be taken to ensure the 

. student understanding precisely what is meant by the geometrical 
usage of ideal and imaginary elements; and at a first reading' 
it is quite certain that analysis provides the only po88ible base 
for the admission and justification of at any rate imaginary 
elements. The purely geometrical theory, remarkable and 
.fascinating as it is, is quite unsuitable for beginners. The· 
student must be taught to consider Buch elements as merely a 
convenient mode of expressing in geometrical terms certain 

. analytical phenomena. For example, the statement that the 
necessary and sufficient condition for a conic to be a circle is 
that it passes through the circular points at infinity shonld be 
regarded ~ a translation into geometrical fonn of the analytical 
phenomenon that the necessary and sufficient condition for. the 

'Cartesian equation of the second degree to represent a CIrcle 
is that the terms of the second degree are a (~. + y'l. 0 r, 
:again. the statement that the tangents to a conic from anyone 
-of its foci pass through the circular points at infinity is a 
convenient way of stating the fact that the Cartesian equation 
of a conic referred to its focus as origin is of the form-

z· + y' - (= + by + c)' = O. 

The standpoint ,!"hic~ -t~s mode of ~i1ght leads to is mo;st 
instructi\'e and dluDllnatmg. There JS much. then, to be S8ld 
for a fusion of geometrical and analytical methods. It has its 
dangers of course; but what scheme is free from them? And 
few who haTe put it into actu:u pmctice will deny that !he 
advantages which accrne from It outbal~nce the defects whICh 
are likely to appear unless proper precautJons are taken. 

Among those, howe\'er, who ackno,,!,iedge the geueral utili~ 
of combining geometrical and analytical methods, there will 
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still remain differences Dfopinion as to,its-,detailed:rapplication. 
The introduction of elements at infinity is likely to be· ODe of· 
the subjects of discussion. On the one hand, it is urged that 
the method of projection suggests an interpretation of ideal 
elements so .. clear and forcible' as to require. no additional 
illt!st,ration. It shows that such elements are introduced' in 
order to secure a generality of ststement of theorems which 
otherwise would involve a separate discussion of special cases; 
and it explains the sense in which all elements at infinity in a 
plane may be said to lie on. a straight line ... The geometrical 
method is clearly 11l0stvaluable .and illuminating. But on the 
other hand,. ,it may be urged. with flqual validity that. the 
anaIyticalmethod is higllly suggestive, and may profitably be 
employed to enforce from' a different dir~(!tion 'exactly the same. 
ideas which emerge from Geometry. The use of a very simple 
form of homogeneous coordinates is -all that. is required to 
establish the same continuity of statement in analysis as was 
needed :in Geometry. So far from finding their' introduction 
confusing, the . student takes a real' interest in tracing out .the. 
sense of completeness now obtained .. Moreover, just because it 
is so easy for a wrong impression to be .formed of .. the meaning 
of ideal elements and because the confect attitude Of, mind 
is of real educational value, it seems wise to seize, the 
double opportunity ,which .Geometry and .analysis offer. ~'ew 
of those who hsve tried it in. class-work will be inclined to give 
it up. 

Anothe.r. point OD which opinions, differ is . the degree to 
which it is . desirable to employ analysis for establishing the 
fundamental theorems of projection. This· must· ultimately be 
reduced to smatter of experience, and the prE'flent write:\' has no 
wisb.,toappesl' to dogmatise 011 the subject. In his opil1ion, 
however,. JOE school purposes; the preliminary difficulties· al'e, 
greatly .reduced .by admitting analytical proofs for the funda-, 
mental theorems, so that it is then possible to take the subjec\ 
with boys who have little natural mathematical talent. This is. 
an important practical consideration •. For purposes of orga.ni~. 
sation •. it, is highly advantageous to frame a course which. 
suits eqqRily well the specialist and the boy who is reading 
Mathematics as part of his general education. The longer ~t 
is possible W keep the two togethef, tlte better it is for both. 

It. is, of course, true that some of the initial difficulties may 
be lessened by laying emphasis on the graphical work; this is 
certaiuly ,valuable and it would find some place in whatever. 
course is .chosen. But the real obstruction, if analytical methods 
are excluded, is the identification of the, projective witlt the 
focus-directrix definition of. the conic. To supply this link, it 
is uecessary. to employ either involutiOll or some form of. 
Delbalat'a method of proof of the couverse of .Chaslee' thearem,' 
which although shon is so difficult as to be quite unsuitable, 
for the ordinary school-boy. 

-
z 2 
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The following course has been drawn up to secure thre~ 
objects ;-

(1) To economise in time by avoiding needless repetition. 
(2) To bring within the range of the average boy those 
. stimulating ideas which make higher geometry so 

educative a subject, such as continuity, projecttvity 
and the notion of tranRformation. 

(3) To frame a scheme which, while suitable for the boy of 
no marked mathematical talent, will at the same timtt 
form a satisfactory preparation for the spacialist. 

In order to achieve this purpose, analysis is employed 
wherever it appears preferable to geometrical methods; and thtt 
subjact known as "geometrical conics" is treated in less detail 
and at a later stage than is customary. 

After reading the substance of Euclid I.-IV., VI., and XI., 
which now usually includes a very simple course of plan arid 
elevation work, it is customary for the student to proceed to the 
analytical treatment (at firat mainly numerical) of the straight 
line and, simultaneously with this, it is natural to take an 
E'lementary course on the properties of ranges and pencils, 
exhibiting the results trigonometriCally and analytically. With 
the analytical geometry of the circle, it is clearly suitable to 
'COmbine the geometrical theory of the radical axis, orthogonal 
circles and polar properties. At this stage the conception of 
imaginary and ideal elements should be introduced. This must 
be done with great caution if a proper appreciation of their 
significance is to be ensured. Every opportunity should be 
taken to impress on the student the essential principle that 
these new ideas are brought into play to secure a continuity of 
thought and e:otpression, and that they provide a conveuient 
means of avoiding detailed consideration of a number of Apecial 
C8'leB of what is intrinsically a single fact. The general solution 
of the quadratic affords a simple illustration; without the use 
of imaginaries it is impossible to enunciate t~e general. th~ 
that every quadratic has two roots. &I also m the conSideratum 
of the coordinates of the points of intersection of a straight line
and circle, it is natural to extE'nd the mE'aning of the term 
" point" so as to identify it with a pair of. coordinates, real 01" 

complex, and thus obtain the general theorem that every straight 
line meets every circle at precisely two .. points." Similarly it 
appears t~at the radical. axis. of two. circles !s in all cases the 
straight line through their pomts of mtersectlOn; the theory of 
pole and polar contributes another example of the same 
character. ( 

The extension 0 the meaning of a "point" leads to the 
identification of a .. straigbt line" with the aggregate of 
.. points" which satisfy an equation of the .first de~. ~e 
interesting numerical work mal be done. m connection ':"Ith 
conjugate imaginary pairs of pomts and lines; such questions 
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38 "does an imaginary line· contain any or several real pomts ? .. 
are stimulating and instructive. It is also important to examine. 
the analytical results for lengths, angles and cross-ratios in 
cases where imaginaries occur, with special reference to the 
lines y = ± r-I z. The analysis is of so simple a character 
that, with the aid of a few directions and suggestions, the 
student can make for himself the necessary investigations which 
should include the properties of pencils where two conjugate 
rays are isotropic lines. All who have had experience of this 
work will agree that it arouses remarkable interest m virtue of 
the singularly surprising and elegant results. . . . 

Turning to ideal elements, the mathematical meaning and 
use of the word .. infinity" must be clearly and carefully stated, 
and the fallacy of regarding it as a number, mexpressibly 
large, must be exposed. Here, again, abundant illustration 
and discussion is essential; it is fatal to hurry; the logical value 
()f the work to follow will be grievously impaired unless evpry 
precaution is taken to secure the correct attitude of mind. 
On such an occasion as this, an informal. c1ass-debate is most 
effective. 

For analytical purposes the easiest plan is to make use of a 
very simple fonu of homogeneous coordinates. Suppose that 

the Cartesian coordinates of a point are~, 11 where z, y, III are 
III III 

connected by the invariable relation z + y + III = 1. The 
equations of any two parallel lines then aseume the form 
y = 1IIZ + CZ, y = mz + -dill; and this leads to a discussion of 
the locus z = 0, and its identification with an ideal line to be 
called the line at infinity. Too much emphasis cannot be laid 
()n the fact that this line is ideal or fictitious in the sense that 
it has no quality of direction or geographical position and is 
introduced merely for the sake of continuity. It is clearly 
impossible within the limits of this paper to consider the details 
of the discussion on this conception which must necessarily 
follow. The first stage of the work is then concluded with 
the exposition of the p.xistence and meaning of the circular 
points at mfinity, deduced from the joint use of the equations 
r + !I = ati' or z· + y" + 2gzz + 2fyz + ei' = ° with III = 0, 
and illustrated by simple examples, treated analytically, such 
8S :-concent1~c circles have double contsct at the circular 
points at infinity, &c. 

It is probably best to start the secend stage by an investiga
tion of the equations of the ellipse and hyperbola referred to 
their principal axes, deduced from the focus-direcmx definition. 
The fundamental formuhe, such as the equations of the tangent, 
normal, polar, &c., should then be developed simultaneously 
for the two curves. H possible, the methods of the calculus 
should be employed when obtaining the equations of .tangents. 
The writer is in favour of tsking an elementary calculus course, 
()f the nature of that in use at Dartmouth, as soon as the student 
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has obtained a firm grasp of the principles of numerical trigo
.nometry. It has been found in actual practice that work of 
this kind can be iullyappreciated at that stage, anu naturally the 
student makes use of this knowledge when he comes to analytical 
geotDfltr.f. To. iJl?Btrate the use of the principal formulre, 
certalllsimple metrIcal theorems may be taken, anu the following 
results should also be included; the identi 6cation of the centre 
w:ith the pole of the line at infinity, the existence of asymptotes 
VIewed as tangents from the centre, the important analytical 
theorem that a tangent which passes through a focus must be 
an !sotropic line, and that the directrix is the polar of the focus. 
This ;work should be completed by obtaining the standard 
equatIOn of the parabola, 'if' = 4a:l: and the analytical formulre
req uired for the investigation of its properties. It is important 
to emphasise the fact that the parabola may be considered 88 

the limiting case which unites the ellipse and hyperbola, no$. 
only from the idea of eccentricity, hut also in its relation to 
the line at infinity. . '. ., . . . ' 
~ next step is to explain the proceea of orthogonal projec

tion. First come the fundamental theorems on the disposition 
of points, lines, l'8nges, pencils, tangents, polal'8, &c., which are 
true f01: general projection. These should be Ulled to illustrate 
the one-to-one correspondence between a figure and its projec
tion. Next should be taken the series of properties peculiar to 
parallel projection such as the transmission of parallelism and 
ratios of areas and of segIllllnts of the same or paraUellines. It 
is natural to give geometrical proofs of these results in the 
first instance, hut there should be no delay in paeaing on to the 
consideration. of the very simple form of analytical transformation 
:l: = eX,.y = y, which determines the relation between a figure 
I!Ild its. orthogonal projectiOD. And it is important for the student 
to realise, by direct substitution, that the previous geometrical 
theorems can be deduced with extreme. simplicity by the 
analytical transformation just mentioned. This transformation 

is next used to show that the curve ::. + ~ = 1 cali be-projected 

orthogonally into a circle; and in order to make the process of 
transIllission as clear. as possible, it is well to show how the 
relation must be chosen in order that the process can be actually 
visualised, . Then calling attention to the fact that tbere is no 
logical necessity whiclI requires the constants of transfom18tion 
to be real,!lIld emphasising it by pointing out that the theorems 
connecting " .figure and its projection are all capable of 
analytical proof-in fact diSCUSBing informally the meaning of 
t,p.e Priuciple of Continuity-i' is easy to show .that the curte :: -t. = 1 can also be projected orthogonally into a circle. 

The path is now clear for deducing from the circle a wide 
group of properties whiclI can be transmitted by orthogonal 
projection to the ellipse and hyperbola. Without attempting 
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to enumerate these results, it may be worth while to classify 
them .. 

'(1) Polar properties; existence of conjugate points and lines; 
harmonic theory. 

(2) Existence of diameters; conjugate diameters regarded 
as conjugate lines. 

(3) Connection with the auxiliary circle. 
(4) Apollonius' theorem on the rectangles of the segments 

formed by two intersecting chords; numerous 
deductions (e.g. Camot's theorem). 

(5) Other metrical results and theorems on areas which can' 
be obtained by the transmission of ratios. 

It is now instructive for the student to apply ·these results 
to the paTabola by regarding it as the limit of an ellipse or 
hyperbola, when the centre moves olf to infinity: This will 
lead him to discover ouhis own account, the theory of diameters 
of a parabola, and to 'enunciate a wide group of rectangle. 
properties. 

Having obtained a thorough understanding of the way ill' 
which one figure can be transformed into another by an 
investigation of the very simple example afi'orded by orthogonal. 
projection, the student is now ready to approach the more· 
general process which conical projection supplies. He has. 
eome to see that a given law of correspondence between two· 
figures, whether in the same or different planes, involves the 
transmission of certain characteristics from one to the other, so· 
that properties ill the first have their analogues in the second. 
The generation of the second figure from the first may be a. 
graphical'process or it may be ·expressible only in analytical. 
terms; that is immaterial. The essential fact is that the· 
correspondence, . point by point and line by line, of the two
configurations demands a certain similarity of structure which 
enables properties of the latter to be deduced from known 
properties of the former system. 

It is, therefore, necessary first of all, to examine the effect 
produced by conical projection on a given system of points snd 
lilles and to determine what relations are unaffected by its 
action. This involves a discussion on the cross-ratio of ranges 
and pencils, tangents, &c. Metrical properties do not submit 
to direct traDSlnission, and the student requires exercise in 
expressing such facts in cross-ratio form; tlte treatment of 
parallel lines also demands attention and supplies the teacher 
with an opportunity of illustrating the geometrical conception 
of the line at infinity. The next step is to obtain, by a very 
simple piece of work, au analytical transformation representing 
the geometrical process of conical projection. The best choice 

of axes gives this in the form z = yP; , Y = 1" f p' It 

is instructive for the student to use ls relation to obtain 
analytical solutions for such results as-a system of patallel 
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lines project into a system of concurrent lines, &c. A moderate 
amount of nnmerical work, involving this transformation, is 
desirable, in order that the student may have a precise idea of 
the nature and consequencl'S of general projection. As soon as 
he realises that the operation may be regarded entirely from an 
analytical standpoint and that the geometrical form assumed is 
merely a convenient mode of expression, the validity of illUlg
inary projection is established. 

The conic is now defined as a curve obtained by any 
projection of a circle; and the different Rpecies of conics-the 
ellipse, parabola, hyperbola-are discriminated according to the 
nature of their points of intersection with the line at infinity. 
In the previous work, the conics considered were obtained from 
the circle by orthogonal projl'ction. It is therefore necessary to 
show that no new curve arises from the general process, if we 
wish to make URe of the properties alI'eady established. This 
call be effecled by analysis. In the first place, it follows by 
direct substitution in the equation of the circle that every conic 
can be represented by an equation of the second degree. And 
secondly, it is known that the general equation of the second 
degree can be reduced by a cl.ange of axes to one of the fonns 
a;c' + bU' = 1, y' = 4 a;c, which represent the curVeR previously 
discussed. This identification can also be made by purely 
geometrical methods, after the theory of the foci has been 
developed. 

Before advancing to the application of projection to the 
.geometry of the conic, one fundamental theorem must be 
-established, viz., any conic can be projected into a circle and at 
the same time any given line into the line at infinity. This is 
-effected without difficulty, if the axes are properly chosen, by 
means of the transformation already mentioned. The student 
lihould then prove for himself that the necessary and sufficient 
rendition for a conic to be a circle is that it passes through 
the circular poiuts at infinity. The theorem just mentioned 
is then seen to be equivalent to the statement that any two 
points can be projected into the circular points at infinity, 
which may be vl'rified independently. 

With this machinery, it is now possible to diS<.'U88 the 
geometry of the general conic. It is impossible to do more 
in tllis paper than indicate the general nature of the work 
whicb naturally follows. 

(l) The harinonic theory of poles and polars, conjugate 
wints and lines, the inscribed quadrangle and 
circumscribing quadrilateral. 

(2) Application of (1) to special cases: the centre, conjugate 
diameters; consequent properties peculiar to the 
parabola and rectangular hyperbola; theory of foci 
deduced from circumscribing quadrilateral; existence 
of principal axes; focus-directrix property; equations 
of coni('8 in standard form. 
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(3) Standard thcorems:- Chasles' theorem on crosS-ratio 
property of conic and its numerous consequences; 
Brianchon's theorem; Pascal's theorem; properties of 
systems of conics through four fixed points, including 
Desargues' theorem; etc. 

(4) A large number of miscellaneous theorems and riders. 

As soon as the student understands the general method of 
procedure, he is in a position to attack a group of problems of 
remarkable variety. He acquires a sense of power which stimu
lates and educates his mind and encourages him to pursue the 
subject and explore on his own account the domain to which he 
now has access. To this end, it is important to impress on him 
the necessity of viewing all the elements of a problem from 
8 projective standpoint. Frequent practice in geneJ1llising 
elementary properties of the circle is both interesting in itself 
and admirably adapted to the purpose of securing insight into 
general principles. Another matter of practical importance is 
the value of constructing the generalised figure, whenever 
possible. This often indicates a method of procedure which is 
obscured by the special conditions of the original problem. 
Thus, for example, it is often suggestive if the asymptotes are 
represented as actual tangents or parallel lines as conculTing on 
8 line corresponding to the line at infinity. 

It is well for the student to make a list for himself of the 
different ways in which properties can be transmitted by 
projection. This should include the following :-

(1) Metrical facts must be expressed in cross-ratio form; 

e.g., ~! = {ABC ()O} ; angle ABC = 90" is equivalent 

to B {AC; ", .. '} = - 1 where .. , •• i denote the 
circular points at infinity; angle ABC = 8 may be 
represented by B {AwC ... '} = cos 2 8 + i sin 28. 

(2) A circle is a conic through ..... /. 
A parabola is a conic touching ..... ,', or the line at 

infinity. 
A rectangular hyperbola is a conic with respect to 

which .. , .. ' are ronjugate points. 
(3) If C is the centre. C is the pole of the line at infin.ity. . 

If S is a focus. SOl and S ... ' are tangents. The directrIX 
is the polar of the focus. Conjugate diameters are 
conjugate lines through the centre. 

The asymptotes are the tangents from the centre. 
Parallel lines are lines which meet on the line at infinity. 
Concentric circles may be regarded as conics having 

double contact at "', .l. 
C.onfocal conics may be regarded as inscribed in a 

common quadrilateral, of which eo. eo' are one pair of 
opposite vertices. 

It is obvious that experience alone can show the studen 
the best way of choosing the mode of projection. But it ill 
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astonishing how rapid is his progreBB in this respect. He is not 
bamed by the novelty of the idea, but enjoys it to the full. The 
impression that the subject requires either a marked maturity of 
mind or conspicuous ability is responsible for its place at the 
end of the specialist's school course. Experience shows how 
groundless this opinion is, if the theory is developed by analytical 
methods. 

It is neceBBary to turn next to that group of theorems which 
are best. treated without any reference to projection. In such 
cases the. choice between Geometry and analysis should be made 
solely from considerations of simplicity. It is not worth while 
for any, save the specialist, to devote much time to exercises 
on .these results, which should themselves be set in the first 
instance as riders, but it is important that the student should 
be sufficiently familiar with their substance to be able to quote 
them when required. They are not very numerous, and it 
will not be out of place to enumerate them, using the English 
standard notation, as illustrated by the adjoining figures. 

Y' 

-' p 

9 
e' 

T 
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The EUipae and Hyperbola. ., 

(1) SG = e • SP; 
(2) CG = e' . CN; 

b" GN= -I.CN, 
a 
b PG = - . CD, 
a 

Pg = ~. CD; 

(3) The tangent _ is equally inclined tD the focal. radii 
through the point of contact; '. . '. 

(4) If U, I are. the feet of the perpendiculars from. any 
point 0. on the tangent. at. P tD SP and the directrU. 
then SU = e . 01;. , . 

(5) Tangents subtend llqual or supplementary angles at 
the focus; .. ' . ..' .. ' . 

(6) The feet of the focal perpendiculars on any tangent 
lie on the auxiliary circle ; . . . 

(7) SY. S'Y'= .CB"; . 
(8) The property of the directDr circle. 

The Parabola. 
(a) The limiting forms of (I), (3), (4), (5), (6), (8) 
ta) SP = SG = ST; 
(-rl AN = AT; . 
(al NO = 2 AS; 
(.)SY"=SA·SP; . .. 
{I;) the exterior angle between two tangents equals the 

angle either subtends at the focus ; 
(II) the circumcircle of. the triangle .fonned by three 

tangents passes through the focus. 
It is suggested that (2) should be proved by analysis. 
The student has now acquired a tDlerably comprehensive view 

of the geometry of the come. It has been found in practice 
that two hours a week for four terms is required tD cover the 
scheme outlined above for sections ('Y), (.), (t),(,,),with part of 
(a); this, however, allows for rather more practice in analytical 
manipulation than the above course suggests. 

The final stage is now reached. Frequent opportunities have 
already presented themselves for introducing the idea of duality, 
notably in eonnection with the harmonic theory of the quadrangle 
and quadrilateral, and certain polar properties of the circle. 
This work can now be generalised by investigating the theory 
of reciprocation with any come as base. This is a comparatively 
simple matter, but the theory of point reciprocation presents 
greater difficulty. Limitations of time will probably make it 
necessary to restrict the book-work to the reciprocation of a 
conic with respect to its focus, and of an angle formed by two 
stmight lines. In addition tD the ordinary metrical proof of the 
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first of these, it is highly"instructive to examine the descriptive 
method which is based on the fact that the tangents from thtl 
focus are isotropic lines, and to discuss in the same way the 
case of a confocal system. With this very limited material, it 
is possible to make numerous applications, and the student 
should be encouraged to utilise this method to formulate new 
theorems for himself. 

Similarly it is best to avoid much detail in discussing hom
ography and involution. The important thing is for the student 
to realise the nature of the one-to-one correspondence Ret up by 
the fundamental relation azz' + bz + ez' + d = 0 and the con
sequent cross-ratio property. This is best achieved by a series of 
numerical and graphical examples which can be arranged to 
illustrate almost all the chief theorems; these exercises should 
also include the analytical tests for point-pairs in involution, 
expressions for the double points, Desargues' theorem and some 
mention of homographic and involution ranges of points on a 
conic. But it would be beyond the scope of this paper to olIer 
any detailed syllabus. 

In conclusion it may be well to summarise briefly the con
tentions which arc made in support of the above proposals. 

(1) Considerable time is saved by welding together the 
. analytical, geometrical and projective theory of the 

conic into one subject; a clearer view is obtained of 
its unity; and a firmer grasp of its fundamental 
principles is ensured. 

(2) The change of standpoint adds to the interest which the 
student takes in the subject, gives him an added sense 
of power, and encourages him to investigate ita 
developments on his own account. 

(3) The study of projective geometry and the new sphere of 
thought bound up with it is no longer restricted to the 
specialist. 

(4) Although further experience will suggest modifications, 
yet the course in its present shape is not merely a 
paper-5Cheme, since it has been in actual operation 
for the last few years. 

C. V. DUIlELL. 
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THE CALCULUS AS A SCHOOr... SUBJECT.'" 

Students of the calculus in English schools fall into three 
classes. At one extreme (A) are boys aged 17 to ~9 who will 
in due time compete for University scholarships and in all 
probability proceed to take an Honours course in Mathematics. 

At the other extreme (B) are found, at any rate in paper 
schemes, boys of 12 to 14 who are studying the elements of 
the subject. 

Lastly, (C), in many schools boys (aged 16 to IS) who have 
reached the higher mathematical classes take the calculus as a 
regular item of school Mathematics. 

This paper is mainly concerned with Class C, and the other 
two groups will be discussed very briefly. . 

Cla88 A.-As regards scholarship candidates, the traditional 
syllabus cultivated a very considerable power of manipulation 
before any suggestion was made that a differential coefficient had 
any geometrical or physical significance. The first application 
was to questions of maxima and minima, and this was followed 
by tlle discu88ion of curves given by algebraic equations of 
degree higher than the second: for from work in analytical 
conics the calculus was rigorously excluded. To these higher 
plane curves very much time was allotted. 

The fact that most of these candidates would proceed in due 
course to such subjects as Analytical Mechanics was undoubtedly 
a partial justification for the time spent in procuring additional 
weapons instesd of using those most ready to hand. But, 
especially with the less able candidates, the effect produced 
by so general aud extensive a course may be indicated by the 
crit.icism that they fmmd it much easier to "find the equation 
of the tangent to 1'= I (z) " than to" find the angle which the 
tangent to 3y=Sz, at the point where z=1-, makes with Oz." 

The changes during recent years have been in the direction 
of-

(i) Laying increased stress on soundness of demonstration. . . 
During the interval which usually elapses between December. 

when a boy gains his scholarship or exhibition, and the end of 
his school career in July, special attention is often devoted to 
this matter. It may he a question whether more attention to 
soundness of reasoning at quite an early stage in school 
Mathematics would not be better repaid. 

(ii) Diminishing the extent of work on higher plane curves 
and introducing some, at any rate, of the more direct 
applications of the calculus to Mechanics. 

• The writer deeiree to exp ...... hi. gratitude to Pmf....,,: Lon! aud to 
Mr. W. J. Greenstreet for most generous .... istance. Be is also deeply 
indebted to many members of the London Bnmch of the lIsthematieal 
.A.asociation for information. 
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(iii) Ueplacing the study of the more advanced and diffi~ult 
theorems of the differential calculus by that of the 
simpler processes and applications of the integral 
calculus. 

, (iv) 'Guarding against mere formal acquaintance with 
generalities by demanding numerical applications. 

. A good idea of the nature of the work of this class of candi
date will be gathered from other papers in this series, and from 
the examination questions appended to the paper by Dr. Macaulay 
and Mr. Greenstreet. 

Class B.-, It is familiar knowledge that Professor Perry has 
on s8veraloccasions forcibly and eloquently urged that the 
calculus should be an element in the ordinary course of 
Mathematics for quite young boys of 12 to 14, 

Events appear to indicate a movement in this direction, hut 
at present attempts to begin the calculus before the age of 16 are 
relatively-infrequent, for at the very outset a doubt arises. 

Infinite labour has been expended on teaching Greek to 
small boys.' Some skilful and experienced schoolmasters are 
confident· that the knowledge so acquired with pains to all 
concerned might have been gained more easily, and with less 
exhaustion of the motive power of the victims, had the commence
ment of the study been postponed for three or four years, to the 
age of 16. 

. Infinite labour has been expended on teaching the begin
nings of formal arithmetic to children under the age of seven. 
It now appears that psychological theory, and careful practical 
observation of results, alike lead to the conclusion that better 
effect is obtained with less injury to the victims by postponing 
the attempt for another couple of years. 

Mr; Jackman at the Imperial Education Conference in April, 
1911, observed that much time was wasted in trying to teach 
children between seven and nine years old what they would learn 
easily at 10 or 11. 

Nothing but careful and conscientious observation in the 
class-room by skilful and brood-minded investigators with ample 
opportunity of comparing results can decide the question at 
what age the calculus can really be profitably commenced. 
Inquiry of several teachers of experience appear!!' to indicate 
that, according to the opinion of the majority, an ordinary boy 
is definitely unable to take in the ideas'" of the calculus until 
the age of 15 or thereabonts. Whether, however, possible 
methods of instruction have yet been 80 adequately thouglrt out 
and tested as to render even anE'Xpression of opinion anything 
but premature may be a fair question. . 

e.¥ The differential caIcuIna is the acieDOe of rate. aDd ita peeuIian.bject 
is quantity m& .. teofcha.nge. ~~BDCkiDgbam. ". CaIwl ... •• ~ •. lfj!jl}, 
quoted by Haldone, .. The Pathway to Reality." ",. _ .. ,. '. _ . 
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. ,CZas8·C.~The 'attempt to include the calculus as 8h element 
in the ordinary syllabus of the upper classes is being made in a 
considerable number of schools at the present time. 

Two important public examinations-that for- entrance to 
the Army, and that for admission to the second division of the 
Civil Service-have had a marked effect both on the introduc
tion of the subject and on the lines which its development. has 
taken. The examination for .the Anny. has a considerable 
influence on the work ,of many public schools •. The "junior 
appointments" competition attracts someoftheablest pupils from 
the secondary schools with a normal leaving age of 16 to 17. 
The syllabus of these examinations"":'so far as relates to the 
calculus-is as follows ;--

.. A working knowledge of the notation and fundamental prinoiples 
io so far ... they can be illustrated graphically. with simple applications 
to the properties of curves, to turning valu ... and to eaBY mechanical 
and physioal problems. . . 

.. Furtherdisonasion of geometrical applications to be treated 
. under c()o.ordioate geometry. A working knowledge (without.rigorous 
fnnda.mental demonstrational of the elementary infinite aeri.. for 
(1 + .. )-; .... log.{l + .. ). sio ... COB ... tan- .... and their use io 
approriln&te calculations. especially io Iiodiog the slope at a given 

, .poiot of the graph of a ,fnnetion. In oo-ordioate geometry the method. 
of the Calculus may be used freely." 

Specimens of typical examination papers will be found in the 
appendix to Mr. Hawkins' paper in this series, and these, with 
the questions printed in the i\,ppendix to this paper from the 
Junior Appointments Competitive Examination, will give some 
notion of what is attempted. 

Though there are considerable variations in the extent and 
mode of treatment of the subject, it is believed that on the 
whole the results produced under this syllabus have been very 
satisfactory. The better students undoubtedly acquire a sound 
grip of principles, and can make simple and direct applications 
of their knowledge. 

This being a brief statement of the present' position,which 
is admittedly changing before our eyes, the question evidently 
arises, .. What are the reasons for including the ealculus in a 
school course of ruatllematics ? " . 

A discussion of these reasons may supply material for 
8nRwering the questions of when to begin, how to bPgin, with 
whom to begin, which beset the practical teacher. 

(1) First may be named the importance of the subject Ill! a 
part of the history of human thought, and the intellectual beauty 
of its mairi ide-as. No branch of knowledge possesses a longer 
or nobler history: Greece and Italy,. France, Germany and 
England, and many another country too, can each point to 
names in the long roll of workers who gl1ldually laid that 
foundation firm anI! strollg on which the structure of PlodeIJl 
science rests. 
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In subtlety and boauty of ideas the subject hardly yields 
even to pure geometry, while its human interest. is incomparably 
greater. 

It .may be that at p~sent hardly enough attention is paid to 
the history of the subject, and at any rate there is little or 
nothing available in the way of recorded experience in teaching 
mathematical history to ordinary students. 

The difficulties of avoiding obsolete notstions and sitle tracks 
are obvio~. Nor is it easy to maintain a due sense of proportion 
and relative value. Someone has remarked that children see 
little difference between. the period of Elizabeth and that of 
Cresar. Each lived a long time ago. We do not wish to 
produce the impression that Newton, Neil, and Gregory, each 
the proprietor of a theorem, are stars of equal magnitude. 

(2) Utility of the Caleulus.-No man, unless he is free from 
intellectual anxiety of any kind, can be gnaranteed against a 
wish that he knew more Mathematics. The most CUl1'lOry glance 
through the files of a scientific journal will reveal the lact thaL 
writers on biology, on experimental psychology, on statistics, on 
physics of apparently the most definitely experimental type, 
have invoked help from the proces8('8 and from the notation of 
the calculus. 

Sixty years ago, in a passage'" which has been often quoted, 
Sir John Herschel, writing an introduction to I18tronomy, 
observed: " Admission to the sanctuary, and to the privileges 
and feelings of a votary, can only be gained by one means, sound 
and sufficient knowledge of mathematics, the great instrument. 
of all exact enquiry, ,vithout which no man can ever make sucb 
advances in this or any other of the higher departments of 
science as can entitle him to form an independent opinion 01< 

any subject of discussion within their range." 
To-day the chemist, the electrician, the botanist, the psycho

logist, the statistician, the soldier, the physician, are all feeling 
the truth of Sir John Herschel's statement. 

(3) Even with reference to the o;dinary. subjects of mathe
matical instruction at school a very considerable saving"!>f time 
may be effected if the methods of the calculus can be used with 
confidence and facility. For instance :-

(a) Much algebraic and trigonometric drill will be carried 
out unconsciously during the &1udy of the calculus, 
and in consequence preliminary work in algebra may 
be to some extent lightened. 

eM In analytical geometry, instead of painfully working out 
the equation of the tangent to each different fonn of 
conic, with sub-dirisions for each type of equation, 
by algebraical trickery appropriate to each .. pecial 
case, a general method is a,·ailable. At ~Mt seven 

• Outlinea of AstnmomT. (LcmdOD: Loogmana, lSSO). 
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distinct "pieces of. bookwork" are thus replaced by 
one. 

(c) In mechanics it is 'impossible to deal in .anysatisfactory 
manner with varying velocity and with acceleration 
without the ideas of the calculus, though these ideas 
may be mOl'e or less successfully concealed: 
and though, as will be. mentioned later, much )lIay 
be done by a graphical substitute. In particular, 
the widespread impression among students that 
acceleration is invariably uniform is due to attempts to 
dispen~e. with the ideas of the calculus, 

Ail siatements of principle the foregoing. reasons appeal' to 
<be generally accepted,; but there. is no such agreement as to 
i'the practical action which should >follow, and certain., details 

must be considered more closely. In the first plllce, as to 
. the amount of algebraic facility required:" we must ask whether 
(luI' main' object is utilitarian or !esthetic. It is quite. true, 

'. if the latter is our aim, that the notion, for. instance, of the 
tangent, as pointed out by, and yet as distinct from,: the line 
joining two points on the curve taken arbitrarily near together, 
may be studied jUst as effectually from the equation y = rr.' 
'as from the equation y = f (rr.), where f (rr.) is a function ohome 
defined amoun't of generality. 

The subtle paradox of the impossibility of motion may be 
indicated with none but the simplest algehraic operations on 
-II = tt'.'. 

Even so, however, Mach's remark that a competent view of 
tlle world is not to be got as a gift must not be overlooked. 

Not merely the practical necessities of the class-room, but a 
sOImd pedagogic instinct, compel the teacher to make his pupils 
work for their ideas. . 

If, on the other hand, our object is mainly utilitarian-to put 
a powerful weapon into the hands of the future physicist or 
engineer-a different degree of algebraic skill is.necessary. It 
is true that many practical problems may be solved with 
f'xceedingly simple analytical machinery by one who knows 
110W. But here a vicious circle may easily be set up. 

It is just the reasonably skilled algebraist who can detect the 
scheme of notation, and the slight transformations, which will 
avert complicated algebraic reductions. 

Some years ago a boy would learn to find the nO> differential 
Coefficient of e-ucosba: before having Il\lY idea that the 
velocity of a body which fell 16t' feet in t seconds could be 
found by differentiation. Ail has been remarked by Mr. Eggsr, 
such a course gave th!! impression of a cinematograph film 
whose time-tlequence had boon accidentslly rever»ed. Professor 
Perry in his well-known treatise on the calculus initiated a 
reaction, by sllowing how much could be done by or for a 
student who could differentiate and integrate z·. 

A 13913 A A 
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But the reaction against excessive preliminary cultivation of 
algebraic skill tbreatens to become itself excesHive. A valuable 
caution will be found in Professor Gibson's" Elementary Treatise 
(lll the Calculus," at p. 296: .. Much of the difficulty beginners 
.. find in integration is due to a deficiency of power in algebraic 
" or trigonometric manipulations. . . . Tbe student who 
" has not a thorough mastery of elementary algebraic or trigo
" nometric transformations . . . will have to struggle with 
.. difficulties that are due not to the nature of the calculus but 
" to his own deficient algebraical training." 

The engineer whose only possession in the calculus is the 
differential coefficient of z· is better off than one whose stock 
in trade of clear conceptions is nil, but he will be apt to find 
that the weapon he relies upon breaks in his hand when tried 
upon any actual problem. 

It may be admitted that the greatest danger a schoolboy 
mathematician runs is that his memory may be allowed to do 
the work of his imagination. But does not this very danger 
show that the memory may be given work to do, and rio well, 
which would be intolerably irksome later? 

Another remark, which. as a general statement is universally 
accepted, is that difficulties must be dealt with one at a time. 
This principle not only indicates that the requirement of !lOme 
algebraic dexterity before commencing the calculus may be 
defended, but has another bearing. 

There are at the present time many university students 
whose primary interests lie it may I)e in engineering or in 
physics but who find some acquaintance with the notation and 
ideas of the calculus indispensable or very much to be deHired. 

Text-books and courses of lectures intended for !;uch 
studenta have been written and may be profitably consulted, 
but with caution; for the young man, even the somewhat dull 
and ordinary young man of 20, differs from the schoolboy, 
even the brilliant schoolboy, of 16, in his greater intellectual 
maturity and greater breadth of view. 

Thus an illustration, drawn from mechanics or electric:ity, of 
a piece of pure mathematics may be helpful and luminously 
clear to the undergraduate physicist but may merely place 
another obstacle in the schoolboy's path. 

Previoua K1!OICledge requiaite.-The calculus must not be 
considered as a separate subject; the true prohlem is to frame a 
coherent and systematic course which in Geometry," Algebra, 
Trigollometry and Mechanics shall develop the elementary ideas 
(without the notation) of the calculus, hence lead naturally to 
a formal treatment of the calculus, and thus constitute in 
its entirety an ordered body of doctrine. Thus, for instance, the 
slope of a chord will be dealt with in simple cases in algebra ; 

• The use of .. limit" proofs in Elementary Geometry io not h ..... 
eontemplated 
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both by formulre and by graphical work. The notion of a 
rate will receive careful illustration in arithmetic from examples 
on death rates, rates of growth, cost per hour or pel' mile of coal 
for a ship, wages per week or pel' piece, relative importance of 
errors of measurement, &c., &c. 

In meclJanics the difficult concept of variable velocit.y will 
be discussed thoroughly, with constant reference to facts. 

By this means a considerable knowledge of the ideas and 
principles of the calculus will have been gained and ingrained 
before any of the formal theorems are approached. .!ccording 
to this view, the question, "What amount of mathematics must 
be known before beginning the calculus?" is badly framed. 

The true queAt.ions would seem to be :-Accepting the view 
that the calculus is desirable and attainable for the boy of fair 
average ability who continues at school until 11 to 18-

(1) How can a scheme of work be drawn up which will 
steadily lead up to the required results? 

(2) What portions of the traditional work can be omitted as 
both of small value in themselves and incapable also 
of forming part of such a scheme? 

(3) How shall the line be drawn between results which are 
needed for setting up the calculus, and results which" 
are more easily obtained by using the calculus? 

It is in connection with the last question that the greatest. 
dilierenees of opinion exist: .on the one hand it is acknowledged 
that familiarity with the thing must precede acquaintance with 
the name. A student must have met with specimens of limits 
and have a good working notion of what a limit is before he is. 
confronted with the name or with any special notation. 

It is desirable that a student should have some notion of find
ing the volume of a solid by breaking it into slices or elements 
before being confronted with the formula for the 'limit of. a 
sum. 

In the past this sound· principle has unquestionably been 
abused. Heavy and rigorous summations, eliected by ingenious. 
algebraic devices, for finding the volume of a sphere, or the· 
distance moved by a falling body in t seconds, called for an 
unreasonable amount of time and energy. Moreover, tlu! 
student's attaltion was so engrossed in the manipulative details 
that he usually failed to realise the presence of a principle. 
He dug for the gold and had some benefit from the digging', 
but he did not fiud the gold. 

At the prespnt mOlll('nt the t('n<leucy is perhaps the other 
way. To introduce generalities without sufficient preparation 
from particular C8S(,S has always been the besetting sin of 
math('matical teachers, aud the more mathematical the teacher 
p('rhaps the ~ater the likelihood of the olienC('. Moreover 
It is pORsible to dpal in generalities without indicating thai 
generalisation is the proCess by which mathematical knowledge 

, . A. A 2 
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develops. While it is generally agreed that the ideas of tile 
calculus must be prepared· for and ·led up to by simple illus
trations and" sketchy" methods, there is at present, and is for 
some time likely to be, considerable variety of opinion as to the 
amount of calculus work without calculus notation which is 
desirable and the degree of rigour which should be attempted. 

In brief, we all condemn "calculus-dodging" but we do not 
all agree as to what constitutes dodgery. 

The same differences of opinion exist as to the details of the 
second question; For instance, in a paper in this. series 
Mr; Godfrey advocates the omi88ion of progre88ions from the 
Algebra. course. The majority of teachers appear to be of a 
contrary opinion, for the reason that boys find the topic eaRY 
and interesting and. that the teachers regard it as usefully 
leading up to notions of summation and relative magnitude, 
with suffi.cient incidental work to give the pupils a nm for their 
ideas. 

To give one specific illustration of the sort of doubt which 
.-continually arises: Should pupils study the maximum or mini
mum values of a few expressions of the forms a + bz ± z, 
graphically and by completion of the square, as a preparation 
for the calculus method; or is the time spent on such exercises 
unremunerative? 

In the remainder of tl,is paper a few detached topics, as to 
which opinions are much divided, will be briefly noticed. 

RiglfU1' of DemonlltraJ;on.-The modem demand for logical 
rigour has not as yet had very much effect on elementary work. 
The establishment of the differential coefficient of 7;" .illustrates 
this cleaorly. 

It appears that the majority of teachers obtain the result 

that, if y = z', ~; = lIZ-' (11 being constant) by quoting the 

.binomial theorem. 
To this there are two objedion8 :- . . 

{I) H room is to be found for the calculus the blDommi 
theorem may have to be thrown overboard.. . 

(2) It is certain that the pupil has not proved the binom.al 
theorem in a satisfactory manner: and consequently 
the whole smlCture is in the air. . 

. How is ·it that the old and easily avoidal>le method lingeftl? 
For this reason : the more rigorous and elementary methods 
involve the discu88ion of three if not of four cases :-

11 a positive integer, 
11 a Ill·gative integer, 
11 a rational fraction, and perhaps 
11 irrational 

Now there is nothing the ordinary boy dislikes 80 much as 
what h~ calls proving the same ~g four times ?Ver." Mor';, 
over, the boy has, at the present tune, almost certamly done 
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the binomial: and it seems a pity not to use it. How far a 
sounder and more logical treatment (which is much needed) of the 
elements of Algebra will lead to a better appreciation of logical 
accuracy is an interesting and important question, of a satis
factory answer to which there seems no reason to despair. 

The solution ultimately arrived at will probably be that 
which is being slowly groped towards in Geometry. Assump
tions must be clearly indicated; care must be taken to show, 
first, that there is some justification for them and, secondly, that 
they are assumptions and not axi01;ns or deductions; and, subject 
to these precautions, assumptions must be freely made when 
required. But while assumptions are numerous, deductions 
when they are undertaken should be rigorous. The importance 
of rigour in a school course of Mathematics must not be 
undervalued. A person whose education has been 011 other lines 
and whose standard of precision of thought and execution has 
been formed may want to pick up the notation of the calculus 
l\S he might wish to pick up a few sentences of Russian in view 
of a prospective journey. But if the calculus is to be part of 
the medium by which a schoolboy's standard of reasoning is 
to be fomled, the foundations must be sound. Nor does this 
demand for logical correctness proceed from the teacher only. 
A dislike anlOunting to disgust at seeing· theorems produced 
fmm the sleeve is by no means rare among pupils and should 
be respected. 

The E;qxmential Theorem and Logarithms.-Pel'haps at the 
present moment the question of .. e" occasions more trouble than 
any ot.her. 

There are four alternatives each of which finds advo~ates :--
(I) Obtain, more or less carefully,-

Lt(l+ ~t =e, 

n- oc 
and then differentiate log. II: fmm first principles. 

(2) Obtain by some geometrical device the slope of the 
graph of y = aa at some assigned point and clloose 
" a" !'lO that the slope at II: = O. Y = I, may be 
1 in 1, or eo that the tangent at the point II: = 1 
may go through the origin. 

(3) Assume an infinite power series for y in terms or II: 

and deternline the coefficients so that ~! may be 

equal to y, 

(41 Define log. II: as r ~ lit. .. 
--- --------------------
• Hardy ... Pure lfathemat; ... ," (c..mbridgeUDi~""';ty Press. 1908.) 
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lIIethods of the second tHe should, it is thought, be definitely 
abandoned. They are artificial, and difficult for the pupil to 
recollect, and they do not conciliate the rigorist. 

No one would advocate (4) for the class of pupils under 
consideration. This is a serious objection. To set up separate 
"practical" and "academic" courses in the calculus will de
prive each party of valuahle material and will repeat a mistake 
from the effects of which the teaching of mechanics has not yet 
recovered. 

The fact that method (1) is capable oC almOAt indefinite 
graduation in point of rigour is a strong argument in its favour. 
Moreover, even if in the first instance weak places are left in 
the argument, it is easy to point them out, and thus bring home 
to the pupil, in a manner most satisfactory an,l direct, the good 
sense and necessity of subsequent rigorous treatment. 

Graphical Calcldlts.-An attempt is being marIe by what is 
known as "graphical calculus" to convey tI,e ideas of d,ll 
calculus without its notation. 

A boy most certainly can acquire some facility in finding 
the velocity of a moving object from a space-time diagram 
drawn to scale, or in interpreting tlle area uf a re!<istance
.displacement curve as representing work donc. 

How far ti,e principle of ti,e metllOd enters into his mind
-so that he could reconstruct his rules after a six monthR' 
holiday-is a question upon which opinions differ. 

Experience seems to show that in many cases the boy relies 
on his memory for the fact that the distance travelled is repre
sented in a velocity-tliagram by the area l)('tween ti,e time axis 
and the graph, and not hy the area behnen ti,e velocity axis 
and the graph. 

In other words, the diagram for the time being is meaningle!<8 
to him, though it may not always remain so. 

In considering the value of this graphical method the 
distinction already alluded to between pupils of the schoolboy 
type and of the undergraduate type is of great importance. 

A person who has some considerable knowledge of a braneh 
of pllysical science, let us say of steam engines, has subconsciously 
acquired, or at any rate is ready for, many of the ideas of tile 
calculus. He has little difficulty in apprehending that the area 
of a (p.v.) diagram represents work or that the slOIiC of a 
velocity-time graph represents acceleration. To such a student 
a course, on the lines of the pamphlet" by .. F. R. S.," to the 
effect that the calculus gi\"es a short way of expressing familiar 
ideas, may ha\"e considerable value. To such a student, again, 
the graphical calculus will appeal strongly: not only hom hili 
familiarity with graphical work, but bemuse the graphical calculus 

... C&Iculus made Easy." (1lacmillaD a: Co., 1911.) A tra""latiOll iII 
Spanish Iwo been published. 
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can deal with cases which are not amenable to analy~is and yet 
are of practical importance. 

It is open to anyone to contend that the schoolboy of 16 
should be in the same position. Some promising educational 
experiments are tending to put him il1to such a position, but 
he has not yet reached it. 

Notation.-A very vexed question arises: Should a beginner 
be taught to use differential coefficients, differentials, or derived 
functions? 

A popular text-book by Professor A. Lodge uses rliiferential8. 
One argument in favour of this course is that the differential, 
say of z, being an increment, is the same sort of quantity as or., 

h dz. d'ff . w ereas dt IS a I erent quantity. 

To this it is answered that familiarity with the notion of a 
rate, whether gained arithmetically or from the study of experi
mental mechanics, is an essential preliminary to a study of the 
calculus. 

The old objection to the use of differentiale was, to put it 
crudely, that the statement 

"If y = z', then dy = 3z'dz" 
was either false or else illusory. This objection has lost much 
of its force (and tills mURt be put down to t1Ie credit of rigour) 
fmm the disappearance of many somewhat metaphysical dis
cussions about" infinitesimal quantities." Definite integration 
is probably decidedly easier to a student trained on differentials. 
On t1Ie other hand, experience seems to lead t1Ie majority of 
teachers to the conclusion that the metlIod 6£ differentials 
involves trouble wben second differentiation becomes necessary, 
and generally that it is ill suited for complicated cases. Though 
there has been a decided increase in the number of students 
usiog t1Ie "differential" notation it is still true that tho 

majority work wi.th -~~. the differential coefficient of y with 

l"I""pect to z. 
Two remarks Illav be made:-
ti) It is a decid~d inconvenience to a lecturer to have in 

the same room people who have learned to use differentisL,>, 
though not easily, ami people who have learned to use differ
ential cooflicients, though not easily; for to such students an 
uufamiliar notation will often be the "last straw." 

(2) The suggestion of fmctional dlaract('r made by 5! is 

unfortunate, ~~ being just not a n'3Ctioll but t1Ie limit which 

the fraction A_!!. "never attains as a fraction. The notation 
Az 

l' (z) or y, is h-ec [!"Om this objection. 
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On several other subjects, e.g., whether the best way of 
beginning the integral calculus is by consideration of areas, or, 
as the reverse process to differentiation; what is the proper 
relative sequence of learning for the diffl'rl'ntial and the integral 
calculus; whether a naive 18th-century treatment of infinit& 
series should be accepted and gradually di8Carded or whether 
such series are altogether out of place in an eleme~tary cours& 
and should be postponed until Taylor's theorem comes to be 
faithfully dealt with; it must suffice here to say that on these 
questions, too, judgment has cE'rtainly not yet been given by the 
voice of the profession. 

To sum up;-

1. The teaching of the calculus to the avera/le boy of'16 ~ 
18 is in an experimental stage. The great need above all others 
is for increased opportunities for teachers to compare their 
views and to arrange lor the systematic testing of alternative 
methods. 

2. The introduction of the calculus, with abundant simple 
applications, as part of the work of boys of 16 of more than 
average intelligence, has been very successful. Their apprecia
tion of mathematics and their willingness to attempt a new 
problem instead of looking at it bas increased immeasurably. 

·3. How far the same eCfe<;t can be obtained hy attempting to 
teach the same work to cleyer boys of 13 or 14, or all boys of 
16, must be regarded as an open qut'Stion, as to which srrtne 
evidence is available in favour of a negative answer. 

4. New ideas must be led up to by preliminary work, which 
must not, however, take up so much time that a student is tired 
before he gets to tIte real thing. A class likes to get to business. 

5. Applications to Mensuration, Mechanics, and other con
crete matters should be made prominent throughout the conrse, 
always with a due regard to taking difficulties singly and not 
illustrating obscurum per ooscurilU. Geometrical applications 
should hold a rather subordinate place. The mensuration of 
volumes is helpful as an introduction to integration. As soon as 
possible the thing that is being led up to by concrete illustration 
should be itself introduced, and immediately after the formal 
introduction of the theory or process its utility for similar and 
other concrete purposes should be illustrated. 

6. Any thing which has a name, e.g., Function, Limit, 
Differential Coefficient, Integral, should be known by concrete 
examples before it is named, but the names should not be 
concealed when the things are known. For example, the notion 
of a limit is essential, and the name should be given to it. 

1. A certain degree of rigour both in definitions and 
demonstrations is essential. Students are really quick to detect 
that an argument is not sound although they may be unable to 
point out the fallacy. Sometimes the uneasy feeling that there is 
something \vrong preyent8 them from making further progreEB. 
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8. Extreme rigOlU· is apt to retard progress by seeming to 
create unnecessary difficulties and to be hunting for trouble. 
The wisest plan may be to give an incomplete proof and insinuate 
the doubt at the time. It should be explained that the proof, not 
the result, is in doubt. 

9. All conventions require abundant explanation. Conven
tions of sign are often perplexing, and so also is the custom of 
making the same symbol or letter stand sometimes for a number 
and sometimes for a quantity measured by the number in terms 
of certain units. 

10. It is very desirable that the teacher should know some
thing of the history of the subject, but there does not srem to be 
any experience by which to estimate the value of attempts to 
include some details, or a general outline, of the history in the 
course of the instruction. It would seem to be obvious that 
historical treatment would enhance the value of the subject as a. 
part of general education. 

11. There is comparatively little scope for intuition in 
calculus work.. The difficulty in general is what to do in the 
absence of intuition, how to detect the absence of this inner 
light, and how to correct an erroneous intuition. In practice 
an assertion by the teacher will often have to pass for an 
intuition by the pupil. This consideration weighs with some 
who appreciats fully the superiority of a genuine intuitive 
conviction over acquiescence in the result of a deduction, but 
who hold that the way to attain at last to the intuition is 
through the deduction. 

C. S. JACKSON. 
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APPENDIX. 

QUESTIONS }'ROM THE OPEN COMPETITIVE EXAM INAnON Jo'(IH 
" JUNIOR ApPOIN1"&IE.II1"S." &0. IN 1"HE CIVIL SERVin:. 
DECEMBER. 1911. 

MATHEMATICS. CLASS III. PAPEU 1. 
2. Give " definition of the base e, explaining how the necessity aris .. of 

introducing this base in certain applications of the Inlinitelimal 
Calculus. 

The rate at which a Bubstance dissolves in water at any instant is 
proportional to the quantity of the substance which is ImdiOBOlved at 
that instant. What percentage of the wbole will be undissolved in 
one hour (1) if 10 per cent. of the whole is dissolved in the finot tenth 
of an hour, (2) ill per cent. i. dissolved in the finot O· 01 of an hour, 
(3) il it dissol.,," initially at tbe rate of 100 per cent. per hour P 

3. Find the slope of the tangent to the curve 11' .,. = 1 at " point on tbe 
curve whose co-ordinates are given to be a! y, and ded.nee the formula 
for the differential coefficient of I/V'" in terms of Ill. 

With m = 1, " = 2, lind tbe angle which the tangent makes with the axis 
of" at the points (- 2, t) and (-1,1). Draw a graph of the "'l"'e 
and verify roughly. 

With the same valnes of m and" prove that tbe segments of the tsngent 
at any point (a! y) intercepted between the axe. are in tbe ratio "f 
2 to I, and test by measurement on your figure . 

.5, A solid homogeneous cylinder rolls a certain distance down an inclined 
pIane in 1 second; a cylindrical tnbe takes 1 '1 secondo to cover the 
same distance. Expres. the radius of gyration of tbe tube aDd it. 
internal radius as decimals of its enernal radius. 

MATHEMATICS. CLASS III. PAPER 2. 
Time allowed, 3 hours. 

1. AD airehip starts from tbe ground at a point P distant one mile away 
from an observer O. It rises at tbe rate of 15 miles per bour at an 
inclination of 35° to the horizon in a vertical plane inclined at an 
angle of 45° to tbe line OP, the motion. of tbe ainhip beiug .way from 
tbe observer. 

Find by drawing or by calculation tbe angle of ele .. tion of tbe airsbip as 
seen from 0 at 1, 2, 5, 11>, 15 ... minutes from starting, and dra ... 
grapb sbowing tbe relation between tbe angle of elevation and the 
time measured from tbe start. 

What is tbe asymptote of thia grapb P 

2. Tranaform tbe integral L. I (Ill) .t 1 - z' t1z by the 8ubotitution 

'" = sin /J and evaluate it wben I (Ill) = z'. 

Tranafo"';' the integral f '!:' by tbe snbstitution OJ = 11 . 

From the latter transformatioD ded""e that if tbe area of the curve 
"" = 1 between '" = 1 and til = a ~e denoted "1 f (a) then 
f (aO) = nl (aj. 
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3. A s~rip of sheet metal 1 foot wide is to be bent into the form of a 
rain· .... ter gutter of triangular section, one side of the triangle being 
vertical and attached to the waIl of the house and the other side 
projecting outwards and upwards, while the th4-d side of the triangle 
is open and horizontal. Find, by direct calculation, the angles and 
sid .. of the triangle when the area of the cross·section of the gutter is 
a maximum. . 

Emmine whether the result could be inferred from first principl .. by 
supposing two such gutters to be placed one above the other so as to 
form a pipe of triangular section. 

4. Four forces in equilibrium act along the sides of a trapezium (a quad· 
rilateral with a pair of opposite sides parellel). Prove that the four 
forces are proportional to the four sides, the forces in the two nOD

parallel sides corresponding to the sides along which they act, and the 
parallel forces corresponding to the sides opposite to those along 
which they act. H the quadrilateral is formed of jointed hars t.o 
which the forces are applied, and is kept in shape by a fifth har 
along the diagonal, show that the stress in this is proportional to its 
length. 

S. Explain how the dilferential calculus gives a measure of the velocity v 
and &C<'"leration I of a point moving in a straight line, whose distance 
I from a fixed point in its path is a given function of the time. 

Deduce the equationl=:' (t.,.1 
H • is proportional to t· prove that 

ft vI It' • n 
v = .. _ 1 • = n • = n (n _ i) .,. = .i :":1 I· 
and if the average velocity in any interval, starting from rest, is equal 
to one·third of the final velocity, use these results to find to what 
power of the distance from the starting point the acceleration is 
proportional. 

6. A tube of thin glass the area of whose cross section is k, and whose 
length is I, has its upper end closed and it is lowered into a cylindrical 
jar partly filled with mercury, till it just touches the liquid. It is 
then depreased through a distance.. Supposing the ares of a cross
section of the jar to be K, and the height of the mercury harometer 
to be H, find equations giving the distances of the mereury surfaces 
inside and outside the tube below and ahove their original level. 

Take H = 1 = 76 em., • = 38 cm., k = 1 aq. cm., K = 4 aq. cm. Obtain 
numerical results, and find the work done in displacing the mercury, 
neglecting the work done in compreasing the air in the tube, and 
aasuming 1 c.em. of mercury to weigh 13·6 gm. 
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MATHEMATICS. CLASS III. 

LABORATORY WORK. 

Time allowed, 11 hours. 

Yau /w, ru1miood to read tlwuugh tho paper before b'ginning to VJ(1I'k. 
Yow" VJ(1I'k wiU be oolued according to it. accrwacy, tho wmpkteM" 0/ yOW" 

,.oeord of it, yUlW ca,.. of tho appa"""', and tho lUita/nlity of tho' "",thode 
you. adopt. 

Should tho ti"", in tho laboratory FOO' inoufficUnt for tho emnpletitm of ytnlll" 
,.ect>rd and yOW" oolculationl, holf an huur ".",.. ",ill b. lIll<nDed in another 
f'OOm. 

On the sheet of drawing paper provided dra .. a straight line AB of 
length 20 em. On opposite aid .. of AB conatmct a circnIar segment ACB 
of height 8 em. and a parabolic segment ADB of height 12 em., CD the 
perpendienlar bisector of AB being an an. of symmetry for the wbole 
fignre. 

Draw in the figure a series of chords p"rallel to AB, the distance between 
consecutive chords being one centimetre. 

Measure the lengths of these chords and deduce approximate values 
for:-

(i) The area of each segment, 
(ii) The distance from AB of the centre of mass of each segment and of 

the whole fignre, 
(iii) The moment of inertia of the wbole figure about AB and about CD. 

So far as time permits, obtain these _nits alao by direct calcnlstion 
without using your measurements .. 
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HIGHER MATHEMATICS FOR· THE .QLASSICAlJ 
SIXTH FORM. 

INTR.oDVOTORY. 

It is to many olus a deplorable fact that the exigencies of 
pl.epal'ation of boys in the .Sixth FoWlS of Public, Schools. for 

. Entrance Scholarships at .the Universities, actually or supposedly 
necessitate the abandonment of Mathematies ·by these COlll
petitors, at least during the term or terms immediately preceding 
the schOlarship -examination; and it is true of many.schools that 
-a boy drops Mathematics entirely on entering the Upper Sixth, 
or at any rate devotes to the subject only such time and energy 
as will ensure his passing.the atandardreqllired fot entry to the 
·UniversitY'. Most mathematroal maHtersmust have ·frequently 
seen'with keen .regret pupils arrive at the most profitable and 
interesting'stage .of their. work only to be compelled ·to abandon 
it abruptly on their reception into . the Sacred Band of the 
Classical Upper Sixth. 

The consequence is thatevel-Y yeadarge numbers of intelli
gent boys-on the whole the best educated and most capable of 
all-leave the Public Schools with a knowledge of Mathematics 
just sufficient to take them safely .through "Smalls" or "Little
go," and for the rest of their lives give no more attention to 
the subject. To them the Higher Mathematics ill a distant and 
inaccessible region in which they feel little interest. They have 
never been led near enough to its boundaries to know what it 
contains, and in most cases the desire to explore even its outlying 
fringes has never occurred to tltem. They believe either that it 
is an arid and inhospitable tract devoid of features to attract the 
ordinary traveller; or else. that it is sundered froUl them by a 
gulf which they cannot hope to cross. If this state of affairs is 
not inevitable, and if it can be remedied without hurt to the 
classical side of the boy's education, it is surely our duty to 
make some attempt at improvement. 

It is no rloubt true that just as there are persons to whom 
music is meaningless, and others for whom poetl-y differs from 
prose chiefly in being" left ragged at both edges, or sawn off 
straight on one side only," so there are children and adults who 
are congenitally incapahle of appreciating or profiting by any 
mathematical instruction. Bnt such persons are prohably much 
.. rarer birds" than is commonly supposed, and need not 00 
considered in ~y arrangements made for the welfare of the 
general commumty. 
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. A~ all perio~s and in all countries, through the manifold 
vat;Jetles of cUITlcul,um, there are, .probably, only ~wo subjects 
~hICh hold an undisputed place III the weekly, If not daily, 
time-table. They are the Mother Tongue and Mathematics. 
Now proficiency in the Mother Tongue may be acquired indirectly 
thro';1gh homt; envi!onment, th;ough r~a~ing. incid.ent to literary 
studies, espeCIally III the clasSICal trammg III wluch the Public 
Schools are admittedly strongeRt. It has been charged against 
these schools that they neglect the study of English, and it is 
certainly true that the ordinary public school boy's acquaintance 
with his native language is deplorably deficient. But the 
members of the Sixth I"orm are not ordinary boys. Their 
classical work has taught them to express themselves, as a rule 
with" facility and corre(:tness and appreciation of literary form: 
Their wider range of general knowledge has given them a 
maturity of outlook which differentiates them sharply from other 
boys of the same age. In short, the knowledge and wisdom of 
the Classical Sixth makes it a peculiarly fertile ground for 
educational seed. 

But if the classical scholar of the Sixth Form has acquired, 
by the wayside, as it were, the greater part of whatever skill h~ 
may possess in the use of his own language, it is surely not 
possible for him to derive mathematical knowledge thus by 
devious channels and unconscious absorption. If he drops 
Mathematics when he reaches the University Entrance standard, 
the odds are long against his ever taking further interest in the 
subject. And so it comes about that a large proportion of the 
pick of the Public Schools-boys who go on to win their Firsts 
and Fellowships at the Universities in History and Classics and 
Philosophy, to make their mark in the Civil Service, in Law, in 
Journalism, in Politics-are doomed to remain equipped for 
life with only the meagre rudiments of arithmetic, algebra, and 
geometry, and perhaps a smattering of trigonometry. 

Now it sometimes happens, of course, that even this limited 
stock of elementary knowledge has been perfunctorily acquired 
and imperfectly assimilated, but much more frequently the boys 

"in question have their groundwork soundly established, and 
have arrived in addition at a relatively mature intellectual stage 
where their mental outlook and appreciation of facts is markedly 
in advance of their technical knowledge of Mathemati<.'S. Their 
high standard of general culture forms an admirable equipment 
for an introductory survey in'outline of some of the higher 
departments of Mathematics, for which purpose the power of 
clear and intelligent thought is of more importance than mere 
technical facility or specialised knowledge. 

WORK OF THE SPEcaL SET AT TOSBRIDGE. ". 

When Mr. G. St. L. Carson some three years ago assumed 
('onunand of the Mathematical Department of Tonbridge School, 
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. he reorganised the teaching of Mathematics throughout the 
school. The aim of this readjustment of methods and subject 
matter was to give the boy from the beginning a clearer sense 
of the relation of his mathematical work to the facts of his 
everyday experience, without sacrificing in any way his training 
in clear and accurate thinking; to foster a greater elasticity, 
handiness, and originality in his work, and at the same time to 
retain all the benefits given by the logical rigour of the old 
methods of pedagogic practice. In this contrast I avoid the 
terms" practical" and .. mental gymnastic," because the latter 
covers a multitude of sins of dullness and servility, and the 
former too often connotes no more than countless" graphical" 
solutions of equations in algebra, and in geometry such" proofs" 
as the inference that the angles of a triangle are equal to two 
right angles from the fact that the mean of half a dozen 
measures of actnal triangles with the protractor amonnts to, 
say, 179°. I do not wish to arrogate any special virtue for 
Tonbridge Mathematics, bnt I mention this rather definite 
attempt to extract the fertilising phosphates from the dry bones 
of the subject, because the experiment which forms the excuse 
for this paper is in close relation to the general scheme. 

It was in September 1909 that arrangements were made for 
four hours a week of mathematical work for those members of 
the Upper Sixth who were free for the ensning·year from the 
immediate innninence of the claims of University Entrance 
Scholarships. The boys, who numbered BOrne half dozen, were 
denominated the Special Set, and I was entrusted with their 
instruction. It is on the results and experience of a year's 
work with these boys that the present paper is based. 

The conditions under which we began were not of the most 
fa\·ourable. None of the boys, except one, had done anything 
hut quite elementary work; most of them had done no Mathe
matics at all for a year or so; all were sadly out of practice; 
and finally the average of mathematical ability in the set was, 
as it happened, decidedly lower than the general standard of boys 
passing into the Upper Sixth would be in an ordinary year. 
The average age of the set at the beginning of the year was 17, 
and though the boys were mainly of the plodding type, the 
general level of oommon-sense and intelligent appreciation of 
facts of everyday experience was as high as one would expect 
in the younger members of a Sixth Form. 

We began with no definite scheme or schedule of work. The 
aim was to open out suggestive lines, to prepare the ground for 
new and fruitful ideas concerning tlle meaning of problems and 
the method of tackling them, rath& than to study exhaustively 
any special field either from an abstract or practical point of 
view. We proposed especially to deal with simple statistics, 
of tlle type that give rise to everyday problems in business, or 
politics, or science, and thus to gain some insight into the 
rudiments of mathematical research. Even in cases where 
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questions that interested us were too difficult or too cOmplllx, {or 
.actual solution with our limited knowledge, it wouhl be. 110 

small gain to realise, eVlln somewhat hazily, the broad and 
. general lines on which such problems might be tackled and 
the nature of the tools employed. 

It was, of COlU'Se, necessary at the outset to give the class 
some simple practice in the plotting and reading of curves 
toremoye· the rust oj' disuse and to promote quickness and 
facility in the more mechanical side of their work. Furtber 

. preliminary effort was spent on such matters 8S the choice of 
suitable scales in graphical· representation; methods of tabul.a- . 
tion,; arrangement of· work; meaning oj' statistics of !Various 

. kinds; and the degree of accuracy pOSBible with the data 
,available. This preliminary work was carried out mainly by 
,problems selected to illustrate particular points in tabulation, 
or graphical presentment of data, ·01' interpreting of given 
,curves, wherever it happened that. the boys discovered difficulties 

, or showed misconception and confusion of· ideas. With the 
groundwork fairly established, we proceeded to consider the 
idea ofa "rate" by IDeans of problems involving that idea in 
one of the simple forms in which the· boys would already 
possess the notion as part of their ordinary experience. The 
Sixth Form boy, who has done nothing but elementary mathe
matics, has doubtless acquired the conception of a rate, but 
only in a limited degree. He has not met with the idea in any 
other form than that of a time-rate, derived from cases involving 
speed or growth. Even such a comparatively simple illustration 
as the " Birth-rate" was, 1 found, by no means clearly grasped 
at first. The chief difficulty at this stage was in selecting 
problems which would enable the boys to extend their rudi
mentary notion of rate to cover a wider and more varied field 
where time did. not enter into the case. I found that statistics 
of population provided problems more effective for this purpose 
than anything else. By the end of the first term the boys had 

,attained a fair proficiency in dealing by graphical methods 
witb.statistical questions of a varied character, and with simple 
commercial and scientific problems, most of which would have 
been meaningless to them a few IDonths before. They had 
acquired in some degree the notions of a limit and a function; 
their conception of average and rate had. gained greatly in 
precision and value; and they were familiar in a practical and 
inductive way with the elementary ideas of the calculus. When 
this stage was reached, they were introduced to a more abstract 
consideration of the subject-matter, and devoted a few periods 
to . the algebra of simple differentiation. We did not spend 
much time on this deductive treatment of tht. subject, but I 
believe that it is important for the pupil to realise that in 
simple cases, at any rate, he can deduce his results from first 
principles, independently of graprucal representation. Our 
programme so fur had been varied occasionally by digressions 
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into questions of Algebra, Geometry,and Trigonometrjt,lIrising 
out of the work in hand.. Among other 'things we had studied 
the geometry of the regular 'soIids, and before beginnIng nur 
final revision of the year's work we undertook the calculation 
of the areas and v<;>lumesof the pyramid an4 sphere;by the 
method of infinitesima~ "-strips" lind ," steps." This work 
called for some excursions into the ,field of progressi(;ms and 
series; thereby providing' useful algebraic 'exercise;' and: 'at the 
same time offering valuable illustrations of such fundamental 
ideas as those of convergenCe' and approximation; and liririting 
value, which had already arisen in the, previous work of the 
Special Set. , ' , , 

The foregoing outline of oUr general plan of operations is, I 
fear, rather vague, and for those who may be interested in the 
details of the course pursued I append the three papers, set at 
the Summer Examinlltion on the year's wQrk. ' ,', : 

These papers illustrate faithfully and ooplou6lyour ,ChOlCBOf 
subject matter and ourhaIidlingof it, and: they Will;giv6 II 
better idea of ou.r, generat policy and ptograxbme-' than aily 
detailed dei!cription. ' , ' 

, ',"' 

I,' \.-

TON BRIDGE SOHOOL.-July 1910. 

SPEOIAL SET. 

Mathematics I. 

1. A tall cylindrical vessel has a uniform inside cross
sectional area of 20 sq. ems. It contains Wllter which is allowed 
to escape from a tap 'at bottom into a graduated vessel, so that
the volume that has escaped up to any moment can be read off 
the scale directly. 

The time (=t sees.) that has elapsed since the turning on of 
the tap is noted at the instants when the total amount of water 
that has run out is 50, 100, 150 cub. ems., &c. (= V c.c.). 

The results are tabulated thus:-

I ' I i I I I I I 
, Bees. = time elapsed 0'161'582'288'134'055'016'061'208'489'99 

lin"" tap ..... turned. I I I I I 1· 
V 0.0. = total volume of 60 100 [150 1200 1250 300 I' 350 1400 450 500 

_tor that baa run out. • ,t 

(The second decimal place in the values of t is not very 
trustworthy.) 

A 13918 B B 
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Plot a graph from these data and hence construct a tahle 
and graph showing the rate in cms. per second at which the 
surface of the. water in the jar is descending. Hence answer 
the following questions, giving your reasons in each case :-

(i) Is the rate of descent of the surface uniform? 
(ii) If not, is it changing uniformly? 

(iii) 'Vhat can you find out about the acceleration of the 
descent, if any exists? 

(iv) At what rate is the surface descending when t = 
5'7 sees.? 

(v) How can you check the accuracy of any portion of 
your "rate of descent" curve from the original 
data ? 

2. How many regular solids are there? What are their 
names? What conditions limit their number? Draw a 
perspective sketch of each; and give in tabular form the number 
-of the faces, edges, and polyhedral angles of each, the shape of 
the faces. and the number and size of the plane'angles that 

. .compose the polyhedral angles of each. 

3. Draw the curve y = Zl between the limits z = -. Ii and 
.:z = It. taking 1 inch as unit both horizontally and vertically, 
: and plotting the.value of z' for each chauge of 0'1 in the value 

of z. 

Then calculate the value of d J;> for any value of z, and 

. plot the curve y = d ~2 on the same scale to the limits of your 

paper. Hence:-
{i) Show that the tangent of the ~urve, 'If = r at any 

point where the value of z IS pOSitive IS parallel 
to the tangent at the point where z has the 
corresponding negative value. 

(ii) Make the closest approximation. you can to th~ area 
contained between the z aXIs and the portIOn of 

the curve y = ~;r!), between the limit.~ z = - l' 2 
dz 

and z = 1'2. 
(iii) What meaning can you attach to this area? . What 

check can you apply to the value found for it ? 
(iv) Point out any features in one curv~ that are rela~ to 

features in the other, and explain the connectIOn. 

4 ABC is any triangle whoSe sides are a, b, and e. A is 
an ~te angle. The length of the perpendicular from A on the 

the ' Ie' ap. If . the sille a is p. Hence the area of tnang is 2' z IS 
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length of the projection of AO on BO, note that p' = b' - x'. 
Also note that x=b cos O. Given that in any triangle cos 

a'+b' c· o = -2ab~-' p may then be expressed in terms of a, b, and 

conly. 
Hence &how that the area of a triangle is 

..; a+b+c' 
8 (s-a) (s-b) (s-c), where s= 2 . 

TONBRIDGE SCHOOL.-July 1910. 

SPECIAL SET. 

Mathematics II. 
The American lake-ferry steamboat "Navajo" is 240 feet 

long. She dram 10 ieet of water at normal draught. She is 
similarly shaped at both ends, being designed to travel in 
eitb.er direction without turning. The cutwater at both ends 
is vertical. 

The table gives the half-width of the ship (b feet) at different 
heights abo"te the keel for various distances (s feet) from either 
end:-

Distance of aection from } I Q 10 \20 30 40 60 80 100 120 
cutwater = • feet = feet. feet'

j 
feet. feet. feet. feet. feet. feet. feet. 

I 

Half·width of vertical 

0.,1 0 '8 1'6 
aection .. t 1 foot .. bove 

lS'2 keel. keel = b feet = 0'1 5" 9'0 11'0 13'2 
At 2 feet "bo ... keel, b = 0'1 0'911" S'7 8'2 11'6 13'7 15'6 15'6 
At , feet "bo ... keel, b = 0'1 2'0 3'31 7'3 11'5 14'3 15'9 17'1 17'1 
At 6 feet .. bove keel, b = 0'1 

I 13'5 15'6 16'7 17" 17" 3'2 5'81 9'8 
At 8 feet "bove keel, b = 0'1 "8 9'0 12'0 14,'7 16'2 17'0 17" 17" 
At 10 feetabo ... keel, b = 0'1 6" 11'2113" 15'3 16'3 17'0 17" 17" 

I 
Use the table to plot the shape of the vertical 1wlf-section 

of the vessel at the different distances from the end for which 
the data are given. Use a scale of 2 ft. to the inch. Henee 
find the area of the whole vertical sootion at these points, and 
from your results draw a curve showing how the area of the 
cross-section varies with the distance from an end. 

Hence compute the volume of the submerged portion of the 
vessel. 

The weight of a Hoating body being equal to that of the 
volume of the liquid it displaces, find the tonnage (displace
ment) of the vessel. 

(1 cub. loot of water weighs 1,000 oz. 1 ton = 2,240 lbs.) 
BB2 
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If you have time, plot on a smaller scale, si.y, 20 feet to an 
inch, the horizontal sections of the vessel at 2, 4, 6, 8, and 
10 ft. above the keel. Compute the area of each of these 
sections. Draw a curve to show how the area of the horizontal 
section varies with the height above the keel, and hence compute 
the volume of the submerged portion of the vessel, thus 
checking your former result. 

TONBRJDGE ScHOOL.-July 1910. 

SPECIAL SET. 

Mathematics III. 

1. A cylindrical closed tin is required by a canning firm to 
hold a gallon of canned tomatoes. If one gallon of the tomatoes 
ready for canning occupies a space of 256 cubic inches, find 
the most economical dimensions for the tin. That is to eay, find 
the height and diameter of a gallon tin that will require the 
smallest area of sheet tin to manufacture. How much tin will 
be required for each can? 

(Hint :-If 11. = height ·of tin, l' = radius, and 1. = capacity. 

then wr' x 11. = volume of ti~ = k, i.e., h = ~ Hence area of 
'trr • 

tin required can be expressed in terms of r only, and a graph 
can be drawn to show how the area varies with r.) 

2.-(i) Calculate the volume of a sphere by considering it to 
consist of an infinite number of di8C8 of equal 
thickness. 

'(li) Using your result and the fact that the volume of a 
pyramid is one-third of the product of the height 
and the area of the base, deduce the area of the 
surface of a sphere. 

(iii) From your second result deduce the connection between 
the area of the surface of a sphere and that of the 
curvedsnrface of a cylinder of equal height and 
radius .. 

. 
(iv) Pl'Ove the connection deduced in the last part of your 

answer by BOrne independent method . 

3. A patent chemical manure costs h. 6d. per lb. to 
inanufacture. Records were kept of the average weekly sales at 
different prices, with the tabulated results:-

Price • - i 10. 9d.' 20. OdJ 20. 6dJ 30. Od'

I
' 30. ScI'I'~' u.! In. Od 

Lbs. sold • I 4.,000 1 3,900 I 3,650 I 3,3.>(1 2,800 .2,OOf) /1.000 
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(i) What was the most profitable price?, 
(ii) What other price would give the same profit as 

2s. lOd. ? 
(iii) At what (high) price do you infer that there would 

, have been no profit or loss? 
(iv) At what price would the raising of the price by Id. 

have produced an increase of lOZ. in the weekly 
profits? 

(v) At what price would the lowering of the price by Id. 
have produced an increase of 15l. in the weekly 
profits? 

4. If a triangle is divided by lines parallel to one side into n 
sections of equal width (the distance of the opposite vertex from 
that side being h), and if its area is taken as equivalent to the 
sum of the areas of n rectangles of the same width as the sections, 
what will be the error in excess when the" stepped" figure so 
<lbtained has its "steps" outside the triangle, and what will be 
the error in defect when the "steps" are inside the triangle? 
Is the one error equal to the other? Is the percentage error the 
same in both cases? 

The marks obtained in these papers were not high because 
the work shown up was short in quantity and marred by arith
metical blunders. The ordinary boy is a slow worker at the 
best and his want of the knack which is hom of experience in 
tabulation and symbolic representation often hampers him sadly 
in dealing with problems even where he understands what is 
wanted and recoguises the method that will lead him to a 
solution. When he fails to sketch out a labour-saving plan at 
the outset, it is not surprisi.ng that oversights and blunders 
di~figure his needlessly complicated arithmetic. Nevertheless 
the results were on the whole quite satisfactory. An intelligent 
appreciation of subject-matter and method was shown and 
every question was answered thoroughly and correctly, though 
not slways .. elegantly," by one or more boys. In short, the 
results of the year's work as well as the interest shown 
throughout by the boys thelIl>lelves amply justified the 
experiment; , . 

A few suggestions and reflections arising out of the year's 
experience may be' worth brief mention. In the first place 
tht're is the question of the selection· of suitable problt'ms. It 
is, I believe, most important that the subject-matter of the 
problem should be thoroughly familiar to the pupil. If he 
does not dearly visualise the material ground on which he is 
at work, if ·there is any blurring of the goal in view or of his 
stsges of approach to it, he is apt to lose his bearings an<' 
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flounder ineffectively. Again and again I have traced the origill 
of some difficulty solely to misunderstanding of the subjecl' 
matter. A very large field of problems, otherwise eminently 
suitable, is thus closed to classical boys whose knowledge of 
&ience is negligible. Furthermore only one or two of the 
boys in question had done any elementary mechanics. Ac
cordingly we were debarred from a prolific source of questions 
dealing with force and work, readily accessible or easily 
manufactured. In future years this difficulty will not ariHe 
at Tonbridge, for I'a.~y mechanics now finds a place in the time
table of every boy III the upper half of the school. In any 
case tlle difficulty is not a serious one. The manufacture of 
problems is, surely, an occupation not without profit to the 
master, and if time or imagination are lackin~, such a book as 
Saxelby's "Course in Practical Mathematics ' will provide a 
rich mine of material. 

Another question concerns the introduction of abstract and 
deductive treatment of the subject. I do not believe it should 
be avoided entirely. The boy, as a rule, has a good appetite 
for a rigorous proof, though his taste may be easily deceived 
by a plausible counterfeit. Ratller does the difficulty lie in 
persuadiug him that for practical purposes rigorous exactitude, 
besides being generally impossible, is no more valuable than 
an approximation within a certain degree of accuracy. The 
recurring decimal still I'xercises a deplorable tyranny o\'er 
younger boys. The best plan will probably be to give the cl8R8 
just so much of abstract "book-work" as lies within their 
capacity, and no more than they are willing to digest. 

SUJUURY. 

This particular year's C01lJ1le has been descri~ n;tore or 1008 
in detail as typical of what can be done mth SIxth Form 
boys, but there is, of course, no implication that it is the only 
programme, or the best. My object is simply to urge tbat the 
Sixth Form boy should be given a glimpse of more advanced 
Mathematics than he has hitherto met with. For example. 
if the boys ha,'e done no mechanics, I am very strongly of 
opinion that a term at least might be de,'oted to an elementary 
treatment of the subject. Whatever the direction of a man's 
interests in the world to-day, it is scarcely possible ~t 
mechanical ideas should fail to bulk largely in his dally 
environment. Can we, for example, call anyone educated who 
is ignorimt of the meaning of such a universal term as "horse
power"? Indeed it would be hard to find a more suitable 
subject for such boys~ we are considering than the fnn~amen.tal 
conceptions of mechanics. And. there are other ~elds In --:hlch 
a course might be selected. &lid geometry proVJded us mth a 
few weeks' work duriug the year under review, and in the 
current year co-ordinate geometry has been given a place in tile 
time-table. 
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Such work as this can hardly fail to be a source of profit and 
'pleasure to the teacher. His class is small. Problems can be 
worked out by master and boys together in a way that is impos
sible with larger classes. Interest is easily aroused -and main
tained. The simplicity of the fundamental ideas of the calculus, 
of mechanics, and of the methods of more advanced algebra 
comes as a pleasant surprise to most boys. The initial difficulties 
encountered in the elementary stages of arithmetic and algebra 
are, I believe, relatively far greater than any presented at the 
frontiers of more advanced work. The further a boy progresses 
in Mathematics, the easier does still further progress become. 

The benefits which an intelligent boy will derive from such 
a course as here descri bed do not consist solely in his wider 
mathematical range. The varied problems that can be selected 
as bearing on questions of political, or commercial, or scientific: 
interest will be handled with aJogic and rigour that the daily
newspaper never applies to their discussion. The passion for 
investigation which ia characteristic of almost every boy, and 
the awakening interest of the adolescent citizen in a wider circle
of ideas, will provide a mutual stimulus that, properly directed~ 
will find expression in efforts of an inestimable training value. 

And what of the !Esthetic aspect of the subject? Is there
any intellectual cult which worships at a nobler shrine than. 
Mathematics, whose Goddess is Truth, in: all its austere and 
essential purity, and the rubric of whose ritual consists in the 
ultimate laws of Thought. In Mathematics the standard of 
beauty is Truth, and the criterion of efficiency is Logic. Plato 
and Aristotle are its sponsors. "But the mathematicians do not 
read Plato, wIllIe those who read him know no Mathematics, 
and regard his opinion on this question as merely a curious 
IIberration." I quote from an article entitled "The Study of 
Mathematics," by tile Hon. Bertrand Russell, in the first number 
of" The New Quarterly" (November 1907), where tIle !Esthetic 
value of the subject is specially discussed. It is an article 
which should be read by e\'ery teacher of Mathematics. Many, 
no doubt, while admitting tIle inspiring qualities of tIle subject 
for the advanced mathematician, will maintain tIlat the school
boy cannot ret appreciate such things, I should prefer to say 
that he rarely gets the chance. He abandons tIle subject just 
when the quality of tbe work itself and his own mental develop
Illent promise to react upon each oilier ]).l08t profitably. It may 
be granted that it is in most cases some form of literature, music, 
painting, or the like, which awakens in the growing boy tIle 
earliest stirrings of that sense of exaltation that attends the 
contemplation of tlle highest achievements of Illankind in Art or 
Science. Without doubt the revelstion of beauty in MatIle
maties belongs to 8 later and an intellectually higher stage of 
appreciation. But even if we cannot hope to make the schoolboy 
drink of tl1ese watem, we can at any rate lead him to the brink ; 
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and if in later years thirst comes to him, he may remember 
where it can be quenched. 

In conclusion I would repeat with emphasis two facts. In 
the first place-as has been pointed out again and again in 
recent years-the last half-century has seen a greater enlarge
ment of the encyclopredia of human knowledge than any previous 
period of history, and there has been no abatement of the rate of 
increase in the last decade. That enlargement has been almost 
entirely due to the expansion of the frontiers of science, not 
merely in new territory of her own, but also in the imposing of 
bel' suzerainty of scientific method on old-tlstablished depart
Dlents of human culture. And in the second place we have the 
ClaRSical Sixth Form boy-the most cultivated product of the 
Public School-passing out into this altered world with an 
educational equipJl1ent almost unaItel'ed from that of fifty years 
ago. Cannot we give him some share in this new heritage of 
culture? Mathematics has been justly ClIlled the Mother of the 
Sciences, and certainly Scientific MetllOd is only another name 
for Mathematics. L nder present conditions, at the time when 
his mathematical work is on the point of widening out into new 
channels of living interest and far-reaching import, when the 
boy's mental outlook is reaching that maturity that would 
specially help him to appreciate and profit by some study of the 
higher branches of the subject, just at this point-more inviting 
and fruitful, ifhe only knew what awaited him, than any previous 

. stage of his career-he turns his back on Mathematics for ever. 
Mathematics has its" classics" no less than Literature. Surely 
.the classical authorities will not grudge a few hours weekly for 
.devotion to the science which has called forth the greatest 
.achievements of the human intellect. 

W. NEWBOLD. 
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PRACTICAL MATHEMATICS AT PUBLIC 
SCHOOLS. 

INTRODUCTION. 

Changes in recent years.-In recent years great changes 
have been introduced into mathematical teaching. It has been 
realised that the methods formerly followed, however suitable 
they might be for the training of "born mathematicians," were 
not suited to the needa of the average boy; and the teaching 
has been re-modelled in an earnest endeavour to meet those 
needs. Although it is too early to "pronounce a final opinion 
upon the results, the success of the venture so far is highly 
encouraging; the boys enjoy their work and learn with alacrity 
instead of with reluctance. They may fail to surmount, or even 
to encounter, some of the more difficult lessons of the older 
regime, to which importance has been hitherto attsched; but it 
is quite possible that this importsnce was overrated, and in 
any case the losses may not be sufficient to set against the 
undoubted gains in other directions. A brief survey of the 
situation is rendered possible by the appended reports from 
four different Public Schools. . . 

.. Born" mathem.at·ieia7l8.-Before proceeding to consider what 
has been done I may recur for a moment to a remark made in 
the first paragraph about the .. born mathematician." A 
Congress of Mathematicians will naturally be anxious for his 
welfare, and alert against any short-sighted sacrificing of his 
interests: and I hope I may claim to share this anxiety, as one 
who owes everything to the care lavished on boys who showed 
mathematical promise under what may be called the old regime. 
But I say with some confidence that the new regime is not likely 
to differ from the old in this respect. I have not seen the 
slightest tendency to relax vigilance in looking for mathe
maticisns or care in training them when found. On the 
contrary, I firmly believe that there is on the modem plan an 
increased chance of finding the boys with special ability, since 
the net is spread much wider than before. Before he is 
recognised as such, a boy may possibly learn his Mathematics 
in a manner which the older school might think alipshod; he 
might, for instance, learn his geometry without the thoroughness 
of Euclid's demonstrations; but this stage is, from the nature 
of the case, not likely to 188t long, and when the boy of ability 
is once detecled he can be, and is, treated specially. In my 
opinion the great gaiBB tI).. the avera,l!e boy have Bot been 
accompanied by any loss to the specialist worth rnE'ntioning. 
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Leading idea of new Methods.-The leadi;'g idea which runs 
through the new methods is stated by Mr. Brewster of Oundle 
School thus :-

-" It is found that a boy will understand and remember a 
mathematical proceBB with much greater ease if it is introduced 
to him in connection with a problem of practical value." 

So long as our attention is fixed on this principle alone we 
should probably all accept it as reasonable enough; it is only 
when it comes into contact with other principles that objections 
arise. The main conflict is with the principle of logical order. 
Euclid presented his geometrical propositions, not as they were 
arrived at historically, nor as they might arise from practical 
problems, but in an arrangement which aimed at logical 
sequence. And he has been followed in this aim by the great 
majority of subsequent writers of text books on Mathematics. 
To adopt the Plinciple above enunciated was therefore to throw 
over the existing methods in some degree. How far should 
they be abandoned? The answers have varied greatly, 
st-raggling the whole distance from complete adhesion to com
plete abandonment. Those who prefer to keep as close as 
possible to the old methods have made a minimum concession 
by introducing a few models and a little squared paper into 
their class rooms; the thorough-going reformers have boldly 
left the class-room altogether and installed themselves in the 
workshop. "An attempt is made to look upon the class as a 
staff of workmen," writes Mr. Sanderson of OundJe, "actually 
engaged in some 'live' work . . . . ~Iathematics come 
in -incidentally and are learnt as need arises. 1'he various 
mathematical principles and methods are thus acquired indirectly 
by continually applying them, and the boy learns his elementA 
of Mathematics in much the same way that he learns to walk. 
At a later stage he may put his knowledge into a,logical frame
work." In other reports it will be found that lese drastic 
measures have been adopted. Special mathematical laboratories 
have been organised, where Mathematics are learnt practically 
by weighing and measnring. Or without setting apart special 
rooms for this purpose, physical laboratories have been ntilised 
for infusing practical knowledge into the theoretical; or, ~ 
above remarked, models and apparatus have been used in the 
class-room, with but little departure from the old traditions. 

Keen interest of the OOys.-But in whatever degree practical 
work has been introdnced, it seems to have been successful in 
arousing the interest of the bo"s and stimulating the teaching. 
It wonld almost seem as thongh those who had gone furthest in 
this direction wrote with the greatest conviction; but it- would 
be rash to draw the obvious inference, or at any rate to act npon 
it at present. Rather may we welcome the probability of a 
period of varied experiment and comparison of results. Such 
periods may involve strennous exertion, but the exertion is 
likely to be of a stinJnlating and not necessarily of an exhausting 
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kind. That at any 1"3te is the impression produced by my 
experience of tlle keenness of discussion in the Mathematical 
Association, and among the Science Masters whom I have met 
in connection with it. 

Meanwhile we may note with satisfaction the awakening of 
interest which seems to characterise the new methods through
out. "This work is the boy's first experience of experimental 
science," writes Mr. Bell of Winchester, " and be enjoys it . '. 
.. He makes a good deal of noise over it, and a master 
with nerves-or a classical division in ilie room below-may be 
worried by the dropping of weights and water; but the boy is 
keen on the work, and there is no difficulty about discipline." 
It is surely significant that the discipline should be good even 
in the presence of noise, -for nothing is more conducive to 
disturbance. 

The interest shown crops out at various points. Mr. Siddons 
of Harrow refers to the increased interest in Arithmetic, i.e., in 
getting sums actually right instead of merely showing knowledge 
of method. As one who has lectured on Astronomy for nearly 
20 years, I can well appreciate the point. Mathematicians, 
especially those of considerable ability, have often been curiously 
unable to get a con-ect numerical result, ('hiefiy through want 
of attention. It has been my custom to draw the attention of 
my classes to the importance of correcting this habit by the 
example of Nautical Astronomy. "1£ you get your sum wrong, 
you may sink the ship." If interest is aroused in the result for 
its own sake, there is little difficulty in getting the sums 
correctly done. 

Mr. Brewster of Oundle mentions yet another point. " The 
secondary aim is to foster an interest in the higher parts of 
Mathematics at the earliest stage possible." That this aim can 
even be stated complacently says much for the new methods. 
Older generationA fixed the limit of their interest in Mathematics 
at a very short distance from zero. 

Co-operatioll.-It will be seen from the reports that the new 
system is distinguished from the old by an extensive use of the 
principle of co-operation. Boys like working together, and in 
former times this desire has been an inconvenience to lit> 
repressed: for it led to "copying," or to one boy doing the work 
for others. But in the modern system ro-operation has positive 
advantages. They appear most prominently in the Oundle 
report where the wholE' plan of work depends on co-operation. 
"In the workshop method of teaching, the boys are regarded 
as forming a body of workmen engaged in carrying out some of 
the regnlar work of the shop. Each boy is a member of the 
staff and has his definite part of the work to do-and he finda 
that whate"er this work may be it is of importance to the 
whole . . . ." 

In mathematical laboratories there is not of course so 
('omplete a co-operative scheme, but the boys work in pairs or 
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threes. "There is one obvious disadvantage in working in pairs," 
writes Mr. Siddons, .. the possibility of a pair being very unequal 
in ability, so that the clever boy is kept back and the weak boy 
scores marks for work mostly done by his partner; to avoid 
such cases occun-ing it is sometimes necessary to rearrange pairs. 
But this possible danger, which is easily obviated, is immaterial 
compared with the advantageR gained by the boys in discuRSing 
(he experiments together and frequently succeeding in doing arl 
experiment which neither could do alone. Of course all calcu
lations are done by each partner and the results compared," 
another valuable lesson in the proper method of doing calcula
tions, well known to astronomers. 

Wholesale co-operation need not, however. be confined to the 
workshop. In tlle laboratory it has been found of great service 
in the construction of models, which would be far too serious a 
labour for an individual, but becomes easily manageable fur a 
number working in concert. If, for instance, each boy constructs 
a plane section of some solid figure, when the whole is built 
up the excellence or defect of individual sections will teach the 
lesson (above mentioned in connection with the workshop) of the 
importance of each definite piece of work to the whole. 

Imagination.-With practical work it is much easier to set a 
boy to think out a thing for himself. Teachers !Jave long 
realised the difficulty of providing problems whic·h call for 
spontaneity and not merely for the remembering of some rulc. 
There were, fol' instance, Euclid" rirlers," but the good oncs soon 
got tabulated and new onCB were either too hard or too easy. III 
practical work it is only necessary to vary the dimensions of soml' 
of the apparatus in an experiment to call for new ingenuity frOIlJ 
a boy who may have just done almost the same experiment. 

Ezpenditure of Time.-Jn one point the new method!! 
compare, at any rate in the first instance, unfu'l'ourably with 
the old. Progress is not so rapid, or at any rate not so ohviouH. 
It will be seen from the reporta, however. that the ach'ocates of 
practical methods claim compensating advantages in b'Urenet<S 
and reality. 

"It is true that the number of mathematical questions or 
examples [a boy] will get through in the hour or two hotU'i. 
'lesson' may be very few, hut the questions arising in a 
concrete and visible form will make a more vivid and ahiding 
impre88ion on the mind, and both the methods and results will 
become an integral part of his being. On the other hand. 
although a boy will be able to work through many more 
examples and problems in a class-room •. yet it may safely be 
asserted that the impression left by each one is comparatively 
feeble . . . r (Oundle report.) 

This characteristic of praetical work-that it takes more 
time- is indeed well known. Against it are to be set, not only 
the considerations of thoroughness above mentioned, lID! the 
possibility of according actually more time for work. The 
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number of hours spent by a boy in the class-room at our public 
schools has hitherto been rather .small, chieBy because the work 
was of an exhausting kind to both boys and masters. . Practical 
work need not tire the boys in the same way, especially when 
they are keenly interested. It is in many respects little different 
from the carpentering and similar work with which some boys 
were and are accnstomed to employ part of their leisw"Il. Hence 
we may contemplate without anxiety a possible extension of 
school hours into those hitherto given up to mere amusement. 

&aminatioM.-.Allied to the characteristic just mentioned 
is the objection that practicail·work eannotreadily. 00 tested by 
examinations. .. .Results· as tested by an examination may be 
disappointing," writes Mr. Bell. ." It is hard to devise an exami
nation which is a fair test, but this does not condemn the work. 
The boy understands what he is doing, as. shown by the fact that 
he can make use of. previous experiments, and make corred 
deductions from them; but it needs'a. much highel' standard 
of training before he can show an examiner that he understands." 

'fhis difficulty of examinations is: met with elsewhere. ·To 
take a very different instance, which.. happens' to have coine 
within my experience :-' The working elames have recently 
appealed to Oxford and other .Universities for Higher Education. 
The appeal was not made by large numbers, but on behalf of a 
very 6Olll1l percentage indeed, who are of special earnestness 
and (as the event proved) of special ability. Looking back on 
what has happened, we might perhaps have foreseen that when 
twenty peopl& out of (saYI 20,000 presented such an appeal, 
they would be men out; of the common run: but the ability 
shown Cf'rtainly took us by surprise. After only a few months' 
training (by a capable tt>acher) these men were able to produce 
essays of sterling merit-,-comparing· favourably with essays 
written by first-cl3BB men at Oxford. But they were, and are, 
almost wholly unable to face an examination;' it. would' be 
difficult to devise an examination which would bring out their 
merits in any adequate degree. To give another instance some
what nearer the matter which concerns us :-. 1. have been 
accustomed for many years to examine the students who have 
attended University Extension lectures in Astronomy, and am 
familiar with what may be expected from them.. One of 
the lecturers has recently taken a rather new departure by 
encouraging his students to do practical observing for them
selves at their homes instead of taking their facts from him 
or from books-to note tht' positions of the stars, and the 
variations in the height of the tides and trace them to their 
causes. I have been able to satisfy myself in a variety of ways 
that his students have thoroughly appreciated the new depar
ture and have gained much from it: some of them have even 
gone on to do astronomical work of real value. But the exami
nation results are disappointing. It seems difficult to make 
sufficient allowance for the time taken to work out a problem of 
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this practical kind, under stress of examination, even when it is 
on familiar lines: and there is great risk that those who have 
merely committed some facts to memory will appear to advantage 
in examination compared with those who have a much sounder 
working knowledge. 

Experience of this kind suggests that too much importance 
must not be attached to examination results. If possible 
we must suit our methods of examination to the methods of 
teaching, though it is admitted that there may be serious 
difficulties in doing this. The difficulties may be surmountable; 
but even if they are not, it would seem to be undesirable to 
alter sound methods of teaching to suit examinations. And 
meanwhile we must be prepared for anomalies wherever 
examinations come into contact with the new methods. An 
instance may be given in illustration. To pass "Smalls" at 
Oxford (which has become a kind of entrance examination into 
the University) it is neceBSarY for the candidate to show a slight 
acquaintance either with geometry or with algebra. Most boys 
of any ability qualify for this examination while at school, and 
it is only the weaker brethren who are left to face it on coming 
up to Oxford. Seeing that the new methods of geometrical 
teaching were designed to help the weaker brethren, it was 
expected that when they were introduced geometry wonld be 
preferred to algebra. But exactly the contrary happened; 
geometry was deserted and nearly all the candidates chose 
algebra. On making inquiry I found the reason to be that for 
the purposes of passing an examination it is undoubtedly easier 
to cram a dull boy with a few facts in the old way (which is 
still unreformed in algebra) than to teach him how to reproduce 
his knowledge of geometry. The difficulty does not arise in 
getting the knowledge into him, but in getting it out again in 
examination. Many of the boys in question formerly learnt 
their Euclid by heart, and this resource has been taken from 
them. They now learn a few rules in algebra by heart. 
Whether this does them much good is another question. 

RelatwTUI of Teacher. to one another.-With much more 
diffidence I remark on one other outcome of the modem methods 
of teaching. They have, if I am not mistaken, broken down, 
or at any rate are breaking down, the bartiem between the 
teachers of Mathematics and of Science (especially Physics) which 
have seriously embarrassed education hitherto. In my early 
experience as inspector of some public schools in Mathematics 
on behalf of Oxford Univemity, only half a dozen yeam ago, I 
conld not but remark how little notice was taken by some of the 
teachers of what was being done at other schools, or even by 
tbeir colleagues. I venture to think that a great improvement 
is being effected in this respect. In many schools a definite 
syitem of C<H>peration between the mathematical and scientific 
stalls has been already organised: and doubtless othem will 
adopt this plan in the future. The joint meetings of the 
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Mathematical Association and the Association of Science Masters 
will help to further this improved understanding. 

OorlClusion. - In view of these considerations it seems 
reasonable to conclude that the methods of practical mathe
matical work recently adopted in our public schools have 
justified themselves hitherto. They . have aroused the interest 
of the boys, have made learning easier, co-operation possible, 
and have stimulated imagination. More time is perhaps required, 
but there should not be any grave difficulty in assigning it 
if necessary. There are more serious difficulties in suiting 
examinations to the new methods, but these must be faced and 
not. allowed to be a hindrance. There are also signs, which 
can scarcely be mistaken, that the new methods have been a 
welcome stimulus to the teachers as well. 

H. H. TURNER. 
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PRACTICAL MATHEMATICS AT CLIFTON 
COLLEGE. 

As far back as 1875, Professor Worthington, then a master 
at Clifton College, organised a course of practical work in 
elementary mensuration and hydrostatics which ever since has 
formed an introduction to the practical science taught to all 
boys on the modern side and to some boys on the classical side 
of the school. 

The methods of his text book, the first of its kind, have 
since been adopted throughout the educational world, and the 
development of his scheme at Clifton has been so successful 
that the new demand for what is called Practical ~IathematiCB 
seems to be met quite adequately, in the lower part of the school 
at any rate, by what has been done here for many years. 

Course of Praclkal Physks. 

The time at present allotted to this work in the laboratory is 
as follows :-

Modern ill. 
Classical ill. 
Modern IV. 

" 
v. 

- It hours per week. Mensuration. 
- 1 hour 

" - 1 " " 
- 2 hours " 

" Hydrostatics aud 
Heat. 

Heat and lIe
chanics. 

After this preliminary course the sets proceed to the practical 
work in Light, Magnetism and Electricity, &C. 

The experiments are divided into Sets and now follow the 
order of Rintoul's "Introduction to Practical Physics," written 
by the present Head of the department at G1ifton. 

Reference to this book will show that sufficient explanation 
is given to enable the boy to perform an experiment without 
much assistance, and the educational value of the book lies in 
the fact that the boy is led to deduce the successive stages of 
the argument by a series of questions, the answers to which are 
to be written in such a way as to indicate the nature of the 
question which is being answered. For instance, the text book 
gives the following directions for finding, .by the principle of 
Archimedes, the volume of any solid that sinks in water. 

" ('.ounterpoise your balance as before, and hang to the short 
pan a glass stopper. Weigh the stopper while hanging in air. 
Then immerse it in a beaker of water and weigh agdiu while 
in water. 

" What is the upthrust of the water on the stopper ? 
" What is the weight of water displaced by the stopper? 
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II What then is the volume of water displaced by the stopper, 
and therefore the volume of the stopper? Calculate the density 
of the stopper. . _ 

" In comparing this method of finding the volume of a solid 
with the method of displacement of water, which do you think 
capable of giving you the more accurate result? n 

Perhaps the most valuable part of the work lies in the way 
in which the account of the experiment is written out, and it is 
regarded here as most important to take advantage of the 
opportunity thus provided for training the boy to express 
himself clearly and concisely. . When satisfactory, both as 
regards accuracy and intelligibility, the boy's work is signed by 
the master, and the fat·t recorded on a board. in the laboratory 
on which is lastened a tabulated list of the experiments of 
the Set. . .. 

It thus follows that the members of a given Form or Set are 
working quite indepelldently of one another, and that each boy 
performs a logical sequence 6f experiments during his career at 
the school. 

The system alBo allows a boy, who has for some reason 
dropped the subject for a time, to take it up again where he 
left oli without interfering with the work of the particular block 
of the school of which he may then be a member. 

As the Physical Laboratory is almost continuously occupied 
by Sets in Physics it is at present impossible to make arrangec 
ments for mathematical masters to take their Sets into the 
Laboratory to do practical work in combination with their 
tlleoretical work. Sinc.e, however, Mechanics· is taught as a 
branch of experimental Science in the Physics course, moet 
boys go through a course of Practical Mechanics even though 
they may 110t advance 80 far in their Mathematical Sets as to 
take it as a part of their mathematical work. 

Practieal Mathematic. 011 tM Military and Engineering Side. 

At present, the Practical Mathematics now demanded in 
the Army Examinations is done in the Laboratory out of 
school hOUl'd, and is confined to practice in performing experi
ments similar to those set in previous examinations. It is 
hoped, however, that it may be possible shortly to provide 
accommodation for the Army Side 80 that their practical work 
may be done in close connection with their theoretical work. 

On the Military Side, during the lessons in Mechanics, 
experiments are performed by the master in the presence of the 
class. 

One room is provided with apparatus of a simple type 
sufficient for elementary experimen\B in Statics and Dynamics. 
The cost of the apparatus ecarcely exceeded 2L., and most of i& 
is kept in the drawer of the table on which the experiments are 
performed. The moet useful amcles are the Rintoul dynamo-

A IstlS 0 0 
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meter (supplied" by Messrs. Harris of Birmingham)," and a board 
which -can be clamped to the table and \lB8d.for"the demonstra
tion of such theorems as the triangle of forces. When mOfe 
elaborate apparatus is required such as Fletcher's trolley, it is 
generally possible to make arrangements for the Set to be taken 
in a Physics Lecture Room. 

The class draws a diagram of the apparatus, the nsceMary 
measurements and readings are taken by the master and written 
down by the class who then make the calculations and deduc
tions, after which a formal proof of the theorem is discussed. 
The advantage of introdncing the apparatus into the Class Room 
was especially marked in the improvement whioh took place in 
the drawing of diagrams, and there is now a complete !Lbsence 
elf the representation of bodies in equilibrium under impossible 
conditions. 

Practical work to illustrate the application of the CaiculWl is 
only valuable when the boy is capable Qf working 9ut theoreti
cally the formula which is to be applied. "There is very little 
educational value in an experiment which merely requires the 
substitution of numerical results in a formula which the boy is 
incapable of obtaining from his theoretical knowledge unless he 
is asked to make BOme deductions from theresulte which he has 
found. This seems to be a weak point in BOme of the qU6lltions 
eet in the Army Examinations, but the Civil Service Commis
sioners are doing-·valuable work in insisting on practical work 
in the Competitive Examinati9ns, and it is to be hoped that 
mathematical masters, whose training has been purely theoretical, 
will soon be brought to recognise the value of such practical 
work as part of a boy's mathematical education. 

R. C. FAWDRY. 
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PRACTICAL MATHEMA.'nCSATHARRQW 
, SCHOOL. ' 

Harrow is one of ,the great English Public Schools-oorre
sponding to the German Gymnasium and Realgymnasium, 
and the French Lycee; there are about 530 boys in the school, 
their ages ranging from 13t up to 19 yearS. The 'boysar-e 
admitted to the School after they have passed an entrance 
examination for which they are prepared at various Preparatory 
Schools; 'a large number of them go on to the Universities, 
or into the Axmy. ' 

Mathematics is taught 'to all boys, with the exception of 
about 16 or 18 at the top of the school, who are specialising in 
literary subjects. ' 

The school is divided into three parte-the' Classical Side 
(corresponding to the Gyrimasium), the Modern Side (corre
sponding to the Realgymnasium), and theAnny Class. 'The 
Classical and Modern Sides, which are about equal in numbers, 
are likely to be united in the near future for the teaching of 
Mathematics, though at the moment of writing they are entirely 
independent of one another. AP. the arrangements for practical 
work on the Modern Side are in advance of those on the Classical 
Side, the Modem Side alone is considered in the following notes. 
The Army Class is a separate organisation, consisting of about 
40 or 50 boys all in the upper half of the school; These boys 
are preparing for the examinations for entrance into the Army, 
so that their work is of a special nature and need not be 
considered here; suffice it to say that they do 'a good deal of 
practical work in the mathematical laboratories, 'and that,it is, 
owing to the necessity for such work that the laboratories were 
originally equipped. ' 

For the teaching of Mathematics the whole of the Modern 
side is rearranged in diDisioli8. 

The number of mathematical lessons (about 50 minutes each) 
on the Modern Side is six per week, but in the upper part of 
that Side SOme boys, who show special aptitude or who need 
Mathematics for their future careers, devote an extra 21 hours 
per week to the subject. ' 

The time given to preparation is about four hours per week, 
but that is likely to be reduced in the lower part of the school. 
, The mathematical laboratories are two rooms measuring 

about 26 feet by 16 feet and 21 feet by 18 feet; the former is 
used ' entirely' for practical measurements; and the lattel' for 
practical mechanics. There is also a small room used as a 
workshop and store-room adjoining the laboratories., There is 
accommodation in each laboratory for 16 boys workin~ in pairS, 

c c 2 
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so that it is necessary to limit to that number the size of those 
divisions which do practical work Ithe usual number in other 
divisions is 16 to 18). . 

In considering the work done in the mathematical labora
tories, it is natural to divide it into two parts: (1) practical 
measurements, and (2) practical mechanics. 

PRACTICAL MEASUREMENTS. 

In 1896 Mr. C. E. Ashford, now Headmaster of the Royal 
Naval College, Dartmouth, arranged a course of experiments 
for use in the science laboratories at Harrow. He startP.d 
with measurement and weighing, and the work done .in the 
mathematical laboratories follows the lines he laid down; 
but the work was not done under the supervision of the 
mathematical masters, and it was impossible at that time to 
bring it into relation with the mathematical work of the boys. 
Some six or seven years later, at the time when great changes 
were being made in the teaching oC Mathematics, some drawing 
and measuring was begun in the ordinary mathematical lessons, 
but this was quite independent of the work referred to above, 
which was still being done in the science schools. About 1906, 
the course of measurements and weighing previously done in 
the science schools by the science masters was begun in the 
mathematical laboratories under the supervision of the mathe
mathical masters; but until 1910, owing to the difficulties of 
organisation, the boys did not do this work with the same 
master with· whom they did the rest of their Mathematics. 
However, at the beginning of 1910, it was arranged that it 
should become part of the ordinary work, so that it could be 
closely related to the rest of the mathematical work. 

Method of Work.-Each boy has a notebook* of the experi
ments to be done; in the early part of the book, a description 
of the experiments is printed and {& specimen table for the 
results of observations is set out, blanks being left where 
actual figures would occur; this table may be made out in 
another note-book, with or without assistance £rom the printed 
book, either for the actual experiment given or any other 
illustrating the principle involved; this teaches the boy how 
to arrange observations and deductions therefrom. later on, 
the experiments are described, bl,lt the boy is left to make his 
own table of observations, &C. At a later stage he has to do 
everything himself, write a description, and make his own table. 

The maximum mark to be assigned to each experiment is 
printed in the book at the side of the experiment, so that the 
master can mark with the greatest facility; so far as possible 
the work is marked in the course of the lesson, this enables any 

• Siddons and v.....n: u PneticaI 1leasurementa." Cambridge 
UDivenity PreM. 
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mistakes to be discussed by master and boy, in this way a 
great deal of the teaching is done, the master having time to 
criticise every detail of the boy's work: experiments that need 
~orrection are marked with an asterisk, and a boy is not allowed 
to go on to a new experiment till all corrections are made, and 
the asterisk initialled by the master. Apal"t from this individual 
work it is e&sentialfor the success of the course that there should 
be some class-teaching. 

As we have said above, the boys work in pairs; so far as 
possible the arrangement of the pairs is left to the boys them
selves. There is one obvious disadvantage in working in pairs, 
but it is more than outweighed by the advantages: the 
disadvantage referred to is the possibility of a pair being very 
unequal in ability, so that the clever boy is kept back and the 
weak boy scores marks for work mostly done by his partner i to 
avoid such cases occurring it is sometimes necessary to rearrange 
pairs. But this possible danger, which is easily obviated, is 
immaterial compared with the advantages gained by the boys 
discussing the experiments together and frequently succeediug 
in doing an experiment which neither could do alone. Of 
course all calculations are done by each partner and the results 
compared. 

It is not desirable that boys should be taken through the 
practical course at once; there are several advantages in taking 
only a part of it each term, the interest undoubtedly raised by the 
work is spread over a longer period, and it is easier to correlate 
the practical and theoretical work. 

Relation of Practical and Th.eoretieal W ork~-A collection of 
arithmetical and algebraic examples is being gradually made in 
which the data are of a physical nature and in some cases have 
to be obtained in the laboratory. By degrees it is hoped that 
this work will replace a great deal of thc artificial arithmetic 
work, which has heretofore taken up so much of a pupil's time. 
It has not been found necessary to collect geometrical examples, 
lIS many of the modern text books are well supplied with such 
examplea. 

Sketch of the Praetieal Course in Mea8'Uring and Weighing. 
(1) Measurement of length. 

(a) Straight lines-the connection between the inch and the 
eentime~ . 

(b) Curved lines-the experimental determination of 1J". 

(2) Measurement of area. 
Area by counting squares-hence the experimental deter

mination of the rules for finding the areas of rectangles, 
triangles, and circles. 
(3) Measurement of volume. . 

(a) Volume by building up solids with inch cubes-henee 
the experimental determilla~oll of the rules for finding the 
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volumes of rectangular blocks and solids of uniform cross
section. 

(b) Capacity by mesns of graduated cylinder and burette .. 
(e) Volume by displacement-experimental determination of 

the formula for the volume of a sphere. 
(4) The use of the balance. 

(a) The connection between the ounce and the gram. 
(b) Area by weighing . 

. (e) The weight of unit volumes of various substances hy 
direct methods. 

(d) From (e) lead on to the idea of specific gravity and its 
determination by the specific gravity bottle. 

The course then goes on to Archimedes' principle, &c., but 
this part of the work is done by the science masters and, at the 
time of writing, no arrangements have been made for corre
lating any arithmetic with that practical work. 

A detailed list of apparatus is printed in the notebook used 
(see p. (04), so it is not necessary to give such a list here; but it 
may be pointed out that the models, &C. used for measuring are 
simple and familiar, and, so far 88 possible, reduplication of 
models is aYOided so that the master may be better able to 
remember the constants for the models. 

What are the Ai11l8 and Objects of the Cqurae'l 
(a) A clearer conception of length, area, and mlume. 
(b) &me acquaintance with the units of measure and 

weight, and some slight power of guessing rough approxi
mations to lengths, areas, volumes, and weights without the 
use of instruments. . 

(e) A practical knowledge of how to measure length, area, 
volume, and weight. . . 

(d) Clearer ideas 88 to the trustworthiness of results and the 
folly of giving results to too many significant figures. 

(e) Enormous increase in interest in arithmetic, &C. resulting 
in increased powers of concentration. - . 

(I) Training of hand and eye. 
It is essential that the teacher should keep these aims and 

objects perpetually in mind, otherwise the boys will not get the 
advantages hoped for, and there will be danger of the fraclical 
work becoming an additional burden instead of a rea help 10 
the Mathematics. . ~, 

Is there any Waste of Time 'I 
.. Teachers of a single subject lil;e MatlWmatics are apt to 
Consider innovations entirely from ~e point of view of their 
own subject, instead of from the point of view of the pupil 

We may first consider this from the pupil's point of view. 
Before the mathematical masters began taking boys through 
this practical COtll'1!e it was being done by the scieoCfl masten 



:as 6: necesSary tl'aining -preliminary to other science ~ork ; 'so 
that the recent change, so far as the pupil is concerned, consists 
merelyiin the· change of master with whom the work is done; 
and,. as .tll1\ new: arrangement. correlates· that work with th~ 
other mathematical work, there. is nothing but, gain from the 
pupil's point.of view. 

Now we must consider the mathematical' master's 'point of 
view. Assumihg that there is no· increase in the time lit the 
mathematical master's disposal, doeS not the introduction ~of 
practical work take away time that ought to be devoted to other 
branches of Mathematics? All that is necessary is to reduce 
the time devoted to arithmetic; the author of t11is paper has no 
hesitation in saying that such· a. change is beneficial, and .that 
.the standard of, the arithmetic goes up because, of the interest 
gained through the practical work. 

Could more than 16 Boys be taken at 'the same Ti~ "I 
The answer to this is undoubtedly YES, especially if theJ:e 

is II lahbl'ato1'Y assistant to give out apparatus, &:!l. ! 

At Harrow the mmlber in a division must be limited to 16, 
because the available room does not provide accommodation for 
a larger number .. There are advantages in not having more:; 
the boys can be treated as individuals, which is more neceesary 
I¥! all boys do not do the same experiment at the 8~me time. 

PRAOTIOAL MEOHANIOS • 

. , Up till 1904 mechanics was taught in the two top mathtr 
'matical divisions on each side of the school, but lass than 
'10 per cent. of the boys ever reached these divisions, and no 
experimental work. was done. 'l'he science masters taught 
IneclUmics, theoretical and practical, to 6 or 8 boys reading for 
Science Scholarships; it was put late in their course partly 
because correlation with the mathematical master was at tbat 
tirueimpossible. , ,-

About 1904, owing to changes in the AImy entrance exami
nation, it became necessary to teach practical mechanics fu 
boys in the Army ClasS. It was tben that. the mathematical 
laboratories were' equipped ann some mechanics was 'first 
taught from the experimental point of view, .,.' 

From 1906 onwards the second and third divisions on the 
Chissical Side have done a little practical work in· statics, and 
since 1908 a division about one-third of the way down the 
Modem Side has devoted about 3 hours a week to an intro
ductory course of practical statics. Last year, 1911, the course 
·was.extended, so that two divisions now take it.. ' 

It is hoped in the near future to extend this work so that 
, hllboys on both sides of 'the school will go through a course 
• of ~practiC81' statics;· ,and a large number through a short 
course of practical kinetics, though most of the kinetics ''I'riU 
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probably he in the nature of lecture experiments on account of 
difficulties of apparatus. 

Method of Work.-The course of practical ststics has not 
yet developed sufficiently to be printed in book form but no 
~oubt that ~ill be desira:t>l~ in t~e near future; at pr~nt it is 
In rnanuscnpt, so that It IS bemg tested and can easily he 
modified as experience dictates. 

As in the case of practical measurements, the boys work in 
pairs, this arrangement being more necessary in practical statics 
because of the difficulty of setting up apparatus and the larger 
amount of room needed. 

The course is arranged at present for two tenns' work, but 
there would be some advantage in spreading it over three tenus 
and decreasing the number of lessons given to it each week 
(the interest would be spread over three tenus anil other su bjects 
would be developed concurrently). 

Relation of Theoretical and Praetieal Worl,.-The theoretical 
work is taken in class at exactly the p8('e that the practical 
work dictates, and it consists only of those parts of the subject 
which are closely related to the practical work, though the 
principles discovered are applied to cases which it is impossible 
to test in a laboratory. Later on ilie ilieoretical work is carried 
further. 

Outline of tile Caurse.-One tenn is devoted to the principle 
of moments, the lever, the wheel and axle, and other machines, 
bringing in the idea of work and efficiency; the next term is 
given to the parallelogram of forces and the triangle of forces, 
and examples thereon, leading to resolution, &C. These two 
parts are taken in alternate tenns, and they are arranged 8(, 

that either part may be taken first, this arrangement being 
convenient in the case of boys who stay more than one term in 
the same division. 

A imB and Objects of the Cau1'lIe. 
(a) The experimental determination of the -principles of 

mechanics. 
(b) Familiarity with the principles and their application to 

real problema (1) which can be verified by actual experiment in 
ilie laboratory, (2) which arise out of practical engineering 
work, &c., but cannot be verified in a laboratory. 

(e) Increased interest in mechatfics and its applications by 
making the questions that arise much more concrete and real
in former days the problems of the ordinary text book on 
mechanics had little or no relation to actual conditions, and 
involved a minimum of mechanics and"a maximum of algebra. 
trigonometry, &c. r, . II 

(d) Training of hand and eye-opportunity frequently 
0CC11IB for the display of ingenuity in the setting np of 
appaMua. 
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One of the great difficulties of the practical work, in both 
the measurement and the mecbanics courses, is to allow boys to 
go at their own pace and yet to keep them sufficiently close 
together to make class-teaching possible. To get over this 
difficulty it is convenient to have a minimum course mapped 
out and to have additional experiments for the better and 
quicker boys; this enables the master to work up the main 
Pl·incipJes in class and, besides tbat, to take some of the more 
important side issnes with the abler boys. 

It may be that the practical work at present causes g)·eater 
strain on the master, but there can be no doubt that it has 
helped Mathematics; it has made great principles clearer, it has 
added interest to the work, it has helped the weaker boys to go 
further than they could otherwise have gone, and it has enabled 
the better boys to go on to higher Mathematics at quite as early 
an age as is desirable, with a freshness and keenness that was 
often blunted in the past by the dullness of the old text book 
grind. 

A. W. SIDDONS. 
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PRACTICAL MATHEMATICS AT OUNDLE 
SCHOOL. 

Preliminary Informaticm as to Numbers and Organisaticm.
There are 350 boys in the schoo), 150 on the Classical Side, 
160 on the Science and Engineering Side, and 40 in the Junior 
School. 

For Mathematics there are three groups :-
(1) The classical ,and junior school with 10 classes: an 

average number in each of 15. 
(2) Thf' three sixth forms on the Science Side divided 

into four sets: average of 16. 
(3) The reml\inder of the science and engineering forms, 

divided into seven sets: average 14. 
With three. exceptions (on the Classical Side), the mathe

matical sets are taken by men with either mathematical or 
science degrees. 

Workshops and Laboratories used in the Teaching of 
Practical Mathematies. 

(a) The Workshops-nse being made in the early stages, 
with very young boys, of the workshop benches and tools. 

(b) The Power Room and the Engineering Laboratory and 
Testing Room. 

(e) The physical laboratories and the junior chemical 
laboratory. 

(d) To a limited extent the mathematical class rooms. 

The Forms and Classes taking Practical Mathematies. 

(a) The three lower forms of the Classir.ai Side and the 
Junior School-116 boys-do practical work in the workshops 
and laboratories. The time given is from two to three hours 
per week. 

(b) The Science and Engineering Sides spend two, three, or 
in some cases five hours per week in the laboratories. 

(c) The higher mathematical sets on the Classical Side give 
a period (It hours) of their mathematical time to experiments 
in the laboratory-chiefly in experimental- dynamics and 
!ltatics. . 

(d) The laboratory space being available, only very simple 
practical mathematics is done in tho mathematical cla'lS rooms 
-chiefly of a drawing office or cak-mating office character. 

Summary of the Methods of Teaching PradKal Mathematics. 
-There may be said to be two methods of teaching practical 
mathematics. There is the indirect method which is associated 



with the practice of workshops, which may therefore be called 
the workshop method. There is also the' direct method of 
"Practical Measurements," consisting of a series of experi
ments and measurements of a simple charactel' arranged in 
some kind of logical sequenoo. Both methods are followed at 
Oundle. An account of the first is given below, and a brief 
account of the second follows on page 414. 

Ths Wor1uhop Method of Prat:tieal Mat1umtalic8.-In the 
workshop method, boys are set to do work in the shop, to 
investigate. the working of a machine, to carry out experimental 
tests, and to be responsible £or the·" power" station. An 
attempt is made to look upon the class as a staff of workmen 
actually engaged in some "live" work. In the course of this 
work, investigation, or test, use must be made of Mathematics. 
Mathematics come in incidentally and are learnt as need arises. 
The various I!lathematical principles and methods IU'8 thus 
acquired indirectly by continually applying them, and the boy 
learns his elements of Mathematics in much the same way that 
he learns to walk. At a later stage he may put his knowledge 
into a logical framework. . 

I. In carrying' out this method of teaching practical 
mathematics three rooms are used :-

(1) The workshop itself, with the usual plant, including 
woodwork tools and benches,screw-cutting lathes, 
planing, rlrilling, and milling machines ; power 
being supplied either by Beparate motors or through 
shafting. 

(2) The engine-room, containing a steam engine and turbine, 
gas and oil engines, and dynamos. This plant is 
used to supply the electricity for school purposes, and 
is also designed for experimental work. 

(3) An engineering laboratory and testing room. In these 
rooms are insQ'uments for the testing of gauges, the 
determination of the calorific value of coal, gas. and 
petrol, the testing of ammeters and voltmeters. It 
may be added tha~ the workshops do the repairs of 
the school and boarding-houses, provide the electric 
lighting, undertake the wiring and laying of cables, 
and make EOme of the machines, instruments, and 
tools which are required. The main object of this 
is that the workshop may be of a practical and 
business character, giving continuous employment 
to skilled workmen. . . 

II. The following lists of experiments from amongst ·thoes 
provided for will show the nature of the work done by (1) boys 
in the junior school, and (2) boys in the fourth forms :-
(1) JtlftWr Sehool BoyB, Aga ~~ 100,,<113-

(a) The working of geared wheele. .. 
(b) Theacuon of a ecrew-cutting lathe. 
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(e) Investigating variolls pulley tackle. 
(d) Finding the speed and the horse-power of a motor. 
(e) Measuring up the benches in the shop. 
(j) Investigating the shafting. 

. These experiments involve the working of simple examples 
In the elementary rules of arithmetic, introduce decimals and 
fractions, bring in the idea of ratio at an early stage and lay 
the basis for a knowledge of the facts of geometry. ' 

(2) Fourth Form BOY8 from the Ages of 12 to 15-
The following are some of the experiments which can be 

done:-
(a) Test the readings of a pressure gauge, using a Crosby 

gauge tester. 
(b) Find the efficiency of an electric motor. 
(e) Find the calorific value of coal. 
(d) Find the calorific value of gas. 
(e) Gas engine trials, indicated power, electric power: coat 

of gas per H.P. hour. 
(j) Steam engine trials. 
(g) Experiments with an electric fan: its efficiency: the air 

pressure. 
(h) Characteristic curve of a Manchester dynamo. 
(i) Photometric bench, with standard lamp and testing-room 

photometer. 
(i) Ohms law-using a bank of lamps, voltmeter, ammeter. 
(k) Pulley tackle-Weston pulley tackle; compound 

differential tackles to lift 30 cwt. 
III. Some Advantages of the "W ork8hop" Method are:

In the workshop method of teaching, the boys are regarded as 
forming a body of workmen engaged in carrying out some of 
the regular work of the shop. Each boy is a member of the 
staff, and has his definite part of the work to d()-11Jld he finds 
that whatever this work may be it is of importance to the 
whole, and whether it is simple or complex, easy or difficult, it 
is equally essential-and that only bad work which could not 
be used will be scrapped. Such, at any rate, is the attitude of 
mind of master and boy. 

Now, the experiments, tests, measurements, designs, which 
form the regular part of the work in the Ehops involve the use 
of a wide range of Mathematics, &Ild in carrying them out it 
will be found that a boy will learn his Mathematics as he learns 
the use of tools by constantly applying them. It is true that 
the number of mathematical questions or examples he will in 
this way get through in the hour or two hours "lesson" may 
be very few, but the questions arising ill a concrete and visible 
form will make a more vivid and abiding impreesion on the 
mind, and both the methods and results will become an integral 
part of his being. On the other hand, although a hn7 will be 

\ 
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able to work through many more examples aud problems in a 
class-room, yet it may safely. be asserted that the impression 
left by each one is comparatively feeble, aud that experience of 
the continual workiug of similar exercises shows that the 
sllccession of impressions ouly tends to blur each other; and 
that the general effect is to create weariness and dullness. 

These advantages may be summarised :-
(a) The method promotes alertness and zeal. 
(b) Each problem is presented in a concrete form -so that 

the method of calculation is suggested by the 
problem itself. 

(e) The mind dwells for a longer time on each stage of. 
the process involved. 

Another and perhaps the most important advantage of the 
method is that scientific phenomena and theories are studied 
.. in parallel" and not .. in series," and in this respect the 
method is the direct opposite of the mathematical and "practical 
measurementS .. method. . Both these treat the sllbject in some 
kind of logical order in which facts and principles are only 
introduced as they find their proper place in the order. But 
this proceSs i~ not ·the way in which ideas have taken root in 
the minds of boys. Experience and observation (with informa
tion incidentally obtained from others) ha\·e filled the minu 
with the small beginnings of many ideas at an early stage, and, 
like the seeds sown in the soil, these ideas must be encouraged 
to grow up simultaneously, and teaChing should be directed 
towards this end. 

Experiments of the type described above provide this kind 
of teaching. For example. the experiments which can be done 
by the very young boys will be found to provide simultaneously 
simple addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. 
Decimals and simple fractions quickly follow, whilst the ideas 
of average. ratio. percentage-the facts about areas, circles, anu 
the other figures-the methods of calculating proportional parts 
and rates of change-make an easy appearance in simple prac
tical forms. Formulre in finding lengths, areas, volumes; the 

(W - W) ON 
well-known formulre 133000 equals HP, or liP equals 

P.L.A.N. h to b· d th ·d h b . - 33000-' ave e gl\-en-an ey proVl e t e est llItro-

duction to algebra. 
These experiments have this further value; the calcnlations 

will suggest further developments in Mathematics. An example 
can be given. Three or four boys are set to work with an 
electric motor. They are given a speed counter and are told 
to find the revolutions in. say, 3 minutes, and thus find the 
revolutions per minute. This they will do two or three times. 
But suppose a mistake is made, and instead of getting the 
readings for the revolutions in 3 minutes, they are got for 
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3 & minutes. Here is the opportunity for development .. Some alert 
boy may see that the observations need not be thrown on one 
side. He may see that the half minute may betaken as a unit, 
I\Ild thus the number of revolutions per minute obtained. He 
may learn to divide by 3t, and to know what such a division 
means. The choice of unit is prominent in experiments of this 
type, and fractions depend upon the choice of unit. 

It is a necessary feature of the method that full working 
instruction~ should be provided with each experiment, and at 
first sight this seems to make the experiments of little educa
tional value, yet it is found that there is ample scope within the 
instructions for the exercise of the logical faculties and for the 
.display of a boy's individuality and originslity. It will he 
found that the fears naturally entertained are not justified m 
actual practice. 
i . The experiments require careflll reports of some length .. 

These reports should contain tables of observatioDs and readings, 
graphs, drawings, photographs, and in some cases some historical 
introductions-the Writing up of which is especially valuable 
for boys of distinct S('ientific tastes, and should form an essential 
part of the work of a science form.. .. . 

It may be added that it is a useful training to gain exercise 
in following out detailed written illl!tructions. . 

The students are classifi..d as follows :....., 

1. Junior Boys, Ages 10 to 13. 
These bovs are taken' in forms-the number' in each form 

varying from'1O to 20. A mathematical or science master is in 
charge, and a workman set free to help. Each lesson lasts one 
hour. 

2. Classical Side. Fourth Forms. Ages, 12 to 15. 
The fourth forms on the Classical Side are taken in forms 

(the average number in a form being 20). The period assigned 
is one hour. The form is divided into groups-five or six 
groups according to the nature of the experiments, as smne 
machines require two boys, some four or even SiL A mechanic 
is set free to help. 

3. Engineering Side. r.ou- Forma. Ages, 14 to 161. 
These forms average 20 in each, and the period given is 

2 hours. The experiments are arranged in accordance with the 
ordinary physical or chemical laboratory experiments. Only a 
small number of boys, six or eight, are taken at a time from the 
physical or chemical laboratory, and are in charla of a master. 
The experiments are of a fuller character than those done by 
the forms given above. It is posaible:however, to work a class 
of 15 to 20 boys in an engineering labbratory. 

The" Praetieal Mtm6Ureme..u " Met1uxl.-There are organised 
courses for all the forms in. elementaty practical measurements, 
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hydrostatics, and mechanics. The experiments are done in 
forms, and the time given varies from 1 to 3 hours. They 
are done either in a physicallabo:ratory or in the junior chemical 
laboratory-the fitting of the latter being very suitable for many 
of the experiments. . 

The experiments are of a- simple character, each one being 
designed to iSolate' some, p:dnciple or property and make it 
prominent. They can therefore be arranged to follow and 
illustrate a logical devel9pment {If the. subject, and as all· the 
boys in a cl8llB can be working the same experiment at the same 
time, the laboratory course can form the basis of a strictly 
logical treatment in the cl8llB-room. 
, This method has now been' in working order in schools for 
25 years or more, and experience suggests that without some 
elasticity and freedom from syllabuses it will become as great a 
slave to "logic-chopping" as anything ever was or can be in. a 
mathematical class-room. 

The following observations can be made :-
'(L)The 'elementary apparatus and material used in the 

experiments should as far as possible be of a 
Pl1lctica1 character. Spheres, cylinders, cone8, 
which are only for measuring are apt to be dull, 
,and might dn occasions be replaced by actual parts 
of machines or tools. 

(2) In the study of a property, such as specific gravity, 
the logical sequence may be departed from for a 
time, and the class be set to find the specific 
gravities of a number ofwmmon substances by 
methods suitable for each substauce. 

(3) That" all the class working at the same experiment 
at the same time" can be carried to the point of 
monotony and dullness, and that there should alwaye 
be a certain number of boyeat eve:rylesson engaged 
upon some practical work which requires the use of 
more complex and more accurate apparatus. 

. 'In the Appendix are given a number of "calculation" 
questions and an examination paper, with an introductory 
memorandum by Mr. Brewster, Senior Mathematical Master. 

F. W. &..~DEllSON. 
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APPENDIX. 

DIRECTIONS FOR TYPICAL EXPERIMENTS AT 
OUNDLE SCHOOL. 

Practical Mathematiea in the Mathematical GlaaB Room.--At 
Oundle the mathematical class-room is not used £Or experiments, 
its function is more that of a drawing or calculating office. 
Henee in the class-room experience is gained in practical 
methods of carrying out calculations. Problems which may 
occur in the workshops and laboratories are worked out, and 
exercises of a practical character suggested by these problems 
are set. This involves the use at an early age of logarithms, 
slide rules, and the other mechanical aids. Arithmetic, algebra, 
geometry, and. trigonometry are studied or applied simul
taneously, and one freely used with the others. In the lower 
sets the formal logical order of sequence is openly abandoned. 

One lesson per week at least is devoted to doing some con
tinuous piece of calculation. The class-room is converted into 
a calculating office. A problem is set which may involve arith
metic, algebra, geometry, trigonometry and, in higher forms, 
co-ordinate geometry, calculus, dynamics. The data for the 
work is supplied from the school shops, testing rooms, or fields. 
These may be obtained by the boys themselves, or may be sup
plied to them from a central office. Five or ten minutes is 
taken up by the master in talking about the subject and ex
plaining the nature of the calculations involved; the bo)'s set 
to work and are given help and information as need demands. 
When the calculations have been made and ~d the boy can 
write a report on the work, in which his results will appear in 
their proper place. The calculations and results and the report 
are of some permanent interest, and need not be scrapped. 

In comparing tbe results obtained with those gained by 
following more traditional methods, it is found tlmt a Loy 
will understand and remember a mathematical process with 
much greater ease if it is introduced to him in (·onncctiolJ 
with a problem of pl"8(,-tical value. 

There can be no question that the scheme 888ists the 
secondary aim of introducing neW methods and processes in 
a natural manner, and of fostering an interest at the earliest 
stage possible in the higher parts of Mathematics. 
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CALCGLATIONS TO BE PERFORMED IN THE 
MATHEMATICAL CLASS ROOM. 

SUGAR BEET. 
Four tons fifteen cm. of roots were taken up from the School experi. 

mentsl plot this year. The soil being damp clung to the roots. To find 
the true weight of the crop 18 lbo. 8 ozs. of roots were washed. after which 
they weighed 16 lbo. 7 ozs. Calculate the true weight of the crop. 

The area of the plot was four· tenths of an acre. Calculate the crop per 
acre. 

The estimated average yield of sugar beet for the whole of Prussia this 
year is 5' 94 tons per acre. Find by how much per cent. our crop is better 
than this. . 

The actual yield of sugar beet for the whole of Prussia last year was 
11 . 90 tons per acre. Find by how much per cent. our crop is worse than 
this. 

The Norfolk farme .. were receiving in 1910 seventeen shillings and 
aixpenco per ton for theu- sugar beet. Owing to the ecarcity produced by 
drought we have sold ours this year at thirty shillings per ton. By how 
much per cent. has the drought increased the value of our orop P 

ON LEVEIJ.ING. 

The figure B ( ... p. 418) ia a ground pIan of the field levelled. 
Draw the plan to a suitsble acaIe. 
Find its area in square yards. 

In figure a ( ••• p. 418) abcd4 is the vertical s .. iion perpendicular to Ibe 
long sid... not to ocale. afee shows the original section. and abed the 
levelled section. 

Draw this section to same scale. 
Find area of bfc. 
Find tm, 1m. Hence find area of abc. (S .. note below.) 
Find volume in cubio yards of the earth moved. 

Figure .d is a dimensioned drawing of .. truck. Find the cubio yards it 
will carry. allowing for t overloading. 

It was found that 15 truck loads could be dealt with in Ii houre hy 
III workers. 

Find the number of workman·hours rsquired. If the wage is 8". per 
hour. find the ooot of the levelling. 

NOTII.-As .. first approximation the area afb may be neglected. 

FIG. A. 

A 13913 DD 
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• • • 

FIG. B. 

I'I ... C. 

SEtTIliG 01J'l' Alws OF ClIlOLES. 

The figure A <_ p. 419) explains itself. 
Pnrre (1) L p()Q = 2 L PP'Q. • 

(2) L PQP' = 90". 
(3) M PNQ. P'1iQ. PQP' ..... :oimiIar. 
(4) L QP)( = L PP'Q. 
(5) Q.~ = PN.P'Jl. 

t. ,~ 
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If .PM = 1/ 
QM= .. 

Radius = a 
show that 1/' = (2a ..,.. .. )". 

If a = 100 yard •• find .. for 1/ = 10, 20, SO, .40 yards, ' 
To the soale of 25 yards to the inch, draw the arc of the circle from the 

values of .. and y. . . 
Find its centre, and measure the radius. 
In figure B, .A and B show the positions of two gates, 0 the position 

of .. door. 
It is required to make a road as the arc of a circle passing through 

.AOB. 
Draw the triangle, and find the radius of the required circle . 

. It is proposed to set out the arc .40 by three equidistant offsets. 
Find from your drawing the lengths of the offsets. 
Find the lengthe of the offsets, using the equation !I' = (2 .. - ")111. 

FIG. A. 

P M 

FIG. B. 

STEAK ENGINE CRANK AND CONNEOTING RoD. 
Moho .. dra1Ding of 'lao ..... ,.,., ........mng rod, .. "'" piofor .. ' u.. g ..... modo!. 
DeaonlHl U.e ... -. 

BO is the connecting rod of .... engine and is 41 long .AB is the crank and 
is I' S" long. 

L BAN is 25°. .AB is produced and 00 is drawn perpendioular to .AO 
to meet.AB. 

Draw the figure to .. eoa.le of either 1 em. = 1 foot or 1 Web = 1 foot. 
Draw the circle. 
Using your tabl .. find BN. 
Using Pytilagora.ll find AN. 
Using Pytbsgoraa find NO. 
Hence find .AO. 
When tIui crank lies on .AD find the distance of 0 from .A •• 
Hence the travel of 0 (the piston) from u.estut to its preoent position. 

D D 2 
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What fraction (decimals 2 places) of the .tooke hao the piston travelled P 
What fraction of 1800 hu the crank t .... velled P 

Find OC; O..t; OB; and .... tio of OC to OB. 
Produce CB to meet the perpendicular to ..tC from ..t. 
Find .... tio of ..tE to AB. 

OC AE 
Prove that 013 = AB· 

c 

STEAK ENGINE. 

It iB required to find the weight of coal used per hour by. steam 
engine. th~ details of which will he explained to yon. 

1. Size of cylinder: stroke li'. diameter 8". 
(Area = ...... ) Find the volume in cubic feet. 

[Take into account a cleou-ance space of 5 %.) 
2. Find the Denoity of the Steam-admj"';"" presmre iB 82 lbo. per 

oquare inch. U .. the steam tables. 
3. Find Mass of Steam used in one hour. 

Formula:-
M = V.D.N. 60. (Why?) N = 150. 

4. Latent Heat at f' C. iB given by 
L = 606·5 - ·7t. 

Find from steam tables temperatnre at 82 lbo. ~ U .. 
oquared paper. 

Find L at this temperatore. 
,;. Total Heat required iB given by 

H = l[ (t - 15) + lIL. 
Find the heaL 

6. Find the ft.-lhe. of energy of thiB Mat by mwt;>lying by 1400. 
7. One lb. of coal will give 12 million fOOt.pomuIs. 

Find ... eight of ooal used in the hoor-
(1) If all the hOBt of combustion goee into the steam. 
(2) If oalySOO/. goee into the steam. 
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From the tables:-
f!' 0 P (lbo. per sq. inch). 

1550 O. 79'03 
D (lbs. per cub. foot). 

0'1846 
1600 O. 89'86 0'2084 

The· interpolations required in (2) and (4) should be done arith
metically-and checked by a small graph. 

8. In 4. Find the value of t at which L = O. 
What does this mean P 

THE STEAM GAt'GE. 

1. The following are readings of the steam gauge:-
Pressure. Gauge Reading. 

10 lb. 10'5 
'15 .. 15'8 

Find the correct pressure when the dial shows 12' 5, IS' 5. 
Do this by Arithmeti,c. 
Do this by .. small graph. 

THE MOTOR. 

2. The horae-power of the electric motor is given by the formula 
(WI - W,)e ... 

H = --- 33000 .- . 

WI = 56 lb. 0 = circumference in feet. 
W.= 4... ..=1120 
Oiroumference i. 18' 6 inch ... 

Find H. 
S. If the !\.orse-power is S, and WI = 56, W. = 4, 0 = 18'6, lind ~the 

number of revolutions per minute. 

TEST OF THE DOUBLE ACTINO STEAM ENGINE IN THE 
LABORATORY. 

1. To obtain the average e«ective pressure (P) acting on the piston 
it is necessary only to lind the averags breadth of the indicator 
diagram. 

~ 

Seale, 1 inch represents a pressure of 40 n ... per sq. incb. 
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The average breadth = A, B, + A., B, + . . + A .. BID 10----·· . 

The average force (m .... ured in lbo.) driving the piston for. 
w&r~ = average p~essure. (I~. per "'I. inch) X area of piston (in 
"'I. mches) A. This multiplied by the length of stroke (L) in feet 
give. the work done in foot·lbo. per stroke. Multiply by the 
number of strokes per minute and you get the work done in 
foot-Ibs. per minute. Divide by 33,000 and you get the H.P. 
(borse power)" indicated." (This is generally known &8 the Indicated 
Horse Power-I.H.P.) The rule is easily remembered in the form 

I.H.P.=~~·. 
a Dimensions of engine, Stroke = 1 foot; Diameter of piston = 5 inches; 

Speed of engine revolution per minute (R.P.M.) = 220. (The 
number of strokes per minute, N = twice the R.P.M.) 

S. The work which the engine did &gainst a brake in this test may he 
obtained from the following information ,-

Circumference of brake-pulley = 13'1 feet. 
W, =S8lbs.; W.=3Ibs. 

Formula-

Brake H.P. = B.H.P. = (W, - ~ C X N. 

where N = R.P.lL in this formula. 

TEST OF THE GAS ENGINE IN THE ElIGlNEERING LABORATORY, 

The following indicator diagram is the meaD of a oeries of diagrama 
taken on the same indicator card with a oonstant load on the engine ,-

I 
".1 
~IA6'IA'A 

I ., I fl" 

, 

J 

, 
l A. ' All() , 

• 

To obtain the average elfective preeoore (P) acting on tbe piston it io 
_ ry ouIy to lind the average breadth of the indicator diagram. (. 

A,B,+A.,B,+ .. +A.B. j 
The average breadth = --------10 - . 

The average fo"",(measured in Ibs.) driving the piston forward after an 
explosion ia eqnal to the average p"""""" (lbs. per "'I. inch) mnltiplied by 
the area of piston (A) in "'1_ inchea. This mnltipljed by the length of 
stroke (L) in feet gives the .. ark done in foot.lbs. per exploaioa otroke. 
Multiply again by the IUIDlber of explosian8 per minnie and you get the 
work done in foot.lbs. per minute. Dni& by 33.0110 and you get the 
"indjcated horse power" (LH.P.). The rule ia ....ny remembered in the 
fDrm-

PLAN 
LH.P. = 330()o' 
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where N = the number of e:r:plosiOIll! per minute, which in this experiment 
=65. . 

Dimensions of engine.-Stroke of engine, 1.' 83 feet; dismeter of piston, 
S'5 inches. 

Th. gas engine was dliving a dynamo through a ftex:ible coupling. The 
dynamo in this teat was supplying a current of 60 amperes to a number of 
electric lampa at " pressure of 106 volt,. The horae·power developed by 
the dynamos, which for convenienoe we ca.ll electrica.l horse-power (E.H.P.), 
may be easily obtained from the well-known formular-

VxA 
'""746 

Assuming the efficienoy of the dynamo to be 90 per cent., the H.P . 
. d "- d th· E.H.P. Th '---' I ~upplie to ... e ynamo by e engme = ~'. e. .. mec"""lC& 

E.H.P. 

elIieiency" of the gas engine is then = ;.~.~. 
Th h I · . . f" IHP E.H.P. e orse-power oat m overoommg engme netlon = . . . - ~. ; 

and the proportion of the. indicated horae-power lost in this way = 
LH.P-W 

LH.P. • 

TESTS ON ELEOTRIO LAMPS. 

The other day I found in the Engineering Labor .. tory that 10 carbon 
filament lamp. working"n " 100-volt circuit took .. ourrent of 3' 4 amperes. 
Each of these lamps gave a light of the same intensity as 8 standard 
oandl .. all lighted together. How many watts per c.p. (oandle-power) 
were these lampe using P [Note.-l ampere x 1 volt = 1 watt.] 

1. What ourrent doe. a S2-o.p. oa.rbon filament lamp. take when working 
on .. 220-volt eireuit. 

According to lOme of the moat recently published teat ... Tungsten 
l&mp tak .. l' 2 watte per o.p. and a TantaJ.um l&mp l' 9 watts per c.p. 
[Theae are two of the moat .ucoeaaful metaJ.lio filament lampe.] 

2. What ourrent doea (i) .. 32-o.p. Tungsten lamp, and (ii) a 82-c.p. 
Tantalum lamp take on a 220-volt cirouit P 

. [Note that it is muoh more eoonomioaJ. to use metaJ.lic filament lampe 
than carbon filament lampe.] 

S. Find the candle-power of (i) .. Tungs~ lamp, (ii) .. TantaJ.um lamp, 
and (iii) .. carbon filamer.t lamp, if .... h lamp tak .. 0'82 ampere. 
on .. nO-volt 8upply. 

EXAMINATION PAPER. 

A. A aflraight lin. BPQ through an ""tern&l point B cuts .. eirele centre A, 
in P and Q, and you are given AP = 2'/, PB = 4", L PAB = 35° 
Oonatruot theligure ... &ocur&toly ... you C&n. 

Draw PN perpendicular to AB. M .... ore PN. 
By me&n8 oJ the eine of 85° oaJ.culate PN. 

M .... ore the engle B. From your oaJ.culation of PN lind ~: 
and hen08 oaJ.oulate angle B. 
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Prodace BP to cut the circle again at Q. X .... ure BQ, BA. 
From theee measurementa work oot BP X BQ and BA'- AP'. 
They shoold come to the same. 

:8. Draw any quadrilateral. Measure all ita interior angl .. and add them 
together. How many right angl .. are there in the 80ID P 

Draw any pentagon (5 lridea) and do the same. AIao do the .. me 
with a hexagon (6 Irides). 

Prepare a tahle sa follows :-

__________ ._1 N. ~. 2N - 8. 

4 Triangle - _ I 3 2 
---'---______ 1 ______ ;----

QuadrilawaJ 4 4 

Pentagon • I • I 
Hexagon •. ·I~--·------

---

Where N = number of sid .. 
S = the 80ID of all the angles espreoeed in right ang1ea. 

What do yoo find about 2N - S. 
Hence give a formola for the 80ID of the anglea of &ny N·.ided 

, figure. 

C. Draw a large triangle ABC and take any point 0 inside it. 
Prodace AO, BO, CO to meet the opposite sides at X, Y, Z. 
lleuure BX, XC, dul. carefully and work out the vaIn .. of 

AZ X BX X CY 
andAY X ex X BZ. 

These reaoIta ought to come nearly equal. 
Repeat with a new figure and state the reaoIt yoo lind clearly. 
If you had the meuurementa 

BX = 3", CY = 2'5", AZ = 41' 
XC = 5", YA = 2", ZB=3" 

ought AX, BY, and CZ to meet in a point P 

D. The time of swing of a pendolom is 2... ~ ...,.. 
. \I 9 

.,here r = 3' U2, 
,. = length of pendullIDl in feet, 
,=32'2. 

Ca1coIate the times of ....u.g for pendoloma of length " 7, 10. 
16 feet. 

Draw a gmph showing the time in terms of the length, making • 
......t4 curve, and from it lind the length BO that the time of swing 
may be 3l ...,.,...,a". 

Cheek this by finding ., from the equation 

. r 3l=2 .. ~ . / \I ,. 

B. ,. and , are the distaDce in miles and the time in boara of a train from 
the railway statioa. 

Plot on _ paper. Describe why it is that the.\ope of the 
corve obowa the &peed. Where is the speed greatest and 1eaat, aDd 
what. are tboee speeds (m.p.h.) P 
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114'0: 19'0 21'0 12~-'5121'sI23'0 124 '71 
'---'-'2 I ·'s -1'4 . '5--1-~-1~ '8 I .~ 1 

6'0 26'S 

\'0 

1'. The distance ,. of various planets from the SUD is given in the table 
below. [Unit is earth's distsnce.] 

The time of one revolution about the sun is T years. 
---

Venus. Earth. MIll'S. Jupiter. 

-,._---- --------;--
a '7233 \'5237 5'203 

~~-_-_-_T-,.===I_~~_ 1 I'S8uS 11'862 

, u' 
Kepler's Third Law assel'ts that Ti is the same for each. 

I 

Galculats ;. for each by logarithms to verify the ,law and find T 

for Saturn for which planet a = 9' 539. 

G Tb f •.. f b h f I u' sin (26) h . e range 0 a gun 18 given In eet y t e ormu a 9 W ere 

.. = velocity of shot. 
6 = angle of elevation. 
g = 32'2. 

Galculats the range when u = 432 feet per second for the valnes 
6 = 10°, 20°, 30°. 40°. 

For what value of 8 is the range half a mile P 

E. A belt p ...... round an engine tly.wbeel 10 feet in dillIlletsr with 
centre 0 and a dynamo pulley 2 feet in diametsl' witb centre M, the 
eontres being 12 foot apart. 

Draw an accurate diagram, construct the otraigbt parto of the 
belts &8 common tangents PH, QL, and find angles POQ, HML. 
Hence find the totallengtb of the belt. , 

If the dynamo reoolves 1,200 tim .. per minute, find tbe number 
of revolutions of tbe engine and the speed of the belt in feet per 
oecond. 

~. Tbe borae·power of an engine is gioen by tbe formula 
PLAN P = preooure in lbo. per sq. in. 
'33000 L = .troke in feet. 

A = &rea of piston in sq. in. 
N = number of strokes per minute. 

If tbe piston is a circle of diameter 10" and P = 122, L = 1'" feet, 
N '7' 150, find the borae-power. 

l[. Explain all the _18 you know of solving .. quadratic equation, and 
prove your rules and give simple examples. 

Solve to three significant figures 
3'25o:I-7S'1z -115'3 = O. 

I.. Draw a triangle ABC having 
AB = 3'5", 
AG = 4'2", and l BAG =-&SO. 

Calculate and measure BK, 
tbe perpendicular from B to AC. 
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Find the area. 
Also find AN, NC. 
By PytbagOI'88 calculate BC. 
Prove that the area of any such 

triJplgle is lAB. AC. sin A-

lii. Simplify the expression 
2(" - 3) + :; (4 - 2,,) - 3(2" -1) 

and find what value must be given to .. in order to make iteqoal to O. 

lII'. Draw grapba on the aamd paper of ,. = 6(" + 2) and 2y + s.. = 20 10 
as to show where the grapba cot. (Find a .uitshle scale by trial.) 

Calculate the co-ordinateo of the points of intersection by oolving 
the equatious and verify by tba figure. 

:1'. CD is a ladder 30 feet long with one end C on the ground and resti"8' 
on a wall AB 8 feet high. H CB =., find a formula for tba 
height (DN) of the end D in term. of ". 

Calculate DN when '" = 8, 10, 12, and find " when DN = 14 feet. 
Sketch the path of D as C .lideo along the ground. 

Q. In a triangle ABC the side AB = 3", AC = 41' and the BIl8le BAC is 55°. 
Measure the third side BC. 
Draw BN perpendicular to AC. 
Measure BN and find the area of the triB"8'le by tba rule 

I base )( height. 
Check by drawi"8' another perpendicular from C and ""ing the 

aame rule. 

L M. L, M. n., C. n., C. ill. 
(Do """ questions.) 

L D. 
2. E. 
3. H. 

3. M. V.,M. VL 
(Do """ qaeotious.) 

1. ;So 
2. K. 
3. B. 

5. C. V .... and B. 

(Do """ qaeotious.) 
L L. 
2. F. 
3. C. 

7. M. vn., C. vn. 
(Do fA ..... qaeotious.) 

L ;So 
2. M. 
3. B. 
.. Q. 

PAP1IB8. 
2. M. ill., M. IV. 

(Do """ queotious.) 
1. A-
2. F. 
3. G. 

.. C. IV. 
(Do """ queotious.) 

1. P. 
2. N. 
3. I' 

fl. C. VI .... and B. 
1. M. 
2. B. 
3. C. 

[In tba examination I'OIlgh diagrama ready drawn were mpplied for 
queotiono A, H, L, and P.~~ , 
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PRACTICAL MATHEMATICS AT WINCHESTER 
COLLEGE. 

Fittings. 
1. Five tables, 6 feet by 3 feet (about 3 feet high), each with 

four numbel'ed drawers, and with tap and sink at one 
end. 

2. A demonstration table, of the same type but larger. 
3. A large sink and drying table. 
4. Gas is laid on at all tables, but this is a luxury. It 

would be sufficient to have it. at the demonstration 
table. 

5. Store cupboards, black-board, &c. 
Apparatus.-In each drawer the apparatus in general use, 

i.e., graduated rules, scissors, callipers. paper, cotton, mercury 
tray, wooden cuboids, cylinder, &c. 

In the Store Oupboards.-Balances and weights, spring 
balances, measuring cylinders, &c., &c. 

The Syllabus. 
Pari; I.-Measurements of length, area, and volume. Deter

mination of 'IT, comparison of litre and pint, &c. 
Weighing: comparison of areas by weighing. 
Weight of 1 cc. of water; specific gravity by direct weighing; 

by specific gravity bottle. 
Flotstion; ArchinIedes' principle; equilibrium and pressure 

of fluids; barometer; cartesian diver; syphon; pendulum. 
Part H.-Force, tension; levers, moments, parallel forces. 

Centre of Gravity. Pulleys. Parallelogram of forces. 
Part HI.-Vernier; micrometerBCl"ew-gauge; spherometer. 

Miscellaneous experiments. 
Every boy has his own text-book. In Parts 1 and 11 full 

instructions are given for each experiment, and spaces are leIt 
for the boy to fill in measurements taken and calculate results. 
In Part ill. general instructions are given, and the boy has to 
set out his work in a systematic way on paper or in note-book. 

The boys in the middle block of the school have one hour a 
week in the laboratory. They are taken in their mathematical 
sets by the mathematical master in charge of that set (18-22 
boys). They work independently or in pairs. All of these 
boys finish Part 1., most of them finish Part II., and a few reach . 
Part ill. 

In the .enior block of the school, specialists (i.e., mathe
maticians, army boys, engineers, &c.) do more work in the 
laboratory. They finish the text-book, and do further experi
ments of the same type. Some few boys go on still further to 
experiments in rigid dynamics, &c. 
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Expense.-The cost of upkeep is very slight-not more than 
lOZ. a year, and this includes the wageR of a boy who lays out 
the text-books in preparation for a cla~s, gets out the aIJparatuK, 
tidies up, and cleans at the end of the hour. 

Object8 aimed at, and Rcsults obtained.-This work is t.he 
boy's first experience of experimental science, and he enjoys it. 
He learns scientific method, observation followed by deduction. 
He finds by bitter experience that" answers do not come out," 
and he sees the advantages of approximate methods and the uses 
of logarithms. He appreciates, at any rate, the use of Mathe
matics as a handmaid of science. He makes a good deal of 
noise over it, and a master with nerves-or a classical division 
in the room below-may be worried by the dropping of wflights 
and water; but the boy is keen on the work, and there is no 
difficulty about discipline. 

From Part II. a boy gelB a working knowledge of forces, 
moments, &c., and his mind is prepared for the more mathe
matical treatment of statics and dynamics later. 

Results, as tested by an examination, may be disappointing. 
It is hard to devise an examination which is a fair test, but this 
does not condemn the work. The boy urvler8tand8 what he is 
doing, as is shown by the fact that he can make use of previous 
experiments, and make correct deductiolls from them; but it 
needs a much higher standard of training before he ~an sho, .. 
an examiner that, he understands. For example, a boy under
stands and can make use of Archimedes' principle long before 
he can, of his own free will, state it precisely and correctly. 

It is, perhaps, worth while giving a little time in the class
room to help the boys to St3te clearly the results of their deduc
tions from experiments in the laboratory. A few hours of thiK 
makes all the difference in an examination, but it is rather an 
artificial precision of statement and thought which is produced, 
and too much time should not be given to it at this early stage 
of experimental work. 

G. M. BEJ.L. 
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METHODS OF INTUITION AND EXPERIMENT 
IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 

, 
One of the questions proposed for discussion at the 

International Congress of Mathematicians (Cambridge, 1912) 
is indicated at the head of the present report. In order to 
ascertain the prevalence of such methods in England, a question
naire was sent out to 551 schools; namely to 112 schools 
represented on the Headmasters' Conference, and to 439 schools 
represented on the Incorporated Association of Headmasters. 
Replies were received from 74 and 295 schools in the two groups 
respectively, which give percentages of 66 and 67. The result 
of the enquiry should therefure be very fairly representative of 
the work done in these schools in England and Wales, but 
throws no light on the conditions in Scotland and Ireland as 
few replies were received from these parts. 

The constitution of the Headmasters' Conference provides 
that .. as a general rule there should be 100 boys at least in 
.. any school represented at the Conference, and about 10 resi
" dent undergraduates at the Universities who have gone direct 
" £I'om the school." It is therefore fairly accurate to describe 
Conference Schools as large schools that prepare boys for 
the Universities-mainly, of course, .. the ancient Universities 
of Oxford and Cambridge. 

The school life is usunlly VI to 18 or 19. These schools are 
described loosely as .. public schools." 

The schools whose Headmasters have joined the Incorpo
rated Association of Headmasters are secondary schools, 
varying greatly in size and character, and including both 
grammar schools of ancient foundation and new municipal 
secondary schools. The lE·aving age is as a rule lower than in the 
public schools; perhaps about 16 is practically the upper limit 
in the majority of cases. The age of entry varies greatly; the 
lower limit is eight or nine, but many boys enter from elemen
tary schools up to the age of 14 or so. Generally speaking 
these schools do uot prepare boys for Oxford and Cambridge; 
011 the other hand they supply a large proportion of students to 
the numerous modem Universities. 

The following questionnaire was sent out :-

A. Name of School. 
B. Dou tlUJ Headmasteto object to the name of your 8~hool 

appearing in tile report 1 
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O. To what eztent and in what classes (upper, middle or lower 
school, or A rm,y class) do you introduce the following '? 

1. Practical fieldwork. 
Are measurements made and numericsl results deduced? 

Do you use theodolite (or equivalent instnlment)? 
planErtable? other instruments ? 

2. Practical astronomy. 
3. Descriptive geometry (plan and elevation). 
4. Perspective drawing. 
5. Is the teaching of descriptive geometry'snd perspeclive 

associated wi th thai of sol i d geometry? 
6. Is descriptive geometry and perspective taught by a 

mathematical or an art master? 
7. Accurate drawing work in connection with projective 

geometry: construction of conics by anharmonic ratio 
properties, &c. 

8. Graphical study of statistics, &c. 
9. Graphical representation of functions. 

10. Graphical treatment of vectors. 
11. Graphical statics. 
12. Formal methods of contracted multiplication and division. 
13. Use of slide rule (a) front scales, (b) trigonometrical 

scales. 
14. Tables of squares. 
15. Tables of square roots. 
16. Tables of cube roots. 
17· Tables of logarithms. 
18. Tables of trigonometrical functions. 
19. To how many places are the tables you use calculated? 
20. Graphical work in solution of transcendental equations 

(e.g. log z = 1 + ! ), in conjunction with Newton's 
z 

rule, processes of trial and error, &c. 
21. Estimation of area by means of (a) squared paper, 

(b) planimeter'. , 

Signature of informant. 

In public "schools the ages of lower classes may be taken 
as 12 to 15; of middle classes. 14 to 17; of upper classes, 16 
to 18 or 19. But of COUI'SC it may happen that a clever boy 
of 14 is in the highest mathematical class, and corresponding 
anomalies of age may be found in the other classes. 

Public schools are usually reclassified for lfathematies: 
thus, "upper classes" means "upper mathematical classes" 
aud so fonh. The boys in the highest mathematical classes are 
usually working for mathematic-al scholarships at the t:' nh'er
sities. In the larger schools there are also, 38 a rule, a number 
of boys preparing for the competitive examination that admits 
to the Army colleges, and these boys are often grouped 38 a 
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separate class. If numbers permit, there may be a separate 
class for future engineers or Ilurveyom. These classes-Army, 
engineem, surveyors, are grouped together in the present 
report as "specialists." 

It is difficult to estimate the ages corresponding to "Iowe-r,"" 
"middle," "upper" classes in other secondary schools,. on 
account of the great variety in the character of these schools. 
Perhaps in the majority of the large secondary day schools the 
ages are-lower, 8 to 13; middle, 12 to 15; upper,. 14 to 16. 
Army classes do not usually exist in these schools. Reclassifi
cation for Mathematics is by no means universal. The number 
of boys working for scholarships is in most cases too small to 
affect the general sty Ie of the work. 

In all schools the teaching of specialists (as defined above) 
tends to be of a more intuitional and experimental character 
than that of other boys, a result ultimately connected with the 
requirements of their chosen professions, and in the case of 
Army boys caused more directly by the style of the papers set 
ill the entrance examination. The Army requirements during 
the last 10 years have no doubt had a powerful reaction on the 
character of the teaching throughout English public schools .. 

The following is an analysis of the answel'B received; Per
centages for each class of school have been calculated on the 
number of replies received from schools of that class. 

1. Practical Fieldwork, in which Measurements are made 
and Numerical Results dedueed: 

Public Scllools.-Not done, 58 per cent. In the remaining 
42 per cent. such work is done, but as a rule only by special 
classes of students (officem' training corps, surveyors, en
gineers, &c.). In only two schools is this stated to be part of 
Army class work; in two othem it is classed with geography. 
On the whole it is more frequently done in upper classes than 
in middle and lower. As to instruments, theodolite is specified 
in 14 per cent .. , simplified angle-instruments in 5 per cent., 
sextant in 'f per cent., prismatic compass in 1 per cent., plane 
table in 9 per cent., level in 4 per cent. 

Other Secondary Schools.-Not done, 44 per cent. In the 
remaining 56 per cent., upper, middle and lower classes are 
mentioned with equal frequency. Apparently more generally 
done than in public schoola, and less 'confined to specialists. 
Classed with geography in 14 per cent. Theodolite 23 per 
cent., simplified angle-instruments 9 per cent., sextant 10 per 
cent., compass 3 per cent., plane tahle 25 per cent., level 
3 per cent. 

2. Practical Astronomy. - Very rarely attempted, viz., in 
l5 per cent. of public schools, 8 per cent. of other secondary 
schools. Perhaps the climate is not very snitable. Four 
schools in all are provided with observatories .. Where the 
work is done, it is concerned with determination of latitude, 
direction, and time. 
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3. Descriptive Geometry, after Monge (Plan and Elevation 
«c.)-Schools are in a transitional state in the treatment of thi~ 
subject. Formerly it was only taught to boys who needed it for 
sp~ial examinations, and then generally by the art master; 
thiS commonly meant working by rule with great attention to 
a~istic !~k-work. Two or three ~aust'8 are at work to change 
thiS pOSitIOn; (I) The Army exanllners now treat the subject as 
part of Mathematics, and do not require inking-in; mathe
matil'al masters are, therefore, not discouraged from teaching 
t.he subject by consciousness of their tel'hnical weakness on the 
artistic side; (2) Descriptive geometry is now required for an 
Honours degree in Mathematics at Cambridge; this circum
stance will result in an increased output of mathematical 
masters interested in descriptive geometry; and, further, will 
have a direct reaction On schoolwork. (3) Boys intending to 
study engineering at the Uniwnlity are encouraged to master 
descriptive geometry and perspe(·tive at school. 

The figures are ;-
Publie Sehools.-Not done, 23 per cent.; (lone in upper 

classes, 38 per cent.; middle, 8 per cent.; lower, 3 per cent. ; 
Army class, 38 per cent.; specialists other than Army c1aB11, 
23 per cent. In some of thp above schools the subject is being 
taught in more than one place, e.g., both in upper classes and 
in the Army class. Where taught, it is B!<8ociated with solid 
geometry in 66 per cent., taught by a mathematician in 42 per 
cpnt., by an art master in 58 per cent. 

Other SeeondaMJ ScTwuls.-Not done, 40 per cent.; done 
in upper classes, 14 per cent.; middle, 21 ppr cent.; lower, 
18 per cent.; sppcialists. 3 per ('.ent., the rest unclassified. 
A feature in this group of schools is the teaching of plan and 
elevation in connection with mannal work, generally carpentry 
(18 per cent.); this may explain the fact that it is taught lower 
in the school than is the case in the public sch~ls. Where 
taught, it is associated with solid geometry in 54 per cent., 
taught by a mathematician in 35 per cent., by an art rna.ter 
;n 44 per cent., and by a manual instructor in'20 per cent. 

4. Per8pedive.-This subject has not been annexed by the 
mathematician to the-same extent as descriptive geometry; it is 
still mainly an art subject. The correlation with Mathematics 
probably extended no further, in most cases, than an explanation 
to the more advanced pupils of the mathematical principles of 
perspective. 

Publie Sehools.-Not done, 38 per cent.; done in npper 
classes, 22 per cent.; middle, 14 pel" cent.; lower, 4 per ceot. : 
Army class, 11 per cent.; otherspBI'ialists, 22 per cent. ; largely 
a specialist subject, it appears. Where taught, associated with 
solid geometry in 50 per cent., taught by a mathematician in 
23 per cent., by an art master in 77 per cent. 
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Ot1rer Secondary Sehoola.-Not done,64 per cent.; done in 
upper classes, 9 per cent.; middle classes, 14 per cent.; lower 
classes, 7 per cent., the rest unclassified. Where taught, 
associated with solid geometry in 29 per cent., taught by a 
mathematician in 17 per cent., by ·an art master in 83 per cent. 
Mainly an art subject in these schools. 

5. Aceurate Drawing Wark in eonneetion with Projective 
Geomct"Y; COllstruetion of Oonies by Anharmonic Ratio 
Properties, &e.-This is done to some extent in 28 per cent. of 
public schools, and confined to the few best boys who reach 
this comparatively advanced work It hardly enters into the 
scheme of other secondary iWbools; 11 per cent. gave an 
allhmative answer of some sort, but it seem<.'d. possible that 
the term "projective geometry" -the geometry of Chasles
was not al ways understood in this sen86. 

6. Graphieal Study of Statistics:. 

Publie Sehools.-91 pl'r cent. do this work, beginning it 
generally in the lower or middle classes; it is confined to 
upper classes in only 12 per cent., and to AImy class only 
in 4 per cent. 

0I11el· SeeondaNJ Selwols.-An affirmative answer came from 
85 per cent., here again mainly in lower and middle classes, 
11 per cent. only confining it to upper classes. In 6 per cent. 
it is said to be correlated with geography teaching. 

This, then, is a very usual feature in English secondary 
schools. As a rule it :ioes not amount to much more than 
plotting a few tables of statistics and deducing information by 
interpolation. Probably even higher percentages really do 
this; in some cases there was reason to believe that informants 
were misled by the rather ambitious phrase .. study of 
s~tistics." taking it to imply excursions into economic 
sCIence. 

Mr. A. N. Whitehead has advocated a great extension of 
this type of work. .. There are to our hands statistics of trade, 
.. both external and internal, statistics of railway traffic, 
.. statistics of crime, of income tu returns, of national ex
.. penditure, of weather, of pauperism, and of times of 
.. sunrise alld sunsct throughout the year. The reduction 
.. of these to graphs, the careful study of the peculiarity of 
" these graphs, the search for correlations among them, and 
.. the study of the public events which corresponded in time 
.. to peculiarities of graphical form, would teach more mathe
.. matice and more knowledge of modern social forces than 
.. all our present methods put together."· In his paper 

• J o1ll"D&l of the ~ of Teach..... of lIatha. for S.E. England, Dec. 
1911 (oopiea from the Ron. Sec., the Sohool, Tcmbridge). 

A 1S9JS E E 
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on .. Higher :!lIathematics for' the' CI3ssil'.a1 . Sixth F~rm,". 
Mr. W. Newbold has described his experiments on these lines 
with the senior non-mathematical boys at 'l'onbridge School; 
but this is pioneer work, and not attempted generally. 

7. Graphical Representation of Functi01l8: 

Public Sehools.-There were only two answere in the 
negative, and I was doubtful as to the informant's meaning in 
each case. Practically this work is done in all public schools, 
and indeed is required for all the ordinary external exami
nations. In 17 per cent. it is begun in the upper classes, 
55 per cent. in middle, 25 per cent. in lower, the rest 
unclassified. 

Other Seeondary Schoola.-Here again this work is very 
general, being done in 97 per cent.; 21 per cent. beginning 
it in upper classes, 54 per cent. in middle, 17 per cent. in 
lower, the rest unclassified. 

Probably in most cases this work resolves itseU into 
plotting the functions, and using the graphs as an aid to tbe 
solution of equations. The somewhat subtle ideas suggested 
by the word .. functionality" are perhaps not so generaIly 
appreciated. But at any rate the graph has a firm place in 
lower and middle teaching, and gives a base from which 
further advances in teaching may be made. 

8. Gl'aphical Treatment of Vectora is taught in 80 per cent. 
of public schools and 41 per cent. of other secondary schools, 
mainly in the upper classes~. There was nothing in the 
answere to indicate how far graphical treatment of vectore is 
associated with the study of complex numbere, but it is known 
to be thus associated in some schools. As a rule, it is pro},ahly 
taken in connection with mechaniL1I (velocity, acceleration, 
forcel, which is usuaIly in England a part of the mathematical 
course. The question might with advantage have been 
expressed more clearly. 

9. Graj,hical StaliCB: 
Public &hoola.-9fJ per cent. do this subject, viz., in upper 

classes, 69 per cent.; middle, 12 per cent.; lower, 1 per cent. ; 
Bpecialists only, 13 per cent. 

o Other Secondary Schoola.-63per cent., including 38 per 
Cent. which take the suhject in upper classes, U per cent. in 
middle; specialists only, 9 per cent.; the rest unclaasified. 

This teaching 'is therefore practically univeJBal in public 
schools, and common in.other secondary schools. . '0 0 • 

• s.. p. 381 abOY .... · 
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10. FormaL Methods of Oontracted MUltipiication 'and 

Division: 
Public SchooZ8.-In 84 per cent., viz., in upper classes 

19 per cent., middle 38 per cent.; lower 27 per cent. 
Other Secondary Sehools.-In 93 per cent.,v.iz:, in upper 

classes, 24 per cent.; middle, 49 percent. ; lower, 16 per cent. ; 
rest unclassified. ' 

There was some reason to think that the force of the' 
word .. fonnal" was not appreciated in all cases. There are 
indications that the use of formal pIles is diminishing. On 
the one hand, the omission of useless figures and the presentar, 
tion' of results' to a given number of significant figures m)lst 
become increasingly general as practical and laboratory work 
in the lower classes gains ground; on the other hand, infor
mants BBy that logarithms prove more useful than contracted 
methods; that contractedl'Ules are' learnt, but seldom used 
afterwards; that they have given up the use of such rules 
after trying them for many years; and so forth. 

11. Use of Slide Rule-(a) Front Scales; (b) 7'rigonometricaL 
Scales : 

The replies did not discriminate between (a) and (b). 
Public Schools.-81ide l'Ule used in 70 per cent., but mainly 

by specialists (55 per cent.). In the ordinary COUl'86 for upper 
clssses, 10 per cent; for middle, 3 pel' cent.; for lower, 1 per 
cent. ' 

Other Secondary Schools.-Used in 33 percent., including 
upper classes 15 per cent., specialists 11 per cent. 

On the whole, the slide rule is used by mathematical teachers 
only under compulsion. ' 

12.-(a) Tables of Squ,ares: 
Public Schools.-Used in 61 per cent., viz., upper classes, 

23 per cent. ; middle, 15 per cent. ; lower 3 per cent. ; specialists 
only, 11 per cent. ; not classified, 9 per eent. 

Other Secondatoy Schook-Used in 33 percent., viz., ill upper 
classes, 18 per cent. ; middle, 8 per cent. ; lower, 1 per cent. ; not 
classified, 6 per cent. 

12.-(b) Tables of Square Roots.-Practically the BBme resuIts 
as in 12 (a). 

12.-(c) Table8 of Cube Roots: 
Public Schools,"":'Vsed in 45 per cent., viz., in upper classes, 

15 per cent. ; middle, 9 per cent. ; lower, 3 per cent. ; specialists 
only, 11 per cent. ; not classified, 7 per cent. 

Other SeCOfldatoy SchooZs.-Used in 30 per cent., viz.; in upper 
'classes, 17 per cent. ; middle, 6 per cent. ; lower, 1 per cent. j not 
classified, 6 per cent. 

11: 11: 2 
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12.-(d) Tabla of Logarith7M: 

Pu.blic SchooZs.-Used in 100 per cent., vi~., in upper cl888e8, 
49 per cent. ; middle,37 per cent.; lower, 4 percent. ; specialists 
only, 3 per cent. ; not classified, 8 per cent. 

Other Seconda1'Y SchooIB.-Used in 97 per cent., viz., in upper 
classes, 58 per cent. ; middle, 30 per cent. ; lower, 2 pE'r cent. ; not 

. classified, 7 per cent. 

12.-(e) Tabla of TrigonometricaZ Functions : 

Public SchooZs.-Used in 100 per cent., viz., in upper classes, 
60 per cent.; middle classes, 25 per cent.; lower, 4 per cent.; 
specialists only, 3 per cent.; not classified, 8 per cent. 

Other Seconda1'Y Schools.-Used in 88 per cent., viz., in 
upper classes, 63 per cent. ; middle classes, 17 per cent. ; lower 
classes, 1 per cent.; not classified, 7 per cent. 

12.- (f) Numher of Figures to which Tables are calculated: 

Various combinations of 4, 5, 6, 7 occurred, of which the 
following were the most general. 

Puhlic SchooZs.--4-figures, 65 per cent., 4-figures supple
mented by 7-figures in upper classes 16 per cent. 

Other Secondary Schools.-Reckoning percentages on the 
total number of schools that use tables, the result is; 4-figures 
69 per cent., 4-figures supplemented by 7-figures in upper 
classes 14 per cent. 

12.-(g) Reau:me of Returns dealing with Tabla: 

Different tables are used in the following descending order 
of frequency-logarithms, trigonometrical functions, squares and 
square roots, cube roots. Many schools are of opinion that the 
use of logarithms obviates the necessity of tables of squares and 
square roots, but there is no doubt that these latter tables have 
their place in schoolwork. The extent to which the everyday 
use of tables has established itseU is shown by the prevalent 
use of 4-figure tables; 7 -figure tables are too cumbrous for most 
school purposes. 4-figure tables used to be used mainly by 
science masters, but hal'e now been largely adopted by 
mathematicians as well. 

13. Graphical Work in &lution of T ranseendentnl EqualioT16 

(e.g., log z = 1 + i), in conjunction with Newton's Rule, 

Proees8t!J1 of Trial and Error. 

Puhlic &1wols.-Done in 47 per cent. of schools, viz., in 
upper classes, 29 per cent. j middle, 1 per cent. j specialists 
only, 17 per cent. 
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Other Seeondary Sehools.-In 16 per cent., practically always 
in upper classes. 

This work, then, is not very usual, and seldom goes beyond 
a few illustrative examples. 

14.-(a) Estimation of Area by means of Squared Paper. 
Publie Sehools.-Done in 93 per cent., viz., in upper classes, 

3 per cent.; middle, 35 per cent.; lower, 46 per cent.; specialists 
only, 9 per cent. 

Other Secondary Sehools.-Done in 93 per cent., viz., in 
upper classes, 3 per cent.; middle, 23 per cent.; lower, 55 per 

. cent.; not classified, 12 per cent.-
This work appeal'S to be a standard part of the curriculum 

for the middle and lower classes. A rather curious feature is 
that it seemB to be done later in public schools than in other 
ser.ondary schools. There is some evidence that this is con
nected with the greater. prevalence of geography teaching in 
other secondary schools, determination of areas by squared 
paper often being associated with geography. . 

14.-(b) Estimation of Area by means of Ihe Planimeter.
Taught in only 15 per cent. of public schools and 6 per cent. 
of other secondary schools, and in these cases only to a few. 
boys in the highest class. 

15. General RemarkB.-In framing the questionnaire perhaps 
I did not keep very closely to my brief, as some of the questions 
have no particular bearing on methods of intuition and experi
ment. The questionnaire followed the lines of a circular issued 
by the Central Committee of the International Commission on 
Mathematical Education, and in spite of the r,riticism just 
made it may fairly be said that all the topics referred to have 
a somewhat modern flavour, while it is equally true that intuition 
and experiment is the keynote of modern mathematical educa
tion. In a broad sense, then, the questionnaire is appropriate 
to its purpose. - .. 

The object of this report is to state facts, not views. If I 
speak of the spread of intuitional and experimental methods 
as an ad"ance, I do so merely to save words, and with all 
possible respect to the views of those who would prefer another 
description. With this proviso, it is clear that there has been 
a marked advance in England during the present century. 

The use of graphical methods in elementary algebra teaching 
is uuiversal and entirely a 20th-eentury development. Other 
aspects of the Bame movement are the adoption of descriptive 
geometry by the mathemsticians, the use of handy 4-figure 
tables, and of graphical methods in statics, and, though, in 
these cases, the victory is less complete than that of the " graph," 
it is remarkable and equally modern. The absence of practical 
astronomy from the ordinary curriculum is perhaps not sur
prising, in view of the difficulty of organising a systematic 
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course of observations; but a good deal of interesting work 
is done in a few schools with sun and shadow, and in deter
mination of latitude; here there is room for further advance, 
where time permits. Practical fieldwork has not the place that 
it deserves in English schools. 

A close connection will be noticed between the activities of 
the schools and the demands of examining bodies; these bodies 
have to bear the chief responsibility for what goes on in the 
schools. To a great extent, they have considered favourably 
the suggestions made by representative bodies of teaching; 
and to this is due the wide adoption of some of the subjects 
referred to in this report. In other subjects, such a8 practieal 
fieldwork, which are somewhat unsuited for examination tests, it 
is easier to measure the advance that teachers have made 
spontaneOusly. 

C. GODFREY. 
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EXAMINATIONS FROM THE SCHOOL 
POINT OF VIEW. 

In the la~gepubliclichools of Engl~nd" and in many of ou~ 
other schoola of established reputation, it has. not, as a rule, been 
considered essential. for all boys who are drawing near the end 
of their school career to pass any examinations in addition to 
those which are regularly held by the members of the school staff. 
In such schoola the competition amongst the pupila is so keen, am). 
the standard reached by the various forms so well known, that 
the fact that a pupil has reached a certain position in the ,school 
is a sufficient hall-mark for ordinary purposes. If, however, a boy 
wishes to complete his education at one of the Universities, or to 
enter one of the learned professions, he,is required to pass some 
preliminary examination as a test of his general education. 

In all these preliminary examinations a certain amount qf 
mathematical knowledge is obligatory. In, ,some of them 
.. More advanced Mathematics" is one of the speciat'subjects 
from which the candidate for admission is required to select a 
given number. 

WIlen we come to. eltamine in detail the syllabuses of the 
several. preliminary examinations for the different Universities, 
and for those professions in which a knowledge of Mathematics 
is not d,irectly useful, it is rather difficult to determine from 
them what amount of Mathematics is generally·considereq to be 
necessary and sufficient for a liberal. education. A certai!). 
amount of Arithmetic is required in all cases. A little Algebra 
and Geometry is also necessary for all, with the remarkable ex
ception of Oxford University, where the candidate must take ,his 
e1wies between Algebra (to simple equations) and Elementary 
Geometry (substance of parts of Euclid, Books I., II., Ill.) The 
standard required for the Law is fixed by simple equations and 
four books of Euclid; for ilie medical. profession quadratics and 
three books of Euclid; the requirements for ilie Army are fre
quently changing, and ilie examination is -of .:a ',special ·type, 
which must be cOllsidered separately.,. , 

Of the Uuiversities, the {IDlount of Mathematics req~d 101' 
entrance at Oxford is practically fixed by ilie standard of Respon
sions as given above; iliat for Cambridge by the Previous 
Examination, in which the Algebra includes progressions, graphs, 
and logarithms, lind ilie Geometry some knowledge of similarity. 
Corresponding to these two examinations, separate Matriculation 
EXliminatiollB are held by the Universities of London, Bilming
ham, and Durham, by ilie Joint Board of the Manchester 
l..iverpool, ,Leeds,. ,and.Sheffield Unive~tiEs, by the Welf'h 
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Univ~l"Ility,. by t~e various Scotch and Irish Universities, and by 
certam Umversity Colleges and Technical Colleges. Some idea 
of the number of different Matriculation Examinations may be 
gathered from the fact that no less than sixteen such examina
tions are specified by the regulations of the Institute of Civil 
Engineers as exempting, under stated conditions, from the 
examination for admission as a student of that Institution. This 
~umber does not include several Colonial University Examina
tIOns, nor the local and other similar certificates which alHQ 
appear in the list of exemptions. 

The general standard of the Elementary lIathemati(,H de
manded in these examinations is roughly the F!ame 88 that of the 
Cambridge Previous Examination given above. There are 
various differences in detail, such as the inclusion or omi""ion of 
the theory of indices, surds or proportion in Algebra, and simi
larity in Geometry. The questions set by the various examining 
bodies, however, differ so widely in character that this equality 
of standard is hardly more than nominal. 

In addition to the educational work can-ied 011 by the various 
Universities as teaching centres for higher education, they 
all give practical recognition of their duty to the sources 
from which they derive their students by holding frequent 
"local examinations" at various centres, and by examining and 
inspecting those schools in their various districts which desire 
such assistance. At these examinations certifimtes are given to 
the successful candidates, by means of which they can obtain 
exemption from most of the preliminary or matriculation exami
nations, provided that the range of subjects in which they have 
passed and the standard reached in them are satisfactory. 

Of late years the number of schools which avail themselves 
of the services of the University Boards to examine the upper 
forms has considerably increased. In some ca_ the lower 
forms are also examined, and junior or preliminary certificates 
awarded to the pupils who reach a high enough standard. 

Passing over these examinations for lower forms, we may 
roughly divide the jumble of pass examinations open to thOile 
who have just left or are jnst leaving school into four classes, 
according to the nominal standard rpquired for a pass in 
Elementary Mathematics. 

1. The Oxford Higher Locals, the Cambridge Higher Locals 
-i:3ndidates for which must have reached the age of 17,01' have 
passed certain of the examinationtt in Class 2-and the Prelimi
nary Examination of the Institute of Civil EnginePrs. 

2. The Oxford Senior Locals, the Cambridge Senior Locals, 
the Cambridge Previous, ahout sixteen different lfatriculation 
Examinations, some of the harder Preliminary Examinations, the 
College of Preceptors 1st C1ass, and the examinations for School 
Certificates, Higher School CertificalPs, Senior School Certifi
cates, or School Ull\;ng Certificates held by the Scoteh Educa
tion Departinent, the lntennediate Education Board of Ireland, 
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the Oxford and Cambridge Schools Examination Board, the Dele
gates of the Oxfotd Locals, the Cambridge Local Syndicate, and 
the Matriculation Boards of most of the other Universities and 
University Colleges. 

3. The Junior Locals, Junior School Certificates, College of 
Preceptors 2nd Class, and the easier Preliminary Examinations. 

4. Oxford Responsions. 
In many of the above Certificate Examinations Algebra and 

Geometry are not compulsory subjects, but a certificate is given 
to any candidate who satisfies the examiners in a stated number 
of subjecte. The certificate given states the subjects in which 
the eandidate has passed, and the subjects, if any, in which dis
tinction has been gained. Such certificate exempts the success
ful candidate from the various Matriculation and Preliminary 
Examinations, providing that it shows a sufficiently high standard 
in the subjects l'equired for the particular examination which it 
is desired to escape. Certificates are also granted which exempt 
from varions examinations candidates who have not obtained a 
full certificate for the examination which they have taken, e.g. 
in the examination held in July 1910 for the Higher Certi
ficate of the Oxford and Cambridge Schools Examination Boat'd, 
there were 1,706 candidates for full certificates, of whom 011 
were successful, and 294 of these obtained distinction in one 
or more subjects; 440 candidates, who had already ohtained 
certificates in a former examination, were now trying to gain 
"distinction" in one or more subjects; 158 were successful in 
this. Of those who failed to gain a full certilicate 24 obtained 
certificates to exempt them from Responsions, and 103 were 
exempted from a part or parts of the Previous Examination. 

Similarly in the examination for School Certificates held by 
the same body in July 1910 we find that, besides those who 
gained full ,certificates of types which would exempt from 
Responsions or the Previous Examination, there were 14 candi
dates who obtained certificates to exempt them from Respon
sions, and 15 who secured exemption from parts of the Previous 
Examination. Thirty-three gained School Certificates qualifying 
for the Army, and 60 obtained Leaving Certificates for Army 
purposes. 

&! far we have considered the various examinations from 
the point of view of the student who must pass some examina
tion for the definite object of entering a profession or one of the 
centres of higher or specialized education. We ha"e faund that 
he has in general a great variety of examinations to choose from 
which are nominally of the same standard. But these examina
tions differ in certain details, so that a complicated system of 
requirements is insisted upon in order that anyone of these 
examinations may exempt the successful candidate from passing 
any other of the same class. (There are six pages of about 500 
words each in the Calel1dar of the'Ulliversity of Lol1dOI1 devoted 
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to. Exemptions from the Matriculation Examination, and Privi
leges and Exemptions granted by other bodies to those whQ 
have passed the London Matriculation.} 

There is, however, another point of view from which most 
of the examinations already considered must be regarded. .Ail 
I hav~ already s~ted, there is no necessity for anyone to poSseM 
a certificate relatmg to the thoroughness or success of his edUl'a
tion, unless he requires it for one of the purposes previously 
mentioned. The large majority of those who leave school for 
business of any kind are glad enough to escape any direct test 
of their literary or scientific attainments; but there are always 
a large' number who themselves desire, or their parents or 
guardians desire for them, something in the nature of If cer
tificate to show what their education has been and how they 
have profited by it. This desire is especially strong amongst 
those who are conscious of good abilities, but have not Ilad the 
opportunity of going to school and comparing themselves with 
others of the same age and class. This leads many students, 
who do not intend to continue their education at the U'nh'ersity 
or to enter any profession, to pass one of the Matriculation 
Examinations, or to take as good a certificate as they can at one 
of tile Local Examinations or at a school examination held by one 
of the recognized examining bodies. Many schools aIM find it 
an advantage to pass as many candidates as possible at these 
examinations, and there is oonsiderable competition amongst 
schools of a certain type to make the best show in them. 

To meet the requirements of such candidates, for whom the 
several examinations are not merely stepping stonel> to enable 
them to reach some desired goal but represent the goal itself to 
be reached, it is necessary to have BOrne system of classifieation 
by which the proficiency of the successful candidates may be 
gauged. This is done either by dividing those who have pa!!i!ed 
into cl~sses, or by awarding distinction in the subje(.18 in which 
especial proficiency has been shown and recording the fact upon 
the certificate, or by a combination of these two methods. It 
is impossible to deal with all the alternatives, but the following 
may be considered as typical :-

In the London Matriculation Examination the names of the 
successful candidates are published in two divisions, each divi
sion in alphabetical order. Subje<'ts taken are entered upon the 
certificate, but no credit is giyen for diHtinc:tion in any subject. 
Elementary Mathematics is a compulsory. Rubje<,t. .. )Iore 
advanced Mathematic'S" is one of the optional subjects of which 
two must be takelJ. It includes the binomial theorem {positive 
index}, Trigonometry to solution of triangles, and the straigllt 
line and circle in Analytical Geometry. MechaniC'S stands by 
itself as one of the optional subjects. 

In the corresponding examination held by the Joint Matri
culation Board of the four younger U'niyersities the Dames of 
~q~ful C@di!la~~.publish~din alphabetical order in two 
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divisions, but supplementary lists are, published of those who 
gain distinction in certain subjects. In order to gain di~tin<;
tion higher alternative papers' must be taken. These hlghe~' 
papers in Mathematics, which may be taken ,instead of, the com.: 
pulsory pass papers, i~clilde qu~stions on the b.inomial theorem, 
Trigonometry to solutIOn of tnangles, Analytical Geometry to 
the end of the ellipse, and Pure Solid Geometry of ,the straigb,~ 
line and plane. Mechanics or Physics ranks ,as one, of the 
optional subjects of which two must be taken, and, the ,corrl!
sponding higher alternative paper includes both ¥echanics and. 
Physics. , " , 

Those who pass the Cambridge Previous Examination are 
also arranged in classes: but this examination is only open, to 
those who have arranged to come into residence as membereo! 
the University, and is not available for t4e, purpose now under 
'consideration. ' , ' , , " ' ' 

To gain a first-class certificate from the CoUege of Preceptors 
a candidate must pass in six subjects, of which,Arithme~c and 
English are compulsory, and may, offer twelve. ,Ht:mo~ ;are 
gained by reaching a, qertain aggregate of marks" an~ distInc
tion may be gained in any subject by getting tbre~quarte1'& ,D! 
the maximum for the paper in that subject. Algebra, Geometryl 
Trigonometry, ,and Mechanics are separate subjects: The 
Algebra includes progressions; Geometry the standard of Euclid 
VI. 1-20; Trigonometry solution of triangles. ' , 

In the Oxford Senior Locals the subjects in whiCh a can~ 
didate may be examined are divided into twenty-three,sections, 
and a certificate is granted to any candidate who passes in one 
examination in five sections. No section is compulsory, 'but 
there are certain restrictions as to choice. The ti tie of AssOciate 
of Arts is conferred upon successful candidates who are under 
19 years of age. '! Over age" certificates are al,80 awarded. 
Subject to the above limit of age the successful candidates.-¥e 
arranged in three honour classes and a pass list. ',Those in the 
first class are in, order of merit; the second class il> arranged 'in 
not more than five divisions; the pass .list is_in tw.o. iliYision.$. 
Special lists in order of merit give the names of those who 'have 
gained distinction in any of the sections. The hOlder of 'a cer
tifil'ate can euter for any sections at a subsequent examination 
and gain supplementary certificates, which'may include distin'c
tion if the candidate is still under 19. Of the aoo"e twenty
three sections tile three which interest us are Aritlunetic 
Mathematics, and Higher Mathematics. In Arithmetic distin; 
tion is not awarded. In Mathematics Algebra to the binomial 
theorem (positive integral index) and Geometry to, the end of 
th.e circle, suffice for a pass, but Trigonometry to the solution of 
triangles must also be successfully offered in order to gain dis
tinction. In Higher Mathematics there are three divisions: 
(a) Higher Algebra and Plane Trigonometry (includirigSome 
differential), ,(b) _Higher Geometry including analytical. conica 
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and.some tracing of curves of a higher degree, (c) Applied Mathe
matIcs. A pass may be secured by doing sufficiently well in 
o~e division, a pass in any division by doing well enough in 
eIther of the subjects included in ilie paper. For distinction it 
is necessary to pass in two of ilie three divisions at least. 

In the Cambridge Senior Locals iliere are seventeen sections, 
not counting Arithmetic. which is compulsory for all. A pass 
may be obtained by passing in three sections. A candidate 
may offer seven sections and one subject from an eighth with 
some restrictions as to choice. There are three honour c1aases 
and a pass list, each of which is arranged in alphabetical order. 
Those over 19 are placed in a pass list by themselves. The 
honour classes are determined solely by ilie total number of 
marks gained by ilie student. Distinction in any subject is 
nored on ilie certificate given, and separate lists of tllOse who 
gain distinction in particular parts ot the examination are pub-

_ Iished. These lists are in order of metit. Honours and dis
tinction can only be gained by those under 19. Supplementary 
certificates can be gained by iliose who already hold certificates. 
In tltis examination Mathematics is one of ilie sections, and the 
subjects included are Geometry, Algebra, Trigonometry, Differ
ential, Analytical Geometry, and Applied Mathematics. To pass 
in the section it is only necessary to pass in Geometry and 
Algebra. For a pass in Geometry the candidate must satisfy 
the examiners in Plane Geometry including similar triangles, 
but questions are set on the elements of solid for ilioee who 
aspire to distinction. Similarly in Algebra ilie limit neceeRary 
for a pass is the binomial theorem (positive integral exponent), 
and in Trigonometry solution of triangles; but higher questions 
are set in boili these papers for the benefit of aspirants to 
honours. 

In ilie Oxford Higher Locals and Cambridge Higher Locals 
the number of se<:tions is less and ilie range of each section or 
group of subjects is wider. The successful candidates are 
arranged in tItree classes, of which the iliird denotes a pass wiiliont 
honours, the first and second are honour claases. To gain the 
Oxford Certificate one of ilie groups taken successfully must 
be eitlter languages, or Mathematics, or Natural Science. For 
ilie Cambridge Certificate a pass in languages or Mailiematics 
is essential For either Certificate Aritltmetic is a compulsory 
subject, and a candidate must also pass in tItree sections. For 
honours eiilier a pass in tItree sections with a first or second 
class in two of ilie tItree, or a pass in four sections wiili a first 
class in one of ilie four must be gained. (There is some relaxa
tion of ilie requirements in favour of candidates who have gained 
honours in ilie Senior LocaIs or distinction in ilie Higher 
Certificates of ilie Oxford and Cambridge Schools Examination 

~~) gain a pass in Mathematics in the Oxford Higher LocaIs 
candidates must pass in Algebra to tIte binomial theorem (positive 
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integral index) and in Geometry, including some analytical 
conics and curve tracing. For honoW"s they must also offer 
Higher Algebra, the subject matter of Euclid XI. 1-21, Plane 
Trigonometry, including De Moivre's theorem and its appli
cations, and either Mechanics or Conics treated both geometri
cally and analytically (if they wish they may offer both). 

To gain a pass in Mathematics in the Cambridge Higher 
Locals, Geometry to similar triangles and Algebra to the binomial 
theorem with positive integral indices is required. For Honours 
some knowledge is required of the Geometry of the plane and 
the sphere, and of more advanced Algebra, as well as of some 
of the following subjects: Trigonometry, Geometrical and 
Analytical Conics, Mechanics, Hydrostatics, Astronomy, and 
Differential and Integral Calculus. 

For the Higher Certificate of the Oxford and Cambridge 
Schools Examination Board the school subjects are divided into 
four groups: Group I., Languages; Group II., Mathematics; 
Group ill., English Subjects; Group IV., Science. For a pass 
the candidate must pass in at least four subjects taken from 
three or more Groups, or in one subject in Group II. and three 
in Group I. (There are various special cases which we need 
not consider.) Group II. comprises (a) Elementary Mathematics, 
(b) Additional Mathematics; (a) includes Arithmetic, Algebra to 
quadratics, and Geometry to the end of the circle. For a paSR 
in (b) a candidate must satisfy the examiners iii each of the 
subjects Arithmetic, Algebra to progressions, Geometry includ
ing similar triangles, Trigonometry to solution of triangles, anti 
eitMr Elementary Statics or Dynamics (as a further alternative 
a compound paper in Statics and Dynamics may be taken). A 
candidate for distinction must also take .. special distinction 
papers" in Algebra, Pure Geometry, Analytical Geometry, and 
tllementary Differential and Integral Calculus. These include 
some higher algebra, the earlier part of theory of equations, 
and. a considerable amount of higher geometry and geometrical 
comcs. He must also take both Statics and Dynami(,!s. (Seven 
pages of the ltegulations are devoted to " Exemptions bv means 
of the Higher Certificate Examinations.") • 

The various School Certificates are as a rule awarded subject 
to the condition that the student should have been for so many 
years at a sch~l or schools periodically inspected and approved 
by the eDmllrung body. Certificates are granted to exempt 
from the chief preliminary examinations. The examinations for 
these certi~c:ates are as a rule pass examinations, no effort being 
made to pICk o,,:t the candidates worthy of distinction. Man! 
schools are exauuned by the various Boards, and a School Certi
ficats Examination is regarded as a good test of general edu<'a
tion for candidates of about 17 years of age. 

This necessarily incomplete sketch of the complicated and 
confusing regulations of a few of the examinations provided for 
testing the proficiency of those who choose 10 apply the test will 
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show that there is no lack of opportunity for doing so. A 
sufficiently wide range is covered by many of the above sehe
?ules to m~ke it certain that a candidate who has gained honours 
In any subJect has been well grounded and has shown consider
able ability~ The certificates given are 80 explicit that no 
mistake should be possible as to the degree of proficiency 
indicated by them. Unfortunately it appears that very few 
,People take the trouble to form a just estimate of the range 
required for different examinations, with the result that quite 
undue importance is attached to success in some examinations 
In which the range of knowledge required is very limited. 

The most glaring instance of this is the London University 
Matriculation. This examination is rated so highly in the 
public estimation that I find that out of 500 scllOolmasters who 
retail their various qualifications in the &hoolmaster's Year 
Book, no less than 108 mention the London lIatriculation and 
seven mention various other Matriculations, while only one 
-refers to his success in the Oxford Locals. These 51J0 names 
were taKen at random, in batches of 100 each, from the Directory. 
A good many graduates of London do not mention the Matric.'U
lation and these I have not counted. Of the 108 who mention 
the Matriculation 55 have graduated at London University; 
22 have passed the Intermediate in Arts or &ience, of whom 2 
graduated at Oxford, 1 at Cambridge, 1 at Manchester, and 
1 at Durham, while 17 have taken no higher University 
qualification; 31 of the 108 have proceeded no further at 
London, of whom 11 have graduated at other Universities, but 
20 can claim no higher University qualification than the London 
Matriculation. This frequent mention of the examination and 
the fact that it is mentioned by men who have graduated with 
high honours, show that it is regarded by the general pu lJlic as 
a qualification of considerable importance. This fact is still 
further impressed upon schoolmasters by the frequenc.'Y with 
which parents desire them to prepare for this examination boys 
who have apparently no particular reWKln for p3S>!ing it. 

A few figures taken from the statistics published in the 
Calendar of the University of London (1910-11) give some idea 
of the large- number of students who take the Matriculation 
Examination without proceeding further with the London 
University course. The figures given for the se,'en years 1903-
1909 inclusll'e show that during that period 44,065 candidates 
'presented themselves for the Matriculation Examination, of 
whom 18,979 (or 43'1 per cent.) passed. During the same 
period 16,833 candidates presented themselves for the various 
Intermediate Examinations, of whom 9,330 (or 55'4 per cent.) 
passed, and 8,067 for the various Bachelors' Degrees, of whom 
4,902 (or 67'7 per cent.) passed. The nnmber who present 
themselves for the Intermediates (which number must inclnde a 
.good proportion of duplicate and triplicate entries of the same 
individual in an examination which rejects 44'6 per cent. of the 
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candidates) is 88'7 per cent. of the number who have qualified 
themselves to do so by passing the Matriculation Examination. 
This proportion would not appear to imply any very marked 
leakage, but examination of the list ot undergraduates, in ,the 
same Calendar, discloses the fact "that .there are roughly 120 
oolumns of names of those who . have passed the Matriculation 
Examination, and, 68 columns of those ,who have, obtained 
exemption by means of school certificates ,or bypassing, other 
recognised examinations. As the large ,majority of these mulit 
have matriculated with a view to proceeding further ,with the 
University course, it seems safe to assume that,at leastone-;third 
of those who present themselves for the Intermediate are not 
included in the number who have passed the Matriculation. ".It 
seems certain, therefore, that at least 30 per cent. of thoS6who 
submit themselves to the London Matriculation EXAmination do 
SO solely for the sake of the kudos to be gained by passing it., ' 

Now, if we examine in detail the particulars of' the Math&, 
instics required for the London Matriculation, we find that the 
range is very limited. 
, The Elementary Mathematics, which is a oornptllsory subject, 
is tested by two paperB'-Qne in Arithmetic and Algebra,the 
other in Geometry. The Algebra includes the three progres
sions, but excludes surds and indices, ratio, proportion, and 
variation. The Geometry, the subjects of Euclid I.-IV., with 
simple deductions, easy loci, areas of triangles and 'parallelo
grams, of which the bases and altitudes are given commensnr-
able lengths. (Euclid's proofs are not insisted upon.) , 

Mathematics (more advanced) is one of a 'group of ,eighteen 
optional subjects, of whioh two must be taken. (One of these 
must be a language, unless Latin has been .selected, froni 'the 
previous gl'OUp of subjects.) It. is tested by one paper, which 
!llcludes Algebra, indices, logarithms, and binomial (positive 
mdex). Geometry, similar figures, mensuration 'of the circle, and 
elementary co-ordinate geometry of the straight line and circle. 
Tri~no~etry" including solution of triangles; In the three 
eXR1.nmatlOns, June and September 1909 and January 1910, this 
subject was selected by 8'4 per cent. of the whole number of 
candidates, and of these 47'5 per cent. were rejected. : 

l~ app~ars, t11~n, that about 95 per cent. of the Londo!1 
MatriculatIOn certlficates can bear no higher evidence of mathe
matical reading thaD the range covered by the two papers in 
~ementary Mathematics-a range which is obviously insuffi
Clent to rank highly as a qualification for the teaching profes
sion, or for any business or profession in which knowledge of 
Mathematics is important. 

It seems, then, fair to take the London Matriculation, Exami
nation as an example of an examination' to which exaggerated 
importance is attached as a test of knowledge and ability. Nor 
is the reason for this far to seek. As stated above, the nUlpber 
",ho have passed this examination during'.the last seven years 
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recorded is only 43'1 per cent. of the total number of candidates. 
The total number of successfnl candidates from 1838 to 1909 
inclusive is 49'1 per cent. of those entered. The examination 
is obvi~usly a difficul~ o~e to poss, and it has always had that 
rep~tatJ?n .. The maJOl'lty of the general public who have not 
the mclmatlOn, or perhaps lack the ability, to see for themselves 
w~at ground is covered by the syllabus of the examination, are 
qUIte prepared to accept it os a good test, because they know 
that 80 many have failed to pass it. Now, it is clearly objec
tionable that an examination, of which the syllabus only covers 
the minimum range of knowledge required from boys of the most 
moderate ability, should be generally recognised as a searching' 
test of proficiency. This is doubly objectionable if that reputation 
is gained by setting difficult and catchy questions of a puzzling 
or confusing type. Every schoolmaster of experience knows 
that such questions are quite unneceBSarY for the purpose of 
weeding out the stupid or ignorant, and that their use is alway" 
liable to produce a false and fluky order in which occasional 
very moderate boys come out far too high, while occasional boys 
of quite good ability come to unexpected grief. Experience 
shows that this is precisely what does happen in this partil'ular 
examination. You can never guarantee that a boy of good 
ability will get through, but YOll need never feel sllrprised if a 
boy of very moderate power appears in the First Division. 

Bllt the great objection to this style of examination from the 
schoolmaster's point of view lies in the fact that it is almost 
hopeless to send in a candidate without special preparation. 
Even a quite good boy requires a certain amount of practice in 
the papers which have been set, or he is almost certain to fail to 
do himself justice. The average boy requires careful coaching 
in the art of doing the papers. He may have to waste months, 
possibly more than a year, just at a time when he is beginning 
to go ahead with his Mathematics, in learning nothing new 
except how to cope with a particular kind of examination paper. 
The work on which he is to be examined in Mathematics is 
3rd Set or 4th Set work, and if he is going in for the London 
Matriculation it is useless as a rule to take him up into tIle 
2nd Set until he has passed the examination. He Dlay be 
quite fit to oome up and get on, but experience shows that it is 
wisest to let him stop where he is and grind away at Matri{'U1a
lion papers until he is through. The moral effect upon the 
boy's work is usually disastrous; he is checked back just at the 
time that it is important for him to be pressing forward, and he 
is quite likely never to get on the move forward again with any 
heart in his work. 

It seems clear that an examination which is to pick out the 
first 50 per cent. of the candidates should be arranged on lines 
which include the work which the first 50 per cent. Dlay be 
supposed to have done, not set 80lely upon the work of the last 
50. Any attempt to select the first 50 per cent. hI' setting 



ql!estiolls confined tb the work which may rel!SOnably be ex
pected of the lowest 50, but making these questions hard enough 
to be beyond the power of the lowest 50, must b.e unsatisfactory 
as a test of knowledge, and must lead to unnece~sary dislocation 
of work for the candidates who are preparing .for the examina,. , 
tion. An !,xamination which only professes to test the general 
education of the candidates examined should be a purely 
pass examination presenting no special difficulty to a )wy 
of ordinary ability whose education has covered the range re
quired. If it is desired to pick out candidates of special ability, 
'his should be done by means of special alternative questions, 
or preferably bY~Bpecial papers suited to the purpose. We have 
already seen that one or other of these plans is adopted in most 
of the examinations in which honours or distinction are awarded. 

What has been said about the London Matriculation applies, 
though. in 11 less degree, to most of the pass examinations in. the 
second group-the questions set are of a harder type than isneces
sary or desirable for the purpose for which the examination is 
intended. Examiners, whose business it is to weed out the 
inefficient, seem unable to realise that this should be the sole 
object of the papers set. They will try at the same time .to 
separate the extra-efficient. The two things cannot be done 
satisfactorily by means of a single paper in which only very 
elementary portions of the subject tested are to be included. If 
the questions set are such as test the ability of the best capdi
dstes, they are too hard for those of moderate ability whose 
knowledge and efficiency should entitle them to a pass. Conse:
quently either a large number of the latter class must be re
jected, or the standard to be reached on the paper must be fixed 
so low that a pass is very little criterion of the required profi
ciency. In either case the element of luck, which cannot be 
altogether eliminated from f!xaminations, ie far too large a £actor 
j.n the success or failure of those who are near the line. 

Another fact which is worthy of careful consideration pre
sents itself at this point. A number of the examinations under 
iXlusideration reject about 50 per cent. of the candida~ 
-e~ned.. Suppose the average of passes to be 50 ~ cent. 
This implies that all the candidates whose performance 1& below 
the mean fail Now if an AXlUllination which professes to be 
!mtituted merely fur the sake of weeding out those who are 
madequately educated is eo arranged that th~ mean boy can 
-only just scrape through, either there must be something very 
wrong with our system of education, or the standard required 
must be beyond that which is reasonable for the purpose 
professed. 

Take for example, the School Certificate Examination of the 
Oxford and Cambridge Schools Examination Board-a body 
whose authority on the standard of proficiency which may 
reasonably be expected ought to be ooyond reproach. FIrat 
let us see what they profess. In the Regulations we find-

A 13913 FF 
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"The School Certificate Examination is intended for Fifth 
Form candidates of about 17. It is a Pass Examination 
intended as a test of general education." In the report for 
1910, .. The results of the School Certificate Examination con
firm the opinion of the Board that this examination is a good 
test of general education for candidates of about 17 years of 
age." I take it that a good test of general education means a 
test of the standard which may reasonably be expected from 
candidates who have 1Jeen properly educated. Every candidate 
for a school certificate must be a member of a school which has 
been inspected and approved by .. this Board," or inspected by 
the Board of Education and approved by" thilil Board." Con
sequently we may assume that in the opinion of the Oxford 
and Cambridge Schools Examination Board they have all 
had the opportunity of being properly educated. Now let ua 
examine the results of this good test. In the f"ur exami
nations of which statistics are given in the report for the 
year ending October 31st, 1910, 1,300 candidates ror School 
Certificates were examined; 537 certificates were awarded; 41'3 
per cent, of the candidates were successful, and 58'7 were 
rejected, Of course, a good number of the candidates may not 
have fulfilled the condition of being" about 17 years of age"; 
but, presumably, they would be all, or nearly all, up to Fifth 
Form standard, and it is not as a rule the youngest members of 
a high form who are most likely to fail in examination, The 
conclusion is almost irresistible that the requirements of the 
examiners are beyond what may reasonably be expected for a 
properly educated Fifth Form candidate, If we examine in 
detail the number who passed in each subject, we find that the 
total number of candidates includes 266 who were not candi
dates for School Certificates, in addition to the 1,300 candidates 
already mentioned. These were either taking one or more 
subjects to complete certificates already obtained, or candidates 
for a certificate exempting from some other examination, Of 
the total number examined in latin 60'9 per cent, were success
ful, in Greek 58'6, in French 64'3, in German 66'7; of the total 
number examined in Mathematics 38'2 per cent, were succeesful 
in Elementary Mathematics, and 50'3 in AdditioBal Mathe
matics, but we are not told how many of these took both 
subjects, In Scripture Knowledge 54'6 per cent, passed, in 
English 74'8, ill English History 66'9, in Geography 63'1, in 
History and Geography 49'9, in Mechanics 57'7, in Physics and 
Chemistry 67'3, but here again there may be some overlap in 
the three subjects Physics, Chemistry, and Physics-and
Chemistry, which I have round it necessary to group together, 

I consider, ror reasons which I shall endeavour to substanti
ate presently, that an average of about 75 per cent. might b& 
reasonably expected to pass an examination properly designed 
to weed out the inefficient, and allow those who have made good 
use of their educational advantages to pass, provided that their 
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education has been on the right lines, and has covered the 
range which the examination tests. The above figures show 
that this ideal has been actually reached in English, and has 
been approached within fairly reasonable limits in several of 
the other subjects tested. The question na,turally suggests 
itself, .. Why then does the percentage o~ passes for the certifi
cats fall so very far below the ideal? " It appears to be pretty 
certain that failure is largely due to the difficulty which the 
ordinary candidate finds in getting up to the required mark in 
so many as five subjects at once. . 

This view is supported by the facts disclosed by a study of 
the statistics given for the Higher Certificate Examinations held 
by the same Board in 1909 and 1910. Comparing the percent
age who passed in the different subjects we find that in only 
two subjects, Greek and Geography, is this percentage higher 
for the Higher Certificate than for the School Certificate. In 
the remaining subjects, which can be compared, the percentage 
who passed in the higher examination is less by an amount 
which varies from about 1 to 12 or 13. Yet out of 3,540 candi
dates for the Higher Certificate, 1,879, or 53 per cent., were 
succeBBful, as against 41·4 per cent. of the 1,298 candidates for 
a School Certificate. Here we have two examinations conducted 
by the same Board. There are nearly three times as many can
didates for the higher as there are for the lower of the two 
certificates. The difficulty of passing in the several subjects of 
the higher is by no means less. Yet the percentage of success
ful candidates in the lower examination is only about three
quarters of the percentage who succeed in the higher. This 
may be accounted for by the difference in the number of subjects 
in which a pase must be obtained in order to secure a certificate, 
which is four for the Higher Certificate and five for the School 
Certificate. It should be noted that a candidate for the Higher 
Certificate may offer six subjects and fail in two of them, and yet 
get the Certificate. A candidate for the School Certificate may 
offer any number of subjects which do not clash with each 
other in the time-table. This may account, to some extent, for 
the percentage of passes in the several subjects being so much 
higher than the percentage of certificates granted would lead 
one to expect; for many candidates of more than average ability 
will have no difficulty in passing in six or more subjects. It is 
the boy or girl of moderate, or average ability, who finds a 
difficulty in reaching the required standard in five subjects. The 
low percentage of certificates granted to candidates whose 
course of education has been inspected and approved, is a 
sufficient proof of this. H inspection nf a school course declares 
it worthy of approval, and examination nftheresults pronounces 
that only 40 or 50 per cent. have been properly educated, it 
would seem that either the inspection or the examination must 
be faulty. I think we may safely assume that schools which 
are regularly inspected and apPl'Oved are doing their work well. 

rr2 
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and are giving a reasonably good education. Assuming for the 
present that about 75 per cent. of the pupils so educated should 
be entitled to a pass, it follows that any School Leaving 
Examination which only allows a pass to 40 or 50 per cent. of the 
candidates, is not fulfilling ite legitimate p~the purpose 
namely, of weeding out those pupils only who have shown them~ 
selves incapable of profiting duly by the educational advantages 
offered to them. and cannot, therefore, be expected to take due 
advantage of any higher educational oourse. 

It may fairly be argued, of course, that the question of 
fitnesa to enter any University as a student implies something 
more than the mere capability of profiting by the special COU1'l!6 

which the student intends to take at the University, that the 
University has a right to stipulate that every student shall have 
received a good general education before entering upon such 
special course, and that the requiremente of the Matriculation 
or equivalent examination represent the minimum which can 
reasonably be offered as evidence of a good general education. In 
support of this it may be argued that some knowledge of five sub
jecte such as candidates may select-say Latin, Greek, Elementary 
Mathematics, English, and EngliRh History ; or French, Elemen
tary Mathematics, English, Physics, and Chemistry-is by no 
means too much to expect from an ordinary well-educated boy or 
girl. It may further be argued that a :Matriculation Examination 
or ite equivalent is the only safe means of ensuring that a student's 
general proficiency is not being sacrificed to the desire for early 
specialisation, and that if the number of subjecte demanded 
were reduced, general proficiency would be certain to suffer. 

This is reasonable enough, but the fact remains that most of 
the examinations are 80 conducted that many more candidates 
are rejected than is necessary for the purpose of the examination. 
A false standard of proficiency is exacted, such that the natural 
ability of the calldidate oounte too much, a.ui the result is that 
those who are not distinctly above the average in this respect 
find considerable difficulty in paasing. This policy defeate ite 
own object, as the inevitable result is that a candidate who has 
failed in one or other of his subjecte must specialise more 
or leas in his weak subject to the neglect of those in which he 
is making good progreB3, and this is surely specialisation of 
the worst type. Examining Boards shonld realise that educa
tion has ite limite. YC!" can educate your pupils up to a certain 
point; but with most of them you soon reach a c1early-defined 
limit beyond which the mind does not work. You can take 
your pupil across this limit and persuade him to acquiesce in 
the things which you tell him that you see there; you can teach 
him to answer questions on those things, and to make quite a 
good show when examined upon them, if he has plenty of time 
to get his subject up; but the whole thing is hollow, there is 
no conviction, only acquiescence; he takes what he is Iold and 
accepts it without appreciation, and his mind receives no training 
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as the result of your earnest efforts except in the virtue of 
obedienoe. For example, you may teach such a pupil that he is 

not to say that a ~ is a multiplied by itself -'I.'. times, and illuB-
q 

trate the futility of his definition by particular examples; he 
regards this as a foolish fad of yours, b~he acquiesces. You 

then teach him to say that a ~ =.vIa. and you show him 
why that is so, and illustrate your proof by a number of 
partioular cases. He easily learns to write out your proof, and 
even to answer all ordinary questions upon it' in appropriate 
jargon; but the chances are that he fails to have the slightest 
appreoiation of the thing which he has learnt, and that he 
now seor~ cherishes in the back of his mind the conviction 

that ~. means that a has to be multiplied by itself l'. times. 
q 

To such a mind as the one I have selected, it is useless for 
the present to appeal by other than purely a.rithmetical ideas 
and processes of reasoning:- His imagination may gradually be 
developed up to the point of appreciating the proof that he has 
learnt, but it will take time. In the meanwhile he may be 
pushed on upon the lines along which he is capable of moving, 
and learn muoh ,that will be useful to him, not only as a mental 
asset, but also as mental training; By adopting this course 
with pupils of this type we can tum them out well fitted to 
cope with the ordinary problems which have to be faced by 
ordinary men, and well qualified to hold their own in any buei
neBS or profession for whioh their natural mental tendenoies 
have marked them out as suitable. In other words, they will be 
properly educated. By devoting more time to the weak side of 
their nature, we may work them up to the point of being able 
to reproduce things which they have heard, but not appreoiated, 
in a sufficiently faultieBB form to answer such questions as are 
likely to be set them in examinations, but the effeot upon thl' 
mind is only skin-deep. Thev are better qualified to pasa 
certain examinations, but less well fitted to hold their own in the 
world than they would have been if allowed to develop on the 
lines natural to them. They are less well educated. 

It is the same in every subject which the pupil. takes up. 
UnleBB he is exceptionally endowed by nature, t!tere ~8 a. wel~
defined line which separates the ~ngs for w~lch ~s m.Ind !s 
adapted from the things to whose mner meanIng his mmd 18 

blind. These latter things may be scratched upon the surface 
of his mind by constant reiteration, but they can never be burnt 
in 80 as to influence seriously his mental development. He 
should be allowed to know something of these things; but he 
should not be kept back in his knowledge of things more suit
able to his type of mind, in order to try to master thoroughly 
the tlIings which lie beyond the sphere within which his mind 
is free to move. . 
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Now, this mental limitation, of whatever kind it may be
want of geometri~l . feeling, want of imagination, want of taste, 
or what not-will In general make itself _felt in a different 
degr~ in different su~jec~, so that a much higher degree of 
profiCIency may be obtained In two or three selected subjects than 
In any other, and these selected subjects are the most suitable 
to form the main stand-by of the pupil's mental training. 
Other. subjects should not be neglected, but no high degree of 
proficIency should be expected in them. A pass examination in 
general education should take count of them to the extent of 
ensuring that due attention has been given to them 88 secondary 
subjects, but should not exact so high a degree of proficiency 
that some months of special cramming in them is required to 
ensure a pass-cramming which involves neglect of the more 
important subjects in which the pupil is making good progress. 

Before summing up the conclusions which may be drawn 
from the various statistics and general considerations which I 
have put forward, I will state briefly my grounds for objecting 
to the line in a pass examination being drawn at or near the 
mark which excludes 50 per cent. of the candidates. I will at 
the same time try to justify my preference for a line at about 
25 per cent. or 75 per cent., according to the purpose for which 
the examination is intended. 

I suppose that the general preference for the 50 per cent. 
line is grounded on the idea that all pupila ought to be able to 
reach an average degree of proficiency, and that 50 per cent. 
represents about the average. In other words, the average boy 
ought to pass; those below the average ought not. The objec
tion to this plausible contention is that, as every student of 
statistics knows, "mediocrity is always the commonest con
dition" (Sir Francis Galton, "Natural Inheritance," p. 41). If 
a large number of individuals are compared with respect to any 
measurable quality, the rule is invariable that they cluster 
about the mean in such a manner that differences are very slight 
between the fu1lt 25 per cent. below the mean and the first 
25 per cent. above, compared with the differences outside these 
limits. Consequently, if you draw your line at 50 per cent. 
you are "taking a shot into the brown," and it becomes a pure 
matter of chance which of the candidates who are just about the 
line do well enough to get through and which of them fail 

The normal curve of distribution is very nearly straight 
between the 25 per eent. mark and the 75 per cent. mark. 
Near these points it turns almost abruptly down or up and 
the gradient becomes rapidly more marked. This is the 
general shape of the curve when any physical attribute is taken 
as the subject of the scheme and it seems reasonable to suppose 
that if we oould measure mental attributes precisely the same 
general law would hold good-viz. 40 or 50 per cent. of those 
examined would not differ markedly from the mean. 20 per 
cent. would pick themselves out at each end of the curve, the 
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difference of capacity from the general mean becoming rapidly· 
more and more marked, as the individuals approach each end of 
the scale. Consequently I hold that in a pass examination, in 
which the range of subjects has been covered by all the can
didates, the line should come on the average somewhere about 
the 25 per cent. mark if those only whose capacity is distinctly 
inferior are to be rejected. Of course a certain number of those 
who would naturally be fitted to pass would fall below the line 
owing to careless or insufficient work, but I take it that about 
as many would be able to raise themselves above it by unusual 
diligence and determination. 

To illustrate this point of view I have constructed the follow
ing curves of distribution of the candidates for various public 
examinations. The figures in the vertical columns represent 
percentages of the maximum number of marks obtainable; those 
in the horizontal line represent percentages of-the whole number 
of candidates. Each point on one of the curves indicates the 
percentage of the candidates in the particular examination or 
examinations to which that curve belongs, who failed to obtain 
the percentage of the maximum which corresponds to that point 
in the vertical column, e.g., the point L on curve A corresponds 
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to 64'5 on the horizontal scale and 33 on the vertical. Thill 
indicates that 64'5 per cent. of the candidates failed to get 33 
per cent. of the maximum in the examination represented by 
curve A, and 35'5 per cent. got 33 per cent. of the marks or 
more. U we follow the curve up we see that 14 per cent. oftha 
candidates got more than 40 per cent. of the maximum, between 
4 and 5 per cent. got more than 50 per cent. of the marks and so on. 
In the above diagram-

A is a curve of distribution by marks of the candidates for 
First Division Clerkships in the Civil Service in 1905 and 1907 
(412 candidates). 

D is a similar curve for the competition for Second Division 
Clerkships in October 1892 (712 candidates). 
. a co-ordinates the candidates for intennediate clerkships in 
the Civil Service, who competed for junior appointments ill 
various Government Departments in July and December 1908 
and July 1909 (564 candidates). 

B is compiled from the four competitive examinations for 
the Royal Military College held in June and November 1908 
and 19lO (1,008 candidates). 

The various dates were not in any way selected. These were 
the first reports of examinations of the various types which came 
to hand. The observations were collated to each 5 per cent. of 
the maximum number of marks and the curves are figured, 

. without any smoothing, exactly as they worked out. The letter 
L in each curve denotes the point at which the line was drawn 
between the successful and unsuccessful candidates. The four 
curves get mixed at the upper end and Band C crose at the 
lower end. 

Ai; the marks for purely pass examinations are not published 
I was unable to construct a curve of distribution founded upon 
any pass eiamination; but I was fortunate in discovering the 
record of the examination which gives us the curve D. This 
has all the characteristics which a purely pasR examination ought 
to give, as the subjects tested were well within the scope of all 
the candidates. From the position in which the point L is 
placed it will be seen that the examination has answered its pur
pose well in picking out the best candidates from those who 
offered themselves for the vacant posts, as the rapid increase of 
gradient of the curve above the point L suggests that the can
didates whose marks are represented npon this portion of the 
curve are for the most part considerably superior to the mass of 
those who come below. U the number of posts offered had made 
it necessary to draw the line somewhere near the 50 per cent. 
mark the best candidates would still have been included; bnt 
there would have been little reason to suppose that the selected 
candidates near the line of division were at all superior to the 
best of those rejected. On turning to the actual marks I find 
that the curve hardly shows this 80 clearly as it ought, for the 
marks of 84 candidates, or 11 per cent. of the whole number, 
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differ from the median mark by less than 1 per cent. of the 
maximum, a difference of standard which no examination eliJ!l> 
define with certainty. As the line stands, the examination may 
be regarded as successful from the point of view of the examin. 
ing body, who may feel sure that they have secured the best 
men and that the lowest they have been obliged to take are weH 
up to their work. But it is not quite so satisfactory from the . 
point of view of the candidates who have just failed to secure an 
appointment; for there are still 62 candidates, or more than 
8 per cent. of the whole number, whose marks differ from that 
of the last successful candidate by less than 1 per r.ent. of the 
maximum, and whose place is consequently largely a matter of 
~uck. This suggests that the range of subjects ought to be 
enlarged if it is desirable to make selections for these posts 
fairly by open competition-a plan which has since been 
adopted. 

If we take this curve D as being a typical curve to represent 
fairly the standard of efficiency of a typical group of candidates 
for a pass examination, its fonn seems to indicate that the line 
for a pass should be drawn between the 20 and 30 per cent. 
marks on the horizontal scale. If distinction is to be awarded 
first-class honours might be given to the top 6 or 1 pel' cent. and 
second-class honours, indicating extra efficiency, to these within 
the top 20 per cent. 

The curve A is typical of the high-class competitive exam
ination results. By a process of natural selection the candidates 
for First Division Clerkships are all or nearly all picked Ji1en. 
There are few, if any, of the candidates whose mental calibre 
would be insufficient to gain them a place in the top 10 pet 
cent. of the competitors co-ordinated in curve B; yet we see 
that the curve has the same general characteristics as the other 
curves. The gradient is higher throug~0ll:t the general co~e 
of the curve, but we have the BBme rapid IDcrease of gradumt 
in the top 15 per cent. going upwards and the bottom 20 per 
cent. going downwards from the median position on the curve, 
There can be no doubt that the most capable men have been 
selected, if any examination can do it. 

Curves 0 and B represent r.ompetitive examinations of a lese 
searching character. The position of the point L is an index of 
the keennesll of the competition. This is sufficient to ensure Ii 
high standard of efficiency in the successful candidates for 
junior appointments in Government Dep~ents, wh~re ~e pay 
18 adequate .. If we assume that the competitive el<anunatlOn for 
the Royal Military College can be taken ~ a tnle tes~ o! the 
efficiency of those candidates who have sunned the prelmunary 
sifting of the qualifying el<Bmination, then the position ?f the point 
L in curve B appeal'S to indicate that the competition for the 
honour of serving in the Army amongst men who can afford to 
do so is only sufficiently keen to eliminate those who are 
relatively inefficient. 
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It cannot be too strongly insisted upon that it is this 
question of keenneBB of competition which must settle the 
intellectual statns of men selected by competition. All that a 
competitive examination can hope to do is to pick out the best 
from amongst the men who offer themselves. It is impoBBible 
to secure 3 better stamp of man by increasing the difficulty of 
the examination. As a rule (there are of course exceptions) 
men of ability can only be secured by offering them attractive 
terms. The English Army is at present no place for a young 
man who has no private means. It is this fact, and not want of 
patriotism, which limits the competition, with the result shown 
by the curve B. The style of the examination may, however, 
deter a certain number of desirable candidates from offering 
themselves, as we shall see later. 

We are now in a position to sum up the conclusions to which 
we are led by what has gone before, and we see that;

Examinations may be roughly divided into three classes;
I. Competitive examinations to pick out the best men 

for certain definite posts. 
II. PaBB examinations to pick out those who are worthy of 

distinction, or distinctly above the average in any 
subject or subjects. 

ill Pass examinations to certify that the succeesful can
didates have been reasonably well educated, and to 
weed out those whose lack of enterprise or want of 
ability have resulted in inefficiency. 

We see further that examinations of each type must 
influence, more or less, the work of the candidates for some 
little time before they offer themselves for the approval of the 
examining body. For this inll.uence to be beneficial it must be 
so exerted as to encourage the candidates to press on to higher 
work, without interfering unduly with a reasonably conceived 
and efficiently worked curriculum. 

In our present system of examinations prejudicial inter
ference with claBS work is the inevitable result of the extra
ordinary diversity and complexity· of the requirements of 
different examining bodies, which all profess to have the same 
object in view. Further dislocation is caused by the almost 
invariable practice of examinations of Class ill usurping the 
functions of Class II, and trying to pick out the best candidates, 
when they ought to devote their whole attention to the 
termination of the worst ' 

The interests of education call for the abolition of both these 
disturbing causes. To do away with the first, some general 
standard of requirements should be agreed upon, which could 
be comfortably covered by any approved curriculum, so that no 
specialisation would be required for examinations which do not 
profess to be of a special type. 

To get rid of the second it is essential that the legitimate 
object of pass examinations in general education should be kept 
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in mind by the examiners, and that they should clearly realise 
that they are required to differentiate at the bottom and not at 
the top of the seale. 

They should bear in mind that the receptive capability of 
the average boy-in which class I would include the whole of 
the 50 'or 60 per cent. who cluster abouu the intellectual mean
is very limited compared with that of the top 5 or 6 per cent. ; 
but that this limitation does not so much affect the amount that 
the average boy can take in, as the quality of the conceptions 
which he can master, and the complexity of the operations 
which he can manipulate. To differentiate' the average boy 
from the inefficient it is useless to set questions which are 
beyond the scope of the average boy. This can easily be done 
in questions of the most elementary range, and constant care is 
necessary in order to avoid doing it. 

Examining boards should so frame their schedules for 
testing the general. education of the boy who is leaving school 
that the great mass (70 or 80 per cent.) of those who have been 
through an approved course could' obtain a certificate without 
having to specialise in their weak subjects to the detriment of 
their stronger ones. The candidates should not require to 
do more than devote a certain amount of time out of school 
hours to rubbing up their weak subjects. This could be 
secured by allowing the candidate to select one or two subjects 
in which he is prepared to show a higher degree of proficiency 
than he proffers in the rest. These would naturally be, in most 
cases, the subjects on which most stress is laid in the course of 
study which he is taking at school. OOviously a Modern Side 
boy ought to be prepared to take up a wider range in 
mathematics or science than a Classical Side boy, and the extra 
efficiency ought to be shown by offering a wider range, it ought 
not to be tested by setting questions on the same range of 
reading, but of a more subtle or complicated nature. The 
average boy ought to be encouraged, I say again, to p~sh 
on according to his power and not kept back to struggle With 
abstruse conceptions and delicate niceties of manipulation for 
which his mental qualifications are inadequate. I s,,:ggest, 
therefore, that a fairly wide range should be demanded III the 
one or two subjects which form the mainstay of the candidate's 
education and that he should only be required to show efficient 
knowled~ of a much narrower.range in the remainin~ subjects 
which he takes up. All questions should be of a Blmpl~ and 
straightforward type, and a higher percentage of the manmum 
should be exacted than is possible with questions of the type 
now generally set. 

The papers set for picking out the candi~ates. ,!ho rank 
distinctly above the average boy ought to be qwte disUnct from 
those already discussed. They should contain a sufficient 
number of straightforward questions dealing with a higher 
range of subject-matter to enable the hard-headed candidate to 
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show. his efficiency, together with some carefully graduated 
questIons of a mOTe scholarly type to give the brilliant a chance 
?f showin~ their calibre. In this way a class list should be 
Issued whICh would really carry some weight 88 providing an 
index of higher proficiency. 

In the higher certificates granted on the suggl'8ted lines 
specialisation ought to be allowed to those who have already 
gained pass certificateij. This is practically done already in 
the higher certificate examinations to those who have alrearly 
gained a certificate of the Rame class. The mathematical 
schedule should be so arranged as 'to encourage extension of 
reading upon lines likely to be practically useful to the sesf('her 
after higher knowledge; but some variation should be allowed 
to the man who has fixed uoon his future calling 88 that of an 
architect, engineer, chemist, electrician, actuary, or a member 
'of any other business or profession in which Mathematics of a 
highly specialised type is necessary to SIICceB8. Artificial 
limitations to progress should be relentlessly lopped off, such a8 
the division of conic sections into geometrical and analytical 
and the rejection of the methods of the calculus for any pu~ 
for which tkose methods are the most SIIitable. The advanced 
students should be encouraged to make use of the calculus 
at an earlier stage than it is at present allowed, and by no 
means encouraged to waste valuable time struggling with the 
calculus in disguise, applied to av"id the use of the calculus in 
forbidden areas. A sensible straightforward method of 
pushing on to higher Jtnowledge is of far greater edueational 
value than any amount of dallying by the way to acquire 
methods of work, which will be abandoned later, for the I!8ke of 
the training which these methods are supposed to give. 

The examinations which we have already considered are all 
conducted by bodies which are closely in touch with the 
teaching profession. With most of them there is a certain 
amount of friendly competition and desire to attract the rising 
talent. Consequently there is generally a tendency amongst 
them to meet the wishes of teachers when these find 
authoritative expression, and, notwithstanding the harassing 
diversity in detail .... hich is the natural resnlt of their in
dependent origin, there is a general agreement in the scope of 
the examinations, and it .... ould require no revolutionary 
meaSllreS to be adopted to bring them accurately into line. 
AB regards the two prellIier Universities, if I may call them eo 
without offence, Oxford has never done more than tolerate a 
Certain amount of knowledge of Elementary llathematics in the 
candidates for Responsions. Consequently a Classical Side boy 
who has fixed upon Oxford as his future destination is free, as 
far as that University is concerned, to abandon the study of 
Mathematics at an early age, or only deTOte an hour or eo a 
week to a half-hearted keeping up to .. the Oxford Standard." 
Cambridge, the leading authority upon mathematical teaching, 
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has kept well i.l). touch with the body IIfec400lznMters, 'snd any 
boy who has reached a respectabl\l lltandard at school can b!) se!l~ 
up ror the PrevioJIB Part II. without /!.ny reasonabu, doubt~t ~ 
will succeed in passing it. If it is I;l.ecessa.ry in IlPecia). cases tq 
work specil}lly for thia examin&tion, ·the !!pecial work consists itll 
pressing iii backward boy forward alllng the lines in which he is 
already working, and produc:es no dislocation of his school 
work. All that is required to bring ~he Cambridge Previous 
Examination into line ·with the school of t<r.day is the abolitioJ!. 
of compulsory Greek and the recognition of the Model'Jl. Side as 
the predominant partner in the existing scIDolast,ic firm. The 
London Matriculation has IIlready been fully dealt with. 
The want of sympathy which this University ~OWB towards the 
teaching profession is a survival from the days when :Londo.r,l. 
University considered teaching as quite outside its sphere. 
Now that it has realised that this is too narrow a view to take of 
its duty to the nation, we may oonfidently hopeth.at it will 
80011 gi ve more weight to the opinions and desires of the 
teacher. The younger Universities appear to have felt the 
influence of London very .strongly whe!l preparing the schemes 
of their Matriculation Examinations, but these are all essentially 
teaching centres, and are naturally more in line with the schools 
from which they chiefly draw their material. 

We must now consider the competitive examinations ror 
appointments in the Army aJld Civil Servi.(:e. These ex· 
aminatiollB are conducted by the Civil Service Commi.ssion
a body which, with the best intentions, has never succeeded in 
getting into sympathy. with the teaching profession .in its 
method of selecting the beat men for the /=p.y. The 
Commission has never realised the fundam8l).tsl truth already 
fully dealt with, that education has its limits-that YOIl call1lOt, 
as the schoolmaster phrases it, put B quart into a pint pot. 
Consequently the lIuthorities are constantly raising B plaintive 
ory for" better educated" men, when what they really desire is 
bettsr men. I have already pointed out ~t better men can 
only be secured by offering more attractive terms, and as long 
as the competition for the Line is limitedby·the impossibility of 
a subaltern living upon his pay in the style required of him, so 
long and no longer there will be a difficulty in getting" better 
educated" men to compete for the honour and distinction 
attached to a Commission in the Line and the more solid satie. 
faction of holding a position in which a young and patriotic 
man can feel that he is serving his country. 

This fundamental error with regard to the creative power of 
education, coupled with a fallacious notion that the education of 
candidates can be improved by tinkering with the examination, 
has led to a perpetual series of changes in the regulations ror 
the Woolwich and Sandhurst examinations, and in the type of 
questiollB set. This process is going on while I write, and the 
new regulations, which are being evolved, appear to be designed 
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~pon lines which will materi.allY.increase the difficulty of secur
Ing good men. The complamt IS constant that the candidates 
.are not sufficiently well educated, and a suggestion has been 
made (not official) that the Army will have to adopt the plan of 
the Navy, and educate their officers from an early age in Military 
Colleges. The suggestion is not a practical one. It indicates a 
strange want of appreciation of the real difficulty. The desire
to go to sea is strong in early Fouth, and is encouraged by 
p~rents, who are .glad !'> see t~eir boys provided at an early age 
WIth a ~a~eer .which will certaluly supp~rt theI?-' and may bring 
them dIstInctIOn. Consequently there IS consIderable competi
tion fur cadetships in the Navy, and a sufficiently large surplus 
can be selected to provide for the considerable leakage due to
want of suitability for the profession, which takes place as time 
goes on. Desire to enter the Army is not so usual in young 
boys, unless they are born into the Army. The Army as a 
future career for their sons is not attractive to the majority of 
parents, because they cannot tell whether they will be able to
provide the sum necessary for the maintenance of one or more 
subalterns some years hence. The competition for cadetships 
would almost certaiuly be insufficient to provide the number of 
officers required. 

The function of a competitive examination is to pick out the 
best of the competitors. No examination can be made so attrac
tive as to improve materially the intellectual statU8 of the com
petitors; but an examination can easily be so arranged a8 to
check competition. This i8 precisely what the Army examiners 
have always succeeded in doing; for there has been one invari
able characteristic of the examination which has persisted 
throughout its many transformations. It has always been more 
or less different from any other examination, and has always 
demanded a type of work peculiar to itself. The result of this 
individualism was in years gone by to create a race of Army 
crammers, who almost held the monopoly of teaching our pros
pective officers. Their mantle has descended upon the Army 
Class tutors in our Public Schools, who now poeaeI!8 the largest. 
share in the monopoly. It is hardly possible for any but the 
best boys to get into the Army without a year in the Army Class. 
It is hopeless for the average boy to attempt it without two or 
three years. Now many Army candidates are, BO to speak, born 
so. Their family traditions all point to the Army as their 
natural destination. But the desire to enter the Army does Dot, 88 

a rule, affect other boys strongly until they are 16 or 17. When 
it does come upon a boy, it is not, 88 a rule, a desire which 
commends itself to his parents, unless he is fairly certain to get 
into Woolwich or the Indian Army. &> it comes about that 
parental sanction is often BOught too late, and still JDDre often 
obtained too late, to give the would-be soldier any chance of 
successful preparation. The idea is consequently dropped, and 
a promising candidate is lost. 
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To strengthen competition the lower limit of age should be 
kept up, so that a boy who makes up his own or his mother's 
mind late may not find that his chance of success in the profes
sion would be seriously affected by want ofseniorityat entrance. 
More important still, the examiners should cease to affect a style 
of question which differs so much from the ordinary type that 
the ordinary boy requires special preparation to give him the 
necessary facility to cope with it. The number of subjects to 
be offered in the competitive examination should be limited to 
four at most, and the subjects from which these are to be 
selected should not be mutually exclusive. Special cramming 
of uncongenial subjects would not then be necessary for the 
average boy; whilst a good boy who makes up his mind to 
enter late would be able to compete with BOme chances of success 
by taking up his four best subjects. 

This question of mutually exclusive subjects is an important 
one. By fixing the compulsory subjects, and by making Latin 
and Greek mutually exclusive, the Army Council say practically: 
" No Classical Side boy need apply. You must be educated 
.. on the lines of the Army Class, or you will not do for the 
U Army." 

It cannot be necessary for an officer in the Army to be 
educated on these particular lines. It is more than doubtful 
whether it is beneficial for him. In any case it not only shuts 
out all average boys who have not made up their minds at a 
comparatively early age to adopt the Army as a profession; but 
it shuts out relentlessly many of the best class of boys who have 
sufficient ability to get in with a minimum of special prepara
tion, if the courae of study, which has made them what they 
are, were more generously treated. I have said that the Modem 
Side is the predominant partner in the scholastic firm. Numeri
cally this is becoming more the case every yellr; but it is still 
the Classical Side which gets the first choice of material. It is 
on Classical Side lines that a young boy's education first begins. 
If he has more than his share of grit or ability it is in his 
classical work that he gets the first chance of showing it, and it 
is naturally the Classical Side which is fed with most of the 
superior material. A glance at our school list for this term 
discloses the fact that there are 299 boys on the Modem Side, 
168 boys on the Classical, 39 in the Army Class. Thus one 
third of the school are on the Classical Side. Now let us 
examine the list of School Prefects and House Prefects-the 
boys who have been selected for authority because they have 
shown by what they have done and what they are doing that 
they are trustworthy, and capable. of exerting a good influence 
and keeping order. On the Modern Side we have 26, or 8·7 per 
cent. of the number of boys on the Modern. on the Classical 
there are also 26 (15·5 per cent.), in the Army Class there is 
1 (2·5 per cent.). The proportion of prefects in the Army Class 
is unusually low this term, but that does not affect the point I 
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wish to make-the point, namely, that if the COmnllseion deli
berately reject all those who have received a claseical ed llcation 
they are excluding about half the boys of the very type they 
!!hould wish to attract, the boys whose ability and character 
have marked them out as pre-eminently suited to hold command. 
It i~ character ~hich is wanted in an ~ffi~r more than anything 
which can be directly tested by exammatlOn, and it cannot be 
imagined that years of working to a syllabus, years of neglecting 
all knowledge which is not likely to pay, years of regarding 
everything that has to be learnt only from the point of view of 
the mark-grubber can be the best training in unselfish devotion 
to duty, or high-toned esprit tie corps; nor does experience 
suggest that the moral effect of such a course is more salutary 
than theory would lead one to expect. It appears certain that 
both morally and intellectually the general standard reached by 
the competitors for the Army Entrance Examination must be 
lowered to some extent by the exclusive nature of ite syllabus 
jtnd the unconIormability of its requirements. 

The Mathematics which may be offered fur the Anny com
petition is divided into two groupe, Mathematics I. and Mathe
matics II. For Woolwich, Mathematics I. is rightly one of three 
compulsory subjects which must be taken up, Mathematics II. 
is one of five optional subjects of which two may be taken. 
For Sandhurst, MathemAtics I. and Mathematics II. appear in a 
list of six optional subjects, of which two may be selected. 
They are not mutually exclusive; but a candidate of suffi
cient mathematical ability to offer both with any chance of 
doing well in Mathematics II. is almost always a Woolwich 
candidate. 

The following is the syllabus fur Mathematics I. ;
Arithmetie.-The ordinary rules, with applications more 

especially to the mensuration of plane figures and solids. Use 
of fuur-figure logarithms and the slide-rule. The metric system 
and the use of decimals in approximate calculation will be 
insisted upon. The use and theory of recurring decimals are 
not required. 

Neatness and accuracy of working are expected, and the 
methods of solution 'employed must be clearly indicated. Re
sults may be obtained by the slide-rule in cases in which it 
allows of sufficient accuracy. There will be no objection to the 
intelligent use of algebraic formulas and symbols. 

Geometry.-Geometrical drawing and practical geometry of 
plane figures, including the use of Marquois and other scales. 
The substance of Euclid, Books I. to VL The special treatment 
of incommensurables will not be required. Proportion may be 
treated algebraically, and the complications of Euclid's defini
tions and nomenclature avoided. 

Algebra.-Including indices and the simpler properties of 
surds; graphs of the simpler algebraic functions; quadratic 
equations; use of graphs in solving equations, and in illustrating 
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and solving practical questions; rate of variation of a function 
. and gradient of a graph; graphic interpolation. 

Grasp of elementary principles and readiriess in practical 
application will be looked for. Numerical results should be 
worked out to a few significant figures, and candidates should 
be accustomed to checking the accuracy of their results. Skill 
in elaborate analysis, such as the simplification of complicated 
fractions, will not be looked for. 

Trigonomet7"lJ.-Vp to and including solution of plane 
triangles; graphs of trigonometrical functions; use of four
figure tables. 

Readiness in straightforward practiC'.al applications, but no 
great analytical skill, will be demanded. 

Dynamies.-Graphical proofs of formulas for uniformly 
accelerated motion; impact, work, energy, circular motion. 

Statica.-Composition and resolution of forces; parallel 
forces; centre of gravity; three-force problems; friction; 
mechanical powers, e.g., lever, wedge, pulleys, etc. 

Praetieal. Work.~Measurement of length-vernier, calipm-s, 
micrometer screw-gauge, spherometer. Measurement of angles 
-use of protractor, etc. Measurement of areas--by dimensions, 
by squared paper, by weighing; area of croBS section of a tube, 
calibration of a tube. Measurement of volume-by dimensions, 
by graduated jar or burette. Measurement of weight-use of 
balance. Principle of Archimedes-measurement of volume by 
weighing. Specific gravity. Experimental verification of the 
above theoretical work, such as the measurement of velocity, 
impact, work, energy, etc. Construction of. the mechanical 
powers. 

This syllabus leavea little to be desired, and the require
ments are obviously not exceseive for candidates for the 
Engineers or AItillery; any boy of good ability who has been 
reasonably well taught in Mathematics should be able to do 
well on it without special preparation, if the examination were 
to sim at testing the ability of candidates who have been trained 
upon ordinary lines. 

It does not, however, appear that the examiners attempt to 
discover whether the candidates have any thorough insight into 
the Mathematics required as indicated by the range of the 
syllabus. There are only two papers set upon the whole range 
of Mathematics L, and each paper consists of six questions, each 
question being, as a rule, sub-divided into three or four either 
very similar in character, or forming a chain of which each link 
depends upon the preceding link. Obviously this must be a 
bad plan-for testing a boy's knowledge of six subjects ranging 
from Arithmetic to circular motion. Nor are the questions set 
such 88 to make the most of the plan adopted. The questions 
on Dynamics and Statics, 88 a rule, are good, and should test 
both the knowledge and ability of the candidates. The ques
tions in Arithmetic have a great want of variety, and generally 
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inVolve a wearisome reiteration of the same process, which must 
test the patience of the candidates if it tests nothing else. 
Knowledge of the other subjects included in the syllabus can 
hardly be considered as tested at all in most of the papers set. 
Most of the questions which should be devoted to Geometry, 
Algebra, and Trigonometry, are given up to graphical work, 
and the drawing of graph after graph. For constructing these 
the details given are often so explanatory a8 to remind one of 
the directions for turning the heel of a Rtocking, so that success 
with the question can hardly be considel'ed as better evidence 
of mathematical ability than that afforded by the succeRBful 
negotiation of the stocking heel. Some of the graphs set are 
very good questions, and questions which a mathematical 
master would be sorry to see excluded from the paper; but 
many of them are. no test of any quality except neatness and 
patience, and not all are capable of accomplishing the task 
which they are expected to perform, Anyway. there is far too 
lIluch graphical work of various kinds to leave room in the 
p4pers for questions of the stamp which the schoolmaster would 
desire to see included-questions of sufficient variety to test 
the candidate's knowledge throughout the whole range of 
Mathematics covered by the syllabus, and his appreciation of 
the mathematical principles upon which his knowledge is built 
up, The average boy must be specially prepared or he is all 
at sea with the papers of Mathematics I., and the preparation 
must be of a pitifully one-sided nature. This special prepara
tion involves the neglect of a great deal which is far more 
valuable 88 a training of the mind than any leaaons to be learnt 
by the acquisition of a finicking nicety in the use of squared 
paper, more valuable even than the intelligent appreciation of 
the rough results, which may be read from an elaborate graph 
-results of which the meaning is liable to be very obscure to 

a rind trained chiefly on a graphical basis. 
The syllabus of Mathematics II. includes that for Math&

maties 1, together with :-
Geomet7'Y.-The snbstance of Euclid, Book XI., with appli

cation to mensuration of solids. Elements of solid geometrical 
drawing. 

AZgebra.-Elementary knowledge of the use of indeterminate 
coefficients, especially with partial fractions. A working know
ledge (without rigorous fundamental demonstrations) of the e!&
mentary infinite series for (1 + z'f", e", 109 (1 + z), sin z, COlI z, 
tan -':I:, and their use in approxinIate calculations, especially in 
finding the slope at a given point of the graph of a function. 

Differential and Integral CaleulUB.-A working knowledge 
of the notation and fundanIental principles in 80 far as they can 
be illnstrated graphically, with smple applications to the pro
perties of curves, to turning values, and to easy mechanical and 
physical problems. Further di8CUB8ion of geometrical applica
tions to be treated under co-ordinate geometry. 
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Co-ordinate Geometry. -' The elementary principles and 
methods, with straightforward applications to the straight line, 
circle, ellipse, parabola, hyperbola, cycloid, catenary, logarithmic 
spiral, and other curves of common occurrence; also to the 
straight line and plane in space of three dimensions. A syste
matic knowledge of conics (either geometrics1 or analytical) is 
not required: thus, for example, the general theory of the 
classification of curves of the second degree would not be asked 
for. The methods of the calculus may be used freely. 

Meclumies.-Elementary statics of liquids and gases. 
Practieal Work.-The practical syllabus of Mathematics I., 

treated with greater fullness and more reference to exact meas~ 
ment, and, in addition, centre of gravity and centre of pressure ; 
barometer; Boyle's law; laws of pendulum; determination 
of g ; impact; (,,oefficient of restitution; compressibility, rigidity ; 
Young's modulus, by stretching and flexure. 

This syllabus is a little vague. It seems a pity that graphical 
illustration should take the place of rigorous demonstration to 
BO great an extent as the syllabus suggestB. Many of the boys 
who are capable of covering the ground of the syllabus should 
also be capable of doing it thoroughly, and such boys should be 
given the chance of IlIlBerting their superiority to the boys who 
can ouly scratch the surface of the subject. Still, the syllabus is 
practical and progressive, and the fault, if fault it be, is on the 
right side. 

The papers set in Mathematics II. are a good test of know
ledge and ability. It would be difficult to improve upon them; 
but the most liberal interpretation of the syllabus would hardly 
manage to include BOme of the questions set. 

To conclude with a few general remarks about the mathe
matical papers which I have studied for the purpose of this 

pa
P
The finlt thing which suggestB itself is that for all important 

examinations the papers set by any examiner should be sub
mittl>d to a second examiner and worked through by him from 
the proofs. This should render it impossible for a question such 
as the following to appear :-

" A bankrupt has m + fa creditors. To m of these he owes 
£p each, to the relJl8ining .. £q each. If all his creditors had 
an equal claim they would eaCh receive r 8hillinga in the pound. 
How much does each of the' m, and how much each of the .. , 
actually receive?" (LoMon Matrieulation, JU:RIJ 1904.) 

Examiners should Rtudy the syllabus before setting a paper 
and be..cart'ful k> keep within it. - It is very important that 
papers should not be too long. Long papers encourage loose 
and inaccurate work, and penalise the painstaking candidate 
who tries to be thorough. A question which does not conform 
to the syllabus is at best a question wasted. It may aleo be 
unfair k> the majority of the candidates, by giving an advantage 
to a few which is not contemplated by the syllabus, and it may 

aa2 
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puzzle and dishearten the painstaking candidate who fails to 
recognise its nature. Examples of this kind are far too common, 
e.g . .. Define parallel lines, and assuming only your definition 
and either Euclid's tweUth axiom or Playfair's axiom, prove 
that when a straight line cuts two other straight lines, if a pair 
of alternate angles are equal, the two straight lines are parallel. 
Also state and prove the converse." (College of PreceptorB, 
Cert·ificate Ezam. M;daummer 1909.) 

The syllabus of requirements in Geometry for this examina
tion states that .. any proof of a proposi tion will be accepted 
which appears to the Examiners to form part of a systematic 
treatment of the subject." To insist upon Euclid's or Play fair's 
axiom is clearly contrary to the spirit of this rl'gnlation. There 
are other and still more serious faults or blunders in the ques
tion as set, which are most unfair to the painstaking candidate. 

Questions should be as far as possible independent. There 
is a great temptstion, as I know from experience, to string 
questions together and set a second and perhaps a third 
depending upon what has already bef>n done. Experience 
shows that such questions do not work well. The penalty for 
error in the first answer is too great when compared with that 
for a corresponding error in the last.. Consequently it is better 
to avoid such questions though there is much to be said in their 
favour. Theoretically they are good, but in practice they 
generally work out badly. 

Questions should be as simple and direct as possible, and 
pitfalls should be avoided-the majority of candidatee will dig 
plenty for themselves on level ground. Chatty questions, 
anecdotal questions and questions in which some BCientific 
principle is enunciated for no apparent object, only waste the 
time and patience of the candidate and serve no useful purpose 
for the examiner. In a recent examination for junior appoint
ments in the Admiralty, etc., a question was set which began 
with an elaborate description of a soap bubble experiment, 
illustrated by diagrams, and ended up by asking for the 
diameter and area of a circle of which the circumference was a 
given length. A candidate who worked through the paper 
for me, waded through the details of the experiment, carefully 
examined the pictures to which he was refet;Jed, and ultimately 
came across the question.. He felt, of course. that it was hardly 
worth while to have gone through eO much to find so little, 
found the diameter of. the circle and passed on without 
discovering that he had also to find the area. It was foolish of 
him, but natural, considering the way in which the que&tion was 
buried, and the penalty in lost marks wonld be out of all 
proportion to the error committed. The whole of the soap 
bubble story with its pretty pictures was an excrescence and 
could serve no useful purpose. 

Questions shonld not be set which penalise knowledge, e.g., 
" An upright pole 10 feet high casts a shadow 12 feet 6 inches 
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long at midday on a certain day. Another upright pole of the 
same height 100 miles further north casts a shadow 13 feet 
2 inches long at the same time. Deduce the earth's perimeter, 
supposing the earth a sphere." (Woolwich Entrance, Ncroember 
1903.) 

The answer to the above works out to 28,000 miles 
approximately, which is, perhaps, as near as could be expected 
from the roughness of the method used to determine the 
measurement required. But it is sufficiently far off the correct 
result to rouse doubts of the accuracy of his work in a boy who 
knew what that ought to be, and this puts him at a disadvantage 
in competing with an ignorant boy to whom almost any value 
would be equally probable. It would be easy to add a short 
question on percentage error so worded as to remove this 
disadvantage. 

There are many other types of questions which are open to 
criticism as being catchy, or as requiring dodges for their 
solution which are not of use in questions which are likely to 
turn up in the course of practical work; but all such doubtful 
questions will be avoided if examiners will aim at clearness of 
expression, and simplicity in setting problems and examples, 
and will endeavour so to frame their questions that every 
candidate who has the knowledge and ability required for the 
actual question asked, will find nothing in the setting of the 
question to puzzle him and flrevent his showing the knowledge 
and ability which it is desired to test. 

Examples of papers which have been set in the more 
important examinations which I have discussed are appended. 

CECIL HAWKINS. 
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APPENDIX. 
I have to thank the following authorities for permission to reproduce 

the appended papers recently set. In some _eo the eorreopouding papers . 
of 1900 have heen inoluded for oomparieon. 

The Syndics of the Oamhridge University P ..... 
The University of Oambridge LocaI Examinations and Leoturea 

Syndicate. 
The Delegates of LocaI Examinations. University of Oxford. 
The Oxford and Oambridge Schooio Examination Board. 
The Senate of the University of London. 
The Joint Matriouiotion Board of the U niversiti .. of Manchester, 

Liverpool, Leeds. and Sheffield. 
The Oontroller of His Majesty's Stationery Office. 

UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE. 

PREVIOUS EXAMINATION, PART n. 

1. Simplify 

December, 1910. 

ARITHMETIO AND ALGEBRA. 

(Tkr .. houri.) 

144 -I 31-2f 
fi;+19i - 6 -.-. 

2. Taking lib. to he equal to '454 kilogrammeo. and 1 cubic yard to he 
equal to '764 cubic metres, find in lbo., oorreet to two placeeof deoimaIo. the 
weight of a cubic foot of a substance of which a cubic centimetre weigh. 
8 grammeo. 

3. Find to the nearest foot the length of the lide of a &quare field of 
which the area is 8, acres. 

4. By selling articles at 33.. a dozen a man mak .. a profit of 10 per 
cent on his outlay. What profit per cent. does he make if lie sello them at 
£13 a hundred P 

5. A man investe £544 10 •. in S per cent .• took at 821. and £41)9 10 •. in 
31 per cent. stock at 941; find his tote! income. H he .. 110 out the latter 
stocIr, when the price ri.... to 97 t. and inv ... te the proceed. in the former 
stock at ite origiual price, what is the chante in hia income P 

6. Mnltiply tJ'(b + e) - b'(e + tJ) + e'(tI - b) by .. + b - e. 
Simplify 

2a-b. 2a+b 2(ab-2a) 
tJ(2a+ b)- b·(2a-= b) -"'=4a' . 

7. Solve the equation,,, 
(i) 1(7 .. -1) - f(5or - 3) = 30: + 1. 

(ii) (b + e) ( .. - II) + (II - e) (., - b) = (II - b) ( .. - 0). 
(iii) 50r + 6y = 2} 

30:+41=0 • 
8. A man caD walk a certain distance by taking 120 otepo of equal 

length. H he tak ... otepo S iu. Ionger for one half of the dmance aDd 3 in. 
.harter for the other half. he will take altogether 121 otepo. Find the 
dietance. aDd the length of hia otepo. 
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9. Define ratio. What i. a fourth proportioD&!. P 

Prove that, if .. - I: 1/-1="': y, then either .. =, or!=! +.!. 
. a If ,_ 

10. Find the sum of " terms of a geometrical progresmOD of which the 
&rat term is a and the 00Jnm0D ratio r. 

Sum to seven ........ the progressions 

(i) 48 + 60 + 75 + ._. 
(ii) 31-26+2- .... 

11. Proyethatlog, ..... = .. log, .... 
Find, by using the tablea of logarithme, the values of 

(i) SO.7~9~347, (ii) .vMS9. 

12. Draw graphs of 

(i) ,=1(7-301), ( •• ) 5 + 411 ]I !/=-___ , 
7 +211 

from II = - 2 to .. = '; and in both the graphs find the value of II when ,=-1. 

GEOMETRY. 

(iVo 1aoun ..,.., II lal.f.) 

[1" aU q .... Ii""" oj P ..... lical GOOIIIOfry IA. ....t1aodo oj _lruclioft fA"d "" 
dearly iRdi<Gled.) 

1. Conatrnot a triangle ABC ouch that ..4B is 4'1! om., BC is 3·4om., and 
0..4 is 5 om. Describe a oirole touching AB and .dC produoed, and BC. 
Measure its radius. 

I!. Prove that if .. atraight line out two parallel atraight linea. it makes 
the alternate angles equal. and aIao the oorreeponding angles equal. 

S. Prove that if, in a triangle ABC, the angle B.dC is greater"than the 
angle .dBC, then the side BC i. greater than the aide .dC. 

Proye that if the angle B..4D in a parallelogram ABCD is obtuse, then 
the diagoD&!. BD is greater than the diagoD&!. .dC. 

4. Prove that if three parallel .traight lines out one straight line in .d, 
B, C and another in D, B, F, .... d if AB and BC are equa.!, then DB and 
EF are equal. 

5. State, and prove, a proposition giving the difference between the 
aquare on the .ide opposite an obtuse angle in a triangle, and the BUm 

of the aqua ..... on the Bidea containing the obtuse angle. ~ 
Prove that if P is .... y point. and if C is the middle point of AB, where 

.d aud B are fixed pointe, then the diJferenoe between twioe the square on 
CP and the awn of the aquares on 4P and BP is the same for all positions 
ofP. 

6. Show how to oonatrnot a aquare equal in ....... to a given reetangle, 
and prove the oorrecto ... of your method. 

Coru.tmat • aquare ABCD with eaoh aide 7'5 om. Join P, Q the middle 
point.. of AB,..4D. Then oonatrnot a aquare equal in area to ijle figure 
BCDQP, and measure a Bide of thia square. 

7. Draw tWo oiroles wh.,.. radii are 1!'5 om ..... d' om., and their 08Ilt..... 
9 om. apart. Construot two common tangents cutting each other WWUL 

the circles, and me&BUre the angle hetween them. 
8. Prove that if one oirole touches another interaally, the straight line 

through their cent..... pawaea through the poin~ of OODtaot. 
9. Prove that if • 8u.ight line touch • eirole .... d from the point al 

OODtaot • chord be drawn, the angles whiob this chord makes with the 
tangent are equal to the angles in the ~rn&te segment •. 
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10. Prove that if two triangles ha~ ODe angle of the one equal to ODe 
angle of the other, and the .ides about these angles p-ional, the 
triangles are oimila.r. .-...... 

Prove that if the two triangles .ABO, DEl!' ha~ their OOiieopouding 
sides parallel then the straight linea AD, BE, Ol!' meet in a point. 

PREVIOUS EXAMINATION. ADDITIONAL SUBJECTS. 

1. Pro~ 

MECHANICS I. 

(2\00 """" IIIId G iGlf.) 

(1) ...,: A -1 = tan'.4. 

(2) 1 + 1 -1 
l+tanA l+ootA-' 

2. If G, b, • be the sides of a triangle ABO, oppooite the angles A, B, 0 
.eapectively, find a formula ooDDOCting ... b, • coo A and coo O. If II coo 0 = 5 centimetres, b = I. centimetres, • = 15 centimetres, find coo.d; and 
from the Tables find A. 

S. If three forces acting at a point are in equih"brium. prore that each 
is proportional to the oine of the angle between tbe direetiono of tbe at. 
bon. 

If the three fOlO68 be P, Q, B; and if the angle between P and Q be 
110", and that between Q and B be 130", find Q when B = 342 Ibo. 

•. Find in magnitude and pooition the reouJtont of two lib paraDeI 
forces. 

Two men carry a · ... eight of 90 Ibo. hanging from a uniform otraight 
pole 12 it. long, ... hooe enda rest on their .honIden. The weight is so pIaoed 
that the preeonre due to it on one man's shonIder .. "half more than the 
pressure dne to it on the other man'. shoulder. Each man now lDOYeo one 
foot ......... the centre of the pole. without altering the position of the weight 
on the pole; which of the two men prolito by the change. and by how 
muchP 

5. If two forces act at a point, prove that their momenta about any point 
in the line of action of their reanItant are equal and oppooite. 

If a straight line be drawn panollel to their reauItaDt and in their own 
plane. show that the diff......- of the moments of the two g;- foreeo about 
any point in th .. line .. ai_yo eonotant. 

6. Weights of 2 Ibs. eac1i are pIaoed at two points.4. B, and _. 
weight of " lbo ... pIaoed at a tbinl point 0, not on the straight line tluungh 
A and B; find the centre of gravity of the three weight&. 

A unifonn straight bar AB, S it. long, .. bent at right angIoe at 0 00 

that AO .. _co BO; the end A ...... on a amooth peg, and tbe end B .. 
supported by a YerticaI string 00 that AC is horisom:aI. Find the pi _ue 
on the peg and the teDsion of the string, the wbole bar weighing 6 Iba. 

7 • .In the oyatem of pulleyo in which ODe string paeoeo nJiiDd all the 
puIIeya. !ind the relation between the power, the "";ght and the Immber of 
the puJIeya. 

In ....,h a oyatem containing. puIIeya in each bIoek j$ ..... found that a 
...,;ght of 7 Iba. eonId 8tiJ>I>OI't a weight of 51 Iba.; find the weight of the 
lower b1ook, and the weight required to otippOIt " weight of 83 Iba. 

8. A weight W""" on a IIIIIOOth ~Iiued plaDe making .. aagle • with 
the horiJrcmtaI, being held up by a foree acting along the pIane. Find the 
magmtude of B. the p!eeowe on the plaDe; and if the foree along the plaDe 
h> P, show that 

po + ]lJ = Jf'I. 
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MECiIAli lOS II. 
(Two 1wK ... and a Iw.lf.) 

J. Find, without usiDg the tables, the valnes of 
ooe SO", .in 90", oot 120". 

Find to the.........t minute the value of • less than 180" .... hich satisfies 
the equation 

2(1 + ooe.) = S Bini •• 
2. Prove thet in any triangle .ABC 

sin A .in B Bin C 
-11- =-6- = -.-. 

In a triangle .ABC, B = 50", C = 75° and II = 10 oms. Find the lengths 
of the sides 6 and c. 

S. Aesnming the truth of the proposition known as the Parallelogram of 
Velocities, show how to find the magnitude and direction of the resnltaut 
velocity of a point whoee oomponent velocities are II, " in two directions 
;nnljnpd at -an angle •. 

From a .hip travelling at SO miles per hoor a shell is fired with a 
velooity of 2,500 it. per seoond from a gun .... hich is trained at right angles 
to the .hip'. 00"""'. 1f the object aimed at be a point on a .... well .... hich 
is psraIlel to the ship'. ooune and distsnt from it 1 mile, show thet the 
shell "ill strike the waJlll8&rly 93 ft. in front of the point aimed at. 

,. Define uniform aooeieratioD, and prov .. the formula" = .. + J. 
A. ooach olipped from a train is uniformly retsrded by the brakes and 

oomes to rest in 2 minutes after travelling 1 mile. Find the rate at which 
the train was travelling when the ooach ..... olipped, and &BBUming thet the 
train maintains this speed oonstant, show that it will be 1 mile distsnt from 
the oosch when the latter comes to rest. -

5. Explain "hat is mesnt by a pound, a poundal. a pound's weight. 
A. train travelling at 50 miles per hour is brought to rest in 220 yards by 

a uniform fome exerted by the brakes. Show that this force is approxi
mately equal to the weight of 2·5 om. per ton of the train. 

6. Two m&BBe8 JJC and .. are connected by a fine string passiDg over a 
tllBooth pulley. Find the diatanoe travelled from rest by either mass in , 
seoonds. 

In the above system, if JJC = 22 grams and ... = 18 grams, and if JJC be 
initiaJly moving upwards with velocity 8 it. per second, show that it will 
oome to rest after moving 10 it. 

7. A. partiole is projected with velooity Ul ft. per second directly up a 
amooth plane inolined to the honson at an angle 2ao '9'. Find the diata_ 
travelled by the partiole when it hen resohed its gresteat height. 

8. A. body is projected with velocity Yat ... inclination' ~ the hori. 
zontal. Find its range on the horisontai plane through the pomt of pr0-
jection. 

A. shot i. &red horisontaJly from the top of a tower 80 ft. high with .. 
velocity 1,200 ft. per second; lind how far from the foot of the to ...... the 
shot will strike the ground. 

lTNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE. IDGHER LOCAL 
EXAMINATIONS. 

June 1900. 

EUOLID. 

(Two~.) 

L Prove that if one aide of .. triangle is greater than another side the 
angle opposite to the fintwill be ~terthan theanl{le oppositeto the IIl!COJIlI 
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ABO is a triangle, D the middle point of BO. Show that if B.AO i. lID 
acute angle, then .dD will be greater than hall BO. 

2. Prove that the interior angles of any rectilinear IIgure together with 
f?ur right angleo are equal to twice .. many right angleo .. the IIgure hu 
B1des. 

Find the number of Bideo of a regular polygon. each angle of which is 
equal to the sum of an angle of an equilateral triangle and an angle of ... 
regular pentagon. 

3. Prove that the opposite .idea and angleo of a parallelogram are equal 
to one another. 

Find two {'ointe in two given straight lin .. which are not parallel, oooh 
that the line Joining them may be bisected in .. given point. 

4. Prove that, if a straight line is divided into two equal parte aDd .. lao 
into two unequal parte, then the rectangle eontained by tbe unequal parts, 
together with the equare on the line between the pointe of aection. is equaJ 
to the equare on half the line. 

Show that, if two adjacent aid.. of a rectangle are together equal to ... 
given straight line, the rectangle will be greatest .. hen it is aIao " eqnare. 

S. Show how to draw a straight line to touch .. given cirele from a given 
point without it. 

The point ..d is fixed, and B, 0 are two pointe on fixed straight lin .. 
paaoing through..d. Show that if the perimeter of the triangle .ABO is 
eonotant then BO toucheo a fixed eirele. 

6. Prove that, if from a point without a circle two otraight lin .. are 
drawn, one of which euta the circle while the other toDCheo it, then the rect
angle contained by the whole line which cute the circle and the part of it 
without the circle will be equaJ to the eqnare on the straight line touching 
the circle. 

If tangento drawn to two eireleo from a point Pare equaJ to ODe """ther, 
and the eireleo interaect in P and Q. show that P, Q. and P He in the same 
straight line. 

7. Show how to inscribe " circle in " given triangle. 
Describe " eirele which oball toDCh two given straigM lines and paoo 

through a given point. 
8. Prove that, if a straight line is drawn parallel to ODe of tbe oides of ... 

triangle, it will cut the other aideo or those aid .. prodooed proportionally. 
Two paraJJel lines ABO, DEF are divided 80 that 

AB: BO: :DE:EF; 

prove that .AD, BE, OF will meet in a point or be paraJJeJ. 
9. Prove that .imilar triangles are to ODe another in the duplicate ratio 

of their homo1ogono aides. 
If one diagonal of ... qnadriJateral bioeL-to the angle between two of the 

aid .. and is a mean proportional between them,.how that the segments of 
the other diagonal will be in the duplicate ratio of the other Bid ... 

10. Prove that if two straight lines are parallel, and one of them is at 
right angl .. to a plane, then the other will aIao be at right IUlgles to the 
same plane. . 

Show ho .. to draw a straight line perpendicum to two given straight 
lines which do not intersect. 

ALoEBRA.. 

L Prove thot If an eq>re&Bion ...... + 11 • .--1 + ...... + II. vanishes when _;= It, then _ - It is & factor of the e:a:pzewion. 
I'act.ome eompletely II' + SrI' - 4. 
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2. Solve the equations 

. 400-1 &0-2 l2oo-1 
(.) 20s + I + 3 .. + 2 = "" + 8' 

(ii) ""+81/-3.=2 
&0- 1/+ _=8 
11-4y+2.=0. 

8. The number of inhabitanlB per square mile is three tim .. lIB great in 
Surrey lIB in Norfolk; the area of the two .counti.. together may be taken 
to be 2,700 square miles, and their joint population 1,025,000. If Surrey 
were only lIB densely populalBd lIS Norfolk actuaJIy is, and if Norfolk were 
lIB densely populalBd lIS Surrey aetually is, the population of Norfolk would 
exceed eight tim .. that of Surrey by 100,000. Find the number of inhabit
ants per equare mile in ·Surrey.-

4. Find the conditions that the quadratic equation 

.... +bz+o=O 
should have ilB roolB real and positive. 

S. Solve the equations 
.... !I' 

(.) a' + b' = 2 

G1 · b' -+ -=2, .. ,,OJ y' 

(ii) .. ' + !It = 8 .. + I 
... + !I'= 8!1 + 7. 

6. Deline an iRlHto, and prove that, if m and .. are positive integers, 

Simplify 
(al - aM + alb - bl) (a + alb! + b). 

7. EslBblish the formula 
• = a (I.::"') 

I-r 

for the sum of .. terms of the series ... M, ......... 

The sum of the first 4 terms of a geometrical progression is 15, and the 
ratio of the 4th term to the sum of the 2nd and 8rd terms is - 4. Find the 
eeries. 

8. Find the number Of permutations of .. things taken aJI together, when 
p of them are alike and of one kind,!l of them' aUke and of another kind. 
a.ud 80 on. 

Find the number of permutations, taken 8 together, of the letters in the 
word."' ......... 

9. Prove the binomial theorem for .. positive integral index 
Show that 

. (2A+I)2 .. 
2'"= 1 +(2 .. + 1)+ -21'" + ... 

+'(2A + 12~"(~~ -ILJ".'f: ~). 
Il! 

10. Deline .. logarithm, and prove that 

log.b X Iog.a = I. 

Find 
given that 

log .. (-0025). 
log .. II = 'SOlOS: 

• 
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ALGEBRA (ADVANOED) AND TRIGONOMETRY. 

(PwoB ....... ) 

1. Explain the meaning of -Uenl B8 applied to an endless series and· 
find for what .... 11l8Il of p and .. the aeries ' 

. 1 1 1 1 
(I) 1I+21+31+"t ... 

(")" .. ' ... ... 
n 11+21+31+ 40' + ... 

are respectively convergent. 
2. Prove that if ., ia numerically 18BB than UDity 

log. (1 + II) = 11- ~ .. , +j ... -
Given that log, 9 = 2'197225, find log, 11 to live pl&C8B of decimals. 
S. Prove that if P., '1. be the numerator and denomiDBtor of the nth 

oonvergeut to the continued fraction 

G' +.-J.. __ ~_ ... 
a.+a.+ 

then P. = GoP ..... + p_ '1. = G.9-1 + q-o. 

Expreaa ~~~: as a continued fraction of the above form. 

4. Prove that ."..1 - 1 is a multiple of p, if p is any prime number and " 
prime to it. 

Prove that 61- 5' - 1 is a multiple of 3Op, if p is a prime number 
greater than 5. 

5. Define the tiM and cooiM of an angle; and prove that if A is an 
acute angle COB (180" - A) = - COB A. 

Find all the values of I, between 0" and 360", .. hich aatiofy the equa
tion 

Bin I = COB" 

6. Prove that 
C08 (A + B)=cos A cos B-Bin A ain B 

and that 
A+B A-B 

cos A +cosB= 2 COB -2- cos-2-· 

Prove that, if A + B + 0 = 90", then 

4 cos B+ 0 COB 0 + A cos A + B =coaA +coaB +coaO. 
222 . 

7. When the altitude of the SUD ahove the horizon is A. • man'. shadow 
is G feet longer than when the altitude is B. Find a formula for the height 
of the man; and find his height to the nearest inch if 

A = 30", B = 60", and G = 7, 
8. Find an expreaaion fOr the area of a triangle ABO in terms of ita 

sides. II. b, t:. 
G ainA +b ain B+. Bin 0 

in terms of A, b. e. 
- 9. Sum the series 

(i) Bin" + Bin (z + ,) + Bin (z + 2,) + ... + Bin (z + 211J); 
(ii) Bin' • - Bin' (II + ,) + Bin' (z + 2f) - Bin' (. + Sf) + ... + Bin' (z + 210,). 

10. Pro ... that.the limit of Bin 'I' ... beD , is indefinitely diminiobed. is 1. 
Find the limit under the eame aireumstancea of 

Bin' 311 II - COB 401). 

• 
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DIFFERENTIAL AND INTEGRAL CALOULUS. 

(Ttao hour •. ) 

1. Define .. dif.,. ... tiaZ ooejfici...t, and give a geometriO&! illustration. 
Obtain, directly from the definition, the differential coeffi.cients with 

respeot to II of ,.f(,,' + a'), tan "" a.". 
fI 

2. Find the first differential coeffioient of ~~:~ with respect to .. , and 

also the second differential ooelIioient. 
11 II = cot-I .. , prove that 

iJ."1I = (_ 1)~ .. _ 1 sin" II sin "!I. 
iJ.II" '--

S. Assuming that f(1I + /0) C&D be expanded in .. convergent seri .. of the 
form a + boo + .... + ... , find the values of a, b, c, &0. 

Find by any method the first four terms in' the expansion of 
sin (log (1 + .. )1. 

4. Show that, if both ~ (II) and 'I' (II) v"nish when II = fI, the limit of the 

fraction ~ (II! is ~' (G). 
'1'( .. ) V (G) 

Find the limiting values of .. -.. and ,,'''' when" = O. 
5. Give a method of finding the rectilinear &8ymptotea of a curve, point

ing out the difficulties which arise in the C&8e of parallel asymptotea. 
Find the &8ymptotea of the ourve whose equation is 

(II - 1/) (z' - !I' + 2ao + S!/) = 1. 
6. Define G point 0/ i'lfleei<m, and find the condition that a point (ao', 11) 

on the curve II =/( .. ) should be a point of inJIexion. . 
By traoing a portion of the curve r' = G' (I + sin ,), (or otherwise,) show 

that it h ... a point of inJIexion at the origin. 
7. Find the values of the integrals 

r"+ CI J' J . r iJ.II 1 .. + biJ.II, .. log zil.II, sm'" cos' zil.II, 1 z' + 2ao + S' 

8. Show that the length of a curve whose polar equation is given i. the 

intsgral ~ {r' + C!),} liJ,B taken between suitable limits. 

9. Find the·area bounded by the lines 
!/=II, 1/=,.fSz, r=ot&nl. 

CONIO SEOTIONS. 

(Ttoo Iootwo.) 

1. Prove that the tangents .. t the extremities of a foO&! chord of any 
GOnio meet on the directrix. 

The taDgeat at an extremity of the latus rectum intarseoto any ordinate 
NP produced in B; show that NB = BP. 

II. Pro'18 that the rectangles contained by the aegmenta of any two 
intarseoting chord. of a parabola are as the parametsnl of the diametua 

. "hich bisect them. . 
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3. Prove that the tangent at any point P of an ellipse makea equal 
anglea with the focal distancea 8P and 8' P. 

H the nonnaJ at P cuts the minor axis in ,. show that a circle can he 
deacrihed passing through 8. p. 8'. g. 

4. H AB. OD are two chords of an ellipse making eqnaI angIea with the 
major axis. hnt not parallel. show that AD. BO and also AO. BD make 
equaI ang\es with the axi •. 

S. Prove that the triangle contained by any tangent to a hyperhol& and 
its asymptotea is of constant area. 

Having given the asymptotes of a hyperhol& and a point on the CUl"t'e, 
show how to determine the foci, directricea. and Tertices. 

6. Find the condition that the equation 

w+ 2""", + by' + 2g .. + 2/, + <= 0 
may represent two straight linea. 

Find also the conditions that the straight linea may he (1) parallel. 
(2) coinoident. (3) at right angles. -

7. Find the equation of the common chord of the circles .. hose equations 
are z' + y' = 0' and ,.. + ,. + 2gz + ~,= 0, and show that the length of 
this common chord is 

.. (4-/,:"y 
8. Find the equation of a parahol& referred to a diameter and the 

tangent at its extremity as axes. 
PN is an ordinate of the dismeter ON. and Q dina .. PN in a given 

ratio. Prove that the tangent at P in_ the co, ,esponding tangent to 
the locu& of Q in NO p!OCInced. 

9. Find the eqnation of the nonnaJ at any point of the ellipse .. hoM 

equation is ~ + ~ = I, in terms of the eccentric angIe of the point. 

Show that the angIe between a diameter and the nonnaJ at its extremity 
is greatest when the diameter is one of the eqoi-wnjngstes. 

10. Find the condition that the straight line .. hoae equation .. 
k + m, = 1 .honld tonch the conic whoM equation .. W + by' = I, and 
determine the "",ordinates of the point of contact. 

STA,Tles A1iD DniAlIIC8. 

(2'oDo Twun.) 

1. Prove that if three fon:ee acting OD a particle are in eqoihDrium, each 
is proportional to the sine of the angIe between the otMr two. 

The ends of a string, which may he reganled aa weigLtJ.., .... fastened 

at two points A. B, the distance between which io ~ times the length of 

the string. A. weight W is fastened at the middle point 0 of the string. 
H AB makea an angIe 15° with the horizontaJ, Ii'!d the tensions of AO, BO 
when there is eqnilihriom. 

2. ProTo that the snm of the momenta of two intenecting ton- .bODt 
any point in their plane is equal to the _ of their resnJtant. 

A. body is in eqnilibrinm nnder the action of f.- aloag the llides of • 
!'eCtangIe. Prove that each foroe is proportional to the Iength of the aide 
along whieb it ..... _. 

3. ProTo that if fon:ee acting.t • point are ...... .....w Do JDagDitnd8 
and direction by ..,04.. .. OB. -.00 ... " their ...mtant io...... 0Jd.ed by 
(.., + .. + ..... ) OG. wheie G is the eentre of inertiaof_ .. _ 
....... at 4.. B. 0 .... nspeotiTeIy. . 
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If I is the centre of the inscribed cirele of a triangle no. and D any 
other point •• how that a foree represented by ID may be replaoed by forces 

repre.ented by ;, AD. ~ BD. if OD. where a. b. c OJ."!' .the sid .. of the tri

&ngle and 2. its perimeter. 
40. Deline the coefficient of friction, and show that .. heavy body (in

... pable of rolling) e&n rest on a rough inclined plane if the tangent of its 
inc!instion does not Oltceed the coefficient of friction. 

A heavy particle can just rest on an inclined plane; show that if it is 
acted on in addition by a force equal to its weight. at right angles to the 
plane and towards it. the particle can rest if the inclination of the plane is 
lIOt more than twice as great as before. 

5. Enunciate and prove the principle of virtual work for a particle. 
Apply the principle to show that if the lines of action of three forces 

p. Q. E acting on a particle 0 meet any .traight !ins in K. L. M respec
tively. and if their resultant S meets it in N. then 

SION = PIOK + QlOL + EIOM. 
6. Deline "'''if''"'' ""locity. and ""Plain e&refully what is meant by the 

velooity of a. point when it is not uniform. 
A body is moving in a straight line with uniform acceleration; it is 

observed to p .... through 72 feet during one second, and through 86 feet 
during the following two seconds. Find the a.cceleration, and lind when the 
body will be at rest. 

7. A string attached to a weight W p....... over a fixed pulley and is 
attached at the other end to a pulley of weight <D. A second string paeeea 
over the latter pulley and carries at its ends weights W.. W,. Find the 
acceleration of W and the tension of the second string. 

8. Deline /riMu., ...... gy. _le. potDet". 
A train running at a full speed of 4040 ft. per second •• lipe two carriages 

each of mass 10 tons. and the full speed graduallyriaes to 55 ft. per second; 
lind the horse·power of the engine and the mass of the train. the resistance 
due to friotion being 12·5 lb. per ton. 

[One horae·power is 550 foot·pounds per second.' 
9. Find the acceleration of a point moving with uniform speed e in a 

eirele of radius a. 
A partiole is projected along the inner surface of a smooth vertical circle 

of radius a, starting at the lowest point with velocity... Show that if 
US = IgII, the particle will leave the cil'Ole at an angu!ar distance 60" from 
the top and will then describe part of a parabole of latus rectum ta. 

HYDROSTATIOS AND AsTRONOMY. 

(Two """ .... ) 

1. Show that if a uniform liquid is at rest under the action of gravity 
the differenoe of the pressures at any two points is proportional to the durer
enoe of their depths. 

A wedge.shaped box the length of which is 50 centimetres, and any 
_tion of which parallel to the ends is an equileteral triangle with sid .. 
10 em. long, rests with its ends vertical and one of its sides horisonteL Find 
the resultant pressure (1) on the baee, (\I) on one of the oblique sid ... when 
it is just iliad with water. 

rrhe mass of a oubio centimetre of water is a gramme.] 
~. Deline the ....,... of p.--..... of a p1ane surface immereed in any fluid, 

and lind i. pceition for a rectangle plaoed in water with ona edge in the 
surface. . 

One aide of .. eubioal bo", resting on. table, is free to tam o.bout • 
horisontal uia in ita own ~ the dietance of "hich from the 10 ..... edge 
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is I the height of the box. Find how much water there must be in the ho" 
in order that none mayesoope. 

S. Prove that when a hody is immersed in a heavy liquid. the resultant 
presome on it i. equal.and oppooitato the weight of the liquid displaoed. 

A vessel oontains water, above which is & layer of oil of lpecillo gravity 
'9. A sphere 1I0ato ao that its lower half il in the water and ito npper half 
in the oil. Find its speoi1ic gravity. 

4. State Boyle'S law oonneoting the preunre and denoity of a gao, and 
show how it oan be veriJied ezperimenta.JJy. . 

Find the depth below the Illl"faoe of a river of the top of a oyliDdriooJ 
diving hell 10 feet high, when it is half fnll of water; the height of tha 
barometer being 30 inoh .. , and the speoiIio gravity of meramy being 13'6. 

5. Desoribe the oommon hydrometer, and ... plain how it may be grsdu. 
ated. 

Show that if a small hody the weight of which is ! th that of the hydro
n 

meter is attached to the top of the atom, a liquid of speciflo gravity, "ill 

appear to he of speoiIio gravity ~1" n+ 
6. Describe the apparent daily motions of the ators, and lhow how they 

can he aooountsd for by the rotation of the earth. 
At midnight on J nne 29 the star Vega is seen by an observer in London 

(lat. 51°) to be on the meridian 12" aonth of the zenitb. Whereabonta in 
the sky should the &&me observer look for it at 9 p.m. on November 29 P 

7. Explain Bome of the reaaons for believing that the earth goeo ronnd 
the sun rather than the snn ronnd the earth. 

8. Describe and explain the phaees of the moon. 
Why is there on the whole more moonlight in "inter than in oummer , 
9. State and brielly explain Kepler's Iawl of planetary motion. 
If the mean diotanoe of a planet from the Inn is 21 timeo that of the 

earth from the sun, find the average interval between IUCCe&live opJ>08itious. 
10. How can the latitude of a sbip be determined by observation of the 

BUD at DOOnP 
At noon on November 23 in longitude 9QO W. tbe altitude of the sun 

ahove tbe S. point of the horizon iB observed to be SOC 32'; the oorrection 
for dip and refraction togetber is 5'; the snn'l declination at Green .... ich 
noon on November 23 is 200 15' S. and on .the following noon is 200 37' S. 
Find the latitude. 

June 1910. 

GEOMETRY. 

(T!oo 1Ioan.) 

Atiefttion if called to tM ..u...-ti.,., qua!iotu A, B, C. 
1ft all quafiotu of Pradical Georn.dry tM _Iwd. of .-.....uo. ,1wuld 

". detwly~. 
L Constrnct .. triangle ... boee lideo .... reopectiveIy 4, 7, and 9 centi· 

metres in length. Inscribe .. circle in the triangle, and meaonre ito ndiuo. 
2.. Pnm! that if .. straight line cuts two other straight Iineo 10 ... to make 

the aJternate angleo eqno1. tben the two straight Iines .... parallel 
Deeeribe • trapesinm of .... hich the two parallel .id .. are reopectiyely 10 

and 4 oentimetreo in 1ength and the other eideo reopectjyeIy 7 and 8 centi· 
metres in 1ength. 

S. Sho... that if .. parallelogram hu all ita sid.. eqno1. ita c1iagoDak 
bisect one anoth,"" at right angleo. 

The ...... of ouch .. parallelogram is 120 oq. incheo, and the Iength of ...... 
• diagoDal is 10 incheII; find the 1engtbo of the other diagonal and of .. .uJe.. 
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4. Give geometrical illustrations of the following identiti .. :

(i) (a + b)'= OI' + b' + 2ab, 
(ii) (a + b)' - (a - b)' = 4ab, 

(iii) (2<1- b)' + ". = 2<1' + 2(01 - b)'. 
5. Prove thet if .. straight line touch a cirole and from the point of con· 

tact a chord be drawn, the angles which this chord makes with the tangent 
are equaJ to the angl .. in the alternate segments. 

Two ciroleo touch interD&lly at A and a chord QB of the Ia.rger circle 
touches the sm&ller at P. Prove that AP bisects the angle QAB. 

6. Prove that if two chords of a circle intereeet inside the cirole, the 
rectangle oontained by the parts of the one i. equaJ to that contained by the 
parts of the other. 

Henao prove that of &II rectongleo of the II&IIl8 area the square has the 
.malleet perimeter. . 

7. Show that a .traight line drawn parallel to one .ide of a triangle cuts 
the other .ides proportionally. 

A straigbt line DEli' cuts the .id .. BC, CA, AB of a triangle ABC or 
thooe sides produoed, and is equ&lly inclined to AB and AC. Prove that 

BD Bli' 
DC= EO" 

What does this theorem become when E and li'move up to and coincide 
with AP 

8. Prove that the shortest distanoe betwesn two given non-intereecting 
straight lines is perpendicular to both, and give a oonstruction for finding it. 

9. Points D, E. li' ..... on the sides BC. CA, AB of the triangle ABC or 
on the sides produced; find the condition that DEli' shall be a .traight line. 

10. Show that the feet of the perpendiculars on the .ides of a triangle 
ABC from any point P on its ciroum-cirole ..... collinear. 

Show also that this line of oollinearity bisects the line joining P to the 
orthoosntre of the triangle. 

N.B.-A"Y .f the 1011ovli"1/ q .... fioM may be taken inBtsad of any .1 the 
q_fioM 8, 9. 10. but ..... iderably Io1Der ....... 100 ooiU be auigne<I '" I,..".. 

A. Prove that parallelograms on the same or equaJ bas .. and of the same 
altitude are equaJ in aTe&. 

B. Find the Iocns of .. point which is equidistant from two given inter
secting straight lines. 

Describe .. circle of given radius to touch two given intersecting straight 
lines. 

C. Prove that in any right-angled triangle the square on the side sub
tending the right angle is equaJ to the sum of the squa .... on the .id .. 
containing it. 

ABC is .. right.angled isosoeles triangle. C being the right angle. AD 
bisects the angle A and meats BC in D. Pro .. e that BD' = We'. 

ALGEBR.\. 

(7\00 """" and .. loaif.) 

Tabl .. of logarithms and squared paper can be obtained from the Presiding 
Examiner. 

[N .B.-A_ ;, ...u.d '" lhe alferaGfi .. q .... fioM A. B. O. D aI !he ..... 
01 !he paper.] 

1. Find the faoton of tha following : 
(i) 400' - S. - 27, 

(ii) G- + .. 'b' + "'. 
(iii) b, (2aa - by) +..,' - ....... 

oA 13913 II II 
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2. Solve the equations: 

(.) 3,,+2+ 400+3_ 2"",. 
1 4oo+S 301+2- , 

(ii) 30' + "'!I = 2, 11' + 210,1 = 1>; 

(iii) 11+'='+'"="'+1/ 6 
1-", 2-,1 S-. '"+11+' 

3. Prove the validity of the ordinary method ~or finding the High .. t 
Oommon Factor of any two numbers. 

4. Prove thet the ratio of any two positive numbers i. made nearer to 
unity by the addition of any positive quantity to eaoh of the II1lmbers. 

Find the ratio of II to b if 

Sab + 2b': 2a'-ab=9: 5. 
5. What is & "rational integral function" of an a1gebrai081 quantity' 

Show thet if any rational integral function of ., vanishes when .. = ., then 
.. - • is a factor of the function. 

Prove thet II + b + • i. a factor of 

(b + c)' + (. + II)' + (II + b)' + Bab •• 
Show also thet the other factor is positive tor all reaJ values of II, b, and •. 

6. Find (i) the product of the roote, and (ii) the sum of the squareo of 
the roote, of the equation 

Find " so thet the sum of the squares of the roote of thia equation 
and of 

may be equaJ. 
7. Find the sum of .. terms of a Geometrioal Progreseion. 
Find the sum of .. terms of the series l' + 2' + 8' + .... and of the series 

of which the rth term is 1 + 2" + 3r'. 

8. Find the number of permutations .. hich oan be made of .. things 
taken r at a time. 

Find in bow many ways 52 cards ..... be equally diTided between four 
persons. 

9. Write down the expansion of (1- II)", and show the~ the sum of the 
ooe1Iicients of the first p + 1 terms is 

(1)' (n -I)! 
- (fI-p 1)!p!' 

.. here .. is a positive integer. 
Find the ooe1Iiciem of r!' in (1- ,")-, and evaIuat.e the series 

I+S 1 +3.5 1 +3.5.7 1 + 
. 100 1.2' 10' r.r.3 '10' .... 

10. Prove~ 

and find • where .. = 47'83. 

(30: 2)' (z + 4)' 

and find the ooeffici ..... of r!' when it is expanded in powen of .. 
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[N.B. A,,!/ uf th. foZlmDing f01L~ quootitms may b. taken instead of,..." of the 
guatioM8, 9,10, 11, but ~ab!y Zoto~ ....... 1<0 tDiU b. IJ8sig ... rJ to 
them.] 

A. Simplify: 
. (at-ab + b' a' + ab + b,\. b' 

(1) a b + a+b "j"7"a'_b" 

( .. ) a' -b' (1 1) 2 
11 alb +ab' X a _ b - a + b .;- at + ab· 

B. If the speed of a train is in ....... ed by two mil .. per hour & ... ving of 
12 minute. is effeeted in & journey of 240 mil... Find the origina.l speed 
of the train. 

o. Draw graphs of , 
11=201 and 11=1 +

II 

for valu.. of II between - 8 and + 8, and hence find the valu.. of AI for 
which 

4 
201= 1 +-. 

II 

D. Reduce to simpler au.rd. the expressions 

( v'2 - "IS + ,,(6) ("/2 - ,,/8 - ,,(6), 
and ,,/5 + ,,/8 

11 III ,,(15· 

TRIGONOMETRY. 

(Two lIorwt.) 

Tabl .. of logarithms &0. can be obtained from the Presiding Examiner. _ 

[N .B.-AIf...u"" .. called to "'" all""""'.. guatioM A, B, 0, D at lhe end 
uf lhe papet".] 

1. Show how to oonstruot an angle whose sine is ·55. Find the tangent 
of the angle. Verify the reeult by use of the Tabl .... 

III. l'1'O .... the formulae: 
(i) 008 (A + B) = OOBAOO8B - sinAsinB'; 

( .. ) • B .. . A - B . A + B 
11 008 A - GOB = - .. BlD.--g-- 8lD -111-; 

(iii) (sin A - 008 A)' + (sinA + 008 A)' = 8 - 008". 

S. Find a formula for all angles which hs .... the same sins as the angle A. 

Show by a figure how many values 008: may ha .... "hen the value of 

sin Aiagi ....... 
, Show that if P be a point in the aide AB of a ~le ABC, and if 

the angle BPC = t, and AP: P B = .: II, then 
,1ootA - llootB= (II + ,)oot •. 

5. l'1'OTe that, in a triangle ABC, 

(·)tanA - B _ a - b tC 
1 -III--a+b oo 1; 

(ii) sin" + .in4B + sin4C= - 4 sin lIlA sin lIIBsin2C. 
B H 2 
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6. From a point P due South of a tower the altitude of the tower i ••• 
from a point Q due East of P ita altitude i. _. and the diotan .. of Q from P 
is o. Find the height of the tower. 

Find the number of feet in the height if • = 21·. _ = 13". and 0 = 150 
feet. 

7. If B be the radittB of the circumcircle of a triangle AlIO. prove that 
(i) 4BS=ab •• 

(ii) 2B' (G coo A + bcooB + o coo 0) = abc. 
S being the area of the triangle. 

8. Stata and prove Demoivre·. Theorem for the case wbere tbe indm: ia a 
positive fraction, &8II1lII1ing ita trotb when tbe index ia a positive integer. 

Find live dilferent valu .. of (- 1)1. 
9. Sum each of the following two series to an inlinita number of tarmo, 

(i) .in. + ... in(. + _) + ... sine. + 2/1) + .... 
where ."<1; 

.... ,' 2·,·,,+,·f .• ,+ (n) 8m'.m i+ 8m§81B 4 "1IIh,,8m ii .... 
10. Exp .... 

in the form A + Bi. 
If 

abo" thet 

8in e' + .. ) and log (01 + '0) 

log sin (1+ .. ) = A + Bi. 
coo 2.-00821=20'-'. 

[N.B. Any of u.. folUnoifog fOlW quutitnu ..... , b. .......... e4 instead of "'" of 
• 'M quutiono 7, 8. 9, 10. buI ~abl, /ower ....... it tciU b. tJUigtwJ to 

'Mm.] 
A. Find the valu .. of 8in 18". 008 218", without uoing the Tabl ... 
B. Prove that 

3 tan A - tan' A 
tan3A= 1 3 tan' A ; 

and that, in any triangle AlIO, 
tan A + tanB + tan 0 = tan A tanBtan O. 

O. Prove that 

and dodu .. that 
tan3?!· = .,!6 - "!2 + .,!3-2-

D. Show that, if • + , + • =2_, 
1-_. -coo',,- coo'. + 200801 coo, 008' =0 

DIFFERENTIAL Al'ID INTEGRAL CALCULUS. 

(2'too Aou ... ) 

1. Determine from lim principles the di1ferential eoe8iciente of log. 
and tan •. 

Pmve t;hat 
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2. Explain the mle for findiDg the diJl'erential ooefIioient of the produot 
of two funotione of .. T&riable. 

If y =". t&n _'II. prove th&t 

(I + II')~ - 2(1-11 +z')~ + (1-11)'11 = O. 

Deduoe the expa.DBion of y in BBcending powel'8 of II BB far &e the term 
involving .... 

S. A oune iB defined by ita polM eqn&tion; showth&t the &ngle between 
the mdiua vector and the t&ngent ia 

t&n-' (r:)-

Find this &ngle in the """" of the oa.rdioide ,. = a(1 + COB f). &nd prove 
th&t if P ia the perpendioul&r from the origin on the t&ngent .. t the point 
whose mdiua veotor is ,.. then ,. = lIap'. 

4. Tr&ce the cmrve 
(t/ -I)y = ('" - 4)co. 

5. Inveatig&te .. method for finding the maximum and minimum V&luea 
of .. funotion of a Bingle T&riable. 

From a given oiroulM sheet of metal it is required to out out a aeotor eo 
th&t the remainder O&n be formed into a ClOnioal veaeeI of maximum volume. 
Show th&t the angle of the sector removed must be .. bout 66". 

'6. Prove the formula 

_ {I + (2YP 
p- . 

dty .' Find the radius &nd oentre of curvature at any point of the oatemr.ry 
(J ~ ~ 

'=2(,,+,-0) 
7. Find the V&lueo of 

J ~A~'" ~ ~zI~ A" 

8. Obtain a formula of reduotion for ~ t&n~Bde. ,.here _ is .. poeitive 

• 
integer; and evaluate ["i t&n' Bde. . J. 

9. Find :-(i) the length of the perimeter of the oardioide ,. = a(1 + COB f). 
(ii) the &rea included between the enrveo 

~+t=l ,.' ,.. 
and ,. = 2bco + ,... 

CONIO SECrION8. 

(!!\Do Tooun.) 

TIle ~ "!'I' lie """""" ",,1aer g ...... tricall, or GRIIIyMaU,. 
1. Given the fooua, direotrix, and eooentrioity of .. ClOnic, show how to 

obtain pointe on the oune. 
The directrix and two points on the oonio are given; find the Iooua of 

the foou.o. 
I. Pro~ that t&ngente at the ends of any fooal ohord of .. parabola 

meet at right &ngleo on the direotriL 
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. PQ. is. & fooal chord,. R &ny point cn the p&rabol... RP, RQ meet the 
directrix In Z, Z' respectIvely. Prove that ZS, Z'S are at right angl ... 

S. Show that the tangent at any point on an ellipse is equally inolined 
to the focal distanoes of the point. 

o is the centre of the ellipse, BY, BZ are the perpendionlaro from the 
~ooi o!, any tangent. OYZQ is a parallelogram. Prove that the locua of Q 
18 a cll'Ole. 

4. H from any point P on a hyperbola, PL, PM are drawn parallel to 
the asymptotes to meet them in Land M, prove that PL. PM i. conatant. 

The tangent at P meets the a.ymptotee OL, OM in T and 'l!'. 'l!'N i. 
drawn parallel to OT to meet LP produced in N. Prove that 'l!'N i. 
bisected by the hyperbola. 

S. Find the length of the perpendicular from the point ('"'if) on the line 
b + By + 0 = 0, and prove that the product of the perpendiculars from 
<'"'if) on the two linee given by 

,..,. + 2hey + by< = 0 

isu!' + 2h,", if + by" 
,.I(a b). + .. '" . 

6. Show that the loouo of a point, BUch that the lengths of the tangento 
from it to two given circles are in a constant ratio, i8 either a circle ar a 
straight line. 

7. Find the equation of the normal to the parabola y'= """ at the point 
(at', 2al) and give the geometric11 meoniug of t. 

PQ is a chord of a parabola .ubtending a right angle at the verteo and 
outting the curve normally at P. Find the absei .... of P. 

8. Find the equation of the diameter of the ellipse 

"'-+!I'=l 
a' '" 

which is conjugate to the diameter 11 = _. 
H the tangents at two pointe whose eccentric augles are' and • meet 

on the director circle of the ellipse, prove that 
b' 

tan' ten.= - (jJ' 

~ 9. Obtain equations for determining the co-ordinatee of the pointo of 
intersection of the circle 

"'+!I' + 2g .. + 2111+ <=0 
and the rectangular hyperbola "'Y ="', and prove that the mm of the 
equareo of the distances of these points from the centre of the hyperbola is 
equal to the equare on the diameter of the circle. . 

STATICS A.lm DYNAMICS. 

('l!rDo Iwun.) 

1. H three foroeo acting at a point are in equilibrinm, show that eacll is 
proportional to the sine of the angle between tbe other two. 

H the foroeo are of magnitude P,2P, ,.I3P, find the augl .. between 
thenl. ( 

2. Show that if two forces act at a point their momento about any point 
in the line of action of their reeultant are equal and of opposite llign. 

Three foroeo P, Q, R act along three aid .. BO, OA, AB of a triangle, 
and their reeultant acto aJong the line joining the ortl)ocentre to the centre 
of grant,. of the triaDgle. Show that 

P : Q : R = &in 2.A llin (B - V) :.in 2B llin (0 - A) 
: &in 2C &in (A - B). 

S. Show that the line of action of the resultant of the weigbta of any 
rigidly eonnected system of particles paaoeo through a point fixed relaiiTely 
to the particles, 
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Ea.oh edge of a l'Ogular heiagonal lamina.. is of length 6 inohe .. · A 
triangle formed by joiJrlng two adjacent anglee to the centre is out out. 
Find the dista.Doe from the centre of the centre of gravity of the l'Omainder. 

4. Define the cone of friction. 
Show how the coeffioient of friotion between: two snrfaoes oan be practi

cally found. 
o. Show that, if three forces acting at a point &1'0 in equilibrinm, the 

total virtual work done in a.ny small displacement of the point is zero. 
A frame ABOD consists of four equal rods, eaeh of weight W; freely 

jointed together. It is hung from the point A, and 0 is joined to A by " 
string so that the rods form .. square. Find the tension of the string. 

6. Wbat is the relation between the units of force, mus, and accelera.
tion in order to satisfy ths eqnation P = Ml1 Wbat &1'0 theee units in the 
ft.·lb.·sec. system a.nd in the O.G ••• system P 

A constant foros acting on " body initially at reat movee it through 
86 ft. in S S808. Find the ra.tio of the foros to the weight of the bddy. 

7. A mas. Mlb. resting on a .mooth table is attaehed to a .tring whioh, 
p .... ing "t right anglee over the edge, has a mas .... lb. at its other end. 
Find the motion when the system is set free. . . 

If the mus of Mlb. is "Iso attached to another string lying in the oppo. 
site direction, whioh hang. over the para.llel edge and has a 11188. m'lb. "t 
its other end, .6.nd the motion and the tension of the two .tring.. • 

8. A partiole is projected with horizontal velocity .. a.nd vertical velooity ... 
Find its gl"eatast height a.nd its range on a horizontal pla.ne throngh the 
point of projeotion. . 

An elastio hall projeoted with these initial velooities from a point in " 
horizontal Iloor .trikes .. vertioal wall at horizontal distanoe I, and a.fter 
striking the Iloor once reaches the point of projection. Show thet the 
coeffioient of restitution is gl/2 ..... 

9. A weight is attaehed 'by " .tring of length I to a fixed point, and 
describe. a horizontal oircle suoh that the .tring ma.k .. a constant angle. 
with the vertioal. Show that the number of revolutions whioh it makes per 

d · 1 t/g seoon 18 -2 -- • 
r lOOBa. 

A mass of Sib. i. attached by a string of length S ft. to a fixed point in 
... mooth horizontal table. If it is projeoted 80 as to desoribe" oirole in 
ha.lf·a·.eoond, what i. the tension of the string in Ibs. weight P 

HYDROSTATICS AND ASTRONOMY. 

(Two houn.) 

1. Prove that the preesure "t" depth I below the surface of .. liquid is 
given by tha formula 

p=WI+n • 
• tating in what units all the quantities involved are to be measUl'Od. 

If the preesures at two points in a water pipe &1'0 10 lb. per sq. inch and 
40 lb. per sq. inoo, .6.nd, In feet, the difference between their levels, taking 
1,000 0 ••• a the weight of " cubic foot of water. 

9. Find the speciJi.o gravity of .. mixture of two aubstanoes in terms of 
the speoific gravitiee a.nd the weights of the parts. . 

Show that .. mixture of equal volumes of two different .ubstan ..... has 
greater speoilio gravity than a mixture of equal weights of the 8&ID8 

substances. 
S. Find the reaultant pressure of a Iluid upon an, body wholly immersed 

in it. 
A imiform rod of weight S lb. rests in an oblique position with two·thirds 

of its length immersed in water and its upper end supported hy & string. 
Find the tension of the string, and the specilio gravil;y of the rod. . 
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•• Deacn"be the mercurial barometer, and abow bow to lind h,. meana of 
it a measure of the atmospheric preaame in lbe. per aq. inoh. 

If the specifio grant,. of mercnuy is 13'8 and that of the air is '0013, lind 
approximatel,. to what height a barometer muat be carried for tha reading 
to fall from 30 inch .. to 29 inch ... 

5. Deline the following terma: Fim Point of Ari .. , Right Aacenaion, 
Celeatial Longitude, Azimuth. 

The Right Ascension of Aldebaran is • h. 30 ol. At ",hat time of tha 
,.ear doeo it transit at 10 p.ol. P 

6. Give a abort description of a transit circle. 
How can the declination of a atar be found hT tha transit circle in com. 

bination with obeervation of its roSmon in a mercurial trough P 
7. Examine at what part of the,.ear the part of the Equation of time 

due to the eccentricit,. of the Earth'. orbit is positive. 
What is the clock time when the time b,. & sundial is 3 p.ol. on & da,. on 

.. hich tlul Sun rioeo at 7.21 a.m. and seta at •. 9 p.ol. P 
8. Describe the effect of refraction upon the apparent position of. star. 

Does it make • &tar appear to rise and set earlier or later. 
9. Show how to deduce tha .,..,odioal period of • superior planet from ita 

period of revolution. 
Assuming that the radius of tha orbit of Mars is to that of the Earth .. 

3: 2, abow that the period of the nm>lution of Mars io .boot 11 ,.eon; and 
• lind approxima tel,. the interval between """""""ive oppooitiona. 

UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE. 

LOCAL EXAMlNATIOXS. 

SEliIOR STUDENTS. 

December, 1900. 

EUCLID. 

(2'000 ioK .... ) 

..t .. , gOMNll, re«>pi .... Ab6 .... i"li ........ , be ued, hi 1M proof.uI be 
.mal, g~rWJl. 

L Prove that if two sideo and the included angle of one triangle are 
respectively equal to two sid .. aDd the included angle of another triangle, 
the triangleo are equal in all respects. 

2. Prove that if one side of a triangle be produced. the exterior angle io 
equal to the sum of the two interior and opposite angles. 

3. From the angular pointe B, C of a triangle .ABC, perpeudicalan BQ. 
CB are drawn to ..tC,.AB, intereecting in P. Prme that QB is .t right 
anglee to the straight line joining the middle points of D and BC. 

.. Prove that the &quare on • side auhtending an acute angle of a 
triangle is I... than the aquareo on the aides oontainD>g the angle hT twice 
the rectangJe coutained hT either of these sides and the straight line iDler. 
eepted between the perpendicnIar let fall upon it from the oppoaite angle 
and the acute ang1e. 

Dis. point in the aide BC of a right-ugled triangle .ABC, of ",hich C 
is the right angle. Find. point 11 in .AB ouch iba the rectangle BE, JU 
aba1l he equal to the rectangle BD, DC. 

5. Prove iba a sIzoaight line drawn through tile _ of a aircJe per
pendiealar to a cbonl of the eireJe b~ iba cbonl. 

From the fixed pointa .A, B ofa eirele parallel otraight linea D, BQ ... 
drawn to _ tile eireJe agaiJI in P and Q. !'roY. iba the middle point cl 
PQ lies ... a .... "Pie circle. 

• 
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6. Pl"Qve that if ,. straight line be drawn from the point A of ,. eircle at 
right angles to the diameter through A, it does not meet the circle in any 
other point than A; and prove that if .. straight line drawn through ths 
point A of a circle do not meet the circle in any other point than A, it i. at 
right angle. to the diameter through A. 

7. If points X, Y, Z be taken on the side. BO, OA, AB respectively of a 
triangle ABO, prove that the eireles circumscribed about the triangle. AYZ. 
BZX, OXY meet in a point. 

8. Prove that if the angles of one triangle are .everaJlyequal to the 
anglee of another triangle, the .idee of the former a .. e proportionaJ to the 
.idee of the lattar. 

A quadrilatsraJ i. inscribed in a paraJlelogram so as to have two 0ppo
Bits .idee paraJlel to a diagonal of the parallelogram. Prove that its area 
i. greatsst when its diagonals are paraJlel to the Bidee of the parallelogram. 

9. Prove that if two intereeeting planee are both at right angles to a 
third plane, their common .ection is at right angles to the .ame plane. 
, If A, B, 0, D be four points not in one plane, and plane. be drawn 

through D respectively at right anglee to BO, OA, AB, prove that these 
planea intersect in one straight line. 

ALGEBRA. 

(P1wes houno.) 

1. Resolve into factors 
(i) 24a' + 5 .. b - 36b', (ii) ... - "''ii' + 16y'. 

Simplify 
_1 ___ 1_ 2fIJ - II + 2fIJ + II 
"'- .. "'+ II ",'-ClflJ+II' ,",+""'+11'· 

2. Show that if .. + b + c + Ii = 0, then 

(
111'1) ... + ". + .. + fie = 3abcd G + ij-+. +"ji . 

If "'+'+I=~ 
11'+ ,'+ al = b • . 

""+!I"+ "=c, 
lind the product "'W' in terms of ", b, c. 

S. Solve the equations 

II b 0 __ + _+2= ; 
_+b .,+11 

(ii) 00( .. - !I) = 10, } 
!I(" + V) = 24; 

( ••• )'" V I 
UI li = S ="6 

1 

4. Find the BUm of the roots of the equation 
..... +bm+.=O. 

If .. II are the roots of this equation, lind an equation .. hose room are 

1 +. and 1 + II. 
II • 

S. A sum of money is distributed among some children, each child 
receiving the same amount. If .. ahilling I ... had been given to each, 36 
more children could have participated; and if .. shilling more had been 
given to each, the number of children would have had to be reduced by 20 
Find the sum distributed. 
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6. Prove that if ". b. II ..... all positive. a.nd " 1_ than b. then 

" + II ia ter than ~ 
b+1I grea b' 

Find the least fraction which ia greater than H a.nd baa it. denominator 
greater by 13 than ita numerator. 

7. Find the sum of all numbers between 400 a.nd 1000 which are divi.ible 
by 17. 

8. Find the .um of" tenno of a Geometrical Progr_ion whcoe lIrot 
term is ii, and common ratio is r. 

Explain what i. meant by finding the.,.". to infinity of thia oerieo. 
Show that if all the tenno are positive. the sum to infinity cannot be Ie .. 

than , timeo the second term of the aeriee. 
9. Of 10 things. 3 ..... "like a.nd the reat unlike. Find (i) the number of 

permutations all together. and (il) the number of oombinationo 6 together. 
lQ. Write down the 1'th term in the expaneion of (a + /0)" in aocending 

powers of II. 
Find what term in the expa.nsion of (311 + 6)"' baa the greatest ooeJIicieut. 
11. Sum the aeries 

(.) 1 2 3 , to infin't 
1 2.' - S-:s+ '.6 - r:-7 + ... 1 y. 

(ii) 1. 2. ,+ 2.3.:; + ... to .. tenno. 
Show that the sum to .. terms of the aeries 

n' + 2 (n _. I)' + S (n - 2)'+ ... ia .. (n + ~; (n + 2). 

12. H~. ~ are consecntive oonvergeuta to the continued fraction 

IIp 'P'_ 1 ,,+- - ....• ho ... that---:J-±"""J 
b+o+ q y ~ 

Expreoa the roots of fIf' - ill - 7 = 0 ... continued fraetiona of the above 
form. and find the 4rot convergent to the positive root which dilfera from it 

1 
by I ... than 100' 

TRIGONOMETRY. 

(OM hour and a 1Mdf.) 

L Define the unit of circular meaaure; and eaIeoIate it in degreeo a.nd 
minutes. taking • to be 3'1·1.16. 

What ia the circular meaeure of 39" 19' (to four p1acm of decimola) P 
2. Prove geometrically (where A a.nd B are acute angIeo a.nd their IIDlD 

an obtcae angle) that 

B • 2' A-B. A+B 
COB -000.4= om.-r om -2-' 

Pro ... that, if 

then 
cos. = oos,coss + ain,ein.cos I, 

tan' _ einiJ'~ .- ,)einHz + ,-.). 
2 einH_+,+.)eint(,+.-lIj 

3. Sot... the equations 

(i) ein. + ein 311 = coo ill + 000 "". 

(ii) DOt-' (II - II) + coI;-' (II - b) + DOt-' (II - 0) = O. , 
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4. Show tha.t in any triangle 
• (i) b' + c' - ,,, = 2b. cos.A, 
(ii) tan B tan 0 + tan 0 tan.A + tan .A tan B 

= 1 + sec.AsecBsec O. 
Find the radius of the inscribed oircle of a triangle in terms of one side 

and the angles. - . . 
5. Show how to find the angle. of a triangle when the ratio. of ite sides 

Hire known. 
The ratios of the sides are &8 5 : 6 : 7; lind the greatest angle in degree. 

and minutes, given tha.t 

log 2 = '3010, log tan 39° 12' = 1-9115, 
log 3 = '4771, log tan 39° 18' = 1-9130. 

6. An observer wa.lks along '" straight road and obeerves a tower whose 
foot is on the same level &8 the road. At the firSt obsel"Vation the elevation 
of the top of the tower is ., and the line to the foot of the tower makes. &n 

angle e with the direction of the road; after the observer has walked a 
distance c along the road the oorresponding angles are fl,.". Show that 

oot "sin B = cot fJ sin 4». 
and find the height J the tower. 

7. £ltato De Moivre'. Theorem, and ·use it to prove that 

sinnS = 000- e{ "tane n(n- ~in - 2) tan' e + ... }, 
the aeri.. oontsining only odd powers of tan e, and the ooe1lioiento being 
those of the binomial series. 

U.e the above result and the oorresponding result for· COB n6 to find tan 
7e in terms of tan 8. 

8. From. the expressions for sin 8 and OOB 8 &8 series in 8, show that 

tan 8 = 8 + ~ II' + A 8', if powers of 8 higher than the sixth be rejected. 

Prove tha.t if 8 be I ... than 3°, tan 8 = 8 accurately to four places of 
deoimala. 

CONIO SEOTIONS. 

(Two /lour •. ) 
GeomeIriCGI Oonic S .. n ..... 

1. PN, PG are the ordinate and normal to a parabola at P and meet the 
aDa in N, G respectively; show that SP= SG, and that NG is independent 
of the position of P on the ourve. 

If Q is any other point on the pa,'&bola, show that 
QG'_PG' 

i. equal to the square on the perpendicular from Q on PN. 
2. Y, yo are the feet of the perpendiculars from the fooi S. S' on the 

tangent at P to an ellipae; show that Y, yo lie on a circle ooncentric with 
the ellipae. 

Prove that the ratio of SP to S P is equal to the ratio of the square on 
SY to the aquare on the _i-minor axi .. 

8. P.P' are two points on the asymptotes of an hyperbola. and P po meets 
the curve in Q. (j; prove thet PQ = 1" (j, and that the reou.ngJe PQ. QP' 
is equal to the aquare on ·the oemidiameter parallel to Pl". 

4. P i. any point on the tangent at P to .. conic; PR. PN are the perpen
diculars from P on 8P and the dirertria. Show that SB = • _ PN, where • 
ie the eocentricity. 
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Prove that if two tangents are drawn to a coni. from an external point. 
theysuhtsnd eqnal or supplementary angles at the fooua B. 

A......zylical Gwrrutry. 

5. Find the area of the triangle ABC. where A.. B. C are the pointa 
(2.3). (6. 4). (5. 7) respectively .. Write down the eqnationa to the lines A.B. 
A.C and show that the angle at A. is 

tan-' (}:). 

6. Find the eqnation to a circle of radins r with ite centre at (G. b); and 
lind the length of the tangent from the point (/0. k) to this circle. 

Show that the line z.. + my + " = 0 will tonch the cirele if 

(lG + mb + n)' = r' (It + m'). 
7. Show that the looua of pointe to = aP. y = 2at is the parabola 11' = 4az. 

and that the chord joining two sneh points is ,,- • (t + f) y + Gtf = 0; 
lind the normal to the parabola at the point (aP. 2at) and prove that it 
meats the parabola again in the point 

_=,,( t +~)' y= - 2a( t + ;). 
8. If r be the distance from the tooua ( .... 0) to the point P (z. ,) on the 

... y' 
ellipee ;0 + hi = 1. prove that 

r=G-· .. 

If r be the distance from the other fooua .bow that rr' =~. 2" being 
tbe length of tbe diameter parallel to tbe tangent at P. 

STATICS, DniAlIICS, AND HYDROBTATICS. 

(Tvoo /wuro.) 

[g = 32'2 feet per oecond per oecond.] 

L Being provided with a wooden rod of known Dl8II8, turning on a bUl. 
edge. and a\ao with weights and otring. what experiments wonJd JOG make 
in order to _ the Ia ... of parallel foreesP . 

A uniform rod 2 ft. long. weighing lib .• baa maaoeo of 21b. and 31b. 
fixed to ite ends. Find the point on the rod about wbich the ayetem will 
lIa1anoe. 

2. State the principle known .. the ParalIe10gram of Poreeo. 
A pietnre weighing 10 lb. is supported by a otring puoing over a omcoth 

nail If the two parts of the otring meet eacb other at the nail at an angie 
of 60". lind the tension of the string. 

3. State Newton's La .... s of Motion. 
A lift or elevator is oaeending with an WlC6leration of 2 ft. per oecond par 

aeoond. Find the pI_we on the lIoor of the lift due to a poaenger wru
maao is 100 lb. 

10 the n ..... _ .... we'" experienced by the ~er equa1 to that exetted by 
him upon the Boor of the lift P 

4. Wben a train, whose maaa is 400.000 lb., ill moving with .. Telocity 
of SOft. per aeoond. the brabo are anddenly applied and the train oomea to 
real; in 1,600 ft. Snppoaing that the btakes give rise to .. couatsut reaiA
&nee, lind (1) the retarding foree. (2) the time taken by the train in .topping. 

5. Explain the terms (1) Kinetic Energy. (2) Potential Energy. 
Show that when .. body faJla in .. TaCuum the sum of ito kinetie and 

~tial ma-giea. is _ during the fall 
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A mas. of 51b. faIlo from rest. How much potentia.! energy does it 
lo.e in the firot oecond of time of ito motion P 

6. Define Momentum. 
A IIl888 of 10 kilogremmes moving northwordo with a velocity of 

20 centimetres per .econd meets a mas. of 20 kilogrammes moving .• outh
wards with a velocity of 15 centimetres per oecond, and the two mas ... 
stick together. Find how the combined m&88 moves after the impact. 

ls the tota.! kinetic energy of the system changed by the impact P 
7. Define the deneity of a sub.tance. 
A lump of gl ... weighs 300 grammea in air, 210 gramme. in water, and 

228 gramm .. in alcohol. Compare the densities of gl .... and alcohol with 
that of water. 

8. Describe experiments by which the truth of Boyle'. Law may be 
tested. 

When the temperature i. 0° C. and the barometric height is 76 centi
metres, the mas. of a ouhic metre of air is 1·292 kilogrammea. What mass 
of air will enter a room whose volume is 100· cubic metres when the 
barometer rises 2 centimetres,' the temp81"'ture remaining unchanged P 

ApPLIED MATHEMATIOS. 

(2'wo """ ... ) 

1. A uniform rod i •• upported by two strings at its ends. Show that if 
the etriugs are at right angles, the ino\iuation of the rod to the vertical is 
twice that of one of the strings. . 

2. Find the conditions of equilibrium of three force. in parallelliues. 
An equilatera.\ triangular frame 4BO, formed of three rods freely hinged 

togsther, is in equilibrium under the action of three parallel foroeo at the 
angular points. Show that the stress a.!ong any rod is inversely propor· 
tional to the sine of the angle it makes with the direction of the parallel 
foroeo. 

s. Find the centre of gravity of a uniform triangular lamina. 
Points P, Q, B are taken in the sides BO, 04, 4B of a triangle eo that 

BP:PO:: OQ:Q4:: 4B:BB. Show that the centre of gravity of eqnal 
weights at P, Q, B coincides with the centre of gravity of the triangle. 

4. Define the moment of a force about a point, and prove that when 
three foroeo acting at a point are in equilibrium the eum of their momente 
about any point in their plane i •• ero. 

Find the relation between the power and the weight on a wheel and 
axle, when tha friction of the axle in ite bearing i. considered. 

o. Define the velcoity and the a.coeleration of a moving point. 
The velocity of a point changee from 20 mil .. an hour N .E. to 15 mil .. 

an hour due E. in 2 minutes under a constant acceleration. Determine the 
magnitude of this a.coeleration in foot-second units correct to the _ond 
decima.l place. 

6. Show that the speed at any point of the parabolio trejectory of a 
projectile is that due to a fa.\l from the directriJ:. 

U P'l!, 'l!Q are the tangents at two points P, Q on a parabolio trajeotory, 
prove that the speed at P and the speed at Q are in the ratio of P'l! and 'l!Q. 

7. Two weighte connected by a etring, length G, are held in contact. 

Ons is a.\lowed to fa.\l, and after a time 1« v'2iii9i the other is let go. Show 

that after the second etarts a time 2G 2',:1' elapaeo before the etriug tightens ; 

and that the kinetic energy loot when the etriug tightens is 

i ..!!!'!- gP, .. +w 
where .. and .. are the weighte. • 
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8. Two weights are eollIlellted by. a atring. One reote on a amooth 
horizontal table and the other hanga Tertically balow the amooth edge of 
the table; Wh.n motion ia permitted, the hanging .... ight deacenda with 
aceeleretion g/... Show that the ratio of the weights ia " - 1 : 1. 

GNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE. 
LOCAL EXAMINATIONS. 

SENIOR STUDENTS. 

July 1910. 

GEOMETRY. 

(Two laoun.) 

Ph6 ........... 10 q .... 1iono _ked A cmd B M. 10 b. MrtJ1l9otl cmd .... , 
"1' 10 ,he Ezt:.m.i ..... in two "1""'416 bwndkt. 

[N.B. .dll eonstrue/ion Ii.... .huul4 be clearly ,1aoum. .d1ltmfWrr. U eallotllo 
the al~"" q1Ml8liono B is, B :E, B n at ,he """ uf ,he pGpm'.] 

A. 

A 1. Pro ... that if a straight line cuts two parallel straight lin.eo, the 
alternate anglea are equal. 

Show that the straight lin.. which bieeot two opposite angl .. of a 
parallelogram are parallel or coincident. 

A 2. Constract a qnadrilateral .illOD haTing the aidea .ill and DO 
parallel, .ill of length 5'3 em., DO of length 11 om., and the diagonala .dO 
and BD each of length 9'5 om. M""""", the angJea .ADO and BOD. 

A 3. Pro .. e that if there are three parallel straight liDea and the inter· 
cepts made by them on any etraight line that oats them are eqnal, then the 
eorreapondmg intercepts on any other straight line that cute them are aloa 
equal. 

A 4. ProTe that if, in a triangI • .illO, .ur is the perpeudicuJar from .d 
upon BO, the area of the triangle is half the rectangle .ur. BO. 

ProTe that, if D ia the middle point of the aide BO of a triangle ABO 
and 0 ia any point in .AD, the ...... of the triangleo .dOB and .dOO are 
equal. 

B Ii. Pro.,e that, if .A, B, 0, D .... foar points in order on the circnm· 
ference of .. oiroIe, then the anglea .illD and .dOD are equal. 

AX and.dY are two fixed atmight Jinea. P, Q are pointe on .AX, AY 
Jeapeoti,ely saeh that PQ ia of given Jength; and PO and QO are drawn 
perpendicnbu- to AX and .dYnapeetiTely. ProTe that the straight line.dO 
ia of eonstant Inngth. . , 

B 6. Show how to eonatruct a eqnare equal in ..... to • giTen _gle. 
Desaribe • quadrilateral .illCD with .ill of length 3'5 em., BO 10 em., 

and OD 7 mn., the angle B 8O",.nd the angle 0 ";0. Constract. oquare 
equal in area to this quadrilateral. and meaanre its aide. 

B 7. Pro ... that if D, 11 are points in the "-dea AB,.dO of • triangle 
.illC, ouch that DlI ia parallel to BO, then .AD ia to DB .. All ia to llC. 

Pro"" also that if Pis Imy point in BC, and .dP cute DlI in Q, then DG 
is to 011 .. BPia to PC. . 

B 8. ProTe that the oeetion of a aphere by any plane ia .. cirele. 
Find the radina of a aphere cirenm_ibing a enhe of which each edge ia 

of length Ii inehea. 
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[N.B.-o... ur ....... of !h. follmning q .... tiona B ix, B x, B xi moy b. tak ... 
i.,..tead of .... equal .......6... of the !I_tiona B 6, B 7, B 8, lnd low ... 
marks wiU b. asBigmd to !h ..... ] . 

B ix. Oonstrnct a triangle with side. of length 4 inch .. , 5 inch .. , and 
_6 inch.. respectively. Without using the protractor bisect the largest 
angle, and measure the two parts into which the bisector divides the b""e. 

B x. Enanoiate the geometrical proposition corresponding to the iden
tity 

(/I - b)' = /I' - 2Gb + b' 
and explain it by a figure. 

B xi. Show that, if two circles touch one another externally, the .traight 
line joining their centre pasB08 through the point of contact. 

Show how to describe a circle to touch a given streight line at a given 
point and to p&88 through another given point. 

ALGEURA. 

(Plw •• h01Wl.) 

SqU/Jf"ed P"pet" .m4 IGbI .. of Ioga.ri!Mn.s, If •. , ..... b. ob!ainltl from !h. 
Preai~ Jihw,m,inIr. 

N.B.-..ttt .. .ti ... ia ."Iled to !ho "u ....... u... q ..... U .... A, B, 0, D tIt tho 

1. ProTe the identity 
...a of ~he P"pet". 

2 (b + 0) (0 - /I) + (0 + /I) (a - b)+ (a + b) (b - .)l 
= (b - .)' + (0 - a)' + (a - b)'. 

2. Simplify .. 

(1 + 2~) x(2 - _a_)' X (" - a+ -...!!..) "+,, "+,, ~,,+S 
a 

s. Find the L.O.". of 

and 
4. Solve the equations 

... + co'y - "!I' - ,0, 

... + 2 .. 'y - "!I' - 2,a, 
... - 3"!1' + 2,0. 

(i) 20>+1_,,-1=1· 
,,+8' ,,-8 ' 

(ii) (" + a)1 + .. ~ Sa'; 
(iii) 20> + 7!1 = 8, 

.611' + IS11y - 2811' = 12 - ..... 
o. In a orioket mateh a player soored 6 in the first innings and 58 in th .. 

aeoond. By the first inninga hiB average ecore per innings for the """""n 
..... reduoed by one, but after the second inninga his aTerBga BOOre W&B one 
more than it ..... before the match. Whet W&B his aTer&ga BOOre before th .. 
match, and how many inninga bad he played P 

1 8 4 
6. Plot the graphs !I = S" (" + S) and !I = 2 + ii' from .. = - 0 to .. = 

2·5, naing the &&me &Xes for both graphs. Hence obtain approximate eolu
tiona of the equation 

~+ e...- 9m -24=0. 
[Take ten SJD&!I diYisions of the eqnared paper &B lIDit.] 
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7. If ". b • • are respectively the arithmetic. geemetric. and harmonic 
means between the eame two quanti tie •• prove that Ii' = .... 

The sum of the first 4 term. of an A.P. i. eqna.\ to the oum of the lint 
8 terms; and the sum of the first 3 terms i. 27. Find the first term and 
the common diil'erence. 

8. Pmve that log.", = log.m. 
log.b 

EvaInate ('0079)1 and (48'2~2~0;2'36t . 
Find the least number of years in which £120 will amonnt to a sum 

exceeding £200 at 4Ij. compound interest. 
9. Find the number of permutations of .. things. taking them all at a 

time. when .. are alike of one kind. b are alike of another kind. and the ..... t 
are all different. 

Find how many arrangements can be made of .even out of the eight 
letters of the word football. . 
. 10. Find limits to the value of Ill. if the rth term in the expansiou of 
(1 + .. ). is the greatest. 

Find the coefficient of ... in the expansion of (11)1+ 3zo)'. where '" i. < 1. 
( 01) 

11. Expreos in terms of partial fra.otiona 

n .. + .. 
1 ( .. +b),(z+o), 

( •• ) 20? - 11 .. + 11 
11 (1 .. )(z _ 2)" 

tha if . ., 2z1'-llz + 11 be d' ,-- of Hence prove t ~~_:S-(i ~e) (a: ~j.caD eXpJ28Se JD wnUB 

- - ... .,.;e;-diDgpo;;;;,fz ... an inlinite eeriea "hoee Cn + 1)th term is 

{ 2+ 3Cn + l )} .... 2,,+1 

12. Teat the convergency of the inlinite series 
Ci) .. + .... + ..... + ... -i; ... ; 

C .. ) 'I + 1 + 1 + 1 + 
11 11 21 :Y ... ", ... ; 

Ciii) ~ +~ + .. ~ __ in' -l: 4t + .... 
2 151 Cn' + z,.' - 1)1 

13. If P. is the convergent to the continued fraction 
q. 

1 1 1 ... +- -- ... --- ... ... + ... + _ .. "+ 
oorreaponding to the partial quotient .... &how that 

p. = GdJ_J + p~. 
If z and , stand 1m the inlinite continued fra.otiona 

and 

1 1 1 1 
3+4+3+4+'" 

1 1 1 1 
4+3+4+3+ ... 

respectively. prove that j = ~. 
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N.B.-..4.,,!/ of the !ol/qufing questi""" may b. lak... i ... tead o! .... y of Ih. 
quuliO'll8 10, 11, 12, 13, but comiderably lower marks will be aeei,...d to 
Ihem. 

A. Find the square root of 
9". + &.0' + 79,,' - 22". + 153.,. - 208" + 64. 

For what value of a is 
..... - 11", - 21y' - 8", + 56y 

divisibie by" - 7y P 
B. Solve the equations 

(i) 2,,' + (a + 5) Z - ", - a + 2 = 0; 
(ii) " + Sy = 2, . 

.,. + 9y' = 10. 
O. A bill for £5 50. is paid in dorins and half· crowns. There .... three 

more dorine than half·crowns; how many are there of each P 
D: If z+y,,0-y=7,3, 

lind the values of the ratios 

TRIGONOMETRY. 

(0... hour and /I ""If.) 
Squared paper /lnd tOOlM o! logarith_ tic. ean b. obta .... a from Ih •. 

P"aiding EMminer. 
[N.B.-..4.tt.nlion is CIIlled to th_ "lternati"" quesnom P, Q, III the end of the 

paper.] 
1. Find the cireular measure of the anglee 10°, Bin-II. 
Show that the sine of ~ is approximately 29n/lO'. 
2. Deline the tangent of an angle and lind all the angles 1ees than 360° 

... h_ tangent is t. 
Two cirel .. have radii 7 and 10 inch .. long, and oentree 15 inchee apart ; 

lind the angle between their common tangenta. 
S. Give the values of Bin A + S tan A 

when..4. is 0°, 100, 200, 30°. 
Make a graph to show the variation of this expression a8 A increases from 
0° to Soo, and lind the value of A for which ita value is 1'7 . 

... Show geometrically that, for oases in which A Ii .. between 90" and 
180°, and B between 0° and 90°, 

A+B A-B 
ooeA+COBB=2cOB-2- """-2 • 

Prove that 
(i) ain (B + C) Bin A - Bin (0 + A) Bin B = Bin (A - B) Bin 0, 

(ii) tan. 24 - cot' A + oot A coseo A "",,' 2A COB SA = O. 
Ii. Show that in any triangle 

"'= "'+" -2be COB A. 
The aid .. of a triangle are 7, 8, and 11 em. long; lind the greetest angle, 

and the radius of the ciroum-cirole. 
6. AB is a horizontal road half a mile long running 8.E. from A to B. 

At A a hal100n is oboerred due east at an elevation of 61° 10', and at B it 
i. """" in a direction 25° IS' .. at of north. Find the height of the hal100n 
in feet. 

A 13913 I I 
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7. Find.ll the valnee of ( _ l)l. 
H COB fI + , sin fI represents one of these values, show that 

:z ( C08; + • sin :) 

is wholly imagina,.,., and find its value. 

8. Express cos nB in a aeries of descending powers of <'08 B. 
Prove that 

cos tI 008 ~r C08 ~~ 008 7!! P,. II. _ 1 
12 12 12 12 C08 12 cos 12 - - 32' 

N.B.-;-Ji}i!htr of the follnwing questions may b. lak ... i",lead of either of 
the ~uest,om 7, 8, t>r both may b. taktm im!eaJ. of th. t1J!O questions 7 8 but 
C<>nnderably luwer marks will be auigmd 10 them. ' , 

P. In a certein triangle 

AlB 2 
tan 2 = ii' tan 2 = 3' 

C 
find tan 2' and show that a + b = 2 •. 

Q. Find.ll the solutions of the equatiolLl , 

C08 (In + 5y1 = C08 (z - 2y),/ 
tan (z + By) = tan 5y. J' 

-ANALYTICAL GEOllETnr A."D DIFfERENTIAL CAJ.CCLIi~. 

(Two hours.) 

A!lALY'l'ICAL GEOMETRY. 

1.· Find the angle between the straight Jines 
az+by+e=O. a'z+b'y+e'=O. 

Find the equations of the two Jines through the intersection of the liDelt 
'" - 2y + 7 = 0 and 2z - By - 3 = 0 which make an angle of 45° with the 
line y= 2z. 

2. Exprees the ...... of a triangle in terms of the coordinates of its 
-vertices. 

Show that the ...... of the triangle formed by the Jines 

azS + 2bzy + ey" = 0, y = "'" + .. 
. ia fl' (b' - ae)'/(a + 2bm + em'). 

3. Find the coordinates of the pole of the line "" + my = 1 with ~ 
to the eirele ... + !I" = .... 

Find the locua of the po\ee of chords of this eireJe which oubtend a rigM 
angle at the point (h, 1<). 

4. Find the equation of the normal at the point ( ...... 2aeo) of a pa ..... 
bola, and show that, in general. three normals can he drawn from a point to 
the curve. 

Show that, if Q. B are the feet of the normals drawn from a point P of 
the CUl'Ve itself, the line through P and the .. _ meets QB on the 
directriL 

5. Show that the feet of the perpendiculan from a focu.o to the tangento 
of an eIlipee lie on a eire\e. 

Find, in terms of the eooentric angie of the point of contact, the /engCh 
of the chord of this eireJe made by the tangent. 
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DIJ"lOERENTIAL CALCULUS. 

6. Deline the term diJl ... ...tial co.JficifAlt and give a geometrioal inter· 
pretation. . 

Dilferentiate the following functions with respect to '" : 

log sin ../z, tan-l 1 } zI' z'+ .... 

7. Employ Maclaurin's Theorem to lind the general term of the e:<pan· 
.ion of ta.n-1 It in powers of z. 

8. Explain a method of determining the maxima of a function of one 
variable. 

o is a fixed point on a circle, P any point on the circle, and Oy the 
perpendicular from 0 on the tangent at P. Show that the greatest area of 
the triangle OPY is 3';S/Sr of the area of the circle. 

9. Find the equation of the tangent at ('" !I) to the cnrve '" + !I' = ",'. 
Show thet the portion of the tangent intercepted between the coordinate 

""eo is divided at the point of. contact in the ratio fI)' : !I'. 

APPLIED MATHEMATiCS. 

(Two """ro.) 

.8g ....... d paptn', if r.guirsrl, can b. oblained from 1M PrBBirling Ezami1l8T. 

:t 2'A<I accsloratioR due to gravity may b. 10k ... as 32 foof • ..wrrA/. .. "ito.] 
;L. Enunciate and prove the polygon of for ... . 
ABO is an equilateral triangle and D the middle point of BO. Forees 

'Of .. 2, 3, 7 pounds weight act, at a point 0, parallel to AB, BO, OA, AD 
in directions indicated by the order of the letters. Find the magnitude of 
the resultant. 

2. Show that if three forces in a plane keep a ·body at rest, they must 
<>ODOur or be parallel. 

A uniform rod of mass M and length 2c is hung over a peg by .. atring 
()f length 2a attaohsrl to the ends of the rod, and a maas m is affixed to one 
oend of the rod. Show that in equilibri..... the diatanoea of the ends of the 
rod from the peg are all ± ",/(M + "')1, provided ... is not greater than 
Mc/(a -0). 

S. State the laws of friction, including those of limiting frictio:1. 
A aolid sphere has .. line bore made through it along a chord subtending 

an angle 2a at the centre, and is free to move on a vertioal rod fitting 
loosely into the bore. Show that the hall may rest in equilibrium with DO 

further support if the angle of friction> .. 
4. Find the meohanioal advantage of the 8ystem of pulleys in which one 

rope ia ued. 
If there are oil: pulleys in all and a power of 7 lbo. supports a "eight of 

30 lbo., what weight will be supported by a power of 14 lbo. P 
5. Deline...w;.,. velocity. 
Two points are 8imultaneously at A, B, and move with equal Telooities 

towards 0, where the angle OAB is 15° and AOB is a right angle; ahow 
that the least distance between them in the oounoe of their motion ia 'AB. 

6. Deline __ .... and exp1ain how it is atlected by the action of a 
force. 

Find the oollBtant force which will bring to rest in 847 it. " m&88 of " 
ton moving at the rate of 7, mil .. an hour. 

7. Determine the motion of two weights 8U8peDded by a light atring 
over a smooth peg. 

AOB ia a 8tring, Cia" smooth peg, and .. weight of 5 Ibe. is attached at 
A, one of S lbo. at B, and another of S Ibe. botween Band O. If the oyotem 

I 12 
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starts ~m ~ wit!' B 11 ft. above the ground, lind the distance above B 
of the third weight m order that the latter may just reach the ground. 

S. Expla~ the ten:ns kinetic energy and p<nD61'. 

A fire·engme working at " horae.power is pumping .. cnbic feet of water 
per seoond from a pond at a depth d feet belo .. the nozzle of the hose which 
is inclined at an angle. te the horizon. Prove that the jet n... te a'height 

of (~~ - d) sin'. feet. (Assume that 1 cobic foot of water weigha 

1000 ounces.) 

OXFORD IDGHER LOCAL EXAlIINATION. 

July, 1910. 

ASITB.IIBTlc. 

(Two """n.) 

'.0 The fvll1JX1f'kiag mrut be .1wrIm in all ""' ... 
1. How many people could receive £15 61. 54. each out of •• om or 

£1,0729 •. 2d. P 
2. Simplify: 

0) 2L-f: 1+_-= 31 of 1 .... 
11 + 21 - 2,,~ , 

(2) 1'325 of £3 61. 6d. + 3i of £2 3 •. 4<1. 
3. Find the cost of 5 teDB 6 cort. 3 qr. 16 lb. at £9 61. ad. a ten. 
4. At .... hat rate per cent. per aDDum was a money·lender obtain"", 

interest, if he received h. 3d. weekly on a loan of £6 10.. P 
5. Find the length of the side of a eqnare field of area 6; acrea. 
6. The average daily rainfall for one .... eek ...... 0'025 in., and fm- the 

first three days of the next .... eek it ...... 0'531 in. What ...... the average 
rainfall for the next four days. if the daily average for the ... hole fm-tnight 
was 0'184 in. P 

7. A man spent 9 francs 55 centim"" daily for three "' .. 0. Find his 
tetal expenditure in English money, taking £1 = 25 franca 20 centim .... 

S. (1) A tradesman allowed a enatcmer 10 per cent. dillCOllDt on an 
article marked at 20 per cent. above ~ price. What ... 08 his profit per 
cent. l' 

(2) He bought two articles at a tetal cost of £60; one he IOld at .. gain 
of 10 per cent., the ot ..... at a 1088 of 10 per cent., and his total gain "'aa 
£1 50. 6d. Find the cost price of each article. 

9. (I) Find the &Dnual income obtained by inveirting £6,74110 •. in India 
2i per cent. stock at 6!ij. (Negka Iwolrerage.) 

(2) Show that it is Ieso profitable te invest in the above otcck than.in 
India 3 per cent. at 97. 

ALGEBIU. 
(Two M.n.) 

• 0 Cawidaleo aising aI a Pi,.., or IS 8e<oood Cz.... .rut _it qoutioHo 
.. marked fI1itA Aa tuleri61t. 

I. (l) Factorize: 
ok' + 15zy - 4y'; a' - 4.(6 - er; ... + 10z' + 4.9. 

0(2) Up + '1= 1, &bow thatJl + <t + 3pq -1 = O. 
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2. Simplify: 

(1) (p __ 2 )(p __ 2 )(q __ 2 )(q ___ 2_); 
p-l p+l q-l q+l 

(2) __ ~-3z+2 . 
""-7.,.-" + 7 

"3. Find the square root of 

( ... - ~ )'- 4a'(a -1) +~. 
a' a 

4. Solve the equations : 

*(1) I .. - l (4 - z) = 2~ - 3 (" - 2) 
(2) .. '-8y"=3z-5y=1; 
(3) 2" .. + i = .IS" +T 

S. *(1) Square IW - d + ,,-!; 
,,1 20 

(2) U 20 =S+ 75' showthah + .. = 10, 

and find the value of ,,' + 400 . ... 
6. U f(,,) denotes ,,' + P" + q, and if tel) = 7 andf(2) = 16, find the 

numerical values of p and q. . 
7. The cost of the annual dinner of a society was £8. Owing to the 

preasnoe of two guests (who paid nothing), each member present had to pay 
four shillings more than he would have done if none of those present had 
been gueato. How many were present at the dinner P 

S. If Of b, c, d are four quantities in geometrical progression, show that 
(b' + c') (a' - b' + c') = b' (a' + d'). 

9. (1) Find the coefficient of .. ' in the expansion of (1 + ;)'. 
(2) The population of a town of 80.000 inhabitBntB increased almost 

exactly at the rate of S pel' cent. per annum for 10 years.· Then, after 1'8· 
maining stationary for 5 years, it decreased at the same annual rate for 
1& years. Uas the Binomial Theorem to show that the population at the 
end of this period was approximately 78.022. 

10. U" and y repreasnt poeitive rational quantities, show that ... + !I'< 
"'Y+atY. 

11. Show that every oube number is of the form 7", or S ... ± 1. 

12. UP./'. denotosthe .... convergent of a continued fraction, show that 

P./q.-Po_Jq._l=(-I)·/q.q._l. 

GEOli ETR¥. 

(Two Itou .... ) 

* •• Candidalet aim.ing at a Pird or a SeeoM Clan mUlilt omi' ,.,tiona 
. marked unt" an uterisk. 

*1. Show that, if two aides of a triangle are uneqnal, the greater aide 
has the greater angle oppoeite to it. . 

*2. Show that, if the aides of a oonvex polygon are produced in order, 
the BUm of the exterior angles thns formed is eqnal to four right angles. 

One angle of .. pentagon oontsins 140°. U the other angles are all equal, 
find the magnitude of one of them. 

oS. (1) Show that any point which is equidistant from two points .A and 
B lies on the perpendicular bu....1;or of the line An. 
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(2) Make an angle POQ = 35°. In OP, OQ respectively take pointe ..f 
and B ouch that OA = 3 in., and OB = 4'5 in. Find accurately a point X 
which is equidistant fI'Om A and B. and is alao equidistant from the line .. 
OP, OQ. Measure OX in millimetreB. 

4. If ABO is a triangle, and D the middle point at BO, ahow that 
AB + AO' = 2 (AD' + BD'). . 

Find the locus of a point which mov .. in BUch a way that the BUm at th .. 
squares of ite distances from two given pointe 4 in. apart is 26 eq. in. 

5. Take fonr pointe A. B. 0, D at random on a Bheet at paper. 
(1) Assuming that lin .. and angl .. can be accnrately measured. de, 

.cribe two methode at determining (withuIli drONJing II circC.) whether II

circle can be drawn to paee through the fonr pointe. 
(2) Prove the propoBition on which one at yonr methodB depends. 
6. Two circles intersect at A and B. and the tangente to them at A meet 

the cireles again at 0 and D. If the angle CAD is a right angle, ehowthat 
OBD is a straight line. 

7. Show that, if two triangles are equiangular, the aid •• about equal 
angl .. are proportional. 

ABOD i. a quadlilateral: AX drawn pamllel to BO meets BD in X, and 
BY drawn parallel to AD meete AO in Y. Show that XY is parallel to DC, 

B. Show that the ratio at the areas of two Bimilar triangles is equal to 
the ratio of the equaree on oorreBponding BideB. 

9. Show that. if a straight line is perpendicular to each at two straight 
lin .. at their poin. of intersection. it is also perpendicular to the plane iD 
which they lie. 

OXYZ is a tetrahedron such that OX = OY = OZ .... nd OP ia the per
pendicular fI"Om 0 to the plane XYZ. Show that P ia the centre of th .. 
circumcirele of the triangle XYZ. 

PLANE TRIGOliOllETRI', 

(Two hour •. ) 

Logarithm Tabl .. can b. obtained Jrum the Superinleruling Ezaminer. 
1. If the angIe C of a triangle ABO is a right angle, find COOl (oA - 11) 

and Bin i(A - B) in terma at II aud b. 
2. Prove that: 

(1) cos (A - B) = 008 A 008 B + Bin A Bin B when A and Bare &CUu. 
angles; 

(2) tan-I i + tan-' l = i; 
(3) Bin A + Bin B + Bin C = 4 COOl i A 008 t B 008 t C if A + B + U 

= 180°, 
3. A man obeerved the angle at elevation at the top at a tower to b& 

9" 50'. After walking on a horizontal road for three 1Ilinuta. at the rate or 
lonr miles an honr. directly towarde the tower, he lonnd the angle or 
elevation at the top to be 29". Find the height at the tower to the -
foot. 

4. Solve the equations: 
(1) ,.I3sin'+008,=2; 
(2) Bin 30: 008 40: = Bin 2a 008 5.:. 

5. In any triangle prove that: 
(1) r=4BBinIABinUBinjO; 
(2) .. (BinStB + Bins W) + b (oin' W + Bins tA) 

. + c (BinStA + .ins iB) = j (II + b + c). 
6. Two Bidea at a triangle are in the ratio 11 : 17, omd incJnde ... angle 

38", Find the remaiDing angles of the triangle. 
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7. Sum to " terms the series 
0084+0082.+0083.+ .... 

8. Two of the eoeribed circles of the triangle.ABa touch the sides BA 
and aA, produced beyond A, at D and E respectively. Prove that ' 

DE=" .,1(1- sinBsin a). 
9. Prove De Moivre's Theorem. 

Find aJl the roots of the equation'" + 1 = O. 

MEOHANIOS. 
(Two hours.) 

1. If three forces acting in one plane maintain a pal-ticle in equilibrium" 
prove that eacb foros is proportional to the sine of the angle between the 
other two. 
u The resultant of two forces X, Y acting at a point is ! Y perpendicular 

to the line of action of X. Find the angle at which the £01"oes act, and the 
ratio of X to Y. 

2. A rectangular column ·15 ft. high and 3 ft. square, composed of 
material weighing 120 lb. per cubic foot, is resting on the ground. What I 
horizontal foros applied perpendicular to a vertical face at its middle point 
will oause the oolumn to begin to tilt about the lower horizontal edge of the. 
opposits face, the ground being eo rough that the column does not slide P 

3. A rod AB of weight W hanging by a string attached to it at A·18 
drawn from the vertical by a force acting horizontally on B and equal to· 
one-third of the weight of the rod. Find the tension of the string. and the 
tangent of the angle which it makes with the vertical when the rod is in the 
position of equilibrium. 

4. ABaD is a rectangula>' sheet of lead having its sides AB and Ba 2 ft; . 
long and 4ft. long respectively. Through 0, the oentre of the rectangle,' 
OL and OM are drawn parallel to AB and AD respectively. and the lJOrtion 
OLaM is out off. Show that the oentre of gravity of the remainder i. 
distant I .,Int. from' A. 

5. Two particles of mass .... m' respectively are oonnectsd by a light 
inextensible string, the first particle is placed on a rough inolined plane 
(ooeffioient of friotion =,.) and the string after paeeing over a pulley at the 
top of the plane supports the second which hangs freely. Show that the 
first partiale will move upwards if . 

m' ->,.OO8,+ain' 
mJ 

where. is the inolination of the plane to the horizontal. 
6. A partiole is projeotsd upwards at the same instant that another is 

let faJl from a point vertioaIly above it. the partiales meet aftar 2 seoon<1s 
and the one Pl"Ojeotsd upwards is then moving twioe &8 fast &8 the other. 
Find the original distanoe between the particl ... 

7. Two smooth rods are rigidly joined at A so as to inalude a right angle 
and bed in a vertical plane with A upwards. Two rings start simultane. 
ously to slide from A down the rods. Show that after any time the diatsnce 
between the rings is equal to the vertical distance either would have faJlen 
freely in the time. . 

8. Over a smooth pulley which is at a height 2" above a table passea a 
cord with masses M and .. at its ends. On the table vertioaIly belo ... WI ia 
.. body of mass M - OR attached to '" by another oord of length Ia. If ... is 
held at a height lla above the table and the system is then let go. 

(1) find the acceleration of .. before the sooond string becomes tight, 
(2) deoeribe oarefully bo~ the effect on the velocity of ... of the jerk 

.. hen the seoond string beoomes tight and the effect produced on the acceler· 
ation of til by the mass M - m, 
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(3) lind the final velocity of m. 
(M descends clear of the table.) 

9 .. :rwo masses of SIb. and SIb. moving in opposite directions with 
veloCItIes of 12 ft. per second and 3 ft. per second respectively come into 
direct collision. H. = 5. find the velocities after impact. 

COSIeS. 

(Two 1 .. ,,,,,.) 

1. PN is an ordinate of a parabola. S the focua. and A the vertex; 
prove that PN'= 4..AS.AN. 

A chord drawn through A parallel to the tangent at P meets P N in 
Q. Find the looUB of Q. 

2. H a chord P F of an ellipse meets a directrix in E. and S i. the corre
sponding focua, prove that SE bisects the exterior angle between SP 
and SF.' . 

3. H the sides of a parallelogram touch an ellipse. prove that the 
diagonaIa are conjugate diametel'8 of the ellipae. 

4. Find the equation of the straight line joining the points (a, 3a), 
(- 3a. 6a). and the length of the perpendicular on it from the origin. 

5. Find the equation of the tangent to the circle z' + 1f = ,.. at the 
point (a COB 9, a.in 9). 

Find the eqoations of the tangente to the cirele ,.. + 'I' = 9 that are 
parallel to the line 3 .. + 4y = O. 

6. What do the following equations repreaent P 
(1) "'11- 2..= 0; (2) ... + '1'- s.. - 4y + 13= O. 

7. Through the point (10, 0) is drawn any line to meet the parabola 
y' = 4. "'" in the pointe p. F and N, N' are the feet of the ordinates from 
P, F. Show that AN. AN' = 10' where A is the origin of co-ordinates. 

S. Sho .... that the locus of the middle points of the portions of tangents 
... 'I' . /I' b' 

to iii - b' = 1 cut off by the lUes IS the corve;.s - iI = 4. 

OXFORD AND CAlWHIDGE SCHOOI.B EXAlIIXATION 
BOAUD. 

July 1910. 

ARIl'IIMETIC. 

Pass Paper If»' Higher' Certifieate8. 
(Pu-o ltoun.) 

S" Nute afln Quatimo lL 
GBlIBBAL PAPBB. No. 2.-QuMiou 1-7 aud A-D. 

1. Find the difference between ,'r of £67 5 •. 21d. and , of £30 91. Sid, 
2. Find the prime factors of 1'';2, 4284, and 1666, and lind their L.C ••• 

88 a product of prime factors. 
3. Find the value of ('51)'.;- 'O~ to three placea of decimals. 
4. Simplify the exp.-ion 

• ll+_i_l 
H H 
i~ _ i + 1 
Ii Ii 
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5. Th. outside dim.nsions of a box without a lid are 3 ft. 2 in. long, 
2ft. 6 in. broad, and 2 ft. 5 in. in height, and the materia.! of the bOl[ is 1 ineh 
thick. What is the inside content of the box in cubio feet P 

6. A >;nan's ea.rned income is £540 on which he pays Incom. tax at th6 
rate of'9el. in £1, his incom. from investments is £420 on which h. pay. 
Incom. Tax at the rate of lB. 2d. in £1. What is his n.t income after 
d.duoting Income Tax P 

7. On. olock gains 1 minute a day and another loses 25 seconds a day. 
They are both set to the tlUe tim. at noon on January lst. On what day 
will th.y differ by 1 hOUl' P 

8. A man .pend. two equa.! sums in buying two stocks, one at 93 and the 
other at·104. Afterward. h. sella the stocks at 96 and 103 respectively. 
What is his gain p.r cent. on his total original outlay P 

9. What sum of money, to the nearest pound, paid at once is equival.nt 
to three sums each of £200 paid one at the end of 1 year, the second at the 
end of 2 years, and the third at the end of S years, allowing 4 per cent. 
compound interest payable annually P 

10. A rectangular deld is twice as long as it is broad, and its area is 
2 acres 2200 sq. yards. Find its length to the nearest foot. 

11. In a certain election there were both men and women quaJilied to 
vote, the number of women being 10 pel' cent. less than the number of men. 
Of the m.n 47 p.r o.nt. voted fo,' candidate A, 43 pOl' cent. for candidate B, 
and the remainder did not vote. Of the wom.n 86 per c.nt. voted for A, 
41 per o.nt. fo,' B, and the remainder did not vot.. The successful candi
date had a majority of 75. How many votee did each candidate g.t P 

[Candidate./or Ce,·tiji<at •• may.ub.titute any uu",bsr 0/ tke/ollowing 
q .... ti .... lor '''' equal ",,",ber 0/ the questio". 8-11, but lower m .... '" a.e 
assigned to tksm.] . 

A. Find in yards the difference between 5 miles and 8 kilom.tI .... 
(1 m.tI'O = 39'37 inohes.) 

B. A man boITOws £250 011 the 27th May at 41 p.r cent. interest per 
annum and repays it with interest on lsI. January following. How muoh 
interest does h. pay P 

O. How many revolutiona does a bicyol. wheel of 28 inches diamet.r 
make per mil. P 

(Take the circumf.rence of a oircl. as y times its diametel·.) 
D. A train starts at 10.5 a.m. 8Jld reach .. a station 90 miles away at 

11.45 a.m. If it tI'avela at a uniform rate, at what time does it pas. a 
.tation 72 mil .. fl'Om its starting point P 

ALGEBRA. 

Pass Papel' for Higher Certifieates. 
(TlDo and a half Ioour8.) 

NOTII.-(l) In ordor to " .... in Ekmentary Mat/osmaties, Candidat .. 
.... st .~, the Emami,,"" in Part I. 

(2) In order to 1'<111 in Additional Matlosmal1C1. Candidat ........ t .atish 
th. Emami,,"" ito PMt. I. aOO II. taken tog.tloer. 

GIIIIIIl&.6.L PUJI&, No. S.-Q .... n.... 1~, 7,-12. 
GIINIl&.6.L PUJI&, No .•. -Quean .... 1~, A-D. 

PART I. 
1. Find the value when II = 2t, 6 = - 2, • = t, of 

... II' + "' __ 
~+~~ ~ ~+~~+~ ~-~~+~ 
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2. Expl ..... as a single fnoction 

1 S 2 
(1 + ,o)' + 1 :....:. 2.1' i +-.. 

and simplify the expression 

: (Z)' - (~)' IlZ - ~l 

3. Multiply s..o + 210 - S by 2z' + z' + " 
and divide 4( .. - y)' - 27zy' by (210 + 'I)'. 

<l Solve the equations: 

.. -1 Sa.-I 
(1) 210 + 1 = 6Z ..:. S' 

(2) a( .. ~ 4'f' + 1>(" - b)'= (4 + b) ( .. - .. ) (. - b), 

(3) 3z' + zy = 24, 210 + Sy = 1. 

5. Draw on the same scale (1 inch as unit of "and !/) and with the &ame 
ax ... the graphs of the equations 

y='" and 2,+ .. =,. 
What quadratic equation is 80IYed by the in~na of th_ two 

graphs P Obtain ita solution as accurately as yon can from the grapJw and 
yerify it by an algebraic BOlution. 

6. A man who is wa1king from ,j to B, " distance of 221 miIee, meeta at 
the end of ,honnt a man .... ho baa been wa1king for 8 honro from B to L 
Were they each walking • quarter of • mile an hoar faster they would meet 
a quarter of an hour sooner. At "hat rates .... they wa1kingP 

[PM/ollotDing q-"_ ..... 10 be tJttempUd OIlLY by Cawdid .. fM/t1J' Cwfifi
CtJI .. ,.1&0 do _or tJttempl Pm II.) 

A. Factoriae: 
(1) 12(z' - y') - 7zy, 

(2) (el - b)' - (4 - b). 

B. Find the quotient and remainder "hen .,. - s.. + 2 is divided by 
".+_-2-

C. Sol ... the equatiODll : 

(1) 3tJz' + "- - 3bz - ~ = 0, 

{-+'-"-' (2) .. - -.-' 

s.. + S, = ('":+ b)e. 

D. Show that the sum of any four conseeuti... nnmben io eqnaI to the 
clilftuence between the product of the two greatest of the nnmben and the 
prodnot of the two bet.. 

p~"." IT. 

7. Find $be C!OIldmon ~ the roota 01 the eqnatioD caz' + 2!e + • = 0 
ohooId be reaJ. 
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If the roots of this equation 0.1" rea.l. show that the roots of the equation 
a"" + 2abz + 2b' - ac = 0 a,,, imaginary. 

8 . .A. man bought 16 oigars of one kind and ~ of a more e"Pensive kind 
and paid altogether 14 shillings. If for the SIUlle money he had bought. 
only the more e"Pensive kind. he would have obtained 7 less than if he had 
bought only the cheap,\" kind. What W88 the co.t of a cigar of each kind P 

9. Interpret the expreesion a i. and justify your interpretation. 

Divide at - oafbl + 12b' by at + 3bl . 
10. Show that log ..... = log ... + log ... 

Find the value of V'0321 x 3'753 + 1,1'1582. 

11. Find the BUm of .. term. of the progression 

(I, ar, art:, .... 

If II is the first term of the above pl'Ogt ..... ion. and b is the eecond term. 
and • is the last term. show that the sum is equal to (be - a')/(b - a). 

Ho .... many terms of the progree.ion 1. 1'2. 1'44 .... muet be taken to 
secure that the BUm shaJl exceed 400 P . 

12. Draw the graph of H'" - s..) and find its gradient at the point 
where" = -1'0. 

Employ the graph to obtain approximately the roote of the equation 
.,..- s.. -1 =0. . . 

GEOMETRY. 

Pas8 Paper for Higher Oertificates. 

(Tw. and a half 11 ....... ) 

Non. (1) In ............ ng q .... li .... 1. 2. 8 and 9 Candidat .. ""'" .tal .. 
briefly." .. ordo ""'" Ills probillm .... !"..,. 

(2) rn ordor I. pan ." EletrlllAta,,!/ Malllsmali ... Candidat .. ... ",t .alUfy 
Ills Boami ...... in • and fl. 

(8) rIO ardor to pan i .. Addilional Maillemalict. Candidates "'''''' IGtiafy 
Ills Boam; ...... OR Ih • .. h.lo pat-". 

GENERH PAPER, No.2. 

1. Draw .. straight line 6 inch.. long and divide it ...... ....w., by ... 
geometrioal construotion into two parts which are in the ... tio of 8 to S. 

S. D ....... rhombus of .... hich one side is 0 om. and of which the _ is 
17 sq. om. Measure its ",ute augle. 

8. Oonstruot .. quadrilateraJ ABCD in which AB is 2 inches, BO is 1'5 
inches, CD is 8 inch ... DA is 2'5 inch .. and the augle ABC is 106". 

Oonstruot .. square equa1in ...... to this quadrilateraJ and measure the 
leugth of its side. 
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p. 

4 . .dBC and DEP al'e two triangles in which .dB ia equal to DE the 
angle .dBC is equal to the angle DEF, and the angle B.dC is equal ~ the 
angle EDG. Show that the side .dC is equal to the side DF. 

Il we were given that .dB is equal to DE, the angle .dBC equal to the 
angle DEF, and the side .dC equal to the side DF, show that the angle B.dC 
will not necessarily be equal to the angle EDF. 

5. Show that the opposite sid .. and angles of a parallelogram are equal. 
O.et and OB are two given intersecting straight lines; show how to draw 

a straight line in a given direction to meet O.d at P and OB at Q 10 that 
PQ i. a given length. 

6 . .dBC is a triangle in which B.dC is an obtuse angle. Show that the 
equare on BC exceeds the sum of the equar .. on .dB and .dC by twice the 
rectangle C.d . .A.M, where M is the projection of B on .dC. 

State the corresponding theorem for the case in which the angle B.dC 
is acute. . 

In a quadrilateral .dBCD, if the sum of the "'Iuares on .dB and CD i. 
equal to the snm of the equa ..... on BC and .dD, ahow that .dO mWlt be 
perpendicnlar to BD. 

7. Show that the angle which an arc of a circle subtenda at the centre is 
double that which it subtenda at any point on the remaining part of the 
cil'cumference. 

Two circles intersect at .d and B and a chord through .d meets one of 
them again at P and the other at Q. H C is the centl'" of the circle on 
which P lies and D the centre of the circle on which Q lies, .how that CP 
and DQ intersect on the circle which can be descril .. d through B, C, and D. 

8. H two chords of a circle intersect outside the circle. the rectangle 
contained by the parts of the one is equal to the rectangle contained by the 
parts of the other. 

o is a point on a circle and XY is a fixed atraight line at right angJeo to 
the diameter through O. A atraight line drawn throullh 0 meets the 
eircle again at P and XYat Q, and the diameter through 0 meets the circle 
again at.d and XYat B. Show that the rectangle OP . OQ is equal to the 
rectangle O.d . OR. 

y. 

9. Show that the locus of a point at which a circle suhtends a given angle 
is a concentric circle. (The angle aubtended by a circle at a point io that 
angle between the tangente drawn to the circle from the point in which the 
circle lies.) 

Dra ... two intersecting circJeo whose radii are three inches and one inch. 
Find by meana of a carefully drawn figure two points lying on the otraight 
line joining their intersoections, at each of which the larger circle oubtenda 
an angle of 1200; and find the angles which the sma1Jer circle oubtenda at 
these points. 

10. Sbow that a otraight line drawn parallel to one aide of a triangle 
divides the other two sides proportionally. . 

.dB is a otraight line bisected at C; an eqnilatera1 triangle .dBD io 
described on .dB, and on .dC and CB, on the side of .dB remote from D, 
eqniIetera1 triangJeo .dCE and CBP are described. Show that DE and DF 
trisect .dB. 

11. Show that the ratio of the areaa of similar triangles io equal to the 
ratio of the equares on corresponding sides. 

From a point P on the side BC of a triangle .dBC, PM is drawn parallel 
to.dB to meet .dC·at M and PH io drawn parallel to.dC to meet.dB at H. 
Show that the area of the triangle HPC is a mean proporti<,ual to the areao 
of the triangleo NPB and MPC. 
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STATIOS AND DYNAMIOS. 

For Higher Certificates. 
(Two and a half Ho "'·B.) 

NOTll.-(I) In order to pa .. in Additional .Watk .... ti .. , a Candidat. 
mud .atiaty the &"minerB .;thM in Part I. or i" Part 11. 

(2) Diati ... tion in Mathem"tics will depend up'" Ihp C.,,,Uilat.'B ... ork itt. 
both PartB. 

(S) S •• ""tea o,fter q .... ti .... 6 and 12. 

PART I. STATICS. 

1. A .. uming the paraJlelo~ of forces, prove the polygon of forces, 
which givee the resultant of s.ny number of forces acting at a point. 

Three forces of 10 lbo., 50 lbo., 90 lbo. weight act at a point, the angl .. 
between the directions of s.ny two forces boing 120°. Find the magnitnd .. 
of their reaultant, s.nd the angle its direction makes with that of the greatest 
force. 

2. A light rod is pivoted at a point batween its ends at distances tJ and 
b from them, and is kept in equilibrinm by two forces acting at its end •• 
Find the relation botween the forces (i) when they act at right augl .. to th .. 
rod, (ii) when the forces are at right angle. to one another, one making an 
angle of 60° with the rod, and the other an angle of Soo. 

A uniform ladder 24 feet long and weighing 60 lbo. reets againat the top 
of a wall with 8 feet projecting boyond the wall. How far up the Iadde.· 
maya boy weighing 100 lbo. safely ascend, provided that the ladder does 
not .lip P 

S, A body is placed on a .. ngh plane inclined to the horizonta.! at an. 
angle., Show that it can remain in equilibrinm if the coefficient of friction. 
is greater than tan ., 

u • is 60° and the coefficient of "friction is 1 .IS; prove that no horizon
ta.! force however great cs.n move the 'body up the plane, 

4, Prove that s.ny force in the plane of a triangle can be replaced by 
three forces· acting along the sidea of the triangle, 

U the triangle is equilata.ro.l and the force is parallel to the base at th .. 
same di.tance from it ... the vert"" and on the opposite side, find the three 
equivalent forces along the sidea of the triangle, 

5, Show that .. aystem of forces in a plane can bo redue&d to a singl .. 
force acting at a given point and to a couple, 

ABCD is a square with a side of 1 foot, Forces of 'lbo" 7 lbo" 4 lbo, 
weight act along AC, CD, DB respectively in the directions AC, CD, DB, 
Find the single force at A and the collple, which are equivalent to this 
.ystem of forces, 

6, The framework ABCD consists of five rods smoothly jointed, the 
length of AD, DB, and DC baing 4 feet, 6 feet, and 9 feet reepective1y, A. 

B 

A,L-______ ~D~ ______________ ~C 

t! t 
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weight of 130 lbs. is supported at D and the framework is supported at A 
and C. Find, graphically or otherwise, the tension or compre.sion in each 
rod. 

(One (or both) oj th. questions A and B MAY b. substitutedjor one (or ItDo) oj 
the q .... tions 4, 5, 6, but lower marks are assigned to them.] . 

A. Find the centre of gravity of a uniform triangular plate. 
If the triangle is equilateral, of 3 foot side and weighs 36 lbs., how far 

will the centre of g.'avity of the triangle with a 12 lb. weight at one vertex 
be from the centre of gravity of the triangle alone P 

B. Define the moment of a force about a pOint and show that the 
moment may be represented by a certain area. 

A uniform beam 20 feet long and weighing 100 lbs. is supported at ita 
.,nd.. If weights of 80 lbo., 40 lbo., and 50 Ibs. are placed on the beam at 
distances of 6 ft., 8 ft., and 12 ft. from one end, lind the pressure on each 
support. 

PART II. DYNAMICS. 

7. Define unHorm aooeleration and prove the formula 

_=ut+ IjP. 

If a particle is projected with a velocity of 20 feet per second and if there 
is a constant retardation of If feet per second per second, after what time 
will it return to its initial position P 

8. Show how Newton's law connecting momentum and force ensbl.. us 
to define a unit of force. 

A train, whose mass is 240 tons. increases its speed from 15 miles an 
hour to 45 mil .. an hour in 44 seconds. If the pull of the engine on the 
train is constant during this time, find the magnitnde of the pull in tons 
weight. 

9. Two masses til. and m' moving with velocitiee tf and tI in the lI&IDe 
direction along the aame straight line impinge and afterwards move aa one 
mass. Find the 'l'elocity after impad. 

Show that the Ioas of kinetic energy at the impact is 

mm' , ___ - , ( .. - fI)'. 
m+m 

A bnllet, of mass ~ OZ., is fired with a horizontal 'l'elocity of 1,800 feet 
per second into a Dl888 of 10 lbo. and becomes imbedded in it. If this DWIO 

was hanging at the end of a string, lind the energy 100 at the impact in 
foot pounds. 

10. A tug tows & ship at a rate of 7 i miles an hour and thia requjreoo 200 
horae-power in addition to what ia required to keep the tag itseH maTing at 
that rate. Find the tension of the cable by which the ship ia towed. 

11. A body projected with a eertain 'l'elooity reach .. the grmmd again 
at a distance of 1,000 feet in 8 seconds. With what 'l'elocity and at .,..hat 
angle 11'&8 it projeeted P . 

Two bodies are projeeted from a point on a hillaide. one up the hill and 
one down the hill. If the two velocities of projection are the oame and each 
body is projected in a direction which makes 45° with the hori_taJ. 
show that, if the inclination of the hillside with the horizontal ia IS', the 
rang<> of the one body on the hillside is ..Iii timea that of the other. 

12. Prove that the total change of velocity, for • point mo'I'ing unHormIy 
in a circle, as it I""""'" from a position P to a position Q. is at. right IIIIgl .. 
to the chord PQ and is represented in magnitude by PQ, on the ~ on 
which the radius lep1esentsthi! 'l'eIocity at P. 
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Two bodi .. of mas ... 7 lbs. and 3 lb •. are connected by a string 5 feet 
long. If each moves in a circle on a smooth table with the string tight, find 
the mdins of the path of each. 

[One (or both) of th. questions C and D MAY be substituted for .... (or MO) of 
tho q .... tions 10, 1l, 12, but lower ... arks are assigned to th ..... ] 

C. A body projected vertioaJly upwards reaches a maximum height- of 
100 feet. What is the velocity of projection P At what tim .. is it at a 
height of 50 feet. 

D. A mas. of 40 lb •. i. moved on ... mooth table by a horizonto.! force of 
2 lbs. weight. With what acceleration doe. it move and how. many foot 
pounds of work are done in thefu .. t second of the motion P 

STATIOS ·AND DYNAMIOS. 

(Compound Paper.) 

For Highm' ·Oertificates. 
(Pwo and a haif hour •. ) 

1. Show how to find the ·components of a force along two given lines 
(not n ..... arily at. right angles), through a point on the line of action of 
the force. 

ABC is a triangle and D is a point in BC suoh that 
.. BD· = mDC. 

Show that a foroe along .A.B equal to fi.A.B and a force along .A.C equal to 
mAC have a resultant along AD equal to 

(m + n) .A.D. 
2. If three coplanar fOreell acting on a body", .. in equilibrium, show that 

either they are parallel or they meet in a point and are p",· .. llel and propor
tional to the aides of a triangle. 

A. uniform rod is in equilibrium, with one end pivoted on the ground, in 
a position making an angle of 4,')0 with the horizontal. The upper end of 
the rod is supported by a string at right angles to the rod. Prove that the 
reaction at the ground i. equal to ,.15 times the tension of the string. 

S. Show how to find the position of the centre of gravity of a number 
of bodies, whon the mass and the position of the oentt .. of gravity of each 
is known. . 

A triangle .A.BC is right.angled at B and has .AB = 2 feet, BC = 3 feet. 
On .A.B and BC squares are de&01'ibad which lie outside the triangle. If a 
body of uniform thiokness haa the ehape of the figUl" so formed, find the 
distance of its centre of gravity from .AB. 

4. Two light rods AC and BC are jointed at C and the ends .A. and B are 
jointed to fixed supports on the .&lne level, so that .ABC forms an equi
lateral triang~ in a vertical plane. A weight of 6 lb. hang. from C. Find 
by moments or otherwi.e the horizontal and vertical componants of the 
reaction at the hinge at B. 

5. A body of weight W rests on a rough plane of inolination a, the co
e/lioient of friotion between the body and the plane being " (<: tan a). Find 
the least force parallel to the plane which will move the body (i) up the 
plane, (ii) down the plalle. 

Two weights, Wand W, oonnected by a string, rest in limiting equili
brium on a rough plane of. inclination 405°. W and W' are on a line of 
greatest .Iope, W being below W. . The ooe/Iioieqt of friotion between Wand 
the plane i. t and tbe coeffioient of friotion between W and the plane is 2. 
Prove that W = II W'. 

6. A fr&lnework is formed as follows .-.A.B, Be, CD, DA .... four equal 
rods, and the angle B.A.D is 60°, BE and DE are two equal rods at right 
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angles to .AB and .AD. and a rod joins a and E. At.A and a there act 
equal and opposite foroes of 10 lb. Find. graphicslly or otberwioe. the 
stress in each of the rods, distinguishing between tension and compression. 

B 

c 

• 

7. State and prove the theorem known as the parallelogram of 
velocities. 

All airship can 1Iy at a rate of 8 miIes an hour relatil'ely to the wind. 
Show by a diagram the region on the level of the airship which oonteina aU 
the positions which can be reached by the airship when the l'elocity of the 
wind is 12 miles an hour. 

S. Three particles of weights 2, 3, and 4 lb. lie togethet on • omoath 
table. The firet and second particles are connected by an inelastic string 
1 foot long, and 80 are the eecond and the third. The firet particle ia 
started along the table with a l'eJooity of 10 feet per eecond. When and 
with what l'elocity does the last particle begin to move P 

9. A body is projected with l'eJooity Y in a direction making an angle. 
with the horizontal Find the greateet height that it reaches and its hori· 
zontal range. 

H a body is projected with horizontal l'eJooity 150 feet per second and 
with l'erticall'elocity 100 feet per eecond, draw a ~ to ohow ito pooi. 
tion at the end of each of the firet 6 aeconds after proJectiOlL 

10. H a body maYes in " circle of radino ~ with 1inear velocity ~, prove 
that its acceleration is directed to the centre of the circle, and is of magni • 

... tnde- . 
~ 

A body of weight 10 lbe. mov .. on a omooth table in a circle at the end 
of a string 3 feet long, .... hich can stsnd • tension of 2 Ibo. weight, the other 

. end of the string being attached to a point on the table. What ;. the 
greatest number of revolutions which the body can make per minute with-
6Dt~thestring? I 

TRIGONOIIETRY. 

For Higher Certifieatu. 
(Tt«> lwton.) 

NO'l'II • .A PaM i • .Atlditioaal JfaJM.alia ....., be __ ~ (i) .aJUf
,...., ...".10 .. p"re I, ar (ii) .aJUftJdoory ...,..10 .. P"rlo I .... ll, '" (iii) 
...nqtJdoory """I: ... tloe v:lwk paper. . 
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-.- • N.B. Oandid"t .. who t<lk. P".t III .... ••• ommended to "",it Pm I alld 
'lu .. ti ... 7 of Pm II until they have att.mpted the oth •• que.ti ..... 

GENBRAL PAPBR, No. 2.-Questions 1-10. 

PJ.BT I. 

1-. Give a definition of cos 9 that holds for all angles from 0° to 1800
• 

Show that COB (180° - 9) = - oos 9. 
2-. Show that sec' 9 = 1 + tan' 9. 
Draw the graph of 1 + sin 3 .. °, where .. lies between 0 and 60. 
3-. Construot an ""ute angle whose cotangent is 2, an obtuee angle 

whose .ine is -8, and an obtuee angle who.e secant is - 3-5. M .... m ... the.e 
angles sa accurately sa you can with the protracto,·, and verify your results 
by means of tabl ... 

'-. (i) Verify that 30°, 45°, and 60° are solutions of the equation 
sin8z+cos3z=2cos2z. ,. 

(li) Show that 
(cosec A + sec A)' + (00""; A - sec A)' = 2 coseo' A (3 seo' A - 2). 

li-. Show that in an obtnse.angled triangle 
sinA. . BinB sin a 
-,,- = -b- = -0-' 

A mll.ll obeervea that the a.ngu1ar elevation of the foot of a tower on a 
distant hill .ide is ., and that the angular elevation of the top of the tower 
is II, and he knows that the height of the tower is 10 feet. Show that his 
horizontal distance from the towel' is 

h co .. COB /I co.ec (/I - .). 

PJ.BT II. 

6. Draw tho graph of cot ",0 between the valu .. - 180 and + 180 of .. , 
tsking the unit of .. to be h inch and the unit of y to be one inoh. 

Find an &Oute angle to .... tiofy the equation .. = 60 cot ",0. 

7-. Show that 
sin (A - B) = .inA COBB - .in Bcos A, 

taking A and B to be &Outs angles of which A is the gI ..... ter. 
If tan oJ = 10 tan (A - .. ), show that 

(k - 1) sin A = (10 + 1) Bin (20; - A). 
Use thia reault and tabl .. to solve the equation 

tan .. = \I tan (50° - .. ). 
8. In the triangle in which" = 72 feet, B = 40°, and 0 = 55°, lind •. 
9. Find in termo of a, b, and c the radius of the. oirole esoribed to the 

aide BC of the triangle ABC. 
If I, is the centre of thia oircle, show that 

aAI,' - bBl,' - .01,' = abc. 
10. AB is .. diameter of .. circle whose ';"ntre is 0; on AB an equiJatsral 

triangle ABC is described, and a point D is taken in AB such that 7 BD = 
2AB; CD is produced beyond D to meet the oircle at E. Show that 
tan ADC = 7 .t:f. and that Bin OED = 3 "52. 

Hence, or otherwise, show that the error wilde in taking the arc BE to 
be one-seventh of the circumference of the circle is 1ess than '2 per cent. 

A 1S9\S K K 
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PART m. 
11. The lengths of the aides AB, BC, CD, DA of a qnadrilateral ABCD, 

in which AB is parallel to CD. are ", b, c, tl respectively, and c is greater 
than ... Show that the area of the qnadrilateral is eqnal to 

{ G ~ :) .v(b + c + tl aHa + b +tl c)(b + c a tl)( <i + c .. 6j: 

12. Sum to " terms the aeries 

COB. + C08 C. + IJ) + cos C. + 2IJ) + cos C. + 31l) + .... 
Show that the arithmetic mean ot the aqnarea descrihed on the distances 

of .. fixed point from the corners of a regular polygon inscrihed in a giveu 
circle is the same, whatever the number of aides of the polygon and ito posi
tion in the circle. 

13. Show that for all values of 01 one value of tan-Iz is 

1 l+k 
2i log 1 - k' 

14. Resolve into real factors .,.. + "., where "is • positive integer and .. 
and a are real, distinguishing hetweeu the cases of " odd and " even. 

Show that COl + ..,t1 - .,.)"+1 + COl - ,.If - Z')'"+I 

2HI( .... . ... ) (~ ... --_ .... ) = cos '2- - am 2- zn ..- - sec ~l""'- ~ +'2 ' 
where .. has the values I, 3, 5, ... 2.. - 1. 

AwEBRA. 

Distinction Paper. 

For Higher Certificates. 
C 2'wo """ .... ) 

1. U 2B = a + b + c, prove that 
C, - a)'+ C, - b),+ C, - c)' - 3C' - a)(. - bC' -.c) 

• 

= j Cal + b' + t1 - 3abc). 
U "'+ 11 + 1=0 ahmr that 

..... + by" + ... + 2/,. + 2ga + 2,..., 
can he written in the form pz' + Qr.t + M where P, Q. B are independent 
of Z, y. s. 

2. Solve the equations 
5'" - .="4, 
, ... -,.=163. 

3. U b and c are uneqnal and if 

and 
theu will 

p(a' + b') + a'l>' + ab + 1:= 0, 
p( .. ' + c') + a'o' + /JC + 1 = 0, 
p(b' + c') + bOo' + be + 1 = 0, 

provided ,.' = ,. + 1. 
4. U A and B are two polyuomiala in " ... hOOM! B.C.I'. ia G, obow ~ 

polyuomiala L and M can he f01lDd IUCh that 
LA+MB=G. 

Find the polyuomiala L and M of lowest degree which ak.iBfy the 
nation 

eq p+~L+P+"'+~M=L 
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5. Develop' .. method ,by 'Which .. 'sum "",,,',be found ,for' the .eri .. 
I' + 2' + ... + ,,' where .. is .. positive integer. 

Evaluate 
1.3.5 + 2.4.6 + 3.5.7 + ... tontermll.· 

P Ill 
6. If.!! is the nth convergent of ~ +' '~+ - +' " show that 

q,. aJ - a: ~ '.~. 

p = a"pH_l + !',,-s and that q" = ""q'I--I~+ q,J-2' 
1 1 1 1. ' 

Show that the 2nth convergent of ii + b + a + b + ... 18 the same as the 

.. th convergent of 
b 1 1 1 

(ab + 1) - (ab + 2) - (ab + 2l-(ab +2) .... ' 
, 1 

7. If 1/ = II +, prove that 
" 

1/, 1, 0, 0 = ( ... _~) /'(" _ !). 
1, 1/, 1, 0 OJ' " 
0. 1. 'H. 1 
0, 0, I, 1/ 

8. Explain what is meant by the convergence of a 881i.. and find any 
test for the convergence of a eeriesof positive terms. 

Emurlne the convergence of ~ +{. + ~ + .... , 

9. Explain Rorner's method of csJonlating, the )ooote, of an ,algebraical 
equation nmnerioally. ' 

Find to two plaoee of decimsJs the root of .,. - ,5" ~ 3 = 0 which Ii ... 
between 2 and S. , ', 

10. If. is .. root of'" + PrIll + 9', = 0 and fl a root,of 
... +p,ro +9'.= 0, 

find the equation whose rootAI are the four possible value., of .fl. 

p 1) REG E 0 MET R Y. 

Distinction Paper. 

FcYl' Higher Certifieate8. 
(TlDoh ....... ) 

1. Sh"w that the rectangle oontained by the sides n and .AO of .. 
triangle .ABO is equsJ to that oontained by the perpendioular drawn from 
.A to BO and the diameter of the oircle oironmaoribing the triangle. 

Two ciroles touch <>ne of their oommon tangents at the points P and Q 
and one of the pointAI of intersection of the two oirol.. is the point .A. 
Show that the diameter of the circle eiromnaoribing the triangle P.AQ is a 
mean proportiousJ to the diametera of the two eiroles. 

2. A straight line meets the aides BO, O.A. n of a triangle .ABO in the 
pointAI P, Q. B respectively. Show that 

BP. OQ • .AB = OP • .AQ.BR. 
The radii of three airclee Olt Ct , CJ• are ~h t"tt t", respectively. 8. is the 

external oentre of similitude of a, and Os. So that of C, and C .. and S, that 
of C, and 0

" 
Show that S,S,S, are oollinear. 

Show also that S,S, _ S,S, = SIS, . 
".(r, - r,) r,(r. - rl) r.(rl-r.) 

X It 2 
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3. Show that the lengths of the tangents drawn to two circl .. from any 
point on a circle coaml with them are in a constant ratio. 

One circle completelyenclosee another and L is that one of their limiting 
points which is ineide both circlee. A variable chord PQ of the firat circle 
is a tangent to the second. Show that the straight line joining L to the 
point of contact bisecta the angle P LQ and that the lacne of the centre of 
the circle inscribed in the triangle P LQ is a circle. 

4. Show that two intersecting curves, not neoeaaarily in the same plane, 
intereect at the same angles ae their inveraee with respect to any point. 

Two circles, not neceeaarily in the same pIane, intereect at the points .d 
and B. Any point P is taken on the circnmference of one of the circl .. 
and any point Q on that of the other. Show, by inversion with respect to 
...t or in any other manner, that the circles APQ and BPQ intersect at the 
&&me angles ae the other two circIea. 

5. From a point P of a parabola, of which the vertex is .d, a perpendicular 
PN is drawn to the axis. Show that the rectangle contained by AN and 
the latna·rectnm is equal to the square on P N. 

If PN produced meets the parabola again at P' and from Q. any point 
of the parabola, QM is drawn perpendicular to P P', show thst the rectangle 
PM. MP' varies as QM. 

6. From a focne 8 of a central conic a perpendicular is drawn to &Dy 
tangent to the conic. Show that the locne of the foot of this perpendicular 

..is a circle. 
A system of conieo have the same foci, Band H. Show that the en· 

velope of the tangents drawn to them at their intersections with a Sud 
,etraight line through 8 is a parabola of which H is the focus and the Sud 
. .straight line the directrix. 

7. Show that the area of the triangle formed by the 88ymptotee of an 
.hyperbola and any tangent is constant. 

A tangent to an hyperbola meets the asymptotes in the points P and Q . 
. The circle on PQ 88 diameter meets the asymptotee again at the point. 1" 
.and q. Show that the envelope of the etraight line 1"q is an hyperbola 
having the same asymptotes .. the given hyperbola. 

8. Define an anharmonic ratio of (1) four collinear point., (2) four COD
. .eurrent straight lines. 

Show that, if an anharmonic ratio of the four straight 1inea AB, AP, AQ. 
AB is equal to the corresponding anharmonic ratio of the four straight 1inea 
BA, BP, BQ. BB, then the three pointa P, Q. and B are collinear. 

9. Show that the shortest distance between two straight linea which do 
not intersect is perpendicular to both of them. . 

The Iengths of the edb- of a rectangular paralIelopiped are G. b, and •. 
Find the length of the shortest diotance between an edge of length .. and 
one of the diagonals of the para\lelopiped .... hich does not interaeet it. 

ANALYTICAL GEOYETIIY. 

Distinction Paper. 

For Hi!Jher Certifieates. 

(7'rDo /aoun.) 

1. The co-ordinatea of two points.d and B .... (2" ,,) and ("'" ,,) and • 
point P divides AB 80 that ...tF , FB = • ,.. Find the co-ordinatea of P. 

The co-ordinatea of A. B, C the verti""" of a triangle are ( - I, 8). 
(I, - 1). (6, 1); D. E, P are points on Be. CA, AB ouch that BD , D<! = 
2,3, CE, EA = 3,4, AF, FB = 2 ,1. Ymd the equationa of the W
AD, BE, CP; ehow analytically that these 1inea ..... concarrent and lind the 
co-ordinates of the point of concarrence. 
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2. Show that .rr-z' + 2hz'll + by' = 0 represents a pail' of lines and prove 
that the equation of their bisectors is 

" (fIJ' - 'II') = (a - b) zy. 
Find the pair of lines through (p, q) ... chof which makes an isosceles 

right-angled triangle with these bisectol'S. . 
S. Find the condition that the circles 

.,' + y' + 2g .. + 'J/y + c = 0 and fIJ' + y' + 21'" + 2!,y + 0' = 0 
should be orthogonal. 

Find the equation of the ch'cle through the point (2, S) which is 
orthogonal both to . 

~+~+~+~+S~to~+~+~+_+U=~ 
4. Prove that three nol'lll8Js to a given parabola pass through any 

given point. 
Prove that two lines, other than the common ""is, can be drawn whioh 

are normals both to '1/' = 4az and to '1/' = 6a (., + Sa) and that their. 
equations are 2., ± '1/ = 12a. . 

5. If P is a given point. and Q a variable point such that PQ is divided 
harmonioa1ly by a given ellipse, show that the locus of Q is a streight line 
whioh iI the ohord of contact of the tangents to the ellipse from P. 

Prove that the triangle formed by the lines " + 'II = I, S" + '1/ = 9, 
2 .. - II = 1 is self-oonjugate with respeot to the ellipse SflJ' + 2'11' = 6. 

6. Find the condition that the lines . 

Zoo + "'11.= 0 and I!flJ + m'y = 0 
. may lie along a pair of conjugate diametel'B of the conio 

aflJ' + 2hzy + by' = 1. 
Find the equation of a pair of conjugate diametel'S of 2.,' + 3'11' = 6, 

whioh coinoide in dh'eOtion with a pah' of conjugate diameters of 
6,,' + 4zy + 'II' = 1. 

7. If S = 0 represents a oonio and • = 0 and fl = 0 represent straight 
lin .. , interpret the equations (i) S - 'oil = 0 and (ii) S - ".' = 0, where A-
il arbitrary. . 

Find the equations of the two conioe whioh pass through the four points 
(I, I), (-1, I), (- I, -I), (2, -2) and whioh have their centres on the line 
2'1/ + 1 = O. 

8. Find the equation of the tangent at the vertex of the parabola 
(Zoo + m!l)' + 2gflJ +. '!,fy + c = O. 

Write down, in terms of two parametel'B, the general equation of a 
p&r&bola whioh has the line ., + !I = 0 &B the tangent at ite vertex; and 
determine the values of the parameters for the paraboles whioh touch the 
line II = 0 and pBSB through the point (St, l}. 

9. Find the lengths and the direction of the prinoipal axes of 
7.,' - 12zy - 2!1' - 28" + 2~ + 12 = 0, 

and sketch the position of the ourve. 

ELEMENTARY DIFFERENTIAJ. AND INTEGRAL CALOULUS. 

Distinction Paper. 

For Higher Certificates. 
(TtDo heu ... ) 

1. If., and II are funotions of esoh other, show that 

dyxdz=1. 
dz dy 
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From the result! .., = .." deduce the result 

d 1 
• log.., =-.. ' 

2. Find the diJferential coefficients with rega.rd to .. of 

(a' ..; "')i' tan-' V ~ ::: :. 
3. U • is the distance deBCrihed in time t by" particle moving in .. 

straight line give the meanings of ~ and d'. 
dt dt" 

If t = as' + 2b. + c, where a, b, and c are constanta and G is poaitiT8. 
show that the particle nndergoes a retardation which at any instant ill 
proportional to the cube of its velocity. 

, . 4, . U I (ill + h) can be expanded in a series of I18Ce11ding powers of h, lind 
the coefficient of h". 

U sin' = (1 + k) sin f>, show that, if powers of " higher than the seoond 
may be neglected. 

8=f> + ktanf> + ik'tan',. 

S. Show that a vaIne of .. , which makes f' (a:) = 0, in general mak .. f (,,) 
a zn.aximnm or a minimum. 

U " is restricted to lie between a and b and I' (a:) does not vanUh for any 
value of z between a and b. how are the maximum and minimum Tam.e. at. 
I (a:) to be fonnd? 

U a uniform beam of length 2a is supported at it. two extremitie8 
.A and B and has a weight attached to a point C in its length, where 
CB = la, it CBn be sbown that the bending moment at any point of the rod 
between.A and C is measured by (2 + n) aa: - >fI, wbere a: is the distance of 
the point from .A and n is the ratio of the attached weight to the weight of 
the rod, and that at any point between C and B by (2 + 3..) aa: - >fl. where 
III is the dietance of the point from B. Show that the bending moment at 
any point of the rod is greatest at C if .. > 1. bnt is greatest at some point 
between C and the middle point of .AB if " < 1. 

6. Draw an &I'C at every point of which III. y, Z, and 2 are ail pooi. 

tive; and another are at every point of which III, y, Z, and 2 are aU 

negative. 
Give reasons for your results. 

7. Integrate the fnnctiona 
1 

" ' %sin"'. 'Va -2 

Show thet 

w 

1
8 % cos .dB BiD-I z 
,,1-rOO8l1

' ",'I-F· 

8. Trace the mll'Te aa,' = III (a - fit)', and lind the Iengtb and _ of 
its loop. 

9. fud the co-Ord.inates of the centre of gravity of that portion of 
the ...... of the ellipee b'a:' + a.,. = a'''' in which " and , .", both 
positive. 
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OXFORD AND CAMBRIDGE SCHOOLS EXAMINATION 
BOARD. 

EXAMINATION FOR SCHOOL CERTITICATES. 

July, 1910. 

AR IT H 101 ET I C. 

(Two 10 ....... ) 

1. Find the number nearest to 9999 that can be divided exactly, by 3, ., 
.s,7. 

2. Simplify i (1& - I + f) + I (. - f of Iv). 
Divide '008125 by '02048, obtaining the answer con""t to three decimal 

plaoea. " " ' , 
8. Find the co'st'of 8 tons'7'ewt."2 q .... llib. at £. Ss. 8d. per eWl>. 

, ", If it ooats 6 dallara 80 '*'11ti1 to' \larry .1 eWl>. a distano& 'at 500 miles. 
Aind, to the nearest cent, the cost of carrying 8 eWl>. 860 miles. ' 

5. A bankrupt owea £6,000. He pays 12 •. 61d. in the £, and defraud. 
hiB oreditors by concealing iIr of his ..... ta. Find the vMue of his eatate. 

6. Find to the nearest penny, the compound interest on £2,625 at 21 per 
... nt. per annum for. years. 

7. A square field contains 2 acres 8 roods, and is to be fenced with 
hurdlea 6 feat in length. What is the sma.llest number of hurdlea that can 
be uoed for each lide of the field P 

8. A rectangular ,tank is 85 ems. deep, 62 emo. long, and 27 ems. wide. 
II the tank is 6.IIed with water, how many times could a bucket holding 
g'6 lit... be 6.IIed from it, and what would ."main over P 

9. A man buy's oranges at 5 •. a hundred and sells them at 8d. '. dozen. 
What is his gain or losl per oent. P 

10. A man wishes to obtain £1,000 by selling 21 per cent. consols at 821. 
What amount of stcok must he sell, and what would be the quarterly income 
derived from it P (Anawa ... con"eCt to the nearest penny.) 

ALGEBRA, 

(Two 10" ...... ) 

NOTB.-(l) In .... dar 10 pas. in ElsnMntary Math ... OIJti.,. C"ndidafea mud 
.. "titfy the .E.."mi ...... in P"rt I. 

(2) In .... dar 10 p .... in Additi""aJ MGlhemGtica CtmdidG1a8 ......, •GlU1Y 
the E ...... i ...... ift PGrto I. "nd'II. IGket& together. 

(8) CGndidGt .. , .... _pti ... fr<>m lhe Army QutJiifying EooGminGli"" 
...... 1 .GIUf!IIhe .E.._i ...... in PGrto I. lInd II. IGk ... logether, Gnd.1&ould IIO'! 
"'_pl Ih. 9 ..... ,. .... A, B, C, D. 

PAIlT l. 
1. II II = 2, h = - 8, 0 = 0, d = I; find the nJue of 

(211 + h) (0 + .a) + cd. 
11+" 

2. Find the continued produot of h - c, < - a, .. - •• 
DiTide 40>' - 9111' + fie - 1 'by 200' + 3 .. ..c 1. 
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3. Simplify: 

(1) ~ 
,,-1 
a b 
ij- a a+b 

(2) ;;:""b' + a b' 

"-a ii + a 
4. Prove that the L.C.M. of two quantities is equal to their product 

divided by their RC.F. 
Fiud the RC.F. of 

.,. + ,,' + .,. + ,,' + z + 1 and.,. + ... - z + 2-
5. Solve the equations : 

(1) Hz - 2) - Hz + 2) = f (z - 6) + ri.; 
"'+1 ,,+5 (2) __ = __ . 

" 3 
6. The dilference of two fractions, one (the greater) formed by adding. 

certain Dumber to both the DumeraWr and the denominator of t, the other 
(the Ieee) formed by subtracting this Dumber from both the numerator and 
the denominator of t, i8 j. Find the number. 

[The/ollA>wing Questions A,!B, C, D are to be altempled OlUY I>IJ Ca1ldidalu 
fl!ho~dAJ "OT allempl PART n.] 

A. Factorize: 
(1) s...+z-12; 
(2) a·+bO-c'-2ab. 

B. Solve the equations : 

az - I>IJ = a' + bO, II) + y = 2a. 
C. Show that the sum of the squares of three consecutive integers i. 

greater by 5 than 3 tim .. the product of the greatest and the IeMt. 
D. Solve graphically the equations : 

~,,+ ill = 1-2, 4z = Sy. 
[Take 1 inch as your unit.] 

PART II. 
7. Solve the equations: 

!I' = s,,+ 1. s,,=2y-+ 1. 
lI+b o+d tha II 0 

8. If lI_b=o_d'prove tll=.i' 
If II, b, 0 are in continned proportion, prove that 

II -b = (~)t. 
b -0 0 

9. Find the value of 
(34-9'1)" + (1-OS),·'. 

Obtain a formul. fOr the sum of 27 terma of the oeriee 
1 + 11 + '81 + -729 +'6561 + .... 

aDd show that the sum is very nearly 9-42. 
10. Drs ... the graphs of 2y - II) = 3, , = 3 - ... for vaiaea of .. lying l>e

tween - 1 and 4-
Find their gradients ... hen II) = 1, and show that the lineIo eat at ri(!bt 

angles at the point I, 2. 
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G E 0 M ETR Y. 

(TlDo howr •• ) 

N OTB.-{I) In o,.,Lor to pas, in Elementary Mathomati"", Cantdidat .. 
m'UBt .atifly the Ezaminer. in. II. . 

(2) In ardor to pa.s. in .A.rlrlitiunal MathematiCil or to obtain ....... ption 
from the .A.rmy Qualifyi"'1l E.,ami .... tion, Candidat .. must .atiBfy the Eo:aminor. 
in • and fl taken together. 

(3) PigjW" should be a.r""", ",cjWately with a hard pencil, and all' oon
.tructi .... • cloarly B/wum. 

.. 
1. Draw atIiangle.A.BC having BC = 3 in., .A.BC = 82°,and .A.CB = 105°_ 

ConatJ:uct the bisector of the angle B.A.C meeting BC in D. Measure BD. 
2. Draw a circle of radiUB 1 inch and take a point P 2'5 inches from ita 

centre. Construct a cirel. of radiUB 1'8 inoh.s to touch the form.r circle 
and also p .... through P. 

3. U two tIiangl.s have two sides of the on. equal to two sid.s of the 
oth.r, and aloo the angles contained by tho .. sides equal, preve that the 
triangles "''8 congruent. 

U the sid .. .AB, .A.C of a triangle are equal, and equal l.ngthe .A.E, .A.D 
are out 011' on .AB, .AC, prove that CE, BD are equal. 

4. Stata an a:oom relating to p.....u.l straight lines, and use it to prove 
that when a straight lin. .''08SeS two paran.l straight lines it mak.s altar
nata angles equ&l. 

P.'Ovo that the opposita· angles of a p.....u.logram are equal to one 
anothe~ . 

5. Prev. that the square on a sid. of a tIiangle opposite to an obtuse 
angle is greateI· than the sum of the squares on the other two sides by twice 
the rectangle contained by on. of these two sides and the pt'Ojection on it of 
the other. 

6. Preve that the oppositeaugles of any quadrilateral inscribed in a oircle 
"''8 supplementary. 

Two circles intersect in .A., B . C, D are any two points on on. circle and 
CA, DB cut the other circle in P, Q, respectiv.ly. Prevo that PQ is p.....uel 
to CD. 

{J 

7. Preve that the tangent at any point of .. circl. and the radiUB througb 
the point are perpendicular to on. another. . 

Two circl .. whose centI'8s are .A. and B touch externally at C. The 
common tangent at C meets anoth.r common tangent in D. Preve that 
.A.DB is a right angle. 

S. Construct a mean proportional to> two given straight lin .. , and prove 
the construotion . 

.ABeD is a rectangl. wch that the square on .A.D is twice the square on 
AB. BE is drawn at right angl .. to .A.C to meet AC in E. Preve that .A.E 
is one-third of .A.C. 

9. U two triangles have one angle of the on. eqnal to one angle of the 
other 'and the sid.. about these equal angles proportional, prove that the 
triangles are similar. 

10. Draw a straight line live inches loug and dina. it into thr'8a parta 
proportional to 87 : ~6: 53. 
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ELEMENTARY TRIGONOMETRY. 

(Two hour •• ) 

1. Deline the tangtmt of an angle. , 
Construct an acute angle whose sine is '6, and lind ita ..,.ine and ita 

""'tangent. 
2. Prove that cos (180° - .) = - COB •• 

Arrange the angl ..... II, ? in order of magnitnde. if 
sin.= '8211, COB II = '7738, tan? = - 0'6104, 

iihe angles being positive and each less than lBOo. 
3. What is the length of the ahedow of " man 5 ft. 8 in. high cast by the 

sun when ita a1titnde is 55°30' P • 
4. Draw the graph of 10 + 10 cos 2" for valnes of '" between 0" and BO". 

Find a ,value of '" to satisfy the equation 

'" = 10 + 10 COB 2..". 
[Take one-tenth of an inch as unit along both a .... ] 

$. Prove that in any triangle 
sin A _ sin B 
--;-- b • 

H A = 63", B = 49", a = 50 in., find b to the neareot tanth of an inch. 
6. Prove that, 

(1) cos 8 + sin 8 +C08.-sinl 2 
cos, sin. COB'+sinB l' 2Bin>!'; 

(2) (see I + tan,) (coeecl - cot I) = (coaec. + 1) (seel-I). 
7. H2sin,+5coal=5,provethat 

tan. = 0 or 11. 
8. Prove that sin (A - B) = sin A COB B - COB A sin B, .. here A and B 

are both acute angles and A is greater than B. 
sin5.J.+sinA 

Prove that sin SA _ sin A 1 + 2 oos 2..1.. 

9. Show that in any triangJe .JBC 
b + • COB l(B - C) 

a =-8ln~'" 

H b +. = 24'8 em., a= 11'89 em.,.J = 39", find Band C. 
10. A Jighthouee is oboerved from a ship .. hich is steaming due N. to 

bear 62" W. of N.; after the ship has BBiIed 10 miles. the Jighthmue ill 
oheerved to bear W W. of S. Calculate the distance of the ship from the 
lighthouee when it was neareot to it. 

SUTICS .\liD DYliAJlICS. 

(Two aou! " half hou,...) 

[.4uv ... g = 32 for foot-,""",,- umt..] 
1. State and prove the triangle of foroee. 
FiDd graphieally, or ot.herwiae, the ...... Itant of the following loroM 

acting at" point, viz. SIb. due N., 10 lb. 3lf S. of W., Ii> lb. 60" N. of B., 
12 lb. BE. [Seale 1 em. to lib.] 

2. A form, 10ft. long, _igha 2atone; ita legs .... 1ft. from...,h ~ 
A boy weighing 8 atone sita 2 ft. from one end, another weighing 7 - -

.3ft. from the nther end. Find the p._mes of the legs of the form on the 
_d. 
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3. Prove that, if three oopla.na.T forces which _ not pa.ra.llel _ in 
equilibrium, their lines of ...tion meet in a point. . 

A. atiff light rod ABO, bent &0 that ABO is a right angle and pivotad 
to .. fixed point at A, has .. weight of 12 lb. attaohed to it at,O and is main. 
tained with AB verticaJ and BO horizontal by a horizontal string attaohed 
at O. If the tension of the string is equal to the weight of 8Ib.a.nd ,BO. is 
"in., prove that ..4.B is 6 in. . .: . , ··1 

4.. 0 is the oentre of a l'ecta.ngulM· piece of cardboard ABOD; the piece 
AOB is out out and then fitted to and gummed on to DO &0 that AB li .. 
along DO. Find the oentre of gravity of the cartlboard in its n .... ferm .. 

5. A. masB of 14 lb. l't!8ts on a rough pIane inclined at 80° to the horizon. 
If the coefficient of friction is '8, find the least force which, acting directly 
down the pla.ne, will just move the ma.ss. . 

6. Prove the formula v' = 2/' for uniformly acoeIerated motion. 
A. point moving in a straight line with uniform l'etardation desoribes 

7 ft. in the Iiftb Becond of its motion and 5 ft. in the seventh second. Prove 
that it will be at l'eet at the end of 1H seconds. 

7. Define I ..... and show how it is measured. 
Find (1) in poundalo, (2) in pounds' weight the force which ·.will bring 

to reet m 8 seconds a m8BB ofS lb. moving at the rate of .. mile .. minute. 
8. Explain the meaning of the terms ",ork, _gy,:and p<YW .... 
Find the number of foot·pounds of work done by .. man who picks up 

a .tone weighing haIf a pound and tbro .... it tbrough a ...mdow 20 ft. above 
the ground, so that it pas ... through the window with a velocity of 8 ft. per 
second. 

9. A. bullet is Iil'ed with a velocity whoae horizontal and verticaJ oom· 
ponents are 200 ft. per .econd, and 40 ft. per second l't!ep8Ctively. Find the 
greatest height to which it will rise a.nd its dista.noe from theliring·point 
"hen it l't!&ches the gt"Ound again. 

TnIGONOMETRY, STATICS AND DYNAMIOS •. 

(MATHEMATiCS I.) 
(Thr •• hour •. ) 

[Aa ... ".. g = 82 1000/oot •• octmd unit..] 
1. Draw the graph of 5 cos II for values of .. from 0° to 60°; and employ 

it to lind the angle "hose cosine is '8. 
2. PrOve that &in'A = 1 - coo'A. 

Prove that 
(&inA + &in B) (cosB -001..1.) = Bin (A - B) (1-001(..1. + B)l. 

3. Sho .. that in any triangle: 
(1) b=ooooA+lloooO; 

(2) tan.A =' /(B b) I" 0) 
. 1\/ I (. II) 

If b = 60 ft., c = 72 ft., B = 52°, find the possible values of 0: 
'" Two men at A a.nd B obeerve a balloon situatad at a point Tertically 

abova the line AB (which is horizontal) and between A and B; the angles of 
elavation of the balloon are obeerved to be 68"12' and 78"4.1', and the dis· 
tance AB is 240ft. Sho .... that the height of the' balloon iB nearly 400ft. 

5. State and p,"Ove the triangle of forces. 
Find graphically, or otherwise, the l't!eU!tant of the following fol"05 

acting at a point, viz. 51b. due N., 101b. 30° S. of W., 151b. 60° N. of E., 
121b. SE. (ScaJe 1 em. to lIb.) 

6. A. form, 10ft. long. weighs 2 atone; itsIega are 1ft. h"Oltt each end; 
a boy weighing 8 .tone Bits 2 ft. from one end, another weighing 7 atone sita 
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3 ft. from the other end. Find the pressures of the legs of the form on the 
ground. 

7. Prove that if threa copl&nal' foree8, which are not parallel, al'8 in 
equilibrium, their linea of action meet in a point. 

A still light rod ABC, bent so that ABC is " right angle and pivoted 
to a fixed point at A, has a weight of 121b. attached to it at C, and is main. 
tained with AB vertical and BC horizontal hy a horizontal string attached 
at C. If the tension of the string is equaJ to the weight of 81h. and Be i. 
4 in. , prove that AB is 6 in. 

8. A m .... of 141b. reste on a rough plane inclined at 30° to the horizon. 
If the coefficient of friction is '8, find the least fome which, acting directly 
down the plane, will just move the mass. 

9. Prove the formula ~'= 2/0 for uniformly accelerated motion. 
A point moving in a straight line with uniform retardation describes 

7 ft. in the fifth second of its motion and 5 ft. in the seventh second. Prove 
that it will be at rest at the end of 111 seconds. 

10. Define fol'CO, and show how it is measured. 
Find (1) in ponndals, (2) in ponnds' weight the fOl'CO which will bring 

to rest in 8 seconda a m&88 of 3 lb. moving at the rate of a mile a minute. 
11. A body is attached to a fixed point by a .tring. If the body i.o let 

go when the string is taut and horizontal, prove that, when the hody is 
p .... ing through its lowest pceition, the tension of the 8tring is three tim .. 
the weight of the body. 

ARITHMETIC, ALGEBRA, GEOMETRY, AND GEOMETRICAL DRAWl SO. 

(:\IATHEMATICS I.) 
(Phr .. hour,.) 

1. Three bells begin tolling together at the rates of SO, 55, and 65 timeo 
per minute respectively, how soon will they next toll together P 

2. Having given that 1 cubic centimetre of .... ater weighs 1 gramme, that 
1 kiIogramme = 2'2046 Ibe. 

and 1 foot = 30'48 cmo., 
find the weight of 1 cubic foot of water to the nearest ounce. 

3. Solve the equations : 
(1) ( ... -1)(., + 2) = z'; 
(2).,-y= .. , 

... - .... + b!(=0. 

4. Interpret the ap._ions .. i, .. -', and jnatify your intrepretat.ion. 

Simplify V .. -'b'.!+( .. -'b-'.*)l. 
5. Find the sum of .. terms of an arithmetic prog.-ion, ...... lim 

term and common dilferenee are given. 
Prove that, if .. is an odd number, the BUm of .. terms of the pr<>gi-WO 

is .. timea the middle term. 
Find the fifth term and the sum of 5 terms of the pr<>gi-WO 

"'2 + I, I, "'2 - 1 .... 
6. Dra .. the graphs of the equations 

.,+,=1, ,(1-00)=1 
for the nlues of .;, between - 2 and 3. 

Show that the second curve hall eqnaJ grad_ at the two points ,,~ 
i~ ill cut by the firBt. 
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7. Prove that the opposite angles of any quadrilateral inscribed in a 
eU'cle are supplementary. . . 

Two circles intersect in A, B. 0, D &1'" any two pointe on one cirele and 
C.d, DB cut the other circle in P, Q respectively. Prove that PQ is parallel 
to aD. 

8. Oolllltruct a mean proportional to two given straight lines and prove 
the colllltruction. 

.ABOD is a rectangle such that the equal ... on AD is twice the equare on 
.AB. BE is drawn at right angles to AO to meet AO in E. Prove that AE 
ia one·third of .AO. 

D. If two triangles have one angle of the one equal to one angle of the 
other and the aides about these equal angles proportional, prove that the 
triangles are oimilar. 

10. Draw a Btra.ight !ins 5 inches long and divide it into three parla 
proportional to 37 : 46 : 53. . 

DNIVEHSITY OF LONDON MATRICULATION 

EXAMINATION. 

1. If 

and 

September 1910. 

ARITHMETIO AND ALGEnRA. 

(Thr .. hOllrs.) 

.. = 3'14159265 ...... 

e= 2'71828182 ...... 
find (i) to 3 placea of decima1a, (ti) to 3 aignificant figures, the valu .. of .. . .. +'. 10 .. - e. 'II' X s, '6' 2fur" 

2. Tbe rainfall in a certain district is 5'76 em. How many lita .... per 
hect& ... is this P (A litre is 1 oubio decilnetI"8; a hectare is 10,000 equare 
metrae.) . 

Taking an inch ... 21 em. and a cubio foot of water ... weighing 62i lba., 
-how many tons per acre is this P Give your answer to the nearest ten tons. 

3. From April 1. 1908, to March 31, 1909, the numbers of letter., &c., 
delivered by the Post Office were estimated ... followa: 

England and Walee - - 2.482 .... millions. 
Sootland - 256r'1, .. 
Ireland 167 t'. .. 

and the average numbeI .. of letters, &0., delivered per head of the popula
tion as: 

England and Walee
Sootland -
Ireland -

- 70 
- 53 
-38 

From theee date eetimate the number of letters delivered per head of the 
whole population of Great Britain and Ireland combined. 

-'. A man haa £(1 in one bank and £b in another. If he h ... £c more to 
deposit. how mould he divide it between the two banks so that (i) the two 
accounta may be equal. (ti) the lirat account may be double the aecond P 

5. If 

is exactly divisible by 
"'+cz+l. 

what must the quotient be P 
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. A. certain algebraical expre .. ion is exactly divisible by", -2, the quotient 

bemg ... - '" - 6. Show that the expression is divisible by _ + 2, .... d find 
the quotient. 

6. What is meant by an equation, and what is meant by ool..mg , sa 
equation P " 

Solve the equations 
(i) ,,-a+b= 1_-:-a+b . 

.. +a-b l+a-b' 

(ii) ""-6z+ 2 = 1-=-6 + 2. 
""+6,,-2 1+6-2' 

(iii) II-Gl/+b=l} 
"'"-II+b=1 • 

7. In eaoh of. the following, II is given in terms of _. Find, in eaeh cue, 
II in term. of !I. 

(i) II = """ + • ; 
( .. ) 2-300 
U 1/= --. ; _+3 

( .. ;) _ - 1 ± ,,8.0=2 
lIl!l_ 3 • 

8. Prove the formnla for the BUm of .. terms of a geometric progreooion. 
What is the etTOr made in taking the BUm of the infinite aeries I, 0·2, 

0·04, 0·008 •..• as being 1·248 P 
Find, to three decimal placee, the BUm of the square roote of the terms 

of this aeriee (i) taken ao all poeitive, (ii) taken ao alternately positive and 
negative. 

9. Continue the aeriee I, It, .'., in harmonic progreuion, and find the 
"th term. 

Show that if 
a b • 

1 + /Jk' 1 + Ii" f+clr 
are in harmonic progression for any one value of 10, they are eo for all 
valuee of i. 

10. RUDDing a certain ClO1lI'IJe, otarting leveL .4 finish.. 176 yarda in 
front. of B. With. minute'. atari, B would haYe finished 160 yanla in 
front of .4; and with 160 yarda start he ... ould haYe finished three aooondII 
Jater than .L What is the lengtIl of the oourae, and ... hat are the timee of 
each for the fall ClO1ll'Il8 P 

GEOMETRY. 

(PIu ... lIovn.) 

[III ""ef'!I _ 1D1uw. a eorufruction ;. """'" a eompkto ""J1la""'"'" of the 
...... Io .. ...t be gi ...... ] 

L If two triang1ee have two aidea of the one equal oeepect;"ely to tw() 
aidee of the <>thor, but the contained ang1ee not equal. pl"OTe that that tri
angle in which the contained angle is greater has the greater third .ide. 

In the triangle ABC, it is given that .4B = 2·:; in., ..tC = 111 in., ""d the 
angle B..tC is known to be !eM than 121>° but greater than 7lf'. Find 
graphica1ly the limite between which the third .ide BC mnot lie. 

2. Dra... • quadrilateral ABCD having AB =:; em., BC = 6 em.. 
CD = 7 cm., D..t = 8 em., ..tC = 7 em.. and then conatl"llCt • aqnare of eqnal 
-. meaonring ite aidea. Eyery step of the methoo yon employ m_ be 

Iained. 
exp 3. State e1ear11 (with the aid of • figure) the opeeiaI properties of ~ 
interior ang1ee made by. straight line fa11ing _ two other linea whicb 
(1) are not pua11eI, (2) are panillel. (No proofs are required.) 
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In any triangle .ABO, prove that the intelmsJ .bisector.of the angle Band 
the edernal bisector of the angle 0 .cannot be parallel, and also prove that 
their point of intersection Ii .. on the eame side of BO ae .A, 

4. If the snm of the squares on two sides of a triangle is. squal to the 
square on the third Bide, p,'Ove that the tliangle is right angled. 

Prove that a triangle the lengths of whoee sides are ... -I, 200, ... + 1 
bas a right angle whatever III may be, Deduce a geometrica.1 COnstructioD 
for finding the square root of any number, •. g., o. A drawing to eca.1e is 
not rsquired. ., 

o. If a, b are lengthe, give a geometrical interpretation of the theorem 
(co + b) (a - b) = a' - b', and prove the theorem so ennnciated. 

6. Show how to construct on a given line .. eegment of a circle contAin
ing a given angle, and indicate clearly in a diagram whereabouts a point 
must be if the angle subtended at it by the line is greater than this given . 
angle. 

The base .AB of a triangle is 2'0 in., the area is 4 sq. in., and the vertical 
angle is greater than 80°. Whereabouts inust the vertex lie P .' 

7. Prove that the line joining the centre of a oircle to the middle point 
of any chord is perpendioular to that chord. 

D, .. w a circle of radius 2'7 in. and take a point I' which is 2'2 in. from 
the centre O. Construct a ohord of the circle paesing through P, and 
having its middle point 1'4 in. from P, and measure its length. 

S. The tangent at .A to the cirole .ABO meets the diameter BO at D, and 
.AL is drawn pe''Pendicular to BO. Prove that 

DB. DO - LB • LO = DL'. 
9. If .A, B, P, Q are any fo~ points on a circle, prove that the angles 

.APB, .AQB are either squal or lupplemeutary. 
If one pair of opposite lid.. of a cyolic. quadrilateral are squal, proVE> 

that the other pair are paralleL 
10. Explain how, without the nee of ·a protractor. you could eonstruot 

angles of lSO, 15°, So. The oollOtruotioDB need not be accmratelyperformed. 
but proofl must be given. 

MATHEMATIOS (MORE ADVANOED). 

(Th .... /""' .... ) 

1. Dra .. a line of length one inch and then, without ~ an! further 
u.e of the graduatioDB on your ruler, construct an equilateral triangle of 
area four square inches. 

2. If two equal oircles pass each through the centre of the . other, find, 
to four lignifioant 'figures, the proPOrtiOD of the area of either which ia 
common to both. . 

3. Prove the Binomia.1 Theorem for a positive integra.l ind"", and apply 
it to find an approximation for (1 + III)' whioh is accurate to 10 decimal 
places if III is Dot greater than 0'001. 

4. Prove the theorem 
log rtf' = " log "'. 

and tlnd the fifth roots of 
1 

0'24967, - 0'024967' 
1 

0'24967 - 0'024967' 

" o. Interpret.' ...... and show that the etatemants 
_xlll=_, (111)-;=e-t, ("'!Ill=..." 

are consistent with your interpretation.. .. 
6. Sho .. that if the Bine of an aonte angle 18 greeter than .ts ooame, th& 

tangent is greater than the cotangent and the _\ than the ..-..nt. 
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Find, without using the tables, all thetrigonometrical ratiOtl of the angles 
of an ioosoeles triangle whose altitude is one· third of its base. 

7. Prove the identities 
(i) tan (A _ .B) = Ultl_A ::-tan B, 

1 +tanAtsnB 

(ii) cot'~ = oot A (1 + sec A), 

and solve the equation 
II) + Y = 41° 

sin., + sin y = 0'69 
8. A railway aseends from A to B at an inclination 0" 30' to the 

horizontal, and then descends from B th C. which is on the same level as A, 
at an inclination 0° 45' to the horizontsl. If the horizontal distanoe between 
A and C is a mile, find to the nearest foot the height of B above AC. 

9. The co·ordinates of the angular points of a triangle. referred to reet· 
angnIar axes, are (0, 0) (24, 10) (12,-9). Find the equation of its sid .. , 
their lengths, and the tsngents of the angIea of the triangle. 

10. Show that the equation 

Ole' + ay' + 2gz + 2/Y + • = 0 
represents a circle, and give the co·ordinates of its eentre and the length of 
its radius. 

MECHANICS. 

(Three hour •• ) 

1. Two railway tracks Oz and Oy enclose an angle of 60". A train m".es 
along Oz with uniform velocity of 60 miIes an honr, while a secoud train mOY" 
along Oy with eqn&! speed, paaaing through 0 two minutes after the firat. 
Find the velocity of the secoud train relatively to the firat, and indicate in 
a diagram the shortest distanee between the trains. 

2. Deecribe an experiment to verify the la .. that the velocity acquired 
by a maaa under the action of a conotant foree is proportional to the aquare 
root of the distance traversed from rest. 

3. A man who weigha 160 lbo. slid .. down a rope, that hango freely, 
with a uniform speed of 4 feet per second. What pull does he exert upon 
the rope, and what would happen if at a given instant he should reduce his 
pull by one half. 

What do you UDderstand by the term ..ark 1 
An engine working at the rate of 6,000,000 foot pouuds per minute 

draws a train at the rate of 60 miIes an hour. With what force does it pull 
the train. 

5. If. body is in equih"brinm UDder the action of tIu;ee forces, how could 
you find the magnitude and line of aetiolJ of the third foree from a 
knowledge of the magnitud .. and lines of aetion of the other two forces la) 
when the lines of action of these two forces are parallel, and (b) when their 
linea of action meet in a point P 

How could you illustrate the oonditions of equilibrium in each caae by 
. ent P 
~ Find the foree, aeting parallel to the plane, which wonld be required 
to draw • mass of 100 pouuds uniformly up a smooth inclined plane of 
which the height is h&!f the Jength. YInd &lso the norm&! pi __ between 
the mass and the plane. 

7. A stone hango in a tank of water, being supported by • string 80 that 
it is compJetely immersed without touching the bottom of the tank. The 
_ter is &llowed to drain .way and at a certain stage, when the atone is 
partly unimmersed, the string breaks. Explain this. . 

8. What is the. relation between the p ...... _ and 1"01ume of a quantity of 
1!"" when the temperature is constant ? 

How ... onld you teet the relation experimentally P 
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THE UNIVERSITIES OF MANCHESTER, LIVERPOOL, 
LEEDS, AND SHEFFIELD. 

MATRICULATION EXAMINATION. 

July, 1910. 

ARITHMETIO AND ALGEBRA. 

(Two hour •. ) 

1 . . The earth's oircumference, measured along a meridian, is 40 million 
m.tres, or 21,600 nautical miles. Assuming that a m.tre = 39'370 in., finel. 
the number of feet in a nautioal mIl •. 

2. What is the p' ..... nt value of an estate bringing in an annual n.t , .. nt 
of 2751. 15 •. p.r annum, the first paym.nt being due a year henoe, and 
oompound interest being reckon.d at 31. 6 •• Sd. per oent. P . 
. Also, what is the p ..... nt value if the first payment is to be mad. three 
years h.noe. 

8. Find the facto,'S of 

6 ... - 5zy - 6y', .. ' - .. 'y' + 16y', '" - 9 .. ' + 30 .. - 25. 
4. (i.) A certain BUm of mon.y would pay .4'. wages for a days, or B's. 

wa!l" for b days, or C'. wages for. days. How long will the money last i£' 
.4, B, C ars employed together P 

(ii.) A man re .... down a .tream a oertain distanoe and returns. Hi ... 
speed of rowing relative to the water is m miles an hour, and the ClUITent is.. 
II miles an hour. Find the ratio of the time he takeo to what it would have 
beeu if there had beeu no ourrent. 

S. State and prove the rule for forming the aquars of an expression of' 
the form 

Find the aquars root of 
a+b+c+ .... 

( .. ' + 1)' -4z (", - 1). 
6. At an election there were 25 electors, each of whom voted for two out 

of the three candidates .4, B, C. .4 received IS, B 17, and C 15 votes. How 
many eleotors voted for each pair of candidates P 

7. (t) Prove that the expreoaionB 3"'-S .. -1 and 2z'-3z-4 cannot be· 
aqual for any real value of e. For what valne of e will the difterenoe be 
leastP 

(ii.) Solve the aquatiOnB : 

"'Y + 2 (" - y) = 4, } 

e+y-3ey=5. 
8. The distanoeo which a man travelB in au_ive days ars in 

arithmetical progreooion. At the end of the fifth day he has gone 100 
mileo, and at the end of the eeventh ISO mil... How long will he take to 
"""'pl.te 800 mil .. in all P . 

9. (i.) Find the ratio of the sum of the aquares of the first .. terms of 
the oeri .. 

a+u+ .... + ... 
to the sum of the first .. terms. 

(ii.) Prove that 

1-.~+ (. "._).- ... =1-_ 
1-. 1- .. 

for all negative vaIn.. of ... For what positive valu .. of • d_ 
etatement hold P 

A 13918 LL 

the 
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ALGEBRA AND TRIGONOliETRY. 

(HIGHER ALTERS.HIVE PAPER.) 

(Thr .. Iw ..... ) 

Tables of logarithms and sheet. of squared ptJpM' are prOtJided. 

1. What is the present value of an estate bringing in an annoaI net rent 
?' 2751. 150. per annum. the first payment being due a year he""". compound 
wtereat being reckoned at 3. per cent. ? 

Also. what is the present value. if the first payment is to be made three 
years hence P 

2. Gt-aph the expression (0:-2) (.0--4) (....-.6). and calculate other values 
of '" for which the exp......non has the same value that it has when ",=2'5. 

3. Prove that a quadratic expreesion, ""'+""+e. attaino ito least (or 
greatest) value when", is equal to the mean of the valu .. for which the 
expression vanishes. 

All is a given straight line and P a point in it. lind the position of P in 
order that 3.d.P'+~P' may be the least poeoibJe • 

.. (i) H z= "3- "2 lind the value of ... ~!.. 
(ii~ Solve the equation Vz+9-Vz-IO=I. 
5. Obtain from first principl .. the formula for ·C, (the DUmber of com

.binatioDB of. things .. at a time). 

Prove "Cr=="-lC,.+"-IC._1o 
Find the total number of .. 1ections that can be made from. dilferent 

-things. 
6. Prove that the general term in the expaneion of (1 +.,)~. where. ;. a 

positive integer. is ·Crz'. How would you expresa the -..h if. ill not; .. 
positive integer P 

l'nwe thaUhe (.+1)" term in (l-z)-1 ill the middle term of (I+i)'" 

7. Explain the expresaion .. sum to infinity," and i1Iwotrate yaar anawer 
.by tha aeries 1-t+I-I+ ... 

·.sum to • terms the series 

(i) 1'+2'+3'+ ... 

( .. )111 
n. 1.2+ 2.3 + :1.,,+" •. 

8. Expreoo (i) aiD 21 and 80S 21 in terms of tan,; (ii) eoa'I in the form 
A COB 4B+BOO821+C. 

. Solve the equation aiD, + 3008 = 2, giving both the least poaitiYe ""'" 
and the general solution. . 

9. A etotionary heIlocm is obeerved from .. point A due ooath of it. '1" .. 
. horUontai plane and the elevation is .. From .. point B due __ of A and 
at clistance • from A the balloon is obeerved at .. el'- /J. FiDd the 
height of the heIlocm above the horizontal piaDe. Work ouli the - in 
which .;= 33", /J = 210

, < = 1 mile, giving the reonlt in feet .. lIOOUI'Mely .. 
tab1ee permit. 

~O. Draw the graph of tan .. , and obtain aD .pp'.w-te ooIutioa al the 
eqnstion tan ,.0= .. ,30. _~'-

11. The sid .. of .. triongle ""' 13, U. 15 unit.. (le1oq1ate (i) the ~
<II the ~ (ii) t.he _ aagle hetw_ the side 1" &ad the mediaa 
which bisecte it. 
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12. Prove the formula • 

• 
for any triangle . 

.8olve the triangle in. which two .idea are 17 and 10 unite, and the dilfer-
081108 of the angleo oppoeite to them is 20°. 

G EOM ETRY. 

(2'IDo To"" ... ) 

1. State and prove a oonotruction for drawing a line which ohall be 
'l*'Jl8Ildicular to a given line from a given point without the line. 

P, Q are given points on opposite aideo of 8 given line KL. Find a point 
It in K L eo that. KL shall bioeot the angle P EQ. 

2. Deline a parallelogram, and prove that (1) each diagonal bisects the 
figure, (2) the diagonals bisect one another. 

Show how to triseot 8 given parallelogram bl lines drawn through a 
~mer. 

S. ABO is a triangle, right-angled at A, and AD ia perpendienlar to the 
hypotenuse BO. Prove that the square on AB is eqnal to the rectangle 
whose sides are equal to BO, BD. 

If the sides AB, AO are 2'8, 9'6 centimetres reopeotivell, calculate the 
lengths of BD, DO, A.D. 

4.. Divide a given ltraight line into two parts 80 that. the square Oll one 
part may be equal to the . rectangle oontaiaed by the· whole line and the 
"ther part. 

Pro'" that, it the line be 80 divided, the sum of the sq1l8l'8S on the whole 
'line and on one part is eqnal to three times the square on the other part. . 

5. Investigate the loons of the mid-pointa of (1) parallel, (2) equal, IS) 
oonourrent chords of a cirole. 

6. If PQ and liS are two chords of a cirole intereecting at a point 0 
withia·the circle, p ....... that the rectangles PO.OQ and EO.OS are equal. 

7. ABO is a triangle, AD bisects the angle BAO and meeta BO in D. 
Prove that BD , DO = BA : AC. 

If I ia the centre of the cirole inscribed in the triangle, prove that 
.AI: ID = BA + AO: BO. 

8. 170ve that. the areas of similar. triangles are in the same ratio as the 
equaree on oorreeponding aides. 

ABO is .. triangle and BE, OF' are drawn perpendienlar to the opposite 
aides. Pro?e that the triangle AEF'is similar to ABO; and it the angle at 
A be 6QO compare the areas of these triangles. 

PURE AND AN.~LYTICAL GEOMETRY. 

. (HIGHER ALTItRNUIVE PAPER.) 

(7'1tre. """n.) 

1. Inscribe a mombus in a ¢ven triangle ABO 80 tha ODe angle ohall 
ooincide with the angle A and the opposite ............ ohalllie in BO. 

II. A plaIle quadrilateral is made of four nnequal rods hinged together at 
their ""cla. Pm .. that if the cliagonala be at right angles in any positiOD 
they ..... always at rillht angleo. 

S. In any pua1lelogram the dilference of the squares on the cliagonala ia 
equal to four _ the -.tangle _tained by ODe .. the aid .. and the pr0-
jection on it of an adj""""t side. 

LLl! 
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4. Two equal circles intersect in..A. B. and a straight line perpendicular 
to .AB meets the circumferences in p. Q. on the same side of AB. Prov .. 
that P is the orthocentre of the triangle .AQB. and Q that of the triAnnu. 
.APB. ' -e 

5. Find a mean proportional to two given straight lin ... 
A straight line .AB is bisected in 0 and produced to O. and circles a"" 

described on .AO and 00 as diameters. Perpendiculars to .AB at 0 and B 
meet the two circles in P and Q respectively. Prove that OP = OQ. 

6. Prove that the diagonale of a p......uelopiped meet in one point and 
bisect one another. 

n OA. OB. 00 be three edges of a pa11011elopiped. and D the comer 
oppoeite to O. the diagonal OD will meet the plane .ABO in the intersection 
of medians of the triangle .ABO. 

7. Prove that. of the plane angles which form the f ...... of a trihedral 
angle. any two at" together greater than the third. 

n each edge of a tetrahedron be eqnal to the opposite edge. prove that 
all the angles of the triangular fa.ce& will be acute angles. 

8. Find the conditions of parallelism and perpendicularity. respectively. 
of the straight'1inea 

.A,,,, + B,'1 + 0, = O • .A.p + B,'1 + 0, = O. 
The co·ordinates of two verticee of a triangle are (3. - 2) and ( - 1. 3). 

respectively. and the orthocentre is at the origin. Find the co-ordinatea of 
the remaining verteL 

Give an accurate figure. 
9. How does it appear analytically that a circle is determined by ,,, ... 

conditions P Give examples. 
Find the equations of the two circles which paaa through each of the 

pointe (1. 0) and (2. 0). and touch the straight line 'I = "'. 
10. Prove that in a p ...... bola the anbnormal is conata.nt. 
The line drawn through the middle point Y of a chord of a. parabola. 

JI""P"Ildicular to the chord. meets the axis in G; and the ordinate of Y meet.. 
the Clll'Ve in P. Prove that PG is the normal at P. 

11. Prove that the equation 
'1=Az'+Bz+C 

repreoe'nte a parabola; and find the equations of its &xii and directrix.. 
Find the equations of the common tangents to 

'I =.,. - 2z + 4. 'I = -.,. + 400 - 1. 
12. Prove that the 10CU8 of the intersection of perpendicular tangents to 

an ellipee is a. circle. 
Prove aJao that the 1ength of the chord of contact varies .. the oqoare on 

the diameter parallel to it. 

MECHAlIICS. 

(Thr .. houri.) . 

1. What is meant by the term _<leraJioA 1 
, A. man standing at the top of .. tower 36 feet high throw. up .. .tone 
with a velocity of 64 feet per second. How much later must he drop • 
second atone if the two atones ...... to reach the ground oimnl_Iy? 
[The gravitational acceleration is 32 feet per second per aeoond.) 

2. Define the termo 1IWIIIBRl. wupk. 
A 1IJlifoRJt bar 14 feet long. weighing 160 Jba.. is anpported on two ~ 

2 feet and 4 feet from either end respectiTely. A string is attached to one 
end from .. point Tertically above n. Wha& tenoion must be put on the 
string if the two prope ..... to onpport eqnaJ weights? To which end mlUlt 
the string be attached P 

3. What is meant by the statement that one ~power = 550 on the 
foot, pound. aeoond ayatem of unite? 
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A car weighing 10 tons is drawn up an incline of 1 in 50 at the rate of 
300 feet per minute. H the resistancee to motion due to friction, etc .• be 
20 lb. per ton. what will b. the horse·power of the engine required P 

4. Define the terms moment ..... , energy. . 
A shot of mass 1,000 Ibs. is projeeted from an SO-ton gun with a velocity 

()f 1,200 feet per second. CaJcula.tc in foot-pounds the work done by the gun 
and shot respectively before coming to rest. 

5. What is meant by the....we of gramity of a bodyP 
A cylinder of lead one inch long is cemented on to the end of .. cylinder 

()f wood 10 inches long of the same craBB-sectiOnal area. Find the centre of 
gravity of the body 80 formed if the density of lead is 11'4 sud that of 
'Wood '6. 

6. Upon what factors does the time of swing of a pendulnm depend P 
At a certain place the time of ewing of a pendulum is 1 second, and at 

another one five-hundrsdth of a second longer. At the first place a mass of 
300 grammes is weighed on a spring balance; what m .... will be reauired at 
the eeoond place to stretch the spring to the same erlent P 

7. How does the pressure vary at dilferent depths in .. liquid P 
At what depth in the .... will the pressure be 10 atmospheres, given that 

the atmospheric preBBUre is 1,035 grams weight per square centimetre and 
that the density of .... water is 1'025 P 

8. Define the term .pecific gramity. 
A hollow cube. the length of whose edges is 10 centimetres, is made of 

lead 1 millimetre thick. How much of the oube will be immersed when 
thrown into water P 

rSpecifio gravity of lead = 11'4.] 
ii. DOIOIibe an e:r:periment to oompare the densities of air at two different 

pressures. . 
An exhausting pnmp the volume of whoes cylinder is 100 cubio centi

metres is attached ~ a v .... 1 of one litre oa.paoity containing air at atmo
.. pheric pressure. What will be the pressure in the v .... l at the end of four 
strokesP _ 

10. Expla.in the prinoiples upon which an airship and a .. heavier tha.n 
air .. lIying maohine keep above the ground. 

MECHANICS AND PHYSICS. 

(HIGHER ALTERNATIVE PAPER.) 

(7'1or .. houn.) 

Candiciat .. mud .aNftJ 1M &ami ....... i" SBCTION A and i .. on AT 

LBAIT of SBCTIO"" B and C. 

A-

I. What do you know of the position of a body suspended freely from a 
~p . 

A uniform square board weighing 40 lbe. is euspended from a pomt by 
means of four equal threads (of length eqnal to the diagonal of the ~uare) 
.. tteohed (a) to the four comers, (b) to the mid points of the lides. Find the 
-tension of the threads in .... h ...... 

What ill the effect of cutting one of the threads P ., 
2. A Jift starting from rest descends in three .tsges ,-(1) ",'th =!form 

acoeleration of 2 feet per second per second for 5 seconds, (2) WIth uniform 
TeJocity. (3) with uniform retardation of 2 feet per second per aeoond. A 
HI lb. weight is suspended from the roof at a distan08 of 8 feet from the 
lIoor. Find the tsnsion of the thread at eaoh .tsgo. , 

H the thread were able just to support a tension of 10 !be. weight, bo" 
long would the _ight take to reach the lIoor of the lifo after hnlaking the 
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thread, and what would be it.. velocity relative to the lift at the instant of 
etrikiDg the 1I00r P 

[g = 32 feet per oeoond per seconal 
. 3. A body is projected with a velocity of 64 feet per oecond up a omoath 
"",lined plane (inclined at 300 to the horizontal) in a din!otion making an 
angle of 450 with the line of greatest 810pe. Find the time taken by the 
body to retum to the original level and the horizontal distance travereed. . 

4. Define coefficient of friction, angular velocity. 
A body is placed on a circular table at a distance of 3 feet from the 

centre. With what angular veJocity may thq table be rotated about a ....... 
tical axis through the centre before the body begins to llip P 

How would this velocity depend on the place on the earth'. onrface at 
which the experiment is performed P 

[Coefficient of friction between body and table = '6.] .. 
S. What is mea.nt by II pre8II11I'e at a point It in • tlnid, II centre of prMo-

sure"P 
A cubical box of edge 2 feet with one pair of faceo horizontal i. hall 

filled with water and half with oil of opecilic graTity '8, the oil lIoating on 
the .... ter. Calculate the totaJ p ......... on the bottom and .......... of the 
.id .. of the box; and the position of the ClOnm of p .......... on the aide. .. 

B. 

6. What do yoo nnderstand by .. total ",lIerlon"' Deecribe. ~ at 
determining the refractive index of any snbstance by totaJ reIlesimL 

Determine the critical angle at the snrface of -separation of glaoa ... a 
.... ter. 

,._=1'55 ,._=1'33. 
7. How baa the veJocityof light through air been determined? 
Given the velocity throngh air. nuder atmospheric conditions, .... hat do 

you know of the velocity tbrongh the epecimen of glaeo referred to in que.
tion 6? 

Doe. the velocity of light depend on the coJour of the light P 
8. What is meant by the .. mechanical equivalent of heat" , 
A body weighing 10 lbo. etarte from rest to slide down a rough inclined 

plane. When it baa deecended a vertical distance of 50 fori ita velocity 
along the plane is 20 feet per second. Find the quantity of heat generated 
by friction. 

One _ter ponnd degree Fahrenheit = 772 foot-poando. 
9. Define the coefficient of linear, superficial, and cubical expo;DIiOll, and 

:6nd the relation between them. 
Discuee the effect of a rise of temperature on (II) the 61= oectioDol 

area of .. ba.rometer tube, (b) the height of a barometer. . 
10. Deecribe and explain the cbangeo in the appearance of tbe image at 

an object which is gra.dually moved from the snrface of " concave mirror 
along the axis .. hen Tiewed from a point near the axil at a CODIIidemble 
distance from the mirror. 

C. 

11. Deecn'be ho .. Y"" would expel imentally -.ly tile ...natiOll '" mag-
netic foree along the line of the axis of a bar maguet. Proat ".- oIJooerva. 
tions ... hat would you lean> of the Ia. of f"",,, betw ..... '- point poles P 

12. Define potential. capaeity. cond ......... 
DeecribelUl es:petiment .howinghowthe<Bpac;tyof ................. a..p-ds 

OIl (0) tbe dista.nce apar*of the pu.-.(61 the medium betwt= \be,-
13. Define I'Nistance. opeeifie resiotance. . 
A bottery of E.JLF. = II TOItB baa ito terminals """""",,eo! by • 1I'lJ'8 at 

reeistance 3 ohm.a. . It is found that. curreat .., .• ....,.... ............. d \be 
cireoit. Find the resistance of the bottery. and the dilf_ of poteJdiaI 
between Ra terminaIa .. '- the ~ is -iDs· 
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14. Expla.in the terms electrolysis. electrolyte. ion, electro-<>hemical 
equi-Ient. .. 

State the la WB of electrolysis. 
An electric current is paesed through a aolntion of copper sulphste and . 

a tangent galvanometer inseries. The galvanometer coil consists of 10tarua 
of wire of 20 centimetres radius. The needle is suspended at ita centre. 
How loug must the current be passed to get a deposit of copper of average 
thiokness Th m.iJJimetres on a kathode 100 sq. em. in area when the ddexio .. 
of the galvanometer needle is SOo P 

Electro·chemical equivalent of copper = '00032 gram per Coulomb. 
Density of copper = 9 grams per oc. 
Horizontal magnetic intensity = '18 absolute units .. 
15. Give II general account of the phenomena of electro-magnetic induc

tion. 
Describe and expla.in the action of an induction coil 

CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION. 

MILITARY ENTRANCE EXAMINATION • 

. November and December 1910. 

MATHEMATICS I. PAPER) 

(Three hours.) 

For full orlldil,DUr ...... k " .... I be immlldiotel, iRUlligibla. <md yourrenoUr 
gi_ cml, 10 1M dogt-ea 0' ..........., Ihot .. IIBloe(l for or .. jvoliMd by, 

''''' data. The Ilido rule ....., be ... 1Id 10"-- il all<>w 0' ... jJioier&l...........,. <md ... 
.... 4 .au II ...". 0,;1s ..... Iaould be made. 

1. A IIII1&lI tank has a square base ABCD measuring SO em. each waY. 
and vertical aides AE. BP, &0 .• 18 em. high. and coptains water to a depth 
of 16 em. (Fig. 1. _ o;pponf<J pag.). How many o.om. of water are there 
in the tankP 

The tank is gradually tilted about the edge BC and the water allowed to 
run out. What yolume of water remains when. the corner .. is ia the BUr

face of the _ter P Dra .. the tank half-aise. and m8ll81ll"8 with yov,r p_ 
tractor the angle ... hich the edge AB then makes with the horisontaL 

GiTe an expression for the volume of the water remaiDiDg~ .. the tank ia 
gradua\Jy tilted. (1) in terms of the length of .4E under _ter. for """"" in 
... hich the corner A is covered. and (2) in terma of the length of B.4 under 
water, for cases in which .A is aboTe the surface.. 

Find. by drawing. the inclination of the edge AB to the horiJlOntal when 
a quarter of the water has run a ..... y. ani when half the water has run away. 

2. A piece of cardboard is pinned to the table at the point 0 and is free to 
ro_ about the pin (Fig. S. ace o;pponf<J pag.). A force P of 1 kilogram is 
applied at the point A in tile direction AB. Another to.ce Q ia applied at C 
in the direction CD. Prick the fi!rure through into your book and lind tbe 
magnitude of the force Q which will hold the cardboard ~.and, the IDIIgIIi
tude and, direction of the fcree .... erted b,. the pin. , , . ~ . 

S. AOB is the diameter of a circle whooe centre is at O. At C in the 
uiroumferenoe .. tangent CEis dra .... OEparallel to AC meetathiataogem 
in E. Prove that EB touches the oiro\e, and lind an exp~ for the 
di"""'oe HB. in __ of ...... the ndi ... of t.Iae circle, and, ." ," the amgle 
COA. 
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4. Two observations taken in one vertical plane at a point A give the 
elevation of a mountain BUmmit us 7lo, and that of a point B between ...f 
and the mountain as So. A straight road 3 miles long nllUl from A to B. 
and at B the elevation of the summit of the mountain is 161°. Find its 
height ahove the level of A. 

S. The following table gives observations of the Centigrade temperature 
of Bome water in a vessel The tempeJ'ature taken at inter,·als of .., minutes 
W&8:-

800
, 67°. 56°, 47°, 40°, 35°, 31°. 

Plot the temperatures with the timeo and join by a smooth ourve. 
Eotimate, as nearly as yon can, the rate at which the temperature was 

falling at the moment when the temperature was 60°, and when it was 50°, 
and when it was 40°. Taking the room temperature &8 200

, compare these 
three results and state whother the rate of cooling wao proportional to the 
eI"" of temperature ahove that of the room. 

6. Fig. 2 (see abooe) is the trace made by a pen attached to .. spring 
which vibrated hockwardo and forwarde in ! second, while a atrip of paper 
was drawn under it. The straight line in the figure wao made by keeping 
the pen otill while the paper wao drawn hock again. 

From measurements of the figure ohow in a graph the whole distance 
moved by the strip of paper up to any time. Take 1 em. to repreoent Ieee., 
and abow the distance full oize. 

From the figure measure the distance moved in 1 sec. at vorions timeo, 
and use it to give a graph of the velocity of the strip of paper at any time. 
Represent;, sec. by 1 em., and a opeed of 1 cm. per sec. by 1 em. 

Find the avemge value of the acceleration, and taking this as the true 
value throughont, calculate the velocity of the otrip of paper at the moment 
when the pen was at X. Check thio value for the 'l'elooity by measuring the 
distance travelled in a abort interval just before and in a abort inter'l'al just 
after. 

CONSTANTS. 

1 metre=lOOcm.=looomm.=O-QOl kID. 
1 yard=3ft.=36 in.=0·9144 metre. 
1 mile=8fur.=80chaino=320po.=1760yde.=6000linko. 
1 hectare=l00 _=10000 sq. metres. 
1 acre=4 roodo=lO sq. ohaino=4840 sq.yde.=0·4047 hectare. 
llitre=l o.dm.=I00 oL=01)1 hL=O-QOl o. metre. 
1 ga1lon=4 qt.=8 pt.=O·I606 c. ft.=4·M6litreo. 
1 quarter=8 hush. =32 pI<. =64 gal 
1 kilogram=looo g.=O-QOl tonne. 
Ilb.=16 .... =7000 graino=~-6 grammea. 
1 ton=20 cwt.=60 qr. =2240 lb. 
1 litre of water weigho 1 kg. 1 o. ft. of water weigho 62'3 lb. 
A circle of radius r has a circumference of length z,... and has an -

of wr, where ~3·1416. 
B .... of natnrallogarithmo is _=2'7183. 
The acceleration of a falling body is 3'2'2 feet per eee. per _. or 981 _ 

per sec. per sec. 
1 kilowatt=102 kilogram-metres per second. 1 horoe-power=550 foot. 

pounds per oecond.. 
1 atmoophere=760 mID. of mercury=l'03 kg. per "'I' _=1"7 lb. per 

sq. inch.. 
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lliTIIEMATICS I. PAPER 2. 

(Thru """ .... ) 

Pt>r .....w.. /lata ..., p. 536. 
Pt>r full credit ' .... r...,..k ... ...t be immediatel, inlelligible. and your rault. 

giN7/. ",.zV to IIuJ d.egree of accur""!l thai is ... ked lor or is j...tijied by 
lhe /lata. 

The .Iids rule mav be used wheneo>er it allotDo of .ujJkieat a.ctIW""!I. and in 
each cal' G ROte 0/ it. we .houJ.d be made. 

L The f"llowiDg table giv ... the scheduled times of a certain train:-
Station A - depart 5.35 

" B (48 miles from A) arrive 6.30 
H B - - depart 6.32 
.. C (90 miles from A) - arrive 7.28 

Find the average value of the scheduled opeed of running for each section 
of the journey and for the whole journey. The average opeed for the whole 
journey io the quotient of the diotance by the di1ference between times of 
departure and anival. 

In an ar.tuaI journey the train leav ... A 5 minutes behind time. arriv ... at 
B 10 minutes behind time. stopa 3 minutes at B, and arriveo at C 4 minutes 
behind time. Find the average value of the opeed of running for each 
eection, and for the whole journey, ao before. 

B. In the figme the angle between the :fixed straight linea O.A and OB is 
45°. and P is a &xed point such that.A. ito projection on O.A, is distant a 
from O. Through any point Q in O.A. diotaut .. from O ... straight line QR 
is drawn parpendicular to O.A. meeting OB in B. Find an expression for 
the ...... of the triangle PQR in termo of .. and ... 

o 

, , 
.'.p 
. . . . 

A 

Taking O.A .. equal to 4 inchee. plot a graph showing how the value of 
this &reo van .... Q moves from 0 to A. and from the graph deduce (1) the 
position of Q for which the &reo. PQR. hao .. muimum value, (2) the pooi
tiono of Q for which the &reo. PQR. is equal to 1 oquare inch. 

S. A smooth circnIar cylinder 120 em. in diamater Ii .. on the ground 
and is held fast. A uniform pIank Smetrea long and weighing l00kilograms 
ia placed against the cylinder. and rest. with one end on the ground at .. 
distance of IMO em. from the Ioweat line of the cylinder. 

Draw .. figure ......tully. rep.....,..ting .. metre by the side of .. Iarge 
'"IUJUe in your ruled _er book. Dra ... the Jinea of action of (1) the 
weight of the pIank. (2) the pram1Il'8 of the cylinder on the pIank. 
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Hence find the line of action and the magnitnde of the force exerted by 
the ground on the plank. Find also its vertical and horizontal component.. 

H the plank. in this position. is jus~ on the point of slipping down 
against the friction of the ground. find the value of the coefficient of fric
tion, and determine what horizontal force must be applied to the lower end 
of the plank to make it just begin to slip up on the cylinder. 

4. To find the distance of an inaccessible point P from his position at .4. 
a man measures off .4B at right angles to .J.P and 60 metres long. He then 
goes to a point 0 in line with .4 and P and 100 metres from .4. From 0 he 
walks at right angles to OP nntil he reach .. a point D in line with Band P. 
The distance OD being 82'6 metres. find the distance .4P by drawing to 
scale. 

Also calculate the distance .J.P. 
6. A point movea so that at any time t seconds ita co-ordinates., and II 

are given by III = sin t and 11 = sin 2t, the angles being measured in degrees. 
Find the values of z and 11 for a number of values of t and draw the curre" 
using the side of a large square in your answer book as unit. 

How long doea the point take to describe the curve P 
6. A uniform plank .4B. 20 feet long and weighing 180 lb. resta horizon

tally on two supports. one at .4 and the other at O. 16 teet from.4. A roll
ing weight of 300 lb. can be moved along the plank. Find expressions for 
the pressures on the two supports when the rolling weight is di.tant., feet 
from .4. 

Plot a graph showing how the pressure on .4 varies as tbe rolling ,.eight. 
is moved from.4 towards B. and find the position of tbe .. eight .. ben tbe 
plank just lifts off tbe support .4. 

:lIATHEMATICS I. 

LABORATORY EXAMINATION. 

(One ho!w.) 

The Candidates were examined in batebes. eacb batcb having one of tbe 
following questions 1. 2. 3. 4. 

Your ...... k wiU b. NltUd fJUOf"ding In it. au .... ""!/. 1M wmpWenu. of !/tnW 
rewrd of it. and !/........... of the appMal".. In grap/r.e 1M _ oj eo
ordinate. aM t/r.e BCako ....a ar. In b •• houm; 1M BCako tIundrJ. be !Mg •• 
Eoery ob ..... atian made ./wuld be reeor,v.r1.. 

1. 
Call the three strings knotted together 0.4. OB, 00. Fix .4 to a -

eye n""r the left-hand end of the top-rail, and a weight of 3 kiloo to B. and 
tie the end 0 to tbe book of a spring balance. Attacb a cord to tbe ring of 
the balance. and fasten the cord by • clip on one of the .. ertical pilla .. 80 

that 00 is horizontal Messure the teneion T indicated by the "pring 
balance. and tbe angle , wbicb .40 make< with tbe vertical 

V 8'1 the position of 00, and 00 the vaIne of T. keeping 00 alwaya 
horizontal, and for each poeition observe the valnes of T and •. 

The load of 3 kilos sbould not be changed. 
Give a graph eo-ordinating T and tan •. 
Under what circumstancee would the teneian in 0.4 be a minimum. and 

wbat would be the minimum valne P 

2. 
ObeerYe the ouspeaded metal plate. and DOte the hole by "hick it is 

ouspeaded. . 
Find the centre of giant, of the metal plate. 
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Suspend the plate in its original position. To the hole at the narrow 
end fasten a cord. paas the cord over the fixed pulley and attach a weight of 
400 grams to its free end. 

Find. by equating moments. the weight of the plate. 
Sketeh the a1Tll.ngement. 

3. 
A weight of 1 kilo is attached to eoch end of a cord passing over two 

fixed pulleys. You are to add from 100 to 800 grams to the load on- one' 
side so that the larger weight can fall in .. n observed time through .. 
distsnce to be messnred in centimetres. State the a.ctualload-used. --

Write down the relation between the time. the distsnce fallen. and -th .. 
acceleration, and so find the acceleration on the C.G.S. system. 

Hence find the velocity of the weights .. t the instant when --the 'h ... vier 
has deecended 100 em .• and the totsl kinetic energy of the two weights. 

Find how much energy has been absorbed by friction. etc., when -the 
ileavier weight has descended 100 em. [g = 9S1cro. per second per second.] 

4. 
Use the board with the attached pulley' ... an inclined plane. setting it at 

an angle of between 20° and 80° with the horizontal. Suspend suitsble 
weights by Ii. cord passing over the pulley and attached to the loaded 
trolley. so as to cause the trolley to travel slowly up the board when given .. 
slight stsrting impnlse. Observe the pull in the cord . 

.Also find the pull under which the trolley runs slowly down. 
Assume that the average of th .. e pulls is that under which the trolley 

would remain at rest if it were frictionless, and from this average and the 
measured inclinati6n of the board, construct a force disgram and find the 
weight of the loaded trolley. . _ 

Also find the resultant thl"list of the cord on the pulley. . -

MATHEMATIOS II. PAPER l. 
(Thr •• h ........ ) 

For .... rioua data ••• 1'. 536. For full credit "our work mud b. imme
diGt.l" intelligible. "our di"9r0m8 dian ... !I" dm ...... aM """ .... eauUa g;
onl!l to the degr.. 0' -<IC!/ thai.. ...ked for or ia jU8n~ b" the ""1<1; 
The.tide rule ma!l b. Uted "'h ........ il GIIOVJB of "'ffiaierot f •• ''''''<IC!/. aM ;'" 
.... Il ."'. II nol. of ita Ut •• Ilonld be toode. . 

1. I have two bottl .. of equal size. one fi.lIed with water and another 
with a liquid ""lled rodinal. I pour out one-tenth of the water and fi.lI up 
the bottle with rodinal. When the two have been mixed I repeGt the pl'O" 
.-. and do this over and over again till the bottle of rodinal has been 
emptied. Find the proportion of rodiual to water in the mixture. 

Do the 88me when ouly one-twentieth of the liquid is poured out each 
time. and when one-fiftieth is poured out. verifying that the quant!tr of 
water nltimately left in the bottle is always 1 ... than 1/. of the ongma} 
&mount, but becomes more nearly equal to 1/. when the amount removed at 
each operation is made less. 

2. Find the slope of the langent to the hyperbola of' - ,. =, at the 

point G. ~). and draw the curve and ita langenL 

If 0 is the origin. P a.ny point <". !/) on the ourve, prove that the 
Iangent at P makee the same a.ngle with the axis of II that OP makes with 
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the a"i. of y. If this tangent meets the lines '1/ = ~ andy = - .. in Q and 
It, find the co·ordinates of Q and It and the area of the triangle QOB. 
Verify for the case of the tangent drawn in the first part of the question. 

3. An airship p. 1.300 yards distant from the observer 0, i. observed t<. 
be at an angle of elevation 15° above a point of the horizon 83° north of 
.... t. Another airship Q,1,700 yards distant from 0, bas an elevation of 
20° above a. point on the horizon 75° south of eut. Draw a pla.n on the 
scale of 1 centimetl'e to 100 yards showing the proje<..-tions of the airships on 
a borizontal plane. If OE and ON, drawn respectively due .... t and north, 
and OZ drawn vertically upwards, are taken as axes of co .. ordinate. ~z. 
find the co·ordinates of P and Q. and the equation of the plane POQ. ex· 
pressing z in terms of z and y. (The coefficients in the equations need only 
be given to two significant figures.) 

4. A rigid body is in equilibrium under four forces acting along the .ide. 
of a plane quadrilateral. Show that the resultaut of the forces in two 
adjacent sid .. must he along the diagonol which is concummt with them. 

Show that a force acting along one .ide DA of a plane quadrilateral 
.ARCD can he balanced, BB regards effect on a rigid body, by fore .. acting 
along the other .id .. AB. BC, CD, in one and only one way. and examine 
whether the ... me i. po .. ible in the case of a triangle. If AB = 5. BC = 4 
CD = 2 in .• and the angle ABC = the angle BCD = 90", find the force. 
along AB. BC, CD. which will balance a force of 10 lbo. along DA. 

5. A rectangniar tank is filled with water and placed with very nearly 
one half projecting heyond the edge of a table. I have a body attached t<. 
a string which I can raise or lower into the water. Diseu.as under what 
circumstances the tank will overturn when the body is lowered into the 
projecting part. examing what differences. if any. it mak .. whether the body 
is lowered quickly or .lowly. and whether the body is heavier or lighter than 
water. and in the former CBOe whether the body i. lowered till it !.ouch .. the 
bottom. . " 

In the second place. suppose the body bas been lowered into the part 
that rests on the table, and examine whether, and if 80, when the tank can 
he overturned by raising the body out of the water. Yon are adviaed to 
cIae.ify the different cae .. which arise under separate heading •. 

MATHEIIATICS II. PAPER 2. 
(Thr .. Iwun.) 

For e"""",, data I .. p. li36. For full Medii your ...".. muot ~ ."""",. 
dialely iRteUigibu, and !lour r .. ulU gi_ unl!l to 1M tkgru of ,,"'''WIICJ/ 11uJt 
is ",/w:I fur (W is j ... tijied by tM data. TIu .lido rule may b. """ .. her_ 
it allmm of lu1ficienl. /lMlW1ICJ/, and in each. __ " note of ito .... ,IunWJ, b • 
...00.. 

1. Draw the curve !I =:0(4 - z') using BO unit the .ide of a omall eqOBre 
in the answer book. 

Suppose (a. b) to he the """,rdinatee of • point P OIl the curve, ~ 
(a + h. b + k) of a neigbbouring point Q. ao that hand. are email quantI
ties. Express b in terms of a. and k in terms of a and h. Give an exp,..,.. 
sian for the tangent of the angie which PQ makes with the ..... xito. and 
deduce an exp ..... ion fOr the tangent of the angie which the tangent at P 
makes with the aMlDs. 

Gi~e in dogrees the inclination to the .... axi.o of the tangent at the point 
where '" = 0'3. Find the poeitive abaciaoa fur which the inclination io zero. 
aad the corresponding ordinate. 

Draw the part of the curve from '" =0 to '" =2 aD • large ~, using the 
aide of a Iarge eqnare as unit. . 

By counting eqnares find the area A includ~ between the ~ and 
this part of the corve. ~rite down an expn!881OD for the _ mclnded 
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between the two ordinates at" = .. and" = .. + h. h being a small quantity_ 
Deduce an exp ...... ion for the a ..... .d. as an integral and evaluate it. 

2. A pulley baa all its mass. Mlbs .• in its rim. which baa a radius of .. ft_ 
Give an exp ..... inn for the kinetic energy of a particle of the pulley and of 
the whole pulley when it is revolving at .. radians per second. 

Two masses. Plbs. and Qlbs .• of whichPis the greater. hang at the enda 
of a string. which passes over the pulley and moves with it (withont olipping)_ 
Give an expresaion for the kinetic energy of the whole system. 

From the energy equation. or otherwise. lind an expresaion for the speed 
of the mass P when it baa fallen a distsnce B from rest. friction being 
negligible. 

If the pulley baa a radinsof oinchea. and a mass oflOoz .• and the masses 
On the string are 17 oz. and 16 oz .• how many revolutions per second is the 
pulley making when P baa fallen 6 ft. 

Being given the relation tI' = 1<0 connecting the velocity and dists~ 
traversed hya body moving in a straight line. deduce (by the calculns or 
otherwise) an expression for the aceeleration. 

S. Fig. 1 ( ... oppoails pagB) shows a trisngularpyramid.d.BCD in plan and 
elevation. By pricking throngh. or otherwise, transfer the figure to your 
hook. Draw the three slant faces of the pyramid and lind the area of each 
in sq. cm. Find the volume of the pyramid in c.em. 

Find the inclination of the slant face .ABC to the horizontsI. The 
pyramid being turned ahont the edge BC until the vertex .4 lies in the 
horizontsI plane. show the pyramid in plan and elevation. 

,. A bicycle weighs M·Slb .• and the centrea of its wheels are 42'0 in. 
apart. When the whole weight is borne by the wheels and the front wheel 
alone is placed on the platform of a weighing machine, the machine registers 
a weight of lOlli. What are the distsnces of the vertical line throngh the 
centre of graYity from the centres of the two wheels P 

Now suppose the front wheel is 0 in. higher than the bock. and that in 
this case it registers 14'S Ibs. on the weighing machine. find the perpen
dicular distance of the centre of gravity from the line joining the centres of 
the wheels. 

Ifthediagrama(Figs. 2 and S .... opporilspag.) represent the bicycle in the 
two positions. the pressures on the ground and dimensinna being as indi
cated. G being the centre of gravity and GO perpendicnlar to XYthe line 
of centrea. give exp ..... ioDB for XO and GO in terms of W. W, W. II and ,,_ 

lliTBEMATWS II. 

l.ABORATORY EXAMINATION. 

(OM '""' .. Iaalf ""-.) 

The Candidates were examined in batehea. each boteh having one of the 
following questions. 1. 2. 

Y"" ...... odoioad 10 r.ad Ihrough 1M pap"" before beginning 10 .. ork. 
Y""r ...... " ODiU be eol"ad tJC<Ording 10 i/o ............,. 1M cootple_ .f ,.,..,. 

NOON of if, ,...... ...... of 1M apparalu. '"'" lhe ..ulabilil" of lhe _~ 

""" aciopC. 
SAoald Y"" find 1M ti_ ... 1M Iaboralor!f 'nsnfficiml for lhe COtApletiooo OJ 

,.,..r .....ord '"'" ,.,..r calculatiOlU. ,OIl ODiU be allot<ad half .... lwur """8 
i. GAOIAer rooa 

1. 
Clamp • metre stick horiaontally to the table with 10 em t'f its length 

on the table and 90 em. projecting £rue. Fix another metre •• ick yerti
cally in such a position &8 to enable accvratlo readings to be made of the 
dell""tioDB of the free end of the horizontsI stick. 
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Tie a weight on .. loop of string that can be .lid to any I"'rt of the 
horiwnto.l stick between the 25 em. and the 100 cm. mark. 

Place the weight in turn at the gradnations 25. 40, 55, 70, 85, 100. and 
observe with the greatest possible a.ccnra.cy the deftection of the end of the 
stick (the 100 mark) produced by the weight at ea.ch position. 

Tabulate the observations and make a graph, using 88 abecifiJSlB the 
clistances of the weight from the edge of the table, and ... ordinates tbe 
corresponding deflections of the end of the stick. 

The graph will be of the form 11 = A",' + B,... Determine A and B by 
substitnting in this eqnation the co-ordinates of two points of tbe graph. 

2. 
Fix two lengtbe of wire horiwntally between the table uprights, one 

, about 50 cm. above the table and the other a little higher. The lower one 
ie to be deflected by weights; the upper wire merely affords a zero from 
which to measure the deflections of the lower, and should be loa.ded slightly 
by a middle fixed weight. 

Apply loa.d. centrally to the lower wire 80 a. to get deftectione of between 
1 and 10 em. In all about 6 valu .. of loa.d .honld be need, and observation. 
of the deflections should be ma.de both while the 1000 is being in ........ ed and 
while it is being decrea.sed. 

From the 'observations calculate the tension in the wire and the stretch 
of the wire at each ObservatIon. Tabulate theae reouJts, and from them 
obtain a mean value of Young's modulus of elasticity. 
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THE ORGANISATION OF THE TEACHING OF 
MATHEMATICS IN PUBLIC SECONDARY SCHOOLS 

FOR GIRLS. 

INTRODUCTORY. 

Rather more than half a century has elapsed since Professor 
Maurice, speaking on the occasion of the opening of Queen's 
College, London, uttered his often-quoted belief tbat women 
students were not likely to advance far in Mathematics. 

Mathematics was, however, introduced into the' curriculum 
of Queen's Colleg~, and of Bedford College, shortly afterwarcls 
founded, because, to quote from the same speech, "we believe 
" that if they learn really what they do learn, they will. have got, 
.. not what is dangerous, but what is safe" ; or, as' Professor 
Hudson worded it thirty years later, .. because it (algebra) is a 
" part of mathematical truth and no one ought to be wholly 
" alien from that important department of human knowledge." 

Mathematics was thus, in 1853, .fonnally recognised as .a 
subject not altogether suited to the capacity of women, but one 
of which the more highly educated women should not be wholly 
ignorant. We find, however, that in the curriculum of the 
schools founded in the same decade by the two famous Queen's 
College students, Miss Beale and Miss Buss, the ouly branch of 
Mathematics studied was arithmetic. The teaching , of the 
subject in the schools of that time was in the hands of poorly
equipped,. but keen, teachers who gave a remarkable impetus to 
arithmetical work in girls' schools betl .. een the years 1862 and 
1865. In 1862, sixty-eight per cent. of the girls examined 
informally by the Cambridge Local Examiners failed in arith
metic; in 1865, three years later, three times the number of 
candidates were presented, thie time fonually, for the same 
examination, and seventy'~me per cent. passed, the remaining 
twenty-nine per cent. either failing in or not entering for that 
subject. 

In 1867, the report of the Schools' Inquiry Commission (Lord 
Taunton) was published, condemning the superliciality and 
want of thoroughness of the education in girls' schools. The 
immediate result was the foundation, four years later, of the 
"National Union for improving the Education of Women of all 
Classes," and the first work of tIus Union was the establishment 
in the following year, of the Girls' Public Day School Company: 
For the lirst time Mathematics became one of the recogni~ 
subjects of the curriculum of girls' schools, beginning with the 
High Schools, which were rapidly started all over the kingdom 
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by this Company; it was realised that this branch of science 
would best correct the faults condemned in the Report of the 
Commission of 1865-7, and its inclusion as a school subjeet was 
strongly urged by the famous inspectors of the sixties and early 
seventies. Sir Joshua (then Mr.) Fitch wrote in 1875: .. Girls 
". . . . are more in danger of falling into desultory habits 
.. of reading and of thought, and . . . . therefore need 
.. more the bracing and the mental precision funlished by 
.. studies of another kind. For this reason I should like to see 
.. some of the time now de\'oted to ancient history rescued 
.. for the study of science in some form or other. Whether it 
.. would be better to give greater prominence to • pure science' 
.. including advanced arithmetic, algebra, and geometry, or to 
.. some branch' of applied or experimental science, I should be 
.. disposed to leave for determination. But it is clear that for 
.. the formation of habits of exactness and for the purpose of 
" bringing the intellectual character of the pupils under the 
" best possible discipline it is of the highest importance to give 
.. greater prominence to scientific teaching."" 

Mathematics has thus been recognised as a subject for stuely 
in girls' schools for some thirty or forty years, but at first the 
difficulties were great owing to the fact that the supply of well
qualified teachers was wholly inadequate. The Honours 
Examinations of the Universities were not open to women 
until 1881, when Cambridge fonnally admitted students flf 
Newnham and Girton Colleges to the Tripos Examinations, and. 
in consequence. the equipment of those teaching hefore that 
time was in the main meagre: a smattering of arithmetic and 
algebra. with little knowledge of principles, and perhaps two 
books of Euclid learnt more or less by rote. In the twenty 
years following the opening of the Tripos Examination to 
women, 250 students took honoors in Mathematics at Cambridge 
alone, and it was with the entrance into the teaching profession 
of this band of highly qualified women that the organisation of 
mathematical teaching may be said to ha\'"e begun. 

At the present day, Mathematics is taught-with remarkable 
nnifonnity of matter and method-in all public secondary 
schools for girls and in all the best private schools. The two 
factors which have mainly detennined the special form of the 
or<mnisation of mathematical teaching in girls' AChools in 
E;glalld are: (1) the training and quali6eations of the mis
tn>sses teaching Mathematics, and (2) the syllabm..... of the 
various "outside" examinations taken by school-girls. The 
latter have made for unifonnity among the various schools, as 
the same or corresponding examinations are taken at corr('
sponding ages and stages in school. With regard to the fonner. 
the fact that up to the present a large proportion of the Senior 

--------,----------------
• Report on the Roy3l School for the Daughters of Officen of the 

Army. Bath. 1875. 
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Mathematical Mistresses have taken Honours 'Examinations at 
the Universities, that nearly all hold some degree or equivalent, 
hut that an extremely small proportion have had any training 
in the practice of their profession, has mll-de the curriculum in 
Mathematics at girls' schools, as well as at boys', a preparation 
for the future mathematical student at the Universities, rather 
than an education for the average pupil. That the pedagogic, 
as well as the academic, side of the question needs recognition, 
is shown by the Report on the Teaching of Algebra and Trigon
()metry issued by the Mathematical Association Committee,'" and 
by the recent Circular No. 711 of the Board of Education on 
.. The Teaching of Geometry and Graphic Algebra in Secondary 
Schools·"t 

CLASSIFIOATION OF SOHOOLS. 

For the purpose of this enquiry circulars were sent to tbs 
Head MistresSes of 275 schools, all members of the Association 
of Head Mistresses; the schools are, therefore, all recognised as 
.. Public Secondary Schools for Girls," as this is a condition of 
membership of the Association. To these circulars 180 sets of 
answers were received, with much useful information; thus the 
facts given below represent. information obtained from 66 per 
cent. of the chief secondary schools for girls in Ellgland. 

The classification of these schools is roughly as follows :-" 
Years of age. 

Preparatory, or Kindergarten, containing 
children of from 5 to 7 or 8 

Form I. 
Form II. 
Form III. 
Form IV. 
Form V. 
Form VI. 

do. - 7 or 8 to 10 
do. 10 to 12 

girls of from 12 to'14 
do, 14 to 151 
do, 15t to 17 
do. 17 to 19 

In the larger schools there are two, or even three, Fourth 01' 

Fifth Fonns as the case may be. For instance, in Notting Hill 
High School there are two Second Forms (Lower Second and 
Upper Second), one Third F'orm, two Fourth Forms, two Fifth 
Forms (the Lower Fifth being the Senior Cambridge Form,t 
the Upper Fifth the Matriculation Form§), two Sixth Forms 
(the Lower Sixth working for London University Intermediate 
Arts or Science, and the Upper Sixth consisting of two or three 
girls doing Scholarship work), In a few schools of large size 

• The Teaching of Elementary Algebra a.nd Numerioal Trigonometry. 
Report of the Mathematioal Aaaociation Committee. (London: G. Bell 
and Sons. 19H. 3d.) 

t Boa.rd of Eduoetion. Oironlar 711. March 1909. (London : Wyman 
and Sons. 1909.) 

;; Form in which the Cambridge Senior Looal Examination is ta.ken. 
S Form in which the London U oivereity Matriculation is ta.ken. 

A 1391S ,. 
XI[ 
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there are as many aa three Fourth Forms, while in the smaller 
schools there is often only one. Reclassification takes place, 
as a rule, once a year, in September, and in the larger schools 
all but the slower girls obtain annual .. removes"; in the 
Rmaller schools the smaller number of Forms renders a two 
years' stay in some Form or Forms inevitable, even for the 
brighter girls. In a few schools the system of clsBBification is 
somewhat different, albeit with the same nomenclature, and ill 
known aa the·" parallel" system. At every stage there are two 
Forms, IV- and IVb, &c., but these, instead of being consecutive, 
are in certain subjecta parallel, and differ in certain others. 
Thus a girl passing out of Form m, instead of going first into 
Form IVb and then into IV", would be definitely on either the 
" A-side" or the "B-side," and her progreBS up the school 
would be either HI\ IVb, Vb, or m-, IV-, Va. In schools of 
·thistype, as a rule, the girls on the .. A-side" work towards 
a University entrance examination, and learn two languages 
(generally French and Latin), Mathematics, and Physics or 
Chemistry; while girls on the" B-side " take modem languages 
(not Latin), more English, probably no Mathematics except 
arithmetic and that of a practical nature, Chemistry and Physics 
with special reference to Domestic Science work. Other schools, 
notably Cheltenham Ladies' College, have a special classification 
of their own. A fair number of scbools, notably some of the 
newer County Secondary Schools, have no forms below Form III. 
at which stage children from the elementary schools begin 
secondary work. . 

In the majority of the schools each Form is under the special 
care of a .. Form-mistress," who teaches in her own Form 
certain." FOrID-£ubjects," while taking in other Forms the special 
subject which is her strong point. For example. a mathematical 
specialist may be Mistress of Form IV; she would probably take 
with her own form Mathematics and Scripture, or Mathematics 
and Geography, while teaching Mathematics in several other 
forms and having the general supervision of the mathematical 
work throughout the school 

MATHEIIIATICAL STAFP. 

In the 180 schools from which replies to the circular have 
been received, there are 681 mistresses occupied either for full 
time or part time in the teaching of Mathematics. The Senior 
Mathematical ~Iistress takes, as a rule, the upper forms. often 
the beginners in Mathematics (this is most useful as regards 
future work), and any scholarship coaching, and is resp6nsi.ble 
for the general supervision of the mathematical teachlDg 
throughout the school, the .arrangement of syl.)abll~, and the 
unific:.tion of method. With regard to qualIficatIOn, 34. per 
cent. of the Senior Misbesses have taken the Cambndge 
Mathematical Tripos, 31 per cent. are Pass Graduates in Arts 
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or Science of London University, 10 per cent. hold Honours 
Certificates of Oxford University, 5 per cent. are Honours 
Graduates of London University, and the remaining 20 per cent. 
are Pass Graduates of the Scotch, Irish, and newer English 
Universities, or have some lesser academic qualification. An 
extraordinarily small proportion have received any training in 
the practice of their profeBBion. 

STANDARD ATTAINED. 

The standard attained is best measured by the highest 
examinations taken in schools, exclusive of scholarship work, 
which is purely individual. In all but 2 per cent. of the schools 
from which returns have been received the standard attained is 
that recognised for entrance to a University, or a higher
standard. Roughly speaking, the syllabus for Matriculation, or
entrance to a University, includes: (1) Arithmetic generally; 
(2) Algebra, including simple and quadratic equations with 
one or two unknowns, ratio and proportion, elementary laws
of indices, and the progreBBions: (3) the substance of 'Euclid 
I-IV treated by modern methods. This is not in itself a high 
standard, and in the better schools the Matriculation examination 
or an equivalent is taken in the Upper Fifth Form, while more 
advanced work is taken in the Sixth Form. Eighty-four per
cent. of the schools -attain a higher standard than that required 
for Matriculation, including logarithms and the binomial 
theorem, the substance of Euclid VI. and XI. 1-21, and some-
elementary trigonometry. Of .these, in considerably more than 
half, the best girls reach the standard required for the First
Degree examination of the University of London (Intermediate
Arts or Science), while two schools prepare succeBSfully for
the London B.A. Degree (External). In these latter schoola-, 
elementary trigonometry is studied for at least two years, whilet 
in some schools Applied Mathematics' tstatics, dynamics,' and 
hydrostatics) is studied up to the standard required for the 
Intermediate Arts or Science examination,' and -such other 
additional mathematical subjects as eo-ordinate geography, 
modern plane geometry, conic sections, and occ&lionally the 
elements of the calculus, are begun. 

GENERAL ORGANISATION. 

The stage at which Mathematics other than arithmetic is 
begun difff'-1'S somewhat in the different schools. In 62 per cent. 
of the schools the Third Form is the starting point for the 
formal teaching of Mathematics, while about an equal number 
of schools start this work in the Second and Fourth Forms and 
a very few in the First Form. In about one-third of the 
schools geometry (maiuly practical) is started one year earlier 
than algebra, while in many the formal mathematical work is 

•• 2 
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preceded by a course of practical arithmetic in the First Form, 
including possibly cardboard modelling and plasticine-work as 
well as measuring, weighing, &c. Arithmetic, algebra, and 
geometry are then taught simultaneously throughout the school, 
not consecuti vely as in America, and recently much has been 
done by the foremost teachers of the subject to break down the 
barriers between the three divisions, and to show them all as 
parts of the same science-algebra as generalised arithmetic 
and "written geometry," geometry as "pictorial algebra,'>'" It 
is therefore increasingly the rule for the same teacher to take 
the three branches of the subject with a Form. 

The amount of time given to the subject averages ahout 
three hours a week in school with It h01lN' homework below 
the Fourth Fonn; above that 4 hours in school with l! to 3 
hours' homework. 

Mathematics is often taught as a " form subject," and is not 
infrequently one of the chief subjects used 311 a basiR of e1",,"ifi
cation, hut in a considerable number of schools the basis is 
languagt'A, and Mathematics is taught in "sets." For example, 
Forms IVa, !Vb, IVe in a certain school have their mathematical 
lessons simultaneously, and are eroAS-divided for that Bubject, 
the weaker girls in the three fonns being taught together in 
{lne class, the stronger girls in another. There is no subject in 
which girls differ more in ability than they do in Mathematics. 
TIus system is only possible where several teachers on the staff 
are well qualified in the same subject; it is especially UReful 
to ob,iate the difficulty caused by new girls entering from 
elementary or private schools with less mathematical knowledge 
than is t'xpected of girls of their age. 

NOTES ON METHODS OF TEACHING THE VARIOUS BRANCHES 
OF MATHEIIIATICS.t 

(1) Arithmetie. -Arithmetic is taught from the low..at 
forms, and is carried on at any rate as far as the l.ower Fifth 
Form. A few schools drop it in tile Upper Fifth, but the 
majority retain it until the Sixth Form. This protracted 
teaching of the subjeet is, in part, due to the faet that the 
Examiners of the Oxford and Cambridge Schools Examination 
Board do not at present see their way to setting a combined 
arithmetic and algebra paper for the llithematical Division of 
the Higher Certificate, instead of devoting a whole paper to 
arithmetic; it has been suggested that they 8hould at the same 
time raise the standard of the algebra required for a P388 and 
make the arithmetic questions more mathematical and less 
commercial in character. The whole question of commercial 

• This mWlt of C01U1Ie be tmderstood to apply to only a ... ery limited 
.action of Geometry. 

t Su also Syllabuses in Appendix. 
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arithmetic is one which is being freely discussed at the pi'esent 
time, many teachers being of opinion that such purely com
mercial parts of arithmetic as equation of payments, exchange, 
"true" discount, compound interest (beyond the ability to find 
interest), complicated problems in stocks and shares, ougbt to 
be omitted from the school programme. 

Another reason for the great number of years spent in the 
study of arithmetic in English schools is the cumbersomeness of 
our weights and measures. I think it not an over-statement to 
say that two years' teaching could be saved if we were to adopt 
the metric system of weights and measures, which is at present 
taught in our schools in addition to our own. In America, the 
Committee of Fifteen have declared it as their belief that 
.. with the right methods and a wise use of time in preparing 
" the arithmetic lesson in and out of school, five years are 
.. sufficient for the study of mere arithmetic-the five years 
.. beginning with the second school year and ending with the
.. sixth; and that the seventh and eighth years should be given 
.. to the algebraic method of dealing with problems." In 
England the arithmetic course extends through ten or twelve
years. 

Great advimce has been made in recent yearS in the methods 
of teaching decimal fractions. Until recently the study of 
decimals was postponed until after the study of more or less 
complex vulgar fractions, instead of in the logical place as an 
extension of the ordinary notation. It is now increasingly 
frequent to begin work with decimals as low as Form II, or 
even Form I, in which case the metric ruler is found to be of 
great help in cond ucing towards a clear understanding of the 
nature of a decimal. With the best teachers there is, of course, 
no rigorous exclusion of the notation of vulgar fractions, as with 
some extremists both in England and in Germany after the 
idea gained currency that decimal fractions should precede 
vulgar fractions. l~ is understood by the pupil before '1, 
t before . 5, but the addition of decimals precedes the addition 
of vulgar fractions. In at least 50 8<'hools, and probably more, 
decimals are taught first. This is of great ad,'antage when 
practical science work is begun, usually in Form III. Another 
way in which arithmetical work is now being made to 
help work in science is by the earlier introduction of con
tracted methods giving approximate results, and approximation 
generally. It is, however, a matter of opinion whether it i~ 
advisable to spend much time in evaluating complicated 
multiplications and divisions of rational and surd quantities by 
contracted arithmetical methods, as, for example, in some of the 
questions set in the London Matriculation examination, or 
whether it would be better to introduce the use of 4-figure 
logarithms at a much earlier stage. In some schools. for 
instance the George Watson's Ladies' College, Edinburgh, 
logarithms are used by girls of 15l and 16 with excellent 
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results. There is no reason why they should not be introduced 
as soon as some algebraical work has been done on the law of 
indicee. Here, and wherever possible in arithmetic, work in 
algebra should aid work in arithmetic, and algebraic methods 
should be largely used in the solution of arithmetical problems. 

AI; an introduction to geometry many schools (for example, 
Sheffield High School) have in Form I a practical arithmetic 
course, including mensuration, with an introduction to metric 
system, paper-folding, cardboard modelling, and work with 
plasticine. Several text-books have now been written on 
courses of this kind, and various educational publishers issue 
suitable sets of apparatus. . 

(2) Algebra.-The Report of the Mathematical ABsociation 
Committee on the Teaching ot Algebra and Trigonometry,$ and 
the suggestions of the Board of Education on .. The Teaching 
of Geometry and Graphic Algebra in Secondary Schools," give 
a good idea of the tendencies of the present day in .the teaching 
of algebra in English schools. The former lays insistence 
upon the educative value of algebra and aims at suggesting an 
elementary course in Mathematics which will .. avoid sacrificing 
.. the interests of the ordinary pupil, while affording a suitable 
.. foundation for more advanced work." It has been felt that 
time has been spent'upon topics of algebra which have no value 

O()r interest save for the future mathematician, e.g., factors and 
fractions of certain unusual types, surds (except the evaluation of 
.arithmetical surds), imaginaries, theory of quadratics; that these 
.are best omitted from the course leading up to .. a pass exam ina
" tion designed to test general culture" ; and that the time gained 
thereby will be welcomed by the many teache1'8 who .. wish 
" for opportunity to develop with their pupils mathematical 
.. ideas that they feel to be of better educative value-ideas 
•• drawn from mechanics, mensuration, solid geometry, infini
"tesimal calculus, and, more especially, from numerical 
"trigonometry. Custom, represented by public examinations. 
" has at present the effect of withholding that opportnnity." 
Examinations for schools have been on too purely academi" 
lines, and the work has followed closely the order of the text 
books framed to suit the syllabuses of these examinations. 
Many girls who would do fairly good work in a non-specialist 
algebra course, have been unduly disheartened by the difficulty 
of certain parts of the algebra taught them in accordance WIth 
these regulations, and would have heen better employed in work 
on the earlier part of numerical trigonometry. , 

The question of graphs is one on which teache1'8 differ. 
All possibly realise the importance of a certain amount of 
graphical work, but whereas some begin algebra by graphs, 
others postpone the use of graphical methods until much later. 
The chief educative value is that in no other way can the 

, • Published by George Bell and Sou. 1911. 
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average. pupil realise eo easily the,jdea of functionality and 
continuity. The Board 'Of Education Circular on this aspect 
of algebra" and the publications. of the Mathematical Associa
tion, have done much to stimulate interest. in graphic methods 
which are now .largely .. used .in girls' .schools. The tradi~ 
tional order o~ presentation. of the subject of ;Jgebra in the first 
years is also in process of change. Th,e equation, is now 
frequently taught. almost . /It the beginning, followed by the 
.~ first four rules." At the ,same, time s~bolic. expression is. 
taught, leading' on almost j\llIllediately to simple.· equation 
problems. 

An advance has been made in many text-books in the type 
of question set for "substitution." The artificial expressions 
formerly found have given place to physicaI formulre such as 
• = ut + t ft", or some definite fun9tion of a variable, say:l:, 
whose value is to be calculated successively for different values' 
of z. If these values of z proceed by small (equal) intervals and 
the results are graphed, the first steps have been taken in giving ~ 
the pupil some idea of functionality, and keen interest is at the' 
same time aroused. In the same way, at a- slightly later stage 
some teachers find it' possible to illustrate and verify geometrical 
measurements by substitution in algebraic formulre: these, 
exercises are always attended with . interest, and serve to bring 
algebra and geometry into close relationship. ' . 

(3) Geometry,-The movement in favour of abandoning 
strictly Euclidean methods in geometry did not begin in England 
until about fifteen years ago. Perhaps too much insistence .was 
at first laid upon the preliminary y~ar of practical geometry 
and, to quote the. same Circular of the Board of Education, 
.. too frequently this stsge is unduly protracted and the results 
.. achieved are not sufficiently definite, and, moreover, the 
", theoretical work is developed on an independent basis, which 
., might have been avoided were there proper correlation between 
.,. theory and practice." In a large number of schools the 
children spend the first year 'If geqmetry (usually in Form ill) 
mainly on practical work leading up to the discovery of the 
more important geometrical truths, finishing the year's work 
by formal proofs of the congruency theorems and a large 
number of exercises. In the following year, when they have, 
as a rule, two lessons, of -£-hour each instead of one, the 
substance of the main propositions . of Euclid L is taken. 
Following on the suggestions of the Board of Education, 
however, in some schools the experiment is being tried of 
starting theoretical geometry ..,.after the children have gained 
., familiarity with and clearness of perception of the fundamental 
.. geometrical concepts "-by the establishment of tJie "funds
., mental propositions" (Eudid I., 13-15, 27-29, and 32, and 
the congruency theorems Euclid I., 4, 8, 26) and the working of 
many exercises on them. The Euclidean proofs are not given; 
they are "out of place with beginners, and attention must be 
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.. concentrated not on fonnal proofs but 'on vivid presentation, 
" and accurate, finn' apprehension of the propositions them
.. selves." Throughout the course theoretical amI practical 
work go hand in hand. It is not possible to state at pres!'nt 
what effect this will have on the mathematical knowledge of the
girls, as the work is still in the experimental stage. 
. (4) Trigonometry.-In a few schools trigonometry iR begun 
III the Upper Fifth Fonn, but in the majority it is deferred until 
the Sixth Fonn or not taken at all. The usual RChool couI'Re' 
includes the logarithmic solution of triangles, and is practically 
the syllabus of the Intennediate Arts examination. Of late, 
numerical trigonometry has fonned the bulk of the work. 

(5) Higher Work.-In a number of schools Applied 
Mathematics is taught to a few girls up to the standard of the 
Intennediate Arts and Science examinations of London Univer
sity. In perhaps the majority of these the work is mainly 
theoretical, .but others, such as South Hampstead High School. 
are fully equipped with apparatus for successful practical work, 
and in many cases hydrostatics is taught in the laboratory. 

It is a matter for regret that CCH>rdinate geometry is not 
more universally taught, but is as a rule-together with modem 
plane geometry, conic sections, the ealcnIus--reserved for the
RCholarship candidate. 

PRACTICAL WORK. 

The practical work done in the lower fonns 88 a preparation 
for geometry has been already mentioned, as well as practical 
work in Applied Mathematics in the higher fonna. At Ken
sington High School, and a few other RChools, geometry is not. 
started until Fonn IV, but is preceded in Fonn III by a course 
of .. Boole Curve-sewing,"" the aim being" to stimulate the 
.. mathematical imagination prior to the fonnal treatment given 
.. to the subject in first-year geometry." It introduces the 
children infonnally to the idea of loci, tangency, envelopes, 
limiting cases, and is found to be of much value in later 
geometrical work. 

CORRELATION OF :MA.TBEIIATICS WITH OTHER SUBJECTS. 

The subject with which Mathematics ought to be most. 
closely correlated is, of course, Physics, and valuable suggestions 
as to how this may best be effected are contained in a Heport on 
"The Correlation of Mathematical and Science Teaching," by a 
Joint Committee of the :Mathematical Association and the 
Association of Public School Science Masters.t A number of 

• ~"A. Rhythmie A.pproach to Jl.athemati<8, H by EditJa L. 8omerr.lI.. 
(Lcmdou: G. Philip and SoD, 1906.) 

t Published by George Bell _d SoDa, 1909. Price 6L 
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teachers in the various girls' sohools are in sympathy with these
suggestions and are endeavouring to carry them out more or 
less fully. Others are working on their own lines with the
same end in view, and muoh care is taken to avoid overlapping
of syllabuses, and to frame the arithmetic syllabus of the lower 
forms in such manner that the science teacher may have as 
much help as possible. This is done, as has already been 
stated, by means of an early practical course in arithmetic, by 
the early introduction of the decimal notation, by the use of 
approximation and contracted methods, and in many cases by 
putting Elementary Physics teaching of the first year into the
hands of the mathematical mistress of the form. 

-Another subject with which the mathematical work of some
sohools is more or less closefy correlated is geography. Drawing 
to scale connects it with geometry, barometer-charts and other 
charts with graphical algebra, and a certain amount of mensu
ration is done in connection with map-work. 

EXAMINATIONS. 

The number of exalrunations for which girls may be entered 
is so great that it is difficult to give any clear idea of them_ 
They may be divided roughly into three kinds: (1) School 
Examinations (taken at certain intervals in the school course; 
(2) Examinations qualifying for entrance to the Universities-; 
and (3) Scholarships, and other more advanced examinations. 

(1) The chief school examinations are: the Oxford Local 
Examinations, Senior, Junior, and Preliminary; the Cambridge 
Local Examinations, Senior, Junior, and Preliminary; and the 
examinations conducted by the Oxford and Cambridge Schools 
Examination Board, commonly called the .. Joint Board."'" 
The Oxford and Cambridge Local Examinations, conducted by 
Univennty Examiners, are .. outside" examinations: candidates. 
offer a number of subjects, chosen according to rule, are examined 
at a certain "centre" in the town or distriot, and receive a 
certificate with the -seal of the University as the reward of 
passing. The Preliminary Examination is taken by candidates: 
under 14, the Junior by those under 16, and the Senior by those 
under 19 years of age. The Preliminary and Junior Local 
Examinations are taken now by far fewer candidates than the 
Senior, as the tendency is to restrict, in the interests of health. 
the strain of outside examinations to the later years of school 
life. These examinations, which have done incalculable good 
in -raising the standard of efficiency in girls' schools, seem now 
to be giving place to such tests as those of the Oxford and 
Cambridge Schools Examination Board. This Board examines, 
by means of either general papers, or papers specially prepared 

• To this list should be added tho more recently institnted School and 
LMving Examinations of London Univeraity. 
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for the school in question, the work of the year in any subject 
and in any form or forms presented for examination. The 
examinations are conducted in the school, and mav be marked 
either by the examiners or by the school staff. They are thus 
examinations .which tend to standardise the efficiency of the 
school without causing in the candidates the intense nervous 
excitement, so prejudicial to health, which often accompanies 
.. outside" examinations. In addition, the Board conducts a 
Lower Certificate and a Higher Certificate Examination open to 
candidates of about 16 and 18, and corresponding fairly 
accurately with the Junior and Senior Local Examination. 
With regard to the mathematical papers of the Joint Board in 
arithmetic, it is generally felt by teachers of the subject that the 
examiners have not fully realised the changes in recent arith
metical teaching noted above, and a more extended syllahus in 
.algebra on the lines of the Mathematical Association Report 
would be welcomed. These examinations, Oxford Senior Local, 
Cambridge Senior Local, and Higher Certificate, admit, under 
certain conditions, to some of the Universities. 

(2) The principal examinations qualifying for entrance to 
the Universities are: the Matriculation Examination of London 
University; ResponsionS admitting to the Degree COUl"8e8 of 
Oxford University; the Previous Examination admitting to 
those of Cambridge University; the Matriculation Examination 
conducted by the Joint Board of the Universities of MancheRter, 
Liverpool, Leeds and Sheffield; the Matriculation Examinations 
of Bristol University, Birmingham University, and so on. In 
all these, Mathematics is one of the compulsory subjects. The 
standard in the Matriculation Examinations is that stated above; 
the examination consists, as a rule, of two three-hour papers, one 
on algebra and arithmetic, the other on geometry. No tri
gonometry is at present required, as for the Scotch Universities ; 
otherwise the examinations are, on the whole, on sound modem 
lines. Responsions and the Previous Examiuation are on a 
somewhat lower standard.. 

(3) The scholarship, and other more advanced examinations, 
are many, and differ considerably in standard. The scholar
ships may be either those offered for competition by a County, 
Town or City Council, or the "open" scholarships o.ff~. by 
the Women's University Colleges, or the newer Uwverslt.tes. 
The papers set in the former are on a distio.ctly lower standard 
than those set in the latter, a standard approximating more or 
less closely to that of the Matriculation examinations ~ 
diJIering in different localities; as an example, the intermedIate 
Scholarships of the London County Council are now offered on 
the result of the London Matriculation Examination, but most 
other Councils set their own papers. The standard of the 
.. open" University Scholarships is consi~erab!y: hig!t.er, and the 
competition is verY great. For some Uwversltles and Colleges 
(e.g., Bristol Upiversity, Bedford and Westfield Colleges) the 

~ 
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IItandard is very approximately that-of the London Intermediate 
Arts Examination arid includes (1) Algebra up to the binomial 
theorem, (2) the substance or Euclid I.-IV., VI. and XI. 1-21 with 
mensuration of 6Olids, (3) Trigonometry to the solution of· 
triangles, and (4) either Elementary Coordinate Geometry or 
Elementary Calculus (Bedford .College) or Applied Mathematics 
(Westfield). Another group of Colleges, including Newnham 
College (University of Cambridge), the Royal Holloway College 
(University of.London), and the Oxford College!!, have a more 
extended syllabus, including Analytical and Geometrical' 
Conics, Applied Mathematics, and somewhat more Algebra and 
Geometry. The Girton College (University of Cambridge) 
Scholarship Examination is the most difficult of all, and com· 
petition ill very severe: in addition to much wider syllabuses· 
in all the above-mentioned branches of Mathematics, candidates 
are al60 examined in the Elements of Differential and Integral 
Calculus. In this connexion it is considered a matter for regret 
by many teachers that elementary study of the calculus does 
not precede the harder parts of the branches of Mathematics 
now studied first. Scholarships are also awarded by the London 
Inter-Collegiate Scholarships Board, some of these scholarships 
being open to men and women on equal terms, and the exami
nation being a difficult one; and others on the result of the 
Cambridge Higher Local . Examination, the papers for the 
Mathematical Group (Group C) being much the same standard 
as those for the scholarship examinations of the majority of the 
Colleges. Candidates for any of the open scholarships are 
examined as a rule in one subject on an advanced standard (for 
example, Mathematics), but have either to take additional pass 
papers in other subjects or to claim exemption from these on 
account of having passed such an examination as the London 
Matriculation. Candidates in Mathematics are, at many Colleges, 
expected to take, in addition to their mathematical papers, a 
language t.ranslation paper, chiefly with a view to testing their 
ability to work from German and French books if necessary 
during their Honours course at the University. 

Among higher examinations taken by school girls should 
also be reckoned the Intermediate Arts or Science (First B.A.. or 
B.Sc.) Examinations of London University. The standard in 
Mathematics has been already defined; four subjects have to be 
taken in addition to Mathematics by Arts candidates, three bv 
Science candidates. • 

It will be seen from the above description of a selected 
number of examinations for which girls are prepared that the 
need of the present time ill for a simplification of the whole 
examination system. In 60me schools all the following exami
nR?ons ~ taken: (1) the whole schO?I ill examined lIJUlually in 
Al'lthmetic by the Oxford and CambrIdge Schools Examinations 
Board, and in alternate years in Algebra and Geometry; (2) the 
Cambridge Senior I..ocal Examination ill taken in the Lower 
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Fifth Fonn by such girls as are finishing their school course at 
the age of about 16; (3) the London lIIatriculation iH taken in 
~he U ~per Fifth Form; (4) the gil'ls in the Lower Sixth who an
mtendmg to proceed to College take the London Inte,mf'diate 
Arts or &ience Examination, while those in the same Form 
who are not intending to pursue their studies further take the 
Higher Certificate of the Oxford and Cambridge S"hools 
Examination Board; (5) in the Upper Sixth Fonn special 
coaching is given for scholarships and possibly for the 
Cambridge Higher Local (Group C.). 

It is interesting to compare this most complicated system 
with the splendid system ill force in Scotland at the present 
time. The Scottish Education Department examines annually 
for Intermediate Certi6cates, and Leaving Certificates, awarded 
to candidates of about 16 and 18 years of age, the standarrl 
approximating to the standard of the Lower and Highpr Certi
ficates of the Joint Board in most subjects; in ~Iathematicl< 
the standard is higher, and for the Leaving Certi6c-ate indudf's 
Trigonometry up to the solution of triangles. The result of thE' 
examination depends on three sets of marks: (1) the marks 
assigned on class-work, some six or eight weeks before the 
examination takes place, by the reachers of the candidatpl< 
presented; (2) the marks assignpd on the working of writtPIl 
papers set and corrected by the Examiners of the Department; 
(3) the impression formed by these Examiners {who are the 
Inspectors of the schools}, after a 'Di"a "oee examination of the 
class presented and of individuals in the class, sul_quent to 
the correction of the written examination. By these means t hI' 
examiners are kept in touch with the methods of teselling 
emploved in the schools, and the teachers, as is right, have Boml' 
resporu.ibility for the marking of their own candidates. I think 
that practically all teachers who ha"e anything to do with these 
examinations are agreed that the method and the papers set aT., 
thoroughly satisfactory. &ope is given, moreover, for indivi
duality in work, such as is desired in the preamble to the la~t 
Report of the Mathematical Association quoted above, by 
" Additional Papers." After taking, or while taking, the l.eaving 
Certi6cate, candidates may be presented for examination in 
any further branch of lIiathematics selected by the teac-her; 
~.g., Modem Plane Geometry and Elementary Conic Sections, 
Oo-ordinate Geometry, Statics and Dynaltlics. The certi6c~teH 
obtained are recognised throughout Scotland: the Interme,hate 
Certi6cate is the sine fJU4 non for all girls who wish to take up 
elementary school work, domestic economy teaching, gymnastic 
teaching, &C. ; and the Leaving Certificate admits to any of t~e 
Dniversities of &utIand. They are, therefore, the only exami
nations taken in the schools except the Bursary Examination~ of 
the Universities, .. which are of the same standard I)IJ the Lea"mg' 
Certificate Examinations. On the result of these are awarded 
all scholarships or bursaries to the Universities. There are, 
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I think, few educationalists in England who would grumble at 
the introduction and organisation of a scheme so simple and 
withal so satisfactory. 

I have endeavoured to trace the development of the organisa
tion of mathematical teaching in girls' schools, and to show 
the trend of the present day. It cannot be denied that the 
work done in' the past half-century has vindicated the right of 
Mathematics to a place in a curriculum designed for girls. It 
has been a period of growth, and the growing stage is not yet 
over. We have still many questions to answer; for example, 
the much-debated question as to whether all girls should learn 
Mathematics beyond the first stages, and if not, what proportion 
can continue the stndy and derive from it real benefit. Much 
also remains to be done in the direction of simplifying the 
examination system and, placing the teaching of Mathematics 011 

a sound pedagogic basis. 
LOUISA STORY. 

APPENDIX. 

SYLLABUSES. 

Note.-Syllabus .. A " is a type of .yllabus very generally in use, 
Sylla.bUB liB" is one slightly more on the linea of recent auggestiona 

and i. representative of the syllabnses of .. good many schools. 
Both would rep,,,sent the work of .chools in which a fairly high .tandard 

ia maintained. 
The times given are exclusive of to hom&owork." and represent only the 

time given to actual teaching. 

Form,-

Prepamtory . 

I. 

n. 

m. 

SYLLABUS" A." 

Numeration and notation. First four rules for numbers 
under 100. Mental work. Simple problems, 

Five lessons of 20 minutes to SO minutes. 

Revision of four simple rules; extension to numbers of five 
or .ix ligures. Multiplication and Division by factors. 
MoneyaUDlS. 

Five lessons of 30 minutes: 

Reoapitulstion and extension of above. Weights and 
measures. Easy reduction. H.C.F. and L.C.H. Easy 
decimsls. 

Five lessons of 30 minutes (one practical) . 

.AriU. .... Iic.-Decimal. and eesy Vulgar Fractions. Metria 
system. Decinlalisation of money. Reduction. Unitary 
method. 

Two or three lessons of i hour. 
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Form. 

m. .dlgebra.-First four mles, bracketo, simple "'IuatiOll8 "nd 
problems. E ... y factors ... converse of multiplication. 

One lesson of f hoor. 

G"""",try.-Practical work leodiug up to dillCOvery of geome
trical truths. Congruency theorem. and deducliono. 

One lesIOn of f hour. 

IV. '.drithmdic.-Proportion, practice, &rallO, percentages and 
simple interest. 

Two 1e811OJ1S of f hour . 

.dlgebra.-SimultBneouo equationo and linear grophs, grophs 
of stotiotico, facton, fractiono, quadratic eqn&tiono. 

Two 18IIIOJIS of f boor. 

Gwmotry.-Subatance of Euclid L and m. (principal 
theoreme). 

Two Jesoona of f boor. 

V. .drithfMtic.-<hnera\ Arithmetic including Compound 
Interest and Stooko and Shares. 

. One \eooon of f hour . 

.dlgebra.-Quadrotic Equationo and grophic aolutiono, ele
mentary ourdo and indices, the progreseiono, proportion. 

. Two Ieaoono of f boor. 

Geomdry.-The subetance of Euclid L-IV. Introduclion to 
the geometrical treatment of proportion. 

Two Jesoona of f boor. 

VP. .dlgebra.-To the Binomial Theorem including logarithms. 
Two \eo1ODl of f boor. 

VJa. 

Preparatory. 

L 

IL 

Gwmotry.-Subetauee of Euclid L-IV., VL, and XI. 1-21, 
with aolid mensuration. 

Two Jesoona of f boor. 

Trigon<>m<lry.-Introductory to i"lutioc of triang\eo. 
Two Jesoona of f hour. 

Scholarship ... ~ by coaching: 

Sn.LA,BUS .. B." 
Number lesoono, simple suma in connection with Tdlick'. 

Brieko (or other Kindergarten appamtuo), first four ru\eo 
for numbers nnd"" 100. EJemerrtary tabl.. built up and 
written out. 

Five Jeeoono of 20 minutes or 30 miDUtes. 

Four ruJeo with 1arger numbers, and with Iirot-place decima\a 
(addition or subtraction only), taught with help of metric 
ruler. Easy money IRIIDIL Practicalmeaourement involring 
80Dle paper-folding .. eard-.I modelling and p1aoticine 
work. 

Five Ieooou of 30 min_. 

First lour ruJeo uaing decimals to hnndredtho (or further). 
Easy eump\eo in metrie 8JB1em. ~ sumo. ~ 
duction to Bimple graphs by the plotting ..t cbarto. Simple 
properties of triangle. circle, ""be, cylinder, ophere. 

YJTe \eooono of 311 minutes. 
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Form. 

m. .Arithmetic.-Decim&ls and metri", system. decimalisation of 

IV. 

..,. 

\T. 

VI". 

money. Short methods. Weights and measures. Reduc
tion. H.C.F. and L.C.M. 

Two or three lessoDS of! hour. 

Geometry.-MeaII1ll"tIment of lin ... angles. &C. 'Estsblishment 
of fundsmenta.l conceptions of Geometry. Estsblishment 
of fundsmenta.l propositions practica.lly (.s. Board of 
Education Circular No. 711). Exercises on congrnenoo 
of triangles. 

One le880n of ! hour . 

.Algebm-Simple equations, symbolic expression and pro
blems. Subetitution in physica.l formUla! and functions 
of .. single .....-iable giving introduotion to graphs.' Rulee 
of sign. First four rnl .. gradually developed. Practice in 
e&sy factors ... converse of multipliestion. 

One l .. son of! hour . 

.Arith .... tic.-Proportion. ....... and volum... percentages. 
profit and loss. intsrest. Gmphic methods used in tes.ching 
proportion concurrently with arithmetic method. 

Two lessons of t hour. 

Geometry.-Substance of Euclid L and .: m. (principal 
theorems). 

Two lessons of t hour . 

.Alge""".--':F&etors. quadratics (by factors), fractions. s¥nul
t&neous equations and linear graphs. Harder factoro and 
fractions. Graphs of funotions of .. va.ri&ble (within certain 
limits) and of statistics. 

Two lessons of t hour . 

.Arilhmetic.-GeneraJ. including use of '-figure logarithms . 
One leeaon of t hour. 

Geemetry.-Subst&nce of Euclid I.-IV. introduction to 
geometrio theory of proportion, oonourrently with alge-
braio treatment. . 

Two lessons of t hour. 

'.dlgebm.-Quadratics (by oompleting square), graph of quad
ratio function with introduction to idea of m&J:imum and 
minimum values, turning.points. rea.! and imaginary roots. 
Elementary work on Index 1&ws fgllowed immediately by 
logarithms to bass 10. Evaluation of 81Il'ds. Progression. 
Proportion. 

Trig_try.-Introduotory. 
tria.ngles. 

Two lessons of t hour. 

Solution of right-angled 

One lesson of t hour. 

Intermediats· Arts standard in Algebra, Geometry, Trigono
metry. Elementary ()o.ordin&ta Geometry. 

Schol&rship work. 

N.B.-Some of the subjects gifl!n in the ahem> syllabus are due to 
eyaminationa requirementa. and would be better omitted or put at a 
difterent stage. 
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THE VALUE OF THE STUDY OF MATHEMATICS 
IN PUBLIC SECONDARY SCHOOLS 

FOR GIRLS. 

For the purposes of this paper it is sufficient to state at the 
outset, that Mathematics occupies at present a fairly good 
position among the important subjects in girls' schools, at any 
rate in the public secondary schools under consideration. It is 
probably safe to say that in schools of this type, all the pupils 
are expected to learn something of elementary :Mathematics 
beyond arithmetic, and that work at this subject is usnally 
continued until within one-or in some cases two-years of the 
leaving age; girls who specialise in Mathematics usually pass 
through the ordinary course, and then devote additional time to 
the subject during the last year or two of their school career. 
Further details of the amount of time allotted to Mathematics 
at the various stages of school life will be found in one of the 
other papers of this series. The point with which I am chiefly 
concerned is that the position of Mathematics in girls' schools 
is being challenged. School curricula are already overcrowded, 
and the pressure is increasing rather than decreasing; each 
.subject must be ready to justify its position, or it will surely 
10!le it, and that in the near future. I propO!le to consider first 
>lome of the objections which are urged against lfathematics, 
and then some of the arguments which may be brought forwarcl 
in its favour. 

The objections to the position of lfathematics as a subject 
of cardinal importance for all or nearly all girls may be 
summarised as foll\lws :-

(1) That the subject is uninteresting, relati"ely at least, if 
not absolutely, to many girls; 

(2) that its utilitarian. value is negligible-1lU argument 
. which might explain the lack of interest; 

(3) that from its difficulty it puts a stmin on the pupil out 
of all proportion to the benefit received. 

To consider the objections in detail :-It is said that girls 
do not find Mathematics interesting. The reason suggested is 
that it has little connection with their present-day life or later 
activities. The deduction drawn is that its study should be 
reduced to a minimum in girls' schools, and that it should not 
be compulsory for girls in University Entrance ~minations, 
but an alternative among .certain other subjects, such as 
Hanuony and. Physics. 
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It is' at leilst open to question whether girls are TeaRy- bQl'ed 
with Mathematics; it certainly'has not been my own experience. 
nor is'it the experience 'of'othets"from' whom I ',have made 
inquiries. though I, haVe not ueen able to gather general 
13tatistics of opinion, Again. it might be debated at some 
length. how far this alleged lack of interest. whel'e it does exist, 
IS real and inherent in the nature of' the subject. -and how far it 
is' accidental and due to a bad presentation of it. 'Mathematics. 
like othEft'subjects, is often taught tn a dry Mid uninteresting 
way. and teachers 'let slip the opportunitieS'which thE'Y ought to 
13ei7.e. for establishing conneCtions With everyday life, A girl 
'will spend a iong'time; with, keen' infierel3t; calculating the' 
cubical cOntimts' of hel'! desk; awkward 'in shape, and incon
'venient iIi'measurements though 'it may be, and'willieitrn Ii far 
"riiore effective lesson from hel"'experience,tlian' from working a 
dozen 'texVbookrexamples on'the contents of-bokes 'and 'tanks. 
lidleilsor' otherwise, ' -, She 'will'also take 8\ 'personal interest m·het· 
result;' and. though it would be-'rash taBay such 'a-thing would 
never bcclir, 'she willbe'far less likely'to announce that hetdesk 
will acco\umodate' a few hundred' cubic feet" 'Of books, than' if 
Bhe 'ha:dmel'ely- taken down a set of measurements 'from her texl!
book. Similarly. II statement" that '7.000 pictme postcards ean 
be pinned upon a fonn notice board will be greeted with derision 
by girls wfto might cheerfully make equallyridieulilUs 'llristakes 
in working out eltaIllple'S on the rule. area ,,!, length x' breadth. 
No doubt I;jucli' examples take 'time. but.li.oWe .... er pressed -for 
time we mat be. we' need 'riot fall into 'the errol" of ,thinking 
that the' number 'of examples:worked bY"Ii-newmethod is a 
measure o~ the power gained' over" 'it; ,,; -often"one" or two 
examples of practical interest. if possible' suggested: by ,the 
class, worked out, in full by every member in such a way that 
all the data are brought home'. are of more valuo than a la1'ge 
number worked from the book with superficial attention. 
Especially is it iinportant for the weaker members ,to take their 
own measurements ;' the remembrance of the actions 'performerl 
will often prove a help in recalling a forgotten process. which 
their intelligence can then justify. even' thouglr it was not 
strong enough to suggest it. ' ' 

It may be said that I am merely pointing out differencE's 
between good teaching and bad.' ,I do think. however. that bad 
or at least inadequate. teaching is mainly responsible for th~ 
lack of interest complained of. Sometimes it is due to want of 
skill in the teacher. who rarely receives lIny' training for her 
pl"Ofessi.on. and who has not .alwaY:' the ability to draw the right 
concluslOns f1:om her expel!ence lllstem!: OfU:n. especially in 
the case of girls, the teachmg the pupils reeel ve in the early 
stages is so mechanical lind deadening; that they are rendered 
.almost proo~a~inst more enlightened methods later on. Very 
often. exammation pressure alloW!! none but a strong teacher to 
Iin,l time to consider the individuality of her pupils. It is of 
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course a truism to say that bad teaching will make any Rubjec& 
dista~tefu.l, and good teaching almost any Mubject acceptable; 
but It mIght be well to try to devise and spread good methods 
of te~ching Mathematics, suit~d to the needs of girls, before 
adoptmg the somewhat drastiC remedy for lack of intereMt, 
namely, elimination of the subject . 

. It is said, however, that at any rate Mathematics is relatively 
ullmteresting, that the main interest of girls lies in the humani
ties, and that their studies should be based on those subjects. 
This idea is very widespread in Germany, and Mathemati("H is 
at a discount there in girls' schools. The broad statemen t that 
most girls prefer the humanities is probably true. If the tastes 
of all the girls specialising in secondary schools and in the 
Universities were ascertained, it would almost certainly be 
found that a smaller number were working at Mathematics 
than at literature or history. This may be partly due to tllEt 
fact that good teaching in literature and history hIlS been avail
able for girls for a much longer time than in Mathematics. 
The latter subject has fought its way to the front in girls' 
schools, but it has had many difficulties to contend with, and 
the supply of properly qualified teachers has never been suffi
cient to go round. Still it may be granted that Mathematics is 
likely to remain a less popular subject for advanced study with 
girls than it is with boys, especially perhaps in the South of 
England. But it does not immediately follow that Mathematics 
should be ousted from its hard won place in the front rank of 
school subjects; it would be a pity to organise school work 80 

that those girls with mathematical ability should get too slight 
a preliminary training to enable them to specialiHe with wofit 
later on. Moreover the question of the beRt subjects for girl .. 
to specialise in, is an entirely different one from the question of 
the best subjects for the foundation of a general education on 
which future specialisation should be based. The first qUe8tion 
should, in my opinion, be decided entirely by the girl's perHOnal 
taste, or the results will be evanescent. The second problem is 
far more difficult to solve. The results of collective experienc:e 
must be known, and those who try to interpret them should hold 
broad views of the kind of men and women they wish to see grow 
up. The objection, that whatEwer may be the value of Mathe
matics for boys, its utilitarian value for girls is very slight, JJ3S 

been freque~tly urged. Connection of the school curriculum 
with everyday life is rather a fetish in· the educational world 
at present. It is, perhaps, not always borne in mind that the 
everyday life of the average English child is often very narrow 
and uninspiring, and tends to produce a very narrow ma~ or 
woman. It is the duty and the privilege of the school to wlI!en 
that life. We hear much of the value of agricultural educatIOn 
in country districts, and there is no doubt that its utilitarian 
value is greatest there; at the same time it may be that a fine 
school garden is most appreciated in a city school, and that by 

... 
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it instincts are reached and fostered which would otherwise be 
starved out of existence. Similarly we may esteem Mathematics 
highly, even if we have to admit that its utilitarian value is less 
for girls than for boys. But this admission must be made with 
reservations. If left to themselves girls may not attempt to 
make so many things for which their Mathematics might come 
in useful as boys do. But the constructive instinct is not 
lacking, as anyone who has set a class making mathematical 
models of geometrical solids knows, and it often needs only a 
slight stimulus to make it function. We may indeed recognise 
that in working out the higher education of girls, the traditional 
educational of boys has been too slavishly copied, and that the 
mental and physical differences' between the sexes have been 
completely ignored. There is a tendency now showing itself, 
however, to rush to the other extreme, and to assume that the 
minds of all boys are fashioned after one model, and the minds 
of all girls after another. Boys have certain main interests 
which must be highly cultivated, to the exclusion of others, which 
some boys at any rate certainly possess. The main interests of 
girls are less well defined, but at least we are to assume, according 
to this school of thinkers, that they are different from those of the 
boys. So much is asserted dogmatically, and if the evidence is 
still to seek, we may find the subject fully discussed in the pages 
of German educational literature, though even there the phrase 
.. die wei bliche Eigenart," which occurs almost ad nauseam, is 
supposed to be so well understood that any attempt at definition 
is rarely made. Personally I find it hard to believe that the 
difference between an ordinary boy and girl is necessarily 
greater than the difference between t'.'l'"O individual boys or two
individual girls. At any rate each individual should have an 
opportunity to develop on many sides; if a boy or girl has a 
special aptitude we should not develop that only, and crush all 
less assertive instincts. We do not wish that our schools should 
prod'llce one-sided boys and girls with all their interests along.
different lines, and there is a distinct danger of this, if all the 

. weaker instincts are allowed to die of inanition just because 
they are the weaker. 

It is sometimes taken for granted that Mathematics can 
have no intrinsic interest for girls because it will not help them 
to cook a dinner or to darn stockingS'. But girls have minds 
as well as bodies, and so have their future husbands. We live 
in an age of marvellous scientific advance, and it is difficult for 
an educated person to be without some interest in natural 
science. Mathematics underlies all science, and it is only when 
mathematical methods are introduced, when distinctions become 
quantitative rather than qualitative, that the study rises from 
t.he mists of imaginative descriptions and can be dignified by 
the ~ame of Science. .. All science as it grows towards per
recbon becomes mathematical in its idess."G Physics is, of 

• Whitehead (Ao N.), An lntJooduction to lIathematica, p. 1'. (London • 
Williame uuI Norgate. 1911.) • 

Nli2 
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course, the science which 'is entirely based upon Mathematics, 
but biology, psychology, economics, and the rising'Mtudy of 
sociology all depend upon it in a greater or less degrpe.' The 
formulre of Mendelism, the tabulation of the results of pRyclla
physical.experiments, the graphical representation of eeonomic 
statistics, ,all these are a sealed book to one who has no 
acquaintance with Mathematies. ' The idea of a {onnula, the 
generalisation of innumerable apparently isolated results, is not 
easy to grasp unless it has first been met with in the simple 

,cases of elementary Mathematics. The fmitful idpa of varia
tiOI~, lIgain, has shown, enonnous development in late yeal'8; 
the very word is pregnant with significance to those who have 
met ,it in strict mathematical relations, and connoteR what is 
beyond the outlook of the' person to whom there ill 'no dis
tinction of meaning between" varying with" and" varying as." 
.In a statement snch as " a young man can do more work than 
:an old man," the interesting question 'Is, .. H,;w inuch' more? " 
,and in the attempt to' answer this question we are drawn into 
measurement and Mathematics. The results 'of experiments in 
strength of grip, or in power of lifting, curves of latiglle~ cur,'es 
of expectation of life, and many other mathematical i1luRtratioris 
rise to the mind at once in considering questions of this flOrt. 

, Surely 'it' would be difficult to maintain that no wolnen are 
interested in such questions, or e,'en that a few may be, but 
Jlf;l~ssaril\' at the expense of their domestic- activiti~s. 

Leavi~g th6He objections to retain iluch weight as may be 
due to them we may fairly' urge that, apart from the intrinsic: 
interest of :Mathem~tics, tilers are certain advantages to be 
gained from its study, which we should be ill-adviHed to forego 
in our girls' schools. . 

All girls ought to grow up reasonah!e bemgR, and mallY of 
thew do not; all girls ought kf acqUlr~ a ~IIo'Wledge of the 
meaning of language, and a powe! of usmg It accurate!y, and 
many of them do not. Mathematics, properly taught, Will help 
to both ends. In all branches of Mathematics, though' perhaps 
more especially in Geometry, it is.n~~ to be dearhead~d; 
we have to pick out exactly what It IS reqUIred to do, to decIde 
what portions of previous knowledge are relevant, and what a~ 
not, and to ret down clearly the steps in' the proc-edu~. It 18 

often urged against women that they talk off the po~nt, .u'~t 
they do not know what argument is. In Mathematics It 18 

constantly nec'essary to run oyer facts in the mind. and to sort 
and select. Whether we have to cudgel our brams f,!r lrag
'ments of geometrical knowledge to help us to solve a nder, or 
whether we have merely to study and classify data in ~rder to 
fonn an algebraical equation, the same procel!S of selection and 
rejection has to be gone through. Any wandering from !he 
point is fatal, and usually the futility of a .wron~ se}ectlOn 
shows itself at once. It:will.be seen that. m t~J8 V1~ of 
Mathemati('!l little stress IS laid upon mampulatlve skill, or 
rapidity of cak-ulation; these things may be useful as a 
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means to aft end, the first is certainly required by the future 
mathematical specialist, the second, nc doubt, -by the future. 
commerciaL clerk; but .they are not. in themselves ,o£edu-. 
cational value, and they should be '\1ta miuimulP- in. a 
!,lon-specialist course designed ·to· give the ayemge ,pupi1. the. 
foundations. of a liberal. education. In. the ·recently. issued. 
Report of the Mathematical. Association on the Teaching o~ 
Elementary Algebra and· Trigonometry,<l! it was intended to 
emphasise the more thoughtful side ·ofmathematical study, and 
it is therefore recommended that the mechauical work needed 
to produce manipulative ·skill should be done at Ii later stage 
than the elementary comse, and only by ·those who will need it. 
Mathematice must teaeha girl to think, and be taught with tha. 
end in view, if it is to l'etaiu its· honoUl'able place in our scllOol 
curriculum. In Geometry it may be quite valueless that a ;girl 
can. write out a neat and tidy proof of a proposition with all thl) 
sLeps put in and references duly given in the margin. The 
value depends on the extent to which her work .is a co;nscious 
reasoning process. Does she realise that a step left out is not 
merely something omitted, as a detail in thedesCl'iption of a 
flower might be, but a vitiation of the whole proof? Does she 
l'00li8e that the OJuission of the reason for any statement means 
that, for hel,,' the :structure is unsupported? In con-ecting 
elementary work· in Geometry, immense stress should be· laid. 
upon this; a piece of work might suitably l"eGeive no marks iI 
n step were omitted and slurred o"cr, and tlll'ee-quartermarks 
if a statement were made that the step was required, but the 
pupil could not proye';t. Pupils should be encouraged to show 
lip incomplete proofs, that the point at which they failmuy be 
discussed and cleared ·up. Girls like to show up ueat complete 
work, aud will often give. ·in nothing rather than an unsuccessful 
attempt; tllis should be st.rongly discouraged, lIB suocess comes 
largely through au investigation of the . causes of, failure. In 
the early stages of GE'ometry the teachel.'s main business is to 
say .. Why? " If she does this sufficiently indefatigably then, 
by the time tlle latel' stnges arrive, she' should be able to reduce 
herself almost to a state of superlluit.y-the Nirvana of the good 
teacher. If a girl gaina nothing h'OIn hel' matllematicallessons 
but a living conception of the words .,' beoa.use " and .. tllereIore:~ 
shO' will have gained a possession foc life, and a po~.ssion 
which many women, and, I. venture to th.ink. many men also, go 
through life without: .. One of tlle; chief ends served by 
.. MMhematics, when I'ightly taught, is· &0. awaken.the learner's 
.. belief in reason, his confidence in the truth of what has been 
.. demonstrated, and in th& value of demonstration."t It may 

• Report of the Mathematieal A.ssociation Committee on the Te&ching 
of Elementary AIg<>bra and Numerical Trigonometry. 1911. (London: 
G. Bell &: Sons. Sd.) 

t Ru....u ' (Bertrand), . PhilOllOphical Essays, p .. 76 (The Study of 
llatJoematics). (London I Longmana. Green .t. 00.. 1910.) 
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be argued that cauo;e and effect can be studied equally well in 
the history and geography lessons. They may, and of course 
shoul~, be :ro st~died, bl1t the circumstances are far less simple, 
especIally 111 hIstory. .We can less often say that a certain 
effect is a necessary consequence of a certain caUHe, or even of a 
certain combination of causes, and even if we can, the reasons 
may very well be beyond the appreciation of a child. 

No doubt, in Mathematics, the circumstances are unnaturally 
simplified, and not such as occur in everyday life, but when we 
have anything complex to stl1dy, we begin by analysing it, we 
isolate the simplest elements and try to understand them. Well 
for Uf! if we first learn what argument means in a study where 
human thought is pure and passionless, not clouded by emotion
alism nor yet weighted by utilitarianism. 

It would hardly do to base a claim for the retention of 
Mathematics mainly on its efIect on style in composition, 
especially as this is a point which has too often been neglected 
in mathematical teaching; at the same time the clearness and 
and brevity so desirable in lIathematics are qualitif'8 often 
'wlIspicuously absent from girls' written work. They tend to 
be diffuse, fond of adjectives and phrases, and apt to converse 
pleasantly about many things whose relevancy to the subject in 
hand is not obvious. It is good for them to have to condense 
their thoughts and to explain their proceedings in the briefest 
and clearest way. :Much hann is done by rating too highly a 
girl'R power to produce-somehow, anyhow-the correct answer 
to a given sum, and more attention should he paid to style, and 
more credit given for connected and intelligible explanation~, 
both oral and written. 

Women are said to be inconsistent, and, moreover, to be 
quite nnable to recognise their inconsistency. There is no 
place where the penalties of inconsistency are more striking 
than in the mathematical class-room. Here, as elsewhere, much 
depends upon the teaching; if a pupil gives a wrong answer 
and the teacher merely passes on and gets the right one from 
someone else the opportunity is lost. The wrong statement 
should be accepted, and the pupil made to follow it out to its 
consequences, the more ridiculous the better. People will say 
that this method would be intolerably tedious and that progress 
would be much retarded thereby. In large, or very uneven 
classes it will no doubt be necet;sary to !Dodify it in prat"!i" .. , 
but the ideal is that a 1\TOng statement should n .. ver go 
unexposed, and in this way progress, if slow, will lJC real and 
not fictitious. Also if tllis method be rigorously punmed it 
will tend to work· itself out; if we can only train our pupils 
to be self-critieal, our criticisms will gradually become works. 
of supererogation. It is the fa~hion now to consider geometrical 
proofs leading up to "quod est absurdum" as too hard fur 
children, and dirf'Ct proofs are u&-ually substituted for them. 
'Ihi" may be worrlly-wise, certainly, in so far as it is advisable 
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to have an alternative proof for the weaker candidates for 
examination, but it would be a great pity if this most instruc
ti ve method of proof were banished from the class-room. Tho 

. opportunities offered by Mathematics for self-criticism are 
probably unrivalled. In arithmetic and algebra answers can 
nearly always be tested, and they can always be classified as 
possible or impossible, probable or improbable, and it is a very 
important part of the teacher's work to get the pupil to apply 
the necessary tests. We do too much correction ourselves in 
schools; a pupil gains more by being set to work a sum and to 
pl'Ove it, or to work a sum in two different ways and compare 
the an8WerR, than if she works two sums and gives them in, 
waiting placidly with a greater or less degree of interest, as the 
case may be, to he told by her teacher whether the results are 
right or wrong. Incidentally the work of the teacher would be 
largely redtroed to the consideration of style if this method were 
generally adopted. It is a method much enjoyed by the pupil 
if she is accustomed to it early. A child of eight will prove a 
multiplication sum by division and 'Vice 'Versa, and take a pride 
ill being able to dispense with the teacher. 

One great advantage of Mathematics in the education of 
girls is that it offers unique opportunities to the teacher for 
J'ecognising and encouraging independent thought. Girls are 
said to haye less initiative than boys, they are more docile, 
follO\v more easily where they are led. At the same time they 
(\0 offer suggestions, they do ask questions and show desires 
of following up certain lines of thought; if the opportuni
ties are less frequent it is all the more important that they 
,;hould not be missed. Girls, perhaps, need a greater stimulus 
to independent thought than boys do, they are less contradictory, 
less likely to react in a dil'ection opposite to that which was 
intended. For instance, an unwise teacher frequently proceeds 
in the following way; she writes the enunciation of a geomet
J'ical proposition on the blackboard-at the worst, proves it 
hers"lf; if she has some sense, gets the class to do it for her
.1Ind then 88)'5, .. Learn it in the book for homework, you will 
have to write it out in class next time." I believe this method 
is not uncommon, but to my mind it is radically wrong. A boy, 
very probably, would omit to learn it, and would at least have 
the opportuuity of wrestling with it afresh ne,xt time. The girl, 
being diligent, learns it carefully and writes it out cOlTectly, 
and is left with a comfortable sense of work conscientiouslv 
done and knowledge acquired, where the recording angel would 
note down anoUler opportwlity for thought lost, another blow' 
struck at the girl's individuality. Surely all propositions should 
be presented first as riders, the fact discovered by the class from 
a study of the figure, where possible, and the proof attemptC'd 

- by all the individual members before anyone is allowt>d to go 
tllrough it; when it has been worked on the board it should 
be written out by everybody before access to a book is allowed. 
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No doubt many will fail, but those who succeed will have 
done something far more worth doing than any amollnt oC 
learning from a book, and those who fuil may succeed next 
time, and will at least know that the aim set before them 
is to do their own thinking, and not to 88Rimilate somebody 
else's. A teacher of girl!! is, perhaps, too easily satisfied when 
her pupils are working steadily and conscientiOllSly along the 
lines which she has laid down for them; a boy is almost certain 
to go off at a. tangent somet.ime, and force himself and his 
teacher, if not too hidebound, out of the rut;· routine does him 
less harm, because he is less ·susceptible to ·its inBuence. 
Probably one of the weaknesses of girls is that they will submi·t. 
to so much dullness without resentment. Hence the neat, 
careful, and utterly unenterprising examination papers of which 
bored examiners complain. Jt is true that young children. 
whether boys or girls, do not as a rule find mechanical work 
dull, but if this be an advantage it is double-edged. Mechanical 
work can train ·them to rapidity aud accuracy, two URef,,1 
'qualities· which it is difficult to acquit'e after the nge of twelve; 
on the other hand i~ is fatally easy for the teacher to proceed 

''Calmly without stirring the impulse to mental effort, which may 
"emain latent and atrophy in a surprisingly short time. It is 
vital to rouse the mind to exertion, and for this re8ROl1, among 
many others, junior external examinations are to be deprecated. 
Success in· these examinations is almost bound to be more easily 
obtained by speed and accuracy in mechanical work than by 
mental effort, and the effects of teaching mainly directed to 
such an end can only be described 811 disastroul!. A girl's 
independent thOtlght may be steadily crushed down without 
consciOtlBDess of either teacher or taught; her !"elf-assertiveness 
is weaker than It boy's, her indi"iduality more delicate. )lauy 
girls who areappal'entiy good .... orkers are really mentally lazy, 
they reproduce but they do not produce. A teacher needs to 
be alive to this danger, nnd to realise that it is her bU!lineHII to 
stimulate intellectual curiosity, the desire to know, and not ollly 
to know, but to find out at first hand; she has every opportunity 
in Mathematics, ",here hardly any of the work should be 
reproductiTe. Hfor no other reason, Mathematics should 
remain in the front rank of educational subjects, beeause it 
helps the growth of the instinct to do independent work, whic.h 
awakes in every child. boy or girl, at 60IDe period, but JS 

sometimes stifled among the many excellencies of our modem 
educational system. 

Another ground. allied to the last, for holding Mathematics 
. valuable in the school curriculum is that it is hard. It really 
requires that pOwer'of concentrating the attention which should 
be one of the most important results of education. KaturaIly 
inattention is harmful in any lesson, but it is far more difficult' 
to pick up the thread .. aCtera few minutes of waudering thought 
in Mathematicstball in other caReS. As Bacon ... ys. .. If a 
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"Mall's Wit ·be 'Wandring ·let him Stud$" the ,Matht}lnatick!!.; 
." For' in Demonstrations, if hiR Wit· be ·called away nevel' st) 
" little,' he must begin again." It seems probable . that· a 
woman's wit also may 'Wander, and that therefore the advic& 
which Bacon offers man should be extended to W0man, unless 
indeed a wandering wit is.· held-to· be· an e'Kcellent thing in 
·woman. Concentration is essential to good· work in any subjeot, 
but in' Mathematics the whole attention ianeeded to produce 
anything at all. This statement is borne out by, studies in 
fatigue among school. children j it is the mathematicalles80ns 
which take most out of them, and weare advi~ed, to put them 
-early in the day; when the .children are fresh. There can be 
'little doubt that the majority of girls find Mathematics hard ~ 
by this it is not necessary to understand that they feel it 
beyond tbeirpowers, but that it, taxes their powers to the 
utmost~' Still less is it necessary to· assume, as is often done, 
that hard is synonymous with distasteful j- more shame to our 
education if it were so: Power is to be exercised and not to be 
spared, .and a cUlTiculuffi' of 'SOft options could only produce an 
invertebrate generation 'of dilettantes. Some people who write 
about the education of girls seem to wish them to glide over 
the surface of many subjects, so. that they may be able to ,take 
an intelligent interest in them and be well informed, but con
sidel'· hard work to be detrimental' to a girl's health, or-in 

'some unexplained way-to her womanliness. . The question of 
health is a difficult one, and girls have ,to be eal~fully' guarded 
against overwork. Probably a girl should do less work at all 
times than a' boy. and she should be protected against strain 
during the years of development (another argument againirt. 
junior examinations), but hardly anyone would advocate that no 
girl should be taught anything she found difficult: We have 
made mistakes in the past, and it is to be feared that many 
girls have Buffered in health through their zeal' fol" higher 
education j we need 'not, therefore, return to, the' days of OlU' 

great-grnmlmothers, when the domestic and fine ai'ts, together 
with a little Fl'I'nch, were considered to make,sufficiellt! demands 
upon what intellect a girl had, wd, when ,it,:,W88 , COlfl'eot for & 

'Woman to swoon on oooasions which would appeal'! to IUS to 
. call for instant action. l.et a girlwork."and work hud "while 
she is at it, let her learn ",hat effort really means, and taste of 
.. the joy of most glorious striving," an-d we ·shall have fewer 
idle discontentedwomerr who li,'e in enervating ease, and breed 
weaklings·to the nation. 

Probably exception' will he taken' to some (If these sug
. ge8tions on the ground that the idea of training is old-fashioned 
and that. any theory based upon it is untenable j that no subject 
has any disciplinary value whatevl'r,that it must be taught for 
its intrinsic value, too often identified with its utilitarian value. 
or not at all. Psychology tells us that there is nQ such thing as 
a generalised habit, and it has been proved by experiment that, 
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for instance, a marked improvement in neatnes.~ in working 
arithmetic papers is not accompanied by a corresponding im
provement in neatness in paper work in other subjects. It is 
impossible to resist the theoretical evidence that a habit-due 
to the subconscious reaction to a specific stimulus to which we 
have often reacted before---cannot be carried over from one 
field of life to another. And yet experience tells us that some
thing is carried over; the character of a man is the ou teolDe of 
his conduct, and his past habits do in a very real sense deter
mine his future habits. If a philosopber and a professional 
boxer were each set down on a desert island, it is unlikely 
that they would develop identical habits in their new circum
stances. In teaching we do find that certain subjects are 
more educative than others, and though I do not propose to 
attempt a definition of the word educate, most people would 
probably agree that a well~ducated man is not merely a man 
who is well informed, and who has acquired desirable habits; 
he is a man whom we should expect to acquire good habits 
in whatever new circumstances he might find himself. It has 
been suggested, that what is really carried over is not the 
habit but the ideal behind the habit, and an ideal which has 
been consciously developed. .. It is something that functions 
" in the focus of consciousness, and hence cannot be identified 
"with habit, which always functions either marginally or 
"subconsciously. This ideal furnishes a motive, and tbi8 
" motive holds me to c{lnscious persistent ellort until the new 
" habit has become ellective, until the distracting inRuenC('fl 
" no longer solicit passive attention. If I had acquired a 
" specific habit of work in one field without at the same time 
" acquiring a general idea of work, my acquisition of a specific 
" habit of work in another field would probably not be 
" materially benefited."" Let us see to it, that high ideals of 
work and style are set before the girls. Slipshod work should 
never be accepted, and anything in the nature of .. cooking .. 
is dishonest and should be considered a serious ollence. I do 
not feel competent to enter into a psychological discussion nor 
to take up the cudgels on behalf of training, strongly 88 I 
believe in it, so I will only quote the words of 8 well-known 
educationist: " Mathematics is above all other subjects of 
" school study an exact and precise science, its reasonings form 
" a standard towards which all other sciences look with en'T· 
" Hence the study of Mathematics will consciously ana un
" consciously set up an ideal of valid thought more perfect 
" than that given by the study of less exact bodies of kno~
"ledge. On this ground alone Mathematics would hold. Its 
" own as a mental discipline."t As to the best way of secunng 

• Bagley (W. C.). The Educative ProceE. p. 213. (LoDdoa, llac
millan &; Co. 1905.) 

t Welton (.James). Principles and llethods 01 T_hiDg. p. 4' .... 
(LoadOD' W. B. CliTe~ 1_.) 
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the advantages which have just been enumerated, opinions 
will naturally differ. The following remarks are based upon 
my own experience, which has not been confined to one type of 
school. . 

There is one common custom which, in my opinion, does 
much to detract from the value of mathematical teaching. In 
most sch()()ls the time-honoured divisions of the subject-arith
metic, geometry, algebra-are kept up, and separate lessons, 
perhaps two a· week, are allotted to each branch. This is, of 
course, a minor matter if the class unit is the same, and the 
teacher the same in each case; even if she is not free to divide 
the time at her discretion, she can at least make the subjects 
work into one another, and can illustrate each from the others; 
she also knows the exact stage of mathematical development 
of each of her pupils, and the previous knowledge upon 
which she can count. If, however, all the lessons are not 
given by the same teacher this is no longer the case. We 
are just emancipating ourselves from the. idea that school 
Mathematics is of necessity divided into watertight compart
ments. Even examiners have been brought to permit, and in 
some cases to encourage, the solution of problems by algebra 
rather than by arithmetic when the method is simpler. Geo
metrical exercises are no longer exclusively drawn from the 
most abstract sources, but efforts are made to show pupils how 
little problems which arise in tlleir everyday work and play 
may be solved by the combined help of geometry and arith
metic. It is most important that Mathematics should be taught 
as a whole; it is a science and not an art, and. the main 
emphasis should not be laid on the performance of certain 
operations, but on tile significance of the operations, and on the 
scheme of which tIley are interdependent units. For instance, 
graphs of equations can be taught in a purely mechanical way, 
and the value of plotting points, as such, is practically nil, as 
has been pointed out by critics of the prevalent passion for 
graphs. If the subject is taught in connection with loci in 
geometry, light is shed upon both. Again a pupil who l<'arns 
a practical geometrical method for finding a square equal to a 
given rectangle should be able to use it to find the solutions of 
a quadratic equation. These are two instances only, bnt any 
teacher could increase them almost indefinitely out of her own 
expE'rience. 

It may not be absolutely impossible, but it is clearly mnch 
more difficult, to teach the subject as a whole, that is, to teach 
Mathematics from the arithmetical, geometrical, algebraical points 
of view, rather than to teach arithmetic, geometry. algebra, if 
the work is pnt into the hands of different people. It sometimes 
happens, especially in schools where the mathematical mistress is 
pressed for time, that some other mistress takes up-in the old 
days probably Euclid. now-a-days more likely arithmetic-- and 
tE'aches it through the greater part of the school. In schools 
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which are redivided into sets for Mathematics it is sometimps 
the class unit which varies; a girl arrives at school backward in 
geometry, is put in a lower division for it, and is allowed to remain 
in the same relative position for the rest of her school career. 
It is certainly best, if it can be managed, to re-divide the schOlll 
for Mathematics, but in any case all the mathematical lessons of 
a given division should be in the· hands of the same teacher, 
who should have power to allot the time as she thinks fit. Of 
course, each teacher will have. her,own plan of lessons, but she 
.should be free to vary them wheneve)' ahe likes; those who 
.haye tried it know howetimulating a week's le880ns continu
ously given to geometry may be; a grip caD be obtained on a 
certain piece of the subject of a strength which scattered lessonll 
<will not give. Very possibly two le880ns.may usually be gi\'l'n 
to arithmetic, two to geometry, and two to algebra, and only 
occasionally a whole lesson taken from one subject and given w 
another, 01' any radical cl.ange made. Even in this C8He, holV
'ever, it is· often worth while. to spend a few minutes at the 
beginning of a lesson discussing any point in the homework of 
the night before which may have presented special difficulty, 
instead of waiting until the next lesson on the subject normally 
occurs; the solution of a problem which is still fresh in thft 
minds of the pupils will be received with greater eagerness, an.! 
grasped with correspondingly greater quickness, than after 
they have had tinJe to forget all about it . 

. Again, the order of teaching mathffilatical faet/< s}JOuld 
depend far more upon the interests and aptitudes of the claM, 
and even upon the illustrations which arise in the course of 
teaching, and far less upon the order adopted in the various 
text-books, or stereotyped by examination requirements,. than 
it does at present. Those teachers who have not made a special 
study of Mathematics, but are unfortunately obliged, by tile 
exigencies of school time-tables, to teach it, are probably well
advised in adopting a good text-book and abiding by it. But 
those who are at the same tinJe mathematicians and trained 
teachers should show more confide~. " The .teacher who puts 
all an answer to a child's question because i, does not QC(.'Ur in 
its orthodox place, or because i~ interferes with the order of 
the lesson she has prepared,; may -lose an opportunity which 
will not come again. 

There are many practical difficulties in the way of treating 
Mathematics as a single subject on the time-table, ohiefly ('On
neeted with the entry of new pupils. Some have been pushed 
.on in algebra, but have done no geometry; others have worked 
laboriously. up to· stocks ·in -,aci\hmetic, can, doeomplicated 
examples in profit and Joss and true discount, but are helpkas 
before the simpleet of sinJple equations. Girls ;who are sent to 
boarding schools have often been under the charge of governesses 
who are quite. innocent of· Mathematics; the Mathematics of 
girls coming from elementary schools is usually il6nfined to an 
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extraordinarily over-elaborated: a.rithmetic. 'The WOl-St ' diffi
culties may be overcome by reclassifying' the school for Mathe
matics; though this involves 'difficultieS of' its own in small: 
schools. Two or three divisions must have their lessons at the 
same time in order that"girls may'readil1 move "Up and down: 
In a iarge school where there are several matheniatical mistresses
this arrangement presents little difficulty, but, i'n a smaHer 
school, 'where there is' perhaps onlr one; it ,is'not so easy; 
Sometimes ouly part of the sc'boblcan be -re'-divided'1 tlIe seieilCe 
mistress will probably be willing 'to' take:a""divisioh, if the 
head mistreSl'l is mathematical she will' natiIrallrdo 'something'l 
often a, junior mistress with a pass degree inchiding Mathemamci! 
can be appointed. Sometimes'the lessons need not be"'atthe 
same time, but ca.ube' interchangeable' with scie~, or: drill,. '01' 

some other Bubject.' 'Ofcou1'Se aU the work rollS!;" 'I)e- i.mdertlie , 
supervision of the mathematical mistress: ,I In' BllY'"$chool,- large 
or small, the organisation 'of the work should be'in tne' hands of 
one person. -There are 'obviom!' drawbacks to,the teaching of 
Mathematics -by -people who ara' notmafuernaticat'speciiilists, 
but they are probably less "01'1 the whole'tban those'which occur 
when girls are taught -in"forina' irrespectiVe of previous know
ledge or mathematical ability.' Bat it should: be . dear that the 
non'-Specialist 'mistress! 'must take 'ths',division "in all 'SUbjects, 
and not merely in one, and mlist£eetresponsib1e fodtsprogress. 
It might cause her'les9 troubJe"to'get up algebra: onlY-I but sbe 
could not teach it properlywhhotit the others, In: sOme schools 
arithmetic is ',treated' almost as a formsnbject; 'll.nd''"QU sorts of 
people teach it,with'all sorts'of aims and methnds;:andlittle or 
no knowledge ot its connectiOns witir'algebmor geometry; to 
say nothing of higher branches: This' is fatal to the idea of 
mathematical unity, 

The most revolutionary suggestion which has been made by 
the opponents of Mathp.matics is that it shall lose its place 
among the compulsory subjects in University Entrance Examina
tions. If this happened, I think the result would be disastrous, 
not only to mathematical education, but to that general educa
tion of which it is an integral part. There may be, and no 
doubt usually are, girls in a school who seem incapable of 
grasping more than the elements of arithmetic, a minimum of 
practical geometry, and the use of the simple equation. But 
these are not the girls whom we wish to send to the University, 
The mathematical requirements for-entrance to the various U;i
versities are not very high, and though there is a good deal of dead 
matter and mere manipulation included among some of them, 
which might well be omitted, I still hold that the girl who has 
not the ability to tackle the necessary work, and to do it success
fully, is not fit for a University education, I do not consider 
the alternative of physics, as I cannot see how any Ratisfactory 
standard in that subject could be reached unless the work were 
based on a knowledge of Mathematics at least as wide as that 
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required in Responsions at Oxford. General plementary science 
should be taught to younger· children, but when they come to 
years of discretion let them either eschew physics altogether, or 
do something of more value than the kind of physics which 
"would not give a headache to a caterpillar," to quote the 
verdict of an eminent physicist on the physics taught in many 
secondary schools. Probably more attention relatively should 
be given to the humanities in girls' schools than in boys', but it 
is doubtful whether any differentiation need take place until the 
age at which specialisation begins. As it is, girls under 16 
usually spend more time on English subjects than their brothers, 
the time being gained from the third foreign language, which 
most boys learn and most girls do not. In the earlier stages of 
school life we are training the mind to work, and our main 
object is to lay a sure foundation for the future, and as wide a 
one as may be possible. It is my conviction that the number 
of girls who can derive real intellectual pleasure from such 
theorems of pure mathematical fonn as abound, for example, in 
the elementary theory of numbers, is far greater than is generally 
supposed. School teaching will not of necessity produce an 
appreciation of the true beauty of Mathematics, but if we drop 
the teaching we lose what chance there is of doing so. Many 
may seem untouched, but there are always some girls who 
derive keen !esthetic enjoyment from the symbolisation of 
:Mathematics, and once their eyes are open they may come to 
see something of its beallty-" a beauty cold and austere, like 
" that of sculpture, without appeal to any part of our weakPI' 
.• nature, without the gorgeous trappings of painting or music, 
" yet sublimely pure, and capable of a stern perfection BUch as 
" only the greatest art can show."· 

E. R. GWATKlli. 

• Rusoell (Bertrand), op. <it., p. 73. 
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THE PLACE OF MATHEMATICS IN THE EDUCATION 
OF GIRLS AND WOMEN. 

The best method of briefly treating this important subject 
is to approach it historically and see how Mathematics came to 
be a part of girls' education. The facts are by no means obscure, 
since they have occurred within the lifetime of many who are 
now teaching in girls' schools. 

Fifty or sixty. years ago, as we all know, girls did not learn 
Mathematics, and if we go back to the days of Queen Elizabeth 
and Lady Jane Grey, when young women of the upper classes 
did receive a good education, we find classics, not Mathematics, 
as the staple. Indeed ·the introduction of Mathematics as an 
ordinary and compulsory subject (not an extra) in all boys' 
schools is comparatively recent. The importance of the subject 
has grown with the developments of science, and the value in 
active life of Applied Mathematics. 

In the eighteenth century and earlier, girls were of course 
taught very elementary arithmetic for the practical purposes of 

. housekeeping, just as the boy who was going into business was 
taught in a Writing or Commercial School separate from the 
old Grammar School. That this arithmetic teaching was 
purely for practical purposes is clear from the absence of it in 
the curriculum of those young gentlewomen who could rely, in 
their future life, on having a housekeeper or land steward to 
manage their affairs. $ 

EmphasiB on Mathematics as an essential part of a girl's 
education is one of the most characteristic features of the reform 
movement that followed, ill the" seventies," on the publication 
of the Taunton Commission Report. There, it will be remembered, 
were exposed the inaccuracy and superficiality of the current 
methods, and it was thought that the best way to reform these 
evils was to improve and develop the teaching of arithmetic 
in the girls' schools, and to introduce geometry and algebra. 
These subjects, it was thought, would make girls accurate and 
thorough; would teach them to reason; would develop their 
intelligence; and would be the cure for the evils which the 
Taunton Commission revealed. Some of the best schools, which 
were at that time feeling their way towards an improved condition 

• In the report of the Schools' lnquiry Commission (Lord TaDDton), 
VoJ. IX., P. 798, we find quoted the .t&tement of .. Schoolmiatrea. &8 to 
the indilference of parento e ...... &8 late &8 1865. .. If I report that another 
(girl) doea not try to improve berae1f in Arithmetic, ber mother says , It rea1Jy 
doesn't matter; ber busband wiI1 be able to do all ber """"DDto for ber, you 
know.' n 
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of things, eagprly s~ize(1 e''I.'ry opportunity of obtaining good 
teachers of MathematIcs-men or exceptional women. Qualified 
women .teach~rs of ~Iathemati<;, we!e available at a very early 
st.age, smce It .was a~ the UDlverslty of Cambridge that the 
pIOneers establIshed Important women's Colleges as early as 
1871. 

The example of !hs. Some~\"ille undoubtedly influt'nced 
public opinion, and thORe who were in the movement themselves 
will remember how Mathematics for girls he<.-ame a kind of test 
subject, which could be used to prove that women po;;"ellsed 
intellectual pOWE'rB not inferior to those of men and that, 
therefore, if girls could take good plaet'S in mathematical 
examinations, opportunities of highl'l" study at the Universities 
and elsewhere should be afforded to their !leX. Such oppor
tunities were gh-en. At the same time, in the examinations 
which were -compulsory for admittance to -University study, 
Mathematics had tahn a place side by side with 1:laSRics, and !IO 

all the girls who wished to go to· Oollegewere obliged to 8tudy 
geometry and algebra. There Wall and is a movement agailll,t 
compulsory Latin anti Greek' in University Entmnce Examina
tions for boys; this movement has prevented c1aSRics hf.ing made 
as much a luatter of course in the modem eurrienlum fl. girls 
as Mathematics is. Latin is studied by girls with success; but 
not by all girls. Mathematics has become-inevitable. 

Of late years a reaction has shown itself. The schools have 
now some practical experience of what teaching Matilematics 10 
Matriculation standard involves for the average girl. The old 
fashioned facttlty psychology can no lOllget' be ·unquestionably 
quoted in an argument tt> the elIt'ct tha, "Geometry trains the 
logical faculties u; which are, it is though\, deficient- in women. 
At the same time there has been a revolt, led by the engineers, 
against the actual methods and material of mathematical teaching 
in the schools whicn have been found -too acatiemic and 
unprnctical for the needs of real life, that is, the need of boys. 
Euclid is dethroned. Practical Matbematics of various kinds 
is introdnced, and school Mathematics is more definitely directed 
towards the demands of careers which do not concern girls. At 
the same time we are beginning to believe that the curriculum 
should be differentiated for different types of pupils: y~tional 
education is urged, and even where the truth of it 18 not 
accepted, academic studies are so followed in school as to have 
a direct bearing on future occupations. 

These things directly affect the place of Mathematics in. d~e 
education of girl". It is dosely related to the charactenstlC 
industries and activities of men, engineering in all its forms, 
war, na';gation, building, land surveying. finance, and lIOme of 
the higher fonns of commerce. It has no such relation to tJoe 
chara<:teristic activities of women: it is not required for any 
vocation which the ordinarv woman will follow. Its only value 
is as a mental discipline,' a point well brought out in the 
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article on Mathematics by Miss Sheldon in the recimtly published' 
book of the Head Mistresses' Association, .. Public Schools for 
Girls. "" The difficulty and dislike felt by many girls for the 
subject are probably due to this fact. .. What is the use of it" ?' 
they say. It is divorced from reality, from experience: it makes 
no appeal to their special instincts as women. Biology, on the 
other hand, does make such an appeal, so that botany and 
(wherever it is taught) zoology are very succstisful subjects in 
girls' edu~ation. The same is true of history and literature, 
particularly English literature: subjects traditional in girls' 
education, and directly related to the emotional and altruistic' 
interests of women. ' 

Another matter must also be considered,-the crowding of 
the curriculum which has become so serious in boys' schools, 
and which is far more serious with girls. They are physically 
not so strong at the secondary school age; many of them have 
domestic duties which do not fall on the boys; many are 
expected to study music, and to give time to social duties in a 
fashion that is not expected of their brothers. Thus the girl 
with less physical energy, is required under existing systems to 
do more, not less, than the boy. This cannot go on: something 
must be given up. Since Mathematics was originally'arbitrarily 
introduced into the girls' schools, and has no direct relation to 
the future activities of girls' lives"it is the opinion of many, 
including the present writer, that the amount of Mathematics 
rlemanded of girls must be materially reduced, and that it 
should be no longer compulsory, as it is at present, in all 
examinations of matriculation standard. 

At aU events, whether we take this view or not, it is clear 
that the problem must be reconsidered from the beginning. 
The present writer would venture to put forward her contribution 
to the discussion as the result of more than thirty-five years' 
experience as a student and teacher of Mathematics, and as one 
who is responsible for the curriculum of a large girls' school. 
It appears to her that in this matter girls fall into three groups, 
and that to state this briefly in detail is the best way of formu
lating what hl'r I'xperience leads her to think. 

(1) There is a small but very important group of girls and 
women who ha\'e a real taste for Mathematics; who enjoy this 
study; who find it comparati\'elyeasy, and who, it is not too 
much to say, revel in it, as a delight, as a new world of thought 
and power. Its highly abstract character appeals to those 
faculties which make women delight in the study of philosophy, 
and also-though tIllS must be said with diffidence-to those 
more spiritual qualities that make religion so much to women. 
For girls of this type Mathematics is an admirable training. 
Some of them possess powers which may enable them to do 
research. Mr& Somerville presumably was one of these. 

• Longmau, GreeD, ""d Co, LondoD, 1911. 
4 18818 00 
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Others have gifts for administration' :and organisation, and the 
S?rt of training that they obtain by studying for such examina
tiOns as the Mathematical Tripos at Cambridge makes everything 
of the kind that they may have to do in after life eflSier. 
Mathematics, in such cases, has, a distinct relation to the 
occupations of later life. 

Now the opening of opportunities of mathematical study at 
school and college to such women as these has been of the 
highest importance. It has made them happier as human 
beings, and more useful as citizens, and it would be a loss and 
an injury if anything were done to prevent, such women from 
enjoying in the future the opportunities they have had during 
the last forty years. What was won for DB by the pioneers we 
can never consent to surrender. Those mathematical studies 
must be preserved in the schools and, (J jfYrlUrri, in the collegl'S 
for the few, who will return to the community in adult life more 
valuable service of one kind or another, because of their 
mathematical education. . 

(2) Secondly, there is another small group, rather larger than 
the first, but at the other end of the scale, of girls and women 
who cannot do Mathematics at all, or, if they are able intellec
tually, do it with a large and wasteful expenditure of power. 
To get such girls through compulsory mathematical examinations 
on their way to College is like making diamonds in a laboratory. 
You secure the results, but they are wretchedly small, and cost 
much more than they are worth. There are able boys who find 
Mathematics equally difficult; certainly Lord Macaulay found the 
subject repulsive. But this paper is not concerned with the 
needs and difficulties of boys. 

It may be thought that the numbers in this group are 80 

small that it is not worth while, for their sakes, to limit the 
compulsory Mathematia. for examinations. Everyone must 
form his own opinion in this matter, but the writer has seen 
enough of hard cases coming under this rule, to make her an 
ardent advocate for the removal of the mathematical barrier in 
Oollege Admission Examinations. 

(3) In the third group comes the great bulk of girls who can 
and do study Mathematics with some satisfaction to their 
teachers and examiners, if not to themselves, and who p888 
their examinations more or less succa;sfully. About this there 
is room for considerable variety of opinion. Undoubtedly 
mathematical study is of value for the average girl; it does 
train accnraey and thought, power of grasp, and a certain sense 
of form. The value of the logical training is more doubtfu1. 
What is really wanted for girls is the training in logic as applied 
to concrete things, and this is found perhaps more usefully in the 
study of history or of the new geography, as well as in science. 
. Undoubtedly the average girl finds lIathematics harder than 

the average boy, and is less successful in it, in spite of her 
greater industry and earnestness about her work. The testimony 
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of teachel1l, of mixed classes, and of the examination lists, is 
quite clear on, 'this point; it is reallY,a' commonplace. When an 
equal degree of ,BUCceSS is secured by the average girl it ,has 
cos~ lI: ~at,deal mqre. This point should be emphasised. 
'rhere is,_onlya Ilertain" amount of power available in school, 
just as ,an e!1gine, will only develop a certain number of units of 
work,sinCe a pOlPld of 'coal can only give out a certain number 
of ,unitljof hest, It is found in practice by those who teach 
girls'that the mathematical work takes up a greater number 'of 
units of, energy than anything else. Girls with less physical 
energy, or vigbrous girls at times when their energy stock is 
low, find mathematical work suffers first; conversely, to take 
the subject out of a girl's course of study, when she is over 
pressed, gives relief at once. Again, any serious or even trivial 
occurrences which may tell against effective school work, such 
as, heat, fog, bad ventilation, slackness of discipline, emotional 
stress, all tell on the Mathematics first; and, since girls are 
on the whole naturally more susceptible to physical and 
emotional disturbance, they are much more likely not to do 
themselves justice in mathematical examinations, and to fail 
even when they deserve to pass. 

It may be s&id of course that a subject is valuable in propor
tion as it is difficult, and that the training in courage and 
perseverance gained by going through with a difficult matter 
against obstacles, is of the highest value., So it is, but even 
that may be bought too dearly, and. it is bought too dearly by 
many a conscientious girl., One cannot but feel that the time
and Ilnergy given to' mathematical study, by 'the average girl 
who matriculates, could be spent to better, purpose in other 
ways. Has she, for her four or five years' study with a lesson 
every day, and homework every day,gained anything that is 
adequate to the expenditure that has been. made? ' 

To this question some authorities will answer" Yes," though 
they admit that the pl'ogress made in actual knowledge and 
skill is not at first sight adequate. They hold that the girl has 
won something by her striving; has gained in reasoning power 
and intelligence by the hours she has spent in grappling with 
problems she hardly could solve. She will be a more useful 
woman; one less likely to make mistakes; more amenable to 
right reason, bllClluse she has persevered in her mathematical 
studies up to Matriculation standard, poor as her result seems 
to the mathematician. Such a belief is of faith, rather than 
susceptible of definite demonstration, but it is held strongly 
by B.."perienced teachers, whose opinion is entitled to respect. 
Miss Sheldon, a mathematical specialist, takes this view, in the 
article already referred to, recommending that the average 
girl should take Mathematics to the Matriculation standard 
(approximately) but not beyond; she ~ould not, e.g., take 
trigonometry. ','. . 

It is also the view of certain educated men, not teachers or 
mathematicians, that we must avoid any serious divergence 

002 
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between the intellectual interetlte and standards of men and of 
women: that as women are by nature more intuitive and 
emotional, their school training should supply the harder, morp, 
rationalistic element; should give balance, and steadiness; should 
teach them to think, if not as men do, at any rate so that they 
can understand men's way of thinking. This is of course a sound 
argument: the only question is, how much mathematical 
teaching is required for this end. It is a matler of syllabus, 
not principle. 

The writer would suggest, as a solution of the problem, that 
MathematiC'S should be compulsory in girls' schools for say a 
three years' course, from twelve to fifteen, but that it should 
not necessarily be taken up to Matriculation standard. Anyone 
who has studied Mathematics knows that the subject does not 
present a slope that rises regularly in difficulty, like the inclined 
plane of the text-books. It is rather like a great mountain, with 
precipitous steeps every here and there, and with long slopes 
of comparatively easy going in between. Most of us find that 
we stop at the foot of one of these precipices somewhere or 
other in our course, and never get up it. The average school 
girl800n comes to the precipice that she cannot climb (without 
an excessive amount of assistance from her teacher), generally 
somewhere about the Upper Fourth or Lower Filth Form. It 
would be a saving of energy and time to let her go no further. 
The simpler course here recommended would include good 
arithmetic, elementary geometry, and simple algebra of the kind 

'which Mr. Godfrey, of the Royal Naval College at Osborne, 
recommended-in his paper$ in this series-for the ordinary 
boy or girl student. Much of the elaborate manipulation 
of algebraic symbols taught in school is quite useless to the 
average person. H this simpler course of mathematical study 
was taught with no reference to any examination, teachers could 
pursue it with an originality and a reference to real life, and to 
some elementary philosophical ideas, which would make it truly 
valuable in iteelf. For examination purposes a school record 
might be handed in, showing that a course of this character had 
been followed for a certain number of years, under qualified 
teachers. . 

For the actual Matriculation examination the necessary 
guarantee of sound intellectnal work can be furnished by making 
either Latin or Mathematics compulsory. Latin does not present 
the difficulties to girls that :Mathematics involves. They take to 
it more readily; they assimilate it better, since it is more human. 
It has a direct relation to the study of modern languages, a 
congenial and successful subject, of practical value, in a girl's 
education. 

The present writer. is of opinion that much more might be 
made of harmony as a school subject than is generally the ~, 
as a study giving that element of austere intellectual ellort which , 

• &e P 2BO aboYe. 
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is a real part of education. It is not an easy subject, and, 
taught with constant reference to the actual sounds on the voice 
or an instrument, is found to be an admirable intellectual 
training. Most girls have to learn the piano: many have a real 
taste for music, and if they took harmony in school instead of 
algebra, it would be much more real to them, since it would be 
related to something in their daily life, and in their thought an!! 
interest. The study of harmony, in a serious and definite fashion 
up to a good Matriculation standard, would not only train a girl's 
intelligence and reasoning power, thus doing for her what 
Mathematics does: it would also have a valuable effect oli. her 
musical taste, and would enable her to appreciate better music, 
and to enjoy music in a higher way. 
, For the exceptional girls, as we have said, more advanced 
mathematical study would be retained in the school curriculum 
and in the Universities, just as it is now, though in College Scholar
ship competitions more use might be made of the school record. 
But in the csse of these exceptional girls, who are making 
Mathematics their main study, there is one serious danger to be 
guarded against,-narrowness, hardness, ossification. Women 
lead narrower lives than men, and follow with greater intensity 
and rigidity any purpose they have set before themselves. Thus 
a young woman at College, who is following a mathematical 
honours course, is much more likely to be hardened and narrowed 
by it than is her brother. In her leisure she will play games, 
but will hardly have enough surplus intellectual vigour spon
tansously to read literature, or to talk politics and philosophy. 
If these women are to do all they should later on as teachers, 
administrators, organisers, they must have in their College life 
humanising influences. To take another tripos, or an Arts course 
at another University; to make oneself read poetry and history : 
to do social work; to develop the whole nature of the woman 
through relationships with friends and family: all these are 
correctives of that petrifaction, that stoniness of heart, which 
higher mathematical study may induce. The schoola would be 
encouraged to do their part, if a high standard of requirement 
in a literary subject were compulsory for all mathematical 
scholarships, just as good Latin is required for historical 
scholarships. 

For the ordinary girl, a moderate amount of mathematical 
study; Latin or Harmony as an alternative to Mathematics in 
Matriculation examinations: for those who will never go to 
College, and whose gifta are practical rather than academic, 
a very limited course of generalised arithmetic and elementary 
geometry: for the exceptional girl Mathematics as it is now,"but 
with literary study compulsory to the end: such, briefly stated, 
are the lines on which the present writer would solve the problem 
of the place of Mathematics in the education of girls. 

&Iu. A. BuRSTALL. 
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HIGHER MATHEMATICS FOR WOMEN. 

I have been asked, in connection with the work of 'the 
International Commission on the Teaching of Mathematics, to 
write a paper on the above subject, and my attention has been 
specially invited to the question whether, for instance, the study 
of Mathematics by women should have a special bearing on the 
subsequent study of Economics, or of statistical inquiries into 
sociological questions, 1lIld therefore perhaps differ in kind from 
the Mathematics required by, e.g., a future engineer. I under
stand the expression Higher Mathematics to be used, not in the 
sense that mathematicians might give it, but merely to mean 
Mathematics as studied at the Universities by those who are at 
least to some extent specialising in the subject as distinct from 
the Mathematics which form a part of general education at 
secondary schools. 

It will perhaps conduce to clearness if I state at once that, 
for reasons set forth below, it does not appear to me necessary 
or advisable to have separate programmes of mathematical 
study for men and for women at the Universities. If an 
inherent difference in mathematical ability between the two 
sexes were established it might seem at first sight to furnish 
a reason for a difference of programme. But experience has 
shown that some women have sufficient ability and tmfficient 
liking for ~lathematiC8 to justify their making it their principal 
subject of study at the University, and this being so, the inquiry 
how their powers compare with those of men, either on the 
average, or as regards the highest degrees of mathematical 
ability becomes irrelevant to the question before us. For thf! 
great differences in ability among the men who specialise in 
Mathematics afford a range amply wide enough to include all 
the women who could on any hypothesis be reasonably advised 
to do so. 

In, considering the nature of the demand for mathematical 
education on the part of women, I may take as fairly typical the 
present (1911-12) students of Newnham College at Cambridge. 
This is convenient, both because information about them is 
easily .accessible to me, and because the extent to which 
specialisation is carried at Cambridge, and the consequent 
sharp differentiation between the different Triposes, makes 
classification comparatively easy. I should explain that, with 
the exception of a few graduates from other Universities, and 
a few other students taking special courses, the women studen&s 
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at Cambridge, whether at Girton 'or Newnharil., are reading 
for one or other of the Tripos examinations, i.e.; examinations 
which, for men, lead to degrees in Honours. Out of 213 students 
at Newnham in November 1911, 30 were reading Mathematics; 
2 Engineering; 35 Classics; 3 Moral Sciences; 1 Law; 33 
Natural 'Sciences tincluding Geography); 39 History; 61 
Medieval' and Modern Languages; !I Economics. Over 14 p~r 
cent. of the students therefore were working at Mathematics, 
and this proportion is' sOmewhat. less than has been usual in 
other years. Of the 30 reading Mathematics, 9 were in. theil
first' year, 13 in their second year, and 8 in their third year; at 
the University. A certain number will not continue to work 
at Mathematics through their whole course, but after obtaining 
Honours in Part· 1.& of the Mathematical Tripos' at the end 
of . their nI'S! or second year, will turn their attention' to 'some 
other subject; e.g" Science, especially Practical Physics for the 
first or second part' of the Natural Science Tripos; or Geo
gl1lphy'for the'Diploma ill Geography,; or' possibly Econoinics 
for the Economics Tripos. They 'might even take some subject 
uncOnnected with Mathematics, such as History 'or Languages. 
The proportion of students of Mathematics is usually much the 
same at Gh10n as at Newnham; but probably the propottion at 
Cambridge is in exCess of that among 'Women studerits at the 
Universities generally, as the prestige of Camblidge in Mathe
matics no doubt tends to attract mathematical students there. 

The next question to be Considered is what leads these women 
to m~ke a special study of Mathematics. It is almost always, 'I 
think, that they have liked. the subject and succeeded fairly 
well in it during their school education; and haye consequently 
opel) advised by their school teachers to go on wit,h it at the 
University lIS a subject they are likely to dO'well 'in. If, as 
is frequently the case, they intend to become teachers, they 
think it is the subject they will like best to ~ach, and which 
they' are most likely to teach well and to find profitable employ
ment' in. The estimate thuB formed of their powers and 

. tastes, 'either by the students themselves or their teachers, does 
not always prove correct. It happens occasionally that facility 
in manipulating algebrsical formulae has been mistaken for 
mathematical grasp. It happens, occasionally, that taste for 
the subject diminishes as the difficulty increases. It happens 
alSo, sometimes, that the amount of previous preparation required 
for success in the Cambridge • ."ourset by any but persons of 
unusual ability is under-estimated, and that a student who has 
COllIe to the Uniyersity'with the intention of studying Mathe
matics, but insufficiently prepared, has to be advised- to change 
~er plans. It d~s not often happen that, on the other halld, 

. • . The achedule of subjects for this enmination is gmm 88 au Appendix 
~ thi. paper. , . 

t It must be remembered that in the Cambridge HonoUl'l OOU188 th .... is 
•• triot time limit.. ',.. 
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a student who comes up intending to devote bel'flelf to AOIIle 
other subject, changes to Mathematics. 

]f I am right in the above diagnosis of the moth'es that 
lead women to the study of Mathematics at Cambridge, the 
subject is in almost all cases studied mainly for its own sake
not because it is useful 8S an adjunct or stepping-stone to 
so~ething else. And educationally it is very important tImt 
thIS should be so. A subject which is studied, not for its own 
sake, but because it is useful for something else, is alm08t always 
degraded in the process, and loses much of its educational value, 
whether the ultimate object be merely to pass an I'xaminatioll 
or to acquire the minimum knowledge necl'""ary for dealing 
with some other and difierl'nt suhject of study. It ill, no doubt, 
quite possible to learn Mathematics after a fashion, and up 
to a certain point, purely as an instrument for some ultl'ri(,r 
purpose. But probably for everyone, and cl'rtainly for anyone 
with any mathematical ability, the IORB from such a method of 
study would be great. There would be loss in mental training, 
loss in knowledge, and loss in intl'rest. A recent writer in 
the Engineering Supplement of "The TimeR" ad"oeating a 
continued attention to Mathematics for its own sake on the 
part of engineers, said :_U Its importance in education is to 
.. form deliberate judgmeut, to aA8ign a meal<ure to results, to 
" diselose fallacies, to discourage narrowness, to reveal the 
" unity of whatsoever thing.. are tnle, and genl'rally to exalt 
" the mind."<Ii I should he inclined to add, to stimulate the 
imagination. The study of Mathematics reveal!! to the eyes 
that can see whole vistas of knowledge, whole 3Spe<'ts of tIle 
universe, unsuspected by those without mathematical perception. 

I would not, therefore, limit the opportunities of punming the 
study of Mathematics for its own sake in any way. either for 
women or for men. It must not, of COUTHl', be forgotten that 
among those who study Mathematics at the Gnivl'l'8ities a few
one here and there--may have sufficil'nt powl'r and originality 
to carry the subject in some direction or other beyond the 
present limits of our knowledge. But qnite apart from this, 
it is important to keep before everyone, and before women 
especially, the value of knowledge for its own sake. I say 
before women especially. because I think the education of 
women has sullered more than that of ml'n from what I may 
call, for shortness, the I'Ommercial or utilitarian point of view. 
The old bad education so pre"alent in the girls' schools and 
the private schoolrooms of 50 or 60 years ago-drawing-room 
accomplishments, needlework, a little arithmetic and something 
of general infonnation-was a kind of degenerate technical 
education for domestic life. The standard was low because 
neither thoroughness nor a high trtandard were needed for the 

• The Teaclting of lfatheumtice. NTbe 'l'bDee," ~~ 
Supplt!1lleJJt. October 5th. 1910. 
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purposes aimed at, and the standard tended to get worse rather 
than better because the. teachers, being taught in the same 
schools, had no better opportunities of· learning than their 
pupils. AB a general result extremely little intellectual training 
or cultivation was, as a rule, attained, and very little interest 
was developed in anything beyond trivialities. I fear a return 
towards a similar state of things when I hear it suggested that 
Bcience should be taught to girls and women as the handmaid 
of Cookery and Hygiene, Mathematics as the handmaid of 
Economics, and Economics again studied because a knowledge 
of Economics may be useful in social work . 
. , I do not, however, mean to imply that practical utility can 
be left out of account in education. The evils of doing this 
were exemplified in the arid education imposed on many boys 
by the almost exclusive study of Latin and Greek in boys' 
grammar schools long after these subjects had lost their 
pre-eminent position as keys to knowledge. In planning a 
scheme of general education regard must be had to the probable 
future work of the learners, botll because preparation for this 
is nece~sary and because, where intellectual interest is difficult 
to stimulate, the hope of practical advantage may partly take its 
place as an incenti ve to the application required to make learning 
profitahle. Besides, life is not long enough to learn thoroughly 
eVl'n all the subjects for which the student may have some taste 
and ability, and even in the selection of subjects for academic 
'study sometimes one and sometimes another' may have to take 
a purely subservient position, and Matllematics among the rest. 

I suppose that the subjects of study directly subserved by 
a basis of Mathematics are Science-especially Physics-and 
Astronomy and Economics; and that the professions which may 
be prepared fOI' at the Universities for which some knowledge 
of Mathematics is similarly needed 81'6 those of engineer, 
architect, actuary, statistician, accountant, computer, 8IId last 
but not least, especially in the case of women, that of teacher 
of Mathematics. Among these subjects the study of Economics 
and social statistie& associated with it is, of course, not unlikely 
to be taken up by women intending to engage professionally, or 
at any rate seriously, in philanthropic or social work; 8IId it 
is quite possible that some women might wish to engagl' in 
nny olle of the studies and professions n8llled. What is highly 
improbable is tJlat 8I1y of them except teaching will be followed 
by as Dl8I1Y women as men. It does not therefore seem necessary 
to make any special provision for the mathematical teaching of 
wODlen with a view to futlll'e occupations. AJly arrangements 
of this kind found advisable in the case of men will also 86r\"e 
in the case of women, if the latter are allowed to avail them
selves of them freely. I do not think it C8II even be said that 
Mathematics suitable as a basis for EconODJ.ics is more likely 
to be useful to women th811 the Mathematics required for Physics, 
considering the interest of the latter BUbject and its b6lU'ing 
on domestic aIfaUs. 
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But among occupations and professions pursued by women 
who have had a university educatitm, that of teaching is 
undouqtedly the most prevalent, If statistics were taken, I 
~hould expect to find that considerably over half of those who 
tlpecially study Mathematics afterwards teach them, It will 
h~dly be questioned that for good teachers of Mathematics as 
Wide and thorough a knowledge of Mathematics as possible is 
desirable, for the teacher must be the 8OUl'Ce not only of 
knowledge but of enthusiasm and inspiration. By teachers 
especially is it important that the subject should be cared for for 
its own sake; and teachers must have a wider outlook and fuller 
grasp than they can hope to impart to any but their best pupils. 

It may, perhaps, be objected that in considering the question 
of mathematical studies for women, at the Universities, and 
especially for those intending to he teachers, I have assumed too 
much that the mathematical foundation to be laid at schpol, and 
consequently the preparation required of the teachers who lay 
this foundation, should be the same in the C8I!e of girls as of 
boys. It may be argued that as girls are expected to learn more 
subjects than boys at school and as the hours spent weekly in 
school are generally fewer, the time devoted to some subjects 
must be less. If the time given to Mathematics be thus curtailed, 
may it not be advisable to split up the subject as it were 
longitudinally, still taking the pupils as far along certain lines. 
Would it be desirable, for instance, that girls should learn chiefly 
Pure Mathematics at School? Or shoul,1 they learn chieHy 
Applied Mathematics? And should there be differentiation in 
the Mathematics taught in the highest form .. , to suit the possible 
later studies or other work of the different pupils? Differentia
tion of a kind there will be, for some girls will have the time, 
the taste, the ability, to pursue their studies further than othen;. 
But the kind of differentiation impliE'd in the above questioDs is 
to be deprecated. PUl'e and Applied Mathemati£'!! must go hand 
in hand at school or we lose much of the educational value of 
both. We should ask therefore how far can each girl progreM 
in Mathematics, not in which direction should she progress. 
Without attempting to decide the important and difficult ques
tion whether the average girl should be expected to go as far 
as the average boy of the same age--a question which cannot be 
answered satisfactorily without more experience than I possess
it' is, I think, safe to say that the general course for all who can 
go beyond the most elementary geometry and algebra 6ho~ld 
include elementary measurement of angles, elementary mechan~cs 
correlated with practical physics, the plotting of CUl'\'es, while 
in the highest forms the essential underlying ideas of the calculus 
should be at least introduced. For this programme it cannot 
be doubted that it is a good general knowledge of lfathemati(lI 
that the teachers should possess.' ' 

One point needs, perhaps, to be made clear. In sa);ng that 
Mathematics should so far as 'poesible be learnt for its own 
sake. I do not mean to imDb' that in all cases the whole aNailabls 
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time 'at 'the University should be spent in' the stUdy of 
Mathematics, as used to bEl necessary at Cambridge under the 
old regulations for the Mathematical" Tripos. Those who are 
concerned with teaching Mathematics to women have welcomed' 
the new plan which, by putting' the examination for the first 
part of the Tripos at the end of the first or second year, leaves 
it open to the student to decide whether it is worth her while 
to proceed further With the subject,or whether she would 
gain more" by widening her range of interests and devoting 
herself to some other study during "the remainder of her 
University course. A woman who has done well in Part 1. (of 
which the subjects are given in the Appendix below) should 
have the knowledge necessary for a good teacher of Elementary 
Mathematics in a secondary school, and if she means to oo':a 
teacher may find it to her advantage, from a purely prOfessioluil 
point of view, to qualify herself to teach Bume second subJ'~c(, 
rather than strive to make herself more of a mathematician 
than she is perhaps capable of becoming. For !\Iathematics is 
eminently a subject iii which a student may reach a limit beyond 
which it is of little use for her to attempt to go. " ' 

To sum up, my conclusion is that in the first place ,it is highly 
desirable that women with mathematical ability, even if it be not 
of a very high order, should be encouraged to study the' subject 
for its own sake, and not with limits prescribed ,by the utility of 
Mathematics for something else, for it is thus that they will get 
the utmost value out of it both in pleasure and in mental 
training. And I 'conclude in the second place that so far as 
it may be necessary to make arrangements for the study of 
Mathematics merely as a stepping stone to other studies, there 
is no need to consider the case of women separately from that 
of men. 

I should like to add that in writing this paper I have had 
the advantage of knowing the views of the directors of mathe
matical studies both at Newnham and Girton Colleges, and that, I 
believe, ,they are both in substantial agreement with what I 
have said. 

ELEANOR MILDRED ISIDGWICK. 

APPENDIX. 

SCBIIl>1ILB .0. TB. llATB ..... ""CAL TBIPos.-P~T L 

Ptw. a-".,.-Lin .. , plan .. , circles and .ph ....... ; including queotiODB 
on reciproostiOD, _ratios, and inversion. The representation of eoIid 
objecta on • pl&ue by means of orthogolllli projection and the methods of 
JM'I'8P'lCti... ' 

.d./g.brG atod 2'rig"""",.".,.-Exercieeo inmhing simple algebraic 
computation, the nee of the slide rule and logarithmic tabl .. being allowed. 
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Elementary properti.. of equations. U Be of the Binomial, Exponenbal 
and Logarithmic expansions; applications to trigonometric function •• 
Use and properties of trigonometrio fnnctions. Trigonometry of limpl. 
figuree. 

.4tuUytiuJl O.omdry.-Line.. planes. circles. and sphe..... excluding 
questions requiring the uee of oblique CCMJrdinatea. Elementary properties 
of conic ... tiODS. and of an ellipsoid referred to its principal ax ••• including 
purely Geometrical Methode in IlUitablo ....... 

Diff ...... tial and Iflkgral Calcul .... -Di1rerentiation and oimplo integra
tion, partial differentiation. Simple applications to plane curvea. U .. of 
Taylor'. and Maclaurin's Theorems. Maxima and minima for one iDdepen .. 
dent variable. Curvature: plotting of C1D"fOII from their equatioDB. Simplo 
linear differential equations. 

Dynamiu.-lIaas, momentum. force, energy. moment of momentmn, 
and their fondamental relationo. Equilibrium without and with friction. 
Easy exercioea on oonservation of energy. of momentnm. and of moment 
<>f momentnm. Motion nnder gravity. and nnder oimple central f""", •. 
Simple and oompound pendulum.. Elementary uniplanar app1icationB to 
equilibrium and ot&bility. Simple graphical Stati .. ; fnnicularo. fram_orb. 
Statice of Iiquida and gasee. 

Elemenl4ry Ekdricity.-The elementary parte of electricity; namely. 
propertieo of the potential; lines of forces; air-condenoero; Ohm'. Ia .. 
with oimple applications; galvanometer.. 

Opti<l.-Reftection and refraction of light; app1ications to minora, 
priomo. lenses and oimple combinatioDB. excluding spherieal and chromatic 
aberrations. 
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Vol1iDl.e 1 or Special :&epoi1is (Educa.tioJ1 in England, W' ales; 
&I1d Irela.nd, Franoe, Germany, Denm&rk, Belgium, &c.) 
(1896-7) conta.ina the following Papers:-

1. Public Elementary Edncation in England and Wales, 1870-1896. 
By H ...... H. E. _ and J. W. EdWOld& • 

2. Englisb Students in Foreign Training Colleges. . 
By HitE L. Hanley, MitE Willia .... and Hr. H. L. Withers. 

S. Brush Work io an Elementary School (with illusiratiODS). 
By Hr. Seth Coward. • 

-l. The ABO of Drawing: An Inquiry Into the PrincipJee underlying Blementary 
Instruction in Drawing (with illustratioDs). 

By Mr. Eben ..... Cooke. 
6. Domestic Economy Teaching ill England. 

By Mrs. Pillow. 
I. Technical Education for Girls. 

By Hi .. A. J. Cooper. 
7. The Secondary Day Sehool attached 10 the Ba_ (London) Polytechnk : 

An Experiment in the Co-ed.eation of Boye and Girls. 
By Hr. Sydnoy H. Wells. 

8. The History of tho Irish Syetom of Elementary Edneation. 
By Mr. H. E. Sadler. 

S. The National Sy.tem of Edneatlon In Ireland. 
By the Right Hon. C. T. Redington, D.L. 

)0. Becen\ LegialaPon on Elementaty Bducation in Belgium, 
By H ....... H. E. Sadler and R. L. Horan'-

11. The HOO88wiIery Sehoola and C_ of lIelgi .... 
By HitE K. S. Block und Hiaa L. Braekenbary. . 

11. The French Sy.tem of Higher Primary Sehools. 
By Mr. B. L. Horan'-

18. The Bealach.len In Berlin ~ moir beering on Modern Secondary and Commer
. c:ial Educatioa. 
B~. E. Sadler. . 

H. The OlJer. Wen of Pro&sIa, with special referenee to the OlJer.RealsohuJe 
at Charlottenbnrg. 

By Mr. M. E. Sadler. 
Iii. The Prassian Elementary School Code. 

Translated by Mr. A. E. Twontyman. 
16. The Continuation Schools in Suoo;y. 

By Mr. F. H. Dale. 
17. The Sehool Jonrnoyln Germany. 

By HitE C. I. Dodd. 
18. The Teaching of tbe Mother-Tongno in Germany. 

By Mr. F. H. Dale. 
19. Holiday Co ...... in France and Germany for l-.oction In Modern Langnageo. 

By H ....... F. S. HarTin and R. L. Horan'-
30. _t Educational Progress ill Denmark (with maps). 

By Hr. J. S. Tbornton. 
II. Education in Egyp'-

By Mr. P. A. Bamet'- H.M.t. 
2'. The &lueation of Girll and Women in Spain. 

By Sellar Don Fernando de ~ 1 Pereira. 
IS.. The Na&ioual B"""", aI Education ill the United Sta .... 

By lir. R. L. Moran'-
,~. The Hi800ry of the Manitoba Sehool Sy.tem and the _ of the _t 

eon.........,.. 
By Mr. R. L. Moran'-

So. Arr~ments for the admission of. Women to the Chief UDi'ftnli.lies ill tbe 
British Bmpire and iD. Foreign Coontries. 

By Mr. Ii. II. s..Uer witb the belp of Ilr. J. W. LonpI.on. 
K. Appslldilt giring • list of the chief oIIicial _ beori.ng OIl Ed_liou in 

G ..... Britain and t_ 
Prepared by Hr. H. B. Sadler. 

Tbil TOlnme (. Cd. 8 ... 7) can be obtained. either directly ot'throagh any Boobeller. 
from WYMAII ..... SOXS. LTD.. \tie ... .....,,"" t..>r&. B.C. and IS.. ABnoGDOli 
:sTa&B1'. W&S'I'Jln."STE&. S.W.; 01' OLlV&R .:BD BOYD. T'wBEDOALa COURT. 
EnllfB111IOB; or B. POIiSONBY, LTD., 1101, Gunwr &nuT, DUBL... ' 

PriN s.. u.; J*lfrw s.. 1(W. 
tAt _t out of priDL] 
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'Volume 2. of Special Reports <Education in England and 
Wales, Physical Education. the Heuristio Method of 
Teaching, . University Education in France, lo.) (1898) 
contains the following Papers :-:-

1. The Welsh Intermediate Education Act, 1889, its Origin and Working. 
Contributed by the Charity CommiHlionel'8 for England and WalCIII. 

2. The London Polytechnic Institute (with illustrationl). 
By Mr. SidnOil' Webb. 

S. The London School of Economics and Political Science. 
By Mr. W. A 8. Hewins. 

t. The Curriculum of a Girls' 'RebooJ. 
By Mn. Bryant, MillB Bunrt.all, and )liM Aitken. 

o. Pbysical Education at the ~heftieJd Higb School for Girls. 
By Mrs. Woodhooae. 

6. Games and Athletics in Recondary Schools far Girl. (with llIulltrations). 
By Miss P. Lawrence. 

7. The OrlmniFlation of Game'l out of Achool for the Children attending Public 
Elementary Schools. 

By Mr. George SharpJ ... 
8. Physical Edncation under the School Board !or London (with Illastratl ... ). 

By Mr. Thom .. Chestnton. 
9. Pbysical Udocation for 'cUrls and Infants under the London School Board (with 

illustratioos). 
By tbe late Mrs. Ely DalJ .... 

10. Physical Training in Birmingham Board Schools (with l1iustraUon.). 
By Mr. Samuel Bott. 

11. Physical Traioing under the Leeds Board School. 
By Mr. R. B. Thomas. 

12. The School Garden •• t the Boocombe Bri\ioh School (with illustration>). 
By Mr. T. G. Booper, H.M.I. 

13. The Connection between the Public Library and the Public Elemeatary School. 
By Mr. John J. Ogle. 

14. The Educational 'Museum of the Teachers' Guild. 
By Mr. John L. Myres. 

15. The Haslcmere Education M.useum (with planA). 
By Dr. Jonathan Hutchinl!lOnt F.R.S. 

16. School PlaYM in Latin and Greek. 
By Mr. J. fl. Baker~Penoyre. 

17. The Study of Edu~tion. 
By Mr. J. J. }'indlay. 

18. The Traming of ~ondar,.. Teachers and Bducational ldeak. 
By Hr. F. J. R. Hendy. 

]9. The Heuristic Metbod of Teaching. 
By Dr. Henry Armstron~. F.R.S. 

20. StatistiC!!, .te., of Elementary Education in England aud WaI .. , 1833-1870. 
By H"""", M. E. Sadler and J. W. Edwlll1ls. 

21. List of Publications on Educational Sabject8 iMued by the Chid Local Educa
tional Authorities in England and Wa.le8. 

Prepared by Mi ... H. 8. Beard. 
22. I.es Universites Fran~ises. 

By MOJUrieur Loui. Liard. 
23. The French Univendtics. (Translation uf No. 22.) 

By Hr. J. W. Longodon. 
!~. The Position of Teach"", in the State Seoondary Schools for Boys in F ...... 

By Hr. F. B. Kirkman. . 
25. The French Leavine CPrtifi~i6cat d'Etud~ Prhnaba. 
, By Sir J""hua G. Fitch. 

26. The T"",hiug of Hodem Languages in Belgium and BoUaud. 
By Uiss J. D. Hontgomery. 

27. School Hygiene in BrtUW!ls. 
By Miss J. D. Montgomery. 

ThiB volume (Cd. 89!3) cau be obtained. either dimctly or tbJoagb any Bmkseller. 
from WYMAN AliD SONS, LTD., 109. FE1TE& LAlIE. E.C .. and 32, AB"'900S 
STBKBT, WESTJII!r'BTEB., S.W.: or OLIVER AXD BOY)), 1'w1EEDD.u .. covat'. 
EDUiBURGB; or K. PONSONBY, LTD_ 116. GaArrCm ~, DUBLIJI_ 

.PriM 6J. U.; po« ftw 6J. 7i. 
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Volume a of. Special Reports <National, Organisati~n of 
Edui;&ti9n in. Switzerland,' Secondary Education in 
Prussia, Baden,and -Sweden,. Teaching of Modem 
Languages, Higher' Comm!!rcial Education in, France, 
Germany, and Belgium) (1898) contains the following 
Papers:-

1. The National Or~nisation of Education in Switzerland. 
By Mr .. R. L. Morant. 

2. Problems in 'Prtl88is.D Secondary Education for Boys, with IPpecial'reference to 
llimilar queat,ioDS in England. 

By Mr. M. E. Sadler. 

S. liThe Curricula and Programmes of Work fot Higber Schoole in Pruasia.u 
l'ransl.ted by Mr: W. a.Lipocomb. 

•. The BiBher Schoo" of the Grand Dnchyof Boden. 
By Mr. H. E. D. Hammond. 

5. Stromungen auf dem Gebiet dee Schul~nnd Bildungawcscns in Deutschland. 
Von Profeasor Dr. W. Rein in Jen8. . 

6. Tendenclel in the Educational Systems of Germany~ (Translation of No.5.) 
By Mr. F. H. Dale. 

1. The Teaching of Modern Languages'in Frankfurt a M. and district. 
By Mr. Fabian Ware. 

8. Th. Teaching of Modern Languoges in Germany. 
ByMi .. Mary Brebn ... 

9. The Teaching of Foreign Langoage& 
By Professor Dr. Emil Hausk:necht • 

• 10. The Teacher of Modern Longuages in PrnBBian Secondary, School. for Boy •• 
Hi8 education and profesaional training. 

By Mr. F.bian Wore. 

11. Higber 'Commercial Education io'Antwerp, Leipzig, ~&ri~ and Hay~~ . -~~~~~ .. 

12. The Prcaont Position of Manuallnstrllction in Germany. 
By Dr. OtlO W. Beyer. (TroD.late<! by Mr. A. E. Twentymon.) 

is. 'rhe Secondary Schools 01 Sweden. 
By Dr.·OtlO Galland ... 

U. Elementary Education in the Grand Duchy of Finland. 
By the Baron Dr. Yrjii-Koskillen. 

Tbill ,"olume (Od. 8988) can be obtained, either directly or through any Bookseller, 
from WYM.AN A.ND SONS, LTD., 109 •• 'BTTKB LAN&. E.C., ami Si, ABINGDON 
STBRIIT, WESTMUfSTBR. S.W.; or OLIVER AND BOYD, TWBBDDALB COURT, 
EDiNBURGB i or S. PONSONBY, LTD., U6, GBAJTOM STRBBT, DUDLJl(. 

P";'" Sr. 94.; pOll , .... Sr. 84. 
[At present out 01 print.] 

~e Board of Education issued in 1900:-
Report on Technical and Commercial Education in East Pm_a, p~ 

Galicia, t;.iletlia. and BohemiL 
By Mr. James Baker. 

This volume (Cd. 419) can be obtained, either directly 01' through any Boobeller 
from WYMAN AND SO!ols, LTD" 109, FBTTU LA..Na. E.O., and Si, ABI!ifOOO. 
STUIn". WIiiSTIIINST&B, ti.W.; or· OLIVER AlifD BOYO. TWBBDDALB .CoUB'l', 
EDlKBURGH; or B. PONSONBY, LTD .. 11«', GBArl'O» 1ft1lBB't. DUBLIN. 

Prite 64.; 1l1li frw 84. 
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Volume 5 of Special ~ports (Educational Systems of the Chief 
Colonies of the British Empire-Cape Colony, Natal, 
Commonwealth of Australia, New Zea.land,· Ceylon, 
Ma.lta) (1901) contains the following Pa.pers:-

A. AI'BIOA-
1. Cape Colony, The History and Present State of Education in. 

Part 1., Sections 1-74. 
By Mr. G. B. Muir, B.A., of the Department of Public Education 

CapeTown. 
PaIt I., Sections 75 to end, Part II. and Part III. 

Prep&red from official doonmenla by Mr. M. E. Sadler. 

S. Nat&l, The Syotem of Education in. 
By Mr. B. B .... ll, Superintendent of Education, Natal. 

B. COIIMONWE..&LTB 01' AUBTBALIA-
1. Now South Waloo, The SYBtem of Education in. 

Prepared from official document. Bupplied by tho Department of Pub!ic 
Instruction for New South Wales. 

I. Victoria, Tho SYBtcm of Education in. 
By the HCD. A. J. Per.coclt, late MiniB!er of Public Inltraction, 

Victoria. 

S. Queenoland, the oyotem 01 Education in. 
By Mr. J. G. Anderoon, Under Secretary for Public Instruction, 

Queensland 

4:. Tumania, The System of Education in. 
Prepared from official documaula by Mr. A. E. Twentyman. 

5. South A uotraUa, Tho S~ of Educetion In. 
By Mr. C. L. Whitham, liRIDhor of the Boord of Inopectora of Sobooll, 

Bouth AUltralia. 

6. Wettern AUltralia, The System of Education in. 
By CyrIl Jackoon, rnBpector.Genoral of Soboolo, Weotern Auotralia. 

O. N .... ZB.U.UlD-
New Zealand, The SyAtem of Education in. 

Prep&red by Mr. M. E. Sadler, from official documenla lupplied by th. 
Department of Education for New Zeeland. 

D. CIIYLOll-
Ceylon, The SVItem 01 Education in. 

By Mr. J. B. Coll, late Director 01 Public lnotruOtiOD, and Mr. A. Van 
Cnylenbnrg, Inspector of Sohooll, Ceylon. 

E. MALT~ 
Ma1ta, The Syotem 01 Education ill. 

By Mr. N. Tagiiaf<lrro, Din!ctor 01 Educati .... Halta. 

Tllil 9Olnmo (Od. U 7) ca.n be obtainOll, either directly or tbrnu«h any BooboJJer. 
In>m WYlIAN Atm SONS, LTD, 109, FB'l'TBB LANB, £.0, and 82, ABIlIGDOH 
STBBET, WK8TJlINBTBB. S.W.; or OLIVER .AND BOYD. TWDDDALB COURT, 
EDIHBUBOB; or E. PONSONBY, LTD., 116, GllAr.",. STBBlIT, DlJBLIlI . 

• 

A 18818 pp 
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Volume 6 of Special Reports (Preparatory Schools for 1101" 
Their place in English Secondary Education) (1900) 
contains the following Pape1'8 :-

1. Introduction. 
By Hr. C. C. Cotterill. 

2. The Hasters of • Preparatory SchooL 
By Hr. C. C.CotteriU. 

3. Preparatory 8cbool Eqtripment. 
By Hr. Fronk lIitcbie. 

4. Tbe Time Table of Work in Preparatory School.o. 
By Hr. H. Frampton S&allanl. 

6. Tbe Preparatory School Curriculnm. 
By Mr. G. Gidley RobinlOD. 

6. Tbe Place of tbe Preparatory School far Boys In I!econdory 'Edncollon In 
England. 

By Hr. H. E. Sadler. 

't. 'Entranee ScholBnlhipe at Poblie School.o. and thelnnftoeilce on Preparatory 
Scbooll. 

By tbe Eo •• the Hon. Ca.non E. Lytlelton. , 

8. ExaminatiOl18 for Entranoe 8cbolanh1ps at the Pablfc Reboo... Their Character 
and Effect on the Edoca'ional Work of Preparatory School.o. 

By Hr. C. C. Lynam. , ~ 

9. The teaching of Latin and Greek in Preparatory Bcbooil. 
, By tbe Eo •• C. Ecclea WilIw... D.O. 

10. The Teaching of 'be Motber Tongue in Preparatory 8cbool.o. 
By Hr. H. C. TiIWd. 

11. The Teaching of Hiotory in Preparatory Bcbool.o. 
, By Hr. A. H. CnrteIa. 

12. The Tcoching of Geography in Prepontory Schooll 
By ,be BeY. F. B. BurrowL 

13. The Teaching of Hodern Lo.o~ in Preparatory Bcbool.o. 
By H ...... E. P. Arnoid and Fabian Ware. 

H. The Teaching of _hema.ica in Preparatory School.o. 
By the late Hr, C. G. AUOID. 

15. Notnral Science in Preparatory ScbooiL 
By Hr. Archer VaaaaIL 

16. The Teacbing of Drawing in Prepani.tory Schoo~ , 
By Hr. Jamea T. WottL 

17. Art Teaching in I'reporatory Schoola. 
By Hr, W. kgertoli Hine. 

I~. The School Worbhop, 
. - . 113 ~ •. ~ ~. V!,"die1d 

.' 

. 

: 

. 

" 

." . . 
19. Music in Preponta7 ficbool.o. -, -, 0-. , 

By tbe'Be •• W. Earle, with an Appendix by x.. W. W. CberjtoJL 

20. Singing in PrepanItory BcbooiL 
By x.. Leonard C. V_a 

21. GaIdening. ito Bole in Preparalol'y 8cbooI Life 
By IIr. A. C. 1IoutboIornew-• 

. ------- ~- ----- . 
D. Healtb and Phyoi<al Training in Preparator)- 8doooIL 

By the BeY. C. T. Wickham. 
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.13. ,Games in Preparatoly Schools. 
By Mr. A.,J.. C. Dowding. 

U. The Employment of Leisure HoU1'8 in Boya' Boarding ,Schools. 
By Mr. Arthur Bowntree. ' 

25. Preparatory School Libraries. 
By Mr. W. Douglas. 

26. A Day in a Boy'. Life at a Preparatory' School 
By Mr. P. S. Dealtry. 

27. Bchool Managemeut, in Preparatoly Schools. 
By the Be •• J. H. Wilkineon, with an Appendix by Mr. A~ J. ·U. 

Dowding. 
28. Boonomico of Preparatoly Schools. 

By the Be •• C. Black. 
2e. Preparation for the Preparatoly School. 

By Mr. B. D. Maosfield. 
SO. Preparatory Boys' Schools under Lady Principals. 

By Mr. C. D. Oliv .. 
SI. The Preparatoly Department at Pnbli. Schonls. 

By Mr. A. T. Martin. 
S2. The Preparatory DepartlDent at a Public School· 

. By Mr. T. H. ~n. 
ss. The Be1&tion. between' Publio aDd Preparatory Schools. ' 

By the Bev. Herhert BulL .. 

SI. The Preparatory School Product. 
By the Bev. H. A. James, D.D, 

80. The Preparatory School Product. 
By the Be •• the Hon. Canon B. Lytlelton. 

S6. Tbe Preparatory School Product. 
By Dr. Hely Hutohiu..,n Almond. 

87. The Preparatoly School Product. 
By Mr. Arthur C. Benson. 

88. The Home Training of Children. 
B1 Mra FrankliJl. 

89. The Possibility of Ca-education in EugUsh Preparatory aDd other t!econdary 
Schools. , ' 

B1 Mr. J. H. &dle1.· , 

40. Not .. on • Preparatory School fur Girlo. 

U. Appendii. 

This -.olume (Cd. 4,18) can be obtained. either' direcUy" or througb any Bookseller, 
from WYMAN .,"" SONS, LTD. 109, FBTT"" LA"", E.C., and 32, ABINGDON 
E'TBBBT, WETIIJNBTBB., S.W.; or OLIVER .,u'1) BOYD, TWBEDDAJ.J!i. CoURT, 
EOINBt7BQ8; or B. PONSONBY, LTD •• 116, GBA.PTOll' STBBBT, DUBLIN. 

Pr .... lIIr. Sl".; JIDIIl , ... 26, 7lll. 
[At p ...... hu' of print.] 

Volume 7 .ofSpeciaJ.. Reports (R'!lra.l.'EduciatioD. in ~ce) 
. ' (1902) CoIitains !he'CollowUig Pipers:-:- , ... 

Th. Rural Schools'oi North-W .. ,"';';'';'''' . -, 

.' " .. B1 Mr: Clond~er.Jlr~relop-. 
Raral Education hl France. 

B1 Mr. John C. Medd. 

This 'Vf\J.ume (Cd. 884) am be obtained. either diTectly or through an,. Bookseller, 
from WrM.L~ AND SONS, LTD., 100. F&TTB& LA.~ ... B.C. and 31, AB",,,noJI 
STaBB'I', WBBTJUN8TZB. S.W.; PI' OLIVBR .um BOYD, """"DALS OOUD, 
BDIJIBUBGH; ... B. PONSO~ BY, LTD, II&, GBAPrOIi Snllft; DumoIJI. 

PrWe I .. u.; JIDIIl'" Ii. &I. 

pp 2 
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Volume 8 of Special Reports (Education in Scandinavia, 
Switzerland, Holland, Hungary, !o.) (1902) contains the 
following Papers:-

I. 
1. The New Law for the Secondary Reboot. in Norway, 

By Dr. Kond. Mag. Otto And ........ 
2. Education in Norway in the year 1900. 

A short .ummary reprinted from" Norway," (Official PubueatiOD lor 
the PariA Exhibition, 1900.) 

S. Education in Sweden. 
Summari8ed tranllation of Ii Eneeignement et Coltare Intellootuelle en 

Saede,fI i88ued in connection with the Paris Exhibition, HKJO, by the 
Swec.1isb Government. t. Note on Children's Workshops in ~weden. 

By Mr. J. G. Legge and Mr. M. E. s..Uer. 
i. The Nobel Foundation BDd the Nobel PriIe8. 

By Hr. P. J. Hartog. 
6. The Training and StatU8 of Primaryaod Secondary Teacben in 8witzeriancL 

By Ur. Alexander Horgan. 
7. The Main Fea.taNil of the School 8yRtem of ZUrich. 

By Dr. H. J. SpeD"" and Mr. A. J. Preooland. 
8. The Eooles Matemelles of Pari& 

By M iso Mary S. Beard. 
9. The Simplification of French ~yntaL Decree of the 'reach lIiniIteP b Publie 

InstractioD, Febroary :16. 1901. 
Tranalatio. prepared by Hr. W. O. Li_b. 

10. Primary Education In the Netherlands. 
By Hr. B. Balfour. 

11. Primary and Seeondary In8lraction in Portop.i. 
Translated and abridged from puhlications il51led in eoanectiao ",ttb the 

Paris Exhibitiou of 1900 by the Portugaeee GO'Yernment. 
U. Technit31lnlJtn1ction in Portugal. 

Translated and abridged from publication. iMQed in connection witb tbe 
Pans Exbibition of 1900 by the PortUgDe.e GO'Yernment. 

13. Ha.garian Exhibition. 
By Hiso C. I. Dodd. 

U. Public Instructioo in Servia. 
Summari8ed trarudation of .. Notice IUJ" l'iftltTUetion pnbliqae eo RerbIe," 

pnbl.iabed on the occuKm of the Paril Exhibition., lflrlJO. b1 lobe Illni"'". 
of Public Iastruction in the Kingdom of Serna. 

16. Commercial Educatioa In JapAIL 
By Hr. Ze_ Sano. 

II. 
16. The Study of Arithmetic i. BI.....,..". 8cboo1 ... 

By Hr. A. Sounenscbein. 
17. A suggestion •• regardo Loagua,jeo ia Secondary Day ScbooIa. 

By Hr. S. B. Hart. 
18. Newer Methods in tbe Teaching of Latin. 

By Dr. E. A. Soonenochei •. 
19. Three 8cboo1 Jourueya In Yortahire. 
20. The School Jouraey (Loudoa to Caterbam. etc.) made by the Student. at tbe 

Weotminater TrainiDg College, 187~1900. 
By Hr. JOOI!t>h H. Cowham. 

21. A p1ea far • great AgricDltural 8cboot 
8ylllr. J.,..._. 

H. The Edacatioo, IIonIiDga aDd 5ocioI CondltioD rJf ao,.. eappd ia _ TrodlBc 
iDlIa6......,.. 

111 Hr. E. T. Camp8&'DK aDd Hr. C. B. B. B...u.. 
m. 

23. Sketch of !.be IliJtery of Ed .... iDD.J Work iD the late Sooth Afri<aD Ilepablie. 
By Hr. Joha Robi...... . 

!~. The EducatioD of AsiaticL 
By Hr. R. J. WilIrlDIoD. 

Thi. volume (Cd. S.'5) COIl be obralned, eithn _Iy or thMagb 801 _. 
from WnLA.'i A..'<D SOSS. L ...... 109. F£1TD L .. 5IS. E.C, ADd II. AB'''GDOS 
STIIEBT. WmrJI'!QITBIL S.W.: or OLIVEB .,." BOYD. TwUDDu.& CO" .... 
ED'liBUIIG8; err E. POSSONBY. LTD, 116. GUFrOlI STIlE ..... DnLIJI. 

~ 31. u.; pM fro< 31. 74. 
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Supplements to Volume 8 of Special Reports (1902' and ,1903) 
contain the following Papers:- '. 

A short account of Education in t.he Netberlimds. 
By Mr. John C. Medd. 

Report on the School Training and Early Employment of L&ncashire Children. 
By Mr. E. T. Campagnac and Mr. C. E. B. Buooell. 

Thee Bcpom (Cd. 1167 and 1867) can De obtained eitber directly or ·tbroogb 
any Bookseller, from WYMAN AND SONS, LTD., 109, FETTER LANK, R.C., anli 
82, A.BINGDON 8TBBBT, WBSTMlN8TBB, S.W. i or OLIVER A.lO) BOYD, TwBBD
DALB COURT, EDINBUBGH j or E. PONSONBY, LTD., 116, GUYTON STaSET, 
DUBLIN. 

Pri .. 66.; poll fr .. Stl. Prim Stl.; poll free 4tl. 

Volume 9 of Special Reports (Education in Germany) (1902) 
contains the following Papers:-

1. 'l'he Unreat in Secondary Education in Germany and elsewhere. 
By Hr. H. E. Sadler. 

2. Note on Reviaed. Curricula and P~me8 of Work for Higher Schools for 
ROYI in PrlU8ia, 1901. 

By Mr. A. E. Twentyman. 
S. Higher Schools for Girls in Germany: An Introductory Sketch. 

By Mi ... Mary A. Lyster. 
... The Smaller Public Blementary Schoo)s of Prussia. and Saxony, wit.h No~s on 

the Training aod Position of Teache.rs. 
By Mr. E. M. FieJd, H.M.I. 

Ii. Note on imp(>oding Cbanges in the Professional Training of Elementary School 
Teacbere in PrnIBia. 

By Mr. A. E. Twentyman. 
6, School GftTdens In Oerm&DY. 

Bl Mr. T. G. Booper, H.I4.I. 
7. l,mpl'CMions of lOme Aspects of the work in Primary and other Schools in 

Rhineland, etc. 
8y Mr. B. E. Hughes, H.H.I., and Mr. W. A. Beaulsnd. 

8. The Cnntinuatiotl Schoola in Berlin. 
By O.hl'imregitlf1lll8ll"&t Profealor Dr. Bertram. (Translated by Hr. A. 

E. Twentyman.) 
9. ~ote oll the Earlier Hietory of the Technical High Schools in GermanYa 

lIy Mr. A.. B. Twentyman. 
10. Rocent Development. in Higher Commercial Education in Germany. 

By Mr. M. E. Sadler. 
11. On \he Measurement of Mental Fatigue io Germany. 

By Mr. C. C. Th. Pareo. 
1>1. Report 01 the CongreM on the Education of Feeble-minded Cblldren, held at 

Au""hurg. AprillO-ll!, 1901. 
8y Dr. A.. licbboJs, B.14.L 

18. On .tbe E<lul'&tion of Negl_ Cbild!en in Germany. 
By Dr. )'rita BathOll&a. 

Tbi ..... um. (ru. 698) ..... be obtained, eitber direotly or through any BoobeUer, 
from WYMAN .6.l!ID SONS, LTD., H.19, FBT'l".B LAN" R.C., aod S2, ABIliGDOlf 
8TBEBT, WII8TMJNSTBB. S.W.; or OLIVER .6.lI'D BOYD, TWK&DD..l.U CoU.T, 
EDDfBIJBGR i or K. PONSONBY, LTD. llti, GJU.rl'O. S'rB1UI'I', DUBLIIi. 
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Volume 10 of Speci&l Reports (Education in the United State. 
of America: Part I.) (1902) contain. the following 
Papera:-

1. The Study of American Kclucatioo: .Ita interest and importance to Eoglilfb 
Reader&. .•.. 

By Sir Joshua G. l'Itcb. 

2. Koral Education in American Schools. Witb apecial reference to the formation 
of Character and to llUltructioD in tbe Dotiet of Citiunship. 

By Hr. H. ThioelkJn Mark. 

S. The Constitution of the City School SJSleID8 of the U o.Ita1 St&teo. 
By Hr. A. 1.. Bowley. 

4. SIIIDIDlII'Y Acoouut of the Beport of the Kducati9ll&1 Commiooion of the City of 
Chicago, 1898. 

By Hr. A. 1.. Bowley. 

i. The Public Scbool Sptem of Chicago. 
By Dr. B. B. Andre .... _ and completed by Hr. A. L. Bowley. 

6. The Publk School System 01 the City of New York. 
By Hr. A. L. Bowley. 

7. The PubHc SchooI8yBtem oI_n. 
By Hr. A. 1.. Bowley. 

8. The Public 8cbooI 8,...... 01 SL Lon;" HiMOUri. 
By Hr. A. L .. Bowley. 

U. The Public School Syotem of Philadelphia. 
By Hr. Edward Brooks. 

10. A 8ketcb of the Development and preoent O>nditioD of the Ky ....... '" Ed .... two 
in the State of Minnesota, with an Appendix dealinc witb )( inoeapolitl!l .,.1 
8t. PauL 

By ProfeEor D. 1.. KiehIe. 

11. Note OIl School Attendance in the Public 8chooIa 01 the Unital Stat ... 
By Hr. A. K. TweutymaD. 

12. Some points 01 BdueatiotJal In_ iD the 8chooIa at the Uufted -
By Kia! AHce BaYeubiIL . 

IS. The Training at TeooeherB iD theUutted _ at America. 
By X .. H. II. 1'iDdIay. 

U. TeooeherB College of Columbia UnI ..... ty (Ii ... Yon). 
By Dr. J ...... IL BlI8IIdI. 

16.. N Na:ture SCDdy· in the United States. 
By llir. II. Hedgor WoIJac:e. 

This volume (Cd. 831) C&II be obtained, eilber dIn!etIy or th..,.,.m any Boo_ . 
...... WYllA." .&lID SON8. LTD, 100, Pr:rna Ln"s, ILC, and 32. A.,,",pOS 
STUlI1', WIIBTlIIlI8TEJt, S.W.; or OLIVER .&lID BOYD, TWUDDAL .. Co1;aT. 
EDDlBUIIQB; (W K. POliSONBY, LTD.., 116., G~ STIt&E'I', DcIiLl •• 

PriM 2M. U.; pM , .... 2M. rw • 

.. -:J 
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VO~Ume 11 of .SpeciaJ Reports (Educa.tion in the United Sta.tes
. of America.: Pa.rt II.) (1902) conta.ins the following 

. Pa.pers:-· .. 

I. . The Curriculum of t.he American Secioiid&rY··Sd.OoI (High Schabl). 
By Mr. D. S. Sanford. 

2. 8eeondary Education in a Democratic Community. 
By Profeaoor Paul H. Hanna. 

S. A Comparison between the English and American' Secondal'Y School~. 
By Mr. George L. Fox. . ..' . 

4-. Ca.n American : Co·education be grafted ~pon the English Public Scbool 
System I 

By the Be •• Cecil Grant. 

8;· Education and Industry in the Unlted.States. 
By Mr. H. Thi,t1eton Mark. 

,., 
8. Commercial Educatinn in til. United Jltat." 

By Mr. P. J. HarWg. ' 

7. Some Notes on American Universitie8. 
By Mr. Percy A,hley. 

8. Tables ibowing the Chief Recent Benefa.ctiorts to Higber Education in the United 
States. 

9. A Contrast between Geiman and Ameri~D Ideals in Education. 
By Mr. M. E. Sadler. 

10. Education in the American Dependellcies. 
By Miss M.. E. Tanner. . 

11. The Holiday COUl1lOll for Cuhan Tcaohen at Harvard .. 
Prepared by Mi,. M. E. Tanner from documento oupplied by the United 

St&teI Commiuioner of Education.. . '. " ' 

~. The Education of the Coloured Race. 
By Mr. M. B. Sadl.r. 

ApP1UiDIOB8-

A. The Function of Educat.ion in Democratic' SOciety' (reprinted from 
&I Educational Reform," E888.YB Bnd Addreaaetl by Charles William Eliot. 
LL.D., Preeident ot Harvard Uoive18ity). 

B. Bible Reeding' in the Public Schoolo of the United States. 

O. Harvard Uni ... enity. Opportunitiea pro ... ided for ReUgious Wl)rship, Instruc
tion and Fellowahip. 

D. President Nicbolu Monay Butler on Religious Instruction anrl its Relation 
to Education. 

This volume (Cd. 1166) nan be obtained, either directly or through any IIoobeller, 
from· WYMAN dD SONS, LTD. 109, FIITTBll L.u"" B.C., and 82, ABUIGOON 
STaBBT, WBSTIUNBTBB, S.W.; or OLIVER AND BOYD, TwBBDDALB CoUKT, 
BDIlIBURGH; or B. PON80NBY, LTD .. 116, Ga.a.rrow STB.Bn', DUBLIB. 
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Volume 12 of Special Reports (Educational Systems of the 
Chief Crown Colonies and Possessions of the British 
Empire, including Reports on the Training of Native 
Races: Part L-West Indies and Central America, St. 
Helena, Cyprus a.nd Gibraltar) (1905) pub1iehed simul. 
taneously with Volumes 13 and 14) contains the following 
Papers:-

A. WEST IlrDIBB AND CBNTRAL AlIBBICA-

1. Tbe System of Education in tbe Bahamas. 
By Mr. G. Cole, Inapector and General SUperintendent of Seboo", 

Baham ... 

2. The System of Education in Barbados. 
By tbe Rev. J. E. Reeoe, Inopector of Seboolo, Mr. J. A. Carrlnglm!, 

Assi,tant Inapectnr of S.boola, and tbe lIev. J. R. Nicbola, liecretary 
to the Education Boaro, Barbadot. 

S. The System of Education in Bermuda. 
By Mr. George Simpson, lnapectnr 01 S.boola, lIermnda. 

•• Tbe System of Education in Britf.b Hondtll"M. 
By Mr. A. Barrow Dillon, IDBpector of Seboola, Britisb Hondn,.... 

6, The System of Education in Trinidad a.nd Tobago. 
By Mr. R. Gerv ... Bosbe, late luopector 01 Bcboola, Ttlni,lad .n,1 

Tobago. 

6. The System of Education in the Windward Island .. 
(a) Grenada. 

By Mr. Joha Harbin, lnopector of Bcboola, Grenada. 
(6) 8t. Lucia. 

By Mr. Fred. E. Bundy, In,,_ of Seboola, St. Lucia. 
(eo) at. Vincent. 

By Mr. Frank W. GrilBtb. Secretary of tbe Boord of Education 
formerly lnapectnr of Seboola, 8t. Vincent. 

~. ST. lIBLBYA-
Tbe System of Education in St. Helena. 

By tbe Rev. Conon A1fred Parter, Inspector of Goyernment Seboolo, 
St. Helena. 

). EUROPa-

1. The System of Education in Cyprul. 
By the Rev. F. D. Newbam, lnapectnr of Seboolo, Cyprut. 

2. The System of Education in Gibra1tar. 
By Mr. G. F. Cornwat~ LC., Coloniallnapector of Seboolt. Gibraltar. 

I\ppBIfDJ][-

A. WBST bmIB8 Alrn CDTBAL AXOICA-

Edacatiou. in Jamaica in its relation to Skilltd Handicraft and Agricultural 
Work. 

By tbe Host Rev. tbe Arehbiobop of the Weot Indies. 

This ..,lome (Cd. 2377) caD be obtained, eitber directly or through any _I ...... 
:rom. WYMA....lIi .urn SONS, LTD.., 109~ FETl'U LAB&, E.C.., and. 32, ABDfGDOS' 
;TBBBT, WJr8TJ(llI8"l"E1l, S.W.: or OLIVRB. AlI'D BOYD, T".E£DDAL& COl1.1l'1'. 
~DIKBUJL9B; or B. POSSONBY, LTD.., 116, G&.UTOB 81'&&&1', DUBLD'. 



Volume 13 of Special Repcirls<Educ&tional Systems of the 
. Chief Crown Colonies and Possessions of the British 
Empire, including RepoTts on the Training of Native 
Races: Part II. - West Africa, Basutoland,. Southern 
Rhodesia, East Africa Protectorate, Uganda, Mauritius, 
Seychelles) (1905) (published simultaneously with Volumes 
12 and 14) contains the following Papers:-

A. WEST ApBlOA.-
1. The System of Education in the Gold Coast Colony. 

By the late Mr. F. Wright, Inlpecoor of Sehools, Gold Coast Colony. 
2. The Syatem of Education In Lagos. 

By Mr. Henry C.rr, late lnapecoor of Schoola, Lagos. 
8. The Syatem of EdoeatioD in Sierra. Leone. 

By Mr. M. J. Marke, Inapecror of Schools, Siena Leene. 
4. The System of Edo.catiOD tn Southern Nigeria. 

By Mr. O. J. II. GOrdOD, late Inspector of Sohools, Southern Nigeria. 
B. SOUTH AND CDTBAL Anto.&.-

1. The Syateul of Education in B8lUooland.. • 
Report supplied by .Mr. B. O. Sloley, Resident Commissioner, BuotoIand. 

2. Tho System 01 Kdncation In Southern Rhode8i& (1890-1901). Its origin .nd 
development. 

By Mr. H. E. D. Hammond, Firat Inapeetor 01 Schoola for Southern 
Bhodesia. . 

S. Note On Education in the East Africa Protectorate. 
4. E4ucation in Uganda. . 

(1) SocI~t4I d .. Miasion.1re8 d'Afr!que-Pereo Blanca. Vicari.t Apoato
liqne du Ny ..... Septentrional. By the Bight Rev. the Bilhop of 
North VicOOri. Nyanaa. 

(2) The Church MiBaoionary Society. By Mr. B. H. Walker. 
l8) NBBmbY8 Miasicn. Conducted by the MIU Hill (London) F.thera. 

By the Bight Bev. the Bishop of the Upper Nile. 
O. MAUBiTIUS-

The S,)'Item of Education in Hauritll18. , 
Prepared from materiall IUpplied by the Department of Pnbli. 

InatruotioD, Mauritiua. 
D. SBTCRBLLB8-

The Byatem of Education in 8eychel1 ... 
By Mr. L. O. Chitty, late Inapecoor of Schools, Seycbel1 ... 

,Appn'"DICBS-' . 
A WIST A •• IOA-

1. The Educational Work 01 tb. Baae\ Mlasion on the Gold Coset: Ito Method 
in oombiDing Industrial and M.anual Training with other Influences 
indispensable to t.he Formation of the Character of the NRtive Race. 

By the Bev. W. J. Rottmann, Principal of the Baoel Miaaion TraInIng 
Sehool for Catecblato and Teach..., Akropong, Gold Coast. 

B. SOUTH AND CBlITUL AJ'BICA-
1. Noteo on IndUltrial i'raining for Natl ... on the Congo (Baptist Misaionary. 

Society). 
By the Be •• Gecrge Grenfell, Baptist Misaionary Society. 

2. Educational Work in Livingatonia, with speoial Reference to the effects of 
Manual, Industrial. IWd Agricultural Instruction. 

By the Be •. J. Fairley Daly, B.D., Hon. Secretary of the Livlngatonia 
Miasion (United Free Church of Scotland). 

8. The Educational Work of the Blantyre Milsion, IlritlBh Central Africa.· • 
Prepared from M.teriallBupplied by the Church of Sect1and Foreign Miaaion 
Committee. 

•. The Education of Natives In South Africa. 
By Lieut.-Colonel Sir M.raIoal J. Clark, K.C.M.G., Imperial Beaident 

Commissioner, Southern Rhodesia. . 
S. On"Nathe Education-South Africa. 

By the Be •. Jam .. Stewart, M.D., D.D., of Lovedal. lIiBs1on, Capo 
Colony (United Free Church of Scotland). 

8. The Work of the lIoranan Milsionarieo In South Africa and North Quee .... 
land. 

By the Bev. J. H. WIlBon of the Moranan Church. 
This volume (Od. 1378) can be obtained, either diroctly or through any Bookoel1er, 

from WYMAN. Un SONS, LTD., 109, FZTTEB LAN., E.C., and 8J, ABll<GDOH 
ST.lln, WBSTIIINBTBB. S.W. j or OLIVER .&liD BOYD, Twamn.u.s CoVin', 
EDUlBuaOB; or E. PONSONBY, LTD., 1111, GIlAftOH Sn&BT, DuaL"'. 

_ 10. IW.; poll (No II. cw. 
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Volume 14 Of Special Reports <Educational Systems of the· 
... Chief. Crown Colonies and Possessions of the British 

Empire, including Reports on the Training of Native 
Races: Part m.-Federated Malay States, Hong Kong, 
Straits Settlements, Fiji and Falkland Islands) (1905) 
(published simultaneously with Volumes 12 and 13) 
contains the following Papers:~ 

l. As'A'- . 
1. The System of Education in the Federated Malay States. 

Report oupplied by tbe Federal Education Oflioe, Federated Malay 
States. 

2. The Rystem of Education in Hong Kong. .. 
By Mr. Edward A. I"ing, lnapector of Scboollo, Hong Kong. 

3. The Syatem of Education in the Straita Settlemente. 
By Mr. J. B. Elcum, Director of Public InstructioD, Btraltl Settlements. 

I. FIn-
Tbe System of Education in Fiji. . 

. ,. B1 the Hon. W. L. AUanlyce, C.M.G., Colonial Secretary and Receiver 
General, l'ijl. 

• F'&LI[LAND ISLANDS-
The System of Education in the FaJ.kland I.Jandt. 

By tbe Very Rev. Lowther E. Brandon, Dean, Colonial Chaplain and 
Government Scboollnapectm, Falkland leIand& 

.PPDDICEB-
1. Note on tbe Work of the Indnstrialllilliontl Aid Society. 

Prepared from materiala snpplied by the Ind..trial Kiosion. Aid 
Society. 

2. . On the Education of l'Iative Baceo (C.K.8.). 
By Mr. R. Machonacbie. 

3. Industrial Education in Catholic lIiMion8. 
8y the Right Rev. the Bi8bop of Salft,rd. 

4. Education in Briti8b New Guinea. 
By tbe Rf~bt Rev. the Bishop of New Guinea. 

i. Work of tbe American Board of eommi.-iOUerl for P'oreIgn lIiMtOlll In 
~ to Industrial and Agricultural Education in India.. 

Prepared from materiaia 80pplied by the American Bc.rd of Commi. 
moDel'l!l for F oreip. M iMioDL 

6. Memorandum on Technical Education in Southern India. 
'By the Rev. Caoon A. Margijochi. (Fellow of Kadru Uoiyentt,.), 

Nazareth. Soutbern India. 
7. Industri&! Schools and School Gardena in Ceylon. 

By Mr. S. M. Burrowa, late Dinlctor of Public _on in Ceylon. 
. 8. The Bdueation of the Indi&Dfl « Canada. . 

By Mr. Harry Moody, of the Canadian and Pacific Ilailway Company. 
ThiB volume (Cd. 2379) can be obtained. either diredl,. or tbnmgb on,. BooboIler. 

om WYHAN AND 8OSS, LTD .. 109, Pr:M"B'R L.u"~. E.C .. aod 32. Asnr9DOW 
I'BBft, WETlIIlfBTZB., ~.\\T.; or OLIVER AM) BOYIJ, TWEEDDAL& f.:oUaT, 
D1lIBUBGBj or E. PONSONBY, LTD.. 116, Ga.a..rroB 8TJlEET, Dunl!'. 

]>ria II. 84.: ]10ft freo Zo. Od. 

'olume 15 of Specia.l Reports (School Training for the Home 
Dntiesof Women: Part L-The United States of America) 
(1905) contains the following Paper:-

tae TeKbing of ~ Domestic Science .. in tbe United Stafe& of America.. 
By 1(;'" Allee R ... nbiIL 

Thil .olome (Cd. 1498) ean be obtained either _I,. ar tIn-ouP aD,. BooboO .. , 
om WYJLL'iI A1iD SOliS, LTD. H19, FIrt"l'B. L.&ln, B.C. and 32, AIlor .. DOll 
('BBft, WB8'I'IIJlIBTBB, ~.W.; 01' OLIVER AlfD BOYD, TwaBDDA.L. Q;cn, 
DJlfBUBGB; or E. PONSONBY. LTD., 116, GB..UTO_ STU&'I', DuBLJ •. 

Pri« II. 801.; pull f- •. Ii. 
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Volume 16. of Special Reports (School Training for, the Home
, Duties of Women: Part II.-Belgium, Sweden,: Norway, 

Denmark, Switzerland, and France) (1906), ~ontains the 
foUowing Papers:-

1. H011IIOwifery InstTuction in State-supported School. in Belgium. 
By MiM Helen E, Matheson. , , 

2. The Teaching of Domestic Economy in Sweden. 
By Mr. Edw.rd Ada", .. Ba)\" .Stockholm. ,,' 

• With Snpple",entary Notes by Fro Hierta-RetziUB, Stockholm. 
8. The Teaching of Domestic Economy in Norway. 

By FrOken Helga. Helgesen, Christania.. 
4. The Tea.chiD.R' of Domestic Science in Denmark. 

By FrOken Henni Forcbbammer, Copenhagen. 
6. The Teaching of Domestic Science in Switzerland. 

B1 MiB8 M. CMcile Matheson. 
&. The T88Cbing of DoIllC8lic Science .in State InStitntions in FranCe, with special' 

referenee to Pa.riB.· .... 
By MUe. ~n. PitBoTl, Pari .. 

(Cd. 2968.) Prico I •• 6d,; ptwlfr68 11. 10d. . ' 

Volume 17 of Special Reports (Schools Public and Private in 
the North of Europe), (1907). contains the following 
Paper:- ' 

SchoolsPublio BDd Priv.te in theli!orth of Enrope. 
By Mr. J. B. Thornton. 

(Cd.8637.) Prico Btl.; "..eft .. 1014. 

Volnme 18 of Special Reports (The Education and Training of 
the French Primary School Teacher) (1907) C9ntains the 
following ,Papers :- , ' " 

I. Cunieul .. of French Higher Primary Schools. 
Introductory Noto. ' ' , . , ,., ' 
I. Scheme of Work and Syllaboia of InBtrnctlop in Higher Primary 

Schools for Boys. 
Translated by Mr. P. J. Hartog. " 

lI. Scheme of Work and Syllabus of Instruction in Higher PrImary 
School. for Girls. . 

Translation prepared in the 011100 of Special Inqulrics and 
Reports. 

I. Life In a French Higher Primary School. 
By Mr. A. 101. Saville. 

8. Summary of the Official Regulations affecting the Training and Position of 
TilaCbera in State Primary Scboola in Fnmce. 

By Mill Helen E. Hatbeeon. -
f. The French Traiuing Callego System. 

By Mr. B" Dum.iIle. 
(Cd. 8777.) Prico I .. ; pOIt fru 11. ad. 

Volume 19 of Special Reports (School Training for the Home 
Duties of Women: Part m Germany and Austria.) 
(1907) contains the following Paper:-

The Dome.tic Training of Girls in OennanJ and A"ustria. 
By Mioo II. C6:ile H.th .... n. 

(Cd. S860.) Prico 71".; po« 1-104. 

ThNe YOlumea can be obtained, either" directly CB' tbrotagb. any BoobeUer, 
from WYMAN "''ID SONS, LTD. 109, FBTTn LAlrB, B.C., and Ss, ABmGDOH 
aTBIIST, WBSTIUlfSTBIl. S.W.; or OLlVER AlII) BOYD, TwBBDDALB CoUB'I't 
BDDlBUBQB; or B. PONSONBY, LTD., 1111, GB.Ll'l'Olf STIlBBT, DUBLm. 
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Volume 20 of Special Reports (The Teaching of Claailics 
in Secondary Schools in Germany) (1909) contains the 
following Papers:- . 

1. The Origin and History of the Heform in Classical Teaching in Germany. 
By Mr. J. W. Headlam, H.M.I. 

2. Comparison of English and German Classical Schools. 
By Mr. Frank Fletcher. 

3. Method of Teaching Classics in the Reform Schools in Germa.ny. 
By Mr. ,J, L. Paton. 

(Cd.4997.) Pm. 9!d.; pod!"" 11. 

Volume 21 of Special RePorts (School Excursions and Vacatiou 
Schools) (1907) contains the following Paper :-

Scbool Excursions and Vacation Schools., 
By Mr. J. E. G. de Montmorency. 

(Cd.3866.) Price old.; postjlW 7d. 

Volume 22 of Special Reports (Provision made for Children 
under Compulsorr School Age in Belgium, France, 
Germany, and SWitzerland) (1909) contains the following 
Papers:-

}, the Provision made in RelgiuDl for Children under Compul80ry t:;chool Age. 
By Miss M. B. Synge. 

2. The l'rovision made in }I~ranoc for Children under CompullOry School Age. 
By Miss M. B. Synge. 

~. ',I:hc PwviBion made in Germany and Switzerland for the Care of Children under 
the Compulsory School Age. 

By Miss M. G. M.y. 
Appendix :- , 

Notes on the Provisi.on made for the Teaching of Young Children in Foreign 
Countries and British Colonies. 

From materia.l collected by the Froebel Sociuty uf Great Brita.in anti 
Ireland. 

(Cd.4477.) Pl"ice 18. all.,. pOMfree Is. 7(1. 

Volume 23 of Special Reports (Ed)lcation in Russia) (1909) 
contains the following Paper:-

Education in Russia. 
-'. By ·Mr. T~omas Darlington, H.M.I. 

(Cd. 4812.) Pl'ioe lk Od. ; post fl'ee 2~. 9d. 

These \'olumea can bo obtained, either directly or through any Ho,Ikseller. from 
WYMAN AND SONS, LTD., 109, FE'l'TER LANE, E.C., and 82, ABINGDON t$TREET, 
WmS1'MINSTEB, S.W.; or OLIVER AND BOYJ), TWEEDDALE COUR'L', EDtNBURGa; j 
or E .. POYSONBY~ LTD., 1Itl, GB.A.FTOX STB..II:El\ DUBLIN. 
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Volume 24 of SpeoiaJ. Reports (Secondary Education in France) 
(1911) contains the following Papers :-

1. Translation of the Curricula of Fl'ench Secondary Schools for Boys. 
By Mr. P. J. Harl<>g. 

2. The Aim of the New Curricula for French Seconda.ry Schools. 
By Mr. P. J. Hart<>g. 

3. A Comparison between French and English Secondary Schools. 
By Mr. Cloudesley Brereton. 

4. Report on an Inquiry into the Method of l'~bing the Mother~Tongue in France. 
By Mr. Arth\.'lt" H. Hope. 

5. The Secondary Education of Girl!! in l"l'a.nce. 
By Mr. James Oliphant. 

6. Notes on tbe Teaching of Mathematics in the French Lycees fol' Girls. 
By Miss .l. E. Met<lalfe, H.M,L 

7. L'Enseignement Su~rienr en France. 
By Monsieur Louis Cazamian. 

8. L'Eeole Normale Superieul'e. 
By Mr. E. R. Edwards, H.M.I. 

Price 88. 

Volume 25 of Special Reports (Universities in the Overses.s 
Dominions) (1912) contains the following Pa.pers:-

1. Some Notes on University Constitutions in the Over8eas Dominions. 
2. Organisation of the Universities of the Overseas Dominions. 
3. Statements of Receipts and Expenditure. 
4. Courses of Study for Degrees and' Diplomas. 

Priee 11. 66. 

Volume 26 of Special Reports (The Tea.ohing of Mathematics 
in the United Kingdom. Part I.) (1912) contains the 
following Papers:-

1. The Teaching of Mathematics in London Public Elementary Sohools. 
By Hr. P. Ballard. 

2. The Teaching of Elementary Mattu~mat.ics in English Public Elemental'Y Schools. 
By Mr. H. J. Spencer. 

The teaching of Mathematics to Young Ohildreo. 
By MiBi Irene Stephens. 

i. ]he Correlation of J;lement&ry Practical Geometzy and Geography. 
By Miss Helen Bartxarn. 

o. The Poe1tjou of Mathe:na.tic's in St!conda..ry Sehools in Eng'l&J1d. 
By Mr. W. C. Fletcher,H.M.C.r. 

6. M .. them,aticli in the Prepara.tory Sehool. 
By Mr. E. Kitehener. 

1. Course in Mathematics for Municipal Secondary Schools. 
By Mr. L. M. Jones. 

8. Mathematics in Scotch Schools. 
By Professor George A. Gibson. 

9. Mathematics at Osborne and Da.rtmOqth. 
By Mr. J. W. Mercer, with a Preface by Mr. C. E. <WItord. 

10. The Tes.ch1ng of ..Arithmetic in Seoondary School&. 
By Mr. G. W. Palmer. 
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'11. The Educational Value of Geometry. 
By Mr. G. 8t.L. Carson. 

12. Parallel Straight Lines and the Method of Direction. 
By Mr. T. Jame8 Garstang. 

IS. The Algebra Syllabu. in the Secondery School. 
By Mr. C. Godfrey. 

U. The Teechlng 01 Algebra in Schools. 
By Mr. S. Barnerd. 

15. The Teacbing of Elementary Mechanics. 
By Mr. W. D. Egger. 

16. A School Conroe In Advanced Geometry. 
By Mr. C. V. Durell. 

17. The Calculus as a School SUbject. 
By Mr. C. S. Jackson. 

18. Higber Mathematics for the Classical Sixth Form. 
By Mr. W. Newbold. 

19. Practical Mathematics at Public SchoolJ :
IntrodoctioDB. 

By Profes80r B. H. Turner. 
Practical Mathematics at Clifton College. 

By Mr. R. C. Fawdry. 
Praetical Mathematics at Harrow School 

By Ilr. A. W. Siddons. 
Practical Mathematics at Onnd1e School. 

B1 Hr. F. W. Saoderoon. 

Practical Mathematics at Wincbeeter Cot;ge. 
By Mr. G. H. Bell. 

20. Methods of Intuition and Experiment in Secondary Schoole. 
By Mr. C. Godfrey. 

21. Examination. from the School Point of View. 
By Mr. Cecil Hawkins. 

22. The OrganiBBtion of lhe Teaching of Mathematlca in Public Sccondary School 
for Gir)s. 

By Mi .. Louia Story. 
sa. The Value of the Study of Hathematics ill Public Secondary 8ebools!or Oirls. 

By Mi,. E. R. G"attin . 
. Ii. The Place of Mathematics in the Education of Girls and Women. 

By Hiao Sara A. B1U1!IalL 
25. Higber Mathematics for Women. 

By MrB. Henry Sidgwick. 

Volume Z7 of Special Reports (The Tea.chillg of l'la.thematicl 
in the United Kingdom. Part n.) (1912) contains the 
follo~ Papers ~ . . ." .. 

1. The Teacbing 01 "Kathemati ... in Evening Tec!>i>iCallnBtittitionL 
By Dr. W. II. Sompncr. ... . . . • 

2. The Prelimioary Hathematlcal T!aIning of Technieaf S,iuIeoIa. 
By Mr. P. Abholt. . 

S. GeomeIry for IIDgineers. 
By ProI..,r D. A. Lo". 

f. HathematiCII with Belation to EngiDeering Work in SchooiL 
By lIr. T. S. IiBherwood. 

6. 1IatJ.emat:jcal EDnrinaUons at Osford. 
B1 Mr. A. L. DiXDJL 

6. _ Chaogee In the Me,hematical Tripca at. c.mbridae '.' 
By Mr. Azthor BenJ. . 
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7. rhe Undergraduate Course In Pass Mathematics, generally, aDd in relation to 
Economics and Statistics. 

By PrOfeuor A. L. Bowley. 
8. .E:mmiDations for Matbematical ScholarshipS'. 

, By Dr. F. S. Macaulay, and Mr. W. J. GreenBlreet. 
9. EuminatioDs for Mathematical Scholarships'at'Oxford. 

By Mr. A. E. JoW!!e. 
10. Examinations for Mathematical Schoh\r8hip8 at Cambridge. 

By Mr. G. H. Hardy. 
ll. rho Relation8 of Mathematics and ~hyai.., 

, By Profeaaor L. N. G. Filon. 
12. The 'rraining of reachers of Mathematics. 

By Dr. T. P. Nann. 
IS. ' Reaearch and Ad.anoed Study as a 'l'rainlng for Mathematical reachers. 

By Pro!eaaor G. II. Bryan. 
I~. rhe Relation of Mathematics and Engineering at Cambridge. 

By Profeaaor B. Hopkin80n. 

ThOBe'volumeB can be obtained, either directly or through 'any Bookseller, from 
WYMAN AND SONS, LTD., 109, FKTTBB LANB, E.C.,. and a2bABlNGD~lI. STREET, 

.. WB8TMIlfSTEB, ~.W.;: or OLIVER ABD BOYD, TwBBDDALB OPR'l, EqlNBUBGB:; 
or E. PONSONBY, LTD" 116, GUPTON STBEBT, DUBLIN. . '., . ' 

• • •• "', ~ I \ "~' . .' ... ', . 

The following Reports froIll Volumes 2, 3, 4, 5, a.nd 9' of SPecial 
Reports on Educatiifnal, Subjects have been issued as 
Reprints:,.- .,' " ' 

8"';'iaI' Reports on Intermediate Education in Wales and the Organiaatlon of Edncation 
in Switzerland. 

(NOB. I In Voil. 2 and 8 re.pectl.ely.) Prioe lr. Iti. ; post free h. Sltl. 
Special Reports on Modem Language reaching. 

(No. 26 in Vol. 2 and No .. 7, 8, 9, 10 in VolS.) 
Special Report. on Seconda.ry Edul!ation in Pru_is.. 

(NOB. J and 8 in VolS.) 
Special Report on Secondary Schools in Baden. 

(No. i In Vol. 8.) 

Srecial Reporta on Education in France. 
(Nos. 221, 2S, 2', :16 in Vol. 2.) 

Special Report on the Heuristic Method of reaching. 
(No. 19 in Vol I.) 

Prioe 6i4.; post free 814. 

Price 11.; post free 11. 1Il1i. 

Prioe 51d.; pOBt tree 71i. 

Prioe 4tI. ; post free 51tl. 

Price StI. I post free iii. 

Special Report on the connection bet .... n the 'Public Library and the Public Elemen. 
tary School 

(No. 18 in Vol. 2.) Price 214. ; post free 1Il"-
Special Report on the Syltem of Education in Ontario. 

(No. A 1 in Vol. t.) Price /!d. ; post free 101"-

Special Report on the System of Education in the Province of Quebec. 
(No. A I in Vol. t.) Price /!d.; post free 104. 

Special Reports DO the SyBIeros of Ed~catiOD in No .. Scotia, New Brnnawict, Prince 
Edward bland, and Newfoundland. 

(NO&. A S. 4, 8, and B. in Vol. 4.) Price 8"-; post free lOlL 

Special Reports on the Syotema of Education in Manitoba, North·West rerritori .. and 
Britilh Columbia. 

(Noo. A 5, 6, 7 in Vol. t.) PricelW.; post !roo 11"-

Special Reports on the S1*mo of Edooatinn in the W"",, T .... '_ and in Britioh 
Guiana. ---

• (Noo. 0 I, I, S in Vol 4.) Price /!d.; post free l~ 
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Special Reporta on the Systems of Education in Cape Coloo,. and Natal. 
(Noe. A I, 2 in VoL 5.) Price 8d. i p01It free Ilid. 

Special Report on tbe System of Education in New Soutb Wal ... 
(No. B I in Vol. 5.) Price 84. ; p01It free Did. 

Special Report on tbe Sjotem of Eduoation In Victoria. 
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PREFATORY NOTE TO VOLlhlE 27 OF SPEOIAL REPORTS ON 

EDUOATIONAL SUBJECTS. 

The present volume is the result of the action taken 
by the International Congress of Mathematicians at their 
meeting in Rome in 1908, when, at the proposal of Dr. David 
Eugene Smith, Professor of Mathematics iu Columbia Univer
sity, New York, it was resolved to appoint an International 
Conunission on the Teaching of Mathemati('S. This Conunission 
was entrusted with the task of securing a series of Reports on 
the state and 'progress of mathematical instruction in various 
countries of the world. 

Thel'e were certain difficulties in arranging for the collection 
of Reports in this country, and the· Board of Education were 
approached and asked to give assistance in the matter. The 
Board were glad to avail themselves of the opportunity which 
thus pI'esented itself of adding to their series of Special 
Reports 011 Educational Subjects a collection of papers dealing 
with mathematical teaching in this country. In order to assist 
the Office of Special Inquiries and Reports in the collection of 
suitable material, the President appointed all Advisory Com
mittee con.sis!ing of :-

Mr. C. E. Ashford. 
Sir George H. Darwin, K.C.B., F.R.S. 
Mr. C. Godfrey, M.V.O. 
Sir George Greenhill, F.R.S. 
Mr. G. H. Hardy, F.R.S. 
Professor E. W. Hobson, F.H.S., Sc.D. 
Mr. C. S. JacksOll. 
Sir Joseph Lannor, F.R.S. 
Professor A. E. H. Love, F.R.S . 

. Professor George A. Gibson. 
This Conunittee acted at the same time as the British SIlb

Conunission of the International Conunission on the Teaching 
of Mathematics. The Reports which have been secured through 
their assistance are therefore intended to serve a double purpose : 
on . the one hand they enrich the series of Special Reports, 
while on the other they serve as the Report of the British 
Sub-Commission, which will be submitted to the' International 
CongreBd of Mathematicians meeting in Cambridge this year. 

The Board desire to take this opportunity of expressing 
their cordial thanks to the members of the Committee for the 
assistance they have rendered and to the various authors 
who have contributed papers to this aud the accompanying 
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volume. In particular they wish to express their acknowledg
ment of the invaluable service which has been rendered by 
Mr. C. S. Jackson, Secretary to the British Sub-CommiRHinn, on 
whom has fallen the main work in oonnexion with the collection 
and revision of the papers included in this and the accompanying 
volume. Mr. Jackson has placed his time and knowledge most 
freely at the disposal of the Board. 

The Board's thanks are also due to the authorities of those 
Colleges at Oxford and Cambridge who have .courteously given 
permission for the reprinting of. their Scholarship Examination 
papCrBj Th~ Board are also indebted to the Delegates of Local 
Examinations, University of Oxford; the University of Cam
bridge Local Examinations and Lectures Syndicate; the Oxford 
and Cambridge Schools Examination Board; the Senate of the 
University of London; the Joint Matriculation Board oC the 
Universities of Manchester, Liverpool, Leeds, and Sheffield; 
the Delegates of the Clsrendon Press, Oxford; and the Syndics 
of the Cambridge University Press, for a similar service. 

It may be said that the immediate cause which led to the 
formation of the International Commission was a divergence 
between mathematical and pedagogic' requirements in the 
schools and Universities. This divergence is well illustrated 
by the papers whiclJ appear in the present volumes. 'It is 
hoped that their publication may contribute towards the diminu
tion of this divergence, a task in which all who are interested 
in mathematical instruction are eager to oo-operate. 

Though the papers are published by the Board on the 
recommendation of the Committee, it must be clearly under
stood that neither the Committee nor the Board accept any 
responsibility for the statements and opinions contained in 
them. 

Office of Special Inquiries and Reports, 
August 1912. 
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THE TEACffiNG OF MATHEMATICS IN EVEN~G 
TECHNICAL INSTITUTIONS. 

The spread of Technical Education has been accompanied 
by a largely increased demand for mathematical teaching. 
There is no training more valuable to the technical student than 
that which enables him to perform the simpler mathematical 
operations, and to apply them to the· work with which he is 
mostly concerned. But this fact will not be realised by the 
average student (who has no natural liking for Mathematics) 
until his student days are over, unless the class work is so 
conducted that his interest in some useful application of a 
process is enlisted to aid his struggle to understand the process 
it,self. In technical classes, as in classes of other kinds, the 
good teacher adapts his teaching to the conditions of the 
students with whom he has to deal. For this reason the mathe
matical work done in the day,. and more especially in the 
evening, classes of Technical Colleges and Schools will be found 
to differ in method from that adopted in the older and more 
academic institutions. . 

The University professor has his students provided for him, 
and may rest confident that he .will retain them till the end of 
the session. He has a free hand to armnge his course, and need 
consider little but the interests of the subject itseli To some 
extent these considerations apply also to the mathematieal 
lectw'6r in the day clssses of a Technical College, but two new 
conditions modify his position. In the first place the majority 
of his students will be of a type not hitherto much attracted to 
University Colleges. The object of their studies is more 
utilitarian tllan that of ordinary undergraduates. Their 
educational outlook is in many cases narrower, and is certainly 
differently directed. It follows that the mathematical, and 
other theoretical, training cannot be carried to so advanced 
a stage, or be made so complete; while on the other hand the 
training which is given must be more thorough in the sense 
that the student must be made to realise the application to 
concrete examples of tIle various processes taught. Again this 
tendency is accentuated by the fact that the technical student 
has to spend time on many subjects which are absent from the 
course of the pm'6 science student, and less time is therefore 
available for the more theoretical studies. 

The above considerations 9.1'6 important iu regard to the day 
classes of Technical College,;, but they are much more so in 
connection with. the evening classes held in the various 
Technical Institntions and Schools throughout the country. 
These evening students attend in very large nunlbers, and they 
vary to an extraordinary extent in requiI-ements and in state of 
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preparation; wIllIe the linlitations imposed by the condition~ 
of evening work are most serious. In what follows I propOl!e to 
confine my remarks entirely to the case of evening students. 

The evening classes of Technical Institutions attract Btudellt~ 
of all social, and also of all industrial, grades. Sets of c1a"",,~ 
are arranged in the interest of students of different types. Th .. 
sorting of th{'8ll students into appropriate groups of cla><""" 
presents no diffi"!lity in practice. The student is left complete 
liberty of choice, provided he can satisfy the teachers that he is 
fit to follow the class-work of the coiu'!Ie selected. But the agl'!! 
and occupations of the different students vary so DlUCh. that 1111 

(·lear idea can be conveyed of the work done in the mathemati('al 
or other classes without first referring to the three or four mai 11 

groups into which we may sort the studentR. Each of the><e 
groups calls for sl'parate consideration. 

We may for the present purpose ignore t1le large number of 
e"ening students taking classes in languages, art, and OtlU'T 

snbjects not involving mathematical calculations. The remain
ing students may he divided into three groups, which from a 
mathematical point of view may be graded as low, medium, and 
high; and the c~rresponding students may ror convenien('p 
be respectively called artisans, engineers, and mathematical 
students. The lines of division between these groups are, of 
course, not sharply defined. By an artisan is simply meant a 
student aiming at perfecting his qnalifications for some me
chanical occupation. The word engineer is used in a very wide 
sense and implies anyone whose industrial work involves to 
some extent the use of precise theory and quantitative foreca>lt
ing, while his post may be of any grade of importance. By ti,e 
mathematical student is meant one with some natural aptitude 
for mathematical work, one who has overcome the initial <lini
culties, and who is willing to study llathematics as a more 01' 

less isolated subject. 
The percentages of the evening students belonging to the 

above three groups vary somewhat with the locality and size of 
the Technical Institution, but approximately one-third of the 
whole student~ may be classed as artisans, and abont double 
this number as engineers. The mathematical students fonn hut 
a small percentage-about 5 per cenL-of the total. But, 
thongh the percentage may be small, the actual numher of such 
students is a large one. There are man,TechnicallnstitutioDS 
in the country dealing with over 3,000 evening stndents, and 
it is qnite safe to say that in such schools there are more than 
150 students who can be classed as good in the mathematical 
sense, and whose state of preparation is distinctly better than 
that of the ordinary undergraduate of a nniversitr. It must, of 
COur.3e, be borne in inind that these students are the best out 
3,000. E.-en in regard to the 3,000 there is no legitimate 
reason for 3.<;S1lll1ing natural ability below the a'-erage, and. 
moreover, it mn~ be borne in mind that these students 
reI,reBent not the yonths::ft the city who most need in~1rnction, 
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but rather those who are willing to make a considerable 
personal effort to gain it. 

ARTlSAN STUDENTS. 

The mathematical work done in the artisan classes of Tech
nical Schools is of a primitive character. It is, indeed, so 
elementaIy that it would hardly be worth while referring to 
were it not for the fact that the methods on which these classes 
are usually conducted are well defined, and are worthy of note 
because to a certain extent they are also applied to the classes 
for engineering students. Experience has shown that these 
methods are both possible to carry out and essential to the 
success of artisan classes. They are most desirable though not 
quite so necessary for engineering students, and for such 
students they cannot be so completely put in practice. Thf)Y 
can be Jllil8t clearly explained in connection with the artisan 
classes. 

Evening students attend in such huge numbers for the 
more elt>mentaIy subjects, that in many cases it is possible, 
and when so it is always advantageous, to group them in 
accordance with the nature of their work, as well as to grade 
tllem in correspondence with the state of their training. It is 
much easier to do this with artisan students than with others, 
because the group of subjects desirable for a particular type of 
artisan to study is clearly defined, and is fairly evident to the 
student as well as to the teacher. Individual requirements do 
not vary to anything like the extent found in the more advanced 
work of the engineering students. Whenever sufficient student" 
(l1n be obtained to justify the holtling of a special type of 
workshop class, there will also be applicants enough to justify 
special theory classes ref'tricted to these students. In classes so 
arranged the teacher has the great advantage that all his students 
are interested in a particular kind of work, and can illustrate 
his theory by means of examples taken from the work itself. 
The hold of the theoretical teacher over the class is greatly 
increased if, other things being equal, he has some connection 
with the industry itself, or, failing this; if he can show a 
"ympathetic interest in it. Experience shows that students, 
hnwever utilitarian their views, can be interested in theoretical 
])rinciples if useful applications of the theory can be shown at 
the time the principle is first explained. After this has been 
done the students are willing to work at examples of a more 
abstruse type, if they sen-e to make clearer the principle wlwse 
importance has been recognised. But if the teacller tries to 
teach the abstract principle before showing any concrete cases, 
his effor1$ often end in failure. These remarks are of geneml 
application. and apply to the mathematical classes of engineering 
students as well as to those of artisans. Indeed, it must be 
recognised that in sll these classes something more thau 
~latheuUlLics is being taughL 
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The actual WOl"k done in the arti"an cla",*,s i8 m"8t 
.. lementary, and in general consi~ts of little mOl'e than arith
metical calculations concerning areas, volumes, weight .. , &c., 
Ruch as are likely to occur in the daily work of the 8tudpnt. 
Hut in some cases the work is more advanced. Thus in the 
rlasses dealing with the metal plate industries the geometriral 
pr?bl~ms t.hat arise, although simple as regards the main 
pnnc.Jples, mvolve at times most intricate dptail in graphi"al 
workmg out. 

ENGINEEIIIIIG ST\;DENTS. 

The students who for present purposes are alluded to a>; 

eugineers fOlm by far the IargPRt pOltion of thORe attending 
evening scbools. It must be remembered tllUt t1lPY are of 
all agp>! above a lower limit, which is usually 14 years. 1'1,,, 
younger students for the most part do not attend the main 
Techniedl Institution of the district, hut SI1laller evening' school" 
working in a880ciation with it. At the larger InRtitutions the 
bulk of the students are over 18 years of age. The Hturients, 
as far as possible, are urgerl to take definite courses of c131!1!1's 
occupying t1lrre evenings per week, one of thl'Re being devoted 
to ~lathematics. These arrangements can be more effeL1ively 
carried out with the younger students (under 18) whose work is 
not much specialised, than with the older ones WhORe evt'ning8 
tend to be more occupied, whose individual wants vary greatly, 
and for whom it is more difficult to arrange a course which will 
exactly fit the needs of sufficient students to form a class. 

The youngest students (14 to 16 years of age) llave in nlO ... t 
cases recently left an elementary school, and are required to 
take a non-specialised course of da.«;e8 the objoc1. of whil'!l 
is a training in aceurtrey, in the use of English, in the Ulle 

of drawing instrwnentS, in calculations, and in simple physi<:al 
measurements. The mathematical work includes deL-imal .. , 
contracted methods, the elemenlJ! of algebra and trigonometry, 
geometrical drawing, graphical mpthods applied to problems 
invohing mpchanical forces, and simple problems involving the 
relationships between the various physit'Sl quantities dealt with 
in the science class. In nearly all cases the results have to he 
worked out numerically. This course lasts for two years and 
is essentially the same in all Teclmical Schools. 

Courses of the next stage are not quite thp same in different 
Technical Schools. They are to a certain extent epeciali.ed, 
and are commonly associated with one of the departments of the 
School They are in gpneral suitable for youths who ha"e 
recently left a secondary school. Normally the ages of the 
students vary from 16 to 18 years, The mathematical work 
occupies one evening per week, and is much the same whate\'er 
Department of the School the course may be associated with, 
except that the teacher can with ad,"anlage illustrate his work 
by selecting examples ill which his students are likely to be 
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specially interested. It is developed on the lines of the syllabus 
of Practical Mathematics laid down by the Board of Edu!Jation, 
though the stage is quite elementary. The main principle 
is that Mathematics is taught as one subject, and not as many. 
No attempt is made to carry any section of the subject far, and 
no section is avoided if it can be usefully introduced. Results 
are only recognised when redue.ed to numerical form. Every 
aid to obtain numerical results, or to express them clearly, 
is made use of. Thus the use of logari thros, the use of the slide 
rule, the graphical representation of results on squared paper, 
are all made prominent in the work, the range of which covers 
the elements of algebra, trigonometry, dynamics, and statics. 
The average student takes two sessions to complete the work 
of the course, but it not infrequently happens that the brighter 
and more Ind ustrious students do sufficiently well to be allowed 
to omit the work of one of the years. 

Beyond the stage just indicated great variations are to be 
found in the methods adopted by different Technical Schools 
for dealing with the mathematical classes laid down for engi
neering studAnts. There are many reasons for this. With the 
older students the attractions of their special technical subject 
are so strong, and their state of preparation in the tlleoretical 
subjects which should be associated with them is so varied, that 
though it is easy enough to draft good courses of classes, it is 
impossible in many cases to get the student to follow anyone 
of the conrses exactly as laid down. Some students make rapid 
jlrogress witll their engineering subjects, bu~ al'e backward at 
~Iathematics. These students are best dealt with by arranging 
special mathematical classes in immediate association with the 
chief engineering subjects. Other students who have some 
natural ben t for Mathematics will join in preference one of the 
l'iasses in Practical Mathematics dealing with the subject from. 
"more general point of view. It must not be forgotten tliat 
several of the recognised sections into which engineering studies 
.n-e divided are little more than Mathematics clothed in a 
garment of enginepring terms, and that the teaching in such 
classes consists pru1J.y of Mathematics, and partly of instruction 
in exact ideas regarding the relations of various engineering 
'luantit.ies. The tendency in evening schools is to increase the 
number of classes so conducted, the syllabus being arranged 
primarily in the interest of tlle engineering subject, and the 
mathematical processes being introduced and explained as they 
are wanted for the examples which naturally occur in the class
work. While it is true that for the matliematically minded 
student such classes are but little wanted, it is also the fact 
that many students can only be induced to work at Mathe
matics in some such way, and that an appreciable portion of 
these are willing during the next session to join a class more 
exdusively devoted to Mathematics. The general effect of 
such classes is not to diminish, but to increase, the demand 
for matbematical classes of dIe ordinary type. The larger 
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Technical Schools provide a number of mathematical daSM'S 
of this associative type, ill immediate connection with one or 
other of the chief departments. In one of the large8t Technical 
Institutions in London all the clas .. 'les are of this type, and no 
specific mathematical department exists although a fair propor
tion of the classes deal with Mathematics of quite an ad,·ancRd 
stage. But this arrangement is exceptional, and is due to the 
fact that London contains many large e'·ening Institutions 
among which the various sections of the work can (within 
limits) be divided whenever an agreement can be arrived at 
hetween the governing hodies. The provincial city containR 
hut one Technical School, and this must prm·icle for students of 
all types. Thf're are always sufficient students in the larger 
><chools to enable mathematical classes to be established of 
almost every kinel that can be mentioned, and in many ,aO('R 
also to give a student a choice of nightR on which he may join 
a class of a suitahle stage and type. Thus at the MandM'st .. r 
School of Technology, besides the mathematical classes of tl.p 
associati'·e type JURI. mentioned, and in addition to c1l1S81'R in 
Pure and Applied ~Iathematics b-uitable for unclergraduatR 
students (whose C3.'Ie is alluded to later), there are no fl'wer than 
twelve evening .. lasses in Practieal llathemati,"S. This su).jec-t 
is taught in four stages. The classes in Stage 1 are held fin 
five evenings per week, those in Stage 2 on four e'·enings ,,,,r 
week, those in Stage 3 on two evenings per we!'k, while onl' 
class is provided in Stage 4. A @imilar "tatement iR true of th .. 
Technical Schools in Bim.ingham and other cities. It i .. 
fortunate that the large demand for thib suhjec·t renclen-; p'",~ihl .. 
extensive duplication of cla!lSC'i;, for this greatly simplifieR the 
time-table problem for the individual student. 

There would be little 1l~ in giving a personal (opinion "f 
what the svllabus of class-work in Praetieal Mathemati,"S ,JlClul.1 
be, and stilll""" in attempting to state what it actually is in the 
average case. The work dOE'S not dl'pend on the syllabu~. bnt 
on the teacher and on the Rtudents in the da"8. It .. an .... in 
diJIerent'sehools, and with different teaehl'rs, and /'Yl'n with til" 
same teacher in suceessive sessions. Whate'·er the subjec-t 
taught there is no doubt for every tn'" of student a be8t method 
of teaching, but this best method always demands the re,,1 
tl'acher to carry it out. and always SE'ems to dl'pend more than 
any other method upon thl' teacher's personality. I have no 
doubt that the most useful and E'ffecti'·e tpaching in eVI'Bing 
mathematical cla'lSeS is done undl'r the name (Of Praetical 
Mathematics. I am <>qually confidE'nt that ""me (of thl' wor!lt 
teaching is done undl'r that name. The syllabus may be the 
saml' in the two Cases. 

The teachl'r should have some knowledge of, and sympatby 
with, engineering problf'1IlS, as well as a good knowledge of 
~Iathematies. That certain personal qualities are desirable go<'!' 
without saying. Originality and independence of text-boob 
are the chief qualificarifl:lB wanted, and are the most diffitWL 
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to obtain. The engineering student wants to study Mathematics 
as one subjectjnot as many. .Blit .msthematicalstudies have' 
been divided by the text-books .into·sections which have been' 
kept too rigidly apart and have been developed as if> theY' were 
quite separate subjects. They are arranged in· an arbitrary 
order of sequence, and it is generally considered necessary t'O 
proceed to a somewhat advanced stage in each before proceeding 
to the next. There is no harm in this-quite the contrary,-i£ 
it can be assumed. that the student is going on. But for one 
student wanting Mathematics of whom this assumption is true,' 
there are at lell8t a ,hundred who need Mathematics in. their 
work of whom it is'. not true, In' dealing with the majority of· 
such students everything turns upon the examples 'oh0sen to 
illustrate the processes. .If an ordinary text-book is examined 
criticallY', it will be found to contain sections whioh 1l.re not 
really needed for the sequence of the· subject. They ·contain 
groups of examples of· a particular type,many' of which are· 
needlessly complicated, however excellent as exercises: in 
manipulation., But expert manipulation is the last thing 
the student wants. He most needs ·confidence in working· 
simple examples, together with· a clear. grasp of some physical 
application of them. He wants his results put into an easily 
intelligible form (graphical or numerical). There is n0' need t'O 
show an application for every example, or to rednce each result 
to a quantitative form, but lnany such·examples must be given, 
and the rate of progress must be cOlTespondingly slow. The 
distinctions between the various parts of Mathematics must 
us far as possible beigriored. Thus the subject of vectol"S 
should not be treated as advanced. Only· the elementary· 
properties are needed, and these may ,be made to illustrate the 
simpler properties of straight line figures in two and three 
dimensions in a way which is easily intelligible to the average 
I'ngineering student. The subject should really be treated 
as an elementary part of ge'Ometry. The scalar and vector 
pl"Oducts of two· vectors can be illustrated in engineering 
and physical science by many important examples which are 
of immediate interest to students . 

. The calculus sllOuld also be treated as a simple subject, and 
its study sltould begin at an early· stage: 'The' differential 
l'alculus, the integral calculus, and differential equations slt'Ould 
be> studied simultaneously and not in succession. The ideas of a 
rate, and the slope 'Of a curvl', ean be introduced from' the very 
first. Newton's n'Otati'On for a differential coefficient can with 
advantage be used at. first in pref .. rence to the ordinary one. 
([nd~d electrical students should make more use of the original 
1I0tatlOn of Newton than they connnonly do, because it is 
simpler and more convenient for most of the examples in which 
they are interested.) In the earliest stage of the subject the 
simplest algebraic functi'On is. the only one which need be 
Rtudied. In the later stages the exponential and sine functions 
should be added. The ordinary engineering· student rarely 
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deals with problems involving functions other than these three. 
Such students take so readily to graphical methods that in niany 
cases the best way to introduce the subject of the calculus is a 
graphical one. Although this method has been descrihed ill. 
several text-books it is not yet commonly realised holV much can 
be <lone with the aid merely of a couple of sct-squares and the 
squared paper now so much used in evening &chools. The 
parallel lines of the squared paper should be made use of to 
save work. The student can be readily taught how to integrate 
any curve, and to solve a simple differential equation, without 
having to draw any consttllction lines, or any lines at all except 
the curve which is actually wanted. A very good preliminary 
acquaintance with the calculus can in this way be imparted to 
students whose previous mathematical studies have been JIIost 
elementary. .Where this method is taught I consider it prefcmiJle 
to introduce it at an earlier stage than is usually chosen. I have 
always found it a popular subject with engineering students. 
But like every other mathematical method, it is not to be recom
mended in all cases. In some classes it is not advisable to spare 
time for the half-dozen lessons needed to effectively explain and 
apply it. The best way of introducing the subject of tiu' 
calculus is debateable, and dependent both on the clasK of 
student and on the individual teacher. As regards the higher 
stages of the subject the examples chosen should be restricted 
to those involving comparatively little manipulative skill, and 
needing only the simpler devices for reaching the solutions. 
Useful and interesting illustrations can easily be found in 
mechanical and electrical engineering. The subject of 
:vibrations should receive a good deal of attention because of 
the increasing number of its important applications. 

lliTBEIUTIOAL STUDENTS. 
• 

In every Technical School there are some students who 
fully realise the importance of ~Iathematics, and are willing to 
study it without any direct reference to its applic:3tions. They 
form a small proportion of the total, but in the larger Institu
tions their actual number is considerable. They include somt
who have a natural bent for such studies, and others, such a.~ 
teachers, who are working to obtain certain examination sue
cesses. They also include an increasing proportion of student.~ 
who might never have been attracted to mathematical work at 
all had it not been for the influence of the more" practical" 
classes already referred to, but who, having attended such 
classes and realised the importance of the suoject, are anxious 
to improve their manipulative skill, and to pursue the suhjec:t 
further than is possible in the slowly moving classes of the 
practical type. There is an impression among some teachen< 
of Pure Mathematics that these practical classes are very poor 
things, and that if they affect mathematical teaching at all, they 
do it harm. Quite the ~erse of this is the real truth. The 
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common experience of Technical Schools is that the enormous 
increase of students in the classes in Practical Mathematics has 
resulted not in a decrease, but in a very large increase, in the 
.number of students attending classes in Pure and Applied 
Mathematics of the ordinary academic type. The" practical" 
classes do not draw students who would otherwise go to these 
academic clssses, except in the more elementary stages. The 
fact is they bring into existence large numbers of extra students 
of Mathematics, and some of these, after passing through the 
classes of the former type, proceed to the more ad vanced classes 
of the lstter kind. 

"In the larger centres there have always been a number of 
students working for the external science degree of the London 
University, and, now that engineering degrees have been 
established, the number of students working for degrees is 
repidly increasing. Indeed there is a growing tendency for the 
more advanced engineering classes in Technical Schools to be 
carried on in such a way as to form a suitable preparation for a 
technical degree. 

The stij,dents now under consideration form excellent material 
for mathematical teaching. In most cases they have had the 
benefit of a good secondary educ."ltion, many of them are 
working for university examinations, and in a few cases the 
student already possesses a degree. Such students are really 
superior to ordinary undergraduates. They are older and more 
experienced. Evening class work conditions impose serious 
limitations to the rete of progress, but on the other hand there 
is no limit to the number of sessions the student can attend. 

As regards the syllabuses of the subjects taught these follow 
the ordinary lines and there is no need to describe them. The 
usual methods of treating the various sections of Mathematics, 
the order of sequence in which these portions are commonly 
taken, and the ordinary text-books dealing with them, can be 
criticised from the point of view of the engineering student, 
and pronounced unsuitable in certain respecta, but hardly any 
fault can be found from the standpoint of the students now in 
question. The objections and difficulties of the former type of 
student do not exist for the latter. It only remains to add that 
in the larger Technical Schools there are always to be found 
sufficient students to justify the existsnce of all the mathematical 
classes necessary for a University degree, and in certain schools 
the senior classes deal with work of the honours stage of such a 
degree. 

W. E. SUIIPliEB. 



THE PRELDIINARY MATHEMATICAL Tl~AINTNG 
OF TECH~ICAL STUDENTS. 

I.-INTRODUCTORY. 

It is probably correct to say that nobody has done more' to 
influence the teaching of Mathematics in this country during 
the last Hi or 20 years than Professor Perry; and in no branch 
of the work has he brought about greater changes than in the 
teaching of Mathematics to technical students. Until. the 
introduction of his .. Practical Mathematics," the mathematical 
teaching of students in Technical Institutions followed, for the 
most part, the ordinsry conventional academic routine, the 
guiding syllabus being that devised by the Board of Education 
fur their ordinary examinations in Pure Mathematic!!. The 
result was that very few of the lower grade of technical students 
took Mathematics at all, especially as at that time the modern 
system of group courses in technical schools W38 very little in 
vogue. But all this was changed by the introduction of 
Professor Perry's" Practical Mathematics" and its incorporation 
in the Board of Education's system of examinations. At th .. 
present time a certain amount of Mathematics form,S an integral 
part of most group courses, certainly in all Engineering anti 
Building courses. The number of students taking tl,e lloard 
of Education's Examinations in Practical llathematics has 
steadily increased, while those taking Pure Mathematics has 
diminished. In 1910, in England alone, 6,964 students 
presented themselves in Practical llathematics while only 
2,841 presented themselves in the first three stages of Pure 
llathematics. 

It will be well, perhaps, to make clear at the outset what 
kind of work is included in the early part of this course in 
Practical Mathematics, as laid down in the Board of Education 
syllabus. This will also serve to indicate the usual first year's 
course in Practical Mathematics in most Technical InstitutiullS, 
and should he borne in mind subsequently when the character 
of the previous training is nuder consideration. 

The syllabus of the first stage'" of the subjt'("t of Practical 
lIathematics is of an elempntary character. The arithmetic 
consists chiefly of the manipulation of decimals, contracte<l 
methods, ratio, proportion and variation, with applications to 
percentages, interest, and the usual rules, togethPr with the 

• The examination in the finR stage baa DOW been .buldoned by the 
lloanl of Ed .... tion. 
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use of logarithms. The algebra includes elementary operations 
with symbols and formulre, the solution of easy equations, easy 
factors and manipulations; there is a fair amount of elementary 
mensuration, of p.ractical geometry and also.of graphical work, 
with applications. This brief outline of the syllabus shows that 
there is not apparently a great deal of ground to cover if the 
time taken is, as usual, a year. Progress, however, has to be 
fairly rapid, or the Mathematics will not keep pace with the 
applications of it to the students'main subjects. The work also 
becomes somewhat disconnected, and unless great care is taken 
the student, after a time, is apt to be working in the dark, 
applying his Mathematics mechanically and, perhaps, success
fully, but finding it more and more difficult to· progress to 
higher work. This constitutes a real difficulty in teaching the 
subject, a difficulty which will always be present tmless the 
preliminary training has been sound. There is always a danger 
that the superstructure in Practical Mathematics will be 
shaky unless it is based upon solid :foundations laid before the 
student begins the study of " Practical .. Mathematics. 

The above remarks apply in the main to evening students. 
The position of day students is somewhat different. In general 
they have had a better and a more advanced prel,iminary 
training. They start at a higher level, and they progress more 
rapidly, since, of course, they give more time to the work .. 
Although in some cases the syllabus of Practical Mathematics 
previously alluded to is followed, in general a more extended 
treatment is given, more" Pure .. Mathematics being introduced. 
This is, of course, necessarily the case where the students work 
for a University degree, say, in engineering. But the problem 
of the preliminary training is equally important, and requires 
careful consideration. . 

It is the object of this paper, in both cases, to deal with the 
preliminary mathematical training received before entering the 
Technical Institution, and also to some extent with the earlier 
training within the Technical Institutions thelIlselves, more 
especially in the cases of those Institutions which find it 
necessary to make provision for this preliminary training within 
the Institution. It is proposed, also, to deal only with those 
classes of st.udents to whom !"Iathematics is of real importance, 
such as engmeers, and not mth those, such as textile students 
who require, in most cases, very little Mathematics, and that of 
a special character. . 

In much of the following, more especially when dealing with 
the mathematical knowledge of students entering Technical 
Institutions, the writer has not r'llied merely on his own 
experience, but has been careful to obtain the views of a number 
of other mathematical teachers in all parts of the country. To 
those who have thus assisted him he is greatly indebted, and he 
offers to them his sincere thanks . 

., 189S4 
B 
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n. DAY STUDENTS. 

1. Character of Students and the training required.-It is 
proposed here to deal only with those students who are taking 
whole-time courses, and not with those who attend for two or 
three half-days per week in such classes as .. apprentices ., 
classes, &c. These full-time students are those who.;e training 
should fit them to occupy the higher positions in industry 
-the future captains of industry. The character of their 
mathematical training must be regulated accordingly. It 
must aim at something more than mere ability to apply 
their Mathematics intelligently to the Mlution of problems 
which confront the engineer or the architect in his ordinary 
routine work. It must provide an instrument, which, in the 
ever-changing conditions of modern industry, will always be 
available for the investigation of new problems, and whose 
flexibility will admit of adaptation to new conditions anrl new 
purposes. For this no mere knowedge of formuJre or ability to
apply mechanically the knowledge obtained will serve; the 
student's grasp of fundamental principles must be clear; he 
must not only have knowledge of processes, he must have 
insight into the reasons of processes; he must not be content to 
accept Fesults, but, in most of his earlier w;ork at least, should 
be trained to investigate proofs which should be of a fairly 
rigorous character. If these results are to be attained satisfactorily 
the preliminary training must be sound and comprehensive. 
The brief period of training in the Technical Institntion and the 
limited time which can be there given to Mathematics, amid the 
wide range of subjects demanded by modem industrial con
ditions, do not allow of much attention being given to funrla
mental work; a certain amount of previous knowledge must be 
postulated, not necessarily extensive in amount nor specialiMed 
in character, but accurate, compact, and ready for further 
development. 

2. Premous training under present eonditiom.-The majority 
of these day students come to the Technical Institution from 
secondary schools, while a few come from public schools. 
In certain provincial colleges where most of the students come 
from one or two large secondary schools in the same locality. 
there is a certain amount of homogeneity in the c113ract.er of 
their work, but in general there is more variation, not only in 
the amount of mathematical knowledge attained, but also in the 
nature of their training. In a fair number of cases the pre\ious 
training is satisfactory, especially where the teaching has been 
on modem lines, but in others the differences are so wide, and 
the deficiencies so marked, that some preliminary course within 
the Institute itself is necessary before a beginning can be made 
with the technical course. proper. 

Where fanlts exist they consist in the main of a lack of 
accuracy, both in wq\'king and thinking, inability to apply 

~ 
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knowledge to new problems, hazy notions as to fundamental 
principles, and a tendency to regard Mathematics as something 
.aloof from the phenomena of every-day life. Their training·' 
has frequently been too academic in character; there has been 
too much stress on manipulation and too little on application. 
A few specific examples of criticisms which have reached the 
Wl·iter may be quoted :--

"Students admitted are very unequal in mathematical 
attainments. Arithmetic is generally satis!actory; about one
half can do algebre to quadratics, the other h\Llf know little. 
Perhaps 10 to 15 per cent. have done a little ~igonometry." 

"The great fault which I always have to find is that 
apparently the students have never, or very rarely, been taught 
to think for themselves. and are greatly lacking in initiative in 
solving problems. Far too much reliance is placed on the use 
of formulre. In the majority of cases also the. students have 
little idea of arranging their calculative work concisely, 
systematically and clearly." . . 

.. It is nt'cessary in the schools from which tbese pupils come-. 
to be very particular about numerical accuracy and fundamenta.ls:. 
generally. I might suggest also that those who teach algebra. 
to boys should employ other symbols than 2! aud y: . The
problem: • If R, = Ro (1 + at); andR, = 74·28, Ro = 73·94 
and t = 83, find .a,' will Hoor many a student who would be-· 
aggrieved if told that he could not solve a simple equation." 

.. In many cases the teaching has been far too abstract. 
Knowledge of the rules is usually good and the handling of . 
figures and expressions also, but 1 have found that many 
~tudents do not recognise stereotyped expressions when occurring -

. in a new connection. n . . 

3. SuggllBtiOM as to premoua work.-The criticisms in the
previous paragraph carry with them certain suggestions as to . 
methods, but recommendations as to the amount of previous_ 
work are, perhaps, desirable at this stage. 

It is probably true to say that technical teachers do not. 
d!'sire that there should be any form of specialisation in th~ 
work of those who come to them from secondary and other 
schools. Apart from the impracticability of arranging for any
such specialisation, it is undesirable on educational grounds -
the technical teacher would also pref!'r that any specialise,i 
work should be done in the Technical Institution itself, and 
that the student should com~ to him with a .sound training in 
the eleml'ntary parts of what IS term!'d .. Pure Mathl'matics." 

It would not be possible to draw up a syllabus of work 
which would m.,..t the ideas of eyerv technical teach!'r but 
the following probably represents the ·amount of mathem~tical 
training which most would like to see accomplished before 
entry to the Technical School :-

.AriU. .. ~Ii<:.-Tbe ordiuary ~mpound. rules taught experimentally, 
accun.cy m measurementa being eeoentiai; vulgar hactiODS withont 

B 2 
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elaborate manipulations; thorough treatment of decimals, approximate 
m~ur~mer:at, approximations. contrac~d methods properly taught, 
deCImalizatIOn of money; averages; ratio, constant ratios, proportion 
a~d variation, with applications to percentages, interest, &c.; square 
root; logarithms; proportional division. Accuracy in computation ia 
most important. 

Men"!'ration.-Taugbt in conjunction with arithmetic ana geometry. 
and to melude elementary mensuration of quadrilaterals, triang18l. 
polygons, circles, spheres, prisms, and pyramids. . 

.A.l!lebra and Prig"""""'try.-The syllabus outlined in the report 
of the Mathematical Association (1912) would probably meet the 
approval of technical teachers, though moat would like the addition 
of progressions, variation, and pOR8ibly an elementary treatment 
of imaginaries on lines suggested by Mr. G. St. L. Carson in an address 
to tbe Mathematical Association in January 1912. 

Tbe amount of trigonometry in the syllabus alluded to i. not made 
clear; probably it would not be sufficient to please the technical teacher 
who would like the pupils to be acquainted with methods for the 
solution of triangles, circular measure of angles, 8um and difference 
formulm, formule connected with sin 2A, cos 2A, &C. Identitiee 
should not be included. The work in the main should be concrete, 
and applied to practical prohlems. The studenl should al80 be able 
to nae tables rapidly and correctly. 

The technical teacher welcomes with satisfaction tbe early treatment 
of the calcnlna on sound and rational lines, which is now finding a place 
in the curriculum of many of our beat secondary achools. 

Geometry.-The modern treatment of geometry meete with the 
emphatic approval of moat technical teachers wbo find in it an eseellent 
basis for future work. , There are, of oonrae. complainte ... to the poor 
results in many caaea, but this is perhape ineviteble in • time of transi. 
tion. There is a general feeling that 80lid geometry Ihonld find a place 
in the curriculum of every aecondary .. hocl, even if the treatment 
is mainly experimental. A great deal can be accomplished in """. 
Det..-tion with the mensuration. 

Simple but clear ideas on plans and elevationa are .lao deeirable, 
but not essential. 

Mechamc..-It is desirable that atndente on entering .honld have 
a knowledge of the fundamental principles of statice, dynamice, and 
hydrostatics, but the subject sbould have been treated experimentall,. 

The intelligent nae of squared paper, and a proper knowledge of 
graphs, not mere curve tracing, is moet desirable in all branchea of the 
work. 

If the amount of Mathematics contained in the foregoing 
-syllabus is considered too much for the average student leaving 
the secondary school at the age, say, of 16t or 17, then the 
parts which can best be dispensed with are the me<:!Janics 
and part of the trigonometry. In most of the American 
'Technological Schools, the entrance examination requirements 
consist of arithmetic, algebra (of about the amount indicated 
above), plane and solid geometry, and in some cases, trigo
nometry. In view of the fact that so much of the dead wood 
which has hitherto encumbered our elementary mathematical 
teaching has now been cut out, the SyllabU8 indicated abo"e 
does not seem to he too extensive; but if it is, then some of 
it may be sacrificed so long as we can get thoroughness and 
sound knowledge. 

~ 
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4. Entrance E;raminat;()1I8.-A number of' Technical Insti
tutions require a student to pass an entrance examination before 
taking up an organised course of work. This examination is 
usually excused if the student can show that he has passed some 
standard examination, such as the matriculation examination of 
a University. Some Institutions ('ontent themselves with stating 
that the candidate must give evidence that he has had a good 
general education. The institution of some sort of standard 
school leaving certificate for secondary schools would prove very 
useful in this respect. Where entrance examinations are imposed, 
Mathematics is always considered essential, though the amount 
l'equired is usually very small. It would seem to be hopeless 
at present to set up a standard which in any way approached 
the course described ahove; if such an amount wel'e required 
the number of day students admitted would be very seriously 
diminished. One of the most comprehensive syllabuses for 
such entrance examinations is tbat of the Manchester School of 
Technology which is briefly as follows :-Arithmetie-funda
mental mles, including Vulgar and decimalfractions, and square 
root. Algebra-to quadratic equations. elementary theory of 
indices, surds. Geometry-the substance of Euclid I.-III.. and 
VI. (1-19). T,·igo1lOmetry-trigonometrical ratios, functions of 
angles of any size, relations between the sides and angles 
of triangles-use of four-figure tables. . There is also an 
examination in elementary mechanics, including hydrostatics. 

When it is considered that the standard of this entrance 
examination is much higher than in most other cases it will be 
seen that at the present time the general standard £01:. entrance 
is very low and is, to some extent, a measure of the amount of 
Mathematics generally taught in secondary schools. 

The entrance examination for the Imperial College of Sl'ience 
and Technology is· as follows :-Arithmetie-ordinary rules, 
decimals, square root, use of logarithms; special value attached 
to exact calculations with decimals, especially by abridged 
methods. Algebra-to quadratics, elements of pennutations 
and combinations, progressions, indil'es, logarithms. Geometry 
-subjects of Euclid I.-IV., similar figures Trigonometry
to solution of plane triangles. Mechanics-velocity, accelera
tion, their units, their composition, their moments. Mass, 
force, weight. Rectilinear motion under gravity. Work and 
energy.· Composition and resolution of forces at a point. 
Equilibrium of forces. Special importance will be attached to 
clearness. in the conception of mechanical quantities. 

There is also an optional paper, of a more advanced 
character, in co-ordinate geometry of the straight line and circle, 
and elementary calculus. 

The syllabus for this examination approximates somewhat 
to the one drawn out above. No solid geometry is included 
however. 
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5. Preliminmy training within the TechlliMl Instiluie.
For reasons dealt with above most Institutes make provision for 
a preliminary training in Mathematics for their students. ThiH 
preliminary course is. not imposed upon all Rtudents, those 
who give evidence that their previous training has been 
adequate, being excused. The number of such students is. 
however, small. The preliminary course followed cOIlRists 
generally of a review of the work supposed to be done before 
entering the college, but, naturally, it is of a more technical 
character, and the applications are more specialised. In some 
cases the slide rule is introduced, and special attention is 
devoted to mensuration and to the U"6 of squared paper. 'l'hiK 
preliminary work. as has been previously mentioned, is in mOMt 
cases largely influenced by Professor Perry's methods. It iK 
often modified, too, to meet the requirements of universities in 
those institutions where preparation for university work is 
undertaken. The following are outline syllabuses of a few 
typical. institutions :-

Manche.ter Selwol of Techoo/ogy.-Approximationa and computa· 
tions; logarithms; use of elide rule; areas; volumes; graphe, equatiOlll 
of straight line and circle; erponentiaJ and logarithmic fnnetionB; 
trigonometry. to solution of triaugJee; simple series and expansionA. 

This is a first year's coorae. common to tbe Engineering, Chemical, 
and Tertile Departments. the mboeqoent connes depending upon the 
work foUowed. 

Batter.ea Po/yUch,,;' (London).-Algebra. to quadratice; grapluJ; 
l"l"'rithma; geometry. the important results of elementary plaue 
geometry; trigonometry. trigonometricel ratios. witb applications to 
heights and distances; plotting of .tatisti"". 

Bradford T""hnUal coUeg •. -Aritbmetic. contracted methods. 
approximations. logaritbms. slide rule; mensuration of plane figoree 
and solide; algebra, toqnadratics; trigonometry, trigonometricaJ ratios 
with applications to beights and distances; grapluJ of easy functions. 

[Some students are .Uo .... ed to take this preliminsry coone in half 
a year.] 

Halifaz T",hnWd coUeg •. -Arithmetic and mensuration, the U8UaI 
C01Il'l!e. with the addition of Simpeon'. rule; algebra. to ~"""; 
logarithms; grapluJ; geometry. the snhstance of Euclid lAV.; 
trigonometry, trigonometricel ratios. application to solution of right.. 
angled triangles. 

Swamm T .. hnieal Colkg •. -Aritbmetic. computations, logarithms; 
algebra. to quadratics, graphs. ratio. proportion. variations; trigo
nometry. to solution of triangles. boights .nd distances. 

Sunderla.ul Technical coUeg •. -Algebra, to progressions. variation. 
logarithms; geometry, Euclid L-VL; trigonometry, to solution of 
triangles. 

Suuth W..t.rn Polytuhni< (ChelBea).-Arithmetic •• bort co_. 
including contracted methode. proportioo. logarithms; algebra. to 
aimultaneous equations; geometry. elementary. including easy solid 
geometry; nse of squared paper. 

The Impnial Colkg. of Science aM Technology requires that 
students taking the Associsteship in ehemistry. botany. zoology, 
geology. mining. metallurgy, mechsuics and phyaics should take the 
conrae given below. Tbis includes the minimum amount of math&
matics necesaary for tIoa first six aubj .... ts. and is a preliminary rourse 

.." 
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to fom oth.". which must be followed by student. inmechanicsa.nd 
physics.' , 

Rapid methods o~ making approximate numerical calculations; 
use of logarithms, algebra as far as quadratic equations with special 
reference to the simplification of algebraieal expressions; pra.ctical 
uses of squared paper; finding empirical' formulm from tabulated 
observations; the elementary parts of pla.ne trigonometry; the solution 
of triangles; height. and dista.nces; the simplification of trigono
metrical expressions involving the sums and differences of angles; 
the slope of a curve a.t a. point on it; meaning of U Rate of Increase " 
and If Rate of Decrea.ae/' and how these are measured i the meaning. of 

the symbols,::; and J yru., with simple ,applications. 

This last course is given 'in full as being of special interest, 
sinee it is Professor Perry's own idea of a preliminary course. 

m.-EVENING STUDENTS. 

(Including part-time day students.) 
" . 

1. Characlerof the Students andihe Tr4ining. required.-c-In 
the case:of evening students there is even greater diversity in 
the ages and attainments of the students on entering the 
Technical School than is the case with day students. "The 
evening technical studentS are, for the most part, of the artizan 
type, who are working at 01' learning their trade during the 
day. Their ages on entry" vary considerably.from boys of 
14 or 15 to adults of 30 or even more. In the provinces the 
number of adult students thus entering is generally less than in 
London, for reasons which will appear below. 

The Mathematics required by these students is in general 
()f a different character" and less in amount than in the case 
.of day students. The number who proceed to higher work 
is comparatively small and consequently the amount of 
Mat.hematics required by most is not great.· It must be 
sufficient to enable the students to grapple with the mathematical 
work which occurs in their collateral subjects, as well lIS the 
ealculations and applications which may be incidental to their 
everyday work. It is therefore of a different character from 
that required for day students and requires different handling. 
It is more practical in its character, more direct in its applications 
and more disconnected in its b-eatment. The difficulties are 
increased by the limited amount of time at the disposal of hoth 
teacher and student and also by a certain amount of reluctance 
()n the part of many students to take a subject whose utility is 
Dot immediately apparent to them. The difficulties arising from 
these . circumstances are enormously increased if the earlier 
training has been unsatisfactory, indeed it is probably true to 
say that in many cases they are never overcome and that there 
is a continual leakage of students from the Mathematics classes 
due to the fact that their previous traiuing hllS not enabled them 
to follow the course in the Technical Institut.ion. 
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2. Their previous Training.-The majority of these students 
have been trained in the first instance at elementary schools, 
the number coming from secondary schools not being large. 
Where they do come direct from secondary schools theil' wOl'k 
is in the main, satisfactory. The careers of those from elemt'n
tary schools between the time they leave those schools and enter 
the Technical College, vary very greatly, this variation is in 
large measure due to the lack of continuity in our educational 
system and to the variations in the local organisation of 
evening school work. In the absence of any system of 
compulsory continuation schools there is, in a large number of 
cases, a gap between the time of leaving the day school and the 
taking lip of work again at an evening school. III most of ollr 
provincial towns provision is now made for continuity of the
work. The boy on leaving the elementary school is urged to
join the evening continuation school at once; the course he the", 
takes depends upon his work. 1£ he will ultimately enter the
engineering or building or a similar course in the teclJllical sc:hool,. 
he is urged to take a prelilllinary technical course. In some town ... 
this course is followed by a junior technical course in a branch, 
Technical School. In these preliminary technical courses· 
Mathematics of a practical character is an _ntial feature;. 
further particulars of the course will be given below. This. 
continuous and properly organised work is admirable; but 
unfortunately it is seldom compulsory; a yooth is strongly OIilliaed 
to follow out a training of this character but it is not enforced. 
At Manchester, where there is an admirahly co-ordinated system 
of evening continuation schools and preparatory technical classes 
leading np to the School of Technology, attendance at them dOl'f< 
not seem to be compulsory; a student may not enter the School 
of Technolo.I!J below the age of 16, but once over that age he is. 
admitted and if he is not in a fit state to begin on the teclmicaL 
course proper, he is placed in preparatory classes held in the
school itself. Apparently then he may have been taking no 
classes at all between the times when he left the elementary 
school aud joined the School of Technology. In olle or two. 
other schools, e.g., Birmingham, the age of entrance is also 16 
and attendance at the preparatory technical classes is required or' 
eIse a student must satisfy the Head of the Department concerned 
that his education has been fruch as to prepare him to take 
up the course he requires. Other towns provide an admirable 
system of preparatory work but make no effort to enforce it on the 
student desiring to enter the Technical Institution. 

In London, with the exception of a self-contained di.tri(.-t 
like Woolwich, there is no system at all. There are some 
classes in the evening continuation schools where work of a 
preparatory technical character is done, but there is no. 
co-ordination or linking up whatever with the Polytechnit1l and 
Technical Institutions. It is, I believe, correct to say that DI> 

entrance examinatio~ insisted upon, and apparently all 
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students enter at once on the first year's course, or if not "fitted 
for this, on a preparatory course within the building itself. Thus 
a large number of the students have received no education between 
the times of leaving the elementary school and joining the poly
technic, consequently, as the average age of entry is probably 
well over 16, and perhaps nearer 18, there has been a big gap 
in the education of the youth. During the time covered by this 
gap most of the work done in the elementary school has been 
forgotten, or is remembered in such a vague and inaccurate 
way that it would be better forgotten altogether. TIm! brief 
general account of the previous training is offered here as it 
is obviously of the utmost importance to get some idea of 
the general problem before proceeding to the discussion of 
the mathematical training alone. 

3 .• lfathematieal Training before entering the Technical 
School.-(a) In the Elementary School.-For reasons given 
above it is not always easy to judge of the mathematical work 
done in the elementary schools from the point of view of the 
technical school, though this is often possible in the case of 
part-time day classes. In general, this previous work comes in 
for severe et;i ticism, more severe than in the case of secondary 
schools. The general opinion seems to be that there is a. 
very grave lack of thoroughness and accuracy, ascribed by 
some to the wide range of subjects which the teacher is expected 
to take in these schools. A few examples are given of criticisms 
received fmm experienced and responsible teachers. The firs\; 
four are from teachers in large London technical institutions :-

.. The cbief defecta in the mathematioel work of atudente coming 
from primary schoola are absolute I""k of accuracy, extremely nntidy 
work. and the absence of any habit of checking a reault in any way. 
At preaent, the hopei ... loundering of the ex.elementary school boy in 
dealing with tigurea ia the moat important and diaagreeable fact to be 
fe.ced," 

.. They have no" idea 88 to aecuracy in arithmetical or algebraical 
work, and do not know how to check reaulte." 

.. I am of opinion that they are all deficient in arithmetic, eapecially 
decimala and fractiona. I tbink that primary achoola would do well to 
devote more time "to fundamental principles and accuracy of work, ana 
leave much of the other work to the evening schoola." 

.. Arithmetic ia unreliable, and they have no idea of how to apply 
• rules' to actual problema met with in Engineering and Building.'· 

Criticisms from the provinces are not quite so emphatic, 
though all agree that the arithmetical training is not satisfactory_ 
A few actual criticisms are appended :-

.. Tha .bief defect. oonaiat in a 1ack of ooncrete knowledge. The 
work baa been too bookiah, and there ia no fundamental grip of 
arithmetical principles. Everything point. to • lack of experimental 
work." 

.. The naual mathematical training aeema to leave the studente 
lacking in the power to apply their work even in the simplest of ........ 
Again, too much ab .. as ia alwaya laid on vu1gar and too little CD 
decimal fractiona." 
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" There is little correlation of arithmetic. with practical mensuration 
and geometry; the students have no notion of approxima.tion in 
results or methods of checking." 

These criticisms are given as typical, and might eaMily be 
multiplied. They indicate a consensus of opinion that the 
teaching of arithmetic in elementmy schools cannot be con
sidered satisfactory, if we are to judge by the product, as we 
have them in the technical schools. The test may not, of 
course, be a fair·one, but the important'and serious fact remains 
that the teacher of ~Iathematics in the evening clasl<es of 
technical schools is at the present time seriously handicapped 
by the defective earlier mathematical training of the student. 

There are welcome signs, however, that the teaching of 
arithmetic in elementary schools is now being placed on a more 
satisfactory basis. In an increasing number of schools it is 
evident that the te!ching is proceeding upon good modern liJlf'S, 
and the results are very satisfactory to the technical tead,er. 
There is no suggestion that there shoul<i be any attempt at 
specialisation, so as to meet the requirements of any subsequent 
technical training; the work which the technical teacher would 
like to see done is of a character which would meet with the 
approval of most modern teachers of JllathematiCfl. lie would 
like to see a better grip obtained of the fundamental principles of 
arithmetic, with increased power to apply them to new conditions 
and new problems. Decimals should be treated very fully to 
the exclusion of much of the work now given to vulgar fractions. 
Mensuration should be developed with a.~ much practical work 
as the circumstances of the school will allow. Many of the 
sO-called" rules," e.t}., discount, stocks and shares, the H.C.F. and 
L.C.M., &c., might profitably be abandoned, or where they are 
at all necessary, cut down to the minimum. A clear under
standing of a ratio and a proper grasp of what is meant by 
proportion are very important afterwards and, if treated properly, 
may be mastered at an early age. lIIost technical teachers 
would probably be well content if pupils came to them with a 
clear idea of a fraction, a thorough knowledge of decimals, a 
good grasp of proportion, with the ability to work accurately 
and neatly, and with the power to tackle new problems. 

(b) In Branch Technu,al &hools.-TIlll mathematical \fork 
done in the preparatory technical classes, whether in branch 
technical schools, or evening continuation classes, is, on the 
whole, satisfactory and the pupils who go through these c1_ are 
able to enter at once on the first year's conrse in the Technical 
Institution. The teaching is generally carried out by elemen
tary teachers, often under the supervision of the Technical 
Institution, and the work is usually well done. There is some 
complaint that the methods are not always good, and the work 
is inclined to be bookish, but, on the whole, the lIuperior work 
done by pupils who have passed through these classes as com
pared with those who Joave not, emphasizes the necessity of 

~ 
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insisting upon all students passing through such a course, the 
only exception, perhaps, being in the case of students who have 
recently left a secondary school at the age of 16 or upwards. 
A few specimen syllabuses are given showing the kind of 
work done in these preparatory classes. As the pupils in these 
classes come, as a rule, direct from the elementary schools, 
the syllabus of work, which is considered necessary, is some 
indication of the work. previously a~plished. 

Manchester. 
Jilint Ye ..... -Deoimals, English and metriomeaeuree; vulgou

fraotions--easy operations, various rules illustrated by,' mea.sUDe-:- I 

menta from Bolids and drawings. Po~ers and roots~imple exercises. 
simple averages and percentages. Areas, rectangle, triangle; circle, 
surfaces of simple solids, volumes. Algebra-use of symbols; meaning 
and use of signs, simple operations; easy simple equations.. There is 
&Iso a couree in practical drawing involving easy geometrical 
constructione and simple solid geometry; also hand-sketching is 
practised. 

Second Ye ..... -Revision of decimals, contracted methods of multipli
ea.tion and division. -Revision of vulgar fractions i powers '8ID.d roota. 
Harder exercises in, areas. Ratio, proportion and varia.tioD, trea.teli 
arithmeticaJly; volumes of regular solids i algebra-revision, simple 
factors, fractions; simple equations and problems, graphs. There. is a 
fnrther oouree in practioal drawing. Three hours weekly is given to' 
this work in each year. 

The above courses are taken in evening continuation "classes. 
Third and fourth year technical courses follow at branch 
Technical Schools, before proceeding to the School of 
Technology. 

Third Y ...... -A thorough course in logarithms; elementary algebra 
to factors and fractions; a. harder course in mensuration, meaning and 
use of trigonometrical ratios, solution of .. ~ht-angled triangle; lolid 
geometry, plans, elevations and sections', simIlar triangles. , . ,_ " 

Founk Year.-The use of logarithms, contractee!. method.; fnrther 
mensuration including frustra., praetic&l determination of areas 
(Simpson's rule), &0.; graphs; elementary trigonometry, including 
solution of right-angled triangles with problems; algebra to quadratic 
equations and indices. . . . 

The student who works through this course comes to the 
Technical School excellently equipped for his work there, but 
there are very few Technical Institutions in the country 
which can hope £(lr students who have thus had a thorough 
four years training before en tering the insti tu tiona. If the 
above course has a fault it is that the amount of ground covered 
does not seem very large for four years' work. It may be 
presumed that most of the pupils come direct from the 
elementary school and in that ('.sse the greater part of the first 
year's course should be wmecessary_ All students are not, 
however, compelled to begin with the first year's course, but 
are placed according to their attainments. 

Birmingham.-Here students under 16 years of age must 
take a two ye8J'R' preparatory course at a branch Technical School 
and the course is E'xplicitly intended for those who have recently 
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left an elementary school. The Mathematics COUrRe is calle" 
" Experimental Mathematics," and the syllabus is as follows :-

U Use of decimals and contracted methods of multiplication aod 
divisio~. The working out of simple formnlm; the elements of algebra. 
and trigonometry. The uoe of graphical method. in working out 
Dumerically the relatioDs of foree, &C. The measurement of areas and 
volumes, &C. Simple experiments in mechanics and the numerical 
working out of results." 

This syllabl1s is someWhat vague as to the amount of wurk 
to be covered, but judging by the syllabus of the elementary 
classes within the technical school itself, it i" evidently not 
anticipated that a great deal of work will have been done in the 
course. 

Halil=.-The organisation in Halifax iR similar to that of 
Manchester, in that the preliminary course, before entranl'e to 

. the Technical School, is a four years' one. It is also intended fl)r 
boys leaving the elementary schools. The first two years are 
called preparatory courses. and are common to all kind. of 
students; thPy are followpd by two years' specialised COUI'8I'!!, 

" Industrial," " Commercial," &c. The .lIathematics is termed 
"Experimental Mathpmatics," and is of a very elementary 
character. In the first two years the syllabus includes:-

Vulgar and decimal fractions, square root. simple graphs, unitary 
method and percentages, simple mensuration and .imple equati0D8. The 
third and fourth yean include _y graphs and their equations, 
simultaneono equatiOllll, multiplication and division in algebro, factoro, 
indices and logarithms, mensuration of simple plane lignres and 
solids, similar triangles, trigonometrical ratioe. speed velocity, parallelo
grams of displacements and velocitieo, freehsnd sketches of plans and 
e1evatians. 

The above three syllabuses are given as typical of what is 
probably the best work of the kind in the country, at least as 
far as organisation and co-ordination are concerned. In m08~ 
cases the syllabuses cannot be ('~nsidered as being entirely 
satisfactory. Of course much depends on the way the matter 
is handled by individual te8('hers, but generally speaking the 
courses seem somewhat scrappy. They do not appear calculated 
to give the studpnt that grasp of fundamental principles which 
80 many technical.teachers declare to be wanting in the students 
who come to them from other sources. Too often it seems as 
if isolated topics are picked out and put into the syllabus mcrf'iy 
because of their subsequent utility. Thle may often be necftl
sary, but where the course is taken in leisurely fashion, as it 
obviously is in some of the four year courses, it ought to be 
more closely knit together. In particular the treatment of 
algebra cannot always be considered satisfactory. Too often 
it consists apparently in that conventional, academic treatment 
of the beginning of algebra which hl1S obtained for so long in 
our educational system, and which is 80 meaningless to the 
beginner. Substitution, meaning and use of + and -, addition, 
subtraction, multiplicaj!on, division, use of brackets, &c.-

-' 
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the usual lifeless proceclure-all exist still in places where one 
would hardly expect to find them, where one ought to find the 
algebra made into a living thing, an efficient tool. Even graphs 
frequently receive that unsatisfactory treatment which is only 
too often to be found in other classes of schools at the present 
time. .. Simple simultaneous equations treated graphically and 
algebraically," .. Graphical solution of quadratic equations" 
are items all too common in these syllabusa!', and seem very 
frequently to sum up the complete treatment of graphs at this 
stage. 

4. Preliminary Training in the Technical School.-As 
indicated above, tbere are, unfortunately, some parts of the 
country, notably London, where no proper organised effort 
has been made to link up the evening work of the Technical 
Institutions with that of the evening continuation schools, and 
through them with the elementary schools. In Lond{?Ii, with 
the possible exception of Woolwich, branch Technical Schools 
are non~xistent, and such work of a preliminary technical 
character as exists in the evening continuation schools is not in 
any way linked up with the Polytechnics or Technical Insti
tutions. The result is that there has been a deplorable gap 
in the education of a number of students who enter these 
Institutions; in many cases they have no mathematical know
ledge whatever, except, perhaps, an unreliable smattering of 
arithmetic. In the absence of any branch Technical School 
the needs of these students have to be met by preliminary 
classes within the Technical Institution itself. Even in towns 
where the branch Technical Schools are efficiently organised, 
students, especially older students, are not compelled to pass 
through them, and preliminary classes are, again, provided 
within the Technical Institution. 'I'his means an overlapping 
of classes, but it is difficult to see how it can be avoided unless 
attendance at continuation classes is made compulsory. 

There is one great advantsge in having the preliminary 
work done within the Institution itself, viz., that there is 
continuity in the work. There is no break of system, such as 
is in some degree inevitable, in passing from one school to 
another. The work done dovetails in better with the work 
which follows, but, on the other hand, it has to be done more 
hurriedly. The syllabus of work is usually similar in form to 
that in the branch Technical School, though, perhaps, slightly 
less acaclemic in charactel". 

IV.--GENERAL SUGGESTIONS. 

The preliminary training of technical students in Mathe
matics is a matter of great importance to the Technical Institution. 
At the outset of. his career the young technical student an 
engineer for example, does not realise the value of Mathem~tics 
in his work. Most of the other subjects of the course appeal 
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directly to him, for their immediate application to his~ork is more 
o~ less obvious. But there is a tendency to shirk MathematiC!!, 
and when the student is pressed for time or oVl'rburdt'ned with 
other studies. this is usually the first subject to be thrown aside. 
Yore especially is this the case with those students who:> have had 
a gap in their work. During this time the youth has been engaged 
at the works and has been gaining some practical acquaintance 
with some of the suujects that he begins to study on entering 
the Technical School, but his Mathematics has usually been 
neglected all the time. There is therefore considerable danger 
of a large number of students falling behind the others, and 
as soon as this happens, and they cease to follow the work, tht> 
class Bet>8 them no more. It is therefore eSHential that the work 
should be made as attractive as possible, as proc·tical as possible, 
and as much individual assistance gi"en to backward studenlJ' 
as circumstanct>8 will allow. To effect this the following 
suggestions are put forward. They are methods which have 
been tried by the writer and found to be fruitful in good 
results. 

In the first place it ·is desirable that some of the work should 
be carried out iu a mathematieallaboratory, or, if that is not 
available, under circumstances which will admit of practical 
work being done. The equipment need not be elaborate 
and much of the apparatus required can be contrived within 
the Institution itself or obtained with ease. For example, the 
objects used for the work in mensuration should as far as 
possible be objects in common use, and they should UP artually 
handled and measured by the students. The measurement 
of a pie<'e of gas-pipe by the student to illustrate a hollow 
cylinder is far more effective than any amount of blackboard 
work, and far more convincing to the .. tudent. The principl .... 
of proportion are best driven home by simple experiments with 
stretched springs, home-made levers, swing of a pendulum, &c. 
In such ways as these the subject can be rendered more 
attractive and will arouse the genuin .. interest of the student. 

To render the work of immediate and practical value, the 
co-operation of colleagues taking collateral au bjects should be 
sought, and as far as possible there should be co-ordination with 
other subjects in the technical course which the student is 
following. It is very helpful if the Mathematics teacher can 
obtain from the teacher of the principal subject of the COUl1le. 

say electrical engineering, problems "On which he is engaged 
from time to time, so that the Mathematics invol ved should be 
treated concurrently. 

The difficulty of the backward pupil can in large mea~ure 
be surmounted by the institntion of the" tutorial class." Thi" 
should be a class in which there is no lecturing, and generally 
speaking, no c{)llective work, but in which the whole time is 
devoted to gi,;ng individual assistance. Difficulties arising 
out of the lectnres, oU,",of home work, or encountered" in the 

.J 
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st)ldents own reading, may be dealt with in this time .. 'l'he best 
time for, the tutorial houl' is immediately following the .lecture. 
,wheQ. ,dijlicwties-ofthe lectlll'e can be dealt. with ~t . once. and the 
()hief points emphasied by, sttitabl!l examples. At the Polytech)J.ic, 
Regent Street; there has been instituted a series. of U pre
paration papersr'for. use,jnthe tutorial hoUl·., These consist 
of sheets of problems and examples carefully .selected ,to 
drive home the work covered in the lecture. They are distri
buted to the students who select those parts of the work in which 
they are weakest. There is an additional advantage in the fact 
that the better students proceed at once to the more difficult 
problems, while the weaker ones start with the easier ones. If 
the tutorial class is to be really effective extra assistance should . 
be given to the lecturer in charge of the class. When the num
ber of students is large, it is obvious that very little time can 
be given to each individual student and &0 for this hour addi
tional teachers should be put on, according to the numbers. 
The extra outlay will be well repaid. 

A plan adopted by some is to C'.ombine the lecture and 
tutorial class, and two or two and a half hours are occupied in this 
way. The lecturer takes a fresh piece of work and after the 
necessary explanations have been given, he at once sets examples 
for the students to work. Then with the aid of one or more 
assistants he goes round among the students and helps them 
over their difficulties. When he sees that the work is mastered 
by the students he proceeds to the next step. This method is 
very effective if properly, handled; difficulties are dealt with 
immediately flley arise, the interest of the student is maintained, 
an d progress is more sure. 

V.-CO-OPERATION OF TEAOHERS. 

in the preliminary training of technical students there are 
two factors which are essential for ultimate success. One, the 
co-ordination of ilie work in' Technical Institutions with that of 
the evening continuation schools has already been dealt with. 
The other is almost as important; it is the co-operation of ilie 
various classes of teachers who are affected, There are four 
BUch classes, elementary teachers, secondary teachers, teachers 
in evening continuation schools, and technical teachers, ami in 
the opinion of the wI'iter, no completely satisfactory solution of 
the problems involved will he reached until co-operation between 
these different classes has been secured. It is most desirahle 
that in each locality the technical and secondary teachers should 
confer on pl'Oblems affecting the day technical students, while 
co-operation between teclillical teachers, evening continuation 
school teachers, and elementary school teachers is essential if 
we are to obtain a proper sequence of work for evening students, 
with a minimum amount of disturbance on transference from 
one kind of institution to anoilier. . 
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To provide for this co-operation, I would suggest the forma
tion, in each locality, of an advisory committee of studies for 
Mathematics, composed of representatives of the different classes 
of teachers concerned. H such committees can be got to work, 
many misunderstandings will be cleared away. and many of the 
difficulties in the preliminary training of technical students will 
be removed. 

P . .AJiB01T. 
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GEOMETRY FOR ENGINEERS. 

Much has been written on the .. Education of Engineers," 
and many divergent views have been expressed as to the relative 
importance of the many subjecte which have a more or less direct 
application to the work of engineers. There is, however, a 
general consensus of opinion that a fair knowledge of Mathe
matics is essential to all engineers and that there is a field in 
engineering for men having a wide and profound knowledge of 
that subject.· . 

Of the various subdivisions of Mathematics, geometry is one 
of the most important to engineers. In fact some knowledge of 
geometry is necessary to the proper understanding of many 
workshop operations, and since geometry is the foundation of 
mechanical drawing, without which the grea.t achievemente of 
the engineer would have been impossible, it folloW!! that the 
importance of this subject can hardly be overrated. 

As a simple illustration of the use of a knowledge of geometry 
in the workshop, consider the operation of turning a conical 
plug in a lathe. In this operation the material is placed 
between the lathe centres and rotated, while the point of the 
cutting tool is made to move in a straight line inclined to the 
axis between the centres. Now it is found that if the point 
of the tool is not exactly at the same level as the lathe centres, 
the finished plug does not have a straight or regular taper, 
but is curved in the direction of ite length. This has mystified 
many a skilled workman, but it is easily explained. The 
surface of the plug is a surface of revolution, and, in order 
that it may be conical, the line described by the point of the 
cutting tool must, if produced, intersect the axis of the plug, 
otherwise the surface of the plug will be an hyperboloid of 
revolution which is curved in the direction of ite length or axis. 

Gl'lUlted then that some knowledge of geometry is indis
pensable to the engineer, it becomes of interest to consider over 
how much ground it is desirable that the student who intends 
to become an engineer should be taken, and, incidentally, how 
the subject should be presented to him. In considering this 
question two points must be kept in view, (i) the great educa.
tional value of a proper study of geometry, and (ii) the 
requirements of the engineer in the matter of geometry. 

Bearing on both of theee pointe is the necessity for careful 
and accurate mechanical drawing, which should accompany the 
study of the principles of geometry from the very beginninl?' 
In this papar geometry is being considered from the engineer s 
point of vieW', but the writer would venture to suggest that in 
connection with the mathematical department of every school 
nnd college there should be a drawing office which should be to 
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that department partly what laboratories are to the chelCJical and 
physical departments. By mechanical drawing is here meant, 
not machine drawing, but the drawing of geometrical figures, 
and the working out of geometrical problems with mathematical 
instruments on paper. It is rather curious that the tools which 
are called mathematical instruments should be used to such a 
small extent as they are by mathematicians. 

In this mechanical drawing the greatest possible accuracy 
should be iIlsisted on, and, in the earlier stages, the student 
should have a considerable amount of drawing practice in 
working examples involving very elementary geometrical 
principles, in order to give him facility in using the instruments, 
and to test the degree of accuracy attained. The very first 
exercise might be to draw as many parallel and separate 
straight lines as possible in a width of, say, one-fifth of an inch. 
With a sharp chisel pointed pencil, an ordinary draughtsman 
can draw good serviceable lincs which are abeut 0·005 of an 
inch wide. Allowing that the distance between adjacent lines 
is equal to their width, it follows that abeut twenty separate 
parallel lines can be drawn distinctly in a width of one-fifth of 
an inch. A similar exercise on the use of the comp8B8e8 might 
then be worked, namely, to draw as many separate concentric 
circles 88 possible lying between two concentric circles, one of, 
say, 1 inch radius, and the other of, say, 1· 2 inches radius. 
Of course with young students the question of eyesight must 
not be overlooked, and fine work IllUst not be attempted in 
indifferent conditions of light, nor should it be excessive in 
amount. 

The use of set squares and ths methods of testing the 
accuracy of their angles should now be explained. The student 
will at this stage be studying the first book of Euclid, or a 
modem equivalent of it, and the propositions in that book which 
are made use of in the well-known tests of the accuracy of the 
set square angles should be specially pointed out to him, 
although he may not yet have proved these propositions. 

The purpose of the mechanical drawing which is here 
insisted on is threefold: (1) It is a preparation for the 
engineering drawing which is so important to the engineer; 
(2) it familiarises the student with important propositions in 
geometry; and (3) it enables him to verify propositions which 
he may not have the time or talent to fully demonstrate by 
strict deductive reasoning. 

The construction of angles by means of a protractor or a 
scale of chords, or from a table of trigonometrical rati08 of angles 
having been explained, a great variety of examples fur drawing 
practice can easily be devised by the teacher.· A very good 
exercise is to first draw a number of straight lines OA, OB, OC, 
&c. of given lengths radiating from a fixed point 0 and making 
given angles with a fixed straight line Ox, then to draw a 
polygon whose sides ;r:e respectively parallel and equal to OA, 
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OB, 00, &c. The length of the closing side of this polygon is 
then to be measured. A number of different polygons may be 
drawn by taking the lines in different order, but the length of 
the closing side should be the same in each case. The length 
of the closing side, as got by construction, should be compared 
with the length obtained by calculation. 

Special attention should be given to the construction of 
angles from a table of trigonometrical ratios of angles. lit The 
most convenient ratio to use is the tangent of the angle. 

It will be seen that, in a very short time, the mechanical 
drawing is gotwell underway without waiting until the student 
has advanced beyond the most elementary principles in geometry. 

In connection with the teaching of elementary geometry 
the writer would here strongly recommend that teachers should 
carefully study .. Oircular 711" of the Board of Education, 
entitled .. Teaching of Geometry. and Graphic Algebra in 
Secondary Schools." The suggestions in this circular are 
admirable, and should prove most helpful to teacilers. 

It has already been indicated that the student has commenced 
his study of the principles of geometry as contained in the first 
book of Euclid or a modern equivalent of it. Throughout his 
study of this book it is most important that the student should 
have ample practice in the solution of riders. There are two 
good reasons for this. First, because of the splendid training 
which it gives to the reasoning and inventive faculties, and, 
secondly, because there are numerous riders to the propositions, 
which are quite as important as the propositions themselves, if 
not more so. These remarks on riders apply to the whole of 
the student's coorse in geometry. 

The theorems in the second book of Euclid might with 
advantage be proved algebraically, and modern solutions of the 
problems should be given. 

Euclid's third book is probably the most interesting of all 
the books of his geometry, and many of the propositions have 
numerous practical applications. Mter mastering this 'book 
the student is in a position to study a considerable number of 
propositions in modern geometry relating to triangles and circles. 

Coming next to Euclid's fourth book: this book in particular 
may, as is now customary, be treated rather as ·giving exercises 
in drawing than for the sake of deductive reasoning. To the 
problem on the inscribed circle of a triangle must be added 
the construction for the escribed circles, and then the various 
propositions relating to the inscribed and escribed circles of a 
triangle not given in Euclid should be taken. P.ractical methods 
for constructing a regular polygon having any number of sides 
should be CODliidered. The various propositions relating to the 
nine point circle should then be studied. 

• Such " table may be used intelligently without "ny bow1ec1ge of 
trigonometry; even the word " tangent " need DOt _ merily be aaed. 

02 
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Up to this point the student in studying the principles of 
geometry has demonstrated the various propositions, E'xceptiug, 
perhaps, the theorems of Euclid's second book, in the rigorous 
manner required by the mathematician. He has al!lO by 
mechanical drawing confirmed the demonstrations of certain 
propositions, and has, on the drawing board, made numerous 
and in some cases elaborate applications of the principles which 
he has studied. 

In the further study of geometry the average engineering 
student should not be required to give rigorous geometrical 
proofs of all tIle propositions brought to his notice. Tbere is 
yet a considerable amount of geometry which the engineering 
student must know, and he must be convinced of the truth of 
the theorems and the correctness of the confltructions in the 
problems whicli are placed before him. But the demonstrations 
should now be abbreviated as much as possible, and any metllOd 
allowed which will convince the student. In some cases it may 
even be sufficient that the student should test the truth of a 
proposition by actual mechanical drawing. 

To illustrate what the writer means, take the sixth book of 
Euclid. The substance of this book may be given to the student 
in a very short time and in a convincing manner. Begin by 
showing that the area of a rectangle is equal to the product oC 
two adjacent sides. Then, since a triangle on the same base 
as a rectangle and having the same altitude has hall the area 
of the rectangle, it follows that the area of a triangle is equal 
to balI the product of the base and altitude. Hence the truth 
of the first proposition of Euclid's sixth book follows at once. 
Consider the 19th proposition, namely, .. Similar triangles are 
to one another in the duplicate ratio of their homologous sides." 
This ig equivalent to the following ;-" Similar triangles are to 
one another as the Bquaru on their homologous sides," which 
is a more practical form. Let Band b denote the lengths oC 
homologous 'sides of two similar triangles whose areas are A 
and a respectively. Call these sides the bases of the triangles, 
anti. let H and h denote the respective altitudes oC the triangles. 
It will hsve been previously proved that-

~ = !. Now A = 1 BH, and /J = 1 bh. 

A BHBB B! 
Therefore a = bh = b . b = ". 

At this stage graphic arithmetic, including addition, sub
traction, proportion, multiplication, division, and square root 
should be introduced. lIultiplication and di,-ision are simply 
cases of the finding of a fourth proportional when one of the 
terms is unity, and the extraction of the square root is simply 
the finding of the mean proportional to two quantities, one of 
which is taken as l\IIity. Graphic arithmetic is not oC much 

-v 
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practical importance, but it is simple, and should be known to 
engineering students. 

There are many geometrical problems which admit of easy 
solution by first drawing a locus. This method, in general, 
readily suggests itself, and may be quicker and quite as 
accurate as a direct solution, if there is one, because the direct 
solution may be troublesome to discover. The locus may be 
used without knowing what the curve may be, or what other 
properties it may have besides the particular one suggested by 
the problem. An example is shown in Fig. 1. ABC is a 
three-sided figure, one side being straight and the others 
curved. It is required to inscribe in this figure an equilateral 
triangle of given size. PQR is the equilateral triangle having 
one angular point Q on AC and another angular point R on AB. 
Keeping Q on AC and R on AB, the triangle may be drawn in 
a number of different positions and the locus of P determined. , 
The intersection of this locus with BC determines the required 
position of one angular point of the triangle, and the triangle 
is then readily constructed. It is obvious that only that part of 
the locus of P which is in the neighhourhood;of BC need he 
constructed. 

Fig. 1. Fig. 2. 

The foregoing problem furnishes a good example to illustrate 
the ~se of tracing.paper in solv!ng certain problelll6. Referring 
to FIg. 2, the trIangle PQR IS drawn on a piece of tracing 
pap~r. The fi~ure ABC is drawn on the drawing paper. The 
tracmg paper 18 placed on the drawing paper so that Q is on 
AC and R on AB. The tracing paper is now moyed about 
until a position is found in which P is on Be, Q on AC, and 
R .on AB as ~own at P,Q,R.. This call be done very 
qUlckly. The ~Olnts PI> Q, alld R, are then pricked through 
?~ to the draw~lIg paper, ~d the p~ints so o~tained being 
lamed, tho reqUlred triangle IS determmed. It IS obvious how 
the locus of P shown in }'ig. 1 may be determined if required 
by means of the moving tracing paper. ' • 
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This tracing paper n;Iethod is one of very great vulue to 
engineers, because it can be readily applied, and the drawing is 
not confused by a number of construction lines. 

The use of tracing paper in solving a problem which would 
otherwise be very difficult is illustrated by Figs. 3 and 4. 
ABCD (Fig. 4) is a given figure in which it is required to 
inscribe a figure similar to another given figurfl EJ<llK (Fig. 3), 
the angular points of the required figure corresponding to E, F, 
H, and K to be on the sides AB, BC, CD, and DA respectively. 
The figure ABCD is supposed to be drawn on the drawing 
paper. . Draw the figure EFHK on a piece of tracing paper. 
Take a point on the tracing paper as a pole (preferably one 
angular point of the figure EFHK, say, E) and join this point to 
each of the angular points of the figure on the tracing paper. 
Graduate these lines, the divisions being proportional to the 
distances of the pole from the angular points of the fignre. In 
the example illustrated EF, EH, and EK are each divided into 

Fig. 3. Fig. '-

two equal parts, and the graduations are extended on these 
lines produced. Place the tracing paper on the drawing paper 
so that E is on AB, and 80 that the lines EF, EH, and EK, or 
these lines produced, cut BC, CD, and DA respectively. Now 
move the tracing paper about, keeping E on AB until the lines 
through the pole on the tracing paper cut the sides of the 
figure ABCD on the drawing paI>er at corresponding pointJ! 
L, M, and N, as shown in Fig. 4. The points L, M, and N are 
then pricked through on to the drawing papet, and the pointJ! 
so obtained l>eing joined the required figure is determined. It 
may happen that the corresponding points L, M, and N are not 
at points of graduation on the lines through the pole. In that 
case the graduations must be made finer in the neighbourhood 
where they apJ>tl3r to be required. H the corresponding ~intJ! 
required are still not at points of graduation, it may be possIble, 
without further subdivision. to judge by the eye whether the 
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points where the polar lines cut 'the sides of ABOD are 
corresponding points. 

A further illustration of the use of tracing paper in geometry 
is to be found in the drawing of roulettes. A roulette is the 
curve traced by a point connected to a moving curve which 
rolls on a fixed curve, the describing point and the curves 
being in r.he same plane. If the tracing paper method of 
drawing a roulette, now to be described, be compared with the 
ordinary method, it will be seen that the former has great 
advantages over the latter, especially when the rolling curve or 
the base curve or both of them are curves other than circles. 

Referring to Fig. 5, let AOB be the directing curve or base, 
and let ODP be the rolling curve. (In Fig. 5 the base and 
rolling CUI've are circles, but they may be any curves whatever.) 
Three tracing or describing points are shown, P on the rolling 
curve, Q within, and R without the rolling curve. In Fig. 5 
the tracing points are on a straight line through 0, the centre of 
the rolling circle. The base is drawn on the drawing paper 
and the Folling curve is drawn on a piece of tracing paper. 
The describing points are also marked on the tracing paper. 

Fig. 5. 

Place the tracing paper on the drawing paper so that the 
rolling curve is tangential t.o the base, say, at O. Place a needle 
through the tracing paper and into the drawing paper at O. 
Prick through the points PQ and R. Turn the tracing paper 
rou~d about the needle at 0 until the rolling curve on the 
tracmg paper cuts the bass at a near point 0,. This position 
of the rolling curve is shO\vn dotted. Transfer the needle from 
o to 0,. taking care that the tracing paper is not moved while 
changing the position of the needle. Next turn the tracing 
paper l'Ound about the needle at 0, until the rolling curve is 
tangential to the base at OJ;, The tracing points will now have 
moved t? P" Q,. and R,. .l:"rick through the points P" Q" and 
R,. Thls completes the cycle of operations. and by repeating 
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the cycle any number of times any number of points on the 
)'equired roulettes may be found, and fair curves through ti,e 
corresponding points determined are the roulettes required. 
(In Fig. 5 the roulettes described by P, Q, and R are an 
epicycloid, an inferior epitrochoid, and a superior epitrochoid 
respectively.) For ti,e sake of clearness in the illustration 
(Fig. 5) the distance CO, is greater than would be the case in 
actual practice. 

P, Q, and R (Fig. 5) being joined to 0, these lines are the 
nonnals to the roulettes at P, Q, and R respectively. So also, 
the lines joining P" Q" and R, to 0 , are normals to the roulettes 
at P" Q" and R, respectively. 

The cycloidal curves, including the cycloid, the hypocycloid, 
the epicycloid, and the involute of a circle, which are all 
roulettes, are of great interest to the engineer, and ti,e engi
neering student should have considerable practice in drawing 
these curves. He should note particularly the straight line 
form of the hypocycloid, and also the fact that there are two 
different rolling circles which may be used to describe the same 
~picycloid or the same hypocycloid. The stndent should also 
draw the evolutes of the cycloidal curves. 

It may be mentioned here that in mechanical drawing, any 
approximate geometrical construction, the error in which is leM 
than the probable error of the drawing, should be pennitted. 
Such constructions, for example, as are given in Rankine's rules. 
for the rectification of circular arcs, are 8lIfficiently accurate for 
all practical purposes. WhE'll the angle 8lIbtellded by the arc at 
the centre of the circle is not too large. 

At an early stage in his study of geometry the student 
should be introduced to the conceptions of vector geometry, 
and as he proceE'ds in his study opportunities will OCCllr of 
introducing and explaining the nomenclature of tlJat subject. 
Ultimately he will apply the principles and metIJods of vector 
geomE'try to problems in kinematics and statics. 

A considerable part of that sectioll of geometry known as 
Geometrical Conics is important to engineers, and the study of 
tlJis section of geometry becomes much more attractive to the 
student when it is accompanied by mechanical drawing. The 
problems in conics afford excellent practice in drawing, and the 
correct drawing, by the students, of the various figures required 
in studying the properties of conics makes the demonstrations 
easier to follow and less likely to be forgot ten. 

The conics should first be dE'fined witIJ reference to a focus 
and a directrix. A general construction should then be given 
for drawing a conic having given the focus. dirt>ctrix, and 
eccentricity. This construction should be appliE'd, on the same 
figure, to tIJree different valoes of the eccentricity which will 
produce "an ellipse, a parabola, and an hyperbola respectively. 

~ 
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This has been done in Fig. 6. F is the given foCus and XM the 
gi ven directrix. 

E 
Fig. 6. 

The construction used is as follows. Take a point D on 
the axis XD and draw DE at right angles to XD. Make DE 

. such that DE: XD is equal to. the given eccentricity. Join 
XE. Draw any straight line Nn parallel to the directrix XM, 
cutting XD at Nand XE at n. With centre F and radius 
equal to Nn describe arcs of a circle to cut nN and nN produced 
at P and P. P, P are points on the required conic. In like 
manner any number of points may be determined, and a fair 
curve drawn through them is the conic required. It is obvious 
that the ratio of Nn to XN is the same as the ratio of DE to XD, 
and, therefore, the ratio of FP to PM ia the same as the ratio of 
DE to ~,which was made equal to the given eccentricity. 
The line XE will touch the conic at a point H obtsined by 
drawing FR perpendicular to the axia. 

It is ob\iously unnecessary to draw the line XE in the case 
of the parabola, but it is instructive to notice that the construc
tion given applies to all the conics. 

If lines FY and FYI be drawn, making 45" with the axis 
and meeting XE at Y and Y .. then perpendiculars from Y and 
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YI to the axis determine the points A and AI' where the conic 
cuts the axis. 

It is unnecessary here to further discuss Fig. 6, but by a 
study of the figure and the construction given, much may be 
learned as to the relations of the conics to one another, and their 
characteristics. 

The conics should then be defined as plane sections of a cone, 
and it should be demonstrated that if a sphere be inscribed in 
the cone and touching a plane of section, the point of contact 
of the sphere and plane is the focus, and the line of intersection 
of the plane of the circle of contact of the sphere and cone with 
the plane of section is the directrix of the conic, and that the 
conic section has the property used in the definition previously 
given. 

The student should here be taught how to draw the true 
form of a plane section of a cone. The construction for an 
elliptic section is shown in Fig. 7 and needs no description here. 
The same figure also MOWS how the foci and directrices of the 
ellipse are found from the iDJ:Icribed spheres. The student 
should draw such a figure for each of the conic sections, and he 
should see how the conic is altered by varying the inclination 
of the plane of section. 

Fig. 7. 

A systematic study of the properties of the conics may 
now be taken up according to the following syllabus :-General 
properties of conics. Properties of the parabola. Construction 
of the parabola. General properties of the centra.l conics. 
Properties of the eIIipse. Construction of the ellipse. Pro
perties of the hyperbola. Construction of the hyperbola. 
Centre of curvature at any point of a conic. Emlutesof conics. 
&> far as engineering students are concerned only the more im
portant theorems and problems on conics need be cousidered. 

Before the student has taken up the study of conics he will 
have commenced the study of the orthographic projection of 
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points, lines, and figures in space on horizontal and vertical 
planes of projection. He should therefore be able to follow the 
demonstration of the theorem that the orthographic projection 
of a circle on a plane inclined to it is an ellipse, and he should 
then study some of the properties of the ellipse considered 
as the projection of a circle. For example, take a well-known 
construction for drawing an ellipse, having given a pair of 
conjugate diameters. Referring to Fig. 8, PP, and QQ, are two 
diameters of a circle at right angles to one another. The circle 
is supposed to be lying on the horizontal plane. A square 
RSTU is shown circumscribing the circle, the points of contact 
being P, Q" PI> and Q. The radius OP is divided into any 
number of equal parts, in this case three, at the points 1 and 2, 
and RP is divided into the same ~umber of equal parts at the 
points I' and 2'. If the lines joiningQ, to the points 1 and 2 
be produced, it is easy to show that they will intersect the lines 
joining Q to I' and 2' respectively at points on the circle as 
shown. 

Now imagine the circle, with all the lines connected with it, 
to tum about an axis MN in its plane into an inclined position, 
and let a projection of the whole be then made on the hori
zontal plane as shown. The square RSTU projects into the 

-. , , , , .. , , , , , , , , , , 
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Fig. 8. 

parallelogram rstll, ant.! the circle projects into an ellipse which 
touches th~ side~oftheparallel,?gram at p, Ill. p" and q. Alsopp, 
and qq, will. eVldently be conjugate diameters of the ellipse. 
Lastly, the hnes through Q, and Q which intersect on the circle 
pro.ject into lines which intersect on the ellipse and divide e p and 
rp mto three equal parts. Hence the construction for drawing 
the ellipse having given t,YO conjugate diameters. . 
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The writer considers that while, for instance, many of the 
properties of the ellipse may be most advantageously obtained 
by treating it as the projection of a circle, a course whereby 
the student's grasp both of solid geometry and geometrical 
conics is strengthened, yet that modern projective theories of 
involution, anharmonic ratio, &c. have not yet been brought 
into a form in which they can usefully replace a detailed study 
of geometrical conics for the engineer student of advanced 
geometry. 

The study of conics should be followed by a brief considera
tion of the principal properties of miscellaneous plane curves, 
such as the archimedean spiral, the logarithmic spiral, the 
catenary and the tractory or anti-friction curve. 

So far this paper has dealt almost entirely with plane geo
metry, but before the student lJas advanced very far in that 
section of the subject he should commence the study of the 
representation of points, lines, and figures in space, by means of 
projections of them on horizontal and vertical planes of projec
tion. This section of the subject is generally called Descriptive 
Geometry or Practical Solid Geometry. Preliminary to the 
subject of Descriptive Geometry the student should have 
explained to him the fundamental principles of radial, parallel, 
and perpendicular projection as applied to points and lines in a 
plane, the projectors being in the same plane. 

A course on descriptive geometry should begin with the 
orthographic projections of points and lines on horizontal 
and vertical planes of projection, and after working a few 

II a\\@J\ 
Y.g.9. 

Fig. 10. 

simple problems on the projection of points and lines, the 
application of the method of orthographic projection to the 
representation of solids should ~ taken up. TID: represen~ 
tion of a solid by means of an obhque parallel projectIon of It 
on one plane of projection should now be explained. This 
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method of representing a solid is one whi~h might be used with 
great advantage more frequently than it is in engineering 
drawing. The advantage of this method of projection over the 
ordinary orthographic projections on two planes is illustrated by 
Figs. 9 and 10. In Fig. 9 two orthographic projections (a plan 
and an elevation partly in section) of a sole plate for a shaft 
bearing are shown. The same object is shown by one oblique 
parallel projection in l'ig. 10. It is at once seen that the form 
of the object is more readily understood from the projection in 
Fig. 10 than from the two projections in Fig. 9. Moreover, 
since the front face of the solid is placed parallel to the plane 
of projection, it has exactly the same outline in Fig. 10 that 
it has in the elevation in Fig. 9, and is therefore as easily 
drawn. . 

In Fig. 10 the projectors have been so inclined to the plane 
of projection and to a horizontal edge of the front face of the 
object that the edges which are perpendicular to the front face 
project into lines which are to the same scale as the edges 
of the front face and are inclined at 45° (a set square angle) to 
the horizontal lines on the drawing. The drawing in Fig. 10 
may therefore be made almost as readily as the one in Fig. 9, 
and the former may be used instead of the latter as a working 
drawing.1I> 

Oblique parallel projection is also extremely useful in 
exhibiting the relations between three variable quantities such as 
P, V, and T in the well-known equation PV =RT, where P is 
the pressure of a given mass of a gss, V ita volume, T ite absolute 
temperature, and R a constant. This equation is represented 
by a surface which may be depicted by contours, which are 
hyperbolas, for different values of T. 

In general it will not be necessary for the engineering 
student to write out rigid proofs of the theorems upon which 
the various constructions in descriptiove geometry are based, but 
it is nevertheless most important that he should clearly under
stand the principles which he applies. In connection with lines 
and planes the theorems in Euclid's eleventh book should be 
read, and the student should be able to demonstrate such 
theorems as_u If a line is perpendicular to a plane P, the 
ol·thographic projection of the line on a plane Q is perpendicular 
to the trace of the plane P on the plane Q;" and, U If two 
straight lines are at right angles to one another, their ortho
graphic projections on a plane parallel to one of them are also at 
right angles to one another." 

It only remains to indicate briefly the remaining parts of 
descriptive geometry which are important to engineers. These 
are :-Sections of solids. Horizontal projection including the 
representation of a portion of the earth's surface by a contoured 

• Some authorities prefer" isometric II to the U uometrio "' projection 
"of Fig. 10, but the writer oonaiden the projection of Fig. 10 to be much 
oimpler and more uaefuJ than the isometric projection. 
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plan, and problems on cuttings and embankments. Genera
tion of curved surfaces. Tangent planes to curved surfaces. 
Development of surfaces. Projection of helices and screw 
threadil. Intersection of surfaces. Perspective projection, iso
metric projection, and the determination of shadows are not 
important except as affording good examples for the application 
of the principles and methods of descriptive geometry. 

The student's work in descriptive geometry is mainly drawing, 
and only by working out a large number of examples on the 
drawing board can he hope to acquire a useful knowledge of 
that subject. 

The examples which are placed before the engineering 
student in his study of geometry should not be too technical. 
The technical applications of geomE'try are better considered in 
connection with the subjects to which they refer. For example, 
it should be sufficient, in a course on geometry, to consider 
the properties of the cycloidal curves and the methods of 
constructing them without taking up problems on the teeth of 
wheels, which are more properly considered in a course on the 
theory of machines. 

No attempt has been made in this paper to specify in detail 
those parts of geometry which may be of most importance to 
the civil engineer, the mechanical engineer, or the electrical 
engineer. Experience has shown that it is undesirable for a 
student of engineering to specialise in one branch of engineering 
until he has had a good general training in the scientific 
principles which underlie engineering asa whole, and the course 
in geometry outlined in this paper should be taken before the 
student has begun to specialise, or at all events before he has 
proceeded very far in such specialisation.· The branch of 
engineering which an engineering student will ultimately adopt 
as his life's work is often very uncertain until after his college 
course is finished. In most cases the branch finally adopted 
will depend on the opportunities which may present themselves, 
and on circumstanCt'B over which the student has no control. 
Moreover, no well-defined lines can be drawn between civil, 
mechanical, and electrical engineers, the work of one is con
tinually overlapping the work of the others. Agsin, an engineer 
does not cease to be a student after he has left college. An 
engineer who endeavours to advance the special branch of 
engineering in which he is engaged must be an ardent student, 
and he will continue to extend his knowledge of those subjects 
which bear on his daily work. 

In urging the importance of the early introduction of 
mechanical drawing in the study of geometry the writer is well 
aware that much has been done already in this direction, and 
great credit is due especially to the Board of Education far its 
efforts towards the improvement of the teaching of geometry. 
But there is still need to emphasise this point, and the writer, 
having had great experience in the education of engineel"B, 
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ventures to hope that the views here expressed on the import
ance' pI mechanical drawing in the study of geometry may 
help forward the movement for the better teaching of that 
subject. 

It may seem to some teachers that the course on geometry 
for engineers which has been outlined in this paper is the 
traditional course on geometry with additiop.s which will require 
considerably more time than has hitherto been given to the 
subject in school and college courses. To some extent this is 
true, but it must be left to individual teachers to adjust the 
amount of teaching by the strict deductive reasoning process to 
the capacity of his students and the time available. A student 
may make a good engineer and may yet be unable to .get" up 
much enthusiasm for the strict deductive reasoning process in 
geometry, but ,he may nevertheless be able to acquire a good 
working knowledge of the subject by devoting suffillient time 
to it on the drawing board. 

In conclusion, it is extremely difficult to specify exactly 
those parts of geometry which are essential and those which are 
not essential to the engineer, but the writer hopes that this 
paper may be of some help to those who may be engaged in 
teaching geometry to pupils who are looking forward to becom
ing engineers. The teacher must, however, keep in view the 
great educational value of a course on geometry properly taught, 
and he must not give undue consideration to the question of 
practical utility. 

D. A. Low. 
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MATHEMATICS WITH RELATION TO 
ENGINEERING WORK IN SCHOOLS. 

The subject of Mathematics considered in relation to engin
eering work in schools is intimately connected with the whole 
problem of industrial education. In the following paper it has 
seemed best to divide what I had to say into two parts: the first, 
summarising the work actually being done in a typical secondary 
school possessing an engineering laboratory and discua.ing the 
:Mathematics essential for the proper development of the work 
of that laboratory, is mainly descriptive of personal experience .. , 
hut is critical in so far as it discusses how far existing school 
courses of :Mathematics are capable of satisfying the demand .. 
()f such laboratories; the second, being an attempt at a con
structive policy, is frankly a piece of special pleading for a 
complete reorganisation of the work of our schools. 

The school I have in mind consisted of an upper and II 
lower division<l>; the former was snbdivided into Literary, 
Commercial and Technical Sides, the latter into Latin and nOIJ
Latin Sides. The Technical Side, for the organisation of which 
I was responsible, was kept very small for various reasons IInri 
consisted normally of two forms, Form IV. and Form VI., there 
being from 12 to 20 boys in each; the a"erage age ranged froIn 
13 to 14 in Form IV. and from 16 to 17 in Form VI. B'WR 
drifted or were drafted into Form IV. with vague inclinationll 
towards" Engineering" and, with few exceptions, rl'mained on 
the Technical Side about three years. 

Let me consider the case of a typical boy, bl;efly before he 
enters the Technical Side and in some detail thereafter. Entering 
school at the age of 9 or 10, he did the work of either the Latin or 
non-Latin Side of the Lower School until he was about 13, when 
he could be admitted to the Technical IV. if lit {or upper school 
work. The lIathematics he had done was of the usual type, 
not improved by the fact that for several years past the 8uhje(1 
had been in the melting pot. Every experien(-ed teacher will 
agree that the fact that a boy has .. done" Arithmetic does not 
guarantee that he can calculate with any facility or accuraL"y. 
Such a boy has not realised that, as Herschel says, numerical 
precision is the soul of science: he may know a little Algebra, 
but it will be too formal, it will not economise his thought, not 
being really part of his own experience; he will not appreciate 
its value in generalisation, while he will not dream of applying 
what he has learnt, out of the mathematical hours: he has 
begun Experimental Geometry, but it will be the exception 
for him to feel the need for undertaking any of ti,e experiments 
he has been called on to perform and of course he has not 
studied the subject long enough for its effect on his reasoning 
powers to be appreciable. This represents, fairly accurately, 
the mathematical equipment and frame of mind of the average 

• The ochoa),refeaed to is St. Dunstan'. College. Cation!. 
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boy of 13$ and of our typical boy when entering the Technical 
Side.'" But this entry must not be regarded as specialisation.' 
The boy was sent to the "Engineering Room" for some. six 
or seven periods only; during the other periods he worked 
with the remainder of Form IV. at English, French, German, 
Mathematics, and Science, taking Engineering while the others 
did Latin or Commercial subjects as they were on the Literary 
or Commercial Side. 

The problem before me was to utilise the seven periods allotted 
to Engineering in such a way as to avoid over-early specialisation 
and yet take advantage of the boy's natural inclinations and so 
prepare him for promotion to the upper set. Accordingly, three 
periods were set aside for metal work-the boy having already 
had· some experience with tools, as the whole of the Lower 
School did Woodwork once or twice a week; two consecutive 
periods Ilt hours) were allotted to Experimental Mechanics; 
the remaining periods were given to Mechanical Drawing. The 
chief difficulty was in Experimental Mechanics, as the other 
work was practically individual. What was wanted (owing to 
the system of terminal promotions) were five or six short 
courses, each to last one term, each quite self-contained, 
capable of being treated ab initio without reference, except in 
special cases, to the other courses; siml,lle and so well within a 
boy's expanding experience as to arise naturally from his own 
activities-in short, as educational as posaible. The following 
courses were selected:-

1. On weights (as typical forces, carefully avoiding any 
definitions of mass, force, &c.-metaphysical diffi
culties); on equilibrium. The determination of the 
conditions of equilibrium in certain cases. The 
triangle and polygon of forces tby way of concrete 
problems on the crane, sheer legs, inclined plane, &c.). 
Parallel forces. Funicular polygon. 

2. On motion. The idea of relativity. The estimation and 
measurement of time and distance. Speed. Velocity. 
Acceleration. The effect of force on speed change. 

3. On stretching strings. Springs. Stress. Strain. Elas
ticity. 

4. On machines. Effort and resistance. Advantage. Work 
loss. The idea of conservation of energy. Efficiency. 

5. On friction. 
The general routine was as follows :-At the beginning of 

each t:erm we had an i.nfor~al discusaion. in which a few leading 
qu~tIons started an mqUlry. From thIS some problem arising 
qUl~ naturally was selec~d sud formally stated for investi
gatIon. Methods of solution were asked for aud were tried 
w~ether :!rnitful: or. not, so lo~g ~ they were apposite-my 
object bemg pnmarily the cultivation of a scientific frame of 
mind, of the power of analysing stated conditions, the formation 

• The age of ent17 to the Teclmical Side at St. Dunstan'. has reoentlT 
been mi.sed to 14. 

" 189M. D 
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of methodical habits, the improvement of the power of seli
expression, and only indirectly of teaching mechanics 08 
mechanics. When, by the judicious elimination of unwise, 
unlikely or unsatisfactory methods, a scientific form of attack 
was agreed on, it was followed up systematically: but obviously 
no preconceived order of experiment could be adhered to rigidly. 
Where interest led we followed and it seldom happened that 
the same order of experiment would be adopted in repeating 
any course. Whenever the type of experiment permitted, all 
results were tabulated and exhibited graphically. In all cases 
the boys made sketches of the apparatus they suggested using 
or actually employed, discussed the methods of experimenting 
to be adopted, were asked to criticise their results and to suggest 
further tests which might be applied to their conclusions. I 
illBisted that all data-no matter how apparently inconsiderable 
or unworthy of attention-should be incOrporated in the notes. 
It was pure accident that led one little boy to observe that 
a piece of elastic behaved as if it got tired, another to diRCOver 
the time effect in elasticity. Finally, where suitable, the results 
were expressed in symbolic form, i.e., were generalised. Every 
course was at once a field for exercises in drawing, for scientific 
investigation, for research and for mathematical analysis. In 
the normal term of 13 weeks, fair-though varying-progress 
could be made with any course, and the boy accumulated some 
mechanical experience during the average 18 months that he 
spent in the Technical IV. 

While the preceding uote indicates the general routine 
adopted for each course, it may not be considered out of place 
if I give somewhat fuller details of the development of one 
course-say, that on "Motion "-during a particular term. 

1. Introductory.-What is meant by motion. A man walk~ 
across a railway carriage or climbs the mast of a ship, specify 
his change of position. What is his change of position if the 
carriage or ship be in motion? The idea of the relativity of 
motion. How is position fixed? The position vector. Choice 
of origin, axes, &C. Net and gross change of position, displace
ment. The map of the path of a point. The fundamental 
concepts involved in posiiion change in the case of simple linear 
motion. Measurement of distance and angle, measurement of 
time, choice of units, conversion of units. Practical consideration 
of time measurement. Experiments on: (a) the pendulum, 
(b) the water-clock, le) the vibrating spring, (d) counting. 

NOTE.-Suggestions for experiments and for suitable appa
ratus were invited, the latter being made in the workshop 
when they were such as could be prepared in time for use 
during the periods available; each member of the cIaes con
tributed a share of the labour necessary, particularly if, as oCten 
occurred, some modification of existing apparatus was intended. 
In the case of experiment (d): if the words one, tIllo, three, four, 
&C. be spoken rapidly, distinctly, and successh'ely, it will be 

1) 
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found that as far as six, seven, or eight can be uttered in one 
second with such accuracy after short practice, that an errol' 
not greater than about one-fifth of a second would be made in 
the estimation of an interval of 10 seconds as measured with an 
ordinary stop-watch. Boys soon aequire facility, and I found 
that this proved a very convenient method of measuring short 
time int.ervals. For example, A holds a stop-watch, B gives 
signals, and C counta. B taps with a pencil and C says', 
.. one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, one, two, three, four, 
five, six, seven," and so on, without making a perceptible 
pause between seven and one, checking complete seconds on his 
fingers until he has checked six, and continues-u one, two, 
three, four, five" - when he hears B signal again and A 
stops his watch. C estimates the time as 6·6 seconds, saying 
that he said" five" after he heard the second tap: A checks 
his result. The observers then interchange places and practice 
until groups of boys with approximately the same personal 
equation can be selected. The boys in such groups are in a 
position to check one another's time estimations-an acquire
ment of some value when only one or two stop-watches are 
available, and water-clocks are inconvenient. The power of 
estimating time is as useful as that of estimating distance. 

2. The Idea of Speed.-Examination of a railway time-table. 
Difficulty and inconvenience of examining columns of figures. 
Hepresentation of time and distance on squared paper, choice 
of scales, selection of axes, &c. Examination of various 
graphs. What is meant by the statement that the speed of a train 
is 30 miles per hour? Is the meaning that the train will go 
15 miles in the next 30 minutes? Will go 1 mile in the next 
2 minutes? 4·4 feet in the next 0·1 second? Comparison of 
map of path (in the case of straight line motion in the fimt 
place) and the space-time graph, both for regular (uniform) and 
irregular motion. The necessity for actual experiment on these 
kinds of motion. Healisation that measurement of speed 
involvea measurement· of time and distance, that velocity 
involves speed and direction, in the general case of motion. 

3. E:cperiments on Speed. - Suggestions for experiments 
invited. Ball rolled along inclined plane, so adjusted that the 
motion was apparently uniform. Method of obtaining definite 
and easily reproduced small speed. Actual proposals for 
apparatus required. Sketches considered, the best form chosen 
after discussion. (The apparatus was, as stated before, made 
during the periods set aside for manual work if not at hand, or 
was selected from stock.) The first experiment must usually be 
suggested i for convenience, I expreas it symbolically :-A ball 
is allowed to roll down a distance d on a plane inclined at an;
angle 6, when it rolla on tb a second plane inclined at a very 
small angle, so determined as to overcome frictional resistances 
as far as possible: the times t taken by the ball to roll distances 
II on tllls second plane are estimated and· -plotted. What is 

D 2 
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noticed? (Note here the varying initial error, due to many 
causes but chiefly the personal equation.) What can be 
changed so as to vary the experiment? Leading questions 
lead to the suggestion that "d" and "8" may be varied. 
Vary d and plot the graphs connecting Band t obtained in each 
case on the same sheet of squared paper, using the same scales 
and axes. What is to be noticed? Connect slope snd speed. 
Vary 8 and repeat. Refer to first notes on speed and ask for 
methods of measurement. " Rate" of motion. 

4. Varying Speed. - The falling body. " Dilution" of 
motion. Experiment on motion of ball down inclined plane. 
The times t for a ball to roll down distances d on a plane 
inclined at an angle 8 were noted and a graph dmwlJ. 
Character of graph. Magnification of portion of graph. Com
parison of graphs obtained for changes of 8 (within a small 
range). Reference to general result of § 2. Average spced 
over given displacement. Average speed during gi"en time 
interval. Average speeds during small and continually 
diminishing intervals. Actual speed. Connection between 
speed at bottom and avemge speed. Measurement of slopes of 
curves obtained in experiment on the variation of d in 3 §. 
Graph connecting speed and d. Graph of speed and t. 
" Rate" of change of speed. Acceleration. What does the 
.. area" of the graph mean? Question as to the actual law of 
motion of ball in case of inclined plane. Method for deter
mining "law" of given graph: (a) linear, (b) other graphs. 
(N ote.-The general consideration of the problem, exceJ.>t in the 
case of the linear law, was postponed: the .. necessity , for the 
work was merely indicated.) Test of the law connecting II and t 
by various methods: two, three, or more balls on inclined plane 
-the" penny" Attwood-&c. Study of motion of projectile. 
Map of path and determination of its equation. Reference to 
variation in acceleration produced by varying 8 above. 

5. Ezperimellu on Aeceleration.-Suggestions for methods 
of producing accelerated motion invited. F'mite acceleration 
reproducible at will. The effect of falling body in producing 
motion in a second body. Method of eliminating effect of 
.. weight" of second body. The Fletcher trolley. :Measure
ment of acceleration from curve made by vibrating spring. 
Variation of acceleration with (a) varying" weight" of falling 
body, (b) varying total weight in motion. " Tension" of string 
during experiment. Algebraic form of "laws" discovered. 
The meaning of mass. 

Once again one would insist that this is not to be regarded 
as a rigid syllabus: it is far from exhaustive, and is the barest 
outline of the direction taken by an Uivestigation on .. motion .. 
during one particular term. Its value as a BOurce of mathe
matical investigations is sufficiently apparent and it is linked 
with the other .branches of the boy's work by the necessity for 
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the design and constructiono£ new, or the modification of 
existing apparatus. In order to preserve the latter feature; 
apparatus was frequently dismantled or "scrapped" when of 
no great intrinsic value. 

The subject of Mechanical Drawing was approached in the 
same spirit of inquiry: the boys took a keen interest in the 
apparatus they proposed to use in the solution of mechanical 
problems, in the model upon which they were engaged during 
the periods devoted to manual work, in the tools; in certain 
machine details which they came across in the workshop, and 
all served as elementary solids to be sketched, measured and 
of which working drawings were desirable and could be made. 
The necessity for drawing to scale was realised and the 
properties of similar figures investigated. Drawings of such 
geometrical models as the cube, prism, pyramid, cone, cylinder, 
&c. were not required at this stage, nor were the boys expected 
to work problems like those usually found at the beginning of 
a course on practical Solid Geometry. For the beginner to 
take a l·eal interest in geometrical models as such is very 
difficult j. for him to do so in the case of problems on the point, 
line, and plane is all but impossible. Broadly speaking, the 
course was on elementary machine drawing and it was intended 
to serve as a foundation for formal work in practical Plane and 
Solid Geometry and thus, through the methods required for 
the convenient representation of solids, the boys were led in 
their small way to the beginnings of what, in the hands of 
Monge, grew into tlle vast subject of Descriptive Geometry, 
thus illustrating yet again how this important and striking 
mathematical weapon was forged to suit the needs of the 
t'ngineer. In tllis 'case I was able to assume that a certain 
amount of experimental Plane Geometry had been, or was 
being, done. in the ordinary mathematical periods and this, of 
course, diminished the amount of "drill" in the use of mathe
matical instruments which would otherwise have been necessary. 
I do not contend, however, that technical drawing should be 
related to previous work in Geometry, but rather that the first 
stage should be to get tbe boy to see that for any practical 
w~rk . certain sketches are essential and a knowledge of the 
prlDClples of mechanical drawing is advisable, and to use 
this desire to draw as a means for introducing the formal 
treatment of Geometry, the necessity for which then becomes 
seU-apparent. The model first made is probably cuboidal in 
shape-the drawing of any face consisting of a network of 
parallel and perpendicular lines j in other words the use of 
simple mathematlcal instruments-in particular, the set squares 
-becomes necessary. Formal consideration of the theory 
underlying the use of such instruments should be postponed 
until facility has been acquired and interest has been aroused. 
In most schools a course of Experimentsl Geometry now forms 
the foundation of formal geometrical theory, but the need for 
the experinlents undertaken is not urgently felt by the pupils, 
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at any rate, in the earlier stages: it is the utilitarian aspect 
which most appeals to the beginner. As more complex 
drawings are attempted, methods required fur the production 
of such drawings can be invented or suggested and in the 
invention of such methods relations between simple geometrical 
concepts present themselves and short cuts are discovered, 
while the investigation of these relations forms a foundation 
for theoretical work. For example, any simple casting will 
probably give an example of a fillet or .. rounding-off" between 
two surfaces: the representation of these surfaces on a plane 
involves investigation of the properties of tangents. In short, 
at every stage one is forced to realise the strength of the claim 
to consideration of mechanical drawing associated with manual 
work as introductory to, or even as a substitute for, Experimental 
Geometry. 

No periods of those allotted to Engineering were set aside Jor 
the study of pure Mathematics as such, although my greatest diffi
culty was the boys' failw-e to undertake the necessary calculations 
or analysis with speed and accuracy; but, asI have endeavoured to 
show, both themechanical drawing and experimental mechanics 
88 well as the manual work were rich in natural opportunities 
for mathematical investigation. I am sure that every boy began 
to realise, as never before, the value of algebraic expressions in 
economising space, time and thought, 88 well as the meaning 
of functionality; while he learnt to associate definite graphs 
with definite physical characteristics or meanings. 

From a note-book kept by a beginner, I take the following 
illustration, the words italicised being my own corrections or 
additions :-

.. We have found that curves representing grarJhi.eally the 
numbers obtained in various experiments are of one or the other 
following typical shapes :-

r, 
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.. I also imagine that it might be possible to obtain graphs 
like this:-

v 

.. H we take z and y to denote quantities of some kind, 
generally phymal, z being in most cases (what we choose) (at 
out' own dvposal) and y depending on z, the appropriate 
general inference in the several cases is :-

.. L As z increases steadily, y also increases steadily. 
IL ....... " ... butata 

d,mlDlshing rate. . 
IlL As z increases steadily, y also increases, but at an 

increasing rate. 
IV. As z increases steadily, y diminisbe.; steadily. 
V. n II II at an increasing 

rate. 
VL As z increases steadily, y dinrinishes at a diminishing 

rate." 
Cases L and IV. were also worked algebraically and every 

boy knew that if his experimental numbers lay approximately 
in a straight line the law connecting the variables, 80 far /18 his 
range of observation tr~, was of the form y = a + b:z:: or in 
words, that the value of the dependent (or subordinate) variable 
corresponding to any given value of the independent (or 
principal) variable could be calculated by multiplying the latter 
by one constant number and adding a second constant number 
to the resuJ.L Methods of determining the values of these 
constants were understood and their nature was appreciated, 
while proportion, variation, and the meaning of a rat6 seldom 
presented any difficnlty when tackled in this way. 

In developing the conception of a rate, the consideration of 
problems on growth was found helpful. Thus, following the 
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study of growth or increase of displacement in the course on 
motion, reference would be made to growth of population, 
growth of a sum of money out at interest, extension of material 
when heated, when loaded, &c. The conditions upon which 
such growth or increase depend were investigated and means 
were suggested or invented for measuring the average or mean 
growth and for indicating how it depended on the value of the 
independent variable under various conditions, while these ideas 
were found to be capable of graphical illustration. Appeals to 
intuition and to graphic representation then were used to show 
that as the z interval diminished the average rate of growth or 
increase in y per unit increment of z approached a definite 
limiting value-which was illustrated experimentally in vlllious 
cases-depending on the value of z from which the interval was 
measured. Thus was developed appreciation of the idea that 
this limiting value defines the rate of change of y with respect 
to x, while the specification of both variables was seen to be 
necessary in order to distinguish the various types of rates 
considered. 

I admit the logical difficulty of co-ordinating the charac
teristics of physical variables with the geometrical properties
slope, &c.-{)f the curves employed to illustrate those variables, 
but no boy ever realised this logical difficulty and no teacher 
would raise the point unless he had some ulterior motive. 

It will be noticed that the graphical work done was such that 
the boys were practically compelled to choose plain scales which 
could be read accurately and rapidly: in other words, they 
realised that the whole utility of the graphical method for repre
senting the simultaneous and correlated variation of two physical 
quantities depended on the suitable selection, as well as the clear 
and correct figuring, of the scales to be employed. 

The course on weights and equilibrium, as well as that 
dealing with motion, led naturally to the adoption of the vector 
idea and notation. After simple graphical problems on displace
ments had been solved, I attempted to apply this calculus to 
pure geometry: the boys were not yet ripe for this however, 
and the attempt failed. Later, I gave some details of a course 
on vector calculus taken by a higher form. Its development 
showed that the failure in the case of the Technical Fonn IV. 
was due to the fact that the boys had not sufficient foundation 
of geometrical and physical experience and so were unable to 
realise what the tenn .. vector" connotes. 

I ha,-e described the work of a boy in the" Technical IV." 
during the periods assigned to .. Engineering" in some detail, 
the point on which I wish to lay stress being that whatever pure 
:Mathematics was done during those periods was incidental, 
natural and not formal, each problem arising in 8uch a way that 
every boy realised its praetical importance. Instruction began 
with the concrete aspect in all cases; the studies were wholly 
obsermtional at first, but deductive methods were used as soon 
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as the mental development of the boys permitted, while certain 
new conceptual elements, without which the science of Mathe
matics coUld not exist, were introduced naturally and in their 
normal time. The study of any branch of work and its practical 
application were closely interdependent; the former was conse
quentlymore interesting and its development could be continuous. 
Each new discovery, each fresh conception, was a starting place 
for fresh investigation. 

Our typil'al boy has now been in the " Technical IV." some 
15 or 18 months; he can use his mathematical instruments 
neatly, sketch, measure and draw to scale a simple machine 
detail, producing plans, elevations, and sections when required 
-i.e., he can see in the solid; he has acquired some manual 
dexterity; he knows what a graph is and-more important
what it is not, and he has some idea of what is involved in 
making an experiment; he begins to know too, how to study, 
correlate and test his results and how to make an inference. 
Meantime, with other boys in the normal mathematical periods, 
he haij continued his formal algebraic work with so-called prac
tical examples-in many cases perhaps really practical, but 
lacking interest because their connection with his self-activity 
is too often strained or entirely wanting. Compare,for example, 
the mental attitude towards graphs of a boy whose first experi
ence of the linear graph is derived from the set obtained in an 
experiment performed by himself with that of the boy whose 
first knowledge of the linear graph is obtained from a text-book 
of al~bra. . 

NOTE.-The graphical representation of statistics, particu
larly social statistics, may be interesting enough and so finds 
legitimate place in the mathematical scheme: but the author 
who in the desire to be " practical" introduces in his book graphs 
of results obtained in experiments which boys have not themselves 
performed or seen, runs the risk of being charged with attempting 
to force a false and artificial correlation between Mathematics 
~nd another science. A recently published text-book on Algebra 
IlItroduces graphical work in the following order :-

1. Draw graphs of the form y = a + bz, Instrnctions given 
to determine the value of y for various values of z and plot 
corresponding values obtained. 

2 .. Solution of linear equations, of simultaneous linear 
eq~latlOns and determination of equation of line joining given 
POlllts . 

. 3. .. P!BC~cal." linear applications-chiefly on conversion of 
Units, redIStribUtion of marks, &c., but with some examples of . 
forced correlation. 

4. Graphs of statistics-chiefly social, but with many bad 
Elxa.~ples. There are also examples on mensuration, which are 
legitimate enough if geometrical work is being done simul
taneously. 
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5. Graphs of ellBY functions and approximate solution of 
quadratics. 

6. Maxima and minima. 
7. Simultaneous quadratics. 

The scheme is clearly exhaustive enough for an elementary 
text-book, but it appears to be artificial and uneducational in its 
genesis-unless it is intended that a course of experimental 
geometry be worked concurrently-while its whole development 
is too purely mathematical to appeal to the average boy. 

Considering our typical boy again, it must be admitted, 
however, that he has acquired some skill in algebraic manipu
lation in the mathematical periods; he has continued his 
experimental geometry and may have begun its formal logical 
treatment; he has done much arithmetic, and is probably in 
the region of stocks and shares; if he is fortunate, he can use 
his logarithm tables after a fashjon, but he does not produce 
them in the science or engineering laboratory unless pre8l!ed 
to do so-logarithms are .. maths," not .. science." He has also 
done a course or two in pure science and may now be promoted 
to the Technical VI. with one of two objects before him; either 
to prepare for one or other of the Technical Colleges, or 
to go direct into some manufacturing industry, chemical, 
engineering, &C. 

At the beginning of my work 88 a teacher, I was of the 
opinion-probably because it had been my own experience
that the ideal scheme was for a boy to leave school at the age 
of 16 and turn out into the .. works," keeping the normal day 
of 9 or 91- hours and attending e\'ening classes in order to 
keep up his theoretical work meanwhile. Now, and this in 
spite of much strong opposition, I am com-mced that any break 
in the continnity of formal education is dangerous and-taking 
into consideration the strain on the undeveloped physique of 
a youth involved in undertaking the two or three hours' hard 
mental labour necessary to maintain the continuity of studies 
after th"l prolonged physical effort required in the works-that 
the best plan is for the embryo engineer to contiDlle his college 
course and round off his theoretical studies, at any rate to tile 
graduate stage, before attempting to engage in practical work 
on an industrial scale. I have had no experience of tbe 
.. sandwich" system and so can form no opinion as to its 
merits or demerits, but between the alternatives of formal 
apprenticeship with evening class work immediately after 
leaving school, and college work, there can be no hesitation; 
I am strongly in favour of the latter. 

This being the case, it will be obvious that the geueral 
scheme of work for the Technical VI. was based on the standard 
required for entry to an engineering college. That is to say, 
the work must be so arranged that the standard of knowledge 
required for such an entrance examination forms its inferior 
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limit. AB a matter of fact; the top boys of the Technical VI. 
were always fit to commence the second year's work of the 
average engineering college course and generally were allowed 
to omit the first year's work, which in most cases consisted 
merely of revision and was of quite an elementary nature. 

The accompanying time-table mows when the Technical VI. 
worked with the other VI. forms and how they were differ
entiated at other times. 

It will be seen that, for the "Technicals," 10 periods were 
allotted to Engineering, 8 to Science-4 to Physics and 4 to 
Chemistry-7 to Mathematics, and the remaining 7 to literary 
work. As the time-table shows, in Mathematics the Technical 
Side worked with the pther Sides, the whole upper school being 
divided into four sets which continued the more or less formal 
treatment of the subject as in the IV. and lower forms, until in 
the Upper VI. they aimed at reaching the standard required for 
scholarships at the older universities. The boys, being older, 
appreciate the reathetic treatment of Mathematics to some extent, 
and in exceptional cases this method may be ideal: but for the 
majority it still lacks reality and further, the amount they can 
do formally when the suhject is studied on the usual school 
lines, falls far short of what can be done, far short of what is 
absolutely necessary, if they are to be able to apply their know
ledge with any degree of success to those practical problems so 
urgently requiring solution and so frequently occurring in their 
engineering and science work. That being the case, my first 
step was to take one of the engineering periods for Practical 
Mathematics, the other nine being divided as follows:
Geometrical and Mechanical Drawing, five periods; Experi
~ental Mechanics, two periods; Metal Work, two periods. As 
It happened, I also took this form in Physics, so that the boys 
were with me for 14 of the 32 periods in a· week. Further, 
I was particularly fortunate in that I was not compelled to 
adhe~ too rigidly to my time-table: if a boy needed more 
~hYBlcs, more Drawing, more time for special :r.!athematics, 
It could be arranged. This freedom was of the greatest 
advantage in developing the work of the Technical Side, and 
should be borne in mind when considering the standard of 
work done. -

During the drawing hours, examples of machine details 
more complex than those studied in the lower form were drawn 
and the~ led to the necessity for a more advanced ".treatment 
of ~ractical Plane and Solid Geometry. For example, mterpene
traU~lDS w:ould be required adequately to represent a casting: 
consideration of gears-toothed wheels, racks, &c.-would lead 
to the study of cycloidal and "involute curves; the necessity for 
the .representation of screw threads, propellors, &c. would 
require elementary work on helices; problems on the line and 
plane would arise in connection with some P111Ctical work; in 
fact, tlle subject of Descriptive Geometry was developed 
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experimentally as a series of problems in Mechanical Drawing. 
The stage at which boys wanted to " design" details was very 
soon reached, and in this-as in continuing the Experimental 
Mechanics they had begun in Form IV., but which was now 
studied on slightly more formal lines, the experimental and 
theoretical being combined-I found that the boys quickly 
reached a point at which their mathematical knowledge proved 
but a broken reed. This was even more obvious in their work 
on Physics, which was on similar heuristic lines. (It is far 
too seldom realised, at any rate in schools, that Physics is as 
much a mathematical as an experimental subject.) Even in the 
highest form a boy seldom reached the calculus, and when 
he did, the study was too formal to be of much use in practice. 
The hour set aside for mathematical investigation found a 
number of problems awaiting solution and the boys soon found 
that the necessary course followed two main lines of develop
ment-(il vector calculus, the need for which arose in 
connection with their study of motion -and statics, work on 
structures, &c.; (ii) the differential and integral calculus, arising 
from the study of the gmphs they obtained in experiments 
of various kinds as well as directly from physical and 
mechaniaal investigations. - -

As a course of vector calculus is not often attempted in 
schools, I venture to give an outline of our work in some detail. 

The idea of and the necessity for the vector concept being 
present, physical quantities may be grouped as vectors or 
scalars, the former group being subdivided into non-localised 
vectors and localised -vectors or "rotors." The importance of 
the vector conception is probably first realised in connection 
with problems on motion (displacements) and forces. The 
idea most readily grasped is that conveyed in picturing a 
transference from a point A to a point B, i.e., that a vector 
r~presents, in the first place, a transference through a given 
dIstance in a definite direction. The question of notation arises 
and it is found convenient to use the symbol P, in specifying 
a vector for graphical representation: for convenience in 
,,:~ting, Greek letters 4, fl, p, &c. may be used. A defi
DltIon may be given from which it at once follows that 
all lines which are equal and are drawn in the same direc
tion may be represented by the same vector symbol. Since 
parallel lines may be drawn in opposite directions, it is necessary 
to impose the convention of signs: thus, since AB + BA = 0, 
we have, if AB = 4, BA = - a.. Tests are applied and the 
laws of algebra are found to hold as far as the addition and sub
traction of parallel vectors are concerned. For example, the 
distributive law 4 + 4 + 4 = (4 + 4) + .. = 4 + (4 + 4) 
= 3 4 is illustrated graphically. So far there is no difference 
between parallel vectors and scalars. 

The next step is the deduction that if lines as vectors 
are represented by the _ same ve('tor symbol, they are parallel: 
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further, if AB be denoted by ct and BC be not in the same 
direction as AB, it cannot be repl"esented by ct, or by any 
multiple of ct. A natural extension of the idea and graphical 
illustration (chiefly in connection with consideration of .. net" 
and "gross" displacements and the hodograph) leads to full 
appreciation of the meaning of the fundamental vector equation 
ct + {J =-= y, where ct, {J, "y may be respectively vectors repre
senting the sides AB, BC, AC Qf the triangle ABC. Next comes 
experimental verification of the validity of the commutative and 
associative laws as applied to the addition and subtraction of 
non-parallel vectors (not necessarily coplanar), with plenty of 
examples involving specific vector quantities (displacements, 
velocities, accelerations, momenta, forces at a point, &c.). 

Along these lines of development a firm practical foundation 
is assured, on which to base the fundamental axiom of the 
calculus, viz. :-If two vectors have not the same direction, it 
is impossible that one neutralises the other: or symbolically, 
if m <l + n {J = 0, then m = 0 and n = O. It follows at once that 
if p ct + q {J = a a + b p, then p = a, and q = b. The" tensor" 
concept is then developed and used to illustrate first ideas of 
multiplication in connection with vectors, while facility in the 
application of the fundamental principles is acquired, by 
attempting the solution of geometrical examples. The following 
are typical :-

1. Find the vector of the line determined by two coinitial 
vectors. Find, also, the vector to the Inid point of the line so 
determined. 

2. The straight lines joining the extremities of equal and 
parallel straight lines towards the same parts are the1Il8eh-es 
equal and parallel. 

3. The opposite sides of a parallelogram are equal and the 
diagonals bisect one another. The diagonals of a parallelopiperJ 
bisect one another. 

4. The sides about the equal angles of equiangular triangles 
are proportional. 

5. The medians of a triangle are concurrent and meet in a 
point of trisection. . 

6. The Inid poin!>! of the lines joining the mid points of 
opposite sides of a qnadrilateral (plane or gauche) are coincident 
(the mean point). . 

7. The point of bisection of the join of the Inid points of the 
diagonals of any qnadrilateral is the mean point. 

8. The bisector of the vertical angle of a triangle divides 
the base in the ratio of the sides. The bisectors are oonenrrent. 

9. If from 8 point· within a parallelogram, parallels are 
drawn to the sides, the corresponding diagonals of the parallelo
grams 80 formed and of the original parallelogram are con
current. 
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Next, the condition that the vectom It, /3, "y may be 
coplanar is investigated and, by considering the triangle whose 
sides are parallel to the vectors, it is found that if It, /3, "Y 
are neither parallel nor copla.nar it is impossible to find 
numbers a, h, c, not equal to zero, which can make a It + b /3 
+ c"y = 0, while if It, /3, "y are coplanar the values of a, b, c 
which make a a + b /3 + c"y = ° are unique. The difficulty of 
geometrical methods of proving theorems on collinearity being 
recognised, the value of the vector method is appreciated and 
the boys BOon learn that if the free ends of three coplanar, 
coinitial vectors are collinear, the values of a, h, c which make 
a It + b /3 + e"y = 0, also make a + h + c = o. The converse 
theorem is investigated and typical problems are attempted, 
e.g.:-

(1) The mid points of the three diagonals of a complete 
quadrilateral. 

(2) Triangles in perspective. 
(3) Centre of gravity, orthocentre and circumcentre of a 

triangle. 
(4) The bisectors of the external angles of a triangle meet 

the opposite sides in collinear points. 
&c. &c. 

Applications to mean points, centres of figure, mass centres, 
&c. are next studied, and graphical problems on these points 
and on the link polygon are worked. In connection with the 
detel"lllination of the condition that the vectors It, /3, "y may 
be coplanar, it is found that any vector p may 'be expressed lIB 

a It + b /3 + e "y where It /3 "yare unit vectors (orts) along 
mutually perpendicular axes, and many examples are worked 
illustrating" resultant" and" component" vectors. 

The validity of the operation of multiplying a vector by a 
scalar had been assumed in the work on tensors. In Mechanics 
too, the boys had learnt that the produc\ of two vectors
force x displacement-measured a scalar-work: that, under 
other conditions, a vector--force-resulted from the product 
of two vectors-magnetic field x current: the conct-pta, moment, 
and momenta! area, had also been used. Here, then, is the 
nu~le\~s for the formal consideration of vector multiplication. 
It IS difficult to avoid anything like a tour-de-fO'l"ce at this stage, 
but I found it convenient to define the fundamental operation 
~nd work out its logical development as in Hamilton's work. As 
mtroductory to the definition, we have to bear in mind that any 
theory must be such that either our results are capable of two 
interpretations, or our products are dual in nature, since we have 
seen that two vectors may give either a vector or a scalar pro
duct. Again, since any vector p can be expressed in terms of 
acts a, /3, r along mutually perpendicular axes, we can confine 
our .attent~on to such symbols in the first place and, as we are 
dealing WIlli a new conception, we are at liberty to make 
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any convention we choose as to the nature of the operation 
.. multiplication," with the proviso that the interpretation of our 
results will depend on the definition of the operation adopted. 
In the examples to which reference has already been made, the 
boys have noticed that if one vector multiplies a second, the 
result is to convert or turn the second into something else, 
either vector or scalar, according to circumstances. For example, 
.. magnetic field" X .. current strength" = .. mecbanical force" : 
a magnetic field operating on a current gives a force and this 
force is perpendicular to the plane of tbe first pair of vectors. 
These and similar considerations form a rough justification for 
the convention actually adopted: if a, f3, y be unit vectors 
along mutually perpendicular axes Oz, Oy, Oz, tbe result of tbe 
multiplication of a into f3-i.e., a f3--is defined to be the turning 
of f3 through a right angle in the positive direction (with the 
usual sign convention) in the plane perpendicular to a and f3; 
in other words, tbe operation of a on f3 is to tum it round to 
coincide with y; or, briefly, a f3 = y. To be consistent, it 
follows at once that f3 y = a and y a = f3. We now test the 
product f3 a and, applying our rotation definition, find that 
f3 a = - y; similarly, y f3 = - a and ay = - f3. Next, 
remembering that we may have to deal with vectors not units, 
we consider the product a a X b f3 (a and b being tensors). 
Referring to the practical cases already considered (e.g., 
1 ft. x lIb. = 1 ft. lb.; 10 ft. x [) lbs. = 10 (1 ft.) X 5 (lIb.) 
= 50 (1 ft. lb.) ), we find that we can retain the old laws of 
multiplication as far as mere numbers are concerned: thus 
a a X b f3 = a b. a f3. Further, the a880Ciative and distributive 
laws for the operation of multiplication are assumed temporarily 
-to be discarded later if we find that the results yielded are 
inconsistent-while we have found that the commutative law 
does not hold. Thus we assume that a p tT = a p. tT = a. p tT 

and that a (8 + p) ::; a8 + ap, but have shown that af3*f3a, 
since definition imposes on a the duty of turning f3 in a specified 
direction yielding y, whereas the same definition imposes on f3 
the duty of turning a in a specified direction, giving - y 
as the result. 

Many examples on the operators are now worked and, as a 
result of the assumption of the associative law, the important 
discovery is made that the .quare of a unit uctor = - 1. 
This is. compared with and illustrated by the usual convention 
of signs adopted in trigonometry, clc.: the repetition· of the 
operation of turning a vector through a right angle clearly 
reverses it. Experiment and analysis also lead to the discoveries 
that a f3 y = f3 y a = y a f3 = - a y f3, cle. The development 
of the subject is now/straightforward enough up to the 
limits im~ by the time at our disposal, (jUT next step being 
the consideration of the Pro?-t,J~t a p where p is inclined at an 
angle 0 to a. The boys are re1il1nded that they know rules for 
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the multiplication of vectors which' are perpendicular to one 
another or are parallel, and they are asked to evaluate a p 
where both are unit vectors. If there is still difficulty, they are 
reminded of the fact that P can be resolved into components 
in any directions. We have then at once-

p = cosO.a+ sinO.f3 
... a p = cos 0 . a2 + sin 0 . a f3 

= - cosO + sinO.y 
The right-hand side is seen to consist of a scalar term and 

a vector term, the latter being perpendicular to the plane 
containing a p. Extending the result we have-

aa X rp = - cosO.ar + sinO.ar.y 
Similarly r p X a a = - cos 0 . a r - sin 0 . a r . y 

The first result is now written, a a X r p = a r S (do p) + 
a r V (a p) and it at once follows that S (a p) = S (p a), V (a p) 
= - V (p a), a p + p a = 2 S (a p), a p - p a = 2 V (a p), while 
S(ap) is compared with work and V(ap) with the force due 
to field x current and the results are found to be consistent. 
Further, the coefficient of y in V (a p) is seen to be the area of 

'the parallelogram of which a p are coterminous sides, which 
leads to consideration of the sign of areas and the" aspect" of 
a plane. Examples are now attempted, the following being 
typical :-

(1) Evaluate S (a p) where 0 = i. illustrate mechanically. 

(2) Compare (a f3)2 and a2 f32. 
(3) Interpret S (a pO') geometrically and find an expression 

for the volume of a triangular pyramid. Show that 
S (a pO') = 0 is the condition for a, p, 0' to be 
coplanar. 

(4) What is the connection blltween the vector representation 
of the position of a point and its Cartesian co-ordinates? 

(5) a, f3 are adjacent sides of a parallelogram, show that 
V (a + f3, a - f3) = 2 V (f3 a) and translate the 
result. Show, also, that S (a + f3 • a -- f3) = at - f32 
and translate the result if a = f3 in magnitude. 
Show also that (a + f3)2 + (a - f3)! = 2 (a! + f32) and 

• translate the result where a. and f3 are constant in 
magnitude. 

(6) ABC is a triangle: a, f3, y are unit vectors along CB, 
CA, AB which are of lengths a, b, c units re~pectively. 
Show that aa = bf3 + cy. Now operate on both 
sides of this equation with a a. and translate the 
result. Again, square both sides of the equation and 
translste the result. 

Remember that in each case you have the dual 
nature of the product to consider . 

.. 139M 
Ii: 
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(7) Prove that the sum of the squares on the sides of a 
parallelogram is equal to the sum of the squares on 
the diagonals. Extend to the case of a quadrilateral. 

(8) The sum of the squares of the distances of a point from 
the angular points of a triangle is equal to the sum of 
the squares of its distances from the mid points of the 
sides together with the sum of the squares of half 
the sides. 

(9) Showthat(i)Sy.S(a,8) = 0. (ii) S(a,8y)= S(,8ra). 
(iii) S (a ,8 y) = - S (,8 a y). (iv) V (a ,8 yJ = 
V(y,8a). (v) Y(a,8y) + V(ya,8) = 2yS(a,8). 

(10) Show that the sum of the vector areas of the faces of a 
polyhedron is zero. 

(11) Show that V (a,8) X V (y8) + V (,8y) X V (a 8) + 
Vela) X V (,88) = O,alsothatV(a,8) X 8 (y8) + 
V (,8y) X 8 (a 8) + V (ya) X 8(,88) = 0, and 
translate these results, a,8 y 8 being any four vectors. 

(12) Find the vector equation to a straight line and to a 
plane. (Hence we have applications to the methods 
of drawing a straight line due to Hart and 
Peaucellier, &c.) 

(13) Find the vector equation to a circle and to a sphere. 
Deduce that the angle in a semicircle is right and 
that a tangent is perpendicular to the radius. U 
ABCD are points of the cirele and AB, CD intersect 
in P, show that PA x PB = PC X PD. 

(14) U a,8 are unit vectors prove that S(afJ) X S (afJ) + 
V (a,8) X (a,8) = 1 and translate the result. 

(15) Find the relative position at any instant of two points 
moving uniformly along straight lines and find the 
time when the distance is least. 

(16) Assumel'.a = pandevaluatel' (ap). Nowcomparethe 
a. a 

statements l'. (a p) = l' . (- COS (J + 'Y sin U) and 
a a 

e . a p = l' a . p = pI = - 1. Hence, or otherwise, 
" " 
deduce the value or meaning of p. 

a. 

In the last example e was found to be cos (J + y sin e. 
a. 

U now l' is defined as ,an operator which acting on a. gives p, 
a. 

evidently e, -i.e., COB e + 'Y sin e-has the elIect of turning " a. ,. 
through the angle e: it is a versor. A figure at once makes it 
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clear that e = e. ~ and we can deduce De Moine's theoreI)l, 
a. 0" a. 

while ~ can be written y~. This leads with ease to well

known trigonometric formulre for the functions of the smn and 
difference of angles and hence to the product formulre. 

The resume above may appear too fOlmal, but it must be 
rOlllembered that the boys attempting this work were older 
.boys who had experimentally acquired a fair elementary know
ledge of Geometry, Mechanics, Physics, &c., and that every step 
was I inlwd with their genera.! mathematical and scientific work 
'btJ direct appea.! and by experiment where possible. That the 
methods were understood and appreciated is evidenced by the 
fact that they were frequently used in preference to the ordinary 
te~t-book methods for establishilJg such formulre as those con
necting the sides and angles of a triangle-for example-and 
in solving geometrical problems. In fact, the boys learnt 
how to translate a vector equation into ordinary mathematical 
language. 

The study of graphs developed, briefly, thus :-The linear 
graph; the family y = a + b~, the meaning and determination 

. in particular cases of a, b, and n, geometrical and other methods 
of drawing the curve under various conditions; the family 
y = at!»', similarly treated; the use of logarithmic and semi
logarithmic paper; the family '!J = a sin (ex + d), the meaning 
and determination of the values of a, c, and d in many cases, 
periodicity-this curve, of course, occurring in connection with 
the study of harmonic motion; derived curves, first studied in 
connection with motion; integral curves, studied both as 
inverse operations and as operations rendered advisable if not 
necessary by investigations in mensuration, mechanics, physics, 
&c.; graphical and othar methods of drawing derived and 
integral cw"Ves in general as wen as in particular cases; 
the determination of the "laws" of the derived and integral 
curves of the families already studied, graphically in most 
cases, although algebraic meiliods were not despised or entirely 
neglected, but ilie "laws .. were ilioroughly tested aritltmetically 
and, in fact, in every oilier way likely to impress the boys with 
their validity, importance and power: then came illustrations 
of succe&>ive ditierentiation, differentiation of complex and 
implicit functions and Taylor's theorem-txeated, I fear, 
somewhat cavalierly. Throughout I ga"e plenty of examples 
most of which were l'Sady to hand and were not created ad ho~ 
-maxima and minima, areas, volumes, centres of gravity, 
moments of inertia, work, physical illustrations, &c. The last 
led to the treatment of partial ditierentiation-chiefly in con
nection with the gas equation and elemt'ntary work on steam 
engines. • 

Mechanical and physical examples, too, called for the 
solution of differential equations-of a very modest kind. For 

E 2 
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example, the boys could determine velocity and displacement 
when given tha acceleration as a simple function of the time: 
the energy stoled in a spring from the work equation, using 
Hooke's Law: the work done by a fluid expanding according to 
t~e "law" pv. = k, &c., because they could integrate expres~ion8 
like y = a~·. They could investigate mathematically (making 
certain assumptions) the slipping of a belt on a pulley, the 
yariation of atmospheric pressure with height, the variation 
In the form of Ohm's Law due to induction, viscosity, cooling 
&c., because they recognised the "compound interest law" 

when expressed symbolically. In fact, when the meaning of ~!., 
dy 
d~' &c. (z and y being physical quantities) was understood, 

d!j; d'g dy • 
the solution of equations like dz. = az·, J;;! =ky, dz =ky, &C. 

could be attempted, trial methods being adopted in some cases. 
The genesis of such equations by elimination of the constants 
from algebraic equations was illustrated, but nothing was 
attempted in the nature of formal treatment, whether of 
equations of the first order and first degree, or of more compli
cated type. ];Iy object was to interest the boys in this branch. 
of Mathematics and to show that the solution of certain forms 
could be accomplished without the necessity for much mechanical 
"drill," thus giving them confidence in their application of the 
calculus methods. 

Occasionally I had one or two boys studying eleJnentary 
harmonic analysis. Work on the pendulum and on elementary 
dynamo design led to the investigation of 'periodic curves. 
Simple sine curves were compounded with harmonics and the 
resulting graph seen to be periodic. Cases in which the 
amplitude of the octave was a multiple of that of the funda
mental were first studied and the nature of the resulting 
periodic curve learnt. The combination of fundamental and 
third harmonic, was similarly treated. In this way certain 
inferences are led up to, e.g.-

(1) The number of ripples or humps on the curve in one period 
corresponds to the order of the harmonic (although 
the ripples are not always easily recognisable). 

(2) Odd harmonics (without "lag ") change the shape of 
the curve, but it is still symJnetrical in each half
period. 

(3) Even harmonics (without "lag") change the shape 
unsymmetrically. 

(4) The curves ret>ulting from the combination of even 
. harmonics are such that the second hall-period 

resembles the first half-period, but inverted and 
reversed left ipr right; hence, if the second half
period is moved back (undemeath the first), the top 
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and bottom do not balance, i.e., are not symmetrical 
about the z-axie. 

(5) If the curves resulting from odd harmonics are treated 
similarly (to 4), the top and bottom do balance. 

The-next step was to study" lag," and here the boys found 
that any sine curve could be resolved into two, differing from 
one another by a prescribed phase difference-generally into 
a sine and cosine curve without" lag." This question was also 
treated algebraically .• 

Considerations of this nature led to attempts on the converse 
problem, the analysis of periodic curves into simple sine curves, 
and hence to a first investigation into Fourier's theorem. The 
methods illustrated were Perry's graphic and arithmetical 
methods and Wedmore's method, while calculus methods were 
commenced. 

In two years, giving on the average one period a week to 
the work, a boy was able to acquire some knowledge of the 
elements of the infinitesimal calculus and of vectors-and 
this knowledge proved to be a real working knowledge: the 
boy appMciated its importance, its necessity; he realised that 
without it his physics, his engineering, was too mechanical, 
was a sham. I think the only thinge he did not appreciate 
were its limitstions and perhaps-though I admit the point 
is debateable-this is no real fault. It is unnecessary to 
insist that the six periods per week "ordinary" Mathematics 
he gets elsewhere in the school were of vital importance. I 
do not say that the boy could make such progress at " Practical 
Mathematics "- obnoxious term - if he were not doing so 
much formal work, so much drill, but one had ouly to 
compare the mathematical outlook of the averalfe "Technical .. 
with that of the average boy on another" side' of the school, 
to realise that, to the one, Mathematics was part of his 
mental equipment, to the other it was a subject to be got up ; 
to the one it was a sequence of problems arising naturally 
from his sctual needs, the solution of which he was able to 
attempt in many ways, to the other it was too often a 
collection of "sums" to be done in stock methods. Professor 
Dewey, ip. his essay on "Ethical Principles underlying Educa
tion," says: .. The moment mathematical study is severed from 
" the place which it occupies with reference to use in social 
" life, it becomps unduly abstract, even from the purely 
.. intellectual side." - Herein lies the "pull" of the Technical 
boy: his work is emphatically on the constructive side, on the 
side of active research; the workshop atmosphere appears to 
contain the elements necessary for the development of a proper 
sense of perspective in his outlook on Mathematics. 

Such is a brief summary of my experience in teaching boys 
specialising in engineering and applied science generally. I 

• Dewey (John). .. Educational Essays." Edited by J. J. Findlay. 
p. 55. (London: Blackie and Son. 1910.) 
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turn now to indicate some constructive principles which that 
experience has shown me should underlie such work. 

In his "Study of Mathematical Education,"'> Mr. Branford 
points out that there may be considered to be three main 
impulses or stimuli towards mathematical study-the practical, 
due to man's stmggle with his environment, the impulse to 
systematise, and the impulse to perfect the formal creation of 
the human min.!' The last belongs chiefly, if not entirely, to 
the post-graduate stage; the second to the graduate course and, 
perhaps, in lesser degree, to the Iinal yeat of the school course ; 
the first-by far the strongest and most important-to the 
greater part of the school course. Throughout the school, no 
matter how it comes abont, the pupil must feel that the under
taking of any mathematical investigation IS desirable, nay more, 
unavoidable. There must be a foundation of actual facts in 
the boy's personal experience and that experience must be 
ordinary, immediate and direct, if there is to be intellectual 
hunger, otherwise the symhols, the shorthand of Mathematics, 
become mere conventions, substitutes for realities. III an essay 
on "The Child and the Curriculum," Professor Dewpy says: 
"If tlle subjpct-matter of the lessons be such as to have an 
" appropriate place within the expanding consciousness of the 
" child, if it grows out of his own past doings, thinkings and 
" sufferings, and grows into application in further achievements 
" and receptiyities, then no de,-;ce or trick of method has to be 
" resorted to in order to enlist' interest.' "t These quotations 
are most pertinent to the case under discussion. If these and 
similar pedagogic principlps are kept in view, I do not think there 
is any insuperable difficulty in devising a mathematical course 
that should be satisfactory to the scientific mind (and necessarily 
acceptable to engineers), and yet not so highly specialised as to 
be unsuited to non-engineers. The engineer, at any rate the 
young engineer, does not need highly specialised. courses. 
Wbat he does need is that his :Mathematics shall be part of 
his expanding consciousness, a real and familiar weapon; the 
elements of reality, of ,-;vidness, are derived from his science 
work, his design, his experimental work generally-in short, 
his whole environment. &> long as we are agreed iliat it is 
desirable for boys to be trained in scientific methods, the 
elementary training of the average boy should not consciously 
be different from that of the boy who intends to specialise and 
may become an eminent engineer. If at 15 or 16 we make a 
slight difference in the form of training of the boy who wishes 
to go in for applied science, it is a difference in motive for 
study and so in subject-matter, not a difference in method. 
The embryo engineer has the advantage in iliat his outlook is 

• Branford (Bencham). .. A Study of llatbematieal Edaeatiao. including 
the Teaching of Arithmetic." (Oxford: Clarendon P""",. 1008.) 

t .. The Scbool and the Child," being oelectioDa from the edtreatiaoal 
..... yo of John Dewey. Edited by J. J. Findlay. p. 42. CLm!dou; 
J3hwkie and Son. 1906.) -
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broader, his interests are immediate and keener, so that he at 
once realises the necessity for, as well 88 the utility of, the 
advanced mathematical weapon: his outlook is not circum
scribed by the four walls of his classroom, his interest needs no 
stimulation. 

It is too often true that, under present conditions, tho 
teacher of Mathematics must either neglect entirely certain 
aspects of' his subject, or introduce them in a forced mechanical 
and uneducational manner, violating the doctrine that "every 
" central truth should arise in response to some demand 
" springing from a practical problem involving manual 88 well 
" as mental dexterity." No matter how interesting, .how 
appealing to the imagination, how logical in its development, 
how tip to date a sys~em may be, it is quite uneducational 
unless its genesis is natural and the necessity for each step is 
keenly felt. . Just 88 our ancestors developed their simple 
concepts of number, space and quantity in the course of their 
struggles with their physical environment, so must the 
mathematical ideas of boys be self-developed, the external 
assistance being reduced to a minimum. It is only logical to 
treat the subject informally, for at the period when boys are 
ready for mathematical study-as distinct from arithmetic-the 
methods found suitable for younger pupils are no longer 
practicable: new appeals must be made to freedom and 
interest, for it ie at this period that the powel' to appreciate 
most exceeds the power to express and understanding most 
outstrips ability to explain: hence we must be heretics in the 
matter of formal proofs. 

Again, I think there is little doubt that the use of text-books 
is responsible for much that is deplorable in the present 
condition of mathematical study for boys. For graduates, 
text-books may-as has been suggested-be of greater im
.portance than either teacher or lecturer, but I would go so 
far as to say do without printed tezt..books-except perhaps 
collections of examples as exercises in drill, in manipulation, to 
save time-in all but the highest forms. Let euery boy mak6 
his own teJ:t-book; it will then be a record of his own experience 
as well as a spur to further eliort. This may be a counsel of 
perfection, but I believe that much of the vast improvement in 
science teaching during the last eight or nine years ie due to the 
adoption of this plan and there should be no great difficulty in 
applying the same principle to Mathematics, at any rate in 
the lower school and fourth forms. I know this ie done in 
Geometry in some schools, but it should be extended to the 
whole science and it would then be found that the difficulty of 
"watertight compartments "-due to the claims to recognition 
of the dilierent branches of mathematical study-would 
automatically Yanish. 

Apart from comparstively unimportant questions of detail, 
I do not think one could improve on the syllabus proposed by 
Professor Perry to thejoin~ meeting of Sections A and L.o£ 
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the British Association in 1901, if indeed a fonnal syllabus be 
'!anted. The differences between this syllabus and the sugge8-
~Ions contained in the report on the teaching of MatlJematics 
Issued by the Committee of the Mathematical Association are 
small. But all schemes hitherto fonnulated seem to me to hav!' 
overlooked or ignored the fact that .. the necessity for every 
step must be vividly felt," and no syllabus, however excellent, 
can create the atmosphere requisite for this stimulus to self
activity. Again, most schemes are too systematic, the authors 
having apparently failed to note that the impulse to systematise 
is not strong in the average boy The danger of any fonnal 
syllabus is that it tends to over-rigidity, it makes for the 
crystallization of a system which, while perhaps suitable for one 
group of boys, or for a particular -district, may be most 
unsuitable for another set, or a different locality; the system 
may appeal to one teacher, while others may not be able to do 
it justice. Hence, I would beg that teachers be allowed greater 
scope for individuality in their choice of subject-matter as in 
their choice of presentation. It is only necessary to ensure that 
a proper regard be paid to those aspects which place Mathe
matics in front of any other branch of human study-the 
research aspect and the practical aspect. Boys must learn to 
regard Mathematics as a science and not as an examination 
subject, and I am afraid that, without the requisite motive, 
Mathematics as UsUally taught does not, nay cannot, encourage 
that power of visualisation, that sense of sympathy with the 
machine, so necessary to the engineer. The resnlt of school 
~[athematics at present is that there is frequently no deHire, 
even if there be the capacity, to continue the study. 

It appears, then, that the chief source of weakness in boys' 
mathematical work is due to this want of real motive, to this 
lack of valid reasons for undertaking the investigation of any 
particnlar group of problems, methods, or theorems, to its want 
of appeal To obtain the correct atmosphere we must alter the 
environment. It means emphatically the reorganiHation of the 
whole curriculum and a much larger place must be taken by 
manual training, by handicraft, particularly in the lower school 
and fourth fonns. By manual training I do not mean that 
ficticious form in which the mastery of tools, or the production 
of objects is made the sole end; wherein is allowed no intellec
tual responsibility, no freedom of choice of methods, tools, or 
materials; where the work degenerates into mere routine: but 
that in which the mental and moral states and the growth 
necessarily involved in every process are kept in view; that 
which is a real oceupation, in that the maximum of consciousness 
must 00 put into all that is done. Practical geography on 
modem lines is almost as valuable in affording adequate grounds 
for mathematical investigation, and in many ways is practically a 
handicraft. The natural concomitants of such subjects as these, 
prooided suiJicienl. time be allotted and they are approached in the 
right 8pirit, are the atmosphere in which the necessity for formal 
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Mathematics is vividly felt, in which the advantage attaching to 
the use and power of manipulation of symbols is clearly evident, 
and that interest which may be utilised to the fullest extent 
without danger of over indulgence. All problems ari~e 
naturally and the treatment of the subjects of any syllabus IS 

rationalised. I believe that if the time allotted to manual 
training in schools be judiciously-and largely-increased, and 
if care be taken to combine the mathematical, scientific, 
practical and Jitel'Qry work in a real and not imaginary or forced 
co-ordination, there will be no necessity to differentiate the 
work suitable for the embryo engineer from that suitable for 
the embryo clerk, at any rate until an age which experts agree 
is not over-early for specialisation. In connection with this 
question of correlation I should like to acknowledge my 
indebtedness to a short but suggestive and illuminating chapter 
on .. Culture and Occupation" in Mr. Branford's" Study of· 
Mathematical Education," mentioned above. 

If a correlated system such as I have indicated be tried, it is 
clear that in the first place the purely arithmetical work will be 
much curtailed, as it will practically be limited to multiplication 
and division -of course, contracted to a definite number of 
significant figures-and to proportion; next, in Algebra, stress . 
will be laid en the idea of functionality and graphical work 
will be used to illustrate this idea of continuously varying 
quantities, not, as it too often is, reduced to a valueless 
mechanical operation; next, Solid and Plane Geometry will 
be combined, the first necessarily requiring most attention; 
finally, the boys will learn to watch their units and the dimen
sions of the quantities they employ, while the importance of 
accuracy and speed in calculation will be realised when arith
metical errors mean much more than another" sum" wrong. 
Along these lines of development it will be found possible to 
introduce in schools many branches of mathematical study 
now perforce neglected for lack of opportunity or perfunctorily 
attempted owing to want of time. There seems to be no adequate 
reason why the general level of attainment in Mathematics 
should not be raised, why such subjects as the infinitesimal 
calculus, vector calculus, together with the extension of the 
methods of the infinitesimal calculus to vectors, h31monic 
analysis and Fourier's theorem, simple differential equations, &c. 
should not receive some attention in the upper forms of our 
schools. It is only a question of removing artificial restrictions 
and encouraging individuality ·and research methods. 

T. S. USHERWOOD. 
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MATHEMATICAL EXAMINATIONS AT OXFORD. 

I.-THE EXAMINATIONS FOR THE DEGREE OF BAOHELOR OF ARTS. 

" At the end of the eighteenth century the exercises required 
for the degree of Bachelor of Art~ had become merely formal, 
and offered no opportunity to candidates of parts and learning 
of obtaining distinction at their examination. The commence
ment of the present system is to be found in a statute of the 
year 1800, which gave an option to each candidate to offer 
himself for the ordinary examination held in every term, or for 
a more strict examination in Easter term, at which honours were 
awarded according to merit."" 

Honours " in disciplinis mathematicis et physicis" as well as 
"in literis hunlanioribus" were first given in 1807, the names 
being arranged in two classes. 

In 1852, the First Public Examination, or Moderations, was 
introduced as an intermediate examination ·between Responsions 
and the Public Examination for the degree: so that from 1852 
onwards, in order to take a degree, it was necessary to take-

ti) Responsions, a pass examination in Latin, Greek, 
Arithmetic, and either Euclid, Books I., II., or 
Algebra; 

(ii) Moderations, a pass or honours in Classics. with either 
Logic or Euclid, Books I.,ll, m., and Algebra; and 

(iii) A pass or honours in two final schools, of which one 
must be Literre Humaniores, and the other might be 
either Mathematics or Natural Science, or Law and 
Modem History. 

Honours in Moderations, in disciplinis mathematicis, were 
also given after an examination, held twice a year in pure 
Mathematics. 

In the final honour school, the subjecta of examination were 
" Mixed as well as Pure Mathematics." 

These regulations are all set out in a little book entitled 
" New Examination Statutes, 1852. Abstracts of their principal 
provisions, with a catalogue of books, either expressly mentioned 
or treating of the subjects required." 

The list of books in Mathematics, which contains some eighty 
or ninety titles, is both comprehensi"e and formidable, as will 
be seen from the following examples :-

Schemata Geometriea ex Enclide et aliis, Tabulis lEneis 
expressata in usum Tyronnm. 

Hymers's Treatise on the Theory of Aigebraical Equations. 

• Quoted from the <nford Hiotorical Register, 1220-1900. 
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Serrets' Algebre Superiew·e. 
Babbage's Tables of Logarithms. 
Whewell's Conic Sections. 
De Morgan's Trigonometry. 
Salmon's Treatise on Conic Sections. 
Gregory's Solid Geometry. 
Chaslee, Geometrie Superieure. 
Price's Treatise on the Differential Calculus. 
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Moigno, Lec;ons de Caleul Differentiel et de Calcul Integral. 
Duhamel, Cours d'Analyse. 
Poinsot, Elerrents de Statique. 
Poisson, Traite de Mecanique. 
Frost's Collection of Senate House Problems . 
• <\iry's Mathematical Tracts. 
Pontecoulant, Theorie Analytique du Systeme du Monde. 
It is to be presumed that in those early days, even as now, 

candidates would find more guidance for their work in the 
tradition of the examination, and in the study of papers previously 
set, than in any syllabus or list of books. 

The regulations requiring two final schools before the degree 
of B.A. could be taken were soon changed, but it was not until 
1886 that mathematicians were relieved from the necessity of 
taking a pass in classics in Moderations. 

Since 1886 candidates who have passed Responsions and 
wish to devote themselves to mathematical studies have two 
examinations before them.: Mathematical Moderations to be 
taken after one or two years' residence, and the Final Honour 
School of Mathematics, after three or four years. 

In 1877 we find the following regulations issued by the 
Board of Studies :-

.. l{ODIlBATIONB, 1877.. 

For those who eeek honours in Mathematics:-

A-

IMI oJ Svbj.c!a oj EzamiftGliOll. 

1. Algebra and Theory of Equatione. 
2. Trigonometry, Plane and Spherical. 
S. Plane Geometry, including the Conic Sectione, treated 

both geometrioully and analytica.lly. 
. 4. Geometry of Three Dimensione, including the 8treight 

line, plane, and 8phere, treated both geometrically and 
.analytically, and the 8urfac .. of the 8econd order referred to 
their principal axes. 

6. The Durerential Clllculus, inoluding ite applicationa to 
plane geometry, and to the detennination of tangents and 
nOl'lll8l8 to ourfacee and Iinee in 8p&Oe. 

6 The Integration of Durerential Expreeeione, with gao.. 
metrical applicatione. 

7. The Elemente of the Calculns of Finite Di1ferencee. 
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B. 
Some misnndersta.nding having arisen with regard to the term 

, Di1ferenti&l Expressions' in the list of subjects of . Euminstion for 
Mathematical Hononrs in the Firat Public Eumination, the Boord 
of Studies give. notice that under this term Dillerenti&l Equstions 
are included." 

In the examination seven papers were set, according to the 
following scheme ;-

I. Algebra. 
II. Trigonometry and Theory of Equations. 

m. Pure Geometry. . 
IV. Analytical Geometry. 
V. Differential Calculus. 
VI. Integral Calculus, &c. 

VII. Problems. 

In the paper on Pure Geometry, analytical methods were not 
allowed, nor was the use of the calculus allowed in the first four 
papers. 

In the same year, 1817, the regulations issued hy the Board 
of Studies for the final school were ;-

"HONOUR ScHOOL o:r lIATHEXATlCB, 1877. 

A. 

The following is the syli&bns of the subjects in which ca.ndidates 
shall be eumined:-

PUT. Matlumoatia. 
1. Algebra. 
2. Trigonometry, Pla.ne and Spherical. 
3. Geometry of two and three dimensions. 
4. Di1ferential Calculus. 
S. Integral CaIculUII. 
6. Calculus of Variations. 
7. Calculns of Finite Differences. 
8. Theory of Chaooea. 

Miud MatMmoalia. 
1. Mechanics of Solid and Fluid Badia. 
2. Optics, Geometrical and Physical. 
3. Newton's Principia, Sections L, rr.. ill, and perts of IX. 

and XI. 
4. Astronomy. including the more elementary perts of the 

Lunar and PJaoetary Theories. 

B. 

The Boerd of Studies for directing the Honour School of Mathe
matics give notice that fur the present, and nntil further notice, the 
subjects of the Papers in the examination will be as loU ..... ,

Land lL-Eiementary Pure Mathematics. 
ill-Elementary llecbaniea of Solid and Fluid 

Bodies. 
IV. to VlL-Pure Mathematics. 
vm to X. Meehanj .. of Solid aDd Fluid Badia. 
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XI.-Optics (Geometrica.1 and Physica.1). 
xn.-Newton'. Principia and Astronomy. 

The methode of the Dilferentia\ and Integra.! Calculus will not be 
admitted in the ;Elementary Papers L, II., III." 

The papers set were, of course, in the traditional English 
manner, Each paper, for which three hours were allowed, con
tained eleven or twelve questions, most of them a piece of book 
work followed by a problem or rider more or less connected 
with it. 

The amount of knowledge required, as determined by tradi
tion, was not very great in anyone subject, and was, in fact, 
limited to the propositions to be found in the regular text books 
in vogue at the time. For the attainment of the highest honours 
it . was not expected that candidates should have any deep 
knowledge of anyone braneh of Mathematics, or show any 
acquaintance with modem developments, but, on the other hand, 
it was essential to have great skill in the solution of problems 
in a wide range of subjects, and ability to work both accurately 
and quickly. Problems requiring a great deal of astuteness 
were set on subjects which were quite out of fashion among 
mathematicians ; they were indeed 

"Tricks to show the stretch of human brain, 
Mere curious pleasure, or ingenious pain." 

For this state of things there were, as it seems to me, two chief 
causes. 

The first is, that we do· not, at Oxford, have professors who 
first teach their students and then examine them them.;elves 
on what they have taught them. H things were arranged 
in this way it would be natural, and indeed certain, that the 
best students would follow the professor in obtaining a wide 
and deep knowledge of the particular subject at which he is 
working. But when we h3ve, as we have in Oxford, the system 
of separate colleges, each with its tutor, who, indeed, takes his 
turn with the rest in examining, but who is usually employed in 
preJ?llI"ing his pupils to be examined by someone else, it is 
obvIOUS that the system tends to make. the course of study 
rather wide and superficial than deep and rigorous. 

The other chief cause was that it was recognised, thirty 
years ago,'tbat the chief aim of a university education, even in 
the honours courses, was to tum out men trained in quickness 
of thought and in nimbleness of wits, rather than men of deep 
and extensive knowledge. 

The modern fashion is quite otherwise. Weare asked " to 
" encourage soundness of work and breadth of reading and to 
" discourage waste of time in acquiring acquaintance with the 
" bye-paths of a subject, and an unnecessary degree of skill in 
.. manipulation."· 

• B .. page 221 below. 
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The changes that have been made from time to time, which 
are to show their perfect work in the Final Honour School in 
1913, have been directed to the following ends:-

(i) to introduce the study of applied 'mathematics .at an 
earlier period in the course : 

(ii) to discourage excessive training in manipulation, by 
allowing freedom of method: 

(iii) to encourage candidates to become proficient and 
learned in some few advanced subjects, rather than 
to have a superficial knowledge of many, by aUO\\"ing 
a certain amount of freedom of choice in the subjects 
offered for examination : 

(iv) to gi-:-e the mathematical theory of electricity a promi
nent place in the final examination. 

The detailed history of these changes is as follows :-
In 1884, in the Final School, an elementary paper on 

Geometrical Optics, Astronomy and Newton's Principia was 
introduced, and the scheme of the papers was :-

A.-Elementary Paper8, in which the use of the Differential 
Calculus was not allowed. 

1. Algebra and Trigonometry. 
2. Geometry. 
3. Mechanics and Hydrostatics. 
4. Geometrical Optics, Astronomyand Newton's Principia, 

Book I., Sect. I, 2, 3. 

B.-Adtlanced Paper •• 
5. Algebra and Trigonometry. 
6. Geometry. 
7. Differential Calculus. 
8. Integral Calculus. 
9. Statics of Solids and Fluids. 

10. Dynamics of a particle. 
11. Dynamics. 
12. Optics and Astronomy. 
13. Problems. 

This yielding to the forces of re8etion was, however, not to 
last lo11;g, for, in 1888, Newton is omitted and the scheme of 
papers 1S:-

A.-Elementary Paper •• 
1. Algebra and Trigonometry. 
2. Geometry. 
3. Elementary Differential and Integral Calculus with Solid 

Geometry. 
4. Elementary Mechanics and Hydrostatics. 
5. Optics and Astronomy. 
The use of the Differential and Integral Calculus to be 

allowed in Papers 4 and 5. 
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B.-Advanced Papers. 

6,7,8. Pure Mathematics. 
9,10,11, 12. Mixed Mathematics. 
13. Problems in Pure and Mixed Mathematics. 

In 1887, in Moderations the list of subjects was altered by 
the addition of-

"The Elements of Mechanics of Solids and Fluids, to be 
treated without the aid of the Differential and Integral 
Calculus," 

and the omission of Solid Geometry and Finite Differences. 
This is by far the . most important change so far; but the 

limitation" to be treated without the aid of the Differential and 
Integral Calculus" was found to work very badly. 

In 1889 Solid Geometry was restored to the list of subjects 
of examination in Moderations. . 

In 1904 some far-reaching changes were made in Modera
tions. The limitation as to the use of the differential calculus 
in elementary mechanics was removed, and more important still, 
freedom of choice was to be allowed between the methods of' 
Pure Geometry and those of Analytical Geometry. 

Up till 1904, Paper m. had been headed Pure Geometry, 
and the questions had to be answel-ed by the methods of Pure 
Geometry without the aid of analytical methods. This, of 
course, meant that the candidates had to spend much time and 
labour in acquiring skill in these methods, whilst, when once 
freedom of method became the rule, skill in Pure Geometry was 
of little use for success in the examination. 

As the preparation for the Honour Mathematical examina
tions leaves but very little leisure for even the ablest men, the 
inevitable result has been that Pure Geometry which, according 
~ BOllie authorities, has "a special value as a training of the 
mtellectual faculties"· has ceased to. be an object of special 
stlldy. 

The regulations embodying these changes were as follows :-

n l{ODBBA.TION8, 1904. 

Candidate. will be examined in the following subjects :-

1. Algebra and tbe Thea..,. of Equations. 
2. Trigonomet..,., Pl&ne and Spherical. 
3. Pnre Geomet..,.: Analytical Geomet..,. of two dimensions 

&nd of three dimensions 88 far 88 the simpler properti .. of 
Snrfaces of ths Seoond Order. 

4. DiffereIltial and Integral C&lcu\ns, with applications to 
Plane Geomet..,., and to the Geomet..,. of Salida and Snrfaces . 
Differential Equations. ' 

Ii. The Elements of lIechanics of Salida .... d Flaida. 

• S .. p. 221 below. 
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The following snggestioDll are made by the Board of the Faeulty 
of Natural Science for the direction of the first three EsaminatiODll 
held under these Regu\atiODB:-

1. Eight papers sbonld be set, riz.:-

L Algebra and Theo.,. of EquatioDll. 
II. Trigonomet.,. (PIane and Spherical) and (}eo.. 

met.,.. 
JII, IV. Geomet.,.. 
V, VL Differential and Integral Calcu1ua. 

Vll. Mechanics. 
VllI. Problema. 

2. Subject to the discretion of the Moderaton there .bonId 
be no restriction in the method of treating queotiODll except 
that the use of the Infinitesimal Calculos should not be 
permitted in Papers L, II., ill., IV. For ezample, freedom of 
choice shooJd in general be allowed between the metbodo of 
Pure Geomet.,. and those of Analytical Geomet.,.. 

3. QUeatiODB on Multiple Integration may be set, but only 
the simpleot definite integra\o should be required. 

,. The Esamination may include qneotiona on 1lechanico 
involving the DOe of the Infiniteoima\ Calcn\no-

In StatiC&-OD virtual .... ork and cent_ of grarity ; 
In Dyruunico-on the oompooition and reoolution of velOOti .. 

and accelerationa in one pIane .. expreoaed by meona of 
rectangular, polar and intrinsic co-onlinateo with fixed directions 
of reference; on rectilinear motion and oompooition of limpl. 
harmonic motions ; 

In HydroatatiC&-OD cent_ of p ........... 
5. In Papers V, VI qneatioos on Mechanica may be set by 

..... y of iJlnatration." 

These regulations of 1904 continued in force till 1911 when 
a new scheme for Moderations was introduced, to be followed 
in 1913 by a new scheme for the Fmal Honour School; these 
two refonns are, to some extent, complementary, and taken 
together must have a profound effect on the training of the 
candidates. The further changes in Moderations were in part 
due to the fact that nowadays very many candidates take 
llithematical ~loderation8 as an intermediate examination before 
taking their degree in Physics, or Engineering, or Chemistry, 
the proportion of those who go on to Mathematical Fmal Schools 
after Moderations being not more than about 40 per cent. 

It was felt that for these candidates, and in particular, for 
those who afterwards took Engineering, it would be better to 
increase the amount of Mechanics, and to decrease the amount 
of what is known in England as Algebra, and further, in order 
to pronde for candidates who might wish to neglect almost 
entirely some branches of Mathematics, and yet to attain the 
highest honours, the old arrangement by which each subject 
had its own paper or papers was done away with, and each 
paper set must now contain questions on a variety of subjects, 
whilst entire freedom of method was to be the rule. 
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This new Bcheme for Moderations, which is the one now m 
force, is as follows :-

.. MODERATION., 1911. 

Candidates will be examined in the following four groups of 
suhjects, of which Group 1 will be treated as the smallest, and 
Group 4 as not less than either Group 2 or Group S:-

1. Algebra: Theory of Equations: P1a.ne and Spherical 
Trigonometry. (No questions will be set on the theory of 
Infinite Products, or on the theorems of Uniform Convergency; 
but simple questions involving the prinoiples of the theolOY of 
Unifornl Convergency may be set.) 

2. Pure Geometry: AnaJytic8J Geometry of two dimensions, 
excluding the theory of Invariants and Covariants of two Conice: 
Almlytical Geometry of three dimensions as far as the simpler 
properties of Surfaces of the Second Order, e"cluding the 
theory of Confocal Surface •. 

3. DiJferential and Integral Calculus. with simple applica.
tions to P1a.ne and Solid Geometry: DiJferential Equations. 

4. The Elements of the Statics of Solids and Fbrids: the 
Elements of the Dynamics of Particles, and of Rigid Bodies 
moving in two dimensions. 

Seven papers, of whioh one will be a problem paper" will be set 
in the Examination. Each paper will contain questions on subjects 
in at leest three of the above four gronps. At least three of the 
questions in every paper but the problem paper will be of a simple 
and elementary oharactsr. 

Freedom of method will he allowed exoept when otherwise 
stated." 

By the regulation by which .. at least three of the questions 
" in every paper . . . will be of a simple and elementary 
" character," it is intended to make provision for those candi
dates 'who, not being professed mathematicians and not aiming 
at high honours, yet wish to take the course for the sake of ita 
training, and to be able to couri.t mathematical moderations as 
an intermediate examination towards their degree. 

FINAL SoSOOL. 

The history of the changes since 1888 in the examination 
for the filial school is not so long. 

In 1894 the Planetary and Lunar Theories were omitted 
from the list of subjects, and in 1903, "applications of the 
Theory of Potential to Electro-ststics" were added, physical 
optics being omitted. The great change is yet to come, as will 
be seen b'Om the following regulations for the examination in 
1913 and afterwards :-

.. HONOW SCHOOL O. MATHE .... TIC., 1915. 

Candidates wi!! he ~ined in the following subjects :
Algebra, mclud!ng the E!ements of the Algebra of Quantico; 

Theory of Equations; TrlgOllometry, p1a.ne and· spherical· 
Infinite ssriea andinlinite products. ' 

" 189M 
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Geometry, p1ll"e and analytical, of two and thrM dlmen. 
BioDs. 

Differential and Integral CaleulUB; Differential Equationo. 
The Element. of the Theory of Function. of a Complex 

Variable, with applicationo to the Elementary Fun.tiona and to 
Elliptic Functiono. 

The Elementa of the CalculUB of Finite Differen .... 
The Element. of the CalcuiUB of Variationo. 
Static. and Dynamico of Particle., Rigid Bodiea, and Strings; 

the Elements of Analytical Dynamico; Statics of roo. .lightly 
bent. 

Hydrostatic.; the Element. of Hydrodynamics; Wav .. on 
liquid •. 

Attractiono; Theory of Potential. 
Electl'OBtatico; 'Magnetoatatica; Steady Electric Current. 

(flow in linear circuits, lam.irue, and solid bodies); Electromag
netism (magnetic force due to C1ll"I'eDt., induction); Electro· 
dynamic. (mechanical effect. of corrente); Dielectric C1ll"reDte 

(propagation of plane waves in .. homogeneono dielectric). 
Vjbrationo of .trings; Propagation 01 1ODDd; Vibrationo 01 

air in pipes. 
The Elements of Geometrical Optico. 
Spherical Astronomy. 

Half the Euminotion will be in P1ll"e and half in Applied Mathe· 
matics. 

The papers will be set according to the following .. heme :-
Papers 1.-VL-Three of theae will be on P1ll"e and three on 

Applied Mathematics and each paper will inclnde at I_t three 
questions of a simple and elementary character. No queotiona 
will be set on Electricity or Magnetism in these papero. 

Papers VII.-IX.-Half of each of these pape .. wiD be on 
Pore and half on Applied Mathematico, and a Candidate wiD 
not be required to .how proficiency both in Pure and .Iao in 
Applied Mathematica in th ... papero in order to obtain the 
highest honours. . . 

Paper X.-This paper will consist of problems in Pure and 
Applied Mathematica. 

The following suggestion is made by the Board of the Faculty of 
Natural Science for the guidance of Examine ... in the lint three 
Euminotiono held noder these Regulations :-

That the seventh, eighth, and ninth papero oontain reopee
tively:-

VII. Algebra and ·Analyais; and Statu.., Hydrostatica, 
Electricity and Magnetism. 

VIIL Geomriry; and'Dynamics, Hydrodyuamica, Vibrationo, 
and Waveo. 

IX. Analyais; and Electricity and Magnetism." 

The first examination under these regulations will doubtless 
be a thunderclap, but the stonn has been long l)rewing. The 
tradition of our e:xaminations has been gradually changing with 
the spirit of the times, the amount of detailed knowledge 
expected of the candidates has greatly increao;ed, and some 
acquaintan(!e with modem rigorous method is demanded. 

From the papers that have beeu recently set under the old 
sCheme, it is evident that candidates are expected to show their 
mettle rather by a thorough study of some few subjects than by 
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!Io sQ.perlilliall/.Cquaintance with many, and the attempt to fit an 
examination of this sort into the old framework ,has shown us 
the need for a radical chan~e, . 

TI.-· EX.UIINATIONS iFOR UNIVERsITY SOBOLARSIIlPS. 

Thel·e are at Oxford two University Scholarships in 
¥athema~iCB, which are, in fact, prizes given after examination 
to the pest men of the year. Candidates for the SeniQr Scholar
ship must have passed the examinations for the degree of 
Bachelor of Arts, but must not have completed seven years from 
their matriculatipn; candidates for .the Junior Scholarship must 
be uudergraduates of less than two years' standing. 

The IIcholarships are in the hands of trustees who appoint 
the ~xaminers. The examination is "left entirely at the dill:
cretion of the exammel"S." 

The examinere elect· the scholars. 
As the object of the examination is merely to pick au.t ·the 

best Il).en .and not to class meritorious candidates, the questions 
set have always been severe . tests of mathematical ability 
according to the fashiolL of the times. . 

Six papers hllve usually been sllt.in each examination . 
. The Junto.,. &holarli/l,ip E:r.a,mination.-ThiI;ty years ago the 

papers ·sst in, the Junior Scholarship were labelled Algebra; 
Trigonometry and Theory of Equations; Pure ~eometry; 
Analytical. Geometry; piffel'llnti(lIOalculus.; and J'roblems. 
No knowledge of thlil19-1;egral O¥e)ll.us was re'qui,red. ;In J903, 
questioneon ·the :Integra). ·Galcl1lus anq on 'Differential Equ!Ji
tionsbegan to creep jn, .and the l,1~adings to the papers were 
changed, but there was still a plI.per Qn 'Pure Geome~y, ili 
which analytiGal methods ·were not to be emploiYed; since 
1904, when thene,\, regulations for Modtllfl,t\OJ,lS wCl;e ,ip~od!1c.ed~ 
there have been no headings to the papers and no restriction 
lIS to method. ' . : _. 

The nlil:\Vit;l.eas lIS to what ~is important in the study of 
Mathematics have, of ,ooux-se;.had their effeot in gradually 
changing the stylll of the papel"S;set. 

The examination is. still' entirely in Pw-e Mathem~tice, 
but the range of knowledge expected is ever widening, and. 
questiQllS requiring some knowledge qf the ,rigorous investiga
tions of the foundations of the infinitesimal calculus, and of the 
theory of infinite series, are now usual, as well as the older type 
of ques.tipn re9!,!-iring great dexterity and skill in manipulation, 
so 'that breadtli of knowledge is now lIS important for success as 
skill in the rapid solution of problems. 

The Senicn' Sc1wlarship Ezamination.-The Senior Scholar
ship is a reward and encouragement ·to -men who continue the 
study of Mathematics after taking their degree. The suhjects 
of examination were the subjects of the Final School,. with 
amplifiC'ations and additions, and so long as the old ideas cou-

p 2 
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tinued to reign the examination fulfilled ita purpose very well. 
Six papers were set: -

I., II. Pure Mathematics. 
III. Problems in Pure Mathematics. 

IV., V. Applied Mathematics. 
VI. Problems in Applied Mathematics. 

The candidate expected to find some questions on Elliptic 
Functions, on Spherical Harmonics, on the Theory of Plane 
Curves, on the Lunar and Planetary Theories, on Elasticity, on 
Hydrodynamics, and might also find himself confronted with 
Quatemions and Thermodynamics. The giving up of two 
whole papers to Problems shows that great skill in manipulation 
was of the first importance. This worked very well twenty 
years ago,but as time went on more and more questions were 
set on the Theory of Functions and on the Mathematical Theory 
of Electricity, and the range of possible subjects grew so vast 
that changes had to be made. 

First, there was one problem paper instead of two, with 
three papers on Pure Mathematics and three on Applied Mathe
matics. Then the plan was tried of giving notice beforehand 
to candidates as to subjects of special study, which were to have 
great weight in the next examination; or notice was given that 
each paper would contain questions both in Pure and Applied 
Mathematics. 

Finally, the examination was abolished altogether-the last 
examination was in January 1911-and the Senior Scholarship 
is now" awarded to the candidate who shall present the disaer· 
tation of' greatest merit on any subject of Pure or Applied 
Mathematics, to be selected by the candidate himseli" 

By the kindness of the Delegates of the University Prees I 
am enabled to add, as an appendix, copies of the papers set in 
the years 1885 and 1911 in-

Mathematical Moderations ; 
The Fmal Honour School of Mathematics ; 
The Junior University Scholarship; 
The Senior University Scholarship. 

To anyone who will diligently compare them, one with the 
other, these papers tell their own story; indeed, except for the 
history of intermediate changes, this report need hardly have 
been written. 

A. 1.. Duo •. 
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APPENDIX. 

JITRST PUBLIC EXAMINATION. 

TRIKIn' TERK, 1885. 

L 

Algebnl. 

1. Prove the mle for finding the highest common divisor of two 
exp .... siona. 

Find the condition thet 

""" - (a' - b') "" + b, bz' - (a' - b') "" + ... 
may heve a highest common factor' of the second degree. a being prime 
to b. . 

2. Soh" the equations : 

(1) ""-a' +"" -":=1. 
be-a' .... -b 

(2) {(7a' + "'" + b') "" + (a' + 4a1> + 7b')y' = 8 (a' + ab + b,). 
,,+,=2; 

(3) ay. + by +CI =b ... + CI + .... =..y + .... + by= a + b + •. 

S. Find the sum of the cubes of .. terms of an arithmetic&! progression, 
and .hew thet if .. is even and a + fJ is the middle pair of terms the sum of 
the cubes of the terms is -

-la'+("'-I)Jl'} • 

•. D one quantity varies as each of a set of other quantities when the 
rest of the eat are constant, .how thet when all vary the first quantity 
.... ries as the product of the other quantities. 

The quantity of _ter diecharged per minute by an intermittent stream 
during each hoar is oonstant, but at the bsginning of each hour varies as 
the number of hoars from the previoUl midnight and aleo as the number of 
hoars from the suooeeding midnight; the muimum number of gallons 
discharged per minute is 1"; find the whol. quantity diecharged per day. 

5. Show how to find the number of combinations of p + !l things taken 
r together when p are of one sort and !l of another. 

Dr> p> t, show thet the numberisp+t-r+ 1. 

S. Find the genera1 term in the expansion of 
( ... + .... + ••• + ..... )" 

If C. ia the ooelIicient of" in the expansion of 

(1+-+ ... +.-)", 
abow thet 

(1) C. = C __ •• 

.. +_+1 
(2) C.+'=~I ... +1 - .... 

--_. --
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7. If the m" differences of conseentive terms of .. lerie. are in geo
metrical progreoBion. ohow how to find the .... term of the leri ... 

Sum each of the following eerie. to .. term.: 
(1) 1 + 0 - 1 + 0 + 7 + 28 + 79 + ... ; 

(2) __ 2-,~_+}-,-2~_+~~+_}3.2-'-+ . 
1.2.3.4 2.3.4.5 3.4.0.6 4.0.6 7 .... 

(3) 3 + '" + 9",' + .,. + ,330:' + .,. + 129z' + ...• 

8. Apply the method of convergent fractions to the solution in integers 
of an eqoation of the form "'" + by = e. 

Show that p heing a prime numher. the nombers 2. S ... P - 2 may he 
alTllnged in pairs in one way only ooch that the product of each pair io of 
the form mp + 1. and find the pairs in the case of the number 17. 

9. If '" io poeitive. ohow that log, (1 + aI) i. leo. than ., and greater 
0: -than--. 

1 + 0: 

10. Find the highest power of a prime number " which II contaiDed 
in 1m. and hen.,.; pro". that the product of p lucceoeive iDtegero io diYioible 
by 'P, 

Show that the highest po_r of 2 contained iD 12' -1 io 2' -,. -1 . . _-
11. The probability of an event bappening in on. trial being Imown. find 

the probability of ita bappening l' times at least iD " trial •• 
A bag contains three balls which may he b1sck Of' white; a ball has 

heen drawn and replaced three tim ... aDd it io kDowD that twice at I ... t 
the ball """heeD white; find tbe probability that all the balls are white. 

12. Express ao a determinant the product of two determinaDts of the 
third order; and ohoW bhat 

be -a'. w - b'. ab -"s. , 
-be+ w+ abo be - w + abo be+ w-ab I 

(e + a) (a + b), (a + b) (b + e). (11 + e) Ce + "l i 
=3 (b-e) (e-a) (a-b) (Il + b+ e) (be + w + 00). 

n. 
Trig01ll71MlTy atuI TlutmJ uf EqualitnuJ. 

1. Prove the identity 
.in B •• in 0 . aiD (B - C) + ain O •• in.tl. oiD (0 -.&) 

+ aiD A. oiD B . oiD (A - B) + aiD (B - C) •• in (0 - A). lin (.A - B) = U. 

2. In a plane triangle ABO prove that the expreooion 
_A+_B+_O 

i. positive IIl1d Ii .. iD value between 1 aDd t. 
3. If a, /I he the' roofS of the equation 

GOOII-_+6sinez=e. 
show that 

aiDa + aiD~=}:~ 
4 ""(a' -Ir') 

tan 2a + tan 2/1 (2"s _ a' _ b'f _ 4.aV 

ABO· ' . 
•. Having gi1'en that tan 2' tan j' tan i-I = 0; 

pro1'e that 
_4 ._B . ..., 0+ .... 4 + BeeB + aeeC=tanA.tanB.tanC. 
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5. In" plane triangle, using the U81l&1 notation, prove that 
(1) "'sin(B - C) + b'ein(O -A) + "sin (.A -B) = 0; 

(2) !=!+!+!; 
,. rl r. r. 

(8) {IV - 2 Br J' = distance between the centres of th~ insorjbed 
....a. oUcwnsorjbed circl ... 

6. Express cos .. 8 iii. terms of .. series of ... cending powers of cos 8, .. 
being an odd positive integer: and show that (with the same restriction in 
thev .. lue of .. ) 

n' (n' -1') A' (n' - 1') (n' - 3') 
~- ~ + ~ . 

- - ~-V ~-~~-~ =1----r + I!, - ... 
each .eri .. being continued ... far as poseible. . 

7. Swn the seri .. : 
(1) ".in 8 + 2 .... in 2 8 + 8",.in 8 8 + ... to in1inity; 
(2) 2 cot2 I. cosoo 2 I + 2'cot2'S. cosec 2' S + ... 

+ 2" . cot 2" I. cosec 2 II 
(8) sin' a + .in 2a . sin (a + fJ) + Bin Sa. Bin (a + 2 fJ) + ... to 

inJinity. 

8. In .. spherical triangle, prove that 

(1) tan i(.A _ B) = ein i (II - b) cot l 0 . 
sint(a + b)' , 

(2) tan B = ~in (, - a) + sin (. - b) + Bin (, - 0) - sin , 
2.,f.in,.Bin (. a).Bin(. b).ein(. 0) I 

(8) COB II • COS b . cos •. Bin'.A + cos .A • cos B • cos 0 . Bin'a 
== 0082 a - COB' A. 

9. If .A', H, 0' be the mioldle points of the Bid .. of the Bpherical 
triangle .4BC, and if from .4' two great circl .. be drawn cutting .4B in 
fJ, C", and.4C in H',a' respectively; prove that 

+ COB .4 = cos H 0' . cos H' 0" - cos H 0" . COB H' 0', 
the joining Iii .. being &roe of great circl ... 

10. SoI.e the equations : 
(1) 6"'+",-6,,-8=0; 
(2) 601' + 17", - 8800' + 82!1- 24 = 0, two of whose roots are 

respectivel10f the form a, !; 
a 

(8) W - 25,.. + 46 ... + 259 ... - ~s.. + 1440 = 0, which has com· 
mensurable root.. 

11. If a, fl.y are the roots of ", + F +!!'" + r= 0, 
6ndt~evalueof (fJ + y- a~ + (y + a -fJ~ + (a + fJ -y~interms 

of the ooelIiClents. . 

111. What are the roots of " - 1 = 0 P Distinguish its primitive 
roots. 

are 

Show that the roots of ", - 7", + 14,., - 7 = 0 

., sinl .. 4r sin' 51 .. , 4. aiD' ~~ 
'1' 7 7 

---------~ 
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m. 
P..,.. Owmdry. 

1. The feet of the perpendiculars on the Bid .. of a triangle from any 
point of the circumacribing circle are collinear. 

From the angular pointe of the triangle ABC are drawn three chord. 
AP, BQ, CB of a circumscribing conic,80 as to intersect in the point O. 
BB, CP AQ meet the polar of 0 in X, Y, Z respectively. Prove that, 
if S be any point on the conic, the lines SX, SY, SZ meet the .ide. BO, 
CA, AB respectively in collinear pointe. 

2. lmy circle which pas .... throngh the limiting pointe of a coaxal 
system of circl .. cute every circle of the Byotem orthogonally. 

Find the envelope of a system of circles touching a given circle and 
cutting another given circle orthogonally. 

3. The number of regular solids with plane faces is five . 

•. Perpendicular tangente to an ellipse intersect in P. Find tbe loous 
of P, and prove that the Bum of the squares of the chord. intercepted 
on these tangente by the auxiliary circle is constant. 

S. {ABCD} is a harmonic range on a given line. 0 .. O. are the middle 
pointe of AB, OD,and Pis any point on the line. Prove that PA .PB + 
PO.PD = 2PO,.PO .. 

AC, BD are conjugate diameters of a central conic, and P is any point 
on the arc AB. PA, PB meet CD in Q. B respectively. Prove that the 
range {QDOB} is harmonic. 

6. Four fixed tangents to a conic determine on any fifth a range 
of points whose anharmonic ratio is constant_ 

PO, P (]I are normalo to a conic at the points P, P respectively. 
Shew that these lines, the cbord PP, and the principal aua of the conic all 
touch a parabola. 

7. Defining a conic by its foons and directrix property, prove that 
confocal conies are inecribed in the &ame quadrilateral. 

S and H are the foci of a confocal system of conics. A. parabola 
is drawn, witb S as foons, 80 as to touch tbe minor ario of the oyotem. 
Show that ite directrix will pass throngh H. Prove aloc that the common 
tangents of the parabola and &Dy conic of the oystem 8Ubtend right augl .. 
at S. 

8. H two triangles circumscribe a conic, their l'erticeo lie on another 
conic. 

Hence, or otberwise, sbow that, if it is poasible to inacribe two triangles 
in a conic S 80 that their sides en"elope .. second eonic 8', then an infinite 
number of BOch triangles may be described. 

9. A. system of 80nies circumscribing • gi"en plane quadrangle· has 
a common self·conjugate triangle. 

H two plane quadrangles have a 8Ommon triangle of diagonalo, their 
yertices lie either OD • conic or OD • pair of lines. 

10. Gin a general acocUDt of any method for the geometrical aolutioD 
of problems concerning maxima and minima 

AB is a cbord of a parabola. Determine the maximum inacribed 
polygon of • sid .. that can be constructed with AB as one of ita Irides. 

lL "H a circle be drawn throngh the foci 8, H of two eonfooaJ ellipaeo, 
cutting the ellipses in P and Q. the tangenta to the ellipoes at P and Q will 
intersect on the circumference of the same circle." 

A.ssuming tbe truth of this theorem, geuerame it (1) by projection, 
(2) by reciprocatioo with respect to the point 8, (3) by reciprocatioD with 
respect to _y point in the plane. 
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IT . 

.Analytical GIMMIry. 
1. Find the ratio in which the connecter of two given pointe is divided 

by a given otraight line. . 
.ABCD is a pa.rallelogram, EF a straight line parallel te BD meeting 

.AB, BC, C.A in E, F, G respectively; show that 
EG : GF: : G.A : Ge. 

2. Find the condition that two given circle. may out each other 
orthogonally. 

Show that the distances of a point from the centres of two suoh 
circles are in the same ratio as the distances of the centre of each circle 
from the polar of the point with respect te the other. 

3. Find the coordinates of the centres of similitude of two given 
circles. 

Show that T,'C, - T,'C, = 0 represents a circle which has the centres 
of similitude of the oircles C, = 0, C, = 0 as extremities of a diameter; 

. "" ... being the radii of the circles. Show also that the three circle. have 
the same radical axis. 

4.. Show that" cos a + '9 sin a = (a' cos' a + b' sin' a)1 is the equation 
of a tangent te the ellipse IZ ~,.,. + b - '!I' = 1. 

Q ia a point on. a tangent at a point P of the ellipse, and CY the 
. perpendicu1ar from the centre upon the tangent; show that if QP.CY = ab 

the locus pf Q is a - • .,. + b-'!I' = 2 . 

• 5. Find the equation of the normal at a given point of the conio 
1,.-'= 1 + • cos B. 

. '. B 
If the normals at the pointe B" B.. B, of the parabola r = " .00= 2 

mset in a point whose angular ooordinats is a, show that 8, + 8, + 8, - 2. 
ie a multiple of four right angles. 

6. PIove that the chords of intersection of a circle and a conic are 
equally inclined te an axis of the ccnio. 

Show that the connecter of the centre of an eqni1steral hyperbola 
with the point of contsot of a circle of curvature ia perpendicu1ar te the 
chord of intersection of the ourves. 

. 7: .Find the oonditions that the general equation of the second degree 
m trilmear coordinates may represent a circle . 

. Show that the equation of the circle which has the vertices B, C of 
the tnangle of referenoe ... extremities of a diameter ia 

a(iy + bJo + eafJ = a DOS .A (aa + bfJ + "1'). 

8. If the constants of the equation 
~ + b!J' + • + llf'Y + 29'" + 2"." = 0 

.vary, due te any ohange of rectangular use. show that 
• • (II + b)' A - , and (II + b)' (ab _ II') - , 

remam mvariable, and give a geometrical interpretation of the invariante. 
Trace the loci 

(1) 2.,. + s..y + 2!1'+ 301+ Sy + 1=0; 
d lind 

(2) .,. + 4<oy + !I' + 2 .. + 2'9 + 1 = 0; 
an the coordinBtes of the foci of (2). 

9. Sho .. that if a, r.. + a,b, - 2/0, As = 0, the lines 
•. _ ... .,. + 2h, '"Y + b,!I' = 0, ... .,. + 2As '"Y + br!J' = 0 
lunD a harmonic penciL 

Show that a tangent te the conic 
• • (b + V) -,.,. + (II + 4,)-' !I' = (ab' + o'b);' 
18 ont barmoDlc&ll, by the'oonice ~ + b!J' = 1,01": + b', := 1. 
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10. If S = 0 is a conic and L = 0 &Straight line, what does S - V = 0 
repreeentP 

A parabola hae contact of the third order with the ellip.e 
a -, ;oS + b- , " = I, and makes intercepts "" ... ; ,,' 1/. on the aUI; .how 
that 2a' ('" "")-' + 2b' (!I, ,,)-' + 1 = O. 

11. Find the angle between two straight lines whooe direction cosines 
are given, and show that by suitable choice of axes the equations of any 
two straight lines may be put in the forms 

CO-a 1/ • ,,+a 11 • 
-0- =- sin II = cos a; -0- = sin II = COBa' 

.AB is the shortest distance between two straight linea .dO, BD; 
show that if .dO = BD, OD is equally inclined to .dO, BD. 

12. Show that (f, g. h) is the centre of the seetion of the surface a'" + by' + or = 1 made by the plane 
af .. + bgy + chI = at' + bg' + ."'. 

Find the loci of the centres of circular seetiona of the surface. 

V. 

Differential O~. 

1. Obtain from lUst principlea the dill'erential coefficient ot ... COB hz. 

2. State and prove Leibnitz's theorem for the nth differential Coefficient 
of a product of two functions of a variable. . 

lIf (tan 8) = tan' C~· ± ~). prove that f' + • (0) = (m' - n')f' (0). 

3. Prove Taylor'. theorem, and fiDd an expreeaion lor the remaind .... 
alter the lUst .. terms. 

Find the lUst tive terms of the expansion of .in (. ") in aocending 
powers of co by the method of Arbogast. 

•. Investigate • method for evaluating a function when it becomes ot 

the form ~. 1·,_ or 0·, 
J 

.-(1+,,)-
Evaluate (~coaec--=-z--'cot z) "in .,..., when - = O. 

5. Eliminate the constants and transcendental functions from 
11 = ... cos boo; and the arbitrary functions from 

• = 4><'" + y') + ('" - !Ilt(!)-
6. Show how to fiDd and distinguish between the masima and miDim. 

values of a function of one variable. 
PP, PQ are the tangents at the extremitieo of the oborteot circular 

arc which can be drawn touching two equal DOll-intersecting circles: prove 
that PP + PQ i. equal to the length of a concentric arc teJ'minsted 1>7 the 
centres of these two circl ... 

7. With the ordinary notation proYe that 

(1) '=1' + Z; 
(2) ~= .. + c:)'; 

and show b<n( to fiDd the points of idexioa of • polar roarve. 
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8. Show how to find the rectilin .... r asymptotes of .. carve whose 
equation is given (1) 'in ):ecta.nguIar coordina.tIos, (2) in polar c\>oildin .. tes; 
and distinguish the cas~ of a multiple' point at in1inity. : . 

Find the asymptote. of' .. , , 

(" + 1/ - 2a) (", - 11'>' - 2a'('" + 11'> (fo + 1/) , . 
+ ".la" (" - 1/) (., - 1/ + 2a) ='= O. 

9. Trace the carvee . 

(1) ..." + am('" - 1/') = a'1l' ; 
(2) (1/ + a..)' (!I' - .. ,> + Sa(1/ + a..)", - 5a .... = 0 ; 

(3) .. = 3a [tan 38 _ cot 3~ 
4 4 4oJ' 

10. Prove that the lin .... cos /J + 1/ sin 8 = " sin mS MveIopee an 
epi.cycloid or hypo·cycloid according as til is less or gr .... ter than nnity, 

. liMee prove (1) that the raciiu&· of 01lJ'V&m.e of an epi.cycloid is in 
the constant ratio 1 - tII'to the perpendicular from the centre of the fixed 
circle on to the tangent; that the s.cond evolute of an epi·cycloid is a 
similar and similarly placed epi·cyoloid; . 

11. Find the equations of the f.angent pIane and normal at any point of 
the surface F( .. , 1/, 0) = O. 

Tangent pIanee ...... drawn to the surface ... + 1/' + .' = a.m" - ... t 
points where it is met by the surface 

a.( .... -, + yo. -, + .to -') = ( .. , + y' + ")'; 
find their en .elope, '" being a variable parameter. 

12. Find the equation of the oscnIating pIan ... t any point of .. tortuous 
curve. 

Prove that the 08cuJ'ating- plan..s of the' curve whose equa.tions are 
1/(' + .. )' = 2a1l' = 2aer - vi') all touoh the cone 3!J' = 4(" - z'J. 

VI, 

Integral Caleul ... , I:e. 

1. Define .. deJinite integral. Obtain from the deJinition the valuee of 
t he deJinite integrals . . 

. . f: sin S..z.., r. a tla ,,' 
explammg any ditliouIty that m..y present itself in the procees, 

2. Evalua.te .. 

(1) f 5 + :: _ '" ; (2) f sin 11008 :'IOg tan .. ; 

(8) fa''!''''; (4) f: cos' +'..z... 

8, U the equ..tion • (z) = 0 have '" equal roots II, and if • ( .. ) = 
.,' ( .. ~ . ( .. - a)-, prove that, "hM :-l:~ is converted into .. s.ri .. of piU'tis1 
fractions, the coelIioient of ( .. - a)'-- ( .. < m) is that of A' in ths ""!,,,Dsi'''~ 
f ", (a + A) • . ' 

o ...... (a + A) m ... oending powers of 10. 

Pro.e that 

l~(", +.0') ('" ~6'J ('" + c'J == 2 (b + oJ (e ~ aJ (a + bj' 
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•. Show that 

(I) II'" (II) dzd.o = r .. '" (., + .) dz - C' Il '" (Ol +6) dz; 

(2) I: l+"'!7n' II =" I:l +":n.;e = 2~il' 
5. Find the length of a Curve in the form 

, = ~ + Ipdq,· 
Prove that, in the case of any closed curve, Ipdq, has the .ame valne. 
wherever the origin may be, if the integral be taken completely round the 
curve. 

The equation of a curve is given in the form p' = 2M - a'; .how that· 
the length of the arc from . 

r = 2a to r = 3a is a (1 + log 2). 

6. If y = ". and the equation of a closed curve be given in the fonn 
i(z. 0) = 0, prove that tM area may be ohtained by evalnating lira.. 

Ohtain the area of the loop of the curve 
... + 11' = Sazy. 

7. Find the portion of the volame intercepted bet .... een the ellipsoid 
... 11' .. ... 11' .. h' h . ·-:-ed bet th iii + bi + CO = 1 and the cone Iii + ii' = CO 11' IC 18 con~ ween e 

planee y = """. y = ..... 
8: Integrate the differential eqnationo: 

(1) dy[ZC08Z-r(ll-l)einy] = dz [yz .in .. + y ooe .. - (1 + ooe y)r]. there being an 
integrating factor which is a fnnction of .. only; 

(2) ~ + 2a ::: + ail = ein "" + ... + "'; 

dy • .-1". 
(3) 2y,zo; + !J"Z = 1 + .... 

dy J dy tl?J' 
(4) Y = ztlz +. 1 + 2tlz - J:ei' 

9. Deli"e a 8ingular .olntion of an eqnation of the form 

.( ... y.~) =0. 

How is moh a .olntion obtained P Give a geometrical interpretation 
of the method. and of the exceptional eaaeo that mayariae. 

ED.mine fully for singular oolutiona the equation 
(T - a') p' - 2zyp - ... - O. 

10. Prove that 

:Ea" 9>( .. ) = a"" 1 ['" (.,) - II II 1 4 '" (01) + (a at 1)' 4'. (:r) - ••• ] I 

and 8DDl the oeriee 
1'.2'+2'.2'+3'.2'+ .•. to.termo. 

11. Soh .. the equationa : 
. (1) .. +.+2v.+1-3oa,.=.+(-3)"; 

(2) .. + IS. - 2v" -s.. + I = U. 
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Vll. 

Prob!omo. 

1. An arithmetic series of which the first term is 
(p + 1) (Sp - 2)a, 

and the common di1ference - 2a, consists of 3p' - 1 terms; show that the 
sum of the products of every two terme vanish ... 

2. Obtain in a rational form the eliminant of the equations 

by' + 'JI1I" + co' = 0, ... t 2g ... + agJ = O. 
agJ + 2hzy + by' = O. 

3. Find all the values of the number .. l .. s than 14 which make .. ' - 1 
.. multiple of 240. 

4. If tan </> = sin 8 . sin« " then tan 8 sin </>.sin « . 
cos 8 ± cos « cos </> ± cos tI 

o Given three concentric circles, prove that another concentric circle 
can be drawn such that a triangle of tangents may be described about it 
having a vertex on each of the given cireles. 

Show further that three such circles can always be drawn, all real, and 
all dilferent unless the threa given circles are all coincident. 

6. ...t, B, a are the centres of three given cirel... 0, is the centre of· 
the circle bisecting their circumferences, 0, the centre of the circle cutting 
them orthogonally, and O. the centre of the circle dra.wu through ...t, B, a 
Prove that 0 .. 0 .. O. lie on a straight line, and that O. bisects 0, 0, .. 

7. The common ohord of the auxiliary circle and of the circle of 
curvature at the extremity of one of the equiconjugate8' of an ellipse i. 
parallel to that diametsr. 

8. If P is the pole of a chord which subtends a constant angle at the 
focus B of "couic and BP intersects the chord in Q, show that the locus 
of the harmonic conjugate of B with respect to P, Q is " conic having the 
Bame focus and directrix ... the given conic. 

. 9. Show that the equation of the real pair of common tangents of the 
enrol .... + 11' -"'" = 0, .. + 11' -by = 0, is 

'" (2b - a)'" + 8abooy + 4b(211 - b)1J' - "''''''' -: 4obil-a.'b' = O. 
10. The trilinear co-ordinates of a point P are /, g, /0, the triangle of 

reference being ABa; show t.hat the equation of the conic which bisects 
BC, C...t, AB, P ...t, P B, PC is 

/-'.( - 11« + b /I + .,,) + ,-' /I(a. tI- b /I + • ,,). 
+ 10 -'y(1I tI + b/l- .,,) _-0. 

~l. From a fixed point B in the plane of a plane curve a perpendioular 
BY 18 drawn to the normal at a point P of the curve, and a circle is drawn 
thro~h P to touch BY at B: prove that when the triangle PBY is a 
manmum or minimum, this circle paeses through the centre of curvature 
atP. 

12. If r, " be the radii vectores and p. p' be the radii of curvature at 
?"rreopon~ points of a o" .... e and its reciprooa\ polar. prove that pp' 
18 p"'portiona\ to (rrlJ'. 

18. The curve ",. + Vi = al meets the axes of oo-ordinatea in the points 
...t. B; C. D respectively. Prove that the exces& of its length over the 
oum of the dieteuc .. AB and CD is 

AB. x V2 Ii .I 000 </> Ii </> • 

• 
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14. Solve the differential equation 

~ - a.,)' + .,(~ -...,) -: (!I-Iaz'J = a'. 
15. H., + 11 = 1 and p he integral. aho,.. that 

P= z""+!I' or' ! -pi = -6 -logzlog!/. 
p=l 

SECOND PUBLIC EXAMINATION. 

TRINITY TERM. 1885. 

I. 

Algebra aM Prig_try. 
1. Prove that 

(., - b)(z -0)(" - d) + (e - a) (oo - 0) (" - d) + (e - a) (e - b) (e - d) 
~-~~-~~-d) ~-~~ ~~ d) ~-~~-~~-d) 

. (e - a) (z - b) (z - c) _ 1 
+ (d - a)(d - b) (d - 0) - . 

2. A p ..... on borrOw. £a; lind how much he mnet pay. annually "" that 
the whole debt may be discharged in" y ....... allowing componnd interest 
at r per <lent. 

3. Solve the equations : 

(1) z - b + z -=-a = oo + b - 2a + ~j-_a_=-2b ; 
.,-a .. -b ,,+ .. -2b .+b-2a 

(2) z + !/ + I = abo .,-' + ,-' + .-, = a-' b. ..,. = a'. 

4. In every geometric progression of an odd nom ber of terms. tbe 
sum of the squares of the terms is equal to the prodnet of the oum of .11 
the terms by the ex ..... of the Bum of the odd termo aIloTe tbe own of the 
even. 

5. The nomber of oolutions of "" + by = 0 in pooitive integero caD 

Dever e....oo the greatest integer in ~ + 1. 

A farmer spends 1841. in buying sheep at tbe rate of 2 guineao a head 
and oxen at 121. 10 •. a loead. How many of each did he boy? 

6. Find a formula for the number of numbero prime to and ... than • 
given number N. 

H z be anyone of these primes and II the Dumber of them. prove that 
fII!' - 1 is divisible by N. 

7. H ;. ~ be two consecutive CODTergents to a continued fraetion •• hew 

that ptj - P'J. = ± 1. 
Exp ..... each of the roots of ,.. - 2az + 1 = 0 in the form of • coatinued 

fraction. 

S. The arithmetic mean of any Dmtber of pooiti.e quantities is greate> 
than their geometric mean. 

c 
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H, "', y, • be three positive quantities in order of magnitude, prove 
that 

~+1!+~>!.+~+ll.. 
azyz'l/. 

9. H A, B, 0 be the angles of a plane triangle, shew that 
000' A + co.' B + cos' 0 + 2 000 A cos B oos 0 = 1. 

In a triangle given A = 7'1f' and sec B - sec 0= 2, find B and O. 

10. H 0 .. 0" O. are the centre. of the escribed circleo of a plane 
triangle ABO, shew that the area of the triangle 0, 0, 0, = 

area oftriangle ABO { 1 + b +: II + II +! b + II +: .J. 
11. H,' + 1 = 0, prove the formula 2 i oin 8 = eI' _ .-;0. 

Given tan y ~ sec a tan "', prove that 

+ tan,a . 2 + 1 tan' a • ""+ Ita ,a • 6 + Y-fl) 2 sm " 2 2 81D 3 n 2 81Dz 

12. Give a method for solving a cubic equation. 
Find the condition that ,the cubic"'" + 3bz + • = 0 shall have two 

equal roots. 

13. Find by Sturm's theorem, or otherwise, the positions of the roots 
of the equation 

r:' - r:' - 4z +'8 = O. 

n; 
GotnIetry. 

1. H a atrsight line 'towih .. circle and from the point of contact a 
straight line be drawn outting the circle, the angles whioh this line makes 
with the line touching the cU'Cie shall be equal to the angles which are in 
the alternate aegments of the circle. . 

Two cll'Ciee touch one another internsl\y at the point A, and a chord 
APQ is drawn cutting them in Pand Q. H the tangent at P meete the 
outer circle in Hand K, prove that HQ is equal to KQ. 

2. U the internal bisector of the angle A of a triangle ABO meet the 
circumacribed circle in D, and DG be drawn perpendiculer to AB meeting 
it in G, ahow that AG is' equal to half the IIUDl of AB and AO. 

Construct & triangle of which the sum of t .. o -aidee, the included angle, 
and the radiua of the circumscribed circle .... given. 

S. The 'opposite aidee of & quadrilateral ABOD .... produoed to meet 
in B, S; prove that the line which joina the middle points of the diagonals 
of the quadrilateral will p&B8 through the middle point of BS. 

4. If QVbe an ordinate of a diameter PVof & parabola"prove that QY 
i. a,mean proportional between PVand the parameter of P. 
, U S be the focus of the parabola, ... d SP be produced to (j 80 that 
Pfl = SP, then an ellipse which baa Sas focna, ... d V aa centre,_d 
which pas... through Q. will p&B8 also throngh (j. ...a. will be snch 
that VQ, V(j are a pair of its conjugate semi-diameters. 

5. Pro... that the rectanglee oontsined by the eegments of _y two 
ohords of ... ellipse which intersect OD.e another .... in the ratio of the 
aquares of the parallel diameter.. 

Show geometrically that the eqnare of • diameter of ... ellipse ~ea 
directly 118 the dia_ of the -middle point of the parallel focal cbord 
from the dir8otrtt.' , , 
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. 6 . .ABC is a given triangle and through B any line is drawn meeting .A.C 
m K. Through C a parallel line is drawn meeting .A.B produced in L. 
Prove geometrically that the envelope of KL is a b~rbola. and lind 
its foci. ,r-

7. Find the length of the taugent drawn from (lo. To) to tbe circle 
r:' + 'J' + 2g., + 2fy + • = o. 

Sbow that if from any point P tangents PT. P'P are drawn to two 
circles. meeting them in T. 'P. then PT' _ PT" = 2PN • .A.B. where.A.B ia 
the line joining the centres.A.. B of the circles. and PNis the perpendienlar 
from P on their radical axis. 

8. Prove tbat the length of a focal chord of tbe parabola 'J' = _ 
making an angle 8 with the axis ia m coeec '8. 

H two focal chords are at right angles. ahow that tbe 10m of th.ir 
reciprocals is constant. 

9. Find the equation of the tangent at .ny point of the coni. 
Ir- 1 = 1 + e coo 8. 

The centre of a circle is the fOCUll of an e11ipoe of eccentricity e. The 
two curv.. interaect in p. and one of their common tsngents touch.. the 
e\lipoe in Q. Prove that 

2(008 .. - 008 (j) = • &in' ... 
wbere ... fJ are the vectorial angl .. of P and Q reopectively. the Iocno being 
the origin and the major axis of the ellipoe the init.ialline. 

10. Determine the condition that the two lin .. , = _. , = ..... may 
he conjugate diameten of the couic u1' + 210zy + "" = 1. 

Sho ... that the circle 2 (ab - lo'J (r:' + y') = II + b meets thia conic 
at the erlremiti .. of its equal conjugate diamete .... 

11. Ohtain the equation of a parabola in the form 

j;+ ji=l. 
H the axes are rectangular. find the equation to the directriJ<. 

12. Find the equation of the rectangular byperbola which circnm· 
scribes a given parallelogram. two adjacent aid.. of which &1"8 tha._ 
of coordinateo; and ahow that its uymptoteo cot off from the ._ inter
cepts equal to the sid .. of the parallelogram. 

m. 
.JCee1oGtoieoo sad H!fdro-Iofi .. 

1. Define accelemtion. and aplain how it ia JDeII81Il"8d. 
H the accelemtioD caused by gravity he the unit of accel .... tion..nd 

the velocity of • mile in live minuteo the unit of velocity. lind the unit 
of length. 

2. Prove the proposition Irnown as the parallelogram of .. elocitiea. 
H a body atari from red and moye in .... b • manner that the 

1'Olocity.t any instsnt T&ri.. u the """""' of the time of motion..how 
that the apace described in three minuteo ia nine time8 the apace that 
would be described in one minute by • oeeond body moving uniformly with 
the 1'Olocity which the lint body bad at the end of the lint minute. 

S. Sbo ... that the times of aliding down aU chorda from the highest 
point of ... ertical circle are eqnal. 

.. Equal spberical inelaotic bodieoo.re placed at .bort distaDceo .part 
in • smooth horizontal atmigbt groOYO. The lint is projected from one end 
along the groOYe with ye\ocity Y. Find the ye\ocity altar • impack 
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5. Enunciate the proposition known as the paro.lIelogram of forces, and 
show how it depends on the Second Law of Motion. 

If the direction and magnitude of the .... ultant of two forces, the 
directiono of which are inclined at a given obtnoe angle, be known, prove 
that one of the fo .... is greatest when the direction of the other is 
perpendicular to the direction of the resultant • 

. 8. Find the centre of gravity of a plane trianguIar lamina. 
If the cornero of the triangle be cut off bi three straight lin .. 

parallel respectively to the opposite sides, the thres areas cut off being 
equal, show that the ce"tre of gravity of the remainder coincides with. the 
centre of gravity of the original triangle. 

7. Two partially elastic spheres whose centres are moving in the same 
straight line impinge directly upon one another. Find the velociti .. of the 
spheres after impact, and the kinetic energy lost by impact. 

. A. bucket and a counterpoise, connected by a string passing over 
a pulley, jnot halance one another, and an elastic hall is dropped into the 
oentre of the bucket from a distance h ahove it; shew that the time that 

elaps.. before the ball ceases to rebound 18 --. _, and the loss of . 1+eJ2h 
1-0 g 

kinetic energy by the impacts is 2 M"'f/~, where tn, M are the masses of the 
2M+m 

hall and the bucket, and 6 is the coefficient of restitution. 

8. A. particle is projected with a given velocity in a given direction,find 
the range on the horizontal plane and the time of IIight. 

A. string which 10 8 feet long and is just able to sustain a weight 
of 8S lbs. is attachedte a etene weighing 8 lbs., and is whirled in a vertical 
plane round a fixed point 19 feet from the ground. Show that the string 
will break if the velocity of the stone is so feet per second, and find when 
and where the stone will strike the ground. 

9. Explain what is meant by .. whole pressure." Find an expression for 
it; and determine the centre of pressure of a plane area .. 

O .. e side of a hollow cube whose baae is horizontal is kept in position 
by four equally strong joints at the four cornero, and the cubs may just ba 
IDled with water without the supports giving way. A. heavier lIuid is 
poured into the cubs and the supports give way when the cube is half full, 
show that the speci6c gravity of the lIuid is 8'2. 

10. Describs the Hydrostatic Balance, and show how it is noed to 
compare the speci1ic gravities of two liquids. . 

When a v_I is IDled by meano of equal volumes of two lIuids the 
specific gravity of the compound is one·third greater than what it would 
have been if the vessel had been IDled by meano of equal weights of the 
lluids. Compare the specific gravitiea of the two lIuids. 

IV. 

Geometrical Optiu, A,_" and Neu>Itm', PriRdpia, Book I. 
S_.l,ll,8. 

1. State the laws for the rellenon and refraction of • ray of light 
.t • plano surface. 

Show that. peroon 6 feet high standing at • distance of 21 inches 
from the foot of • plane mirror 5 inch.. long placed on the ground 

• 18984 6 
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at an inclination sin - It to the horizon, caD see very nearly his whole 
length in the mirror. 

2. Find the geometrical focus of a pencil of ray. after direct refraction 
at a .pericaJ s1ll'face, and traoo the relative changes of po_ition of the 
conjugate foci. 

A hollo"," globe of gl .... hao a small object midway between the 
oontre and the interior s1ll'faoo. H,. be the refractive index and r " the 
radii of the interior and exterior surfaoos of the glass, prove that the object 
when observed from a point outside the globe, on the opposite _ide of the 
centre, will appear Dearer than it really is by a distanoo 

,. 4,. lr(1 -~)+{ 1 +"2/(1-;,)}' 
3. A compound microsoope is composed of t .. o convex Ie"""" of focal 

lengths 1 and 3 inches, aeparated by a distance of 2 inch .. ; find the 
position of a small object when distinctly seen through the microsoope by 
an eye which requires pencils to diverge from a distance of 12 inch .. 
to produce distinct vision. 

4. Describe Newton'. telescope, and find an exp .... ion for the magni
fying power. 

5. Describe an astronomical mcthod for determining the velocity 
of light. 

6. Describe the Transit Instrument; and find aD expression for the 
nncorrected level error. 

7. Find the para11ax in hour angle of a heavenly body in tel'lBll of the 
latitude of the place of observation aDd the declination of the body, 
assuming the distance of the body from tbe earth to be &0 greet that the 
sine and circular measure of the parallax may be considered eqnal. 

Find tbe locna of all the bodies which on tm. assumption have their 
para1laxes in hour angle for a given place and time eqnal to a trven 
quantity. 

8. Find the time at which the BDD rises at "given place on " trven 
dey. 

Supposing the ohliquity of the ecliptic = 23" 28' .nd log 2 = 
·3010300. 

L tan 23" 28' = 9'6376106, 
L tan 49" 2' = 10'0613473, 

find approximately the' latitude of the place .t which the BDD &eta .t 
4 o' clock on the shortest day. 

9. State and prove NewtoD's Lemma I. 
Prove that the qnadrilateraJ of muimam .... that caD be formed 

with fotll' trven straight lines is anch that • circle caD be deacrihed 
about it. 

10. Every body. ,..hich moves in a CDl'Ve line deacn"hed in" plane. and 
describes areas proportional to the tim .. of deacribing them about. point 
either fixed or moving uniformly in " otraight line. by radii drawn to that 
point, is acted on by a centripetal force tending to the ..... e point. 

A heavy particle falls from the CD8p to the yertex of a cycloid whoae 
axis is Yertieal; shaw that" particle con1d deacribe the cycloid in the aame 
lI1&IlDor ander the action of • coastant force tending to. certain moYing 
point. 

lL An ellipse is descft"hed ander the action of • force tending to 
the foens; find the law of force and the yelocity at any point. 
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H, without changing the velocity, the direction of motion of the 
body receive .. vuy slight alteration, show that the position of the major 
am will be altered, unleaa tbe body be at an erlramity of the latus reotum 
through the focus to which the force does not tend. 

12. State Kepler's Laws of Planetary Motion, and show they are only 
appromnately true. 

• 
v . 

.Algebm 11M Prig-tty. 

1. Prove that the expreaaion (00 + y)"- rtf'- y" is divisible by (""+ aoy+y'l' 
if " be .. positive integer of the form 6 .. + 1. . . 

H _, fl are t.he imaginary cube roota of unity, show that 
. . 2>>(2)>-8) 
(1- a)" + (1-fl)" = 8'" - 8'"-1 2 .. + 8'"-1 12 

__ I 2>>(2)> - ') (2 .. - 5) .- + 1 • __ _ 
-~- l! + ...... " .....-~. 

2. The quantity e, the baae of Napierian logarithms, cannot be the root 
of .. quadratic equation with mtional coellicienta. 

Prove this; and abo .. that if .. be positive, then 
e" l!' > (1 + .. )". 

S H . '-~-'te ti ed L..-ti b, bo bo ...... _ • m an.l.J,.l..U,U.l con nu .LnIU on - ,- _ - - . .. -'-J 
II, -a.-a. 

component baa ita numerator not leas than unity and ita denominator 
~~ than ita numerator by unity, the ftlue of the continued fraction 
,. umty. 

Find the ,," convergent of 
(II - b)' II' (I> - b)' fl' 

-b--b- -b--6-.··· 

,. From .. bag containing .. balle, each equ&lly likely to be white or 
black, .. b&ll is drawn which tnrna out to be white; this is replaced, and 
another b&ll is drawn which alao turns out to be white. H the eecond 
ball io replaced, prove that the chance of the nerl dmw giving .. black 
b&llio 

1(,,-1) (2. + 1) -'. 

~. Find the onm of the sin.. of .. aeriea of angl.. which are in arith· 
metical progreoai.on; and abow that if .. and " be positive integers, ... being 

I ... than .. and fl = 2 .. , then the onm of the aeriea .. 
sin'" +Iin" (. + fl) + ain"(. + 2.8 + ... + lin" (. + .. - I.s) 

io independent of • and fl. 
r-l . 

H ... = (2coaII)' - '-1-(20008),-' 

+ (r-2L<r-=-~)(2c0e8)'_' _ (r-S) (r- ') (r-5) (2c0e8)'-1 + 
1.2 IS ••. 

prove that .............. form •. recurring aeries, the sum of which to iDlinity 

.~' lB, i' . 

8. In a spherical triangle, prove that 
(1) coh lin • = cot .A lin C + coo b coo C. 

G2 
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E( II b) II b 
(2) tan 11 sec C + tan 2 tan 2 = tan 2 tan iitanC, 

wh.re E is th. sph.rical .xc .... 

Also from th. known value of th. area of a sph.rical triangl. in term. 
of th •• pherical .xce ... deduce th. area of a plan. triangl •. 

7. Obtain valu .. for th. angular radii B, r of the circumscribed and 
inscribed circl .. respectively of a spherical triangl •. 

Prove that if tan B = 2 tan r, th. triangle must be equilateral. 
• 

8. Prove that th. equation whoee roots are the cubes of the roots of 
th. equation 

1("') + "</>(.:') + ~(.:') = 0, 
the functions being rational and in~ral, I. 

/1(zlJ' + z [/</>(")}' - 3/(")</>(.,).;(,,)] + ... /.;(,,)' = O. 

9. Show how to d.termine the roots of a biquadratic in terms of the 
roots of its reducing cubic; and prove that if the biquadratic"'" + 4~ + 
6 .... + 4<1., + • = 0 h .. three equal roots, then its invariants ... - 4bd + 
3c', ace + 2bcd - o.d' - be' - .. are both zero. 

Can the equation ... + P'" + '1 = 0 have three eqnal rooto P 

10. Defin. the discriminant of a quantic; and .how that the discriminant 
of a quantic of the .... degrea in III variables i. of order III ( .. - 1)·- I and 
of weight ft (ft -1)· -I. 

Show that th. discriminant of (z - a) (z - fl)4>(") ;. equal to the 
discriminant of</> (z) multiplied by 

{</>(a) X </>(fJ)}'{a-flj'. 

11. Prove that the determinant whose oonatituento are the drat miuora 
of a determinant.:\ of the At' order is equal to 4-- 1• 

Hence or otherwise find the value of 

I b+ o-II-d. be-ad, bc(a + ci)- a.l(b+ e) I 
c +a -b-d, ca-bd, ca(b + ci)- bd(c + a) • 
.. + b - 0 - d, ab - cd, ab(e + d) - cd(a + b) 

VI. 

G.-t,.,. 

1. H the geueral equation of the second degrea represento two straight 
lines, find the angle between them. 

2. H Go fl, y, a be the eccentrie angles of four pointo on an .l1ipae, find 
the condition that these pointo .hould all lie on • circle. 

Show that th. loona of the middle points of the common cbovda of 
the ellipae and ito circles of curvature ;. given by the equation 

(~ + ~)' = (~ - tr 
3. Investigate an expression for the distaooe between two pointo wboae 

areal coordinates are given. 
Hence .bo ... that the expression ,,'yo + "'.., + ..,.,;. equal to the 

product of the intercepts made on any line through the point ('" " .J by 
the circle circumscn"bing the triangle of reference. 

4. Find the polar reciprocal of one circle with reapect to another. aud 
find expressiona for the latus rectum and _tricity of tbe reouIting 
coDie. 
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Ii. H the circle whose centre is at the point (a, b) and whose radius is c. 
he inverted with regard to the origin, the result is a circle whose radius is . 
ck' (a' + b' - c't' when 1c is the constant of inversion. 

H three circles whose radii are a. b, 0 touch each other, the radius of 
the circle touching all three is given hy the equation 

is:- iIa) + l:U)-2l:1=0. 
6. State and prove Pascal's Theorem. . . 

H .A, B, C, D, E, F he six pointa on a conic, show that sixty diJl'erent 
Pascal lines can he ohtained hy joining these points in different ways. 
Show also that the Pascal lines 'for the four hengons .ABCDEF • .ABFDEC, 
.ABCEDF, .ABFEDC pass through a point. 

7. Show that the equations to two straight lines which do not intersect 
may always be put in the form . . 

11 = mz. I = cand 1/= -mzJ I = -c. 
H through these ~traight lines a pair of planes he drawn at right 

angles to each other, show that the straight line through the origin parallel 
to the line of intersection of these planes lies on the cone 

" - mY + (1 - "''lo' = o. 
8. Find an expression for the volume of a tetrahedron in terms of the 

ccordinstas of its angular points. . 
Show that the volume of the tetrahedron formed by the four planes 

my + ... = O. ... + Z" = O. z., + my = O. and z., + my + ... 0= a 
. 2al lft __ • 

31m .. 

9. Show that two series of parallel planes can he drawn each of 'which 
cuts a. given ellipsoid in circles. . 

If two planes be drawn th"ough the point.(p, q, r) to cut the ellipsoid 
(a' + bt

) .,. + a'y' + (a' _ c')o' = "" in circles. lind the. equation to the 
sphere which pass .. through theee two circles. 

10. Show how to determine the general character of' the section of a 
surface of the second order by a plane. 

If • he the ecosntricity of the section of the surface 
,.' + 2,1' + s.' = 1. 

by the plane,. + II + I = O. show that (2..1S + I) .. = 2. 
11. Prove that the three conicoids which can he drawn through a given 

point P oonfocal with a given ellipsoid are respectively an ellipsoid. a 
byperboloid of one sheet, and one of two sheets. 

H ........... he the semi-axes of the oonfocals corresponding to the 
semi-uis " of the origin&! ellipsoid, and if 

... ' + ... ' + ... ' = lIII'. 
show that the locus of P is a sphere. 

vn. 
Diff_1iaI Calcul .... 

1 
1. H r = C+ .. ' lind::; 

2. Explain ."hat is meant by partial diJl'erentiation. 
H U = 1(,., y, IJ, sbow that in " transformation from one rectangular 

system of axes in space to another the function 
d.'U d.'U d.'U 

a,.,s + -"''' + do' 
is UDa!tsred. 
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3. State and prove Maclaurin·s theorem. 
Show that the expression for sin " in aacending powers of " is 

convergent. 

4. Show how to find the maxima and minima values of a function of 
three variablee z, 1/, • connected by the equation 

f(", 1/ •• ) = Q. 
Find the diatance from the origin (0, 0, 0) of the vertex of the 

boll . f .,. 1/' .. 
para c section 0 iii - Ii' + OS = 1 by the plane 

.!~ + .!~ + .la' b' 0 
" b II .= . a • 

5. If 8 and </> be variabl .. , find the envelope of the plane 
" em 8 COB </> + 1/ em 8 em </> + ., COB 8 = a Bin 8 + b. 

6. Trace the curve 
( ... - 11>' - 6ao: ( ... - 11>' + 82 ..... + 25a· ... = o. 

7. Form the eqnation to the Hessian of a plane curve 
f(z, II) = O. 

Find the number of pointe of in8enon on the curve 
... + !I' = Sazy. 

8. Find the eqnation to the tangent plane at any point of a ourface. 
Expreee in the form of determinanta the conditione that the general 

equation of the eecond degree in II, II, • ahall represent a pair of planes. 

9. Find the eqnatioDB to the normal at any point of the ourface 
f(z, II, .) = O. 

Show that 
(It' -c')z (c' - a') !I (a' - b')o 
-dJ~- + df -+-d/=O 

ck dy do 
is the dilferential eqnation to the orthogonal trajectory 

f(z, II, 0) = 0 
of the syatem of lines represented by 

a(z - a cos 8 cos </» b(!I- b COS 8 em </» 
cos 8 cos </> COS 8 ain </> 

... b, • being constanta and 8, </> variables. 

c(_ - •• in 8) 
em8 

10. Investigate the dilferential equation to developable .urfacea. 
If the cylinder ... + y' = a' baa the conic 

Z=ClcoeS. ,=_sin8, s=bcos8, 
deecn"bed on ita surface and be eat rolling on the plane , = ... in the 
direction of the z-axis, show that the trace of the conic on the plane is the 
curve given by the dilferential equation 

dz a 
tis = .II>' - ".. 

lL Find an expreoaion for the radius of absolute curvature at any point 
of a tortuous curve; and show that in the curve of interaection of the 
aurfaceo 

. , 
... + y' = a',' = b tan -J • 

the radina of absolute curvature is oonstant. 

12. Find the equation for datermining the principal radii of curvature 
at a given point of a ourfaee. 
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Prov~ that the principal radii of curvature at a point ("', y. I) of the 
surface ( ... + y' + .' + a,' - b'l'.= 40,'('" + y') 

dC'" + y' +" + a,' = b'\b 
are ban.,. + y' + .' a' b'J· 

VIII. 

Integral Calculus. 

1. Deline a definite integl"lll; and prove the formula 

f: j(flJ)am = f: f(a, - .,)am. 

f• ,.am .. ' 
Prove that 0 1 + sin'" ;=. 2 '11'2· 

2. Show how to lind the area of .. pedal of .. closed ourve; and prove 
that it is equal to the sum of the areas of the curve and of the pedal of its 
evolute. . 

Prove that the whole area of the pedal of the lemniscate ... = a' cos 28 
with ''eSpeat to the pole i. 2 .. •. 

S. Show that the area of a surface. = j(", y) is given by the integration 
between proper limits of 

ff{l+ C:)' + CZ)'}amdY• 

If dB be an element of surface of an ellipsoid at a point P. and A the 
area of the seotion of the ellipsoid by .. plane through its centre pa .... Uel to 

the tangent plane at p. then f f~ = &. the integral being extended o.er 

the whole surface. 

4. Show how to transform If)ip( ... y. I) am ely do into a triple integral 
with respect to three new variables 1£. v, 10, which are given by the equatiODS 

.. = f,(v., ~ • .0). y = f,(u. v • .0) • • = f.(,., " .0). 
If ", .. = ....... Ut!/ = _ ..... ;= ", .... prove that 

lilY am ely do 
i. transformed into 'lIlY, du, du., d .... 

f" .... am s. Determine the valne uf • 1 + ,... . when m and .. ..... positive 

integers. and .. > m. 
Prove that the value uf lIre' - , II - • If' + • am dy i. 

tr 

sin 10 .. (e' - 1). 

the integra.! baing 10 taken ... to give to the variabl .. all positive valu .. 
consistaat with the oondition that II + II is Qat greatsr than <-

6. Prove bt means uf the Calculna of Variations that the minimum 
value uf 

f., (a-_)'C dll)'am is (l!' - ".)'(0, - ",,)(0, - "'o) 
.. dOl "'t-"'o 

where ,.. !I, are the vain .. of , eorreaponding reapectively to the initial and 
lin"" valnea of ... 
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7. Solve the equations: 

(1) (! - a)' .. ="'008 b:o; 

(2) .. (a - y) (:) - 2a y( :) = I(a + y). 

8. Prove that a partial dilrerential equation of the lirst order u = f(v) 
can only lead to a partial dilrerential equation of the oecond order of the 
form lltr + s. + PI = V, when u and" are so related &B to aatisfy identi. 
cally the condition 

du tIm du tIm 
dp dq - dq tip = O. 

Obtain the two first integral. of ths equation zy(r - t) = z' - 11'. 
9. Solve the equations 

(1) u. + , = 31.. + 21>. I ; 
". + 1 = 4u. - Bv. f 

(2) +"'.(u'. _ , - 1) = u'. _ ,. 

10. H BernouiIli'. numbers are given by the identity 

lIB, B, 
( .. -1)-' =-;--2 + ~ - -i.£z' + ... 

,_ I.:. 

.how thllt 

B .. - , = (- 1)- + ,II - F + 1~ - ". + 2n -: 1 ! 0". 

11. Prove thllt the mean dist&nce of a point within a given rectangle 
whOle side. are 2a, 2b, from the centre of gravity of the rectangle io 

~ + a' I b + 4 + !!.-loga + 4 
3 6boga 6a b' 

24 being the length of the diogonaL 

IX. 

Statiu '" &li<l. and Fluido. 
1. Show thet any number of foroes aeting on a rigid body may be 

replaced by a .ingle force and a couple whooe plane io perpendicul&r to the 
direction of the single force. • 

2. Three uniform rods whooe weights are proportional to their lengtha 
a, b, e are jointed together 80 as to form a triangle which io placed on a 
smooth horizontal plane on its three sides sncceesiTe1y, its plane being 
'Vertical: prove that the stre .... aIong the aides G, b, e when horizontsI 
are proportional to 

(b + 0) cosec lU, (e + G) coeec 2B, (G + b) cosec 20 respectiTely. 

3. Stste e1sarly the laws of friction and of limiting frictidn. 
The centres of two spherical mrfaees, radii Gorin .. and .. 0001 .. are 

placed in the eame horizontal line at diotsnee .. from eocb other; if the 
coefficients of friction for the two BDrfaeeo be,. and "respectively, proTe 
thet the length of that part of the CllJ"l'e of interEetioD .... which a hea~ 
particle eonld rest io • 

, .. in 2a tan - I (p COB • + " orin .). 
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4. Define the Centre of Mass of a body. 
Find the Centre of Mass of a thin spherical shell whose density at 

any point varies inversely as the cuhe of its. distance from a given external 
point. 

S. U the mass of a string he so distributed that when the string is 
suspended by its extremities from two points, the tension varies &8 the 
density, prOT\> that the form assumed by the string will he represe!1ted by 

the equation 'Y = • log sec :!. .. . 
. Prove that the radius of curvature will vary as the density, and that 

its projection on the vertical will be of constant length. . 

6. By Newton's Universal Law of Attraction the .tress between two 
particles of mass .. M and M' when at a distance D from each other is 
p.MM' D -', where I' is some constant. Find the dimensions of I' in terms 
of the usual dynamical units, via., mass, length, and time. 

Find also in terms of the same units the dimensions of the Potential 
at any point due to any attracting mass. 

7. Find the attraction of a thin spherical shell of uniform density on an 
external particle. 

If the density at any point P inside a sphere depends only on its 
distance OP from the centre, and if the attraction of the sphere on any 
internsl point Q varies as OQ', show that the density at P vari .. &8 01". 

8. Prove the formula v'V + 4,,,p = 0.· 
If two bodies of equal mass have the same external equipotential 

surfaces, show that their attractions on all enernsl points are the same in 
magnitude and direction. 

9. If p be the pressUl ... and p the deusity at any point (z, 'Y, 0) of a lIuid, 
and if X, Y, Z be the resolved parte of the force acting at that point, show 
that cip = p(Xdz + Ydy + Zdo). 

A weightl .. s cone is nearly filled with lIuid and inverted on a 
horizontal table. The lIuid is made to rotate with angnlar velocity .. , and 
the p .... ure required to keep the cone m contact with the table is three 
tim .. the weight of the fluid; slll>w that Sha.' tan'a = 4g, where A is the 
height of the cone, and a its semivertical angle. . 

10. Define the Metacentre, and investigate a formula for finding its 
position. 

A uniform solid cone whoas height is A, seJuivertical angle a and specific 
gravity IF, has ita vertex lilted at a depth .. helow the surface of watar. 
Show that the equilibrium is .table if ... sec'a > A'IF. 

11. A membl'Rlle in the form of a surface of revolution is partly filled 
with lIuid, and I and f are the tensions along and acroas a meridian at a 

point distant r from the axis. ahow that f _ I = !I dl. 
ay 

X. 

l)yRa ...... oJ II Parlicl& 

1. Find expreaaions for the aooelerations of a particle moving in 
" curve, estimated along and perpendicular to the tangent. 

The velociiy of a particle describing a plane .nne under the action 
of .. oonstsnt force varies aa the square root of the particle'. distance from 
a given right line in the plane; find the direction of the force. 
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. 2. Sho,! that in planetary motion the velocity v in terms of the time 
e IS appronmately ."Pressed by tbe formnl& 

... =~ (1 + 2.008 m + S" 008 2 .. ,). 
II 

3. Every apaidal line divides a central orhit into two parts which are 
eqnal and similar. 

A particle is acted on by a central attraction I' (~ + s,.o ) and is 

projected from fUl apee at a distance 1 :. with a .. elocity 2 ~i (1 + .), 
• being < 1; find the orbit and tha periodic time. 

,. Two ~c1ee, ~roj~ ~ any manner, are acted on 801.ly by their 
mutual attraction, ~bich .varlee m ...... ly as the aquare of the distance; 
show that the relati ... orbits of the particl .. about each other will be conic 
sections about a focus. 

5. A particle mo .... on a smooth plane curve under given forces: .how 
how to determine the motion and to find the preeenre on the curve. 

A small ring, starting from the point (a, i). slid .. on .. smooth wire 

r = II (1 + 00811) which baa its axis vertical and pole upwarda; find the 
p .... ure on tha wire when the ring baa reached the lo ..... t point (2<1, 0). 

6. H the height of a projectile, moving in a resisting medium, ahov. the 
horizontal line through th. point of projection, be oonnected with tha tim. 
by the equation 

,= ~-l (3 - p), 

prove that the trajectory is determined by this and 

,"=~ootll{(1+I)'-I}; 
a being the angle .. hich the direction of projectwn mak.. with the 
horizon. 

7. A particle is constrained to move, und.r the action of gi"en forMO, 
ineide a fine smooth tube in the form of a plane curve which revol" .. 
in .. given manner abont an axis in its plane; determine the motion. 

A smooth straight tnbe OA, of length Sa, is made to revol". in 
a horizontal plane about a vertical axis through 0 with uniform angnI&r 
velocity _, and a particle P attached to an elastic string OP of natural 
length II is placed in the tube with an extremity fixed at O. Supposing 
the string to be initially joat stretched and its ooeIIicient of e\aaticity = 
2 "a, sho .. that (1) the particle will reach the end A of the tube in the 

time e =!; (2) its path is a~, 
• 

8. A heavy particle is projected obliquely on the inside of .. smooth 
cylinder y' + .. = 2 u, having its axis horizontal, from .. point in the lowest 
generating line of the cylinder; .how that the equations to the particle'. 
path will be 

'" = Y COlI a f, , = ... in 2e, • = CI (1 - """ 21), 

if 2a : = "V' ein' a 49" ein' e, and Y be the initiol .. eIocity of the 

particle, a the angle wbich the direction of projection mak .. with the lowest 
generating line, and Yein a > 2 "ga. 

9. Determine the general equation to tantoc:h.ronold c!nrv .. ; and prove 
that the cycloid is a tantochrone in the ...... of .. boovy particle moving 
in a medium whose reeistauce "ari .... the "eIocity. 
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10. The tangent to the hodograph at any instant is parallel to the 
resultant acceleration of the partiele at the corresponding point of ita path 
and the velocity in it is equal to the acceleration of the particle. 

Show that the hodograph of aD ellipee described nnder a central 
attraction varying as the distanee is a oimilar ellipse. 

11. Two small masses attracting each other according to the law of the 
inverse equare of the distanee are attached by two strings each of length , 
to pointa in a smooth horizontal plane at a distanoe II apart. If the 
particl.. be .lightly displaoed from their poeitione of equilibrinm and 

. II be very great compared with /, show that the motion of """h mass will be 
componnded of two harmonic motione whooe periods are approximately ao , 
1 + - : 1. 

II 

U. Explain the principle of leaot action; and apply it to find the path 
of a particle mmiDg frsely nnd.. the attraction of a osntral foroe .. hich 
~es invsrsely ao the onbe of the distanee. 

XI. 
DpG ...... 

1. GiTen the principal axes at the osntre of gravity of a plane lamina • 
• ho .. ho .. to 6nd the principal axes at any other point of the lamina. 

A plane lamina is honnded by the ellipee .. - • .,. + b-' ,. = 1; proTe 
that the principal axes at a point A, • in the plane of the lamine are the 
line perpandionlar to the lamine at that point and the lines given by the 
equation 

'h. {(z - Ill' - (, - "l'} = {II' - bS +. (1' - i') } (e - 1)(, - "). 
2. A plane triangle is equi·momenta! with a .ystem of three particles 

each of one-third ita maoa plaoed at the middle pointa of ita Bides. 
Prove thia; and ahow ho .. to oonatrnct a momenta! ellipse at the 

centre of gravity of the triangle. 

S. A heavy body rotates ahout " horizontal aDa nnder the action of 
gravity; detarmine the motion and find the preB11U1'B8 on the aDa. 

A lamine in the form of" equare (of side 2a) is oapabla of rotating 
about one of ita sidee which is fixed horizontally. The lamina, whiob is 
hanging Tertioally at rest, is struck at ita centre of inertia by a particle of 
one-third ita maoB. The particle before impact .... moving with " nolooity 
2 "10119 in a direction parpendionlar to the plane of the lamina, and after 
impact adheree to it. Prove that the lamine will just rise·through an 
angle 90°. 

<l If ... _, .. are the linear Telocitiea of a body in the direction of three 
oo-ordinote uee through the centre of inertia, and .... .,. _. are the 
augular TBlocitiea of the body ronnd theae Mea, proTe that the motion may 
be exhibited by rotation ronnd " Bingle aDa if _. +.., + _ . = O. 

A oolid homogeueoos aphere (of radiuo II) nnder the action of DO 
foross is struck by " given blow P which is not normal to the anrfaoe. 
Sho.. that the initial motion is one of pore rotation. and that the initial 
augular Telocity is t P ............ Bin 8, where " is the engle between the 
tangent plane to the aphere at tha point of applioatioD of the b10 .. and the 
plane to which the direction of the blow is normal, and .. the """"' of the 
aphere. 

S. A diao tums about" fixed point 0 ronnd an inatantaBOOUS axis OI in 
ita own plane. Suddenly an aDa or eloo in the plane of the diao beoomee 
fixed. Show that the kinetic energy is diminished in the ratio 1:....,.,. 
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where 8 is the angle between the tangents to the momental ellipse .t 0 at 
the points where it is met by the axes 01, or. . 

.6. A circula~ hoop re.t. u.P"n a smooth horizontal plane with a particle 
at ,ts lowest POint, and is projected with a horiwntal velocity V in its own 
plane. Find the value of V in order that the particle may jU8t ris. to the 
height of the centre of the hoop. If V be very Imall, prove that the 

particle will describe complete OIci1lationl in the time z.. { --~ -, -In, 
(m+ m)g 

II being the radiuo of the hoop, and m, m' the maas.. of the hoop and 
particle respectively. 

7. Obtain Euler's equations . .d.";: + (0 - B) ...... = L, &C. for the 

motion of a body about a futed point under the action of given for .... 
If the body be such that two of its principal moment. at the fixed 

point are equal, and if no forces act upon it except at the fixed point, .bo", 
that the instantaneoue axis traces out in the body a right circular cone, and 
th.t this axis is alwaYI in the &ame plan. ,with the invariabl. axis and tbe 
axis of unequal moment of the body. . 

8. The motion of a body in space of two dimensiouo i. given by the 
coordinate ... , !I of its centre of gravity, and tbe angle 8 whicb any fixed 
line in the body makea with a line fixed in space. The body being in 
equilibrium under tbe action of gravity, lind the time of a small d8cillation. 

An equilateral triangle of lide II resting in a smooth hemisphericel 
bowl of radius 2a is mede to oscillate under tbe action of gravity abont its 
position of equilibrium in such a way that ODe of its Bides always remaill8 
parallel to itself. Find tbe lengtb of the simple equivalent pendulum. 

9. A v .... 1 in the fonn of a surface of revolution with its axis verli,,,,1 
and having a finite horizontal aperture in its base is kept constantly foil of 
liquid. Detennine the rate at which liquid must be ponred in. on the 
bypotheais that the motions of all particles in the &ame horizontal plane 
are nuifonn and vertieal. 

10. Prove that the velocity potentisl t/> of a homogeneous incompressible 
lluid moving with irrotational motion in three dimensions aatisfiea tbe 
differential equation 

d't/> d't/> d't/> or + dif + U =0. 

If in a ease of irrotational motion in two dimeneiouo 
t/> = bJ-r sin ( .... - nt), 

prove that each lluid particle desen"bes a circle round its mean position with 
nuiform angular velocity . 

• 
, xu. 

Opliu and .d.slrmwmy. 
1. Determine the poeitious of the primary and oecondary foci of a email 

pencil of light obliquely reIIected at • spberical 81U'face. 

2. The origin of the curve r = .. (1 + COB 8) is • eonrce of light which is 
rellected by the ClU'Ve. Prove that the radius of curvature of the canetic at 
the point COIresponding I? IJ is f .. lin 6. 

S. A lucceseion of waves in which the displacement is rep........ted by 

• sin 2; ('" -:0) is moving directly towarda a acreeD in which there is. 

slit of breadth 21>. FiDd the magnitude of the vibration .t. point on the 
other side of the screen. 

lnterpret your result wben" is Yery much greater or yery mnch less 
than 6. ' 
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4. A wave of light is incident directly on a plate of glass of thickness T 
and refractive· index p. and a second wave is incident on 0. similar plate of 
glass at an angle fj. Show that the diJl'erence of retardation of the wavee 

i.2 T (.in'~-" .in'D where.in fj =,..in y. 

5. Find the length of day at any place. 
The number of .econds occupied by the oun in rising on a .given day 

at a given place may be nes.rly expre.sed by ";coo (I + ~~2C08 (I _ a)' where 

I is the latitude of the place and a the sun'. declination. 

6. Define Aberration, and prove the formula 
aberration ==. sin (earth'. way). 

Determine the aberration of a .tar in longitude. 

7. Account for the stationary positi~ and retrograde motions of the 
planet •. 

Find the !lngle .ubtended by two planets at the .un when they are in 
a stationary position. 

S. In the Lun&r Theory obtain the eqUlltion . 
P =,. .. '(1- f") ~ t m' ...... -. {I + 3 co. 2 (8 - 8')}. 

9. As.uming the expre •• ion for the longitude of the Moon 
8 =pt + 2 •• in(cpt - 0) + ... + V ..... in {(2 - 2m - c)pl..,.. 2fj+ oj 

determine the change in the position of the apse and. in the eccentricity of 
the Moon'. orbit produced by the last term. (called the Evection). 

10. Prove (by numerical calculation) that the moon is kept in her orbi. 
by the earth'. attraction. 

da 2 .... ' dB 
11. In the Planetary Theory prove that iU= --;;:- (j;' 

12. Integrate the equations lor the eccentricity and the longitude of 
perihelion, given 

t = - aD", .in (fit - ar') ; 

dflt 
• Iii = o{D •• - D, 0' cos (fIt- .. ')}. 

Hence show that when the eccentricity is a maximum or minimum 
the apsidalline is either moving most mpidly or most .Iowly. 

XIII. 

Problema. 

ISh tha .. S .. + 5 .. , . ow t oeo
7

+ooo 7 800 7 =", 

-2. U r = .-Ii and cosh ,.= i (O" + .-Z), prove that 

j() 2{ -' ft'II - S_ 
al = '''; r cosh 2/:1 + 'v'" ClOIIh 2jj 

. - 5..,. } + '..;ra ClOIIh 27f + ... IId infinit ..... 

is a aolution of the functional equation • 1 ~ 
1(" + 2.) = - .- j(z) 

r 
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s. If a. b. c are the lengths of the sides of a triangle circumscribing tho 

parabola y' = """. prove that its area is equal to 2abc J m • where 
Idd. 

flo f,. I. are the lengths of focal chords of the parabola parallel to the sid .. 
of the triangle. 

4. Find the relation between the ax .. of two confocal e11ips .. when it is 
possible to inscribe a triangle in one which shall he circumscribed to the 
other. 

5. Show that 

(b'- y') ~- 200y:: + at - ... = 0 

is the differential equation to the involutet of the emp.e 
... y' 
iii + iii = 1. 

6. The tangent at a point P of the ciasoid y' (a - "J = ... meets the 
curve again in Q. and the tangent at Q meets the curve again in B. II 
o be the cusp of the ciasoid. prove that 

eat BOQ - eat POQ =' t eat POB. 

7. If p. p' are the principal radii of curvature of & paraboloid of revoln· 
tion at a point p. p being> p'. prove that the distance of P from the focua 
is i ..; pp'. and the angle between the tangent plane at P and the focal 

distance of P is sin-: J~ 
8 . .A. curve is drawn on a sphere cutting all the meridiana at a constant 

angle a. If 8 and q, be the latitnde and longitude of a point p. the 
longitude being measnred from the point where the curve cnts the eqaator. 
show that 

q, = tan 4 log tan (i -:). 
Also if '" be the angle between the oocnlating plane to the curve and the 
tangent plane to the sphere at p. show that 

cot '" = sin a tan 8. 

9. Prove that 

y = -"'- - ... + -"- - -~- + .. .ad infinitum 1.3.5 3.5.7 5.7.9 7.9.11 
is a particnlar integral of the differential eqaation 

... '!'Y + 7" dy + By = tan-I .. ; 
tJ.,s d.. 

and hence or otherwise lind the onm of the series. 

10. .A. nniform heavy string of length l rests OD • rough cycloid 
whoee cusps are vertical and yertex up .. ara., one end of the atring 
being at a cusp and the other end hanging freely. Show that the It ring 
i. just on the point of slipping if 

l = Sa + 1211 (_ -1) IY + 4>-', 
where .. ia the rsdiQII of the generating circle of the cycloid. 

11 • .An elliptic 1antina ia partly immeraed in a homogeneono Said with 
a diameter in the 8IIl'face; lind the locna of the ~tre of preeoare. oup' 
poeing the lamina to be moveable about a bed horizontal asis throngh ito -. 
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12. IDoompreasible llaid is contained in a cone of height a, and semi

vertical augle i, and the demity of a depth • is u. If when the llaia is 

poured into a anrfa.ce of revolution it is fomul that the demity at depth • 
is then As'a-', show u.at the equation to the generating cone is 

aV = 2z (a' - :i"f. 
13. A line inerleuslbIe string OP has ana of i1B edremities attached to 

the highest point 0 of the cireumfereuee of a fixed Yertical circle, and the 
other to a heavy~ P. Jnitia\lythe sking is stretched in the clli:ection 
of the taugent to the cire\e at 0, and P is projected vertically downwards ; 
find the velocity of projection so that the string may bs complstely wound 
romul the circle, supposing its length to bs equal to the cinmmfenmce. 

U. Two smooth planes are """h inclined to the varticsl at 8D ...glei 

and interaect in a horizontal line. A. uniform cireular disc of radius a is 
making small osciIIstions in such a 1lI8DDer that the !ins joining the points 
of contact of the disc and the planes is alway" horizontal. Show that the 

\ength of the simple equivalent pendulum is i. 
15. A. smooth fine tubs of length 4a is bent into the form of part of the 

cune r = a (1 + cos II), the tubs bsing symmetrical about the initial !ins 
which is ftrlically upwards. The tubs is fixed in a vertical plane, and the 
tsngenIa at its extremities are vertical. A. uniform chain of length 84 
passes through the tubs and rests in the position of equilibrium. If the 
chain bs slightly dispIaced, show that its velocity Yat the moment when 
the end of the chain \eaves the tubs is given by the equation 

5 Y'= 39 09. 

FIRST PUBUC EXAMINATION. 

TRIllITY TERK, 1911-

llATHElU.TICS. L 

[S .. Not. after ~ 12.] 

1. Explain Can1au'. method of eolving a cubic eqnation .. hioh has only 
one real root. How would you eolve & cubic equation known to have three 
real rootsP 

Prove that, if the diJFerence bstween two roots of a biquadratic 
~uatiou is equal to the dilrerence bstween the other two roots, the equation 
18 of the form ('" + 1'" + q)' = r; and hence, or otherwise, eolve the 
equation 

"'-2r- ssr + S4o> +"= o. 
S. Reaolve into real factora .... - 20000 COB II + I, .. here • is • positive 

integer. 

Show that Bin (s.. + 1) , • ii: • (1 - .2in~~_) 
(2. + 1) Bin ., = • = I .,;;,. 2ft': 1 . 

3. Prove that in any apherical triangle cot a Bin • = cot .A Bin C + COS 
• COS C. 

If D is taken on .BC bsyond C eo that BD == .. show that 
cot .ADa = Bin (e - .) Bin ~ + .) cosec .. cosec • cosec c. 
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4. Show that the locus of a. point, the lengths of tm. tengents from 
which to two circles are in a given. ratio, is a circle co&ul with the two 
circles. 

From two points which are harmonic conjugates with respect to the 
centres of two eircl .. perpendicul&ra are drawn to their common tangents. 
Show that the eight feet of th .. e perpendienlaro lie on .. eircle coaml with 
the two circl ... 

5. U a = 0 is the equation of the tangent at the point P to the conic 
S = 0, interpret the equation S + ).a' = O. 

CP, CQ are a pair of conjugate semi·diameters of an ellip .. , and .. 
parabola hoe four·point contact with the ellip.e at P. Sbow that its 
directrix cuts CP at rigbt angl .. at .. distence CP + CQ'/2 CP from C. 

6. Find tbe equation of tbe plane section of tbe ellipsoid 
"'/a' + y'/b' + "/c' = 1 whicb hoe tbe point (", 1/, s') as its centre. 

Show that tbe loono of tbe centres of tbe .ectiono of .. conicoid wbose 
plan .. p .... througb a given line is .. plane conic. 

7. U a curve hoe an algebraic equation wbicb is arranged in bomogeneous 
sets in the form "" + "" _ 1 + ... + .... = 0, "" being the terms of highest 
degree and .... thoae of lowest degree, show that there are in general m 
branch .. at ·the origin, the eqnatioDB of the tengents to which are the 
facton of the equation .... = 0, and .. linear Blymptotes parallel to the 
straight lin .. whooe equatioDB are the facton of "" = O. Stete without 
proof the moditicatioDB that generally resalt from the preoence of a repeated 
factor in.... or "" • 

Trace the en"e ( ... - y') ... + y' (y + 2z) = O. 

8. Prove from first principl .. that 

J: ain ~ = cos " - COB b. . . 

Prove that the limit, when tbe pooitive integer .. ia indefinitely 
jncreased, of 

1 

[(1.+;> (l+~) (1+!) ... (1+:)]" 
is 4/ •. 

9. U. = f (V) is the intrinoic equation of .. cnrve, sbow bow to expreso 
the Cartesian coordinates of any point on it in terms of +. . 

Sbow that the coordinates of &Dy point on the cnrve wbose intriMc 
eqnation is • = • ( ..... V = 1), wbere .. is an odd integer greeter than 
unity, can be exp.........t rationally in terms of tan v; and .bow that, when 
tI = 3, the curve is a cubic with a cusp. 

10. Find from mechanical coDBiderationa the intrinoic equation of tha 
common catenary. 

The ends of a uniform hea"1 chain are attached to t .. o fixed points 
.A, B. When the chain is banging in equilibrium the tangents to it at its 
extremiti .. make angl .. tan-I (3/4), tan-I (5/121 with the horizontal in 
opposite .. noes. Prove that the inclination of the atraigbt line .AB to the 
borizontal is cot-I (6 log BJ. 

11. Explain what ia meant by the velocity of. point .A relative to. 
pointB. 

Two hea"1 pariicleo &tart aimaltaneonoly from a point on • Imcoth 
plane. wbicb is inclined to the horizontal at an angle of 30". One at them 
is projected ""mcally upwards with velocity Y, and the other .lides from 
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~ down the plaDe. Find the time at which the magnitude of the ."lative 
velociliJ of the p&rticles is a minimum, and their distance apart .at this 
time. 

12. A DDiform cylinder is placed with ita axis horizontal agafust an 
imperfectly rough fixed plane inclined to the horizontal at an angle a and 
then released. Show that the subsequent motion of the cylinder will he 
pare rolling. or rolling and a1iding combined, according as the coefficient of 
friction between the cylinder and the plane is greater than or less than 
t tan Go How would this result be modified if the plane had the same 
maso as the cylinder, and was free to move on a smooth fixed horizontal 
planeP 

(Aaonme that the oentree of gravity of the cylinder and inclined 
plane lie in a vertical plane perpendicular to the inclined plane). 

[..1._, ... ...her oJ tlJe /ol1ouJifU} ~ ..... , be "",.limted/ar at> oquaZtwmber 
. oJ tAel'f""lJdi"1l quatioIu, bat lao .....ght tDill be aaoigReci to tAem.] 

A. Prove the formula t be sin A for the ..... of a triangle. 

The diagoDBIs ..1.0 and BD of a plane conwx quadrilateral ABOD 
intersect in O. If a triangle is constructed with AB and OD 88 sides and 
the angle between AB and OD 88 the included angle, eho... that iiB area 
will he eqnal to the di1ference of the areas of the triangles .laD and BOO. 

B. Dilferentaate sin II by first principles. 

If , = oJ' tan-I ... prove that df _ oJ' + 2z'y + 2y • 
dz- oJ'+_ 

O. State Newton'. second law of motion, and .ho .. how it leade to a 
measure of force. . 

Give reasons for the aammption that, immediately after a cannon 
is &red horizonially, the magnitudes of the velocities of the cannon and the 
balJ. are inversely as their masaea. Ia the aammption quite correct P 

MATBElU.TIOS n. 
[S .. Nota offer Qt&adiooo n.] 

1. Six light roda AB, BO, CA, BD, OD, OB are freely jointed at their 
en...mitiea 80 &8 to form the framework shown in the figure, the points 
D, B being freely hinged to two fixed poiniB in a vertical line. Determine 
the _ in each rod and the reactions at D and B when a weight W is 
attached to the joint A, aasnming that the whole system is in a single 
vertical plane. 

B 

• 139M B 
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2. Shaw that the rate of cha.nge of moment of momentum of a oystem 
of particles about a fixed straight line is eq1lB1 to the moment of the 
external forces about that line. 

One end .A. of a light inextenoible string is attached to a fixed point 
of a smooth horizontal plane. To the other end B of the string and to ito 
mid-point equal particles are attached. The particle at B is held on the 
plane so that the string is straight and taut and is th.n projecte4 along 
the plane in a direction at right angles to the string. Show that. when the 
two parte of the sbring are again in a straight line. their angular velocities 
will be in the ratio. , - 1. 

3. Prove that th. thrust exerted by a lIuid on a body immenea in It 
is equal to th. weight of the displaced lIuia and acto vertically npwards 
through th ...... t ... of gravity of the latter • 

.A. is a solid cylind.r of radius ... length I. and density ... resting in .. 
cylinilricaJ. cup B of radius b C> a). The centre of one end of .A. is coDDected 
to th. centre of th. bottom of B by a fine elastic otring. whose nst!ll'&l 
length is I and wbose modulllO is eq1lB1 to the .. eight of.A. in air. Water 
of density p (> .. ) is then poured slowly into the cup. Prove that. when .A. 
is juot imm ...... d. the volume of the water is 

.. I r",(; '4-1) - /I']. 
•• .Assuming that f Co:) can be expanded in a aerie. of aocending powers 

of ... sbow how to detemw.e the coefficients. 
Expand sin -I .. in powe .. of ... 

If II = f: .... ·de. expand II in pow ..... of .... far as ".. 

o. Interpret geometric&lly the integ>aI f: I (e) de, ..,here 11 =1 Co:) is the 

equation of a plane curve. 
Find the sum of the areas included between the axis of .. and the 

..... of the curve 11 = '" sin (z/a) from the ordinate '" = 0 to the ordinate 
11= ... cz; .. being &Dy positive integer. odd or even. 

Show that the whole length and area of a single loop of the curve 
r= 2eacoa .. S en > 1) 

are equal respectively to the whole perimeter and area of the ellipse 
... + nY = a'. 

6. Show that the solution of the equation 

~ + If> (!J) :: + + (!J) = 0 

cui be reduced to that of an equation of the form 
dv .... + u=/(e). 

and solve the latter equation in the .... , Ce) = ! •. 

7. Proye that. if cz and b are real DDeqU&l posime qnantiu... 

cz·'" > (" t b} + -. 

Sho ... also that. if ". b. e are positiYe integerB. which are DOt aD 
equal. 

ca<+ b'+ ~.\" +0+' 
II + b +i} - > ... ".". ; 

and extena e.e reault 80 as to include aD real rational posime ...uuea of 
G, b, c.. 
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8. Evaluate the determinant 
I' + 2'; 2' + S', 3' + 4',' 4' + 5' 
2' + 3', 3' + 4', 4' + 50, 51 + 6' 
3'+4', 4'+5', 5'+6', 6'+7' 
4' + 5', 6' + 6', 6' + 7', 7' + 3' 

and express ..... product of liD .... f""tors the iletermina.nt 

I 
~ ~+ab-b' /1'+"'-0', 

-/l'+ab+'" '" "'+60-0'. 
-/1'+"'+0' -b'+bo+o' 0' ' 

9. If P is ""1 point on the circttmscribing circle of the tria.ngle ABC, 
.how tha.t 

PA 8in..t ±PB sinB ± PO sin 0=0. 
o fa a point in the p!8Jle of " tri8Jlgle ABO "t which the sid ... 

BC, CA, AB eubtend "ngles G, fl, y reepectivel1 (m .... ured so tha.t 
a + fl + 'Y = 2 .. ), &Dd AO meets the circumscribing circle of the triangle 
OBC "t D. Show tha.t 

and that 
DA sin a = OA sina + OB sin fl + OC.in y, 

OA. DA sin a = bo sin (a -A). 
Henee obtain OA, OB, OC in termo of tJ, b, c, A, B, C, a, fl, y. 

10. If the perpendicullU'S drawn from the vertices A &Dd B of the 
tetrahedron ABCD to the opposite faces intersect, show tha.t the edges AB 
&Dd CD are "t right &nglea, aud tha.t the perpendicular. from C &Dd D to 
the opposite faces interoect. 

11. Find the e'luation of the tangent "t the point (of, 'II) on the aome 

".. + 21.,., + by' + 2g. + Jy + • = O. 

Prove tha.t the com .. 
!'+~=1 
(J' bI 

and 
... y' 
;;:'+2,,' b,+2Al11+I=0 

out .... h oth ... at right &ng1eo. 

[A"!I "umber of 11 .. fol/owi"" quettiona ..... !/ b. "",.liluted fM' ..... qual .. umb ... 
tV u.. :lNOOtU"" ~, "'" loa tlJ4igM tDiU b. aoaigRed 10 theA] 

A. DoIine" ha.rmonic range. 
Give, with proof, a method of OOlUltruoting with the ruler only the 

harmonic OOIljngote of a point C with .... pact to lnro points .4 ana B lying 
on a straight line throngh C. 

B. Find the equatiOll8 of ~ t&ngent and normal &t an1 point of the 
ourve 

!/=f("). 
Show that the point of oontact of any t&ngont to the curve ely "" 0' 

is ODe. of the points of trisection of the part of the t&ngont interoepted 
be_thouea. 

O. Det...mine the position of the C6Iltre of grant,of a nniform trian. 
gu1ar plata. . 

A nni!::J:late ABCD haa the form of an equilateral triangle 
..tBD and an . ea triangle CBD, whoee angle BCD is lllO", oa opposite 
aid .. of the __ billie BD. A haa..,. panicle, whoee _ is twe-thirds 
tha.t of the plate, is att&ohed to the plate at C. Show tha.t the centre of 
granty of the .yetom lies OD BD. 

H l! 
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MATHEMATIOS m. 
S •• Not. after Q .... ti ... 1L 

L Show how to find (when possible) the general oolution of tbe equation 
cur - by = c in positive integers. where a, b. c are positive integers. 

A man bas 121 franc piecee and 70 helf·crown.. Reckoning 25 francs 
to be tbe equivalent of £1 find the number of way. in whicb tbe man can 
pay away one',third of the money in bia pos .... ion. Whet is tbe 8ID&lleet 
number of coina witb which be can make tbe payment P 

2. Draw the grapha of tanb .. and .in z. 
Sbow that the equation ain '" = tanb _, wbere m is positiv., has aD 

inlinite number of real roots; that the large positive root. occur in pairs, 
on. a little I ... than and one a little greeter than C21I + t) or, wbere " is a 
large positive integer; and ~hat closer appro:limatioDl to tb. pair of roota 
near (211 + i) or are 

(211+ l)or±a-ma', 

wbere a denow aecb (2 .. + i) m .... 

3. Sbow that in any spberical triangle 

ain Ul ooe ia = ain.A sin i b sin i _, 
where E is tbe spberical _. 

If D is the middle point of tbe side BC of tbe .pberical triangle 
.ABC, and E, and E, are the spberical exoeeses of the t .... o triangles .ABD and 
.ACD, show that 

• ain i E ain i Co - b) ain i (0 + b) 
BID 1 (E, - E,J = cor ib + 008' ic+ 2 coOlb coO to CoO i E • 

,. State the theorem obtained by reciprocating tbe tbeorem" The 
.. three pairs of straigbt linee joining a point in the plane of a oomplete 
" qnadriIateral to ito pairs of opposite vertioea are in involution "; and give 
a proof of eitber theorem. 

Given live oollin ..... pointe, .A, .A', B, If, C, .how how to oonatroet, 
ueing the rnIer only, the oonjugate of C in the involution determined by 
the two pairs .A, .A' and B, If. 

5. Find the oondition thet the general equation of the seoond degree 
ebonld represent two straight linea. 

A oomplete qnadriIateral is formed by the straight Iines 

-' + l!l&.lf + by' = 0 and is (z - 4)' + 210' (z - a) (y-fJl + 
1/ (y- fJ)' = ,0. 

Find the equation of those two of its diagonals which do not peu throngh 
the origin or the point (Go fJ). 

6. If" = 0, ,,= ° are the equations of two linee, prove that one of the 
....bennouic ratios of the peucil formed by the Iines 

.. + A, " = 0, .. + A, " = 0, .. + lo " = 0, .. + A. .. = ° ' 
is 

Prove thet one of the anhannouic ratioe oobtended at any point of 
an ellipee by the points whose eccentric anglee are ............... is 

ain i (a, - a,) ain i (ao - a,) 
lliii"i"l ... - aJiiiDH ... - ..J • 
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7. (1) If II = ........ , .... prov& that 

iIy du,,' . dJu,. • ..w,. 
a.. = .......... "'" + ...... . ...... a.. + ... +- '" ....... -1 "",; 

(2) If II = ( ... + 2~ cos a +1)-1. prove that 

_1 __ d>oy=(_)" "![<" + 1)"" + (" + 1)" ",,-1 s~ 2a+ ••• + 
yt'+ 1 ""'" . 2! .. .. - sm a 

s~ (,,: + 1) aJ . 
sma 

. d' 
Prove also that a.tI' ( ... + .,.,/3 + 1)-1 vanishes when .. = O. 

8. Trace the curves: 
(1) (y - ...,) (ll - bll) (ll - 011) = .... (II > b > c > 0) ; 
(2) r=lIcosj8. 

9. Prove that. if three cop!&nar forces keep .. body in equilibrium. their 
lines of action are either concurrent or parallel. . 

Two planes at right angles to one another slope upwards in opposite 
dir&etions from their line of intersection. which is horizontal. The steeper 
plane is rough and the other plane smooth. A uniform plank rests in 
a horizonta.! position perpendicular to the intersection of the planes with 
an end on each plane. and is in limiting &quilibrium. When a weight 
.,qual to that of the pl&nk is placed upon it close to that end which 
rests on the smooth plane the &quilibrium is again limiting. Determine 
the angle of friotion and the inclination of the rough plane to the 
horizonta.!. 

10. Two' imperf&ctly e!setic spheres impinge obliquely. Show how 
to determine their velocities after impact. 

A line sQl.ooth endless tube. in the form of a oircle whose plane is 
horizonta.!. contains three small &qual spheres A. B. C. Initially A and 11 
are at rest at the extremities of a diameter of the tube and C is in motion. 
Show that. if the ooeffioient of restitution is "2"- 1. after the occurrence 
of two collisions. two more will' ooonr simultan&ously. 

11. A uniform rod of length 2 .. is falling freely under gravitY. 80 that 
ita centre of mass moves iD. a vertical line, and is, at the same time 
rotating with a.ngular velocity S gt .. - t in a vertioal plane. At an instant. 
when the rod is inclined at an angle of 4,50 to the vertioa.l and is 
appl'08Ching .. vertioa.l position its lower end is suddenly fu:&d. but it 
remains free to rotate about that end. Show that. if It be the distance the 
centre of JIl888 of the rod bee descend&d from rest. the sense of the rotation 
after the fu:ture will be the sa.me as. or opposite to. what it was previously. 
aooordiug as .. > or < .It. . 

Show also that. after the fu:ture. the rod will ",,&cnte complete 
revolutions about its fu:&d end. unless the value of It lies betw&en thoee of 

II . 

Sf11 - '..t2 ± '(6 - 8 "2)t1. 

[AAY .. umb ... oj' tits folMJwing queoliona may b. ""',liluted f"' .... equalAumber 
oj' tits preceding queoliona. but loa V>Oight ",ill b. GUigItod to tItsm.] 

A. Sum to .. terms the aeries: 
1 1 1 1 

(1) 2.' + .4.6' + iI:8 + 8.'10·'·; 
(2) sin II + sin (II + fJ) + sin (a + 2{J) + sin (0 + SfJ) + •••• 

B. Find the &qua.tion of the como whoee centre is the origin and which . 
paaaea through the points (II. 2). (1. 0) and (S. Sl. 

10 the ooDio an ellipee. parabola, or hyperbola P . , 
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O. Prove that the pressure at i1epth" below the' nrface of .. liquid of 
i1ensity p is gph. the p~ .. sure at the surface being zero. 

A. cubical box of edge 10 centimetre. Is haIt fnIl of 'mercmy (i1ensity 
13'5) anil haIt fn1l of water (i1enaity 1). TakiDg g &8 980. find tha total 
thrust on the hase ani! on each siile. 

MAi'BEMATlCS. IV. 

S .. Note aj'tef- Quemun. 11. 

1. Prove 'that the sum of the momenta of two ~lanar foroee about any 
point in their plane i. equal to the moment of their l'II8IlItant about the 
point. 

Four equal force. act in uriler aJong the siiles .AB. BC, CD, D.A of a 
qna.dri1ateral inscribed in a circle of wbich.AC is a diameter. Prove that 
the line of action of their resultant cat. CD at a distance (CD + D.A) 
(cot! BCD-I)-' from D. 

2. Prov. the formnla h"" ( .. + f;) = P for the orbit deacribed by .. 

particle nniler the action of a central force. 
Show that, when the orbit is an ellipse with the centre of force at .. 

fooDS, the law of force i. the inverse square, anil the rate at which the 
ilirection of motion at th. point P of the orbit i. changing is proportional 
to BP-', HP-', where B is the centre of force anil H the other focns. 

3. Finil the railii of gyration of : 
(1) A uniform tbin .pherical .hell, railins a, about a diameter; 
(2) A nniform right ciroalar CODe, height h, railina of bus r, 

about a .traight line through ita .. ertex perpendicuJa.r to itaouia. 

4. Define" pressure at a point," anil show that, at aDy point of a enid 
at rest, the pressure is the same in all i1irections. 

An eniIl ... tube of emall nniform bore in the form of a circle ... hooe 
plane is ~cal is filled with three liquids of i1ensities 1. 2, anil 3, which do 
not mix ani! are present in equal volum... Prove that the liquicLo can 
remain at rest in the position in which the point of ""paration of the lighteR 
.... i1 heaviest liquiil is on a level with the centre of the circle. 

5. The perpendicu1ar drawn through a IixeiI point 0 to OP, "here P is 
any point on a curve, meets the norma.! at P at the point 0 anil the tangent 
at P at the point T. Express as iIi1fereutial coe1Iiciento the tangent of the 
angle OPT ani! the length. 00 ani! OT, taking 0 .. origin of polar 
coordinates. 
. H Q is taken on OP between 0 ani! P 80 :that OQ D equaJ to the 

length of the perpendicular drawn from 0 to the tangent at P, pro-ro the 
following constrnction for the norma.! at Q to its 10CllB. 

"From C, the centre of ",,",ature at p. draw a perpenilicular to OP 
anil draw OK at right angles to this perpendicu1ar anil meeting it at K. 
Then the norma.1 at Q to the Iocus of Q D paraIlel to P K." 

6. Eva.lnate the integral.; 

f - cos "'" tk, f z (z'.+ z + 1)-t tk, f" (tan-' z>, tk • 

. . Obtain .. ...auction formnla for; the integra.! f si.... • aatI' "tk, ani! 

p!'Ot"e that 

f-=- lin' " ...... "" = ::z. • • 
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•. 7.' Pro .. e the formula i ". f ,.. sin 8 d 8 for the ~olume of th" ~. 
formed by the revolution of .. Closed 'pl&u" curve about the initial line. 

The outer loop of the curve r = ~ cos' i8 re .. olv88 about the initial 

line. Show that the VOlume of the'~ genersted. is ~ "". ( 7 + Ja) 
8. If a come is lte own homolo~e, show. that th" centre and a:rio of. 

homology are pole and pol&r with respect. to the come; and, conversely,· 
that any come is its own homologue, any pole and polar being centre and 
a:rio of homology. 

Two chords of a comc, nand OD, intersect at O. The parsllel 
throngh 0 to .AD meet. BO at P and the paraJlel throngh 0 to BO meets 
.AD at Q. Show that the .trsight line PQ will meet the come in real, 
coincident, or imaginary PointS according as the come .is an hyperbola, 
parabola, or ellipse. 

9. If the t&Dgentia.! equation of a como 8 is . 
oJ.I + bm' + 1M' + l!.form + \I gni + 9 ,,1m = 0, 

prove that tha coordinates of the pol" of the lin" la + "'!I + ... =:: O. witb 
respect to 8 are 

(al + "m + gn. 1&1 ... bm + fn., 91 + 1m + on). 
P, Q, B are the pol .. of the sides of the triangle of reference .ABO 

with respect to S. Prove that .AP, BQ, Olt meet in a point, and that th .. 
point of oonourrenee will Ii" on S if 

b. + ... @ 2 cal + bg + "") r 9' + ". - gil. h.J Ig + S = O. 

10. Find an expression for the sine of the angle between two lines whose 
direotion oosines are given. . 

If 0 is the origin, P the point (.." !II, .. ,) Q th" point ( .... II .. r,,), o.D4 
It the point . 

(Yilt - ,,-,,. -Ire, - ¥h IIIIYt - a=,Yl), 

prov" thet OB is perpendicular to the plane POQ and of length OP. OQ 
sin (POQ). 

11. (1) Find the sum of the infinite llBrleo lUI 8 + t sin 28 + t Bin 
88+... . 

(i) When 8 Ii ... between 0 ... d 2 .. , and (ii) "'h811 8 Ii .. between 
lI .. " and (2.. + 2) ... 

(2) If" value of sin-I (oos z + i sin z) is .. + '''' where .. and" are 
real and " is positive, show that, when 

.. > z > 0, .. = sin-I ,.~ ~- and" = log (J sin z + "I + sin z) . 
.., 1 + BUIlD ' 

and that when 2 .. > II > tr .. = sin-'-. oos,,_ 
I • ""1 sin ., 

and tI = log (" ain .. +..11 sin '"), 

"II the ourds being taken positively. 

[.A .. , -""'... 01 u.. lollmim.g qK8Iliona ..... y "" oubdiltdetl lor .... equal 
" ..... qf u.. p-.diwg fIIOdiou, ".., leu -'gilt ..az be IIIOigMoi 10 1Aom.] 

A. Prove that, in order to trsnoform logarithms from ana given baM to 
another giV811 hue, they must be multiplied by a constant quantit]'. 

Write down the expanoiODB of .-- and log (1 + 2.) ;;. _aing 
powenof., and _ in each cue for,whatnJuee of.the~ .. 
oon'l'eJ1leDt. 
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B. Show that (1) 4. (coo 28. + cos 68)' (cos 68 + COB 88) = 1 + lin 
158 cosec 8; 

(2) 1 - 2 cos .4 COB B COB a - coa'.4 - cos' B - cos'a = 0, 
if .4 + B + a = (210 + 1) ... 

O. Prove that the equation az' + 2 kzy + "'II' = 0 represent. two 
straight linea. 

Find the equation of the streight lines joining the origin to the 
pointB of intersection of the line" + 11 = 1 with the conic 

2", + 11' + '" + By= 1. . 

MATHEMATIOS. V. 

s .. Nol. after QlUJ6I;i"", 11. 

1. To a mas. m, pla<led on a smooth plane inclined at an angle a to tbe 
vertical, " light inextenaible atring is attached, whicb paaaea over tbe top of 
the plane, BUpposed smooth, "nd supports" second mass m, hanging freely, 
Determine the aoceleration of the system and tbe tension of tbe string. 

Show that the direction of motion- of the npper m888 immediately 
after it has left the plane is inclined to the horizontal at an angle 
tan-I(t tan t a). 

2. Prove the rule for finding the moment of inert;'; of" bodyabont an 
ana when the moment of inertia "bont a parallel ana throngh the centre of 
J1l&BB is known. 

A uniform aolid hemisphere of radins tJ can turn freely abont a 
horizontal ana which coincides with a tangent to its curved surface at the 
point most remote from its base, and executes small oociJlation.o nnder tbe 
action of gravity. Determine the length of the simple pendulum which 
has the same period of oociJlation. 

S. Define the centre of pressure of a plane lamina immersed in a 
homogeneous liquid, and show that, if there is no pressure on the upper 
surface of the liquid, ite position ia unchanged when the lamina ia rotated 
about the line in which its plane meets the surface. 

A rectangle of breadth a and depth b lies in a homogeneons liquid, 
not exposed to atmospheric pr888UIe, with its upper edge in the surface, 
and is perforated by a circular hole of radins r with its centre at depth d. 
Find the centre of pressure, and sho ... that, when the perforation is email, 
it Ii .. below or above that of the unperforeted lamina according as tl is I ... 

2b 
than or greater than 3" • 

4. Show that the Joens of the poles of a giyen straight line with respect 
to a system of eouica p888ing throngh four given points is a eouic which 
p88888 throngh the vertices of the common seJf-eonjngate triangle of tbe 
system. 

Show that the pencil joining any point of tbis locus to the nrions 
pol .. is homographic with the peucil formed by the OOJlesponding polara of 
the aystem of eouica witb respect to a"11 point. 

5. Show that a pair of coplanar eonice can in g"""",l be sinmltaneonsly 
projected into circles, and give the details of the necessary COD8tJuction.. 
Unde:r what circumatancea is the construction real P 

Two eonice int-t in the four points .4, B, C, D and • pair of 
common tangents meet on CD. If one of these tangent. toncbP.oo one eouic 
at P and the other at Q. sbow· that C and D ..... conjugate point. witb 
respect to any eouic whicb paaaes throngh the four point. .4, B, P, Q. 
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6. Find the equation of the normaJ: at the point (am',. 2am) on the 
parabola 'IJ' = """'. 

The normal at P (am'. 2~) meets the ourve again in Q, and AQ 
meets the ordinate of P in R. A being the vertex. Show that the area of 
the triangle APR is 2a'm' (m' + 1) / (til' + 2). 

7. Show that the equation of the chord joining the points (OJ.. Y,. ") 
< .... Y .. It) on the conio.. == fyo + g.., + hzy = 0 is 

fOJ /""z, + gy / Y,Y, + hl/.,Is =. O. 

PQ is a ohord of .. touching the oonio " whose equation is OJ' = 2 Y" 
The other tangents to " from p. Q. meet .. !!gain in 8. R. reepectively. 
Show that R8 touch ... v. 

8. Show that the intercepts made on the axes of coordinat .... supposed _ 
rect&ngul&r. by the tangent and normal at any point· of a curve are 

,.. ~ and r :: on the aDs of "'. and -,..: and r: on the axis of 11; where 

,. and 8 are the polar coordin&~s of the point referred to the same origin. 
The normal at a point P of a ourve meets a fixed straight line 

through the origin 0 .. t G. and the projection of PG on OP is of constant 
length. Detarmine the nature of the locus of P. 

9. Prove that f (D) ." X = .. f (D + a) X. explaining the sense in 
whioh the symbols are to be interpreted. 

Solve the equations : 

(1) ~+ycoto.=.,; (2) Z+y="s+sin.,; 

(3) (S"sy + 8z'IJ' + 6'1J') t1.rJJ + ("" + 4z'y + 6"'!f') illy = 0, 
given that it has an integrating factor of the form,,·. 

10. Show that: 
(1) every prime number greater than 3 is of the form 6m ± 1 ; 
(2) if " be a prime number and N prime to ... N"-' - 1 is 

divisible by "-

Prove that. if q is an odd prime number. and 2q + 1 is al&o a prime 
number. then tfl + ,_ (2q + 1) I + q + 1 is divisible by 2q (q + 1) (2q + 1). 

11. Prove that. if f(.,) is a rational integral funotion of ., and f'(.,) is its 
liret derived function ... real root of f'(,,) = 0 li ... between every pair of 
adjacent real roote of f (.,) = O. . 

U f (.,J = 0 is a oubic equation. one of whose roots is the harmonio 
mean of the roots of l' (.,) = O. prove that this root is the geometrio 
mean of the other two roots off (.,) = o. 

[Any number of the foUowing queolione may b. lIUb.titufed for an eqv.rH 
.... mber qf the prooeding queolione. but leu toeight toiU b. auigned to them.] 

A. ExpI'OB8 &in , 8 and &in 5 8 in terms of &in 8. 
Give a geom.trical explanation of the fact that. if we are given 

&in 411, there are 8 possible values of &in 8, but that, if we are given Bin 5 8. 
there are 5 possible valu .... 

B. Show that the Bum of the focal diat&noeo of .. point on an ellipse 
i. equal to the major axis. 
. . Through on. of the foci. of a given ellipse a ...... bl. ellipse is 
drawn to touch the given ellipse and to have .. focus at the other fooua of 
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tbe given ellipse. Show that the 1ength of the majO>" am of the .....nahle 
ellipse is constant. and that the loons of ita other loons is a eiroIe. 

C. Evalnate f;"· f¥,(1~"'l: f"'sin..-
Solve the eqnation ~ + a'r = O. 

D. :Find the magnitude ot the horizontal force which will ksep 
a body of weight Wat rest on a amooth plane. which is inclined to the 
horizontal at an angle a. 

Show that. it the body were kept at rest on the plane by a tight 
string. attached to a point above the plane and lD&king an angle fl with 
the upper part of the plane, the reaction between the body and the plane 
would he W 008 (a + fJ) sec fl. 

MATHEMATICS. VI. 

88IJ Note aft ... QU6Ition 11. 

1. Examine the convergency of the seri .. 
z z ... ~ ~ 

1- ... -1-=-... -1:....,..-1...:;.10-1...: .... -· .. 
for real values of z. and find, when possible. ita sum to infinity. 

Show (1) that the series whose nth term is ~ - 2" ~ 1 - 2n ~ 2 ill 
convergent. (2) that its sum ta ,. terms di1fers from its sum to infinity by 

I ... than !. (3) that its sum ta infinity ill i -log 2. 

2. Prove that any'periodic continned fraction is a root of a qna.dratic 
equation with rational coefficients. 

If 
1 1 111 1 1 

z=i+~+i+i+'+~+i+···· 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

1/= .+b+i+.+b+i+.+ .. ·. 
-s'h- that Q Q' Q' 

uw "'!I = po + 2Q _ po +2Q _ 1" -1= 2Q _ .... 

where P = 00.+ a+ e- b. Q = (00+ 1) (be + 1). 

3. If A' and B' are the inversee of the points A and B. the 0I"igin of 
inTersion being 0 and the radius of inTeraion being " •• how that A' B' = 
1<'ABjOA.OB. 

A. B. C, D are the vertices of a tetraiJedron of Tolume V inscnDed 
in a sphere of radius B. The rectangles BC • AD. CA. BD, .dB. CD are 
denoted hy a, fJ. y. and 2 ... = _ + fJ + y. Show, by inversion with respect 
ta D or in any other manner, that 

(1) ABy two of ;., fJ, y are together greater than the third. 
(2) S6Y'B' = ...c ... - -) ( ... - fJ) ( ... -y). 

4. Find the co-ordinates of the point dmding the line joining the points 
( .... ", .,), (~ y. ro) in the ratio 1 : po 

Prove that two cones can he drawn ta poao tImmgh the eircIe 
". + ,. = 1. • = 0 and the conie 25.0' - so... - 23s' + 00. - 25 = 0, 
, = 0, and lind their equatiD .... 
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5. Show that the oo-ordinatee of any point on the hyperboloid 

"'Ia' + y'lb'- rIC' = 1 
can be represented pammetrleaJly by the formube 

.. 1+>.1' 'Y >.-1' • 1->.1' 
ii= >.+-,.' b =>'+/" Ii"'" >'+1" 

and that the genera.tors through it are 

'!_!= >'(1_1l)' ~+!=!(1+1l) a 0 b a. >. b' 

and -_-=1' 1+-... ( 'Y) 
a c b ' 

, Hence, or otherwiSe, show that four ganera.tors of one system, are 
out by .. variablo genera.tor of the oppoeite system in a coneta.nt anha.rmoDio 
ra.tio. 

6. If IJ is .. function of .. and l(' and ,. =/ (u, ~), 'Y = '" (u, ~), express • 
alJla.., a61ay in terms of a61au, a8/~. 

If ", v are the squares of the distances of the point ( .. : 1/) from the 
points (- 0,0), (a, 0) respectively, .how that 

(
a'4> a.</» a' a'</> a'</> at{> a</> 

i a.,. + "ay' =" at + (" + " - 4a') aua; +" ~. + a.. + ~. 
7. Discriminate between .. maximum of " function and its greateet 

nlue, and prove the rule for Anding maxjma and minima.. 

Find the maxim" a.nd minima. of the function ~ - ~ and 
" aI-1, 

detsrmine whioh is whioh. 

Sh _.- tha th f . a cos .. + blin .. has • ow IWISO t e unctlon .. --- DO mpDma or 
. CCOSIIJ + aSlnz 

mJmma 

8. Show that In polar CO·ordinates the element of a.rea ciA = rdrd6. 

Show that J f d:, token over the a.rea cut off ,from a parabola of 

latus·rectum 4a by an ordinate distant 0 from the vertex (c < 0), where .. 
denotes the distance from the fooal, is equal to, 

_ ..10+..10 
4..1 .. 0-2 (o-c) log ~ .. -;;e 

9. Obtain formube for finding the position of the centre of gravity of, 
a uDiform plane !amino whose bounding ourve is gi""". 

A uDiform !amino has the form of the area bounded by the """" 
oy' = ... and the otraight line .. = y. If it is freely suspended from the 
point oorresponding to the origin, find the angle at which the straight part 
of its boundary is inclined to the vertical. 

10. :r, Y, !Z are the oomponents paraJIel, to rectangular ""es of .. 
system of forces; L, M. N the moments of the system about the a:s:88. 
Prove that, if LX + MY + NZ = O. the system reduces to either a single 
force or a aingie aoupie. 

nCD ill .. face of .. cube; A!. B'. 0'. IY the other extremities of the 
diagonals of the cube "hich pose through A. B, C. D respectiyely. FOIOM 
of magnitudes 1. 2, 2. 7. 4 act aloug BC, CD, DB'. B'O', O'IY respectively; 
show that they are equivalent to .. single fores. 
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11. Find ~"PreasiODB for the tangential and normal aooel_tiollll of a 
particle moving in a plane curve. 

A particle deecribes the curve • = • tan .; under the action of a 
force whose normal component is oonatant. Prove that the force acto in 
a fixed olliection. 

(Any "uml>.,. of 'h. folUnDing quutiqru may ". ..w.n",,,,, fur "" ,qual 
"10mb... of '100 preuding f"I'Iiono, buf /eo tDeighf 10ft'll ". ouignItJ to 
'hom.] 

A. (1) Find the whole area of the ellipse biz' + a'y' = a'b'. 
(2) Find the volume of the portion cut o1f from the sphere 

... + '1'+'" =a' by the plane II = a coo Go 

B. Obtain the eqnatioDB of a straight line in space in the form 

"-a y-fJ '-Y 
-1- = -",,- = - .. -. 

Find the eqnatiODB of the straight line throngh the poiDt (2, I, 1) 
perpendicolar to the lines 

II y-2 .-1 z+1 y .-2 
3 = -1- = -2- and -&-- = I = -S-· 

C. A body of mass". is acted upon by a force Fin the olliection of 
its motion, and has its Telocity incresaed from ... to " in travening a 
distance.. Prove that WI ("s- ... ., = 2F., withont assuming the theory 
of energy. 

A railway truck initially travelling at the rate of 20 feet per second 
is acted npon by a retarding force equal to one-eightieth of its weight. 
How far will it travel before it comes to rest, and for how long a time ~ 
(Assume that g = 32 foot-second units of aooelerstion.) 

llATHE1IATICS. VU 

A. 

L Prove that, if ... y are integers prime to one another, .,. + yo and 
III' + y' can have DO common factor with the poesible eueption of 2. 

2. .dB is a uniform light elastie string of natmallength "" and modulus 
A, C, D points on the string such that, when it is straigbt and -bed, 
2 AC = CD = 2DB. The enremities.A, B of the string are attached to 
two points in the same horizontal plane whoes distance apart is 4a, and 
eqna1 weighte W are attached to the string at C and D. Sbow that, when 
the system is hanging in eqnilibrium. the total extension of the string is 
• (sec IJ -.,.. 11), where IJ is the inclination of the end portions of the string 
to the hori7.onta1. 

Also find the ratio W: A in the ...... where IJ = 60". 

S. A light straight uniform rod .dB has its end A fixed 80 that the am 
of the rod at A is horizontaI. and has a weight W attached to it at a point p. 
Find the position of the point P for which. when the system is in equilibrium, 
the vertical height of P above B is greatest. (.A.nme the bending of the 
rod to he sligbt.) 

.. A motor ..... of mass JL is mged forwards by a force MA ""'" 
(d: .,.. a) and is opposed by a force MVI: sin .. where • is the distsllC8 
travelled from rest. " the ve1ocity, and .A. J:, a constants. Show tbat. when 
the car has run mer a great distance, its ve1oc:ity is '9'illating between the 

nlnes {~ (cooee a + 1) P. 
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5. One end of a light inerlensible string of length 2 .. is attached to a 
point on .. smooth stmight hed wire, which is inclined at an angle of 45° tc> 
the horizontal The other end of the string is attached to a ring of mass "', 
which .lides on the wire. A particle of mas. 2m is "ttached to the middle 
point of the .tring. Show that the inclination of either portion of the 
string to the wire when the .ystem is in equilibrium is .ot ..... 2, and find the 
period of" smILll osoillation about this po.ition. 

B. 
6. A VlLriable triangle ABO is inscribed in a hod oonic so that the side 

AB &lw"1" tou.h ..... ertlLin hed curve, the point of cont"ct being It, and 
the .. ide .AO &lw"1" touches ... econd hed ourve, the point of contact being 
Q. 11 P is the point of contact of the third side BO with its envelope, .how 
that .AP, BQ, and OIt meet at a point. 

7 • .A, B, 0 &re the vertices of .. plane triangle a.nd D, E, F &re the feet> 
of the perpendiculars from .A, B, 0 to BO, O.A, AB respectively. P is a.ny 
point .... o.i&ted with the ,triangle ABO, a.nd Ph P" P, "re the point., 
.imilarly .... o.i&ted with the simi!&r triangle • .AEF, BFD, ODE. Show 
that the tria.ngle P,P,P, is eqlla.! in all respect. to the tri&ngle formed by 
the feet of the perpendiculars drawn from P to BO, O.A, AB, a.nd that the 
corrasponding sides of the two triangles &re parallel 

8. P a.nd P &re corre.ponding points on two curves whi.h are reciprocals, 
with respect to .. parabola; p a.nd p' are the radii of .urVILture "t P and pI 
of their re.pe.tive loci, and PI and p/ &re the radii of curv"ture of the 
parabola at the pointe where the t&ngent. &re parallel to the ta.ngents "t, 
P and P. Show that pI = p,p/. 

9. Show that the t&ngente to the par&bola y' = 4<Z (" + a) at the points 
( ... inh' (u ± ~) - a, 2a .inh (u ± ~», 

where u is V&riable but ~ is const&nt, intersect on a confocal p&rabola; and 
that the sum of the lengthe of the tangents drawn from any point on th .. 
second parabola to the first exceeds the length of the a.rc between the point .. 
of contact by the constant quantity 

, a (sinh 2~ - 2v). 

10. Show th"t it is possible to find " fupction of cosh" cosec y - ,. (lOt If 

whioh is " &olution of the diJl'erential equation ~;; + i}= 0; and find it. 

C. • 
11. ;p is one of the four inter&eotions of the two conics 

z,,' + my" + .... =0, If", + m'y" + "' .. = O. 
Show that, if (mn' + m'ft) (ttl' + .. 'I) (1m' + I'm) = 0, the t&ngente to the
conios at P &re harmonio conjugates with respect to two of the three
common obords of the conics whiob pass through P. 

12. 11 P is the point (GO, y, .), P, the point (.,o' y .. ")' then the pencil P 
(P,P .. PoP.) is harmonio if (12) (84) + (14) (32) = 0, (rI) st&nding for th .. 
determinant 'j,,,y'l Ill, 11,. ., 

-, Y ... 
IS. From a hed pointp.;.p.;,.di.ulars are let fall on the generators of a 

oone of the BeoDnd degree. Prove that they all lie on a cone of the fourth. 
degree. 

14.. Sho .. that if .. > I, J'taDJ. J_ "'" <!(l + log .. ). . .... .. 
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15. A thin spherical shell of radius .. i. ii1Ied with air at atmolpherio 
pr888Ul'e. and held with its highest point at distance d below the .urfaoe, 
exposed to atmospheric pressure, of a liquid whose density is II1lOh that the 
height of a barometer ii1Ied with it i. 8... The .hell is then perforated b7 a 
small hole at its lowest point. Assuming Boyle'. law, prove that when 
il = 0 the lIuid ri&es to a distsnce b from the top of the ahell, where 

b: = i (9 - ,.; 83). Prove &Iso that when '" is large the volume of the air .. 
becomes 4"a', (d + 3a) approximately. 

SECOND PUBLIC EXAMINATION. 

TRINITY TERIl, 1911. 

L 

F&1Mnt<Jry .J./gobrtJ tmd TrigOll4mdry. 

1. Solve the equatiODB , 

(1) /I ~). + b ! ). + _ ~ ). = 1, 

_'"_ + -L + _"_ = I, 
a+p b+p "+1' 
_'"_ + _11_ + _._ = I, 
a+. b+. _+. 

(2) " +, +. =0. 
"'+11'+"=50, 
'"'+!I'+"=-50. 

2. Show that the Dumber of permutatiODS .. together of P + q + ,. + ... 
thinge, of whiob p are alike of one kind, 'I alike of another, ,. alike of a thinl 
kind and 10 on, is the coeJIicient of ... in 

( '"' '"' ~"\ i~ 1 + '" + [2+ 18 + ... + IV 

(1+z+ I~ + ... +1~)(1+z+ ... +&} ... 

Find the Dumber of wzyo in which 25 letters can be placed in 10 pigeon
holeo, 10 that there may be at 1east ODe in eaclt of three cIelinite pigeon
holeo. 

3. If I<z) = fie + ..... +...; + ... + ..... "",. aDd .. being !ntegen" 
fiDd the nlue of 

.. + ...... + .... .,...+ .,. +u ..... 
Discuss the CODTergency of 

. ... ,,1 "," z-, + f -10 + ... 
for ~t values of ill, and prove that the awn to infiDitr when " = 1 i. 

i(1og ll+ -33') 
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4. Prove al> ."iUo th&t the Arithmetio m.... of three unequal po.sitive 
C!.ua.ntitiea iI pater thlloll the Geometrio mean. . 

By considering the seriee 

1· + + .. (n - 1) + n(n - 1) (n - 2) + + 1 
"2 13 ..., 

1- -
(n integral), or otherwise, prove th&t if " is .... en 

'n + l,)' +1,,' -1 .( .. -1).-1 .. (~+ 1) • 
< 2,'+,,-, 3'-' '.-1 C") . ... . ... Ii' 

IIoIld obtain the _POJlding theorem when .. is odd. 

Prove that the product of e.ny " conseoutive integers is divisible by'J.!!:.. 
Up ;s a prime Jlumber greater tha.n 2, show th&t 

jO-l Ip+l 
2 • (21' -1) (21' - S) . " (p + 2) is divisible by i -2-' 

6. If .. is the radius of the incirale of a trie.ngle and rio .... r, the radii of 
the oirelee lying entirely within the triangle e.nd· touching the incirale IIoIld 
two sidee, prove that 

.. = .r,:;t\ + "'rtf', + '" .. ,r,. 
7. Find the quadratic/actors of ,.. - I, when .. isan ... en integer. 

P tha 8 . .. . 2 ... .s.. "'-7 
rove t slD'ielDySlD-rr= . 

8. ABO is a right.angled .pheric&! triangle, in whioh 0 is the right 
angle. State Napier'. rule., and prove th&t 
~.. C08 0= cot A cot B. 

ABO is ... pheric&! triangle .uoh that it. inacribed oircle has a radius 
,,/40, and D, B, 11' are the pointe of contaot of the inacribed uircle. Prove 
that the triangle DEI!' is equal in&ll reepeets to the polar triangle of ABO. 

9. Showth&t if II, fl, 'II, a are the roots of .,. + pro" + !! = 0, the equation 
whose roots are fly + d, 1" + fla, afJ + ya is 

.,. - 4o!fz -P'!! = O. 
Hence, or otherwise, lind the Y&lue of 

(fly +d)' + (1" + fla), + (afJ + yB)'. 

10. Explain and justify Horner'. method of approximating to a root of 
e.n equation with integral ooeftioients. 

Find oorraot to three decimal placee the root of the equation 

w- ""'-2r+ 2,. + 1=0 
which lias between I" and 1·5. 

n. 
m.m...ta~ a.om."". 

1. The hieeotor of the angle 0 of .. triangle ABO meats the aide AB in 
I!' and pasaso through the in·centre I and the ex-centrs I.; and G is the 
middle point of II.. Show (1) that OF is divided externally and intern&lly 
in I. and I in the ratio BO + OA: AB; (2) that G is the ciroumcenke of 
the triangle AlB. 

Find .. geometriosl OOlllItruotion for the _ 0 of .. iriangle. when 
AB. BO + OA and the length of the perpendicular from 0 on AB ..... 
given. 
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2. 0" 0" 0, are the centres of three circJ... Prove that the radical 
axis of the three circl .. of similitude of these circles taken in pain pao_ 
through the circumcentre of the circle 0" 0,. 0 .. 

S. Prove that a focal chord of a como is divided harmonioally hy the 
foons and the corresponding directrix. 

Show how to construct a comc which baa .. given line 88 directrix and 
pass ... thfough three given pointe; and lind the number of aolutions . 

•. Prove that the tangent.. drawn from any point to a central comc are 
equally inclined to the focal distances of the point. 

Two comcs have one focus 8 in common. and the corresponding 
directrices intersect in D. Show that the tangent.. common to the two 
comcs paa. throngh the intersection of the Iins drawn at 8 perpendicular to 
DB with the connector of the other foci of the comcs. 

5. The normal at a point P of an ellipse meet.. the axel in G. g. 8. H 
are the foci and the circle gG8 meete BP in Q. Prove that PQ = HP and 
that the diameter conjugate to CP bisecte BQ. 

6. Prove that the polar reciprocal of .. comc with regard to any finita 
point on it is a parabola. 

7. The coordinates of a point P are 

( aA'+ bA +. Ii A' + b'A + tf ) 
... ).' + b" A + tf" anA':Fi,..~A~+ t!' • 

and those of Q. (l. (l' are 

(tw~} (t,.~) (?~) 
Prove that the locus of p. as A varies. is a conic which tonchee 

Q(l. (l(l'; and that. when bn = O. the centre of the loons is the middle 
point of Q(l'. -

Show that (t. -1) is the centre of the conic given by 
III : !I : 1 = A' + 2A - 1 : n' + 4A - • : A' - n + 5. 

8. Find the coordinates of the centre of cnrvstnre of the parabola 
!I' = 4aIIl at the point (at". 2at). 

Q is a variable point on the normaI at a fixed point of a parabola. and 
B.. E, are the feet of the two other normala which pass through Q. Prove 
that the connector of the centres of curvature at B.. E, enveIopes a 
parabola. 

9. Find the ellipse of maximum area which toncbes the &idee of .. given 
triangle. and .ho.... that the circnm-radins of the triangle is dooble the 
geometric mean of the radii of cnrvstnre of the ellipse at the pointe of 
contact. 

10. P is any point on aD ellipse of eccentricity t. and 8H are the foci. 
Show that the eonnector of the in-centre and the centroid of the triangle 
BHP is parallel to the major axis. 

IL Find explicitly the trilinear coordinates of the centre of the conic 
.... +,,~+ -r + 2" fjy +2tI ')'II + 2vI afJ=O. 

Obtain the length of the radina of the circJe 
afjy + a,.. + cafJ = m ( .... + bfj + ..,.). 

12. Find the eqnstion of the director eircIe of the conic 
a:r+2.v, +b!J'+ 2gz + 2/,+ .=0. 

Prove that an eqnilateral hyperbola inteJcepts equal oegmente on two 
perpendicnIar tangente to a confocal ellipse. 
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m. 
Els ...... tary DiJlortmUo.l aM Integral Oalcul ..... aM Solid a.-..Iry. 

1. Expreaa !. ("") in terms of v ... and their successive diJlerentia.l 

ooeflioients. 
H.ivmg given (1 - "') log '1/ = 1, find a relation connecting .the vs.!ues 

... hen .. =O of 

tlI"?J Ii'" + "II Ii'" + "II 
t1Jlth' tl.&rJh + " fleI" + ,. 

2. Find the asymptotaa of the cubic 

""1/ ( .. + !I-a- b) + 0( .. + !I-a) (" +!I- b) - ""'!I = 0; 
and show thet none of them meets the curve eltoept at infinity. 

Also find a cubic through the origin which has the. same lin .. for 
aaymptotaa and does not meet them eJ:oept at infinity. 

s. If P is the perpendicul&r from the origin on a tangent to a' curve. and . 
4> the angle between the ,aJ:ia of .. and this perpendicular. interpret 

~ d'p 
d4> and.p + d4>" 

line 
Find the equation of the circle of curvature of the envelope of the 

.. C08 4> + !lain 4> =f (4)) 
at the point of contact with the line .. 

4.. Define a definite integral as the limit of a sum. 
Prove by m .. thematica.l induction or otherwise tha.t 

1 1 1 1 1 
.. +,,+1 + ,,+2+ ... +2 .. 1 =1-1+t-l+ ... +2..-1; 

and hence find .. convergent seriaa equa.! to f. MJ • . .. 
5. Expreaa in forma free from ,,1-=-1 the ... ulte of integra.ting 

f .. '+11 f "'+4. d 
... + 4. MJ and ( .. ' + 2)' ... 

6. Ifa.+ ... + ...... =-lI.and .............. areaUof theform .... +b. 
transform 

I ... • .... •··· ..... MJ 
into an integral of the form 

I ... · .... • ....... -Idy • . -. 
... here ........... "._. are aU of the form o/!I + II. 

Integra.te/~(" + I)" ( .. - 1)· -I'-'MJ. 
where '" is a poeitive integer. and ,. any constant. 

7. A circle of radius .. rollo oompletely round' a !bed equa.! circle. Find 
the length of the path of a point of ito circumference. 

8. Prove tha.t the reenlt of eliminating p from the equations 
y=pz+fCP) and O=,,+!CP) 

is a ooIution of the equation 

y= .. ~ +J(:!!} 
Integra.te the equation 

d'y .... . 
MJi+~=co",. 
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9, Prove that the Iooua of a point of which the tangential diotancea from 
three given spheres have given ratios is in general a circle. 

Also prove that as a rule there is one sphere which cnts four given 
spheres orthogonally. J,.re there ..,y exceptions to the rule P 

, 10. ~ind, eith~ by p~g and naing a general thOO1'Om involving 
diJferential coeffiCIents or mdependently, the equation of the tangent plane 
at (z', ".' tI) to the conicoid az' + by' + .1' = 1. 

Obtain the condition that the normal at 

Cii' ;.' ;e) 
to the above conicoid, and that at 

Ca>' ;11' ;~ ) 
to the conicoid a'z' + /ly' + el' = 1, may intenrect I and ahow that, if it i. 
aatisfied, the intersection lieo on a conicoid Az' + By' + C.' = I, where A, B, 
o are independent of I, III, ... 

11. Prove that all the conicoida 

~+~z'+~+~y'+~+~~=~ 
where a, b, • ....., given, and k, " are arbitrary, bove the aame plan .. of 
circular eection. 

H" < b < " find a COIlicoi4 of the syotem which has aa nmbilic at 
the point (I, 0, I). 

IV. 

E/emtJnlary M .. hatoiu, 

[The m. uJ 1M Oo.lcrd ... ;. allotced.) 

1. Find the oentre of gravity of a nniform circular oector. 
A. uniform circular sector OABO of weight 1D (OA, 00 heing the 

bounding radii and B the middle point of the are AC) can tnrn f ..... ly abont 
a horizontal axis through 0 perpe"aicuJar to the !llane of the &ector, and 
therefore hangs initially with OB vertical. A. weight W is DOW attached 
to..t. Show that in the new position of equihlnium the line OB produced 
will meet a line through the initial pooitinn of B paraJlel to the initial 
direction of 00 at a point whose diataace from the initial position of B ;. 
directly proportional to W. 

Find the distance when W = ID. 

2. A. rod of length I can turn heely aboot ODe end, 0, which;' fixed, and 
the other end, P, which is higher thaa 0, rests against • rough vertiea1 waJI 
dietant " from O. Prove that in the position of limiting equilibrinm the 
rod is inclined to the vo.tical at an angle 

t-~~-.---. -d" I 1'-... caY • I 
am If ""PCOli"-';008-2~1 

where • is the angle of frictjon. 

3. Find the dime"lrions of lor .. and of 1unwe-potl'". 
An engine WOJb at _ h.,......power P. ODd starts • train from I'I!8t, 

the reaistaDce B at first being ~ Find the ..,lation between the 
velocity of the train and the din-noo .... ~ dnring the time when the 
reaistaDce Jemains onchanged. Verify the dimeuoioDo in your .......tt. 

4. Given that the tension of an elaatie oIriDg io equal to the moduhuo 
of elasticity multiplied by the ratio of the esteasion to the original length, 
find the wort done in stretching the otving through. given Iength. 
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A ring slides on .. smooth circular wire, whose pla.ne is vertica.\, a.nd is 
fastened to the highest point of the wi... by a line elastic string, whose 
modulus of ela.sticity is equal to the weight of the ring. Prove that the 
ring, if pla.ced initially .. t the lowest point of the wire a.nd slightly displa.csd, 
will move oontinuously round the wire provided the na.tura1 length of the 
etring is not g ..... ter than four fifteenths of the diameter of tl!e wire. 

5. The centre of gravity of an engine of ma.ss m, which is going ronnd .. 
curve, moves along a horizontal circle of radius r with uniform. velocity '11, 

the p1a.ne of the rails being inclined to the horizonts.! at angle a. If sJI the 
wheels remain in contact with the rails, and if the norma.! force exerted by 
the inner rail has no component in the p1a.ne of the rails, lind the norma.! 
forces exerted by .... h rail. Prove also that tan tJ must be not leos than 

:: ::;: ;::::, where "ia the distance of the centre of gravity of the engine 

from. the p1a.ne of the rails, a.nd 2a. is the distance between the rails. 

6. Tbt'8e uniform rods, .AB, BC, CD, .... h of weight tD, are connected by 
smooth joints at B a.nd a and supported by strings at.4 and D. Draw a 
force diagram; &nd detsrmine the magnitudes and directions of the reactions 
at the joints in terms of to and the incUna.tions of the strings to the vertical. 
Show &Iso that the t'8&Ctions ca.n ouly be eqn&i if the strings are equsJly 
inclined to the vertical. . 

7. Two imperfectly eia.stic hIllls impinge obliquely. Find theu- velocities 
aftsr impact. 

A p&rticle is projected .. gs.inat a cushion of a billiard table. Show that 
it will return to its origina.l poeition aftsr impinging on the four cushions, 
provided the direction of projection passed through a point whoes dieta.noeo 
from the firet and eeoond cushions &t'8 b 1(1- .), a 1(1-.) respectively • 
... b being the lengths of the cushiano and • the ooeflicient of ela.sticity 
between the particle and the cushions. 

. 8. A cylindrical hydrometer graduated in the ordinary way ao&te in .. 
liquid whooe epecffio gravity at depth" is a + bil, a and b being coneta.nte. 
Find the &pparent epecffi. gravity of the liquid a.s shown by the hydrometer 
in terme of ... b, and ,j, the depth to which the hydrometer is immereed in 
water. 

9. The water on one side of & lock gate of breadth Ii ia a feet deep, OD 
the other aide b feet deep (a> b), and the gate tome about two binges at 
depthe Ct, .. below the .urface on the deeper aide. . The outer end of the 
gate t'8ete ags.inat a aimilar gate aD the other aide of the river, the two 
meeting in mid-atream at an angle to 2a. Determine completely the thrust 
OD each binge. 

10. Explain the action of a syphon. 
A aIoo..J cylindrical veesel ,,+,j feet deep oont..ins ,j feet of _ter and 

ail' at atmoepheric pressure. Show that .. syphon whose lower end is at the 
lev&! of the bottom of the veseel cannot draw olf as !&rge .. fraction .. 

H + ! _ Ii of the water in the veesel, if the air remains at the same 

temperature throughout. H being the height of the _ter barometer. 

V. 

Ez.......t..ry Opli.. """ .4""""",,,. 

1. A smsJI portion, n.... the origin, of the sph .... formed by >evolution 
about the an. of • of the airele ,.. + ,. = 2..... ",,_tea two media of 
aboolute t'8fractive indioea ,.. ,.'. A bY, refracted from the firet medium into 

1 2 
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the second. passes through (u. 0) hefore and (u' 0) after refraction. Proye 
the eqnstion of first approximation 

I!. _ tl = ,.- tl. 
u v.' t' 

Also prove' that: if 'I is small compared with .. and II - r. a penciJ from 
(~. 'I) becomes after refraction approximately one from (;I. 11'). "here 

'I _ II-r _I'll 
i/-.t-r-",,· 

2. A ray passes in a principal plane through a priam of augle i. Prove 
that 

(p' -1) sin'i= {cos i + cos (4) - +}{cos i - ooe (4) + V}. 
where 4>. + are the augles of incidence and emergence. 

If D is the minimum deviation by a priam of angle i for light of index ,.. 
prove that light of index,. + hI' incident in tbe same direction will luller 
deviation . 

D + 2 sin ~ { 1-,.' sin'; ri hI" 

S. Along and immediately round tbe am of II. tbere are " + 1 media 
separated by portions of spberical refracting anrfocee witb centr .. on tha 
am. Assuming tbe correetnes. of Question 1. prove that if (~'" 'I .. oJ in 
the last medium is tbe image of (z. y •• ) in the first. botb being near tbe 
am. tben tbese coordinates are connected by relations of tbe form 

[=.!...= .. = 1 • 
11. •• a,.z. + b. e.z. + d. 

where Il •• b •• Co' d. (which need not he found) depend on tbe refractiYe 
indices. the radii and relatiye poeitions of the aurfaeeo. and the poeition of 
the origm on the am. 

A telescope is in sneh adjustment that an object at infiDity on the am 
bas an image at infiDity. Proye that emall equidiatant objects on the am 
have equidistant images. 

•. Explain the formation of focal linea when a amaH penc11 ioo obliquely 
rellected at a spherical snrfaee; and prove the formula 

!+.!=_2_. 
... • reoa4> 

A coneav. mirror consiata of an annul .... one-tenth of an inch wide. of 
a spherical snrfaee of radina 10 incbeo. the radins of the sphere to. point 
of the annulus being inclined at about ..,0 to the am. On the am there 
is an infiDitely distant """"'" of light. Prove that after relIection the light 
paaees aecurately through a abort straight line. and .Iao po.a "be to the 
cironmferenee of a circle (a Iocns of primary foci) of ... hich the radius ioo 
about 50 times the length of that straight line. 

5. A bright element of area dS illnminotes an eJement; of area dET at 
a distance r from it. the angles of emergence and incidenoe being 4>. 4>' 
respectively. Find the meaanre of the ... bole illnminotion, stating clearly 
the &8II1IIIlptions made, and experimenta or obaematiou whicb jnstify 
the aasnmptiona. . 

Aemming that the diameters of the IIDD, earth, and mOOD are .. 
1000 , 9 ,21. and that the ratio of the diameter of the ann to ita diatanee 
from tlle earth is "maU. find the ratio of the light received by the eartb and 
that received by the IDOOI\ from a central element of the ann'. aurfaee; and 
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using rough approximations, show that not more than -i .. of the total earth 
light is lost to an observer on the moon at a moment when the sun is just 

. totally eclipsed on the earth, and the centres of' onn, moon, and earth are 
collinear. 

6. The transit instrnment of an observatory baa an azimuthal (or 
deviation) error of "". Find in seconds of time the consequent correction 
of the observed time of transit of a known star. 

The clock times of the transite of two stars, of declinstions 3" 3, respec. 
tively, aeross the meridian south of the pole, are observed and corrected 
for collimation and level errore, and are then found to agree with the actual 
times of transit shown in the Nautical Almanac. Prove that the clock is 
right if 3, *' 3, or if 3, = 3, = latitude, hut not if 3, = 3, *' latitnde unless 
the instrument is free from azimuthal error. 

7 .. What is the declination of the sun on IL day when it sets due north· 
west at a place in north latitude). P 

Prove that in latitude 60· on .. day when the sun sete north·west it 
shines . 

~{cos-,l_cos-' 1 } 
" 7 "'21 

honn louger on a wall facing south-west than on one facing south. (The 
angles are in circula.r measure.) 

S. If a is the radius of the earth, D the distance of its centre from a 
heavenly body, and I the zenith distance olthe body at a point olthe earth's 
surface, prove that the parallax is 

» ain ., to the second order in » . 
. Find to the first order the par&l!u: in hour angle, to an observer in 

latitude '/>, of a body whose declinstion and hour angle are, according to his 
observations, If and h' respectively; and show that the expression for the 
paraUu: in declinstion is 

;{ sin '/> cos If- cos '/> sin If cos W}, 
oorrect to the second order in 1)' 

9. Stata Kepler's three laws of planetary motion. 

Prove the two formuba 

tan'~ = I+°tan'~. 
2 1-0 2 

10. Find in tentbs of an inch the length of a second of am on a sphere 
of which the radius is a mile. 

In a plate on which a part of the sky is photographed the centra.! point, 
taken as origin, is .. star of Declination 30 and Right Ascension ... the axis 
of ,is the line of constant Right Aaoension, and the unit of length is .. 
length at the origin depicting .. minute of arc of the meridisn. Prove that 
the ooordinates in the plate of a .tar of Declination a and Right Aaoension 

_ oooec I' 000 a sin (a - oal 
ID _. • • 

am a am 3" + cos a cos 3"""" (a ... ) 

!I = ~ ~{.in a 008 a.-ODS a sin~30OO8 (a-~l. 
sin a sin 3" + 008 a 008 3" 008 (a - a,) 
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VI. 

P ..... MaIMrnatico. 

[F'ull ....... ko on Ihi. Paper """ b. obtaiMd by wmplee. ""''''''''' to 
about TEN quelti ...... ] 

1. (1) Find two facton of ~ + 2a' .. +"'; 
(2) Solve the equation 

a,-.!.! !! ~ !=O. 
a,- a. - ... - a. + .-d. - . .. - a, 

2. Show thet five lubotitutiono of the form ,,= Ie' + ..... + p (other 
then ,,=.,) can be found. which .. ill transform the equation ... + """ + 
blI + • = 0 into itoelf. 

3. Prove thet. if I (ao) I [F ("')]' is expreoeed .. a oeri"" of partial 
fractions. and if I' ("') F' ("') -I ("') F" ("') is divisible by F ("'). then the 
denominator of every term of the seri .. will be a perfect "'IUlre. it being 
aoeumed that the root. of the equation F ("') = 0 are all dilferent. 

4. Aoauming any necessary lacte as to convergency. prove thet. if 
,..111+l1li 

9 (u. II) == I .- + ,- and 9, (u + ta. II) == • - • - I- 9 (u. II) 
,,=-IIID 

then 

9 (u. a) 9 (~. II) == 9 (u + ". 2a) 9 ( .. - ". 2a) + 9, (v + ". 2a) 9, (u - ". 2a). 

5. (1) Sum the aeriee 
.in 8+ .. sin 28 + ... + .,,-, lin n8 +.,. sin (,,-1)' + ... + .... -, oin 8. 

(2) Prove that. if 
'(p'-p + 1)' Bin' 38= (P + 1)' (P-2)' (2p-l)', 

then the six values of p are 
COB (a + 8) sec 8. COB (2a + 8) 800 (a + 8), COB (Sa + 8) 800 (211 + 8) 

where ,,=3G. - - - -

6. U a polynomial with integral coefficient. is the product of two faetoro 
of which one has integral coefficient.. then the coefticient. of the other muot 
be integral. 

Show that "'-'+",,-,+ ... +",+1. where p is prime. cannot be 
expreoaed &I the product of two rational integral fonctiona of "with integral 
coefficients. 

7. Define lin • and ten _, where, is & comples qnantity, and from your 
definition prove the periodicity of these functions. 

8. Prove that. if II', < II, _ , <I, +, for any one value of i eatisfying the 
relatiouo 1 :0>: i :0>: " - I, then the eq~ion 

( .... lit ••.. ,,) (". lr = 0 
has at least one pair of imaginary rooto. 

Heuce (or otherwise) .how that, if ..... ..... ..... u are real positiYe 
quantities, which are not all equal, then 

2.. (2 ....... )' (2 ... _)1 ! ... >. -;;:;- > ... . .. >(_ ... m.) .. 

where'Aji! (a-i}!="! 

9. Stete and prove Storm'. Theorem. 
Show that the equation ten 2"", = a gin" 2 ...... 1 valneo of ton II. 
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10. Find the number of the ....... roots of the equation 

1 ... If' 
+-1' +2-' + ... + ,=0. .. .. 

11. H all the elements of the determinant 

I .... , (i. 1:=1. 2 •... m) 

are real, all IWlept those in the principal diagoDal heiog negative, and if the 
sum of the elements in eoch ro .. is positive, prove (by indw:tion or otherwise) 
that the ftlue of the detsrminant is a positive quantity. 

12. H the elements .... of the determinant 

4=' .... i (i,1:=1,2 ...... ) 
............. &lid eatisfy the oonditione 

lI'a + 11'.+ ... + ..... = 1 
prove that 4' ::1-1. 

(.=1.2, •..• ) 

13. Show that the weight of a oo.....uwt of a bimR-y qll&Iltic of degree 
• is i ('" + .f), .. here p is the order of the oooariant in the ~bIes and IJ 
is ite degree m the eoefficiente. 

Find that oo.....uwt of ( .................... a.J (z, 'it in .. hich the term_ 
0CCDr8 in the ooe8ioient of the highest power of ... 

1~ Sho .. that. by meaDS of a linear subetitutiOll, it is poem"le to 
tranefonn 

I(fllb or,) == "",' + 4k, .... + 6ez, .... ' + 4d:£.z,' + oz,' 

into the form ,,' + 8,.".,,' + ,,' . .nd pnm> that ,. is a root of a eerlic 
equatioD, one root of .. hich is II I (IJ - y). "here .. {J, y. are the roote 
of the equation" -It + 2J = 0; 1, J being the invariante of f. Find the 
other nluee of ,. in terms of .. {J, .,. 

vn. 
PweJl~ 

1. Prove that the equation of .... y straight line through the point wh.,.. 
trilineaz- coordinatee are ". f/. y ..... be written 

.-oI_fl-f/_y-y _ _ , __ _.--.--r . 
.. here r is the clio_of ( .. (J, y) from (01. f/ • .,,). andgi ... a geometriealin ..... 
preation of l, .... 

Prove that the area of the oooic whuee areal. equation is ..IU + .t.,-+ 
.t;;o = 0 is or A ." .... (. + • + _)-I. where A is the area of the triangle of 
relerenoe. 

2. Prove that ta.nsente drawn from any point :I. ". "OIl the oouio, S • ..... + by' + ... = 0 to the oooic S.I"" + qy' + rsI = O. __ S again in 
pointe the line joining which is 

".; (-ap-I + ",-I + ... -.) + ""'(ap-I-6q-1 + _I) 
+ """ (ap-' + ",-'-...-1) = O. 

Hence or otherwise show that the oonditioa that it ahould be possible to 
inscribe quadrilaterala in 8 which ..... eil'cumscnl>ed to f! is 

8"-4 A'ef!I + 8 """" = o. 
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. 3. Form the equation of the cnbic which bu a C1UIp at ... O. the cuopiclal 
tangent being tbe am of II, &lid the upoptotee being the uia of , and lineo 
parallel to 0:'-" = O. 

Prove that this cubic is of the t.bUd cIaaa. &lid tbat if A, B. C are the 
poin~ of contact of the tangente from ao,.point p. &lid .",. <I>.. .", the angl .. 
at which 0..4.. OB. OC (where 0 is the origin) are incImed to the uia Oz. 
then 

JrtaD.", + JrtaD.", + JrtaD.", = O. 
tau .", tau .", taD .", = - 8 tom' POZ. 

40. Show tbat if a curve bu ite maximum number of double pointe the 
coordinates of ao,. point on it CaD be exp..........t .. mtioD&! algebraic 
mnctione of a ?&riable parameter. 

FInd the areal equation of a tricuspiclal quartic referred to the triangle 
formed b,. joining the C1UIp8 ae triangle of reference, and expreaa the 
coordinates of an,. point on the curve in terms of a Bingle ?&riable parameter. 

5. Write down Pliicker's equations. and proY8 _ of them. 

Show that a nniCDl"8lll curve of degree .. _ haYe f ..... er tbao .. - 3 
bitangente. 

6. Find tbe lengths and positions of the axes of the section of the 
ellipsoid /1-'0:' + b-'y' + .-'0' = 1 by the plane 

",,+_,+ .. =0. 

H the plane paeeee through a fixed diameter of the ellipsoid. proYe that 
the axes of the eectiono in which it cute the ellipooid a\J lie on a eone of the 
third degree which paeoea through the principal a_ of the ellipeoid and 
through the projectiona of the diameter on the principal pIaneo. 

7. Find the equation of an enyeIoping 00D8 of a coDieoid referred to ite 
principal axes. 

ShoW' that in geoeral four straight lineo can he drawn through. giyen 
point P to touch two confocal conicoids: &lid proY8 that, if P JDO'f'eo on • 
conicoid of the confocal oyetem, the Iineo will be inclined at • _t 
angle to the norma1 at P to this oonicoid, proYided the tangent plane .t P 
is at a conataot distaDce from the centre of the oonicoido. 

8. Find the general equation in tetrahedral coordinat.eo of • oonicoid 
circumscribed about the tetrahedron of reference. 

A conicoid is circumscribed aboat • tetrahedron ABCD. ProYe tbat if 
the tangent plane to the oonicoid at D cote the plane ABC in the Pucal 
line of the hemgoD .d..d.BBCC with reepeet to the conic in which the plane 
ABC eate the conicoid, then • eimilar piOper t, will be tzae for each of the 
other yerticea &lid the opposite facee. &lid &how that the four Pucal1ineo 
are cop1aDar. 

Reciprocate the theorem. 

9. Obtain the cIirection coainee of the binormaI of a eon .. 

Show tbat the directioD coainee of the binormaI.t an,. point "", • of 
the aph...-mic in which the ellipeoid .. -'0:'+.-.,.+..-'0' = 1 io eat by the 
sphere 0:'+,.+0'-.". are proportioaal to 

("--0') 0:' (,=-P),. ("-c') .. 
,.. (Ii'-c') • II' ( .. --0') • .. ("'-1r1 . 
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VIII. 

Pure Mathematieo. 

[Full mar"" on thu papar ca .. b. obta .... fl by complete _or. to about 
HINB quutioM.] 

1.- H f(OJ), f'("'), /,,(,.), .•. po)(",) are continuous throughout the interval 
from ,. = a to OJ = a + 1., and if flo + 1)(,.) exists throughout that interval, 
find the dilferential coeflicient of 

f(,. + h) - f(OJ) - a + I. -,. 1'(,.) _ ••• - ~ +--"_- OJ) POI( .. )_ 
1 1.2.3 ..... 

(,. + 1.- OJ)' P 
1.2.3 ... n.p , 

where P _ is independent of OJ, which Ii .. in the interval; and deduce the 
remainder after .. + 1 terms in the expansion of f(a + h) in powers of 1. in 
Oauchy's form. 

1.0 + '(1...,.. 8)0 flO + 1)(,. + 81.). 
1.2.3 ... n 

Expand (1 + ,.)- in powers of ", when m is real, and -1 < .. < 1. 

2. Evaluate f- 1-'" - , -, where k is a prop... fraction with an even • +., 
denominator and an odd numerator. 

Prove that, if • is positive, 

J' .,-l (1-.,)-1 .~~=-~ _= .. .,12.-1. • 1-.,+ ... 
3. Prove that between corresponding limits 

If flu.w= ± If (~~ -~ t) dzIly. 

Evaiuats I: I: (Sz - "'Y)- (Sy - 2"!1)" (3 - !/- 2",) dol fly, 

where '" and .. are positive intsgera. 

,. Find, aa a aeries proceeding by powera of e, a aolution of the 

equation tl'y + ! fly + II = 0, suoh that II = I, ~ = 0, when ,. = O . .. .. - .... 
H this seri.. is oalled J.(.,), prove, by mathsmatioa.! induction or 

otherwise,that 

• = (fl. _ ! - 1) (~ _ .. - 2) ... ~ J.(.,) 
- • OJ _ • _ 

aatisfi .. the equation 

d's + !- + (1-'!').=O. ",...- ... 
5. Find .. relation between .. II and the oonatants, ... b. • .. having 

gi~ that al-1B 

~ + (II + b)::: -abOJ= 0, ~ - (II + b):: -ab!i=O, 
and tha. 
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6T t h h_ 
• r&II8 orm hi + 'ay' -

• = ... + Y, 8 .:.. tan - I ![ and f. 
f II 

~, taking for independent 'f&rl&bl .. 

Prove that every eolution of the equation which is of the form 
J Cf) </> (8) t CI) is included in the form 

,. C.<I. 008 m 8 + B ein m8) t CI), 
where t CI) &&tiafies 

, ". a;; + I CI + ') ~ = Cr.1 + m') t, 
and k, m are nwnerical, real or imaginary. 

7. Show how to find the oentre and radi ... of apherical curvature at an1 
point of a curve in space . 

.. = JCt), II = </>Cf), I = tct). 
A particle is projected from a point, and is acted on by torcel which 

depend onl,on ita position and net on it. motion or on the time. Prove 
that the centre of spherical curvature of ita path at the point of projection is 
the intersection of a plane, which is the &lme whetever he the direction of 
projection, and a atraight line, which is the .. me whetev ... he the speed. 

8. Prove thet along a line of curvature of the 8Ilrf&ce • = J CZ, II) the 
dillerential equation 

(l+p')'-J>'l'"+ l(l+p') f-(l+q'),};:: 

+ {pqt- (l + po").} G~), = 0 

is &&tisfied. 
Spheres with their centres at the origin tonch lineo of curvature of the 

paraboloid. = by. Prove that the point. of contact lie on the locoa 

C""-y') 12"'"",. + '" Cz'-y-s') + I} =0. . 

9. Express f' . ,- tk ... a mnltiple of an elliptic integral of .V C ... - a') (z' + b') 
the firet kind in standard form. 

Henee or otherwise evaluate the complete elliptic integral of moduJno 

~ in terms of g&nIm& funetions. 

10. If 

f: vl-":. m.iti + f: J't-"t. oin'</> = t vI ~;.iii'~' 
prove that p = ;e + II, where 

cosz_cosy _ ain. _ BiD, 
cos 8 - coo </> - Bin 8 vl- k' irin'~ - sin </> ..... i-~ k' siD'8 

1 

Show that 

+ . . cn"+iein,,dntJ en Cv· .. ) +, am (v +.) = ---.. -- - .. eu.-.IIJD.du.. 
lL What is meant by. multiform function of .. and by following • 

braneh of a multiform function P 
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The point a = III + iy tra .... rses a clooed circuit in the plane of (z, yl, 
.t.arting from and ending at a point... The circuit doee not pass through 
either of the points. = II, • = b, • = c. H one branch of the fnnction 

{(a-G) (a-b) C.-c)J1 
is followed round the circuit, how can it be decided whether the original 
ftIae of the fnnotion at .. is reeumed .... hen .. is reached again P 

EnJaate f {(G + .)1- CG - .)I} "" round a circle about. = G fro".' the 

origin \0 the origin &pin. 

]2. J1I8tify the assumption of the Calculus of Variatioue that 

4::; = .:. a, . 
.... dy heY" If II, y denots iii' .u' and if T + Y = constant, w re 18 a gIven 

function of .. , y. and T a giTen fnnC&n of II, y. ,;" ; which is homogeneous 
and of degree .. in the two Ia.st, pro .. e thet along a route from ODe fixed 

point C .... y.) \0 another fixed point C .... ,.). for which f T.u is a minimum, 

wemuotha .... 

and 

IX. 

Jliad JlalMMlIIi ... 

1. A closed polygon of jointed rode is in equilibrium on a omooth 
horizont&l plane under forcee, one at eoch joint. H the directions of all 
but one of theee fo..,.,. is gi_ exlnllit graphically the direction of the 
....... iniug one, and the relati .. e magnitndee of all. 

2. Forcee proportional to the aid .. of " plane polygon act normally to 
thooa aid ...... pectiTe!.y at their middle points, all inwards or all outwards, 
Pro .... thet they are in equilibrium. 

A quadri\aten.l of freely jointed rode is in equilibrium under forces 
proportional to the Iengtho of the rode acting 'normally outwards at their 
middle pointe. Pro ... thet" ciroI ..... be ciroum.ecri.bed to the quadrilateral, 
and thet the _ at the joints act along tangents \0 the circle. 

S. Find the condition that gi .. en forcee acting on "rigid body at pointe 
with gi ...... rectangular coordinates may h ..... " single _ultant force. 

The coonlinata pIanee are emooth rigid b>and.riee, and the direction 
ooein .. of the TOrtieal. are I, .... Pro ... thet if a rigid body reate in 
oontact with the plan ...... pectiTe!.y.t 

(0, Yb oJ. (-.. o. -.J. ( ... ,., 0), 
then _ ( ... --.) + III C,,-y.J +,. (o, - -.J =0; 
and find the eqaatioue of the TOrtical through the aentra of granty. 

H the body is a homogeneooa ellipsoid of eemi-uee ... , .. proTO thet 
the ...mcal height of the aentra .ha ... the origin is 

I'" + .. + c'- (_-.y.JI-( ..... - 10,)"- (Iy> --.J2}'. 
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4 .. A ~orm rigid cir"."lar-table top of weight W stands on fonr equal 
and like slightly compress,ble legs, whloh are at equal diatanoea from the 
centre meaanred along two diameters at right angl .. to one another, and a 
weight W' is placed on the table immedistely above a leg. Assuming that 
compression varies as pressnre, and that the legs are not fastened to the 
top, find the fonr p ... snres (1) when W' < W, and (2) when W > W. 

5. The orc .. -section of a cylindrical body is the corve p = I (I), where 
., p are arc and l'&diUS of curvature, and the centre of gravity is on the 
normal at (p, I) at a distance h from ita foot. Prove that, if the cylinder i. 
placed on a rough horizontal plane with this normal vertical, it will not be 
in stable equilibrium (1) if I (I) < h, or (2) if I (I) = hand /' (I) ". 0; and 
emmine cases when I (.) = h,t (.) = 0, and/,' (.) ". o. 

6. Find diJferential equations for determining the form, and the tenlion 
at any point, of a uniform inelastic string under given forces. 

A uniform inelastic string with fixed ends is repelled from a give .. 
plane by a foree everywhere proportional to the mass acted upon and the 
distance from the plane. Prove that it assum.. the form of a plane C1lJ'1'e, 
and that ·the tension along it varies as the prodnct of the diataneea from 
two planes parallel to the given plane. 

7. A heavy uniform elastic string reata on a smooth corve in a yertical 
plane. Prove that the tensions at two points of it on the same leYel are 
eqnal. 

A very slightly elastic bend of mass m per unit nnotretehed length and 
modnlna of elasticity). just anrronnda a sphere of radina II in a vertical 
diametral plane without preeanre at the lowest point. Prove that to the 
lirat order in ). - 1 the tension at a height 11 above the lowest point ill 

mg (II + 11) - i ... '9"' {a' + (II + lIf} ). _I; 

and find the preeanre per stretehed unit length at the highest point. 

8. Find the attraction of a uniform aolid ellipeoid of reyolution on • 
particle at an end of ita axis. 

The density at any point of a solid ellipaoid of revolution abont the 
major axis is ,. times the hermonic mean between the distances of the point 
from the foci. Prove thet the potential at • focuo is ,. tim .. the yolume. 

9. What is the metaeentre of a solid of reYolution Soating partially 
immersed with ita axis vertical P Find ita poeition. 

.A. homogeneous right circnIar cylinder of height 2h and radina .. Soata in 
a liquid of double ita deneity with ita axis yertical. Find limits between 
which the ratio of h to .. must lie that the equilibrium may be unstable 
when it 80ats freely, bu.t stable when it ill only free to turn .bont • tangent 
in the plane of 8otation.. 

10. A Sen"le weightless v .... 1 in the form of • ourfaee of reYolntion 
.bont the axis of "which is vertical, is fil1ed with homogeDeOUll heavy 
liquid. U the origin is in the free ourfaee of the liquid, and the dowmrard 
direction is poeitive, prove that the principal tenaiono at any point in "'t' 
meridian section by the plane of "'!1 are given by 

II (fl') die dO '" do + gP"'!! dO = 0, 
II 

f = de (d). 

U the veaael is in the form of a hemisphere ..nth • Iised rim, .. hat 
result may be expected P 
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x. 
Miolod Mathsmati ... 

1. A particle of mass ... moves under the action of a varying force, 
the components of whioh at the point (z, y, 0) are m('" + 2ys). m(" + 2"'!1). 
m(!!' + 2..,) para.Ilel to the axes of coordinatss. Initi&lly it is at rest at the 
point (a, 0, 0). Prove that at time tits .... ooordinats is 

i[!(t, a) + fIt, fI) + f(t. ')I)]. 
wheref(t, 10) is a value of .. satisfying the equation 

lUI = 'U' - a,1, 

and a, fl. ')I are three particular values of 10. 

2. Particles P, Q. each of unit mass, are constrained to describe the 
cil'<;\es ,.. + y' = 411' and ,.. + !!' = a' under their mutual attraotions which 
are 1" • PQ. If initially both particles are at ... st, find the motion, ",!d 

prove that. if the oscillations are .mall. their period is 2 .. .It. 
I' 

S. Show that, if .. particle of unit mass moves on a sphere of unit 
radius under the action of a force tending to the pole. and if f(p) is the 
component of the force towards the pole along the meridian. the differential 
equation of the peth will be 

d'v fCp) 
all' + .. = 1o'(u' + 1)' 

where p is the polar distance (measured along the sphere). 8 the longitude, 
1t = const. = ; ain'p. and u = cot p. 

If the force is IM-'(4II' - .')-1, where a is the radius of the sphere 
and • is the chordal distanos of the partiole from the pole. show that the 
path is a spherooonio. having the pole as foous. 

•. The motion of a partiole is defined by the equations 

.,..;' + A = !I'V + B = O. 
"bere A and B are constanta. Prove that the orbit is given by 

,.. = a(t + a''t - Aa-'. !!' = bet + b''t - Bb-', 
where G, b. 0 '• b' are ooutanta. 

Show also that, if the initial conditions are cbosen so that the product 
ab is negative, the orbit is part. but not the whole. of .. loop of a ourve 
which does not extend to infinity. and explain how this can ooour in a case 
of nOD'periodio motion. 

S. A particle of mass .. mo_ under gravity OD the oyoloid -=a(u-ain u). 
, = a(1 - 008 .. ). the ,-axis being vertioally downwards, under a resistance 
MA., "here • is the velocity. Initially. = 0 and I (measured from the 
vertex) = M. 

Prove that the particle will oecillate, the arcual distancea (from the 
vertex) of ita pointa of instantaneous rest being obtained by giving .. in 
.ucoeseion the values I, 2. S .•• in 

>.. expo (- "" .. fA) where >. = {gla _ ".}t. 

G. A particle desoribes the parabola ,. =.... in ouch a manner that 
at everr point of ita path ; = &. Initially the particle is at the origin. 
mo'ring along 0,. Prove that the hodograph is .. cubio of the form . 

,.. = P'I' + qy'. 
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7. A particle moves upon a smooth aurlace under any forces. Find 
equations determining the motion. 

H the surface is that formed by rotating the catenary 1/ = • COflh (~/.) 
about the axis of 1/, and if the particle is subject to an attractive force 
h'('" + 2a'l/r' perpendicular to the axis, find the projection of the patb 
on the pIane of..,. [,.s;: .,. + 11'; initially, r = b and the velocity ia 
hI'"~ + ",)tfb', the component perpendicular to Oy being h/b]. 

S. A particle can describe an orbit r =/(8) under the action of a centre 
of force oituated at the pole. Show tbat, if the orbit is rotated in it. 
own plane about the pole with angulal' velocity .. , accelerations (2 .. 8 + uI)r 

towards the pole and ~ ~(,.s .. ) tranoveraely have to be added to that which 

is due to the central force. 
H the central force is F(r) + I'r-', show that tbe path of tbe particle 

can be realised by giving to tbe orbit corresponding to tbe l<>ree F(r) 
an angular velocity about the pole. 

9. Obtain tbe equation of continuity in tbe form 

a(z, '" 0) ta t 
P a(G;b-;-Cj = COD8 n. 

and <leduc. from it tbe equation 
ap a a a 
at + a,,(Pu) + ay(prJ) + 3i(pIlI) = O. 

10. Investigate tbe metbod of conjugate functiona aa applied to t .... o· 
dimension&! lIuid motion, and illnstrate your &DOWer by referenee to any 
suitable problem arising in connection witb an elliptic cylinder. 

XL 

Miud M"t"-atiu. 

[F'ull mark • ... " b. obtained on lhil Pap«' by ~ a...." .... /0 about 
lun quat':-.] 

1. Explain d' Alembert·. principle and appl,. it to obtain the ""utiono 
of motion of .. rigid body. 

A rigid bod,. is osciliating abont a horizont.aI axis under the action of 
ita weigbt onl,.. Determine the rean1tant reaction bet .... een tho axis and 
tbe bod,. at any instant in terme of the .... eigbt of tbe bod,.. ita moment 
of inertia abont tbe axis, tbe distance of tho centre of gravit,. from tho 
axis and the angles at whicb tbis line of .borteat distance is inclined to the 
vertieaI at the inatant considered and at the end of a awing. 

2. A napkin.ring in the l<>rm of _ thin hollow cylinder of redina tJ i. 
projected forward along an imperfectly rougb table witb velocit,. .. and an 
angular velocit,. • about tbe axis of the cylinder tending to make tho ring 
retorn to the point of projection. Determine tbe whole motion, finding 
bow far tbe ring will advance. and the condition that it .bon1d retorn to 
the point of projectinn. • 

3. Find the moment of inertia of a right.<:ircular cone _bOtU _ 
generator. 

A right-circular cone of maaa M rests with a generator in oontact with 
a perfectl,. rough horizontal plane, and ia struck at the higbeot point 
horizontally and in a directiqu perpendicalar to the axis,.. that the cone 
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begins to roll about the generator in oontact with the plane. U I is the 
impulse of the blow, pro.,e that tha centre of gravity of tha oone will deaeribe 
a horizontal "jrele witb unifo ..... .,e1ooity in time 

3 .. M" 
20I (sec a of- 5 COS a), 

where 2a is the .,ertieal angle of the oone, and " its height. 

4. A. disc of mass M is rotating about its am, which is at rest, with 
uniform angular velocity on a smooth horizontal table. From a point 
vertically above the oircumferenee of the disc a particle of mass '" is 
dropped and adheres to the dise altar impact. Find the impulsi.,e blow, 
and show that a fraction 2m/(M + 3m) of the kinetio energy of rotation i. 
loat by the impact. 

5. A. rod BC of weight W rests in a horizontal position supported by 
two strings AB, CD fastened to its enda, and AB is equal to BC and is 
inclined at an angle 1/ to the horizon. U CD is cut, find the initial tension 
of the string AB. Detsrmine also, when 1/ = .. /2, the initial radins of 
curvature of the path described by C. 

6. An elliptic oylinder is plaoed on a perfectly rough horizontal plane, 
with the major am of a oroaa-aection vertical, and is slightly displaoed 80 

that rolling takes plaee. U the cylinder does not lea.,e the table, obtain in 
the form of " definito intsgral the time that e1apeea before the major am 
is again vertical; and show that the time of a small oacillation about the 
position of stable equilibrium is 

Jb ( .. '+ 511') 
.. (4'-1>'),' 

7. A. rod of length 21 anel weight to can move freely ahout one end, and 

.. hen horiaontal is mads to rotate with ~ velocity J7 .. hout " 

vertical am. Show that during tha subsequent motion the inclinetion of 
the rod to the vertical liao between .. /2 and 008 - I t 1 <lc' + 9)l_ 10 I. Pro ... 
elao that the reaction at the &xed end always Ii .. in the vertical plane 
through the rod, and that tbe vertical component of the reaction is never 
I_than .. 

i' 
8. Obtain Euler'. geometrical equations eonnecting the motion of a 

body about a point in it with the ~ velocities of the body abont three 
mutually perpendioolar UfI8 moving with it. 

A. body is moving abont a &xed point under the action of DO forees, in 
suob a -1 thet one of its principal azea at the &xed point, about which 
the moment of inertia is C, describes a oone in apaee of oonatant vertical 
angle 211 with oonatant angular-velocity o. Pro... thet the other two 
principal moments of inertia muat be equal, and find the ~ velocity 
of the body about the principal axis in question. 

9. U !' is the kinetic energy of a syatenJ of bodi .. in motion. pro.,e 
oompletely thet in seneraI 

oJ (a~ a7' ~ ( _ a. + .. a, _ iIo) 
'" a'i}-iII/ = ... -iII/ 'a.+'iII/' 

and aimilar equation in .. t . . . ,where I, f; t . . . are tbe general 
eoordinatoII of the ayatsm. Point ouhny .eehicliona .. to theee ooordinatoa 
required by your proof, uplaiBiDg "here tbe proof _uld fail. ....... the 
reat.rioti<ma DDt ... tiaIiad. 
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Show that, if the geometrical equations do not contain the time explicitly, 
the equation of energy can be derived from Lagrange'o equation by 
!"nltiplY,ing the 8, ~ ... equations by iJ.j. ... , adding the reonlto end 
mtegratmg. 

10 . .A. body moveo about a fixed point under the action of no forceo. 
Prove that ita motion may be repreoented by ouppoaing the momental 
ellipeoid at the fixed point to roll on a fixed plene with ito centre fixed. 

An ellipsoid of revolution is eet revolving with angular velocity. abont 
en aDa inclined at an angle tI to the aDa of symmetry. Prove that the 
aDa of symmetry will describe a cone in space, in the oame BeDBe II the 
body revolves, in time. 

2 .. (1 + 1<') 
• ..1(1 + 1<')' .;;;'tI + , .. 0' .. ' 

where k is the ratio of the aDa of symmetry to the equatorial am. 
11 • .A. billiard ball resting on an imperfectly lough horizontal table ill 

.truck in such a way that it does not leave the table. Show that the centre 
of the ball will not in general begin to move parollel to the vertical plane 
through the blow, 1IDleas either the plane is diametral or the blow i. 
horizontal Show also that sliding will continue during a time fS/1'9 
where I' is the coefficient of friction and 8 the iWtia1 velocity of the point 
of contact, and that the centre of the ball will describa • parabola during 
thill time. 

xu 

Miud Mallaem<ltiu. 

[Ji'ull mar" .... , be obtairwll"" _PWe ............ to a/JoKt lU" quulitmo.] 

1. Prove that any systom of rays which are normaIo to a ourface will be 
normals to a ourface after any DUmber of refractiono. 

2 . .A. ray, proceeding from an origin of light at the point (c, 0), impingeo 
at the point (II COS ... II sin tI) upon the inner redecting ourface of the circle 
z' + 11' = ... (II > c): prove (1) that the equation of the relIected ray is 

III (e sin 2..-11 sin tI) +, (4 cos tI-e cos 2..) = tIC sin ... 

(2) that the cauetic is the oextic CUl'Ye 

{ (40'-",) (z' + y') - 2trcz- ..... ,·= 27 a'c'1f (z' + 11'-"". 
3. How is a lUD·dial graduated P 

Prove that the bonudary of the IOJar .hadow of the cylindroid 
• (z' + y') = 2-, on the plane of "" is a tbree-eusped hypocycloid. 

•. Prove for the orbit of an undisturbed plenet P that, if I_ I < I, 
.ASP = ., III = _, then 

,,=. + 2 (1-0')1 i: I n~)'J'! ( .... ) ~ sin i-. 
i=ll=. • 

" Jt(o) = f~ (2 cos Ill)' cos ( .... - 0 sin iI) die. 

5. Show that, if the orbit of a planet is aoonmed to be circular, two 
obaenatiou of the plaDet wiD mffice lor the cleterminatiOll of ito orbit. 
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6. Deline the .. eqUation of time .. and show why it VlLllishe. four times .. 
year. 

7. Defin~ a "source fJ in fluid motion. 
.d. B. a ..... three collinear pointe at which are .ources of .trengths 

'In, m, - m, respectively. If.A.B = 3 tI, BC = a, show that one stream .. line. 
consists p ... tially of a circle of centre a and ,...dius 2 ... 

8. Detsrmine the motion of any point of a. duid in consequence of the. 
preeenc. of a. single vortsx line of strength m. 

Three parallel vortic .. have st""ngtho "'. "'. - 2m. re.pecti.ely. Prove 
that the consequ.nt .tream·lines ..... bicircula.r qua.rtics. 

9. Show that the a.ttra.ction of a. thin homogeneous shell bounded by two 
similar, coaxial ellipsoids on an external particle is in the direction of the 
axi. of the cone which has its vertex at the p8.lticle and envelops the .hell. 

10. Prove that the potentisJ of any body of DI8B. M at a point p. who.e 
coordinate. referred to principal axes at the centroid G • ........ y. '. is 
approximately 

M/r + {Z (B + a -2.d) "'} /2 .... 
wh.re r = .;i;'i is large. and .d. B. a ..... the prinolpal mom.nts of in.rtia 
at G. . 

Th. body b.ing a homogeneous tetrahedron O.dBa. of which the .dg •• 
O.d. OB. oa ..... mutually p.rp.ndicular and of length. a .; 2. a. II .; S. prove 
that a + .d = 2B. and show that. if P Ii.. in .ith.r of the centra.! cyclic 
plan.. of the momenta.! .llip.oid at the centroid G. a p ... ticl. pla.ced at P 
and constrain.d to move along the .traight lin. PG will describe this lin. 
as though it were moving freely und.r the attraction of a maes M situated 
at G. (It i ..... um.d that .. '/ GP' is a n.gligible quantity.) 

11 . .d i. the oent, .. of a small fix.d insula.ted .ph.re.!Llld B that of a 
movable on. of equal radius and of m .... m which i. suppo,ted by a light 
insulating thread of l.ngIJJ I cm. attach.d to a point a vertically above .d. 
At first the spheres ..... in contact. Each then receive. a charge q and 
equilibrium i. establish.d wh.n the angle .daB = 8. Find a relation b.tween 
q. m, 8. 

. Also prove that the diminution in the potentia.! of the two .phere •• if 
th.y are kept in electricaJ. communication throughout. cannot be I ... than 
2"'8/g-' ain'U. 

12. Prove that the potentisJ at an externaJ point P due to a conductor. 
which i. insulated and charged to potential V. is f V /a. whe ... - f i. tho 
charge which would be induced on the saine oonduotor. if uninsulated. by a 
charge .at P. 

IS. The ellipacid ""/ a' + '" b' + r'c' = 1 (a> b > 0) is charged and 
insulated. Aesuming that the equipotential ourfa.c .. are confocaJ ellipsoids. 
prove that the capacity of the body is twice the reciprocal of 

r Ii). 

l. .;t a' +"Ac='. -"i.';:;+;=<'A=.=: .. ;=+~),.·· 
and .... ·ify that i~ may be exp .... sed in the form ae , an -." the modulus of 
th~ elliptic f.mction being " •• and a. , being the eccentricities of the 
ellip ... "",a' +,;: I ~ = 1. "",a' + '1',1;= 1. 

U. A particle charged with q units of electricity is at a distance f ( < a) 
from the cent ... I>f a hollow aphericaJ. conductor of radius a which is put to 
earth: prove that the work done in moving the particle to the centre is 

trrf'. (~-r>. 

" 1:19:14 
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:xm 
Probz.m.. 

1. U tLl=a'+ ab+b'. 
and Pd = (a + },d)' + ( .. + },d) (b + pd) + (b + ,.a)'. 
prove that PtlJ = ri' + .. 'b' + 11'. 
where tt = If + a (>. + ,,) + b". /I = b}' - .. ". 

Solve in positive integers one or other of the eqnatioruJ 

7 ("" ± "11 + 'J') = 1003009. 

2. The eoordinate. (e. !/). (01. !I) of COtTe8ponding pointa in two 
eonliguratiODB are eonnected by the relationa 

!I 01 1 
, = .... +b= .... +d 

Prove that, if the aeeond eonfignrstion is shifted parallel to the axis of 
e through a distance 

it will be in perapective with the first; and find the axis and centre of 
perspective. 

3. Show that the mean value of the moment of inertia of a body about 
a line through a chosen point of the body is the arithmetic mean of the 
three principal momenta at that point. 

Find in terms of integrals the prohability that the moment of inertia 
about a line chosen at random through the point may exceed the mean; 
and show that if two of the principal momenta are eqnal and greater than 

1 
the third the probability is "S· 

4. U., c, d are the real parts of 

... (v + ifl), em (v + i .. ). dn (v + ; .. ). 
wIlen U, " are real, prove that 

k'''(I_ .. !,,)=d'(1 4';k''') 
and M=cd_"d(l_ .. ~). a.. c 4' +k'r 

5. A particle deecn"bea a plane orbit under a force ~ to the origin. 

/' being variable. Prove that if ~ = 1 + • COlI (11- II) is the instantaoeons 

ellipse at any time. i.... the ellipse which the particle would proceed to 
descn"be if /' wqe to retain the valne wbich it hu at that time, then 

(c~-.~,)' + .... (~y= (tJ 
6. U the minon .4. B. C. p. G. H of the discriminant of 

..... +bY+.r+ 2/,. + 2ga +2br 
are proportional to the ooJleepowtiDg con.titnents II. b. e,/.,. r., find/. g. A 
in terms of ... b. c. 
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7. A. oircle outa a three-ousped hypocycloid in six points. Prove that, if 
the tangents to the hypocyoloid at three of these points are concurrent, 
those at the other three will &!ao be concurrent. 

8. A, B, a are any three points on the ourve 
.. =at, !I=bf.l, .=cf.l. 

Show that the oecnlating planes at the points intereect the plane ABO 
In three conourrent lines. 

9. Two pmicles, P, P, of lIl&II8es '" and m! respectively, meve without 
friction on two horizonta.l. lines which are in perpendicnIa.r directione but do 
not ints1'8ect. P, P attmct each other acoording to the I&wof the direct 
distance. Find the \"atio of '" to m' in order that the motion of their 
centre of inertia may be periodic, and show that in that C&Be it describes an 
&lgebraio curve. . 

10. A. solid is free to move about .. vertical axis 0., its moment of 
inertia about which is 2m!'. In the solid is a canal of infinitesimal section 
in the form of a vertical circle of radius 11, about a point a &8 centre, the 
plane of the canal being perpendioular to the plane 00. and the diltance 
of 0 from O. being II. 

A. particle of mass '" is. in the canal at one end of the horizonta.l. 
diameter of the circle and the oystam is at rest. If the particle falls under 
gravity, lind the motion and show that the angle between the extreme 
poaitione of 00 is about 34°. 

11. Show that, if a geodesio on a service of revolution outs a meridian 
ourve at an angle .. at a point diltant p from the &xis of revolution, then 
p sin .. is conetant. 

Any two points are ta1<en on a geodesio on the surface formed by the 
revolution of an ellipse about the minor axis. 

E:r:presa the diItance between them in the form 

A J: (1 :: sin' 6)1' 

where ..! ,,' .. ain 6 = ..! ,,' c'" sin .,., 

.,. being the angle the normal at a point makea with the equatorial plane, 
II the equatorial oemi-uia, • the eooentrioity of a meridian ourve, and. the 
conetant value of p ain ... 

12. Two emooth planes each inclined at an angle .. to the vertical 
intersect in .. horizonta.l. etrsight line. A. emooth rod of length 21 is 
plaoed horizontally with ita enda resting on the plan.. and its direction 
at right angl.. to their line of mtBrseotion. It is then slightly diap!&ced 
about .. vertical axis throngh its middle point. Prove that it. will reach its 
lowest position after .. time. 

I§JrJ 8 8 I", -ag: cosec'!! + 12 cot' .. oos' 2 dB. 

IS. A. heovY uniform atring of weight 2 .. and length 21 hengs freely 
from t_ had points B, C in the eome borieonta.l. plane diatant 2G from 
eooh other. . A. aecond simi!&r string of length 1 and weight .. has ita lower 
end fastened to the middle point D of BO, and the upper end A can ""'"' 
freely along a horieontalline bisecting BO at rigbt angles. If A is moved 
elowly along this line from the position of equilibrium, p!'Oft that the 
tangent to the eecond atring .. t D will be borieonW when and only when 
.ABO are the vertioaa of an equilatBrsl triangle; and lind an e:r:preesion for 
the ~k done in bringing A to thia position. 

K 2 
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14. A liquid moves irrotationally between two fixed infinite circular 
cylinders, one entirely within the other, whose axes are parallel and a 
distance e apart. Determine the pointa of maximum and minimum velocity, 

and prove that the ratio of th .. e critical velociti .. is /I'CC
a 

- ~ + e», "hera aa-a-C 
a is the radius of the larger and a' that of the smaller cylinder. 

15. Two charges. one positive the other negative. are placed outside an 
insulating conducting sphere. at points the line joining whicb suhtendo • 
rigbt angle at tbe centre of tbe spbere. Prove that if tbe spbere ia at zero 
potential tbe charg .. are directly as tbeir diatances from tbe centre of tha 
sphere. Find an expression for tbe ratio of tbe areas of tbe positively and 
negatively charged portions of tbe sphere in tbis case, 

JUNIOR MATHEMATICAL SCHOLARSHIP, 1885. 

L 

1. (1) 1Iz __ 1 __ 1 + z =3p,and .. +_+l=0. 
1+10 I' 

ahow that 

[
z __ " __ .. '(1 + 10)]' =27 (p- .. ) (p-.'j'. 

1 +10 ., 
(2) Eliminate ... y, • from the following equatiOllS: 

I' + y + • = ... yl + ... + zy = 0, zyl = b', (y- I) (I - z) (II - y) = e'. 

2. Solve the equations : 

(1) _80 +~=~+ _3_+ 20 ; 
0: - 5 0: - 10 '" - 4 '" - 2 

(2) u + ,,= 7, ... + "!I = 12. vz' + "!I' = 22, vz' + "!I' = 42; 

(3) a(z + ys) = be, + oa:) = e(1 + zy) • .,t +,. +" + 2zyo = I. 

3.11 -"'- + -'- + -"- + -"a+ .. b+ .. e+ .. d+ .. 

and 

- ., + ' + • + .. 
-,,+,8 ,8+6 e+,8 d+,8 

• =_"'_+_'_+_"_+_"_=0, 
G+,. 6+,. _+,. d+,. 

1 , " .. '" 
.. + p + 6 + P + _ + p + d + P = p' 

express II, y, S, .. in their simplest torm.. 

40. 11.!!, J!. be snreeesi .. e CODvergenta to • rational fraction ., prove 
q " . 

that ptf - pq, pp' - 'I" .,t, tfY - 1'" have all the aame sign. 

" is • fraction in ita loweet &erma. and .!!!, .!!! are the ueareet fractiDm, 
6 'II q, 

belo", and .boYe, to S' thai ha .. e deDominatora '- than 6. Prore ,hat 

PI + 1'0='" 'II + 'b=b. 
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5. Sum the followiDg aeries (in each case to inlinity):-
I I' 

(1) 1 + II . 1 + II (II + 0) 1 . 2 + ... 

- .. ... + II (II + 0) ..• (II +" -10) §.. + ... 

1111111 
(2) 1+1I+2'1+.+"I+zl+S'I+zl+"'; 

(3) ~_! !+1.3 11_1.3.5 15+1.8.5.7 19_ 
22'40 2.40'6 2.40.6·S 2.40.6.S·10"· 

6. Prove the E:q><>nential Theorem. and show that 

.. ' + .. ( .. - 2)' + "(L! 1) ( .. -40)' + ... = 2-- I "cSn- 9). 

7. If ... P. q. r. I ••• are positive integers and 
.. =p+q+r+.+ .... 

prove that r~"r.;..1" is an integer. 
1l!...1.!.1.!..l!.. ... 

If II be a Dumber which cannot be expressed in either of the fo ...... 
apr or apr + fJP' where' p is a prime and a, fj, r, , are positive integere of 
which the two former are 1 ... than p, show that ~.;- fl!J' is divisible by 
{I.!oJ'. II and" being positive integers. 

8. Every integer which divid .. the sum of the sq1l&l'08 of two relatively 
prime Dumbers is itself the aum of two sq1l&l'08. 

Every prime number of the form 40n + 1 is the sum of two squares. 

9. If ... b. c are three positive quantities, prove that 

II-+~+e" > e+ :+cr if m<O or> 1. 

and (1)- + e") (e" t 11-) (,.- + b-) < e + : + C)"'if 0 < m < 1. 

10. Find the oondition that the infinite product 
(1 + ... ) (1 +0,) (1 + 0,) .... 

• here ... Go ••• are all positive. ahou1d OODverge to a fuJite limit. 
A,. G, are respectively the A.:M. and G.M. of the eeri .. 

II, .. + b, .. + 26, ..... + II - lb, prove that the limit of} is ;. .. and I> 

being aasmned to be positive f!W>Dtiti.... -

11. An &vent hae happed..), which must have arisen from eome one of 
.. given Dumber of oauses. Fiad the probability of the existenoe of each 
of the oauses. 

If a ...... of homogeDeoua fluid be thoroughly shaken and allowed' to 
00 ..... to rest again, prove that the chaooe that no particle of the fluid now 

oooupies ito original position is ! . _ . 
• 

19. If 6 be the value of .. determinant of the ." order. prove that the 
reciprooa1 determinant is 6' - I. 

If (ab) denote the determinant I ~ :: I, prove the identity 

(ad)' (be)' + (bd)' (011)' + (crI)' (ab)' 

== 1l{(W)'(cIi)'(U)'(GC)1 + (ccI)'(ad)'(I>c)'{OO)' + (ad)'(bd)'(OII)'(cb)I}. 
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n. 
Trigunumetry and The""1l uf Equation.. 

1. Prove that. il ., be Bny angle, 
. (sin'z),luS• (COB'ot)co.t • oe.t i; 

and that, il A, B, C be the angles of an acute angled plane triangle, 
tan' A tan'B tan'C <I: 432. 

,2. If coBh z denote i (.' + .-"), and il coBh 6 sin 2.p = I, prove that 
coBh .. 6 sin" 2 .p = 2" -, (sin .. .p + coo .. .p). 

S. Prove that the distance between the centres of the circu11lflC1'ibed 
and one of the eecribed eirel .. of a plane triangle is ..I .w-+ 2 Br,; and, 
aeemning any known geometrical fscl which may be convenient, show that 
the distance between the centre of the former circle and the centre of the 
eirele which is inscribed in the triangle whose verticee are the centres of the 
three eecribed eirel .. is 

B _ a(r + r,) + b(r + r,) + o(r + r.) • ~ .• 
.; MtI'. + ..Ibrtl', + .;.;;.;;;, V -:-ab~- _ 

4. Eetablish the identity, in which .. is any positive integer, 

8~": = 2--'( COB.p _ cos ;) (coo.p _ cos 2:) ... 
( 

( .. -1) .. ) ... coe.p-ooo " . 
5. Express the eeriee 

1." 
""" .. 6 + r:(2.. _ 1) cos (" - 2) 6 

1.S.R{" - 1) 008 ( 4) 6 + + 1.2.(2..-1) (2.. 3) .. - ... , 

which continues to " + 1 terms, &8 a coellicient in an expansion; and prove 
that it is equal to 

2"{coe",, __ ~"-1) 008"-'6 
2.(2..-1) 

+ t&{,,= 1) !!,~2) (,,_-= S) 000"-'" + ... }. 
2.4.(2 ",_ 1) (2 .. - S) 

earrled to; + 1 or" ~ 1 terms ae<lOl'ding &8 .. is even or odd. 

6 Having given that 
a,. +.., .. +,.... +,.... + ... ad info =/l.z), 

obtain the II1lIIl of the eeriee 

a,.+a coo."+a.."""2.6+ .... 
... ,,_.... 1 eoe , + 000 2 6 + . the reeu1. • 
~J + -- 4, - ~!R -- • • -, elpleesmg II m a 

'- r:. 
Sum to 

real form. 

7. Assuming the expi&Wion for sin " as,. product expreee .n: .. aa It oum 

of partial fmctione. 

Prove that 
.. 1 2' 3' .'" 
--=.~- --+- -----+ .... 218 1i.7, 11.13 17.19 23.25 , ' , . 
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8. In a sphericaJ triangle .. a + b and A are given. Find a and b. 

In the tetrahedron V ABCD it is known that VA = 2.v3, VB = AB = 2, 
AO + CB = 4, that the angles VOA and VOB are supplementary, and that 
the faces V AB and V..tO are at right angles. Find the lengths of the edges 
AO, OB and VB. 

9. ABO is a ophericaJ triangle, D the point of oontsct with BO of thst 
esoribed circle of the triangle wbich touches it e:derns)ly, r, the sphericaJ 
radius of that circle, and p, the spherical perpendicular from ite centre upon 
AD produced. Prove that, if L BAD > L DAO, 

ootDAO tan BAD =s~ r, + ~p, tan,ADO. 
2 2 smr,-81I1p, 2 

10. U pflll' + p,,..-l + ... + P. = 0, have a oommensurable lOOt which 

whsD expressed in its lowest terms is ~, prove that a must be a factor 

of p. and b of Po. 

Prove t1!at V v2 + 1 - V -V2 _ 1 is inoommensurable, but thst it 
cannot be written as the sum of a rational quantity and a quadratic surd. 

11. U the cubic equation a;;,. + lr.o' + ... + i!. = 0 have an imaginary lOOt 
r(oos II + '" 1 oin II), prove thst 
(bo oin' 8 - ail. sin' 38)' = oin' 28 (bi!. oin 38 - '" oin II) (ao sin 36 - b'sin Q); 

and deduce the oondition for " pair of equal lOOts, 
Also, denoting by ., p, "I' the roots of the above equation, find the cubic 

whose roots are i + ~ + 1 and the two allied functions of ., p, "1'. 

12. Explain, and prove the prinoiple of, Horner's method of approximation 
to " real root of a rational integral equation. 

Find, by Horner's or any other method, the real root of the equation 

"'-Sz'+600-6=0 
to four places of decimals. 

ID. 
P ..... Geometry. 

1. Two equal tangents TP and TQ of " parabola are cut in M and N by 
" third tangent, show that TM = QN. 

2. Through" point 0 is d .... wn " straight line cutting a conic in AB, 
and on AB are taken points OD, such that 

1 i' 1 1 1 
00+ ojj=O.A+ bij 

Then if MNbe the points of contsct of tangents from D, and LB those of 
tangents from O. show that either LM and BN or LN and BM meet in O. 

II. U four circles are mutually ortbogoual, show thst each of the centres 
is the orthocentre of the triangle formed by the other three, and that all 
the circles cannot be real 

,. Give" geometricaJ construction for tbe points in which any straight 
line cuts a conic determined by four given pointe and the tangent at one of 
them. 

Conetruct the conic which r'"""" through the four pointe ABOD and is 
such that AB and CD are COIIJugate lines with regard to it. 
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5. Describe a method of projecting orthogonally a given angle into an 
angle of any size. 

A pair of conjugate hyperbolas is described with .. given pair of 
conjugate diameters of an ellip .. as asymptotes; show that. if one of the 
hyperbolas touch the ellipse. 80 will the other. and that the lines joining the 
centre to the points of contact will be conjugate diameters of all the conics. 

6. The vertices of .. triangle ABC are joined to the point O. and ad are 
taken on BC 80 that Oa, 0" bisect the angle BOC; similarly {jf{. rI are 
constructed on CA. AB respectively. Show that the points a". {jf{, rllie 
three by three on four straight lines. 

Deduce .. method of describing .. conic. with .. given focus. through 
three given points; and show that there cannot be more than one ellipse 
satisfying the conditions. 

7. Two of the vertices of a parallelogram circumscribing a central conic 
lie on the directrices. show that the other two are at .. constsnt distance 
apart. 

8. AOB and COD are two diameters of a circle and QB is .. chord 
parallel to AB; if P be the intersection of CQ and DB or of DQ and 
CB and if from P be drawn PM parallel to AB to meet CD in M. then 
OM'=OD'+PM'. 

9. A point P is taken such that the aquare of the tangent from P to a 
given circle is equal to the rectangle contained by a given length and by the 
perpendicular distance from P to a given straight line, .how that eYery 
position of P is on one or other of two circles. 

The circle of similitude of two circles is. co·a:ral with them. 

10. Give a geometrical construction for the vertex and picture.plane 
tha~ two imaginary points (given &8 the intersections of a straight line and .. 
come) may be projected into the circular points. 

n ABC ... and A'B'O' ... are two homographic ranges on a conic .how 
that A.A'. BB', CO', ... all touch a conic; and determine the common points 
of the conics. 

11. Find the rectangles of greateat and least perimeter which can be 
circumscribed to a given ellipse. 

12. A circle can be drawn touching the four linee afJ. fly,~, 3a in DCBA 
and a circle can also be described through the points ~, .how that AC 
and BD are perpendicnlar. 

Obtain the formula connecting the clistauce between the cent ... of two 
ouch circles and the radii. 

IV. 

1. Determine the condition that the pair of linee 

b' + 2lby + By' = 0, 
.boold be harmonic conjugate. with regard to the pair 

A'z' + 2H'qJ + Ify' = O. 
n " = az' + 2hzy + 1nJ', • == liz' + 2h'qJ + 1Iy', .how that the ""- of 

a point, the tsngenlio from which to the conice • = I, • = 1 form .. harmonic 
pencil, is given by ... + d. = I, where. and d are conotants. 

2. Find the equation of the tangent at any point of the conic 
I = r (1 +. cos I), and deduce the equations of the real or imaginary 
asymptotes. 
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3. Show that, in general, from a point P in the. plane of a pambola 
three lines can be chawn normal to the curve. Determine some geometrical 
criterion for distinguishing between the casee in which these Iinee are all 
reel from thoee in which two are imeginary. 

The feet of the DOrmale from P are ..t, B, C. On the sidee of the 
triangle .ABC as diametere are chawn three eirelee. The radical axes of 
these eireles teken in pairs meet in Q. Prove thet when the locus of P is a 
right line, the locos of Q is alec a right line. 

~. OP (= r.) and OQ (= 1:) are two axes inclined at an angle... Find 
the coordinates of the focus of the pambola which touchee OP and OQ 
at their extremities. 

If P and Q vary in position, while PQ remains constant, and. = ; 
.bow that the locos of the vertex is ' 

(.,} + , 'f = ,..,}.i-
S. CP, CD are any conjugate oemi-diametere of an ellipse. Find the 

equation of the circle of curvature at P, and show that the length of the 

common chord of this eirele and the ellipse is 2CD[ 1 - ~r, where p, .. 

are the perpendicularo from the centre of the ellipee on the tangent at 
P and the chord. 

If a eirele be chawn throngh P, D touching the ellipee at Q. show thet 
the chord. of curvature at P, D and the diameter conjugate to CQ meet in 
a point B, and thet the locus of B as P varies is . 

Co:' ")' C"")' (i'+b' =8 iib . 

6. The four directrioee of a conic are two of the three pairs of chords of 
intersection of the conic and its director circle. Prove this, and deduce the 
equation of the directrices of the conic 

"""+ 2r.q + by' + 29"' +2fy+ .=0. 
7. Find the equation of a conic heving double oontact with two given 

conics B and 8'. 
A pambola Z baa double contact with • given conic B, one point of 

contact being the fixed point P. Show thet the directrix of 1: &1_18 
touches a parabola which has double contect with the director circle of B, 
the chord of oontact being the tangent at P. 

8. A conic touchee tbe sides of a triangle .ABC at the points Lt, Jl .. H" 
Show that .AL., BM .. CH .. mee. in • point, and lind the tangent at the point 
where .AL., meets the curve "8I'io. 

To B, Lt, C a fourth hermouic Lt is found, and pointe Jl .. H, are 
aimilarly teken on the other sides. Three other oonies B.. s.. Sa are 
inacribed in the triangle, their pointe of oontact with the aides being 
Lt, M. H.; L" M .. H.; L" M .. H" ".. ,.. po are the radii of curvature of s.. 13., Sa at the points L" Jl .. H .. respectively. Show thet 

"PI-t + bPs -t + cps -t = 0, 
where ... b, • are the aides of the triangle. 

9. Find the tangential equation of the nine-pointe circle of a triangle 
ABC, and deduce the property thet it touches the .... "hed eireles of the 
triangles. 

If P, Q. B be the points of oontact with the esen"hed eireIee, then the 
col'l'08pODding aides of PQB. .ABC intersect in points which lie on a oUaight 
line. 
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10. Find the invariant-conclition that a conio S should he inaoribed in 
a triangle which is .. If-conjugate with respect to a 88COnd conio 8'. 

A triangle .ABC is self-conjugate with respect to a rectangular hyperbola 
whose centre is O. Prove that a parabola can he described with fooua at 0 
80 as to touoh the sid .. of the triangle. 

V. 

Diffttrtntial Caleul .... 

1. Show that 

1 1 1 "'{to+.- W
} 

1-+1'+1+2'+1+3'+"'=2 to .-w -i. 

2. Prove that 

II cot II = 1 - 1 sin' II - ..!. sin' II - .!:!. sin' II - .... 
3 3.0 3.0.7 

3. If .. (0" _1)-' = B. + B.z + B, ~ + ... , show that 

r 2r (2r-l) 
(r + 1) (2r + 1) B .. + 3.~ B .. _, 

+ 2r (2r-1i.<;':/i-:62) (2r- 3) B .. _. + ... + 2r (~~ 1) B, + B,. 

Expand '" cosec .. in terms of the coefficiente B .. B .. B" &e. 

4. If u and "he functions of .. and y defined by the equations 
z = U + If-· sin 11 and 11 =11' + .. --COlI", then 

da = <1m. 
411 .,., 

Obtain a partial dilferential equation of the third order by eliminating 
the arbitrary functions from .= (z+ y)1 (z) + (10- y) F (y). 

S. If u. he a homoget18OWl function of the nth order and .. denote the 
Ii Ii . 

operative symbol '" .,., + ,-, show that 
- tly 

,,( .. -1) ( .. -2) .. _ ( .. - r+ 1) ... =" (,,-1) (11-2) .•. C .. -r+ 1) "-

6. lnveetigate the ni\e for applying Undetermined )[oluplien to 
problems of maxima and mjnima 

a' b' .. ..: __ • ___ • and 
If .. + ,. + ;;. = I, then .,. + !!' + s' has only one ...... __ ue, 

this is a m.iuimnm. 

7. Obtain the polar equation of the normal at any point of the eun-e 
r=/(II). 

On the radius .. ector OP of an eq~ spiral is takeD " point Q....,b 
that PQ is constant; sho.. that the normal at Q to the Ioeaa of Q ~ 
through the ClOnire of cunature of tbe spiral ,,~ P. 

8. The origin is a conjugate point on the curT. 

<!!,-at (z + ,-2) =z'. 
Prove thie and trace the CDrTe. 
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9. Obt .. in the envelope of the stra.igbt line 

Z cos a + 11 sin a = 4a. Bin 2aj 
and show tha.t the evolute of the envelope is the enVelope' turned tbrougq 
haJf a right angle and doubled. 

10. If PM be the tangent at a.n ordinary cusp P, and QM be the 
perpendicul .. r from a neighbouring point Q on PM, find the limit of the 
ratio of QM tan QPMto the difference between the .. rc PQ and the chord 
PQ, when Q moves up to P. 

11. Trace the curve '" + 1/' = aI. 
Show tha.t the curve h ... no nodes or pointe of inflection; and find the 

maximum a.nd minimum values of the radius of curva.tUl'e. 

12. Obtain the ... ymptotes of the curve r COB' 28 = a ( ... - 46), .. nd trace 
the curve from 8 = - ... to 8= .... 

VI. 

Problema. 
1. Prove tha.t 

• .!. ,..! •. '! 
(2) X do I' ... v .. / (~, 1/, .) =/ (Jr;#, 1'1/, VI). 

2. Prove tha.t it is possible 80 to determine .4, B, a tha.t 

.4 {Bin (8 - a) - Bin II} {Bin (8 + a) + Bin II} 
+ B {sin (8 -a) - Bin II} COB (8 + a) 

+ a {Bin (8 + a) + Bin IIJcos (8 -a) + COB (8 + a) COS (8-.a) 
m .. y be independent of 8, a.nd tha.t the value of the expression 80 given will 

be zero if, and ouly if, II is an'odd multiple of i' 
S. If in .. given triangle the maximum ellipse be inscribed, and in the 

ellipse the greatest triangle, and agsin within the triangle the grea.test 
ellipse, and 80 on ad infinitum, show tha.t the sum of the area.s of the series 
of triangles = t of the area. of ~eoriginal triangle. 

4. The tangent to an e\lipee-at the point P meets the llXes in L and M, 
and the perpendicular from the oentre in Y; if L Y = PM, show tha.t LM 
is equal to the Bum of the semi-a:tea. ' 

o. Find values of ... b, c, the sides and hypathenuse respectively of a 
right-angled triangle, such tha.t a, • + b, c - b may be integral cubes. . 

6 • .J.BO is .. spheriDal triangle all of whoae angles are right angles, ~d 
o is any point on the sphere inside the triangle; show tha.t a Bphenoal 
triangle can be formed by grea.t oireles twice as long as the great oireles 
OA, OB, 00, and that the sum of the angles of this triangle will be four 
right angles. 

7. The envelope of .. straight line, the intercept on which between the 
ues is divided in any constant ratio by the ellipse b'z' + a'1l' = a'bO, is a 
curve of the system 

(PZ)l + (vy)1 = 1. 
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8. Show that six common tangente can be drawn to the cu"e 
r 008 8 = a sin' 8 and any conic having the ax .. of ooordinat .. as principal 
ues. Also, if 8 .. 8" ..• be the angular coordinat .. of the pointe of contact 
with the curve, prove that 

:E tan 8, tan 8, tan 8, = O. 

9. U, lor all values of a, b, c, and z, 

F (a.:, In:, "") = '" (~) F (G, b, 0), 

prove that '" (~) is a power of z, and F (a, b, 0) a homogeneoWi function. 

10. The tangents from a given point to two given conics are pairs of 
harmonic conjugates, and an intersection of two common tangente of the 
conics lies on the polar of the given point with regard to the first of them. 
Prove that the intersection of their other two common tangente is on the 
polar of the given point with regard to the second. 

lL Two circles, with centres at .A and B, tonch at 0, and a third circle 
with centre at 0 is drawn to tonch the two given circles; if 00 cut the 
third circle in D and E, .how that 

B.A , 2 • DE, : 0..1. • OB, OD .OE. 

12. Six halls, three of which are red, two white, and one blne, are 
placed in a row, every arrangement being equally likely. Sho .. that the 
odds are • to 1 against a red, a white, and a blue occurring snccessively, and 
9 to 1 in favonr of two halla of the same colour being together. 

IS. A variahle line cote a nodsl come in the three pointe.A, B, O. The 
segment .dB snbtends a right angle at the node. PlOTe that, if the nodsl 
tangente are perpendicnlar, the point 0 is fixed. 

u.. Given the centre of an ellipse, two tangente, and the point of contaet 
of one. of them, find geometrically the posifuna and 1engtbe of the major 
and minor axes. 

15. H X. is the coefficient of , m the expauaion of (1- 2Jz + s') -I, 
prove that 

~+-' =z (x.x~), 

the snmmation inclnding all permutations of the sn15xee II, fJ, ,., .. hich .. tisfy 
the condition a + {J + ,. = ... 

SE}""'IOR MATHElIATICAL SCHOLARSHIP, 1885. 
L 

P .... Mati .... "",. 

L Find the _tion of the four foci of the conic given bJ the go--' 
equation of the second degree in tangential coordinates. 

2. Show how to determine a congrneuee .. hose roota are those common 
to two given congrnences to the same prime modulus. 

The nJnee of z ...-IW:h are not din.ible bJ 11 but ....mcb make 

"'+"'-Sz' + 30" + 8-'+ Sz' +9-'-1 
dirimDle bJ 11 are OOngro<>D8 to primitiYe rooU of lL 
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S. Prove that every rational integral eq1lllotion with real coefficients has 
a root of the form a + b .; _ 1: where a and b are real, or may either of 
them vaniah. 

Is it true that .. real root must necessarily be either commensurable or 
the sum of .. commensurable quantity and a q1lllodratic surd P Justify your 
answer. . 

4. If P = 0 be the condition in the coefficient"which expresses that 
a a root of a. .. - + '" .. --I + .... +a. = 0 and /l a root of b, .. • +b l ... -1 

+ .... + b. = 0 are connected by a given relation a =/ (Ill, then 

dP dP tdP _dP 
da,=ada,=ada,= .... =a dii; 

and dP dP dP .dP 
,.. =/l,. =/l'-= .... =/l .n. • 
two UiU'1 db, ,""II. 

Again, if Q = 0 express that a, aI, two roots of the first equation, are 

connected by ... given relation a = q,Co'), then ~, ~, .. , ;,.~ form .. 

recurring series whose scale of .elation is ao' - (a + o'l + 1. 

5. A quantic (a., "', ... ) C"" "", ... ). becomes hy linear transformation 
(.do. Ah ... ) (Xb X" ... )-, where IDII z" .... andXh X ..... are equally numerous 
sets of variables; and there is a function F of the coefficients such tbat 

F (A" A .. ... ) = q, ()., 1', ... ) F (a., a .. ... ), 

where <I> depends only 'on the constents of the transformation, which may be 
perfectly general. Prove, without ma.king any assumption as to the form 
of q" tbat F (a., a .. ... ) is homogeneous. 

6. Any invariant of a binary cubic is a power of its discriminant. 

7. If G, /l, 'Y are vectors whose tensors are OA, DB, DC, and if W i. the 
volume of the tetrahedron OABa, show that 

8.a~=-6W, 

andthat V.o,Ily+ V./lya+ V.~=G8.~+/l8.ya+'Y8.a/l. 
Prove also that the tensor of this last sum of vectors is 

- OA. DB. 00 {cos' BOa + cos' aDA + cos' AOB 
+ 6 oos Boa cos aDA cos AOB}t. 

8. If .. ourve have its maximum number of double points, the coordinates 
of any point on it can be expresaed 88 rational algebraic functions of a 
variable parameter. .'. 

How many double pointe bas"the curve 
1I=lJcosSI+bcosl, y=oIsinSI+b'sinlP 

9. Prove that the anharmonic ratios of the pencil of four tangents to a 
cubio from any point upon it are oonstant. 

In the case of the cubic -
"'+r+"+ 6 ..,_=0 

every II11tlb anharmonio ratio is equal to one of the imaginary oube roote 
of-I. 

10. If the four straight lines whose coordinatee are obtained by giving 
r 8ucceaaively the values 1. 2, S, " in 

G~ bpI Gr , I,. g~ A", 
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be generaton of one . system of a ruled quadric. prove that all the 
determinants 

a.. b,. c" I" g" "'. .... bo. ... I •. g •• h, 
vanish. 

/Ja. b" ... I. g .. h, 

.... b .. c •• I .. g .. It., 

11. Define elliptic coordinatee of a point on an ellipooid; and show he" 
any small area on the ellipecid can be es:preseed by meane of them. 

Prove that. if through all the points of the perimeter of a small ares 
surrounding a point on the eection of the ellipsoid 

/1-.... + (/1'-11')-'1/' + (/1'- 1<,)-'''= 1 

by the plane of ... the lines of curvature of the ccnfocal hyperholoids be 
dra ..... the area they oot from the plane of .." .hall be in the limit of oimiIar 
form to the chosen small area. 

12. Prove that every twisted oobic cnrve is .. partial intenection of t .. o 
qnadrice; and that the developable of which it is the edge of regreuion is 
of cIa..a 3. and has the correlative property; which state. 

In general. eeven of the intercepts on tangents to a twisted oobic 
between the cnrve itself and " fixed plane enhtend right angles at any fixed 
point. 

n. 
P ..... Mat"-atiu. 

1. Find the area of the pedal (with respect to the centre) of the ovolate 
of an ellipse. 

2. U ... = r eoe II" "" = r sin II, cos e". "" = r ain lit .inS, cose"., .. 
Z._J =,. aiD '. siD 8, ... aiD 8._ 1 coalJ._-.. 

z. =rsin '. siD 8, ... sin 8._1 sin 8._ .. 
ahow that 

II ... ., d,., ••. Iiz. 

=// ..... -, (sin 11,,·-· (ain ,1,)"-•••• sinll._lil dB. d8, .• . dB._ I • 

3. Prove tha~ 

(l + ... 2..)"""'= (1 + "" 2..) ...... 

U 1/ = f' tlz ,.here '" < 2 and > 1. 
, ..r2(" -1) (" - 2) (z - 3) 

expreos z in terms of ... 1/ to .. proper modalao. 

4. Show tha~ 

1. log (II + sin..,) liz = "log (..rll + ..rll + 1) - "log 2, 

and that f ain ,dog ain zdz = log 2 - 1. 
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5. Obtain the value of the integral 

111"'-' !I--·.--'/(" +!I + .)ru. dy ds, 

the integration to include all elements in which .. , !I, and • are positive and 
such that., + !I + • < 1. 

The value of 

where 

the integration extending throughout an octant of the ellipsoid ... = 1. i. 

ora:" f: (~ + :'Y ds. 

6. The ratio of r ( .. + 1) to "".,..-. is finite when .. = GO • 

Prove this. and discuso the convergency of the .eri .. 

1 + ~ + a(a + 1) b (b + 1) -+ a(a + 1) (a + 2) b (b + I)(b + 2) + ... 
. cd c(c + 1) d (d + 1) c(c + 1) (c + 2) d (d + I)(d + 2) 

when 

7. Solve the equations, 

(1) :;. - ~!I=a'!l; 

(2) '" t -!I' :~ = "'-!I'; 

(3) 1/>(4<0) - 31/>(20) + 21/>(") =.1 
and show that if 

1(!I)ru. =f(.)d!l 

where f(.,)= " .. +b.+ .... + .... +fio·. 

then f(.,) + f(!/) = (. -!/) "., + • (OI + !I) +/(" + !I)'. 
8. U '" = Cb· ... = .......... = c. is the complete solution of the auxilis.ry 

equations employed in Lagrange's proc ... of solving the partial equation 

P ru. d. pd'_ Q 'dO, + P'doos + ... + ·doo. - • 

show that every solution of t~ p..rlial equation is of the form 

f(u" ........ ".) = O. 
where I is an .... bitrary function. 

Solve the equation (!I' + .' - "')p - 20Jy 'I + 2n = 0; and deduce a 
complete primitive obtainable by Charpit'. proceaa. . 

.. '" .. 8. U ..co' -1) -. = 1 - 2 + B. i2 - B. 'T + ...• 
l::.. 1_ 

abo .. tha, 

21201+ (2 .. )" B 10-'= (I-i..) (1- ~) (1.-1 .. )···. 
where 2. S, 5, . .. are the prime numbers. 
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10. H (1 - 2 "'" + h') -t = p. + P,h + P.h' + ... , 

show that 

and 

f
tl 

p.p,doJ = 0 
-I 

f
tl , 2 

P.doJ=2m+l' 
-I 

1 
and that ..11 _ z, i { 1+ 5 (!)'P. + 9G:!)'P, + ... }. 

11. A periodic function can be expres .. d &8 the sum of a .eri .. of sines 
and cooines. Prove this, and obtain the values of the coefficienta in term. of 
the given function. 

A periodic zigzag loena consista of the equal sides of an indefinite 
nnmber of right·angled isosceles triangles ... ABO, ODE, BFG, ... with their 
baaes ... AO, OE, EG, ..• in the axis of z and the vertices .. . BDF .. . alter· 
nately above and below that axis. Find the eqnation of the IOCUI, taking 
the axis of y throngh one of the vertices. 

m 
Problem. in p..,.. Mat/umuJtiu. , 

1. Tangenta are drawn from the vertices of reference to the nodal cubic 

2(Y' + .') + 11 (" + z') + • (z' + y') = 6z?I'; 
sbow that they all touch al80 the conic 

4 (z' + y'+ .') = 7 (zy + Y' + ... ). 

2. Prove that an infinite nnm her of trianglee can be inscribed in tbe 
cubic y'-b' • = 0 and eircnmscribed to the cubic y'-z'. = 0; their points 
of oontact being in a right line, which envelopes tbe cubic 1<y'-z'. = O. 

3. The valne of II/(z' + y' + e')'-4 c'z'}4ydoJ dy, the integrstion in 
whicb extends over the area between the two curves 

(z' + 11' + e')'-4c'z' = a', (z' +,' + e')'-4c'.,'= 11', 
wherea>b>.,is 

[
a' ..1 .. '+ .'+. J' 
• log ..Ia;-+-.. -. + 2.1 .. '+c' , 

4. Tbe points, which are cnap8 of cardioids having their vertices at tbe 
origin and passing through tbe point (0, • ..12, 0), and wbich are alao cent ... 
of curvee of the type 

,. = ,,'(4 ..... 8 + 3sin'8) 

that paso through the point ( • ..Is. 0, 0) and have tbe origin at the .. ertes 
8 = 0, have for the equations of their loens 

45z'-54c' ",,+,'+"+6c' _9y'-10c' 
&..13-15. = ---.- - - 2YV'2-Sc· 

5. H )., + p' = a !A'-3 Ap') be the Boothian equation of a carYe, ""
that the sum of the inclinstiona to the axis of II of the normals which can 
be drawn to the carYe from any point is • mn1tiple of two right auglee. 

6. The radii of gyration of a nniform 801id abont any three rectangnlsr 
ax .. through ita centre of gravity are /rl' I<.. I<.. Show that /r,' + Ir,' + Ir,' is 
the mean square of the distance of two points taken at random within it. 
bounding onrfsce. 
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7 D t· n (n + 1) (n + 2) ... (n + ,. -1) b ... ( ) h t"-t if "" . eDomg l! ry.,..n,r,BOW,W:i.) fl,ua 

a positive eveD integer, 
</> (n, r) + </> (n - 2, r) + </> (" - 4., r) + .;. + </> (2, .. ) 

1 . 11·.· 
= 2</> (",r + 1) + 2i</> (n,r) + 2' </>(", .. -1) + ... 

1 1 ... +w </>( .. ,2) + 2,+1'" 

8. A. B, C • ... are va.riable maguitudea 80 associated that when ,,11 but 
one of them, A. are kept constant and equal to B'. (JI • ... the gr ... test value 
which A ca.n have is A'; and A'. B'. 0' • ... are connected by IL linear relation 

t<.A.' + bB' + cC' + ... = O. 
whose coefficient. a.re independent of the particular values B'. C'..... Prove 
that. if A be kept constant and equal to A', and all the reet except B con
stant IL8 before. then B' is the greatest or l .... t value which B can .... ume. 
""""rding ... ab is positive or negative. 

9. Tho.e linea whose equations a.re of the type 

• = my = .... + p. 

the intercepte on which between the coordinate planes are cut in any given 
ocnstant ratio by the ellipsoid 

..-'.,. + b ..... y' + .... ' = 1. 

are tangente to a snrla.ce whose equation is of the form 

Aa='..t + B(b='y'+ 0='.')1,= 1. 

10. If one of two equa.! .mall circles of a sphere roll completely round 
the other, and if (A). (B). (0) be the spherica.l areas of the roulettes traced 
on the sphere by A. B. C. three pointe on the same grea' circle fixed with 
regard to the rolling circle. then shall . 

(A) sin BC + (B) sin CA + (0) sinAB = , .. (sin BC + sin CA + sin AB). 

11. If t ('") = f </> ~) and ). be " ocnstant determined from the equation 

t CA) = 1 + t (l). prove that 

".(1.,) u ... 
8 .8. = •. 

b-1.,p . 1 ~ 
Show also that. ~. "-;.,= (1-9"") ,.l-IU. 

12. A. aonio roll. on " .traight line. and " B1ll'face is generated by 
rotating the path of " focus about this straight line; .how that the sum of 
the reciproca.la of the principal rs.clii of curvature is the same "t a\J pointe. 

IS. If C be Euler'. ocnstant, and .............. the .... roote of unity. 
prove that 

(1) .. r(,") = "=00 ( '") _ ~ 
D 1+ - • ,,; __ I fA 

.-t:o 

(2) [r(.)] " = rii" r(.-...... ). ";ic [1- ( : .. ).]. 
r_l .=~ · 

provided .. be" positive quantity . 
.. 189M 
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14. If X- be the .... Legendre'. coefficient expreaoed 811 a function of_, 
prove • 

(1) that the aeriea X,' + X,' + ... + .K.' is divergent; 
d.K. .. , 

(2) that --;Jij = S (Xa X, x,), 
where the Bl11111D&tion extenda over all .. 1118& of afjy, which oatiafy the 
relation a + fJ + ). = ... 

15. If.f(z) decrease continually bet .... een OJ = 0 and "=,,.how that 

ali (,,) /'" " + log (l-a) Ii(Z) "'" is negative, .. being pooitive and leaa 

than unity. 

IV. 

1. Of all the pointe within a triangle and in ite p\&ne that at which 
the potential of the perimeter is leaat is the centre of the itucribed circle. 

2. Define a centrolaric body, and prove that if a body is centroharic 
relatively to &Dy one attracting -. it ia centroharic relatively to every 
other. 

Is the earth centroharic P Diocnaa this question in connection with the 
phenomena of Precession and Nntetion. 

A. oolid ephero hae at any point P a density which vari .. &B OP-', where 
o is an external point. Prove that the centre of I1I&8B is at the centre of the 
eection hy the polar plane of O. 

3. A. heavy nniform elastic string hangs in equilibrium over two .... oath 
peg!! in a horizontal plane. Prove that, if the tangent at any point a. 
a distance " from the line of symmetry of the catenary make an angle. 
with the horizon. then 

')ogl!..m;,+ +1tan+=i 
(where • and k are constante), and that the free enda deacend to a depth 

.(1 + ;) belo .. the .. ertex of the catenary. 

An elastic string ia formed of ....,h material thai; the dentity p ia 

,.z1., and the modulaa of eIastieity }.p" " "', at the point .. hoae distance 

from one end of the string when ~hed in," being the nattU"&l length 
of the string. Prove that if the string be hung up by this end it will 
be nniformly stretched. 

4. The canonical form of the diep\&eement of a rigid body ia a twiot 
about a screw, and is unique. ~ 

If P, !l are the pitcheo of two ocrewa, .. the aagle and d the .borteot; 
distanCe Urtween their axes, prove that, if P + , = d tan .. the ocrewo are 
reciprocal, u~ that a ........m on either will not disturb a body free to twiat 
ahant the other. 

5. A. _vy particle is projected horizontallyaloag the inside of • anrface 
of reToll1tion .. bose axis ioo .. eriicaI. Find the initial curvature of ito patb. 

The anrface being a prolate eplieroid, of oemi-axeo .. and ., and the point 
of projection any point in the equator, prove that, if the particle i-* reach 
the level of the ""'-hefons Maming, the initial ndi .. of earYatnre of the 

th
o 2l>' 

p& • .;:r.s + 3/>" 
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6. A particle'is describing an ellipse .. bout a centre of force in the focus, 

ana the· absolute force is diminished by 2~' times it. amount &t the tim .. 
when the true anom&ly is 8. Show that it is an even chance that the 
pa.rticle's new orbit is a hyperbola, if aU values of 8 are suppo.ed equally 
likely. . . 

7. What is the principle of "varying action" P Give a gensr&l accoUnt 
of the ..... yin which it ma,. be applied to questione of stability and instability 
of motion. . . 

8. Find the amount of work done by an Impulse applied to .. particle 
moving in any Dl&Dller in space . .. - . 

, If a system, be, at rest and 'be set in motion by impulses at given points 
10 that the motiohs of these points are prescribea, then the vis viva of the 
liuhesquent motion is les. than that of any other hypothetical motion the 
system could take,in which these points have th~ prescribea motion. 

Two uniform rods AB. Be, of eqn&l density and section, are freely jointed 
at B, and lie at rest on a smooth table. The point A is suddenly moved 
in a direction perpendicular to,AB, with velocity Y; pro ... that, if .AB =; 2 .. , 
BO == ","naths angle :.u1V is right,theli the iiliti&l angular velocity of.AB 
• SY . , 
II 5." 

, 9. A sphere' of radius II move. on a perfectly rough surface under the 
action of forces whose re.ultant passes through its centre. Write down 
&II the equations of motion. 

If the .urf&ce be a right cylinder, the intrinsic equation of whose eros. 

section is ~ = b sin J;cf> + II, and there be no erlern&l forces, show thet 

the path traced out by the point of contact becomes a parabola when the 
oylinder is developed on a' plane. . 

10. The motion' of a body about a fixed point 0 under the action of no 
toro ... being represented ,by the rolling of Poinsot's ellipsoid on an invariable 
plane, a par&llel to the invariable line is drawn at P the point of conta.ct, 
10 aa to meet the principal planes in the points L, M, N respectively. Prove 
tbat, to .. &II positioneof P, LP, MP, NP have constsnt values, which are 
proportion&l reapectively to the eqU&f'88 of the semi·""es of the ellipsoid. 

Hance, or otherwise, prove that the motion of the body may he repre· 
sented by the rolling of an hyperboloid fixed in the body on ;. right circular 
.ylinder, .. hose uis is the invariable line, the equares of the &1es of the 
hn-boloid being inversely proportional to (}I- AT, (}I- BT, G'- CT. 

(, 

v 
" .' Applied M .. tl&omatica. 

, {n'~fu..; ~nncip&{ Points and nod&l po;;"ts of a syst.:m of" media 
lept\rated by Ipherical refracting surfacea with a common ans; and prove 
that the distsnoeof the lirst noel .. 1 point from the tint focus is "'lual to tbe 
distsnoe of the second princip&l point from the second foclIB. 

Find "Iso, by geometrical construction, the principal points of , the 
iystem formed by the oomhinstion of two coaxial systems with given foci, 
princip&l points, and nocIal points. 

9. Light polarized in the plane of incidenoe faUs on " refracting surface 
of glass. Find tba intenai~ of the. refrr,c~ and relIected streams. . 

L 2 
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A beam of cironl&rly polarized light is used to produce Newton'. ring. 
by incidence on one lens which is in cont&ct witb another; and the &n~le of 
incidence is the polarizing angle. Prove tbat the maximum inteDl,ty of 
light in the innermost redexion ring is to tbat of the incident light &I 

81" (l - 1")': (1 + 1")' (l + 1")' 

&ppronmately, where ,..is the refractive index of glass. 

S. U .. , .. ' be the angles which any direction makes with the optic axes of 
a crystal, &nd if u," be the W&ve velocities in th&t direction, then 

. ., u'-fJ'J 
S1n1Xt81DG:t =a'-c" 

Also prove tbat if one of the planes of polarization of tbe wave front 
which is at right angles to the given direction meete the plane of the optic 
axes in & line dividing the acute angle between them into two pam 
a, d, then 

. ! • t' ut _"s ain'a + 8in'" 
am (D + B1D 0) = aI-ct' aiD4aintl . 

• 4. The potential of a solid homogeneone ellipsoid of 81DaIl ellipticity st.,:, 

te ' . t' M .4+B+O-Sl . I t..... '-'-- f ex rna, polO 18 p- + 'ijr-- approXlDl&te y, U~ error ~ ..... ., 

the order of the square of the eccentricity of the oection of gre&teot and 
least axes. 

A particle under the attraction of ouch an ellipsoid is coDltrained to 
describe a circle concentric and coplanar with a principal oection of tbat 
ellipsoid; and initial circumstances of its motion are given. Expre81 the 
period of its revolution as a multiple of a complete elliptic integral. 

5. A barmonic distribution of density on a spherical ourface prod"""" 
potential which is the allied spherical solid harmonic of pooitive degree at 
any point within, and that of negative degree at any point without, the 
sphere. 

A given superficial distribution of density on a sphere of radius .. is such 
tbat at any point of ite ourface the potential due to it is 4.,..1", where I' ;. 
the sine of the latitude of the point and .. is a positi .. e integer. Find the 
surface density at any point of the sphere and the potentialo at pointa 
interior and exterior to it. 

6. Determine the aberration of .. star in declinotion aud right ........wn. 
There is a sma1l error in the need .. aloe ,. of tbe constant of aberration, 

which should be 11. Two atars are ohoerved, and the ... lnea of their 
aberratiOtl8 in dec1instion &I calcn\ated are tJ. and fj,. Also the oblerved 
difterence of their declinotiono ;. tl" and the real dill'erence tl. Prove 
that 

tl -4 11 
fJ.-fJ, =1i' 

7. Assuming the dilI'erential equation of the IOOOD·. latitude, and tllat to 
the oecond order 

2'= -f" ...... 'oin", and P- S.-'=-f" ... · .. ' (l + ..... ",) . 
.. here ", = (2 - 2mlll- 2p, calcn\ate • to the oecond order. 

Prove, aloo, that the e:tceso of the moon'. longitude in the pLme of ita 
orhit over II. which;' that in the ecliptic, is, to the third order, 

Us sin 2 <I> + ........... <I> oin (", - <1», 
in which <I> = '111- "and ." hu the oame mMning &I before. 
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8. Prove the formula! of the planetary theory 

k' .<10. iIB 
sm< <It = Zrem(8-0)= dd' 

where Z io the component of disturbing for"; at right angles to the plane of 
the in.tantaneous ellipse, h is twice the rate of, description of sectorial area 
in that ellipse, and B, t', 6, i. 0 have their uaual meaning. 

A particle. originally describing an ellipse about a focua. is disturbed by 
a lmall constant force acting alwayo at right angle. to the plane of that 
ellip.e. Prove that the motion of the plane of ito instantaneoua ellipse 
at any subsequent time io such ... to sati.fy 

• (' ) <Ii " (' )<10 sm ~-O <It = sm. co. ~-O <It' 

9. 'Integrate the equations determining secular variations of eccen· 
tricity and perihelion longitude of two mutally dioturbing planeto, viz. 

tls m!'II4'al 
<It = -~ D",' sin ( ... - .r), 

dfII m'M'a/ 
'df = ~{Dl. - D,6 cos (111 - .rH. 

and two similar equations for the second planet. 

The inetantaneoua ellipse of the motion of a planet disturbed by a 
aingle other planet was at .. certain epoch circular. Prove that the 
perihelion progrades or regrades at a constant angular rate. 

10. Prove that an ellipsoid of three unequal axes io a possible form 
of equilibrium of a ma.. of gravitating Iluid which rotates with angular 
velocity 6) about &. bed axis; and show that, if a, a dn. u', a en u', be the 
semi·""es of the ellipsoid. and M the m .... in terms of the ... tronomical 
unit, then 

J
~ ~ 

a'tm~' . .,' = 8M 0 ( ... ~ - ....... ) : ... <I" 

and 

= 3Mf:(:~ - :~):~ <I .. , 

f. u.:. Ctm=~)cI"=O. 
11. Investigate the motion of any point of a Iluid due to .. given single 

vertelt of strength m. 
Three parallel vorticea have .trengths "'. m, - 2m respectively. . Prove 

thst the oonsequent stream lliIee are biuircular quartica. 

VI. 

Ptvbz-, '" Applied Malhomafi ... 

1. A sphere of radius II io placed upon an imperfectly rough horizontal 
plane. and io .tarted in suoh a m.anner that initially the centre of mass and 
the point of contact are moving at right angles with velocities in the ratio 
2: 7. Show that the oentre of the sphere will describe the parabola 
" = "'" from the .ertelt to the end of the latua rectum, before proceeding 
to describe a sUo.ight line, if tha .olooi'y of projection be properly chooen. 
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2. A particle, deacribing the lemniacate" = a' COB 2 (8 - or) onder tbe 
attraction of a central force,. (distance) - 7 at the pole, is dioturbed by a 
small force f tending to the lI&IIle po~t. Prove that 

11k 2. d", a' /3 iiiU cot (u - fII) = - 'dt =12 V ;; {COl 2 (8- .. )JI. 

3. If 2 T =/(z)iet = 2 </> (z) + C be the equation of energy for a oy.tem 
having a Bingle degree of freedom, show that, for the positionofequilibrinm 
., = a, given by </>' (a) = 0, to bethoronghly stable, it is nace......, and 
sufficient that the earlie&t derived fnnction </>'" (;0) whicb &BInmes a non· 
vanisbing value </>,., (a) when., = a be one of even order, and that '1-'" ( .. ) 
and I (a) have dilferent signs; and prove that the time of fall from the 
position ., = .. + h, wbere h is small, to the. position of equilibrinm in 
question is 

r (!).I-;; 
" . [7(,,) I(a} 

h1 - 1 (1 1) V - 2n . </>"'(t>r 
r "+2 

4. A bar of finite lengtb I is heated 10 that ita two enda are at 
temperature zero, and is placed in a medium whose temperature ill 

constantly zero. If initially the temperature is e =. ein T' prove that 

-"'-~t trZ 
after a time , it is u " . ein T' h, " being the coefficienta of the 

equation of motion of heat 

am "'" dt =" dz}-he. 

5. An infinite volume of an ehsstic lIuid is arranged in spherieallayers of 
equal density abont a point. The particles of the lIuid attract each other 
with a force varying ae the distance. If P be the pressure per unit ares at 
the centre, p the density at the centre, m the tDa88 of the gao, and I the 
force m would axen on unit tDa88 at unit diatance, then m'p/' = 32,.>p'. 

6. A smooth circular tube of ndiua a ill cauaed to .lide uniformly on • 
smooth horizontal table, in auch a manner that it. centre ill ahray. at . 
a fixed point. A particle ill in motion in the tube, and T ill the time of a 
small oscillation about a position of equilibrium. Show that T has two 
values, according ao the angular yelocity of the plane of the tube abont the 

vertical is ~ J1., where h is the height of 0 above the table; and prove 

that, in the former case, gh T' ein' fj = "" a' coo fj, if fj be the angular 
diatance of the point of equilihrinm from the poin' m: contacI; with the 
table. 

7. A hollow sphere of external and iDtemal radii .. and b and smooth 
internal surface is very nearly full of water, and lOllo under gravity down 
an inclined plane. Find the pressure of the water at any point; and prove 
that the values of the whole lIuid p ............ on the containing surface, for 
diJferent inclinations of the plane, are iny .... ly proporlional to the yariooo 
diameters of a certain ellipse. 

8. A particle tDDYeo on the surface of • sphere of unit radiua under tbe 
action of a fon:e tending to the pole. If the 006niinates of ito pooitioD at 
any time be the _latitnde p and longitude I, prove tha" if the parlicle.be 
projected perpendicularly to the meridian in latitude 41>0 with "l'eloeity .12,.. 
it will deoeribe the ........ e 00II , = tan p, if 2,. -'p eot"p be the component 
of the force resolved along the tangent to the meridian. . 
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9. An inelastic string of length" is at rest in the form of the plane 
curve whose intrinsic equation is , =" (1 - • -, "'), one end being at the 
origin and both ends being free. ,If the curve receive an impulse along the 
tangent at the origin, prove that each element of the string will begin to 
move at the same angle to'its tangent. 

10. A string rests On the upper side (which is entirely concave) of .. 
smooth curve in a vertical plane. ' The mass m per unit length of the string 
varies from point to point, the law of variation /LIld the form of "the curve 
being such that the pressure varies directly and the tension inversely as m. 
Prove that ,the length and the maee of the portion of the string between 
the,lowest point and the point where the tangent,1"akes an angle,</> ,with 
the horizon are respectively constant multiples of 

(1- cos a)' (-.!-.!!.)' {..,!....log ~ Ha, + </»}, 
BlD .. a.. sm a sm i (a -<!», ' 

and (1- cos a) (-.!-,).!!. {..,!....log ~ i (a + <!»}, 
em a da· sm a em i (a ...... <!» 

where a is the inclination to the horizon of the curve's asymptote. 

11. A regular eolid, entirely immersed in a'liqUid 'whose density varies 
as the depth, is freely moveable about its centre of maes which is fixed. 
Show that it will be in equilibrium in all positions. 

12. In a given crystal it is known that the ratio of the greatest to the 
l .... t wave.velocity is lI. Prove that the angle between the optic and ray 

axes in the same octant of the wave-surface cannot exceed sin _Ill -11 , x+ 
IS. A small conical pencil 'is refracted into a uniaxial crystal through a 

face out at right angles to the axis. Prove that the connectors of the two 
primary and the two secondary foci of the pencils into which it is separated 
are paraJlel. .. ' , 

14. A sphere, whose centre of mass and centre of figure do not coincide 
is moving on a perfectly smooth horizontal plane. If &t any instant the 
motion of the centre of mass is vertical, with a velocity due to falling to 
the centre of figure, then the sphere will not remain on the plane during 
the whole of the subsequent motion .. 

15. A uniform incompressible lImd is in steady motion in two dimensions 
under the action of conservative forces. Prove that the velocities ... " at 
a point ('" !/) parallel to the axes are connected by the relation 

w'u= uv". 

JUNIOR MATHEMATICAL SC}lOLARSHIP, 1911: 

I, 

1. Prove that 

1 + 1\ + 2' ... ('" + 1) + + 1\' fA (m + 1) ... (m + .. - 1) ... ~ .... . ~ . 
= m (m + 1) ... (m + .. ) [! + '01 • _~ + ... + -C • • _1_], 

[!i; ... "'+, "'+-
for any value of ... and for positive integra1va1ues of •• 
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2. If ". (v. + u._J + "'._1 v. u .... =0 
Ili. + Z. -1 (U.-I + u.-tl + "'. -2 u. -1 u. _. = 0 

Z._I + 1I._t ( ..... -2 + 11,.-:1 + 1II!._1 a.-I 1& .... = 0 

'" + ... ( ... +uJ +"1'" 
... + ... 

=0 
=u", 

prove by inductiOD. or otherwise. that "I = Vi + ... + ... + . . . + .... 
3. Show that aDY continued :fraction, tha constituents of which are 

all integers. may be writteD either with &D even or aD odd Dumber of 
quotients. 

Prove that the Deceas&ry &nd su1Iicient condition that a continued 
fraction of .. quotients should be reciprocal (i .•.• of the form . 

11 111 . ... + - + - + ... + - + - + -) .. that p._1 = 12.. ...... ... ...... 
Prove that if p. Q &nd Q;' t 1 are integers &nd P is greater thaD Q. 

then ~ is equal to a reciprocal continued fraction with aD even Dumber of 

quotieDta. 

4. If u. is the .... term of the recurring series 

1. 7. 41. 239 •...• 
prove that (1) .... =.M (3) + (- 1)' 2'--1 

.... +1 =.M (3) + (-1)' 2'-; 

(2) V. =.M (2 .. -1) + 1, when (2 .. -1) .. a prime Dumber. 

S. If Ill. I'. 9 be all positive and .. < 1. then 
1 - .,. . 1 -.,. __ --':__ . __ 18> or<--~ ........ &8I''' <or> 9. 

I' 9 

I' &nd !l being eommenonrable. 

Each of a group of men of the same age is entitled to aD aDDwty of 
£a payable at the end of each year ... hich he tmrrivea. P ...... e that the 
present value of auy maD'. expectation is leoo thaD the preaent nine of an 

aDDWty of £a • '" for .. years .... hero m is the average of complete yean .. 
mboequeDtly tmrrived by the grouP. I' is the probability of tmrriving the 

first year, &nd .. is any integer leoo than ~ . 
p 

6. If two solutions of the equation 
am; + """ (., + y) + g (F + Yl + Ny + 1 (., + ,) + e= 0 
are .. =, .. ,= ... &nd .. = .... ,= .... 

prove that., = .... , = '" is alao a solution provided that 
II -g'=IIo-bg. 

p....,.e alao that with this condition . 
IT< ..... + 2 W+(2g+ b) F+ 2/., +e) 

= (Ilk + 2/glo - ar - bg' - e/o'J ( ... -..y (z, -..y <'" - ... Y. 
the product being taken for .. = .... z, and .... 
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7. Explain wha.t is meant by nnllorm oonvergence. 

Prove tha.t if • Ii .. between - .. and ... the seri.s 

• sin. sin2. sinS. 
2 m' - m' + I' + 2 (m' + 2') - S (m' + 3') + ..• 

and those obtained by differentiating this seri.. term by term, once and 
twice respectively. are uniformly convergent. Hence, or otherwise, show 

tha.t the sum of the series within these limite is 22':... :: m •• 
m m ... 

8. Prove tha.t the series 

1+ ... +""'.~ +(,,+1)111 ~+ ( .. +1)(~ ._""_ + 
l! 1+.. I~ 1+10 I.! (1+10)' 

(n + 2) ~I "" + l!. (1 + 10)' ... , 

whe." m(" = '" (m -1) (m -2) ••. (m-r + 1), is absolntely oonvergent if 

11 ~ .. 1 < 4, and prove aIso tha.t for "II valnes of .. for which I .. I < 1 the 

sum is eqnal to (l + lOt. 
9. Prove tha.t the positive root of the equation <Uf' + I - (a + 1) of' + 1 = 0, 

other tha.n unity, Ii.. between unity and a! 1 if .. is greater than ... and 

between ::; (J ! 1 and unity if " is I .. s than ... (J being any positive 

qna.ntity and .. " positive integer. 

Prove also tha.t the root is eqnal to (J + 1 em' 8 where (J satisli.. the 
(J 

equation 

.. log em 8 + log ooe 8 = ilog (J - ~ log (a + 1). 

10. Prove tha.t every rational symmetric function of the roote of an 
algebraic equation can be expressed rationally in terma of the coefficients. 

If the roote of "" + 'l"" - no + • = 0 are a, fJ • .,. 3, prove tha.t 
:E ~ (fJ -.,) (.,- 3) (3 - fJ) = 2 qr:E {jy3 (fJ -.,) (.,- 3) (3 - Pl. 

IL 

1. Three bed airel .. pass through" point 0 and meet again in pain in 
.A. B. C. Variable points p. Q, B are taken one on MOh airele, so tha.t QR. 
BP. PQ pass through .A, B. C respectively. Prove tha.t the airele through 
p. Q, B Cllts orthogonally" bed airele tbrongh O. 

2. Prove tha.t any three ooplanar aireles can be stereographically 
projected into three great ciroles on .. sphere, and .Iate the condition tha.& 
the projection may be real. 

C" C .. C, are three coplanar aireles. A. airele S, is drawn 00 as to be 
orthogonal to C. and CO&DI. with C. and C •• and S, and Sa are aimila.rly 
obtained. Prove that S .. So and Sa ..... CO&DI.. 
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3. The bisectors of the angles of a triangle ABO meet the opposite .id .. 
in D, E, F. The middle pointa of AD, BE, OF are K, L, M respectively. 
Prove that the area of the triangle KLM is 

A ·B ° r'coo-.cos - cos· 
2· 2 2· 

. 2cos B 2-00080-2 ~cos:A-2B 

4. 0 is the orthooentre and DEF the pedal triangle of a spherical 
triangle ABO. Prove that· . 

sin EF sin FD sin DE 
tan at';:;' oJ. = tan nan Oll = ian 'ctan-be' 

5. P is a 'point within a spherical triangle ABO, and OJ, 'J, • are the 
perpendicular arcs from P to the sidea. Prove that if 008 AP+ooa BP+ooa 
CP has a maximum value m, then "sin II Ain II' = sin b sin !I = sin cain J and 
m'=3+2%coea. . 
. 6. Prove that the envelope of the asymptotes of the rectangnlar 

hyperbolae which have three-point contact with a given curve at a given 
point is .. three-euaped hypocycloid, and that the envelope of the ax .. is 
obtained by turning this hypocycloid throngh two right angles. 

7. A, B, ° are three conics, and P a fixed point. The envelope of the 
pobsra of P with respect to the conics which tonch the common tangenta of 
A and B is denoted by (A, B) . . Prove that (A, B) iii" <!onic,and that (A, BI, 
(B,O!, and (0, A) are inecrihed in "triangle. " . 

8. A variable conic through fonr fixed points nop meet. a fixed 
straight line Z in X and Y. (PQ, XY) is a harmonic range on the conic. 
Prove that tile locna of Q is a conic through A, B, 0. 

H nop are kept fixed ",bile Z always paaaee through a fixed point, 
proVB that the looi of Q paaa throngh another fixed point. 

9. Prove that the neceoaary and anJIicient condition that • given 
homology is harmonic is that the vanishing lines coincide. 

H two triangles are in hanDonic homology, prove that the meets of their 
aidea with the conic with reapect to which they are reciprocal from sis pail'll 
of points of an involution ruge on .lhe conic. 

10. if two coplaDar figureti are correlative (that is, if to .. point in one 
figure corresponds • nniqne line in the other, and eonveroely), p_e that 
the locna ofa point of one figure which Ii .. 2" ita correlative line in the 
other fignre is a conic. . . 

H the point P describes a conic wm.:h is met by the correlative line p in 
Q .. Q., prove that the envelope of PQ .. PQ, is a curve of the fonrth eta.., 
which degenerate. into two coincident conics when the figures are reciproc'&l 
with .espect to a conic. 

m 
. _____ ..• i _, ! _ , . 

1. H '" e, .. be three fmIetioBs of ... y, and • snch that 

"" en . a.. ' ._+ ~ + _ = o. a.. a,· a. 
prove that there are alao three functions of ", y, and .. U. V; and W, 81ICh 
that .. . 

and 
.=~: -~, .-~-a;, .. =~-~ 

au av aiv - +.- +--=0. as . a, as 
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2. H a determinant is such that the sum of the constituente of each 
row and column is zero, prove that all ite first minora are equal. 

S. H P is any point on th'; conic-y.+ ... +'o:y = 0, and D a point on 
the side Ba of the triangle of reference sucb that P D and Ba are conjugate 
with respect to the conio 

. "'+y' + s' ~4ys-4 ... -4.z!J::;:O, 
and B and F are points with similar properties with respect to aA and AB 
respectively, prove that D, B, and Fare oolliuoar. 

. 4. ABaD and A'B'a'IY are two quadra.:ogles; show that there ..... three 
points at which the corresponding vertioes of thess quadrangles subtand 
involution penci1s. '. - . . . 

5. ABO is the triangle of referenoe and D a point whose homogeneous 
coordinates are I, I, 1. Write down three linoar transformations of the 
form 

III = I. .. + mlY + ..,. 
tj = I,z + tIIf!I + .... 

• . L .. =Itz + tRaY + .... 
which have ~pectively the properties (1) of transforming A to B, B to 
a, a to A and leaving D unaltered;· (2) of transforming C to D and·D to 
a whilst A and B remain uua1tered; (8) of transforming A to B,. B to a, 
a to D, and D to A. 

6. Prove that the system ~f oubi,o eurves dl'IIown' throngh the node,and 
&even fixed points on a nodal cubic all t4b.ch one another at the node. 

7. The side and angle of B!l equilateral &pherical triangle ..... connected 
by the relation . 

tan' A (1 + see' ~ + ..... ~) ::;:see' "; .2 . 2 2 

prove that, if small ciroles are described on the sides of this triangle as 
diametera, an inliuite number of spherical triangles can be described 80 as 
to. have their vwoes on these ciroles and their sides passing through the 
vertioes of the equilateral triangle; and prove that the a1'68 of anyone of 
theae together with that of the equilateral triaugle is one·fourth that of 
the sphere. 

8. Throngh three points On .. cirole teken in peirs, ciroles are described 
to cut orthogonally.. circle whioh touches the first cirole; prove: by 
inversion (or otherwise) that if the three circles interaect at angles A, B 
and a then tsn 8 is eqnsl to the sum of two of the quantities tan (8 ~All 
tan (8 - B), tan (8 - al, where 28, = A + B + a. 

9. H X, y, Z, and W ..... lour homogeneous quadratics in ... y, .. the 
trilinear coordinates of a p~"" and if there is an identity connecting them 
of the form 

flXI+ bY'+",'. + 2J&XY+ ..• = ° 
but no linear .identity <lODIlectiug them, prove that the conics 

X=O, Y=O, Z=O, W=O 
pB88 through twO common points. 

10. H ... y, and I are funotions of .. and • IjIlch that 

ao. a'y "'" at. a.,' a. tiD' a.. a., 
am a, al 
ali' a.'a. 
""'a, a. 
a.,' ijO' ijO 

=0 
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and ,..+ !I' + 1'= 1, 
prove that in general 

~~ + ~~+ ~~ ... 0. 

11. Write down two polynomials, of the "Ih and (n -I)" degr_ 
respectively in z, which have no common factor, aDd are luch that the lum 
of their sqnar .. is the nth power of ." + 1. 

12. Prove that (by -1) (0 - a) t = (a - b) 1(" - 0) is a Paecal line for 
the points on the hyperbola z = t. Y = t-' whose parameters are 0, a. 00 , h, t,,,; 
and find the coordinates of a point on this line, through which tbere paa. 
two other Pascal lin .. of the hemgon. • 

IV. 

1. Find tbe most general form of tbe eqnatiooo az'+bz'y+doY+ey'=O 
and a'''' + b'z'y + d:Z1J' + '?J' = 0 in order that the lines which tbey 
represent should have a common pair which are the double lines of tbe 
involution formed by the remaining pairs. 

2. Show that tbe area of the triangle formed by three point. whoae areal 
coordinates are (",!I,")' ("<11",), ("<11,0,) is 

.61:~~:1 
... Yo .. 

where .6 is the area of the triangle of reference. 
Triangles of constant area are circnmseribed to a conic 8 Bnch that two 

of the vertices lie on a fixed tangent L; prove that the 10008 of tbe third 
vertex is a qnartic corve having fonr·point contact with 8 at the point of 
contact of tbe tangent to 8 parallel to L. Prove alao that two of tbe 
aaymptotes of the qnartie are those of 8 and that the qnartie has a CD8p at 
infinity on L. 

3. A system of conics touches the lines .dB and .dC at B and C 
respectively; preve tbat for each conic there can be fonnd one pair of lin .. 
through .d such that tbe norma\a at their point. of intersection witb the 
conic are concnrrent, and that the locus of tbe point of concnrrence io • 
hyperbola one of whoae aaymptotes io perpendicular to BC. 

4. Pmve that all conics which have tbe aame director-circle and a given 
pair of conjugate lines can be inscribed in • rectangle whoae sid .. are 
psrallel to the bisectors of the angle between the given psir of conjugate 
lines. 

5. Explain ho .. the analytical solution of the problem: .. To describe • 
.. conic to pose through three given pointe and to touch two given straigbt 
.. lines" may be obtained by finding the common tangent. of a certain psir 
of conies through tbe given points. Four conics are drawn \0 psse through 
three point. .A, B, and C, and to touch two straigbt lines P and Q; prove 
that P and Q are conjugate lines for all conies which touch the four chorda 
of contact of the four conics With P and Q,. 

6. Prove that the locus of the centre of the circle which touches the 
psrabo~ ,. = 4<Iz and pseaes through the foeus, io the cubic 

2 (z +a}'=274 {(a-z)' + ,.J. 
Two circles of radii r, and r, touch a parabola and touch each other at 

the foeus; prove that, if I is the latna-rectum, r. -1- (r,r,}-I + r.-I = 31-1• 
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7 . .Find iheinvarianhelation between t""conics 8 and8'when trianglea 
inscribed in 8 ..... self-conjugate with respect to 8', and show that the 
centre of g mwot lie on 8 when the former bas a pair of conjugate diametezs 
pmillel to the asymptotee of the latter. 

l'roYe that in general the locus of the centroids of triangl ... inscribed in 
8, self-conjugate with respect to 8', is a conic similar and similarly situated 
to 8, hilt that if the centre of g is on 8 the IOCDB reduces to a straight 
line. 

8. The IIIU'face ~ + ~ + ~ = 1 is cut by any tangent plane of the CIODe 

.. tj' .. 
a'-'+ {I'-,+ .,._,=0, 

and the _tion of the oection referred to any rectangular uee in ite 
plane is 

aI+2AzJ +btJ'+2p + 2fJ + c= O. 

l'roYe that 
(all - ""I , 

(abc + 2/9" -r I>g' c1&"1 ,.off 

9. If the IlOI'IIIala at the two pointe in which a straigbt line meete a 
quadric intenect, pl'OY6 that the DOI'IIl&le at the two pointe in which the 
line maet. any confocal aleo intenect. Hence abow that the line of inter· 
aectioa of two confocal quadrics ie a line of curvature on each. 

10. The polar plan"" of • point P with respect to two conicoids 8 and g 
maet in a line L; pI'OY6 that, if P movea on a straigbt line, tbe linea L are, 
in general, generators· of the same system of a hyperboloid of wbich the 
generatore of the opposite "1"tem are the polar linea of the locus of P with 
respect to the coniooids which paaa througb the cW"l'e of intereection of 8 
andq. 

V. 

1. If / (a) and , (a) ..... finite. one-....Jued and contin1lOll8, and I' (a) and 
" (.) uiet, at fIYfIr1 point of ihe inter....J .. S - s., then 

l (6) -/(a) =1' <El .. here .. < f < • 
'(6) '(II) , «(I , 

provided that I' (.) and ,. (a) ..... not infinite, and , (ao) not _ at any 
point in the intern1. _ 

If aleo I' (e) io finite, .-itive, and incr si"g thronghout the intenal, ,. (-) 
(b . deration of tha fanction J(e) - f (a) I' (a) therwise) 

pI'OY6 if """'" , (6) _ J' (a) , (tJ)' 01' 0 

that 

WQ!) ~ \~) I = I ~ \~) ~ \~>I'''bere .. < , < .. 
ll. If, = (- + v'l + rj0 prove that (1 + rj '0+0 + (2a + 1) "'0+1 = 6, 

here - ~ and dad""" that _ •. 1.3.5 ... ~-l) 
w '0 - da"' '0+1- (1 + a')0+t . 

Evaluate (eooh :. r I eooh ... and (~ ;, :. r I sinh -. 
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S. Prove that 
I, I, I, 1 I, I, I, I, 
a a a a 

ai;' ai,' a",,' 
""'" 

.." ,"", "", "'0 

a' '" '" '" ..,', ",,', ",,', 
e • , a..," 3z," ai;' ... 

-'h~i 0 

a-- 1 a-- I a-- 1 a-- 1 

~.~l' az,.-l' ~.-1' ... az:-- J Z'l·-I, ~-I, Zs--I, . ~ . Z.--l 

=I! I!!I~· .. I"· 
4. OA, OB, oa are three fixed .traight lin .. in .pace and OP is .. 

• tr&ight line through O. If the sum of the angl .. AOP, BOP, aop h .. 
.. critical value, prove that the plan .. AOP, BOP, and aop are equaUy 
inclined to one another. 

Hence or otherwise 'prove that, 'if the sum of ,the solid angl .. of .. 
tetrahedron bae a critical value, the tetrahedron is regnlor. 

[The solid angle,at any vorte:s: is mea."...,d hy the area intercepted by 
the plane. through that verte:s: on the sphere of unit radill8, whooe cenlrs 
is at the verte:s:.] , " 

5. 'Prove tbat the diiferentisl equation .... ilA1 + (008" + i.in. m)"'" t/;u = 0, 
where .. = .. + iy, ,,= .. -;,y, represents two mutually orthogonal systems 
of cardioide •. 

Interpret the equation ~ = C,,) .. ao a geometrical property -of the 
, dv" . 

tsngent to ~e cardioide. ' 

6. If f (z) be positive when Ii >1, and continually diminish to zero .. 

.. increaoeo witbont limit, prove that "~/ (z) and f f(z)dzare hothean· 

vergent or hoth divergent. 

1 1 1 J"dz 1 J0dz Prove that 1- + -2 + ... + - lieo between 1 + - and - +-, and 
r r "'l .'Je' ft." .'" 

dednce that if, 8, = ~ + ~ + ,'., + ~, +' .. ,. to: infini9' (, > 1) then 

Lim (r-l) 8, =L 
,.=1 , 

7. A point A is taken On the side of .. Bquu-e and points B and a, one 
~ each of the adjacent sid .. , Show that the chance that the angle BAa 
pair -m is t. . . . « • 

=~el tu ~ f (z» is a polynomial of degree .. in II snch that ~ root. ';" 
• E lain L_1 distinct, and if .,' ,1_, be e:s:panded in .. eerieo of 
",:S:P QU' !I' (z' - 1) 

.. conic to paos tlnX"e form :' V" 

'" lines n may be obt 
of conics througb thE:" B ,.=. GO' ,.=. lI,. 
three points .A.. B. and + ., + 1 + ~ ., -- a;, + ~J (z::' ~r' 
that P and Q are conju I " __ I. .. -

of contact of the four Co ( .... ). &DJlr ( .... ). 
6, Prove that the l",how that if f (1 - 1.) -dz 1 is. ra~ fUIWtion 

parabo40 " = _ and l-' " ,. z' -
2llntion of tba eqnation 

Two eirel .. of radii ':') ~ _ 2z ~ + _ (_ + 1)!I ='0. ' 
tba focna; prove that, if dz''' dz . ' 
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9. Integrate the eqnation 

(1 +!I+!I') (1 +!I +!I'+ 2)= 2y (7..), 
by aid of the substitntion :z = ], + !I + !I' or otherwiee, and the equation 

(!I-I) 2=(7..)' ( .. ~""!I) 
by ob&nging the independent variable from .. to !I, or otbe;"';"'. 

10. Given that !I = cot 2z is a particular iniegra.J,.of the'eqnati=, 

7.. - !y' sec 2z + coeeo' .. = O. 
, . 

obtain the complete primitive. 

VI. 

1. Iff(., + iy) = .. -+ i" where ,und" are re&!, Prove that-the'''a'rves 
.. =const.ant, ,,= constant • , 

wt orthogonally. 
Find the orthogonal trajectories of the curt .. ",',r,-, '" == ""nstant, 

where rio .... r, are the distances of a point from three fixed pointS aDd l,m, 
.. are constants. 

2. A parabola is ·drawn 80M to have four-point contact' witlr aD 
eqnisugular spiral: prove that the locus of its fOO1l& is auothet eqnisugular 
opiral. 

3. Prove that if .. = 0 is any aJgebraic curve and· (ot!. 11> any fixed point 
the onrve , '.. 

(0: _ O:'J ~ + (!I' - !/) au = 0 . , 
all a" 

pa .... through all its double points and touch'l" it at all its cuspa. 
Hence, or otherwiee, show that the number of normals which can be 

drawu to a curve. of degree m is m' - 2~ - 3~ .w~ere . a is the. num)!er of 
double points and • tho number of CDBpa.·· , 

4. Prove that B, b, 0, d, 8 being &n~. constants, ~he line 
.. coo 8 + !I Bin 8 = (a8 + b) COB 8 + (08 + d) aiD 8 + • 

touch .. tho involute of a cycloid. , 
A triangle .. hOBO sides are given' in magnitude movea so that two of the 

Bides touch involutes of oyelt>id.; prove that the third also touches the 
involute of .. oycloid. 

5. Find tho volumo generated by tho complet .. revolution about the am 
of "of the area in the first quadrant bounded by that am a,nd $be. three 
ooni08 whose equations are 

z' y' m' "!J' ret ,'_ 
2~6=1. 9+ 1=1, 16+-8- 1. 

6. A cirolo is drawu to paes through th. points whoeeeoordinates are 
("" !IV and ( .... !/,) and to have ite centre on the lUis of e. If rr denotes the 

value of the integral J~ taken aloug the arc of the ~~·~";';th ... , 
!I . 

two pointe, prove that . 
. ('" _ "" + ,,' + ,,' = 2"" """" rr. 
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7. Prove that the radius of curvature of the enveiope of the line 

)..,+1'11+ 1 =0 

is (ll' + 1'.)I(J\/, + 1'1,) - '(/ulo' - 2/',/", + I.,J,') 
where II and I' are connected hy the equation l(lI, 1') = 0, and the 8nffixeo 
1 and 2 denote diiferentiation with respect to II and I' respectively. 

8. Find (to two terms in each caee) the expan8ion (1/ in powers of ", or ., 
in powers of 1/ Be may be suitable) of the real brsnch .. of the curve 

"11' + r# - 21/"" = 11" 
at the origin and at infinity. 

9. If I, m, " are the direction cosin .. of a line fixed in opace, with 
reference to the moving axes, formed by the tangent, principal normal and 
binormal of &0 curve, whose radii of curvature and torsion are p and tT, 

prove that 

~I _, ~ = 0 ~ + !! + ! = 0, dn _ ~ = O. 
dIp 'do"p do" 

If ("p' ': - pv' :)' bears a constant ratio ~ (p' + v'I', prove that 

the principal normal makes a constant angle with a line fixed in space. 

10. The curve whcee equation is 1/ = tf' (I being the arc meaonred from 
a certain point on the curve) revolves about the axis of III and thus generat .. 
a surface of revolution, the coordinates of any point of which may be taken 
to be " and ~, the angle between the meridisn throngh the point and a fixed 
plane throngh the axis. On this surface a curve is drawn crossing the 
meridisns at an angle whcee cosecant varies &8 tf'; prove that the lengtb " 
of the arc of auch a curve is given by 

("1_"")' + ,-I.tl + e-~,= 2e-'I-"cosb IT 

where "" ~I and .. , .,. are tha coordinates of its extremities. 

SENIOR MATHEMATICAL SCHOLARSHIP, 1911. 

L 

1. Prove that a, the length of the chord intercepted on the line 
a + m{j + "Y = 0 by the eonie Sea, fJ, 'Y~ = 0, is given by the equation 

4a'b'c'z (I, m,.) U(/, m, n) + "[8 (rI, {1,y')], = 0, 
where z = 0 is the tangential equation of the eonic; U = 0 is the tangential 
equation of the circular points at infinity; rI, {1, -I are the _pact;ve 

~ of the set 'Z, "'b' ", I; and a, b, • are the oides of the triangle of 
I,G, • e j • 

reference. 

If 8 = 0 is • eircle. obtain the equation in the fmm 
4a"Mz + "U[8(O, - •• b], = O. 

2. Show that the \oeua of • point at which two _ of four pointo 
aubtend equianbarmonie pencillI is, in general. • quartic curve puoing 
tbrongb the eight pointo. 

Examine specially the case in which one pair of the tirot oet of pointo 
coincides witb the corresponding pair of the second oet. 
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3. The ooordinates of a line in rectangolar. Oartesian ooordinatea are 
I, "" ... I, g, h; prove that: 

(1) the normals to the ooniooid az' + by' + c.'·= 1, at o.ll the pointa in 
which it cut. the ooniooid 

. ""'("1/- .... + f) + by (10 - ... + g) + c.( ..... -ly + h) =0, 
meet the line; 

(2) the line is .a generator of az' + by' + ... = 1, if 
al bm en ,-l-g-=" =+ "'-abc. 

,. If 1" m" ... ; l" ..... flo; 10,..... flo are the direction cosines of the 
tangent, principal normal and binormal respectively of a tortUODS C1!l'Ve; 
prove the relations 

dl, Z. dl, ; z. d!, Z. I • 
. d8 =p' dO =-;., dB =;-p' 

The oaculsting planes of one curve are the reciprocals of the pointa of 
another ourve with regard to the ooniooid "" a' + y'l b' + ."'" = 1. If 
.. , tI are the radii of torsion at oorreeponding pointa of the two curves, and 
p, Ii are the distances of the oorresponding oacu1sting planes from the 
centre of the ooniooid, prove that • 

". a" p'p" =a'b .... 

5. Evaluate, when m, ., 'tI, b are positive, 

(1) S: aiD ~ sinl a..; 
(2)K a..f:·in .... "'sinY"j'.(y)dy. 

Prove that, if m is a positive proper fraction, 
aiD ... ,,> m(-m) ... 

6. Investigate the oonditions under which 

aft S' a ifc • .,. (e, c) a.. = • a;, .,. (0:, c) de, 

paying apeciaJ. regard to the ...... in which one or both limita are infinite. 
cI . cI 

If X == (e-a)(e-b)dio' Y== (y -a) (y -b) dy' .x"=I, Y"= 1; 

prove that, if o.ll tho integrals involved are &nita, 

X! - ..- dy = - r-'/(y) dy + - "", S' ftJJ) S' f' Y'/Cy) 
• 111-,. • --, 

cI 

and ..'! X! S' .lJtJl - S "" Y'/Cy) a.. .e-,""-. e y dy, 

where r is any positive in~. 

7. An engine of ID&II8 M; whoes maximum power is ~', nme OD 
the level against a oonatant resistance 2MlT-'. From the time the engine 
.tarta working it in_ ita rate of working uniformly from oero to the 
maximum and it attains this maximum rata after a time T. If the engine 
is started (by another engine) with velocity _ and then begins working, 
prove that a~ any time I ()- T) ita velocity " and distance • from u.e 
at.srting point are given by the _tiona 

("'-_') +~T-'= Vf'T-', 
(" - pi)" (. + pi)' = "+', 

where p and ! are certain oonstanta. 
" 139M 
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If the engine starts from rest, prove that the limit toward. which it. 
velocity tends is Y (8/Z + I), where Y is its velocity and B ita distance 
from the starting point at time T. 

8. A hom~geneous right circular cone rolls on a perfeotly rough plane, 
whose inclination to the horizon is y, starting from rest in the position 
of UIllItable equilibrium. Show that, if the vertex alway. remaina in 
contact with the plane, cot y <I: Ii cot fJ; where fJ is the greatest inclination 
of the plane for whioh the cone can rest on ita side, vertex upward., 
without toppling over. 

Show also that the resnltant friction acts at a di.tance from the 
vertex which is constant and depends only on the size and .hape of the 
cone. 

9. ABBnming that Legendre'. eqnation 

(1-rl2- 2.i + .. ( .. + 1) 0=0 

ha.o a eolution of the form I(t T:;'+., where Tis .. function of t only, 

obtain, when" is a positive integer, two independent integral. of the fonna 

p. (Il and L. ;. (t~ at, where p. (.) is the Legendre polynomial of order ... 

If p. (z) is for shortness written p., prove that 

(Il Im(",+I)-,,(n+Ilj I("'-I)'-:;:. ~'de 
_ ('" _1)'" {~.'!..!' ~ II .. p. _ tl! p. tl!"Jh} . 
- , d.:.t:r + 1 tltJer tlie' dz,'-tl , 

r ["""P J' "', P ",,., P 
(2) _ ("'_1)'+1 -i/i;i-.1 de=("'-Iy" -.~ tlz,.-~ 

- 1"(" + 1) -,.(,.+ Ilj f('" -1)' (tl!.,:.)' tk. 

Find the mlue of L (1- "'Y ( ~. )' de. 

IT 

1. Au elastic otring of length 21 hangs in the form of .. " catenary of 
UDifonn otrength " BO that the tension ~ any point ill ..... where .. is the 
weight per ODit length at the point in the _bed &tate and Ii is a 
constant. If the unotretcbed length 2l. is I1IWb that 10 = " tanh 1I2a, plOYe 
thet the ... eight per ODit length in the unotretched &tate ia proportional 
to (at + .. 'l (G' - .. 'l-', ... here .. ill the length of the are me&Slll'Od from the 
Hnmgesi JtOint of the otring. 

2. Each foree of a oystem is turned about an axis perpendimlar to the 
Poinlot axis through .. ginn angle, the pointe of application remaining 
fixed. PIOYe that the Joous of new Pom.ot JaAIO for di1fermt vame. of the 
angle of rotation can have ita equation put in the form 0'('" + J') = lh', 
where i is a constant. 
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3. A funicular polygon is in equilibrium under the action of forc .. 
acting at the corners, the component. of the force acting at the .... corner 
("'., Yff I.) being X .. Y .. Z.. If a new polygon be conatructed such that its 
side. are conjugate to tho.e of the former with re.pect to ... + Y' + I' + 1 = 0 
prove that it will be in equilibrium under the action of forces such that 
the force at the .... corner is (L .. M., N.), where 

L,. =y,z,-I,Y,.; M, = .,x, -Rl,.Z',; N,::; "',Y,.-y,x,. 

4. Prove that the potential of a uniform circular ring of m&B8 .... at a 
point P i. equal, to mlr, where .. is the arithmetico.geometrics.l mean 
between the greate.t and l ... t distance. of P from the ring. (The 
arithmetico·geometrics.l mean between two positive quantities p and g is 
the common value of ~ 

Ltp. or Lt g., 
.=«1 .=_ 

where P. and g. are formed as follow. : 

PI =i(p + g); gl = Vpq; 
P'+I = l(p. + gJ; g.+I = vP.gJ. 

If the point P is very clo.e to the ring, prove that the value of the 
potential is approximately (m/"a) log (Salp), where .. is the radius of the 
ring and p is the shortest distance of the point from the circnmference. 

5. Prove Green's theorem that 

H(I"+ mtl+,.",)d8= HJ(: + ~ +:")a.. dy do, 

stating the limitations of the fnnctions ", '" '" involved • 
. If V. be the potential of a solid sphere of radius ... for any law of' 

attraction which depends only on the relative positions ,of the attracting 
points, prove that 

~(2 :~-~-~.)J: Voaoifao 

is the potential of a spherical shen of radius " and of omface density 
(3 coo'8 -I), where 8 is the colatitude measured from the .. &xis, the point 
at which the potential is to be found being external to the sphere of 
radius ... 

If the law of force is the inv ......... power of the distance, prove that 
the formula holds alao for internal points if .. < 8. ' 

6. If the index of refractiOD (,.) at a point of the earth'. atmoephere 
distant .. from the centre is given by the equation 

" = ,.I CPoi ='-I)1iI .. -':Fl, 
where B i. the radiWl of the earth, prove that, when the 8IlD is apparently 
aD the point of rising, the kenith distance. of his upper limh is 90" + 8, 
8 being given by 

tan 8 = (,..'- 1)f2p.. 

7. A uniformly bright spherical cap, of haight" and radiWl II, Ii .. with 
its hue in oontact with .. plane; pro~ that the intensity of illmninr.tion .. t 
any point of the plane is proportionr.1 to 

coo -I (000 a ... 8) - sin' a sin 8 COO -I (oat a tan 8) 

- COO a COO , ,.II =. ooe' a eeo' Ii, 
where a and 8 are determined by the relatione 

8+'#1=0, Clain'=(CI-")aina; 
'#I being the r.ngular elevr.tioD of the cap as eeen from the point in 
the plane. 

.2 
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8. Prove that the equation of time baa a statioll&r;y value when 

(1- 0')1 (coa'A + coa' .. ain'A) = coa .. {I + • coa (A - or) ) '. 

where A is the son's true longitude. 6 the eccentricity of the earth'. orbit • 
.. the angle between the plane of the equator and the plane of the earth'. 
orbit. and or the longitude of perihelion. 

9. Prove that the earth' •• nrface can be conformally repreaented on a 
plane by the tranaformation 

z+itI={Z+i{ ~H.log ~:;:::::} J. 
where • is a oonatant. Z the longitude.,.. the geographical latitnde •• the 
eccentricity of the earth'. anrface auppoeed .. spheroid. and ~ is given by 
aech ~=008,... 

Show that Iomdrom .. on the sphere transform into straight linea. 

ill 

I. If. = z + !I' = m' t 1D = m' t (v + ",) .• how that the CDl'Vea .. = II. 
V = b. belong to .. system of confocal, orthogonal Cartesian ovala. for .11 
valu .. of the constante .. and b. 

If .. conformal repreaentation of the ... plane be made on the. plane • 
• how that the ratio of oo" .. ponding infinitesimal .rae aromul two 
oorreaponding pointe P and Q is inversely proportional to the product of 
the c\ist""""" of Q from the the three foci of the system of Cartesian ova •• 

If A be the intereection of the CDl'Vea .. = ...... ="b B that of v = .... 
.. = .... and 0 be the origin. .how that 

~ I-~o ... o ... m~m~ 
(1- .'OA,) (1- ."OB') l' 1 • ." 

where l' = m t ( ... + ... + .... +-..l m t ( ... + ... - .... --..l 
X an t ( ... - ... + .... --..l 0 t ( ... - ... -~ +~) 

and ded""" • theorem correeponding to Ivory'8 theorem for oonfocaI 
qoadrica. 

[en ( .. + til = en .. on /I-an .. aD /I do (.+tIl; 

"".-0"/1 ] an ( .. +tIl m ( .. -til = I_~ mi. m' /I' 

2. Prove thal, if I be any point in .. ring-abaped apace, within which 
I (I) is regular. which is hounded by two _tric circles C ADd C' of 
centre .. I (I) ..... be eq>&nded at the point I in the form 

( .. 6, b: 1(1) = .. + ... (I-C) + ... 1-', + ... + 1_.+ (1_." + ... 
where 
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Show that in the ring defined. by , .. , < ,. -1 < , b , • 

r(a)r(lI) b
S .a S 

(. _ ala (b _ 0) 

can be e"Panded in the form 

where 

1(.Ao + B,) + ;\A. :> B. ~)-
• =1 

,=~ 

r( .. + .. + o)r(/l + 0) .. ' 
A, = l: r(n +.+1)1'(8 +-15 ;;.' 

.=0 .-. r(/l + " + o)r(a + 0) a' 
B. = l: r( .. + • + I)r(. + I) Ii" .-0 

S. Starting from the relation 
[fJ'(u)]'-:- 4.[fJ(u)]'- g,fJ(ul:- g. 

== 4(P(u) - o,)(P(u)!-o,)(fJ(u) - .. ), 
.how, by making the substitution 

_ (0, - e,)(., -0,) "-0,- "'() , r'U- 81 

that fJ(u) is a periodic funotion of ... 
Show also that the three periods got in this way are not independent. 

4.. Prove the formula. 

{ 
,'(u) - , '(v) }' 

, (ul+ '("l+ , ( .. +,,) = , (u) _ P (tI) • 

11 8a is .. period of P (u) prove that the sum of the nine distinot values 
of P( .. + II) -I' (8u) is zero. 

li. Obtain an ""Pression for the energy of .. s1"tem of ourrents lowing in 
linear oirouits, and give dynamiCaJ. reasons for ooJling this energy kinetic. 

Compare the expressions t(h + Gt> + H",) and 8: (lla + bll + cy) 

given by Maxwell for the kinetic energy per unit volnme, and mention any 
caae in whiob theae e"Preaoions are not equivalent. 

6. Find the moot general quadratio funotion ~ of the ail: quantitioa 
X. Y, Z. a. II. y. whiob aatisfi .. the equation 

HJ::t'.wydo= H(Zu + .... , + ''''')<is, 
where ... II. "'. are also quadratio functions of the same ail: quantities 
(I, III, ... ) the direction oooinea of an element of .. ourfa.ce, and the volume-
and aurfaoo-intagrations refer to a.ny region in whiob the dilferential 
equations 

hold. 

.-,(x, :Y. k) = ourl (a, II, y). 

- (;., iJ • .y) = ourlX, Y, Z) 

Interpret the four lin .... ly independent forma whiob result and the 
oorreaponding .urfaoe integrals. 

7. Prove that the frequenci.. p/2rr of the principal oeoillations of 
aimpleat type ,.hiob oa.n take p\aoo inaide .. hollow perfectly conducting 
aphere of ra.diua II are given by the equation 

(1 - p'a') ta.n pa = pa. 
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8. Explain the application of the method of the L ... t Action to the 
deduction of the circuital relatioue. 

9. Ohtain solutions of the di1rerential equations in Question 6 which are 
infinite only at the point (0. O. ~t). where w is a conotant. 

Prove that the.. solutioue represent the field due to .. conducting 
spheroid moving with a velocity ~. 

IV. 

1. (1) Prove that Lt.. = ~ (1 + ~ + ~ + ... + ~ -log .. ) ia fluite. 

(2) If. > 1. prove that 
.=- 1 1 
l: '=---r 

0='" ne1-i') 
where p stands for the suooeesion of prime numbers 2. 3. 5. 7 .... 

(3) Show that II (1 - t) is divergent. 

(4l Show that n log 2 + * log 3 + llog 5 ia the sum of the oeri .. 

I"" where. has tha following vain ... according to the remainder when .. ia , .. 
divided by 30, 

C. = 1, Rem. 1, 7. 11, 13,17,19.23.29; 
e. = 0. Rem. 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 14, 16, 21, 22, 25, 26, 27, 28; 
c. = - I, Rem. O. 6, 10, 12. 15, 18, 20. 24. 

2. DilCDSS the validity of the binomial theorem 
.. (m-I) (1+.)"=1+_+ 1.2 .. + .. 

for all real coDlIDOD81ll"able values of m and for all complex nines of •. 

••• 
3. If 4> (e). t (,,) be two polynomials of degree ... andl (,,) == n (e - r J • • =, 

...... th • of t (z) t (a) - 4> (a) t (11:). _ .. '_. '-~,_ _. L_ 
DDU e expaDSlon (z-a)/(") m ...- ........... ~_. auu ........ 

that the eliminant of 4> (:0) and t (z) is given by .. determinant of the .th 
order whoee constituents are 

4> (r,) t (a.) - 4> (aJ t (r,) 
',-a, • 

• being the row Dumber and I the column Dumber, the _ of quautitj .. 
• CIs, fit. ... "- r .. r. ". r. being arbitrary. 

Apply thia method to find the e1jmjMDt of 4> (.,) and ,.... 4> a). where 

4> (e) is of degree 2a; and by putting r, = '" for all .,u""" of '. aDd then 
1 

a. .... = ijj;' 
reeolve the reon1ting determinant into two faeton of the _me degree. 
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4. Prove that, in general, a bil!arY quantic of order 2.. -1 can be 
expressed as the sum of the (2.. - l)th powers of .. linear forms. 

Show that, in general, a quintic'cen be expressed in the form 
(a, b, 0, 0, .,/l ( ... y)l. 

5. P is a point on a hyperboloid of olle sbeet .. hose equation is, 
... y' .' 
",+ bi -.,= I, 

and a' + ,., a' -. are the equares of the primary s.miaxea of the two 
conicoids through P confocel with the given hyperboloid. Show that the 
solDia" .. of the central section, .. hich is parsllel to the terigent plane at P, 
are ..;; and ..;;: 

Show also that the generating lin .. of the hyperboloid are given by the 
equations 

ill' il. 
{(a' +,.) (h' + ,.) (p .,on ± Hal -.) (. - bl) (0' + .) Ii = O. 

. Deduce from this an integral of the equation '" + Us + Us + ... = 0, 
.. here .. is a given elliptic integral of the first kind; also lind an expression 
for &II element of length along a generator, and deduce a formula for 

E (u,) + E (u,) + E (Us) -E ('" + Us + u,). 

6. Prove that the condition that a surface, whose equation in rectangular 
Cartesian coordinates is </> (z) + '" (y) + X (0) = 0, may have its principal 
radii of curvature equal and of opposits sign, is 

~ 1 (~)' + (~:)'} +.~ I (~~)' + (:t)' } 

Show that 
+ ~ { (:t)' + (~)'} = o. 

1 1 (cn .. CD y) 
CD ";2. = 2 on y + on z 

is such a surface if the modulus of the elliptio functions is i. 
7. A. lImble .urface is subject to lIuid preeaure. Prove that, if at any 

point p be the pressure, t and If the principal tensions, r and r the radii of 
ourvature of the normal eeotions along which t and II act, p and tI the 
principal radii of ourvature, and r and '" the tensions along the aections of 
which p and p' are the radii of curvature, 

tllr'" 
P= .. +;;=p+il 

A. rectangular bo" with vertical sid .. which oontsins a liquid, the density 
of which varies aB the depth, is cloeed at tlte bottom by a rectangular piece 
of thin lImble oloth the. two ends of which are fastened at the same 
horisontsileYel, while the liquid is prevented from eecaping at the sid ... 
Show that the intrinsio equation of the oroee eeotion of the oylindrical 
eurfaoe formed by the cloth is of the form 

J+ d4> • = (A + -B COB </>jI' 

8. A. long circular oyliuder of radius .. is contained within a ooa.xial 
cylinder of redius b, the space between them being &lied with liquid. H 
the inner oylinder be given a "elocity • in a given direction perpendionlar 
to the axis, show that the .. elocity potential for the initial motion is 

</> = - b' ....... (r +~) COB , 

where r is the distance from the axis of the cylinders, and , is measured 
from the direction of .. < 
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7. Prove that the radius of eurnture of the envejope of the line 

A"'+l'y+l=O 

is (A' + I"hv. + I'f,) - '(fllls' - 2f.,J.J. + f,.J • ., 
where A and I' are connected hy the equation f(A, 1') = 0, and the 8ntlixel 
1 and 2 denote diiferentiation with respect to A and I' respectively. 

8. Find (to two terms in each case) the expansion (y in powe .. of .. , or '" 
in powers of y as may be suitable) of the real branch .. of the cnrve 

"'Y" + .,. - 2y .... = yO 
at the origin and at infinity. 

9. If I, m, ft. are the direction cosines of a line fixed in apace. with 
reference to the moving axes, formed by the tangent, principal normal aDd 
binorma.l of a. curve, whose radii of curvature and torsion are p and fT, 

prove that 

~l _. "! = 0, ~ + !! + ~ = 0, lin _ "! = O. 
dop dofTp d'fT 

11 (fTP': - prr :)' bears a constant ratio to (f>' + ""', prove that 

the principal normal makes a constant angle with a line fixed in space. 

10. The curve whose equation is y = If (s being the arc measured from 
a certain point OD the curve) revolves about the axis of z and thus generates 
a surface of revolution, the coordinates of any point of which may be taken 
to be • and v, the angle between the meridian throngh the point and a fixed 
plane throngh the ans. On this SDrface a curve is drawn croosing tbe 
meridians at an angle whose cosecant varies as If; prove that the length fT 
of the arc of such a curve is given by 

("'1-"")' + '-'-I + 6-'-.= 26--'--. COBb" 
where s .. '" and .. , v, are the coordinates of ita extremities. 

SENIOR MATHEMATICAL SCHOLARSHIP, 1911. 
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1. Prove thet a, the length of the chord intercepted on the line 
11+ m{j + ny = 0 by the conic 8( ... fJ, y~ = 0, is given by the equation 

... '6'<'% (l. m, .. ) U(Z, m, n) + '" [8 (d, fJ',y')]' = 0, 
where % = 0 is the tangential equation of the conic; U = 0 is the tangential 
equatioD of the circnIar pointa at infinity; d, fJ', y' are the respective 
. 'I, _, ft.1 ! ., 

minors of the set b·; and ... b, c are the Ildes of the triangle of 

reference. 
. , I a, ,C J 

11 8 = 0 is • cirele, obtain the equation in the fm-m 
"''b'<'% + IJ' U[8(O,- c,b), = O. 

2. Show that the Joens of • point .t ';hich t .. o _ of fonr pointe 
snbtend equianharmonio pencils is. in general, • quartic cun-e paYing 
through the eight pointe. 

Examine specially the case in which one pair of the fint let of pointe 
coincides with the corresponding pair of the oeeond let • 

. ~ 
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S. The coordinate. of a line in rectangular. Cartesis.n coordinate. are 
I, nit, ft, I,. g, h j prove that: ' 

(1) the DOrmals to the conicoid fJIlJ' + by' + .. ~= I, at all the pointe in 
which it cut. the conicoid 

• ""'('"11- "'" + f) + by (10 - "'" + g) + o. ("..,- !y + h) = 0, 
meet the line; 

(2) the line is.a generator of az' + by' +:.,., = 1, it 
III bm en ./--7-g=7. =+ 'V-abc. 

4. If ~,m" "'; l" m" ... ; 1" m" ... are the direction C08ines of the 
tangent, principal normal and binormal respectively of a tortuous cljl"Ve; 
prove the relation. 

d!,_1:! ala'!, tll, I, ~ 
.as -p' dB =-;, as =;-p' 

The oaculating planes of- one curve are the reciprocal. of the pointe of 
aoother ourve with regard to the coniooid "" IJ' + y', b' + .'," = 1. If 
", rI are the radii of torsion at corresponding pointe of the ~wo curves, and 
p, p' are the distances of the corresponding osculating planes from the 
centre of the ooniooid, prove that 

.,. rI' p'p" =a·b· ... 
5. Evalua.te, when tn, R, °a, b are positive, 

(1) J- .in .... 8in ... a... 
, D z~ • 

(2) ~J. a..J' 8in .... :m yOJ f' (y) tly. 
fJ' 0 • '" 

Prove that, if m is a positive proper fraction, 
lin ....... m(-m) ... 

6. Investigate the oonditione under which 

aJ' J' a ifc • 4> (OJ, c) a.. = . a;, 4> ( .. , 0) a.., 
paying opecial regard to the csoe in which one or beth limite are infinite. 

II . a 
If x == ( .. - 11)(" - b) diD' Y == (y -II) (y - b) tly' xu = I, yo = 1 ; 

prove that, if all the integrals involved are finite, 

Z. J'j(Yl tly = - J' y>-'/(y) tly + J' Y' /('I!)tly, 
.m-y. • .-y 

and 
II 

~ Z. S'iJ'Il tly = J dY Y'/(Y) ir, 
de .z-, . z-y 

where r is any positive integw:, 

7. An engine of mua Jr, whose muimum power is MI}~', I'IlD8 on 
the level againot" constant reeistence 2MlT-'. From the time the engine 
starts working it inOreao88 ite rete of working nniformly' from ......, to the 
muimum and it atteino thie ma:rimum rete after a time T. If the engine 
is .tsrtea (by another engine) with velocity to and then begins working, 
prove that at any time t (::I> T) ite velocity w and distenoe. from the 
atsrtmg point are given by the equationa 

(", - .. ') + "'T-'= Yt'T-', 
(e - pt)' (e + pi)' = "+', 

where p and q are certain constanta. 
Jt 139M 
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U the engine start. from rest, prove that the limit towards which its 
velocity tends is Y (8/Z + I), where Y is ita velooity and 8 ita distance 
from the starting point at time T. 

8, A hom.;geneons right circular cone rolls on a perfootly rough pIane, 
whose inclination to the horizon is y, starting from re.t in the position 
of tlDBtable equilibrium. Show that, if the vertex alway. remain. in 
contact with the plane, cot y <I: 6 cot fJ; where fJ i. the greateet inclination 
of the plane for which the cone can rest on ita side, verts" upwards, 
withont toppling over, 

Show aIso that the resultant friction acta at a distance from the 
verts" which is constant and depends only on the size and .hape of the 
cone. 

9, ABBmning that Legendre's eqnstion 

(1-")~-2.~ + n(n+ 1).=0 

has a solution of the form I(t ~::'+I' where T is a fnnct~on of , only, 

obtain, when" is " positive integ.r, t .. o independent integral. of the forme 

p. (.) and I P. (I,) at, where P (.) is the Legendre polynomial of order .. , _1'- . 
UP. (oo) is for shortn ... written P., prove that 

(1) \m(m+l)-n(n+l)j I("'-lr7Z- ~'doI 

= ('" _ I)'. 1 {<!'~:?~ Ii' ~. _ Ii';:'_ Ii'~:~} ; 

f [d.+lP J' Ii' P d·+ 1 P (2) ("'-1)'+1 ---" doI-("'-I),'" -.-~--' 4zr+l - UP de r+ J 

- { .. ( .. + 1) - t'(r + I)j f('" -I)' (Ii'~. )' dol, 

Find the .... lu. of L (1 - ...,. e,;:· )' dol. 

n 

I, An elastic string of length 2Z hangs in the form of • U catenary of 
maiform strength .. so that the tension ali any point is ..... where VI is the 
weigbt per DDi\ Jength at the point in the stretched state and a is • 
oonstant. U i.Iae unstretehed length 210 is IIIICb that 10 = a tanh Zj2a.. prove 
that the .. eight per DDit length in the DDstretched state is proportionsl 
to (a' + .. .., ('" - .. ..,--... here .. is the length of the IU'C meuored from the 
strongest point of the string. 

2. Each force of :. 8fstem is turned .bout an axis perpendicular to the 
Poinsot axis through • given angle, the points of application remaining 
bed. Prove thai; the !DOua of ..... Poinsot nee for cliJferent nInes of the 
angle of rotation can hao;e ita equation put in the form 0'('" + ,.., = lY, 
where " is • constant. ' 
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3. A fuuicuJa.r polygon is in equilibrium muler the action of forcee 
acting at the corn81'S, the componente of the force aating at the .... oorner 
(z" 1/" .,) being X" Y" Z.. H a new polygon be oonstructed such that ite 
sides are conjngate to those of the former with respect to.,. + 1/' + .. + 1 = 0, 
prove that it will be in equilibrium under the action of forces such that 
the force at the .... oorner is (L" M., N.), where 

L,. = !I,z, - ',Y,,; M,.::3 • ..x,. - m,z,.; N, = .,Y,. - "..xr' 
4. Prove that the potential of a uniform circu1ar ring of mass .... at .. 

point P is equal. to mlr, where ,. is the arithmetico·geometrical mean 
between the greatest and least distances of P from the ring. (The 
arithmetico.geometrical mean between two positive quantities p and 'I is 
the common value of • 

LtP. or Lt!l .. . =- .=-
where P. and 'I. are formed lIB follows: 

PI = t(p + 'I); 'II = ..I i9.; 
P.+I = l(p. + 'I.) ; '1.+1 = ..Ip.qj. 

H the point P is very close to the ring, prove that the value of the 
potential is approximately (m/ffa) log (Salp), where a is the radius of the 
ring and p is the shortest distance of the point from the circumference. 

S. Prove Green's theorem that 

H('" + m~ +"",)<18= HI(::: + ~ + ;")a.. dy do, 

stating the limitations of the functions ... ", VI involved. 
·If V, be the potential of a solid sphere of radius ... for any law of· 

attraction which depends only on the relative positions .of the attracting 
points, prove that . 

!(2 ::.- at - at)J' V~ a ararayo, 
is the potential of .. spherical shell of radius .. and of enrface density 
(S cos'8 -I), where 8 is the colatitude measured from the I-uis, the point 
at which the potential is to be found being external to the sphere of 
radius a. 

1f the law of force is the inverse nih power of the distance, prove that 
the formnla holds aleo for internal pointe if .. < S. . 

6. 1f the indez of refraction {fo) at a point of the earth's atmosphere 
distant r from the centre is given by the equation 

,. = ..I (i..i - fjBI .. + f, 
where B is the radiue of the earth, prove that, when the SUD is apparently 
on the point of Jising, the l8Dith distance. of hie upper limb is 90" + 8, 
8 being given by' -

~ tan8={foo'-I)/2,... 

7. A uniformly bright spherical cap, of height" and radius ... lies with 
its base in contact with a plane; pro~ that the intensity of illumination at 
any point of the plane is proportional to 

COB -I (cos II seo /I) - sin' II sin 8 COB -I (cot II tan 8) 

- COB II coo 8 ..II =. cos' II ..,.". II, 
where II and 8 ..... determined by the relations '+.,. =... a sin ,= (a- ") sin a; 
.,. being the ""IJ"lar ele .... tion of the cap ... eeen from the point in 
the plane. ' . • 

II 2 
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s. Prove that the equation of time hae a stationary value when 

(1 - 0')1 (cos'A + cos' .. sin'A) = cos .. {I + • cos (A - .,) J'. 
where A is the sun's true longitude. 8 the eocentricity of the earth's orbit • 
.. the angle between the plane of the equator and the plane of the earth'. 
orbit. and fit the longitnde of perihelion. 

9. Prove that the earth·s surface can be conformally rep....."ted on a 
plane b;y the transformation 

.,+iy={Z+i{ </>H8log ~:;::::} J. 
where • is a constant. Z the longitude.,. the geographical latitnde •• the 
eccentricity of the earth's eurface supposed a spheroid. and </> is given by 
sech </> = cos ,.. 

Sbow that lomdrom .. on the sphere transform into straight linea. 

ill 

1. If. == ., + y. = on' i ID == on' i (u + e.l •• bow that the curv .... = G. 
e = h. belong to a syetem ..r confocal, orthogonal Carteoisn ovalo. 1m all 
valnee of the conetants G and h. 

If a conformal representstion ..r the '" plane he made on the. plane. 
show that the ratio of corresponding inliniteeim.al areu &1'OIIDd t ... o 
oorreeponding points P and Q ill inYersely proportional to the prodnct ..r 
the elist ......... ..r Q from the the three foci ..r the oyetem ..r Carteoisn ovalo. 

If A he the intersection ..r the curv .. u = .... " = .... B that..r .. = .... 
" = .... and 0 he the origin. sbow that 

.All' 1 - ", en ." en tis 8D "'. aD "" 
(1- .tOA') (1- .sOB') 1 1-.'1' 

,.here 1 == on t (to, + ... + .... + dis) on i (to, + ... - .... -dIs) 
X on t (to,- ... + .... -"'s)on i ( ... - ... - .... + dis) 

and ded""" a theorem oorreeponding to lvory'8 theorem 1m confocal 
qnadrics. 

[CD ( .. + /I)=cn .. CD /I-on .. on /I an (,,+/1); 

m'.-IID'1l ] 
on ( .. + /I) on ( .. - /I) = 1 _ .' on' .. .;,s /I' 

2. Prove \hat, if • be any point in a ring-abaped .pace, within which 
/ (0) is regular. which is bounded by two concentric circl.. C and cr of 
centre .. / (oJ .... be upanded at the point 0 in the fona 

h. b, 
/(0)=110+ .. (.-c) + ... (0 - cr+ ... + ;::"-c + (o-cr + ... 

,.here 
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Show that in the ring defined by 1 a 1 < 1 "1 < I b 1 , 
r(a)r(lI) b: .a /I 

(0 - a) (b - 0) 
can be e:s:panc1ed in the form 

where 

l(.do+B.l+ ;'"(A.:>B.g;} 
_=1 

• = .. r(a + " + s)r(ll +.) ... 
A. = :£ r(n + s +l)r(s +lj Ii" 

,=0 

.-- r(ll +" + s)r(a + s) (J.' 

B. = :£ r(" +. + life. +-1) iii . . -. 
3. Starting from the relation 

["(14)]' = '['(14)]'- g,p( .. ):- g • 
....:. '<P(u) - 0,)(,91 ( .. )!- ,,)C'(u) - .,). 

obow. by making the substitution 
(0. - 0,)(0. -e.) 

.. - .. = fJ(u) ". • 

that pe .. ) is a perioc1io funotion of ... 
Sbow also that the three periods got in this way are not inc1epenc1ent. 

,. Prove the formula 

, , .. ) + P(~) + , ( .. +~) = {P'(U) - "(~) }'. 
\ , (u) P<~) 

If Sa is a period of ,( .. ) prove that the BUm of the nine distinot value. 
of pe ,,+ a) - , (Su) is zero. 

6. Obtain an expreaaion for the energy of a .yatem of currenta lowing in 
linear cirouita, and give dynamical reaBOna for cal1ing this energy kinetic. 

Oompare the expreaaiona 1("" + (h + Hw) and· 8: (aa + bll + cy) 

giTen by Maxwell for the kinetio energy per unit volume, and mention any 
oaae in whioh theae expreaaiona ..... not equivalent. 

6. Finc1 the moat general quac1retio function I(> of the six quantitiea 
X. Y. Z, a,ll. y, which aatisfi81 the equation 

HI: dlldydo = H (I .. + "'" + ""')dB • 

.. hare ... ~. "'. ..... also quaw..tio funotiODl of the Bame six quantities 
(I, ...... ) the clliection ooaines of an element of a aurface, and the volume-
and ourfaoe..integretiona refer to any region in .. hich the c1ilferential 
equatiODB . 

bold. 

.-'(i. y. k) = curl (a, II. y). 

- (;, iJ. y) = curl X. Y. Z) • 
Interpret the four linearly inc1ependent forma which .-.It and the 

oorreaponding "."'"'- integrala. 

7. Prove that the frequencieo p/2r of the principal oocUlationa of 
aimpleot type .. hich caD take plaoa inside .. bollow perfectly oonduoting 
sphere of radius II ..... given bJ the equation 

(1 - p'u') tan pa = Po. 
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8. Explain the application of the method of the L"""t Action to the 

deduction of the circuita.! relations. 

9. Obtain solutions of the di1ferential equations in Question 6 which are 
infinite only at the point (0, 0, ~t), where ~ is a conotant. 

Prove that the .. solutions represent the field due to a conducting 
spheroid moving with a velocity ~. 

IV. 

1. (1) Prove that Ltn= ~ (1 + ~ + ~ + ... + ~ -log .. ) is finite. 

(2) If. > 1, prove that 
,.=fO 1 1 
l: '=--T-

0='" n(l-i) 
where p stands for the succeasion of prime nnmbers 2, 3, 5, 7 .... 

(3) Show that n (1 - ~) is divergent. 

(41 Show that h log 2 + /0 log 3 + i log 5 is the sum of the series 

i ... where c has the following values, aooording to the remainder when" is ," . 
divided by 30, 

c. = 1, Rem. 1, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 29; 
e. = 0, Rem. 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 14, 16, 21, 22, 25, 26, 27, 28; 
c. = - 1, Rem. 0, 6, 10, 12, 15, 18, 20, 24. 

2. Discnes the validity of the binomial thecrem 
... ( .. -1) 

(1+-)"=1 +-+-1.2-"+" 

for all real commensnrable values of '" and for all eomplez .... Ines of •• 

3. If 4> (z),"" (z) be t"o polynomials of degree _, andl (z) == IT ( .. - r,), .=. 
"-~ th . of f (z) .." (a) - 4> (a) .." (z) . partial "-- ~. and how 
....... e expamnon I) I ( ) m """"OnB,. ,.-0 z 
that the eliminant of 4> ( .. ) and .." (z) is given by a determinant of the 10th 
order whose constituents are 

4> (r,) .." (a.) - 4> (dr) .." (r,) 
'F'. - a., 

• being the row nnmber and , the column nnmber, the _ of qlWltities 
• CIJ,. CIst ••• a.." r" "to •.. r. being arbitrary. 

Apply this method to bd the eliminont of 4> (z) and,.,.. 4> a). where 

4> (.) is of degree 2a; ud by putting r, = ... for all ..1""" of " and then 
1 

a....... =.' 
reoclve the resnlting determiaaDt iDtc two factoro of tbe _me degree. 
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4. Prove that, in general, " bilpu-y quantic of order !In - 1 can be 
expressed "" tbe sum of the (!In - l)th powers of" linear forms. 

Show that, in general,,, quintio·cs.I1 be expressed in the form 
(G, b, 0, 0, .,f) (z, y)'. 

s. Pis .. point on .. hyperboloid of Olle sheet whose equation is, 
r y' .. jii+/ji - .. =1, 

and /I' + ,., /I' -. are the squares of the primary semiueo of the two 
couicoids throngh P confooal with the given hyperboloid. Show that the 
semiues of the central section, which is parallel to the tangent plane "t P, 
are ..;;; and ..;;: 

Show also that the generating lines of the hyperboloid are given by the 
equations 

dl' + d. 0 
{(a' + 1') (h' + 1') (i' - c'n - I(a' -.) (. - h') (el + .>1. . 

. Deduce from this an integral of the . equation .., + '" + '" + '" = 0, 
.. here .. is" given elliptio integral of the first kind; also find an expression 
for"" element of length along" generator, and deduce a formula for 

E (u,) + E (u,) + E (u,) - E (.., + '" + u,). 

6. Prove that tbe condition that" surface, whOBe equation in rectangular 
Cartesisn coordinates is t/> ( .. ) + ." (11) + X (0) = 0, may have its principal 
radii of curvature equal and of 0ppOBlte sign, is 

~ I (~)'+ (::)' J +.~ 1 (~~)' + (~)' } 
+ ~ { (~)' + (~)'} = o. 

Sho .. that 
1 1 (on.. CD Y) 

CD ";2. 2" CD !I + cn z 
is such a surface if the modulns of the elliptio functions is t. 

7. A llexible surface is subject to lluid pressure. Prove that, if at any 
point P be the pressure, I and t the principal tensions, r and r the redii of 
curvature of the normal sections along which I and t act, p and p' the 
principal redii of curvature, and r and r the tensions along the sections of 
which p and tI are the redii of curvature, 

I t r r 
P=r+;;=;;+il 

A rectsngu1ar box with vertical sides which contains a liquid, the density 
of which varies as the depth, is olosed at Ute bottom by a rectangular piece 
of thin llexible ..Joth the two ends of which are fastened at the same 
horim1ltalleYe!, while the liquid is prevented fnJm escaping all the sides. 
Show that the intrinsic equation of the croes section of the oylindrical 
surface formed by tbe cloth is of the form'. .. 

J
• ~ ~ r~ 

• = (A + B COB t/»I" ., 
8. A long circular cylinder of ndius II is ooniained Within .. oea:o:iaI. 

oylinder of radius b, the space between them being Iilled with liquid. H 
the inner cylinder be given a velocity .. in a given direction perpendicular 
to the uis, show that the velocity potential for the initial motion is 

t/> = -". ~;'I(r + ~COB 1/ 

where r is the distance from the axis of th" oylind ..... -and (J is mOllStlred 
from the direction of .. . 
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There are four couia.l cylind.,... .. = .. ,. = 2., ,. = 3c, ,. = '-. The 
spaces between ,. = • and ,. = 2o, and between,. = 3. and ,. = ,. are filled 
with liquid, whilst r = 2. and,. = 3< are the surface of a solid of the sam. 
density &8 the liquid. The cylinders r =. and ,. = '- are suddenly moved 
at right angles to their ax .. -with equal and opposite linear v.locities, 
u, - u, the same in maguitnd. and direction, but opposite in sense. 

Show that the velocity of the solid cylinder will be - ~~! ... 
v. 

1. Prove that a uniform function of I, which has its sol. essential 
singularity at a finite point b, And has no a.ccidental singnlarities, can he 
represented in the form of an infinite product of facto .. of tbe form 

( _ ~ + z) • ge.) , 
.-b 

which converges everywhere except at _ = b. 
Find in a form free from imaginaries. an expreseion for. function with 

an essential singularity at infinity, which vanish .. at all points 04, 04., ~v' 
where r is a positive integer, and 1, ., .. , are the cube roote of unity. 

2. Prove that an analytical function of a variable ", ... hich pooaeuea an 
..tgebraical addition theorem, is either: 

(1) an algebraical function of u, or --(2) analgebraicaI function of •• ,or 
(3) an algebraical function of P(v); 

the constante _, go. g. being euitably chosen. 

3. H • (", b) == .-_(4+6) J .. -1 (1 - _)6-1 ", 

the integral being taken around & contour which begins from &OlD. point on 
the real axis lying between 0 and 1, describes a eircoit round the point 1=1 
in the positive direction, then one ronnd. = 0 in the positive direction, 
then one ronnd _ = 1 in the negative direction, and finally one round _ = 0 
in the negative direction, and returns to the starting point; prove that 

(1) • (a, b) = • (b, .. ) ; 

(2) • ( .. + 1, b) = - a ~ b • (a, b); 

(3) when the real parts of a and of b are poeitive 
• ('" b) = -, Bin ( ..... ) Bin ( ... b) B (a, b) 

B (a, b) being the Enlerian integral of the first kind; and 

(4) • (a, b) = -4..."( .. + btit (1 _ .. ) (1-~) (I +"+ b). 
6=1 " • z 

40. H " (v) be a function of .... hich ... tiaJiee the relation 

,"~-M"~+M"~-~"~+~ 
+"~-4"~+4"~-~"~+~ 
+,,~-~,,~+~,,~-~,,~+~=O 

for all valnes of a, b, .. d, and also the ..,ndition 

Lt.=. ("!,"»)= 1, 

deduce that " (s) is an odd function of ..... hich oatiaJiee the relation 
" ( .. + b) • (a - b) _ tl' tl' log 

.. ( .. ) .. (bj- - dq,t log ,,(a) -db' " ~). 

-v 
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Assuming that the expansion of fT ( .. ) in ascending powers "of .. is 
u.i III v,. u ll . 

... ( .. )=u+.4
j5 

+B rr +O
I9 

+D
jll 

+ ...• 

find 0 and D in terms of .4 and B. 

5. 8 how that an elliptic fnnction of ... whose zeros and poles are known. 
can be expressed in the form 

.• II" (u-G,)/ II" (u-b). 

Find thio expression for the determinant whose rlh row is 
11. , (u,). ,. (0.,). ,. (u,) •••• ,.-1 (u,) I. 

",. 
where p. (u,) denotes du' I' (u,). , 

Show that 

(_1)·-1 [2' 3' , , "(ft -1) ;). ,,( .... ) . ....... . [,,(")]" 

1'..... II..... 1'.... .... 11.-. u 
1'.... 1"'" 1',... ...• ,.u 

6. A. point oharge of strength • is placed at a point P outside a 
dielectric sphere of centre O. Find an expression for the electrical poten
tial outside the sphere in spherical harmonics. 

8how that the field outside the sphere is the same &8 that due to th .. 
original charge together with a point charge - e{j Glb at the inverse point 
Qand to a line oharge of density 

i!..±l! 
.(J(l-(J)(fIJ/C)- • /20. 

eztending from 0 to Q. where '" is measured from O. G is the radius of th .. 
sphere, b is the distance PO. (l + (J) / (1 - (J) is the dielectric constant. and 
C ia equal to QO. 

7. A. conductor ia placed in a field of force. the resolved part of which. 
due to external oonrces. along the outwsrd drawn normal at a point Po is 
N.. U"o be the electrical density at p. and " the deuaity at any other 
point P on the,'urfaoo. prove that " 

, N. = 2 .. ". - H a:,s 008 II. 

whore II is the anglo betW&OD pP. and N. and r ia the distance PP .. 

Provo that, if tho ourfaco' of tho conduotor ia aphorioal, the homogeneoua 
integral equation 

0= 2 .. ". - 2ft ~ dfa:,s ooe II, 

ia satiafi&d if " ia .. ourfaco harmonio of the .... order. 

8. A. thin plane .hest of metal. of infinite length and of uniform width, 
is e1eotrifi&d. Provo that the density at any point is invoraely proportioual 
to the square root of the product of the diatancoo of the point from tho t .... 
&dgeo. 

Transform thio theorem by inversion. 
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9. Prove that the mutual potential energy of two permanentl, 
magnetized spheres, of radii G &nd of intensities of magnetization 1 and r, 18 

16;:'''' IP (OOB • _ 3 COB 8 COB 11'). 

where. is the angle between the direotions of I and r. 8 and 11' the angle. 
which th .. e directions make with the line joining the centres and,. is the 
distance between the centres. 

Prove that. if the distance apart of the BphereB i8 grest oompared with 
their radii and if the oecond Bphere is of permeability I' and of no perma
nent magnetiBm, then the mutual potential energy is 

_ 16o-'a' I' - 11' (1 + 3 008'8). 
91"' 1'+2 

VI. 

1. Show that if the coefficient. Pr. p, • ... p. in the expreeoion 

'" (:0) where '" (:0) == "'" + p,,,," -, + pop!' -, + ... + P •• 

are so determined that the nnmerically gresteet value of '" (:0) between the 

limit. -1 and + 1 for., is a8 small a8 poosible. '" (:0) == "",1_. COl .. (COl -'.,). 

2. A. curve of degree m and claoB ,. hao 3 dooble point., « CDBpI • 
• inJIexion8. ,. dooble tangente; it pa888B I tim .. tbrongh a circnlar point 
and touch .. the line at infinity g tim... Find Pliicker'. numbers for it. , 
evolute, and Bhow that the deficiency of both curveo is the same. ' 

Verify your reouIt. in the caoe of (J) & central conic. (2) a parabola. 

[ .. =m (m-l) -23-3« • • =3m (m - 2) - 6 3 - 8 «J. 

3. (1) Sho" how. by a real transformation of the form : 

J ~ . 
., = (py + q) ICy + 1), the integral (b' + 211", +-Cj'7(""" + 2'bio + e) ~ 

maybe made to depend onintegrais of the form J (.A'. + C')~ (a'. + e'j" 

(2) Prove that the solution of the equation 

dy_""'+I"",+gy' 
iiI:-"""+bzJ+ey' 

• 
is log ('" + A.,). .. + eA.. , + eA.-' 

log (00 + A,y), .. + eAo, , + eA,-' = _nt. 
I log (., + A,y). .. + e4 , + eA,-' ., 

where Ab Ao, Ao are the roots of the equation 

eA' + (a-/) A'+ (g- b) A + e= O. 

How mut this be DVldified if (i) two. (ii) three root. of this equation 
are~P 
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4. Prove by contour integration (or otherwise) that, if .. > .. > - fr, 

J
" cosh ~ coo ~ 

cosh..., oos !xed<o = __ -.!_~. 
o cosh 7I'Z cosh b + cos a 

5. Show that the equation of the locus of the focLof &!I central sections 
of the conicoid .. '/ .. ' + 1/'/ b' + "/0' = 1 

is JfIJ'.J-· J-.Ja'z'-(J,,')' =II ... J-,;....J .... ",,[ .. , ] (fIJ' ) 
as as a' 

6. A surface is the envelope of a sphere. whose centre moves on a. fixed 
guiding curve whilst its radius vanes in some known manner. Proye that 
one set of the lines of curvature of the surface are circles, and lind 
expressions for the principalr&dii of curvature at any point. 

A. tubular aurf&oe is traced out by a sphere of constant radius b, 
whose centre des.ribes a helix; 0 is any point on the helix, a is the centre 
of curvature at O. Prove that the principal mdii of curvature of the 
surface at any point in the section by the normal plane of the helix at 0 
are b, and b • OM/OM, where M is the projection of the point on 00. 

A. oertain curve is the path of a particle, if properly projected in each 
case, when acted on by each of two systems of forces; find the oonditions 
of projection that the ourve may be the path when the particle is acted on 
by both systems of forces. 

A. particle of unit mass is acted on by two forces, one, = "OP -',. to 
the origin, another, =" PO, to a fixed point a (- ., 0). Prove that there 
is a poasible orbit of the form Au = B + coo 8, and that the oorresponding 
value of h' is F + A ,.on -', where A, B, F are oonstants, and h is the angular 
momentum about the origin. 

7. Show that in any case the orbit may be represented by the same 
equations, where A, B, Fare funotions of 8 satisfying the equations 

.. ' dF dA dB -_ -=u-=-, 
"od8 d8 d8 

and (11'-1 1) F -A--' =K+EA+2.B-"o.A' 

where K and E are constants. 

8. H is the angular momentum of a material system about an axis whoae 
direction, but not necessarily its position, is fixed in space. If U is the 
velocity of the Ii%is perpendicular to itself, V the component perpendicular 
to the axis of the veloci~y of the centroid of the syst"m, and 8 the angle 
between the directions of U and V, prove that the moment of the elfe.tive 
forces of the system about the axis is (with a suitable convention as to the 

sign of 8) ~~ - MUV sin 8, M being the masa of the system. 

A. homogenooua cubical block, of side 4.., rests· in equili'hrium afthe 
vertex of a rough paraboloid of revolution, of latus reotum 4<., whose axis 
is vertical and verte" upwards. Show that, if the block receives a slight 
disp\aoement by rolling on the paraboloid so that its motion is unip1anar 
aud the plane of motion is parallel to two opposite faces of the block, the 
equilibrium is stable; and, if a is the erlreme angular delleotion of the 
block from the vertical, show that the time of a complete oaoillation is 

~f "'-;-9 r mJ'a- l
• 
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9. (1) If ... is MIl!! solution of Bessel'. equation of order ". 

{ (Ol!)' +Ol'-"'} !/=O. 

and if ... _ b ". + 1 are quantities defined by the equations 

".-1;: (!+ :) ....... +1;: - (!-;) .... 
prove that ... _ b ". + 1 are solutions of Be ... rs equations of ordere " - 1 ODd 
.. + 1 respectively. . 

( 
tl ,,+ 1) 

Show &iao that . tlOJ + -Ol- ". +1 = .... 

( tl "-1) - tlOJ --Ol- Va - I = U •• 

(2) Show that. when" is an integer. 

J. (z) = - COB (n e - III .in 6) tl e . If-.. . 
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RECENl' CHANGES IN THE MATHEMATICAL 
TRIPOS AT CAMBRIDGE. 

AB I am writing for an International Commission it may be 
well to explain certain features in English education which, 
though familiar to Englishmen, may not be equally well known 
to others .. 

English university education may be said broadly to be 
dominated by examinations. The. teacher is subordinate to the 
examiner and the course of study is determined, not by the 
tastes of either teacher or student, but by the schedule of 
the examination which the student is aiming at taking, whereas 
in Borne other countries at least the course of study is primarily 
settled between teacher and student and the student's pro
ficiency is finally' tested by his teacher, whether by means of 
a dissertation or by an examination. Many of the modem 
English Universities have adopted what may be regarded as a 
compromise between the two systems, as the examinations are 
conducted jointly: by internal examiners who are the students'. 
teachers and by external examiners from other Universities, and 
though the outlines of the ground covered are laid down in 
printed schedules, the details are to a great extent determined 
by the internal examiners' knowledge of what. has actually been 
taught. In Cambridge, on the other hand, the papers are set in 
accordance with tolerably full schedules, the detailed interpre
tation being supplied largely by tradition, partly, perhaps, by 
reference to what is supposed to be generally taught throughout 
the university. In Mathematics at leaeit, owing to the number 
of teachers, only a smsll number of candidates will, in general, 
have received any substantial amount of teaching from the 
actual examiners of any given year, and to secure as far as 
possible equal opportunities for all candidates, custom prohibits 
an examiner hom giving any individual instl"Uction to any 
candidate during a period of some months prior to the examina
tion, a period during which the examiner may be supposed to 
have sorne idea of .what questions will be set. Most of the 
examiners are usually chosen from the resident body of 
University or College teachers; such non-residents as are 
appointed are old Cambridge men usually fairly conversant 
with the current mathematical teaching. , 

AB a consequence of this system any attempt to change the 
course of study takes the form of an alteration in the regulations 
for the examinations. 

Students at the University take either pass examinations or 
an Honours conrse; the latter alone can be regarded as serious 
students, and I confine myself to them. . 
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Candidates for Honours have to paSB an elementary exami
nation in a variety of subjects, known as the Previous Exami
nation. It is a University examination, but is usually taken at 
school 01: quite early in the University course; and various 
other examinations, primarily designed for schools, Dlay be 
substituted for it. Substantially the whole of the University 
course, which normally lasts over three years, is then devoted 
to work for one or more Tripos Examinations;' which are 
specialised examinations, ~ach dealing with one subje<--t, such as 
Mathematics, ClaSBics, Natural Sciences, History, Mechanical 
Sciences (Engineering), &c. . 

Up to about 1882 there was a single tripos examination in 
each subject, usually taken about the middle of the fourth year. 
Then concurrently with other substantial changes most of the 
triposes were divided into two parts, of which Part I. normally 
taken at the end of the third year, carried a degree (Bachelor of 
Arts) with it; while Part II. was a more advanced examination 
normally taken at the end of the fourth year. Part II. of the 
Mathematical Tripos was for a short time held in January, but 
was soon moved to the end of the fourth year. 

At the same time an important altel'ation was made in thP. 
form of the class-list in the Classical Tripos and some others 
by the abolition of the" order of merit." This curious institu
tion whi"h is, I believe, peculiar to Cambridge deserves a little 
explanation. The successful candidates in a Tripos are divided 
into three claAses, according to the merit of their performances, 
numerical marks being assigned to each qnestion, the marks 
obtained by each candidate are added up, and an order thUR ob
tained. In those Triposes in which the order of merit prevailed, 
the candidates' names were published in this order in each 
class; so that any successful candiclate was stated to rank 1st, 
2nd, . . . 50th, . . • in merit among the competitom. 
The first in the whole list sometimes received a special honorific 
title, such as Senior Wrangler (in the case of Mathematics) or 
Senior Classic. The system obviously involved weat confidence 
in the accuracy of marking attainable; and its prevalence and 
popularity might be ascribed in part to the general British 
interest in sport.. Univemity studies were reduced as far as 
possible to a semblance of a race ; the candidates were the horses, 
their teachers the trainem, the examiners the judges. In Cam
bridge great interest was always felt in these cm:npetitions, 
especially in the Mathematical Tripos, large crowds always 
attending when the list was read out. T Even the general public, 
usually little interested in University matters, were involved; 
the lists were telegraphed to the newspapers, short biographies 

• For an expJanation of the meaDing of tm. eurioIa Dame, aDd an 
bistorical """"""t of $he growth of the mathematies! tripoe, ... yr. yr. B. 
Ball, Hutmy of JlalMrJuJli .. III c-hridge. . ." 

t An enterlaiDing ~ of the attitude of the U Diyenity io to he 
fonud in the &IIOII)'JIlOU& Sl<ekIIa of Ca..JwiJg. '" II D"., DOW bawD to 

. have been written by tbe late Lealie Stephen. 
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of the Senior Wrangler and other high wranglers were published, 
and on these occasions, if no other, Cambridge attracted more 
attention than its better known rival, Oxford. The Senior 
Wrangler in particular acquired great reputation in academic 
circles and some popular fame. ill 

From 1882 onwards there has been no " Sellior Classic," the 
successful candidates for the Classical Tripos veing hence
forward q.ivided into three classes, with some subdivisions. 
Other '.rriposes were altered in a somewhat similar way about 
the same time or a few years later, and none of the newer 
Triposes which were inaugurated to meet the growth of new 
studies, adopted the order of merit. In the Mathematical Tripos, 
however, the order of merit survived for nearly 30 years more. 

The examination for the Mathematical Tripos is conducted 
entirely by means of printed papers of questions to be answered 
by the candidates in a limited time (thrl'e hours per paper), 
without any assistance from books or notes. The standard type 
of question consists of two parts; first comes a piece of "book
work," that is a known theorem, the proof of which is required 
to be given; this is followed by a "rider," or example, which is, 
at least in theory, a consequence of the" bookwork," but is in 
practice not infrequently rather loosely connected witll it. 
Before the last change in the regulations there were also set 
two papers 9f" problems," exercises of a more difficult kind with 
no indication given by the "bookwork " as to the method to be 
used in the solution. Such" riders" and" problems" are 
very characteristic of Cambridge Mathematics; they are to be 
found in abundance in any ordinary English text-book and even 
treatises of an advanced type. It is enough to refer to two books 
which are to some extent known outside England, Routh's 
Treatise on Rigid Dynamics, and Dr. Forsyth's Treatise on 
Differential Equatiofls; Salmon's well-known geometrical 
treatises contsin a smaller number of such examples. As far as 
I know examples of the Cambridge type occur sparingly in 
Gelman text-books, except in very elementary ones, but are 
becoming more common in certain types of French books; for 
eltample, in M .. Goursat's excellent Ooors d'.Analys6 there are a 
good many examples somewhat of the Cambridge type. 

The subject matter of the questions covers a large range of 
subjects in Pure Mathematics and in "Applien Mathematics" 
(or Natural Philosophy), about equal weight being attached to 
each of the two divisions. The Pure Mathematics for Part I. 
of the Tripos, according to the regulations which prevailed up 
to 1909, comprised a large range of subjects, from elementary 
geometry, algebra and trigonometry up to such subjects as 
_analytical geometry of three dimensions, (including some of the 

• There is a well.known story, the authenticity of which I do' Dot 
guarantee, that a young man who had recently ~ declared Senior 
Wrangler, happening to enter a theatn. aimultaneoualy with .. Royal party, 
bowed gracefully in acknowledgment of the applaase with which he 
imagined that he wae being received. In eomerecent yO&l'll the Senior 
Wrangler's portrait hae been pub\iehed ae a picture poetcard. . 
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simpler parts of differential geometry), differential equations, 
the elements of calculus of variations, and of elliptic functions, 
No theory of functions was explicitly included, though a good 
deal of what might be claimed as elementary theory of functions 
was in fact included as algebra and trigonometry (theory of 
infinite series and products), or integral calculus (Cauchy's inte
gration theorem, &c.). The Applied Mathematil'S mnged from 
the. elements of mechanics to quite difficult three dimensional 
dynamics of rigid bodies, hydrodynamics, electro-magnetiHm, 
and spherical astronomy. 

Some serious difficulties in carrying out the system of 
examination are obvious. 

In the first place it is clearly very difficult to set questions 
suitable for alarge numberof candidates of very varying ability 
and knowledge, including BOme who may be the leading mathe
maticians of the coming generation, and others who with little 
aptitude for or interest in the subject, acquire the minimum of 
knowledge requisite for obtaining a degree, and have no intention 
of paying any further attention to the subject in after life. This 
difficulty was in part met by dividing the examination into two 
parts (the" first four days" and the .. second £our days ") sepa
rated by a short interval of time, and dealing respectively with 
the easier and the harder subjects, A candidate who did 
sufficiently well in the first four days obtained his degree, even 
though he did nothing whatever in the second four days, but 
the marks obtained in both parts of the examination were added . 
together to determine the final class list and the order of merit. 
Thus the weaker candidates could and in prad.ice did study 
only a small part of the whole range; and the marks obtained 
by the majority of such candidates in the second four days were 
often ludicrously small. But the fact that the best candidates 
also took the easier part of the examination involved the setting 
of riders of a quite difficult character even on the simplest. 
subjects.· Thus a very large part of the examination was. 
wholly unsuitable for a considerable part of the ('Snclidates, 
while on the other hand the best men were compelled, if they 
worked for a high place in the final list, to carry in their heads 
proofs of propositions and to retain facility in the rapid working 
out of examples belonging to the elements of the subject. A 
man who might in two or three years be malting serious 
original contributions to mathematical science was liable to lose 
a much valued place in the list if he had forgotten, say, the 
proof of Sl,me curious but trivial property of the triangJet. 
Moreover, the good mathematician who would naturally at this· 

• There ia oome diJfenmee of opimao as to the n1idity of the """"" here 
aasigned fur the difficalty of the riden &Dd prohl ...... though there ia ,. 
general agreement .. to the fact. 

t I know of a ...... of a aeuior ..... ngJer who. haTing allowed aD iDAflicieDt 
DIIIIlher of hoora fur reviling hi. school knowledge of el_tarr !f8OD1d1'1 
just before the eumiDation, came OIlt from hi. finot paper. good deal 
perturbed heeauoe he had been IIDIIble to reproduce the proof of one of 
Euclid'. propositions. . 
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stage of his career have a bent towards certain departments of 
mathematics was much discouraged from any kind of specialisa
tion. The pure mathematician inclined to pursue the study 
of higher analysis would be checked by the necessity of being 
able to answer questions on geometrical optics, while the man 
with a real interest in electricity would be diverted from any 
attempt to read about electrons and be compelled to give hia 
attention to the subtleties of uniform convergence. 

This· last difficulty was intended to be met partly by the 
institution of Part II. of the Tripos. This examination com
prised more difficult subjects than Part I., and a candidate was 
expected to specialise to a considerable extent. He might, for 
example, spend his fourth year studying theory of functions and 
analytical geometry, or electricity and hydrodynamics. The 
class list was not arranged in order of merit, but in classes with 
subdivisions. On the other hand, it is evident that advanced 
knowledge is peculiarly unsuitable for. testing by answers to 
printed questions to be written in a very short time; and 
candidates necessarily wasted a· good deal of effort in com
mitting to memory results and formulre which a professed 
mathematician would naturally take from a book when he 
wanted them. For example, it is clearly unreasonable to expect 
a man to carry in his head the elaborate formulre belonging to 
lunar theory or to Jacobi's theta-functions, and it is difficult 
to test by what a candidate could write in half-an-hour, whether 
he understands the elaborate argument of Gordan's proof of the 
finiteness of the number of concomitants of a binary form. I 
am, however, inclined to think, differing in this respect. £tom 
many of my colleagues, that, indefensible as the examination 
for Part II. was in theory, the time spent in studying for it was, 
on the whole, well employed, and that the class lists issued 
represented, with at least rough justice, the merits of the 
candidates. 

It will be noticed that in the examination system thus 
sketclled, no place is assigned to any kind of original research. 
The examinations tested knowledge and that limited form of 
originality which consisted in applying knowledge very rapidly 
to such application of theory as could take the form of examina
tion questions. Direct encouragement to research has been 
given by the University by means of the two Smith's prizes (to 
which the Rayleigh prizes have been added recently) which 
have been given since 1885 for original dissertations. These 
prizes are of little pecuniary value, but are much esteemed 'as 
distinctions. The dissertations are sent in about the middle of 
the fifth year, so that a candidate who is not compelled to earn 
his living at once, has been able normally to give six months to 
his dissertation after finishing with examinations, and may have 
been able also to give some consideration to this work while 
mainly engaged in preparing for Part II. of the Tripos. 
Encouragement to research in a different form has been given 
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by the Colleges, which, to an increasing extent, though by no 
means universally, award the much coveted distinctions of 
Fellowships - for original work in addition to or ill lieu of 
success in examinations. 

Another serious defect, which has been very generally 
attributed to the system of the Mathematical Trip08, is the 
almost complete divorce between mathematics and experimental 
physics. Although the mathematician has given about half his 

·time< <to "Applied Mathematics" he need have, and in fact 
frequently has had. no knowledge of experimental physics. 
<Normally, he goes to no experimental lectures, he does no work 
in a laboratory, and the experimental facts which he learns in 
<his mathematical text-books are usually of the simplest character, 
<reduced to an abstract and almost conventional form, suitable 
for the direct application of mathematical analysiR. A high 
<wrangler may be able to solve elaborate problems in spherical 
trigonometry or optics without having seen a telescope or 
handled a lens; he may be able to calculate the potential due 
to the most curious distributions of electricity, without the 
'loam idea of the < mechanism of an electric bell or tram. 
Physics learned in this way is naturally most unreal, and the 
mathematician who wishes afterwards to devote himself to 
physics, is at first at a great disadvantage, not only by want of 
familiarity with physical apparatus and physical data, but by a 
lack of the "physical instinct," which enables the trained 
physicist to judge what elements are important or what unim
portant in any particular investigation. All his previous 
training leads him to be prepared to ignore in any problem 
whatever his teacher or his examiner tells him to ignore in order < 

< to obtain a particular mathematical result; and the examination 
svstem tends to eliminate from questions all restrictions which: 
~nnot be aubjected to reasonably short and simple analytical: 
treatment.t Thus the mathematician acquires the habit of 1< 
regarding all bodies as rigid and most of them as frictionless, < 
of ignoring absorption of light in lenses or in the air, of assum-I 
ing that an electric charge remains permanently on a conductor i 
of any shape which is susceptible of mathematical treatment. < 

While onr mathematiciaus study physics in this highly 
abstract way we have in Cambridge two other important groups 

• A "FeUOWlIhip" is a II10IIt di1IicuIt institution to espJain to any""" 
... ho is not familiar with 0rl0nI aDd Cambridge. I e&n only state here tbat 
a FeUow rec.liYes from his eo\legean incomenot ....... \lydilfering very much 
from 2001. a year for six years or more, aDd that moat appointment. in the 
",,\leges, as we11 as a large number of University appoin_t8, fall to 

<Pe\lOWB. , 
t The typical lIathematieal Tripos question on m ... hanire is ouJ>llOMd 

iQ begin: MAll elephant, who.e IIUI80 may heDeg1ected • • • ." A more 
serious illustration is that a mathematician frequently baa di1IicuIty in 

< remembering whether the eoormous factor .. = 3 X 10'", which ocean on 
pasoinIr from e\eetrootatic to eleetro-magnetie unit8, .houJd he put into tha 
numerator or deDOminator of a formula. 
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of students studying the same or closely allied subject matter 
in different ways. We have large and flourishing schools of 
Experimental Physics and of Mechanical &iences (Engineering). 
Experimental Physics is one of the subjects" in the Natural 
Sciences Tripos. A student taking Part I. of the TripOs, which 
is the ordinary examination giving an Honours degree in'the 
subject, usually t/l.kes three or four branches of natural science, 
of which one may be Physics. With Physics he may take 
perhaps Chemistry and Botany. " If he goes on to take Part, II. 
(nocnally at the end of his fourth year) he may take onesubjeet, 
such' as Physics. .l\. student of Mechanical Sciences passes 
normally a preliminary, examination in Mathematics ana 
mechanics, usually about the' end of the first year, and !,hen 
devotes himself to work for his Tripos, which is ordinarily '~en 
at the end of the third year ,and comprises mainly varioUs 
branches of mechanics and physics, as con~ted with mechani
cal engineering. A student who takes Physics 'either for the 
Natural Sciences 'Tripos(especially in Part II.), odor the Yecha
nieal Sciences Tripos is expected to be able to use" a fair amount 
.of Mathematics and is clearly at,a great advantage in the further 
'pursuit of either subject if he is an accomplished mathematician, 
but the exigencies of the course w~ch he has to pursue make 
it di fficnlt for him to devote much time to systematic mathe
matical work, 'and he is liable to study the subject superficially 
and. too mu<.,h from the main 'point of view of immediate 
practical utility.- . 

It might seem natuml that a student interested in physical 
and engineering subjects should study them pari paBBU. from 
the mathematical and experimental side. The tripos regula,
tions have, however, made this difficult, and the nearest 
approach to a combined course has been pursued by the men 
who have taken the Mathematical Tripos first, and then one or 
two vears later the Natursl Sciences or Mechanical Sciences 
TripOs. Though this plan has been pursued with excellent 
results, it is lisble to involve an undue prolongation of the 
University course, while there is at the same time a serioue risk 
of a loss of places or of a class in one or the "other tripos 
through insufficient time for preparation, and the mathematicaJ. 
course not only suffers from the physicaJ.unreality already 
referred to, but involves the study of" branches of Mathematics 
which, though interesting in themselves, are of little use. 
toW-drdS the comprerumsion of the principles or the practical 
use of the kind of Mathematics which the physicistneeds.t 

. • I .hoold explain here that I haye little acquaintancie with the. 00UI'8e 
of study for these two tripooea, and the impressions that I here give might 
he challenged by the teBpODSible tes<>hera in these departments. 
. t Por example, my engineerin~ and physical friends apeak YerJ .light
mglyof .11 but the JDOBt rudimentary knowledge of the properties of 0....
and ourtac..e, to .. hinh • good dee! of attention is properl, paid in the 
lIathamatical Tripoe. . . 

, "'" 2 
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In giving this preliminary account of the Mathematic'al 
Tripos as it was before the last change, I have incidentally 
refen'ed to the main objections brought against the old system. 
Briefly, it was urged that the examination, and particularly the 
riders and problems set, were much too hard for the weaker 
men; that the better men were compelled to keep fresh to the 
end of their career elementary and trivial knowledge, and spend 
over <\ifficult, though essentially trivialliders and problems, much 
time that might more profitably have been given to higher 
!heory; that such specialisation as consisted in paying more 
attention to congenial than to uncongenial parts of the subject 
'Yas discouraged by the whole system, and particularly by the 
order of merit; and, lastly, that Mathematics was studied apart 
from experimental physics and thereby suffered in reality. 

One other point connected with the order of merit deserves 
mention. It was argued that a definite numerical place in the 
Mathematical Tripos, particularly amongst the high wranglers, 
was a· .. hall-mark" placed by the University on ita finiahed 
product, which was much prized in itself and was of great 
value in obtaining educational and other appointmenta. To 
this it was replied that the stamp thus given corresponded very 
insufficiently to reality. Apart from the fact, that the kind of 
ability tested by examination was only of a very special kind, 
and might be much less important than other kinds, notably 
that of producing original work, the mere accidenta of examina
tion, such as indisposition on _ particular days, resemblance of 
questions to those answered before by the student's teacher, 
speed of handwriting, tastes of individual examiners, &c., were 
enough to make minute classification largely illusory. If it 
was conceded that the senior wrangler of any year was probably 
abler than the 10th wrangler of the same year, tbere was bnt 
little presumption iliat under slightly different conditions the 10th 
and the 11th wrangler would not have come out in a different 
order; and still less could it be asserted that a 10th wrangler of 
one year was equal to the 10th and superior to the 11 th of 
another year. It was, in fact, not uncommon to have experi
enced teachers judging the senior wrangler of one year to be 
inferior in every way to one who was seve1'l\l places lower in 
anoilier year. 

In addition to the criticisms that might be made a priori, 
the case for a reform was supported by the undoubted fact tlJat 
the Mathematical Tripos was ceasing to attrad studenta in the 
same numbers as before. A fairly steady and continuous 
decline in numbers had been going on for years. Between 
1882 and 1909, a period during which no changes of first 
rate importance had been made in the examination, the numher 
of successful candidates in Part 1'0 had fallen from 116 to 74; 
the corresponding numbers in Part I. of the Natural Sciences 
Tripos, were 54 and 174, while the class list of the Mechanical 
Sciences TripoR eontained 7 names when it began in 1894 and 
31 in 1909. It seemed clear that mathematicians were drifting 
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away to other subjects; part of the drift was doubtless due to 
other causes, but it was none the less disturbing to those 
responsible for the teaching of Mathematics in the University. 

An attempt to remodel the tripos and in particular to 
abolish the order of merit was defeated in 1900. A different 
scheme was shortly afterwards set on foot and, after elaborate 
discussion in committee and more publicly, was passed in 1906. 

Although the authors and supporters of this scheme were 
doubtless influenced by various reasons it may be said that the 
leadiug ideas of the scheme were to enable those who would not 
devote their whole University course to Mathematics to specialise 
earlier than before and to make it easy for others to devote part 
of their time to Mathematics as a preparation for study of the 
allied experimental sciences. With these objects in view a new 
and much simplified Part I. was instituted which could be 
taken at the end of the 1st or 2nd year and did not carry with 
it a degree. The su bjectscomprised bore a general resemblance 
to those of the" first four days" of the old Part t, but with some 
important modifications designed to check the over-elaboration 
of the details of the elementary subjects, replacing these by 
the simpler parts of more advanced subjects. Thus the 
schedule of dynamics was extended to include elementary 
rigid dynamics and analytical geometry was no longer restricted 
to two dimensions.· At the same time a resolute effort was 
made materially to alter the character of the questions tradi
tionally set, by regulations laying stress on .the importance 
of simple riders, by the abolition of the problem paper, by 
reference to numerical work, by the requirement of some 
knowledge of physical phenomena, and lastly by a regulation 
that one of the examiners should in 'general be a teacher of 
physics or engineering. At the same time the Pure Mathematics 
was to some extent lightened by a schedule which substantially 
excluded the theory of convergence, though some power of 
handling certain important infinite series was still to be 
expected. Successful candidates were to be placed in three 
classes with no order of merit and no subdivision of the classes. 
It wns hoped that work for the examination would be a useful 
course of Mathematics for physicists and engineers, who after 
taking it l'Ould in general give two years to their main subject, 
while the beLter class of mathematicians could take it without 
any serious interruption to their main work, and then abandon 
the effort to keep their knowledge of elementary subjects in a 
form fit for examination purposes. Further. it was pointed out 
by some Sllpporters of the scheme. that weaker mathematicians 
with no special bent for the physical sciences might with 
advantage take this simplified course of Mathematics and then 
spend one or two years more profitably on some quite different 
subject. such as history. . 

• The detailed schedul .. of this examination and of Port n ore giyOD 
in the A ppenm 
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The new Part II. was to be taken normally at the end of 
the third year, and to be like most of the other triposes a degree
giving examination. The subjects of examination were divided 
into two groups, enumerated in Schedule A, and Schedule B,· 
which may briefly be described as compulsory and optional. 
Schedule A covers approximately the same ground as the 
.. second four days" of the old Part I., but re~tions were 
again introduced which abolished the .. problem 'paper, aimed 
at the simplification of the riders and at increasing the reality 
and physical significance of the questions on applied Mathematics. 
Schedule B consisted of a number of loosely defined branches of 
Higher Mathematics, not differing very materially from the 
corresponding list in the old Part II., though the authorR of the 
scheme insisted on the importance of simplification in the 
type of question and framed regulations to ensure this result as 
far as possible. . 

Candidates were free to ignore Schedule B altogether or to 
take one or mOl"e of the subjects in it, and were further at liberty 
to define more precisely the range of their work in these 
subjects, so as to guide the examiners in the choice of questions 
to be sent. There was no order of merit, the successful candi
dates were to be placed in those classes in the first instance 
entirely on the results of the examination in Scheilule A, while 
proficiency or distinction in subjects in Schedule B was to be 
indicated by special marks. Thus a man in the second daBS 
might be declared to have shown a competent or even dis
tinguished knowledge of subjects of Schedule B and one in the 
first claBS might have obtained no such distinction. A limited 
power was, however, given to the examiners to raise a man on 
the border line into a higher cl8BB on account of his work in the 
subjects of Schedule B. The object of this rather elaborate 
method of drawing 11p the clBBB list was to enS11re that the 
better men, while they acqnired a fair all r011nd knowledge of 
the Sllbjects of Scbedule A should nevertheleBS be encouraged 
to specialise according to their tastes in some of the subjects of 
Sched11le B, while men of lese ability could devote themselves 
excl11sively to the subjects in Schedule A. To give further 
protoction for weaker men, whose interests were felt by many 
to be seriously jeopardised by the new scheme as a whole, a 
regulation was added that q11estiOns of a specially simple 
character, marked as Sllch and partly on Sllbjects included in 
Part I. of the tripos, should be set in the examination OD 
Sched11le A, satisfactory answers to which should q11alify for a 
place in the clBBB list. 

The first examination for the new Part L was held in 1908, 
and for the new Part ll. inll!lO. Any attempt to estimaw the 
success of the. new regulations on the basis of experience and 
merit mnst therefore be very tentative. The papers set in the fim 

" • s.. Appeodis.· 
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four years for the new Part I. appear to have met with general 
approval"'; the riders have in general been simple and those on 
Applied Mathematics at any rate more physical iIi character 
than had been the case -in the past. Moreover, the tripos has 
succeeded in attracting candidates, the average number ol 
successful men in the five examinations being a little more 
than a hundred. 

The new Part II. has so far been less successful; the papers 
set on the first occasion were very generally condemned by 
teachers in the University as much too difficultt; there was 
some improvement in the following year, but it still seems very 
doubtful whether the examiners will be able to free themselves 
from most of the evils of the old tradition. The average 
number of successful candidates in the three years 1910-1912 
has been about 50. These figures seem to show that about half 
the students who pass Part .1. then proceed to other studies. 
Although I have no statistical material available my impression 
is that the lsrgemajority take engineering or natural sciences, 
while a few take other SUbjects.:!: It seems, therefore, as if 
substantial progress had been made in bridging the. gap 
between Mathematics and the allied Physical Sciences. 

The new scheme seems to me also, on the whole, to have 
worked well for the better class of mathematicians. A large 
number have taken subjects of Schedule B, and many of them 
have done well. It has been a gain to teacher and pupil to 
save much of the wearisome" revision" towards the end of the 
academic course of elementary subjects. On the other hand, 
the absence of any· fourth year examination seems likely to 
curtail the period of mathematical study for some men who 
might profit by it. British parents are generally reluctant to 
provide funds for studies leading to no tangible result in the 
form of an examination record, and it seems not unlikely that 
all but the very best students, who have hopes of winning a 
fellowship by research, will either leave the University at the 
end of their third year, or devote theLr fourth year to BOme 
other subject. Either result seems to me in general a matter of 
regret. 

Lastly, such experience as we have had of the working of 
the new system seems to have done little to comfort those, who 
like myself, have from the beginning feared that the weaker 
men, who under the old regulations would have spent three 
years at Mathematics and obtained a second or third class, 

• The papers oet in 1912. have appeared too recently to be subject of 
criticism. 

t I can report this nnfavonrable judgment the more ... ily lis I ..... one 
of tbe enminere reeponsible for tbe papere. 

t In my own ..,lIege tbe .. have been this year 11 firet year men who 
have been reading Mathematica for Part L Of these, 2 intend to proceed 
to Part II., 1 intend. to take the Natnral Sciences Tripos, 7 the Mechanical 
Sciences Tripos, and 1 the Theological Tripos ; but theoe ligures are obviously 
not a safe basis for generalisation. 
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would be discouraged from taking up the subject seriously from 
the difficulty of the new Part II., and either take some less 
difficult subject from the bE-ginning or content themselves with 
the somewhat slender range of knowledge necessary for Part I. 
Much, however, still depends on the action of the examiners for 
Part II. during the next two or three years. 

ARTHUR BERRY. 

APPENDIX. 

SCHEDULE OF SUBJECTS OF PART I. OF THE 
MATHEMATICAL TRIPOS. 

Pare Geometry.-Lines, planes, circles and opbereo: inclnding qoestiona 
OIl reciprocation, croao-ratioo and inversion. The methoda of orthogonal 
projection and of perspective. 

Algebra and Trigonometry.-Exercioes involving simple algebraic com
putation, the ase of the olide raIe and logarithmic tables being allowed. 
Elementary properties of equationo. Use of the binomial, exponential 
and logarithmic expanoicno: ~j applieationo to trigonometric faneticno. 
Use and properties of trigcaometrie fanetions. Trigonometry of simple 
~. 

Analytical Geometry~Lineo, planes, circles and spheres, exclnding 
queoticno requiring the ase of oblique eo-ordioateo. Elementary properties 
of conic secticno, and of an ellipooid referred to ito principal _ue, inclnding 
purely geometrical methoda in saitable easea. 

DUferential and Integral Calcalao.-DUferentiation and simple int~ 
graticn, pa.rtiaI di1ferentiation. Simple applieaticno to plane curves. 
Volumes of oolido of revolution. Use of Taylor'o and Maclaurin'. 
theorems: Maxima and minima for one independent variable. CUJ'Yatm-e: 
pIctting of carves from their eqoaticno. Simple lineor di1ferential 
Equaticno. 

Dynamieo.-}[aso, momentum, force, energy, moment of momentum, 
and their fundameqtal relations. Equilibrium witbont and with friction. 
Easy exercioes on conservation of energy, of momentum, and of moment of 
momentum. Motion under gravity, and under simple central fcrees. 
Simple and compound pendulums. Elementary nniplaoar applieatioao to 
equilibrium and etability. Simple graphical etatieo: funicalara, tram ... 
wora Statieo of Iiqaida and ga .... 

Elementary Electricity.-Tbe elementary part. of electricity: namely, 
properties of the potential: IineIr of foreeo; air-eondenoen; Ohm'. laW' 
witb simple application galvanometers. 

Optieo.-BelIection and refraction of light: applieaticno to mirroro, 
priomo, lenoeo and simple combioations, excluding opherical and cbromotie 
AberratiOno. 
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SCHEDULES OF SUBJECTS FOR PART II. OF THE 
MATHEMATICAL TRlPOS. 

ScHEDULE A.: (COMPULSORY). 

Plane and Solid Geometry, including methods of Pure Geometry, 
CW'Vatore of cW'Vea and aurfacea. Plane o.nd Spherical Trigonometry. 

Algebra, including Theory of EquatioDB. 
Di1ferential and Integral Calculua, including the first variation of 

integrals. ' 
Elementary pa.rta of the Theory of FunCtiODB, including the properties 

of simple functiODB of the oompl"" variable, circuJar funCtiODB and their 
inverses: simple applicatioDB to doubly periodic functions. Simple propertiea 
of Legendre's funCtiODB o.nd Bessel's funCtiODB. Use of Fourier's seri ... 

DiJferentiaJ. Equationa.-Integration of ordinary diJferentiaJ. equationa 
of the first order, and of ordinary linear diJferential equationa having 
oonatant oo-efficients. Elementary theory of linear diJferentiaJ. equations 
of the aeoond order, having ouly regular integrals; aolution of simple types 
of ouch equatiODB of the aeoond order, having integrala that are not regular. 
The methods of solving partial diJferentiaJ. equations of the first order, and 
the use of methods of BOlving simple partial diJferential equations of the 
second order. 

Dynamics, including Lagrange'" equatiODB and simple problema of 
motion in three dimensions. Elementary analytieal statics. Elementary 
gravitational attractions. Vibrations of a stretehed string. 

Hydromechanics, including hydrostatics, the general principlea of 
hydrodynamics with simple applications, elementary queations on the 
vibrationa of elastic lluids, plane waV8B of BOund. 

Astronomy.-The elementary pa.rta BO far ae they are necBBBBry for the 
explanation of simple phenomena. . 

Electricity.-Fundamental principles of electrostatics, distn"bution of 
currents, magnetism, electro.magnetism. 

Elementary optics, including the geometrical treatment of interference 
of waves. 

SOHEDULE B.: (VOLUNTARY). 

Theory of Numbers. Invariants and Covariants. Synthetic Geometry. 
Algebraic Geometry. Differential Geometry. Groupo. Theory of Functions. 
Elliptic FunCtioDB. Di1ferential EquatiODB. Dynamics. Hydrodynamics. 
Sound and Vibrations. Statics and Elasticity. Electricity and Magnetism. 
Geometrical and Physical Optics. Thermodynamics. Spherical Astro
nomy and Combination of Obeervationa. Celestial Mechanica. 
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THE UNDERGRADUATE COURSE IN PASS 
MATHEMATICS, GENERALLY, AND IN 

RELATION TO ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS. 

The objects of this paper are (a) to describe the work done 
at present in Mathematics by external* candidates for the 
London Pass Degrees of B.A. and B.Sc., and to consider de 1U(1)O 

what courses would be most suitable for students with their 
knowledge and opportunities, and (b) to discullS the mathe
matical preparation necessary for those who deal in applied 
statistics, biological or economic, and for those who wish to apply 
mathematical reasoning to the theory- of political economy. 

I.-THE UNDERGRADUATE COURSE Ill' PURE MATUEIIATICS YOR 
EXTERNAL STlJDE!lTS HEADING FOB THE LoNDOII' B.A. (PASS). 

These students (in general) must have passed the London 
Matriculation Examination. The normal course is then to take 
the Intermediate Examination after one year's preparation and 
the Final Examination after two years' further work. llany of 
the studentS are taught in' University Colleges or other institu
tions throughout the country-, others obtain correspondence 
lessons or private help. To the University they are merely 
unidentified units whose knowledge is tested by examination. 

At matriculation the candidates must show moderate know
ledge of arithmetic; of algebra, including primary- operations, 
solution of quadratic and linear simultaneous equations, and 
progressions, with very- elementary- graphic work, but not 
indices; and of the plane geometry of triangles, quadrilaterals, 
and circles, but not of similar figure!'. 

The Intennediate Examination extends the geometry- to 
include similar figures and solids, and the algebm to include 
indices, logarithms, interest and annuities, permutations and 
combinations, the binomial theorem for a positive integral 
exponent, and the theory- of quadratic equations. The mensurd
tion of triangles, polygons, circles and regular fIOlids, 3n,I 
trigonometry- to the end of logarithmic solution of plane triangles 
are included. The graphic representation of simple algebraic 
functions is taken as part of the algebra. 

In the F'mal Examination knowledge of the binomial, 
exponential and logarithmic seriet! in algebra, of the sine and 
cosine series in trigonometry, and some acquaintance with 

• The UDiTenrity o( Loudon cIeaIa with I""'""'" studenito. "ho ..... 
taught in the CoUeges and the Schools of the UDiyenrity. and "ith Ez/enIJl 
studenito fur"J..e te.ehing the UDiTenrity tak .. DO reooponoibility. 
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simple tests of convergency are required; these form the 
subject of one paper. A second paper deals with the pure and 
analytical geometry of the conic sections, including simple 
projective methods in the one and a discussion of the general 
equation of the second degree in the other. Trilinear 
co-ordinates and abridged methods are expressly excluded. 
There is no calc:mlus. 

It should be added that, in all, five subjects must be taken 
for the Intermediate and four for the Final Examination, and that 
Mathematics is not an obligatory subject, so that students who 
have no mathematical capacity can avoid it and still have a 
wide choice. 

It cannot be allSumed that the students who work for this 
degree have more than the minimum knowledge required at the 
time they matriculate, for in many cases (especially with women" 
students) Mathematics beyond arithmetic is not carried to any 
high standard during their school career. For such students 
the Intermediate Course provides a rather heavy year's work, 
(regard being had to the necessity of studying four subjects 
in addition to Mathematics), not so much because the actual 
contents of the syllabus is excessive or the examination papers 
artificially loaded, but because of the nature of text-books. 
Many of the text-books in common use deal in great detsil with 
all the applications and complications the writers can de\;se of 
the simple principles involved, and teem with unimportant 
formulre, with little discrimination of the essential from the 
bye-products; and the student, unless carefully guided, will 
spend weeks at the various types of useless conundrums on 
permutatiolls, or highly technical problems on" annuities, or 
complicated and artificial trigonometriC'al formulre, or will load 
his memory with formulre relating to truncated cones or areas 
of quadrilaterals. The following illustrate the examples and 
formulre to be found in such books :-

EXAMPLES. 

(1) Find the number of permutatioDS that can be made from the 
letten of the word _.""Ii"" taken three at a time. 

(2) I have three copi .. of Homer, two copi .. of Virgil and Dante 
and Bingle copi .. of Sbakeepeare and Milton. In how many _yo ..... 
I distribute them amoug nine friends, if ellch is to get • book. 

(3) If II, b, .. and d are any four _tive terme in • hinooUal 
e:<pansiOD, prove that (be + ad) (b - e) = 2 ( ..... - b'd). 

(4) An artiean renta a house from a Building Society for 401. a year 
on the undOl8tanding that he is to become the poeeeesor of the ho ..... 
in 20 ,.......' time. If the Society _kane to pay 5 per cent. on ita 
capital ae dividend to ita abal'Pholdere and the __ of management 
amount to an extra t per cent .• find what the rent of the ho ..... ahould 
be if it were to remain the property of the Society. 

(5) If ... b, .. and d be aidee of a quadrilateral taken in order, prove 
that I- = o' + '" + .. - 2Gb cos a - 2be COS /1-2m COS ,. where a, /I and 
y denote the angles between the aides II and b, band.. and • and II 
respectively. 
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FOIUIULoE. 

(6) The volume of the zone of a .phere i. 

~" {3 (r,' + rs') + "'I 
where r, and r, are the radii of the plane surface. and h the diotanC8 
between them. 

(7) If S io the area of .. cyclic qnadrilateral whOle .ideo are G, b, e, tl 
the radius of the circumocribed circle io 

.I(ab + cd) (ae + btl) (be + ad) 
48 

These questions, of course, are of use in giving facility of 
manipulation and experience, and the fonnulre are neat and 
are entitled to a place in a book of reference. But where time 
is 80 limited and there are 80 many important mathematical 
ideas which a student can hardly reach, it is a pity (0 devote 
much time to pennutations (Ex. 1 and 2), which are mainly of 
use as leading to the Binomial Theorem, 80 far as elementary 
work is concerned; or to the terms and coefficients of the 
Binomial Theorem (Ex. 3), when its use is almost entirely for 
approximations; or to the technical subject of annuities (Ex. 4) 
which should only have a place as supplying iIlll8trations of 
geometric progressions; or to artificial relations of a quadrilateral' s 
sides and angles (Ex. 5) when all that is wanted in practical 
mensuration is done more easily otherwise, and the whole of 
spherical trigonometry and of the development of trigonometric 
series, is still untouched. With pass students the aim should 
be directn6!OS of expression and ready application of important 
principles, not dexterity in manipulation. 

The work required for the Final Examination is very easy 
and could be mastered by a student with only moderate 
mathematical ability in one year instead of two, except perhaps 
in the case of pure geometry, where a long sequence of pro
positions and new methods must be followed. In the trigono
metry no knowledge of complex quantities is compulsory, but 
it is expedient to ha,e enough for simple de\"'elopments from 
De Moivre's theorem; the rest is only a slight extension of 
intennediate work. The three algebraic infinite series named 
in the syllabus involve (for examination purposes) but a super
ficial knowledge of the nature of limits and convergency. The 
ro-ordinate geometry depends on a first reading of simple 
principles, which need not take more than a few months if the 
student is not misled by the dilTnseness of the text-books. 

n.-THE UNDERGIUDUATE CoCI!SE III PURE MATHEMATICS FOR 
EXTERNAL STuDENTS READING FOR THE LONDOIi B.Sc. (PASR). 

The Intennediate Science syllabns is the same as that of 
the Intennediate Arts already described. A candidate only 
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offers four subjects in all; Mathematics is not obligatory and 
can be avoided by students taking a group of biological subjecta 
and chemistry. 

It may generally be assumed that Science students are 
better prepared in Mathematics prior to matriculation than 
are Arts students, and if they are taking physics or mechanics 
as one of their subjects they are helped by immediate practical 
use of their mathematical formulre. The syllabus is therefore 
unduly light for students whose ability is sufficient for the 
science degree course. . 

The syllabus for the Final Examination is considerably 
heavier than in the case of Arts and the questions set are more 
searching. The pure algebra is nearly the same in the two 
cases, but the trigonometry involves more definitely the use 
of complex quantities, and of the formulre depending on them. 
The examination includes a paper on geometrical drawing, 
necessitating considerable knowledge of projective properties 
and of conic sections. In addition the calculus is included-. 
differential to Taylor's expansion in one variable, integral to 
the evaluation of areas and simple volumes. The co-ordinate 
geometry differs little from that of the Arts syllabus. 

The course necessitates in the' case of ordinary gtudents two 
years' careful reading after the standard set by the Intermediats 
Examination is reached; but capable students who have had an 
adequate school training before matriculation could (if not 
hampered by the Intermediate Examination) obtain a fair 
working knowledge of the subjects, except perhaps of the 
geometry, in a year less. Those who have special difficulty 
in Mathematics frequently drop the subject after their Intsr
mediate Examination. 

m.-THE IDEAL UNDERGRADUATE COURSES IN MATHEMATI('.S. 

In the remarks that follow it is not intended to criticise the 
procedure and regulations of the University of London in an 
adverse sense. The University has been limited by the 
conditions under which it works; the necessity for devising 
examinations where there is no control over the teaching 
is a serious handicap; the place of Mathematics must be 
decided with reference to the demands of other subjects. 
But, merely taking the courses just described as a text, it . 
is proposed to consider ab initio the principles which should 
govern mathematical study in the abstract, and to suggest the 
best way in which these principles could be applied in the case 
of such students as do in fact present themselves for three years' 
study in letters or in science. 

Arts (T.£Iter8) Pau Student8.-I.et us take as typical a 
student who selects two foreign languages, history, English, 
and Mathematics for Intermediate subject.., and the same 
(without English) for his Final Examination. The Mathematics 
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is alternative to logic, followed by philosophy, in the pure Art" 
course. (A mixed course also exists in which a natural science 
can be substituted for Mathematics.) In such a group of 
suhjects there is no application of Mathematics to anything 
outRide itself, unless to mensuration and algebraic extensions of 
arithmetic. We may assume that these elementary uses have 
already had their place in pre-matriculation work, and that they 
need only be kept in intermediate work to make easier the 
passage from the concrete to the abstract. In the London 
regulations, dynamics and statics form a distinct subject, and 
can in practice only be taken at the expense of a literary subject 
with the effect of making· the whole course hybrid. It is 
an open question whether a wider course, embracing the more 
elementary parts of mechanics, would be more suitable; the 
present writer would incline to the negative both because of its 
~nconsistency with the ideas which are indicated below, amI 
bllcause, with students unfamiliar with applied seienC'e, the 
mechaniC!! would tend to degenerate into an imperfectly 
co~prehended application of abstract principles to an unrealised 
UlllVel'Be. 

The objective of the mathematical course should be to 
complete the education of a student whORe other studies are 
linguistic or historical, and is comparable to that of the alte~tiye 
study of philosophy. Applications need not be conslflered 
as important in themselves; thesc students will never have 
to solve a triangle. evaluate an annuity, construct a conic 
flection, or use natural logarithms, in after life. The erlucation 
should then be frankly abstract and deal in ideas. It is the 
logical, critical, analytical and generalising faculties that should 
be developed by the course. For this purpose the prin~ipal 
conceptions evolved by mathematicians-such as fnnctlOn~1 
relationship, continuity of algebraic expressions and. their 
relation to space, limiting values, generalisation from the Simple 
to the complex with the help of conventions, the generali:'lltions 
obtained by projection and by anharmoniC!!, the nature of mcom
mensurables, the final unity of geometry and analysis-should, 
80 far as time allows-be presented to the student's thoughts. 
Naturally a good teacher would develop these ideas very gradually, 
building up the structure with examples and simple theorenIB ; 
but these preliminaries should be definitely chOHen with a view 
to the understanding of the broad idea. If the ahility or ti"!le 
of the student does not permit him to get beyond the details 
and special cases to the general conception, the whole section 
of the work should be cut out; for eXample, it is useleH8 (from 
this point of view) to treat of the parabola, ellipse and hyper
bola nnless it is to he shown that they are special cases of a 
general curve, the first h!:ing the limiting form of each of the 
others; or to take another instance, complex quantities should 
not be touched unless they are t4> be applied to the extension 
of a considerable part of the already known theory of the 
algebra and trigonometry of real quantities. 
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AB a useful aid to generalisation and as invaluable'examples 
of exactness and conciseness of expression, symbols (of functions. 
limits, summation, ranges, determinants, and so on). should be 
freely used, 

When it has been decided in what direction and how far it 
is expedient to go, the means of travelling oon be so chosen 
as to give the best scope for· studying the relationship of ~ 
various ideas, for applying sheer analysis to obtain results 
from defined data, and for selection of the most suitable tools 
for the solution of problems. These are the processes 'which 
make the mind agile and resourceful. Further, accuracy 
should be trained both as to definiteness of ideas and as to 
numerical and geometrical results. There is, perhaps, no part 
of Mathematics' in which these processes cannot be illustrated. 
In the existing syllabus of co-ordinate geometry, for example, 
relationship can be shown by obtaining the equations relating 
ro the eccentric angle by orthogonal. projection, analysis in 
reduoing the general equation Qf the second degree to its 
special forms, selection of methods by suitable choice of axes, 
and accuracy by the tracing of curves from their equations. 

It may be remarked that knowledge of what are here called 
"the means" are alone tested in the existing London. exami
nations, which are confined to asking for reproductions of 
book-proofs and for the carrying out of simple mathematical. 
Qperations. A RA. student might pass very creditably without 
having understood or been aware of the existence of any of the 
broad oonceptions enumerated above. 

It is not the purpose of this paper to suggest a syllabus, 
but it may be well to outline the region which might be covered, 
during the three years' course from Matriculation to Graduation, 
by a student' of fair ability, who had selected Mathematics as 
a more congenial study than philosophy. To begin with, 
the course should be lightened by discarding complicated 
but elementary equations, annuities (unless as illustrations), 
logarithmic solution of trianglE'S, mensuration formulre, and a 
good part of both the analysis and geometry of the separate 
conic sections. The algebra can then include that part of the 
convergency of infinite series (real. variable) which follows most 
readily from the easier limits, and a study of the rational integral 
function both in relation to the real roots of an equation and' to 
graphic representation. The co-ordinste geometry should in 
its earlier stages be closely related to the algebra, iii the middle' 
stages to geometri('al conics, and in its final, stages to harmonic 
properties: the eimpler ('.asee of families of . curves, using 
abridged notation, might be included. The geometry should 
deal carefully but briefly with similar figures (both plane and 
solid), should deal as one subject with elementary geometry of 
three dimensions and projection, and should pass rapidly 
through the few eignificant propertioo of the special conics to a 
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simple projective treatment of the general conic. The trigono
metry may be confined to the relations of the circular functions 
to each other, to their periodicity and functional. nature, and to 
their development in series (without using complex quantities). 

The more capable students could add to this one or more 
of the following: complex quantities, so far as the interpre
tation cos z, eo and eO (z complex), and the expression of f(z) 
in the form a + bi in simple cases; reciprocation and duality; 
homogeneous co-ordinates; three dimensional co-ordinates. In 
each case the subject should proceed by the simplest path to 
the more accessible of the important ideas. 

It will be easily recognised by any teacher that each of the 
subjects na~ed (except ;per~ps complex quantities) i~ suitable 
for progressive study, SlDce ill all cases the general Ideas can 
be first reached by induction through simple illustrations, and 
that most of the subjects afford numerous facilities for problems 
of graded difficulty, leading to results that can be tested 
graphically or numerically. 

Answers should in general not be given in text-books in 
this course; but the examples should be such as to prove 
themselves or as to give results that can be tested. By a lazy 
student an example is often done. by guesswork and a vague 
use of formulre, and if the book answer is obtained no further· 
thought is spent upon it. 

Examination papers are mainly devoted at present to the 
applications of methods, and they test memory, dexterity and 
accuracy. There should be a further paper in which answers 
more of the nature of essays are reqwred, and adequate time 
should be allowed for candidates to develop their ideas. As 
examples of such questions the following may be suggested :.-

(i) With what type of theorem is the geometrical method more 
appropriate than the analytical P 

(ii) Consider the statement that .. theorems inTolving only inter· 
.. sections. ratios. and tangency. and not angl .... can be expreoeed witb 
.. obliqne &l[", as simply as and more generally than with reetangular 
,. axes." 

(iii) Give & short acconnt withont proofs. of tbe geometrical pr0-
perties that follow eith«- from the theorem that a point. and the inter· 
sections of a line through the point with & conic and with it. polar, 
make _ harmonic mnge ",. from the theorem that the ratio of the 
reetangIeo OP.OP'. OQ.OQ'. where OPP'. OQQ' are \ines meeting a 
conic _t p. p'. Q. Q'. depends on the directions of the 1ines only. 

(iT) In what respeets are the properties of a parabola intermediate 
hetween u..- of an ellipse and of a hyperbola. and in what respset.I is 
• parabola the limiting form of an ellipse and of a hyperbola P 

(T) Disenss in detail the method by which the exponential theorem 
is extended from the expansion of .. to that of .... 

Easier questions could, ilf course, be framed; but if a student 
has devoted one-fifth part of his time for three years to the study 
of Pure Mathematics of a University standard, and has also had 
a literary training, these subjects should be within his range. 
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IV.---80IENOE PASS STUDENTS. 

We may divide these into two classes: those who are 
studying physical sciences (physics and chemistry) and those 
whose work is mainly biological (zoology, botany and physiology). 
Geology belongs to both groups. Astronorny tends to be 
specialised applied mathematics and physics. Candidates 
may in London select any four subjects for their Intermediate 
and three for their Final Examination. Since four laboratory 
subjects involve too much time, Mathematics is commonly 
selected for the Intermediate Examination. 

Students whose interest is biological are, it is alleged, 
frequently but poor mathematicians, and they generally give 
up the subject at the end of a year's work. For these it is well 
to have a straightforward common-sense course, involving 
simple and well-defined ideas. This is provided by graphic 
algebra, elementary trigonometry (not including logarithmic 
'SOlution of triangles), and mensuration involving geometry, 
algebra and trigonometry. Considerable importance should be 
attached to accuracy of drawing, measurement and calculation. 
It should be borne in mind that their study of Mathematics 
ends with the year, and little should be begun that cannot 
in that time be brought to a definite stage. With a view to 
the developments of Mendelian experiments it might be well 
to spend some time on permutations, combinations and the 
binomial theorem; and able st1ldents might be introduced 
to the quite elementary parts of the theory of probability. 
Great care should be taken that time should not be wasted 
on uncomprehended methods and proofs, nor on formulae whose 
utility is not evident. The case of biometrical studies is 
considered later (p. 208). 

On the other hand students who are to deal with physics and 
physical chemistry can hardly hope for success unless they have 
mathematical intelligence and at least moderate ability. For 
these tpe effective stsndard of matriculation should be raised 
so as to include logarithms, a fsir amount of graphic algebra, 
plane similar figures, and the 'trigonometry of one acute angle. 
These subjects are in fact commonly learnt by boys of this 
class before they leave school. There seems no adequate reason 
why some knowledge of mechanics should not be demanded 
at matriculation. Many students who choose physics have, 
in the writer's experience, a school knowledge of elementary 
statics (resolution of forces, parallel forces, moments, centre of 
gravity, friction and simple machines) and could easily have 
learnt the kinematics of uniformly accelerated motion. We 
will assume a preliminary knowledge of these. 

Science students should obtain in their laboratory subjects 
a considerable part of the training described above as suitable 
for Arts students. They follow the progress of discovery, 
learn the relations of phenomena, and the uses of hypothesis. 

" 189M 
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induction and deduction. Their mental training will not suffer 
if the mathematical ideas, whose comprehension is 80 important 
for Arts students, are limited to those which are of most 
immediate application in their science. Within the region 
chosen, the theorems and the theoretical accuracy of methods 
should be rigidly demonstrated, to correct the tendency of the 
empirical mind to be satisfied with lOO8ene88 of demonstration 
if the result seems practical. Among other things the precision 
of mathematical tables should be tested and the iclea of relative 
accuracy of measurements inculcated. 

It has very unfortunately become the custom to separate 
Applied Mathematicg from Pure. If statics and dynamics were 
trl'ated as experimental sciences this would be natural; but 
even after their segregation they remain abstract, depending 
throughout on mathematical methods, of which at the same 
time they form the best illustrations. It actually happens 
in London that a student who takes both physics and chemiMtry 
is obliged to drop his Applied Mathematics sfter his firMt year; 
for he is examined in three subjects only, 80 that Pure and 
Applied Mathematics are alternative, the latter involves the 
former, and the ordinary student cannot or will not find time 
for work far outside his syllabus. In fact Applied Mathematics 
is dropped before many of the principles used in ordinary 
physics are reached. 

There seems no reason why Pure and Applied Mathematics 
should not be united for such. students. For those with special 
mathematical ability they can still make two examinational 
subjects, viz., .. General" Mathematics and Advanced llathe
matics; these combined with Physics and with an intermediate 
knowledge of Chemistry would make 38 coherent a group 88 

Physics, Pure Mathematics and Applied do in London now. 
On the other hand, .. General" Mathematics (Pure and Applied), 
Physics and Chemistry would make an equally good group. 

I nte1"meiliate Course.-Allotting one-third of the student's 
time to Mathematics, the year's work might cover, in Applied 
Mathematics, a revision of statics, and the lawoJ of force, 
momentum, energy, work and direct collision in dynamics, and 
just enough hydrostatics to supplement the physical teaching of 
the subject. In Pure Mathematics it is most important to get 
to the differential calculus 38 BOOn 88 pos.'lible, and it is worth 
sacrificing much for this pUlJlOBe. It is now generally recog
nised that the calculus does not need apreparalion of advanced 
mathematics for its earlier and more immediately applicable 
stages, and that the ideas are sufficiently simple for youthful 
comprehension. In the first half of the year the algebra can 
be carried past the binomial theorem (positive integral index) 
to simple limits illustrated graphically, with but scant attention 
to permutations and combinations, and none to annuities. 
The calcnlus should follow at once, with illustrations from 
graphic algebra and from kinematics. There will still be time 
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with the better students to carry on trigonometry to the 
logarithmic solution of triangles, to do what pure geometry is 
necessary for the other subjects, and to take the mensuration 
of the surfaces and solids used by the physicist. So far as 
possible .rigidity of proof should be preserved, but where 
results are involved, which are elementary from the physicist's 
and advanced from the mathematician's point of view, incom
plete proofs may be temporarily given and their validity 
established in subsequent years. 

Final Work.-A student equipped with this knowledge at 
his Intermediate Examination iR well advanced towards the bare 
minimum needed in the physical sciences, and ·he need not give 
a large proportion of his time in his second and third years to 
Mathematics. For those taking Ohemistry, Physics .and only 
U General" Mathematics, the further work should include (i) the 
calculus carried forward to include the differentiations, ·integra
tions, differential equations and results generally needed in 
physics, with omission of those theorems and applications not 
so needed; (ii) the dynamics should include motion in a circle 
and simple harmonic motion at once, and a rapid outline course 
in rigid dynamics in two dimensions should reach the principle 
by which moments of forces are related to acceleration about 
a fixed axis, and careful work should be done on those simple 
rotation problems which involve easy moments of inertia only. 
Dynamics of a particle should stop short after a demonstration 
of Kepler's !.ewe; (iii) statics, to which little attention has 
so far been paid, should be revised and extended; (iv) the 
theory of attraction and potentials should only· be taken to 
the extent required in elementaryph;ysics; (v) in .algebra, 
the elementary theory of convergency (with its application to 
the binomial, exponential, logarithmic, sine and cosine series), 
and some knowledge of hypel'bolic functions will be wanted in 
connection with the calculus. Unless considerable time is 
devoted to the elementary theory of complex quantities, it is 
better to manage without them." (vi) co.ordinate geometry 
should be taken mainly from the graphic point of view, and 
should not be restricted to the conic sections, nor to two 
dimensions; but the three dimensional work must be very 
simple. 

For these students, whose main interest is not mathemstical, 
it _ms advisable to arrange their training in the ideas of Pure 
Mathematics round the calculus as the·central subjeot. and 
not to lay stress either on analytical manipulation or pure 
geometry. The proofs of the theorems they use should be 
rigid, but these theorems should be as few as pOBBible, and 
their choice should be utilitarian. This apparently wide course 
could then be covered. " General" Mathematics is thus intended 

• The _tment of complex quantities offe!etl in many text-books is of 
Y8r)' doubtful valiclity.. 
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to mean a practical and elementary training in that part of 
general mathematical knowledge which presents no great 
intellectual difficulty and demands little analytical skill. 

Perhaps BOme lectures should be given to them showing the 
scope of the ideas in Mathematics, both pure and applied, beyond 
those which are within their reading, and explaining without 
proof the more practical of the results achieved by mathe
maticians. 

The remaining class of paS8 students, who would take 
" General" and Advanced Mathematica and Physics, would be 
selected for their mathematical ability, and will not have been 
kept back (as happens with such students now) to a low stage 
at their Intermediate Examination. All the work enumerated 
for "general" mathematics can be done by them from the 
mathematician's as well as from the scientist's standpoint, and 
they can obtain the kind of training in ideas, advocated above 
for Arts students, with the advantage of having the whole field 
of dynamics to add significance and illustrations to them. F 01" 

the individual it would be best to have no hard and fast syllabus, 
but to allow him to go on as far as he could; but as it is 
necessary to define a course, we should suggest that the London 
syllabus be lightened by putting little emphasis on the pro
perties of tlle special conics (whether treated geometrically or 
analytiCally) and omitting everything that is not essential in 
dynamics of a particle. Analysis and statics and dynamics 
could then be extended to include the simpler properties in 
tlrree dimensions; it is not necessary to learn all that has been 
done in a subject before the useful general elementary results 
can be used. Modem geometry and refinements of expression 
in co-ordinate geometry and algebra should have their place; 
but no one method or subject should interfere with ·the main 
intention of the course, which is to give students in physics a 
wide knowledge of mathematical principles and results. 

Nothing in these suggestions is intended to apply either 
to engineering students or to honours students whether in 
Mathematics or any other subject. 

V.-MATHEMATICS FOil THEORETICAL POLITICAL EcoNOMY. 

In this case we need not think of an undergraduate course, 
but consider simply (a) what preliminary mathematical training 
is good for a student of political economy in general, (b) what 
tools and methods are of most value in the specialised mathe
matical analysis of economic problems. (c) the minimum 
knowledge necessary for following simple mathematical exegesis 
of economic theory. ' 

Political economy dePends on the accurate definition of 
temlS, which connote complex and abstract conceptions. 
Economic theorems are generally quantitative, though the 
quantities are often not measured. The theorems are oCten 
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illustrated by numerical examples (fictitious or otherwise), and 
the special cases taken may easily involve fortuitous relations 
not proper to the theorem. For accuracy the theorem must 
be thought of in general terms, . and the general expression 
of the theorem should be algebraic; in fact, the possibility 
of the translation of the theory into mathElmatical language 
is sometimes a test of its truth. Theorems can often, however, 
be realised without actual notation, though they are essentially 
mathematical; and economists verY' generally state their 
arguments in words, whether in fact they can or cannot use 
notstion with facility. 

The mathematical conceptions most generally used are 
those of funC'tions of one or more variables with their geometric 
representation, of limiting values and of maxima and minima. 
These involve the first and second (rarely the third) derived 
functions, total and partial, some use of Taylor's theorem, with 
the preliminary ideas of limits and the mathematical. use of 
the word" infinite." Mathematical economists often illustrate 
their arguments by geometrical figures of two or three dimen
sions. Dynamics and statics are only used for illustration 
of less mathematical ideas by analogy. 

As a mere matter of training, for preparing the mind to grasp 
the theory of political economy and without referenC'e to its 
mathematical expression, the course sketched above (pp. 199-202) 
for B.A. pass students would probably be very useful. The 
!!earching out of the conseqnences of exact definition of difficult 
conceptions, the study of the number and character of conditions 
necessary to a theorem and the different lights given to a 
proposition by different mt>thods which that course involves, 
have their close counterpart in economic theory. But the same 
results could be obtained, with no more effort, by a choice 
directed to the principles actually used by mathematical econo
mists; thus, omit the whole geometry (pure and co-ordinate) 
of the conic section, omit the trigonometry beyond generalised 
definitions of the circular ratios, and omit harmonic ranges. 
Taking enough examples and illustrations from all available 
sources, pa.'IS through the elementary theory of limits and 
convergency to the differential coefficient, and canoy on the 
C'alculus to partial differentiation, maxima and minima and 
Taylor's theorem, including nothing that is not direc~d to 
these results except as subsidialOY and illustrntiv~. Hardly 
more than the·definition of the process of integration is neces
sary. On the other hand treat the equations y.= I(z) and 
1("', y) = 0 VE'.ry much f!'Om the point of view of graphic 
algebra, and, taking as great a variety of functions as the 
student can easily be acquainted with (e.g., aZ

, z", log 2:, 

a+bz+e",! 
a + bz + ez' + d",' +, d + n ,va! - Zl, sin z, 

cos "', tau z), find the directions at various points and maxima 
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and minima with the help of the calculus. With the examina
tion of the nature and de"elopmimt of simple functions as the 
main line of work, it is easy to bring illustrations from any 
branch of Mathematics, and to make a coherent course involving 
~ometry, algebra, trigonoDll'try and analysis in any propor
tIons. 

Experience shows that an adequate knowledge on the lines 
indicated can be obtained by fairly mature students with rather 
marked but not unusllal mathematical capacity, and with 
preliminary knowledge of only a matriculation standard. in two 
years, without specialisation or VE'ry serious demands on their 
time. The fin;t YE'ar (the hE'avil'r of the two) would be spent on 
the syllabus of the Intermediate Examination in the Faculty of 
Economics,· the second year on the calculus. 

For one who wishes to investigate economic problems. 
mathematically. for himself, little more knowledge, but a good ) 
deal more experience, is necessary. This can be obtained in 
various· ways, but a concentration on co-ordinate geometry and 
the calculus, with special reference t~ finite diffl'rences and to 
continuity, is perhaps the most suitable. 

VI.-MATHEIIATICS FOR STATIIITICS, THEORETICAL AND APPLIED. 

Many branches of Pure Mathematics are needed for the 
modem treatment of statistics, wbether from the point of vi{'W 
of the biometrician or of the economist or sociologist; but we 
may instance as primarily useful the theory of probability, 
co-ordinate geometry in its widest aspect, including all graphic 

• The syllabus is as followa:-
.A1y ....... -Theory of indices. nature ana _of logaritbma. Arithmetie an. geometric progression. The binomial, ""pouential. ana logaritbmie 

seri.... Simple limits and approximations. The oae of lIDrner'. method of 
solving equations in simple cases. Simple applications of the above. 

o.upkU: .Alg ...... aM Ct>-m-dinak G...-,.,.-The straight line. Solution 
of linear simultaneous equations. The grapha of a + bz + eli' + tk' and of 

~ ~ -,!:. with special reference to the approximate oolntion of equations 

in which, is an explicit fnuetiOD of Ill. Equation of the circle, equation of 
the ellipse ana hyperbola, referred to lUeS parallel to their principal ...... 
(Focal properties are not required.) Simple applicationa of the above. P..... Geoooet..y.-Relations ana properties of similar plane fignres. 
Orthogonal projection; the properties of the ellipse as the projectiGn of the 
circle. 

7'n9_"..-DefinitiODS and grapbs of oine, ooeine. aDd tangent. 
Use of four figure tahles of natnrai sines, eosines, ana tangents. The 
formuhe for the oine ana eosine of the BOlD of two angles. Circular 
measure. A.pproximate wues of the oine, ooeine, ana tangent of omaU 
ugles. 

G.........z.-The 810pe of """"" .. aetenninecJ by the liDIiting nlae 
(11 = 0) of Ullll + 1 - j{z) J /1. Effect of change of ocale on the .lope and 
on the area of the ",,"'e. Simple....... of a..rived .,.......,., illast",ted by 
t~ . fnuetions ana series named above, and simple eaeee of maxima and 
mlQlJJNe. 
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representation of functions, the calculus with special reference 
to expansions and to maxima and minima, and the theory of 
eq uatioIIB. 

The Intermediate syllabus (see footnote on p. 208) was devised 
with a view to statistical needs, and (as already indicated) is a 
year's work for a capable student. In point of fact, students at 
the School of Economics have frequently more than a matricula
tion knowledge at entry; if not, they. generally need a longer 
time. The calculus follows readily 0n to this COUlose s!;ld should, 
include the differentiation and integration of standard forms, 
the various methods of integration by reduction, application to. 
tracing plane curves and to areas and volumes\, and expansions. 
A first reading occupies a year, as the ideas. !;leed time and 
reflection, but little time per week is required. It is well to 
continue co-ordinate geometry, to include the analysis of the 
general equations of the second degree, to take simple three 
dimensional equations and generally to amplify the Intermediate 
syllabus. At the same time the elementary algebraic theory of 
chance should be very carefully studied, including inveJ;se 
probability, and with exercises in permutations and combinations. 

Besides these definite ~ubjects, experience in manipulation 
should be obtained by every means possible. The theory of 
equations, determinants, and co-ordinate geometry of two and 
three dimensions (especially transference of axes) 'are specially 
valuable. ' 

With this preparation the student may begin seriously the 
study of ststistical theory. As he proceeds he will find methods 
and notation with which he is unfamiliar and from time to time 
he may have to read new sections in Pure Mathematics; but the 
actual application of Mathematics to statistics, whatever school 
of investigation is followed, is specialised both in notation and 
methods, and the necessary experience can be better obtained 
by working through the text-books and treatises relating to 
mathematical statistics than by further general mathematical 
training. 

Throughout this paper the intention has been to define the aim 
of mathematical training for various groups of students, and to 
suggest the course which will lead most directly and furthest 
towards that aim, avoiding the complexities, digressions and 
irrelevancies with which mathematical text-books and courses 
are often crowded. 

A. L., BOWLEY. 
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EXAMINATIONS FOR MATHEMATICAL 
SCHOLARSHIPS. 

I.-INTRODUCTORY. 

At first sight it seems one of the oddest of paradoxes that, although 
poverty was the badge of the whole tribe of the early Univer
sities, Faculties, and Colleges of Europe, yet that very poverty 
lay at the root of their power. Savigny has suggested that 
to the purely spiritual character of the existence and power of 
the Universities must be attributed their independence of the 
temporal authority. The ancient rhyme-

Les hons enfants orrez crier, 
Du pain! n'es veui! oublier, 

is in itself a vivid picture of the material conditions under 
which learning throve at the CoUege des B01IJI Enfanta in the 
opening years of the thirteenth century. And our own Chaucer, 
in his deeply bitten etching of the Clerk of Oxenforde, tells us 
how he 

. . . . . . . bisily gan for the soules preye 
Of hem that yaf him wher-with to 8OO1eye. 

But it was not long before a sound national inl!tinct led 
patrons of learning to mitigate, as far as in them lay, the 
bitterness of this secular union of learning and poverty. Thus 
we find, for instance, that funds were provided at Exeter 
CoiMge, Oxford, for such scholars as were .. paUpeMorU in 
faeultatibua"; and that Trinity College, at the same University, 
was founded .. ad perpetuam pauptmlm seholanum in aeademio 
dI!{Jentium sustentatwnem." From that time forth the leaven 
has never ceased to work. There is no University in this 
country in which there is not an annual commemoration of the 
pious benefactom who, consciously or otherwise, have made it 
possible for the poor man who has shown evidence of capacity 
to recei"e the advantages of a University education. Univer
sities, Colleges, Public .&dies-all ate doing their utmost to see 
that the best brain-power and intellect of the young generation 
shall not be wasted for want of opportunity. Even the State 
itAAll, so long notorious among civiliRed nations for its attitude 
oC scarcely qualified indilJereace to a matter of such vital 
importance to the r.ommunity, has at Ia..t awakened, as i, were, 
out of sleep. And while we cannot rest satisfied with what has 
been ,lone, considerable as it may appear to some, it is clear 
that public opinion is at laRt being aroused, and that before 
long we may count upon a fnll atonement for the neglect of the 
past. 
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TM UniuersUiea and the Seeondary Se1wols.-The influence 
of the Universities on the schools which is exercised both 
directly and indirectly through a variety of examinations of 
dillerent standards culminates in that which is due to the 
examinations as a result of which scholarships are awarded 
to students for the purpose of continuing. their training at 
Oxford, Cambridge, and elsewhere. As the subjects selected 
for these competitions are Mathematics, Classics, Natural Science, 
Modem Languages, and History, and in any or all of these a 
student has been, as it were, directly under the eye of the 
Universities from almost the age of twelve, it will be gathered 
that in no limited sense can the U ni versities be said to be 
responsible lor the training received from first to last in the 
serondary schools. 

By the scholarship system the Universities get the pick of 
the brains of the secondary school. They will not award 
scholarships to boys who do not promise to prove to be above 
the average in the final degree examinations. And those boys 
must come to the University with a certain standard of attain
ment and with preparation of a specified kind. Thus a 
conventional system has grown up, and by all. almost irresistible 
tendency the lines laid down for secondlllY training have been 
adapted to the needs of the future University student rather than 
to the requirements of the a"erage boy or girl. The school runs 
the danger of becoming merely "the ante-room to the University." 

British parents, for the most part, perceive dimly whither 
tillS is leading. They measure the value of a school by the . 
number of University Scholarships it wins. Each has possibly 
the scarce concealed idea that his duckling may turn out to be 
a swan. Nor is he indifferent to the hope that he may be spared 
some of the expenses attending his boy's University life. And 
of ~ourse in a very large number of iustances the emoluments 
will alleviats a serious domestic strain, and will frequently be 
the deciding mctor in the final resolution to allow the boy or 
girl to proceed to the University. Nor must we forget the status 
that attaches to the dignity of being a " Scholar of his College." 
To parents this is the outward and visible sign of the worth of 
the successful candidates, and fills both them and their ~hildren 
with high hopes for the future. 

The schoolmaster has for some fifty years been accustomed 
to the control of the Universities over curricula and methods. 
The kudos attached to the winning of a ~holan;hip is con
siderable. With each fresh success tlle reputation 01. tile school' 
is increased. Specially qualified masters are engagt'd for the 
promising boys, and in a large number of installres it may 
be said that almost the sole measure of the school's success is 
the number of these scholarships tI1at it wins. So that neither 
master nor parent is likely to protest against a system which 
produces su~h agreeable results. The walls of the school are 
hung with .. honours boonls" 011 which nre ins~ribed in letters 
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of gold the names of those who have thue distinguished 
themselves and" the old school." 

These are, however, the names of the very few. What has 
become of the many who have passed through the whole or part 
of the routine, and have not achieved this kind of sucreBB? Is 
that system the best in which the treatment of ehildren of all 
capacities is practically the same as that devised for the 
securing to the nation its most brilliant and promising cadets? 
A recent writer has said that the honours boards which are now 
the pride of a school will in the near future be regarded as ". 
record of offences demanding condemnation." 

It is but fair to add that the evils inherent in such a system 
have already been realised and that the process of mitigation 
is in £uIl swing. If the policy punmed by the Board of Educa
tion of recent years be pennitted its normal development, tIllS 
reproach of the sacrifice of the interests of the many to those of 
the few will be removed. For the Board are in the main 
responsible for the fact that the" success" of a 8chool is more 
and more being measured in terms of the extent to which the 
average level has been raised. In the domain of Mathematics 
there are not wanting signs that the evilA have been fully 
realised. The movement in the direction of the improvement 
in the teaching of the subject, initiated some years ago by 
Professor Perry, has already been productive of considerable 
results. A distinction is now drawn between the type of 
training which is necessary for the few who are to be professional 
mathematicians, and that for the many who do not intend to go 
to the Universities. The content of the mathematical curriculum 
for the average boy will not be quite the same as that for the 
average girl, and neither will be on the same lines as that for 
the candidate for University scholarships. The Committee of 
the British Association, the Committee of the Mathematical 
Association, the Committee of the ABAOCiation of Science Masters 
in Public Schools, have taken part in a development which will 
be far-reaching in its influence. 

The view 80 characteristic of the British nlind in the past 
that Mathematics beyond the barest Arithmetic is of no use 
to anyone, is doomed to extinction. The public has perceive<! 
that perhaps to engineers such a subject may be of use, but 
hitherto they have not realised that it corneA into touch at a 
multitude of points with their daily life. Nor can we much 
wonder that this has been the ease. The subject had never been 
presented to them as one connocted with realities. Thanks to 
the movement for reform the old distaste is disappearing. 
Already the young generation is entering into its heritage. 

Tm.niml Term8 for Jltmetary A1DtlnU.-Before entering 
into further details it may be as well to define the various terms 
that are used to describe the monetary awards to an", EBBfn! candi
dates at examinations intended for th~ who require financial 
aid to enable them to pursue their studies at the Gniversities. 
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A donation, legacy, ot: revenue appmpriated to endow all 
institution, and constituting a permanent fund f01" its support, 
was called in the olden time a Foundation. The tenn has 
come in these da.ys to be applied to the institution itself, which 
is founded or supported by such endowments. An award of 
money from such a source for the support of a student selected 
by examination, whether he be already a member of ihefounda
tiOB or not, is called a Foundation SehalllJl'ship. 

The institution may also possess other funds than thase 
mentioned above. If money awards are made for the .same 
purpose from these other funds, they are called Schola.rships
toot wurt. 

It may be roughly said that Majol' Scholarships and Minor 
Scholarships are in descending o~der of value and prestige. 
If the awards are of less money value than these, they are 
called EzhibitWDS, and below these, again, are awards to which 
the name of SizarshipR is attached. 

Exhibitions and Sizarships may be awarded at examinations 
held for the purpose. They may also be given at examinations 
for Scholarships, being bestowed upon candidates whll have 
not quite reached the scholarship· standard, but who have 
done work worthy of commendatiOlil. 

The Scotch Bursary may be looked UpOD as broadly 
equivalent to the BlIl&ller Exhibition or Sizarship. 

n.-EXAMINATIONS rOR MATHEMATICAL SCHOLARSHIPS. 

Throughout Great Britain and Ireland a large amount of 
monetary assistance is given to promising students who wish 
to obtain a University education. This assistance is given 
partly by the Universities themselveB-ilither out of their own 
funds or from private benefactions-partly by Schools which 
award school-leaving U exhibitions," and partly by the Govern
menti. the County Councils, and other Public Bodies. ·1t would 
be difficult to form an estimate of the number of students who 
obtain help in this way, but one or two examples will give 
some idea of their extent and distribution. 

Scotland.-In the four Universities of I::cotland, viz. Edin
burgh, Glasgow, Aberdeen, and St. Andrews, more than 800 
bursaril's, in addition to scholarships, are held by students in 
the faculty of arts alone. A proportionate number are awarded 
to students in the other faculties. At least one out of every 
four uni\'ersitystudents in Scotland appears to be the holder 
of a bursary attached· specifically to his Univl'nUty. The 
8(·holarships are awarded for proficiency in some special subject 
or combination of subjects. The bursaries are given on tbe 
results of a general enminalion in which Mathematics is 
obligatory. Students enter the Universities at an earlier age 
than they do in England, and the standard of attainment at 
pnlrance is conseqtlently not so high; but the Scottish boy 
probably reaches a higher mathematical standard than tbe 
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English boy of the same age, and this is mainly due to the 
influence of the University bursary system. The bursaries are 
tenable for three or four years, and are of all amounts from 
51. to 1001., the average being about 251. This is only a modest 
sum, but the students can live very inexpensively, and many 
of them reside with their relatives and friends. 

Ireland.-In Ireland the assistance given to University 
students is largely supplied from Government fnnds. Some 50 
scholarships were attached in this way to each of the three 
Queen's Colleges in Belfast, Cork, and Galway, which formerly 
constituted the Queen's University. This University was 
dissolved in 1882, bnt was practically re-created by the Iri8h 
University Act of 1908 in the fonn of the Queen's University 
of Belfast and the National University of Ireland. These two 
U Diversities are now able to offer for competition fairly liberal 
scholaffihips. The remaining and the principal University in 
Ireland is the University of Dublin, which is the only one 
possessing valuable endowments. It has 70 men-scholars on 
the foundation, 30 sizars, and 100 exhibitioners; and about 
10 scholarships, not on the foundation, are allotted to women. 
Two studentships of lOOl. each, tenable for five years, are also 
annually awarded, one in Mathematics and PhysiC8 and the 
other in Classics. "Royal Exhibitions" are attached to certain 
schools to enable their students to proceed to a University, and 
a number of scholarships and exhibitions have been founded at 
the Universities by private beneficence. The dominating factor, 
however, in the education in Irish schools is the annual exami
nation by the Board of Intennediate Education, on the results 
of which grants of mouE'y are awarded to managers and exhi
bitions to pupils. The Board has recently added in~pection to 
its functions. The system, to judge by results, has not worked 
altogether satisfactorily. The mathematical attainments of 
scholarship candidates have not reached as high a standard as 
might have been expected. But there is little doubt that the 
standard will gradually improve as the Universities obtain a 
more controlling influence. They are already taking steps in 
this direction by holding conferencefl with schoolmasters, and 
by other means. It is hoped that in this way a broader 
and more rational syijtem of teaching Mathematk1! will be 
encouraged. 

England: Publu, Bodu,8.-As regards the assistance givE'n by 
Borough and Countv Councils to qualified candidates, it will be 
sufficient to take the London County Council as an example. ThiR 
Council annually awards a large number of senior 8(;holarships. 
which were in the past year {19l2) 100 in number. and will 
in the future be maintained at that level. The scholarships are 
open to both sexes, and are only awarded to students who stand 
in real need of assistance. The candidates are not tested by 
examination, although the Council reserves the right to impose 
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such a test if it thinks fit. Candidates are required to give 
particulars of any public examination they have passed, to 
state the course of study they intend to pursue, and to submit 
reporte from their teachers and other persons as to their attain
ments, character, and capability to turn their proposed studies 
to a profitable and useful account. As a rule, a candidate is 
not elected unless he has already won a scholarship in open 
competition. The scholarships are awarded for three or four 
years, and in special cases are extended to a fifth year. The 
value varies from 30l. to 90l. per annum, according to the needs 
of the candidate, and the total cost is estimated at 20,000l. 
a year. 

Smaller Corporations.-There are numerous other bodies 
that award scholarships, either out of their own funds or as 
trustees of charitable bequests. Among these a notable examplt> 
is the Goldsmiths' Company of the City of London, which has 
made many and various gifts to the cause of higher education. 
It offers annually 16 or more exhibitions of 50l., tenable for 
three or fOlu years, to studente in their first year of residence 
at Oxford or Cambridge. They are awarded on the results of 
an examination in Classics, Mathematics and Divinity. 

Smaller Universities.-The smaller Universities in England 
and the University of Wales do not possess many scholarships 
in their own gift. We need, therefore, refer only to the Uni
versities of London, Cambridge, and Oxford. The two latter 
may be taken together, as their systems are alike. 

University of London.-The University of London has ouly 
a comparatively small number of scholarships. These, no 
doubt, would be increased if the financial position justified 
such a step. Formerly the scholarships were open to all 
comers, subject only to the restriction of an age-limit and of 
attaining a certain standard. But the London University has 
of late become not only an examining but a teaching Uni
versity, and the system on which scholarships are awarded is 
changed. They are still open to both sexes, but are no longer 
tenabls by students in any other University, or in any college 
or institution unconnected with the University of London, 
except under special circumstances and with the express per
mission of the Senate. The University holds an examination 
in June, at which five exhibitions of 40l. per annum, tenable 
for two years, are offered to students under 18 years of age, who 
are not of more than one year's standing from Matrioulation. 
One of these is offered for lIIathematics combined with'-,eR 
subsidiary subject. In July an examination is held at which 
19 scholarships of 501. a year, tenable for one year, are offered 
to students of Dot more than one year's standing from the 
Intermediate degree examination. Three of these are for 
Mathematics. The Colleges and Institutions of the University 
also hold examinations at which scholarships are awarded, 
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including 'three or four in which Mathematics is the principal 
subject. University College offers a post-graduate studentship 
of 50l. for one or two years to a student who has passed through 
the three years' mathematical course at the College. 

Oxford and Cambritlge.-The Entrance Scholarship exami
nations at the Oxford and Cambridge Colleges are conducted 
on practically identical systems and differ but slightly in detail. 
At a rough estimate, the Cambl-idge Colleges award 50 or more 
scholarships, exhibitions, and sizarships every year for pro
ficiency in Mathematics. Their value varies from 301. to SOl. 
per annum. The Oxford Colleges annually award for Mathe
matics about 20 scholarships of sm., and 10 exhibitions of 
from 30l. to 60l. Most of these are tenable for two years, but 
they are renewed for one, two, or three more years, subject to 
satisfactory progress being made. The age-limit at the time of 
the examination is 19. The subjects of examination in both 
Universities are :-Geometry, Algebra, Trigonometry, Diller
ential and Integral Calculus, and Mechanics. 

At Cambridge, to which we shall now more particularly 
confine ourselves, the value of a scholarship may be increased, 
and new scholarships given, while the student relJlains in 
residence. A few of the colleges hold separate examinations, 
but most of them have combined into two large groups: the 
Trinity College group, comprising five colleges, and the Pem
broke and St. John's group in which are seven colleges. Both 
groups hold their examinations in December and on the same 
dates, 80 that a candidate who fails to do himself justice at the 
first attempt has no choice left for a second trial at any of these 
Colleges in that year. Apart from this, which mayor may not 
be considered a drawback, the system has many advantageR. 
The questions are set with the greatest care. Every precaution 
is taken to avoid inaccuracy and to make the wording of each 
question clear. Incorrect questions are of rare occurrence.
:n recent years I have noticed but one-in one of the two easier 
papers of 1905 in the Trinity group :-" The four lines which 
.. bisect at right angles the sides of a quadrilateral are given; 
.. prove that the locus of cachvertex of the quadrilateral is a 
.. straight line." 

&wmination Questions.-It may be said that Trinity College 
has generally taken the lead when any changes have been made 
in the style of examination. Twenty or thirty years ago the 
papers contained a more or leas equal admixture of .. book-

---- --- ----
• .. There have been ........ though rue, in .... hich a aingIe aet of queotiona 

contained _era1 errors; • • . Cambridge tnditioD IOtill Iumda dowD 
waminga . • • pointing to inl'!an_ where .. alight ~ in the 
enUDciation of .. problem, or .. latent fAoIt in the p...- of .oJmioD, Jured .. 
eandidate aD to ouch lID extravagant _ of time ... to J.- a oeaior· 
wrang1erahip." (Todhunter. TM CooJlid of StKdiu. p. 97. Landon, 
lfa.cmilIan.t Co. 1873.\ 
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work" and "riders."* Then Trinity made an innovation by 
setting rpers which consisted almost entirely of easy " pro
blems." At the time the change was probably an improve
ment. The bookwork questions had tended to become too 
stereotyped. It was the opinioll of some that such questions 
formed no more than a test of memory, while the capacity to 
solve problems was the only real test of a candidate's ability. 
This view has been abandoned. The bookwork questions now 
set afford plenty of scope for originality of treatment. It 
shonld not be forgotten that they also form the best test of the 
candidate's ability to express himself intelligibly-a matter 
to which increasing, but not sufficieut, importance is being 
attached. The candidate has also to write au essay, and, in the 
case of the Trinity group has to take a paper of questions on 
literary and general topics. Kuowledge of mathematical book
work is not considered in itself an important thing; but rather 
a knowledge of resnlts, aud of general processes and ideas. 
This receives special recognition in the paper devoted to book
work only, now set in both the large groups at Cambridge.t In 
this paper the candidate is limited to the selection of three or four 
questions from perhaps nine or ten; they are for the most part 
on general theory, and the answers to them are in the nature of 
essays. This change was first introduced at Trinity in 1905. 
Still another change, also at Trinity, was made the next year, 
when two of the four papers were set for" Candidates in Mathe
" matics, in Mechanical Sciences, and in Mathematics applicable 
" to Physics." These papers contain rather easier questions. 
Some of them have been too long, and have favoured the 
rapid worker rather than the candidate who sees and thinks. 
But the great merit of the change is clear. It brings the non
specialist into the fold, and tends to widen the horizon of the 
speci..Iist. 

In the pspers of. the Trinity group the questions cover a 
very broad ground. A candidate cannot gather by the study 
of previous papers what he may expa-t to be set when his turn 

• .. Boohrort: " is the IIBme gi~ to questioaa which a CIUldidate mayl>e 
ea<pecbld to IIDBWt!l" from his kD_ledge of the teJ:t.book. When to a book· 
work qneetion an iII_tive emmple is attached, implicitly intended to l>e 
IOlved largely by m ....... of the material afforded in that bookwork, it is 
technically called .. "rider." .. Problema" are origiDal eJ:erciaea not eet in 
COIIDeCtion with bookwork, and may be attacked by the eandidate in .... y 
_y he pleaeea. It will be aeen that the implied reetriction in the ... ee of 
the rider may make it more dillicult tiwl if it were set 88 .. problem. .. It is 
" not infrequently n:ry dilIicult to trace the inJIuence of the bookwork on the 
.. rider. . • • A distingniabed living mathematician is reported to have 
" been the Iirat who nmmIed the natural proceee in the formation of the 
• binary oomponnd; instead of ee1ecting • bookwort: questioa and then 
" eoDBtmcting a aimple rider to it, he is aaid to have invented the rider Iinot 
.. and then aought for the piece 01 bookwork to which it might l>e Ieaat 
" UIlDaturalIy attached." (loc. .. ,., page 00..) 

t This is not IlO1l" 0C>l'NCL The Pembroke group __ to have ahon
donecl the .. bookwork" paper and enbetituted for it a "geaenJ" paper. . . 
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arrives. He may anticipate having a question on frameworks, 
and another on asymptotes, or the tracing of a curve; but he 
will receive credit for any sound work, especially if it is out of 
the usual routine, and he will be wise to avoid any attempt at 
"cramming." I!I In the Pembroke group the que"tions show 
much greater uniformity from year to year, and are withln 
distinctly narrower limits. There are four papers: one on 
Algebra, Trigonometry, and Differential Calculus, on which four, 
four, and three questions respectively are set; one on Geometry, 
containing five questions in Pure and six in Analytical Geometry ; 
one on Statics and Dynamics containing ten questions; and the 
theoretical or book work paper of about ten questions, of which 
not more than four may be attempted. These papers may be 
regarded as typical; and the purely personal opinions whlch we 
venture to express upon them are intended to be of general 
application. 

Algebra.-The number of questions on Algebra seems very 
inadequate, considering what a large number of branches this 
subject is supposed to include: such as convergence of series, 
partial fractions, continued fractions, determinants, probabilities, 
theory of numbers, and theory of equations. The defidency is 
scarcely made up in the special bookwork paper, in which one, 
or possibly two, questions on Algebra may be included. A 
better apportionment of the questions in this paper would 
appear to be to assign half to Algebra, and a quarter each to 
Trigonometry and Elementary Calculus, including Integration. 

Geometry.-In . devoting a whole paper to Geometry, the 
subject receives liberal treatment. The questions on Pure 
Geometry cover a very narrow range, and there is prdCtically 
no Modern Geometry. In tWs respect Oxford has always been 
more advanced than Cambridge. The paper on Geometry 
should not ouly include Modern Geometry, whlch has the 
advantage that it is equally amenable to purely geometrical 
and analytical methods, but it should also contain geometrical 
applications of the Calculus. It is a curious fact that the 
English mind, which is supposed to be instinctively geometri(-al, 
has a distaste for the study of Pure Geometry; and it is a 
matter of opinion whether this is the ca~ or the result of the 
somewhat antiquated view of the subject taken at Cambridge. 
To give an instance: little or nothlng is heard at Cambridge of 
the Principle of Duality, and it is difficult to understand why 
the principle is not given its rightful place, and why it is re
placed by its barely recognisable substitute, Reciprocation, m()l;t 

• .. Crnmming •• is the prooeaa by wlrich " auhjeet is taught DOt to bring 
out a hoT. int..JligeDce, hut to enable him to make tho best. pooaibJe ohow 
an a certain day. The aubject is .. got up." The.......u may be inteJJeetual 
indigestion. The metaphor is token hom tho treatment aceorded the 
tmhappy Straooburg goose, from wlrich great ....ruts are es:pected in the way 
of piU de IoU grao. 
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of the questions on which are merely academic applications 
devoid of any suggestiveness, such as the following :-

"Reciprocate the following with respect to the point D: 
the centre of the rectangular hyperbola ABOD is on the 
auxiliary circle of the conic which touches the sides of 
the triangle ABO, and of which D is a {ocus." (Trinity 
College, 1903.) 

.. Reeiprocate the following theorem with respect to a focus: 
if tangents are drawn to a system of confocal conics from 
a fixed point on the line joining the foci, their points of 
contact lie on a circle." (Trinity College, 1906.) 

Graphs and Graphical Methods.-Fortunately Cambridgtl 
and Oxford have refused to accord to graphs more than can 
be legitimately claimed for thllm, notwithstanding the insistence 
with which enthuRia.~ts have extolled their merits in an educa
tional training. On the whole, more zeal than circumspection 
has been shmvn in the introduction of graphs into school work. 
They are, no doubt, excellent when used in moderation, as 
assisting a boy's comprehension of principles and relations, but 
they do little to advance his knowledge, and take up a great 
deal of time. 

It is sufficient ,in the earliest stage that the boy should 
understand what a graph is, and that he should be given a few 
illustrations; it is not necessary that he should work examples. 
In doing elementary Geometry he should learn what rectan
gular and polar coordinates al'e; and he may be given some 
notion of the variation of a function by having graphs drawn 
for him. He may draw graphs himself in elementary Tri
gon~metry, and afterwards use them whenever they are helpful, 
making a natural and not a forced use of them. By the time 
he hsll reached this stage he may be able to decide whether he 
has a scientific or a technical aim in learning Mathematics; 
and, in the latter case, whether or not it is needful for him to 
begin specialising at once in the use of graphical methods. He 
should, however, be made to understand that the earlier he 
does this the greater will be the sacrifice he will have to make 
in the loss of insight into Ius work, and the lack of acquirement 

. of more genE'ral and powerful mathematical methods. 
Gmphical methods of solving questions in Statics are useful 

for the engineer, but only of slight importance for the mathe
matician. They do not help towards the understanding of 
mechanical principles. 'I'hey are technical and special; and 
work done by them is slow until the worker has become expert 
by practice. 

Important as it is in 80me aspects, Graphic Statics is not an 
essential part of theory; and the student who wishes to make 
the best use of his time in learning as much Mathematics as 
possible would be well advised to leave this subject alone . 

.. la93t 
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We do not wish that any obstacles should be put in the way 
of 'graphical teaching, provided it is not overdone. Questions 
which can be solved graphically should certainly be set in 
.examinations, and a graphical solution should rank as of equal 
merit with any other, proviued it attains sufficient accuracy. 

Statics and Dynamics.-The paper on Statics and Dynamics 
has in recent years been a beneficent guide rather than a mere 
source of perplexity to the enquiring student. The paper 
might, perhaps, cover rather more ground, such as that recom
mended by the Mathematical Association (see Appendix II.); 
but the questions form a very good test of the candidate's ability 
and knowledge of the subject. We have the greater pleasure in 
expressing this opinion, because many of the questions in the 
past were useless conundrums, depending for their solution upon 
tacit assumptions which were demonstrably false. 

Ezaminations and the School.-In the foregoing, some views 
have already been expressed as to the effect of the scholarship 
examinations upon school teaching. On the whole we regard 
them as having a very beneficial effect, although 8till ndrnitting of 
several improvements. We believe that the majority of teachers 
who prepare candidates adopt what appears to them to be the 
best course of instruction for their pupils, irrespective of the 
examinations ahead; and we maintain that this is not only the 
most satisfactory way, Dut also the surest way to enable a 
candidate to do his best. The candidate should go through a 
course of the papers, doing one or possibly two a week, some 
time before the examination. These papers can be utilised by 
the teacher for imparting many items of theory and technique 
which have previously escaped notice, or which have )lot been 
sufficiently dwelt upon. If this incurs the charge of" cramming." 
we can only say that such a course of papers will not avail much 
iI the previous preparation has not been sound. We think that 
Cambridge has succeerled in a vcry remarkable degree in 
making cramming ineffective so far as the winning of mathe
matical scholarships is concerned." 

Wider Ruognition.oj Geometry.-What seems to U8 to be 
the most desirahle improvement is a wider recognition of the 
claims of Pure Geometry, not by devoting a larger number of 

• That a contrazy view is held by many teaaherw is illo.'ltrated by the 
following quotatiODll from·. CO"""P"Ddent :-" A good dP-al of cramming 
.. and special coaching for the Scholarship Examinationa ta&eo plaee. The 
.. boy's anllCe8S depends less on his OWD ability than on the experience and 
.. method of preparation adopted by his teacher." • . . .. The otrain 
" resulting from working to reach so advanced a otsge ~ about BDeh & 

.. reacliUll that it is nec ry that a .... ndidate ohoold take & reM; after 
u winning • acholanibip. sometimes for Dioe m.ontJa'~ • . . U The 
.. metbod of teaching in schools is so dilfenmt from the Jectore aywtem ~ 
" tbe Universiti .. that many boys are DOable to keep np with the leetu ..... 
.. Each y_ I haye had complainta from old pupils that they have found the 
.. Btr.w. of the lint two terms almost nnbearable." Ii 
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questions to it, but by wid.ening the range. If a student is not 
well grounded in Geometry at the beginning of his career he is 
too often apt to neglect it later. The methods of Pure Geometry 
are not cut and dried like those of elementary analysis. They 
require the learning of a greater mass of details, and also demand 
a greater amount of practice. But the gain to a mathematician 
who is able to make full use of Pure Geometry can scarcely be 
overestimated. Apart from its utility it has a special value as 
a training of the intellectual faculties. Many, however, grudge 
the time necessary for a thorough grounding in the subject, and 
Cambridge, instead of counteracting this tendency, appe.'U"S to 
approve of it. It seems also desirable that what is intended to 
be included in Algebra should be more clearly defined. 

TheAil1!8 of Examinations in Mathematics.-More important 
than the particular subjects to be included is the question of 
the aims that should be kept in view in a mathematical exami
nation. Those aims should be to encourage soundness of work 
and breadth of reading, and· to discourage waste of time in 
acquiring acquaintance with the bye-paths of a subject, and an 
unnecessary degree of skill in manipulation. Such aims have 
scarcely been acknowledged, and certainly not been realised. 
until within the last few years. It is to be hoped that they will. 
occnpy the chief place and become more and more widespread 
in the future. 

Te;r:t..books.-One of the evils that inevitably follow from. 
an examination system is the writing of text-books to fit the· 
examination; and of course these reflect all the faults of the. 
system. In this respect the examinations of the past have much 
to answer for. Teachers are driven to use these text-books as. 
they have to get their pupils through the examination. In most. 
of our elementary text-books the bookwork is disconnected. 
principles are relegated to the background, difficulties al"& 
shirked, and a good deal of matter is included that is not of the 
slightest use to any reader. The examples are not less at fault 
than the bOOkwork; they are too numerous and too aeademic. 
A student should be supplied with a text-book in which he can 
do all the general questions without spending too much time; 
and to these should be added a few special sets of questions 
from which he can select. Excellent text-books have been 
Wl·itten having no special examination end in view, but they 
have not met with the success they deserved., 

The Examiner8 and the Questions.-The quality of an exami
nation, and its influence on the teacher, depend entirely on the 
questions set. The responsibility of deciding on them should 
be undertaken only by a large and competent Board, on which 
teaching experience and expert knowledge are more or less 
equally represented. The duty of examiners should be merely 
to Sllggest questions, and of the Board to Bcrl'pt or reject them; 
but the examiners should receive for this, the most important 
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part of their work, higher remuneration than has been customary. 
The questions should be most carefully scrutinised; they should 
not be allowed to become stereotyped; they should be rejected 
without scruple if too iIifficult, or tricky in wording or solution, 
and if they do not involve 80me important principle or method. 

We do not think it a good thing to set optional questions such 
as those in the Exhibitions Examina'ion at the University of 
London, printed in Appendix III. Such questions tend to 
become too advanced, and to encourage scrappy reading on the 
part of the candidates. This objection does not apply to a 
.. bookwork essay paper," for a candidate may with advantage 
specialise in a few subjects which interest him most; and a 
paper entirely on bookwork gives him an opportunity of 
showing such special knowledge as he may possess, if the 
questions are sufficiently /1umerous to select from; an(l, further, 
in such a paper the time of the cand idate is not wasted in 
selecting questions or in making attempts which he is obliged 
to relinquish; for he can see at a glance whether to ., write a 
" sketch of the history of the theory of inversion," or to 
" discuss the geometlical representation of imaginaries on the 
" Argand diagram." In an ordinary paper the questions should 
not be so numerous that it is not practicable for a good candidate 
to attempt them all. He should in fact be prepared and 
expected to answer all the questions set; but there might not 
be much harm ill limiting him to six qUl'Stions out of eight or 
eight out of ten. In the matter of the difficulty of the questions 
there may be a certain amount of latitude; but at the same 
time the setting of too difficult or intricate questions is the 
-chief thing to guard against. An immature mind cannot grasp 
11 subject in its entirety; thiB will come slowly and naturally of 
itself as new subjects and new ideas are unfolded. The attempt 
to proceed too far along anyone particular line dulJs and 
contracts the intellect to a much greater extent than it contributes 
-to its expansion. 

In 1904 the Mathematical Association, which confines its 
-activities chiefly to Elementary l[athematies, issued a Hepon on 
Advanced School Mathematics, and in 11.107 a ll.epon 0/1 Ent.ranee 
Scholarships at the Universities. These are reproduced in the 
Appendices, together with specimen papers set at two groups of 
Cambridge Colleges, two groups of Oxford Colleges, and the 
University of London. Permission to reproduce these has been 
-courteously granted by the authorities in each case. 

F. S. MACAULAY. 

W. J. GREEli!ITIIEET. 
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REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE OF THE 
MATICAL ASSOCIATION ON ADVANCED 
MATHEMATICS. 1904. 
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MATHE-. 
SCHOOL 

In considering this subject the Committe. bave token account of the 
different classes of boys who study wbat may b. termed .. advanced 
mathema.ticB" at school. These include candidates for army examinations, 
science students, engineering students, as well as boys who intend to read 
for mathematical schools at the universities. Those who intend to toke up 
engineering will often be candidates for mathematical scholarships. 

The Committee consider it desirable that, in order to secure the highest 
possible efficiency in teaching mathematics in schools, the schedules of 
examinations should be ·so framed that candidates may, 80 far as possible, 
all follow tho eame preliminary course. • 

The Committee think that .. preliminary advanced course suitable for all 
clas ... of students should include: 

(1) The following portions of Algebra: partial fractions, elementary 
manipulation with comple,. nnmber, and geometrical applications thereof, 
the theory of equations 80 far as it treats of the numerical solution of 
equatione, the notation and easy propertioe of determinants, the simpler 
tests of convergency, and the binomial, exponential and.logaritbmic series. 

The following parts of Algebra·should be excluded from the preliminary 
course :-The theory of numbers, probability. continued fractions (with th .. 
exception, perbaps, of simple continued fractions), and advanced theorems 
on inequalities. and on indeterminate equatiODB. and on summation of series .. 

The preliminary course should further include: 
(2) An early introduction to the diffenmtial and integral calculus and .. 

free use of the esme in subsequent work. The use of differential. should be. 
permitted. 

• (3) Graphical illustrations of De Moivre's theorem. Simple work in 
trigonQmetrical aeri .. and factors. 

(<I) A treatment of the elementary parts of conic sections in which either 
the geometrical or the snalytical method is used, that method being used in 
each particular case which is most suitable for the problem under discussion. 

(5) The elementary geometry of the plane, cone, cylinder, sphere and 
regular solido, including practical solid geometry. 

(6) An introduction to the dynamics of rotation (in two dimensions), viz., 
the motion of .. rigid body round a boo axis with unif.,Tl'lI,.y accelerated 
angular .. elooity,. together with other simple cases of the m,?tione of rigid 
bodi~ . 

The Sub-Committee also wish to e>:preBS their opinion of the importance 
of: 

(7) A more intimate union between the teaching of Mathematics and 
Science, wh.....,by theoretical and practical work may be brought into 
relation with one another. 

The above course would fonn an excellent preliminary course for schoJar. 
ship candidatee, who would then proceed to 'more advanced work in the 
\"uioua subjects 80 as to arrive at about the standard which hi now required. 

. -
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Regarding examinations for scholarships at the Universities in their 
twofold capacity. (1) as a means of selection, (2) as providing a guide to 
work at schools. there is no reason to doubt that the former function is 
efficiently performed by the papers 88 now set. 

With regard to the second function, that of directing school work, if it 
is decided that the above preliminary course is on the right lines, it would 
be d.sirable for scholarship examiners to recoguise it by : . 

(a) Setting questions involving applications of the integral calculus; 
(6) requiring work in theoretical solid geometry 88 above indicated; 
(e) abolishing the restriction to "methods of pure geometry," and leaving 

the method employed to the judgment of the candidate; 
(d) discouraging the cramming of bookwork in advanced trigonometry 

by not requiring candidates to reproduce long and di1limut proof. 
(such as that needed to establish the infinite product for the sine). 
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APPENDIX II. 

REPORT OF THE COMlHTTEE OI!' THE MATHE
MATICAL ASSOCIATION ON THE COURSE OF 
MATHEMATICS REQUIRED FOR ENTRANCE 
SCHOLARSHIPS AT THE UNIVERSI'l'IES. 1901. 

1. It is very de.irable that the .ubjecta of examination for Mathematical. 
Entr&lloe Scholarohip. at Cambridge and Oxford should admit of the ... m. 
course of preparation. 

2. In order to allow of a br9ader .yllabus the ·exeroi.es and riders .honld 
be simplified. . 

S. Questions on elementary bookwork ought not to be entirely omittod. 
Restrioting bookwork question. to the higher bookwork wonld encourage 
the neglect of the more elementary part., which are of at l .... t equal 
importano •. 

• The Oommittoe considers that the ..... y type of hookwork questions (ao· 
. set in the 'frinity group of Oolleges at O .. mbridge in December, 1905) is of 

apecis.! value. 
4. A knowledge of the general principle. and "pplication of graphical 

work shonld b. required, but only .. moderate degree of IllImipulative 
dexterity. 

5. The range in Pure Geometry shonld .. pproximata to the Oxford 
standard: purely geometrica.l methods shonld be enoonraged by a fair 
number of queations being set which can best be solved by Pure Geometry. 
Purely geometriCO\ methods as opposed to anslytica.l shonld not be insistod 
upon, but there is no objection to the appropriate method of solution being 
recommended. 

6. In the Oalculus, geometrical proofs, which .... ume that the functions 
considered are such as can be represented by curves, shonld he permitted. 
provided that th. necessary conditions for their validity are stated. 

7. In Geometry, Trigonometry, Theory of Equations, and Dynamics the 
use of Infinitesimals and the method. of the Oalcnluo shonld be freely 
permitted. 

8. The .ubjecta of the examination should be in 8.CCordance with the 
Schedule appended, due regard being paid to the second recommend .. tion of 
the committee. 

SCHEDULE. 
PUBH GEOMIITBY.-Geometry of Straight Lines, Oircles and Oonica: 

Inversion. Oroas~mtio8. Involution, Homographio Ranges,.' Projection, 
Reciprocation and Principle of Duality; Elementary Solili Geometry, 
including Plans and Elevations of Simple Solids. . 

ANALYTICAL GBoMBTBY.-Strnight Liues and Curves of the Second 
Degree; Tangential Ooordinstes. 

Ezcluditlg Homogeneous Coordinates; Invariants; and Analytical Solid 
Geometry. 

ALolOBIO&. including Elementary Theory of Equations. 
E.,dudittg Recurring Continued Fractions; hardertests of Convergence 

Theory of Numbe1'8; and Prob&biJity. . 
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GEOllfETRICAL TRlGONOMBTRY. E",cluding Spherical Trigonometry. 

ANALYTICAL TRlGONOMETRY.-Properties of Circular, Hyperbolic, 
Exponential and Logarithmic Functions, with real and complex argument, 

. Ez.!uding the yroof. of the Infinite Producta for Sine and Cosine, and 
of the Series of ;partial Fractions for the other Trigonometrical Ratios. 

CALCULU8.-TotaJ. and Partial DiJl'erentiation; Taylor's and Maclaurin'. 
Theorems; Elementary Integral CalculU8; Simple Applicationo to Plane 
Cnrves (especially to snch a. 8re of intrin.ic importance). to Maxima and 
Minima, to Area.s and Volumes, and to Dynamics; Curve Tracing, not &8 a 
rule to scale. 

E",.!uding the Theory (but not the use) of Dilferential F"lnationo. 

DYN .... xc8.-Elementary Statico, ineluding Simple Graphical Statico; 
Elementary Kinematics and Kinetics, including motion of a rigid body about 
a fixed axis, and mtJtion of cylinders and spheres in caoeo whore the centre of 
gravity deserihes " straight line, ' 

E",.Zuding Hydrostatico and Hydrodynamic •. 
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APPENDIX III. 

'. 

ENTRANCE SCHOLARSHIPS EXAMINATION 
PAPERS. 

(a) CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY. 

(1) EXAMINATION FOR SCHOLARSHIPS, EXHIBITIONS, AND 
SIZARSHIPS. 

Trinity, Clare, Trinity Hall, Peterhouse, atul Sidney SUS81lZ., 

Wednesday, December 7, 1910. 9-12. 
1. The line • .4.D, BE, OF are drawn perpendicular to the sides BO, 0.4., 

.AB of the triangle .4.BO, and EF, FD, DE are drawn to cut BO, 0.4., .dB 

..... pectively in X, Y, Z. The tangents at .4., B, 0 to the circle .4.BO cui> 
BO, 0.4., .AB respectively in P, Q. R and L, M, N are the middle point. of 
.J.P, BQ, OR reepeotively. Prove that the .ix points X, Y, Z, L, M, N ..,"& 

on the radical 8xis of the circles .4.BO and DEF. 

2. .4., B are the points of contact of & common tangent of two given 
circles, and any line parallel to.4.B cuts one circle in P and the other in Q. 
Prove .J.P and BQ interaect on & fixed circle coaml with the given circles. 

S. Find th..... points X, Y, Z on the Bides BO, 0.4., .4.B of the trianglE> 
.ABO, such that YZ, ZX, X Y will p&BB reapectively through th..... given 
collinear points L, M, N. 

Henao, or otherwise, find the points of contact of three given taugente 
to a oonic having alBO given the pole of & given Btiraight line. 

•• Prove that, if .. is & positive integer, 
.. .. ( .. -1) " (n - 1)( .. - 2) 

1-1,,,+ 1'.2' z'- 1'.2'.3' z'+ ... 

{ 1 
( .. + 1) (n + 1)( .. + 2)_. (Il + 1)(" + 2)( .. + 3) ~ t =.. --1-'-" + 1'.2' .... - 1'.2'.3' .... + ... f . 

S. Prove that, if a, (J, y are the th..... roots of the equation 
z' - 21 .. + 85= 0; 

then will 
~ + 2a - l' be equal to fJ or to y. 

6. Prove that . 

coo 2a Bin ((J - y) + coo 2(J Bin (y - a) + COO 2y Bin (a .;... B) 

='Bini (fJ -y) Bin 1 (y - a) Bini (a -(J) {COB (fJ + y) + ooo(y + a) 
+ 000 (a + fJ)J. 

7. The diameter.dB of & circle is produO&d to 080 that BO is equal to 
the radius OB of the circle; CD is drawn perpendicular to OBO and. 
OD = BO. A. point P is taken on the oh"le on the eame Bide of .AB &8 the 
point D. and ouch that L .4.0P is half!" right angle. Prove that, if Qis the 
point where PD onts the circle again, L BOQ is 1'001 ~. ~ nearly. 
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8. Prove that chords of the ellipse ""/a' + y'/b' - 1 = 0 which'lUbtend a 
right angle at a given point P of the ellipse intersect the normal at P in a 
point P' Buch that PP' is equal to 2abd/(a' + b,). where d is the semi· 
diameter conjugate to CPo 

Prove that as P vati .. the locus of P' is a similar ellipse. and that the 
uormals to the ellipses .. t P and P' respectively intersect either ellipse in 
four concyclic points., 

9. Show that the locus of the intersection of normals 'at the ext",mities 
of chords of a pro'llbola which pass through a fixed point is a parabola. and 
find the direction of its axia. 

10. Find the equation of the tangent at the point (P'. I, p) on £he conic 
ofj - r' = 0; and prove that. if the sid.. of a triangle touch the conic 
and two of its vertices are on the line. « - A,{J = 0 and « - A,fJ = 0 
respectively. the locus of the third vertex i. the conic 

(A, + A,)' afJ - 4A,Asy' = O. 

11. Show that if 0 and", lie between 0 and fr. a'is less than 1. and 

(1- 2a co. 0 + a') (l + 2acoB '" + a') = (I-a')'. 
then 

dO sin 8 

d<f> = .in '" 

1-2aeos 8+a' 

12. Prove that if the chord of curvature through the origin i.e 

,. II-I + 2r /" (n 1). for any point of a enrve at distance r from the origin. 

then the radiu. of enrvature i. proportional to 
.-1 
" " + 1 (II - 11" - I r. . 

Wednesday. December 1. 1910. 1-4. 
BOOKlfORK. 

[Candidatu are requested 10 attempt at leaet 011£ queetilm Ir"". uuh _tilm 
01 the paper, and not more than THBBJI in all.] . 

1. Write a ahort ",",ount of the method of projection in geometry. 
Include in this account the properties of a projected figure ~ing to 
(,,) circles. (b) right angles, (e) a pair of equal anglea, (d) ntlddle pomta of 
lines. and (e) foci of conieo, in the origina1 figure, and illustrate yoor theory 
by stating in a form true for all conics the property that the aogle at the 
centre of a circle is douhle that at the circumference. 

2. Prove that if m is prime to .. the least positive remainders of the 
aeries of integers 

k, " + a, ." " + (m - 1) " 
with respect to m are a permotation of the numbers of the series 

0, I, 2, ... (m - 1). 
and that 

a. (m) _ 1 == 0 (mod. m), 

... here ." (m) is the number of integers less than m and prime to it. 
Prove also that (m - I)! + 1 is divisible by III if, and 0011 if,.. ia a 

prime. 
Show that if .. ia a prime, and P<"" 

(P-1)! (M -p)! + (-If -I == 0 (mod. ... ). 
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3. State and prove the leading propo.itions in the theory of determins.nta 
and indicate .ome applications of the theory. 

4. Starting from the definition of a diJrerential coefficient, develop 
methods and results which will enable you to dilferentiate any function 
obtained by combining exponentiaJ. functions, circular functions, powen, 
and the inverses of the.e functions. 

5. Establish formula! for the curvature at any point of a pIane curVe, 
including the cases when the curve is defined (a) by a Carte.ian equation. 
(b) by equations of the type ., = </>(f), 'Y = t(f), (e) by an intrinsic equation, 
(d) by .. 1'. r equation, and (e) ... the envelope of a line whose equatio" 
contains one variable parameter. Apply .uch of the.. formula! ... are 
suitable, to the cs.ses of the ellip.e and the parabola. 

6. Starting with any definition of exp '" or log "', where '" is a real 
variable, dsvelop the principal properties of these functions, including among 
your results the expansions for exp "and log (1 + ,,). the equation 

~(log ,,) =!, 
ct.. " 

and the rels.tion 

. ( ",)" lim 1 + _ = exp ... 
....... «1 n 

Explain also the connenon between exp " and "z. 

A. Prove the theorems on which graphic methods 88 applied to statical 
problems depend. 

B. Investigate the various theorems concerning the Conservation of 
Energy and the Conservation of Momentum nnder appropriate conditions, 
for ... ystem of two particles. 

Apply your theorems to the .olution of the following problem: Two 
particles of masaes m and m' are connected by an elastic string, of natural 
length 1 and without maas, and are initially at rest at a distance 61 from 
"""h other at points .4 and B re.pectively. Blows P and Q are applied to 
the particles in directions t"'rpendicular to .4B and towards .4 respectively. 
Discuss the subsequent motion. 

C. Investigate the ..... rious problems arieing from the collision of .mooth 
elastic .pheres. In parliculsr consider the loss of kinetic energy. 

A. maas .. of water issues per nnit time from a pipe with uniform velocity 
... and .trike ... pa.il which retains it, there being no eIs.sticity. Initially the 
pail is at reet, and at a subsequent inet&nt is moving in the direction of the 
stream with veiocity Y. Prove that 

dY m( .. - Y)' 
-ili = - jJ,,'-' 

.... d that the 1088 of energy up to this instant is 

6MuV, 

where M is the maao of the pa.il, and gravity is omittad from consideration. 

D. Investigate the theory of the isochroniam of oscillatione, considsring 
hermonic motion in general, motion on .. oycloid, and the ...... 11 oscillations 
of a pendulnm. 
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Thursday, December 8, 1910. 9-12. 

FOR CANDIDATES IN MATHEMATICS, IN MECHANICAL SciENCES AND 
IN MATHEMATICS APPLICABLE TO PHYSICS. 

[Mat""",,,lioal Tablu and Squo.red Paper ..... prorrided. and mathematital 
i ... ",,_ may b. employed for oalculalion.] 

Candida! .. for Mal""",,,lioal Sclwl4r.hip. aro 10 "",il quefiiono A-C. 

A. Prove the formula 

cae (A + B) = cae A COB B -sin A sin B. 
Show that 

sinAsin~-~+sinBsinW-~+sinCsin~-~=a 

B. Find the length of the perpendicular from the origin to the line 
3z+4y-l=O. 

Find also the equations of tbe two lin .. whicb are parallel to this line 
and at twice its distance from tbe origin. 

C. Trace the curve ". = 16 ... and find the points where it is cut by the 
line !I = 2ao - 6. Prove also that the line cuts the curve at angles '" and ",. 
given by 

tan '" = t. tan "'. = t. 

1. The bisootor of the angle A of a triangle ABC p""""" througb the 
centre of the eqnare described enernally on BC. Show that A ill a righ~ 
angle. or that AB = AC. 

2. nCD is a qnadrilateral not inBcribable in a circle. Show that 
AC.BD<n. CD+BC .AD. 

3. The roots of the equation 

'" -l.2.T + 5Lr - 9-2% + 60 = 0 
...... all integral; find them. 

~. Pro ... that if .. is the "th root of tI. the error inyolyed in taking '" fur 
the (" + q)th root of II is 

wbere 

is amaIl. 

q:o log..,"{ 1 
"+q 

'I log.. .. } -' __ ,., 
2 ( .. + 'I) 8""ov_Y. 

Estimate n>nghly the en.eme magnitude of this error .. 1lea • and 'I are 
not greater thaD 1000 aud 1 IEspectively. and. ill not J..o than 200. 

5. Solve (graphically or othenriae) to two oigniiicant lira- the equation , 

"'-10..-11 = O. 

6. Find the geaeraI oolation of the eqnatioa 

_4a-_U=_4a-_U. 

7. Solve completely the triaDgIes in .. hich 

• = 113. ,,= 152, .A = 27". 
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8. In an ""ute-anglea triangle .dBO. if LMN is the pedal triangle and p 
its in·radius. show that 

LM.MN.NL=2p~. 

where ~ is the area of .dBO. 

9. Interpret the equations obtained by eliminating .. and 1/ in succession 
between the straigbt line .. + 21/ = S and the conic'"' - Sy' = 22. and hence 
(or otherwise) prove that the circle described on this chln"<i .... diameter has 
for its equation 

'"' + y' + 18z -I2y -128 =0. 

10. Find the relation between the eccentric angles at the extremities of 
conjugate diameters of an ellip8e. 

U the ellipse be 
,",!a' +y'fb' = 1. 

prove that the tangents at the ends of conjugate diamete.'S intersect on the 
ellipse 

,",!a'+y'fb' = 2. 
and that the corresponding normaJs meet on the curve 

o 2 (a ..... ;t,..b'y')' :- (a' - b')' (a .... - b'y,)'. 

11. Prove the .'l1ie for differentiating the quotient of two functions. 
Find the differential coellioiente of 

11-2 . {I +'"'} ta.n( •• 
../2'"' 200 + 5' S1l1 1 + OJ" z - 8111 - .. ). 

12. A bell-tent consists of a conical portion above and a cylindrical 
portion near the ground. For a given volume and a oircular base of given 
radius, prove that the amount of canvas used is a minimum when the semi
vertical angle of the cone is 008-' (i). 

IS. Integrate the following expressions:-
II 1 

( ... + Sz + 2)' tan.... '"' log ... "'2 _ .. + ../1 + ",' 
I •. Apply the integral calculus to evaluate 

(i) the a.re& of a parabola cut off by a line pe.-pendioular to the 
axis; 

(ii) the volume of a Sph01". 

15. Tmoe the OurTO "'Y' = ~, (2a - OI) and prove 
(i) that the area between the OurTO and the axis of y is ... a' ; 

(ii) that the volume generated by the revolution of the curve 
about this line is 2 ..... •. 

Thursday, December 8. 1910. 1.30-4.30. 

FOR CANDIDATES IN MATHEMATICS, IN MECHANICAl. '"SCIENOES 
AND IN MATHEMATICS APPLIOABLE TO PHYSICS. 

(MatlteoRatical Tableo IItId Squared Paper an prooided, IItId matMmafi<al 
i ... _"," ..... y be emp/qyed for ealculatioft.] 

• 1. A ship lea~ .. certain port and steams N.W. at 15 mote; ten hours 
later another ship 1 ........ the eame port, and steams w.s. W. at 12 mote. 
Their wire\ese instrumente are capable of communications up to 500 nautical 
mil .. : howlongmay the ships expect to remain in touch with one another P 

[A mot = .. nautical mile an hour.] • 
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2. A train passes a station A at 40 miles per hoor and maintains thi, 
speed for 7 miles, and is then uniformly retarded, stopping at B, which il 
8 miles from.A. A second train starts from A the instant the first trail 
passes and, being uniformly accelerated for part of the journey and uniforml) 
retarded for the rest, stops at B at the same time as the first train. Wha, 
is its greatest speed on the journey P 

S. A tramcar starts from rest and its velocities at intervals of 5 seel 
are given in the following table :_ 

T_im_e ___ -~~_-_·~I--O-' ~ 1~0-'-~-'-20 F'~ 
o "' ~~ '1~'~ 1~~·;1~6~-'~~ 119 _ 

Velocity in miles per} 
hoor. " 

Calculate the distance in yards travelled in the above time. Also, if the 
car weigh 8 tons, estimate the effective pnll exerted on the car at the end oj 
20 seconds. 

4. A particle is projected from a given point with a .. elocity who .. 
vertical component is given. Prove that the initisl o.ngnIar velocity aboul 
the focus of the path is greatest when the angle of projection is 45°. 

5. A smooth sphere is tied to a fixed point by an inelastic string, and 
another sphere impinges directly on it in a direction making an acnte angle 
with the string. Show that, if the second sphere is reduced to rest by the 
impact, the ratio of the total kinetic energy after the impact to that before 
is equal to the coefficient of restitution. 

6. A light spring is such that m lbo. weight compre ..... it a feet. It i. 
compresaed e feet (0 > a). If m! lbo. is placed on the top and the spring is 
released, find the condition that the weight will leave the spring, and it. 
velocity when this happens. 

7. Foor equal masses are attached at equal distances A, B, C, D at point. 
on a light string, and eo placed that L JiBC = L BCD = 120", alld the 
various parts of the string are straight; an impulse I is given to the mass 
at A in the direction BA, show that the impulsive tension in AB is U I. 

8. A heavy uniform beam, 8 feet long, weigha 20 Ibs., and at one end it 
earn .. a load of 20 lbo. and at the other end a load of 10 lbo. The beem 
thus loaded is to be carried on a certain IUpport. Find by a graphreal 
constrnction the position of the support. 

If the beam is to rest on two mpports which are to diTide the load in .. 
given ratio, show how to find on your diagram any DUmber of snitable pairs 
of points, and find the position of the mpports when they .... at a distance 
4 feet apart, the presooree on them being in the ratio of S to 2. 

9. A tripod consists of three equal rods ,each ofweight "', smoothly jointed 
at the upper ends. It is placed symmetrically on a rough horizontal table, 
for which the angle of friction is .", and a weight W is put on the top of 
the tripod. Show" that the rods cannot make an angle with the vertWal 
greater than 

tan - I ( 2 :;"++3;. tan.,,). 

10. Two equal uniform rods .... fastened together 10 .. to m-t one 
another at right angles. They rest in a plane at right angles to a rougb 
wall. the one rod resting on the edge of the top of the wall. .... d an end of 
the other against the "ertieal side. Prove that the limiting inclination 8 of4 
the second rod to the Tertical is ginn by the equation i 

tan 8 coo'>. = coe(l. + 8) ain (l.- 8) • 
... here ). is the angle of friction. 
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11, The figure .dBCD represents a freely-jointed light plane framework, 
with foroes acting in the plane at right angles to BCD, Show that it is in 
equilibrium, and prove, graphically or otherwise, that the stresses in .dB,.dO 
OJ" equal and of opposite sign. 

40lb 331b 

6ft B~ ____ ~~ __ ~ ____ ~ ____ ~D 

A 

1Il>lb 

12. Two equal friction-wheels of radii B inches turn on axles B, C of 
radii r inohes; the ooefficient of friction between wheel and axle is tan <P' 
A wheel of weight W is attached to an axle of radius II inches which rests 
on the oircumferenoes of the first two wheels as in the fignre. Neglecting 
the weights of the wheels B and C, show that the least oouple which will 

l'Otate the wheel.d is W .. s:~, where sin 8 = i sin <P: the centres of the 

three wheels forming an eguila.teral triangle • 

•••• 

,6 •• •••••••••••••••••• •••••••• 

. \\" 
! 

\ .. 
' . .... 

/ 
...... 

(ALTBBlfATIVB QUBBTIOlf. Ilf PHYSICS.) 

13. A diving bell has the form of a paraboloid of revo!uti":' cut olf by a 
plane perpendioular to its uis at a distance 1 from the vertex where 1 is 
the h.ight of the .... ter-barom.ter. If the bell be lowered 80 tbt, its vertsx 
is at a d.pth 5hf2 below the eurfa.oe of the water, find how high the water 
will rise in the bell. 

U. A battery is connected to a ga.\va.nometer of 400 ohme resistance, and 
a certain current is o'beened. The galvanometer is now shunted with a 
reeistanoe of 10 ohms, and the-current in the gahanomcter fal1s to one-half 
of the former n.lue. Find the intemal reeista.noe of the battery. 
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15. The coefficients of cubical expansion of mercury and imuI. arE 
. 00018 and . 00006 per degree Centigrade. A mercury barometer with • 
brass scaJe reads correctly at 15° C., standing at 30 inches; what will be the 
error at 35° C. P 

16. One cubic foot of air ata temperatnre of 500° C. absolute u8l[panded 
isothermally from a pressure of 120 Ibs. per sq. in. to twice the initial 
volume; it is then expanded adiabatically to three times the initial volume. 
Find the pressnre and temperature at the end of each stage and ca.\culate, 
graphically or otherwise, the work done and the heat nnits taken in during 
each stage, taking the mechanical sqnivalent of one thermal nnit &8 

1,400 ft. lbo., and the sqoation for adiabatic expansion of air as p!I'" = 
const. 

Friday, December 9, 1910. 9-12. 

GENERAL QUESTIONS. 

SECTION A. 

TltiB •• ction iB to b. taken by aU Candidate •• 

SECTION B. 

Candidatee may ",rite 1m rwt more than .. OUB l1Ihj .. t. in thiB ..ctio,,; 
and must choo .. tMir .ubject. as far as po .. ibl< from different groupo. 

SECTION C. 

Candidates may talu any or aU of the qua/ions ... 'hiB IUUon, but they 
must do juti .. to S.<:Ii .... A. and B. b.fore they pM. 1m to C. 

SECTION A. 

TltiB .ecIion iB to b. taken by aU Candidates. 

1. Translate: 
Un jenne homme--t""lOns son portrait d'nn ...w trait de plume:

figorez-vous don Qoichotte it. dix·hnit &DB; don Qnichotte d<\corB<:le, ...... 
haubert et 8&D8 cuiseard; don Qnichotte rev~ d'nn poarpoint de lain.e 
.ront la cou1enr bleue .. "wt tr&DBf011lltie en nne nwuwe inoaisisaabI.. de lie 
de Tin et d'azur celeste. Visage long et brnn; la pommette des j01le8 
aillant.e, signe d'astnee; lea muscles maxjllairee euonnement deveJ.oppe., 
indice infaillible aoquel on reconnait Ie Gaecon, meme ...... beret, et notre 
jeone homme porboit nn beret orne d'nne espece de plume; 1'''';1 ODvert et 
intelligent; Ie nez croom.. maio finement deaeinO; trop grand pour un 
adolescent. trop petit pour un homme fait, et qu'nn ceil pen ~ eiit pria 
pour nn fila de fermier en voyage, 8&D8 la longue epee qui, pendue it. un 
baudrier de peau. battait I.. mollets de aon propriOtaire quand il eta.it II 
pied, et Ie poil herisae de oa montare quand il etait II cheval 

Du ...... 

SIICfiOI B. 

Cartdi4aJa ma, write ... twf ....... tho,. J'OUB 11Ihj_ i. thiB ..ction; ...... 
.. ..., choou their 11Ihj_ at far at pouibl< f,...". diffeveJll grt>Uf¥ • 

. 2. DiscuBa the chief characleristiea of two of the following achooJ. of 
An :-Dutch, VenetiaD, Twocan, Spaaiah and Englieh. 
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.3. U The successful novelist cannot be a successful dramatist." 
4 ... Opera is .. bastard .. rt : it attempts to combine musi. with·dr&ma." 
5. Compare the merite of CIa.s.ic and Gothic arohitecture. 
6. (f The wealth of nations. as of m~n, consists in 8ubita.n.C8, not m. 

eiphe .. : a.nd the real good of all work, and of all commerce, depends on 
the final intrinsic worth of the thing you m&ke or get by it," . 

7 ... It is in general .. nece .... ry condition of free .institutione; th&t the 
bounda.riea of governmente should Aloincids in the main. with .. those of 
nationalities." . 

8. Bow far do you consider impartiality in history possible P 
9 ... Perfect human liberty is possible ouly·to .. despot, who is absolutely 

.and universally obeyed." 

10. Wh&t theories h&ve been .. dvo.nced as to the mo.intenance of the 
,'&diation of energy by the Bun P 
. 11. Did Sherlock Bolmes rso.ch his conclusions by the .. method of 

Science" P . If not, in wh&t way did his method differ from th&t of 
Science P . 

12. Some philosoph... believe th&t matter is· an ballucinstion, others 
th&t it is real. . Others, again, believe th&t ite qunJitis. are distorted and 
perverted by the medi& thrGugh which we. become 1LW",,, of, it. DiEcuss 
'these pointe of view. . 

IS. Discusa the p088ibility a.nd probability of life on the moon,,· Wh&t 
directions must evolution h&ve teken to make -it possible P . . 

14. The erils of deforeato.tion. 

15. The inftuence of meoh&uie&!· ftigh,on the mutual rel&tions and 
bounda.riea of nations. 

16. Bow are the· prevention, the di&gnosis ' .. nd the Cure 'of dl~ses 
aided by rese.o.roh P 

17. Diacusa the problem of street. traffic, and make suggestions fOl' 
,..,liering congestion in.the mal.., crowded ........ 

SBCTION C. 

[Candid4tu may tak6 any or aU of the q .... tio ... i" tI.i .... U"", but they mu.t 
do juatice 10 Sectiona.4. aud B. b~or. they paIS on t. C.] 

18. Tra.nsl&te: 

" 

Dora dane cet e.ndroit pa.nvre au I .. archiducs blonds 
Bont v~tus d'un .. irain que Ie Temps vert-de'gri&e. 
On dirait qu'un d~psrt dont I'insta.nt .'~to.rniae 
Encombre I .. couloirs de ~ oblongs. 
D .. touriatea.angl&ia tra.lnent U. I.oro to.1ons, . 
Puis i1s vont voir, pins loin, ton ""'ur, dane une Eglise. 
Dora, tu fus co J eune homme et co Fila, quoi qu' on diee. 
Don, tu fus oe martyr; du 1IlOiJuI, noua le VOulODI • 

. . . Un Capucin preest! d'expo!di81' Bon monde 
Fro.pps avec uno ~le.f Bur ton cercueil qui gronde, 
Dit un nom, une date,-et passe, en abrege&nt ... 
Dora I maio rbe e.n dorma.nt que I'on t' .. fait revivre, 
Et que, l&ia&a.nt ton corps dane BOn cercueil de ."ivre, 
J'ai pu '"0181' ton c<eur dane eon urne d'&rge.nt. 
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19, Translate, 

. Wiibrend auf dem D"mme von heiden Theilen mit der hartniickig.teu 
H.tze gefachteu worde, hatte man die Scheld·Brucke von Ant .. erpen aWl 
~it nene.n Maschinen bestiirmt, mn die Anfmerksamkeit des Herzogs anf 
d.eBer Se.te zn beschiiftigen. Aher der SchaU des Ges.hub .. vom Damme 
her entdeckte d"""",lben bald, was dart vorgehen machte, nnd er eilte, 
80bald er die Brucke hefreit aah, in eigner Person den Deich zn entset7.en. 
Von zweihundert Bpa.nischen Pikenierem begleitet lIog er an den Ort des 
Angri1f8, und erochien noch gerade zu rechter Zeit auf dem Kampfplatz, 
11m die vollige Niederlage der Seinigen zu verhindern. Eiligst wart er 
einige Kanone», die er mit gebracht batte, in die zwei """haten Redouten, 
und lie .. von da aus nachdriicklich auf die feindlichen Schi1fe fenern. Er 
selbot steUte .ich an die Spitze eeiner Soldaten, und in der einen Hand den 
Degen, den Schild in den andern, fiihrte er .ie gegen den Feind. 

ScHILLER. 

20. Compare the use of Blank veree and the Hexameter in Engliab 
poetry, 

21. Assign any or aU of the foUowing to their authors on the ground 
of styJe:-

(a) "We drove in .. body to Science the other day for an antidote; 
whicb was &B if tired pedestriane sbould mount the engine-bas 
of headlong trains; and Science introduced ua to auro'er·hoary 
ancestry-them in the Oriental posture: whereupon .... eet np 
a primreval. chattering to rival the Amazon forest nigb nightfall, 
cured, we fancied. And before daybreak our diJieaoe ..... 
banging on to us again, ... ith the extension of " taiL" 

(1)) Homer's Epoe bas not ceased to he true: yet it is DO longer our 
Epoe, but ehineo in the distance, if c1esrer and cJearer, yet 
also smaller and smaller, like a receding Star, .. So likewise a 
day comes .. hen the Runic Thor, with his Eddas, must withdraw 
into dimness; and many an African Mumbo·Jumbo and Indisn 
Pa ...... he utterly .. boliahed. 

1\ (0) The natural advantag .. whicb arise from the position of the eartb 
whicb we inhabit with reopoet to the other planets, afford mnch 
employment to mathematical apeenlation, by which it has 1-.0 
discovered, that DO other confirmation of the eystem could 
have given such commodious distrihutions of light and beat, or 
imparted fertility and pieaeure to 80 great a part of a ..... alring 
Bpbere. 

(d) While aU melts under our feet, we may well grasp at any exquisite 
paaeion, or .... y coutn'hntion to knowJedge that seems . bJ: .. 
lifted borizon to eet the Bpirit """ for a moment, or any Btirnng 
of the senses, strange dyes, strange coloure, and cnriouo odonrs, . 
or work of the artist'. hands, or the face of one'. friend.; 

(e) Roses .... b;;.., lipe the ftame bas deadened 
Drink till the lapping leav .. are reddened 
And warm ... et inner petals ... eep; 
The ftower ... hereof sick sJeep gets leisure, 
Barren of balm and purple pieaeure, 
Fumes with no Dative steam of sJeep. 

( f) Were othere aDgJy: I eseosed them too; 
Well might they rage, J gal'e them hut their due. 
A man'. true merit 'tis not bard to find; 
But each man'. secret standard is his mind, 
That Casting· ... eight pride adds to emptineM, 
This ... bo can gratify P for who can gne>8 ~ 
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Saturday, December 10, 1910. 9-12. 
ENGLISH ESSAY. 

Write ... Essay on OM of the following subjects:- . 

1. "The doctrine of self-reliance and self-denial whiGh is the found&tion 
of political oconomy_" 

2. Compare the poetry of the eighteenth aud nineteenth centuries. 

3. Cecil Rhodes. 
'- .. The aim of education is to form character: its result is to destroy 

it." -

5. Hobbies. 
6 ... To form habits is to fs.il in life." 

(2) EXAIiINATION FOR ENTRANCE SCHqu.nSIIIPs 1910. 

Pembroke, Gonville and Caiu8, King's, Jesus, Christ's, St. John's, 
and Emmanuel ColUges. . 

Wednesday, December 7. 9-12. 

ALGEBRA, TnlGONOIiETRY AND DIFFERENTIALCALCOLOS.-. 

[Mat1tematical Tabla are ... pplied.] 

1. Show that the expression 
( ... - ... ., - (ay - ""') (b. - or) 

is the product of two linear functions of e",' and that, when a, b • • are· 
_I, the coelIicients in the lin .... functions .... reel provided 

b' cJ: 4<&0. 
2. Prove that, if R positive quantities be restricted to have a definite sum 

... their product caunot exceed .. and the sum of their squares lies between. 
"'and.Y. 

Show also that, if there be four positive quantities and they he restricted. 
to h .... a IUID 4e and a IUID of squares 8c'. DO one of them can exceed 

(~3 + 1)<. 

S. Show that, in the expansion of (1 + .. )- by the Binomial Series in the 
case when .. is a positive fraction and ... lies between the positive integers 
r - 1 and r, the series begins with r + 1 positive terms, and the numerically 
greatest term cannot occur later than the middle term or terms. of these 
positive term.. 

'- Determine the range of ...Ju .. for which the two infinite series 
". ... 1+_+ 2'+ ... +, .... . . . 

.. _~+~_ ... + (-1)0-':" ... 

are respectively convergent. 
c 
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Prove that in the approximate formula used by Napier for calculating 
logarithms 

where 

log ~ = a 2 b G + !} 
a-b 
--- is small. the error is of the order 

a 

Ha a br 
5. FlIld a general expre88ion for all t-he angles which have the ... me 

tangent as a given angle_ 

If tan 5a is given, find the number of diJferent value. of COB a. 

Show that if tan 8 = tan'</> and tan 2</> + 2 tan + = 0, then 
IJ+</>++=n... -

6. If in a triangle ABC, the angle A, the Bide BC and the perpendicular 
~m A on BC are given, find formula! to determine the other angleo and 
BldeB. 

Caleulate them when A is 6~. BC 121> feet, and the p~cnJar 
72 feet. 

7. -Exp ...... the radii of the inscribed and eocribed circleo of & triangle in 
term. of the radi1l8 of the circumcircle and the angleo of the triangle. . > 

Show that two cirel .. can be drawn within the angle BAC of a triangle 
to ~ch.A.BandACand to cut 01f a chord of:-given length fromBC, provided 
the !pv~ length doeo not exceed twice the geometric mean of the radii of 
the mscnbed circle and the eocribed circle opposite A . 

.s. Exprees in real form the partial fractions of _1-1' 
z'+ 

Show that the general solution of II cos , + b .in 8 = e, where 
e> -v'a'+b';' 

b -I e 
8 =2 ..... + tan-I _ + i cosh 

.. - "'11'+6' 
provided the value asoigned to tan-I ~ is alao a value of COO-I -v''' 6" 

.. (I a2 + 
9. Discuss by means of the diJIerentiai ooefficient the variation in .a1ne 

of z log z for poeitive valnes of z. and .how that z log • = e baa """ real 
root if c is poeitive and two real YOOto if • is negative. and DnmerWally 1eoa 
than l/e. 

10. Show that 

Y = ~ (sin-I :r)' oatisfies (1- 0:')2 = z~ + l. 
and obtain the expanoion of the function , in _ding pcnren of z. 

lL Define the curvature of a ctUTe at any point. and from the definitw.. 
find the curvature of the curve y = f (z) at any point. 

Trace the curve ,. = z (z - l)' and .how that the circle which 
toocheo it at the points where the ordinate baa its maximum and mnwnnm 
valn .. is the circle of cnr.-atnre at both points. Draw the circle. 
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Thursuay, December 8. 9-12. 

STATICS AND DYNAMICS. 

1. Prove that the resnltant of forces represented by "'. O.A and ... OB is 
represented by (m + "lOG, ,.here G is a point on .All ouch that ... . .AG = 
".~ . 

The line of action of a force P cuts the sides of a triangle in given 
points. Show how to find three forces acting along the sides of the triangle 
which ahaI1 have P for their resultant. 

2. Find the resnltant of a couple and .. force in its plane. 
A right cil"cular cylinder, of weight Wand radius r, etands on a horizontal 

pIane, and a smooth cil"cular wire of weight W' and radius .. (a > r) is placed 
over it so 88 to encircle it. Prove that, provided W> W', the ring may be 
supported by a vertical string held in the hand, without touching the pIane; 
and lind the pl'OS8UJ'e8 on the cylinder. Why is the restriction as to W 
introduced P Would it be required if the string were attached 1;0 the. 
cylinder P 

3. Two uuifonD. rods AB and CD, each of weight Wand length II, are 
smoothly jointed together at a point 0, where OB and OD are each of 
length b. The rods rest in a vertical pIane with the ends .A and C on a 
smooth tsble and the ends B and D oannacted by a light string Prove that 

the reaction at the joint is i ~ tan d, where d is the inclination of either rod 

to the vertical. 

,. Establish the existence of the centre of a system of psralIeI forces. 
A hollow wedge of negligible weight is full of water and has its edges 

psralIeI to the edge of a horizontal table on which it rests. The cross
section ABC has its side BC on the table and B projects over the edge of 
the table. Prove that the length 11 of BC on the table must exceed i 
(a + 4), where 4 = b COB C, and that, if 11 < ta, and if the water leaks slowly 
through a amaII hole at B, the wedge will faIl over as soon as the proportion 
of water eBOBpe& to the original amount is n', where 

,,' (a-24) - (II + 1) (311_-4) = O. 

5. Two equal rough circular cylinders of weight W are placed upon .. 
horizontal pIane with their axes psralIeI, and .. plank of weight W' is laid 
"'-"lOBS them perpendicular to their axes so as to project equally beyond each. 
The plane is then tilted about a line psralIel to the lUea, while the upper 
cylinder is held fixed. Prove that, if the coefficient of hiction ,. is the aame 
at all points of contact, equilibrium will be hroken when the inclination of 
the pIane to the horizontal is 

,.W' 
tan-I 2W'+W" 

6. Show how the velocity of the centre of masa of a number of particles 
moving in cae pIane can be found ,.hen their velocities .and _ are 
known. 

Two particles .A and B are moving in one pIane with given ~ocitiea and 
are not acted on by any exterual forces; if they impinge upon one another 
and after the im)MlCt .A'. velocity and the direetion of B'. velocity are given, 
abow how to determine the magnitude of B·o velocity and the ratio between 
their maeees. 

7. Prov_ that the increaae of kinetie energy of. particle is equal to the 
work done on it, in the case when the particle is moving und .... the action of 
a conatant force. 

Two particles of m..... ~.. and 3m are fastened to the ends .A, B 
rearctively of a weightl_ rigid rod, }5 It. long, which is freely hinged at a 
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point 0, 5 ft. from A: if the rod is just disturbed from it. position of 
unstable equilibrium, prove that the velocity with which A will pass through 
its position of stable equilibrium is r. ...'380g. 

8. If a train travelling at 30 miles an hour picks up 10.000 lbo. of water 
in a quarter of a mile, find the hack-presoure thereby produced on the train 
and the extra horse-power required on this account to maintain the .peed. 

9. Find the 1011 of energy when two omooth sphereo moving in the Mme 
straight line come into collision. 

A wedge of mass M and angle a is lying with one face in contact with a 
smooth horizontal table, and when on the other face a particle of mas. '" i. 
placed, motion enoues: if the wedge when moving with velocity ~ is .uddenly 
stopped, determine the loss of energy, 6 being the coefficient of restitution 
between the particle and wedge. 

10. Determine the acceleration of a point describing a cil'cle with uniform 
speed. • 

A small ring fite loosely on a rough spoke (length a) of a wheel which 
can turn abont a horizontal axle and the ring is ariginally at reot in contact 
with the lowest point of the rim: if the wheel is now made to revolve with 
uniform angular velocity ... prove that the angle 8 through which the wheel 
will turn before the ring slides i. given by the equation 

co. (8 - A)/cos A + oi'a/g = 0, 
where A i. the angle of friction. 

Thursday, December 8. 1.30-4.30. 

GEOMETRY. 

1. In plane geometry, prove that if 0 i. the middle point of AB, the 
distance of 0 from any line is either half the BUm or hxlf the difference of 
the dist&nces of A and B from that line. Distinguish the two casee. 

The base.AB of a triangle is fixed while the v_ C moves, and CP, 
CQ are the diagonals of squares (erlemal to ABC) described on the aides 
CA, CB. Prove that the .-!dIe point of PQ is a fixed point. 

2. A point P descn'bes a circle, and a second point Q movee 80 that ita 
dist&nce OQ from a fixed point 0 is always proportiona1 to OP and the 
angle POQ is constant. Prove that Q also deecribee a circle. 

A point A is taken within a IPven circle, and through each point P of 
the circle is drawn a chord PQ inclined at a constant angle a to AP. Sho .... 
that the line through Q which makes an angle a with QP bot is not parallel 
to AP paases always through a second fixed point within the circle. 

3. Prove that if a figure is refleeted in 1inee .AB, BC anccessively the 
result is the same as roWing the figure about B through twice the angle 
.ABC. 
t I Show that if the reflectione are accompanied by displacemente psn1le1 
and equal to .AB, BC the rotation is the same as before and takeo place 
about the cireumcentre of the triangle .ABC. 

4. Fixed tangenta to a parabola at points P, P equidistant from the 
axis.... cut by a variable tangent in points Q. q. Prove that either the 
sum or the dilfereoce of the lengthe PQ. Pq is const&nt. 

5. Prove that tangent conee to • sphere with col1inear vertices hav. 
planee of contact which J>IIBII through a line. 
• Two perpendicn1ar 1inee meet perpendicularly the earne diameter of a 

sphere at points inT""'" with regard to the sphere. Prove that any chord. 
of the sphere .... hich meets both 1inee is harmonically dmded by them. 

6. F'md the equations of the t.-mgent and normal aI; lhe point (u.', 2.. .. , 
of th, parabola y' = ... ..,. 
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The tangent at any point P of this parabola. is met in Q by a line 
through the vertex A at right angles to AP, and Z is the foot of the 
perpendicuJa.r from A on the tangent at P. Show that there are three 
positions of the point P on the parabola. for which the point Z lies on the 
straight line. 

A,.+By+ 0= 0, 
and that the corresponding points Q lie on the line 

(U .. - 0) ,. + 4Bay + 20a = O. 
7. Find the equation of the circle, of which the chord of the ellipse 

az' + by' =1, 
intercepted on the line III> + my = 1 is a diameter. 

Prove that this eirole will touch the ellipse at a third point if the given 
chord. touches a simiJa.r, simiJa.rly situated and concentric ellips .. 

8. A straight rod AI' B has its ends sliding on fixed perpendicuJa.r lines 
OA, OB. Show that each point P of the rod describes an ellipse and that 
the normal at P pas ... through the verte" I of the rectangle AOB1. 

Show also that if K is the centre of curvature at P, and KX pa.ra.llel.to 
OA meets AB in X, then the triangles PXI and PIA are similar. 

9. Prove that the conio 
9 ... - 2410y + 41y' = 15,. + 5y 

has one e:rlremity of its major &J:is at the origin and one erlremity of its 
minor &J:is on the &J:is of... Find the coordinates of its centre and foci. 

10. The perpendicuJa.rs from fixed points P" p ....... on & variable line 
have lengths 1'1, p,. .... , and the line moves ao that the sum zk,p,' = O. Show 
that the envelope of the line is a conio; and that if Ik, = 0 it is a parabola., 
and if Ik,koP,P,' = 0 it is a rectangular hyperbola.. 

11. Show that, if the poJa.rs of P and Q with respect to a conic are 
pa.ra.llel _peotively to QB and P B, the polar of B must be pa.ra.llel to 
PQ; and that the triangle PQB is self.conjugate with ~t to a second 
conio having the same asymptotes as the former. 

Friday, December 9th. 9-12. 

MA.1'HEMATIOS.-GENERAL PAPER. 

1. Give a. short account, without proofs, of the method of. inversion in 
plane geometry. Apply the method to prove that a syetem of ooau.l circles, 
which cut in two real points A and B, are cut orthogonally by & aecond 
system of ciroles which do not interaect one another and one set of which 
surround the point A, while the other set surround the point B; and show 
how to determine in the inverse figure the circle which corresponds to the 
straight line aeparating the two Oliginal sets of ciroles from one another. 

2. Two projective (homographio) ranges of points on & line are such that 
no (real) point on the line is se!f.oorresponding. Prove that two positions 
of a point P may be found in any plane through the line, such that all pairs 
,)f corresponding points of the ranges subtend the same angle I't P. 

S. A polynomial 4> (.,) is defined by the identity 

4> (" + 1) - 4> (,,) = (1 + .,j' 
with 4> (1) = I, where r is & positive integer. Prove that 4> (0) = 0, 
4> (-1) = 0, and from 4> (- Il) - 4> (- .. -1) = (-I}''''' deduee that 
4> (.,) = (_I) ...... • 4> (- .. -1)forallintegra.l and therefore for all values of ... 

Henee show that the sum of the rth powers of the firet II Dlltuml 
Dumbere is an integra.1 function of .. divisible by II (f! + 1) and that it is 
alao divisible hy (2" + 1) if r i8 even. " . 
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4. Two perpendicular lin .. in an inclined plane make angl ..... fj with .. 
h?rizontal plane; prove that the angle y between the two plan.. i" 
given by 

ain' l' = ain2 a: + ain' fJ. 
and find the angles between the given pair of lines 8I1d a line of greate.t 
slope in the plane. 

5. The tangents to an enip .. at A and B. extremities of the major and 
minor axes. meet in K. Show that the osc"111ating circles at A and B have K 
as an externa.llimiting point. and suhtond supplementary angles at K. 

Find any such enipse in relation to the circles 

('" + 11'> cos' a + 2"", + c' = O. 
('" + 11'> sin' a + 2"", + c' = O. 

6. A point P moves in a plane in such a way that 

VP-SP=SK. 
where Sis .. fixed point in the plane. Va fixed point not in the plane and K 
the foot of the perpendicular from Von the plane. Prove that the locu.o or 
P is a parabola with focus at S; and that. if the vertex of this parabola 
is A. the point V li.. on a second parabola with vertex at S and focU8 
at A. 

7. Show that the iunetion sin., + a Bin 3z for values of ., from 0 to". 
h ... no zeroe except the terminal ones if - • < a < 1. Show alMo that it 
has two minima with an intermediate maximum if a < - i. one maximum 
if - t < a < t. two maxima and an intermediate minimnm if a > l-

Indicate roughly the types of the graph of the funetion in the f011r 
cases. . 

R. Five weightless rods. AB. BC. CD. DA and BD. smoothly jointed .t 
their ende, form a framework, AB is vertical with B above A. BAD = 3ff'. 
ABD = 60°. BC is horizontal and BD = DC. A weight Wi. suspende.l 
from C and the framework is supporled by a horizontal 10r00 at B and a. 
force at A. Find the stress in each of the rods. distinguishing betW~ll 
thrust and tension. 

9. State the general principle of virtnal work and prove that .. h<'D 
applied to the ca.se of a single rigid body in two dimen&iona it 1eada to three
independent neceaaary and ll1lfficient conditions of equilibrium and ded"',e 
these conditions in one of their usual forms. 

. Four equal uniform rods. of length (a + b). are hinged at A. B. C. D. 
and are 8U8pended by two strings of equalIength. 80 that the diagonalAC 
is vertical and A is the highest point. The strings "'" attached to two pegs 
in the same horizontal line and to two points in AB. AD at distance a 

. from A. Prove that if the rude ... t in the form of a square the iDClinati<Jll 
of the strings to the horizontal is tan -I (a/b). 

10. Prove that if two particles of ........... mlo " .. are moving in " plane. 
their kinetic energy is . 

! ( .... + m,) V' +! ........ - V. 
2 2 .... + .... . 

where V is the velocity of their centre of masa and v is their relati ... 
velocity. 

A shell of ID&l!8 (ml + .... ) is fired with " velocity whose horizontal and 
vertical components are U. V. and at the highest point in ito path the .hell 
explodes into two fragments ....... The exp1oaion yrodueee an additional 
kinetic energy E. and the fragments separate in • horizontal direction: 
.how that they strike the ground at a distance apart which is eqna1 to 

f { 2E (! + .!,)p. 
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Friday, December 9. 1.30-4.30. 

ESSAYS FOR CANDIDATES IN MATHEMATICS. 

Write an es"'1 on one of the following subjects :-
1. The plaos of Mathema.tics in It general scheme of education. 
2. Money. 
S. .. He that will not a.pply new Remedies, must expect new Evils: for-

Time iB the greatest Innova.tour." LORD BAC-ON .. ' ., ' 

4. The highwa.y and the motor-car. 
5. The value of a. hobby. 

(b) OXFORD UNIVERSITY. 

(1) MATHEM.\TICAL SCHOLARllHIPS. 

Balliol, Queen'B, Corpus Christi, and St. John's Colleges, 1910. 

1. 

1. Draw the gt'&pbof the function 
(0) - 1) (" - 3) 

1/ (,,+ 1) (0: 5)' 

Prove that i is a mao:im .... value of 1/ and that 1 is .. minim .... value 
and explain the apparent paradox. 

2. Find the Bum of .. terms of the series 

1 + ~(l + 10) + ~ (1 + 10 + 10') + ~.(I + 10 + '" +"') + .... 
4 a2 a 

Stste the conditions under which the series bas .. sum to infinity. and 
find this Bum when it e:o:iste. 

S. H a. b,., .. , ,le are pooitive proper fractions. prove that (1- a) (1- b) 
(I-c) ... (1- k) Ii .. between 1 and 1-a- b- ... -k. 

H "' iB a positive quantity, .. a pooitive integer, and .,. , ... 
u. ;;; 1 + .. + 9" + ... +-, 

I~ ~ 
prove that 

4. 'ReBolve 

( "'). .,. 1 + ft lies between H/'II and U N- 2ft ",,-:t" 

1 
(""::")' (,,=b) 

into partisJ fractions. 
H pC. denote the number of combinations of p thingo q at a time, prove 

that 

(
1 rO, rO, rCr )' 

R ;. - .. + 1 + .. + 2 - ... ± ;, +-;. 

(
1 -0, '0, ·0. ) , 

=r r-r+i-r+2-"'±r+it .:=.I~i~ 
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5. Show that it p./q. be the 10" convergent to the oontinued fraction 

'" a, lis 

then 
b,+b,+ h.+'" 

p" = b"plI_1 + Gltp,,-to q" = b"qll . ," + a"q" - r;. 

Show that the value of the oontinued fraction 

1 2 3 ". 1+12 + ... +In 
- - - --- 18 ---==-- . 
2-3-4-... -10+1 1+1+1~ + ... + ~ 

6. Show that a real root of the equation!' ( .. ) = 0 Ii .. between each 
pair of real root. of the equation!( .. ) = 0, whether the ... pain are diotinct 
or not. 

H the equation.,. + p • .,0-' + ... + p. = 0 hae three roote each equal 
to a, prove that a is a root of the equation 

.. ","-' + (n -lrp.Z"-· + (10- 2)'p,z'-' + ... + p. -I = O. 
7. H 

tau l{a + 8) = ,,- oin P, tau 1 (a + q,) = a - oin! 
b - coo q, b - coo iI' 

and 8 .:... q, = {3, show that 

... + b'= 2aoina + 2bcosa + 2coo{3 + 1. 
S. (1) H A, B, 0 are the angles of a triangle ABC, prove that 

coo' A + cos. B + coo' 0 + 2 cooAcosBcoo C = L 
(2) H D is a point dividing BC in the ratio m: n, and if IY is a point 

taken on BC such that the angle BAD is equal to IY AO and the angle 
CAD is equal to the angle IY .AB, ohow that 

(i) tau 1 DAIY = en :" bm tau t A; 
en+bm 

(ii) (m + n) b • . AD = (b'", + e'n) .AIY. 
9. Find the sum of n termo of the aeries 

cotS cot 2 8 + cot 2 8 cot 3 8 + cot38cot 48 + ... 
Prove that the value of the fraction 

oin" 8 -oinC" -1) 8 + oinCn -2) 8- ... +( _1)"-loin 8 
cos 108 -cos (10 -1)8 + co8(n- 2)8 - ... "+ (_1)0-1 oo.,-g 

is tau 1 (n + 1) 8 or - cot 1 (I< + 1) 8 according &8 .. is odd or even. 
10. Express coo .. 8 secO 8 in ascending powers of tau 8, .. hen .. is a 

positive integer. 
Prove that 008 (n + 1) 8 sec 18 is the coefficient of .,. in the expansion in 

ascending powers of ., of 
1-.. 

1-2 .. coo8+'" 

II. 
1. Find the greatest value of 7.,. -l2zJ - y, .. here " and , are 

positive integers IIltiBfying the eqnation 

Sz-5r= 7. 
2. Prove that 

a! lr _ r 
1 + (b + <r - ... + (e + ar - b' + Co + b)' e' 

2a~ 
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s. If 
. and 

acos{!lcoS1+bsinfjoin1+C=0 

a coo 1 coo a + b sin 1 oin a + 0 = 0 
and a - fj is not zero .or a multiple of 2 .. , ohow that 

(a' coo' 1 + b' sin' 1) (a coo a C08 fj + b sin a oin fj + 0) 

= (bo + oa - ab) (a cos' 1 + b oin' 1 + 0). 

4. 0 is a point outside a circle, OAB io the diameter through 0, OLM is 
any other chord, and a is the centre of the circle; p,'Ove that 

tan i LOA '. tan t MOA = OA lOB. 
5. Prove that the radical axis of the inscribed circle and one of the 

escribed circl .. of a triangle and the radical axis of the two other escribed 
circleo are perpendicular. 

6. P is any point on a conic whose fooi are S, H. PS and PH cut the 
conic again at Q and B. Show that the tangents at Q and B intersect on 
the norma.! at P. 

7. A variable circle is drawn to touch the tangent at the vertsx of the 
parabola y' = 4a:!o and to cut the parabola in four points. Show that the 
difference of the abacis ... of the centre of the circle and of the centroid of 
the points is alwayo the same. 

8. A variable circle p..... through the centre of a fixed rectsngula.r 
hyperbola and meets it at the four points P, Q, B, S. Show that, if the 
tangents to the hyperbola at B and S intersect on a fixed straight line, those 
at P and Q intersect on a fixed circle. 

9. If t > a, show that 
t 

te -;; < /I.e -'. 

10. P is the point whose rectangular coordinates are (OJ, !/) and P' is the 
point whose coordinates ...... (a' I .. , b' 1 ,,), where .. and b are constants. P 
describes a cm-ve and the tangent to this curve at P meets the axis of z at 
the point P, and M is the foot of the perpendicular d"nm from P to the 
axis of ... T is the point where the tangent at P' to· the curve described by 
P' meets the axis of OJ and M' io the foot of the perpendicular drawn from 
P'to the axis of z. If 0 is the origin, show that MP : MO : : M'P' : M'O'. 

11. Three mliform hesvy rode AB, BO, aD are smoothly jointed at B 
and A, the ends A, D moving smoothly on a horizonta.! rod. If BO is not 
vertical, show that its inclination to the horizon is 

sin - I { (aD - ABlf BO}. 

12. An elastic balJ. is projeotsd horizontslly fl'Om a point on an inclined 
plane and in a direction perpendicular to the intersection of the inclined 
plane and the borizon. The latera recta of the paths of the balJ. aftsr and 
before it atrikes the plane again are in the ratio (8 + e)' : 4, where e is 
the ooefficient of restitution; ahow that the inclinstion of the plane to 
the horizon is 45°. . 

III. 
1. If a straight line meets the sides BO, OA, AB of a t"jangle ABO in 

the points D, E, Frespectively. ahow that BD . OE. AF= OD • .A.E. BF' 
signs aa well aa magnitude being taken into consideration. • 

A second atra.ight line meets BO. OA, AB st D'. E', F' respectively; EF' 
meets BO at lY', FD' meets OA at E", and DE'meets AB at F". .Show 
thot D" E" F" lie on a straight line. 

!!. Show that the locus of .. point in the plane of t_ coplanar circles at 
wllich they aubtend the same angle i. their circle of similitude. . , ~ 
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Find the locus of a point such that the tangent cones drawn from it to 
three given spheres have the same vertical angle. 

3. Show that the inverse of a circle with respect to a point, whether 
lying in the plane of the circle or not, is a circle. 

Show that the inverse of the circle escribed to the. side BO of a triangle 
.A.BO with respect to a coplanar circle with centre .A. and radiWl v AB • .A.O 
is the circle which touches .A.B and .A. a and the circumscribing circle of the 
tliangle .A.BO internally; and hence, or otherwise, show that the radiWl of 
this circle is r sec' t .A.. 

4. The circle drawn through the real foci of a central conic and any point 
P on the conic meets at the pointa U and V the minor (or conjugate) axis. 
Show that PU and PV are the tangent and normal to the conic at P. 

D is the middle point of the side BO of a triangle .A.BO; the internal 
and erlernal biaectors of the angle B.A.O meet at E and F respectively tbe 
perpendicular to BO drawn throug" D; .A.L is the perpendicular drawn 
from.A. to BO. Show that . 

(1) (.A.B + .A.O)'- BO'= 4FD . .A.L; 
(2) BO'-(.A.B -.A.O)'= 4DE • .A.L. 

S. Give any method by which. if we are given 8 tracing of an arc of a 
conic, we can determine whether it is an ellipse, parabola, or hyperbola. 

H the conic is a parabola, bow can ite .us be constnwted P 

6. Show that the equation to the straight line joining the feet of the 
perpendicnlars drawn to the straight lines az' + 2h"'Y + by' = 0 from tbe 
point (p, q) is 

{(h - alp - 2hq} z + {(a- b) q -2hpJ !I- aq'+ 2hpq - bp'=0. 

7. Find the coordinates .;, the pointe of intersection of the parabola 
!I' = 4azwith the straigbt line 

2z -!I (m,+m,) + 2am,m, = O. 
A triangle is inscribed in a parabola so that two of its sid.. pas., one 

through each of two fixed pointe on its axi.. Show that the third .ide 
touch .. a parabola having the same axis .nd vertex as the first parabola. 

8. Show that the equation to any tangent to the ellipse Ifz' + a'y'
a'll' = 0 may be written in the form 

z cos 8 + !I sin 8 = Va' cos' 8 + If sin' 8; 
and find the equation to t·he corresponding normal. 

H the rectangle conteined by tbe perpendicnlars drawn from the centre 
to two tangents is equal to ab, show that the perpendicniaro drawn from 
the centre to the corresponding normals are eqna!. 

9. Show that the 100ns of the middle pointe of cllorM of the conic 
or + 2~ + by' + 29'" + 2fy + • = 0 which are parallel to It II = !II'" is 

IX+mY=O, ,. 

whereX~ az +h!l + 9 and Y= hz + by +1· 
Defining an axis of a conic aa a straight line about ... hieh it is 

symmetrica\, aho .. that the above conic has two axes, the equations to 
which are 

h (X'-l") - (a-b) XY= O. 
(The &IOII of ~ .... 1I1IJIlI08Od to be at right angieo.) 

10. Find t.l.li equation of the t.mgent.at the point 8=" to dJeconic 
l/r=1+.COS8. .-

B is a fOCIlII of an ellipae, P and Q are any two points on the ellipse. and 
T is the interaectioll of the tangenta .. t P azul Q.. Show that BT' is greater 
thanPB.8Q.. 
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11. Show that the equation 

.!Iz+...t gy+ .!k.=o-,' 
is the equation to .. conic inscribed in the tria.ngle <>f reference; and that, if 
k + my + ... = 0 is any tangent to this conic, jmn + gn! + him = O. " .. , 

Show aJso that the conic is a.n ellipse, parabola., or hyperbola. a.ccording 
as Igk (f + 9 +k) is positive, zero, or negative. 

(T)J.e coordina.tes are a.rea.\, that is, .. + y + • = 0 is' the eq~ion to 
, the straight.line at infullty.) , ,'...., , .. 

IV. 

1. It p is a prime number such that 1" > r, show that 
1" (1" - 1) (1" - 2) ... (p' - r + 1) 

i." multiple of p. 
L: 

2 Prove that if z, y, " are any real quantities 

"'+"+r 
,,, 1!.~ t ~~ t"lDY .-

<l8.DIlot lie between 1 and - 2. 

S. Show that (r .. ) 
(.! z + 1 + 1)" + (.! z + 1 - 1)'"= 2n z + cosec' 4 " ; 

where r has the valnes I, S, 5 ., . 2" - 1. 

4. The tangents to "circle at the pointS P and Q meet at tl.e point T. 
Show that, if " point lies in the same angle between TP and TQ as the 
circle, then the square on the perpendicula.r drawn from the point to PQ is 
greater than, equal to,' or l .. s than the rectangle contained by the 
perpendiculars drawn from the point to TP and TQ according as the 
point lies outside, upon, or inside the circle. .. 

5. It .. tetrahedron touches a sphere at the centroids of its faces, show 
that it must be equila.teraL 

6. PSP; QS(j are chords of .. hod circle which pass through a hod 
point S and include .. constant angle; Y, Y' are the feet of the perpen
dicula.rs from S on PQ, P(j. Prove that YY' envelopa .. hod circle whose 
oentre is S. • 

7. A chord of .. conic is drawn in.. giYen direction. Show that the 
locUs of the orthooentre of the triangle formed by the chord and the 
normaJs at its erlremities is .. straight liue. 

8. Show that, by sUitsbly choOsing 11, the equation 

k (", +" -2by) = (by -IJQI - 00)' 
can be made to represent .. pair of oommon tangents <>f 

", + ,,= 2"", and .,. + " = 2by. 

9. It two conios have double contact, show that 'the distances of theil' 
centres from the ohord of contact are proportioual to the rectangles under 
the diameters para.Ilel to the common tangents. ' 

10. It .. is an integer, prove that generally 

What are the exceptions P 
o 

log (ft + 1) log D, 

n+ 1 < ... 
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11. Two rods .dB, CD are unifonn and in all respecto equal. Thu 
pointo.d, C are fixed in the same horiwnta.! line, and B, D are connected 
by a string of length eqna! to .dC. Show that, if tbe length of eacb 
rod be Ie •• than .dC, there are two pooitiono of equilibrium in which th .. 
rods are at right angl .. , 

12. A .erie. of eqnal pa.rticle. are attached to a smooth string .~ 
eqna! intervp.IB, each eqna! to I, and are I'laced, coiled up in a heap, at th~ 
edge of a smooth table. A smooth semicircular tube, open at one end, i. 
fixed with ito plane vertical and ito bounding diameter horizontal and with 
ito open end clo.e to the heap of particle.. H the !set of the particlss is 
dropped gently into the open end of the tube, and descend. the tube 
dragging the others after it, .how that, at any time before thio particl" 
reach .. the lowest point of the tube, V .+h the velocity of the particle. in 
the tub.- immediately after the (n + I)" particle bas entered the tube, is 
given by the eqnation 

(n + 1)' V'n+l - n' V'. = 2agn.in (nl / a). 

v. 
1. (1) Given that 

·d 
dO, (ein z) = co. Ill, 

deduce the ~ue of 
d 
dill (co. z). 

(2) H , io a ~ue of y which satioti .. the equation 

.,. '!'1!. + z dy + (z' - m') y = II, 
dr dz 

when '" = 0, prove tba.t ~ satioties the equation when m = 1. 
dill 

2. (1) Differentiate log (1- z), .. times. 

(2) Hz = ein y, show that when z = 0 

(!f' (y') ~ (r -1)' (!f' (y'), if r > 1. 

dy • 
3. (1) H ('" + a)' = (y + W, express dill in term. of z', y, and a. 

(2) H .. is a function of the product XYZ, "here 

X Y Z 1 
Z-siD.-Z = ysiny = .sin. = ¥ 

show that 

au au au 
"'ax Yag 'az 

.. cot z 2 = ycot, 2 = ,cot, II 

4. (1) H the equatim. of a curve is ,=1 (z) and aIoo .. = 11'(6), ohow 
that 1 . 

:if' (z) - I(z) +11'(6) = o. 
,,+ l(z)J' (z) F' (6) 

(2) or is the perpendicnJar from the origin 0 on the tangeu~ to .. ginm 
curve at the point P. Show that the normal to the locu of Y bioecto OP. 
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5. The coordinate. of any point on .. curve a.re given by the equa.tionll 
.. =/(t), 'Y = F(t); 

expres. p in terms of t. . 
In the curve ... + yI = ai, .bow that p oc: p, P being . the perpendicular 

from the origin on the tangent at (z, !I). 

6. (1) In the case of a system of forces in one plane, if the sum of the 
re.olved parts of the fore .. along a given line is .el·O and the .um of the 
moments of the force. about .. given point i. al.o zero, show that the system 
of foree., if not in eqnilibrium, i. equivalent to a single foree; and lind the 
exoot position of the force. 

(2) Two forcee a.re represented by C.A and CP, C being the centre, .A a. 
vertes:, and P any point on .. given ellipse. Find the positions of P when 
the resultant is (i) greatest, (ii) least. . 

7. (1) Find the centre of gravity of the curved surface of a hemisphere. 
(2) A bent rod .ABC (in which .ABC is a right angle) is suspended 

from.A. Given the inclination of .AB to the vertical, lind the rati!> 
.AB:BC. 

8. What i. meant by the .. Cone of Friction" P 
A la.mina, the curved boundary of which is a parabola with its focus at 

the centre of gravity of the la.nIina, rests with its curved boundary in 
contAwt with .. rongh vertical wall and a rough horizontal plane. U the 
friction i. limiting at both points of contAwt and if the coefficients or 
limiting friction between the la.nIina and the wall and the lamina and the 
ground are each equal to p, show that ,,' sin' 4 + ". tan a = COS' a; where tr 

i. the inclination of the uis of the parabola to the horizontal. 

9. (1) Find the acceleration of the centre of gravity of the moving 
masses in Atwood's ma.ehine. 

(2) A particle of m.... 1 lb. i •. projected vertically up with velocity 
9 (= 82) ft. per sec. After Ii eeconds another particle of mass 2 lb. is 
projected upwards from the same point with velocity 64 ft. per sec. U 
after meeting the particl .. coalesce, after what time will they return to the 
starting point P 

10. (1) Show that .. Newton's Experimental Law" concerning the 
relative velocities of two spheres after direct impact. may be obtained from 
the hypothesi. that the ratio of the impulses of the force. of restitution and. 
of compression is equal to s, the coeffioient of restitution. 

(2) Two spheres (in which • = I) have their centres in the sa.me 
horizontal at a distance 2a apart. They a.re projected directly towards one 
another with equal velocities and move under gravity. After collision """h 
deecribe. a parabola of latus·reetum la. Find the velocity of projection. 

(2) MERTON, EXETER, NEW AND HERTFORD COLLEGES 
ScIlOLARSIIIPS, UNIYERSITY COLLEGE EXHIBITION. 

December 1910. 

MATIlEUATICS I. 
1. A variable straight line through a fixed point 0 meets two fixed 

straight lin.. in P. Q; and R is the middle point of PQ. Prove that the 
locus of R is .. conic passing through 0 and having its uymptotee parallel 
to the fixed lines. 

" 
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2. 11 'r denote the BUm of the rth powers of the roots of the equatioD 

n II-I n-2 0 .. +P,'lJ +p." + ... +p.= , 

show that, (where r ::l> n), 

'r + pjBr _ 1 + p.·r~. + ... + rpr = O. 

11 a, fJ are roots of this equation lind Za -. fJ - I, the 8Ummation being 
10r a.ll pairs of roots. 

S . .ABC is a fixed triangle; from P, a variable point on BC, a line P L i. 
drawn pa.ra.1lel to .AC meeting .AB in L, and PM is drawn parallel to.AB 
meeting .AC in M. 11 lines are drawn through M and L in fixed direction •. 
prove that they intersect on a fixed straight line . 

. 4. A point moves in a straight line from reat so that its velocity after a 
time t is /II - bl' (where /I and b are positive). What is the aeceleration 
of the point at time I, and what is ite greatest positive dislanee from ito 
starting point P 

5. A uniform cylinder, length one yard, diamater one foot, mao. one ton, 
the planes of whooe ends are perpenclicula.r to ito axis, re.ts in limiting 
equilibrium with a point of its upper end against a smooth vertical woll, .. 
point of ito lower end against .. rough horizontal plane, and ito axis inclined 
at 45° to the vertical. Find the ooefficient. of friction.... . 

A gradually increasing horizontal force, &eting towards the wall, scle on 
the cylinder at the point where it touch .. the plane. What is the magnitude 
of this force at the instant when the cylinder begins to slip P 

6. P and Q are any two points on the curve 

!I = ~(. ;+e -9· 
Show that the area included by the ordinates of P and Q. the axil of ", and 
the arc PQ is proportional to the length of the arc PQ. 

7. Find the equation of the chord joining the points a, fJ on the conic 
llr = 1 + • COS 8. 

Two points P, Q on a conic enbtend a constant angle at a focue 8. 
Prove that the locns of the point in which PQ meets the internal bisector 
of the angle PSQ. is a conie with the same focus snd directrix. 

8. 11 the centre of the nine point circle of a triangle Ii .. on an external 
biseetor of one of the angl.. of the triangle, prove that the angle must 
be 1200. 

9. From a point on a horizontal plane a heovy article is projected in a 
direction inclined at an angle a to the plane. I seconds later a second 
heavy particle is projeeted from the point in a direction inclined at an 
angle fJ to the plane, 80 as to strike the first particle at the instant when the 
latter reaches the plane again. Show that, if the range of either particle on 
the plane is equal to the distanee through which a heavy particle would 
fall freely in time t, then 

..Itan a - "/lan fJ = 1. 
10. Find the BUm to infinity of the serieo whooe ath terms are 

(i) {a( .. + 2J} -1; 

(ii) f2"a(II + 2)} -I. 

11. F'md thr;Jequation of the normal at the point (/I".', - 20 .. ) of tbe 
parabola ,. = ~. .' 

Prove that two normaIa can be drawn from ""1 point on a parabola 
which are distinct from the norma1 at the point., and that they eannot be 
real ..m- the abecissa of the point e.ceeds twice the latus reetQDL 
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12. State the rUle for the multiplication of" two· determinante of the 
same order. 

Find the value of 
< ... - b,)', (a, - b,)', (a, - ba)' 
(as - b,)', (as - b,l'. (as - ba)' 
(as - b,)'. (a, - b,)'. (as - b,)' . 

MATHEMATICS IT. 

1. Find the lactore of 
(b + e - 2a)' + (e + a - 2b)' + (a + b - 2c)'. 

2. 11 o. (j. "y are positive integers whioh may have any value from 0 to ". 
abow that the number of solutions of a + (j + "y = 2n is the same ... the 
number of solutions of a + (j + "y = to. 

S . .A. quadrilateral ABCD. which vari.. in magnitude. but is always 
similar to a given quadrilateral .dB'C'lY. moves with three of its angl.s 
A. B. C on three given lin .. : find the locus of the fourth verte..:. 

,. When a motor·car is travelling at v mil .. per hour the consumption 
of petrol is s + bv + ..,. Rallons per hour. where a. b and e are positive. 
Show that the least number of gsllons of petrol which can be used in 
covering a distance of • mil .. is 

(S·2-I•la* + b) •• 

5. In ealculating the radius of the circumscribed circle of a triangle b,. 
measuring the sid .. of the triangle small errore da. db. de are made. Pro_ 
that the oorresponding error in the radius is 

I cot A cot B cot C (~Ada + sec Bdb + sec Cdc). 

6. Find the aaymptotes of the curve "'(!I- a) = !I<" - 2a). and trace_ 
i~ • 

7 . .A. variable circle paases through a fixed point and cute a fixed circl .... 
at a oonstant angle. Prove that the locus of its centre is a conio. 

8. Stat. Paaeal's theorem ooncorning a hexagon inscribed in a conic. 
From a.ny point on a diagonal of .. parallelogram paralle\s are drawn to . 

the aides. Prove that a conio can be described to pass through the extre
mities of the other diagonal and the four points where th ... parallels .. 
in_the aid ... 

9. Find the equation of the two straight lin .. joining the origin to the" 
points of interaection of the oonio 

..... +2~+by'+ 29'" + 2/!1+ 0=0. 
with the line z.. + my = 1. 

C i. the centre of an ellipse and CPo CQ are radii vectores making equal 
angJeo with a fixed straight line. Prove that PQ touches a fixed recta.ngular 
hyperbola. ' 

10.11 

.p(,,) = ! ",<.,) and .p("). ",("') 

are finite and contiiuous hetwesn the values a and b of '" abow that the 
limiting value of • 

(", - sl.p(a) + (or, - "',)<P("',) + ... + ( ... + 1 -".)<P(") + '" + (b - ".)<p(".). 

when each of the quantities .. ,..,.. ......... +, - ....... b- .... approaches the 

limit sero, is +<b) - +<a). " 
\~ 189M 
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11. Find the condition tha.i the line ,z.. + """ = 1 should ,tauch the 
curve'" = ay'. , 

A variab,le tangent to the curve .,. = ay' m.eta the axea in Land M. 
and perpendicula1'1l to the axea at Land M meet ia P. Prove tha.t the locua 
of P is a CWTe aimilar to the original curve and ':27 the linear dimensiano, 

12. 11 

P + Q>:I +.Hz! 
(where p. Q, R are rational and iategral ia a. b. c. ~) is a factor which 
rationalises a + ~I + c~l, prove tha.t the product ia divisible by 

a' + (b' - 3ab.)" + """. 
One root of .the equation 

... --9.:' + IS"'" + ll ... -+ 27,,' ...,. 540: - 36 = 0 

is 3 - 31 - 3', Fiad all ita root.. 

MATHElIATICS. III. 

1. Fiad the nnmber of different .... lnea which 

(a + <fj - y - "')' 
'can take when the .mequaJ quantiti .. a, fJ. y. 3 ...... permuted ia all """Bible 
ways. [.' = -1]. 

2. PQ is a focal chord of a parabola. The normal at P meets the enrve 
agaia at B. and the line through Q parallel to the axis meets this normal 
at S. Prove that, if PQB is a right angle. the triangle PQS is equilateral. 

3. Fiad the equation of the line joining an angular poiat of the triangle 
of reference to a poiat whose trilinear coonliaatea are given. 

plo P, are two given poiats rC"',lI,<t). C~) in trilinear coonliaatea J. 
AP,. BP" CP, meet the sides Bef. CA. AB ia X .. :r;. 'Z, respectively. and 
AP,. BP,. CP, meet them in K,. Y" Z,. Prove that the IiI peinta X,. Y,. 
Z" X,. 12. Z. lie on a conic, and find the eqnationd this conic. 

4. 11 .. , '0. are three functioll& of , emmected by the ".\ati""" 

"'11="; ~.::=(:)'; 
show that the ratios ." 11 : • are constant. 

S. At a place where the height of the waler·b.rometer is H a "1lin~cal 
diviag.bell is fixed nuder water with ita axis vertical, &0 that the JengtI1 of 
the bell ""I occupied by water is a, and the level of the II1Il'face of the water 
inside the bell is,. below the II1Il'face of tbe water ia which the bell is 
immel1!ed. The upper part of the bell contaiaa .. body deuer. than _. 

,.hose volnme is! that of the pert of the bell not oooupied by_. This 
A'" -~-

body be<>Jnes detached and siaka. Fiad an' equation for the diatance 
through which the II1Il'face of the water inside the bell will rise, and ohaw 
that. if .. is large. it is 

a(H + A) nearl 
a(H + ,. + (I)' y. 

6. On the normal at any poiat P of a fixed hyperbola. point ~is taken 
.. hose diata.nce 'hom P is equal to the length of the oemidiameter of the 
conjugate hyperbola which is parallel to the tangent at P. Sh_ that (t 
lies on one or other of two, fixed hyperboJaa. .hose eooentricit.ieo .... 
connected by the relation 

.,-'+ .. -'= 1. 
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. .7. A. tmin ~ p.~ .!lQ m\lfll! .per, )lour" oCOD).lll.nces to .. ta\< •. up water 
.. at the ra.te of.S. gallon .. per, !BeqQi>d" !rithout .,liaI\g.of speed..;. What Is the 
least increase of horse-poW'!J" """"B,IiILI'Jj to·w",,,taiD the .~<l Qonsts.nt ? 

(Tak. the mas. of a gallon of water ... 10 lbs. and on. hOl· •• ·pow.r as 
550 foot:pounds per·eecond.) 

8. The sid.s of the triangles ABO and, A'B'O' are paraIlel, if 6J i. the 
p.rpendicular distance between the side. Ba and B'O', and 'Ii' and • have 

;eirnj]ar me8.nings~1ih8.o.ther sides', prove that. the . .differenee between the 
!:radii .aUbe: oireumscribing.crircles is . . . , 

. . . . ., sin A +'y .in B + • Bin C 
2 sin A sill. B·.in a . '.' 

~'.:r; .. -,~nd,ll '1"": integers, whi9h ha,\,e no commo~factor, .ho", that 

. ,. h_~P !l.N1~·f + l! hay. nQ .~'n.'l'?11 }""lfr." \ i.' .' ; . ,." 
, . ~Y'If P is...., -odd prim&'IHI,Illber,., .+ 11 and "': +!I!'-ha .. e no'common 

.. .... .:'.. +y' . 
factor; ~th. th,e poolli~l •• ~ep1;ion IIf P.i. 

"';' ,lQ.,4JI~,il! iii ~Ie )""ci,D .. J\', .If'. ,&,re. ppinto. 9n .11t;::., PJ. i &nil AB 
,] ... ~tdy .. \r .~,tb8.tA,l1E:..nd,C:F ~ull~d,rigl1ft~!F~·~t .. ~_ POint 1'. 

Prov., by re'llprocation or otherwise. that D. E, Fare coll.ineO.r .... ' . 
Prove wo that. if the line DEF touch •• the circle inscribed in' the 

triangle ABa. the point P li •• on " concentric circl.. who.e radius is ..12 
time. that of the insclibed circle. 

11. Pisth.pointoijj,terSectio~of'tj, .. cuiTes'y=sin ... y=k tan ., 
~k < 1). whose abscissa lies bet-wun 0 and .. 2. The tangents to the two 
.curves at P meet the a.xis of .. at Q and B respectively. Show that the 
.ciroumcircle of the tliangle PQR. touches the ordinate of P at P. 

Show aJso that, if a and fJ are the acute angle. between the tangents to 
1the two......,..., at P and at the origin respectivel!. the" a =2fJ. 

:~ _!-; - . 

MATHEMATICS IV. 

1. A. parabola, ~ooe.~ it A and.toeus 8.hs.s double contact with a 
"ircle whose centre is a. P is the point of contact of .. tangent from..A. to 
the circle. Show that· ."" "., .... '. 

2aS = aA + J.P . .. ::1·' r , .,,' . ; -; . 

. ,3. PIowe ~ the ooeIlioient~f ..... in the expansion of 

(1 + ,,)"(1- III) - .. -1 

in _djng·.powersof·., . utile .l1&li18 aa the, ooefficj""tr.CIf ...,.'·'~n the 
expansion 01." , ...• 

(1 + .. »(1- .. ) - ~ - 1. 

S. Pro..e that ourvea intersect at the &&me angle as their in¥erse curves. 
From one of the points of intersection of two hed ciro'! .. which are 

touched by a variable circl. tangents are drawn to the variable circle. 
pro... that the locus of the middle point of -tlhe. chord of contact i. tw~ 
fixed circles. 

t. Given the length of the minor a.xis and the tJ.ilinear coordinate. of 
one focus of .. conic inscribed in the triangle of reference find the 
coordinates of the other foc1l8. .. • 

If .. focna of .. conic inecribed in a tliangJe li .. on the circumcircle 
prove that the conio is .. parabola. • . , 
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5. One .ide of a parallelogram is of length II and subtends angles. and /I 
at the two extremities of the opposite side of the parallelogram: prove that 
the perpendicnlar distanoe between these sides i. 

2a(cot • + cot /I) 
(cot. - cot ,6)' + ,. 

6. Enunciate the principle of virtual work. 
A weight W is p1aoed npon a smooth horizontal plane and has attoclled 

to it two light strings, which pass over two smooth pegs equidistant from 
the plane and snpport equal weights (too small to lift W off the pIane) 
hanging freel,.. Examine whether the equilibrium position of W is stable 
or unstable. 

7. 0 is an,. point in the pIane of B triangle ABC, and X, Y, Z are the 
middle points of OA, OB, OC respectivel,.. Prove that the 1ines drawn 
through X, Y, Z perpendicular to the sides BC, CA, AB reopectivel,. meet 
in a point P snch that the line joining P to tha cinlnmcentre of the triangle 
is bisected b,. the centroid of the four points A, B, C, O. 

8. The first term of a series i. a, the second term is b, and ev....,. other 
term is the geometric mean between the two preoeding terms. Find the ntb 
term of the series. 

9. H 

y= ",sin-I", andp =dy _1[. 
dz .. 

show that 

(1) "'~ =p + 1"; 

(2) ... ~ = 4p' + 31". 

1~. Find any value which 

" tan - I" + ,6 tan'- 1/1 + ,. tan - " 

can have, when .. ,6 and ,. are the three cube rooto of unity. 

11. A, B, C, D are four collinear points. One of the pointe of inter. 
section of circlee through AB and CD is on a fixed straight line. Prove 
that the IOCDB of the other is a circle. 

12. A thin uniform rod has small omooth ringo attached to its end •• 
One of the ringe .lides on the upper half of a thin wire in the form of a 
eireJe in a vertical plane, and the t'ther on a thin wire whicb coincides witb 
the vertical diameter of the eirele. Show that, if I is the Jengtb of the rod 
and " th .. ladins of the eireJe, the inclination of the rod to the vertical in a 
pooition of equilibrium is 

sin - 1 -vi ~ 31' a', provided that " > I > ;. 
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(r.) UNIVERSITY OF LONDON. 

(1) EXHIBITIONS EXAMINATION: 1910. 

[For Internal and Ezternal Stud8nt8.] 

APPLIED MATHEMATICS. 

E:w.miner-J. B. DALE, Esq., M.A. 

Wednesday, June 8. Morning, 10 to 1. 

[Candidatu may not attempt more than .,X questiona in all, of 'Whiek "ot 
more than TWO """,t b. in the .am •• eetion.] 

SeCTION A. 

1. Show that three forces repreBented in a.ll respects by the lines joining 
,. point P to three points...t, B, C, have a results.nt represented by three 
times PG, where G is the mean centre of ...t, B, C. 

11 the three points lie on a horizonts.1 pla.ne, and P be .. rongh particle 
, .. sting on the pla.ne acted on by the above forces, shew that it will be in 
equilibrium anywhere within a certain cirele. 

2. A framework consists of five bars .AB, BC, CD, DA. BD, freely jointed 
at their e:rlremitieB. .ABCD forms a trapezium, of which the npper side BC 
and the lower side AD OJ'" horizonts.1. Unoqna! weights 8J'e suspended fl'om 
the joints B, C, and the frBJnework is .upported at A and D. Construct a 
force polygon showing the streBBeS in the bars. 

8. What'is meant by the Dimensions of a Physical Quantity P 
By consideration of the dimensions involved, show that if a particle 

moves towarda a bed point in a straight line with an acceleration ",,,,, 
where '" is the dists.nce of the particle from the point, the time occupied by 
the particle in moving to the point from rest at " dists.nce G va.ries as G'. 

4. Deecribe the Common Hydrometer. 
When immeroed in .. liquid of density 1 . 02, the hydromoteT mark. a 

g'Muation 86, and when inlmerBed in one of density l' 08 it marks 82. 
Find the density .0Tresponding to a gmduation 58. 

SSCTION B. 
5. Two oqna! nniform rods, rigidly jointod at an angle fl, 8J'e suspended 

from one extremity. Show that the action at the joint consists of a force 
and a couple whose magnitudo is 

S Wa Bin fl 
-v'l0 6 008 fl 

where W is the weil(ht and 2a the length of one rod. 
6. A. triangle is inlmel'Sed in water with the vertex in the surface and the 

baoe horizonts.1. Show that if the triangle be divided into two parts by a 
horizonts.1line drawn at a dists.n.e ill from the verts", the moments of the 
p1'8ll811J'811 on the two parts of one face of the triangle about the line &1'8 

equal; and the p1'8ll8ureB 8J'e "'lna! if the dists.nce is "/,../2, a being the 
height of the triangle. 

7. Prove that the central accel81'8tion of a particle deacn'bing a circle of 
Tadius a with velocity v is "" ... 

A. particle is au.ponded from a bed point by .. string of length II, and is 
projected horizonts.1ly with velolcity ,.!7 gll/2. Show that it will describe an 
arc of 1200 in .. vertical airele. and will then leave tha airele, fa.lliDg in .. 
~boli. path which passea through the point of projection.. , , 
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8. State the laws of statical friction. 
A cylind"" of mdius a is placed with ita curved sUl'face on a rough 

horizontal pIane. To the middle point of the uppermost generating line i. 
attached a string whose other extremity is fastened to a point connected 
with the pIane .. t a height 2 .. above it, the string being at right angles to, 
the axis of the cylinder. The pIane being tilted about a line para.1lel to the 
axis, show that ·the cylinder will slip when the inclination of the plane is 
tan - 1 (21')' I' being the coefficient of friction. 

SECTION C. 

9. Explain the Principle of Archimedes. 
A cylinder of radius ... length h, and density p, Soots with axi. vertical 

in a liquid'of density IT· contained in a deep cylindes of mdiuo b.. :rind th .. 
work done in lifting the cylinder just out of the liquid. 

10. A particle of mass m is placed upon a smooth wedge of IDIUJI M 
resting upon a smooth table. U h. be the height of the wedge, and a th .. 
angle at the base, show that the particle slide. from the top to the bottom 
in the time 

J2(M + -"'siD'.)" 
. (m+M)g .hi''; . 

and that the wedge then moves with constaut velocity . J---- 2g"--
'" cos a (m;'--M) (M ;.- iii ,jin'a) . 

11. Define.the instantaneous centre of rotation of a body. 
Describe and prove the theory of any linkage.by mean.o of which th .. 

drcular motion of one point may be connected with the rectilinear motion 
of a second point. 

12. A bslI of mass m moving on a small table with ve10city u, impinge .. 
directly upon' a'....mcal plane of mass M held in position by a __ 
horizontal spring at right angles to the plaDe of unatretehed length G, and 
such that its length is doubled by a weight equal to that of the pIane. The 
coefficient of resilience being e, show that the spring will be compreseed by 
the amount 

mu(I+')J~ 
M+m g' 

'PURE lIATHEIIAl'ICS. 

EzamiMr-J. B. DALE, Esq .. M.A. 

Wednesday,'June 8. Afternoon, 2 to 5. 

(Tab!.. of !ogarith".. allDWed.) 

[Ca...udako ....., toot ~t __ thas 8IX quuliou i. all, of tDAUJo 
toot ......... lluJA TWO .. ..., h i. tM ....... .eeIiotI.) 

SlICTlON A. 
L Dra .. the graphs of 

? 

and 

• 2,',", -&0) 
y-= ---- • 

,",+ .. -6 
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.11,. Sho'll' jIbat ""Y integraJ. aJgebraic function of '" .of; degl'tll II can be 
exp .... sed in the form 
... + ... " + a,II{ .. - 1) + . . . . + an _ I ,,( .. - 1) ( .. - 2) ••• (" _." + 1). 

Express thus .,. - s.,a + 1. 
S. Giv .... the ..... S of .. tri&ngle ... side a, and the opposite aDgle .A, 

. prove that 

tan B-O . /"'-4Stan~ 
_--"-72-, = + V .. 2 

tanBt
O 

- V"' + 4Scot1 

and henoe show how to solve the triangle completely, 
4:' By mea.ns· of· .. ·geometrical construction cut·off from It giVell triangle, 

a trl8.ngle whose a.rea: is ~h part of the area. of the original triangle. b'y 
means of a line drawn paraJlel to a given line which is not parallel to any 
of the sidea of the triangle. . 

SIilCTION B. 
5. Solve the equations 

.. y - b" - ay = be - Or> - b'. 
yz-cy-b.=ca-ab-rJ. 
zz - a·. - cz = ab - be - a'!. 

6. Find the leaet va.1ue of z' + y' subject to the condition that 

where a, h, c al'e constiult. 
Hence ohow th .. t if D is a point in the ba.e of a triangle A.BO, such that· 

the Bum of the oquareo of the perpendiculal" DE. DF to the BideB A.B. A.O 
is a minimum, then 

DE DF 28 
. .1B = ..lO= ..i.Jjt.+ ..lOS'. 

when S is the area. of the triangle. 
7. If .. be an integer, positive or negative, prove that 

(coo 8 + iBin8)" =C08 .. 8 + iBin .. 8. 

In a triangle in which b > C Bhow that 

8in ! at 0= (Oain..l + (O'lin 2A. + (O"Sin 3A. + ... ad info 

8. Find the equations of the biaoctors of the angles between the lin .. 
az' + 2bzy + by' = O. 

Show that if one of the three lines whose eqne.tion is . 

az' + ba:'y + ""Y' + dy' = 0 
bisect... the angle betw ..... the other two, the equation <If tha l,ieecting 
line is 

SBCTION O. 
9. A oypher code i. to be formed using til letters and .. 'gores, .... d each 

........ is to contain I' letters and " ligures; poi- q being a given nnmher. 
Show that nndutheee_ditiona the code oontainingthe ~, nnmber 
of "ords will be formed by taking P to be the greatest integer in. . 

"here r =p + g. 
" 

(r+ I) (m + 1) 
_+ .. +2 
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10. A series of points is taken upon the axis of ~ so that "'. the absoi ... 
of the n" point is related to the abaci.sa of the two preceding points '" _ 1 
... _ • by the equation 

0:. = i (20:. _ 1 + 0:" - d. 
Show that the diJferences between the abacia"", of pairs of sucoes.ive 

points are in geometrical progression, and that &8 n is indefinitely increaoed 
"'. approaches the limiting value 

l ("" + 3",), 
when "" and ... are the abaciss., of the two points firat taken. 

11. Find the ratios of the volume and area of sUl-face of a regnlsr 
tetrahedron to those of the inscribed sphere. 

12. Prove that the directions of the tangents drawn from the point P 
whose coordinates are (a;', y') to the parabola y' = 4az, are determined by the 
equation 

a;' tan'S - y' tan S + a=O; 
and the rectangle contained by the tangents is equal to 

(y" - 4aa:') 8P/a 
8 being the loons. 

(2) ScHOLARSHIPS EX.BIINATIOIII; ]910. 

[For Internal and E;J:ternal Students.] 

AI-PLIED MATHEMATICS. 

E . {L. N. G. Fum" Esq., D.Sc., M.A., F.R.S. 
a:am,....... H. W. R.CBIlO1<D, Esq., M.A. 

Tuesday, July 19. Maming, 10 to 1. 

1. A flat board of &Oy shape lies on a smooth table, its edge being 
pre88ed againat two pegs P and Q fixed in the table, and is in eqnilibrium 
under the action of a foree F along the table. Prove that, if the pegs are 
smooth, the line of action of F most pass from a certain fixed point to some 
point of PQ; while, if the pegs are rough and the coellicients of fridion are 
not too great, the line of action of P most pass from some point of a certain 
finite straight line to some point of PQ. 

2. Two smooth spheres impinge obliquely; linea OP, Op repreaent their 
velocitiee before impact, and linee OQ, Oq lepi ...... t their velo<."itiea after 
impact. Prove that PQ and pq are parallel to the line of cent .... of the 
spheres at the moment of impact, and expreaB the consequences of the la ... 
of impact },y geometrical relations among the points P, p, Q, q. 

Consider also the case .. hen the velociti ... are not all coplanar. 
3. Prove that in uniplanar motion of a lamina the acoeleratiOD at • gi.en 

instant of any point Q relative to &Dy aecond point P is proportioual to PC/, 
and inclined at a constant aDgle to PQ. 

~ Six light rods form the edges of a tetrahedron .ABCD, and two point., 
P on.AC and ~ BD, are connected by. string of terution T. Find the 
thrusts ~ .. X" X .. X. produced in the rods .AB, BC, CD, Dod, and pro-<e 
that 

X," X, X. X. T 
.dB + BC + CD + D.A = }>Q 
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5. A heavy uniform chain of length I has one end fixed at a height h 
above the ground (which is level), and is partly stretched in a straight line 
along the ground and partly hanging in a catena.ry. Prove that, if '" is the 
coefficient of friction between the chain and the ground the length of the 
straight portion of the chain C8oIInot exceed 

I + "'" - (h' + 2",101 + ",'10')1, . ' 
6. A light stling ABO, which has two equal mas .. s attached to its end a 

and its middle point B, is rotating on a smooth horizontal plane about the 
end A, which is fixed, with AB, BO in .. straight line. Suddenly a point D 
of AB is seized and held fixed. Prove that in the subsequent motion the 
grestest angle between the directions of the stringa DB and BO is 

. -, AD 
2 om ~J'(5DB'BOf 

7 .. Matter is removed from a homogeneous attracting sphere till a spheri. 
eal cavity (not concentric with the sphere) is formed. Find the positions 
of equilibrium of a particle (i) within the cavity, (ii) outside the sphere; find 
aJso the pressure between the particle and the surface of the attracting 
matter in each case. 

S. A homogeneous cube oan turn about one edge which is fixed in the 
surface of water. Find an equation giving the inclination to the horizon 
of one of the sloping :faces of the cube in the position of equilibrium (i) 
when its specific gravity is I ... than i, (ii) when it is greeter than i but Ie .. 
than one. 

9. A lamina lying at rest is set in motion by jerking a string tied to a 
given point of the lamina. Show that whatever be the direction of the jerk 
the instantaneous centre lies on a certain fixed line in the lamina. Determine 
this line when the lamina is a rectangle and the string is tied to a eOI"Iter. 

PURE MUnEMATICS. 

Ezamin .... {L. N. G. FILON, Esq., D.Sc., M.A., F.R.S. 
H. W. RICHMOND, Eeq., M.A. 

Tuesday, Jnly 19.-Afternoon, 2 to 5. 

1. Prove that if !'" be .. oonvel-gent series of positive terms, and if, after 
a certain value of " 

(w. + '/ v.) < (u. + ,/".), numericaJly. 
the aeries StI,. is oonvergent. 

Deduoe that the series llv. is oon ..... -gent if 

Ln (1- ":+') ........ . 
exi.ts and i. greater than 1. 

Iavestigate the oonY81"geUoy of the series for which 

_.f,+ ' •... +!'. tJ.=." 1 ;,} 

2. Explain how to sum a seri .. of the type 

ll<l><"),,', 
.. ! 

where .; (n) is a rational integral function of .. 

to inlinity .. . , 

!+20:'+80:'+_ .... + .. 
2 1.S 1.2.4 1.2.3.5 
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3. By considering the expansion 'of '(I + If by the Binomial TheOl'em 
(or otherwise) prove that· . . . 

(p -1)1 [2" - 2] 
is divisible by p. 

Hence prove Fermat'. theorem that, if P bs a prime numbeJ.·, 

2"-1- 1 

i. divisible by p. 

4. On .. .eries of paraI1el chords of a circle &8 diameters circles are 
described. Find the envelope of sooh circles. 

5. Show that the equation of any conic circumscribing the quadrangle 
of which /J = 0, " = 0; fj = 0, {¥ = 0 are pairs of opposite side., can bs pu~ 
into the form 

/J/J' + ),{1(¥ = o. 
. Find the inc1inations to the axis of .. of the a:res of the two J>&l'&bolso 
through the four pointe (0, 0), (0, I), (2, 0), (3, 4), the coordinate IW!8 baing 
at right angles. 

6. Explain the method of polar reciprocation for transforming one curve 
into another. 

n reciprocaJ polan are taken with regard to a circle of rediu. unity, 
eentre the origin, show that if ,,= inverse radius vector of " point 
P, (J = vectoria1 angle of p, P = perpendicuJa.o from origin on tangent, 
.. = angle p makes with initial line, then .. and p. 8 and ". reciprocally 
transform. into one another. 

Hence (or otherwise) show that the radius of curvature of the reciprocal 
curve at the point oorresponding to the tangent at P is 

d'u 
d'+'" 

Deduce that the polar reciprocal of a conic with regard to .. circle whooe 
centre is a focus is a circle. 

7. Evaluate the integrals : 

n f _...c
dOl=-.--_. 

1 ('" _ 3) (00 -1)1 (00 + 2l 
(ii) Joa tan-I 00 dOl., 

8. Obtain a reduction formula for the integral 

"+1 f 
. dOl 

( ..... +2be+.,T 
Hence (or otherwise) work out the value of 

f'" die' 
? • (" + 0')"1' 

9. Prove that the tangents drawn from any point P to an e1liI- oubteud 
equal or oupp1ementary angles at the fOot of the perpendicuJa.o from P on 
the major axis. ' 



,. 10. :Pr;,ve that, if !, • -., . ..~ .. 

and if, when IB = 0, 
. dy . 
!I -= I, dZ = 1, 

then 
.,. .,. ... 5.,. 

y = 1 + ., + 21 + 31 - 41 - S] + 

2" 
+ ( - .1)" - 1 l;',.) ! 11.29 ••• , (40.' - IOn + 5) 

211'+ 1 ' , 
+ (_1)"-1 _,, ___ 5.19 ... (4o.'._.6n+ll+ .• 

(2 .. + 1) 1 

:MATHEMATICS. 

E:mm •. " .... {L. N. G. FILON, Esq., D.Se., M.A.., F.R.S. 
H. W. RICHHOND, Esq., M.A.. 

Wednesday, July20.-Morning, 10 to 1.' 

1. The imsgiDaIy CIlbe rooteof mrity being denoted· by z and y, prove 
that, if . 

and 

then will 

. ~ + -.! + 1 + _1_ = 2, 
,,+a ,,+b ,,+c ,,+d ., 
_1_ + 1 1 + 1 2 
y+a !I+b+;+c !I+d=,,: 

1 1 1 1_ 9 
1 .f.·a + 1 + b + 1 +c + 1 +.1 --. 

2. The extremities of &By diameter of 8 given circle are joined to a given 
point by lines which cut the circle again in P and Q. Pmve that PQ passes 
through the fixed point. 

3. A. regular plane hexagon .... hose position in space is unknown is 
orthogonally projected upon a plane. Given the projections of three 
consecutive vertices, show how to conetruct the complete projecti1>n of the 
hexagon upon the plane. 

4. Find the maximum mlue, the minimum mine, the greatest mlue, and 
the leoet mlue of ., - " ein.., cos "'. as z ranges from 0 to 4".. 

5. Find the coordinates of the centre, foci, and verti ... of the hyperbola 

.,. - so.., + 33y' + 20z + 12, = O. . 
6. A. particle moves und",' an JWCeIeI'\ltiou ,./" towarda a Jixed oentre of 

force. Prove that the semi· latus rectum of the orbit described is 
h'/,.. 

where r. is twice the....... swept out by the radius vector to the centre of 
force in unit time. 

U the particle he projected in a direction making an angle a with the 
.boye radius vector. with a velocity. times the velocity from infinity. show 
that the eccentricity of the orbit described is 

_f t":"':~, sin'a (l':':~'i. 
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7. A projectile moves under gravity in a medium whole resu.tance is 
constant and is equal to n times the weight of the projectile. 

Show that it U be the initial horizonta.1 velocity of projection. a the 
angle of projection, then the velocity at the highest point is 

U (1 ~088:'S' 
8. A uniform solid, in the shape of the portion of a paraboloid of 

revolution, of semi·latus rectllDl 2a, cut off by a plane psrpendicular to the 
axis of symmetry at a distance h from the vertex, is placed with the vertex 
downward and in contact with the highest point of a fixed sphere of redine b. 

Show that the equilibrillDl ie stable if 

h < 3ob1(2a + b). 

9. A smooth horizonta.1 tube O.d is free to revolve about a vertical a.is 
through O. Inside the tube is a particle of weigbt W, attached to 0 by an 
elastic string of natura.! length I, which is just taut without being otretched. 
A constant angular velocity .. is now impressed upon the tube and main· 
ta.ined. Show that, it a weight "W is required to stretch the string its own 
length, it will describe harmonic oscillations of period 

2".! I/(ng -l..') 
and that the greatest tension in the string will be 

21nu'WI(ng -l..'). 

10. A uniform heavy bar.dB is placed with a point .d reoting on the 
gronnd at a distance Ii from a wall of height h, and with a point P of .d B 
resting on the top of the waiL 

Prove that if the bar is not to slip at P, the angle between .dB and the 
t.op of the wall must not be lesa than 

cos - I (pd/"), 
p being the coefficient of friction between the bar and the waU. 
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EXAMINATIONS FOR MATHEMATICAL 
SCHOLARSHIPS AT OXFORD. 

Examinations for Open Scholarships and Exhibitions in 
Mathematics are conducted by three groups of Colleges :-(1} 
BaHiol, Queen's, Corpus, St. Jolm's; (2) University, Merton, 
Exeter, New College, Hertford; (3) Magdalen, Brasenose, Christ 
ChUlch, Worcester. The first two groups examine simul
taneously in December, at the same time as the two largest. 
Cambridge groups. The third group examines at the end of 
February. Jesus CoUege examines by itself in the Christmas 
Vacation. 

At Hertford College there are one, sometimes two, 
Scholarships of lOOt a year, with no age limit but confined 
to members of the Church of England (or the Protestant 
Church of Ireland, or the Episcopal Church of Scotland), 
tenable for five years if the holder is in residence; at BaIlio! 
every four or five years there is a special scholarslllp, the 
Skynner, of 90l. a year with .no age limit, tenable for five 
years during residence; and at Jesus College there is no age 
limi t. All the others are restricted to candidates under 19; 
they are of the value of Sot a year, and, whatever are the 
differences in the formal l'egulations of the various Colleges, 
actually they are tenable for four years and may be extended to 
a fifth to enable the holder to read for some other University 
examination, usually the Final School of Physics. A Scholar
ship is rarely renewed for a fifth year for the purposes of 
research alone, and there is no scheme of Senior Scholarships, 
at any rate for Mathematics. . 

Candidates of great and even exceptional ability occasionally 
present themselves, but it is undeniable that the average 
candidate is not as good as the average candidate at Cambridge. 
The genius from the small grammar school, the promising 
student from a prm'incial university, the ablest boy at the large 
pu blic school, all are sent to Cambridge in preference to Oxford 
as a rule. Some of the candidates sent to O$rd from large 
public schools are occasionally so bad that one elm only suppose 
that their mastere think that a willingness to come to Oxford is 
a sufficient qualification for a Mathematical Scholarslllp there. 
There is no doubt that Oxford does not offer much of a career 
to a mathematician. F'ellowships are very few, no pcize fellow
ship has been offered in Mathematics since 1901, and, in the 
absence of senior scholarships, a man has to proceed to earn his 
living immediately after taking his degree, usually by teaching 
in a school, though a few are so fortunate as to get into the 
Civil Service by taking up other subjects. As the usual 
system of appointing mathematical masters appears to be to 
get a Oanlbridge man for the highest work, in,order to obtain 
""holarships at Cambridge, and to consider a man's athletics 

" . -
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before hi!! Mathematics for, ~he (lther posts, theOxIord man does 
not get many of the prizes of the profesaion. At tile present 
moment there are two pupils of mine of very great capacity, 01 
one at least of whom I can say that had he been at Cambridge 
he would almost certainly have obtained a fellowship, who are 
teaching in schools where in all probability they will never 
have a pupil to prepare for a mathematical s<'iwlarship. any 
mathematical talent discovered early being diverte,1 into l!Cience 
or into a bank. . 

Until the last few years the type of examination was much 
the same everywhere. There were papers on algebra, trigono
metry, pure geometry, analytical geometry, and mechanif"s, or a 
paper that was half differential calculus and half mechanics. 
The questions usually consisted of a piece of book· work with a 
problem attached. There has been a considerable change since 
the appearance of the recommendations of the Mathematical 
Association. These recommendations have not been adopted 
entirely by any means, and it may be remarked that the gentle
men who drew them up seem to have overlooked the fact that 
the object of Scholarship Examinations is not to award 
certificates of proficiency to candidates who attain a certain 
standard of merit, but to discover the candidates of greatest 
natural ability, and, if possible, to put the candidate of natuml 
mathematical. instincts above the candidate who OWei! more 
to his teacher than to himself. Practicall)' no schoolooy can 
have made much progress in the dynamics of rigid bodies, 
and such portions of the integral calculus as a schoolboy 
usually learns are con'cerned" with finding sitnple areas and srmilar 
" practical" I1Pplications.!30 that the questions that could be 
set on these subjects, with any prospect of their being answered, 
would not sepfU"3~ C3ndida~s of average ability. Such qu~tion8 
are excellent as a mathematical test for candidates for scIence 
scholarships, but they do not furnish much indication of natural 
mathematical genius. Effect has been given, however, to 
several of . the ideas embodied in these recommendations. 
Questions on probability have disappeared, and also questions 
on the theory of numbers that involve more acquaintance 
with the subject than a knowledge of the difference between 
a prime and a composite number. Any questions seton con
vergency depend for their solution on common sense and not on 
the application of elaborate tests. Proofs of expansions in 
infinite ~eries are not asked for. Questions on modern geometry, 
projection, reciprocation, &c., appear OCC3IIionally, but there is 
no systematic development of this subject as a part of the 
examination. Groups 2 and 3 have adopted the integral 
calculus, group 1 has not. No group appears to set questions 
on elementary rigid dynamics, and questions on dynamics to 
which the calculus can be applied are very rare. The 
arrangement of papers has altered. Group 1 sets three. papers 
involving book-work, one on algebra and trigonometry, one on 
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geometry pure and analytical, one on: mechanics and differential 
~culus" .and .. two problem. papers,· tl}e second of which is 
generally much" hardell than the first.' A piece of . book-work 
set, in the ,other. papers is frequently .merely a hint for the 
solution of . a problem which, accompanies, it .and is not 
expected .to be a test of knowledge. Group 2 sets four 
papers .• that ,ave. pvactically" problem papers. ,Book-work 
l'arely ,ap'peal~, in .. them, ·and. 6nlyaa a hint.' Group 3· sets 
five· papers much Sln the old lines, . algebra, trigonometry 
and pure geometry, analytical geometry, .mechanics, .• differential 
and integral calculus. The, papers at ,J esUl! ,College vary 
mnsiderably, and, general comments on papers do not 
necessarily apply 'to them.. There is 'not much real difference, 
apart from the reduced .quantity. ofbook-wo.rk,.between the type 
of question set now and set formerly. The questions on 
mechanics remain.,bI a . distinctly old-fashioned character., No 
group sets a book-work .w. essay .paper .such as is set by some of 
the Cambridge groupe..· There ,,are !Very feW'questionst.l.tat will 
gIVe the candidate Dr the teacher something to think about outside 
his ordinary .routine.. Such questions are certainly suggested but 
rarely permitted to appear., There is sometimes iliefear iliat, 
if the 'Papers of ;& group contain. questions that ilie candidates 
have n.ollbeen directly trained ,flo meet, ,preference will be given flo 
some oilier group." The, addition of some Iluggestive and educa
tive questions and of some .live mechanics would give the papers 
more value hom the ,point of view of, ilia teacher. 

In eetimatmg, .by meane of ilia performances of candidates in 
Scholarship Examinations,. ilie nature and, value ·of the teaching 
in Mailiematica given. iQ. schools, it. isneceesary flo take illflo 
account ilie, fact, already alluded flo,that schools. send their 
ablestboya flo Cambridge .. rather ,than, Oxford, and that 
ilia, average. candidate ,here, .does IIQt . .represen.t ,ilie .very beet 
product oJ: school· teaching .. However· one can only report on 
what oue sees and· knows 8.Dd hope, that, where one's impressions 
are unfavow'8ble, they are formed from data that do not do 
complete. justice ,flo ilie .teac.b.em' .efforts. , 

The impression acquired is iliat ilia teachers do not try 
to teach their pupils Mailiematics but flo .. prepare them for 
scholarship examinations!' Moat of ilie work suffers from this 
defect, that the candidates rely almoat entirely on formulre, and 
know 'very little, of principlee. A reason for tills may be found 
in ilie £act that, in learning book-work, they lea:tii'theshortest 
proofs. These proofs, when iliey are proofs at all, 'Bl'e almost 
alwBya purely" ad hoc" and lead nowhere. The candidate is 
also allowed and sometimes encouraged flo pass over any theorem 
iliat is not likely to occur as an examination. question. Conse
quently candidates have no consistent and progressive knowledge 
of any Bubjl'.ct. A subject means flo iliem so many detached 
things to be got up. Problems that do not fit in with ono or 
other of ilieee are quite beyond them. . Identities and equations 
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in algebra and trigonometry are often handled with consider
able skill and ingenuity, and there is frequently good work in 
elemental), gpometry, in fact it is in iliese departments 
that ilie candidates' natural abilities have to be discoverer! ; 
but the work in the subjects that lead to higher thing><, 
analytical geometry, calculus, and mechanics is far from 
good on the whole. The work in analytical gpometry is 
frequently deplorable. Candidates have no idea whatever of 
setting about a question that is not purely numerical. They 
show no intelligence in the choice of axes of co-ordinates, they 
rarely express the co-ordinates of a point on a conic in terms of 
one parameter, they never seem to pl'rceive when from con
siderations of symmetry or dimensions their results are patently 
wrong. For the most part their work is a wildernef!8 of 
algebra, and they simply shake things up together in the 
hope that something will drop out. Hesults that collie right 
are frequently verifications, not solutions, and the tendency to 
work from both ends and meet in ilie middle, a process often 
leading to dishonesty, is far too prevalent in this subject, and 
indeed in others. No candidate dreams of attacking a problem by 
means of tangential co-ordinates, and direct questions on iliem are 
generally ignored. Trilinear c<Hlrdinates are always employed 
in preference to areals, and a wholly unnecessary insistence on 
ilie use of actual trilinear co-ordinates usually results at a very 
early stage in a tangle from which the candidate never 
emerges. The reason for this state of things is probably to 
be found in the undue prominence given to squared paper 
and plotting in the teaching of the subject, and in the fact 
that almost all ilie exercises that boys are called upon to do 
are metrical. This treatment of ilie subject may be admirable 
for the engineer or scientist who is learning Mailiematics as 
what Professor Ray Lankaster recently called an .. equipment" 
study, but for ilie boy who proposes to read for Mailiematieal 
Honours at a University, which is naturally expected of a 
mailiematical scholar, it is worse ilian useless. By perpetual 
contact wiili numerical examples he fails to acquire ilie important 
idea of dimensions, by metrical examples he acquires the notion 
that oblique axes al·e things to be left severely alone, and he 
gets finnly, almost ineradicably, into his mind tiJe abominable 
idea that the general equation of a straight line is not 
l:r: + my + n = 0, but y = m:r: + e. It is due probably to 
this last circumstance that he finds tangential co-ordinates so 
completely beyond bis comprehension. If candidates were 
encouraged to do examples leading to descriptive results and 
to be familiar with general equations, more progress would be 
made. Such work as the average candidates can do on the 
differential caIculUIi is restricted practically to the 1l8fI of 
formuhe. They can often di1ferentiate accurately enough, and 
they can verify differential equations satisfied by functions jf 
the result is given (they rarely attempt any direct method) and 
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hence obtain expansions; they can find the equations of 
tangents and normals to curves, and occasionally do examples 
that involve the use of these equations; they can do examples on 
curvature that can be done by quoting some one of the numerous 
formulre for the radius of curvature; but they cannot do an 
example that involves a thorough comprehension of what a 
differential coefficient is; Very few candidates can answer such 
a question as; .. Show that if z is an acute angle (sinz)!z 
decreases as II: increases." Most candidates will be able to give a 
proof of the fact that the tangent of one of the angles between the 

d . d· . fl· dO tangent an ra IUS vector at a pomt 0 a p ane curve IS r dr' 

but very few of them have the smalleRt idea of how to decide 
which of the two angles it is. if they have to deal with a 
particular curve. Partial differentiation they simply do not 
understand at all. If they al·e given u and v as two explicit 
functions of z and y, they will be able to find the partial 
differential coefficients of u and v with respect to z and y, but, 
if they are asked to. find from these equations the partial 
differential coefficients of z and y with respect to u and v, they 
will almost certaiuly suppose them to be the others put upside 
down. Some candidates trace simple curves very successfully, 
but the attempts of others are poor and ignorant, and show 
that they have never been taught to approximate. With 
regard to the related subject of graphs, there is certainly some 
improvement, but there is room for much more, especially in 
the application of graphs to questions that are not entirely 
numerical. Many candidates could find a root of tan z = z' 
by graphs, but would be unable to do the question" Show that, 
if k is real, the equation tan z = kz has an infinite number 
of real roots." A surprisingly large· number of candidates 
cannot draw the graphs of the hyperbolic functions. In 
questions on maxima and minima candidates are seen at 
their worst in the blind use of formulre. The idea of a 
function increasing or decreasing seems to escape them 
altogether. Their method is simply" Put f'(z) = O. If this 
gives a yalue of z, then this makes f(z) a maximum or 
mininlUm 1lC()0rding to the question." No test is used to 
discriminate; it is .. obviously" a maximum or minimum as . 
may be required. The simplest question which involves the 
considemtion of increase or decrease or a greatest or Itlllst 
value that is not a critical value, is entirely outside their 
experience. Since the greatest and least 'values required in 
practical and physical applications are as often as not non
critical values, it seems unIortunate that this blind faith in the 
critical vulue, a faith that can never be shaken, should be 
so universal. It must, however, be acknowledged that it is a . 
matter on which they will get very little help from books, even 
the best. • 

• 18984 ., 
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With regard to mechanics, there has certainly been a very 
great improvement of recent years, and the teaching in some 
schools is excellent. But many candidates do poorly becauf'le 
the subject means nothing to them whatever. They acquire no 
knowledge of principles because they never see how these 
principles are applied to actual phenomena. There is no 
necessity for school-boys to be limited to graphic work in statics 
and to problems in dynamics that involve huge arithmetical 
details, but they might surely know something beyond the 
triangle of forces and uniformly accelerated motion in a straight 
line. Many candidates ha\'e not the faintest idea of applying 
the principles of the conservation of linear and angular 
momentum and of the conservation of energy to any questions. 
Very few candidates have any notion of mction that is not 
limiting, or of determining whether a body tilts or slides. 
To the vast majority of scholarship candidates F = /LR always. 
When asked to show, ill the course of a problem, that the 
.coefficient of limiting friction must not be less than some given 
.amount, they always begin with the limiting case, and, if they 
find the coefficient in that case equal to the given amount, say 
,at once that the coefficient must not be less than this. If the 
.question were deliberately misprinted, they would say just as 
glibly that the coefficient must not be greater. Proceeding 
from a limit instead of to a limit is a characteristic of much 
work that One sees in these examinations. 

In the actual solution of problems in mechanics there is room 
for much improvement. In trying to solve a problem on the 
equilibrium of a body under the action of given forces, 
candidates rarely take moments. They prefer to attemp~ it 
geometrically, making various lines in the figure meet at a pomt, 
thereby often involving themselves in awkward trigonometry. 
Very few candidates ever employ analytical geometry either 
in statics or dynamics. This is probably due to the almost 
total absence of its use in the text-books that they use. 
Questions on virtual wIJrk are rarely done, for two reasons; 
one, candidates work without the notation or the methoda of the 
calculus, they get their small displacements by geometry and 
therefore often inaccurately, and they get confused between 
finite and infinitesimal quantities; two, they rarely seem to 
understand that, if they lengthen a heavy rod in a framework, 
they cause the stresses at the joints to do work. If they have 
four roda hanging in the form of a square and kept in that form 
by a string, the only displacement that they ma~e, to find the 
tension in the string, is to expand the square mto a larger 
square. There do not appear to be many schools where the 
drawing of stress diagrams is taught. Few. boys seem.to ~ 
thoroughly aware that the equation P = Mf IS not true if f IS 

the acceleration of M relative to other bodies in the question. 
loB to the use of the calculus for dynamics, it is a sacI. fact that 
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in the examination of. the Balliol Group' last December no 
candidate could write down the differential equation giving the 
motion of a particle moving in a straight line under a force 
varying as the distance in a medium in which the resistance 
varies as the velocity. 

Some general defects in mathematical teaching may be noticed. 
One does not expect from a school-boy the absolute rigour that 
would be expected from a candidate in the advanced part of the 
Mathemathical Tripos, though· one does not like to see 
.. . . . . = 00 - 00 = 0, Q.E.D," even in a school-boy. 
But thongh one has to be content with a little in that direction, 
yet there are other directions in which one may reasonably 
expect very much more than one ever gets. The important 
thing in Mathematics is "the truth, the whole truth, and 
nothing but the truth." Yet logical order and clearness of 
statement are often lacking; candidates confuse a question 
\vith its converse or take it for granted that if a proposition 
is true so is its converse; if a result contains factors other 
than those l"6quired by the question, they discard them without 
explanation; they rarely explain why they take one solution 
of an equation rather than another. Teachers seem to be 
unaware of the importance of eliminating these faults at the 
earliest possible stage. 

Reference has already been made to the almost total igno
mnce of such important considerations as dimensions and 
symmetry. That there is no exaggeration in this may be seE'n 
by the following examples. In January last the following 
question was set at Jesus College :-

Without attempting to discover what is correct, give obvious 
reasons why each of the following statements i~ wrong. 

(a) The locus of the intersection of perpendicular normals 
to the elli pse b'z' + a'y' = a 'b' is '. 

(a' + b') (z' + y') (a'y' + b'z') = (a' - b')' (a'y' - b'z')'. 
(b) The real foci of the conic 

9z'+2zy+9y'-30z-30y+25=O are (I, 2) and (- 2, 1). 
To save trouble, it may as well be stated that in (a) 

(a'y' + b'z') should be (a'y' +b'z')', and in (b) the foci are 
(I, 2) and (2, 1). 

The first part appeart'd as a misprint in the' papers of the 
Balliol Group in the previous December. Onerea'lOn for setting 
it here was to see whether any candidates at Jes'l~ College 
\\"bo had competed in the Balliol Group (there were in fact 
8e,·eral) had noticed the error or had had their attention drawn 
to it by their teachers. 

There were about two dozen candidates; they were not a 
brilliant lot by any mea.ns, but there were very few who had 
110 claim whatever to be competing for a mathematical scholar
>:hip. With regard to (a) only one candidate, a man above the 
IIverage age and an undergraduate of a provincial Unive~ity, 
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noticed that the dimensions were wrong. With regard to (I.) 
only one candidate (not the same one) stated that, as the 
equation was symmetrical in z and y, if (a, b) was one real 
fOClIS, the other must be (b, a). Some candidates mlculate(1 
the co-ordinates of the centre and showed that it could not be 
midway between (1,2) and (- 2, 1); this method shows some 
intelligence, but miRSeB the point of the question 1y a very 
long way, Three candidates thought an obvious reason to be 
found in writing down the ~eneral equations giving the foci 

• • (ilZ + hy + g)' - (hz + by + I)' 
of a come, VIZ., b = &c. . . . •. 

a-
and stating that the co-ordinates given did not satisfy them; 
an unfortunate line to take, for they all three selected (I, 2), 
which does happen to be one of the foci. 

These facts speak for themselves. Perhaps the RChool· 
masters would account for them by saying that the candidatell 
had never seen a question like this before. That is precisely 
what one is complaining about. 

The general sacrifice of essentials to details, th" concentra
tion on short and "tippy" proofs of theorems and .. dodges" for 
certain types of problem, the failure to acquire the broad 
principles of any subject or to consider its treatment from the 
point of view of its developments beyond the stage of the 
scholarship examination, the justification of the means by the 
end, the lack of intelligent anticipation, all these defects seem 
never absent from the work of the average boy, and it is 
exceedingly difficult to eradicate his faults when he comes to 
the University. The belief that the" proof" which occupies 
three lines is better than the proof which occupies a page and 
the desire to have a .. rule" for doing a problem rather than to 
consider on what principles it depends die very hard indeed. 
That there should be such widespread ignorance of so important 
a principle as that of dimensions is simply a scandal. This 
principle should be insisted upon in all RUbject3, pupils should 
be made to verify their results by means of it, and, whenever an 
error of dimensions is detected in a pupil's work, he should be 
made to trace his steps backward to the point where it has 
started. 

There is no desire to belittle the work of schoolmasters, 
a very hard-worked - and often underpaid body of men, 
but the system on which Mathematics are generally taught in 
English secondary schools is not likely to promote any great 
interest in or appreciation of them. The proportion of teache .... 
with first-class degrees to boys is prohably not one to a hundred. 
and in the lower and middle parts of schools, a capacity to work 
sums ont correctly on the board appears to be the only qualifi
cation required for teaching Mathematics. The master's ohject 
seems to be to find a "rule" and to fix it firmly in the boy's 
heads. I have heard a master tell his boys: "Now when you 
aTe going to do qnestions of thill sort, write the8e formulre at 
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the head of your paper." It is not a method of teaching likely 
to promote any interest in the subject or any idea that 
Mathematics have any relation to actual life. A boy taught to 
work in formulre alone is not necessarily stupid because he 
finds from his formulre, without any surprise, men : walking at 
the rate of 100 miles an hour or oranges_ costing 3/9" each. 
The whole subject of Mathematics, as far as it has ever been 
presented to him, is not less absurd and profitless. 

Examinations are often held to blame for all defects in 
teaching. The teacher has to prepare for a certain examination, 
and therefore cannot attempt to teach the subject properly. 
But, if the pupil is properly taught, why should he find any 
difficulty in applying his knowledge to examples? Trulyhe 
will not find a sound knowledge of analytical geometry of 
milch avail for a question, professedly on this subject, which 
depends on a tricky elimination or ingenious manipulation of 
determinants, nor will a sound knowledge of the principles of 
mechanics help him to do a problem, professedly on mechanics, 
which is really an intricate exercise in trigonometry. But 
questions of this type are becoming very rare and may safely 
be neglected. Insistence on the use of methods of general 
application, such as must be employed later, on logical order 
<If statement, on the fact that .. necessary" and "sufficient" are 
not the same, and on the knowledge of some common-sense 
methods of checking results, is sorely needed, and will be found 
<If more value for examination purposes than trying to give 
the boy an illustration of every type of problem that has eyer 
been set and forbidding him to learn anything tllat msy not 
«cur in an examination paper. 

The question of text-books is doubtless a great difficulty 
for many schoolmasters. There are very many poor text-books 
written in English. They are written solely with a view to 
examinations. The' authors aim at brevity in book-work and 
the omission of evt'rything that is not likely to be asked for in 
an examination. They delibemtely avoid any suggestion of 
anything beyond the syllabus of certain examinations. The 

. examples tlley work out in the text are selected for their 
difficulty, not to illustrate any principle. On the otller hand, 
it must be admitted that the authors of some books, excellent 
from the point of view of clear exposition of principles and as 
introductions to what is beyond, do not realize that' the school
boy likes to be amused as well as instructed, and tLat he needs 
a little novelty and occasion to display his ingenuity if he is to 
-develop an interest in a subject. A boy, who at the end of some 
months course of the calculus has done nothing beyond findiny 
the areaofanellipse, the equation of the tangent to z· + 'II = a, 
the expansion of sin z, and perhaps the raw us of curvature of 
the conic 3:1:' - zy + y'. = 5 at tile point (1, 2), is rather bored. 
If he is occasionally allowed to prove sornetlling about tile curva
tlli"tl of the pedal of,.. = a" cos nO, he certainly does not.acquire 
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any very imp0l1ant knowledge, but he sees that he can do 
fomething with the calculuB that he could not do without 
it, and will be attracted by the hope of doing more. There 
is a distinct need for books that shall be rigorous in all their 
discussions and shall give some hint of deyelopments of the 
subject beyond the school stage without taking the school-hoy 
out of his depth, and yet shall be neither too practicalllor too 
severely formal, but shall give him a few pretty things to do to 
amuse him and to provide some scope for his ingenuity. The 
schoolmaster cannot very well be blamed if he is reluctant 
to use a book when it contains no examples of the kind that are 
to be found in any set of scholarship papers and ita author 
prides himself on this omission. 

Examinations are improving. They are by no means ideal, 
but there is a growing tendency to require of a boy the things 
he ought to know, not the things that he may posHibly know 
if he has had the "tip." Let us hope that the Hchoolmastl'r 
will do his best to realize what these things are and to see that 
his pupils know them. 

.-\. E. JOI.l.IFFE. 
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EXAML.~ATIONS FOR MATHEMATICAL 
SCHOLARSHIPS A:r CAMBRIDGE. 

A good deal of the substance of what I should naturally say, 
on the subject of Scholarship Examinations and Scholarship 
Candidates, has been said already in Mr. Jolliffe's paper.1lI The 
author and the Secretary to the British Sub-Commission have 
very kindly allowed me to see this paper before writing my own, 
and I shall assume that the reader is also acquainted with it. 
I shall thus be able to save a good deal of rather tiI'esome repe
tition. 

I find myself, for the most part, in tolerably close agreement 
'with Mr. Jolliffe. When we differ, it is as a rule simply 
because I take, on the whole, a rather more cheerful view 
of the situation than he does. This is only natural. Mr. 
Jolliffe himself points out, and it would be affectation for a 
Cambridge man to deny, that the general level of the candidates 
in these examinations is higher at Cambridge than at Oxford. 
This is no reproach to Oxford. It is due to a variety of causes. 
one of which is, no doubt, the specially privileged position that. 
Mathematics occupied for many years· among subjects of study 
at Cambridge. Nor would any Cambridge man pretend that. 
Cambridge possesses a school of Mathematics great in the sense 
in which the schools of Paris or Gottingen are great. But, s(} 
far as these examinations are concerned, there is no doubt that 
the general level of our candidates is higher, and the avenge 
level of those near the top much higher, than at Oxford. 

This fact alone would go far to explain any difference there 
may be between the estimates of the quality of· mathematical 
teaching in public schools formed by ~Ir. Jolliffe and myf'elf. 
But there is another fact which must be borne in mind. Not 
only do the public schools send us their best boys, but also 1& 

large and increasing proportion of the ablest of our candidaIPs 
do not come from public schools at all. Probably the bulk of 
our best mathematicians come now from small schools or 
provincial universities. A good many of those who come from 
other universities, of course, are a little above the average in 
age. Dut the difference is slight; and there it! no disguitling 
the fact that thl'Y are, as a rule, much better trained than the 
boys from the schools. They. ha\'e been tsugh~ by' mathe- . 
rnaticians of. a higher calibre than the average ,schoolmaster, 
and in a more modern spirit; and they are not .overwhelmed, 
as even the ablest schoolboys often are, by the contrast between 
school and university Mathematics. I feel, therefore, that the 
standard of ability displayed in our scholarship examinations, 
often undeniably very high, Jllay tempt one to estimate the 
standard of teaching in the schools too hastily and more leniently 
than it deserves. 
, . • See p. 263 above. 
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For the purposes of Scholarship Examinations, there are two 
groups of Colleges in Camhridge. One may call them, shortly, 
the Trinity group and the Pembroke group. Naturally I have 
experience only of the former, lind it would be futile for me to 
attempt to compare their methods in detail, especially as th~ 
grouping is on the point of change. So far as I know, there i. 
only one important difference between the two examinations in 
Mathematics. We have, for some years, included in the 
e'(mnination an " essay" paper, in which candidates are 
expected to write at length on two or three questions only, and 
to show the power of summarising and explaining fairly 
extensive regions of mathematical theory. The other group of 
Colleges did the same at one time, but have now, I believe, 
abandoned the paper-why I do not know. Our own experience 
has been that the paper is invaluable. J t is a test peculiarly 
well adapted for an examination of this kind, in which selection 
.()f the best candidates is the only object. Such a paper, if it ill 
to be effective, must be hard; not, of course, tricky, and difficult 
in the sense in which an old fashioned problem paper was diffieult, 
but advanced and searching. Easy book work which can bl' 
reproduced by rote, whatever its merits may be in examinations 
of a different kind, is quite out of place in a scholan;hip 
examination. Our practice is to set a straightforward but 
dillicult paper, and to mark it with extreme severity. We find 
then that it separates out the best candidates more effectively 
than any problem paper. 

There are three papers in addition to the" essay" paper. 
The elementary paper on Pure ~fathematiC8 is, 80 far all 
mathematical candidates properly so called are concernell, 
nearly useless. It is a paper really intended for ('3ndidates in 
&ience and Engineering, and there is very little point in its 
being taken by mathematical candidates at all. It should 
be observed that a fair amount of Integral Caleulus is included 
in this elementary paper. It might be inferred from Mr. J olli/Te's 
remarks that he regards the subject as ullSuited for a sdwlarship 
examination, on the ground that such applications of it as are 
within a school-boy's powers are too straightforward. Thill 
view, whether it be ~Ir. Jolliffe's or not, is one with which 
I disagree decidedly. One ofthe C'lliefreasonswllY the Calculus 
is, on. the whole, so badly taught in schools, is that the old 
Oxford and Cambridge tradition gave a quite absurd priority to 
the Differential Caklllus, and overweighted its goometIical side. 
Hence the wilderness of puzzling tri\ialities of which SO many 
books are full. I need hardly say that I agree heartily with 
"... J ollilTe as to the importance of giving the sc:hool-boy" a 
little novelty, and occasion to display his ingenuity"; and 
I admit that it i9 here that some otherwise excellent text-hooks 
fail But it is not only trivialities that are fascinating 
and that afford scope for ingenuity. I cannot imagine a 
subject whose elements aITord a better field for thesimuhan('()1ls 
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exercise of critical power and technical ingenuity than do those 
of the Integral Calculus. 

Of our two remaining papers, one is a " problem paper" in 
Pure Mathematics, more or less of the trll.ditional type. The last 
is a paper on Applied Mathematics. This, like the elementary 
paper on Pure Mathematics (but not the problem paper), is taken 
by many candidates whose claims rest for the most part ,on other 
subjects. ' But it is a good deal more difficult, and is a really 
serious test of the mathematical candidates. As I have never 
had a hand in setting it, I may fairly say that I think it is 
generally an excellent paper, striking a reasonable mean between 
the old and new ideals of what a paper in Applied Mathematics 
ought to be. 

I do not, of course, profess to believe that our examination is 
in any respect an ideal one. But I do think that it is, on the 

, whole, reasonably well adapted for the purpose it professes to 
fulfil; and on the whole the results appear to justify it. It must, 
of course, be remembered that we never elect to a full Senior 
Scholarship at entrance& ; we have always further opportuniti~s 
of reconsidering our views. There are, and no doubt there 
always will be, boys whose mathematical abilities stop short 
about where school Mathematics ends. Such boys are, I think, 
more likely to be exposed by our present examination than by an 
examination which contains little but a selection of old fashioned 
problems. But it is inevitable, under any system, that cases 
should occur in which it soon becomes clear that we ha\'e 
allowed ourselves to be imposed upon. Such an Entrance 
Scholar remains an Entrance Scholar throughout his university 
career; to obtain a Senior Scholarship in a resident examination 
on University subjects, conducted by lecturel"S already well 
acquainted with the work of the candidates, is humanly 
impossible to anyone but a real mathematician, It should 
be observed that these "disappointmf'nts" are invariably 
public school boys. 

I should now, I suppose, say something more in detail as to 
the inJpressions of school teaching left in my mind by these 
examinations. Here I agree, on the whole. with lIIr. Jolliffe: I 
recognise very well the kinds of confusion and limitation to 
'Which he refers. He has drawn a very aOOU1"3 te picture of the 
average scholarship candidate; I would only add un81lccessful 
candidate. I ,cannot imagine, myself as consenting to !he 
election of a scholar of whom all that Mr. Jolliffe says is true. 

Mr. Jolliffe is no doubt right in regarding the general level 
of teaching in the schools as deplorably low. There 'are, 
of course, exceptions. There are schoolmasters for whose 
knowledge of Mathematics I have a great respect, and 
I have, seen books written by schoolmasters which could 
only have been written by genuine mathematicians. But of 
the general level, whether of the books or ~f ilie teaching, 

• I belieT8 the practice is different at Orlorq. 
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all that one can say iR that it is a little better than it used to be 
I:lchoolmasters are no doubt, as Mr. Jolliffe says, .. a very hare, 
worked and often underpaid body of men"; and certainly,!!( 
far as my experience goes, they are keen and conscientious t< 
the last degree, interested in and patient with their pupils, ane 
sometimes very. enterprising in their m~thodB. In short, the) 
have all the pedagogic virtues. But there is one thing too man) 
of them have not, and that no amount of pedagogic theory car 
supply, and that is a decent knowledge of Mathematics. The) 
have, as a rule, learnt a good deal of Mathematics at the univer· 
sities, but apparently it is forgotten as BOon 8S they fi nd themsel vel 

back again in the schools. If only schoolmasters would del'olE 
to the serious study of Mathematics, to the continuance of theil 
reading, and even, in exceptional cases, to a little independen1 
research, a tithe of the time that they now devote to the 
organisation of examinations,' the framing of schedules, th. 
discussion of details of pedagogic method, and the writing oj 
inferior text-books, I am sure·that the results would soon become 
visible in our examinations. Ii> 

Mr. Jolliffe has given a considerable number of very happy 
'illustrations of the deficiencies of the candidates whose work he 
examines, ami it would be a waste of time for me to add a large 
number of my own. But I may perhaps be allowed to ad,l a 
few remarks about the teaching of special subjects. 

Pure Geametry.-The teaching of the more advanced parts 
of the subject seems to me to have improved considerably. 
Many candidates show a very intelligent appreciation of some 
of the general ideas of projective geometry. Their work, 
however, is rather stereotyped; I am inclined to think that the 
teaching of the subject is almost too well organised, and that an 
undue proportion of time is spent upon it. 

The teaching of elementaMJ geometry is, I should say, 
abominable. Here I hal'e to judge rather from the text-books 
that I see from time to time than from work in examinations; 
The . dethronement of Euclid has been the signal for the 
appearance of a flood of elementary books whose authors do nol 
seem to have the most rudimentary knowledge of the principles 
of the subject. There is, of course, a great deal of geometry 
which is capable of proof, but proof quite unsuited for beginners 
-and in an elementary course a great deal may quite rightly 
be treated as obvious which is in reality far from obvious; 
This is no excuse for professing to prove results by methodS; 
such as the method of ~uperposition, which rest merely 00 
elementary logical confusions.. I 

Algebra.-As regards the teaching of elementary algebra, I 
need only refer to Mr. Barnard's papert in this series. .. Higher 

• The 8C~ who wishes to keep up his matbematieal bww~ 
must be ptepa<ed to read foreign boob, in Fnmch at """ rate. It. 
riWculously_y to read Mathematics in """ J.oaguage, and the DUmber ~ 
really good English boob ia yery IIDI&Il. 

t &. Special Report. on EducatiODSl Subjeeto, Volume 26, p. 312. 
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Algebra" has always been a scandal; I shall have some fUli.her 
remarks to make on this subject under the heading of .. analysis." 

These remarks apply also to Trigonometry. 
Analytical Geometry.-I have nothing to add to Mr. 

Jolliffe's remarks on this subject.· . 
Analysu.-Under this heading I include Differential and 

Integral Calculus, Higher Algebra, Theory of Selies, and 
Analytical Trigonometry. The teaching in all these subjects 
shows signs of slow but real improvement. It would be unfair 
to blame schoolmasters too severely for the inadequacy of their 
treatment of the fundamental ideas of analysis, for it is ouly in 
quite recent years that there has been any serious attempt to 
treat them properly even at Cambridge, and there has not yet 
been time for a supply of mathematicians with a proper training 
in analysis to reach the schools. Many schoolmasters realise 
that there has got' to be a change; but it is naturally difficult 
for a man, encouraged to think loosely as a schoolboy and an 
undergraduate, to acquire the habit of accurate thinking at the 
age of 40 or 50. It is only an exceptional mathematician who 
can do that. 

I think that a good many schoolmasters seriously misunder
stand the attitude of those of us who are trying to teach 
analysis in a way that would be regarded as serious in France 
or Gennany. We have not the least desire to drive every 
mediocre schoolboy crazy with I) and ". We can quite well 
understand that there is a stage in everybody's education when 
perfect rigour is a quite unpracticable ideal, and that there are 
many boys who never can or ought to attempt to reach it. But 
there are two demands that we do make. The first is simply 
destructive. We ask that schoolboys' minds sllall no longer 
be stuffed full of the pitiable nonsense that we were taught 
ourselves at school. The sort of nlbbish that used to fill the 
pages of treatises on .. Higher Algebra" amI "Higher Trigo
nometry" had absolutely nothing to recommend it. It had 
no sort of resthetic merit, and it was very much harder than 
any accurate treatment of the subjects need have beell. It 
ought not to be necessary for a university teacher to spend 
hours of his time trying to make his pupils forget what they 
have learnt laboriously at school. We ask, therefore, that, 
when it is clearly impossible that reasonably accurate proofs 
should be given, the pretence of proof should be abandoned. 
In this, I am sure, we have with us the majority Ilf the best 
schoohnasters; the difficulty is simply that there are so many 
who have not the slightest notion as to what is a proof and 
what is not .. 

Our second demand concerns the best boys only. Witlt 
regard to them we do ask that they shall have decent reasoning 
put before them from the. beginning of their studies in these 
subjects. But, even in the case of these boys, we are not asking 
tha~ they should be taught anything intrinsically J)1ore difficult 
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than a great deal that they are taught already. It is a pro
foundly ignorant superstition that slipshod reasoning is alwaYH 
easy, and accurate reasoning alwayi' impossibly difficult. Let 
me give a concrete example of what I mean. 
. Schoolmasters are never tired of disputing as to what is the 

best way to prove that 

d m .. _I 
dz z = mz 

I confine myself to the case in which m is rational. This is 
quite enough for a schoolboy, unless (as may well occur) he 
mises the question of irrational values himself. In any (!W<I', 

whatever method of proof is adopted, the irrational ca.«e 
introduces further difficulties. 

One may proceed as follows. Differentiate z" when m 
is a positive integer (using either the Binomial Theorem or 
the formula for the differentiation of a product). Then, if 

1'19 h y = z we ave 

yo = z", gyo-I ~~ = pZp-l, etc. 

But that is too difficult for the schoolmaster. l.et us Bel' IJOw he 
proposes to simplify it. 

We ha,'e, he says 
dy _ lim (z + h)" - z· ( / ). 
dz- h m=pq 

, m (m - 1) 
= lim (mz .. - I + -1-,2--- z"-'h +. ) 
= mz·- 1 

Now, in the first place, we are assuming the Binomial, 
Theorem for a non-integral exponent. This is a theorem: 
infinitely more difficult than that which we are trying to.pro'-e.: 
Not only this, but the easiest and most natural way of provlDg the: 
Binomial Theorem (when m is not a positive integer) is by means 
of Taylor's Theorem, and the application ofTaylor'tJ Theorem to: 
the Binomial Series of conrse involves the very result we arcl 
now using it to prove. But, even when the Binomial Theorem 
has been assumed, we are still confronted by a more' 
serious difficulty. We have to "put h = 0" in the infinite) 
series; and to do this we mnst nse either a direct" E .. argument.; 
or some general theorem cont-erning the uniform crmvergenee ?fi 
power-series. And yet it is we who are trying to make analyslsl 
too hard for schoolboys! I 

H you gi,-e a small boy the annament (If a Dreadnought 
as a toy. and send him out into the fields to shoot sparrows
with it, it is certain that a serious disaster will follow. 
But this is just what the mathematical schoolmaster' 
insists on doing. The result is that the school-boy's sense' 
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of logic and proportion is blighted from the beginning, 
and that when he has an opportunity of learning some
thing better, the opportunity often proves to have come too 
late. I have at this moment able pupils who, I can see, will 
never really understand anything in analysis, simply because 
they will never recover from the poison administered to them: 
early in life. That a better method of teaching is practicable 
is shown, not only by the example of France and Germany, but 
also (if I may judge by the results that I see here) by that of 
our own provincial Universities. 

I have, I feel, expressed myself very strongly. My apology 
must be merely that -I feel very strongly. For my own part, I 
escaped from the English tradition just .in time. I was lucky 
enough, for two terms before my Tripos, to find a coach 
with a really wide knowledge of Mathematics, who first 
made me feel that there was a whole world of fascinating 
theory of which I was completely ignorant. I shall never 
forget the experience of reading Jordan's Cours d'Analyse 
and other foreign books, and realising for the first time 
what mathematical reasoning really was. Undergraduates 
nowadays have better opportunities. The tyranny of the old 
Tripos has been abolished, and the way is clear to the acqui
sition of a real knowledge 01 Mathematics. It is for the 
schoolmasters to see that their pupils are qualified. to take 
advantage of it. 

G. H. HARDY. 

APPENDIX. 

I add, 88 illustrations of .my remo.rks on the tea.ohing of a.naIyais ... few 
quotations from two reoent books on the ea.loulus. I need hardly disclaim 
any particular grudge against th... two partioular book.; no doubt they 
are no worae than many others of their kind. I refer to the books 88 A and 
B. The passage which follows is e:o:tracted from A-

.. To prove thal d !1:) =_-',Jor aU...z .... oj ... 
Let , = .,. , and 411. "" be corresponding increments of II and ,. 110 that 

, + "'!I = (II + 411)·. 
By oubtraction 

"'!I = (II + """)- -.,-
="'[(l+~)·-lJ 

= ... [ .. ~ + .. e .. ;- 1) ( "':)' + tenDS involving higher powers of 411 1 
• o. "'Y = II_ [! + " (Il - 1) ~ + terms involving powers of """J 

4;J It 2 zt "'" • 

0' 
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Hence proceeding to the limit ::: = ~ = n"" -I • 

On the next page all this is repeated in an example (find :; 

when y = (z - 3) -'). Oddly enough, the linee of a satisfa<:tory proof 
are indicated in three examples a. little further on; here the terIIUII It mIn. 
in and n being positive integel'8 "and h any positive quantity tt (the author'. 
italics) seem to he treated &8 synonymous; but this is more pardonable. 

In the treatment of .. areas" simple mattere are obscured with even 
greater ingenuity and success. If we &asume the existence theorem for 
areas (as .urely the author proposes te do) the proof that the area function 
i. the integral of the ordinate presents no difficulty whatever, &8 indeed 
the author seems to feel when in another place he considers a special ease. 
The elaborate argument used in the general sense ~ not merely nonsense 
hut absolutely usel ... nonsense. But it would he waste of time to criticise 
this book further; I p&B8 to another. 

This book .. B" is no doubt largely a iev a'e.prjt, and should not he 
judged too .eriously. But the" ease" of the treatment is announced with 
.0 imposing a lIourish of t1'llmpet. that it is worth enqniring how far this 
promise i. fnlfilled. I pick a few examples more or I .. s at random. 

Difft?Jrentiation <if "" .-There is nothing to choose between A and B. 

Differtmtiation of a quotient.-The .author solemnly divid .. v + au 
by ~ - ~ in seven lin .. of long division. 

The ""'l""""'tialfumtion.-All the difficulti .. of the old" Higher Algebra .. 
are crammed inte three or four pag<!!!. The only point of originslitr 
in the treatment is the author'. habit of calling e II epsilon." 

Partial aifferentia/ian.-Taking fJ = ~ the author obtains 
ay. = ~au, fly. = ~ 

where (e.g.) ay. means an increment of fJ when ~ is treated .. a constant. 
Alao 

dy_~ ay=" 
au- '~ 

.. H we put in these values for" and "respectivelr, we .hall have 

fly. = :~ au } 
which are partial aifferenlwr.. 

dy 
fly. =~ d .. 

.. But, if yon think of it, yon will observe that the total variation of V 
depends on both these things at the same time. That is te oay, if both are 
varying, the real fly ought te he written 

. fly fly 
av= d.d"+d .. ~' 

and this is ca11ed a total differential." 
The area of. rectangle depends, "if yOD think of it,~ on ita base a and 

it.. altitude b. It.....- is therefore .. + b. ADd wbat an opportllllitr for 
rubbing in • good point bas been 1ost! For the fact that "oman 
increment.." ..... y he .. componnded linearly" is one of the moe! otriking 
aud fruitful ideas in elementary mathematics. 

U The professional mathemat:icianll9 H the author remarks. If will rile up 
88 one man and damn it .. being • thoroughly bad book • . . It 
eommita several moot grievona and deplorable erron." This is trne <!IID1Igh ; 
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bnt these errors are not, as the author seem to imagine, that it .hows 
.. how ridiculously easy most of the operations of the calculus really are," 
and that II what one fool can do. other fools can do also," Dor is it that 
.. there is an utter failure . . . to demonstrate with rigid complete
nes. . . ." The fault of the book is its lack of originality, its thought
les. adoption of had trsditiona.\ methods, and tha perverse (though 
traditiona.\) ingenuity with which it make. difficult and obscure what 
ought to b. 8&8y and illuminating. -
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THE RELATIONS OF MATHEMATICS A~D 
PHYSICS. 

During the last century the mutual relations of the lciences 
of Mathematics and Physics were characterised by a very cloRe 
harmony. In niany senses· it might be Raid that the 19th 
century has been the age of Mathematical Physics. Such names 
as Fresnel, Fourier, Helmholtz, Ampere, Stokes, Clerk Maxwell, 
and Lord Kelvin are but a few which rise to one's lips if we 
try to recall the pleiad of workers who have brought in rich 
harvests in this field. The creation of the sciences of Thermo
dynamics and of Electromagnetism, and the unification of 
Optics with the latter have bp-en among the chief triumphs of 
this alliance of the experimental and the analytical methods. 
At one time these successes even led some thinkers to imagine, 
somewhat prematurely perhaps, that all the problems of the 
unh'erse were capable of being put into equations and solved 
by the methods of Dynamics. . 

The spirit which animated these great men of science is 
best illustrated by the following passage from Fourier"' : -

.. The deeper study of nature is the most fertile source of 
mathematical discovery . 

.. Not only does such study, by giving to research a specific 
objective, exclude indefinite questions and insoluble problems; 
but it also provides a certain means of building up AnalYKis 
itself and of discovering those elements of that science which it 
is most important for us to know and which should ever be 
carefully preserved . 

.. These fundamental elements are those which are constantly 
recurring in all natural phenomena." 

Signs are not wanting that this deep and fruitful harmony 
is at the present day being gradually weakened. The tradi
tional sympathy, of course, remains, and no one doubts that 
Physics still requires mathematical methods, in order to 
reduce its theories to order. The trouble is that nowadays 
mathematical methods, which in the past were stimulated by 
the need of the physicist, no longer appear to respond to that 
need. The phrase of Fourier, quoted above, no longer repre
sents the feeliJIg of many of the younger mathematicians. The 
tendency is growing to separate Mathematics 88 far as possible 
from its physical substratum, to refine away all appe-.ols to 

• Theorie a.ualytique de Ia Chaleur. Oetm-ee, Ed. J>arboux, Vol. L, 
p.s:xii. 
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intuition and experienl'.e, and to expend the energy of the 
researcher upon ideas and concepts increasingly abstract. In 
itself this need not necessarily be a bad thing: in particular 
the recent revision of the foundations, when at last it percolates 
into elementary teaching, will eventually be found to remove 
many stumbling blocks and absurdities. We should also bear 
in mind that new branches of Pure Mathematics, such as the 
theory of sets of points or of groups of transformations, even 
when purely abstract in their inception, may at any moment 
turn out to be valuable auxiliaries of Physical Science, as 
indeed has already happened in the case of the theory of the 
complex variable. Sometimes; as with the theory of integral 
equations, the new branch has had its ultimate origin in work 
connected with physical problems, and its development, even 
if carried out on purely abstract lines, will probably in the end 
react favourably on the solution of these problems. 

Unfortunately while all these new branches of Pure Mathe
matics flourish, the interest of researchers in Mathematical 
Physics appears to have largely flagged. No doubt much work 
is still published which comes under the latter heading, but this 
work is mostly of the nature of the solution of particular cases, 
the principal difficulty being the heaviness or the awkwardness 
of the algebra, and, although often both interesting and valu
able in its results, it is rarely stimulating or instructive and 
frequently leaves one with a strong impression of the hope
lessness of any attempt to disentangle things still further on 
similar lines. Very few papers on Mathematical Physics 
nowadays suggest new or powerful methods. Certainly our 
generation has seen nothing comparable with the theorems of 
Fourier, Green, or Stokes. 

On the other hand, if we turn our eye upon Physics, we find 
that owing to the growth of new experimental branches such as 
radioactivity and meteorology, and owing to the great develop
ment of what may be termed Technical Physics, a large number 
of new £sets, new methods, and new technical terms have to be 
taken into accourit. In fact, Physics has now become so highly 
specialised that a considerable training is necessary before 
an ordiuary mathematician can attack intelligently a physical 
problem. A hundred years ago any mathematical specialist 
could acquire, with a minimum of trouble, the training necessary 
to turn himself into a fairly creditable mathematical physicist. 
With the increasing specialisation of modern times, Matliematics 
and Physics in their advanced domains are getting. 'to speak 
different languages, and the brains which can be masters of 
both are becoming fewer. 

Now there can be little doubt, I think, that the secret of the 
great victories of Physics in the past century lay in the com
bination of the powers of analysis and experiment in the mind 
of the same individual. Should these powers, owing to the 
increased complexity of Science, become separated, the edge of 

~ 139M T 
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the instrument of research will have been singularly blunted. 
Let us theu try to analyse more carefully the call1!eS at work 
to·day which tend to isolate the mathematical from thE 
experimental mind. 

Consider first a little more closely a cause already mentioned, 
namely, the growing tendency of Mathematics to become meta
physical. 

Modern Mathematics is characterised by a complete revision 
of all those results which depend upon infinite processes. 
Under this heading may be classed Dedekind's theory 01 
the irrational numbers, the theory of sets (and closely con
nected with it the foundations of the differential and integral 
calculus), the theory of infinite series and products, of con
tinued fractions and infinite determinants, the modern theory 
of divergent series, and Cantor's theory of transfinite numbers. 

Concurrently with this work on the infinite and in close 
touch with it has been the rediscussion of the axioms of 
Geometry, which started with the discovery of Non-Euclidean 
Geometry by Llbatschewsky and Bolyai. 

Now this perpetual digging at the foundations, this anxiety 
to justify the known processes, has had a two-fold result. 

It has revealed that normal, every-day Mathematics are really, 
from the purely logical point of view. very restricted in appli
cation, and that outside them there exists a whole universe 
of mathematical laws and forms, quite as interesting to the 
mathematical mind as those we deal with in practice. This 
new universe of Mathematics has largely dwarfed the interest 
that researchers felt in the old problems. 

The second consequence has been that, owing to this hyper
critical condition of the modern mathematician, the proof of the 
possibility of a result has gradually assumed an importance 
equal to, if not greater than, the working out of the result 
itseli Thus Mathematics is at present overrun with what are 
known as" existence theorems," showing that a solution of • 
problem ean be obtained; but with the actual formal solution 
very much less progress has been made than might in many 
cases have been anticipated. : 

It is clear that 10 the physicist such a mental attitude is of 
no value, since in his case he is certain beforehand that a solution 
is possible, this being already provided by Nature, and his only 
difficulty is to express this solution in analytical form. i 

The next contributory cause is to some extent the reaction 
of the first. This ,tendency of Mathematics to fiy off in~ 
metaphysics, apparently on the slightest provocation, was 
hardly appreciated by the physicists, most of whom bad 
received their mathematical education at a time when intuitional 
proofs were accepted as orthodox. They not unnatura1l1 
6URperted scholasticism, and a growing distrust, if not 01 
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Mathematics, at least of mathematicians, began to set in. The 
attempt at making mathematical teaching rigorous has frightened 
many young physicists into something like hostility. The 
result has been that a number lack the training necessary to 
develop mathematicsl methods for themselves or to use existing 
ones with safety. Also the fact that these. men have been 
repelled at an early stage has prevented much that is valuable 
in advanced Mathematics from being applied to Physics. Thus 
the method of conformal representation, which gave remarkable 
results in the hands of Sir J. J. Thomson and Professor Lamb, 
is practically unknown to the avemge researcher in a Physics 
labomtory. 

I have already alluded to the increasing volume of physical 
material, physical technical terms, and physical theories, which 
make it increasingly difficult for the ordinary mathematician to 
apply his mathematicsl knowledge to physical problems. In 
this connection it may be remarked that most solutions in Physics 
are only approximate, and the "physical instinct" required to 
select the right approximation demands a practical knowledge 
of the particular problem which ia not always accessible to the· 
man who has the ability to discuss it theoretically. 

Parallel with this is another tendency, which has been a 
good deal fostered by that modern agnostic philosophy of 
Science which looks upon theories and equations ss mere 
tr'ansitory clothing for the facts. . This is the tendency to 
accumulate facts as such without interpretation keeping pace 
with them. Examples of this 111'11 meteorological. records and, 
to a lesser extent; the matlS of spectroscopic measurements, 
both still waiting for an adequate theory. In such a case 
it is doubtful whether premature accuracy or multiplication 
of observations does not discoumge, instead of stimulating, 
progress. I~ has been aptly remarked that, had Tycho Hmhe 
possessed a telet!COpe endowed with modern refinements, Kepler 
would in all probability-being confused by small inequalities
ha,·e failed to deduce the simple elliptic law from his measure
ments; and Newton's law of gmvitation, which was largely based 
on Kepler's result, might never have seen the light. 

A third cause that I think opemtes with the two last named 
in discouraging mathematicians from attempting to deal with 
physical problems nowadays is the growth of Electrical, as 
~inst what I may call Mechanical, Dynamics. In the old days, 
the laws to which it was endeavoured to reduce physical questions 
were few and well understood: it was comparatively easy for 
tho mathematician who undertook such work to check it by 
reference to first principles. Nowadays, Newton's laws appear 
as secondary effects, and the foundations are much more hypo
thetical arid incomplete; in many cases even ·essential data 
seem w be wanting. Thus the proper relations between ether 
~d matter are still wrapped in mystery, and, accordingly, 
mterface conditions never seem to be written -down with any 

d , T 2 -
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degree of certainty. Again, the distribntion of electricity on a 
moving conductor ought to be determinate when the shape and 
motion of the conductor are given. Yet in the mathematical 
treatment of such a problem the actual distribution appears 
usually to be arbitrarily assumed. The effect of motion on 
material bodies remains unexplained, and to account for the 
negative results of Michelson and Morley and their successors 
a number of hypotheses have heen put forward. all of which 
strike one as strained and unnatural; some of these even revise 
the notion of time and make it a function of position. 

All these things do not tend to create confidence, and this 
may explain why BOme who have heen trained in the old ideas 
should be repelled by the difficulties of the new and turn their 
mathematical energy to more familiar problema. 

The difficulty felt by these men brings us to what is 
probably a very important cause of the present lack of 
co-ordination between mathematical and physical workers, and 
that is the gradual decline and collapse of Applied Mathe
matics as a degree subject in most Universities. Fifty years ago 
Applied :Mathematics was a highly flourishing and stimulating 
subject, and was taken up by large numbers of candidates. 
During the last twenty years, as the records of the University 
of London show, the subject has been going steadily down in 
importance and popularity. As an Arts subject it has practically 
disappeared. As a Science subject it still exists, but it shows 
no vitality, and is taken up by mathematical candidates as a 
stop-gap. to save working up a more unfamiliar subject like 
Chemistry or Botany. 

This gradual decay of Applied Mathematics is probably due 
partly to the fact that it laid too much stress on the "hard 
rider." or trick problem, apart from the application of broad 
principles: much of what passes as A pplied Mathematics is 
mere algebraic contorsions, with little or no bearing on the 
practical problema of Physics. 

For example, what real physical interest attaches to the 
evolntions of a bar moving-with its extremities on two" perfectly 
smooth .. rods? Or to the antics of a "perfectly rough" fly 
crawling on a disc lying on a "perfectly smooth .. table? Nor 
can one see the usefulness of pages of analysis in order to find 
the initial radius of curvature of the path of a point connected 
in some quaint way with a smoothly-joiDtedframework (quite 
unlike anything ever constructed), one of wru- points is seized 
and made to move with a given velocity. 

What fundamental physical ideas and methods are really 
brought out by the calculation of the combined electrical 
nlSistance of wires in the shape of a regular iooeahedron ? 

Again, what are we to say of a Geometrical Optics which 
attends to euriooities such as the curves seen on a bicycle wheel 
in the sunlight, but neglects the proper theory of image for-
mation in modern optical instruments? . 
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Many of the results are even an outrage on common-aeuse. 
Much time is spent in hydrodynamics on irrotational motions 
which make liqnid move past an angle with infinite velocity 
and a solid body in a uniform stream experience no force-the 
last a statement which a glance at any anemometer contradicts 
at once, anrl which, if true, would theoretically preclude all 
possibility of aviation. 

Much ingenuity is expended on complicated examples 
depending upon a theory of resilience and impact now entirely 
obsolete: nor is the theory of friction in very much better case. 

Whole chapters are devoted to parabolic motion of a pro
jectile, which anyone who has ever fired a rifle at various ranges 
knows to he not even an approximation to the truth. 

No doubt it may be said that in these latter cases the 
artificiality complained of is due to the great difficulty of 
the treatment of the problem' as it actually occura in nature, 
and to the consequent necessity for" idealisation." 

One must, however, bear in mind that the objection is, not 
to the introduction of the simplified treatment, but to its appli
cation to problems where it is obviously inadequate and to the 
disproportionate amount of time spent on such applications, 
to the great discouragement of those students who pursue 
Mathematics for the sake of Physics, and who find that the 
mathematical and ,experimental parte of their work are 
hopelessly out of touch. 

It has been argued that the better type of recent text-book 
is becoming more or less free from theSe defects. Even if this 
be admitted, and it appears still doubtful, the improvement, 
such as it is, has hardly percolated down to those elementary 
text-books on which the education of the average student is 
founded; and a glance at examination papers on Applied 
Mathematics in most British Universitjes will, I think, generally 
confirm this impression. 

Partly also the decay of Applied Mathematics is due to the 
unprogressive nature of the teaching and examining in this 
subject. Thus, while the whole theory of Mechanics is being 
revolutionised by electrical ideas, electricity is still excluded 
from many syllabuses in Applied Mathematics. Potential is 
still often treated exclusively from the gravitational point of 
view, the electrical facts, which give to the theory of potential 
its real importance, being left out. Again we have, plenty of 
nnreal and entirely useless examples on Boyle's la ... but about 
the elements of the kinetic theory of gases or of thermodynamics 
a discreet silence is maintained, or else we are informed that to 
speak of these things would be to trespass on the domain of 
Physics, as though Applied Mathematics meant anything else 
than the mathematical treatment of physical problems. This 
predominance of the mechanical standpoint seems to have 
diverted whatever living force Was left in th~ subject towards 
Engineering and away from Physics. 
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Be this as it may, so long as Applied Mathematics remains 
an archaic and a neglected subject it will probably be hopeless 
to expect again such a flowering of mathematical genius applied 
to physical problems as we have seen in the past. We may get, 
and indeed we have got, experimenters of the first grade: we 
may get pure mathematicians of no mean order, but the combina
tion of the two, instead of being comparatively frequent, will be 
a freak-a rare accident. 

Finally, we have to consider those causes which are bound 
up with the growth of Physical &ience. It has been noted 
that as science progresscs there occur epochs of alternate 
simplicity and complexity. Thus, at first, rough data are 
gathered unsorted, and all is chaos: then the laws of first 
approximation emerge and the chaos resolves itself into apparent 
order. As the means of observation improve, the original data 
are modified and the original laws are found to be inadequate. 
Once more we are faced by chaos, total or partial. Then 
modified laws are found to meet the case, and the process is 
repeated. 

It would seem that in Physics at the present time we are 
coming to an epoch where new facts and closer observation 
render the old laws inadequate. New problems arise and new 
mathematical methods are needed to cope with them. For many 
of these methods we are still waiting. To take two examples 
alone: linear differential equations, which were for many years 
the backbone of Mathematical Physics, are becoming an 
exhausted field. Residual phenomena like permanent set, &c., 
are clamouring for attention. Experimentally they are receiving 
it, but very little progress has been made with the discovery 
and solution of the non-linear equations involved. 

The same may be said of the atomic structure of matter. 
In the classical Mathematical Physics this atomic structure was 
a purely theoretical thing; matter, being studied in the mass, 
was b'eated mathematically as continuous, and we had the 
paradox of an infinitesimal element, dzdydz, infinitely great 
with regard to the ultimate particle of matter. In this way 
all the well-known space-differential equations of elasticity, 
of hydrodynamiC'S, of electromagnetism, were obtained. In 
the present day, however, ionisation and ultra-microscopy are 
beginning to isolate the individual corpuscles experimentally, 
and it is obvious that our :Mathematil.'8 must follow this evolu· 
tion if they are to be helpful. It is true the rether still remains 
as a continuous medium, but some of our younger physicisl8 
are in favour of abolishing it altogether. 

All this implies a complete change of front, for which 
mathematicians trained in the old methods are ill-prepared. 
Hence the need for reorganisation and development, for an 
interval of preparation, during which little effective ro-operation 
is to be looked for from Mathematics. We must in fact learn· 
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once more to think atomically, even as the mathematicians of 
the 18th and early 19th centuries, whose thoughts ran on 
actions at a distance, had to adapt themselves to continuous 
media and contact stresses. In this connection few things are 
more instructive than the way in which early writers deduce(l 
the equations of motion of, say, an elastic medium, from the 
mutual attractions of molecules. Weare now, in effect, going 
through a sort of converse process. 

Having now reviewed in some detail the causes of the 
phenomenon we set out to investigate, we may inquire in what 
way and to what extent they may be counteracted. 

It is clear at once that causes such as: (1) the need of new 
mathematical methods to cope with the new facts of Physics, 
(2) the uncertainty and novelty of the new electrical theories, 
(3) the interest created by the opening of new fields in Pure 
Mathematics, belong to the domain of the inevitable, and that 
it is neither pOJilsible nor desirable to interfere with them 
They are a necessary phase in the history of science, and have 
to be accepted as such. 

On the other hand: (1) the mutual misunderstanding due 
to over-specialisation, (2) the accumulation of uninterpreted 
material in Physics and of abstract concepts in Mathematics, 
(3) the neglect of Applied Mathemati~s-these are tendencies 
which are, in varying degrees, capable of regulation. Much 
might be done to remove the first two by educating teachers, 
examiners, and researchers in both subjects to see the dangers 
of the present courses; but above all things, it seems to me that 
the remedy is to be sought in a sound, broad, up-to-dare curxi
culum of Applied Mathematics, backed up by a series of pro
grtl>l~ive books on modern lines, a curriculum which shall concern 
itself with really practical problems and not with intellectual 
gymnastics; At the same time we must never forget that what 
the mathematician requires to know of Physics in order to 
help thA physicist to do his work is to understand the laws ests-. 
blished by the physicist, his nomenclature, and the significance 
of his experimental. results. It would be a mistake to transform 
this course of Applied Mathematics into one of Experimental. 
Physics by dragging in a laboratory experience which the 
mathematician does not need and which is here quite a 
Recondary consideration. We hear not infrequently teachers 
of J:'hyslCS or Engineering complaining of the mathematical. 
courses heing too abstract. It might be pointed out that a 
good mathematical. physicist's time might be equally wasted by 
too severely practical a course. Nevertheless, enough should be 
given to impress him with the siguificance of the problpms 
that are set before him. 

Such a course of Applied Mathematics, which should initiate 
the learner to all the more fundamental physical methods and 
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results of a mathematical nature, including tb.e more recent 
developments, but without going into any overwhelming IInaly· 
tical difficulties, would surely provide an excellent training for 
the young men who propose to pursue either Mathematics or 
Physics. It would give the mathematician and the physicist 
a common meeting ground, and enable either of them, when 
the occasion arose, to throw useful light on the problems of 
the other. 

L. N. G. FILOII. 
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THE TRAINING OF TEACHERS OF 
MATHEMATICS. 

Two distinct subjects fall within the scope of this memoran
dum: (1) the existing arrangements for producing teachers of 
Mathematics; and (2) the principles that should determjne the 
character of their training. The treatment of the first consists 
merely in a recital of facts; that of the second involves expres
sions of opinion which must be understood to commit no one 
but the writer. It will be convenient to begin with some con
sideration of the latter. 

I. TBB COURSE OF TRAINING. 

(a).-P,;o!essional Studies. 
It is now beginning to be recognised generally that a know

ledge of Mathematics is not by itself a sufficient equipment for 
the business of teaching the subject in a school. A candidate 
seeking his first post has an appreciably better chance of success; 
even in a .. public" or'a secondary school, if his qualifications 
include, in addition to a good degree, evidence that he has 
studied teaching methods under proper guiilance. The change 
of opinion upon this subject now in progress implies the 
recognition that" training" is con('erned with something more 
than the tricks of management needed to keep a class of 80 
children in reasonable order on a hot afternoon, anil that 
.. method" is not merely a system of devices for insinuating 
unwelcome facts into dull minds. It implies, at lowest, the 
recognition that efficient teaching involves sound judgment as 
to the things which should be taught, and the time and manner 
of teaching them; and that to leave the young teacher to 
acquire this judgment by" trial and error" is a plan. at once 
wasteful and dangerous. When this growing opinion has 
developed into clearness it will probably assume something like 
the following form. 

The aim of the teacher of Mathematics is most profitably 
regarded as being not so much to communicate certain" truths " 
as to cultivate a typieal form of intellectual activity. Mathe
matical facts are, of course, the medium in which, the teacher 
works, but (to employ Herbert Spencer's classical astithesis) his 
ulterior purpose should always be the production of faculty. 
That is, his success is to be measured by what his pupils can do 
rather than by the reasonings to which he has persuaded them 
to give their assent. These (even if mastered for reproduction 
in an examination) may often lie outside the scope of the pupil'e 
genuine spontaneity-may be facts which have escaped con
version into faculty. The mathematical actiVity, in common 
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with other features of the pupil's mental being, has a develop
mental history. It springs from definite embryonic origins and 
has definite principles of growth. While maintaining its 
historical identity it may yet exhibit changes so striking as to 
deserve the name of metamorphoses. Many of the developmental 
features here in question are common to all forms of intellectual 
activity; others are peculiar to Mathematics or assume in this 
region a special character. 

The first task of the young teacher during his novitiate 
should be to assimilate this view of MathematiCR and of mathe
matical instruction. Frequently he is startled 'if not shocked 
by it, especially if he comes fresh from advanced studies at the 
University. He has there learnt to think of Mathematics as 
containing things new and old, easy and difficult, but all pro
ducts of a definite kind of .. reasoning," with unchanging 
canons and universal ideals of .. rigour." He finds it difficult 
to exchange this static conception for the dynamic conception 
of Mathematics as a developing activity. For example, it is 
not easy to learn that a .. proof" may be, for the school teacher, 
neither good nor bad abstractly; that its valne is to be deter
mined largely by reference to the stage of growth of the pupil's 
mind. Nevertheless the young teacher must be led to think of 
proof 38 a critical funetwn which plays a role of varying 
character and importance at different stages of mathematical 
progress. 

This argument points to a definite conclusion. The COUnlS 

of training should include general genetic psychology, and, 
in addition, a detailed study of the mathematical development 
of the normal boy or girl. In other words, the student in train
ing must think his way afresh through the mathematical cur
riculum from the genetic standpoint; logic, psychology, and 
the history of the science being his guides. The problem thus 
indicated is not to be solved merely by reading and attendance 
at lectures. Constant practice and observation in a school are 
at least as necessary. The fSaBOn is not merely the obvious one 
that the student is seeking to acquire an art, not to- learn a 
subject. To try to master the science of teaching, apart from a 
school, is like trying to leam chemistry without laboratory work. 
The analogy may be pursued to a further conclusion. The 
school must be so intimately associated with the training college 
that its mathematical curriculum and methods of teaching are 
simply the ideas of the lecturer in being; so that, in fact. the 
.. theory .. of the lecturer is an exposition and analysis of the 
practice of the school. This requirement may be met in two 
ways. The school may be a demonstration school in which the 
teaching is inspired and controlled by the training college. 
Alternatively, the chief mathematical master in the school may 
aHrome charge of the instruction of the students in the theory 
:md practice of his department. Upon either plan the con
ditions of efficiency are the same. The lecturer mUEt be • 
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teacher who has not allowed his philosophical studies to detach 
him from the practical si tuation, or to rob him of his crafts
manship. The schoolmaster must be not merely a teacher, but 
must have cultivated those" unusually obstinate attempts to think 
clearly" about his craft which lead to philosophic insight into 
its problems. . . 

The foregoin g considerations have had the specialist teacher 
in a secondary school chiefly in view, but the principles indicated 
are of universal application. Teachers preparing for work in an 
infants', an elementary, or a preparatol"y school, may do without 
a mathematical degree, but cannot, without detriment to their' 
future pupils, neglect the critical studv of mathematical de
velopment. The range to be covered by their theoretical and 
practical work will, of course, be less than that which the 
specialist should compass, and their studies must, as a rule, be 
of a more elementary character than his. Nevertheless the 
spirit and method of the training must be the same for teachers 
of all grades. Moreover, it is very important that even the 
specialist should spend much of his time with classes of younger 
children. In these classes teaching problems present themselves 
in their clearest form j the need of the guidance of theory is most 
obvious, and its soundness can be most directly tested. 

(b).-The Mathematical Knou:ledge oj the Teacher. 

There is an important practical difference between a course 
of training which includes actual instruction of the student in 
Mathematics and one which presupposes the necessary know
ledge and is concerned only with methods of teaching. The 
problem before the training college is in the second case 
obviously sinlpler than in the former. Nevertheless, a review 
of the whole prepal'atjon of the teacher must in each case take 
in to account the .. academic" as well as the "professional" 
part of his training. 

Two questions arise for consideration: (1) Is it, in general. 
better that the academic and professional work should be taken 
concurrently or successively.? and (2) What are the hest courses 
of actual mathematical study for the intending teacher? To 
the former question a fairly confident reply can be given. 
There can be little doubt that the better plan is the OJ;le in 
which the professional course follows the academic. This plan 
should, if possible, be adopted e\'en where the tr~g college 
is responsible for both courses of instruction. As·was pointed 
out above, the student as student and the student as teacher 
have to consider Mathematics from very different points of view. 
The main interest of the work lies in the one case in synthesis, 
in the other in analysis. These two interests in the same 
subject-matter can hardly both flourish at the same time j one 
of them-generally the professional-is. likely to be robbed of 
its due. The weight of this argument is felt by many who are 

, -
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concerned with the training of non-graduate teachers, and the 
opinion is growing that training colleges should become, if not 
purely profeBBional schools, at any rate, institutions in which 
the continuation of the student's school education plays a leBB 
conspicuous part than at present. Even if it is impossible to 
dispense altogether with actual mathematical instruction it 
should eventually be pOBBible to confine it, as Mr. Raymont and 
others have suggested, to the reconsideration of Elementary 
Mathematics from the pedagogical standpoint. 

The question as to the most appropriate mathematical course 
is much more difficult. The problem includes several cases: 
the infants' school teacher, the elementary school teacher (with 
whom may be bracketed the teacher in the preparatory school 
and the "non-specialist" teacher of the lower forms of the 
secondary school), the technical school teacher, and the 
.. specialist" teacher in the secondary school. 

The case of teachers preparing for the infants' school is the 
easiest. H the standard of mathematical proficiency represented 
by a school leaving certificate could be exacted before admiBBion 
to college there would be no need to give these students any 
further" academic" instruction in the subject. The regulation 
of the Board of Education which has hitherto required all 
women students to paBB an examination in Mathematics has, 
perhaps, been inevitable in view of the low standard of attain
ment prevalent among entrants to the training college. On the 
other hand, a relaxation of this regulation in the case of teachers 
in infants' schools might, even in the past, have been a wiser 
policy. For a compulsory course of instruction in Mathematics 
a further study of the psychology of the subject in the earliest 
stages might, with great advantage, have been substituted. 

On the other hand the question of the best preparation in 
Mathematics for teachers in elementary schools offers many 
difficulties. As is shown below, two al ternative courses are 
open to the student-a course for non-university students 
leading up to the Board of Education's examination, or an 
approved substitute, and a course for undergraduates leading 
up to a degree in Arts or Science. In the former examina
tion lfathematics is at present compulsory for all students, 
although men are reqnired to take a wider course than 
women. On the other hand, there is no compulsion to take 
Mathemati<:s as part of the degree course. Thus, in the case of 
a university student the Government's certificate guarantees 
mathematical knowledge ouly up to the standard. demanded in 
the entrance examination to the university. In both cases the 
minimum mathematical course may be supplemented at the 
choice of the student. The non-university student may present 
himself for an "optional" examination; the university student 
may offer Mathematics as part of his course for the degree. It 
may be assumed that students who take the more advanced 
courses seek to qualify themselves for the special opportunities 
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which are open to the teacher in the "central" or higher 
elementalY schools, and are beginning, with increasing fre
quency, to be offered even in the ordinary elementary school. 
It must be added that all studenta working under the Board's 
regulations are at present expected to study, theoretically and 
practically, the methods of teaching Mathematics in schools. 

With regard to these arrangementa the following important 
questions arise: (1) Do the compulsory examinations of the 
Board and the entrance examination of the University (which 
may be regarded as also the leaving examination of the 
secondary school) determine suitable courses for the teacher 
who is to take Mathematics as part of the routine of general 
class-instruction? (2) Do the optional examinations of the Board 
and the Mathematics for the University degree tend to produce 
teachers properly equipped for giving special inatruction in 
Mathematics? The difficulty in answering these questions 
arises chiefly from the laot that expert opinion upon the aims, 
curriculum and methods of elementary instruction in Mathe
matics ia at present in a very unsettled state. Changes of a 
drastic character in the requirementa of public examinations 
are being widely advocated but· do not command universal 
approval. At such a time criticiAm, whether negative or 
constructive, must. be largely tentative and largely individual. 
In the case of the compulsory examination of the Board of 
Education there is the special difficulty that the regulations 
are now undergoin~ revision, so that detailed criticism would 
be unprofitable. In view of this revision the Training College 
Association have made recommendations to the Board which 
show the general trend of opinion. among those immediately 
concerned with the training of teachers. These recommenda
tions include the following proposals: (i) that Mathematics 
shall no longer be a compulsory subject; (ii) that the present 
.. compulsory" and .. optional" examinations shall be replaced 
by a .. pass" and an .. advanced" examination of which the 
latter may be taken either in lieu of or in addition to the 
former; (iii) that. the existing difference between the work 
required of men and women shall be removed; (iv) that.· 
students who do not offer Mathematics shall not be required to. 
show a knowledge of the methods of teaching the subject. 

The first and last of these recommendations are no doubt. 
intended to meet the needs of two classes of students: those 
who wish to teach in infants' sclJools and those I(especislly 
women) who have no taste for Mathematics and wou'ld be better 
employed in increasing their efficiency in other departments of 
the curriculum. The recommendations seem also to imply the 
correlative assumption that" specialist teaching" in the elemen
tary sclJooI is not undesirable and is likely to increase. 

The Association have also drawn up alternative syllabuse& 
which have been submitted to the Board as "samples of the 
kind of syllabus which the ABBOciation think desirable" for the 
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examination of non-university students. They express the 
opinion that arithmetic "should be treated solely or pre
dominantly from the point of view of method," and it is therefore 
Dot included in the syllabuses of Mathematics. One of the 
alternative sample syllabuses in this subject differentiateA 
between teachers of infants and other teachers and expects on 
the part of the former a more detailed knowledge of such topics 
as the psychology of number concepts. 

The syllabuses for the "pass" and "advanced" examina
tions in Mathematics inolude one which was written originally 
for publication in this report and is given here as an appen
dix (page 303). It will be observed that the "pass" COUl'se 
includes the elementary uses of the trigonometrical ratios aud 
the fundamental ideas of the calculus. The" ad vanced " course 
includes a common section and fDur other sections from which a 
ohoice may be made. The common section develops further 
the subject-matter of geometry, algebra (including the calculus) 
and trigonometry. It also introduces the student to the ideal 
of Mathematics as a rigid, logioal system. The speoial sections 
are intended to indicate direotions in whioh students with 
mathematical tastes, but of differing temperament and outlook, 
may profitably continue their studies. Groups I. and IV. differ 
only slightly, if at all, from familiar schemes; in Groups II. and 
III. an attempt is made to direct the student's studies towards 
topics whioh are of undoubted importance and are very 
attractive to certain types of mind. • 

It may be suggested at this point that by the addition of 
further alternative seotions some snoh syllabus as this might 
meet the needA of teachers in technical schools, and of the 
schools with a teohnical bias whioh are now being developed 
within the elementary system. 

eri ticism of the mathematical part of the school examinations 
which are aecepted as entrance examinations by the Universities 
must also be limited by the consideration that their scope and 
character is likely to be modified before long. The Mathe
matical Association have recently issued reports whioh have 
already affected materially the syllabus ofat least one important 
examination. It is a fairly safe prophecy that the movement thus 
initiated will spread, and that its effect will be to widen the 
range of mathematical topics studied in schools and to make 
the treatment less "academic." Eventually a knowledge of 
simple trigonometry and of the fundalllental methods. of the 
calculus will, perhaps, be included in all school-leaving examina
tions. In other words these examinations will define a field of 
instruotion roughly equivalent to that of the .. pass" division 
of the appended syllabus. They will then be acceptable 3>1 

indicating a satiSfactory minimum preparation for the "non
specialist" teacher in the elementary school and the junior classes 
of other schools. At present they are from this point of view inade

. quate in several Ie8peCts. They fail to introduce the student to 
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mathematical ideas and proce8t'6S which would often illuminate 
and enrich his work as a teacher, and they favour methods of 
treatment which destroy the natural vivacity and fertility of the 
fundamental mathematical notions. 

These criticisms recur when one considers the pass degree 
(lOurse as part of the training of the Bpeciali.st teacher in the 
·elementary school or the non-specialist teacher of Mathematics 
in the secondary school. It may be doubted whether it is really 
1ilUitable for the purpose. AB a rule it is too narrow in scope 
and too " disciplinary" in intention.· It aiins too much at forming 
the student's mind and too little at informing his vision of the 
world around him. There can be no question of the value to 
the future elementary schoolmaster of contact with university 
life, teaching, and ideals. It is, however, arguable that the 
present degree course might be replaced in his case by one 
more directly adapted to his needs. As far as Mathematics is 
(lOncerned, such a course, while conserving all the elements of 
high value in the ordinary curriculum, might well be broader in 
its range, aud richer in concrete topics, such as those suggested 
in Groups l1. and III. of the appended syllabus. 

Of the honours degree as a preparation for the specialist 
teacher in the secondary school little or nothing need be said. 
The student who has sufficient ability to do well· in such a 
(1011l"Re can without difficulty supplement his academic studies in 
the directions most profitable to him as a teacher. The impor
tant thing in his case is that he should learn to understand and 
to deal sympathetically with the earlier stages of intellectual 
development. 

II.-THE EXISTING PROVISION FOR 'fRAINING. 

Students are trained for the profession of teaching under 
various conditions and in various tYPB!! of institution. More
over;the courses of trainJng are determined or affected by a 
number of professional examinations. For the purpose of this 
report it will suffice to distinguish between courses supervised 
by the Board of Education and subsidised by Government 
grants and those which are independent of official support. 
The latter may be referred to very briefly. They include courses 
of training designed to meet the requirements of certain exter
nal examining bodies. The examinations held by the National 
Froebel Union and the Cambridge University Teachers' Train
ing Syndicate may be regarded as typical of this t:lass. . The 
former are intended fur "tsachers ia kindergartens and the 
lower forms of schools," and include two. grades. The elemen
tal'Y certificats is sometimes sought as an additional qualification 
by certificated teachers in the infanta' departments of elemen
tsry schools. The higher cortificate is sought also by women 
who wish to take up posts in the preparatory departments 
of secondary schools. Evidence of an "adequat.e general 
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education" is required as a condition of admiBBion to both 
examinations. The higher examination contains a compulsory 
paper intended to .. test the candidate's knowledge of (a) the 
facts and principles of such elementary mathematics as may 
appropriately be taught, either incidentally or formally, to 
children under twelve; and (b) the best methods of teaching 
the subject." lli" 1911, out of 1,769 candidates, 155 gained the 
elementary certificate, and 767 one or other of the two parts of 
the higher certificate. Almost all the candidates were women. 
The regulations fortha examinations advise (but do not require) 
a period of training of one year for the lower examination, and 
of two years and a term for the higher. The examinations are 
exerting a wide influence upon the teaching of Mathematics in 
kindergartens, the preparatory departments of schools where 
women are employed, and in the lower forms of secondary 
schools for girls. 

The examination of the Cambridge Teacheill' Training Syn
dicate is also open to all persons who can present evidence of 
an adequate general education, although the majority of the 
candidates now come from training colleges inspected and 
approved by the Syndicate. The certificate is sought largely by 
non-graduate teachers in secondary schools, but is also taken 38 

a post-graduate diploma by students working under the regula
tions of the Board of Education and by others. An important 
feature of the examination is the paper on Method. It is poBBibls 
for a candidate to contine himself to questions on the teaching 
of MathematiU!, and to earn an endorsement of his diploma 
guaranteeing his qualifications 38 a specialist in the teaching 
of the subject. G Mention should also be made at this point of 
the post-graduate courses of training in the Universities 
(Oxford, London, &cJ which come into the present category 
because they do not necessarily comply with the conditions of 
recognition by the Board of Education. 

Courses of training .. recognised" and subsidised by the 
Board of Education, fall into two classes: those which comply 
respectively with the Board's regulations for the training of 
teachers for elemt'ntary and for secondary schools. Courses 
belonging to the former class fall again under two main head
ings: the two-years' non-university course and the university 
course which has hitherto extended over three years, but may 
now, under regulations issued in 1911, extend over four. 

The Board's Regulations define the range and general nature 
of the training given both in the .. University Day" and the 
.. Two-Year" training colleges. The students sign on admis
sion an engagement to serve in .. approved .. schools for a term 
of years after leaving 'colleget, receive aid from Government 

. grants tow&l'ds the cost of their training, and are certificated by 
• Similar arrangemento hold good in the .... at the Oxford T...,ben' 

Diploma. 
t BeY""yean in the .... of IIUlIL :; r- in the .... atyOllUllL 
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the Board when they have completed their course satisfactorily. 
The University Day Training College must be a department of, 
or be connected with a University, in which the students must 
qualify for a degree in Arts or Science, in addition to working 
through the Board's programme of professional study. Thus, 
while the training college is responsible entirely for the 
professional course, it stands merely in loco parentis as regards 
the student's work for his degree. On the other hand, the 
Board of Education withholds its certificate from the university 
student who does not, at the end of his course, obtain the degree 
in addition to satisfying its requirements ou the professional 
side". The .. Two-Year" training colleges differ from the 
former, not only in giving a shorter course, but in having 
responsibility alike for the academic and the professional studies 
of their students. The college leaving examination covers both 
these departments and is generally conducted by the Board 
of Education itself, though alternative exalninations may be 
taken. In 1911 there were 20 university day training colleges, 
containing 1,139 men and 1,529 women students, and 65 non
university colleges (14 day and 51 residential), containing 2,496 
men and 6,336 women students. 

Candidates for the two-year course are required to have 
passed either the Board of Education's own preliminary 
examination or one of a number of alternative examinations. In 
the Board of Education's preliminary examination, arithmetic is 
a compulsory subject. If the candldate presents an alternative 
examination as his qualification for admission, he must in every 
case have passed in arithmetic, but need not have been examined 
in any other branch of Mathematics. In the entrance examina
tion no distinction is made between men and women, nor 
between women who intend to teach girls and those who intend 
to teach infants. . 

The Board'l! Regulations determil\B the course by pre
scribing a syllabus for the examination at the end of the 
student's training. It has already been explained that the 
scheme for this is under revision. At present the examination 
in Mathematics must be taken by all students in training, but 
women are not subject to the same requirements as men. 
There is a common paper for men and women which contains 
questions on arithmetic and algebra as far as simple equations 
of one unknown. Women are not required to face any 
other examination in Mathematics, but may take a secdnd paper 
if they wish to obtain a mark of distinction. The seCond paper, 
which is compulsory for men, carries algebra as far as the 
binomial theorem for positive integral exponents and the use of 
logarithmic tsbles. It also includes work in practical and 
theoretical geometry covering the substance of Euclid, Books I., 

• This regulation is relaxed nnder the new scheme for the fooT·yeaT 
course. flo 

.. 1393' 
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IV., and VI. In addition, the candidate is expected to be 
acquainted with the more usual solid formy. Besides the pass 
paper, an additional "optional" paper on Mathematics is set. 
The syllabus includes the co-ordinate geometry of lines and 
circles, a fuller study of logarithms and of the binomial theorem 
for positive integers, the solution of triangles by plane 
trigonometry and a course of mechanics which covers such 
topics as virtual work, the motion of pendulums and projectiles 
and circular motion. In most of the non-university colleges the 
range and standard of instruction in Mathematics is determined 
by this syllabus. Of the students examined in 1910,2'9 per 
cent. passed in the optional paper, 2'1 per cent. being men and 
O'S per cent. women; 5'4 per cent. of the women obtained the 
mark of distinction for which the second paper in algebra and 
geometry is required. It should be added that the questions in 
the examination do not aim merely at determining the candi
date's knowledge of the subject matter. They frequently have 
reference to the methods of presenting it to children. Questions 
of this kind may be regarded as supplementary to the methodo
lugical questions which are included in the general paper on the 
Principles of Teaching taken by all the candidates. 

Students taking the two-year couTl'e are required to spend 
a total of six weeks at least in teaching and in observation oj 
teaching in approved public elementary schools. This part 
of their work must be supervised by members of the college 
staff. While the Board's Regulations prescribe that each 
student shall receive instruction in the methods of teachinll 
Mathematics, they do not require that every student shall teach 
the subject in his school practice. It is probable, however, 
that practically all students obtain a certain amount of pradice 
in teaching arithmetic, at any rate, under expert observation 
and criticism. In former years it was customary to make a 
rather sharp separation between the academic and the 
professional instruction of the students. The special tutor in 
Mathematics confined himself to teaching the students the 
subject-matter of his syllabus, but took no part in the direction 
and supervision of their practical teaching. For this purpose 
and for instruct.ion in method, the students looked to the master 
of method or "normal master." It is becoming the custom to 
break down this distinction. The person who teaches the 
students in the college lecture room now more often follows 
them into the practising schools and directs and criticises their 
performance as teachers. 

In the case of students taking the university course, no 
study of Mathematics after admi8llion is compulsory. That is 
to say, a student who takes a degree course which does not 
contain Mathematics as a subject need not acquire any know
ledge of Mathematics beyond the standard represented by the 
matriculation examination of the University. Since all matricu
lation examinatiOll8 require algebra and geometry in addition 
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to arithmetic, the effect is, roughly, that for women who take 
the university course the minimum of Yathematics is consider
ably greater, and for men rather less, than the minimum 
looked for in the case of women or men who take the two-year 
course. As a matter of fact, a very large proportion of the 
university students take Mathematics in the intermediate stage, 
and a considerable proportion in the final stage of the degree 
course. 

Under the conditions of the three-year course the uni
versity student has generally taken his academic and pro
fessional courses concurrently. For example, in the London 
Day Training College, a school in pedagogy of the University 
of London, two-thirds of the yearly entrants have taken the 
courses concurrently. The remaining third, having passed an 
intermediate examination before admission, have been able to 
complete the degree course in two years, and, therefore, to give 
their undivided attention during the last year to their profes
sional work. .The expressed intention of the new regulations 
for a four year course is to make the latter state of affairs the 
universal rule. The change will be obviously to the advantage 
both of the degree work and of the professional training. On 
the administrative side the force of the new regulations is to 
bring the training department and the rest of the university 
into closer relations with one another. Under the old scheme 
the university student was examined in professional subjects 
by the Board. Under the new scheme the University will itself 
undertske the examination of the students at the end of their 
career, the Board's officials acting merely as assessors. 

The Board's Regulations require that all students, whether 
they take Mathematics in the degree course or not, shall be 
instructed in the art of teaching the subject in the elementary 
school. The minimum amount of school practice is eight 
weeks. 'I'his professional instruction must necessarily be given 
by a. member of the stall' of the training department, though, 
of course, in special cases this member may also be a teacher 
of Mathematics in the University. The Board of Education 
lays down no instructions to govern this pedagogical work . 
except the general one, that the needs of the elementary school 
are to be borne in mind. The various Colleges and departments 
differ considerably in their practice, but the arrangements in 
the London Day Training College may perhaps be regarded as 
typical. The. studente of this College receive a I course of 
lectures extending over at least two terms and dealiAg with the 
general principles of mathematical teaching with special refer
ence to the mors elementary parts of the subject. The bulk of 
these lectures are attended by all students. The last few are 
intended for students who aim at becoming special teachers of 
Mathematics in the higher types of elementary school. 

In addition to the lectures, members of the stall' specially 
concerned with Mathematics give a series of demonstration 

u 2' 
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lessons in the elementary schools attat-hed to the College. All 
students wh:> are paying special attention to the teaching 
of Mathematics have the opportunity of following these demon
stration courses. Finally, students are placed in rotstion in 
regular charge, for at least a term, of clBBBe8 in one or other of 
the demonstration schools. Here they teach, under supervision, 
from a syllabus in Mathematics, drawn up by the College, and 
prepare their leBBOnB daily under the gnidance of the lecturers. 

The Board of Education also makes grants to institutions 
which train teachers. for service in secondary schools. The 
chief conditions upon which students are" recognised" for the 
purposes of these gran ts are: (i) they must be grad uates 
of a University or have equivalent qualifications; (ii) the 
course must extend over at least a year; (iii) the student 
must spend at least 60 school days "in contact with c1aae 
work, under proper supervision," and two-thirds of the practice 
must (in general) . be tsken in a secondary school; (iv) the 
student must include in his course a special study of the teach
ing of one definite branch of the curriculum of a secondary 
"SChool-which branch may, of course, be Mathematics. The 
RegulatiOnB do not prescribe any course or tests of efficiency, 
but the courses usually followed are those laid down by the 
various Universities as their requirements for their examinations 
for a teacher's diploma. 

The arrangements made to meet the needs of students who 
select Mathematics as their special professional subject are 
so various that no general description of them is poesible. 
They range between the alternatives indicated on page 292. 
The plan described in the case of the elementary students of 
the London Day Training College is probably followed in 
principle very widely. 

It should be added that the student who has been trained in 
the elementary department of a college is permitted by the 
terms of his undertaking to serve in any secondary school 
which is in receipt of public funds. As a consequence of this 
freedom many secondary schools are at present drawing their 

. specialist teachers of Mathematics and other subjects from the 
University Day Training Colleges. 

The organised courses of training described above are, in 
many places, supplemented by courses in the teaching of 
.Mathematics, provided either by the Iocal Universities, with or 
without the financial aid of the local Education Authority, or 
by the Education Authority itsell Thus, in London, in the 
session 1910-11, courses of lectures upon the following sub
jects were organised by the I,ondon County Council and 
delivered by teachers of the University in its various schools:-

" The Teaching of Mathematics." 
"The Rational Teaching of Practical Geometry." 
"The Teaching of Number to Young Children." 
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"Practical work in the Arithmetic Lesson" (for head 
teachers of elementary schools). 

"Practical Work in the Mathematics Lesson" (for masters 
in boys' secondary schools). 

" The Teaching of Algebra in Girls' SeCl?ndary Schools." 

T. P. NUNN. 

APPENDIX. 

PROPOSED SYLLABUS OF MATHEMATICS FOR A TwO-YEARS' COURSE." 

PrIIAltical meaaurements and the study of models should 8COOmpany 
the work at a.ll stages. 

I.-Flr.t Pa.rl of S!l11abua. F", all Student. ",ho talce 1M Subject. 

(A) GBOHlDTBY. 
NOTB.-In the proofs of theorems and deductions from them the use of 

hypothetical ooillltructiouo is permittsd. A figure accompanying.. demon
stration should be drawn neatly, but need not be drawn aoonrately unless 
an aoourate figure is expressly required. Nevertheless, ..... didatea mnstbe 
prepared to execute skilfully any figure and any construction 8oIIB1IIIled in 
the proof of a theorem or deduction, and to give .. demonstration of its 
validity. Any theorem may be assumed in any such demonstration. 

The theorems of Section 1 may be assumed in the demonstration of any 
theorem in the subsequent sections. Any demonstratioB of a proposition 
will be accepted which appears to the emminera to form part of .. logical 
order of treatment of the subject, but ca.ndidatea a.re recommended to base 
their demonstrations, ... a rule, directly upon the theorem. of Section 1. 

In dealing with proportion it mo.y be assumed tha.t a.ll ma.gnitudea of the 
same kind can be treated as commensura.ble. 

Theorems on the following subjects and the more important deductiona 
from them :- . 

1. The conditions of congruence of plane trianglea. The conditions of 
perpendicularity and of pa.ra.llelism between two stra.ight lines... stra.ight 
line and .. plane. and two planes. The relations between the intema.l and 
external a.uglea of plane rectilinea.r figure.. The sum 01 the external and 
of the intema.l a.uglea of such figurea. The deliaitiou &lid conditions of 
simila.rity of plane trianglea. 

2. Application of the properties of aimi1a.r trianglea to simple prob!emB 
in m""4urement &lid surveying. including numerical problema. 

The conditions of similarity of plane polygons. Graphic a.nd numerical 
problems bsoed upon the linear relations between such figures, 

The consta.nt ra.tio between the sides about correspo"lling a.ugles in 
aimiIar right-angled trianglea. Use of to.bles of ta.ngents, sines and oosiDea. 
in determining the sides or a.ugles of a right-angled tria.ugle from given 
data.. Application to simple problems in mensuration &lid surveying. 
including the determination of the a.ugle between two pIanea. 

Numerical problems in the solution of trianglea other tha.n right-angled 
trianglea. (No formulm will be required. The problems will be restricted 
to those which may be solved by regarding the given tria.ugle as the IRIJIl or 
di1ference of two right>-a.ugled triangles.) 

• 
• &e po 296. 
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3. The ~nce of the bisecton of tbe sid .. and angles (intemal and 
external) of a triangle. of the perpendicular bisectors of the sid ... and of the 
perpendicu1ars from tbe vertices upon tbe sid.s. The more important 
circl .. connected with the triangle. Ratio of sections of the lide of a 
triangle by the bisector of the opposite (internal or external) angle. 

4. The circle lIS a symmetrical figure. The fnndemento.! chord, tangent 
and secant properties of tbe circle. The relations between an angle at the 
circmnference and the angle at the centre standing on the same arc. The 
properties of polygons described witbin and about a circle. The circle lIS a 
"limit" between the seri .. of internal and external polygons. Circles as 
similar figures. Possibility of calculating the ratio of circumference to 
diameter by conside, ... tion of the perimetera of the intemal and external 
polygons. (The actual calculation will not be required.) 

5, The areas of rectangles, trapeziums. parallelograms, triangle •. 
Numerical problenI8 on the areas of these figures. and of figures resolvable 
into tbem. 

The relation between the areas of aimilar rectangles. similar parallelo-
grams. similar trianglee. and of figures resolmble into these. 

The area of the circle. 
The theorem of Pythagora.s. 
Simple numerical and graphic probienIa concerning the edges. 81U'face 

ar ..... and crosa·sectional areas of right and oblique prismatic and pyramidal 
solids. 

The properties of rectangular figures which can be expressed algebraically. 
The following identities ,-

(a + b)' = a' + 2 ab + b' 
(a - b)' = a' - 2 ab + b' 
a' - b' = (II + b) (a - b) 

6. The volume of a right solid of uniform croaa-aeetionsl area. The 
equality of volume between such " solid and the corresponding oblique oolid 
of the same vertical height standing upon the same base. 

The relation between the volumes of similar solide. 
(B) ALGEBRA. 

1. 'The expreesion of arithmetical generalisations in fonnube. The 
interpretation of formnbe. Substitution in formnbe. The" graph" as a 
subsidiary means of analyois and of generalised statement. Simple 
applications of " graphs .. to the treatment of statistics. 

2. Factorieation and the reduction of fractions 88 processes 8ubsidiary 
to the nee of formnbe. Meaning and 080 of the proces ... of multiplication 
and divioion of algebraic expreesions. 

The role for the extraction of a square root in arithmetic. Simple 
methods of approximating to the values of squares and cubes, square roota 
and cube roota. 

"Changing the subject" of a formola. Simple equations of one or 
more unknowns. 

3. The naee of .. directed" (i ... , positive and negative) numbers . 
.Algebraic addition and subtraction. The multiplication and dirioion of 
directed numbers. Applicationa in formnbe, inclnding formnbe for the 
terms and smo of arithmetical progressions. 

Extension of the rolee of multiplication and divioion to algebraic BOmB 
and difterenoee. 

Division as the prooees of .. expanding" a fraction, oaes in a~te 
computation. The expanaion of the fraction a(1+..-)/(l±r), geom<;trical 
progressions (inclnding the case .. ben r is lees than "'1 and. is large 1I'1t!Joo$ 
limit). 

4. Direct proportion, the straight line throngh the origin as ita graphic 
symbol. The general "linear relation" ,=..., + b in ita yarions -. 
The linear relation as a oommouIy oecorring law of increase and decrease, 
applicatioos to simple problenI8 of motion. simple interest • .te. 
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Inverae proportion and ita graphic symbol. The general .. hyperbolic 
relation" 'Y = 0-/('" + b) + c. Simple applications. 

The relation 'Y = ,..,. and its graphic symbol. The general .. parabolic 
relation" 'Y = a(" + b)' + c. Maximum and minimum values of parabolic 
e"presoions. Solution and formation of quadratic equations. Simultaneous 
equations involving one linear and one quadratic equation. 

The u exponential relation" 'Y = (Jh'ID when z is a positive integer. The 
exponential curve aa the graphic symbol of the relation when this restriction 
is removed. The use of negative and fractional indices to describe ordinates 
of the curve. The exponential relation as a commonly occurring law of 
increase and decr .... e. Its applications to the study of compound mterest. 
mortality returns, insurance, &C. 

The logarithm as the inverse of the exponential. 
The use of table. of logarithms. 
5. Proof that for all values of 11. (the number of terms in the numerator 

and the denominator bemg the same):-

o + 1 + 2 + 8 + ..................... + " _ i 
" + " + .. + ........................... + .. -

Application of this theorem to problems. includmg the determination of 
the lengths of lines. of the ar.... of plane figures and of the volumes 
of the wedge. the paraboloid of revolution and other solid figures. 

6. Proof t.hat by taking .. large enough the followillg equality becomes 
true to any specified degree of accuracy:-

O' + I' + 2' + ........................ + ", t 
,,' + ". + ,,' + ........................ + ,,' = 

Application of this theorem to problems. including the determination of the 
lengths of lines. of the ares. of plane figure. and of the volumes of right 
and oblique pyramid •• of right and oblique cones. and of .pheres. 

7. The notions of (a) the averege (b) the limiting rate of change of a 
oontinuously varying quantity. Graphic determination of the limiting rate. 
Proofa. that if the magnitUde of a quantity is given by the law (i) "" or 
(ii) ,..,. or (iii) " .... the limiting rate of change is m .... uredby (i) k or (ii) 2"" 
or (iii) 3"'" respectively. Application of these results in oimple problems. 

(A.) GBOMBTBY. 

1. Geometry as a logica.l system: the functions of axioms and definitions. 
ADoms of parallels. The maaning of Euclid's constructional propooitionB. 
Incommensurable quantities; Euclid's definition of proportion. 

2. Systematio treatment ot the subject matter of Euclid. Book XI .• 
upon a basis of aDoms and definitions. 

8. Fundamental properties of vectors. Vector addition and aubtrsc
tion. Simple applications including the calculation of vectors by 
trigonometry. 

(B) ALGBBBA.. 
1. Algebra as a logica.l aystem: the aDoms of Algebre., The laws of 

eigns. Irrational numbera and their connection with Geom'ltry. Simplifi_ 
eation of aurda in essy casee. Easy equations involvillg surde. The laws 
of indicee. Interpretation of negative and freetiona.! indicee based on the 
law of indioee. StraightfOrward examplee on indices. Formal proofs of 
the propertiee of logarithms. 

2. The binomial theorem for a positive integral exponent. Proof bl 
mathematica.l induction. Proof by induction that the theorem holda good 
when the index is a negative integer. Verification (by means of the 
ordinst .. of the curve 'Y = (l + r)' or in other ways) tha~ it may also be 
_dod to freetiona.! indicee. • 
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8. The expansion of... N at111"&1 logarithm.; tbeir connection witb 
logarithm. to otber bases. (A detailed knowledge of tbe calcnlation of 
logarithms is not required). 

4. The limiting value of tbe ratio of a change in eacb of tbe following 
functions to the change in the variable which causes it: ~,sinz, 0082, ,., 

log .. ; .. being tbe indepeudent variable. The same wben II is itself one 
of tbese functions of an independent variable I. Application of tbe result. 
to problems including tbe determination of speeds, accelerations, lengths, 
areas and volumes in simple casee. (Tbe ordinary notation of tbe dilferen
tisl and integral calculna will not be insisted upon. Any mode of stating 
tbe arguments will be """epted if it is cleer and """urate.) 

(0) TRrooNOIIBTBY. 
The trigonometrical ratios of angles I ... tban 180<'. Application to the 

solution of rigbt.angled triangles. Solution of otber triangles by reduction 
to tbe sum or diiference of two right-angled triangl... Relations between 
tbe ratios of one angle. Simple trigonometrical identities. Simple trigo
nometrica1 equations. 

2. The circular meaenre of an angle. Anglee of indefinite magnitude. 
Graphs of the trigonometrical functions wben tbe angle iner ..... indefinitely. 
Pendulum motion. Simple harmonie wavee. The angle. correeponding to 
a given value of a trigonometrical function. 

3. The sum and diiference formula! for .ines and eosinee. Application 
to simple identities and problems. 

4. Formula. for tbe cosine and .ine of an angle of a triangle in terms 
of tbe sides. The in·radius, ex-radius, and cirenm·radius of " triangle. 

S. Study of tbe forms produced by the superposition of simple barmonic 
waves in the same straigbt line and by simple barmonic vibrations at rigbt 
angles to one anotber. 

(D) ORB OB MOBB O. THB .0LLOWIll"G GROUPS o. SUIIJBCT8 ,

(N.B.-BtvJ.ent. Blwuld aim at tlwrOfUJhneu ralkr tMn teUlth oj 
hwwledge.) 

Grtmp (I.)-,Pure MatMmuUiu. 
1. The simpler modern geometry of the triangle. Teet. of collinesrity 

and concurrence. Simple treatment of harmonic ranges. Poleo and polaN 
of" circle. 

2. Fundamental chord, tangent and normal properties of the parabola, 
ellipee, and hyperbola, establisbed by geometrical or algebraical method. 
(including tbe use of dilferentiation). 

3. The grapbic representation of .imple algebraic functions. Deter
mination of maximum and minimum yalues in easy caee8. Determination 
of tangents and normals at given points of curves. 

4. Complex numbers, their geometrical lignificance. Demoivre'. 
Theorem. Simple applicationo. Jmaginary roots of equations. 

5. Convergence of aeries, simple testa. Determination of the coelliciento 
of an expansion by dilfereutiation. Applicatioa to the expanoiono of 
(l + e)", ,,", log (1 + e). oin e, _ lie. 

Groap (ll.)-'T1u Mathemalia oj G"'fIT"ph,,,,,,, A#r""""",. 
L The elementary geometry of the sphere. Relations between a 

spherical triangle and its polar triangle. Properti .. and relations of lines 
of latitude acd kmgitnde. Fundamentals of the theory of plane oailing. 

2. The gnomonie polar projection of • sphere and ita propertieo. Graphic 
solution of simple problema in great circle oailing. Solntion of IOCb 
problems by the lUIO of trigonomstrical formuiJO. (Only the simplcat and 
moot commonly used of tbe8e formula! will be ""Iwed.) 
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S. The simple theo,.,. of map projeCtions- including the cylindrical 
equal are& projection, the sinusoidal projection and Mercator projection. 
The use (but not the calcula.tion) of a table of meridional p8.1ts. 

4. The celestial sphere and its circles. Application of geometry and 
trigonometrical formul .. to. simple problems in &stronomy, especially those 
of pra.ctical importance. 

(}rIYUP (III.)-Tke Mathomati .. of Finam,ce, ....a Btafistical Investigation. 
1. The theory of componnd interest and discount: nomina.! and effective 

rates of int61 ... t (inclnding continuons intsrest). Applications to the 
Registrar·General's retnrns. . 

2. The theory of Annuities-certain; the loans of Public AuthOJ,-ities, 
Building Societies, &C. Government Bonds. Leases. Reversions. 

S. Varions methods of graphic representation of statistics. Meaning 
and u.e of the terms median, mode, qns.rtile, &C. V&ri&biijty. Standard 
deviation. 

4. Probability. Cs.!culations of probability in simple cases from 
statistical data. Probable error. Permutations and combinations. Norms.! 
statistical distribution. 

S. Fundamentals of the theory ~t Life Insurance, &C. Contingent 
Annuities. 

6. The study of the correlation between two variables. Simplest 
method. of mea.auring correlation. Easy applications. 

Group (II'.)-M .. hanilll. 
1. 1'he ans.lysis by statical methods of the use and behaviour of common 

stmotures and machine.. Friction. Hooke's Law, Yonng'. Modulus. 
The vector law of forces; moments; work j virtual work j centres 

of gravity. 
2. Ans.1ysis of rectilinear and curvilinear motion ";'der hypothetics.! 

conditions. The motion of projeotiles and pendulums nnder gravity. 
8. The mutual action of colliding bodies: mass i momentum; impulse; 

force. Newton'. Law.: problems involving them in direct application. 
4. The dynamics of oircula.r and of harmonic motion. 
S. Dynamics of rotation' about an m.. Moments of inertia. 
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RESEARCH AND ADVANCED STUDY AS 
A THAINING FOR MATHEMATICAL TEACHERS. 

To foreigners who have attended the Mathematical Con
gresses of 1904 and 1908 it mnst have come as a surprise that 
so few English mathematicians took part in these gatherings, 
and the surprise will have been greater in view of the excellency 
of the papet'S contributed by Englishmen, both to these pro
ceedings and generally to English and foreign mathematical 
transactions and journals. It would be a natural inference that 
England is capable of producing mathematicians whose work is 
not inferior in quality to the coJ;l'esponding output of any other 
nation, but that interest in these investigations is confined to a 
small circle of Englishmen, and that outside tius circle there 
exists a widespread want of appreciation of the value of original 
investigations in Mathematics often amounting practically to a 
failure even to recognise the subject as a science. 

A further example of tltis spirit of apathy and indifference is 
the hostility of certain classes of "practical men" to mathema
ticians; in proof of the existence of this feeling it would be 
easy to produce circwnstantial evidence. Where I have referred 
to the matter in print and advocated the claims of the English 
" unpractical man," I have had letters from many people quite 
upholding my views, but in some eases expressing tile opinion 
that it was hopeless to carry on the campaign against what I 
have called" England's Neglect of Mathematics," 

On the other hand, the recent foundation of a Mathematical 
Institution at Gottingen with a large endowment contributed 
partly by the State and partly by commercial firms, affords 
evidence that in Germany the claims of the mathematician are 
widely appreciated, and while it is nndesirable to attach too 
much importance to statements made in private coU\'ersation, 
I have been told by Germans that any notes or articles that I 
have written advocating the claims of mathematicians would be 
regarded in their country as 1mperHuous and nnnecessary, and 
as only stating what everybody knew. 

There appears to be a widespread belief, even among many 
mathematical teachers in this country, that Mathematics is of no 
use except for the mental training and discipline which its study 
affords, Claims of this kind are, however, apt to be met by 
counter-claims as to the educational value of the study of even 
such subjects as Latin and Greek declensions and irregular 
verbs, which present no very-obvious applicatiolls to the practical 
requirements of modern civilisation, 
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The modem movement for reforming the teaching of 
elementary mathematics and bringing it into closer touch with 
instruction in physics will probably do much to dispel this 
failure to appreciate the l1sen,]ness of Mathematics, and the 
publislJed reports of the Mathematical Association show that 
this aspect of " England's Neglect of Mathematics" is enjoying 
the attention of a competent and active banu of workers. 

A matter of no less importance, and one which properly 
forms the subject of the present report, is the wide gap which 
in our country separates the educational from the research 
aspect of Mathematics. One of the most noticeable ieatures of 
recent educational movements has been the recognition of the 
,"alue of "research," not so much for the sake of the scientific 
results to which it leads, but rather for the educational training 
it confers on those engaged in its pursuit. There is a general 
consensus of opinion that to produce the best teachers their 
course of study ought to include a ce~in period, say a year, 
devoted to post-graduate study and research. We see thousands 
of pounds being spent annually in "research studentships," 
and in subjects like physics and chemistry there is usually no 
lack of candidates able and willing to fill the duties attached 
to such appointments, often even before they have completed 
their undergraduate course. 

It is of COUlose impossible to fix the exact proportion of these 
post-graduate awards, which might with advantage be allo
cated to students of IIny particular branch of science. It may, 
however, I suppose, be assumed that mathematical science 
would be over-representeu if as many research studentships 
were given for Mathematics as for the two sUhjects physics and 
chemistry taken together, while, on the other hand, the propor
tion of mathematical awards would be conspicuously low if 
the total number of students receiving them were less than half 
the corresponding number of students working in one of these 
two subjects. 

When we come to examine actual facts, we find that research 
studentahips of the ordinary modem type are rarely, if ever, 
awarded for Mathematics (no instance had· come under my 
notice at the time of writing), that colleges still exist where 
research is encouraged in many subjects, but mathematical 
·teaching is entirely confined to an examination syllabus, and 
that where mathematical research is carried on very few people 
are aware of its existence, and cases occur in which educational 
authorities fail even to make proper enquiries into the matter. 

It need hardly be pointed out that these remarks do not 
apply in the same way to the two older universities. At 
Cambridge many students are stimulated to engage in what is 
virtually a post· graduate research course by the Smith's Prizes, 
while the system of College Fellowships is undoubtedly mainly 
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responsible for the output of original papers and treatises which' 
have hitherto maintained the high prestige of British mathe
maticians among the mathematicians of the world. : 

The success of the College Fellowship is probably due in 
large measure to the following conditions :-(1) Fellows are 
often elected at a time when their knowledge has had time 
to mature, and they have recovered from the strain due to 
examination stress; (2) no conditions are attached to them, con
sequently a mathematician may embark on an investigation the 
results of which are uncertain, and may possibly end in failure, 
but in the course of six years he has even then every probability 
of arriving at some valuable contribution to science; (3) a 
Fellow is not disqualified from combining teaching work with 
his Fellowship, a combination not only needed to prepare him 
for the time when h is term of office expires, but which alRo 
affords some protection against the excessive mental strain 
caused by over-specialisation. 

But the tendency of modern legislation has been in the 
direction of disendowing, or at least reducing the endowments 
of the College Fellowship, and if it be true, as now seems to me 
probable, that the modern Research Studentship has failed to 
promote research in this important branch of modern science, 
then the outlook is a serious one. 

The disendowment of the Oxford and Cambridge Fellow
ships, or even the reduction of the proportion of these Fellow
ships awarded to mathematicians, will certainly reduce the 
quantity of our output of original work. This output is probably 
less than that of Germany, while a study of the Bulletin of the 
American Mathematical Society will show how America is 
pressing forward in the development of university research, 
particularly in such studiea as the Theory of Groups, the 
neglect of which in England was recently referred to by 
Burnside" 

In any case, however, the College Fellowship rarely reaches 
the large body of students who graduate in Mathematics and 
then go into the teaching profession without undergoing the 
research training that their colleagues in physics have enjoyed. 

Admitting this failure, what is its cause? Is it (1) because 
rllEearch in Mathematics is not needed, or (2) because tl,ere is 
no demand for mathematical teachers with research degrees; 
or (3) because there is an essential difference between mathe
matical research and research in other subjecta; or (4) because 
our graduation courses in :Mathematics fail to qualify our 
students for research; or (5) because the conditions of award 
of these scholarships are at fault? . 

In regard to (1) it may be at once stated that mathematical 
research was never more needed ilian it is at the present day. 
Not only ha\"e new lines of development been opened for the 

• London Mathematical SoCiety: Pnv-wlinga. 1909. m. (LcmOOD: 
Francis Hodgaan.) 
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pure mathematician in such subjects as Theory of Groups, 
and still more recently Integral Equations, but many new 
branches of study have been brought into the domain of the 
mathematician, whose connection with exact science would have 
been ridiculed thirty years ago. We may instance in particular 
the mathematics of statistics and its application to biology, 
life insurance, politics and eugenics. 

• In regard to (2), the small demand which exists for teachers, 
it is true that vacancies in our universities and university 
colleges occur but very rarely, and a man with a brilliant 
mathematical degree may wait five years or more before even 
an assistant lectureship at 120l. a year becomes vacant. But 
the number of existing appointments of this class is nearly the 
same for Mathematics as for other branches of science, such 
as physics and chemistry, in which the number of students 
qualifying in research is considerable, so that the difference 
cannot be accounted for in this way. It is true that of recent 
years a fair number of new appointments have been created 
in experimental science, and these have absorbed some of the 
best" research students"; but, on the other hand, it is certain 
that the large bulk of the remainder have to teach in schools, 
and when a state of equilibrium has been reached between 
supply and demand, it is improbable that the prospects of a 
specialist in experimental science will be materially better than 
those of a student who has devoted his attention to pure 
science. 

It follows, then, that we must look to our schools to provide 
employment for many of our betlt graduates not only in 
Mathematics, but also equally in other branches of science. 
Thus we are led to inquire whether the value of research as 
a training for teaching of a somewhat elementary character is 
sufficiently appreciated by those who have control of scholastic 
appointments, and in particular whether Mathematics is in 
this respect worse oli than other subjects. 

Unfortunately it would appear that many of our educational 
authorities actually discourage research, at least in Mathematics, 
and even in elections to university chairs it may happen 
that a really eminent mathematician is passed over in favour 
of a candidate possessing qualifications of a very ordinary 
character. 

On the other hand, cases frequently occur where the 
mathematical teaching of our schools is placed ~ 'the hands 
of graduates who have only taken Mathematics as a subsidiary 
subject in their university course, and who have devoted their 
best years of study mainly to other subjects. It is true that 
the immediate results of such an appointment are not alwaye 
unsatisfactory. A t.eacher whose knowledge is limited no 
doubt finds it easy to keep his pupils down to the level of 
knowledge required for their next examination, and the pupils 
very often score high marks at the commencement of their 
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college career, but when it is attempted to continue their course 
of study they seem to come to a dead standstill and to be 
unable to proceed further. They have, in fact, been confined 
so completely to going over and over the same limited range 
of subject-matter that they have wmpletely lost all power of 
assimilating new ideas. 

Now, the object of every education should be to turn out 
not only brilliant scholars but efficient citizens. In the battle 
of life problems are constantly presenting themselves which 
every man has to solve to the be8t of his ability, not only 
without the aid of text-books or teachers, but often in the face 
of opposition. In other words, he is called on to perform 
original researches under conditions far more unfavourable 
than those which he has encountered in his school or college 
career. It is essential that he should be trained by a teacher 
who has himself been engaged in research or in exploring 
some difficult region of advanced study, either without the 
help of a guide or under conditions which leave a great deal 
to individual effort. 

I think it may be laid down as a general rule that when 
a teacher has had his training confined to a certain syllabus 
his pupils are liable to come to a standstill as soon as they go 

. beyond that syllabus. Thus, if boys are taught by a master 
who has only passed a matriculation examination they will 
have difficulty in subsequently going beyond the matriculation 
syllabus; similarly a teacher who has qualified in Part I. of 
a Tripos will find most of his pupils shirk off when it comes 
to studying for Part II. 

H any further claim is needed for research and advanced 
study as a training for the teacher, we have only to study the 
remarkable movement which has taken place in our country 
during the last decade for the simplification and improvement 
of the teaching of elementary mathematics, and we find that 
the most ardent advocates of common-i!eIlse and practical 
methods of teaching have been Smith's Prizemen and others 
actively engaged in mathematical research. 

On the other hand, a man who has given four of his best 
years to qualifying for both parta of the Tripos, and has 
subsequently performed research in the form of.a Smith's 
Prize essay, often finds it rather hard to have to be contented 
with a poorly-paid appointment, involving long hours of 
elementary teaching with dnll or lazy pupils. And there 
does appear to be some difference in this respect betw~ the 
mathematician and the research student in expenmental 
science. The latter has certainly had a good bit JIlO!8 ?f 
routine and plodding work in attending to minute details In 

the arrangement of apparatus, waiting about while experimenta 
are in progress and overcoming failures, and he may perhaps 
be more patient with his pupils in consequence. 
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This brings us to the third question, namely, whether a 
difference exists between research in Mathematics and research 
in experimental science, and closely connected with this is the 
fourth question as to whether our graduation courses fail to 
qualify candidates lor research in Mathematics, while the same 
shortcoming does not exist to the same. extent in other 
subjects. 

Now experience shows that students who have obtained a 
First Class in Part II. of the Mathematical Tripos under the 
old regulations have often produced excellent researches in 
competition for the Smith's Prizes, and that they frequently 
continue to make valuable contributionR to mathematical science 
even when the inducement no longer exists. In this case the 
necessary preliminary training has been afforded by the course 
of specialised study requil-ed for 1'art ll. whi<:h brought the 
student sufficiently near to the fOl·efront of our existing know
ledge in at least 80me aile branch of MatllOmatics to enable him 
to engage in some original investigation, at least when a 
subject had been suggested to him by his coach or lecturer. 
In this case " research" in vol ves the creation of new ideas, the 
plunging into an unknown region, the following up of a logical 
seq uence of ideas culminating in conclusions previously un
known, tlle development of fresh fields of study. Such research 
is appropriately described as "original work." It involves 
continuous· expenditure of thought on the part of the investi
gator, and there is scarcely a minute when the work can proceed 
automatically without absorbing his concentrated attention. 
But, as we have seen, it is generally necessary that the student 
should have spent one year in specialised study before he can 
reach the ground he proposes to explore. 

I very much doubt whether Part II. under the new 
regulations will produce such satisfactory results in preparing 
e>andidates for the Smith's Prizes. The necessity of giving a 
large amount of attention in the final year to work of a general 
character for purely examination purposes will be likely to debar 
candidates from acquiring that thorough knowledge of a special 
branch of study that is necessary to enable a candidate to 
engage in original work. 

It is certain that at least in many other branches of science 
students do not require such a severe preliminary course of 
study to qualify them for research. For example, in the 
University of Wales the official published syllabus, Clefines the 
honours course in most branches of science a" nearly identical 
with that required for a pass degree. In Mathematics, ou the 
other hand, not only are separate pass and honours degree 
courses in Pure and Applied Mathematics respectively described 
in the calendar, but the syllabus for honours in either branch 
consists entirely of a list of new subjects. Yet if a student 
who has taken all these courses wishes to embark on research, 
say in Pure Mathematics, he frequently finds that his only 

• 
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chance of discovering something new would be by giving up 
about another year to the further study of some special branch 
of Mathematics, on the chance that at the end he wonld Ii nrl 
some line of investigation which had previously not been 
worked out. It is small wonder that unrler these condition~ 
many candidates who have really some aptitude for Mathematics 
turn to experimental science, in which, according to printed 
documents, they are frequently put on to research even before 
completing their examinations. 

The advantage offered to the research student by 8uch 
subjects as physics, chemistry, botany or zoology is that a large 
proportion of his work consists in performing experiments or 
making observations. A student who does not possess the creative 
power necessary to advance any branch of mathematical physics 
can always be put on to determine the values of some oonstant8 
or cae ffieienta and he thus gains a valuable educational training 
in the use of apparatus. There would appear to be almost 
unlimited pOBBibilities for this kind of research. In choosing 
new material for experimenting we have a considerable number 
of independent variables at our disposal. Such oonatant. or 
coefficient. may depend on the substance experimented on and 
on its physical state; moreover, when their values have been 
determined by one method, a useful exercise is obtained by 
determining them by another method that had prE!viously not 
been used, or even by repeating the observations of a previous 
experimenter. 

It is clear that "research" of this kind differs in many 
important respects Irom the original work undertaken by the 
Smith's Prizeman. It may be tedious and wearisome, it may 
involve the overcoming of serious difficulties when any particular 
apparatus fails to act, but it does not involve that oontinWU6 
e:r.peJUiiture of eoneentrated thought required £Or mathematical 
original work. 

It would hardly be correct to say that there are two kinds 
of research. It is more correct to say that there are two 
methods of conducting research, namely, the deductive and 
the experimental methods, and that these occur in varying 
proportions according to the nature of the problem under 
consideration. Mathematical research aB a rule depends almost 
exclusively on the first method, while in subjects like physics 
it appears possible to find material £Or study which combines 
the two methods in almost any desired proportion, or even 
involves either the first or the second method alone. 

We mav thus conclude in answer to (3) that a considerable 
difference "exists between original work in Mathematics and 
research in other branches of science, and in answer to (4) that 
our graduation courses in Mathematics often fail to provide the 
necessary preliminary training £Or research to an extent which 
does not find an equivalent in other subjects. 
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Passing on to the fifth question, whether the conditions 
of award of research scholarships are unfavourable to the 
mathematician, let us take the case of two candidates, one' of 
whom proposes to study the Theory of Groups or Integral 
Equations with a view to further investigations, while the 
second proposes to determine certain thermlll conductivities 
by a new method. There can be no doubt as to which man is 
most wanted in England at the present time; we ought to do 
everything in our power to induce more of our· mathematical 
graduates to take up Theory of Groups and Integral Equations, 
subjects almost unstudied in our count.ry; moreover we are at 
least better off in having a National Physical Laboratory where 
the latter investigation could be carried out if other means 
failed. Now the physicist, whose research has been suggested 
by his professor, submits a definite statement of what he is 
going to do; while the mathematician, owing to the vel'Y 
difficulty of his subject, is unable to state at the outset to what 
conclusions his researches will tend. Consequently the candi
date who has undertaken the simpler and more definite task 
is frequently in a position of advantage. 

A further disability of the. mailiematician is that these 
research studentships generally require the inve~tigation to be 
carried out in some definite laboratory, while the mathematician 
has to do most of his work by himself. I t is true that his 
work ought to be performed under the guidance of II com
petent autllOrity. This would give rise to 110 difficulty in II 

country like Glll'many, where he would find in some university 
a prof~ssor whose recognised duty was to further research ill 
his special subject of study. In England many of our mathe-· 
matical professors are too much occupied with undergraduate· 
teaching to be able to attend to the interests of such students, 
while several of our best mathematicians have had to give up· 
teaching work in order to find time for research, and they-
could not possibly be expected to undertake the supervision 
of the work of post-graduate students unless adequate remu
neration were offered to them. 

For tilis reason I consider tllst ilie conditions of award of 
research scholarships handicap the mailiematician, and not 
improbably they equally handicap tile student who wishes to 
do research in such a subject as mathematical physics or 
philosophy. They tend to give an advantage to thp student 
who proposes an easy research on well-know,!- ground as against· 
the candidate who wishes to strike out on a more original and. 
difficult exploration. . 

Indeed the proposition lllay be advanced at least as II 

Bubject for debate: "That the modern system of research 
scholarships is killing the study of Mathematic.; in our 
country by draining our mathematical schools of tileir best 
scholars." This is perhaps such an extreme view to take tilat 

.. 18934 
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I am not at present prepared definitely to support it, but th~re 
seems certainly something to be said for it. 

I think an enquiry might with advantage be instituted 
regarding the conditions of award of research scholarships witb 
the object of ascertaining whether these conditions tend to thE 
under-representation of research in pure science. In the menno 
while a useful purpose will be served by enquiring (a) whether 
it is po8Bible to find material for research in Mathematics which 
shall be as accessible to students of modt'l'ate ability as experi· 
mental work is in other branchCll of science; (b) whether 0111 

graduation courses may be remodelled 80 as better to qualify 
mathematical students for original work. 

Now it is probable that if the desirability of including 
research in the training of our mathematical teachers wcre 
:generally admitted, a good many subjects of investigation might 
be unearthed whose difficulty was not sd great as to render them 
inaccessible to an ordinary student. But until a number of 
people interested in different branches of Mathematics make a 
1!erious attempt in this direction the possibilitieS must remain 
limited. 

So far as Applied Mathematics is concerned, I can suggest 
an almost unlimited supply of material for research of all grades 

. of difficulty which is at present awaiting development, in the 
, applications of dynamical principles to the motions of aeroplanes. 
For the plodding student with little creative ability there is just 
DOW plenty of work to be done in numerical stability-ealcula-

. tions of a perfectly straightforward character; while for any 
student capable of concentrated original thought the scope of 
the investigations is proportionally extended. The many-sided 
character of the problems reqniring solution gives to this 

. subject of study a value as an educational training which is 
probably not equalled in any other field of research available at 
-the present time. 

The recently developed' theory of Integral Equations seems to 
·open up considerable potentialities for an English student of 
moderate ability, especially if his training has been partly 
mathematical and· partly physical To obtain lICCe'!8 to tbis 
subject it is essential that he can read German. The student 
whose knowledge of languages is limited to compulsory Latin 
and compulsory Greek is thus excluded_ 

On the other hand there are undoubtedly many branches of 
Mathematics, especially Pure Mathematics, in which it is far 
more difficult to suggest subjects for research than to perform 
the researches themselves. Fnrther, we have to face the 
difficulty that it is impossible for a student who knows nothing 
about groups or the calculus of variationa to embark Atraight 
awav on research in one of these subjects. It thus follows, I 
thin-k that unless the facilities are increased in our universities 
for adooneed atudy and spuialuation as distinct ~ original . 
investigation of new theorems, many of the most Important! 
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branches of modern mathematical science will be altogether 
unrepresented, and many graduates of our universities will be 
as far behind the times as a graduate in physics would be who 
had never heard of the telephone, electrical oscillations, wireless 
telegraphy, Rontgen rays, radium or electrons. 

To the average student who wishes to qualify for teaching 
Mathematics, the class of investigations to which the foregoing 
remarks apply will probably present far greater difficUlties 
than would be encountered by a science student of equal 
ability who embarked on the determination or redetermination 
of a constant or eoejJieient. Thus arises the necessity for 
suggesting individual work of an independent character on 
less original lines. Here again suggestions to be effective 
should be derived from a large number of independent sources j 
meanwhile the following may be quoted as instances of 
what is desirable. Some of the ijuggestions are due to the 
Committee. 

(a) "Collaboration in the working 01 incidental details,". 
as suggested by Sir George Greenhill in his address to the 
London Mathematical Society for 1892,· when he remarked 
that Professor Tait made a feeling complaint somewhere that 
in looking back at the time spent on working out a new 
development he felt that a great part of it had been occupied 
on analysis that might well have been turned over to a well
trained student. 

This kind of collaboration is good for the professor, good 
for the student, and good for the research. It formed the 
basis of the original Bryan-Williams paper on longitudinal 
stability of aeroplanes, an investigation which was cut short 
by Mr. Williams' subsequent appointment to a studentship 
in physi('s. The main difficulty is that the method assumes 
the C<Hlxistence of a professor interested in a piece of original 
work and a student able and willing to collaborate. Given 
the former, it is not easy to secure the latter. In" Stability 
in Aviation," the collaboration was afforded not by a student, 
but by Mr. Harper, Assistant' Lecturer. The method is 
commonly used in researches in experimental and observational 
science, where even undergradnates are pressed into the 
service. One great difficulty in Mathematics is that when 
students have completed their examination course, they leave 
College, and indeed honours graduates of our ·modern univer
sities B?metimes go up for a Cambridge Tripos. instead of 
attemptmg to do research. 

Another difficulty is that wWJe most average students can 
work out text-book examples by the dozen when the answer 
is given, they utterly fail to answer the simplest question 
where the conditions of a problem are given and they are asked 

• London Mathematical . Society'. Proceedings, 1892. (London: 
Francia Hodgson.) 
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to find out what happens. The obvious remedy is to send them 
back again and again till they succeed. This is evidently 
impossible in a graduation course in whicb an extensive syllabuR 
has to be covered in a limited time. Surely the prevalence 
of this type of mind is the strongest argument for including 
in our mathematical curricula work involving research or 
individual initiative and not mere slavish adherence to text
books. How can a man be a good teacher who cannot see 
the way out of his pupils' difficulties at a glance? 

The genel'al conclusion is that the collabol'ation system iN 
of very great value, but owing to the existence of external 
influences over which the mathematician has little control it 
can l'arely be adopted at the present time. H this view is 
correct, the removal of these obstacles is a matter of urgency. 

(b) "The giving of an account of a mathematical topic in 
a form both accessible and suited to those whose main intere<t 
is in different but allied subjects; e.g., a sketch, to be made as 
easy as possible, of the matiJematical theory of correlation." 

Or again "Integral Equations," a subject which has crept 
into our midst almost unnoticed. 

There is an almost unlimited scope for individual elTort in 
this direction. The publication of such papers would do 
much to awaken the popular interest in Mathematics that is 
so badly wanted in this country. A thesis on correlation 
would fill a much felt want. 

Now here, again, a great many difficulties arise at the outset 
if this work is to be efficiently undertaken by the class of post
graduate students contemplated in this report, and not to place 
a further burden on the small band of eminent English 
mathematicians now working by themselves. And, again, the 
existence of these difficulties constituteH the strongest argument 
for their removal. The difficulties may be classed as follows :-

(i) Is it certain that the preparation of such a thesi .. 
would be regarded as .. research" qualifying for a post
graduate scholarship. .. Research" in modem times bas 
become a vague and elastic tenn. which is sometimes used 
to CO\'er up rubbish that would be better consigned to the 
dust-heap. But it is certain that the initial stages ?f a 
course -of this kind would be more correctly descnbed 
as .. advanced study," and a board of el~1'1I to a. scholar
ship might argue that the ~dent was domg ';lotb~ng new. 
although they wonld admit that a redetermmatlOn of a 
constant or coefficient by a well known method amounted to 
tlle performance of a new experiment. It is clear, however, 
that the production of a thesis of the kind suggested 
im'oh-es an expenditure of original elTort and init!~tive quite 
out of proportion to that required for the repetltton of an 
experiment, and in ,·iew of difficulties such a.~, &hal suggested 
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above; it becomes essential that advanced post-graduate 
study should be recognised as a qualification for student
ships which are at present awarded for what is now described 
under the ambiguous name of "research." It is, indeed, 
possible to exaggerate the claims of research and to neglect 
much valuable work tbat has been done already.in the rush 
to find and perform something new. 

(ii) To undertake this work efficiently the post-graduate 
student must be able to read French and German. Com
pulsory Latin and Greek will not help him at this stage. 
The remedy is obvious . 

. (iii) To write a simple and popular account of a highly 
intricate and technical investigation is an exceedingly 
difficult task. When the authqr of a paper has proved a 
result with the use of elaborate formulre it is difficuJt to 
see how any less qualified author can be expected to 
explain his conclusions from first principles in terms that 
would be intelligible to ordinary readers. There is thus 
a considerable probability that before a thesis of this kind is 
suitable for publication, it will have become almost entirely 
the work of the students' professor, and will have cost 
the professor more hours of his time than if he had wri tte11 
it himself. It is not· easy to suggest a way out of this 
difficulty. The only one I can suggest is that the pro
fessor's teaching duties should be made so light that he 
can spare the time to do the work. If the education of 
the student is the primary object sought this plan will 
attain the desired end and the training the student will 
acquire will be of incalculable value to him. 

An illustration of the danger of putting this kind of 
work into inexperienced hands is afforded by some of the 
modern clleap and nasty calculuses, in which the simplest 
differentiation formulre are proved with a wasteful luxuri
ance of infini te series and a reckless disregard of small 
quantities. 

(i v) Ai! a matter of fact, however, many students who 
graduate in our universities are very deficient in their 
powers of lucid exposition and in English composition; 
sometimes they cannot even write legibly or spell correctly. 
This is R defect of our system of graduation courses and 
examinations for which the ouly remedy is the reform, not 
the abolition, of our examination systems. I have known 
cases where examiners have assigued marks for work that 
was partly illegible or for answers that were absurd. Ll 
such cases the examiner first seeks for some passages in 
the answer that indicate some knowledge of the 6ylla bus. 
He then men tally re-writes the answer in the light of his 
own knowledge, m81·ks his own version. and enters the marks 
on the candidate's mark sheet. For defectiVe handwriting 
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he may deduct 10 per cent. from the mark. Tills is a false 
position. If the examination is a test of mathematical know
ledge it is not correct to assert that a man who cannot spell 
knows 10 per cent. less than one who can, or that he ought 
to pass if he answers 10 per cent. more of the' questions. 
The proper course is to qualify him in Mathematics, but 
disqualify him for a degree until he has passed a test in 
writing and spelling. The root of the mischief, however, 
is often that the syllabus or the examination paper, or 
both, are too long, and that, in the scramble to run up 
marks, English composition and powers of lucid expression 
go to the wall. Here, again, the remedy is to be sought 
in a reform of the gradu/Ltion courses and their examina
tions. The man who cannot express his ideas intelligibly i .. 
not fit to teach others . 

• I think many examining bodies might borrow a lesson 
from the Civil Service Commission and include a test in 
"precis writing" in their examinations. I learn that an 
essay paper has been introduced with success in the Cam
bridge examination, but tltis is not quite the same thing. 
(e) Historical investigations stand on a different footing, 

and thus present considerable scope for a training in individual 
work. They appeal to a somewhat different and perhaps more 
average type of student, namely, the conscientious plodder, 
whose creative power is not very great, and whose training 
under existing conditions consists mainly in the memorising of 
bookwork. The kind of task required is thl\t such a student 
should take some subject, such as the calculus, analytical 
geometry or analytical mechanics, and trace the various 
developments back to the origin, arrange them iu chronological 
order and examine the state of knowledge of older cognate 
snbjects at .a time when the first ideas in the selected subject 
began to dawn. When this method is applied to such a ilUbject 
as the genesis of logarithms a very different vista is unfolded 
from that contained in text-books. 

It should be clearly understood that in the present article, 
no attempt has been Joade to present ao adequate statement of 
the claims of "History of.· Mathematics" a8 an educational 
stndy. This is a subject which might with advantage OOCI1py 
a whole article by itself. 

(d) There are some cases where resulta that are obtained iD 
text-books by one method can be established byan independent 
method. The use of quaternions in physical problems has 
afforded material for independent work of this kind; integral . 
equations look as if they might do the same. To prove the. 
theorems in Frost's chapter on curvature and torsion of curres i 
by means of velocities and accelerations is a small example I i 
have used in class teaching, though unfortunately it is difficult ,! 

within existing time lintitations to get a pupil to do the whole i 
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work himselL In most cases, the difficulty is that snch appli
cations are mostly confined to short isolated problems and do 
not involve the performance of a substantial connected task. 

(e) Where any in ... t>Stigation involves the evaluation of 
arithmetical details from known data with the use of formuhe 
a valuable training is dorded by performing the computations. 
It is a fault both of our textr-books and our examination papers 
that they contain far too few numerical calculations and far too 
many algebraic symbols; consequently students who can 
express integrals in the form of "cosh-minUlH)Jles" never 
evaluate areas in square inches. Some work of the kind 
suggested th~ becomes very desirable. 

Physical problems undoubtedly supply the most accessible
material for work of this kind. There would be abundant. 
further material in connection with statistical problems, but. 
unfortunately mathematics of statistics is not taught in this
country as it ought to be. 

It is hoped that further suggestions may be forthcoming· 
indicating other possibilities of supplying the requisite educa-
tional training. . 

Now it will be seen that many of the difficulties referred to 
above depend more or less on the character of the under
graduate course. Further, the salaries of our mathematical 
teachers are such that they could not be expected to take a 
year's specialisation in addition to their existing courses of· 
study. Thus the question turns largely on the possibilities the· 
undergraduate C0111'86 olIers for substituting specialised study· 
for part of the work that is now involved in it. 

Of course schemes of study wry in dilIerent universities.
and it is impossible to lay down any general rules; but they 
mostly possess one feature iu common, in a greater or less: 
degree; Sir W. S. Gilbert, might say they contain "some
thing of e .. erythingand nothing of anything." Alarge amount 
of time is spent in mastering the contents of textr-books, with 
the result that little opportunity is afforded for the dit;play of 
individual thought where this exists (fn-quently it is dis
couraged), and at the end of this ordeal the newly-graduated 
student finds himself nowhere near any of the main centres of 
modem mathematical thought. When I had graduated in 
Part I., I was horrified at the syllsbus for Part II. A good 
preliminary C0111'86 of general study is undoubf.edly indis
pensable. But it is equally important that the rahk and file of 
our graduates who go out to teach Mathematics at the end of 
their graduation course should be equipped with something 
more than the knowledge of .half a century or a century ago, 
and thus arises the necessity of finding room for a certain 
amount of specialisation in our undergraduate courees of study. 

Now there are many people who cond('mn specialisation 
and advocate an all-round course of study: Unfortunately, 
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however, the mathematical curricula of ouI' univel'8ities have 
a tendency to degenerate into something far worse than 
specialisation, something which ill no sense represents a good alJ
l'Ound training, namely, a scramble to learn up bookworkby 
hem·t in order to be able to scribble it down mOl'e or kH>! 
unintelligibly and illegibly in an examination room. There is 
no more pitiable sight than that of a number of students 
spending a fine afternoon in June poring over text-books and 
stunting their mental faculties by excessive memorising just 
before an examination. And experience tends to show that tIJe 
more advanced the examination the greater is the premium put 
on the mere repetition of book work, commonly described 8S 

"cramming." Of course the examination papers as a rule 
contain riders, but a limit is soon }'eached at which thrce haUl'S i. 
far too little to enable an ave1'3ge candidate, with no books to 
refer to, to do any good at riders; or, again, very often the book
work takes so long to write out that he is far too exhau&ted at 
the end to answer an easy rider which can be done in half a 
minute with elementary common sense. 

I take it that every student who wishes to succeed either in 
lIIathematics or physics ought to be equipped with a working 
knowledge of the calculus, some dilTerential equations, analytical 
.geometry of two and three dimensions, the elements of rigid 
-dynamic.~ and hydrostatics, and if 1'0000ible, particularly in the 
.case of students of physics, some of the analysis connected with 
solutions of Laplaoo's equation. 1t should .!Urely be possihle to 
frame examinations on such a svllabug which would be an 
elTecth'e test of whetIter a student possessed the qualifications 
requisite for a successful teacher, such as power of lucid 
exposition, resourcefulness, intuition, common sense. Such an 
examination would further indicate whether the candidate was 
likely to succeed in the study of higher mathematics. Having 
satisfied ourselves on these points there is nothing to be gained 
by repeating the tests on a more advanced syllabus, and the 
passing of such an examination w011ld t.hUB become a qualifying 
te&t for admission to a course of specialised study in llathematil's. 
It is in general desirable that one further qualification should 
be possessed, namely, SOme experience and proficieney in tIte 
manipulation of physical apparatnB. 

Now at the present day a lad who intends to qualify for the 
profession of teacher of Mathematics will certainly have either 
begun the calculus before entering college or will be rcady to 
learn it quickly after entering. Such a candidate may 
reasonably complete the qualifying examination alJO\'e referred 
to at the end of his second university year. If he does not 8top 
up a fourth year tIti8 leaves one year for specialising in some 
branch of higher mathematics .• As dilTerent candidates \\'o~ld 
select dilTerent subjects we should tIt11S supply our sclwol" WIth 
a body of teachers possessing collectively an up-to-date know
ledge of modern Mathematics, whose univen;ity training had 
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qualified tllem for the study and appreciation of research aud for 
adding their own contribution to our knowledge when their 
time permitted them, 

It will be seen that the above proposal is that the general 
COUl'se of 'study occupying the first period should be made as 
short as possible, and should be completed by a searching 
examination which would test other qualities beyond "the 
mp.morisation of bookwork; and that in the second period the 
pupil should make a straight course to the forefront of existing 
knowledge in some branch of mathematical science by thoroughly 
studying all the Bubjects leading up to the desired end. 

A general COUl'l'e has been suggested above which might 
meet the requirements of a student either of Mathematics or of 
physics. In the actual working out a good many modifications 
would be required, and it is further desirable that general 
courses of study should be framed with regard to the require
mpnts of candidates proposing to specialise in other subjects 
besides mathematics, physics and engineering. The student 
who intends to become a politician requires thorough training 
in the mathematics of statistics (and the passing of an examina
tion on this su):>ject should be compulsory for every paid membt'r 
of Parliamen t); the student of biology or medicine requires the 
mathematics involved in the construction and use of the 
microscope; for Mendelism statistical mathematics is again 
required. The tendency to overload the general course even in 
meeting the requirements of the non-mathematician is thus 
obvious. 

On the other hand there are a good many subjecta in most 
exi~ting curricula which might easily be transferred to courses 
of specialised study. To judge from the recent epidemic of 
text-books, projective geometry seems to be coming into fashion 
in schools as well as in colleges. It fonns the proper starting
point for a specialised course in higher plane curves and as 
such Illay well be transferred to the second period of the 
graduation course for stndents taking that subject, but I cannot 
see that the power of stating and proving Brianchon's theorem 
help.q a man specialising in Integral Equations, or that it is 
likely to benefit the average physicist, engineer, bacteriologist 
or member of Parliament who requires a geueral training in 
Mathematics. 

The cutting down of a general course to make l'oom for 
advnnced study is difficult in view of the rival claiths asserted 
by those interested in dilil'rent subjects. On the.'other hand 
the recognition of a period of specialised study should do much 
to prevent overloading, as it is no longer a question between 
teaching a subjl'ct to everybody and not teaching it at all, 

In 1nost branches of fflucntion speciali:;ation is carried to 
far gl'l'ater exct'ss than is contemplated by such proposals; in 
mnny cases it is introduced in the most elementnry teaching. 
Th!' history tanght in schools is 110t history in general, but is , 
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con6ned to certain periods on which an examination is held. 
In classics our school children specialise at the very outset on 
f;(>t·books. Once I passed an examination where the Old 
Testament was represented by the Second Book. of Kings. 
Now these are all branches of study of which a man can acquire 
a fairly complete general survey in his lifetime. In a suhject 
of which no man can cover more than a small portion we try 
to impose a common training on all, and so fail to bring them 
into proper touch with the science they are supposed to be 
studying. 

A further requirement is the provision in our modern 
universities and university colle~es of courses of lecturel! on 
some branch of modern mathematICs given by a specialist whose 
time is not too fully occupied with teaching work of a more 
general character. There are at the present time certain 
appointments of this kind in existence (for example, in the 
University of Liverpool Dr. W. H. Young, F.RS., has given 
courses of lectures of exactly the kind that is wanted), but far 
more remains to be done in this direction. Incidentally the 
establishment of such appointments may do something to 
mitigate the effects on English Mathematics of l& reduction of 
the College Fellowship system. 

We have hitherto considered only the need of advanced 
study and research in the college training of the mathematical 
teacher. But there still remains the case of a graduate who 
has been teaching for several years and who wishes to be 
brought np to date with the modern developments of his science. 
This case may be met by following the example of the 
American Mathematical Society, and holding eoUoquia in which 
specialists are invited to expound the most recent developments 
of their subject. 

The views put forward in this paper may perhaps be summed 
np as follows :-

1. It is desirable that research should form part of the 
training of teachers in Mathematics as well as in other branches 
of science, and that educational authorities should be made to 
realise this when they fill appointments. 

2. There is a danger that research scholarships may deter 
students from embarking on researches in such subjects as 
Mathematics where a considerable course of advanced study 
is a necessary precedent. To obviate this danger it is important 
that the relative ".alue of post-graduate study as distinct from, 
but leading to actual research should be realised. 

3. An attempt should be made to obtain lists of suggestiODl! 
of subjects of research which are easily accessible. 

4. For the average student who wishes to obtain educational 
advantages corresponding to a research training in e~ntal 
or observational science, work has got to be found which does 
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not necessarily involve the creation of. new and undiscovered 
theorems. Suggested directions are: collaboration in the 
original work of a specialist; preparation of general 8urvcys{)f 
existing fields of study, history of mathematics and of its par
ticular branches, proof of known theorems 'by 'new methods, 
numerical work in problems of which practical appli('.ations are 
required. 

5. The need of including the power of reading French and 
German in the training of a mathematical candidate follows 
inevitably from some of the arguments; 

6. Graduation courses in Mathematics should include some 
period devoted exclusively to the study of modern developments 
of that science in addition to a general course of preliminary 
study. 

7. The examination on the general course should be framed 
in such a way as to test the candidates' general capacity and 
intelligence and to discourage" bookwork scribbling." 

8, COUl'BElS of lecturea by eminent specialists should be 
provided for in connection with the period of special study. 

9. The American system of colloquia might very well be 
introduced into our country. 

Tbe object of the .. reform" movement by which Euclid was 
abolished from our swools was to lessen the amount of book
work-memorising, and to enable boys to reaw suw enlighten
ing subjects as the study of the calculus earlier. This step, 
once taken, can only be regarded as a first step in a scheme of 
reform of a muw more far-reaching character. It certainly 
removes a certsin educational element from the early stages of 
a pupil's training, and the loss of this element is deplored by 
advocates of the old system. The proposals here made would 
have the effect of reatoring this element at a time when th.& 
pupils have reached mature years and are more fit and qualified 
to appreciats and profit by a course of rigorous and logical 
study carried to its ultimate conclusions. 

This paper has been written under the disadvantage that its 
author is not a pure mathematician, and is therefore incompetent 
to form any adequate appreciation of the subjects of advanced 
study and research whose eiaims should here be advocated most 
strongly. The only excuse that he can claim is, thaJ; it is some
times easier to advocate other people's claims than one's own, 
and that English pure mathematicians are often 'in too weak a 
position to make their wants known. Under these circum
stances the views put forward in this paper are intended to be 
regarded as suggeative rather than final. At the same time it 
is hoped that any who do not agree with any suggestion here 
made will propose something better as a substitute. The subject 
is one whiw may well engage the most serious consideration of 
thinking men, 
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My own view is that the study of Mathematics at present 
occupies an entirely false position in England. In recent years 
the value of a mathematical training for students of physics and 
engineering has been brought prominently before the public, 
but fe\v people realise the importance of the work which is 
done in Mathematics itself as apart from its applications. I 
believe that nothing would do more to remedy this state of 
things than a scheme such as is here proposed, which would 
spread our courses of study over a wider area and enable each 
of our future mathematical teachers to command some one 
portion of that great area. 

Q. H. BUYAN. 
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THE RELATION OF MATHEMATICS TO 
ENGINEERING AT CAMBRIDGE. 

The scientific analysis of the phenomena presented to the 
engineer in the practice of his art has been coJlveniently named 
.. Engineering Science," and it is this which is meant by 
.. Engineering" when that word is used to denote a subject of 
study or research in a University. Engineering Science occupies 
a distinct position among such subjects. In so far as it seeks 
to determine physical laws and properties of materials in the 
laboratory, it is identical with Experimental Physics. But it 
has another side, which gives it its distinctive character. It is 
the province of Engineering Science to investigate the operation 
of physical laws under the' complex conditions of practice 
-conditions which often cannot be even approximately repro
duced in the laboratory. In this respect it has some affinity 
with the biological sciences, having much the same relation to 
the art of construction as Physiology bearS to the art of medicine. 
And, just as Physiology must be based primarily on observation 
of the animal in its natural environment (which is the real 
subject of enquiry), so the foundation of Engineering Science 
must be experience of the behaviour of machinE'S and structures 
under the ordinary conditions of use. Much may be learnt from 
properly devised experiments in a laboratory, but the application 
of their results is limited by the fact that the artificial control of 
conditions which is of the essence of experiment, is of itself a 
disturbing factor, analogous to that general effect on the subject 
of a vivisector's operation which always lessens and may destroy 
the value of his conclusions when applied to the normal animal. 
But though Engineering Science must be mainly founded on 
practical experience, the relative simplicity of tile conditions and 
of the fundamental laws make it easier than in Biology to apply 
rigorous deductive processes to the premisses (liscovered in the 
laboratory and so t{) predict PI' explain the phenomena actually 
under investigation. These deductive processes usually take 
the mathematical form. 

That experience is all-important, and deductions from labora
tory experiments of relatively little use in Engineering is a 
common-place among practical men, and it is perfeetIy true in 
tile sense in which they use the words. By .. Engineering .. 
they mean the practice of the art, and in nine cases out of ten 
the practical engineer rei ies almost wholly on experience and 
only makes use of very simple physical ideas and deductive 
processes. In the design of a machine or of a structure he will 
be content with rough calculations of the strl'so;;es to be expected 
in the different parts, knowing well that the assumptions on 
which such calculations are bssed are flubjecL to greater error 
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than is involved in the calculations themselves, and that economy 
of material is often of less importance than ease of manufacture. 
]<'or BUch purposes a very small mathematical equipment is 
adequate. Indeed too much mathematics is apt to be a Hnare, 
since the elegance of the calculations may tend to obscure the 
real issues, as in the case of the young engineer who designed 
a bracket to carry the weight of a lamp on a locomotive, for
getting the man who would inevitably use it as a step. 

In Engineering Science, however, mathematical analysis 
plays a more important part. Take, for instance, the theory of 
lubrication. The practical engineer will work out the pressure 
to be expected on a bearing, but he will not proceed to calculate 
fmm first principles what area the surfaces must have in order 
to sustain BUch pressure with oil of a given viscosity. For the 
determination of this point he will consult his experience or 
that of others 8S to the bearing pressures which have been found 
possible in practice under similar conditions. The whole pro
cess requires little more than the use of a slide rule and a 
knowledge of some elementary mechanical principles. But to 
the student of Engineering Science the problem presented is 
to explain why these hearing pressures are possible and how 
they depend on the speed, the nature of the lubricant and tho 
like. It is impossible fully to understand, much less to carry Ollt. 

such researches as those of Osborne Reynolds on this subject 
without advanced mathematical knowledge. The same instance 
illustrates very well the difference between Engineering Science 
and Pure Physics. The physicist is mainly interested in 
the properties of the oil, in the variation of its viscosity with 
temperature, and in the question of whether it slips at tbe 
boundary. He is free to choose the conditions of the experiments 
which he makes for the determination of these things in Buch a 
way that the measurements and the dedactions from them shall 
be as simple as possible. So he makes the fluid flow at uniform 
velocity along a pipe of uniform l'E'Ction, and for the reduction 
of his- results he requires only the simplest elements of tlte 
calculus. Bot the engineering student has to take the conditions 
as he finds them and has to adapt both his metluxls of measure
ment and his mathematic.! to the conditions instead of trice 11"".<1. 
In his problem the flow goes on between cylindrical surfaces 
whose distance apart is not W1iform, the pressure and the 
temperature changes distort the surfaces and alter the viscosity 
of the oil, and nei ther the distance between the. surfaces nor the 
amount of their distortion can be measured. The most powerful 
mathematics caunot take account of all these factors at once, 8':) 

he is compelled to proceed by approximation. At every step he 
has to estimate on insnffici"nt data the probable importance 
of the thingswhich he is neglecting for the purpose of simplifying 
the analysis, and -his IIDCCe88 depends quite 88 much on the 
acuteness of his judgment in this regard 88 on hia poweJ'B of 
deduction. 
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The theory of lubrication belongs to the higher flights of 
Engineering Science, but the combination which was neede-d 
for its development of rigorous mathematical reasoning with 
judgment in the choice of the data on which· to base that 
reasoning is characteristic of the whole subject. It is because 
it unites in one study a training of the logical and of the 
critical faculties that Engineering Science. is justified.in 
claiming a place of its own as an instrument of liheral educa
tion not inferior to the older studies of Mathematics and. Natural 
Science, but having like each of them its special qualities and 
advantages. It is this, too, which has made possible in th!) 
University of Cambridge the natocal growth of an Engineering 
School 88 important in its way as any founded in the centres of 
industry, but different from them and possessing a character of 
its own. For if it has not, like them, the material for it.s 
investigations at its very doors, it has the advantage of being 
in a centre of. mathematical learning which is still second 
to none. 

In 1903, when the author became responsible for the conduct 
of the Engineering Department at Cambridge, it was already 
fully established on lines which had been laid down more than 
ten years before by his predecessor. The policy which Professor 
Ewing initiated and carried out was consistent with the idea 
that Engineering Science should be so taught as to be a means 
of general education and not merely a part of the preparation. 
for a particular profession. Under his direction the study W88 

pursued in such a manner that it gave a valuable mental 
training to anyone who followed it, even though he should 
subsequently become a lawyer or a parson and not an engineer. 
On no other terms could the School have flourished in the 
University and attracted its fair proportion of under-graduate 
ability. Its success is shown by the careers of those who have 
graduated in the Mechanical Sciences Tripos; a majority have, 
·of course, become engineem, but many have entered other 
professions, or have gone into commercial life, with results that 
show their education to have been on right lines. 

But though it had attained a great reputation and had some 
200 students, the Eugineering School had not in 1903 that 
close connection with the general intellectual life of the 
University and Colleges which must exist before a new study 
can be said in any true sense to be established at Cambridge. 
With few exceptions its students got the whole of their instruc
tion within the walls of the Engineering Laborat\lry. They 
attended no lectures outside the Department, and the system 
of College tuition which is by reason of the close lJersonal 
contact between teacher and pupil so important a featlL!'e in the 
teaching of mathematics and of classics at Cambridge was not 
extended to them. In particular they had not then the full 
advantage of their position 88 studenta of Engineering Science 
in a centre of mathematical learning and reseuch. 
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This was perhaps inevitable. It was essential to the proper 
development of the &hool that its curriculum should at firHt be 
practically in the hands of one man, who could see that the 
various parts were properly co-ordinated and due weight given 
to each. Engineering Science is largely a componnd of Mathe
matics and Experimental Physics, its Htudents must learn 
something of both, and the facts and theories which they learn 
are the same as those taught to the ordinary students of those 
subjects. But the Engineering student regards them in a 
particular way and his attitude determines not 80 much what 
he shall learn as the way in which it shall be taught, and the 
relative importance of different parts of the subject. For 
instance, in Elementary Electricity (at any rate in the author's 
view) he should learn about current first, and proceed later (if 
at all) to statical charges and the forces between electrified 
bodies, instead of taking these things in the reverse order as is, 
perhaps, more usual in Physical Laboratories. His Mathematic'S 
is a means for getting numerical results rather than an end in 
itself, and while this requires that he shall have a sound know
ledge of general mathematical methods and of their relations to 
one another, it makes quite superfluous that facility in the rapid 
and neat solution of problems which used to be so important 
for success in the Mathematical Tripos. The pure mathemati
cian can teach engineering students their Mathematics as well 
as anyone else; but he . must first acquire, either by actual 
practical experience or by contact with those who have that 
experience, an appreciation of the engineer's point of view. It 
is not, therefore, surprising that some time elap""d before the 
Mathematical &hool at Cambridge was able to be of much 
assistance to the engineering students. 

The establishment of closer relations between the two 
studies has, however, made great progress during the last eight 
years, and at the present time the students of Engineering ge$ 
their foundation of Mathematics and of Elementary Mechani('S 
from College teachers, many of whom have graduaterl in the 
Matbematical Tripos. The teaching of these subjeciH to fr~h
men has almost disappeared from the Department. At the 
same time, and perhaps partly as a consequ~nce of this change. 
the Colleges have come to take a more d.rect and pel'13Onal 
intereRt in their engineering students. At several of the larg"r 
Colleges there is a .. Supervisor" or .. Director of Studies" in 
Engineering who is at once a fellow of his College and a de
monstrator in the laboratory. College &holarships are awarded 
to engineering students on the result of examinations in thE' 
subjects of the Mechanical &ienccs Tripos. The sigl1ifiC"allce 
of these things can only be fully appreciated by one who is 
familiar with the life of Cambridge; they imply that Engineer
ing &ience has Tf>ally taken root in the place. 

Among the il1fiuenccs which ?ave helpe<! to bring al~ut 
this result must be counted certam chal1ges '11 the Med18Dl(-ai 
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Sciences Tripos which came into force in the year 1906. In 
the syllabus for this examination framed in 1892, there were 
six subjects each having a separate paper. One of these was 
Mathematics, which was thus put in the same position as Theory 
of Structures, Heat-engines, and the other subjects which dealt 
with aotual engineering phenomena." It W8!! felt that this did 
not correspond to the real relation of Mathematics to Engineer
ing Science. It was accordingly decided to remove Mathematics 
as a separate subject from the final examination, and to test. the 
mathematical acquirements of the candidates by ~heir power to 
solve problems in the other subjects. In this way the amount 
of mathematioal learning which was necessary and sufficient 
for engineering students was adequately defined~it was to be 
such that they pould fully understand the developments of 
Engineering Science specified in the 'fripos Schedules. 

In the Tripos as now arranged a certain minimum standard 
is exacted in the four subjects-Applied Mechanics, '1'heory 
of Structures, Heat and Heat-engines, and Electricity. All the 
candidates are also required to pass in Drawing, a subject which 
is defined in the Schedule as .. the application of graphical 
methods to the solution of problems in the subjects" just. 
specified. The Drawing paper to somo extent takes the place-. 
of the Mathematics paper in the old Tripos; it covers in fact 

. a very important· part of the Ma~matical training of the~ 
Engineering student, but a part which he cannot get from the·· 
Mathematical school of the University. The other subjects al'e
represented by easy papel'S which everybody is required to take. 
The way in wnich the ambit of these papers is defined may be
illustrated. by the following example ;-

"Theory of Structures and Strength of Materials.-The 
elementary theory of elasticity is illustrated in such problemS'. 
as bending of straight beatnR, torsion of shafts, struts, and' 
stress in thin cylinder under pressure. Composition and pro-. 
perties of materials of construction. Testing of materials." 

The" elementary theory of elasticity," limited in this way' 
by reference to some of its practical applications, requires fOI"
its development a certain knowledge of mathematical methodS',_ 
which can be tolerably well defined. A proper discussion of 
beams and of torsion in shafts is impossible unless the pupils 
are so far permeated with the motions of the differential and 
integral calculus that they can appreciate the meaning of 
continuous variation and its mathematical expressioJJ4 can write 
down the expression for a moment of inertia without taking too 
much thought, and can calculate its value in simple cases, 
They must also be able to solve some elementary differential 
equations. and it is desirable that they should understand the 
methods of solid geometry so far at any rate as the straight line 

• The 8ubjects of written papers in the old Tripoo were Mathematics. 
Mechanics, Strength of Materiala and Theory of Strueturea, Principlee of 
Mechanism, Heat and Heat Enginee, and Electricity ana Magnetism • 

• " 139M 
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and plane. But it is not necessary (so far as this subject goes) 
t?at they should know the general theory of differential equa
tlO~ or ~he analytical geometry of quadric surfaces. A sim ilar 
specificatIOn can be made of the mathematical knowledge 
required for each of the Bubjects. 

It might be possible in theory to make the instruction in 
Mathematics follow the examination, and teach that subject as 
required in the course of its applications. Much can undoubtedlv 
be done in this way, especially in regard to the higher develop
ments. In practice, however, it is found that this method can 
o~ly be applied to a limited extent. If a lecturer dealing (say) 
WIth alternating currents were to make a digression to teach the 
jproperties ot the circular functions which he uses, hie class 
"Would lose sight of the main issues. On the other hand, 
,=athematical power cannot be acquired without some general 
:.knowledge of methods and of their relations to one another. 
For this purpose it is essential that the engineering student 
,~ould receive some teaching in abstract Mathematics, freely 
Illustrated by simple practical and numerical applications of the 
kind which he will afterwards have to make, but done in such 

.8 way as to bring out clearly the general nature and limitations 
· of the processes used. 

The mathematical foundation of this kind which has been 
found necessary and desi~able at Cambridge is a goorl deal 
more than is acquired at school by the average boy. Broarlly 

· apeaking it is sufficient, together with the elements of theoretical 
mechanics, of drawing, and of experimental physit'S Iso far a~ 
.he requires them) to occupy fully his first year at the Univel'!!ity. 
His second and third years are devoted to the study of Engi
neering Science proper, the lectures bein~ given on the assump-

· Yon that he has a sound knowledge of Mathematics within 
~rtain limi~. In order to define these limits and to ascertain 

. ~hat the student has the requisite knowledge (which is, of COUl'!!e, 

necessary in order that he may follow the lectures, &C. with 
intelligence) an examination was set up at the time of the 
changes in the Tripos which have been mentioned. ThiR 
consists of two papers, in Elementary Mathematics anrl Me
chanics respectively, and every student must pass it before 
entering on the second year work for the Tripos. It is simply 
a pass examination-to quote the Regulations, the examiners 
are required to publish a list" of those of the candidates who 
have satisfied them that their knowledge of Mathematics and 
Mechanics justifies them in becoming candidates for Honours 
in the Mechanical Sciences Tripos."& 

In addition to its primary function of weeding out those 
who could not follow with profit the Honours course in 
Engineering and so making the classes more homogeneous 
and simplifying .the teaching, the "QualiIying Exantination " 

• The Schedules of the Qualifying Eumjnatj"" and of the Tripot. 
together with a set of papen in the former, ..... gi~ea in tlIa Appezulis. 
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has served an important purpose in defining the nature and 
:amount of mathematical ·teaching desired for engineering 
:students. It was indeed quite as much with a view to this as 
with the object of ploughing inefficient students, that it was 
:set up. Some lead of the kind was necessary to en.able College 
"teachers of Mathematics to help engineering stodents. The 
syllabus of the Qualifying Examination was drafted, and the 
papers were at first prepared, With this point especially in view. 
From the questions set in the examination the mathematical 
lecturers can see exactly what is required and are able to adapt 
their teaching accordingly, and· of . the two examiners one is 
llSually chosen from among them. 

The Qualifying Examination represents, as already indicated. 
'lI nece8Sary minimum .of mathematical knowledge, sufficient 
with a little further teaching of abstract mathematics whioh is 
'given by the Engineering Department.in ,the second year, to 
enablo the student to follow the courses for the easy papers in 
the Tripos. It will be at once apparent from the Schedule; 
however, that it is far from covering all that is needful for· 
those abler students who Wish to follow Engineering Science 
into its higher developments, 1101' does it, represent at: all ade. 
·quately what they can get from the Cambridge Mathematical: 
:SChool.. Such men usually come to Cambridge already pre
pared up to the standard oLthe Qualifying Examinatioll and 
'their numbers are steadily increasing, partly no. doubt in con, 
$equence of the marked .effect which the ,institution of: that 
eX81nination has had on school teaching. They usually spend 
their first year in working for. the First Part of the Mathematical. 
Tripos (by passing which they gain exemption from the Quali
fying Examination) and come to the Engineering School in their" 
second year. In 1911, nille of the 45 candidates for thQ 
Mechruliwl Sciences Tripos :were trained illl: this way and the. 
number is increasing. 

The close co-operation between the two schools which this 
represents has been rendered possible by the reform of th 
Mathematical Tripos which was carried through in 1907. The 
movement which resulted in this reform was already well
advanced when the author of this paper came to Cambridge, and 
a committee (of which he became a member) was then drafting a 
scheme. At that time it was a common practice for a man to spend 
his firs' three years in reading for the Mathematical 'fripos, and 
then to work for a fourth year for some other TripOB. RUch as the 
Natural Sciences or Engineering. There· were on .the average' 
two or three candidates per annum for the Mechaniwl Sciences 
Tripos who had previously obtained Honours in the Mathematical 
Tripos. The results in this instsnce were not entirely sati~ 
tory because the time spent on abstractions was too long, and 
that devoted to realities too short. The stodent who had for 
three years been reasoning rigorously from fully defined data 
found it difficult to acquire in one the power of using ~ 

. y2 
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own judgment-even in the simplest cases-as to what is im
portant in an actual engineering problem and what may he 
neglected for the purpose of calculation. To the mathematician 
of only a year's standing it is much easier to take up the el1,1(i
nee(~ point of view and he has twice as long to do it in. The 
deCISIOn, therefore, to reduce the scope of the First Part of the 
Tripos and to make it a First Year examination was welcomed 
by those responsible for the Engineering School, as well as hy 
the. representatives of other studies who saw the advantages to 
their students of a short preliminary training in Mathematics. 

The character of the new examination was, of COUrtlEl, deter
mined mainly by the mathematicians, but every attention was 
paid to the needs of the students of Physics and Engineering 
who were expected to take it. Thus in the Schedule we find 
that the use of oblique axes in Analytical Geometry is excluded. 
and so also (by implication) is the rigorous proof of the 
binomial and similar expansions. On the other hand, simple 
linear differential equations and the elements of solid geometry 
are included. The style of the papers alRO appears to the 
author to be calculated to encourage a ROund knowledge of a 
variety of mathematical methods, of their relations to one 
another, and of their practical use for numerical computation 
rather than that sort of quickness in the neat solution of 
mathematical conundrums which was such an important quali
fication for success in the old Tripos. If any criticism may be
permitted it would be that the scope of the examination is not 
quite wide enough. It does not cover much more than the
suhjects a first-class man-a mathematical scholar, for instance
will have read at school. In the author's view it would be aD 
improvement, at any rate for those who will ultimately take 
Engineering, to make the Schedule include rather more subjects, 
especially in Mechanics in regard to which the standard of the 
examination seems to be unduly low. The average student 
","ould not, of course, touch the higher 8llbjf!Cts, but the best 
students, those who form the bulk of the First Class, do now 
read in their first year subjects outside the schedule of the 
Tripos, and for the increasing proportion of such men whD 
are taking Engineering it would be advantageous to have these
subjects recognised in the examination. The alternative for 
them, instead of reading Higher Mathematics, is to begin work 
at once in the Engineering Laboratory, and to devote part of 
their first year as well as their second and third years to the study 
of Engineering Science. To a small extent this is now done. 
This year some 20 freshmen who will take the first part of the 
Mathematical Tripos in 1912, and the Engineering Tripos WD 
years later, have been spending four hours per week in prac
tical work and drawing at the Engineering Laboratory, a special 
class having been arranged for their benefit. This c13ti8 is very 
popular and it is undoubtedly useful thus to introduce the men 
to real problems while they are learning Mathematics. The 
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author would like to see many mathematicians join such a class 
and believes it would be useful even to those who do not 
proceed to graduate in Engineering. He is, however, by no 
means anxious that freshmen who have read most of the work 
for the first part of the Mathematical Tripos: should devote all 
their spare time to Engineering. He thinks it essential for the 
fullest development of the Engineering School that such men 
should be directly influenced by the higher mathematical 
teaching of the University j and for that reason he would like 
to see them encouraged by a widening of the Schedule of the 
first part of the Tripos, to. read in their first year some subjects 
outside its present range. 

B. HOPKINSON. 

APPENDIX. 

SCHEDULES OF SUBJECTS OF EXAMlNATION. 

MEOHANICAL SCIENCES TRIPOS. 

QaaJif.vinr J:zam;natioll. 

Mathemati ... 

The p&per shall consist of simple qu .. tions, mainly numerical, directed 
to test the candidate'. working knowledge of the following mathematica.l 
8ubjeets, and his power of applying them to practica.l problems :-

U .. of alide rule and graphs: elementary algebra, including the use of 
the binomio.! theorem, the exponentio.! theorem, and logarithms. Elemen· 
tary trigonometry, including the solution of p1a.ne triangles. Representation 
of direeted quantities by veeton. The rudimenta of p1a.ne analytiea.1 ge0-
metry, including the simpler properties of oonio sections, referred to rect. 
angnlar "".. and polar eo-ordinates, but excluding the general equstion 
of the aeccnd degree. Uae of the elementa of the diJferentio.! and integral 
ealcu1ua, elementary applicstions to p1a.ne curves, maxima and minima of 
simple funOtiOlll of one variable, easy areas and volumes, application of 
'Taylor'. and Maclaurin'. theorems to simple _ of approximations. 

I 
The p&per oh8.ll consist of simple questions, mainly numerical, illnstrating 

the following:- . 
Units; composition and resolution of forces; conditions of equilibrium; 

force diagrams; friction; lIuid pressure, centre of atreea. liGating bodies 
(excluding metscentrea). Force, work and energy; graphic methods of 
representing motion, including varying acceleration; uniform and uniformly 
accelerated motion; uniform circular motion i simple harmonic motion j 
simple pendulum; oonservation of momentum; efficiency of maobin .. ; 
moment of inertia; rotation and oscillation of aoli4, bodi.. about a fixed 
.ams. 
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TriPOB Examination. 

Applied Mecha-nic •. 

The principles of statics illustrated by their practicaJ applicationo, in
cluding the calculation of forces in the membe1'8 of a frame where the straioa 
are not involved Graphical constmctions. The equilibrium of ftoating
bodies, and centre of pressure. The elements of hydranlica, including the 
low of liquids through pipes, discharge from orifices, and the elementary 
theory of pumps and turbines. Dynamics up to and including the rotstion 
and oocilla.tion of solid bodies about a fixed axis. The vibrationo of .Y"telJl.l. 
having one or two degree. of freedom. The kinematics of machines in
cluding plane motions of machine parts, mode of connection, modification. 
and transmission of motitm in machines, and efficiency of machinea. 

In the paper in Group B queetions may alao be set on the follmring :
General kinematica of machines, including va.!ve.ge&1'8. The applicationa of 
rigid dynamics to practicaJ problems, including crank effort, the stability or 
governo1'8, and balancing of machines. Waves on the ourface of liquids. 
ship-resistance. 

Pluory oj Structure. and Strength oj Ma/eriQU. 

The elementary theory of elasticity as illustrated in onch problema ... 
bending of straight beams, to1'8ion of shafts, struts, and .trey in thin 
cylindero under preoonre. Composition and propertie. of materialo of 
construction. Testing of materials. 

In the paper in Group B questions may alao be oct on the following :
The equilibrium of thick cylindero and sphere •• arch.d ribs and chains. 
maoonry structure., springe, 'the bending of curved beams, and structural 
problems involving the consideration of internal straino. Elementary 
applications of the theory of vibrationa, and of the propagetion of way ... 
in elastic solids. Stres ... oct np by inequality of temperature. 

Heal and Heal EngillU: 
Elementary theory of heat and the laws of thermodynamico as illustrated 

In steam, gas and oil.engines and in refrigeratoro. The compooition and 
combnotion of fuel. Properties of vapouro and gases. Stsndanl. types or 
engine., condensero and boilero. " 

In the paper in Group B queetiono may alao be aet on the condactiOD 
. of heat. and on the mON ad.......,.,a: applicati..... of thermodynamicoI. 
including the dow of gases and vapoUrB, the theory of steam ~,and 
the eqnih'brinm of phaseo. 

EketriciI1l and Maganiom, 
The principles of electricity and magnetism ao illustrated in the theory 

of the dynamo, transformer, e1ectrU2.l measuring instruments and trans
. mission of power. The laws of electrolysis ao applied to the theory or 
aeeondary batteries and ordinary V oltaie cello. 

In the paper in Group B queetiono may alao be oet on the applicationa 
of polyphase alternating currents. the applications of electric wav.. and 
oscillations, and the theory of telegraphy and telephony. 

Drawing. 

Plane and oolid Geometry. The application of graphreal methods tc> 
the solution of problemo in the onbjects specified in thio oehedu1e for the 
other papero of group A. 

Engi""";rag ChemUIrJ. 

The principleo and methods of chemistry ... illnstnated in the fono,..
ing ,-The metaIlmgy and properties of the commoner metalo of induotria< 
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· import...nce.· The chief alloys of these metsls and the conditions under 
which they are formed. Furnaces, fuels, and furnace gases. Chemistry of 
accumulatol's. The estimation of the commoner metals in their ores, oxides 
and alloys. .Analysis of steel and cast iron, red and white IIlad and the 
impurities in wa.ter. Limestone, lime, mortarB and cements. 

GENERAL NOTE: " 

The questions are to be directed to testing the candidate's knowledge of 
the physical principles involved and his power of a.pplying them to practical 
engineering problems. In the pa.pers in Group A questions may be set 
involving a knowledge of such elements of Chemistry as are applicable to 
the subjects of the papers. 

QUALIFYING EXAMINATION FOR THE MECHANICAL 
. SCIENCES TRIPQS. 

-------
WEDNESDAY, May 29, 1907. 9-12. . 

MATHEMATICS. 

1. A alide·rule scale, reading from 1 to 10, is 10 inches long. (Jalculat& 
the length of the interval between .the divisions 2 and. 2' 02. . 

2. U so the e"P"nsion 

(1 + m)" = 1 + .... + .. (~:; 1) .,. + ... + .,.., 
• where .. is a positive integer, to prove that the value of (0' 99);' is O· 82, 
oon-eot to two plaoea of decimals. . . 

8. Explain brielly (i) the reasons for the use of 10 as .. base of 
logarithms, (ii) the reasons for the use of • as a hase. Prove a rule for 
deriving the logarithms of numbers to the base 100 from their logarithms 
to the base 10. 

4. Express 8 sin II - , cos ., in the form G sin (m + ~); and sketeh its 
· graph, indicating the aca.les employed, and findiug the co-ordinates of all 
points in which thie OUl .... outs the axes. 

D. Prove thet the area of a· triangle is t ab sin a where ... b are the 
lengths of two of the sides and a is the angle between them. 

The angle a and the sides G, b of a triangle are m .... ured and found to· 
be 90°, 2.000 ft. and 8,000 ft. respectively. Find the greatest possible errol 
in the estimate of a.rea based on these figures, having given that the 
mOlLSurements of the sides may each be in error by rtr foot. I 

It is found that the actual error in the estimate of ...... is about twice . 
the greatest amount derivable from these errors in the m .... urements of the 
aides; what is the least error in the measurement of the angle thet will 
BCCOunt for this P 

6. Find the equations to the two straight lines which are parallel to the 
line "" + 8, + 1 = 0 and at a distance 2 from it; also the areas of 
the triangles which they make respectively with the co-ordinate axes. 

7. Find the equations to the four circles of radius unity, eeco. of which 
touch .. both co· ordinate ""ea, indicating on a sketch which circle i. repre-
sented by each equation. -
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8. How may the maximum or minimum values of a given function be 
found? 

Prove tljat log.., + ! is not less tlmu 1 for any positive value of ". 
" 

9. Sketch the curve"'" = (" + 1)'. Find the value of " for which the 
tangent is parallel to ~he axis of "; and show that. for values of " greater 
than this, the angls which the tangent makes with the am of " does n~ 

exceed the value tan -'3 ~ 3' which occurs when" = 3. 

10. The distance from the focus of a parabola to its vertex is 1 inch. 
Find the area enclosed between the curve and a line paasing through tlm 
vertex and inclined at 4;;0 to the axis. 

11. ET&luatef'~ liz andf" sin' zIk. Find the avenge value of the 
o"-z' 0 

latter integral for all values of a from 0 to fr. 

12. A certain function of " is equal to az' for values of " 1 ... than 1. 
and to - az' + In - 1 for values of " greater than 1. Find the valu .. of 
the constants a and b in order that there may be DO discontinuity or abrupt 
change of slope in the graph of the function at the point " = 1. 

With these values of a and b find the valnes of" for "hich the function 
is zero. 

WZDNESDAY, May 29, ]907. 11-4 •. 

lIIECHANICS. 

'[N.B.-.A '1umJe-_ ill 33000 joot-puu..a. per minute: and the tHJlue of , 
may b. taken t;, be 32 in joot-ucund .... it •. ] 

L A weight resta on a horizontal tahle, and is pulled by & string which 
-is inclined at 45° to the vertical. H the coefficient of friction be t prove 
that the weight will just slip when the tension in the string .lightly exceed& 

,(). 28 times the weight. 

2 . .AC, BC are two uniform beams of equaJ Jength and of weights 
respectively W and W', inclined to the homontal at an angle ... and pin
jointed at C, the ends .A and B bffiIg hinged to two fixed points at the earne 
level. Find the preesure between the two beams at C, .hewing that ita 
horizontal and Tertica1 components are respectively t (W + W') cot a and 
:i (W-W'). 

3. Draw a reciprocal force diagram for this frame, loaded and aupported 
in the manner indicated. 
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4. A truck weighing 1,000 pounds is hauled up a slope rising 1 foot in 
. 20 feet measured along the slope. The truck starts from rest. The 
aooeleration is uniform and the velocity after 10 seconds is IS feet per 
second. Prove that the pull on the truck is about 97 pounds weight, and 
draw the graph shewing the rate of working in horse-power in terms of the 
time. 

S. A botly (mass one pound) execute. simple harmonic oscillations in a 
strail'(ht line between the points .A and B. The period of " complete 
oscillation i. one second, and the distance .AB through which the body 
swings is one foot. Draw the velocity-time curve, the time being reckoned 
from the instant at which the body i. at .A, and the .cal.s being as follows : 
for time 1 second = 4 inches, and for velocity 1 foot per second = i inch. 
Also draw the graph shewing the "elation of the force acting on the body 
to its position measured from .A, the scal .. being as follows: for force lib. 
= 2 inches, and for distance 1 foot = 2 inches. 

6. A block of wood weighing 10 pounds rests on .. horizonta.! table on 
which it can move freely in any direction. A bullet weighing i~ pound is 
fired horizontally into the block with .. velocity of 1,500 feet per second. 
The bullet PlL88es through the block. but is dellectsd in its course, its direction 
of motion after emerging being horizonta.! but inclined at an angle of 30· to 
the line of firing. The velocity of the bullet after emerging is 1,200 feet 
per second. Use the principle of the Oonserva.tion of Linear Momentum to 
find the magnitude and direction of the velocity of the block just after the 
bullet has emerged. 

7. The wheels of .. bicycle are 80 inches in diametsr, the gear-ratio 
between the crank we and wheel we i. 2i, and the length of the crank is 
8 inches. Find the velocity of the end of the crank and the magnitude and 
direction of its acceleloation, when at its highest point, the bicycle travelling 
at the rats of 80 feet per second. ' 

8, A weight of 100 pounds hangs ft'OOly from the end of .. rope. . The 
... eight is hauled up from rest by means of .. windlass. The pull in the rope 
atarts at 150 pounds and then diminishes uniformly at the rats of 1 pound 
for every foot of rope .. ound in. Find the velocity of the weight after 50 feet 
of rope have been .. ound. The weight of the rope may be neglected. 

9. Obtain from first principles .. formula for the kinetic energy of .. rigid. 
body moving .. bout a fixed axis with given angular velocity. 

Hence calculate the energy in foot-pounds of a disc of 8 ft. dia.meter and 
i inch thick, of material weighing 500 lbo. to the cubic foot, rotating .. bout 
an axis through its centre at right angles to its plane and making 2,000 
revolutions per minute. 

10. A uniform stra.ight rod 6 feet long swings in a vertical plane about 
one end; if Y is the velocity of the free end of the rod in its lo .... t position, 
find the least va.lue of Y oonsistent with the rod making .. complete 
revolution. 

Compare this with the oase of a .. eight hung by .. cord of the same 
length as the rod, and ma.king .. complete revolution in a cirele. 

11. A cylinder 6 inch .. long, having .. crose-section of 1 square inch 
!losts totally submerged with its axis vertica.l in a vesoel oonteiuiug water 
and oil on the top of the wa.ter. If the cylinder weighs 0'2 poImdsfind how 
much of its length is below the surface of oeparation of the oil and the wa.ter. 
The specific gravity of the oil is o· 7, and the weight of .. cubic inch of _ter 
is -036 pounds. 
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Volume 1 of Special Reports (Education in England, Wales, 
and Ireland, France, Germany, Denmark, Belgium, &c.) 
(1896-7) contains the following Papers:-

1. Public Elementary Education in England and Wales t 1870-1890. 
By Messrs. M. E. Sadler anu J. W. Edwards. 

2. English Students in Foreign Training Colleges. 
By MiB8 L. Manley, Miss William!', aDd Mr. H. L. Withers. 

3. Brush Work in an Elementary School (with illustrations). 
By Mr. Seth Coward. 

4. The ABC of Drawing: An Inquiry into the Principles underlying Elementary 
. Instruction in Drawing (with illustrations). 

By Mr. Ebenezer Cooke. 
6. Domestic Economy Teaching in England. 

By Mn. Pillow. 
6. Technical Education for Girls. 

By Mi,. A. J. Cooper. 
7. The Secondary Day Schoolattaehed to the Batteraea (London) Polytechnio : 

An Experiment in the CO..ooUC3tiOD of Boys and Girl& 
By Mr. Sydney H. Wells. 

8. The History of tbe Irish System of Elementary Education. 
By Mr. M. E. 8a<llor. 

9. The National ~"8tem of Education In Ireland. 
By the Bight Hon. C. T. Redington, D.L. 

10. Recent Legislation on Elementary Education in Belgium. 
By 1lt>8fIr'8. M. E. Sa,Uer and B. L. Morant. 

11. The Housewifery Schools and ClasHes of Belgium. 
By Miss K. S. Block and Mi. L. Brackeubury. 

12. The French System of Higher Primary Scbools. 
By Mr. R. L. Morant. 

13. The Bea1schulen in Berlin Bnd tbeiT bearing on Modern Secondary BDd Commer· 
cial Education. 

By Mr. M. E. Sadler. 
U. The Ober·Ree.l!chulen of Prussia, with special reference to tbe Ober·Real&chule 

at Charlottenburg. 
By Mr. M. E. Sadler. 

15. The Prussisn Elementary School Code. 
TraD8h.ted by Mr. A.. E. Twent1maD. 

16. The Continuation Scbools in Suooy. 
By Mr. F. H. Dale. 

17. The School Journey in Germany. 
By Mi .. C. I. Dodd. 

18. The Teacbing of the Motber-Tongue in Germany. 
By Mr. F. H. Dale. 

. 19. Holiday COUn1e8 in France and Germany for Instruction in 'Hodern Language&. 
By Met!8J':II. F. S. Marvin and R. L. Morant. 

20. Recent Educational Progress in Denmark (with map'). 
By Mr. J. S. Thornton. 

21. Education in Egypt. 
By Mr. P. A. Barnett, H.M.1. 

22. The EdllCation of Gir" and Women in Spain. 
By Seiior Don Fernando de Arteaga y Pereira. 

23. The National Bureau of Education in tbe United State&. 
By Jdr. R. L. Morant. 

24. The History of tbe Manitoba School System and the _ of the _ 
Contl'OTersy. 

By M.r. B. L. Morant. 
25. Arrangements for the admiBBion of Women to tbe Chief C'nivenitiel in tbe 

British Empire and in Foreign Countries. 
By Mr. )i. E. Sadler with the belp of Jdr. J. W. Loog>don. . 

26. Appendix gi'Ying • 1iJ&; of the chief official paJJerw bearing on EdocatlOD iD 
Great Britain and Ireland. 

Prepared by Mr. M. E. ~adler. 
Thil'Yolume (ill SU7) can be obtained. either directly or tbroogb any &Obell«., 

from WY.HA-~ .. urn BOSS. LTD., 109, FETTD LASE. E.C., .nd 32, ABIlIGDfM 
~. WE81'JIIlf8TEB.. S .. W.; or OLIVER A....'(D BOYlJ. TWEEDDAL. COVEr., .. 
BDllIBUBOB; or E. PONSONBY, LTD.., 116, GltAn'OlI STan:T, DUBLt •• 

Priu 31. U.; JIOII f- 31. 104. 

[At preeut CKlt of print.1 
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VolumeS' of' Special Reports (Education "in England- and 
'Wales, Physical 'Education, the Heuristic Method of 
Teaching, University Education in France,&c.) (1898) 

c contains the following Papers:-
·1.-- 'The Welsh In~rmecUate Education Act, 1889, its Origin l\nd Working. 

. Contributed by the Cha.rity Commissioners for England ami Wales.. 
2. The London Polytechnic Institute.(with illUEltra.t~on8). " ' 

By Mr. Sidney Webb. ' 
8. The London School of Economics and Political Science. 

By Mr. W .. A. S. Hewins. 
4. Tbe Curriculum of a Girls' School. 

By Mn. Bryant, Hies Burstal1, and Miss Aitken. 
6. Pbysical Education at the Sheffield Higb School for Girls. 

, By 14 .... Woodho .... 
6. Ga.mes and Athletics in Secondary Schools for GirlB (with illustrations). 

8y Miss P. Lawrence. 
7. The OrganillBtton of Gameq out' of Sohool for the Children attending Publie 

Elementary Schools. 
By Mr. George Sh'rple •• 

8. ·Physical Education-under the School Board for London (with illustrations). 
By Mr. Thomas Chesterton. ' 

9. Physical Jtducation for Girls and Infanta under the London School Board (with 
ilIultralions). . . 

By the I.te Mrs. Ely Dallas. 
10. Physical 'l'raininR in Birmingham Board Schools (with i11ustrationl)~. 

By Mr. Samuel Bott. . 
11. Physical Training under the Leeds Board School 

By Mr. R. E. Thomas. 
12. The School Gardea. at the Boecombe BrI'ish School (with iUuBt.aUons). 

By Mr. T. G. Rooper. H.M.l. 
IS. The Connection bet.ween the Public Library and the Public Elementary School~ 

By Mr. John J. Ogle. ' 
U. Tho Educational Museum of the Teachers' Guild. 

By Mr_ John L. My"",- ' 
16. 'l'he Baslemere Education Museum (with plans). 

By Dr. Jonathan Hutchinson, F.R.S. 
16. Scbool Plays in LAtin and Greek. 

By Mr. J. ft. Baker-Penoyre_ 
\7. The Study of Education. 

By Mr. J. J. Findlay. 
18. The TraininJ(' of Secondar:- 'l'ea.cbers and Bducationa}, Ideals. 

By Mr. F. J. R. Helldy. 
19. The Heuristic Method of Teaching. . 

By Dr. Henry Armstrong, F.R.S. 
20. Statistics. &c., of Elementary Eduoation in England and Wales, 1893-1870. 

By Me .... 8. M. E. Sadler·and J. W. Edward.. ' ' .. ' 
21. List of Publications on Educational Subjects i,ssued by the Chief Local Educa

tional Authorities in England and Wales. 
Prepared by Miss M. S. Bean!. 

22. Lea Univennt61 Frau~ises. . 
By MODsieur Louis Liard. . 

2S. The Frencb Univen;ities. (Translation of No. 22.) 
By Mr. J. W. Lougsdou~ 

24. The Position of Tencbers in tbe State Secondary Schools for Boys in France.. 
By Mr, F. B. Kirkman. . 

25. The French Lt.'&viul!' CertifiC'..ate-Certificat d'Etud£s Primaires. 
By Sir' Joshua G. Fitcb. 

26. The Toot'hing of Moden~ 1.anglJn~ in Belgium and Holland. 
By Miss J. D. Montgomery. 

21. School Hygit'ne in Brussels. 
By Miss J. lJ. Montgomery. 

This volume «('d. 8943) can be obtained. either directly or througb any Bookseller .. 
from WYMAN AND SONS. LTD., IO!'), fo'RTTER LAN&. E.C., and Si, ABINGDON: 
STREST, WSSTlUNSTEB., S.W.: or OLIVER A}Io.'D BOYlJ, TwEEDDALB COUB'l". 
EDIS8U8GB; or E. PONSOkiBY, LTD •• 116, GILAPTON STREET, DUBLIK. 

P,.i~ 61. 2tl.; JIOII./rH ".1d. 
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Volume 3 of Special Reports (National Organisation of 
Education in Switzerland, Secondary Education in: 
Prussia, Baden, and Sweden, Teaching of Modem .. 
Languages, Higher Commercial Education in France, . 
Germany, and Belgium) (1898) contains the following 
Papers:-

1. The National OrganiMtion of Education in Switzerland. 
By Mr. R. L. Morant . 

.2. Problem8 in Pro88ian Secondary Education for Boys, with special reference to 
similar qUestiOU8 in England. 

By Mr. M. K. SodI.".. 

3. ;, The Curricula and Programmes of Work for Higber Schools in PtWlllia." 
l'ranslated by Mr. W. O. LiptlCOmb. 

-4. The Bigher Schooi. of tbe Grand Ducby of Baden. 
By Mr. H. E. D. Hmnmond. 

O. StrOmongen auf dem Oebiet dee Schul·und Bildungwwesenl in Deot4lcbland. 
Von Profe&80r Dr. W. ReiD in JeDa. 

~. Tendenciea in the Educational SysteJDI of Germany. (Translation of No.6.) 
By Mr. F. H. Dale. 

7. The Teaching of Modern Language. in Frankfurt a H. and watnet. 
By Mr. Fabian Ware. 

S. The Teaching of Modern Languages in Germany. 
By Mi .. Mary Brebner. 

9. The Teaching of Foreign Lan~ 
By Profe&80r 1)r. Emil Hausknecbt. 

10. Tbe Teacher of Modern Languages in Pnuoian Seoondary Schoolo for Boy .. 
BiB education and profeaaional training. 

By Mr. Fabian Ware. 

11. Higher Commercial Education in Antwerp, Leipzig, Pari" and Havre. 
By Mr. M. E. Sadler. 

12. The Present Position of HanuallnlJtru.ction in Germany. 
By Dr. Otto W. Beyer. (Translated by Hr. A. E. T .. en~ymall.) 

13. The Secondary Schools of Sweden. 
By Dr. Otto Gallander. 

14. Elementary Education in the Grand Duchy of Finland. 
By tbe Baron Dr. Yrjij..Koakinen. 

Thill volume (Cd. 8988) can be obtained, either directly or through an1/l<,.,k.oeller, 
from WYHAN AND SONS, LTD., 109. FETTER LA"", E.C, and 32, AB'''''DOJI 
8THBBT, WESTJIIDTE1l, S.W.; or OLIVER AlID BOYD. Tw-a:BOO .. L& CoURT, 
EDDiBUBGB; or E. PONSONBY, LTD., 116, Gu.rrOB' ST •• BT, DVDLI •• 

PriN 31. 3d. i poll frtJtl 31. 114. 
[At present ont of print.] 

The Board of Education issued in 1900:-
Deport on Technical and Commercial Xdu<ation in Eaot ~ Poland. 

Galicia, lii1esi:a, and Bohemia. 
By lIr. James B. .. ker. 

This 'Volume (Cd. 419) can he obtain~ either directly or tbroa.~ any BoobeUer, 
from WYMAN' AlfD SO~:i. LTD.., 109. FETrEa LAlir.:., R.C., aod St. ABnrOItO»" 
STB.EBT, WBSTJIINSTBR, li.W.; 01" OLIVER ~D BOYO. 1'WEEDD.u.. Coun, 
EDDiBUBQB; or B. POSSOXBY, LTD., 116, GRAnOli STa&E1't DUBLllI. 

Pri ... 64.; ". free U. 
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Volume 4 of Special Reports <Educational Systems of th~ 
Chief Colonies of the British Empire - Dominion of 
Ca.nada., Newfoundland, West Indies) (1901) contains 
the following Pa.pers:-

A. DoIlIJIIOK 01' CAKADA-

1. Onta.rio, The System of Education in. 
Prepared from official documents supplied by the Education Department 

of Ontario. ' 

2. Quebec, The System of Education in the Province of. 
Prepared from official documents by Hr. R. Balfour. 

8. Nova Scotia, The System of Education in. 
By.Mr. A. H. MacKay, Superin\endent of Education, Nova Scotia.. 

4. New Brunswick, The System of Education in. 
By Prof8BBOl' J. Brittain. Instructor in the Provincial Normal School,. 

Fredericton, New Brunswick. 

5. Manitoba, 'rbe System of Educatic!n in. 
Prepared from official documents by Hr. A. E. Twentyman. 

6. North-West Territories, The System of Education in lihe. 
Prepared from official documen .. by Hr. R. Balfour. 

1. British Columbia, The Syltem of Education in. . 
Prepared from official documents by Hr. R. Balfour. 

8. Prince Edward Ialand, T¥:!rtem of Education in. 
By Mr. D. J. Hac Chief Superintendent of Edncation, Prince 

Edward Island. 

9. Memorandum on Agricultural Education in Canada. 
By Dr. W. Saunders, Director of Dominion Experimental Farm •. 

10. Note on the Hacdonald Hanna! Training Fund for the development of 
manual and practical inltruction in Primary Schools in Canada. 

By Hr. H. E. Sadler. 

B. N .... WOlfllLAllD-

Newfoundland, Tbe System of Education in. 
L By the Bev. Canon W. Pilot, D.D.. D.C.L., Superintendent of Chureh 

of Engla.nd 8chools in Newfouudland. 
II. Sy .be Bev. G. S.Milligan, H.A., LL.D., Boperintendentnf H"'hodist 

Schools in Newfoundland. 

C. WII8T [111)1118-

1. Jamaica, The System of Education in. 
Part I. with Appendioee. 

By tho Hon. T. Capper, Superintending Inspeetor of Schools, 
Jamaica. 

Part II. 
Prepared from official doerunents by Mr. H. E. Sadler. 

I. British Guiana. The System of Education in. 
B1 Hr. W. Blair, Cbief Inspeetor of Scbools, Britilh Guia .... 

I 
S. The TeocbiDg of Agriculture lu Blementary aed Higber SchllOla in the West 

Indies. 
Compiled from official documents by Mr. H. E. Sadler. 

Thho volume (Cd. '16)"0 be obtained, eitber di .... lyor through any BookEll ... 
from WYMAN All'D SONS, LTD., 109, FBTTBB LAliB, R.C .. and 12, ABDfQDOX 
STRBB'I'. WaaTIIINM"BR, S.W.; or OLIVER .AND BOYD, TwBBDD.&.LB COUBT, 
bINBUBDB; or B. PONt50NBY, LTD .. 116, GBArI"ON STBUT, DUBLIN. 

Price U. s.I. ; pott jiw 60. U. 
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Voiume 5 "fSpecial Reports (Educational Systems of the Chief 
Colonies of the British Empire-Cape Colony, Natal, 
Commonwealth of Australia, New Zealand, Ceylon. 
Malta) (1901) contains the following Papers:-

A. Ante.&.-
1. Cape Colony, The History and Prc.qcnt State of Education tn. 

Part I., Sections 1-74:. 
By AIr. G. B. Muir, B.A.., of the Department of Public Education 

Cape Town. 
Part I., Sections 75 to end, Part II. an" Part TIl. 

Prepared from official documenta by Mr. M. E. Sallier. 

2. Nata~ Tbe System of Education In. 
By Mr. R. RUAAell, Superintendent of Education, Natal. 

B; COMMONWEALTH OJ' AU'STBALIA-
1. New South Wales, The System of Education in. 

Prepared from official clOCumel)tB flUppJied by the Department of Public 
Instruction for New South Walee. 

2. Victoria. The System of Education in. 
By the Hon. A. J. Peacock, late Minister ot Public Inmuction, 

Victoria. 

3. Queensland, the system of Education m. 
By Mr. J. G. ADdet1lOD, Under Secretary for Poblfe IDltruetion, 

QueenaJand. 

,'~. Tasmania, ·The System or Education in. 
Prepared from official documents" by Mr. A. B. Tweutyman. 

5. South A tl8traJia, The !';ystem of Education in. 
By Mr. C. L. Whitham, M_her of the lIoanI of Inspectono of School., 

South Australia. 

6. Western Australia, The System of Education in. 
By Cyril Jaciuloo,lo"JMlCtor.Ocneral of f!<o1Jools, Weotem Australia. 

C. Nsw ZULA.'OfD-
New Zealand, The System of Education in. 

Prepared by Mr. M. E. Sadler, from official documeote oupplled '". the 
Department of EducatioD for New Zealand. 

D. CE'lLOJI-
Ceylon, The System of KJ)ucation in. 

By Mr. J. B. CuU, late Director of Public Instruction, and Hr. A. Van 
Cuylenburg, Inopector of Schools, Ceylon. 

B. lofAI,u-

:Malta. The System. of Education in. 
By Mr. N. Tagliaferro, V_ of Education, 1Ia1ta. 

This 'f'olnme (Cd. 417) can be obtained, eitber directly or througb any BooPeUer. 
from WYMAN A.lfD SONS. LTD., 10'), FETTER LA~E., E.C., and 32, A.SJ.OD01I' 
STREET, WEST.DieTER, S.W.: or OLIVER AND BOYD, TWElIDD.A.LB CoCBT. 
EDIlIBUllGB; or K. PONSOSBY, LTD", 116, G&ArI'OI tinED, DUBLUf. 
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Volume 6 of Special Reports (Preparatory Schools for Boys. 
Their place in 'English Secondary Education) (1900) 
contains the following Papers :-

I. Introduotion. 
By Mr, C. C. Cotterill. 

~; The Masters of a Preparatory School. 
. By Mr. C. C. Cotterill. 

3. Preparatory School Equipment. 
By Mr. Frank Ritcbie. 

4. The Time Table of Work in Preparatory.Sehool8. 
By Mr. H. Frampton Stallard. 

O. The Preparatory School Curriculum. 
'By Mr. G. Gidley RobinlOn. 

6. The Place of the Preparatory School for Boys, in' Secondary Education in 
England. 

By Mr. M. E. Sadler. 

7. Entrance Scholarships .at Public Sch!lOls, Bnd their infiuence aD Pl'Qparatory 
Schools. 

By the Rev. the Hon. Canon E. Lyttelton. 

8. Examination. for Entrance Scbolal'Sbips at' the Pu bUe Schools. Their Character 
and Effect on the Educational Work of Preparatory Schools. 

By Mr. C. C. I,ynam. . 

'9. The teaching of Latin 'and Greek in Preparatory SehoolR. 
By the Rev. C. Eccle. Williams, D.D. 

10. The Teaching of tbe Motber t'ongne in Preparatory Schools. 
By Mr. H. C. Tillard. 

II. The Teaching of History In Preparatory Scbool •. 
By Mr. A. M. Curtei •• 

n. Tbe Teaching of Geography in Preparatory Schools. 
By t.he Rev. F. R. Burrows. 

18. Tbe Teacbing of Modern Languages in Preparatory Schools. 
By M ...... E. P. Arnold and Fabian Ware. 

H. The Teaching of Mathematico in Preparatory Schools. 
By the late Mr. C. G. Allum. 

. . 
lit NatW'w Science in Preparatory Schoola. 

By Mr. Archer V ..... Il. 

16. The Teaching of Drawing in Preparatory Schools. 
By Mr. James T. Watt& 

11. Art Teacbil1g in Preparatory Scbooll. 
By Mr. W. Egerton Hlne, 

18. The Scbool Workshop. 
By Mr: E. D. Mansfield. 

19. Musio in Preparatory School .. 
By the Rev. W. Earle, with an Appendix by Hr. W. W. Cheriton. 

20. Singing In Preparatory School .. 
By Mr. Leonard C. Venabl ... 

21. Gardening. ibt Bole in Preparatory School Life 
By Mr. A. C. Bartholomew. 

22. Health and Phy>ical Tr&inin~ in Preparatory Schools. 
By the Rev. C. T. Wickham. .' 
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23. Games in Preparatory Schools. 
By Mr. A. J. C. Dowding. 

24. The Employment of Leisl1re HOUTS in Boys' Bonrding Schools. 
By Mr. Arthur ltowntree. 

25. Preparatory School Libraries. 
By Mr. W. Douglas. 

26. A Day in a Boy's Lif(> at a Preparatory School. 
• By Mr. P. 8. Dealtry. 

27. School Management in Preparatory Schools. 
By the Rev. J. H. WilkinlJOD, with an Appeo(Ux by Hr. A.. J. 0 .. 

Dowding. 

28. Eoonomica of Prepamtory Scboola. 
By the Rev. C. Black. 

29. Preparation for tbe PreflBratory School. 
By Mr. E. D. MaDllfield. . 

30. Preparatory BoY8' Schools under Lady Principals. 
By Mr. C. D. Olive. 

31. The Preparatory Department at PDbli~ Scbools. 
By Mr. A. T. Martin. 

32. rhe Preparatory Department at a Public School. 
By Mr. T. H. Maeon. 

33. The BelatiOD8 between Public and Preparatory Schooll. 
By the Rev. Herbert Bull. 

31. The Preparatory School Product. 
By the Rev. H. A. Jamea, D.O. 

35. The Preparatory Scbool Product. 
By tbe Rev. tbe Han. CaDon E. Lyttelton. 

36. The Preparatory School Product. 
By Dr. Hely HutchinsoD Almond. 

37. The Preparatoiy School Product. 
Ily Mr. Artbur C. BeDllOn. 

38. The Home Training of Children. 
By Mra. Franklin. 

·39. The PORBibility of Co-edacation in Englioh Preparatory and otber t!eeondary 
Schools. 

By Mr. J. H. Badley. 

40. Notes on a Preparatol'1 School for Girll.. 
H. Appendix. 

This volume (Cd. 418) can be obtained, eitber directly or through an1 Boobeller.
from WYMAN AND SONS, LTD.. 109, FETTBB LANK, E.C., and 32, ABIlfGoo". 
STREET, WBBTlllli8TEB, S.W.; CtI' OLIVER A.., ... D BOYD, TWt:EDD<.U~. eoUST,. 
EDISBURGH; or E. PONSON BY, LTD., 116, GIU.n'o. STBBET, DVBLUI. 

Priu 21. 3Il.; pMl .... 21. 71l. 

[A .......... on! of print.] 

Volume 7 of Special Reports <Rural Education in France) 
(1902) contains the following Papers:-

The Rural Schools of Nortb·Weal France. 
By Mr. Cloudealey Brereton. 

Rural Education ia France. 
By Mr. John C. Medd. 

This .,. ... lume (Cd.. 8.1-1) cao be obtained. either directly or through anT BooUeller, 
from WYMAN "",1(D BOSS. LTD .. 109, FETTEa LA!C&. E.C'9 .od 32, ABI.ODfJ. 
STIlBBT WI!8TJlI1iBT£B. S.W.; 01' OLIVER A.lfD BOYD, T".EDD.&L& COURT .. 
EDprB~8GH; or K. PONSOSBY, LTD.., 116, Gurro5 tiftE£T, DuBLl ... 

Pria U. U.; poll I_ I .. U. 
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Volume 8 of Special Reports (Education in Scandinavia, 
Switzerland, Holla.nd, Hungary, &c.> (1902) contains the 
following Papers:-

I. 
1. The New Law for the Secondary Schools in Norway. 

By Dr. Kand. Mag. Otto Andersson. 
2. Education in Norway in the year 1900. 

A short summary reprinted from" Norway." (OfficiaJ Publication for 
the Pori. Exhibition, 1900.) 

S. Education in Sweden. 
Summarised translation of "Enseignement et Culture Inte11ectuelle en 

SuM.e," i88ued in connection with the Paris Exhibition, 190U, by the 
Swedish Government. 

4. Note on Children's Workshops in Sweden. 
By Mr. J. G. Legge and Mr. H. E. Sadler. 

6, The Nobel Foundation and the Nobel Prizes. 
By Hr. P. J. Hartog. 

6. The Training and Status of Primary a.nd Secondary Teachers in Switzerland. 
By Dr. Alexander Horgan. 

7. The Main Features of the School System of ZUrich. 
By Dr. H. J. Spen.er and Mr. A. J. Preasland. 

8. The Ecoles Maternelles of Paris. 
By Hi .. Mary S. Beard. . 

9. The Simplification of Frenoh Syntas:. Decree of the French Minjster for Public 
Instruction, February 26, 1901. 

Translation prepared by Mr. W. G. Lipscomb. 
10. Primary Education In the Netherlands. 

By Hr. R. Balfour. 
11. Primary and Seoondary In.truetion in Portugal. 

Tmns1ated and abridged from publications iAued in connection with the 
Paria Exhibition of 1900 by the Portuguese Government. 

12. Technical Inlltruction in Portugal. 
Tra.nsla.ted and abridged from publications i88Ued in connection with the 

Paris Exhibition of 1900 by the Portuguese Government. 
13. Hungarian Exhibition. 

By Hi .. C. I. Dodd. 
14. Publio Instruction in Servia. . 

Summarieed translation of U Notice sur i'instruction publlque en Serbie,". 
published on the occaaion of the Paria Exhibition. 1900. by the Mini,try 
of PubUc Instruction in the Kingdom of Servia. 

15. Commercial Education in Japan. . 
By Hr. Zenaaku Sano. 

II. 
16. The Study of Arithmetic in Blementary School'J. 

By Mr. A. Sonnen80hein. 
17. A suggeation B. regard. Langoagea in Secondary Day Schools. 

By Mr. S. R. H.n. 
18. Newer Methods in the Teaching of Latin. 

By Dr. It. A. Sonnenschein. 
19. Three School Journeys in Yorkshire. 
20 The School Journey (London to Caterham, etc.) made by the Student. at the 

Weatminater Training College, 1879-1900. 
By Mr. Jooeph H. Cowham. 

21. A plea for a great Agricultural School. 
By Mr. James Mortimer. 

2t. 'l'be Education, Barnings and Social Condition of Boys engaged in Street Trading 
in Manohester. , 

}ly Mr. E. T. Campagnao and Mr. C. E. B. RWJIIeIl. 
III. 

28. Sketch of the Hiatory of Eduoational Work in tbe late South African BepubUc. 
By Hr. John RobinBOD. 

24:. The Education of Asiatica. 
By Mr. R. J. WilkinaoD. 

Thi. volume (Cd. 835) can be obtained. either direetlyor through any Bookaeller, 
from WYMAN AND SONS, LTD.. 109, }o~ETTU. L.fJr-. .... B.O., and 33, ABIHGDON 
STREBT, WBSTJlIl'Io"STEB. S.W.; or OLIVER AND BOYD, TwJlKDDA..LB CoURT, 
EDINBUBUB i or E. PONSONBY. LTD., 116, GBAFTON STUBT, DUBLDf. 

Pri.tM 96. 24.; pM fiw s... 74. to 

• 13934 
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Supplements to Volume 8 of Specia.l Reports (1902 and 1903) 
contain the following Papers:-

A abort account of Education in the Netherlands. 
By Mr. John C. l4edd. 

Report on the School Training and Early Employment of LanC88hire Cblldl'cn. 
By Hr. E. T. CampagnllC and Hr. C. E. B. Bu ... U. 

These Reports (Cd. 1157 and 1861) can be obtained either dlroctly or throuJlh 
any Bookseller, from WYMAN AND RONS, LTD., 109, FETTER LANE, R.C., BUll 
32. ABINGDON ~TRBET, WBSTMINSTBR, S,W.: or OLIVER A.ND BOYD, TWEED
DALE COURT, EDINBUBGH ; or E. PONSONBY, LTD., 116, ORA.I'TON STREET, 
DUBLIN. 

Pm. 64.; pod fru 84. Pm. 84.; pod free 44. 

Volume 9 of Special Reports (Education in Germany) (1902) 
contains the following Pa.pers: 

t. The Unrest in Seconrlary Education in Germany8nd elJcwbere. 
By Hr. 14. E. Sadler. 

2. Note on Revised Curricula and Programme, of Work for H iaber Schools for 
Boys in Prussia, 1901. 

By Mr. A. E. Twentyman. . 
3. Higber Scbools for Girls in Germany: An Introdnctory Sketch. . 

By .IIi.., Mary A. Lyster. 
4 The Smaller Public Elementary School. of Prussia and Saxony, witb Nota tin 

the Training and Position of Teachers. 
By Mr. E. M. Field, H.M.I. 

5, Note on impending Changes in the ProCeuional Training of Elementary Scbool 
Teacbel'8 in PreMia. 

By Mr. A. E. Twentyman. 
6. Scbool Gardens in Germany. 

By Hr. T. G. IIoopef,H.1I.I. 
7. Impressions of some A.8pects of the work in Primary and other 8cboolt in 

Rhineland, etc. 
By Mr. B. E. Hngbes, H.M.I., and Mr. W. A. Beanland. 

S. The Continuation Schools in Berlin. 
By Gebeimregiernngsrat Profeloor Dr. Bertram. (Translatcd by Hr ..... 

E. Twentyman.) 
9. Note on tbe Earlier History of tbe Tecbnical Hlgb Schoolo in Oermany. 

By Mr. A. B. Twentyman. 
10. Recent Denlopment8 in Higher Commerci&J EdQCation in Oennao7. 

By Mr. M. E. Sadler. 
11. On the Measurement of Mental FAtigue jn GeJ'JDAIl1. 

By Mr. C. C. Th. Pare<. 
12. Report of. tbe Congress OD tbe Education of Feeble-minded Chlldren. held at 

AU/?Bburg, April 10-12, 1901. 
By Dr. A. Eicbholz, H.M.L 

13. On tbe EdD<'8tion of Neglected Children in O..-ny. 
By Dr. Fritz Bathenau. 

Tbi& .olnme (Cd. 638) can be obtained, either directly or tbrooJi:'b any Boobeller, 
from WYM.Hi .A!ID ross, LTD., J09, FBTTD LA1fE, ,R.C., and 32, ABr](GJ)(). 
STKKET, WaTJUBSTItB, S.W.; or OLIVER UD BOYD, TWEEDDAL& COU.T, 
EDIliBUaGB ji or K. PONSONBY, LTD., 116, GBArTU STaBn. lJUBLI __ 
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Volume 10 of Special Reports (Education in the United States 
of America: Part I.) (1902) conta.ins the following 
Pa.pers:-.. 

I. The Study of American Education: ilts interest aud importance to Englillh 
Readers. . 

By Sir Joshua G. Fitch. 

2. Koral Education in Americau Schools. With special reference to the formation 
of Character aud to Instruction in" the Duties of Citizenship. 

By Mr. H. Thisellon Mark. 

S. The Constitution of the City School SYBt!>ms of the United States. 
By Mr. A. L. Bowley. 

4. Summary Account of the .Report of the Educational Oommisaiou of the City of 
Chicago, 1898. 

By Hr. A. L. Bowley. 

G. The PubUc School System of Chicago. 
By Dr. B. B. Andrews, revisOO and completed by Hr. A. L. Bowley. 

6. The Public School System of the City of New York. 
B~ Mr. A. L. Bowley. 

1. Th. Public School System of Booton. 
By Mr. A. L. Bowley. 

8. The PubUc School System of St. Louis, Hissouri. 
By Hr. A. L. Bowley. 

9. The Pnbllc School System of Philadelphia. 
By Mr. Edward Brooks. 

10. A Sketch of the DOTelopm .. ' and preeeot Condition of the System of Education 
in the State of lIdiDDesota, with au Appendix deaUng with MiDDeapoiis and 
St. Paul. 

By ProfeISOl' D. L. Kiehle. 

11. Note on School Attendance in the Public Schools of the United States. 
By Mr. A. B. Tweutymsn. 

U. Some points of Educational Intereet in the Schools of the United States. 
By J4We Alioe BannhilL 

IS. The Training of Teach ... in the United States of America. 
By J4We )(, B. Findlsy. 

It. Teach ... College of Columbia Uni.ersity (New Yon). 
By Dr. James B. BusaeIL 

16. .. Nature Study· in the United States. 
By Mr. B. Hedger Wal\aoe. 

Thia TOlume (Cd. 887) ORO be obtained, either directly or tbroug6 any Bookseller, 
from WYMAN ..:ND SONS, LTD., 109, FE'l'TBB LANa, B.C., aIbJ. S'J, ABIlt'GDON 
STaaBT, WUTIlINSt"BB, S.W.; or OLIVER AlfD BOYD, TW'BKDD.6.LB CoURT, 
EDIlIBUBGB; or E. PONSONBY. LTD., 116, GB.U'fOlI S1'BBBT, DuBLIIr. 

Prieo s.. 3d.; po.t /oW s.. 84. 
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Volume 11 of Special Reports (Education in the United State. 
of America: Part 11.) (1902) contains the following 
Papers:-

I. The Curriculum of the American Secondary School (High School). 
By Mr. D. 8. Sanford. 

2. Secondary Education in a Democratic Community. 
By Profeaoor Paul H. Han08. 

S. A ComparillOD between the English and American Secondary Schoo'" 
By Mr. George L. Fox. 

~. C4n American <Jo.education be grafted npon the Englieh PuLlic School 
System I 

By the Rev. Cecil Grant. 

6. Education and IndUJtry in 'be United Statet. 
By Mr. H. ThiBtleton Mark. 

6. Commercial Education in the United States. 
By Mr. P. J. Hartog. 

7. Some Notes on American Uni"enities. 
By Mr. Percy Ashley. 

8. Tables mowing the Chief Recent Benefaetiooa to Higher Education 10 tbe United 
States. 

9. A Contrast between German and Amerieaa Ideals 10 Education. 
By Mr. H. B. Sadler. 

10. Education in the American Dependencies. 
By Mies M. B. Tanner. 

II. The Holiday eon.... for Caben Teachers at Harvard. 
Prepared by Mi .. H. B. Tanner from doc:ameolo .. pplied by tbe United 

Statea CommiIBiODel' of Education. 

12. Tbe Edncation of the Colomel! Baee. 
By Mr. H. B. Sadler. 

APPDDIClBII-

A. The Faoetion of Education in Democratic Soeiety (reprinted from 
"Educational Reform,... Essay. aDd Addre.ea by Charlet W iJliam EHot, 
LL.D ... President of Ba.nard UninTSity),. 

B. Bible Reading in the Public 8cbooIs of tbe United States. 

C. Hanard UniYerOity. Opportunities provided for Religioaa W'lI'Ihip. Imt...,. 
tiou and FeIIowohip. 

D. President Niebolu Manay Buu... on ReIigioaa __ and ilo Bdatloo 
to Education. 

Tbie ..,lome (Cd. 1J56) can be obtained. either cfuectIy or through &DY_. 
from Wl'1lAN AlIID SONS, LTD, 109. FInTIIIO L.urs. B.c, and U. ABlYOOOS 
8'r1tDT, WBBTllDiBT .... S.W.; or OLIVER AlID BOYD, TwKKDDALS COO&T, 
BDDlBvaGB; or B. PON80liBY, 1Jm., 116, G~ 8'ran:T, ImBLD'. 
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Volume 12 of Special Reports (Educational Systems of the 
Chief Crown Coloniee and Possessions of the British 
Empire, including Reports on the Training of Native 
Races: Part L-West Indiee and Central America., St. 
Helena, Cyprus and Gibraltar) (1905) published simul
taneously with Volumee 13 and 14) contains the following 
Papera:-

A. w ..... llml. AND CIII<TII.AL AlIBllICA-

I. The System of Education in 'he Bahamas. 
By Hr. G. Cole, lnopectm and Geneml Snperintendent of Schools, 

Bebamy 

2; The System of Education in Barhadca. 
By the !leY. J. E. Beece, In~or of Schools, Hr. J. A. Carrington. 

Aasiotant Inspector of Schools. and 'he Bev. J. B. Nichols. Secretary 
to tbe Education Board, Barhadoo. 

S. The System of Education in 8cnnnda. 
By Hr. Goorge Simpoon, lnBpedor of Schools, Bermuda. 

•• The System of Edneation in Britlllh Honduras. 
By Hr. A. Barro .. Dillon, lnopectm of Schools, British Hond."... 

6. The System of \!<Ineation in Trinidad and Tobago. 
By Hr. B. Gervue B ....... _ Inspector of Schools, Trinidad and 

Tobago. 

6. The System of Education In the Windward laIanda. c .. ) Grenada. 
By Hr. John Harbin, Inspector of Schools, Grenada. 

C&) 8t. Lucia. 
By Hr. Fred. E. Bondy. Inspector of Schools, St. Locia. 

Co) St. Vincent. 
By Hr. Fvanlt W. Grillith, Secretary of tbe _ of Education 

formerly Inspector of Schools, at. Vincent. 

B. ST. HBLDIA-
. The 8ystem of Education in St. Helena. 

By the !leY. Caoon Alfred Porter. 1nspector of Government Schools, 
St. Hel ..... 

C. EeROP&-
1. The S,..em of Edueatioo in CypJ'DL 

By the BeT. F. D. Newham, 1nspector of Schools, CypruL 

I. The Syotem of Edueation In Gibral&ar. 
By Hr. G. F. eom...n, K.C, Colonial Inapector of Scbools, Gibraltar. 

APPBllDIl<-

A. W .... llmDIII AND CIII<TII.AL AlIBllICA-

Education In Jamaica in ita reiatloo to Skilled Handicraft aod Agricultural 
Work. 

By th. Hoot !leY. the Archbishop of the West IodieL , • 

• Thia oolume CCd. '577) can be obtained, either direct.ly or through any _lIer. 
[rom WY HAN AND SONS, LTD., 1011, FETTBB LAlrB, B.C, and 1I2. ABnrGDO" 
STBBB'". WBSTIIINBT&a. S.W.; or OLIVRR A.lrD BOYD, T'wBEDDAL& CoURT, 
BDl!iBUIIGII i or B. PONSONBY. LTD., 116. GB.&.i'TOlIl STBBBT, DUBLIlf. 
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Volume 13 of Special Reports (Educational Systems of the 
Chief Crown Colonies and Possession8 of the British. 
Empire, including Reporte on the Training of Native 
Races: Part IL - West Africa, Basutoland, Beuthem 
Rhodesia, East Africa Protectorate, Uganda, ·Mauritius, . 
Seychelles) (1905) (published simultaneously with Volumes 
12 and 14) contains the following Papers:-

A. WEST APRICA.-
1. The System of Education in the Gold Coast Colony. 

By the late Mr. F. Wright, Inapector of Schools. Gold Coast. Colony. 
2. The System of Education in Lagos. 

By Mr. Hp.nry Carr, late Inspector of Schooll, Lag08. 
S. The System of Education in Sierra Leone. 

By Mr. M. J. Marke, Inspector of Schools, Sierra Leone. 
4. The System of Education in Southern Nigeria. 

By Mr. C. J. M. Gordon, late InlOpector of Scbooll, Southern Nigeria. 
B. SOUTH AND CEliTRAL AFBICA-

1. The System of Education in Basutoland. 
Report supplied by Mr. H. C. Sialey, Resident Commi88ioner, Buuwiand. 

2. The System of Education in Boutberu Rhodesia (1890-1901). Its origin and 
development. 

By Mr. H. B. D. Hammond, Firlt 11lIpeetor of Scbools fl1l Sootbem 
Rbodesia. 

3. Note on Education in the East Africa Proteetora.te. 
4. Education in Uganda. 

(1) SocMt<! d .. Millllional .... d'Mriqoe-Pm.. Blanca. Vicarlat AJIOIIIo
lique do Nyanza Septentrional. By the Bight lln'. 'he Bishop of 
North Victoria Nyanza. 

(2) Tbe Church Mi"";onary Society. By )IT. R. H. Walker. 
(3) Noambya )lillllion. Couducted by tbe Mill Hill (London) Fatho ... 

By tbe Rigbt Rev. tbe Bishop of tbe Upper NIle. 
C. MAURITIUS-- . 

The System of Education in liauritiua. 
Prepared from materials aappUed by tbe Deportment of Pu bU. 

lnstraction,. Mauritias. 
D. SEYCHELLES-

Tbe System of Edacatiou in 8eycbeu... 
By Mr. L. O. Chitty, late Inapeetor of Scbools, I!e7cbeUea. 

APPENDICES-
A. WBST Antc.&.-

1. Tbe Educational Work of tbe BaeeI )lillllioD 00 tbe Gold Cout: Ito Hetbod 
in combining Industrial aDd Ilanual Training with other Infiaent'al 
indispensable kJ the Formation of the Character of tbe Natiye Race. 

By tbe Rev. W. J. Rottmann, Principal of tbe BaeeI Miooioo Training 
School for CatecJUst. ADd Teocb ..... Akropong, Gold Cout. 

B. SOUTH AliD CEBTB.A.L UBIC£.-
I. Notes on Industrial Training for Natly .. on the Congo (Baptiot MiooiOD8lY 

Society). 
By tbe Rev. George Grenfell, BaptiA )liooiooary Society. 

2. Educational Wark in LiringBlAmia. witb lpecia1 lleference to the _ of 
Manll&~ Ind1l8trial, and ",,"cultural ioBtructioD. 

By tbe Rev. J. Fairley Daly. B.D. Hon. !Iecretar7 of tbe LlringolDlliA 
)[illllioo (United Free Cbmcb of Soot .... d). 

3. The Educatiooal Work of tbe Blantyre )fiMioo, BriU.h CenkaI Africa. 
Preparod from MaterialalUpplied by <be Cbmcb of _land Fomp HioIiOll 
Committee. 

4. Tbe EdacatiOD of Nath'ea in South Africa. 
By Lieat.-Colonel Sir IlanI.aI J. Clark, K.C.Il.G, Imperial llesidelrt 

Commia8ioner, Soutbem Rhodesia. 
ii. Ou. liatin Edocation--'ktutb Africa. 

By &be Rev. 10m .. Stewut, H.D. D.D, of LoYedaIe lIi11ion, c. .... 
Colony (United Free Cbmcb of Scotland). 

6. Tbe Wmk of the )(oraYiaD H_ iD Soo&b Mrica ADd North Quens
laud. 

By tbe !leY. J. JL Wilsoo of the )(I1l8YiaD Cbmcb. 
Thill yolome (Cd. 2378) eao be obtaiued, either directly or through aDJ ~lltT. 

from WYlfA.lil .."D SONS, LTD, 109, Fr:rrn LAIK. £.C. and S2, AlII.GUO_ 
STBEft,. W&z1TIIIJIi'8TEIl, S.W.; or OLIVER .£lID BOYD, Tw.EDD.AL& COUaT. 
EDIIBUltGB; or K. PONSONBY, LTD., 116, G~ STaD'l'. IJUBLI.~ 

PriM ... IW.; ,.., f .... 2<. 04. 
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Volume 14 of Special Reports <EducationaI Systems of the 
Chief Crown Colonies and Possessions of the British 
Empire, including Reports on the Training of Native 
Races: Part nI.-Federated Malay States, Hong Kong, 
Straits Settlements, Fiji and Falkland ;Islands) (1905) 
(published simultaneously with Volumes 12 and 13) 
contains the following Papers:-

A. ASIA-
1. The System of Education in the Federated Halay States. 

Report supplied by the Federal Education Office, Federated Malay 
States. 

2. The System of Education in Hong Kong. 
By Mr. Edward A. Irving, Inspector of Scboolfl, Hong Kong. 

S. 'The System of Education in the Straits Settlements. 
By Mr. J. B. ElclUD, Director of Public Instruction, Straits Settlements. 

B. FIJI-
The System of Education in Fiji. 

By the Hon. W. L. Allardyee, C.M.G., Oolonial \Secretary and Heceiver 
General, Fiji. 

C. F .A.LKL~ ISL.A.ND8-
The System of Education in the Falkland Islands. 

By the Very Rev. Lowther E. BrandoD, Dean, Colonial Chaplain and 
Government School Inspector, Ftlkla.nd Islands. 

APPBNDICES- . 
1. Note on the Work of the Industrial Millioos Aid Society. 

Prepared from materials supplied by the Industrial Missions .Aid 
Society. 

2. On the Ed.catlon of Native Races (C.H.S.). 
By Mr. R. Machonachie. 

3. Industrial Education in Catholic Missions. 
By the Right Re •. the Bishop of Salford. 

4. Education in British New Guinea. 
By tbe Right Re •. the BiBhop of New Gnlnea. 

6. Work of the American Board of C-ommilsioDera for Foreign Missions in 
regard to Indusbial and AgrieulturaJ. Education in India.. 

Prepored from IDaterialB B.pplietl by the American Board of CommiB
moners for FOreign Miflfrions. 

6. Memorandum. on Technical Education in Southern India. 
By the Rev. Canon A. Matgijscbil (Fellow of Madras University), 

Nazareth, Southern India. 
7. Industrial Schools and School Gardens in Ceylon. 

By Mr. S. M. Burrows, late Director of Public Instruction in Oeylon. 
8. The Education of tbe Indians of Canada.. 

B1 Mr. Harry Moody, of the Canadian and Pacific Bai\W&y Company. 
This volume (Cd. 2579) can be obtained, either direcU,. or through any Bookseller. 

from WYMAN AND SONS, LTD., 109, FBTTJtB. LANE, B.C., and 32, ABINGDON 
~TRE&T, WBSTMINSTBR, S.W.; or OLIVER AND BOYD, TWEEDDALE COURT, 
EDINBURGH; or E. PONSONBY, LTD., 116, GLUTOK STRBET, DUBLIN. 

PrW I,. Sd.: ptJIt}reo lIf. O<i. 

Volume 15 of Special Reports (School Training for the Home 
Duties of Women: Part I.-The United Statesof America) 
(1905) contains the following Paper:-

The Teaching of II Domestic Science II in the United States of America. 
lIy Hi .. Alice Ra.enhilL 

This 'Yolume «('.d. 2498) can be obtained. either directly OJ' throagh any Bookseller, 
from W1:MAN AND SONS, LTD., 109, FBTTBB LANs. B.O., and 32, ABINGDON 
~TRii:BT. WSSTKINS"BB, S.W. j or OLIVER AND BOYD, TwUDDALIl CoURT, 
EDINBURGH i or g. PONSONBY. LTD., 116, GRArrON STBEET, DUBLIN. 

PrW II. 94.; ,..}reo lIf. lei. 
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Volume 16 of Special Reports (School Training for the Rome 
Duties of Women: Part II.-Belgium. Sweden, Norway, 
Deumark, Switzerland, and France) (1906) contains the 
following Papers:-

1. Housewifery Instruction In State-supported Schools in Belgium. 
By Mi88 Helen E. Matheson. 

2. The Teaching of Domestic Economy in Sweden. 
By Mr. Edward Adam8-Ray, Stockholm. 

With Supplementary Notes by Fro Hierf.a..Retzio8, Stockholm. 
3. The Teaching of Domestic Economy in Norway. 

By Froken Helga Helgesen, Christania. 
4. The Tcachioe- of Domestic Science in Denmark. 

By Froken Henni Forcbhammer, Copenhagen.. 
5. The Teaching of Domestic Science in Switzerland. 

By Miss M. Ckile Matheson. 
6. The Teaching of Domestic Science in State Institutions in Fmoce, with special 

reference to Paris. 
By Mlle. ~ne Pitsch, Paris. 

(Cd. 2963.) Proie. I •. 6d.; pmttlru 11. 104. 

Volume 17 of Special Reports (Schools Public and Private in 
the North of Europe) (1907) contains the following 
Paper:- • 

Schools Public and Private in the North of Europe. 
By Mr. J. S. Thornton. 

(Cd. 3537.) Priu 84.; pOllI,uIOjd. 

Volume 18 of Special Reports (The Education and Training of 
the French Primary School Teacher) (1907) contains the 
following Papers:-

I. Curricula of French Higher Primary Schools. 
Introductory Note. 
1. Scheme of Work and SyllahUi of Instruction in Higher Primary 

Schools far Boys. 
Tran.lataI by Mr. P. J. Hartog. 

IJ. Scheme of Work and 8yllabuo of Inmuctlon in Higher Primary 
Schoola for Girls. 

TraDJl1ation prepared in the Office of Special Inqulrieo aDd 
Reports. 

2. Life in a French Higher Primary SchooL 
By Mr. A. If. Saville. 

a. Summary of the Official RegnlatioDl aftecting the Training and Potritioa of 
Teachers in State Primary &boola in Fnmce. 

By Misa Helen E. Matheaoo,. 
4. The French Training College Sylltem. 

By Mr. B. Dumville. 

(Cd. 3777.) Priu 11.; p..t I'" 11. Sol. 

Volume 19 of Special Reports (School Training for the Rome 
Duties of Women: Part ill. Germany and Autria) 
(1907) contains the following Paper:-

The Domestic Training of GiTls in Germany aud .Austria. 
By Milo M. Ckile Hatheoon. 

(Cd. 3860.) Priu 7+4.; po« freo 104. 

These Tol ...... can be obtained, either directly or throagb ony I!oobeller, 
from WY1UN ~ SOliS. LTD, 109. FEn .... Lu .. R.C" &ad 32, ABnrGOOW 
STaKEI', WBSTlIDI"BTD., S.W.; or OLIVER AlI'D BOYD, TwaEDDAU CoUsT, 
EDIliBUBGB; or K. POYSONBY, LTD.., lUi. GBArroJf 8Ta88T, D~LDf. 
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Volume 20 of Special Reports (The Teaching of CIa.ssics 
in Secondary Schools in Germany) (1909) contains the 
following Pa.pers:-

1. The Origin and History of the l!eform in CIaasica1Teachmg in Germany. 
By Mr. J. W. Headlam, B.M.I. 

2. Comparison of English and German Claasical Schools. 
By Mr. Frank Fletcher. 

3. Method of Teaching Claasics in the Reform Schools in Germany. 
By Mr. J. L. Paton. 

,(Cd.4997.) Pri", 9id.; prnt/'N! II. 

Volume 21 of Specia.l Reports (School Excursions and Vaca.tion 
Schools) (1907) contains the following Paper:-

School Kxc\ll'BioDS a.nd· V &Cation Scbools.' ... 
By Mr. J. E. G. de Montmorency. 

(Cd.3866.) Prw. 5id.; ""lit/I''' 7d. 

--'------

Volume 22 of Special Reports (Provision made for Children 
under Compulsory School ,Age in Belgium, Francs, 

, Germany, and,l?witzerland) (1909) contains the following 
Papers:- ' ' " 

1. The Provision made in Belgium for Children under Compullory School Age. 
. By Mi .. M. B. Bynge. 

I. The Pro.iaion made In France for Children under Compnlaory School Age. 
By Miae M. B. Synge. 

S. The Pro,i,;on made in Germany and SwitzeriaDd for the Care of Children under 
tbe Compuleory School Age. 

By Miae M. G.May. 
Appendix :-

Not81 on the Provision made for the Teaching of Young Children in Foreign 
Countriea and British Colonies. 

~rom material collected by the Froebel Society uf Great Britain and 
Ireland. ' • 

(Cd. 4477.) Pries 11. ad.; pullt free II. 711. 

Volume 23 of Special RepOrts (Educa.tion in Russia). (1909) 
contains the following Paper:-

KllucatiOD in Ruaaia. 
By Mr. Thomaa Darlington, H.M.I. 

(Cd. 4811.) Pri<¥ II. 64.; puM f-II. ad. 

Tbl.>Se 'f'olumea caD.. be obtained, either directly or through any Boobeller, from 
WYMAN AND SONS, LTD., lOS, FBTTBB LAN .. B.C., and Hi, ABINGDON STBBET. 
WBSTMIN8T&B, S.W.; or OLIVER Ali]) BOYD. TwBIIDDALB CoVBT. BDJliBtJBGB' 
or K. POSSONBY. LTD., 116, GB.&.rl'ON STUB'l, D1JBLIN. ' 

• 13981 
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Volume 24 of Special Reports (Secondary Education in France) 
(1911) contains the following Papers :-

1. Translation of the Curricula of French Secondary Schools for BoYM. 
By Mr. P. J. Hartog. 

2. The Aim of the New Curricula for French Secondary Schoo!.. 
By Mr. P. J. Hartog. 

3. A Comparison between French and English Secondary ScbfJoJs. 
By Mr. Cloudesley Brereton. 

4. Report on an Inquiry into the Method of Teaching the Mother-Tongue in lI'rance. 
By Hr. Arthur H. Hope. 

u, The Secondary Education of Girls in France. 
By Mr. James Oliph~Dt. 

6, Notes on the Teacbing of Mathematics in the French Lyc6es for Uirill. 
By Hi ... A. E. Metcalfe. H.M.1. 

1. VEnseignement SD~rieur en France. 
By M.onsieur Louis Cazami&n. 

8. L'Ecole Normale Supcriellre. 
By Mr. E. B. Edwar~., H.M.I. 

Pl"irt $g, 

Volume 25 of Special Reports <Universitiee in the Overseas 
DoIninions) (1912) contains the following Papers:-

1. Some Notes on University Constitutions in the OVenea8 iJominiOIlll. 

2. Organisation of the Universities of the OVer&e:a8 Dominions. 

So Statements of Beceipt8 and Expenditure. 
4. CoUl"8e8 of Study for Degrees and Diplomas. 

p,.ic~ ... St!. 

Volume 26 of Special Reports (The Teaching of Mathematics 
in the United Kingdom. Part L> (1912) contains the 
following Papers:-

1. The Teaching of lIathematicoln London Public Elementary Schoo!.. 
By Mr. P. Ballard. 

2. The Teaching of Elementary IIathematica in BogJiab Public Elementary 8chuflJ!t. 
By Mr. II. J. Spencer. 

S. The Teaching of llathemat:ica to Y ODDg (..fhildrea. 
By HiM Irene Stepbe:oa. 

4. The Correlation of Elementary Practical Geometry and Geography. 
By Miss Helen Bartram.. 

o. The Position of Mathematics in &eondary Schools in Eagiaud. 
By1lr. W. C. Flek:her, H.lI.C.I. 

6. Jlatbematics In the I'repaIatory School 
Byllr. E. Kitchener. 

7. Coone In lIathematics far lIunicipal Secondary Schoola. 
Byllr. L. 1I. Joneo. 

8. Mathematics In Sootcb Schools. 
By Profeooor G«qe A. Giboon. 

9. Mathematics at Osborne and Dartmoutb. 
Byllr. J. W . .Merea, with a Prebce by lIr. C. E. Amf<ml 

10. The Teachiug of Arithmem in 8eoondary School&. 
Byllr. G. W. Palmer. 
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11. The Educationa1 Value of Geometry. 
8y Mr. G. St.L. Carson. 

12. Parallel8traight Lines and the Method of Dil-eetion. 
By Mr. 1'. James Garstaog. 

13. The Algebra Syllabus io the Secondary School. 
By Mr. C. Godfrey. . 

U. The Teaching of Algebra in Schools. 
By Mr. S. Bamaro. 

15. The Teaching of Elementary M.echanics. 
By Mr. W. D. Eggar. 

16. A School Course In Advaocod Geometry. 
By Mr. C. V. Durell. 

17. The Oalcul us .. a School Subject. 
By Mr. O. S. Jackson. 

18. Higher Mathematics for the Classical Sixth ~'orm. 
By Mr. W. Newbold. 

19. Practical Mathematics at Public Schools :
Introductions. 

By Profeaaor H. H. Tumor. 
Practical Mathematics at Olifton College. 

By MI'. R. C. Fawdry. 
Practical Mathematics at Harrow School. 

By Mr. A. W, Siddon •. 
Practical Mathematics at Oundle School. 

By Mr. F. W. Sanderson. 
Practical Mathematics at Winchester College. 

By Mr. G. M. Bell. 
20. Methods of Intuition and Experiment io Secondary Schools .. 

By Mr. C. Godfrey. 
it. Examination. from the School Poiotof View. 

By Mr. Cecil Hawkins. 
2S, The OrganiSfLtioD of the Teaching of Mathematics in Public Secondary Schools 

for GirJe. 
By Mi .. Loui .. Story. 

SS. The Value of the Study of Mathematios in Public Seoonda1'Y SchooL:. for GirIH. 
By Misa E. R. Gwatkin. 

2j. The Place of Mathematics in the Education of Girls and Women. 
By Mi .. Bare A. BurotalL 

25. Higber Mathematics for Women. 
By Mrs. Henry Sidgwick. 

These volumes can be obtained, either directly or through any Bookseller, from 
WYMAN AND SONS, LTD., 109, FKTTBB LANB, E.C., aud 32, ABINGDON STREET, 
WlJ8TIIINSTKR, S.W.; or OLIVER AND BOYD, TWEBDDALB COURT, EDINBURUB; 
or E. PONSONBY, LTD •• 116. GRAPTOli STIUIBT. DUBLIN. 

The following Reports from Volumes 2, 3, 4, 5, and 9 of Special 
Reports. on Educational Subjects have bee!l' issued as 
Reprints:-

Special Reports on Intermediate EduoatioD in Wales and the Organisation of Education 
in Swit.zerland. 

(Noa. I in Vola. a and S respectively.) Price II. Id,; post free I •. Sid. 
Special Reports on Modern Lau~age Teaching. 

(No. 36 in Vel. land Noo. 7, 8, 9, 10 io Vol. S.) Price 6Id.; post free 81d. 
Special ~{)ort. on Secondary Education in Prussia.. 

(N06. 2 and IS in Vol. S.) . Pri~ 11.; IMlBt free .... Sid. 
Speclal Report on Secondary Schools in Baden. 

(No.' in Vol. S.) Price iild., pootfree 7d. 



Special Reports on Education in France. 
. (Nos. 22, 23, 24, 25 in Vol 2.) 
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Special Report on the Henri8tic Method of Teaching. 
(No. 19 in VoL 2) 

Price ~d. ; poot Iree Illd. 

Price 3d.; pOit free 4d. 

Special Report on the connection between the Public Library aDd the Public ElemclI' 
tary School. 

(No. I3 in Vol. 2.) Price 2Id.; (JOIIt Iroo 81d. 

Special Report on the SY8tem of Education in Ontario. 
(No. A I in Vol:4.) Price 84. ; poot fr ... IOld. 

Special Report on the SYRt.em of Education in the Province of Quebec. 
(No. A 2 in Vol. 4.) Price Hd.; pIlOt Iree Hid. 

Special Reporteon the System~ of Education in Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, PriU(~ 
Edward bland. aod Newfoundland. 

(Nos. A S, 4, 8, and II. in Vol. 4.) Price 8tl. ; poot free IOld. 

Special Reports on the Syst:.eJn8 of Education in Manitoba, Nortb·WCHt TerritoriCJI and 
British Columbia. 

(Nos. A 0, 6, 7 in Vol. f.) I'rice 8a. ; 100 Iree lid. 

:-;pecial Reports on the Systems of Education in the We8t Indies, and in Briti,h 
Guiana. 

(Nos. C I, 2,3 in Vol. 4.) Price 84.; pool free lid. 

Special Reports on the Systems of Education in Cape Colon, and N stal. 
(Noo. A I, 2 in VoL 5.) Price !!d.; pool free 1114. 

Special Report on the System of Education in New South Wales. 
(No. B I in Vol. 5.) Price 8-1. ; pool free 91d. 

lIpecia1 Report on the System of Ed .... tion In Victoria. 
(No. B 2 in Vol •• ) Price 8d.; pool free lOll. 

Special Report Qn the Syatem of Edncatlon in QaeenolaDd. 
(Yo. B 3 in VoL 6.) Price !!d.; pool lree lid. 

~peciaI Report on the 8yHtem of Education In Tasmania. 
(No. B 4 in VoL D.) Price !!d.; pool lree 9d. 

Special Report on Ihe Syatem of Edocation in Sooth Anstrali .. 
(No. B 0 in VoL 5.) Prit-e 84. ; 1_ free 91d. 

Special Report on the System of Edocation in W..t.mJ Aw4ra1iL . 
(No. B 6 in VoL D.) . Price 84.; """' free'ld. 

Rpecial Report on the 8yolem of l;AIocation in New Zealand. 
(No. C in VoL 5.) Price 84.; ""'" free Wid. 

Special Report OD the System 01 Education in Cey"' •. 
(No. D in VoL ii.) 

Special Report on the 5yolem of ~n in IIaJta. 
(No. E in VoL D.) 

Special Report on School Ganlens in Germany. 
(No. 6 in Vol t.) 

Price 84.; ~ free 9d. 

Price 84.; ~ free IW. , 

Price 3d.; ~ free U' i 

Theoe can he obtained, either diRrllyor Ibrongb tJD1 BoobeUer. from WnlA!II: 
..uro SO:s~. LTD., 109, FErrEll L.A.lIE, E.C .• and 32, AlIt.aDOs 8TB.zr:r. WJ!lJ'l'~;: 
.IlISTEB., s..W.; or OLIVER AlfD BOYD, TWEEDDAL • ...coUft, EDl»'BUUB; ori 
B. PONSONBY, LTD", 116, GB.A.PTOS STIlEET, DlrBLlB'. i 
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PREFATORY NOTE TO VOLUME 28 OF SPECIAL REPORTS 
. ON EDUCATIONAL SUBJECTS. 

The following report on the Relation between &hools and 
Industrial Employment in the United States has been prepared 
by Miss Winefrid Jevons after a visit to America which she 
undertook on her own initintive Ijnd without any definitely 
formulated plan of writing a report. On her return she 
submitted the results of her observations to the Director of 
Special Inquiries and Reports, and, on his recommendation, the 
Board of Education undertook the publication of her paper. 
The report deala with questions which are now under general 
discussion in this country, and the Board considered that the: 
presentment which it contains of the various ways in which 
the problems of general and specialised industrial instruction 
are being attacked in the States would stimulate further 
thought and assist in the formulation of proposala suited to 
this country. 

It will be agreed that in many respects the conditions in 
America have a greater resemblance to our own than those of 
neighbouring continental countries. As with us, apprenticeship 
has declined and its regulation h!lS long been a matter of. 
dispute between employers and federations of labour. Many 
firms have ceased to employ any apprentices, and very few: 
trust solely to this means for recruiting their staff of work people. ! 
There is, moreover, an admitted lack of skilled workmen, and! 
it is neither possible nor desirable to make good this deficiency I 
hy the continued importation of trained workers from abroad. 
The difficulty of securing efficient training in the shop has, 
directed attention to the provision of more formal and systematic i 
instruction elsewhere. Naturally the appeal is to the schools. 
The demand, originating with the employers but generalIy 
supported by the Trade Unions and Associations of Labour,' 
includes the provision of Trade &hoola, of general ind ustrial ' 
training, and even of pre-vocational instruction. This large 
requisition has not been accepted with unqualified approval: 
by the Education Authorities, and Dr. Maxwell, the City 
Superintendent of &hools of New York, in an article on! 
"Arrogance in Educational Theorists" in the .. Educational! 
lteview" for February 1914 makes a strong protest' against' 
the "arrogance" of the manufacturers who desire that the 
public school shonld take over the whole burden of industrial, 
training. He insists most earnestly that no narrow trade; 
schooling should ever be allowed to encroach upon that general i 
training in literature, arts, science and religion which is the: 
child's rightful inheritance. But Dr. Maxwell is not opposed' 
to all forms of industrial training. He suggests various lines 
of advance. He is sympathetic towards the fitchburg plan of: 
co-operation between the high school and the factory, under. 
which alternats weeks are spent in school and . work3hop.! 
Thia scheme has aroused an nnusual amount of mterest In.I 

America and is fnlly described in MillS J evons' report. Approval 
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is also given to attempts. to modify the curriculum 'or the 
Elementary School by the introduction of a lat'ger measure or 
practical work. In this connection special mention should be 
made or the work of the school authorities at Gary, Indiana . 

. The developments which have there taken place seem to the 
Board so fresh and so full of promise that they have supple
mented Miss J evans' account by reports written by Dr. Crowley, 
one of the Board's Senior Medical Officers, who visited Gary 
after attending the Fourth International Congresli on School 
Hygiene (Buffalo, 1913), and by Miss Hilda Wilson, who spent 
some time in America in the same year. 

A still more difficult problem relates to those children who 
leave the Elementary School without completing the course 
and, in subsequent years, depend for their existence on 
unskilled desultory labour. Here the subject matter of 
instruction is not so immediately defined by the worker's 
occupation as it is in industrial education proper, and this, 
coupled with the difficulty of obtaining the right type of 
teacher, makes the solution of. this problem perhaps the 
hardest task with which the educational administrator is at 
present faced. Even in America, only the barest beginnings 
have been made, but it is not without interest to compare 
the methods there employed with those practised in other 
countries. 

There is yet another aspect of the question which has to be 
kept in view. It is not sufficient to understand the child and 
his capacity, it is necessary to know "the job" as well. 
Various investigations have been set on foot with a view to 
determining the specific qualities which are .likely to ensure 
success in a particular calling. In this connection a passage 
may be quoted from a' report made to the Foreign Office by 
Mr. Wilfred Powell, H.M. Consul-General in Philadelphia :-

" It is s\lggested that in respect to Vocational Training 
a school can do at least two definite things: first, the 
school can adapt itself in its curriculum and daily 
discipline to the industrial possibilities of the child, in 
other words, the school can incorporate in its daily 
instruction larger elements of vocational discipline; and 
second, it can place this direction of vocational education 
in connection with the child leaving school so as to advise 
him concerning the best possible wage-earning career 
which is likely to prove to be his vocation in li,fe . 

.. It might here be stated that it has ouly, been within 
l'ecent months that a careful study of the type of mind 
needed for the motorman's job has been made. A year 
ago in one metropolitan centre there were more than 
50,000 street tram accidents and the Tram Company of 
that City paid more than 13 per cent. of its gross income 
for accident indemnity. After trying by every possible 
mechanical means to avoid accidents ~ after spending 
large sums of money on safety devices with but trifling 
results, the Authorities of that Tram Company ~at last 
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thought of turning their attention to thernotorrnen who 
had charge of their cars. The services of a professor 
from a well-known college were secured to study the 
circumstances, and after various experiments he was able .. 
to apply a test by which he could pick on t the type of 
man who would be likely to make a good motorman, that 
is to say, • make his time,' and yet to safeguard the lives 
in his keeping. The application of these tests by the 
professor showed that more than 25 per cent. of the men 
then employed were wholly incapable of using the type 
of mentality necessary." 

Other experiments of a similar nature have been made and 
it is hoped thus to accumulate experience and by well-founded 
educational guidance to prevent the waste which the wrong 
choice of a career involves. 

It is,however, clearly recognised that the success of the 
whole movement is dependent upon two things: on the 
satisfactory supply of specially qualified teachers, and on the 
provision of larger funds. To meet the former need, special 
courses f(lr the training of industrial teachers have already been 
established at such institutions as Teachers College, Columbia 
University, and Pratt Institute, New York. The provision of 

. the necessary funds has introduced considerable modification 
into State systems of education. It is generally agreed that the 
provision of industrial training cannot be regarded as a purely 
local matter. Accordingly in those States which have beEm 
most active in the last six years-Massachusettll, New York, 
New Jersey, Wisconsin and Maine-State funds and State 
officials have been freely provided to assist in the development 
of local effort. But the imperative national call for improye
II!ent has led people to demand a still further extension of the 
sources of financial assistance by the provision of federal aid. 
In July 1912 a Bill was introduced into the Senate, which, if 
carried, would ultimately have provided nearly 3,000,000l. a 
year, of which more than 300,000l. was to be devoted to the 
training of teachers. 

The Board desire, on Miss Jevons' behalf and for them
selves, to acknowledge the hell' rendered her in her inquiry by 
Mr. P. P. Claxton, Commissioner of Education for the United 
States, and hy the City Superintendents of Schools for Boston, 
Chicago and New York. Miss Jevons also desires to express 
her gratitude to many others, including State and City School 
Superintendents, teachers, and social workers, who gave their 
time and assistance unstintedly in their endeavour to be of 
sernce in the cause of those children who leave school early 
for industrial employment. . 

It will be understood that the Board do not necessanly 
endorse any opinions which may be expressed in these papers. 
For these the authors are alone responsible. . . 

Office of Special Inquiries and Reports. 
April 1914. . 
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6 School and Employment in the United States. 

THE RELATION OF SCHOOLS TO EMPLOYMENT 
IN THE UNITED STATES. 

CHAPTER I.-INTRODUCTION. 

Any study of education in the United States is complicated 
by the fact that each State is autonomous, legislating on educa
tional matters as best suits itseU. Each State, moreover, has its 
own child labour laws. A comparatively uniform system of general 
or cultural education has been built up, though even in thiR, 
tremendous differences in the amount of expenditure and school 
attendance can be found between the progressive states of 
the north and the backward rural states of the south. But 
American education is now in a period of transition, different 
conditions in the country are introducing new educational 
aims, and as this is a time for experimenting, one meets 
many varieties of school aud continuation class in a journey 
only so far west as Wisconsin and Cl,icago. 

The United States has provided free tuition for its children 
from the elementary school up to, and in many States through, 
the State University; it has aimed at providing a liberal 
education for all who sbould wish to profit by it; its IICheme 
was built up on the assumption that each child should have the 
opportunity of fitting itseU to become and should become master 
and mistress of its own domain. The movement of population 
till 1880 was rapidly westward to the unopened territories lying 
there, and the immigrants, Irish, English, Scandinavian and 
German, mostly settled on the land. Since then the movement 
westward has been less marked and attention is being turned to 
the industrial centres of the east; greater opportunities of ad
vancement occur there rather than in the western states, and the 
type of immigration has altered. Southern Italians, Slavs (Poles, 
Slovaks, Lithuanians, Bohemians, &c.) Jews from Hussia and 
Austria, and Greeks are pouring into the country, the total numbers 
of immigrants reaching a million a year. Most of these do not 
go to the land but to the coal mines, the steel mills and the 
textile works of the east and middle west. It is an immigration 
of people from a rural life to town conditions, of a people who 
have not had educational opportunities themselves and who do 
not realise the value of the education offered to their children 
as does the American born. They are a people, too, on whom 
the conditions of town life often tell heavily and whose children 
therefore may be compelled to take up wage-earning at the 
earliest legal opportunity. A class is growing up, rather has 
already grown up, who will always be employed, and Americans 
are enquiring how far their educational system is meeting 
the needs of these people. 



The Ame1ican School System. 7 

Elementary education is compulsory in most of the northern 
states between the ages of six or seven to fourteen, or to sixteen 
under certain circumstances. It is not ),Iossible to consider here 
the southern states where conditions are still very different from 
the north, and where an improvement in educational laws and 
arrangements is greatly needed. Below the age of six, such 
instruction asthe parents desire must be obtained in kindergartens 
supported by philanthropic institutions and only occasionally by 
the public school authority. The elementary schools are called 
grammar or grade schools, the standards of our elementary 
schools being represented by the eight grades through which 
the average child is expected to pass at the rate of one a year; 
Hence he should pass out or " graduate" £rom the grade school 
at fourteen years of age or thereabouts. If he is backward in 
learning he may be compelled to remain in day school to 
the age of sixteen. The standard required varies very much: 
in BOme States he may leave school at fourteen if he has 
passed the third grade, in others he must have completed the 
fifth. When he is sixteen he is £ree to work as he wishes, 
except that in certain States he must prove he is not illiterate, 
in which case he must attend an evening school. 

If the child· wishes to continue his education during the day 
after the completion of the elementary work, he passes £rom the 
grade school to the high school in which he can take four years 
of work-he may enter for the academic, commercial, or the 
technical (manual arts) course, which for girls is usually repre
sented by the domestic arts. Thence, in many States, he may 
go on to the free State University, taking either the general or 
the technical degree-all this without other charge than (in 
BOme States) the purchase of school books and of such materials 
as are necessary for BOme of the practical arts training. 

If he wishes to work between the ages of fourteen and sixteen, 
and BOme States have a law that between these ages a child must 
be in school or at work, he must, as a rule, obtain a .. work 
certificate," without which no employer may legally employ a 
child under sixteen. This work certificate may be obtained in 
various ways in different States, application being made to a 
judge, or to the board of education, or the board of health. 
Only eight States have adequate laws for birth registration and 
BOme of these are of recent date. Hence proof of age must be 
furnished by the production of a baptismal certificate if a birth 
certificate is not available, or, failing that, hy an ,affidavit made 
by the parent. In addition a record of health filled in by an 
appointed doctor, and a schooling certificate given by the head 
tescher of t.he last school attended must usually be shown. A 
certificate from an employer undertaking to gi\'e the child 
employment must also be obtained in five States. 

This method at first sight strikes an English visitor, 
accustomed to a birth certificate as the only necessary proof of 

• The term .. child ., bao been ueed throughout this report, .. in America, 
to include all boys and girls up to sixteen y ....... of age.'· , 
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the right to work as very clumsy, but a nearer acquaintance 
with it shows the immense possibilities provided by the scheme 
for the close supervision of the young workers between fourteen 
and sixteen years of age, possibilities which are slowly being 
taken advantage of in a few localities and which are dealt with 
later in this report. 

There is a constant dropping out from the grade schools, of 
those who being fourteen are anxious to work as soon as possi ble, 
and from the high schools of those who for various reasons, 
cannot or do not wish to continue learning. Americans have 
been asking why it is that the children do not remain longer 
at school. Of those leaving the grade schools to work, about 
60 per cent. have not completed the school curriculum. 
Numbers leave the high schools during or after their first year 
there. 

Attention WaR first directed to the reasons why children 
leave school by the inquiry made into the relation of children 
to the industries for the Massachusetts Commission on Industrial 
Education in 11105." Cases of children at work in Massachusetts 
were investigated, and it was shown that 76 per cent. of these 
might have continued in school if the advantage had been 
realised. . In an inquiry made under the Commissioner of Labor 
for the United States Senatet in 1909 the cases of 620 children 
from certain selected schools who had left to go to work were 
investigated. The children's earnings were considered neceBl!3ry 
for the home if the weekly per capita income after payment of 
rent and sickness and death expenses reached only Ii dollars 
a week-if it lay between that sum and 2 dollars they were 
considered necessary if the standard of management of the 
home was not the most economical. Taking the four towns in 
Northern States from which returns were made, viz., Pawtucket 
and Woonsocket in Rhode Island, and Plymouth and Hazleton in 
Pennsylvania, one finds the following reasons given for leaving 
!!Chool :-

No. Per cent. 

Earnings necessary to family - 1()3~} 
Help needed 
Self BU pport necessary -

27'3 

Child's help desired though not 
necessary - - - - -

Child's dissatisfaction with school 
Child's preference for work -
Other causes 

125 
US} 
45 
IS 

Total- - 421 100 

• Report of the M,=.buaetta CommieoioD OIl Indutrial and TecImical 
Education, April, 1906. • 

t Report on condition of Woman and Child Wage p.rnero m the 
United States. VoL VII.. ConditioDll tmd .... whi.b ehiJdrea le ... 'e .. bool to 
go to work. WaahiDgtoa. GO'eiJuaeDt Printing Oftice, 1910. 
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In this return therefore in only 27' 3 per cent. of the cases 
was the child obliged to leave school. In 38' 7 per cent. of the 
cases he (or she) left of his own choice. 

In a careful investigation made into the cases of 302 
children leaving school in two typical districts in New York 
City by the Vocational Guidance Survey under the Public 
Education Association of New York City" of which a preliminary 
report only has so far been published, it was shown that only 
20 per cent. of the children left school through economic 
pressure, their families having a weekly per capita income of 
$l.50 or less, only 33 per cent. having $2 or less. More than 
two-thirds of the children and more than three-fourths of the 
parents had no conviction that it was worth while to spend 
more time in school. 

An inquiry made of 1,000 boys attending evening schools 
in New York Cityt showed a somewhat dilIerent result: 
64' 8 per cent. said they had left to support the family or owing 
to the death of a parent, 27' 6 per cent. because they wished to ; 
but this inquiry can scarcely bl:' regarded as typical, since as 
the compulsory evening attendance law is not strictly enforced, 
the boys dealt with would be mostly those wishing to continue 
learning and therefore attending voluntarily. 

An investigation was made by a sub-committee of the City 
Club of Chicago in 1910 and 1911 which covered this question. 
It is stated that of 205 boys who had left school and were 
visited tln'ough permission of their employllrs, 90 per oont. said 
they had not left school because of the necessity of going to 
work, but that they were tired of school-75 per cent. said they 
would have stayed in school if they could have been getting 
trade training.:!: 

It should be remembered that the reasons for which any 
one child leaves school are complex--often several together 
form an invincible argument when one alone would not have 
been sufficient to cause the step, but nevertheless it may be 
safely assumed from the preceding typical investigations that 
of the children leaving school to work.at or about fourteen yeara 
of age in the northern states only about 30 per cent. do so through 
financial necessity. The rest leave because they or their parents 
are dissatisfied with school. 

Following this therefore comes the question, what do these 
children do on leaving school, what work do they,take up, and 
what prospects lie ultimately before them? 

• Bulletin No.9. Publio Aaeooiation of New York City. reprinted from 
the 14th ADnual Report of the City Superintendent of Schools, New York 
City,1912. 

t Fourteenth ADnual Report of the City Superintendent of Schoola. 
Report on Evening Sohoola for the year ending July 31, 1912. (City of 
New York.) 

t A report on Vocatioual Training in Chicago and in other cities hy & 

oub-oommittee of the Committee on Publio Education, 1910-11, of the City 
Club of Chioago, p. 37. (City Club of Chioago, 1912.) • • 
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The report of the. Massachusetts Commission on Industrial 
Education shows that 68 per cent. of those found at work under 
sixteen are in unskilled industries, juvenile occupations and 
textile mills, 22 per cent. are in the low grade skilled industries 
and only 9 per cent. in the high grade skilled industries.'" 

In the report to the United States Senate already quoted 
from, the 22~ boys investigated in the northern towns entered 
the following grades of work ;-

Nos. Per Cent. 

Wage for adults; $15 a week and 
upwards - 11 

15 
- 196 

Wage $10 and under $15 -
Wage under $lOt 

222 

5 
6'7 

88'3 

100 

The 302 children investigated in New York City had held 
by the time they were revisited 406 jobs, in 314 of which there 
was absolutely no training. 

If In 41 there was some chance to • pick up' if the rtlBh were not too 
great, in SO some boys had a chance to work on one pr0ce88. in 21 there .... 
some supervision, but in the majority of these. the children were either 
worlring in a amall ahop or with relativ... An attempt .... 8 made to 
. di.acover whether there ..... any ·edncational value in the jobs even .. here 
there W&8 no specific training. In 49 caaea the work waa enervating to the 
extent of being poaitively bad in ita e1feet on the hoy. in 321 caaea it "&8 
enervating becanae it waa entirely empty of meaning. In only 36 caaea did 
the work take hold of the children and etimnlate them. Theae children 
worked in 215 manufacturing eatablishmenta. 76 per cent. of them helonging 
to the 20 la.rgeet indnatri .. in Manhattan." 

The inquiry made of the occupations of 1,000 boys attending 
the New York City evening schools showed 76'2 per cent. 
employed as errand or office boys, 15' 3 per cent. at unskilled 
factory labour, 6·2 per cent. unemployed, and only 2' 3 per cent. 
working at a skilled trade; 17' 7 per cent. of these boys were 
over sixteen years of age. 

~-----------------------
• "UnaJrined indnetri.. are •••• claaaified 88 thoae in which the 

work is the repetition of " aingle or aimple operation, eaaily Iearued in " 
short time, aDd in which the knowledge of one part is not easential to 
that of another. Consequently the grade of ability and reaponaibility 
reqnired is low, and the ... agee correapondingly low. • • •• Among the 
lo ... ·grade skilled indnetriea. the mill indnstriea are .imilar in character 
and inJIoence to thoae of the nnakilled indnetriea; bot the dilference 
exista in the cleaner and man! deairable conditione of work, in the greater 
care reqnired in similar procea .... and in the existence of " larger Domber 
of akilled occnpationa in the indootry ioto which the ambitiona emplo!ee 
may force himaelf • • • • In the high-grade .killed iodnetry a h.gh 
grade of akill is reqnired in anyone oocopation and mnet he acquired by 
lOme yeara of training or experience. Or an acqoaiotance by the employee 
with one occnpation in the iodnatry is often ... ential to the knowledge of 
another." Report of the Maaoachnaetto Commisaion on Indnetrial and 
Techoica1 Education, pp. 3~. . 

t Theee wage ratea indicate roughly the gronpa of .killed. low ~e 
akilled, and nnakilled occapationa. thongh _ c1aooification ill impoo81ble. 
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In Chicago it was found that 29 per cent. of all the children 
of the city between the ages of fourteen and sixteen had left 
school. Half of these were idle when the school census in 
1910 was taken. Of the rest 29 per cent. were in factories, 
34 per cent. in stores and offices, and 36 per cent. in miscel
laneous occupations. In Cincinnati, of 'all children leaving 
school before they were sixteen to work, 73 per cent. were 
only fourteen to fifteen years of age, and almost all went to 
unE!ducational employment. 

Inquiries made of the social workers, education officials, and 
Trade Union men, whom the writer met during her visit, 
showed that in the middle west (Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, 
and Ohio) no boy can enter a trade until he is sixteen years 
of age, while few girls entering as young as fourteen can 
hope to have any opportunity of advancement. This appears 
partly due to the labour laws of those States which prohibit 
children under sixteen from workillg on moving machinery and 
restrict their working hours to eight a day and so have made 
it unprofitable for employers to take them for skilled work; 
and partly to the attitude of the Trade Unions who throughout 
maintain that sixteen is a young enough age to enter a trade. 
The following reasons were given the writer by the men to 
account for this :-' .. The more education a boy has before entering 
a trade the better"; U a boy does not know his own mind before 
sixteen"; .. he would,n't settle down to a trade before sixteen, 
eighteen would be better, but we can't make it too high." 

In the East, where some of the Unions are not so strong, nor 
the labour laws so prohibitive, a boy of fourteen has rather more 
opportunity of entering skilled work, but very few do eyen 
here-so few that they are almost a negligible quantity, for 
employers care less and less to employ children under sixteen 
years of age for any but the most unskilled work. The relatively 
high wage expected for children probably helps, too, to make 
it unprofitable for them to put boys and girls of fourteen at 
work where teaching is required. Hence the work taken 
up by the children who leave the grade schools at fourteen is 
all uneducational, unprofitable work-messenger, errand boy, 
monotonous factory employment and the like. The children, 
too, pass readily from job to job, sometimes with a period of 
unemployment in between. Figures given the writer for the 
State of Connecticut showed that of 15,000 chilllren to whom 
work certificates had been granted in the past 18 months, quite 
4,000 had held three places during that time; one child had 
held 12 jobs. 

The writer cannot say what proportion of these children 
ultimately enter skilled trades, nor can she hear of any inquiry 
made into the careers of adult workers·; when the question was 

• Sin ... writing the above, Bulletin No. 17 of the United States Bureau 
of Education for 1913 baa been published in which it. is stated (p, 30) that 
an inquiry made by the W omen's Educational and I,ndustrial Union of 
Boston into the careers of 309 women in akilled trades in Boston and 
Worcester, lIa .... , showed that only four began at lUl8kiIled .rot.\:. 
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put to Trade Unionists and others no one could give an anHwer. 
But be that as it may, the fact remains that these two yeal"H, 
fourteen to sixteen, are profitless to the children who work anll 
the good gained by them in school is thrown away. What then 
can be done to keep these children longer in school? Or if 
they cannot, or will not, remain in day school, what else can be 
done to give them Bome further education and to leave them 
less helpless to meet the demands and preSRure of the wage
earning life which they so thoughtlessly enter at fourteen? 
~ri~ans are asking these questions and are. answering t1iem 
m varIOus ways. 

First the legal age for leaving school cari be raised to fifteen 
or to sixteen. Some reluctance to do this exists since it is felt 
that as yet the schools are hardly meeting the needs of the 
industrial class of children, and that more experience ie 
necessary before all should be compelled to remain longer 
in the day school In many States, however, Bills to raise 
the school-leaving age are introduced before the legislatures 
each year, and in Massachusetts and Illinois there seems a 
real chance that in two or three years this may be done. 
Meanwhile where the school-leaving age cannot be raised, 
tlIe alternative is to make the day schools 80 attractive to 
the children that they shall wish to remain after fourteen 
years of age, and to give such education that the parents 
shall feel that time spent at school is not lost. The attitude 
of many is at present summed up in the words of the 
hotel porter at Chicago who asked the writer what a certain 
conference was about. "On what to teach children in the 
schools," was the reply. "Teach them something useful, that's 
what I say," was his answer; and "something UHeful" meal18 
to the immigrant parent some occupation which the child can 
follow later or which he or she can take up at home, something 
related to real life as they know it. Besides, the boyar girl of 
fourteen is longing to be doing something useful and real, 
and in various places the school syllabus has already been 
altered to satisfy this desire. Some form of manual work 
has long been introduced into most elementary schools, and 
about an hour and a half a week has been given in the lower 
grades to paper and cardboard box-making, raffia work, 
elementaryweaving, &c., and in the upper grades to sewing for the 
girls and woodwork or81oyd for the boys; but this, good though it 
is as far as it goes, is not enougll, and therefore" pre-vocational " 
courses, as they are tenned, are being tried in certain sc~ls. 
In these the children devote half the school day to actIve 
manual work, house work, cooking and sewing for the girls, 
preliminary trade training of some kind for the boys. Tbese 
courses have already been very Rocceseful in keeping on in the 
elementary dool th~ children who would otherwille have left 
at fourteen without completing the grade work, besides affording 
them opportunities of trying their powers at Tarioos trades. 

Those children who have completed the grade school work at 
fourteen, but to whom the high school does not appeal, and thOlle 
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who have not graduated but want industrial training may be 
attracted by regular trade schil04l. The movement for the 
extension and development of day trade schoo41 under public 
authorities dates from the beginning of this century, and is, 
therefore, still only in its infancy. Many of the high schoo41 
have for BOrne years had practical courses in-which forge, foundry, 
engineering and wood work may be taken as part of the general 
school curricnlum. but this manual work has been introduced 
mainly for educational purposes. For girls this training has 
been given by courses in domestic arts. Undoubtedly BOrne 
children who wish. to follow manual trades enter th.ese technical 
high. schools first, but the courses have been planned for 
college preparatory work, and cannot, therefore, be regarded 
as undertaking to give instruction in a trade. How far it is 
the liuty of public authorities to give definite vocational 
instruction was a subject much. under discuesion in the winter 
1912 to 1913. In the Eastern States trade schools of two types, 
the whole-time day trade school and the co-opel'8tive half-time 
school, have been started under State systems of industrial 
education, and both have undoubtedly proved very successfnl 
in drawing children to them who would otherwise have entered 
some uneducational employment. Enquiries have been made 
and legislation introduced to increase such schools. The history 
of the movement and the relation of these schools to conditions 
of industry and organised labour is discussed later. 

The children who have l"ft school to work can be offered 
opportunity for further education and training at continuation 
clssses. A system of evening classes for elemeutary and high 
..chool work has been in existence some years and is taken 
advantage of by tltose, mainly adults, who wish to study 
further, and sometimes to prepare for college. Evening trade 
classes to supplement the work of those following trades, have 
been till lately, little developed by the school authorities, such 
clssses, where they exist, being still often mainly maintained by 
the Young Men's Christian Association and privately endowed 
technical institutions. But the United States appears to be in 
advance of England in the development of part-time classes 
attended during tlle day by employees through the co-operation 
of employers or by the enlightened action of the Trade Unions. 
Such. classes, however, are mainly for those in skilled industries, 
and do little to touch the children between fourteen and sixteen 
years of age in unskilled work. In three States, tlterefore, 
(.'Ompulso1'Y continuation classes have been instituted. In tlte 
State of New York tltese were started some years ago in tlte 
evening for boys who have not completed tlte grade work-in 
Ob.io and Wisconsin they have been introduced during tlte day. 
It is noteworthy tltat now in all discu."sions on the matter no 
suggestion is ever made tltat compulsory classes for children 
under sixteen could be introduced in the e,·ening. 

The establishment of tlte Juvenile Advisory Committees in 
England has been watched with interest. l-ittle has SO far 
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been d~ne in the States in placing children in work on leaving 
.school-whatever has been done has been undertaken by 
philanthropic agencies. Opinion is divided as to how far thi,. 
is the function of the education authority-fear is expressed that 
any such work might lead to children leaving school earlier than 
necessary and to their exploitation, since it is only unskilled jobs 
which are open to them at fourteen years of age. Attention has, 
therefore, been given to "vocational guidance" rather than to 
placing, i.e, to the study of the child during his time at school, 
to a discussion of the methods to be used for noting his 
characteristics and to interesting and instructing the teachers in 
the matter. By the gradual collection of information the child 
is then advised as to the most suitable occupation for him to 
follow, and urged, if possible, to fit himself for that by further 
study. This method was first introduced in Boston, and is 
developed further there than elsewhere. 

It will be seen that the methods followed to meet the problem 
of the fourteen to sixteen year old children are various -one is 
tried in one State, one in another, and some have not yet passed 
beyond the period of experiment. Conditions of industry, 
population and temperament varY between England and the 
United States, but, nevertheless, a study of the methods followed 
to tackle a problem in many ways so very similar to ours is 
suggestive; because of the intense readiness of the education 
authorities, of employers and the people to adapt old methods 
to new conditions, to utilise voluntary efforts for ollicial purposes, 
and to try experiments, it is both interesting and stimulating. 
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CHA.PTER II.-HISTORY OF THE MOVEMENT FOR 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION. 

History of the Movement.-Theintroduction of day trade and 
other industrial schools into the system of education in the United 
States has naturally a bearing, not only on the age at which 
children leave school, but on the demand for and supply of 
skilled labour. A country with a splendid supply of natural 
reSOUl'ces, it has been prodigal of them. Its exports have ·been 
largely raw or partly raw materials, and it has relied on 
importation in spite of high tariffs for many of its highly 
finished goods. Together with this, as has been said, it has 
neglected ihe immense national resources lying in its children 
and the children of the immigrants daily reaching its shores. 
The development of the Country has gone on with a marvellous 
rapidity and energy, but a time of change has gradually come. 
It is realised that a more intensive system of production must be 
followed, sufficient skilled labour must be available to develop 
the resourceR of the country within the country, and this skilled 
labour must be produced from the children already there. 

The industries of the United States are more subdivided 
than those of England, machinery is used to a greater extent, 
its speed even is greater, .and there is less opportunity for 
the highly trained craft work which we still need. Never
theless the very amount of mal'hine-made work and the speed 
at which the machines are run call for the existence of highly 
trained men to act as foremen and supervisors, while much of 
the work demands a steadiness and resourcefulness which can 
only be obtained throngh education. 

These very same conditions make the training of boys in the 
works more difficult. Immigration of adults does not supply 
the need sufficiently, since the majority of immigrants are 
nnskilled labourers, while the curiously short-sighted policy of 
the Trade Unions in restricting the opportunities of apprentice
ship to very narrow limits where they are strong enough, 
reduces still further the opportunities of the American youth for 
securing training in a trade. That there is a demand on his part 
and on the part of foreign immigrants for trade training, and 
insufficient opportunities for acquiring it is shown by the 
fact that schools which purport to teach a trade are run as 
commercial enterprises. They charge high fees and give short 
courses of trade instruction only. These schools are to be 
found especially in such trades as watch making, jewellery and 
engraving work, photography, hairdressing, the boot and shoe 
industry, etc. Other short course schools have been founded 
by private benevolence. It has also been possible, though it is 
less so now than fomleriy, for a youth engaged in unskilled 
work to attend evening classes in a trade at;'d so ~ick up 
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sufficient skill to obtain a position in the trade itself, from 
whence he may work himself upward. There is a far leK8 hard 
and fa.qt line between the Rkilled and the unHkilled worker in 
America than in thi~ country, though anyone entering a trade in 
this way can hardly hope to rise to any good position. 

The early movement for the provision of day industrial 
training was entirely philanthropic and started among the 
negroes before the whites. In 1868 at the close of the Civil 
War, General Armstrong started the Hampton Normal and 
Agricultural Institute, a residential college for giving training 
in agricul ture and trades to coloured men and domestic work 
to coloured women, together with some general education. 
Students were also trained to become teachers of these subjects 
in the country schools. This Institute grew rapidly and is 
!It ill doing most useful work. In 1909-1910 241 students were 
taking the trade classes. In 1880 the Tuskeegee Institute, 
where trades also are taught, was established by an Act of the 
Alabama Legislature and developed by Mr. Booker Wash~ngton, 
a former pupil at Hampton. The coloured population of 
the United States is placed in a worse position than the 
white. It is practically impossible for a coloured boy to 
become apprenticed to a trade except wit.h his own race. 
Hence these institutions aim at turning out thoroughly trained 
workmen. 

The establishment of. day trade and evening technical 
schools for white boys dates from the eighties, with few 
exceptions, and is also due to philanthropic enterpri8e. For 
instance, in 1881 the New York Trade &hool, an independent 
endowed institution, was founded for giving training ill the 
building trades, both in the day and evening, to beginners 
and those already in the trades. In 1883 the Hebrew 1'e .. h
nical Institute, New York, was started for the induKtrial 
training of Jewish boys; in 1887 Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, 
New York, a polytechnic with day and evening technical 
courses was founded by the benevolence of a philanthropic 
manufacturer, and in 1888 Mr. Williamson founded the 
Williamson Free School of Mechanical Trades in PennAylvania. 
This last provi(les free board and lodging and training in 
engineering or a branch of the building trades, together with 
some general education, to 230 boys between sixteen and eighteen 
years of age for three years. It is regarded as one of the most 
successful day trade schools and has been closel.v studied by 
those wishing to start trade schools elsewhere .. ' The magni
ficence of its endowment, howe\,er, makes it an exceptional 
institution. Students from those private trade 8<,hocyls wl,ich 
offer thorough training appear to have no difficulty in obtaining . 
situations, indeed at the Williamson School the writer was told 
that applications from anployers are received in exceso; of the 
supply. 

Manual training was introduced into the high schools about 
30 years ago, and shortly afterwards into the elementary schools, 
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but, as has been said, it was introduced for its educational 
value as part of a regular high school course, and has therefore 
done little to help the boy destined to work with his hands j;(J 

train for a trade. 
Seve;ralof the large cocporations, feeling the want of highly 

trained mechanics, have institu.ted apprenticeship courses 
together with some theoretilcal training in .their own schools.. 
Such is the system of the New York Centml. Rai1riJsd where 
apprentices in the shops attend school PNBryday from 7 to 
9 a.m., or of the General Electric Oomllsn,y. West Lynn, Mass., 
whe.re apprentices spend a few hours a 'Week m sc.b.ool betwee:a 
the hom2 of B.3Q a.m. amd 6 p.m. 

In 1892 and 19Q2 the United States Bureau of Labar 
published long reports on the results of its Jinvestigations into 
manual, industrial and technical training in the United States 
and .abroad, but the agitation for the improvement.of facilities 
for industrial education by the publie authorities dates from 
1906. In that year the Commission on Industrial and Tec.b.nical 
Education appoimted by the Legislature of Massachusetts made 
its report, in which was shown the number of children drifting 
to unskilled work on leaving SCl1001, and the £ailure of the 
principal skilled industries of Massachusetts to provide 
adequate tnIIining for children 'Ilndllll' sbcteem years .of age. The 
Commissien recommended the modificatien 1lif 'some 'Of 'the 
work of the elementary and high schools so that it might have' 
8 more practical (-either industrial or agricuitural" vaille, and 
the introduction of a Bill in the Legisllstare pt'G'Vidi'l1g for the 
e!!t&blishment of 8 permanent Commission' on Industri&1 
Education whieh shou1lci enCO\H'agtl the establishmtm.'t ,<:If 
industrial schools, t.e., ·day Ilrade schools and evel!ling trade 
classes, to be independent, of the existing echedl~. [t 
l'6COIumended that the State'should reimbtmlll the local autho
rities for the expense of the main1lenanee of such schools onp 
to one half the oost. These latter recommendatioos becsm.e 
law in the eame yeM', a 'Stats CommissiGu being created tG 
supervise the formation of these" independent n industrial 
schools. The powers of this Commiesion were later transferred 
to the State Board of Education. 

In 1906 the National Society for the Prometion of Industrial 
Education was formed :-

"To bring to public attention tihe importance of in_mat ec1ue&tion as 
a fa<ltor ill t.he mt1wJbria!, <lflOO8!opmellt of the U'altei Stlltea; to -'de 
opportouitiea for tIla atudy &lid .c1iecussioa of the nmo.. phaa .. of othe 
problem; to make .. ...u..ble the .......uta of _ienoein thelieldof industrial 
edooation botih in this 000Dtry.... abt-a; _d >to promoDe ilbe eoWilish
mont of inRtitutiona fur iluiUBtriJll ~ ... 

This society by means of conferences, publications ~d 
appeals to the Legislatures has carried on a vigorous propaganda, 
a_n'l has 'Undoubtedly done muolato inerease 'PUblic Urterest ' 

• Constitution of the National Socieby for the Promotian of Industrial 
Education. ' • 

.. 19969 
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in the n.ee~ for the better indust;ial training of workers. 
Hence, wlthm the last few years, wIth the typical energy of 
~eri~ns, volWI?-es of literatu~, enquiries and reports on 
md~t.nal educatlO~ have been Is;sued by public and pri vats 
bodies and the subject has been dIscussed from every point of 
view. Attention has been much directed abroad, and the 
methods followed by Germany have been especially studied 
and quoted, and have had a marked influence on the views held 
and suggestions made in America. 

Eight States. Connecticut, Indiana, Maine, Maryland, 
Ma.ssachusetts, Michigan, New Jersey, and Wisconsin, have 
appointed and recei ved reports from special commissions for 
the study of industrial education. In 1910, partly at the 
request of the American Federation of Labor, the United States 
Commissioner of Labor issued an exhaustive report!/> dealing 
with the existing public and private opportunities for industrial 
education in the United States, while the recent reports of the 
Commissioner of Education have also dealt with the matter. 

The National Association of Manufacturers of the United 
States of America reported on the subject in l!HO.t They state 
that:-

.. The interests of manufacturing industry require & ...... education for 
boy8 who are to work with tools and machines. That this indll8trial 
adueatiou must consist of skill and echooling and that these two parts are 
of equal importance-that they muat be organically combined_Dd that 
each will eoordinate and BUpplemeut the other." 

They therefore approve the institution of" real trarle schools " 
in which half-time should be devoted.to " schooling adapted to 
the life of the pupil" and half-time be spent in -well equipped 
productive shops where pupils are taught the best methods of 
rapid high grade production by skilled working mechanics. 
They insist that the training must be extremely practical, and 
that the schools nee.d. not pI'oduce anything but useful high 
grade products. The fact that instruction has so far been 
given by a course of .. exercises" has held manual training 
back. They lay stress on the importance of the development 
of a .. shop spirit" in the school. The length of time to be 
passed in these schools should be four years from the age of 
fourteen, after which the boy should take a place in the works 
on his own merits. 

The American Federation of Labor, the association of 
Trade Unions, appointed a Committee in 1909 to consider the 
question of industrial education. This Committee i8&"Ued their 
final report in 1912.:/: They there denounce· the private and 

• 25th Annual Report of the Commissioner of Labor, 1910. Indnatrial 
Education. Waahingtou: GoYernment PrintiDg Office. 

t ~ing>l of 15th Annual eou .. ention of National AMociation of 
llanufactDtel'B of the United St&tee of America in 1910. 

t This was regarded ... .a important that it ..... reprinted .. an official 
paper, 'riz.: .Report; of Committee on Industrial EdncatWn of the American 
Federation of Labor. Reprinted as Senate Document, No. 936. 6:!nd 
Congreea. 2nd Seeoion. Washington: Garernment Printing OlIice, 1912. 
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commercial short course trade schools which, they say, plactl 
hal1 trained wage earners on the labour market whb lower wage 
standards and often act as strike breakers in the event of any 
industrial dispute, but they approve of the development of the 
public system of giving trade training. ':Ole following extracts 
show their point of view ;-

.. We believe that technical and industrial education of the workers 
in tradee and industry, being a public necessity, should not be .. private but 
a public function, conducted by the public, the expense involved at public 
cost and as part of the public school system. In order to keep such schools 
in close touch witll the trades and industries, there should be local advisory 
boards, including representatives of the industries, the employers and 
organized labor. . . • • (p 11). . 

.. We recommend the establishment of schools in connection with the 
public school systems, at which pupils between the agee of 14 and 16 may 
be taught the principles of trades, not necessarily in separate buildings but 
in schools adapted to this particular education by competent trade'trained 
teachers. . . • • 

.. If in the course of time schools under public administration with a 
broad and liberal course of instruction (with an advisory committee composed 
of employers as well as trade unionists) shall demonstrste practica.l efficiency 
in training workers for the highly skilled trades, we favour the recognition 

. of that portion of time spent in the schools, which, after an examination by 
the union at interest of the practical and theoretica.lability of the apprentice, 
can be considered compa.rable to actual training in particular trades &AI a 
substitute for a period of the apprentice's time spent entirely in the 
industry" (p. 18). 

The Committee claims that the system of education in the 
United States has not been truly democratic, since it is founded 
on the preparation for college or commercial life, and therefore 
demands the introduction of industrial training within the public 
school system in justice' to those who by lack of money, desire 
or capacity are unable to profit by the high school courses. 

The effect of, and need for, the introduction of industrial 
training are so well described that it is worth quoting fully 
from the report ;-

"The committee believes that there are preesing educational needs which 
can at least partly be solved by the introduction of industria.! training. At 
present .. very large proportion of the children leave school between the ages 
of l4. and 16. They change from one' ocoupation to anot-her, having no 
particular qua.1ilication for any vocution, and gain little in efficiency. In. 
dustria.! education between the agee of 14 and 16 onght to awake a new 
schocl interest and help to retain them longer in school; moreover, if indus. 
tria.! training took the children between the agee of 14 and 16, when they .. " 
of little value in .. businees way and at a time when such education as they 
have received is of adwntage to them so far as it goes, but bardly lite them 
for actual working placee, then it would give them the proper training to 
prepare them to enter some branch of trade or .. ocational work. At the time 
our present publio-achocl system came into oparation it met the needs of the 
people; the industries were carried on in the home, and the children Were 
taught the manual arts there; the boy was taught his trade by his father 
and the girl and her mother carried on in the home muoh of the work no'; 
performed in the factory. Eoonomio oonditions have changed and the 
schools must change with them. The ranks of skilled labor are being 
depleted and the work of the trades is being done by 1lDlIkiIIed men or semi. 
akiUed machine specialiste. • . - , 

.. The trade unions have been waiting.in vain for 25 yeoira for the manna!. 
training schools to furnish recruits to the .. depleted ran¥" of ~illed labor. 
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It is time now to take stepa to bring back the standard of ellioi"""y. We 
""",t a..,.stem which will develop the labor power of our people. so that 
... uy worker lDJ>y become interested in his work and "pproach the limits of 
:hnnllm efficiency. Our publ.ic-achool system of today teacheo too macb and 
.. ducatee not enough, and fails entire\y to P"'l"""" ita pupils for procInctioe 
labor. It must be changed, and quickly, and the change must be mdical. 
We can not add a few experiments in trade training in oar larger cities qr 

introduce intenee IDJ>nnal training in mannal.training ochool departments to 
supplement a Latin and Greek cnrricn1nm. Our boy. and girla must leaYe 
school thoroughly prepared by industrial training to do ... elI some kind of 
productive work. A healthy community is impossible without the unian of 
the school.house, the home, and the workehop. Modern life baa not yet 
accommodated itaelf to the great revolution of our industrial ."ote .... 
Nothing but a thorough indnotrial education and nnclerstaading of 
economieal interest of society can lead to the _eory union bet ... _ 
labor and capital, and give peace and prosperity to the preoent diotnrbed 
and snfl'erlng industrial world. • • . • 

.. The Stete baa provided schoola to teach trades to the mentally, """",Ily, 
and physically defieient; our ~.orrective institutione, orph .... aa"lnmo, ..... 
blind ""hoola are equipped to teach uefnl occnpstions. By ... hat right ... 
we refuse the same chance for the normal boy or girl P Wonld it not be more 
sage to engraft industry upon aar public school "Totem, ad rather prevent 
pauperism, crime. and premature orphanage than make them the bridge to 
industry? We think 80, and we do not beg it ae a fa .. or, but ... e demand 
it as a right. The 90 per cent. who are going into mIUlnal oocnpstiono ha ... 
the same right to the best preparation for their life' .... ork that the State C&Il 

gi ... them as boa tile 10 per ceut. who "'" into the prof_ions" (pp. 18-19.) 

Both these organisations of masters and men have declared 
in favour of the development of part-time and evening trade 
classes, the latter of which it must be remembered are of a 
more backward development than in England. The National 
Association of Manufacturers at their 15th Annual Convention 
in 1910 said:-

.. What sh?Jl ..., do to vit.olize and enrich the training of 3pPrenlJceo ia 
shops of all kinds &8 they now eDet tbronghout the eonntry P Beeideo the 
half·time regnlar eonrse for pnpi1a, already eonsidered ahoYe, ... hat oupple
...... t.ary training shall the trade IICbool provide for thoee &J>PI"'I1tieeo and 
workmen who .... already in the shope sad factorieo P 

.. (,,) Evening 8choo1a may be estoh1ishecl both for ocbooling in 00IIUII0Il 

branch .. - and for special skill and shop practice in variono branclleo of 
.....,haDiC&l trades. 

.. (6) Half-doy schooling eoclo week may be provided for appienticeo ad 
__ frmD tile Y&riona ahopo wbere tile proprietor is willing to allow wageo 
to contiane while tile appreotiee deYot.eo the haIf-doy per ..... k in oehooI." 

At their con .. ention in 1912 the National A8BOciation of 
Manufacturers went yet further, and recommended compulsory 
continuation classes until the 17th or 18th year one half-day 
a week without 10801 of wages, sneh classes to be both liberally 
eultnral and related as direc:t1y as possible to the occupations of 
the students. (See pp. 119-80.J 

The American Federation of labor recommend in their 
1912 repori:-

.. Snpplemeuta1 technical edn<ation for thooe already in tile trades. 
The demand for ouch inatrnction is meaanrecl by the """"';Iy for traiaiug 
ill pamcnlar trades and indnatrieo, and the chief .im of RICh inotl'llCtioD 
ahoald be to present those prineip1eo of arts and ..,i_ ... hich bear upon 
tile tradeo erther direct1y or indirectly. Such schoola are commonly known 
&8 continuation schoola, ... hether their -.ions are held in the doy, OYeoing, 
or OD tile pazt-time plan. ft 
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The suggestions made by these 3sOOciations on the tilf-time 
cooperative schools are dealt with later. 

Present Position ot Industrial Ecfuootwn.-What so far 
is the result of these enquiries and reports ? Of 46 states, 
29 have enacted laws relating to industrial training. Many of 
these refer to the manual training of the high schools or to 
supplementary trade training only. Seven states hltVe established 
State systems of ind17lltrlal education. New Jersey eal'l claim the 
first enactment, the most advanced legislation haa been passed by 
Massachusetts, COmDecticut, New York and Wiseol'lllin. Penn
sylvania and Indiana passed Acts to promote industrial education· 
in1913.'" Bills dealing with the subject are laid before. other' 
legislatnre& an.d efforts are now being made to obtain federal aid. 
It is pointed out that the training of the worker and the ilm'ease 
of his industrial efficiency brings benefits not nel:eSSarily to the 
special locality hut to the whole eountry, and since there is_ 
nothing to restrict a worker brained in one state from follOlWing 
h5 calling in BOlIIle other far distant one, it is only fuilT that aid. 
should be given to localities from federal funde. So long ago as 
1862 gra.n.te of land were made by Congress to each state to be used 
for colleges of agriculture and mechanic arts, and approprm.. 
tions of money were made in 1890 and 1907 which largely 
helped in the development of these colleges. More than 100 
million dollars also has been distribllted among the states and 
applied by each to a permanent school fund, which has been 
distribu.ted among local communities WI' the purpOB& of alle
viating and adjusting their burdens. This money baa been 
spent maiuly on the salaries of teachers of every kind of school. 
During the last two sessions of Congress, bills have been. 
introduced proposiug an extension of this federal help to sehools 
for directly training industrial wage earners. If such federal 
:help is forthcoming it will undoubtedly proTe 8 stimulus to a 
rapid development of the means for providing ilIdustrial 
training. . 

The present position in those· states having State systems 
of industrial edu('ation is as follows. It will be seen that with 
the exception of Wisconsin, all are in the industrial districts of 
the east. 

s. Conneetieut.t-The State Board of Education was autho
rised and directed by an Act of the legislature to establish two 
public day and evening schools, "for instruction in the arts and 
practices of trades." The State Board has complete power over 
the schools and may spend $50,000 annually for Ule purpose of 
erecting buildings and maintaining the schools. The town in 

• For deWls of these Acta, ... Appenclli< D., page 183. 
t COll~ is the third smaJlest State iD the Union o.nd the 31st 

b,. populatWn, but 0111,. three States haTe a grea ..... density of popnlatioD ; 
89' 7 per cent. of ita inhabitants ...... in cities of 0'"'" 2.liOO inhabitanta.' 
The induatriea employing the greatest numbers of work people ...... the 
lIWlufacturing of foundry product. and machine shop. brass o.nd brcmze 
produeta aad cotton goods. Bridgeport, with 102,Oli4 inhabitants, is ita 
largest oity. It ranks 12th among the states iD the ... h,e of ita 1'nol""t ... 
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. which a trade school is esftlblished un(ler the terms of the Act, 
may contribute any sum for the enlargement or improvement 
of the school. The two trade schools have been established 
under this Act, viz., at Bridgeport and New Britain. 

In this case State initiative came from the State authorities. 
In the other States aid is given to such municipalities' as have 
taken the initiative in establishing day and evening schools. 

b. MQ,8sachusetl8."'-Under the State law, industrial schools, 
day, part-time, or evening, may be established by cities and 
towns. These schools must be "independent" of the common 
school system to secure the subsidy of the State which equals 
one hall the cost of maintenance. The State board of education 
has general supervision over these schools; it may assist in their 
estllblishment and maintenance in co·operation with the 
municipality concerned. 

Under this law in the school year 1911-12 there were in 
:Massachusetts 9 full-time trade schools for boys and 5 for girls, 
3 of the latter being departments of boys' schools. There was 
also one co-operative hall-time school, that at Beverly. In the 
autuDlll of 1912 a full-time day trade school was started at 
Boston and a co-operative half-time school at Quincy. 

There were in addition part-time classes in 4 cities and 
evening classes in 14 cities receiving state aid. 

c. New J e7"8eyt in 190~ authorised the expenditure up to 
$ 7000 of State funds in anyone year to aid municipalities in 
their establishment of any school or schools for industrial training 
and for their support, provided that the municipality concerned 
provides an equal sum for maintenance and not less than $3000 
fur the establishment of the school. 

These schools must have the approval of the State Board of 
Education, and be under a board of trustees. 

Not much progress, however, has been made in providing 
schools, there being only 2 evening schools, 1 day school fur 
coloured boys and 1 elementary industrial school. 

d. NetIJ York Stat4 provided by an Act on industrial 
education for the establishment and maintenance by the local 
Board of Education (or where there is no board, by the officer 

_ • Maaaclouaetto is the 6th State in the Union 88 regards iii ... of population 
which in 1910 was 3,366,416, but it is 5th smallest in areL It is 2wl .. 
regards density of population. It takes 4th place with .... peet to the rune of 
ita producte; the indostry employing the greateet number of people io the 
mannfactnre of cotton goods. Booton, ita capital and largest city, baa 
670,5d5 inhahitanta. . 

t N<'II1 J.-y is the 11th State in the Union 88 regards ,.;.., of population 
(in 1910 2,537,167), though it is 45th in size. It is 6th in the nIne of ito 
products. 

: N.." York Slak ranb first in the Union in number of popnlation and 
29th in size. The popnlation of the State ...... 9,113,614 in 1910, 4,766,883 
of theee being in New York City. It is lirwt in the rune of ito prodocto, 
ita main indostry being the mannfactnre of men'. and women'. clothing, 
this oocnpying by far the greateet number of woge ........".. both in the State 
and the city. Printing and pobIiohing and fonndry and machine lhop work 
are the _ lorgest indnotrie& 
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having supervision of the public school:system in any city or 
town) o£:-

(1) general industrial schools open to pupils who are 
fourteen years of age or who have completed the 
elementary school course. 

(2) trade schools for pupils sixteen years of age or over who 
have completed the general industrial school course or 
who have met the requirements of the local school 
board. 

(3) schools of agriculture, mechanic arts and home-making 
for pupils who are fourteen years of age or who have 
completed the elementary school course or met such 
other requirements as the local authorities may have 
prescribed. 

The Commissioner of Education for New York Stare has 
power to aid such schools from State funds, through the 
payment of teachers' salaries. 

Under this law 10 day industrial schools have been established
for boys and 5 for girls-also a day school at Iroquois for Indian 
boys and girls: evening classes have been held in 5.schools. 

e. Wiseonain*, under an Act of 1907, ,;:ave the cities power to 
levy a tax not exceeding half of one mill for the maintenance 
of trade schools. Under this act the day trade school for boys 
at Milwaukee, originally started by manufacturers, was taken 
over by the city and a day trade school for girls was started 
there. 

In 1911 Wisconsin passed a number of comprehensive acts 
dealing with industrial education and child labour, compulsory 
continuation classes, &c. A State board of industrial education 
was created, together with local boards of industrial education, 
whose duty it is "to foster and establish and maintain industrial, 
commercial, continuation and evening schools." The boards 
may also take over existing schools. By the end of 1912 the 
boards in many cities had taken up their work with enthusiasm, 
but were beginning. rather with compulsory part-time continua
tion schools and evening classes than with day trade schools. 
The legislature will grant aid from State funds to half the cost of 
maintenance of the schools. An appropriation was made to aid 
30 cities, no more applications being expected in the first year, 
but 39 applied, having already started classes. 

'fhe Stout Institute, a privately founded 'institute at 
Menomonie, for the teaching of industrial arte and the training 
of teachers for such arts, has been taken over by the State under 
a special clause of the new acts. 

• Wu .......... is the 13th State in the Uuion in population (2,333,860), 
and 25th in Bi.... It is 1azgely an agricultural State; the chief prodncte 
are lumber and tinlber. It tekee 8th place in the nlue of ite producte. 
Only one city has over 50,000 inhabitants, viz. Milwaukee with 873,857. 
The main industries of this oity are foundry and machine shop work, the 
manufacture of leather and tanned goods and printing aJl!l pu\ilish.iDg. 
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There are certain questions in connection with the establish
ment of a system of industrial education which still remain to be 
solved, viz. :-

1. Should industrial schools be under the existing education 
authorities or should specially constituted boards be 
appointed to found and maintain the schools, boards 
on which industry should have direct representation 
through employem and men ? 

2. H u.e boys are to have practical shop training and to get 
it by making articles for real use, what is to become 
of the articles made ? 

3. How are teachers to be obtained? Should they be 
trained teachers who haTe had if possible BOrne shop 
experieDce, or men from the shops who may not know 
how to teach ? 

Authorities for Indu8trial Eduwtio1L-With regard to the 
first point, it is interesting to note that io Massachusetts by 
the recommendation of the Commission of Inquiry, a special 
Commission on Industrial Edl1Catioa was appointed in 1906 
for three years whose duties were to advise and aid in the 
introduction of industrial education in the independent schools, 
these schools having to be independent of the ordinary pu blic 
school authorities. Granta in aid to these schools were DJade 
from State funds on the recommendation of the Commil!O;ion 
whose existence was later lengthened to 5 years. In 1009 
the duties of this CommiBBion were transferred to the State 
Board of Education which since that date has had control of 
both general and industrial systems of education, and aleB8E'ning 
of the interest in the latter does not appear to have resulted. 
An advisory committee is appointed locally to aid the school 
board. 

In Connecticnt, New York and New Jersey control has been 
given to the ordinary Board of Education. In New York a 
connection with industry has been established by a provision 
that the local Board of Education shall appoint an advi..ory 
board for each school of five members representing the local 
trades, industries and occupations. 

Wisconsin in its new legislation has created a separate official 
body to deal with industrial education. The day trade s<"h{J()ls 
of Milwaukee, started under the Act of 1907, still remain under 
the local school board, but a State Board of Industrial Education 
has been appointed which shall control all State aid given to the 
new schools. The State Superintendent of Education, who is 
ex-officio a member of "this board, appoints an assistant who acts 
as aBBistant for industrial education. Local boards of induMtriai 
education are appointed on which the local superintendent of 
schools ails ex-officio, the other members being two employers 
and two employees. This local board determines the amount of 
money necessary to be raised locally for these schools, and this 
is raised by a special tax for industrial education. One half the 
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&1inoucnt. expended is repayahle from State £m.m.ds 011 the school 
being approved by the State Superintendent of Education and 
the- State Board of Industrial EdwcatiQIl. 

Wisconsin claims that by this system the interest of em
ployers aad working mea has; beem. aroused in a way tln.at would 
Beyer have been possible had they been simply asked: to· sit 011 

advisory boards and not to control expenditure. II claims also 
~ have provided for due coonsction between the ordinary school 
aath0rities and the ind1;!8trial boimlB by the presence' ex-ollicio 
of the school superinte1!lden ts on these boards. At the time of 
hex vieit to three cities i.n Wisconsin in January 1913, the writer 
gathEmld that both authorities there were wormg very bal"
moniOlilaly together, there being no rivalry or canvassing for 
children betwl'eIl the two. 

A suggestion made by the Commercial CluD. of. Chlcago that 
separate authorities should be created in 1lI.inois to deal with 
industl"ial ed'tlie8tion led,. however, to great discussions on the 
subject. fear being expressed that the common sehool system 
would sufie", by the creation of 8 sepaute industrial authority. 
It is illdeed difficult to see why IKlllicienfl J'elation. to industry 
cannot be obtained by the fonnation of advisory boards for each 
acbool. together with the representation of employem end 
employees on the Board of Education, by co-option if necessary . 

. Disposal of Produee of Schools.-The question of what to 
do with the articles made by the boys in day trade schools. 
though regarded as unsolved, yet appears far easier of solution 
in the United States t.bau. in England. owing tim to the 
Trade U niona being in moet places not so strong as with us 
or so determined to oppose all commercial enterprise, end 
secondly to the readiness with which the !leeds (If the schools 
are used to supply work to the pupils. For instance at the 
Boston Day Industrial School for Boys an addition to the 
school was needed. This was built in wood by the boy 
earpentel1! and wired for electric light by the electricians. 
At the N ew York VocatWnal School, the boys in the wood 
working department were making boards and tables for the 
plsygrounds department of the Board of Education. and the 
plumbers undertook eny repaim needed in the building, 
Printing was in many cases being done for the local Board of 
Education or the school. The Bovs' Trade School at Milwaukee 
was moving at the .time the writer visited thlt citro The 
boys had been given a good deal of work in the~.ew building 
and re-erecting the machinery would give the engineering 
pupils Erofitable and useful employment for ~ long time to 
come. Furniture necessary for any of the schools is handed 
over to the tmde school boys to make. The Trades School 
for boys at Worcester, Mass., has made parts of machinery 
for firms in e:xchsnge for complete machines needed for the 
school. Some machines have been sold after.CompietiOD, others 
built for use in the schrol, and jack screws. ma<;hinisu.: clamps. 
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&c., are made for practice and sold; second-hand machinery is 
bought and rebuilt. The two trade schools in Connecticut 
have each built a house for practice. Asked if this had not 
been opposed by the Trade Unions it wae said that at first 
it had, but that opposition had died down when it was found 
that commercial prices were being charged by the schools for 
the work. Certain private trade schools also dispose of their 
work by sale at trade prices without incurring labour opposi
tion. In rertain caees it seemed that the completion of a large 
job for the school authorities might give the pupils more work 
of one kind than wae necessary, but on the other hand the 
putting through of such a job gives real trade experience and 
some practice in speed. A foreman is sometimes chosen from 
the boys, to whom the responsibility of seeing the job through 
is given, and he divides it up among the others on the shop 
plan under supervision of the teacher. 

If a big increase in the number of day trade schools is 
to come, the question of what to do with the produce must 
necessarily arise, for all the teachers agreed on the value 
gained by giving the boy a piece of real work rather than 
an exercise which would be melted down and used again. 
The National Association of Manufacturers in their report say 
the trade schools "need not produce anything but useful, high 
grade- products" and believe :-

" Where such a trade school ;"'n be established, with modern boildingl 
and equipment and & moderate working capital, well managed, it will ~ 
only be an e1licient educational institution, eovering the high school period, 
but it will be prodactive and largely self-.... pporting ... 

Fr'lm this one aesumes that they intend the schools to enter 
into competition in the ordinary market. 

The American Federation of Labor in their 1912 report, 
quoting from the Report of the Commissioner of Labor, refer to the 
question ae a most serious and troublesome one. The entry 
of the schools into competition with regular firms would be 
objected to by manufacturers owing to its being a form of 
subsidised competition, they say, though agreeing that the 
competition of boys in the schools with working men is no 
greater than that of apprentices in the shops, and therefore 
not to be objected to by organised labour. 

A practical suggestion is ae follows :-
".An agreement between school anthorities and contractors who .... 

erecting publie buildings, whereby pupils of ochools given instruction in 
building trades, shall he permitted during & part of the time to make 
praciicaJ application of their training, on buildinga in ~ of erectiDa, 
the pupils to receive eredit for such work &8 part of their courae, baa been 
suggested &8 • feasible and unobjectionable plan. Similarly the work under 
the various city departments, baa been' mggested to proTide praetiee 1m 
pupils in many other trades." 

The co-operative plan in which technical experience is 
gained in ordinary workshops has the great advantage tbat 
it does not cause this problem of disposal of produce. The 
girls' trade schools work for cnstomers and for stock, which is 
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130ld periodically, and no trouble is experienced in giving the 
pupils sufficient practice. 

Training of Teachera.-How to obtain sufficient teachers is 
another difficulty. In the manual training high schools the 
teachers are usually men or women who have qualified for teaching 
manual work by a course in one of the mechanic arts colleges. 
They therefore treat the subject from thEl educational point of view 
and can bring no shop ElxpElrience or shop methods to their help. 
The development of day trade schools and part-time classes 
is . causing a large demand for teachers. Both the National 
Association of Manufacturers and the American Federation of 
Labor demand that the training should be given by practical 
men or women who have had some years' experience in shop 
work. It is also urged that the heads of the schools should 
likewise be persons with real trade experience. The combina
tion of sufficient general knowledge with trade experience is 
difficult to find, but in all the newly started trade schools for 
boys efforts are being made to secure such men as teachers. 
They, however, may often lack teaching ability. Short courses 
in pedagogy have been arranged at Columbia University, New 
York, and elsewhere which may be taken by such men for a 
few weeks during the summer or during the evenings while 
still at work. 

The State Board of Education in Massachusetts recommends 
that evening courses should be offered which would enable 
workmen and workwomen· to determine their suitability for 
teaching and would give them some slight instruction in the 
theory of the subject. That then those who wish to take up the 
work should be appointed as assistants in day trade schools 
and undertake teaching under d irllCtion, while devoting a part 
of their time to further study of methods and aims. A salary 
must be paid during that time which should make it possible 
for these people to leave their trades, and it is suggested that 
this should be provided by the State. 

A course for thA training of teachers for girls' schools has 
b"l'1l arranged at Simmons College, Boston, in co-operation 
with the Women's Educational and Industrial Union.· It would 
seem necessary to offer high salaries to trade teachers in order 
that the right men and women may be induced to take up such 
courses and fit themselves for the work. 

• For the programme of tbi. courae .... Appencliot B. to Chapter VII., 
pp.98-100. 
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CHAPTER IU.-DAY TRADE SCHOOLS FOR BOYS. 
THE VARIOUS TYPES OJ!' ScOOOl.8. 

Day trade schools may be of two types. They may be 
.. pre-apprenticeship" schools in which the training given is of 
a preparatory nature, the boys needing further training and 
experience in a workshop before ranking as journeymen. Such 
is the type of school desired by the American Federation of 
Labor. The newer schools, such 88 the New York Vocational 
School for Boys are of this nature. These schools, which are 
also called general or intermediate industrial schools, or trade 
preparatory schools, offer training in practical industrial 
processes, including such drawing, science and mathematics as 
will prepare bOys for entrance into the trades or industries as 
efficient beginners . 

.. Trade Schools" proper (in the American nomenclature) 
are schools ;-

U That donI.peciaIizea practical tmiDing in maDual t....to.. with the 
object of preparing Wr immediate prsctic&l work .t the trade so ..... alJ. 
earnel". Such schools aim te take the place of .pprenticeohip in .. hole or 1D 
part.' .. 

. The privately founded schools are many of them of this 
type; so are the girls' trade schools at New York, Boston, and 
Milwaukee, while the boys' school at Milwaukee approaches it. 

I. Vocational Schools" are defined in the report of the 
Commissioner of Labor as follows;-

.. Vocationa.1 schools in 0JU! senae include eommercia.1, teclmiea.L agri
cultural, &Ild profeosional ao .... ell ao indnotrial schools. In the DOe of 
the term .. applied to a phase of indnotrial education, how ..... , a 
voeatioDaJ school is one which (a) preparee for _ manual oecttpation which 
iB DOt elassed aa a trade, or (b) givea training in IOI1U! line of III8D1UIl work 
Wr the pnrpooe of directing the pupil toward a trade or otheJ" manna.l 
OCCllpatiou rather than .. a part of direct and intenoiYe preparation Wr 
immediate entry into such trade or oocupa!.ion."t 

The" pre-vocational echoola ";or elementary industrial schools 
give such elementary mannal training along with the grade 
work of the elementaJ"Y school as shall enable the pupils to 
determine in what direction their aptitudes lie and shall 
promote their general educational development.. 

&> many differences however exisi in the schools tbM it is 
difficnlt to classify them. The following are two well known 
schools giving preparatory trade training ;-

THE VOCATIONAL ScHOOL FOR BoYS, NEW You: CITY. 

This school was opened in 1909. During the year 1911-12, 
812 boys were in attendance. The course is planned for two 

• Report of the Commisaioner of Ed"""tion Wr the year ended June 30, 
1911, page 30L (Washington, GoYemment Printing Office, 1912.) 

t 25th Annna.1 Report of the Commisoiooer of lAbor, 1910. Indnotrial 
Edncation, pp. 1~1';. (Washington. GoYenunent Printing Office.) 
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years, but .specia.l arrangements may be made to enable a boy 
to take a one-year course. Instruct,ion .is offered hL the following 
trades :-

1. Carpentry and J oinery.-Boys in the two years spend 
time both in the ha.n.d workshop alil.d the machine 
shop, which is fitted with machine saws, planes. &c. 

2. Cabinet making.-Boys learn hand and machine work. 
3. Patterlil. making combined with woodturning.-DelD<Dlll.

strations are given the boys in a smaJl foundry in the 
use of their patterns and the principles of eonsb:uctiOllD. 

4. Engineer's machinist.-The school posseBBes :a large 
. eqllipment of up-to-date motor-driven lathes, shaping, 

drilling, and milling machines, &c. 
5. Plumbing. 
6. Smithing.-Here all is hand work, there is no power 

hammer. 
7. Electrical wiring. and installation.- This lis the most 

popular course of all, far the greatest number of boys 
taking .this subj ect. 

8. Printing (composililg) with. which a certain alDDunt of 
book bilil.ding is taken. The bors cut and sew the 
books with small machines, and hmd by hand. 

Each boy in any trade takes a certain amount of work in an 
allied trade j thus a smith takes a little work in the machine 
Bhop, and a plumber learns the use 'by practical work of the 
carpenter's tools with which he may be caned on to work. 

The exact apportionment of time varies for different groups 
of boys, but is roughly the following :- . 

From 20 to 23 hours a week are given to the trade wark 
and 7 or 8 hoors a week to drawing. Each boy takes freehand 
drawing for about 2 hours a week, mostly ·drawing industrial 
objects, and gives the remaining time to mechanical .drawing. 
This is varied of course for the printers. Articles to be 
produced in the shop are drawn in the draughting room. 

The remaining part of the sOO.ool week, 1 to 8 bolUS, is given 
to theoretical work, viz., trade mathematics (i.1l. arithmetic, 
use of symbols-el.ementary algebra-a.ud plane geometry and 
trigonom6try as used in. the trades); English (i.e. business 
letters, reading witIt oral expressWn, drawing of contracts, 
Wliting specifications &c.); indlHltrial history and civics; indus
trial and commercial geography; applied ph~eS; industrial 
chemistry j simple book-keeping; elements of ooInmercial. law. 

In addition to these definite \mde courses, mstruction is 
offered in preparation for the work of-

4. Mechanical Draughtsman. In this course about 16 hours 
a week are given to mechanical drawing, 8 hours to 
theoretical work, 5 hours to freehand drawing, and tIte 
remainder of the time to mechanical work in the 
shops. 
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b. Architectural Draughtsman. The division of time {o\" 
these is similar, but the boys take for their practical 
work only the trades pertaining to house building. 

e. Commercial Designer. In this case most of the time is 
given to freehand drawing and design. 

Every elIort is made to \"Un the school on practical trade 
lines. All the teachers both of theory and practice have
followed a trade at some time or other, and a workshop tone is 
given to the whole school. Work is undertaken for the Board 
of Education and for use in the school building. The plumbers 
for instance nndertake necessary repairs, and at the time of the
writer's visit the wood working department was executing an 
order for tables and drawing boards for the playgrounds 
department. Exercises for the sake of practice are done as 
little as pOBBible; the Principal, Dr. Pickett, believes that the
boys not only work with an incentive but learn far more when 
they are working on a commercial product. His aim is to 
supply employers with boys who will feel at home at once when 
they enter a workshop and will settle down to their new occu
pation in a workmanlike manner. .. Your boys take right hold 
as if they had being doing the work all their lives. They are 
not at all like school-boys" is regarded as high praise from an 
employer. Nevertheless the arrangement of the work appears 
to olIer the boys taking trade work an opportunity for securing 
a wide preliminary training as a basis for further training a.~ an 
apprentice or learner in some firm. 

The trade nnion leaders approve of the school and have
given assistance by addressing the boys on special occasions. 

The school does not undertake to place the pupils who complete 
the course, but many employers are now beginning to apply for 
boys. It has hardly been in existence a sufficient length of time 
to allo,,: of a judgment of results, but in the report issued in 
1912, instances are given of boys who after a year or two of 
employment are earning very good wages in their respective 
trades. 

The writer's only criticism of the school would be that the 
courses for draughtsmen are offered to too young a set of boys 
and that hardly enongh time is devoted to theoretical subjects 
to allow of these boys receiving a training which would warrant 
their engaging in these occupations. 

The following is the per capita cost of the school!/; for the 
year ending July 31st 1912 . 

.. (a) on the expeIUlit1U'e8 from the general ochool land lor aalariee of 
~her&. 

.. On average monthly register • $64'16 

.. On average dailyattendaDee • • $70' 56 
.. (b) on the special fand for onpplies, materiala, janiton' aa\ariee ...a 

fuel 
.. On average monthly re<;ister $5 '15 
.. On average dailyattend:mce $5'66 

-:-~ 
• From the Uth Ammal Report of the City Superintendent of Schoo", 

1911-12, p. 229. (City of Ii .... Yml.) • 
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"The cost of supplies delivered to the school during the school year was 
$'3,423' 07. The value of finished product returned to the Department was 
$3,064'40. Hence the net cost of supplies was $358'67 or 77 cents per 
capita based on the registsr and 85 cents per capita based on attendance. 

" In the $3,064' 40 is included a credit of $971 . 00 for repairing textbooks. 
At an expense of only 17 cents per book, the school tnrned hack to the 
Department books valued at about $4,000. A textbook bouud in this way 
la.sts much longer than the book as originally bonnd ; thns a great saving 
was ei!ected." -

The expenditure on salaries for this school and the Manhattan 
Trade School for Girls are grouped together in the report. 

Principals $ 7 ,249' 35. 
Teachers $65,038' 40. .. 

CONNEOTIOUT TRADE EDUOATION SHOP, NEW BRITAIN." 

The aim of the State of Connecticut in maintaining a shop 
for apprentices in trade education, is to stimulate a desire in 
the minds of boys and girls to become trained for some· life 
pursuit by taking advantage of the opportunity the State offers 
in the system of training the mind, the hand and the eye in 
certain of the various trades, also to secure for graduates, as far 
as possible, upon satisfactory completion of the prescribed term 
of apprenticeship, employment at wages commensurate with the 
ability displayed. 

The following are the trades taught to boys :-Machinist ; 
toohnaking; patternmaking (wood and metal); carpentJ-y; 
cabinetmaking; drafting; printing and book-bindery; 
plumbing. 

The regular day course for boys covers a period of two 
yeal"s, regulated as follows: 49 hours per week, 52 weeks each 
year, less national holidays. 

Part-time courses for apprentices employed in the factories 
are arranged to suit conditions of present employment. 

Regular day courses are free to all in the State of 
Connecticut. 

The following is the course of study for 1912-13:
M .... .hi ... DeparfmeRf. 

"With detail of maclline and bench work and tool making. Lathes, 
shapers, planers, milling macllines. drill preaeea and grinders. On general 
work of osl1tering. tnrning. tIuead cutting. mandrel chuck and taper work. 
gearing. taps, dies a.nd reamers. The building of maclline,toola complete 
and _bling.. • 

Estimating for material ""luind, with time estimate· in journeyman's 
houra. 

The latter divided by the hours ""luind by the apprentice to complste 
the ~0U8 operatione give the peroeutsge of elIieiency of the apprentice in 
rate of jonrneyman'. houra. Time carda are made by apprentioes for each 
shop order and job, and 011 these are recorded his elIiciency rating for 
qualitr and epeed of work. 

• This 8Ohool was not visited. It haa • girls' .department in which 
dressmaking and millinery are ta.ught. 
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CtMpO,."., .... " PatteM& D'P"rl ..... fo. 

Carpentry to include practical. work of hCJMe framing. bridge work. 
window and door framing. oRtside and inside liaiehiogs. Iiair builclmg, aiD 
construction work and apecmcatioDll. 

Cabinet work. FW'lIlitlU'B maltiug, cabinets, fiIea. ..........mg .... 
finishing. 

PattermnalciDg. W ODd and mets.\ patterns. 001'0 bo-. ohrinbge for 
various metals and foundry practice. 

Estima.te •. 
Shop taJb and black-board demoDBtrations form part of the academin 

work for each trade. In these the m1ue of close per&OD&1 contact of otuden~ 
and instructor is empaasized.. 

In mathematics. .hop problems &1'0 employed whero_ possible. 
General ~U8Bions of -JII and means of doing work for the pu~ of 
developing the reaeoning activity of the boy'. mind &1'0 included. Lectureo 
are given em 1088 .... d W&ets. Methods .. observed in other .bopo for doing 
simila.r line of work. and the reoeDn aB givea by foreman or oaperinteadent 
in charge form part of the instruction. 

PlM...m..,. 
In this department the detail eonsista of work on all metals nsad in 

plnmbing. 
Tinning of metaIs, ooldering ".,... aDd Did metalo, joint wiping. 
Handling of lead pipe. as well &B ....... and aickJe pipe aDd fiUinp. pipe 

suspension and support •• 
Catting cast iron BOil pipe. fitting and eaulking. honae Bewage. _ and 

.took vents. traps and ventilation. hot and eold water ""Pply. bathroom and 
toilet inotallation, lao ..... heating. __ and bot; _ •• _ iasWlation, 
testing out of work. 

Estimating. 

DruftifUJ DeptWtmenl. 

'" Instruetion in detail of work far all departments. Use of iuotru.mento, 
lines. (botmdary. projection. dimension) simple geometrical Iigareo. one two 
and three vie .. drawings. plane and elevation of machine parto from free
hand sketching of power machines. Problems ill ~ ...,.,..,.. and 
intersections. isometrie projections &lid perapecti ..... Tracing. blae-printing 
and Van Dyke work. Assembly drawinga. from detail .keteheo. uy_ 
of spur and beTel gears. worm &lid worm whee'" with ealculations for .. me. 
plate and cylindrical cama. Straight and quarter tum belt drm. mod other 
mechaoi ... l movements. llateriaIo as 1iated under three heads: Suitability. 
Cost. A..uJability. 

Design of jigs. fixtnres. blanking dieo. cutter heads. other amall tool •• 
power machines. (griDdero, lathes. drill P_. vioes •. moulding moehineo, 
gas engines) which &1'0 part ef the eommereial. product of 01D' .hops. 

Under the other departments the instruction ill drawing Jollowo the 
same general scheme adapting it to that porticular tnde of carpentry, 
plnmbiag and p>tte ...... king. 

Geuml :&grdalu-. 
The applicaM _ .... .....,w hio ltiio lrirthday..,.) be able ... oeod 

and write English, and to work correctlyoimple problems in arithmetic. 
The tzial period will ___ of 341 to 99 dayo. P.og._ ill Qe trade 

aosigned will be ...... fulJy o1oaet iN ..,.) if atiafaetory tbe app6caet will be 
regularly...,;g,.ed. hoi; if _factory. 8dvioe will he pea te tab 'lip 
..".., other trade or if mdittsd lor tr.de wad; .... ito ~ leiait_. 
will be discontinued. 

Gymaasimn and outdoor oporto ..... fader of both the boya' and the 
gitW' departmellts. tbe ~ being in ..... Rrol of the ...-.ngements 
under tbe aoperviaioJ1 of tbe heado of depvimeatle. 
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F(J£tcrry Vioiti1l!J Day. are &rranged for from time to time to enable all 
apprentices to observe shop conditions &8 related to their paiticnla.r trade. 

The objects of the school are explained to parents of 
intending pupils in the following paragraphs, which find a 
place in the school prospectus . 

.. The output of labor of your son or daughter should at all times have 
some commer(lia.l value by which to goage the efficiency '1f their training. 
also by which to goage the efficiency of the instructor, and to determine 
whether the methods employed in training are correct .. When boys or 
girls enter a factory. dreasm&k:ing or millinery shop. they find there are 
other minds to please. that it is not alone sufficient to satisfy the instructor. 
but it is necessary to satisfy the employer and also the customer. 

" The wishes of the customer as to correct design and workmBnebip have 
a vit&! bearing &8 to success or failure of the one doing the work. and it 
re!leots strongly on the earning capacity of the individual tradeoman or 
tradeawoma.n. . 

.. It is the plan of the trade shop to so instruct all appreutices. that their 
work each day may be sure of ita commer(lia.l value and when the article is 
completed it liIIa a oustomer'. order • 

.. If it pl_es the oustomer, it pleases us, and the boy or girl mows they 
have been taught oorrectly; that their efficiency is correctly shown and not 
simply made upon a gusss from the instructor . 

.. The instructor moWl he must pl .... e his customer both in quality of 
work and time of deli_y of the ricle, consequently it is his duty to see 
that these two qualities are brought out and trained in the apprentices. 

.. The result is 18stillg. The boy and girl enter their trades &8 journeymen 
able to satisfy and please, sure of themselves with their neighbor. and 
stronger in their ea.rning capacity.' 

.. 19969 
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CHAPTER IV.-THE MANUAL TRAINING AND 
TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOLS. 

TECHNICAL INSTRUCTioN IN THE RICIn SCHOOLS. 

Manual training as an educational subject was introduced 
inte secondary schools in the United States just over 30 years 
.ago. The movement fDr the establishment of manual training 
:schools originated with the opening of the St. Louis Manual 
Training School in 1880. This was followed by the foundation 
of other schools of a similar type and by the development of 
manual training courses in the already established academic 
high schools. The manual training high school of to-day is a 
revelation te an English visiter :-fitted with foundry and forge, 
carpentry, pattern making and wood-turning, mechanical and 
electrical engineering workshops, with up-to-date moter-driven 
machinery, it resembles at first sight a trade school, but its aims 
and its teaching may be in reality very different. 

According te the definition of the National Society for the 
Promotion of Industrial Education, manual training was intro
duced with four distinct objects in view :-

.. 1. To educate the whole boy and to develop the entire area of hio 
brain; 2. To Jay a broad and appropriate foundation for higher education ; 
3. To enable a boy to discover hia innate mental and physical aptitude&; 
4. To furnish a broad basis for an industrial career shonJd one'. aptitude lie 
in the direction of the mechanical arts.". 

The definition of the National Council of Education of the 
National Education Association runs as follows :-

.. The manual training high ochool or the manual training ..,hool ill a oehool 
of secondary gnsde in which a greater or 1_ amount of handwork ill included 
in the cnrricnJnm and in which the greater part of the A<l8demic inotruction 
is eimiJar to that found in other high ochoolo and college preparatory 
ochoole, neither the manual nor the academic inotnwtion being opeciaIly 
pJauned to be of direct Toc&tional eerrice. "t 

Manual training is defined by Professor Woodward, one of 
its chief supporters, as .. the systematic stlldy of the theory and 
use of common tools, the n~ture of common materials, ele
mentary and typical processes of construction, and the 
execution and reading of working drawings."t Its intro
duction as an educational subject was opposed by many, but it 
was soon found te have "intellectual and moral value far 
exceeding all expectations." In his article Professor Woodward 
quotes the opinion of Mr. James P. Munroe, who believes that 

• Quoted in the Report of the Commisoiooer of Education for the year 
ended Jnue 30th, 1911, Vol I, p. 30L (Washington: GoYernment PrintiDg 
0lIi0e, 1912.) . 

t Report of the Committee on the PJoee of Induotrieo in Public Ed ...... 
tion, Sub-<lommittee on Indnotrial and Technical Education in the Seconduy 
School (Journal of ~inga and Addreoaeo of the Forty-eigbth .AmmaI 
1leeting of the National Edw:alion .AJooociation of the United States, held 
at Booton. July, 1910, p. 732. WiDona, Minn., 1910_) . 

t lIazmal. lndnotrial and Technical Education in the United States. 
(Report-of the Commiseioner of Education for the y_I903, Vol 1, p.l,019. 
W &abington: GoYemment PrintiDg 0lIi0e, 190.>_) 
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"wru.n rightly conceived and carried on, it promotes co-ordi
nation, it develops creativeness, it broadens culture, it strengthens 
character," and of Professor William Jl\mes, who states that 
." laboratory work and shop work. . . . . confer precision, 
they give honesty, they beget a habit of self-reliance, they 
occupy the pupil in a way most congruous with the spontaneous 
interests of his age." Manual training has therefore been 
regarded very favourably in the United States. Nearly all public 
high schools have manual work, though it may be only wood
work, as an optional subject even ill an academic course, and 
a private school, such as the School of Education, in connection 
with the University of Chicago, attended by the children of the 
wealthier classes of the city, maintains elaborate engineeri:lg 
and wood working shops for all branches of the trades. 

The demand for a vocational bias to education has had its 
effect on the manual training high school. The teaching has in 
places been given a more. direct bearing upon industry or the 
technical high school has sprung up in place of it or alongside. 
Particularly has this been the case where the idea of the distinct 
trade school has not yet been accepted. In his report for 1910, 

--the Commissioner of Education gives ~8 public high schools in 
which instruction with a vocational aim is offered. 

The technical· high school, as distinct from the manual 
training high school, is defined by the National Council of 
Education of the National Education Association as follows :-

.. The aecondary technical school, or the technical high school, is a 
.school of aeoondary grade having the distinct purpose of preparing ita 
pupila for industrial leadership-that is, for positiOUB in industrial life 
requiring akill and technical knowledge and of greater importanoe and 
responsibility than those of the akilled mechanics. In auch a echool the 
inatruotion deala not ouly with the important manual operetioUB, but &lao 
with thoee priuoiplN of aoience and mathemati08 and their cfuect applications 
to induatrial work that will help to prepare the student for lIllOO888fu\ly 
maatariug the more fundamental proceasea and problema of those groups of 
induatriea which the school is designed to reech ... • 

Since some hold that the aim of the technical high school 
should be preparation for technical collegE'S and engineering 
schools and others that its main purpose should be to prepare 
pupils directly for wage-earning occupations, abandoning or 
making subsidiary the course for a technical college, any exact 
definition or classification seems impossible. 

The difference of the trade schools has been defined in the 
Sixth Annual Report of the New York State Education Depart-
ment (pages 535-6) as follows:- . .. 

.. The Trade Schoola [or Vooatioual Schoola] will dilfer from the mauual 
training ooureea in the aeoondary schoola in the following p&rt;culara:-

.. 1. Pupila enter the trade school with the definita purpose of preparing 
for induatrial careerB. 

• Report of the Oommittee on the Place of Industries in Public Educa
tion. Su\).committee on Induatrial and Technical Education in the 
Scoondary School (Journal of Proceedings and Addreaaea of the FOTty_ 
eighth Annual Meeting of the NatiOD&iEducation Association of tiuI United 
Statea, held at Boston, July 1910, p. 7311. Winona,. Minn.) , 

• 
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.. 2. The trade ochool absolutely abandons all college preparatory work . 

.. 3. There is almost no instruction in pure mathematic8 or pure scieDce. 
but instead a fair amount of time is given to ouch applied mathematico and 
applied science as is clooely related to the trade selected by the pupil. in 
fact .all the instruction whether in class room, .hop, or laboratory is designed 
so as to he directly usable . 

.. 4. The tI'Ilode ochools will neceuarily take on varying forms in dilrerent 
localities . 

.. 5. They will not be parellel to our existing high ochooiIJ in tbat they 
will not necessarily draw pupil. who bave completed the 8 grades of the 
elementary sch()()ls.". 

Hence the boy who intends to enter industry as a mechanic, 
working first at any rate with his hands goes to the trade 
school where one exists-he may not have passed further in the 
elementary school than the 6th grade. The hoy who has 
graduated from the elementary school and who has in view 
college life or a high position in industry naturally chooses the 
technical or the manual training high school. It i~ inevitable, 
however, that the boy who is intere~ted in mechanical work and 
who may not have to earn his livelihood immediately on gradua
tion from the elementary school, should be drawn to the technical 
or failing that, the manual training high scbool, if there is no 
trade school that he can attend, and the practical work given 
him at these schools must be of great advantage to him, though 
he should at 15 or 16 seek work as an apprentice at some trade. 
The failure on the part of American schools up to the present 
to make note of the occupations taken up by those who drop out 
in the middle of the course makes it impossible to say to what 
extent these schools are used by such boys. The hoy who has 
completed the four years course of a technical high school and 
does not go to college, may enter a surveyor's or architect's office, 
become a mechanical draughtsman, a chemist (if scientifi" 
training is given in his school), a salesman in some industrial 
or scientific warehouse, or take a Civil Service Examination for 
technical work, etc. Whatever it may be, the knowledge he has 
obtained of tools, materials and 1nachinery will be of great 
assistance to him. 

These schools, it is proved, draw a class of boy who would 
never have entered one of the academic high schools with 
cultural courses only, and they succeed in retaining the boys 
longer. At Cleveland tbe total attendance increased as follows, 
when the Technical High School was opened in 1909 and the 
High School of Commerce in 1910:-

Academic High Schoolo -
Vocational 

Total 

11906.11907.11908. i 1908 .• 1910·11911.~ 
- I 4,983)5,059 4,989 4.,787 4..436; 5,293 

729 1,.>60, 2,005 , 

• Quoted also in the A.nnual Bepcrt of the Commissioner of Education 
f .. 1910, VoJ. 1. p, 238. Washington: Garemment; Printing 01Iice. 1910. 
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The increase of children of school age in the city was about 
2,000 a year. In the last year there was thus a large increase 
in the numbers attending the academicschoola along with an 
increase at the vocational high schoola. 

The principal of the Woodward High School, Cincinnati, 
said that the number of pupila had trebled since the intro
duction of the practical courses 5 years ago. At Chicago far 
more boys drop out from the academic than from the technical 
high echools during the 1st and 2nd years, and when all were 
given the choice of attending an academic or technical high 
school, 40 per cent. attended the only two technical schools out 
of 18 high schoola in the city. 

The needs of the boy who has to enter employment early 
are now being met at Chicago by the introduction of two year 
courses in the technical high schoola. Chicago has no trade 
echools proper. On the other hand, in the Stuyvesant High 
School, New York City, the industrial courses have been given 
up since the foundation of the Vocational School for Boys, 
the only course in the school now being" that preparatory for 
colleges, higher technical schools and professional echoola. 

STUYVESANT HIGO 80000L, NEW YORK CITY, 

The writer had the opportunity of going all over this school 
The building is a fine one with large laboratories and workshops 
for each branch of the various trades taught there. The following 
is the course of study as given the writer in February 1913. 

Coune of Study. 
(Preparatory for College&. Higher Teclmical. Schools, and 

ProfeaaioD&l Schools). 
Pine Year. 

English. 
Latin or GermaD. 
Elementmy Algebra. 
Mechanical Drawing (lst tarm only). 
Freehand Drawing (2nd tarm only). 
Joinery and Cabinet Making. 
Shop PhysiCl8 (1st tarm only). 
Timber Science (2nd tarm only). 
Muoio (1st tarm only). 
Physiology and Hygiene (2nd tarm 

only). 
Oral English. 
Physical Training. 

EI< .. 

S.-d Year. " 
English. 
Latin or GermaD. 
Plane Geometry •. 
Mechanical. Drawing (lst tarm only). 
Freehand Drawing (2nd term only). 
Woodt1U11ing and Instrument 

Making (1st tarm only). " 
Pattern Ma.kinIIt and Foundry Won:: 

(2nd tarm oD!y). 
Physical. Training. 

One of the following : 
Chemistry. 
Ftench. 
GermaD. 
Latin. 
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T/oinJ Y ...... 
English. 
Latin or German or French. 
Physics. 
Advauced Geometry and Algebra. 
MechaDical Drawing. 
Forging (lot term) aDd Art Metal 

Work (2nd term). 
Physical Training. 

One of the following, 
Analytical ChemDtry. 
Modern Hiatoty. 
French. 
German. 
Latin. 

FotWth Y ...... 
English. 
English and American Hiatoty and 

Cinca. 
Physical Training. 

Latin, French or German. 
IndDBtria1 Chemistry. 
Advauced Physico. 
Applied Mechanica and Electricity. 
AdYaDced Hathematice. 
llachiDe Shop Pnrt.ice. 
MechaDical Drawing (Architectural 

or Machine Design). 
Advauced Shopwork or Adnmced 

Drawing. 

The school hours are 9 to 12.30 and 1 to 2.30, each boy 
having from Ii to 2 hours' home work. There are over 2,200 
boys in the school. The manual work consists in the first year 
of wood work with hand tools largely. Small articles such M 
tee squares are first made, the boys passing on to making chairs 
and tables before the end of the year. In the second year wood 
turning is taken during the first term, snch articles as egg cups, 
bowls, vases, and chair legs, &c. beiug made. Doring the 
second half of this year, the boys take pattern making, articles 
for use in the other shops being made. A little foundry work 
is done with iron or white metal in order that the boys may 
follow the use of their own patterns. In the forge work taken 
in the third year tools are made for use in the machine &bop 
for a beginning, art metal smithing being taken up later by 
those who have time and taste for it. In the second term of 
this year beaten art metal work is taken, the boys making 
simple trays, boxes, &c., from designs given to them. In the 
fourth year the boys specialise in one of the following: 
chemistry, which is being given more and more of an industrial 
trend, advanced physics, applied mechanics and electricity (a 
basis for electrical engineering), advanced mathematics, which 
includes the practice and prin<:iples of surveying: or they give 
extra time to the milling and turning machines of the 
engineering shops A boy may also specialise in mechanical 
drawing, or in advanced work in one of the other shope, forging, 
smithing or pattern making. 

Doring the four years, six perioda a week (of 45 to 
50 minutes each) are de .... oted to the manual work; and fonr 
periods to mechanical and freehand drawing during the first 
two years, and two periods to mechanical drawing only during 
the last two years. In freehand drawing the boys take a little 
design or object drawing and then practise sketching of 
machinery and industrial rather than artistic objects. In 
m .... banical drawing they first learn the use of blue prints and 
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then as far as possible make working drawings of the articles to 
be constrncted in the shops. Mathematics is taught largely in 
its relation to technical and practical problems. 

OHICAGO TEOHNICAL HIGH SOHOOUl. 

Chicago has two technical high schools "for boys, the Lane 
and the Crane. The building of others is recommended. Each 
of these schools has its four year course of manual training or 
technical work, and special two year vocational courses. 

The programmes of the special technical courses are given 
in the Appendix to this chapter (pp. 40--47 below). 

The following figures taken from the Annual Report of the 
Chica.!ro Board of Education show the enrolment in all the 
High Schools and in the Crane and Lane Technical High 
8 ... .1ools separately for the year ending June 30th, 1912. 

Enrol- Average A.verage Number Per Cent. Per Cent. 

-' ment. Member- Attend. of Pro- of Attend· of Pro-
ahip. anee. motion ... anee, motions. 

Crane Technical 
Higb School 

Lane Tecbnical 
87. 822'7 792'8 675 96'4 82'0 

Higb School 
Total. for all 

1,681 1,466'4 I,US'6 1,1s. 96'8 80'7 . 

(21) High 
Schooll hoYI 
and girll . 19,671 18,262'6 17,879'6 13,332 96'2 13'0 

Enrolment by Grades. 

9th Grade. I lOth Grade, I 11th Grade, 12th Grade, 

- 1st lat 20d lat 2nd lat 20d 
Sema· 2nd 8eme- SeIne- Sem&- Beme- Seme- Seme-
ster. Semester. Iter. ster. ster. Iter, ster. oter, 

Crane I {Beginners 181 I 2 260 2 119 - 107
1 
-

• Ad .. llced 99 - 70 1 60 - 2 
'--....... ~ , . ' . • .. • 

Toto1o . . 282 828 119 109 

Lane { Beginners 857 16 ~ ~I 2 196
1 

-
• Advanced 192 4 149 - S 49 -. ~ 

. J "'"'---v-----' . 669 472 S31 • 245 

All High Schooll, Boys 
2,WS 81 1,889 18 976 4 only . . . ',lS1 97 + 

1.52S . 
from 

elemen .. 

, tory 
l!K'.hools . ~ . ~...---' . 

i,i07 6,806 2,4M 
I 

979 

• , 
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER IV. 
'CIDCAGO TECHNICAL ruGH SCHOOLS.-PROGRAMMES OF 

SPECIAL TEOHNICAL AND VOCATIONAL COURSES. 
Four Year Courses in Manual Training or Teehnieal Work. 

September, 1912. 
MANUAL TaAINING CouaBE. 

The pm"poBe of this course is to prepare students for the technical 
industries, and for normal schools, technical schools, and college •. 

BUILDEBS' COURSE. 

The purpose of this course is to prepare students for the building 
industries. It is believed that graduates from this course, after a reason· 
able apprenticeship, will be competent to take positions .. foremen, 
superintendents, or general coiItractors. 

ARcHITECTURAL COUBIE. 
This course is planned for those who desire to become arehitects, or to 

do work in drafting rooms, and for those desiring a general course in 
mechanical drawing. 

MANUAL TBAllfING COUBIII. 
Fi,..t Y ...... Be«m4 Y ...... 

1 .a 1 i 0 
'': '5 

~ 
.. 

~ p., p., 
First Semester- First Semester-

English - 29 4- English - 20 4-
Woodworking - 20 10 Foundry, Forge and Pat-
Mechanical Drawing 20 4- tern-making 20 10 
Freehand Drawing - 20. 1 Mechanical Drawing 20 4-
Algebra - 20 4- Plane Geometry 20 , 
Physiology 20 5 Physical Education - 20 2 
Physical Education - 20 2 

24 
30 Second Semester-

Second Semester- English - 20 , 
English - . 20 , Foundry, Forge and Pat-
Woodworking - 20 10 tern.making . 20 10 
Mechanical Drawing 20 , Mechanical Drawing 20 , 
Freehand Drawing • 20 1 Plane Geometry 20 4-
Algebra • 20 4- Physical Education • 20 2 
Physiography (with special 

reference to woods and 2' 
oree) - 20 5 Chooee one of the fol-

Physical Education - 20 2 lowing,-
Foreif!D Language - ~ 40 5 

30 Biology • 40 S 
Elementary Pbysica 40 6 
Chemistry 40 6 

If chemistry is not taken 
DOW it mDBt be taken the 
fonrth year. 

Tltird Year. FUII.rlA Year. 
First Semester-

S 
YJrBt Semeeter-

Machine-shop Practice 20 United Stateo History 20 , 
English. 20 , MachiDe or .Architectnn.l 
Freehand Drawing - 20 1 Drawing 20 3 
Mathematics - . 20 , English - 20 , 
Physics • 20 6 Physical Education - 20 2 
Physical Eau.ation - 20 2 

13 
25 
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ThiTdY~nt. 
Second Semester

Machine·shop Practice 
Machine or .Architectcral 
. Drawing 
Freehand Drawing -
Physics - - -
Mathemati.,. -
Physical Education -

Choose one of the fol
lowing:-

! 
20 

20 
20 
20 
20 
20 

History - 40 
Language 40 

] 
~ 
8 

4 
1 
8 
4 
2 

Fuwrth Yean--oont. 
Second Senieeter-

Civics - - - - 20 
Machine or·Architeetural 

Drawing 
Trigonometry -
Physical Education -

Elective •. 

20 
20 
20 

4 

3 
4 
2. 

13 

25 Chemistry 40 6 
Language 40 5 
Englioh - 20 4 

4 Electrical or Gas Engine 
5 Construction 40 6 

Electrical or Gas Engine 
Conotruetion 20 <I 

Freehand Drawing - 40 8 
Advanced Physics - 20 a 
Advanced Chemistry 20 6 

One semester of Englioh must be 
chosen during this year by those who 
have not taken a foreign langusge. 

BlIILDIDRS' COllRSID. 
Fint Y ...... 

Firat Semeeter
Buoin ... English 20 
Menourational Geometry - 20 
Phy.iology 20 
.Architectural Dra.wing 20 
Cupentry 20 
Physical Education - 20 

Seeond Sem .. tel'-
Buoinese English - - 20 

. Mensuration&! Geometry - 20 
Freehand Drawing - 20 
Mechanical Dra.wing 20 
Cupentry - • - 20 
Physica.l Education - 20 

Third Year. 
Firat SemeetOl'-

Englioh - 20 
Mathematics, including 

Trigonometry and 
Surveying - 20 

Physica - 20 
Architectural Drawing 20 
Metal Work - - - 20 
Physica.l Education. 20 

1 
I'< 

4 
4 
5 
<I 

10 
2 

29 

Sectmd Y ...... 

Firat Semest~ 
Business Englioh 
Arithmetic and Book-

20 

keeping 20 
Chemistry 20 
Architectural Drawing - 20 
Bricklaying, Masonry, &e. 20 
Physical Education - 20 

1 
I'< 

4. 

<I 
6 
<I 

10 
2 

SO 
4 Seoond Semeeter-
<I Businees Englioh 20 <I 
4 Arithmetic and Book-
4. keeping -. 20 4. 

10 Chemistry 20 6 
2 .Architectural Drawing - 20 <I 

Bricklaying, Masonry, &e. 20 10 
28 Physica.l Education - 20 l! 

, 30 
Fourth lIOGr. 

First Semester-· 
<I Sanitation 20 i 

Building Specifications -
and Estimating - 20 <I 

<I Industrial History - 20 4. 
6 Electrical Wiring - • 20 19 
<I Freehand Drawing - 20 <I 

10 Physica.l Edu~tion - 20 II 
II 

28 
so 
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Third Yoar-cont. 
Second Semester-

English • .,. • 20 
Mathematics, including 

Trigonometry and 
SUJ:Yeying • 

Physics •• 
.Architectural Drawing 
Metal Work. • 
Physical Education • 

20 
20 
20 
20 
20 

1 
Po. F",.,-th Y ear-Clont. 

Second Semester-
4 Strength of Meteriala 

Building Contract. and 
20 

OrdiDancea • 20 
4 Indnetrial History • 20 
6 EIeetrieel Wiring. 20 
4 Freehand Drawing • 20 

10 Physical Education. 20 
2 

30 

ABCHlTBCTtlBAL C01lll8B. 

F'int Year. 

First Semester
English • 
Drawing-

j 
20 

Mechanical and Free-
hand 

Physiology 
Mathematics • 
Shop 
Physical Education • 

Second Semester-

20 
• 20 

20 
20 

• 20 

English • 20 
Drawing-

Mechanical and Free-
hand • 20 

Mathematics . 20 
Shop • 20 
Physical Edncstion • 20 

ThinlY""" 
First Semester

English • 
Foreign La.ngoage • 
Mathematics • 
.Architeetmal Deeign 
History of Arl 
Physical Edncation • 

Second Semester
English· 
Foreign La.ngoage • 

. lIathematics • 
.Architeetmal Design 
History of Arl 
Physical Education • 

·20 
• 20 

20 
• 20 
·20 
·20 

• 20 
I"l 
~ 

·20 
20 

.20 

BwmdY...,.. 

1 j 
First Semeeter-

4 English. 20 
Foreign Language. • 20 
.Architeetnral or Machine 

8 and Freehand Drawing 20 
Ii Phme Geometry· 20 
4 Physical Education· 20 
4 
2 

Second Semeeter-
27 English· 20 

Foreign Langnage. • 20 
"' Architeetmal or )fachjne 

and Freehand Drawing 20 
Phme Geometry • • 20 

8 Physical Education • 20 
4 
8 
2 

26 
FIJ'IWIh Y_. 

First Semeeter-
4 English. • • • 20 
Ii Architectnral Design 20 
4 United Statea History and 

10 Cirica • • 20 
2 Physical Education • 20 
2 

27 Second Semeeter-
English. • • • 20 

4 .Architeetmal Design • 20 
Ii United Statea History and 
4 Ci-rico • 20 

10 Physical Ed_tion • • 20 
2 
2 

27 

1 
Po. 

4 

4 
4 

10 
4 
2 

28 

1 
Po. 

4 
I) 

10 
4 
2 

26 

4 
Ii 

10 
4 
2 

26 

4· 
10 

4 
2 

20 

4 
10 

4 
2 

20 
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Two Year Courses in Vocational Subjects •. September, 1912. 
Two.year cours .. in vocationa.lsubjects are offered in the high schools, 

for thoae who do not expect or are not able to take .. full four y8&TS' course 
in the &ch001. Each two·year course haa .. major subject, which receives 
a special 1arge proportion of time and credit. A student pursuing such .. 
course will be required to follow it as outlined, in order to be well fitted for 
the occupatiou into which the major subject leads. Studi .. taken success
fully in the two-year course. will receive credit towards graduation from 
the four-year course.· On the successful completion of any of the two-year 
vocational courses, a certificate (not a diploma) will be awarded. 

COUBSIII IN MIICHANICAL DBA WING. , 

The aim of this course is to give a thorough foundation in the principles 
of instrumental drawing. It is believed that studente completing this 
course satisfactorily will be well fitted to fill pcsitions as draftsmen in 
m&chins shops or architects' offices. 

COUB8. IN DIC8IGNING. 

This course a.inis to give the students the elementary principles of design 
as they are illustrated in its application to commercial art and craft work. 
It should fit students to become designers of garments, household deco ..... 
tiona, ornaments. advertising signs. etc. 

COUB8. IN ADvANC.D CABPICNTBY. 

The purpose of this course is to offer students who are not able to spend 
the time required to take a four year course in manual training, an elemen
tary knowledge of wood-working, with special application to carpentry and 
cabinet making. 

COUB8. IN PAT'lIIBN M.u<urG. 

The purpose of this course i. to give students the principles of pattern 
making. It is believed that students who complete this course satisfactorily 
may, after a brief apprentioeahip, become expert makers of wood patterns 
for metal castings. 

CcUBBII IN MAcBlNlI Ssop WOBIt. 

The purpose of this course is to give students a knowledge of the 
elementary principles of machine shop practice. 

COUB811 IN EucTlcrn. 
This course aims to ""'I.uaint students with the elementary principles of 

electricity and theu- application, such as electric wiring and tasting, the 
manufacture of electrical appliances. also finding the cost and, the efficiency 
of the same. 

CoUBBII IN PaIllTDlG. 

The purpose of this course is to give students an elementary training in 
practical printing. 

GIIN8BAL RII>lABItB. 

A full year'. work in United States History is allowed in any course 
instead of United States History and Civico, if, in the judgment of the 
principal, such ..........gement is preferable; but in the event of this 
&rr&ngament Civi.. is recommended &8 an elective subject for another 
semester. 

Studenta planning to enter Teach... College with the intention of 
preparing to become teach... of Manna! Training. Household Arts, or 
Drawing, are required to take the full high &choaJ oonrae in Manna! 
Training, Household Arts, or Drawing, respectively; aDd other students are 
advised to take the Teachers Collega Preparatory Course. • • 
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Two YEAR OOURSE IN MEOHANICAL DRAWING. 

Fir.! Y ...... S.oond Year. 

~ 
,; 

.r.i i ." 

~ 
.~ !l '5 .. 

~ First Semester- Il< Firat a.meater- Il< 
Business English - 20 " English - 20 " Shop Mathemetics - 20 " (oroth.r modem Iangnage) 20 5 
Mechanical Drawing 20 8 Geometry 20 " Physiology - _ 20 :; Building or Mschine Oon-
Freehand Drawing - 20 " strnction 20 " Physical Educatioll - 20 2 .Architectural or Mschine 

Drawing 20 10 
27 Freehand Drs wing - 20 " Second Semestel'-'- Physical Education - 20 2 

Business English 20 " Shop Mathematics _ 20 " 28 
Mechanical Drawing 20 8 or 29 
Woodworking - - 20 10 Seoond Semester-
Physical Education _ 20 2 English - 20 " (or other modem language) 20 6 

28 Geometry 20 " Building or Mschine Oon-
stl'U(..-tion 20 " .Architectural or Mschine 
Drawing 20 10 

Freehand Drawing'- 20 " Physical Education - 20 2 

28 
or 29 

Two Y JIAII OoUB811 I1f DESIO ... 
Firs! YOM'. S.oond Y <41'. 

~ ~ i 
,; 

'i 1 
Firat Semester- ~ Il< Fint Semester- ~ Il< 

Business English 20 " English - 20 " Shop Mathematics, BuBi- (or other modern language) 20 Ii 
ness Arithmetic, or Geometry 20 " Algebra 20 " Applied Design 20 8 

Physiology 20 :; Freehand Drawing - 20 " Mechanical Drawing 20 " History with specia1 refer-
Freehand Drawing aDd once to History of Art, 

Design- - 20 8 and Oi-r:ics - 20 " Physical Education - 20 2 Physical Edocation - 20 2 

27 26 
Second Semester-- or 27 

Business English 20 " Second Semester-
Shop Mathematics, BuBi- English - - - - 20 " neB8 Arithmetic, or (or other modern language) 20 Ii 

Algebra 20 " Geometry 20 " Seienoe _ - 20 Ii Applied Design - 20 8 
Mechanical Drawing 20 " Freehand Drawing 20 " Freehand Drawing and History with specia1 refer-

Design 20 8 once to History of Art, 
Physical Education - 20 :I sndmnc. - 20 " Physical Edoeation - 20 2 

27 
26 

or 27 
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Two YEAR COUBSE IN ADVANCED CABPENTBY. 

Ji'ir.t Year. Second Year. 
oil ~ ,.; ~ 
'$ 0 'il ·a 'Ii ~ fi:: Pot 

First Semesfer....,. 
~ 

First Semester-
Busines. English 20 " English • 20 " Shop Mathematics • 20 " (or other modem lan· 
Shop- General Woodwork 20 10 gnage) 20 :; 
Mechanical Drawing 20 " Qeometry. or Hietory. 
Physiology 20 5 with special reference to 
Physical Education· 20 2 induatriaJ. and economic 

conditions, and Oivica - 20 " 29;, Shop-Admnced Carpen. 
try 20 12 

Second Semester- Architectural Drawing 20 " BuainessEnglish 20 " 
Freehand Drawing - 20 2 
Physical Education - 20 2 Shop Mathematics - 20 " Shop-General Woodwork 20 10 28 Mechanical Drawing 20 " or 29 Freehand Drawing • 20 " Physical Education - 20 2 Second Semester-
English - 20 " 28 (or other modem lan-

guage) - 20 :; 
Geometry. or History. 

with special reference to 
industrial and economic 
conditions, and Civics - 20 " Shop-Advanced Carpen-

Arc~tectural Drawing 
20 12 
20 " Freehand Drawing - 20 2 

Physical Education - 20 9 

28 
or 29 

Two YBAB C011BBB IN PATTBBlfIlAl<IlfG. 

Ji'i ... 1 Year. S""""", Ysar. 
,; ~ .§ ~ : 'i 0 .. '5 .. 

Firot Semester-
Pot fi:: Pot 

First Semeeter-
Businees English 20 " English - - - 20 " Shop Mathematics - .20 " (or other modern Ian-
Shop-General Woodwork 20 10 guage) 20 :; 
Mechanical Drawing 20 " Geometry. or History. With 
Physiology . 20 Ii special reference t6 in-
Physical Education - 20 9 duatriaJ. and economic 

oonditions, and cmos - 20 " 29 Shop-Foundry and Ad-
..anced P&ttenImaking - 20 12 

Mechanical Drawing 20 " Freehand Drawing - 20 l! 
Physical Education - 20 \I 

28 
• CD' 29 
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..= 
,; 

~ 1 "g : '1:: 
Fi .. tY ... ~t. " S.cond YOM-COnt. 11< 11< 

Second SemeBter- Second Semeeter-
BuaineesEnglish • 20 , English • 20 " Shop Mathematics • 20 , (or other modem Ian· 
Shop-Elementary Pat- goage) . 20 6 

ternmaJring • 20 10 Geometry, or Hietory, with 
Mechanical Drswing 20 , epecial referenos to in· 
Freehand Drswing • 20 4 duatrial and economic 
Physical Education • 20 2 conditiODS, and Civica - 20 4 

Shop-Foundry and Ad· 
12 28 vanced Pattemmaking • 20 

Mechanical Drswing • 20 , 
. Freehand Drawing • 20 2 

Physical Education • 20 2 

28 
or 29 

Two YBAB C01JB8B m )rUcBIIr.·BBoP WO&L 

First Y ...... Second y ...... 

,; .:i ,; .:i 
'$ '5 1 '5 p: 11< ~ 11< 

First Semeetor- FirstSemeeter-
Buain_ English . 20 4 English· 20 4 
Shop Mathematics • 20 , (or other modem Ian· 
Shop-Patternmaking . 20 10 goage) 20 6 
Mechanical Drawing 20 , Geom~' or History, with 
Physiology • • . 20 5 • . ref"""""e to in· 
Physical Education • 20 2 duatrial and economic 

conditions, and Ci..w. • 20 , 
29 Machine-.hop Practice 20 12 

Mechanical Drswing 20 , 
Freehand Drswing • 20 2 

8e00nd Semeeter- Physical Education • 20 2 
BuaineBB English . 20 , 
Shop Mathematics • 20 , 

28 
Shop-Advanced Pattern· 

20 10 
or 29 

making and Foundry 
Mechanical Drswing 20 4 

Second Semeoter-FreebaDd Drswing • 20 4 
Physical Education • 20 2 English. • • • 20 , 

(or other modem Ian· 
28 goage) • • • 20 5 

Geometry, or History, with 
epecial """""- to in· 
dutrial and economic 
conditiono, and Ci..w. • 20 4 

Machine-ahop Practice 20 12 
Vechenica.J Drawing 20 " Freehand Drswing • .- 20 2 
Phyoical Ed_tiool • . 20 2 

28 
or 29 
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Two YEAR OmJBSIII Dr ELECTRICITY. 

FOr", Y...... ~ Secmu! Year. 

j ·a 
First Semester

Business English 
Shop Mathematios • 
Woodworking • 
Elementary Physico 
Mechanical Drawing 
Phjaical Ed11C&tion • 

SeCond Semester
Business English 
ShoIf"Mathematico • 
Elementary Electricity 
Mechanical Drawing 
Physiology • • 
Physical Eduoati~n • 

~ ~ 
First Semester-

20 
20 
20 
20 
20 

, 20 

20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 

4-
4-

10 
5 
4-
2 

29 

English· • • 
or other modem lan· 

guage 
Geometry, or History, with 

special reference to in· 
dustrial and economic 
conditions, and Oivics 

Applied Electricity • 
Mechanics.! Drawing 
Freehand Drawing • 

4. Physical Educstion • 
4-

10 
4-
5 
2 

29 

Second Semestel'
English .• 

(or other modem lan· 
guage) 

Geometry, or History, with 
specis.! reference to in. 
dustrial and econumio 
conditions. and Oivics 

Applied Electricity. 
Mechanical Drawing 
Freehand Drawing • 
Physical Education· 

Two TillAR 0011BBIII IN PRINTING. 

Finl Y...... . ~ S.cmu! Y ...... 

~ .~ 
First Semester

Business English 
Business Arithmetio 
Mechanical Drawing 
Physiology • • 
Printing • 

~ ~ 

Freshand Drawing • 
Physical Education. 

Second Semester-

20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 

Busineoe English. 20 
Business Arithmetio 20 

4-
4-
4-
5 

10 

Firat Semester
Business English 
Mechanical Drawing 
Printing • 
History or Science • 

1 Physical Educstion • 
2 

so 
SeCond Semester- I 

4- Business English •• 
4- Freehand Drawing ., 

~ 
~ 
20 

20 

20 
20 
20 
20 
\0 

20 

20 

20 
20 
20 
20 
20 

! 
20 
20 
20 
20 

lIO 

4-
10 

4-
2 
2 • 

26 
or 27 

4-

5 

4-
10 

40 
2 
2 

26 
01' 27 

4-
40 

15 
4 

or 5 
1I 

29 
or SO 

20 4. 
20 4-

Mechanios.! Drawing • 20 
Proof-Bading and Punc-

tuation • 20 
Printing • 20 
Freshand Drawing • 20 

4- Printing. 
History or Science • 

5 
10 Physios.! Education • 
1 

• 20 15 
20 4. 

or5 
20 II 

Physical Education· 20 II 

SO 

29 
or 00 
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CHAPTER V.-CO-OPERATIVE OR HALF-TillE 
SCHOOlB. 

Th~ co-operative schools, which are in effect half-time schools, 
are unique, the writer believes, to the United States. They are 
termed ': co-operative" because the system is based on the 
co-operatlOn of manufacturers with the pnblic school authorities, 
and they are now beginning to plsy a recognised part in the 
industrial training of boys. 
. The system was fiI-st introdnced by Dean Herman Scbneider 
~nto the engineering department of the University of Cincinnati 
In 1906. The theory of engineering is taught in the University, 
and plBCtice is obtained in the manufacturing plants of the 
t!ity, the students working alternate weeks at the Univefl!ity 
and in the manufacturers' shops. The clssses are divided into 
two sections, one being at work while the other is at tbe 
University. The students are paid for their work in thp. shops. 
The practical work is co-ordinated with the . work of the 
U ni versi ty by a special set of teachers, called co-ordinators, who 
spend the mornings at the University and the afternoons at the 
shops, so that the following week they may give instruction 
to the stndents they have seen at work, which bears directly on 
what they were doing. 

FITCHBURG HIGH ScHOOL, Co-oPERATIVE INDUSTRIAL COUIlBE." 

Several manufactur!lrs from the small industrial city of 
Fitchburg, Massachusetts (with 31,826 inhabitants), were present 
at a meeting in New York when Dean Schneider explained his 
system.. They were so impressed with it that they themselves 

. suggested the application of the system to the High School at 
Fitchburg. Hence in 1908 an industrial coarse was opened in 
the High School, and this has proved 80 successful that the 
system is now often spoken of as "the Fitchburg plan." 

Fourteen firms offered or agreed to take apprentices nnder 
the half-time arrangement, and a course was drawn up at 
conferences between the manufadurers and the school antho

. rities. This course- is open to any boys who enter the High 
School, i.e., before taking it tbey must have first completed all 
the grades of the elementary school. 

The first year is spent entirely in the school at a special 
preparatory course. During this preliminary year the boys are 
taken to visit the various manufadurers' shops in the city, and 
at the close, in July, they select the trade they wish to follow. 
They are then apprenticed to a finn, in pairs wherever possible 
(though employers do not always require this) under a special 
indenture (see pp. 55-51) for three years, the first two months 
being regarded as a probationary period spent entirely at work, 
dnring which the indenture can be broken by either party . 

• A lint sketch of this -am., deaIiDg with the Fitchburg plan, 
appeared in the" Times" EducatioDal Supplement for July. 1913. 
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During the three years ii, at the end of the probationary two 
months all is satisfactory, the boys alternate week by week 
between school and work, one boy of the pair being at school 
when in session while the other is at work. On Saturdays both 
boys are at work, one picking up what the other is leaving 
and durin?, the school vacations both boys work, excepting for 
two weeks complete vacation during the year. 

The teaching in the school is given by special teachers who, 
with the exception of the English teacher, devote their whole 
time to the work. They are under a director of the industrial 
department who spends two afternoons a week visiting the 
various firms and planning teaching which, 80 far as possible, 
shall correlate with the work the boys are doing. All their 
school work is related to their industrial work as far as possible. 
A summary of the work taken from a pamphlet, dated August 
1913, by Mr. W. B. Hunter, director of the industrial department, 
is given in Appendix C to this chapter, pp. 58-9. The depart
ment is divided into four classes for; (1) machinists and other 
metal workers, (2) cotton manufacture, (3) printing, and (4) office 
work. 

The annual report of the Fitchburg High School for the year 
1912 gives the following list of trades followed ;-

.. There are 76 students attending schooi and working in shops a.ltsrnate 
week.. Forty.eight are taking machine work, five eaw-making, five office 
work, lour drafting, four textile work, two printing, two iron molding, one 
pattern-making, one druggist, one tinsmith, one chauffeur, and one groin 
dea.ler. Th ... etudents are ea.ming this year .. hout $15,000." 

During their time at the shops the boys are paid for the 
first year 10 cents (5d.) an hour, for the second year 11 cents, 
and for the third year 12t cents an hour. 

The branches of work through which the student is to pass 
sre entered in the indenture and the writer gathers that no 
difficulty has as yet been experienced in regard to the boys' 
work, and the cooperation with manufacturers.. It is a pity 
that the indenture is somewhat one-sided, the employer having 
the power to suspend regular work entirely and substitute other 
work, and to dismiss or suspend the apprentice for a time 
without previous notice for work or behaviour unSatisfactory 
either to him or the school, while should the apprentice violate 
any of the terms of the agreement a fine of $100 must be paid. 
The indenture is signed by the employer, the apprenti('.e, and a 
bondsman who may be a parent, friend, or any responsible 
person interested in the apprentice, who will stand behind the 
boy and see that he fulfils the requirements of his 'contract. An 
indenture might have been used which would have placed the 
cancelling of the agreement in the hands of an outside autho
rity, perhaps one connected with the school, who could have 
power to adjudicate in case of any dispute and to cancel the 
indenture in case either party failed to fulfil his share of the 
contract. 

Thirty-one boys have 80 far completed the course and appear 
to be doing well. Of these, seven have passed QIl to universitiea 

... 19969 
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or technical colleges to take a technical degree, four are planning 
to do so, one has left his trade altogether, and the remainder 
are working at' their trades,' twelve as machinists, three aA 
draughtsmen, three as saw makeni,one as salesman, and bile lIB 
teller in' an office. 'Five years ago 20 entered the school, in 
1912 the enteririgclass numbered 60. 

, " 

BEVERLY INDEPENDENT INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL. 

A school on the half-time syi!tsm was started at Beverly, 
Massachusetts, in August 1909. A local committee appointed 
by the Massachusetts Commission on Industrial Education made 
an 'inquiry into the industries of the neighbourhood andcon~ 
suIted With manufacturers as to the establishment of industrial 
schools. Beverly (with 18,650 inhabitants). is in a somewhat 
peculiar position, itS main indUstries being, besides agriculture, 
the manufucture of boots and shoes and of boot and shoe 
machinery. 'The latter work lies entirely. in the hands of the 
United Shoe Machinery Company. Co-operation was secured 
with this firm and the industrial school was establisher} under 
an independent board of trn.~tees consisting of the mayor, a 
representative of the works and five members of the school 
committee. " 

'The United Shoe Machinery Company set aside a small 
portion of their works for the use of the school and provided an 
assortment of over 30 niachines for the use of the boys, grinders, 
drillS; millers, lathes; planes, &c. The finn pays the salary of 
one technical assistant who' spends all hi$ time in the works and 
the salaries of the shop ro-ordinators for' the 'weeks the,. epend 
in the works. The public school-authoritiee bear the remaining 
.m:pellf!6 of maintenance, one half of. which is recoverable from 
'the State nnder the law of 1909. " 
" The school has its owu'qullI'ters on the upper floor of the 
McKay Street elementary scbool, the science work being done 
in the laboratories of the high· school.· 'It iii under a director 
-who devotes most of his time to supervisiOn, doing Ii ttle teach
ing, and-who has an assistant in the school.- The boys' are 
divided into two sets, A and B, of which one 8('t is in school 
When the other 'is at work. A machinist 'instructor or shop 
c<i-ordinator teaches each set of boys both in school and at work. 
, These boys are not indentured to the firm in any way. The 

-work given them to do is that reqnired at the time by the finn, 
and each boy is paid half piece rates for an work which reaches 
the necessary standard. Care is constantly exercised to !IeCure 
that each boy has sufficient variety of work and isnai tempted 
b,. thepl'OSpect of higher ~mings ·to pass too l"ng a time On 
:one job; To this end a card>; 'is kept on which the work done 
by each boy each week is entered, together with total earnings 
and amount rejected as bad work. . 

, I·. •• .~_ 

• B .. ~ppeDdis: D (2) to thio chapter, page ... 
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In the school; as is stated in .the SUl1lJIlary of the school work 
given in Appendix D (1) to this chapter on page 60, instruction 
is as fM- as possible individual. Boys are admitted. oll'completion 
of the 6th grade of the elementary school and at the' age' of 14 or 
over, ,They are -consequently ofwarious- ages-·andprelimmary· 
schooling, some having 'spent-u year or two' in high school and 
others having eome :straight from the elementary school.·, As far 
all possible··topics aretakeI1up as the boy has meti them in"his 
preceding week; in the shop,·eithetin handling -e, blue 'print, 
operating a machine, using tools, or filling ()uttime eards,' The 
school has nearly 1000 copies of blue 'prints in sets which are 
in actual use in the machine shop. MathematicS are taught 
from these 88 much 88 possible. Sma~ groups Me formed .. to 
discuss common difficulties. ,For two hoors two' or three ·times 
a week a group of boys' adjounl.s with the' director' toa'room 
set spartin' thefactorf'w here they' study' one machine com
pletely, making notes and writing an account of it afoorwards. 
, ' The hours at school are 8 tG12 and 2 to 4,at.'Wl1rk 1-12 
and. 1-5.' No schoollVOrk' at slUs expected of· the borsduhng 
the weeks they IU'B at work. The Satlirday'in the school week 
is a holiday. " . " .' " : Co' ;. ) ':"''-'' • 

. No definite length" is fixed for tha schObl:co\irse: The boys 
are 'Promoted to full work in the factory at full earnings but 
under school supervision; at any. time that' they' inay 'be 
considered fit. ' Eight ,boys were thuS"prt>moted.:after spending 
2 years8Dd 10 ,weeks , in ,the . school, end have proved ,entirely 
satisfactory at their work so that foremen in other departments 
are asking for'schoot'boya. :-'When' first entering ,the- faotory 
bors are coD6idered'onprobationandwould be returned ·toJlhe 
school if they failed inei1!Ler wl1rk 01' Dehavio'itt." Durihg'this 
'Jleriod' of 'probation theY"are \ tol'be' given: ,woTkwhich' will 
continue 'their' training lind theyremainundel' the I!b.pertismR 
of the director as regards this and their behaviour . 
. . , The"ooys are no~ ''h9ll1id to'enterlhe 'Works of the United 
Shoe Machinery Company, though all completing the course 
have so; far"naturally chosen to do' so, as these works offer 'the 
best prospects' for engineel'S'in the- town." Twenty-four boys 1 

have dropped out! without completing the eo1U'SEl.···These have 
gone to other 'firms, 801ne lIS engineer's'machinists and Some 
in other occupations;" , . 

, 
QUINCY INDEPENDENT INDUSTRIAL ScHOOL. 

A school of. a somewhat different type agam'was started at 
Quincy, Massachusetts, in September, 1912. The Fore River 
Shipbuilding Co. have largs works at Quincy, s small town of 
32,6H inhabitants, almost adjoining Bo<!ton. . This firm 'bad 
already established an apprenticeship ~tem by which the 'bovs 
were bound for four years' service and received four hdtlnl' el8Sa 
instruction II week gi\'en in the morning in lhe firm's oWn class 
room. On' the establishment of the IndllStriaI. SchOol the· firm 
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sent 34 boys at once and intends, the writer was told, to semi 
its remaining apprentices, about 80 in number, by dpgl'{'es, as 
the school can accommodate them. Three other firms had sent 
seven other boys. 

Any boys who have reached the 5th grade of the elementary 
school may enter, but BOrne had already spent three years at a 
high school. The length of the course had not been fully 
determined but would be arranged to suif each boy. This 
school aims at training mechanics only, and the teaching there
fore is not as advanced as that given in a high school. 

.. The school assnmee fnll responsibility for tbe boy'. training in tbe 
shop; sees that he is given opportunity to go through tbe various 
branchee of his trade under jnst and skilled direction. and that there is no 
danger of the boy's being exploited for the he'Defit of the indnstry. . . . 
By agreement between the sbops and the school, the shop work for tb. boy 
is divided into time proportioned to the importsnoe and tbs extent of 
di16cnlty met with in beeoming expert in tbe varions mechanical prooessee ... • 

The director visita the works on two afternoons a week and 
011 Saturdays when both boys of the pair are at work. He 
inspects the conditions of work and secures data on which to 
base the school work of the following week. A record of work 
done by each boy in the shop is made each wepk and tabulated 
on a form filed for reference, BO that it is quickly SPen whetJ.E'r 
the agreement that the boys should be passed through the 
various departments is kept. A report of the attendanCE' and 
progress of the boys in school is sent to the firms concerned 
each week. 

An extract from the first report on the school by tJle director 
giving BOrne account of the teaching and methods followed is 
given in Appendix E (1). to this section, pp: 64-5. 

This school, like that at Beverly, is BO organised as 10 
receive a refund of half the expense of working from the State. 

The system of co-operative schools is spreading through the 
StatE's. Since it \vas first started at Fitchburg it has been 
followed, in each case under slightly varying conditions, at 
the Technical High School, Providence, Rhode Island, at 
Freeport High School, Freeport, minoie, York High School, 
Pennsylvania, and the Woodward High School, Cincinnati, Ohio, 
at Ne..rton and \\' orcester, Mass., and other places besides Beverly 
and Quincy. A course has been arranged at the Lewis IIL~litute, 
Chicago, a privately endowed technical institute, and some of 
the boys from the Tracie School, Bridgeport, ~onnectjcut, are 
trying it in their second year at the school. t At the time of 
the writer's "isit to Fitchburg a plan had been made and the 
------------------- -----

• Amlnal Repmt of the School Department of the City of QoiDey, x..., 
fer the year ending Deeember 31st. ) 912, p. 1.. . 

t A cIaose in the Act eetablishing trade IIChooIa gmo power to do this . 
•• Said baud DUIoy .... ter into arnu>gemente with ....... nfactnring and mechD'~ 
eetabli.hmerta in which pupils of oucb tJsde eehoolll may haye opporturuty 
to obtain lIalf.tiJDe pnoctice. D 
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-co-operation of employers secured to extend the system to the 
pupils in the commercial section during their last year at 
school in order that some real office experience might be 
obtained. At Cincinnati the system was extended to some 
girls, who were just entering millinery work rooms for alternate 
weeks at the time the writer visited the city. The Committee 
on Industrial Education for the State of Maine, reporting in 
1910, recommends the establishment of the half-time system for 
manufacturing towns. 

The plan has some very obvious advantages. For the boys, 
it is possible for many to stay at school who would otherwise 
have to leave to work full time, for the wages earned alternate 
weeks are sufficient to enable the parents to keep them. 
The schools suit those boys who at 14 are anxious to be 
doing some real work and who cannot see the value of a 
general education having no practical application. It is 
naturally an advantage to them that the work they do should 
be under supervision, that the why and wherefore of the 
pl"lx:esses should be explained, and that someone with ex
perience should be at hand to solve difficulties, to encourage, 
aud to stir and direct ambition. How much the boy (or girl) 
of 14 or 15 values the presence of someone interested in his 
progress in the works to whom he can report is known 
to all those in England who have taken part in apprentice
ship work or who have followed the after careers of their 
scholars. 

To the education authorities, the scheme is a benefit by its 
cheapness. There is no expense in providing expensive work
shops, machinery, and material for exercises, since all practical 
work can be done outside, and ouly half the number of teachers 
are required that would be wanted for a full time school. It 
is probable that the actual training is not so methodical and 
possibly not so complete as can be given in a full time day 
trade school where all practical snd theoretical work can be 
done on a fixed plan, but on the other hand the boys are getting 
experience under real conditions-they must learn to work with 
the degree of efficiency, speed, and freedom from waste which is 
necessary for shop conditions and may therefore become the 
better mechani~ in the end. Moreover the boys' experience is 
broadened by the discussion of the difficulties and experiences 
of those in other shops. To secure a systematic trsining it 
is necessary that the thorough co-operation and ~nterest of the 
firms should bc secured, not only of the emp]olers, but of the 
foremen aud journeymen among whom the boys work. That 
the schools are approved by all who have tried them is 
evideuced by the fact that the number of manufacturers 
taking boys under the plan is constantly increasing and that 
tlley bear evidence to the greater reliability and steadiness· 
of the school boys to those employed full time in the works, 
while the objections raised originally by foremen have been 
withdrawJ!.. Of 62 employers approached in Massachusetts, 
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40 declared thel11~elves in favour of the half-time plan." It is 
necessary to have small classes and extremely capable teachers. 
men of great adaptability who can give individual instruction 
and who at the same time can work tactfully and sympll
thetically with those in control of the boys at work. The 
schools visited by the writer appear to have been particularly 
fortunate in the teachers obtained and it is no doubt due to 
this that the Bchools' have grown. To' ensure the fullest 
efficiency of the combined theoretical and practical instruction 
the State Board of Massachusetts is of the opinion tha t the 
" State snpervisory control" over 'students in cooperative shops 
is extremely 'desirable, if not necessary.' 

The National Association of Manufacturers 'in their report 
isslled in. 1910, in which approval of the institution of day 
trade schools is exprepsed, refer to the half-time plan in 
dealing with the .question of those already in. the shops as 
follows:- . 

.. Part-tune schools lIlay be'provided where a «ouble set 'of apprentices 
are employed;·m.Jriug'& hajf.itime 1IysteDi;at a _·third·time system wben 
three !lets of apprentices 'are employed,'10 that each apprentice ... n hays 
one'haIl Or- one·third of m. time deYoted to ochooliDg . 

. •. In all these erlenoioD schools, whether one-ba1l per week at part-tim" 
plaii with ·two or more sets of apprentices, the wag .. earned would admit of 
supplying'indrlstrial education to _y who could not aJfard to take the 
regular trade &Chool course without earning wag .. mean .... hile. AIl .... ho are 
able to take the full course would,. however, command higher wag .. at the 
end of the COllJ'8e." 

This constitutes an ·approval of the cooperative system. t 
The American Federation of Labor in their relJOrta dis

approve of the plan on the grounds that selection of the boys 
is made by the manUIacturers and the course is therefore open 
only to those of whom they approve, and that a spirit hostile 
to organised labour may be developed 1lD1ong them and their 
teachers should any dispute or strike break out. It is suggested 
too that the manufacturers may attempt to control the schools 
for their benefit only., 

In practice, however; there has been no difficulty in these 
matters.' 'No suggestion has been made that the manufacturers 
have attempted to· control the schools, and the provision of a 
board of· trustees on whom the representatives of the finus are 
in a 6maIl minority,·as at Beverly, should be a guarantee 
against this. " . 

Dr. Herman Schneider, the originator of the system, believes 
it can . be extended indefinitely. At· Fitchburg, however, 
where other occupations besides that of engineer's machinist 
are included, it is already found difficult to correlate the school 
work to the outside work without 3. large increase of the school 
staff. . The schools in their co-operative system of training 
would seem to be most successful, therefore, when they are 
confined to one or two industries only; if not, they must be 

• S .. Appendix A. to this chapter, poge 55. t s .. alMJ pp. 17~1s-:i. 
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sufficiently large to allow of the subdivision of pupils byoccupa
tion: But supposing that is not possible" or supposing th~t 
the boys ,or girls are, engag~d outsidll iu.. J\Qu·e9,ucllti.onal. 
emploYPlent, is not thesysteI\l ,nevertheles$ welL ,wOJ;th ,trying 
for those children who, are obliged to)eave,Bohool at 14.yeal$ 
of age to earn? It is then only the half-ti!ll& system. but onil" 
under which the child is at school for a complete. week anil 
can give his undivided energy and attention to ,.school work 
during that week, while he is under the discipliBe' and care 
of the school to a greater age than would haveheen possible 
otherwise. ,The plan .,as, a part of the school system of the 
1]nited,States should ,perhaps st,ill ,be regarded as experimental, 
but the writer would be glad to ,8eeit largely,.extended ,there 
and tried in England, with the conditions of age, shop super
vision and c<Hlperation under which it is worked in America. 

APPENDICES TO CHAPTER V. 

A.-AT"J:'I:ruDE OF _MASSACHUSETTS EMPLOYERS ' TOWARDS 
PART·TIME SCHOOLING. 

'Seventy.two employers 'were approached by the Board of Education, 
){"""""husetta. on 'their attitude towards part.-time schooling: 'The great 
majority favoured the half.time plan. ' , ,- -- '- -_ 

.. An exoeption to this is found in the caee of department sto""s where 
the only plan aubmitted was for a period of eight hours per week. 

.. The following table sho:"" the result. 
" 

Time for NllDlber NllDlber Percent· 
Industry. School Work in Opposed Total. age in 

Proposed. Favour. Fa.vour. 

D~partment .torea • EigM houra per 10 - 10 100 
, week.' 

Printing' . . Half·time 9 1 10 90 
Machine work . Half·time 16 S 19 84 
Shoe manufacturing Half-time 10 'II 13 77 
Bookbinding. • Half·time 2 4 6 SSl 
Textile worJ< " , ,~, lL\lf.time, ,3 ,11" ,}4. 27 

, . , , 

" The above table aeeme to show that where akiIl and UamiDg .,.. 
requited 'the manufacturers ....... on the whole. in favour of oo-opereting 
with tho echooL The pla.no submitted sug~ted, the alternating weekly 
BUheme .... 

' 
.... , !' " , .• -" • .' . 

I' . j .', 

B.-FITCHBURG mGH SCHOOL.-FORM OF INDENTURE 
USED FOR APPRENTICES AS ENGINEER'S MACHINISTS. 

-RlJLB8 -AND CONDlTIO!l&· 

. Under-which speoia.\ apprenticos taking the four year co.operative 
tnduatrial course at the HighSchool of Fitchburg ..... recei,ved forinatruction 
at tho works of -,.', ., 

• Common.....Jth of HI\8SIIAili .... to Board of Education. A S~ RePOR OD 
the needs and poooihilitiOi of Part-time Education, p. 100. -. 1918 
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1st. The applicant lor apprenticeship under this agreement mo.t have 
satisfactorily met requirementa for entnmce to thie course at the High 
School. 

2nd. The apprentice is to work for DB continnously, well and faithfnlly. 
onder sncb rules and regulation. &8 may prevail, at the worb of the above 
company, for the term of approximately 4,950 bonn, ·commencing with the 
acceptance of this agreement, in aoch capaeity and on snch work &8 .pecified 
below. 

Lathe work. 
Planer work. 
Drilling. 
Bench and IIoor work. 
And aoch other machine work, according to the capability of the 

apprentice. as pertaina to onr branch of manufacturing. 
This &ITIUlgbment of work to be binding unI... changed by mutual 

agreement of all parties to true eontract. 
3rd. The apprentice shall report to hie employer for work every alternata 

w-:ek .. hen the High School is in aeaaion, and on all working day. when the 
High School is not in ... sion, except during _tion perioda provided 
below, and he shall be paid only lor aetnal time at snch work. 

4th. The apprentice is to have a vacation, withoot pay, of t .. o ween 
each year, during school vacation. 

5th. The employer reserves the right to onapend regular work wholly, 
or in part, at any time it may be deemed neceaaary, and agrees to proride 
onder ordinary conditions other work at the regu1ar rate of pay, for the 
apprentice during snch period. 

6th. Should the conduct or work of the apprentice not be aatiofactory to 
employer or to the High School authority. he may at any time be disrni..ed 
or anspended for a time by the employer without previous notice. The Jim 
two monthe of the apprentice' •• bop work are considered a trial time. 

7th. Lost tim. shall be made up before the expiration of each year, at 
the rate of wages paid during aoid year, and no year of senice .hall 
commence till after all lost time by the apprentice in the preceding year 
.haII have been fnlIy made up. 

8th. The apprentice m118l purchase from time to time snch toola .. _y 
be required for doinlr rapid and _ work. 

9th. The .. id term of approximately 4,950 bonn (three-year .hop 
term), shall be divided into three periodo as stated below, and the com
penaotion shall be as follows, payable on regu1ar pay dayo to _b 
apprentice. 

For the Jim period of approximately 1,650 bonn, 10 cents. per hoar. 
For the aeoond period of approximately 1.650 hours, 11 cents. per hour. 
For the third period of approximately 1,650 houro, 121 cente. per hour. 

10th. ~ above wage acaJe .haII begin the Jim day of July ~ 
the . apprentice'. entrance upon the Jim year of shop work of the High 
School Ind118lrial Course. 

These papers. subject to the two montha' trial DOted in paragnph 8. 
shall be signed hy the three parties to the contract at the time the bo7 
enters the shop. 

The .. tisfactory fulfiJment of the con.iitiona of thie __ Ieodo to • 
diploma, to be conferred upon the apprentice by the School Board of I'itdo
burg upon his graduation, which diploma .hall bear the aignetare of _ 
officer of the eompany with which he served hie apprenticeship. 

AmlKEllBlI''I' BftWa ... TB .... P.&BftU. 
Tms AOaBBJlBl<T made the. _____ -:-.Jda~J of ____ , A.D. 

191 ,by and between (emp1oyer) of ____ _ 
party of the first part; and (apprentice) of ____ _ 
party of the aeoond part; and (bmd-) of, ___ _ 
party of the third part. 

W'rt.nesaeth, that the party of the MCODd pari ohaIJ fro. tile date '-"'" 
lor the term of three years (.,950 hoan, divicled into &II.- psjoda of l~ 
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homs & year, 88 stated in the "Rules and ConditioDS "), and so much 
longer as may be Dec ry to make up lost time, become and be the 
apprentice of the party of the first part to the a.rt nr trade of , 
awl that so.id partiea of the first and second parle will well and truly do and 
perform all tbinga required to be done and performed by them in and by 
so.id Rules and Conditioua of the Co-operative InduatriaJ. Course. 

And aaid party of the third part, in CODSideration that the partiea of the 
1int and second part have with his knowledge executed this agreement, 
eovenauts and agrees for himself and his assigns, heirs, executors or admini
strators, with the party of the 1int part that tJa. party of the second part 
ehall well and truly do and perform all things required to be done by him, 
in and by this agreement, and in ease aaid party of the second part shall in 
anywise nolate any of the tenDs and provisiODS of this agreemeDt or said 
Rules and ConditiODS, to pay to the party of the first part the smn of One 
Hwuhed Dollars, as aacertained and liquidated damages for such hresch 
of COIlIDct.. 

In witness whereof, so.id party of the first part has ca.used these presents 
to be signed and ~ed by its for this 
purpoee anthorixed. and aaid parties of the second and third parle have 
hereto set their handa and aeaJsthis day and year 1int above written.. 

Signed and ~ed ____________ ~(,employer). 

In Plesenoe of ______________ _ 

Signed and eealed _____________ (appreutice). 

In presenceof ____________ ~ 

Signed and ~ed'__ ___ -------(boudsman). 

Inpr-..ceof_'--_'--_______ ~ 

AGB· •••• t' o. B.m..A.'lTVB OB GU .... DUN. 

J (relative or guardian) of the above 
Damed (apprentios) do hereby give my 
ecmaen~ to hio .... tering the employ of the so.ida.....--:::-;---;;--__ --;-_-; 
(employer) upon the tsrma named in the above articles of agreement; and 
I furth. agree that in 0CJIIIIiden.tia of such employment the wages or 
....-niDga of my .. iii (_ .. ward) shall be paid directly to him, 
aud I hereby lela. all Glaim that I now have or may have hereafter 
thereto. 

Dated at~ __ ~_this ___ __'day nOl''--___ , 191 • 

Signed and aeaIed (relative or guardian) 

In p .... ence oof'-_____________ _ I • 
This is to certify that the within uamed _________ _ 

completed his term of apprentioeship. . 
• 
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C.-FITCHBURG mGH SCHOOL.-CO-OPERATIVE INDU8TRlAT, 
COURSE. SUMMARY 'OF WORK. 

MACHINIST, DRAJ'T8HA.N, PATTl!lRN llA.xBR, AND IRON MOLDER. 

(Figures at right indicate periods per week of 45-minute duration.) 

FIRST' YRAB.-ALL SCHOOL 
WORK (common. to all 
conroes):-

English " 
Arithmetic," tabl.. ana simple 

shdp problems 5 
Civics and American History , - " 
Algebra. - - - - 5 
Freehand and Mechanical Draw-

mg, ad Bench Work '- 10 

SECOND Y BAB.--SCROOL ARD 
SHOP WORK:-

English • 5 
Shop Mathematics, Algebra and 

Geometry - • - - 5 
Physics " 
Indnstrial' History and Com-

mercial Geography 5 
Mechanism of Ma.ehiDeo 5 
Freehand and MechJmical Draw· 

ing 5 

'TIDED YBAB.-SCHOOL AND 
SHOP ,WOEK:~ 

English " 
Shop Mathematico, Trigonometry II 
Chemistry - " 
Physics " 
Mechanism of Macbineo (one-

half year) " 
Bnsineoo Method. (one·half year) " 
First Aid to injured - 1 
Freehand and Mechanical Draw. 

mg' 6 

FOURTH YBAR.-BCHooL ,um 
SHOP WORK:-

English " 
Shop Mathematieo Ii 
Economics (one-half year) - Ii 
Mechanism of Machines ana Jig 

Design (one-half year) - " 
Physico, Electricity and Heat - " 
Chemistry- 6 
Freehand and Mechanical Draw-

ing " 

NOTB.-Ten boob for each trade m Mechanism deal with indiridual 
trade, and cJass work discnssea his particnlar probJemo. 

SRCOlm YEAE.-8cHooL AlfD 
" ,SHOP 'W~JiI[>-

,'POUln'H YRAB.-8cHooL AlJD 
, AIHOP,WOBK.-' 

English' '! " EDg1io1t' , 5 
Eoon"",ios (one-holf year) - ' 5 Shop lIlathematico, Algebra, and 

, Geometry - -" -'_ (; 
Physice " 
Industrial History and Com-

mercial Geogmphy , " - 5 
Cotton, oonrces and preparation - (; 
Freehand and Mechanical Draw-

ing -5 

TxmD YIIAlO.--&HOOL AlfD 
SHOP ,WORK:-

English - I> 
Mathematico 5 
Chemistry - " 
Physiea - " 
Cotton Machinery - - " 
First Aid - - 1 
Freeband azul )lechaniea1 Draw-

ing 6 

Mathematios II 
Cotton Machinery (one-half year) " 
Physico, Electricity ana Heat • " 
Chemistry of dyeing, _po. sizing 6 
Pattern Design _ " 
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Some idea of mill end. of work may be glea.tlOd from following schedule 
of couree t.>. yom ma.nufactm-e at Grant 'Ya.rn-Qo;,- ' . 
CABD RooM.-l UD 1-2 YHABS. SPINNING RoOM-6 MONTHS. 

Pioker Room 2 weeks; FrNISin1I'& ROOM~10 MONTHS'. " 
Card Room 2 months. Spooling 2 months. 
Doublers /I weeks. ° Twisting, ' 4. month •• 
Combers '1 month • .- 'Wa.rpers " 2 months. 
Drawing , 1 month. Winders ' 2 months. 
Speeders 6 months. 'MA.'lHINB SH01'-2 MONTHS. 

: .' I. I. ,; ~. l' , :' 4oLt' t 
r.a:r.lNTING. 

., 

,SsO'OND Y"AB.-SCHOOL AND 
SIlO~ WOB.I~:·~-:'> ! ".'.; .,.,,. 

English ,''; I> 
Mathematics, AJgebrs and Goo, 
, 'metr;y ,. c " '0 , 5 

Phyaioe , , 4. 
Induetrial mstory and Com, 

meroia.l (Jeography , • 5 
Printillg Maohiriery ';anll'Appli. 

.. noes, type forms ,'0' 5 
Drawing (lettering, designs) 5 

THmD Y"AB.-SCHOOL UD 
SHOP WORI<:-

Englioh" ".. " IJ 
Ma.th~_ti08 (e~~,,~g\ • , ,". 5< 
Chel!l18tiry ." ".-,'. .>.," "', 41 
Pbyaice': ; .~'.~.ll1 ... ! 0' :.,;; .. ~., i~ "d" r.:,' 41 

: l:FbttBTH . Y"AB.-SCHOOL AND 
~i:f·'SJi()p· 'WOBJ[~':' -

Eng'lil!b: ,.'. ',,,.c,'.. 5 
MathemlltiCII (<<lSll estiimatillg) 5 
ECOllomiC!' (one·half y ..... ) • "I> 
Maob.inery andSeUing (one.half 

yeu) • • o. _ 5 
Physic8, 'Electricity and H ... t 4. 
Chemilitiry (inks; gel&tine., olean· 

sers, &c.) 6 
Drawing and Design • 4. 

Printing Moohlnbiy(one·hsJf yo&1') 4 
B""in ... Methods «>n~.hsJf year) 4. 
Firat Aid to Injured. .' ,1 
L&yingOut andnMigh ". ,', l'~6'o" " !, 

,0 'OirJ'ICB WORK Li:Ai>ING TO 8.U.BSMANSHIP. , " 
t. . ~, 

SIIOOND 'YHAB.'-SOBOOL AND 
SHOP WORK:-

English and Penmanship •. 5 
Office Organisation • 5 
M&thematics (Busines. Arith· 
metio).. 5 

Physic. -; .. ,,\ijf .. 4I! \. " 

InduStrial 'Histb,.,' and ,CoDi· 
mercial Geography , • 5 

Freehand and MechaniooJ Draw. 
ing '5 

TBmD . YBAB.-SCHOOL AND 
SBOP WORK:-

Englilih' .'- 5 
M&tbem&tica (estimating, book· 

kseping systems), " • • S 
Chemistry ~ 0" , '0 4. 
Physio", ,"" • 
Sal"""'''''lihip (one:]Wf yoM) 4. 
Buaineaa ° Methods, Study of 

Shop Manufacture (one·hsJf 
. 'year)ll la ll .'..1.-.: ~ _.' ... ~ ...... .ft 

Firat Aid." • ~ • " J 
Freehand and MeohaniooJ Draw. 

ing 6 

~Fl>tmTH ,YBAB.-SCHOOL AND 
, SBO ... WORI[:-

English • 5 
Mathematic. 5 
Economics (one·half yoM) • 5 
Peyehology of Salesmanship (one-

hsJfyeer) 5 
Typewriting " 4. ° 
Chemistry. 6 
Freehand and MeohaniooJ Dra ... • 

ing 4. 
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D.-INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL. CITY OF BEVERLY. MASS. 

(1) COURSE AND METHODS OF CLASS-ROOM INSTRUCTION .• 

The work of our teoohe1'8 tends more and more to individual teachinl 
or to meeting small groups. The aim of thie work y to keep the topic 
closely related to the work 1ast handled by the boy in the shop. The ohO] 
work being all piece work on various mr.chine parte. involv.. the talrinj 
up of topics as they are needed. withont regard to a strict traditions 
pedagogical order. We expect to give each .tndent &8 much &8 he COl 
use and needs to use now. . 

In grouping the topics those for .. Elementary Work" are conaiderec 
as abeolutely easential; other topics. a knowledge of which ;. deeirable 
are to be taken up only when the eesentiala have been covered. the te.~ 
for admission of 8111 topic are:-

1. Has this topic definite and vital connection with the boy'. pre&enl 
shop experience P . . 

2. Is thie essential to the training of a boy machiniat P 
3. If, under oonditions attached to the piece-worlt oystem. the boycannol 
. connect thie topic with his preoent shop experieDee, will he likel, 

have an opportunity to do eo within a reaaonshle time, 
4. Will thie topic add to the all-round equipment of the boy &I • 

citizen-to-be P 
As far aa possible topics are taken up as the boy baa met them in hi. 

preceding week of shop, either in handling a bJne..print, opsratiDg • 
machine, using tools, or Jilling out time carda. The blue-print will .h01l 
the nead of, &&y. reducing sixty-fonrthe to equivalent decimalo, adding 01 
subtracting fractions, repreaenting a machine part by three views, figurinA 
allowance for finish, &C. Mathematics y taught almoet entirely frmn th. 
blue-print in the banda of the pupil, the blue-printe (of which the ochoo] 
has nearly one thousand copies in _) are in actual nee in the madriD< 
shop. 

Most of the cwo-room inetrnction y individual; this does twt prevenl 
gathering small groups to dYcuas and solve common diJIicultiee. Noteo 
books of operations performed in the shop are diacnaeed by the inatrnctoJ 
and used as a haais for inetrnction. 

MBcIlAlllCAL Ihu.WIlI'G. 

The aim is to develop the ability to read & blue-print and to make Ii 
simple working drawing. At S1'f!ry stage models or parte of machinee ani 
used. The method in general conaiste in handing the boy a machine part 
which he is to measure and study, then make a working drawing foU.!" 
dimensioned. After criticiam by the inetrnctor the drawing y ~ 
and compared with the &bop hlue-print of the oame object. • 

Gcometrical pl'Obleme .... twt given, thY being left to gcometry J>I"P8I'.' 
E~ry Wori:.-lntl'Odnctory leaoons are given covering the toollt 

and their uses, lettering and lay out of .beato. By the u.e of simple 
objects, aimi\a;r to ... hat he has handled in the ohop-work, imrtrnction io giY'" 
in pI'Ojections. simple interaectiOllS, drawing to _Ie, lI8Ctional view .. 
developments, detail, and aaoembly. Theee topics are treated in .. regnla&' 
a &eqneDCe .. poeaihle; • large nriety of parte of machinee pro'f'idoa for 
inetruetian meeting the boys' immediatA! nead .. well .. furnishing worlt 
ouited to his ability. ' 

.AtlMJlUtl W ... 1:.-While more dil6eul$ onbjecta are taken up, greateol 
_ is laid upon the making of freehand drawinga, and the deeigD of jip 

• From the Annnal1leport of the ~l for 1911. 
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and tools. Although not required of machinists, the tact that in the Uuited 
Shoe Machinery Company, the machinist who ca.n .how skill and resource
fulnes. in drawing may be promoted either to the drafting-room or to 
experimental tool work makes this training of intense practical value. 

ELB)[BNTABY ABITHMErlc. 

Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, and Division of whole numbers 
used mainly in oonneciion with fractiona 8B below. 

Oommon fractions used are principally t, t, t, n, ir, and -h, 8B practical 
measurements come to ma.chinists expressed in these denominations: 
reduction to lowest terme is used ouly as applied to these fractions. Blue
print reading and laying out work require fraction. in the following 
operations: finding all-over length when parts are given, figuring tapers, 
finding sizes of .st or diatanee blocks, laying out drill holes. Problem. 
brought in by the student from hi. work are used. 

Decimal fractions are limited to no more than four places, or ten 
thouaandths. Dimensions oome from the draftiug·room commonly expre •• ed 
in oommon fractions, but must be reduoed to decimals for exact work by 
the machinist, work correct to one ten thoua&ndth is common. Change 
halves, fourths, fifths, sixths, thirty-.eoonds and sixty-fourths to equivalent 
decima.la of four pl&ces BO 811 to familiarise the boy with these common 
mearmrementa. 

Reducing decimal fractions of four plaoe. to oonimon fractions in terms 
of the ne&reBt sixty-fourth. A oommon and necessary use of these is in 
setting over the footstock for tapering. 

JUndamenlal Operarum. applied 10 bolh Common....a. DBcimol FraCticmB. 
-The shop work of the student calls con.tantly for fooility in oorrect 
handling of fractions. Some pro ...... mentioned above 8B involving ouly 
one operation call for many others. Problems for this division are taken 
from straddle milling (addition of oommon fraction.), guaging cutters 
(addition of oommon and decimal), milling slots (subtraction required in 
getting distance between slots and depth and width of same), reading 
micrometer and vernier (using operations in decimal.), figuring tapers 
(all operations), finding sizes of set or distance blocks (involving whole 
numbers ... well as fra.ctions), laying out plan of drill holes (whole numbers 
and fractions), .electing sizes of oounter-bores, drill holes for· tapping, 
figuring cleo.rsnos holes for bolts, &c. 

Problema from Student.' SIwp Pi.... C....a...-A.ll of the fundamental 
operations using whole numbers and fractions are used. Data given: total 
pieces handed in to inspector, rate per pieos or per hundred hours on the 
job, idle hours; to find total .wages, student's share (half total), rate per 
working hour, rats per hour for entire time consumed whether working or 
idle, amount lost by idlen.... Several time-cards received by the 8tudent 
add to the problems. The use of th_ cards covers the following 
operations: addition. subtraction, multiplication, Bnd division of common 
and deoim&l fractions. 

Any £BeE» lIATHB)[A.TICS. 

&liD and Proporli ..... -Simple uses &8 required in crowning pulleys, 
figuring speed of machines and gearing. 

U .. of Mechanica' Tablu.-Througbout the course the student will be 
provided with a handbook of machinists' tables, and will be drilled in their 
"ee. Elementary work in th_ will handle decimal equivalents of common 
fractions in sixty-fourths,.ize of taps and drill. for U.S.V. and Sharp V 
threads. gear teeth parts, squares and square roots, ciroIpnference and ares. 
of Bmall circles, 8urfooes and volumes of spheres. 

• • 
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Formula. and Graphs.'--The function and fonnation of gmp&. is taugh 
to aasist the student to place facts in concrete shape, to find appro.ima~ 
ana ... e .. and problema, and to understand. pp&. as need ... nstently iJ 
industrial peliodicals. flheetsare provided for plotting foot. of hi. worl 
such aa wages eorned ea.eh week, mte per working hours, &roo 

Formulas are given to beginners in the simplest mauner pos.ible. 
Area and volume of solids are given only when needed in &cluo 

operations; . ,. . " . . . 

Geometry.-Taught (1) to aaoist in thinking in three dimenoion. (2) to 
visua1ise surtooes and solids with the idea of developing quick apprehenoiOl 
of working /hawing., and (.'I) to give fadlity"in using simple problems iJ 
tool and jig. design and in laying out th~ work. Ten problema to 1> 
worked out, hut not demonstrated, are given; the development of .urface 
and solida is taught &Ii lI:ading up to the m~t of these qQlltiti ... 

Trigonometry.-Advanced puplIs use j;,g,...;thmi ';".i lee;'" the 'solutiOl 
of triangles, using the natural functions. . Every problem need in thiJ 
work is taken directly from the blue.print.. Such trainiug is innluable fDl 
mHchinist.e in, say, laying out angles from & base line by linear meuure 
menta when the blue-print gives augles .. pressed only in degreea-t 
common dmftil!g-room, practice. The nee of the sine bar. ~ th". mad< 
clear. 

ENGLISH. 

A better deecriptive term for this study is E1preseion, ... this is th. 
objeetive of the instruction. Pupils...., required to descrioo and expIaiD
both orally and m writing-shop operations in detail, the uoe of the varioul 
tools, shop troubles and their remedy. techuicaI articles read, .te. 

Th" eolIectiOll, arrangement, and presentation of meteriaI are eli..,.,...,. 
and illustrated eo ibM the boy may leana $a __himself c1esrly awl 
forcibly .. Actual letters_...., -written and mailed. and the .. new..... .... 
followed up iI. need be. I 

. SpelIing leseone are based upoD the words used m the written_ol 
the daily exerclees; ......... ards are mtroduced only .. hen met m the counoe 
of the work. 

The following topice are treated as growing out of shop experience:
Simple busiDesa transactions as aclualIy used or desirable by shopmen, such 
as: Depositing money in. hank, ~wing money, makmg and endorsing 
cheques, making out and oolIectiug money orders, ~ lettera, ordBrilltl 
goods, making rece.ipts and .bills, routine aC sending p""l<ageo by exproM, 
handling shop organization . lunda (such ... OOlong $a 80Cial groupe and 
athletic teama). disbursing organization lunda, making ~ 11<4- wr alwp 
meetings, &ro., keepmg r-.mls of such meeting&. , 

From the view point of 'CIIitaM, definite imItnwtion ;. given by_II""" 
tiona -regwding reacIiug and by ~ GIl the same, designed $a cultivate 
desirable reading babita. Hinta are gil'en regarding the use of public 
hl>rary and reacIiug rooms, eataloga, index .. and filee. Theechool readmg
room is very profitable m this study •. 

GBNIIBAL TOPIC8. 

p...imuJ Hygitme.-As related to the care of the body, oleep, food. 
.. erciae, bathing and special needs of growing boyL 

Jlint .Aid.-Inaccidental emergeneies hoW gil'en; eoinnwiI matenalo 
used. How to· guard against accidents, especially from __ willa, 
moving m'cbines ' 
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Civico.-From the' p ..... tical stand-peint..as .developed,by an emmination 
and discussion of tbe loca.l form ofgovemment, tbe state and federal 
governments. A plain impartial statement of tbe great. queeMonB now 
before "itizens is u,sed, no~ so.mu~ 1;0 gi'l~_.t!I~ b<}y ~flW!t;i"I\."~l Ii<> 
awaken his interest and tbought. . .. 

• -. SCIBNCB. 

The cour .. is not yet fally developed in so far as relaMng it closely to 
8bop experienee, but the following liat of topics is tbe basis for the course 
which i. 1ieing worked, out. and arrang.,q in 'group., a!L4. .... ntis!, B 
desirable, y.et not """esBMY for ,,!,tuai work in the trade. , 

Work: meesured, common units, levere, ... , instruments for developing 
power, illustrated ,by wrencbee, belt ehippere, handles of machines, trea.dles, 
4r&Dks, viaee, hsudJjng fiII,a, hampJ.e .. ; appliad to belMng and gea", , 

Screw 8Ild Wedge: illustrated by cutMng tools, cams, viaee, chill eerewa, 
keys, chutes, reamers, drills and files. 

Friction: as a hindrance in securing power, varying with metals; how 
) .... ned and why. I ' 

Heat: how generated and used ... energy; elfects on tools and.meaeure
menta; relative expa.nsion with different metals; use in hardening, annealjng, 
tempering., " ", , ' 

Steam and Air , applied to trip hammers, drop forge, steam aDd pnenmatio 
drilla. -

Bydraulioo< law .ol_ter pressure, how ,used in hydraulic llumpa ,aDd 
preaaea. 

/ilpacifie Energy: deJinition and use as applied to -weight"ofh-on, eteel, 
braaa, lead, a1uminium-'-figurea for eaeh of tbese metals. ,. 

hunti .. : how -overcome, ,reiatim. to _mg....nd BlIopping IIIaohinea, 'aDd 
to otrength of hammer blowac '.. .. " .. .", " 

Centrlfugal]i'oree : illustrated b, familiar oocurencea in j;helaetory. 

ELBOTBICITY. 

As little theof;r as i. neoeaBMY to understand oparation of eleetrical 
motors, belle, IighMng. More.treaa is'laid on tbe application of eieetrieity 
tba.u on tbeory.Ohm'.ia ... is c\iaouaoed. •• ,,-, .• , " 

Common .leotri4aI units are explained aDd illuatreted. 

CSBIIISTBY. 

Oxygen: ruaMng, tarniahing. Relation to health. 
Hydrogen: aimple treatment. 
Water: composition, II hard," U soft.'.' : -: , . 
Nitrogen aDd ita eompounds: e1ement&fY etndy of tbe oompoaition and 

production of atee\, iron and coke; illumineMng gao, kinds of iron aDd steel, 
with combinations for tool work; high carbon, low carbon. 

,Sulphur and ito componnde. ,- " " " ,',. ',' , 
I-l : tested witb blowpipe; studied aa regapde composition, prodnetion. 

and clistribntiOD ;l!DAiyaiJo ·by the wet prooeaa; anaIyaiJo of Babbitt metal and 
aoldec. I·',. '" .' ,. '" l' ~ •• 1 

,'The foregaiDg a-tmen~ ofJead is used with ,oth"" -meteIMhandled 
by machinists, auc.h .. steel. iron. copper, brasa, aluminium.. 

Tbe metbod,of teaching dlemiatry is by teehnioa\ work in the laboIallarJ. 
No text-book is· uae<I. .... Iirwltion being given entirel, by tbe teaeher 8Ild 
incofpo...ted in tbe _i>ooka. ,So far as poaaible. ~inning·etncliea,6OV8l' 
the .Bentia!. of the aho.ve topice." Adva.uoed pupila'.......,. furlber ~ 
of ahove topioo and ...... given much Ialxmltof;r work, ... peaialI" in its 
bearing upon iron and eteel. . This ill pteparatary for I!roba1!I" openings in 
other departments of tbe United &il<le ;MJr.ohinBfYOumpany •. 
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(2)-BEVERLY INDEPENDENT INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL. 
Ssop REPORT OABD. [size 6" X 4"] 

Independent Indo.otri&l School Ssop REPORT Name Shop No. 
Beverly, Mass. 

Week ending ...... 191 .............................. 

I ~~ Number 01. Piect!ll I Nllture of 

Machine'i Part No .Num ~ 
• Wnrk And 

Pri ... J Distribution ofPiecet. tum. Com· of Houn. (&. 
plotod. , Po.od./IUDiu!d·1 K., below.) 

Mon. 
Tn. 
Wed. 
Th. 
Fr. 
Sat. 

Returned for 
X Correction, 

I --

Total - - I I I 
Total net esrnmgs Rate per bonr Per eent. junked. __ _ 

A-Absent. B-Bench. C-Oam cutter. CE-CenteriDg machine. 
CH-Chucking. DU-Drill (Upright). DS-Drill (Sensitive). G-Gear 
cutter. GS-Grinder (Surfaee). GU-Grinder (Univ.). LE-Lathe 
(Engine). LS-Lathe (Speed). MH-Miller (Horizontal). MV -Miller 
(Verticsl). P-Planer. s-Screw machine. SH-Sbaper. T-Tardy. 
TL-Time Lost.-Tools, &e., not ready. 

E.-QUINCY INDEPENDENT INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL. 
(1) Co1JB8E 0 .. ST1JIJY.· 

The course of study outlined fC1l' the first year ;. as follow. :-
Hauro per Week. 

Shop mathematics· 10 
Drawing (freehand and instrumental) 10 
English - • 
~phy 2 
Civics • 
Physiology and first aid 1 

Total - 31 
The iDstrnction ;. individual .s far as possible to make th;;' work mC1I'O 

effective, and to enable each pupil to get just the sort of infC1l'mation that 
he needs ..... thout being dependent upon the prog._ of othero. 

In a class of 2(1 boys it ill found necessary to use BeVen ditrerent text 
books in mathematics; aJao many type-written .heeta and bJne print.. The 
range of work covered in a lingle period wauld be about ao fol\owo:
Common and decimal fractiono. board measure, ratio and proportion. oquare 
root, mensuration, fC1l'muJao. simple and eompouud gearing fC1l' lathe and 
milling machine. simple and compound and dilferential indenng for the 
milling machine. cutting speeda and foea.. aolution of right and oblique 
triangl .. , gearing. Jogaritbmo, grapba, &e. The inotruetion. is 110 giTen 

• From the AuuuaJ lIRport of the School Department of the CitT of QajDq, 
lIaaa., for the year..,diDg IJooemher aut, ID12. 
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that it will develop in the pupil'. mind a quick and accurate method of 
solving problems which he is meeting or will meet in the shop. 

The instruntion gives him the method nsed to get results, not a method 
of proving and developing formulas. - - _. - - - - -

DrowfI1J is principaJIy freehand, aiming to develop in the pupil an 
ability to make freehand detail sketches of broken machine parts which, in 
his future experience, he is .ure to encounter. The sketches made in school 
are taken from the work, machine or machine parts, which the pupil is 
working on in the shop. Each sketch is dimensioned ano!. explained. This 
method serves to develop an idea of proper proportion, and form. an 
excellent English leaeon showing up the points in the boy's work which 
he does not understand, and makes him more observing. It teaches him 
also to he a.ocurate and neat in the execution of his work. 

EnglUh is also tanght by using technical magazines, publio library 
books, books from school library, and by ma.king sketches on the blackboard 
and explaining them to the claea orally. 

Spelling lessons are given by taking the misspelled words from the 
papers, and having the claea write the word and give the correct meaning 
which they look up in the dictionary. 

Chograp"Y is taught to give the pupils a more thorough knowledge of 
the physical and industrial anrroundinge in the United States. The work is 
.tarte<l by studying the looaJ surroundings, broadening uut to the entire 
State of Ma ... chnsetta, then the New England States, comparing the 
advantages and disadvantages of other States with those of Ma ... c1"18etta. 

Oi";" is taught to give each pupil a good knowledge of the govemmont 
of the oity or town in which he liv... A text book is nsed as a baae of ideas 
which ..... to he developed by means of the pupils' investigating the various 
branch .. of the looaJ government, and compariug the looaJ conditions with 
those of the surrounding towns and citi... For emmple, the boys from 
Rockland, Weymouth, Braintree, Abingtcn, Cohaaset, and Boston report 
on the government conditions of their communities, and the boys from 
Qninoy make their report. The various pointe are talked ov"" and made 
clear to all. 

Pi,.., aid i. taught to warn pupils against accidente, and show them how 
to take care of an injury should an accident occur. - . 

Flezibl. Prom.li ..... 
On lIOOOunt of the extremely wide range of education and experience 

which pupils have when tbey come to u., it would seem advisable to 
maintain a very lIexible method of promotion that will allow each 
pupil to advance as rapidly as he is capable without any thought of the 
remainder of the claea. This method of promotion would enable the 
good, bright. energetio boy to complete the three years' 001U'8e in much 
I... time; this condition would place him in the shop full time, with full 
eredit from the school and the same degree of supervision by the school 
as the boys in the school would recei.... It is the intention of the school 
to watch over its pupils for eight years, three years in the school and five 
years in the shop. 

The work in the shop is arranged so as to give the boy the best 
expe.ienoe. The course of training in the Fore River Shipbuilding Company 
would he about as fulIo ... :- , 

Machine shop: Office work, tool·room, holt-cutting ,machine, hand 
milling machine, key seater, cold and hand _we, erecti~, out:mde ~~rk. 
drill work, engine lathe, planer, s10tter and shaper, bonng mill, millmg 
machine. 

Weod mop: Glue room. mill "[ork, hench work, outside shop work, 
drawing room, mill work, laying out work, .peciaI form work. • . 

The time allotted for each branch depends somewhat upon .t •• mport
ance; that is, on the more important machines • pupil would get about 
three montha' actual shop experience and three months of relative work 
in the school. On the I... important machines the aatuaI shop experience 
would he about silt weeks, with six weeks of relative work in the school. • • 

A lVCJti9 .. 
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(2) CABDS USED. 

(a) SHOP RECOBD CABD. [Size 1>" X 3'1 

City of Quincy. SHOP RECOBD CABD. Induet.ial Department. 

Name. Number. Name. Nnmber. 

Machine. Kind of Work. Machine. Kind of Work. 
Monday 
Tueeday • 
Wedneeday 
Thnrsday 
Friday 
Saturday • 

Weekending 
C\aos A. 

191 • Week ending 191 
C\aos B. 

(b) TnlE RIIPORT. [Size 81" X 11'1. 
[This form is used for reporting school attendance to employers.] 

QUINCY INDUSTBIAL SoHooL. Tnll: RIIPOBT. 

Week ending .191 

I 
Name of Hours in 

Pupil. SchooL 
Hours I Hours I 
Late. I Absent. Remarks. 

--.---

(e) APPBB1ITICII WOBI[ RJlPOBT. [Size 81" X 101'1 

APPBIINTICII WOBI[ RIIPOBT. 

Form 490. Begular._----
Part time _______ .. 
Special 

Apprentioe ___________ -:No. ___ ._ 
Mate No. 

ll_ 
II 

y ...... 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Hours 
Abeent. 
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(e) APPBENTICE WOBK REPOBT---<>Imt. 

CLASSII'ICATION 01' WOBK. 

---

Routine. Time Time Employed. LelLd· 
--- Allowed. ing Re· 

Start.ed·IFinish~. 
marks. 

Claas.i Work. Hours. Man. 

I , 
I 

Office . - - I I 
Tool room - - I 
Bolt cutting ma- I 

chine. i 

Hand milling ma-

I 

chine. 

A Key seater - -
Cold and hand saws 
Screw lllRChiDe -
Punch press - - i 
Miscellaneous ma- I 

chines. 
Helping on large 

machines. I - I B{ Floor-bench work - I Erecting - -
Outside work ---

0 Drill H!d~t -
I - ! 

D EDgine lathe - I - I -- -----
{ Planer - - - : i 

E Slotter - i - - I 
Shsper - - - , 

I I 

Boring { Horizontal 
I 

F{ 
I 

mill Vertics.l- i 
I 

11 Mill' {HOrizon- I G mg tal. . 
{, machine Vertics.l , 

I 
, 

, , 
~ --~--

General Remarb. 

--- ---------------,--------

2 
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(4) SCHOOL HISTORY CARD. [Size 7/1 x 9./lJ 
[For record of boy who has entered the School.] 

QITINCY INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL. SCHOOL HISTORY CARD. 
_____________ ,SChooL Asoigned No. __ _ 
Name _________________ .).A'I!ge_~ 

1. School Grade 
Good standing on leaving grade P U not-:-, -w"-ha-=t-w-as-

thetroubleP ___________________ _ 

2. School biotory card on file P ____________ _ 

S. Date of admission P -===:::===Training desired P _ _ __ __._ 
So stated by pupil p.- So stated by parents P ,..-__ _ 
Admitted after conference P Both parents present P ___ _ 
Which, if only oneP ______ _ 
Name of FatherP OccupationP ___ _ 
Name of Mother P Occupation P _____ _ 
AddreuP~~--~~~~-------

4. Date of admission to the ocltool PC""7-------
Date of promotion P (1) lot to 2nd year ____ _ 

(2) 2nd to Srd year __________ _ 
(3) 3rd to 4th year __ _ 
(4) Graduation -::-_-:-______ _ 

S. Dateofleavmg?~-------CauaeP---
Where did he go P __ _ ..:.==== 
In what occupationP_ 

6. History after leaving: 
lot year report: _____ _ 
2ndyearreport: _______________ _ 
Sth year report : ___ -'-_ 

7. U he is a DOD·resident pupil: ______ Town: _____ _ 
Date of application-"",-:--;;:_--;---;-;;;-;-----:-:-_______ _ 
Date of approval by Stete Board of Education _____ _ 

0 .. 1M ' ...... e Bide. 
S. Local objections, if any P ____________ _ 

9. Transfer to other departments : 
From _______ ~~--To---------
Date Cauae ___________ _ 
From To _________ ~ 

Date Cauae_~--------From To ________ _ 
Date Cauee~_. __________ _ 

10. Ratmg by facnlty opinion : 
I 

lot Year. 2nd Year. , 3rd Year. 4th Year. 

&. Manual work 
b. Sbop int.>lligence 
c. Technical work 
d. General education· 

Remarks: 

Addreoo __ ~~---__:~-_ No. StI'eet _____ Towu ______ State ___ _ 

Form No. 7.300. 
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CHAPTER VI.-TRADE SCHOOLS AND CLASSES 
FOR GIRLS. 

VOOATIONAL TRAINING FOR GIRLS. 

The trade education of girls is hardly so advanced in the 
United States as that of boys. It is easier to determine a boy's 
vocation than a girl's, for with the girls there is the ever present 
problem whether the girl shall be educated for the five to seven 
years of wage-earning life, which is all the majority follow, or 
fer her later probable vocation of home-maker. There are two 
parties interested in girls' education in the United States, ·the 
one urging that girls from the elementary schools be, given 
training which shall make them efficient producers, the other 
that. it is of far greater importance that they become enlightened . 
and intelligent consumers. . 

Domestic science teaching and the various studies correlated 
with the art of home-making have received· far more attention 
in the United States than in England. A domestic arts course 
is found in most high schools to correspond with the manual 
arts course for boys, and in several universities the completion 
of a domestic arts course for women ranks as equivalent to an 
arts or science degree. In the elementary school and in evening 
classes the vocation of home-maker is that most universally 
recognised. In the prevocational schools the girls are given 
cooking, sewing for home use, and laundry work, while the boys 
take one or more actual manual trades. In the evening clssses 
and compulsory continuation classes which the writer visited, 
dressmaking and millinery were always taught for home use, 
while clllSSes for women were arranged in cooking and home 
needlework. It is only in the few definite trade schools that 
real trade teaching is offered. 

It has already been pointed out that the prospects of the 
girls of 14 who leave the elementary schools to seek immediate 
earningtl are as uncertain of advancement as those of boys. 
Employers will not trouble to train these thoughtless, irre
sponsible, and immature girls, and more and more of the better
class firms and those in skilled trades are refusing to take on 
any under 16 years of age. An inquiry made by th,e Women's 
Educational and Industrial Union of Boston into tlle need of a 
Trade School for Girls at Worcester, Massachusetts, showed that· 
of 727 girls leaving school in the year 1909 to 1910, 22 per cent. 
went into mercantile establishments (this includes the little cash 
and Hoor girls of the department stores), 35 per cent. entered 
unskilled industries,39 per cent. medium skilled industries, and 
only 1 per cent. skilled industries. Moreover, a huge amount of 
shifting and instability was revealed amongst. the 14 to 16 year 
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old girls in the textile mills and corset and other factories of 
Worcester. III It is only the girl with perseverance, ambition and 
steadiness who can pass through the demoralising and dis
heartening two yeara of unskilled work unaided and unhanned, 
and can afterwards, when she is of sufficient age, fit herself for 
responsible and well-paid employment. There is a large and 
unsatisfied demand for those who can undertake skilled work, 
but a great unwillingness on the part of employers to undertake 
the work of training employees for it. Hence, as with the boys, 
philanthropic effort first stepped in and endeavoured to bridge 
over the entry into skilled work by offering girls a technical 
training which would make them of iminediate use to employers 
in skilled trades. Under the new laws for industrial training 
certain of these girls' trade schools have been taken over by the 
public authorities and new schools have been started, and with 
the increasing interest in industrial education technical courses 
for girls have been started in some high schools. These last 
are described in the next chapter. 

HISTORY OF THE TRADE ScHOOL MOVEMENT. 

The first philanthropic institute to offer definite trade training 
to white girls was the Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, New York, which 
in 1891 opened courses in millinery and dreBBmaking for women 
and girls over 17 yearaof age, and which are still continued. The 
trades are taught by trained teachers in the earlier stages, and 
by practical trade experts at the end, and are arranged in one-year 
courses. A dressmaking establishment is maintained by the 
Institute, in which customers' work is taken, and where the 
girls spend their last three months in order to gain. trade 
experience. Since the age of entry must be at least 17, this 
school is attended by those girls who have been able to spend 
two or three years at high school, or by those who find them
selves obliged to tum to wage-earning unexpectedly, but can 
nevertheleSB afford a time of training first. 

Between 1890 and 1900 two or three philanthropic trade 
schools, mainly for Jewish girls, were founded in New York. 
Tn 1902 the Manhattan Trade School for girls was founded by 
i>bilan thropic effort, and in 1904 the Boston Trade School for 
girls, by the Womf!n's Educational and Industrial V nion. 

This last school was taken over by the public school authori
ties in 1909, and in the same year, under the Wisconsin Law of 
1907, the Milwaukee School of Trades for Girls was founded by 
the public school authorities. In 1910 the School Board for 
New York City took over, and has since maintained, the Man
hattan Trade School for Girls. These three schools are the 

• A. Trade School for Girls, a Pre1imiDary lnTestigation in • Typi<ai 
Hanufacturing City, Worceeter, Maas., by the Reaeatch Department of the 
Women's EducatiOD&l ... d IndUBtrial UDion of Booton. United 8tatao 
Bureau of Education. Bnlletin 1913. No. 17. WaahiDgton. GoYemmeD~ 
Printing OtIice, 1913. 
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principal girls' trade schools in the United States. In additiori, 
there are departments for girls iXi which trade dressmaking and 
sometimes millinery are taught in the trade schools for boys 
at the following cities :-Bridgeport and New Britain, Con- I 

necticut; Lawrence, Lowell and New Bedford, Massachusetts; 
Albany, Rochester, Syracuse, Yonkel"R and the Iroquois Indian 

. School, New York State; and the Vocational School and Arm
strong Manual Training School for negroes in Washington, D.C. 
There are separats schools for girls in dressmaking and millinery 
at Springfield and Worcester, Mass., power machining being 
also taught at. the latter school. These schools, it will be 
noticed, are all in Eastern States. Except at Milwaukee, 
nothing has been done by the public authorities in the middle 
west to start trade schools for girls. Technical High Schools 
have been opened at Chicago and Oincinnati, but trade school!! 
are maintained only by two Settlements in Chicago, and by .the 
Young Women's Christian Association in Cleveland. These 
philanthropic schools have shown that there is a demand there, 
too, for training which will enable girls to be of immediate use 
to employers on entering the workrooms. 

TYPE OF INSTRUOTION. 

The condition of entry to a technical high school is comple
tion of the grammar grades-for a trade school no high standard 
of schooling is necessary, a girl must only have reached 14 years 
of age. . 

The three large public trade schools were visited by the 
writer. It was curious to find that, in all these, girls are admitted 
who have had no previous practice in sewing, since sewing is 
not taught in many of the parochial elementary schools. Hence 
in each school some preliminary hand-sewing must be given to 
girls taking a needle trade, and many enter who prove to have 
no aptitude for the needle. Such girls must drop out or change 
to some other trade. . 

The nEl.\ver boys' vocational schools do not aim at giving a 
complete training in a trade, but only such a grounding in 
theory and practice as will enable a boy to profit quickly by 
further instruction and practice when he enters an employer's 
workshop. The girls' trade schools of New York and Boston, 
on the other hand, olier such training in technical processes as 
enables girls to be of immediate use to employers, aqd to earn 
good ealaries as soon &II they become accustomed til workroom 
speed and life. Experience is given in the technical processes 
only pertaining to that branch of the trade which the girl 
intends to enter. Each of these schools has a tW<rYl"ar course, 
but scarcely any girls attend for more than one year, . many 
dropping out to Bl"ek employmeut before eVl"n that is finishl"d. 
The schools therefore are training the rank and file of workers 
rather than those for the· higher positiens wh.ich would more 
probably be filled by pupils from the technical ~igh S£hools. 
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The upkeep of the schools is costly, <.> and since the workel'l! lire 
being trained for certain trades .only, a direct subsidy is being 
offered· to employers in these trades at the cost of the city. 
That the training offered is approved by employers is shown by 
the readiness with which the trade school girls obtain positions. 

- MANHATl'AN TRADE SCHOOL FOR GIRLS, NEW YORK CITY. 

This school has accommodation for about 500 girls and 
offers instruction in seven occupations, viz., drellf!making, 
millinery (with lampshade making), clothing machine 
operating, straw machine operating, em broidery machine opel1~t
ing, sample mounting and novelty work. Girls may enter on 
the Monday of each week and may choose the trade they wish 
to learn. The school is in session throughou t the year except 
in Augnst. The school day extends from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
every day except Saturdays. Five hours each day are given to 
trade practice and two hours to English and other subjects 
taught in relation to the trade work. A little practice in cooking 
is given. An hour each day is given for luncheon and recreation. 
Materials for the training are snpplied free and the school is 
free to girls of allY nationality from all the boroughs under 
the New York City Board of Education. 
- The official notice of the school is given in Appendix A (1) 

to this chapter, page 75 below. 
On going through the school, the writer learned that the 

courses are planned witll a view to the girls' work lIP wage 
earners under existing conditions rather than to their wider 
edur.ation. For instance, the girls taking power machine 
operating do not learn hand sewing aL all. They start at once 

• Per carita cost of New York Schools. Year ending July 31st. 1912. 
(From the Annual Report of the City Superintendent of Schools. New 

York City, 1912). 

t Th ... figun!o are ....u,. too higb," oome obare of tbe O1IppJioo w .. for .... eniD« 
8C~ 1bCi +jon ~ b. 
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with practice work on the machines, ",ince as machine operators. 
in a factory they would have no call for hand sewing. Neither· 
aXe they taught cutting and fitting; garments are cut. out by 
the teachers and given to the girls ready to put together. 

The largest number of girls choose dressmaking for their 
trade. They do not learn cutting, fitting or draping. This is 
-done by the teaehers, but the girls can watch the draping done' 
in the work roolllB. It has recently been arranged that Jor one· 
l:llouth in the year, girls if they wish can buy their own materials 
and make garments for tllemselves. In this case they cut out 
the garments and fit each other. 
. Millinery is discouraged as a trade owing to its very seasonal 

nature. Very few girls take this, and all who do learn lamp
shade-making as a subsidiary trade, for this is busy when 
millinery is slack. Lampshade-making is not taught as a trade 
by itself, but one or two girls who have done well at it, hllve 
followed the trade later. 

Straw machine operating is a trade at which machinists can 
~n very high wages during the busy season, but girls taking 
this work have to face loug slack times. 

Sample mounting, the making up of manufacturers' samples, 
is taken by girls who wish to earn good· wages immediately after 
a short training. It is not a highly skilled trade, .and does not 
o:ll'er very good prospects. Girls who can are urged to stay on 
after completing the course of six months' sample mounting, 
and take novelty making. This iR the making of fancy goods, 
snch as the best cardboard and linen boxes, trays, blotters, 
frames, &c., of linen, leather, or other fancy material. 

The teaching of drawing has been abandoned, and design 
in relation to the particul8.1· trade is taught. Thus girls on the 
embroidery machines make and stamp out their own designs. 

When the school does not have sufficient~uitable orders 
from customers, work is made for stock and sold in the school 
sales room. Trade prices are charged unless an article is in 
any way faulty. The school produces about 2,OOOl. worth of 
garments and other articles in a year. The receipts from 
gannents, &c., disposed of in 1911-12 was $2,344'72 (=about 
410/. ) in excess of the value of supplies and materials used. It 
is obviolll:l that the organisation of the school is a tremendous 
piece of work and necessitates a large stsff of teachers and 
clerical assistants. I . 

The teachers in charge of the beginners are trai.ned teachers 
who msy have had some practical expE'rience at'their trades. 
It is found that these give the girls a better grOlmding in 
essentials. Teachers drawn from the trades are in charge of all 
the advanced work so that workroom methods may be inculcated. 

Numbers of girls leave without completing their courses. 
The figures for 1911 to 1912 are as follows :_u During the 
year, I,05(} different girls have been· in attendance at the 
school, 383 of these began their course th.e year ~ore, !n~ 667 
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new girls have entered. 01 these, 435 girls have dropped out 
without completing their course, some remaining a lew weeks 
only, because they lound themselves not adapted to the work 
of the school, but by far the larger number being unabls to 
remain because of absolute necessity of partial sell-support. 
188 have completed their course during the year."" 

Girls who complete the course are given a diploma and 
have the services of the placement secretary in securing a 
situation, the time of one lady being entirely devoted to inve&
ti~ting the applications of employers fo\' girls, placing the 
grrls who have completed the course, and keeping in touch with 
those placed.t Girls who have left their work through slack
ness of the trade or other unavoidable reason are replaced. 
Those who are failing to· make progress or who have lelt the 
school for temporary financial needs are encouraged to return 
to the school for further work whenever possible. 

BofrI'ON TIlADE SCHOOL FOR GIRLS. 

This school offers training in the same trades as the Man
hattan Trade School for girls, and is worked much on the same 
lines. It is not quite so large, having an equipment sufficient 
only for 300 girls. A second-year course is offered here, but 
only about five girls in .100 remain b£')'ond one year. A 
careful placement agency is maintained in connection with the 
school, and a new feature recently introduced is that a certifi
cate for completion of the course is not awarded until the girl 
has worked on probation with an employer for six months after 
leaving the school and has received his approval 

PUBLIC ScHOOL OF TIlADES FOR GIRLS AT MILWAUKEE. 

This school was established in 1909. It offers courses in 
two trades only, dressmaking and millinery. At the time of 
the writer's visit in January, 1913, about 275 girls were· 
attending. The COUl'se is arranged for two years, but many 
girls leave without completing it. Unlike the schools at Boston 
and New York, where the timds almost entirely devoted to the 
girl's education as a wage-eamer, the course at this school is 
planned to give a training which shall also make the girls use
ful in the home. Hence, in addition to the trade work, the 
girls learn to renovate and to use up pieces of material and gi"e 
some time to cooking and household work. In a model Hat the 
girls learn the care of the home, and the planning of school 
luncheons affords practice iu estimating cost and preparing food 
in quantity. • 

• Annual n!pOrl on the school, .July 2nd, 1912. included in the 14th 
Annual Report of the City Sllperintendentof SehoolaI911-12. p. 346. (City 
of New York.) 

t Far two forma nsed _ Appendix A. /2) to thia chapter. JI08" 78. 
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Work is undertaken for customers and for themselves, the 
girls learning to cut and fit in this way. A charge of 50 cents 
a month is made for material. Three-fifths of the school day 
o':f seven hours (8.30 to 12 and 1 to 4.30) is given to trade· 
work, and two-fifths to general instruction applied to the trades, 
to household work and to drawing and design .. 

The girls attending this school appeared to be from 
somewhat hetter-class homes than those at the other two trade 
schools. Some, after completing the course, are remaining at 
home, apparently not having to take up paid work, but the. 
school had not been in existence sufficiently long to show to 
what extent the girls who complete the course would follQW their 
trades. It is hoped that many will later undertake work on 
their own account. The teaching of the trade work is of a 
wider nature than at Boston and New York.'" . 

EVENING CLASSES. 

Evening classes have recently been opened in connection 
with the schools at New York, Boston, and Milwaukee. At 
Boston, however, the writer was told that quite one-third of the 
women attending are only taking the work for their own home 
use. A certain number of others ceme to learn a trade, 
especially straw hat machining. Others, including some old 
pupils, have come to better themselves in their trades. 

APPENDICES TO CHAPTER VI. 

A.-lUNHATTAN TRADE SCHOOL FOR GIRLS. 

209-218 EAsT 2Srd STBBE'!'. 

DBPABTKBN'l' 01' EDUCATION, NBW YOBE CITY. 

(1) COURSE OF STUDY. 

The course of study at the lIanhattan Trade School is planned for girls 
who enter lOme line of employment as soon as pOBBible after the oompulsory 
ochool attendance is oompleted. The majority of these girls cannot spend 
more than ODe year for training, and provision is therefore made for a course 
of .tudy extending over one year. with opportunity for advanced work in 
any lubject if girls can remain a longer time . 

. While the oourse is planned to extend over one year onlf. the daily 
8888ions are longer. and the vacations shorter than the high sehool, 80 that 
the actual number of h01lr8 of inatrnction given in a year at the trade ochool 
is 1.575 as compared with 965 given in the high ochools. or nearly one and 
two thirds of the high ochool year. 

About live houra ...ach day or twenty-live hours per week are devoted to 
trade practice, and the remaining time to related sobjecte. 

The inatrnction is individual. and girls are promoted as rapidly as their 
work "ill permit. The approximate amount of time required to complete 
...ach grade is indicated in the table. . 

• For outUn .. ofth. coursea eee Appeodix B to this ChaI1ter. pp.S9-S4. 
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A diploma i. given to girlo who complete the year'. oourse in anyone of 
the following trad .. :-

COUBSES OrrEBBD. 

A.-TBADB. (Each trade .courae requires aneyear to complete.) 

1. Dr ....... king: 

GBAD" I.-Elementary Sewing : 
Hand and machine practice; making aohool work aprons, -gymnaainm 

bloomers, and worker's equipment, six weelu. 
GRADB n.-Intermediate Sewing: 

Children's dresses, rompera, guimps. and.undergarments, iii: ween. 
GRADB m.-White Work: 

Fine band and machine made underwear, UBing embroiderie., lues, 
insertions, &c., six weeks. 

GRADE IV.-Whole .. le C\aaa: 
Speed teste in hand and machine made garmente, three weeks. 

GRADE V.-Elementary Dressmaking : 
Shirt wai.ste, linen, cotton. and lawn unlined dreaaea. three months. 

GRADE VI.-Advanoed Dressmaking: 
Lingerie blouaea •• treet and evening gowns of Bilk, chilfon, 1'ell'et. &e., 

three months. 

2. Mmi"""1l: 

GRADB L-Elementary Sewing, aB for dreaomaking. with .peeial empbaaUl· 
on band sewing. four weeks. 

GRAD .. n.-Elementery Millinery: 
Linings. banda. frame •• facings. covering frames. &e •• three months. 

GRAD ... III.-IT.-Ma.king hate in .pring and winter materialo, atraw .. 
ai.l.ka, velvets, ma1ines, &c., five montha. 

3. Lamp S/w;U Making : 

A .hort course in candle and lamp Bbade making ;" included in tba 
millinery course. as the """"""" in millinery are ahort. and girlo who 
learn both lin.. of work can aecure steadier employment. three 
months . 

•. CIolhing MaMi"" Opora/ing.-{E1eetric power machine; no baud sewing.) 

GBADE I.-Elementary Operating: 
General control of machine; making operator'. equipment. work aproD. 

.1 ....... &e .• practice etitehing on simple garmente. two montha. 
GRAD .. IL-Chiidren'B dresaea and simple unde~te; use of attach

mento for hemming. tucking, rolIIing. &c., two months. 
GRADE m.-Sbirt waista. neglige., petti_to. and women'. underwear. 

Special empbaaUI on speed practice. three months. 
I}BADB IT.-Filling of speeial orden on women'. and children'. dreaaea 

and other garments. made in & ial'ge Yariety of materialo. three 
mouths. 

GRAD .. V.-Speeial machine practice on hemstitching. scalloping. and 
embroidery machines, two months. 

5. Em1m>iderJ MaMiM Operating C_ : 
GBADBS L-IL-IIL-In clothing machine operating (u aboYe); ........ 

mouths. 
GRAD. IV.-Special Machin,. for:- ' 

(1) BoDDaZ embroidery. including cbainatiteh, cording. braiding. OD 
pillow coy ..... dreaa trimmings. dee. 

(2) Singer embroidery on shirt .... i.ste. WJq coDan. d-. tsble linIm,. 
undenre:&l', &C. 

(3) Stamping and preparing of patterua for embroidery. be month&. 
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6, Straw Machi ... ap ... aJ.ing Ooun. : 

GRADSS I.~II.-Same as olothing machine operating ( ... above), four 
months~ . 

GRADS m.-Hate made of coarae, inexpensive straw, in simple sh&peo, 
such as sailors, SDD hats, &0., two months. 

GRADS IV. Hats made in every variety of expensive straw, chip, hemp, 
milan, fancy straws, &c., in difficult shapeo, six months. 

7. Sample Motmting : 

Consists of the mounting of cotton, woolen, and silk dress goods 
. samples, all kinds of novelties, snch as braids, embroideries, laces, 

ribbons, &c. Aleo the making of sample book covers. cases, &c., one 
year. 

NOTB.-WhiIe the entire course in sample mounting requires o",e year, 
a course in plain mounting may be completed in six months. . 

8. N01Iolty Oao. Making: 
GRADS I.-Elementary sample mounting, two months. 
GRAD. n.-MakiDg of fancy case., deok sets, scrap baskets, and a large 

variety of novelties in cretonnes, broc&des,and other materials, ten 
months. 

B.-OTHBB SUBJEC'l'S.-(Taught in relation to trades.) 
Unless otherwise ststed, the following snbjects are required for a 

certain nnmber of periods only, depending upon previous preparation 
of girls. 

L B ......... .ArithmotU : 
Practice problems in me&8ursments, in buying and estimating materials 

in keeping accounts, &c. ' 

9, English: 
Spelling, and.use of terma, applications for positions, billa, receipts, 

descriptions of garments, &c. 

S. DNign. 
Embroidery design, perforating and stamping of patterns, color and 

costume design. 
Required-three hours per week, throul!hout the course . 

•• T"",'il .. : 
Study of cotton, wool, Ibu. and silk; tests for dilferent fabrics; study 

of weavers, prints, dyes; names of common fabrics with their uses,. 
p.ices. width. durability, &c. 

li. Ina ... m«l Problemo : 
Factory system, division of labor; sweatshop work; work of Consumers 

League. trade unions, child labor committee; labor laws relating to 
women and girls; factory inspection, sanitary requirements, &c. 

6. P",8ical Tro.i,ung : ' 
Physical examjnations and I( follow up "work to see ttat each girl is' 

physically lit to enter herchoaen trade. Special attention to pereoD&l 
cIeanlin .... care of eyes. teeth, &c. Gymnastic exercises for body 
building, standing and sitting postures • .tc. . 

Required-Throughout the oourse. 

7. Oooking: 
Preparation of food for the ochool. luncheon served to pupila and 

teachers each day, including also, leaaono iu serving, acting aa 
caahierl &.0. 
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(2) PLACEMENT BUREAU. 

(a) CARD VSED I'OR THB INVESTIGATION or EMPLOYeRS. [Size 8" )( 5"). : 

N AIIIII 01' FIBM. AnDRESS. 

DEPT. INVESTIGATED. 

Kin . d fW k ne , . 
o or I Sectional ~~------ IRemarb 

I 
I I : Position I 

No. Women. I Ge ral !Weekly Wages. at Work 

for Women. . U--15 T m. I I Total. I y 081'8.1 ea ITime. Piece. Sit. I Sland. 

~. -- --~-- --- I =!= ~ ---- - -~-- ~= ~---' 
--~ 

-~--

LEAr'::h-o"""'f'""Tra,j::--C':-mng-:-' _Min. Age ___ By whom traiDed ___ _ 

Tra<le School Training Desirable' ____________ _ 
Prelimin&ry or ContinnationL.... ____________ _ 

WORKERS DESIRBD-Age Nationality-:::---c:-::-:-____ _ 
Other Qnalincations Nationality Exclnded ___ _ 
New EmploYees Taken On. Learners E~perieneed, ___ ~ 
Workers most in demand _______________ _ 

SEASONS-Rush Max. Force, _____ Doll __ _ 
Min. Force Closed __ _ 

HOVEs-Begin A.M. End~~P.M. Sat.~_P.M. Noon~_Hr. 
TolalDaily Total Weekly Variation _____ _ 

OVBBTIMB-No. times per week Closing Honr P.M 
Supper Hr. No. weeb per year Rate of Pay. ___ _ 
Fines Charges V &cation With pay __ 
Withont pay Home Work. _______ _ 

PHYSICAL CONDITIONS-Type of Bldg _____ Floors used ___ _ 
Elevator Stairway. WOIkroom Light, ____ _ 
Ventilation Spaee ~~_ Cleanlineao' __ _ 
Lnnching Facilities Tow.t. _____ _ 
Cloak Rooms Fire Proteetion 

How reoched ______ ......xPeraon to Addrese, ~ _____ _ 
Date Investigator--
Sonroe of lnform&tion. _______ _ 

(b) NOTICB H.o.JmRD TO GIRLS BBCVEIBG SJTUATIOB. THaol1GH 
THX ScHOOL. 

The Msnhattan Tra<le School reqnireo 110 {::: p1aeing yaa. 
It intendo to aee that yon get &8 fair a c to .,.,.,. and to karJo .. 

yonr trade oft'ers and yonr ability pennita. 
In return it aoko yon two thingo : 

L In ease yonr position proves IIJIlBtiofactory.
Do IIDI "1Df'Jli out." Instead.. 
&perl yonr eomplaint to no, .nd 
Wail for _ &ply before leaving . 
.After &uift"f tIW reply you are entirely free to foUow n. ad.ice 

01' DOt as yon _ lit. 
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n. Prompt reporlB-
II. A postal .... 1M t1aJ you are sent to a p1a.oe, saying whether or 

not you have taJren tJ.e pooition. 
b. A postal. ODe week Iat.er, reporting ho1Ull, wage, and genenl. 
~~ -

Co If "laid off" (DD matter what the reason) report to us 
...... uaW,; in penon if po88lDIe, by mall if DOt. 

d. Prompt.-.... fully filled out, of any bIaDks sent you. 
A faiJare '" _PlJ with these requiremenIiJ meaDS 1088 of opportunity 

for you. with great ineou...wmce to 118, and if peraisted in reoulta finally in 
an inability on our part to assist you as we would like to do. 

B.-MILWAUKEE PUBLIC SCHOOL OF TRADES FOR GIRLS. 

OUTLINE OF COURSER

(I) DRESSlK"KING COURSE. 
ELB ... nABY SBWIlfa. 

1. p......." ........ -lleasoring; bastiDg; overhanding; back·stitching. 
2. Bag.-Hemming; oYerhandin .. ; I.atiDg; l"UDIling. 
3, TotDOI.-Freneh hem; overhandjng 
40. B.u.--lIitering of oornera; turning pointe; l.ating; machine 

stitching. 
5. C<>oIUag AprotL-Straight kitchen apron with bib. Plain oea.m; OYer

casting; torning of hem; cutting of bias band; application of tailored belt 
in putting bib and apron okirl together; button hole; sewing OD of button 
(2-holed); blindstitching; bastiDg. 

6. CMlcf. Petticoal.-Problem in ftat.fell; use of tucker; gathering of 
mlIle; finishing of placket; common p\aeket; inserting rulIle under tuck; 
button-holee; aewing on four-holed buttons; cutting and piecing true bias; 
feather stitching. 

7. Pri_ Ap ...... -J"oining of bias _ms: lIat·fell; another application 
of teiIored belt; another application of pocket; torning of circula.- hem ; 
blindstitching; cutting and piecing true bias; button.hole; sewing on 
button. 

8. Babf.Pdtieoal.-Frenchaeam; oYerhandingoflace; stitching of lace ; 
aewing-on of buttooa; button-hoB; cutting true bias. 

UlIDBBWBAB DBP~"lIBlI'r. 

1. TIM U .. tf p .... p_ 
2. TIM .Maliag of Ttoo CoroeI c.-.... -Peplin; band. One for experi

_ in plain construction. One for reepoosibility and apeed (pJain or 
fancy). 

3. Ttoo Pai,.. of ~-A new placket; sewing on lace and insertion 
by macbine. One for experience in construction. One for reoponsibilty 
and speed. 

4. Fo ... p.",.eoato.-The gathering of tlounce and stitching to skirt will! 
...... otitching. One plain tucked. One with bias rulIIee. One "'" rulIIe 
with bias bands, made without I.ating. One fancy white, _broiolmy and 
lace. . 

5. 0... NigAl 0- or Ni,Al SlUrt.-Facing; tly; ooDar, aIee_, .tc.. 
6.Ki_ 

CJlJLDB ... ·S DBP~'I"J[BlI'r. 

1. CliJ4'. Booopora.-First \eoeon in putting button-holes on bias bands. 
lI. Litfl. Girl". AprotL 
S. Litfl. Girr. Giag"'- lhwL-I'laited skirt; making and p1aeing of 

plait. . 
• 1lI11·1lIli. 
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4. Little Girl', Dr .... -Fnll skirt. 
5. Little Girl'. Guimpe. 
6. Little Boy" Suit.-Blouse and bloomers. 
7. Child', Lingerie Dre .. with inserts of lace and tncks. 
8. ChiW,', Cotton Coat. with sailor collar trimmed with lace. embroidery 

or braid. 
9. Baby'. Pint White Dr.... with original embroidered design. fIJ-d 

lessons in eyelet embroidel')l'. 

W AlBT AND COTTON DREBB DSPABTMIDNT. 

1. Taking of M ............... ts. 
2. Elementary Drafting. 
3. Making of Shirt waist. (bluu..,). 
4. Making of Ling.rie WaiBl •. 
5. Making of Simple Catton Dr ...... 

DRESSMAXDra DEP ABTMENT. 

1. MeaBUremeJd •. 
2. Drafting. 
3. Cutting. 
4. Pitting. 
5. Fini,hing '" Lining •• - (a) Finishing of seam.. (h) Boning. 

(e) Sewing on of hooks and eyes. (d) Making. fitting. fin.iohing of s1eeve 
lining. <e) Fitting. pllwing and fin.iohing of collara. 

6. Making of Dr ..... and Suits (coats and .kirt.). 
7. Alteration of Dr ..... and Buit •. 

. 8. D .. eloping CO/Itumu and Draping in 2·i.,u8 Paper. 
9. Making of Dr... Trimming •. --{a) Embroideries; (h) Ornament.; 

(e) Fancy bnttons. &C. 

CUBTOM: WORI< DBPABTlIBNT. 

1. The Gaining '" EzperienBe by Three MonUu' 
(a) Silk gowns. (h) Chi1fon gowns. (e) Velvet gowns. 
(e) Lingerie gowns. 

2. Traifi ing for Waist Fini.M1's. 
3. Training for Skirt Pinishero. 
4. Training for Sle ... Makers. 

(2) MILLINERY COURSE. 

ELEllElfTABY DSPABTJlBlIT. 

Work on GOII1M.
(d) Fine wooleDI. 

Practice in hand and machine sewing and the special stitch.. DIed in 
millinery. 

1. Pi1Jt:UlJhw..; 2. Work Bag; 3. Milli ...... • Slikhu; " Bandeau; 
5. Hats; 6. BvckleB. 

7. Larg. FInt B..ckram Hat, Pattern of brim; wiring; binding; facing; 
covering; whipping a cord. Pattern of CI'OWD i wiring; binding; OO't'ering; 
folds (piping fold aud milliner's fold); lining of hat. Fastening crown to 
brim; necktie how. 

8. Wire Fra"", (mnshroom shape). Making of frame; WYering of 
frame. 

9. Blra", Bewirtg of, (a) Brim. (h) Facing. (e) C ........ 
10. Wire Frame of Toqw.e or Tur6a... According to gi .. en meunrementB ; 

Btraw i sewing of same; quills in straw aewing; buckle or roeette in straW' 

~~. SIra", Hat ".,... Wire F ... ",.. Tucked or .hirred facing. 
12. Chiff ... Hal. Wire frame; eovering of chilfon (cheese cloth) folds. 
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13. Shirred Hat. Buckram mme (mushroom s~le); covering of shirred 

cambric, for crown, brim and facing; velvet binding, velvet binding with 
cord piping. -

14. Skirred N.t Hat. Shirring done on wire fra.me. 

CHILDREN'S MILLINl!RY. 

15. Infant', Bonnd. Foundation of silk, covering of lace, insertion and 
straw; lining of bonnet, hemming of ties; trimming of bounet (a) baby 
ribbon roeettes; (b) braided ribbon. 

16. Child',B""nef. Wire fra.me; covering of lace; insertion of straw, 
and silk shirrings; line bonnet; ribbon rosettes or llower trimming. 

17. OU- ChiUren'. Boone". As style demands. 
18. Little Girl', Hat. Wire frame (mnshroom style): covering of straw; 

facing of shirred silk; trimming (a) dr&pery of silk, in which cords are 
.hirred; (b) tucked and shirred rosettes. 

19. S_at Ot,.",. FaM!! CMldn-en', Hats. Copied from fashion plates or 
models. 

Not •. ~A.bove 1eesoDS in children's millinery may be modified as styles 
or """""DS demand, nsing silks, velvets, felts, &e., instead of la.ces and 
straws. 

EJl:BROlDBRY LBssoNs. 

Embroidery of such designs as were prepared by students in the art 
room for children's bonnets, and lingerie hats. . 

20. CMldn-en', B"", ... ts of washable ID&teriaJ. .Cut according to pattern 
desired; embroidered design; hemming ties; lining the bonnet; trimming 
with little rosettes. . 

21. Lingerie Hat. Wire fra.me made B8 individual desires; cover fra.me 
with mull; embroider the design on washable ID&teriaJ; facing of shirred 
net or lace ruliles, trimmed as desired. 

TRnnonr08. 
22. Bo .. ttea. Shirred cord roeette; shirred rosette of lawn; plaited 

rosette of q,rlats.n over cambric, velvet centre; bolt plaited rosette and 
wing of cambric; shirred rosette with whipped edge, black velvet centre; 
leaf rosette; .hirred net leaf with mi1liner's folds; chil!on, tulle or net 
rosette; dilterent omaments for children'. bonnets copied from models and 
fashion plates. 

2S. Rnehing. (a) Side-plaited ruching; (b) Bex plaited ruching of 
tsrlsts.n with lace edge. 

VELVET TRDDml08. 

24. H ..... ffl;ng of v.wet. Plain hem, rolled hem. 
25. Vol .... Ear. 
26. PinWo End and v.Wet Band. 
27. Foida. Piping fold; plain fold; mi1liner'. or French fold. 
28. Boaett. of Circular Puce of Vol ..... 

RIBBON LBasoN&. 

29. Bm... Tied bow: butterlly bow; Alsatian bow; cockade bow and 
bows of other deoign. -

SO. Ribbon BooeUa. Loop rosette, with or without foundation; rosette 
of gathered ribbon; wired rosette of knotted oatin ribbon; rosette of clipped 
ends; rosette of loope and ends. 

SI. Knot. of Volvell and 8m... (a) Single knot; (b) Double knot. 
32. Plu_ of Bibbon. 
33. Flo ...... Made of B."bbon.Daisieo; roses; riolets. • 
34. Wirittg of Bibbon Dot... Centre ..... Along Edgeo. 
35. W"'''f Lacefor: Fans; wings ; quilla. 

A 19961 
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36. llN;;To;ng. 0/ L,.". lind N.t. (a) Single box plaited; (b) Dooble boE 
plaited. 

87. Jenning:Blnd. of r-... 
88. Sewing Laus TogotheP with faaey stitehoa. 
39. Vari .... Lac. Rosettes with aower or ribboo centre •. 
40. Lac. Sewed on Mali,.. for pompame aud ...none lace trimming •. 

AJ>VAlI"CED DIDPABTMENT. 

OLD LADIE.' MILLINERY. 

1. Making Bonnet.. Wire fram .. ; embroidering band. on tulle or 
chiffoll for frollt aud OIOWD; ties of ribbon, lace, tulle, or veJvet. 

Note.-Ff1Jf winter tho making of silk, velvet and felt bonne"'; aloo 
embroidering velvet or tulle bands with oh8llille, fancy IilkB, &e. 

MOURN~G MILLllfEBY. 

~ Widow'. B.".,..t. Marie StU&rt style with plaiD eords of nUD'. yelling 
around front. 

3. Draping 0/ Veil. 
4.. Fau VeiZ.. 
5. P-/Q.in Hem and :&temioD. bn. 
6. Mitoring a CorMf'. 
7. MDVlming Toq .... and Hat. of shirred or plaited ts!feta silk. 
S. 'l'ri"""'ingo of qniJhl. rosettes and boWl ot IDOUl'IIing material. 
9. M ....... ing /%raw Hats of pyroxyline braid; trimmed as demed.; 

adjnetd,ng of veils. . 

RE .. OVATIlrG LES .... B. 

10. lUnovating and Cleaning of Crepe, DUD'. Yeiling, maline, black laces, 
wbite laces, ribbons, silkB, netting. 

1,1. Steaming 0/ Velvet,. a_en, foliage, pIWD8B. 
U. Cur!ing. PI,.".... 
13. Dyeing of Laces, aowers, feathen. 
u,. Pu,... Sewing furs, stret<:bing fnrs. 
15. Cleaning. Felt hote; stra.w hots-; Qhellille btaids ; felt braid. ; otra .. 

braids. . 

DRAPING. 

16. Draping 0/ Soft crowns; straw c:wwno. 
17. Dmping of Silk and y.l!1dfor toqaes and large hots. 
18. Se'UJing and Placing on Biff""'M BJw;peo. 1!'loW«B; faney ' .. th .... ; 

wings; tips; plumes; imitation aigrettes; ribbon bow. and _. 
19. Prw, F'Wv1er and Foliage Toquoo 11M IlaI». 
20. Coning HAlo. 

SUBIlIC'rII MR TAL1<8 AB'D ~Y NOTES. 

(a) SilkB. ~ :va.." "'tb ... 
(b) V eivete. (I) Qoillsand wiIIp. 
(e) ChilfOJ>, (.o) Stra .... 
(d) l£aIine. (ft) ~ 
(e) Lacee. (0) Willow. 

(1) Ribboos. (1') Felt.. 
(g) Mourning materials. (q) Fun. 
(1&) F1Dwero. (r~ 0nw.n Ie 
(I) Foliage. "} llilm.clias "'.,.... 
h) Ootrich featben. 
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(t) Materials used in ma.king fra.mes, such as] buckram, willow espart&., 

rice net, French ""pe net, wiree (sizes and names of, &c.). . 
(u) Hate to be worn on clliI'erent oceasions. 
(~) The evolution and history of fema.le headgear. 
(w) Terms used in millinery. 

(3) APPLIED AltT AND DESIGN. 

The aim of the Oourse in Applied Art and Design ia te oorreliLt" with 
tbe trades and home deooration, . 

1. u •• of tho ltulsr.-Me ... urements, &oouraoy;' proportion. 
ApplIc&tion: 1. Tuclls. 2. Miters. S. Bands (bi ... ). 

2. J!'r.sham.d Drawing.-ParaJlellines, spacing; development of straight 
1inea; developeent of curved lines. . 

Application: 1. Striped patterns. 2. Plaids. 3. Simple borders. 
Studll' B( historio ornam,ent. DB.useion of the use of these forms. 

S. Principle. of Duign.-
Application: 

1. Bro.iding. 
2. Embroidery. 
S. Block printing. 
4. Stencil1ing. 
5. Ac .. ssorie. of millinery: (a) Frame making; (b)' Band. ; 

(e) Ornaments; (ei) Bow.; (e) Hate. 
6. AccealOries of dressmaking: (a~ Tucking; RulIIes; und,erwe .. r I 

.hirt·waist.. (b) Underwear embroideriee: Hand, III&Ohine. 
(e) Shirt· waists I Design of shirt-waist embroideries. (d) 
Oostume: Design of house dre .... ; design of afternoon dre .... ; 
design of evening gowns. 

7. Di.oussion of hats and gowns a. la mocis and their relation to 
figure., 8neomble of glove., bags, neckwear, jewellery, &c. 

4;. Oolar.-Theory, nature; Japanese prints; textile.. , 
Application: 1. Millinery. 2; Dressmaking. S. Household deoo .. -

tlon. ' 
5. H_hold D.......no...-Sid. elevations; rooms in perspective. 
Aocessorie.: Ornaments, picture hanging, .ofa cushions, doilie., rugs, 

table deoar"tions. 

(4) AOADllMIO BRANOHl1lS. 

1. Ai"" To Improve the general education of the pupil through pro
blems relating to he" trade and he. home life. To maile the girl an 
intelligent. and efficient trade worker. 

2. C'...,....' StruJy.-l. Arithinetic. 2. English. S. Oivi.s. 4. indus
trial History. 5. Oommercial Geography. 6. Textiles. 

Arithmeli •. -Sewiug: U .. of tape line, fractions of; cutting' of guages 
for heme and tucks, cutting of materials for rulll •• with tucks, finding the 
amount. of materials required for garments, eoonomy of clliI'erent widths; 
making out of bills, receipts, checks, &c.; discounts, econdmy of buying 
in large' ,nd lDlaU amount.. Milline..,., U.e of tspe lin~, fractions of; 
Qle&Iiuring of plaitings; quantity of materi .. 1 neceseary fo .. hats'; making 
out of bills, recaipts, checks, &c.; discounts, ocollomy of buying in ll\l'ge 
and small amounts. 

BngU.h.-A)m, To de,'.lop om and written expression. 
Spelling, TeohnicaJ word. and terms nsed in tbe trade.; business 

terms, meaning and use of words. " 
Letters, Busin ... and sociaJ forma of application; oodering geod.;, 
~ "f telegram. and cablegrams, use of code _rd.; prepamti!>n of 
money orders. 
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Ci.i"".-Ethical: Duties of citizens as members of society. 
Political: Administration of home city, libraries, museums, parka, 

playgrounds, &C. ; state government; national government. 
Industrial conditions: Industrial evolution in the United States; local 

industries; factory legislation; working papers; ethic. of busines.; COlt 
of living; minimum expenditures for maximum reaults. 

IndUBtriai HiBlory.-Economy and industrial aspect of the chang •• of 
fashions. 

Fabtics: weaving, &e. 
History of Dress: dress as a protection; dress B8 aD ornament; 

development of dress ornamentation. 
History of Head Dress: dre.. of the hair; hats as a protection; hats 

fL8 a dress accessory. 
C,mm"wcial Geography.-Raw materials: Production; transportation; 

exports and imports. 
Manufactured Products: Location of fa<:tory centers; transportation 

and its effect on costs; export. and importe. 
T..,til ... -Fibers: Animal, vegetable; geography, growth and process 

of manufacture of fibers; judging kinds and qualities of material.; learning 
uses, widths, prices, &C. 

(5) DEP~T:M.ENT OF HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE. 

Cooking lUI a C""",. Buppknutntal to thl TrruU •. -Aim: To stimulate an 
interest in wholesome, economical food; to teach the food principle.; to 
teach principles of planning, cooking and &erving in a practical manner; 
to raise the standard of living; to give a general knowledge of bowie
keeping to develop responsibility, punctuality, cleanline .. of peraon and 
neatness in work; to make .. better home maker out of a trade worker. 

Lu""heon Period.-Work planned to give: Pr&<:tical experience in 
following of recipes; compiling and uae of .ook book; planning of menus; 
buying and cost of materia1s; preparation of foods in large and omall 
amounts; practice in preparation of bread, cakea, cereals, cheese, deuerU:, 
eggs, entrees, fis~ meats, pastry, poultry, preserve., salada, 8&11Ce8, lOUpe, 
and vegetables. 

Berving.-Attractive table &Otting, table decorations for apecial oceuions, 
daily &erving of luncheons to large and .mall numbers, pra<:tiee in home 
and cafeteria serving. 

Geural H ........ "'k. - Pr&<:tical inatJ1wtion in: (a) Diah ...... hing; 
(b) Sweeping; (e) &,rubbing; (d) Dusting; (e) Order and cleanliD'" of 
china and utensil closets; (f) Care of refrigerator; (g) Care of ainu; 
(h) Cleaning of cloths, dusten, and _ela; (t) Laundry ... ork; (J) Care of 
kitchen tables; (k) Care and management of coal and gao rang .. ; (I) U .. 
of firel ... cooker: (m) Care of bathroom; (n) Care of ruga; (0) Care of 
Iloors; (p) Making of beds; (q) Airing and Tentilation of rooma. 

(6) PHYSICAL TRAINING. 

1. Physical exercises are given to develop tbe best phyaical condition of 
each pupiL A girl cannot do her best ... ork if her phyaical condition ia 

JIOO~. Each pnpil is examined by • woman phyaician and an elfDrt made to 
assign such exercises .. will aid in correcting &Dy phyiiical defect found to 
exist. The pupila alao receive le<:turea relating to their phyaical ... eltue 
and personal hygiene. _ 

3. Emphasis is laid on the care of: (a) The body; (b) The _Bity of 
proper food;. Ie) Sleep; (d) Exerciae; (e) Correct poaitiona; (f) The Deed 
of fresh air. 
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CiIAPTER VII.-TECHNICAL IDGH SCHOOLS FOR. 
GIRLS. 

DESORIPTION OF THE SOHOOLS. 

The 'l'echnical High School or High School of Practical Arts 
for girls offers training in some selected occupation together 
with a continuation of general education. These schools are a 
new development. They differ from the trade Bchools for girls 
in the first place in that more attention is given to the general 
education of the girl than to her technical proficiency, tM 
amount of time given to trade work being comparatively small. 
Secondly, the completion of the elementary school course is a 

. condition of entry, and thirdly the class of girl who is able to 
complete the three or four yeaI'S' course must come from a 
wealthier and better-class home than the girl who takes the 
one-year course at the trade school with a view to immediate 
earnings. From some figures kindly shown to the writer at 
the High School of Practical Arts, Boston, of the occupations 
of girls who had completed the four-year COUl'Se (since the 
school WaR only founded six years ago these are not many) she 
judged that roughly one-third had passed on to other educa
tional institutions, the majority with a view to training as 
teachers of domestic subjects, one-third weI'e at home and 
unoccupied, and only one-third had taken up paid work at 
once, of whom half only were following a trade taught in the 
school It appears from this that the girls who complete the 
courso come from a somewhat leisured class.. On the other 
hand a number of girls attend these schools for a time and 
probably leave without completing the course to enter some 
t1'8de. Since the general instruction is correlated with the 
trade work, such girls would receive more direct benefit from 
attendance at one of these schools than at a general high 
school A complets course in a trade subject would give a 
good grounding for eventual promotion to one of the higher 
positions of the trade. 

WASHINGTON-IRVING HIGH ScHOOL FOR GIRLS, NEW YORK CITY. 

This school is the counterpart for girl!! of the Stuyvesant 
High SclIool for boys. The whole school takes over 5,000 girls. 
The writer was unfortunately unable to see it und.er the best 
oondit,i.ons, since there had been a delay in the ~i)mpletion of 
the new building, and at the time of her visit to New York the 
school Was occupying somewhat crowded and scattered quarters. 
Now that it is housed in its new building it must have magni
ficent accommodation. The school offers an acadelnic or 
cultural four-year course, similar tq the other high schools of 
the city. The technical or vocational courses offered are a 
librarian's course (for four years) and three-year courses in 
commercial work, dressmaking, millinery, design, printing and 

. book-binding. 'The first-year course is preliminllry and 
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common to all girls in the technical courses and is so design~d 
that a girl who has entered for the academic course at a high 
school and wishes to change to technical work may do 80 

during the first year without difficulty. 'rhe girls specialise in 
technical work in the second and third years. The official 
programme is 'as follows ;-

CO""8E 01' STuDy 01' TaBU Y EAB8. 

FIR8T I'EAB. I SECOJID YEll. 

EngliBh • 

Beqwired. I' Required. 
Periods. 

I) : English • 
Periods. 

5 
2 
1 
1 
2 

Commereial Arithmetic 
German, or French, or Spanish, 

or Group n., 1" Group m .. 
of second year. and additional 
drawing 

5 , Physical Training • 
, Music 
I Declamationand Voice Training 

Drawing. • • • • 
5 

Drawing • 2 I 
5 

11 
Domestic Science and Art 
Physical Training. including , The modern language chOll81l in 

Physiology and Hygiene • 
Music 
Declamation and Vaice Training 

2 the first year may be continued 
1 ' daring the second and third yean 
1 : 8B an alternative for music, deel& ..... 

: tion and drawing in the ....., of those 
26 ' who select Group I.. Group IV .• 

: Group V .• and Group VI. 

ELEcTIVES •. FOB THE SECOlfD YEll. 

Gaoup L-(Stenographers and Typewriters). 
J>erioda. 

Stenography. Typewriting. Book-keeping. Penmanship, Spelling. 
Office Practice • • • • • • • 19 

Gaoup n.-(Dreesmakers and Embroiderers) . 
.sewing. Draughting. Fitting. Study of Materials. TextiJee, Color. 

Form and Design 19 
Gaoup ffi-(Milliners). 

lIillinery. Study of Materials. Trimming. Fram .... DWking. Color. Form 
and Design • 19 

GBOUP IV.-{Designen). 
Design. Still Life. Plants, Casts, Composition, Pictnrs Study. History 

of Ornament, Textiles. Interior Decoration, Draperies. Costume 
Design. Book Covers. llinatrating. Lettering 19 

Gaoup V.-(Printen). 
Typesetting. Printing • 

GJIOIJP VL-(Bookhinden). 
Bookbinding. Design • 

GBOUP VIL-(Library .Assistsnts). 
English 
.Ancient History 
Geometry • • • • • 
German. French. Latin, or SpaniBh (Elect. 2) (5) 
Physical Training • • 
1lnsie • 
Declamation and Vaice Trsining 

• 19 

• 19 

/; 
S , 

10 
2 
1 
J 

26 

, 
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Periods. 
Ii 
2 
1 
1 

9 

GroupL,aain Seccmd Y ...... with 
Commereial Law ... a Civics· 21 

Group n.. _ in s-JDd Y..... • 21 
Group ill., .. in Seoood Y .... • 21 
Group IV ~ .. in Seccmd Y .... - 21 
Group V ~ .. in Secmul Year - 21 
Group VL, .. in Secood Y..... - 21 
Group Vll.....(Joarae for Lib....,. 

ARBistpnfp 

EagIiah 5 

(LibraI:r AsoistaDIB.) 

Groupvn., 
Periods. 

Ii , , 
12 
2 

30 

L A period shall DOt exceed &ftJ 
minutes. 

A I'oniga Luagaage 
Hist<Jry of Englancl 
Phy&i<al Training 
Music • 

, 2. Phy&i<al ClIIltme IUld 1Il1IlIic 
S shall DOt he regarded .. oubjecIB 
2 requiring prepozaiOoD. 
1 

LI"hr1u7 Eccmomy - 15 S. Certificat"" will he awarded to 
30 . those who satisfactorily complete 

I this counoe. -, 
The commercial COt11'Se prepares girls for office work and 

resembles the C01ll'Se6 offered in the commercial sections of many 
high schools. The course in design trains girls as (a) com
mercial designers for illustration work, advertisement agencies, 
.lc. or (b) C()Stume designers. The second year work, the stndy 
of freehand and object drawing, the principres of design and 
the application of colour is common to both classes; in the 
third year the girls specialise in the branch of design they wish 
to follow. The course for costume designincludeseome study of 
anatomy, but no sewing beyond the simple preliminary work 
taken in the first year. The methods of construction of COB

tumes are learnt by obserntion. In the dressmaking and 
millinery C01ll'Se6 the girls work for themselves or their friends 
only. No customers' work is taken by the school. The girls 
provide their own materials and learn to cut out and to fit each 
other. Beginning with undergarments, each girl makes during 
the two yeara a plain sailor blouse, a fine linen baby frock, and 
finally two whole dresses, one of woollen and the other of fine 
material. A little costume design is taken. The other courses 
at the school were not seen by the writer. There is no separate 
department for household arts, but each girl during her first year 
course giTeS five houra a week to this work. 
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Lucy FLOWER TECHNICAL HlGn SCHOOL FOR GIRLS, CIIlC1AOfJ. 

This school offers a twO-year course and a fonr-year course 
to the girls of thl> city in household FlCience and arts with the 
opportunity of devoting extra time to millinery and dress
making if desired. 

'l'he two-year course is intended for girls ~vho cannot afford 
more than two years at high school and offers more specialised 
work in the second year. The school was only opened ill 
Septemher 1911, and the training given is more of the home 
than the trade type. 

HIGH SCHOOL OF PRACTICAL ARTS FOR GIRI.R, BORTOli. 

The course at this school lasts for four years, the first year 
work heing preliminary and common to all and including a 
course in simple cooking and sewing. In the last three years the 
girls specialise in either millinery, dressmaking or household 
arts, giving ten hours out of the 30 hours week to the practical 
work. A general training is secured hy the arrangement that 
each girl gives the time for practical work to her chosen trade 
on three days a week and ~ the other two branches on the other 
days: thus a girl who has chosen millinery for her trade subject 

. gives her time on three days a week to this, and on one day to 
cooking and one day to dressmaking, while a girl in the hoo8&
hold arts course takes millinery on one day and dressmaking' 
on another. Dressmaking and millinery as subsidiary 8ubject.~ 
are taught from the home point of ,·iew only. When taken 
as chief subjects the girls work mainly for themselves, but in 
the last year they undertake work for customers. A sale of 
spring models was in progress on the day the writer called at the 
school and the work appeared to be of good workmanship, while 
some elaborate and stylish dresses made for customers by the 
fourth year girls were also seen. 

A feature of this school is that nnder the \'(lCational 
counsellor, who advises the girls on their after careers, arrange
ments have been made for some of the girls in the dressmaking 
and millinery courses to obtain a little practical experience 
before the termination of their course by entering selected 
workrooms in the city for a few weeks during the husy Beason. 
The girls in the honsehold arts course also undertake outside 
work." 

This school appeared to offer a training which would enable 
a girl to attain to a high place in a trade eventually should she 
be willing first to de"ote the necessary time to acquiring a 

• For cards used '" Appendix A.. to this chapter, pp. 96-S. 
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knowledge of workroom methods and to gaining speed in work, 
but so far the majOl'ity of girls attending apparently have not 
had this object in view. . 

The school programme is as follows :-

Required. 

Fir.tY ...... 

! 
i Periodo . 
I per Week. I 
I • , 

Elective. 

English • - ·1· 5 'I 

History - - S 
Mathematics: Applied 3 I' 

Arithmetic, Algebra. I 
Elementary Science i-I 2 : After the first year each 
Art - - - - I 4 I pupil is required to 
Sewing - I 6 1 select one of three in-
Cooking and House- I 4 dustrial courses. 

~~~~:ng- : 1 ~~ 

Englieh 
History 

I SO I 

S.cor&d Y ...... 

Matbematics : Plane 

4 
2 
2 

Dressmaking Course 
Millinery Course - - , 
Household Science I 

Geometry. 
Chemistry -
Art 
Cbom! Practice 
Physical Training 

Englieh 

I 

4 
5 
1 
2 

Co~: . 

120--

ThinJ Year. ' 

History, Civil Govern-
4 i Dressmaking Com.... .' .'1 
4 I Millinery Course - -

ment. 
PhysiCB 
Art 
Chom! Practice -
Physical Training 

. Household Science 
, , Course. 

- I 5 I 
- 1 I 

-!.-To-l2 

. i 20 , 

Periods 
per Week. 

. 

10 
10 
10 

10 
10 
10 
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Required. 

English • • • 
Household Arlo. 1 to} 

2 Years. 
Home N Ul'Bii.g. 1 to 

2 years. 
EcoDODUca • 
Physiolo!!y. Hygiene. 

Sanitation. 
Art • • • 
Choral Practice • 
Phyoica.l Training 

F()IJA'/h Y ...... 

Periods 
per Week. 

5 

2 

2 
3 

5 
1 
2 

20 

Elective. 

I 
Dressmaking Course ..: 
Millinery Conroe • • I 
Honsehold Science 

Course. I 

I 

WOODWARD HIGH ScHOOL, CINCINNATI. 

Periods 
per Week. 

10 
10 
10 

This school is such an interesting example of a large 
co-educational high school offering a variety of courses that a 
description of it is included. It is. the writer believes. one of 
the most advanced in the country. There are now nine 
different courses in the school. Boys and girls share equally in 
the general, classlcal, commercial, art and music courses, and 
are taught together. The manual training course is a special 
course for boys intending to enter college but preferring some 
manual work, and has its counterpart in the domestic science 
course for girls. The technical oo-operative courses are intended 
for boys and girls who cannot afford a four years' school COUl1!e 

and must early follow a wage-earning career. After a two years' 
preliminary course, which can be taken either at this IlChool or 
at the Hughes High School, they spend half time at work and 
half at school, on the week about or oo-operati ve plan. The 
preliminary training includes all the manual work taken in the 
four-year manual course for boys or domestic science course. for 
girls. Double time is therefore given to manual work, the school 
hours being slightly lengthened to allow for this. During the 
last two years manual work is not taken in school by the boys, 
since they are doing shop work in alternate weeks, and the entire 
time is devoted to theoretical work allied to the trade choRen. 
These courses are intended to enable both boyw and girls to 
discover the occupations for which they have aptitude, and to 
give a sound preliminary training suitable for various trades 
during the first two years and combined education and practical 
experience afterwards. 

The courses in art and music have been arranged a.~ half
time courses in order to secure that boys and girls who have 
decided talent may continue their general education along with 
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their preparation for an artistic or musical career.. The 
mornings are spent in school, and the afternoons at the Art 
Academy, 01' the College of Music in Cincinnati, or with an 
approved private teacbsr. 

The following is the programme of all the ~ourses':-
FmST GRoUP.-Aca.demic Courses for General Oulture and leading to 

Oolleges and Professional Schools. 
SIIICOlfD Gaoup.-Technica.! Oomses, leading to vocatioJ;ls. 

AC.U)1IIlJll(l OOURSES. 

Elocuti® I, Minsic J, G,~UJIl 2 periods a week, thrGnghout t.he four 
years. 

1. 

Goneral. 

Periods. 
English • 
Algebra • 
Latin or 
German 

(Adv.) ar 
German 

(Beg.) 
Bota.ny or 
Zoology 

(1 double) 
'Drawing 

• 4. 
• 4 

}-
}5 

• 2 

2. 

OIassica.!. 

Periods. 
English • 4 
Algebra 4 
L .. tin. • 5 

Botanyor } 
Zoology 4. 

(1 double) 
Drawing • 2 

3. 

DOIIlIl8l;ic 
Science. 

, 

4. 

Manual 
'l'raining. 

Periods.i Periods. 
English • 4, English • 4. 
Algebra • 4 I Algebra • 4. 

Latin or 1 ,Latin or } 

~)or 51 ~)or 5 
German I German 

(Beg.) j " (Beg.) 

Domestic 
Science 

Applied Art 

, 

I M&n1llll 
8 I Training. 8 
2[ Drawing 

(Mech.) • 2 

--- -- .. --.. ~------'-------''-----

, 
S.1lOII4 Y ...... • 

-- -- - ---------,-----,-----
English. · 4. English 4. English . 4. English . 4 
Geometry · 5 Geometry • Ii GeomeQy . 5 Geometry • Ii 
Latin or 

}-
Latin • 5 Latin. or ""I ~~~ } German 

German J ~)or 5 (Adv.) or ~or 5 
German Genilan 

(Beg.) (Beg.) (Beg.) 
History Domeetic Manual 

(Ancient) 4. Greek 5 Science 8 Training • 8 
Drawing Drawing Drawingand Dra~ 

(Opt.) • 2 

I 
(Opt.) 2 Applied (Mech.) . 2 

Art 2 

• French, 4.; English Composition, 1; an option in the Goneral Oonrse 
for Engliah for those preparing for collegee requiring three vean of 
French. • ~. 
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1. 

General. 

Periods. 
English. ." 

3rd year 
Latin or 

lot year 
German or 

German 
(Adv.) or 

German 
(Beg.) 

Twofrom:
French or 

Spanish 

Algebra, 
!year 

Trig'try, 
iyear 

Phyeics 
(1 donble) 

Hiotory 
(Med.) 

History 
(lIocL) 

Drawing 
(Opt.) • . 

5 

}4 
6 

}4 

2 

I , 

Third Yoar. 

2. 

C\aeaical. 

3. 

Domestic 
Scieuce. 

Period.. Period.. 
Englioh " I English ." 

Latin • :; , One from:-

Onelrom:_ 
Physico 

(ldonble) 6 
German· :; 
French • " 

Algebra, 

I 3rd year 
Latin or 

lot year 
German 
or 

German 
(Adv.)or 

German 
(Beg.) 

French 

Spanish 
History 

:; 

" 
" 

iy .... " (Ancient) " 

Ohemiotry 
(1 donble) 8 

Domestic 
Science . 8 

Applied Art 2 
Greek :; 

Drawing 
(Opt.) 2 

I 

4. 

Manual 
Training. 

Period •. 
Englioh ." 

Onelrom:-
3rd year 1 

Latin or 
lot year 

German 
or :; 

German 
(Adv.)or 

German 
(Beg.) 

French • " 

Spanish • " Algebra, } 
t year " 

Trig'try, 
tyear 

I Phyoies 
(1 donble) 8 

Manual 
Tmining. S· 

Meehani",,1 
Drawing. 2 

Elocntion, Mwric, and Gymnsstico optiooal &rot half.year in the CIaooi<a\ 
Conroe. 
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1. 

Gene,"&!. 

Periods. 
English - 4 

4th Year 
Latin 0" 

2nd Year 

-

German or 
German 

(Adv.) or 
German 

5 

(Beg.) _ 
Twofrom:

French or 
Spanish - 4. 

Chemistry 
(1 double) 6 

Sol. Geom., } 
i year 5 

Adv. Math., 
tyear 

Aatron., } 
1 year 4 

Geology, . 
tyear 

History } 
(Am.) 5 

Oivics 

Drawing 
(Opt.) - 2 

Fuwrth Y Mr. 

2. 3. 4. 

. 
I 

Dom .. tic Manual 
OlassicaJ. Science. Training. 

Periode. Periods. . Periods. 
lilnglish 4 English 4 English - 4 

Latin - - 5 

Ono fl"om:~ 
Ohemistry • 

(ldoublo)6 

I. . 

>< } 
_ Geom' J 

1 year 
Advanoed 5 

Math., 
t YO&1' 

Ge'"Dl&Jl - 5 
French - 4 

History 
(Ancient) 40 

GTeek- I; 

Drawing 
(Opt.) 2 

Twofrom:-
4th year . 

Latin or 
2nd year 

German 
or. 5 

German 
(Adv.)or 

German 
(Beg.) 

Frenoh 40 

SpaniBh • 4 
Physics 

(ldollble) 6 
History 

(Am.) . }& 
Civic8 

Domestio 
Science 8 

Physiol. and 
Hygiene - 2 

Applied A.t 2 

I 

Onefrom:-

or 5 
2n~:.:,,} 
4thy ... r 

Latin . 
German 

(Adv.}. 5 
German 

(Beg.) - 5 French __ 40 

SpaniBh --4 
Ohemistry . 

(1 dOllble) 6 

""} Geom., ' 
1 year 5 

Advanoed 
Math., 

_ _ h9!'" _ 

mstory }s (Am.) 
Civics 

Manual 
Training- 8 

Mechanical 
Drawing - 2 

One yea.r of Science required in third or fourth years in General Oourae. 
One yea.r of History reqnired in Dom .. tio Scienoe Oourae. . 
Each period is 45 minutes. 



TICCHIIICAL C0l1B8H. 

Fi,.,t Y ...... 

5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 
----_. - -.. ~ 

I Technical Tecbnic&l I I Commercial Co.operative Co.operative 
Art. I Music. •. 001ll'Be ~ C_for 

Periods. 
English. 5 
Algebra • 
German or 

4-

Spaniah /; 
Bookkeeping 

and Com. 
Arith· 
metic • /; 

P"""""",, 
ship and 
Applied 
Art . 5 

Physical 
Traiaing 2 

Music • 1 

English. 4. 
Aritb

meticand 
Geo....,4-

German or 
Spanish 4. 

Stenography 
andTypeo 
writing 5 

Commer· 
cial Ge0-
graphy , 

History 
(1locL) - " 

Drawing 
(Opt.) - 2 

Physical 
Training 2 

Music 1/ 

! Boys. Girls. 
I , --

Perl<>U. Periods. Periods. Periode 
English • 4- English - 4- English. 4- English. 4-
Arith· ,&"jth· Algebra • 4- EloeutioB 1 

metioalld meticand Botany or Germaa • 5 
Algebra 4- Algebra 5 Zoology 5 Algebra • • Industrial Applied • PhyMJ. Physical 
Geog. Art . 5 Tmining a Training 2 
mphy • 4- Cooking- 4. Music • 1 Chorus • 1 

Drawing 4. Sewing - 8 Elocution 1 Music 
Turning, Physical Art.t tbe Dict&tioIa 1 

Pattern Training 2 Art Aca- Ia.twmea. 
and Music • 1 I damy • 10 t.1 Art 
Cabinet i outoidtof 
Mu.;"g 16 i 8ohoo\· 10 

Pbysical 

I Training 
(Opt.). \I 

! 

English. 4- i English. 4-' English. 4. English. " 
App. I GeometJ'y ,Geo...,. ~ i ~=!..ion. ~ 

Mathe- I and Aritb· Freoch· .. ~ 
matics· 4- i metic - 3' Biotor1 , Geometry 

Physics - 4-, Applied (ADoient) " or Ancient 
Drawing 4-' Art - 4. Physical i History ;; 
Foundry. I[ Cooking and Training 2 ! Physical 
J!'orge~,,1 , IIimsebold : M...... • 1 I 'l'raiDiBg 2 
1lae1UDe 16' ArW • 5 Bloo!ation 1 Choma • 1 

Physical Millinery . An; at *he ' JnternIs 
Training . and Dress- Art Aca. and 
(Opt.). 2, making 10, dam, • 10 Chords 1 

: Physical' : Instnunen· 
. Training 2 , t.1 Art 
, Musio - 1 I outside of 

School- 10 
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5. 

Commercial. 

6 

Technical 
Co.opetative 
Course for 

Boys. 

PMra, Year. 
7 

Technical 
Co-operailin' 

Course for 
GirlB. 

8 

Art. 

Periods. Periods. PeriocJs. Periods. 
English • 4 Chemistry 8 English. 4 English. 4 
German or English· 4 Physiology.4o French • 4 

SpaDish Drawing 10 Applied History 
Correapon. App. Art· 0 (Med. and 
dence • 4 Mathe· Elect Mod.) • 4 

or 
Physico 6 

Hietory 
(Am.) • 4 

Stenography 
and Type
writing- 8 

Commercial 
Law • 3 

Bookkeep. 
ing • 0 

Physical 
,Tw.iaiug 1\ 

Music • 1 

English • 4 
Ge=anor 

Spaniah 
Correspon. 
dence • " 

or 

~mistry}6 
mica, 

Ci~!.':"'" 5 
I year 

Bookkeeping 
and Ac· 
counting 8 

Stenography 
and Type. 
writing 5 

Drawing 
(Opt.). 3 

Physical 
Training II 

Music • 1 

Jm<ticB; 
Shop Pro· 
blemoand 
Practice 10 

Co·operative 
Plan; alter· 
nate weeks 
in Shop and 
School. 

History (In. 
dnotciaJ. 
of U.S,) 
and Civics 0 

Shop 
Science 
and Shop 
Practice 10 

Drawing 10 
App. 

Mathe· 
matics 
and Shop 
ProblemoiO 

Co-operative 
Plan; alter
nate weeks 
in obopand 
schoo\. 

Specialty20 History of 
Millinery, Art· 2 
&C. Physical 
D_. Training 2 
making. Music· 1 
Tailoring Elocution 1 
and Art Art at the 
Needlework; Art A ... • 
Home Eco· demy. 10 
DOmic8 l 
Office Train· 
ing; Sal .. • 
maaship. 

F ..... th Year. 

american 
History 
andCiviceo 

English. " 

Applied 
M 5 

English. " 

French. 4 

History ot 
Art and 
Art Crlti· 
clam .' 4 

Elect I Physiology 
Specialty20 and Hy· 

giene • " 

Art at Art 
Academyl0 

9 

Music. 

Periods. 
English· 4 
Elocution 1 
Gewaaa> or 

French 5 
Physics. , 6 

or 
Med. and 
Mod.His· 
tory . 4 

Physical 
Training 
(Opt.). 

Chorus • 1 
Harmony 2 
1nstrumea~ 

tol Art or 
Vocal • 10 

Music Appre
ciation. 

English. 4-
Elocution 1 
German or 

l!mJ.eh- S 
AmeriC8ll 

History 
and Ci"';cso 

Physical 
Training 
(Opt.). 

Chorus • 1 
Harmony 0,.00 __ • 

point • 2 
VocalllBd 
,Jnstrnmen· 

, tBlA1'1l. 10 
Music App!e

ciation. 
lIisto!y of 

Music. 
Al't. 
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APPENDICES TO CHAPTER VII. 

A.-CARDS USED AT THE HIGH SCHOOL OF PRACTICAL 

ARTS FOR GIRLS, BOSTON . 
• 

(1) VOCATIONAL RECORD CARD FOR BACH PUPIL. [Size 10" x 8".) 

VOCATIONAL RBCORD. 

183 BOSTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS. HIGH ScHOOL OF PRACTICAL ART!. 

Name Addrese _______ _ 

Date o.f entering _____ Whence Date of Birth __ _ 

Date of graduating or leaving Age __ Coone ___ _ 

I First Year. I Second Year. I Third Year. I Fourtb Year. 

PeJ1!OJI&l appear
ance. 

Health 

Attendance 

Reliability - -, 

Application 

Initiative -

.Aeademic stand
- iDg. 

Industrial stand
ing. 

Becord of outside 
work before 
date of grad""*" 
ing or laving. 

Ah. Tar. Ex. Ah. Tar. Ex. Ab. Tar. Ex. i Ab. Tar. Ex. 

I 
! 

, 
; 

~ 

• 
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(1) VOCATIONAL REOORD CARD-cont. 

97 

RICCORD 0 .. VOCATIONAL AsSISTANT'S VISITS TO HOMIC . 

• 
Reason for Visit. 

Date employed 
Employer'. name 
Addre&a • 
Position (how found) 
Kind of work 
Hours 
Initial wage 
Inorease • 
Date of leaving 
Reason for leaving 
Remarks • 

0" rev ..... aiM. 

INDUSTRIAL RECORD. 

·1 FirBt 
Position. 

I 

Result. 

Second 
Position. 

RBCORD 0" HIGIIBR EDUCATION • 

. 

... 19969 

Third 
Position. 
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(2) EHPLOYBB8' O.um. [Size 6/1 x 4/'.] 

182 Bos:roll Pl1BL1C SCHOOLS: 

HIGH SOHOOL 0" PB.t.OTIOAL ABTS. EIIPLOYIIBIIT RBCOBD. 

Name ______________________________________________ _ 

Addre •• _________ _ 

Bmm ... ____________________ __ 

No. of worke .. _________________________________________ _ 

C~.ofwor~ ______________________________________ __ 

CODdition of workroom, ___________________________________ _ 

Houra, __________________________________________ ___ 

lVagML __________________________ _ 

Remarb, __________________________________ ___ 

Name. 

0 .. __ .uk. 

RECOBD 0" GlBLB EXPLOYBD. 

lVage. Date 
empiD]'ed. 

B.-SI1rDlONS COLLEGE.-PROGRAMME OF COURSES 
IN INDUSTRIAL TEACHING, 1912-13.-

bDU8TBl.t.L NBEDLB ABTB TUCHIlIG. 

A one·year programme has been arranged for the tminiDg of te.cbera of 
the needlework mdmtriea and millinery m pnhlie or mdnatrial ""hoo". 
The programme is open to students who haye had at 1eut two yeara of 
edncational training .u~ent to the high school. either m college. or m 
a technical matitute or normal school. Candidates mast haYe had """'" 
elementary tminiDg m plam aewmg. The onbjects include pIam hand and 

• It should be noted that the ClO1U1IOIl for training industrial tacheno form bal 
a small part of the actiritiea of Sim.m0D8 College, which ia • WOID8Il'. college 01 
university rank.offerinJrfour-year~~ ItudJ 4t tbefoll~d.iriaWos:
A. Honsehold EoonoIDlC8; B. Becretarial Stndi .. ; C. LIbrar7 Science; D. GeneroI 
Sciencei,E~_~ Work; Y. IDdtl8trial TeacbiDg. For olndento who> ban bad 
theiico~ training 8l8eWbere. ODe-ye&l' or two."ear tecb.nica1 prograIIUIM!II an 
provided. 
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machine .ewing, drafting, cutting, the genoral principl .. of design and 
their application to C08tum .. , and the generaJ principles of mi\li.uery. -

Outline of programme. 

Firat Term I Second Term 
Hours. 

I 
Hcurs. 

I ---
I CIas •. 

I 
Study. 

I 
Class. Study. 

6 2 Sewing - - - 6 2 
5 2 Sewing and - - 5 2 

Design -

S 2 Textiles - - - - -- - Costume Design - - , 1 
6 2 Dre .. maki.ng - - 6 2 
S 1 Millinery - - - II 1 
8 0 Sewing or - - 3 , 0 
6 0 Industrial Sewing - - - -

- - Sewing - - - 2 3 

-

TRADE SCHOOL TEACHING. 

By ... ....-...gement with the Women'. Educational and Industrial 
Union two one-yesr programmea have been established to train teachers 
and directol'8 f~ trade and indl18tci&l aehoola. Programme I. olf81'8 oourse. 
in the teaching of ealesm&nBhip; Programme n., in the teaching of the 
had .. which demand a knowledge gf the Needle Arts. 

The purpoae of these programmes ia to alford a knowledge of trade 
Btaud&rds and requll-emenb! through carefully directed practice and oboer
vation in trade Bhops, and to pTOvide opportunity for practice teaching in 
preparation for tesclUng in trade or industrial achoola .. 

InstJ-uction ia given both at the Women'. Educational and Indnatrial 
Union and at Simmona College. The Union pTOvidea the actllBl practice 
in .hop work, ealesmanahip, and teaching, and arranges for the required 
ot'S9rvation. Thia part of the pn>gramme reqniree the full time of the 
.tudent e"""pt fOl' a period from November' to :December 19 when the 
.tudento spend their entire time at SimmonaCoUege for academia instruc
tion related to the 'practice of the year, or in observation of trade work. 
During the paat year .tudento following thia courae bave heen pennitted to 
prautise in the Booton Trade School for Girla. 

The progr&n1me. are open only to women whoae maturity and experi
ence give ... urance of success in thia new lield. At least two ye&r& of 
training in oollege. in a technical institute. or in a normal school are 
essential. and prefel"euoo is given to canruda.tes who have had experience 
in teaching 01' in administrative wOl'k. 01' who give promise of executive 
ability. Slrill in the Needle Arlo is an _tia1 f(JJ' Prol!'rBmme IT. 

Tha tuition fee for each programme is one hundred do'ua1'8. The 
numher of .tudenta ia ..,striated, therefore app\ioatioB for eithdr programme 
ahould he 11lI1de at an early date. A pers<1J1IOl interri.e .. is d ... irable. 

Program ... e 1.·-'1'h. T."elti .. g '" 8al ........... hip. 
The ... ork in thia programme is divided into four parte :-

1. Actual practice in department stores, with reporto and diacnssions. 
2. Obaervation of ealeamanahip in department .to.... and in the 

Union School of Saiesmanahip, together with diacUl!8ion of store 
ayatams, the relation of employer and employee, and the work of 
the pupile. 

• 
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3. Observation and practice in teaching at the Union School, with 
discussion of such subjects as aaleemanshipt buaine8fl arithmetic, 
textiles, color and design, and hygiene; together with a teachel'll' 
couree in textil .. and in the principlee of teaching. 

4. Claee work at Simmons College in the following COUJ'lle8:
Accounts A., Design A.., Economics A.., Education A.. 

Program_ II.-The Teaching of the Needle .Art. Trad ••• 

The work in thie programme is divided into four part. :-
1. Practice in various shop. of the Women'. Educational and Industrial 

Union, The work includes making sample garments, filling 
orders, buying materials, caring for Btack, workroom manage· 
ment, bookkeeping, eelling, and tsking ord"",. 

2. Observation and practice in other shops repreoenting trades 
employing girls. 

3. Practice teaching in trade schools or claeees. 
4. Cl.... work at Simmon's College in the following conl'l108:

Accounts A, Design A, Econmnica A, Education A.. 

.Aceounll .A. 

The purpose of thie couree is to teach the fundamental principles of. 
double entry bookkeeping in their application to retsil bnain ... ; to 
familiarize students with the forma and U808 of bnsin ... papen pertaining 
to the accounting department of a retail organisation; and to develop an . 
understanding of the workings of the accounting department, particularly 
in its relations with the selling department. 

Five exercises a week from November 4 to December 19. 

D..;,p. .A. 

Thie courae is intended to give the student a practical knowledge of 
the elementary principles of design and color. Compoeition, proportion, 
and hermony are taught throngh practice in simple designing and color 
arrangements. 

Five exerciaea a week from November 4 to December 19. 

Economia.A. 

The :&orwmia of Iftdudry.-Disensaions, lectures, and field work. A 
study of economic laws in their application to industry. In order to meet 
the requirements of trade-school teachOl'll, this C01II'IIO present. .. geneI'III 
survey of modem industrial organisation. Special attention is gi'l'en to the 
industries in which women are employed, and for which girlo are being 
prepared in the trade schoolo. 

Five times a week from November 4 to December 19. 

EdtUaWmL 

IftdVIJIrial Edueation.-Lectnrea and disensaions. Among the top;.. 
«maidered are the following:-The chang .. which ha ... made ind~riaI 
education eoeential; the types of achoolo already organised; the detsilo of, 
an ideal school 1lexible enongh to meet loc&l conditions; equipment.. 
methods, conraes of study, teachers, organiaatioD. 

Five exercises a week from November 4 to December 19. 
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CHAPTER VllI.--VOLUNTARY PART-TIME CLASSES. 

ATTITUDE OF EMPLOYERS TO PART-TIME INSTRuOTroN. 
A visitor to the United States cannot fail to be struck by the 

value given by manufacturers and other employers to part-time 
instruction during the day. The importance of some con
tinuance of education for skilled workers appears to be very 
widely realised by the large number of enlightened employers 
in whose hands lie many of the larger enterprises in the country. 
That such education may be given because of the return 
brought to the employer rather than the worker is no reason 
against .it. The large railroads of the country provide some day 
theoretical instruction for their apprentices; so do such 
concerns as the General Electric Co., Lynn, and the International 
Harvester Co., Chicago. The Report of the Commissioner of 
Labor for 1910 gives 9 railroads and 12 manufacturing firms 
which maintain such part-time day schools for their appren
tices, and which are described in the report as " Apprenticeship 
Schools," as against 3 railroads and 3 manufacturing firms 
holding classes in the evening. . 

Some of the large department stores maintain schools for 
their own juvenile employees. The writer visited one such 
school, that at Wanamaker's, Philadelphia, where boys and girls 
under 16 receive instruction from 7.30 a.m. to 9.30 a.m. on two 
mornings a week in such English subjects as will help to make 
them efficient salesmen and saleswomen. Arithmetic is taught by 
the p1aking out of order sheets; English, that they may write 
and spell correctly; and commercial geography, that all 
intelligent interest may be taken in the goods passing through 
their hands. The school is under a schoolmaster who tskes a 
personal interest in the boys and girls, knows their positions in 
the shop, and endeavolU'S to teach them by any means in his 
power the value of steady, faithful, and honest service to their 
employers. Such a school is of equal benefit to employer and 
employee. 

In certain cities this day pnrt-time instruction has been 
provided by an outside institution. At Cleveland, for instance, 
the Young Men's Christian Association is giving instruction in 
the theory applied to their trade to apprentices from 15 firms 
for four hours a week for 40 weeks in the year. .Five classes 
with about 20 apprent.ices in each have been formed. The 
employel'S not only pay the wages of the boys for the, time they 
attend bllt also the fee of $20 a year for each boy aaked by the 
Young Men's Christian Association. A similar school is 
maintained by the Young Men's Christian Association at 
Bridgeport, Conn. At Milwaukee similar instruction has been 
given by the Extension Depart.ment of the University of Wis
consin to engineering apprentices in the city, who attended for 
two hours once or twice a week in working hours. These classes 
have been used by the Stste since 1912 as apprentice cla.'lSes 
under the new compulsory law.'" 

• 8ft I"'I!" 120, 
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Perhaps the greatest value of these classes lies in the fact that 
they pave the way for the introduction of compulMory day 
continuation classes. 

The writer had the opportunity of visiting certain claij8ell 
nlllintained by education authorities as part-time clas8<'s for 
employees. Where these claRse8 are maintainerl to give 
theoretical instl'1lction applied to the trade followed by the 
workers at their firms, they are spoken of as co-operative part
time classes. 

CINCINNATI CO-OPERATIVE CONTINUATION ScnoOl .. 

Of all the classes seen, those at Cincinnati are among the most 
interesting. The school was originated by its preRent principal, 
Mr. Rensbaw, who some years ago started a pri"alc evening 
school for matbematics. About six yeal'S ago he began to get 
day classes in the shops together. In tllis he received the bearty 
support of the trade unions. His triumph came wben an 
employer regretfully lost an old employee to whom a certain 
difficult job was always assigned. .. Try one of the apprentices," 
suggested Mr. Renshaw, and the apprentice was HO BUCCCF!8ful 
that the employer allowed he was now getting his money back 
from the school. 

Three years ago this school was taken over anti de"eloped by 
the Board of Education. There were in the winter of l!Jl2-13 
208. boys, 16 to 21 years of age, attending from the engineering, 
pattern-making and printing firms of the city.'" Since all the 
boys are at different stages as regards sellOol work, tbere are 
~o teachers for each class in order that individual help may be 
gIven. 

The boys attend ill classes not exceeding 24 in number, less 
for beginners, for 31 hours a week, i.e., from 7.30 to 11 or b'om 
1.30 to 5. Their wages are paid for this, returns of attendanl'e 
being sent weekly to the employers. The scbool is in session thl' 
whole year. Mr. Renshaw is still in charge with two aAAi8tant.~, 
and tbese take their holidays in turn. Each teacher has two 
mornings a week off, during which he visits the works and 
makes himself acquainted with the environment of the apprentice, 
consults the foreman and gathers material for the course of 
study. 

These boys though termed appren tiees are not bound, and 
migrntion from one trade. to anotiJer wa.~ common. The school 
has decreased this migration by about 50 per cent. each 
year. Mr. Renshaw is _ an entlJ1lsiast 011 ral't-time schools. 
Beyond t.he mere instruction given he belie\'es greatly in tbe 
personal influence whicll can be exerted by the individual 
attention paid to the needs and surroundings of the lads . 

• The fonowiDg &gtm!8 of the DUmber of pupila enrolled are tak"" from 
the Annual Report on Cincimtati ScboolB far the 1- ending A. ugnst 3W, 
1912,-Number of pupilB emoJled, 275; number of pupilB withdrawn. fI-'; 
number of pupila remaining, 181 ; average number belcmging. 1:'1; avenge 
<!ailr attendance, 143; average dail1a'-_ 8. 
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Though many of them are working under some of' the worst 
conditions he claims to tnrn them out fine men industrially and 
morally. 

So importsnt is this aspect of the work of' continuation classes 
that the fo~lowing extract from a paper by Mr. Dyer, the former' 
Superintendent of Schools at Cincinnati is worth quoting :-

"The employers and foremen 8ay there is no 1088 of output by the 'boys 
being out one half.day .. week. They more than make up for the abeeuoe 
by their diligence and zeal when they ..... at work. When the boys start to 
school they a.re as a role depressed, indifferent, disgruntled. They look upon 
their employer as an aristocrat, their foreman as a sla.ve.driver, their machine 
as a treadmill. and the world at large as against them. Their face. are frozen 
in a perpetual grouch. The path to adVIIiD.cement seems long and uncertain. 
As they feel their mind and body settling in It groove they beoome rebellious 
and ready to quit. The 8chool comes as a new interest in their lives. 
They can sca.rcely reslise .. t first that &nybody cares, but they 800n 
thaw out and .. new light shin .. in their ey... They see for the first ti"", 
the purpose of instrnction which bored them in their school days. They 
hlLve a motive. They can put, their knowledge to use. They become' 
interested and intellectually awakened. Their attitude changes towarit 
their employer, their fol'OllllLIl, their m&chine, the world. They a.re no, 
longer mere hlLude, cube, opemtivee. They .. re beooming masters of an 
honoumble craft. As they a.re induoed to go from one shop to another they 
have been known to make it a oondition that thl'Y be permitted to attend the 
continuation school II • 

It was evident in talking to Mr. Renshaw that the success of 
the school has been largely due to his personal enthusiasm and 
influence. 

A summary of the course for engineer's machinists from the 
Annual report of the Cincinnati Public Schools for 1911 is 
given in~ Appendix A. to this chapter, pp. 107-8. The classes 
for printing had been too recently introduced to allow of a 
definite course having been planned. 

It is certain that the benefits obtained through this school 
led to the agitation of the Cincinnati School Board for compulsory 
part-time continuation classes for children between 14 and 16 
years of age, and to their subsequent introduction in the State 
of Ohio under a permiBBive law. 

Voluntary part-time classes are also maintained in Cincinnati 
for saleswomen, and in houssllold arts and domestic economy 
in connection with mothers' t:lubs. . 

VOLUNTARY PART-TIllE CLASSES IN CHICAGO. 

No description of voluntary part-time classes in the United 
States would be complete without mention of those h,ld by the 
Bosrd of Education of Chicago at the request of> two trade 
unions in the city. ' 

School for Carpenters' Apprentices. 
All spprentices to this trade in union firms must be inden-

tured through the trade union. They are bound for four 

• N .. tioual Society for the Pmmotion of Industrial Eduo&tion. Bulletin 
No. 18, Part m. Part-time and Evening Schoo1e, p. 127. llISUed by the 
Society. Ne .. York City. Janus.ry 1911. 
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years and during this tenn must spend January, February, and 
March of each year in school. Special classes for theMe boys 
are arranged at the two technical high schools of Chicago, the 
Lane and the Crane Schools, and are under the supervision oC 
the joint arbitration board of five masters and five men which 
acts as an advisory committee for the classes. Such boys as 
wish may attend instead the day school in the building tradl's 
supported by the Young Men's Christian Associat.ion. 

The hours in school are 9 to 4.10, with 30 minutes' illI.Prval 
for lunch. The boys have two periods of shop work, two 
of architectural and mechanical drawing, one of English, ()n~ 
of history and civics, and one of mathematics each day, the 
small remaining time being given to gymnaRtics, ethic's, anll 
fre6hand drawing. No home-work is done. 

There are over 4110 carpenters' apprentices in the city of 
Chicago, so that the organisation of these scllOols for only thr!'e 
months in the year entails a heavy piece of work. The claRses 
have now been held for three years. They were instigated at 
the request of the trade union, the training supplied hy the 
masters to apprentices being found to be most incomplete. The 
representatives of masters and men seen both seemed entirely 
satisfied with the schools. J t should be added that the boys 
receive their wages as usual during the time they are in school, 
a report of attendance for each boy being supplied to the joint 
arbitration board.'" 

School for Electrical Workers. 
The Electricians' Union requested part-time clBf'f<e8 lor their 

apprentices in 1912. The boys attend for 3t hout"H one day a 
week, in the mornings, from 8 to 11.30. They are accommodated 
at two schools. Two periods are given to shop work (including 
drawing) and one to mathematics. These are taken by the 
same teacher and are correlated one to the other. TIle fourth 
period is given to English subjects. The tl>a(,her and thl' 
president of the Electrical Workers' Trade Union both spoke 
enthusiastically of the claSReS. The boys used to attend 
evening classes, but they were too sleepy to profit by them. 

• The following figures for the School for Carpentera' Apprenticea are 
given in the Annual Report of the Chicago Board of Ed"""tion for the 
yearend>ng June 30,1912:--

Enrolment 
Average dal1y membersbip for the three 

months' session .~.; !24 
Average daily attendance 
percentage of attendance 

Coat of Maintenance of the School. 

TeacbenI' aa1arieo 
FneI. light, janitora, 8uppliea and 

other expensea 
Total eoet 

Total. • 3,330.10 

4-48.00 
3,778.10 

200.5 
11"2.2 

Coat per pupil. • 14.87 

2.00 
16.87 
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During 1912-13 about 200 boys attended the day classes, i.e., 
all apprentices to the installation work. The trade union 
hoped to include the electrical instrument makers also in the 
following year. The boys' wages are paid for attendance at 
school. For non-attendance wages would be docked, but with 
this there has been little trouble. Returns .of attendance are 
sent regulady to the masters. 

The Painters' DistJ:ict Council maintains its own Rchool which 
painters' apprentices attend one day a week, and the Bricklayers 
and Stonemasons hold theirs on Saturday afternoons and in the 
eyenings. Both these are entirely snpported. by the unions 
concerned and have no connection with the Chicago Board of 
Education. 

A small class for young employees from department stores 
has been held at the Lucy Flower Technical High School, 
Chicago, from 9 to 11.30 on two mornings a week. The Crane 
Company, one of the largest contractors in tlle city, sends some 
of its younger boys who have not completed tlIeir elementary 
school work to one of the day schools for two or three hours a 
week, for instruction in arithmetic, history and English. 
An enquiry carried out by the Department of Vocational 
Supervision of the Board of Education during the summer of 
1913 showed 260 employers willing to try the' plan of part-time 
classes. Arrangements are being made for can-ying these out. 

VOLUNTARY PART-TIME CL,~SSES IN MASSACHUSETTS. 

Voluntary part-time continuation classes have been developed 
further in Massachusetts than ill any otller Stste. The report 
of thl' Stste Board of Education shows that such classes were 
held in 1911-1912 at Boston, Lowell, New Bedford, and 
\r or('ester, in addition to tlle half-time schools previously 
described. The classes at Boston were visited. 

Boston Co"tinuation School. 

In 1909 the Boston School Committee approached mercl18nts 
and manufa<'turers, inviting their co-operation for the purpose 
of establishing continuation schools where part-time instruction 
related to their daily work might be given to eml3loyees. In 
1910 courses were established for the employees I m the shoe 
and leather industry and the wholesale drapers' w&l"ehou8eS, and 
also, under the title of "preparatory salesmanship," for 
employees under 18 years of age from the retail drapers' shops. 

An advisory committee for each class, composed of repre
sentatives from the firms sending employees, gave useful aid in 
preparing the courses by their recommendations and advice. 
Besides the regular teachers of the school, eXJ,>l'rts are obtained 
b"Om the various industries to give special lectures on particular . •. 
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processes. The pupils, too, are taken to visit various works and 
factories in order that they may better understand the processea 
of manufacture of the goods with which they have to deal. 

Attendance on the part of thl' students is voluntary. As all 
classes are held during working hours, the emploYf'r's consent 
is nece8B8ry and he pays wages during attendance. So BUCCess

ful have the classes been that they have grown rapidly since 
they were started. In March 1913 over !l00 students were 
attending in classes averaging 15 to 20 in membership. The 
following courses were held :-

Courses for a period of 30 weeks. 
1. PreparatOlY Salesmanship. Tuesday and Thursday or 

Wednesday and Friday, 8.30 to 11 a.m., or 3 to 5.30 p.m. 
Each class atteuds twice a week. This course is for 
the young employees of the department stores. 

2. Department Store Salesmanship. Tuesday and Thursday 
'or Wednesday and Friday, 8.30 to 10.30 a.m., or 3.30 
to 5.30 p.m. This course is a continuation of the 
previous course. 

Courses for a period of 12 weeks only. 

1. Shoe and Leather. Monday and ~'riday, 3.30 to ii.30 p.m. 
2. Dry Gootls .IWllOlesale Drapery). Monday and Frirlay, 

3.30 to 5.30 p.m. 
3. Banking. Tuesday and Thursday, 4 to 6 p.m. (for 

employees from the banks and trust companies of the 
city). 

4. Clothing. Monday and Thursday, 3.30 to 5.30 p.m. 
5. Rt-tail Shoe Salesmanship. Tuesday and Wednesday, 

8.30 to 10.30 a.m. 
6. Business Organisation and Salesmanship. Friday, 3.30 

to 5.30 p.rn.. . 
One set of pupils attends the course thp- first half anll 

another set the second half of the year. 
The teaching is of a practical nature. When the writer 

visited the school in an afternoon a claIB of employees from 
shoe and leather warehouses had before them samples of all 
kinds of leather in order to diSCllBB their manufacturt and 
qualities. 

In the 3U-weeks courses for the younger employees attention 
is given to the practical part also. On the morning the school 
was visited, a class of girls were having a lesson on flax and 
its manufacture into linen. Samples of flax in all stages of the 
processes of its manufacture were before them. 'Ine lee80lI 
ended with a discussion on linen, for ... hat article!! it is most 
suitable, what are its properties, under what conditions shonld 
it be stored, &c. 

Besides this, instruction of a more general character is 
given. The girls learn arithmetic by the making out of order 
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books and bills, and they have a short course of design with a 
view to understanding the nature of design and to gain BOme 
taste in colours. Talks on personal hygiene are also given, and 
on the principles of salesmanship. 

A summary of the courses is given in Appendix B. to this 
chapter, pp. 108-9. 

Household Arts Continuation School for Girls. 

In the autumn of 1911 part-time classes for girls employed 
in the candy and paper box factories of the North End of 
Boston were started in a suite of simply furnished model rooms, 
kitchen, bedroom, and dining and living rooms, provided by 
the North Bennet Street Industrial School. Seventy gil'ls 
are allowed by various finns to attend for two hours twice a 
week without loss of pay. They come in classes of 12 to 15 in 
number. The instruction is not planned to increase their 
industrial skill, but to give them fresh interests, raise their 
standard of living and relieve the monotony of factory work. 
It consists of plain cooking, marketing, horne furnishing and 
decoration, care of the horne, household economy, selection and 
care or clothing, personal and home hygiene and general effi
ciency, and is given by simple talks and practice work under 
one teacher who devotes her time to this work. 

TIle clasl!es have been very successful. Two of the girls 
married during the course and asked leave to continue it, also 
-requesting advice from the teacher on the fumishing of their 
homes. Employers say they notice an increase of steadiness 
in behaviour and work on the part of the girls. 

It is obvious that here, again, success is due to the person
ality oE the teacher as much as to the sllbjeets taught. .. Those 
girls," said the superintendent of continuation classes, " arc 
getting infinitely more from their teacher than merely how to 
cook a meal or buy a chair." 

APPENDICES -TO CHAPTER VIII. 

A.-CINCINNATI CO·OPERATIVE CONTINUATION SCHOOL. 

MACHlNB A,pPBENT1CB.-CoUBSB OP STUDY.-

• The students .." ela.ssified as closely as possible int{" four groups, 
"""ordiDg to their year of apprenticeship. The more immature come the 
early part of the week, and the advanced etudents the latter pari; of the 
week. The course i. four,..,.... long, correapondiDg to the term of 
apprenticeship. 

Pirri Year 8ubjeell.-Shop Aritlunetic, Spelling, ReadiDg. Composition, 
lteadiDg Blue prints, D",wWg. Geographie&l BelntioDB of the Shop M.aterials, 
""dCiTiea. 

• From thell2nd Annual Report of the Public S<hools ol cm.ilmati Cor they.ar 
ending August Slot, l~ll. 
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8ewnd Year.-Objective Geometry, Science, Iron ""d its Manufacture 
and Founding. Blue prints, Mechanical and Freehand Drawing, Shop Prac. 
tice, Shop Conventionalities and Necessities, Civics and the reading of the 
lives of the world's improvers. 

Third lear.-Geometry and Algebra, Physics. Shop Practice-Foreman', 
Quostion Box, Drawing, Civics and Economic History and Litf!1'8ture. 

Fourth Year.-Trigonometry and Applied Mathematics. Shop Chemistry. 
Shop Practiee-viaiting of industrial plants and discussing observations. 
especially of economy and waste j Culture-the man as a wage·ea.rner Bnd 
citizen; debates. 

No machine work is done in the school. The boys get that in the shop 
and in the night school machine shop, which many of them attend 
voluntarily. 

The work done in the school is closely related to the work in the shop. 
For example, one of t.he lirst machines the boy becom.. acquainted with is 
the drill press. In the school the set of catalogs containing illustration. 
and d .. criptions of this machine is read by the cIaao. the technical nam .. of 
the parts learned, and then other catalogs with other types of drill pre .. 
are examined. A &at of blue prints containing detaila of the feed· box is nest 
studied, and the boys are encouraged to make freehand drawings .howing 
what the various lines mean to them. The discossion leads on to the varioul 
merits of the di1ferent type8 of uuwhines, to scientific principles involved. 
and to the mathematical caleulation of the speed of di1ferent "pindles. Thi. 
involves a problem in complex fractions which have been wholly forgotten 
by the boys. A Ieaoon follows in arithmetic, and they, for the first time in 
their lives, take an intelligent interest in complex fractions. They are then 
lriven B carefully prepared sheet of problems and questions on the drill pres', 
which they work out and preserve in their C01Il'8e of study envelope. 

The laat period each day is given to general culture. The &Chool is 
supplied with a piano. a stereopticon and slides. seta of hooks on civics and 
industries, maps. pictures, &e. 

At the end of the CQ1ll'8e the boy is given a diploma. and ",.n attend the 
Department of Engineering of the University of Cincinnati. if he desires. 
The school has been given six rooms at the &Chool building on Ninth 1It._t. 

B.-BOSTON CONTINUATION SCHOOL PROGRAMME. 

SHOB AND LEATHER.. 

The production and distribution of leather; tanning proceo ... ; leather 
manufacture; recognition of kinds, grades and comparative valneo of leather; 
manulacture and classification of shoes; salesmanship; effic:.-iew..-y training; 
visits to industrial plants. 

DRY GooDS. 

Fib,..",; cotton goods; wool, worsteds and woolens; silk and silk fabriea; 
linen and linen fabrics; recognition and comparison of mixed fabriea; simple 
testa for determining quality; coloring materials and color preservation; 
shrin1cing; mercerization; non-inftammable fabric8; care of stock; sal~ 
Dlanship; efficiency training. 

BAlIIIl .... 

Brief history of banking; different cIasaeo of banks and their relation to 
each other; deJ.artment work; correspondence; nuteo. U81Iry. protestt, 
discount; ClIJTeD.(:y; foreign monetary .ystems ; eircu1ation; credit ; clearing 
houses; stocks and honda; brokers; the Sto.:k Exchange; foreigu and 
domestic exchange; funds and funding systems; e1Iicieney training. 

CL<mm<a. 
Fibres; procesaea in manufacture of cloth; kinds and nines of cloth ~ 

in clothing; process in the manufacture of clothing; prinL-ip1ea underipng 
cutting and litting; quality of material and worklDlUUlhip; design; style; 
store system; salesmanship; fitting; alterations; eflicieney tnUning. 
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RETAIL SHOB SALESlIlANBHIP. 

Leather; source of, t&mrlng processes, kinds, comparative values. 
Leather substitutes. Boota and shoes; processes of manufacture; quality 
of material and workmanship; shape, style, lining, trimming. The human 
foot; anatomy and hygiene of, ~ations in shape. Fitting of shoes; store 
system; salesmanship; efficiency training. 

BUBllOIs. ORGANISATION AND SALEsMANsmp. 

Merchandise, handling of, care of; the sale; demonstrations with dis
CUBBioD and criticism thereof; store and office organization; effi.ciency.-

DEPABTHENT STORK SALESMANSHIP.-

Brief review of subjects fotind under preparatory salesmanship; store 
system; the psychology of the sale; demonstrations; hygiene; eJliciency 
training. 

PRBPABATORr SALES ..... N.HIP.· 

Commercial corresponden<";; facility in oral and written expression; 
store arithmetic; sales slip practice; sources of merchandise and ita distri
bution i raw materials i textiles; penmanship; color and design; hygiene; 
talks on the fundamental principles of succees; salesmanship. 

HOUBBHOLD ART •• 

Pla.in cooking; marketing; home furnishing and decoration; care of the 
home; household economy; selection and care of clothing; personal and 
home hygiene; general efficiency . 

• These classes owe their inception to the Women~s Educational and Industrial 
UniOD, which has maintained .. School of Salesmanship since 1905. The leading 
stores of Boston allow certain of their women and girl employees to attend the 
school from 8.30 to 11.30 each morning for a certain Cod without 1088 of paT. 
This school baa trained ma.ny teachel'8. who are DOW bing similar ~ lD 
various parte of the States. 
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CHAPTER IX.-COMPULSORY CONTINUATION 
CLASSES. 

The desirability of instituting compulsory continuation 
classes is now much under discussion in the United States. 
Attention is being directed to the numbers of children leaving 
school at the earliest legal limit, many of them without com
pleting the elementary grades, and entering work which is 
entirely uneducational. The success of the voluntary part-time 
classes where they have been held has shown the advantage 
which would be gained if such classes were more universal. 

The presence of so· many foreign-speaking people in the 
country first brought about a certain amonnt of compulsory 
evening schooling. For instance, in Massachusetts, anyone who 
cannot get a certificate of literacy (in English) and who is 
between the ages of sixteen and twenty-one, must be in re~lar 
attendance at an evening !!Chool or a 'pArt-time class If he 
wishes to be employed. Such an evenmg school attendant 
must furnish his employer with a record of his school attend
ance each week while the evening school is in session. The 
employer becomes liable if attenda.nctl is irregular. 

COMPDLSORY EVENING CLASSES. 

In New York State this idea was carned further. There 
any boy who has not passed through the eighth grade of the 
.elementary schools must attend evening classes un~il he is 
either 16 or has completed the grade work, if he does not 
choose to stay on in day school. 

'l'he law, as amended in 1910, reads as follows:-
Seditm 622.-" When a boyis required to attend evening achool.-Ev..,. 

boy between fourteen and aixt<len years of age, in a city of the first clau ar .. 
<~ty of the second cIaaa • in possession of an emp10yment certificate duly iuued 
nnder the provisions of the labor law, who has not completed """h course 
of etudy 88 is required for graduation from the elementary public ocbools of 
such city, and who does not hold either a certificate of graduation from the 
public elementary schools ar the preacademic certificate iuued by the 
Regenta or the certificate of the completion of an elementary course ismed 
by the education department, shaJJ attend the public evening ""hools of 
such city, or other evening schools offering an equivalent course of iruJtrtw
tion, for not leas than six hours each week, for a period of not Ieso than 
sixteen weeks or upon a trade school a period of eight hours per week 
for sixteen weeks in each school or calendar year." 

Sutioo 627. " Employer must display record certificate and e~ening certifi· 
cate.-Tbe employer of any child between fourteen and lixteen years of age 
in a city of the first class or a city of the second class .haII keep and .baIl 
display in the place where such c~uJd is ,:",ployed, the employment ~~ficate 
and aIBo his evening school oertilicate ..... ed by the school authorit',:". of 
said city or by an authorized repreoentative of such school aothorit ... , 
oertifying that the said boy is regularly in attenda.noe at an evening school 
of said city as provided in section Iris hundred and thirty-one of tlril 
chapter." 

• i .... in cities of 5,000 or more inhabitanta. 
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Secu.m 631 ... EveDing sohool certifi ... te.-The sohool .. uthorities of .. 
city of thelirat cla.as or .. city of the second .cla.as, or officers designa.ted by 
them, a.re hereby required to issue to a boy lawfully in attendance at an 
eveDiDg .. hoo!, an eveDing sohool certificate at l .... t once in .ea.oh -month 
during the months said evening achool is in eession and at the closo of the 
term of said ovening school, provided that said boy has 'been in attendance 
upon said eveDing eehool f()r not less than six hours each week for .uch number 
of weeks as will, 'When taken in oonneotion with the number of week. such 
eveDiDg aohool shall be in .... ion during the remainder of the current or 
calendar year, ma.ko up .. total attendance on the part of said boy in .aid 
eveDing school of not lees than six hours per week for a period of not less 
than .ixteen weeks or attendance upon a trade Bchool for at 1&BBt eight hours 
per week for not leso than 8ixteen weeks. Such certificate .haIl state fully 
the period of time which the boy to whom it is issued was in attendance upo" 
suoh eveDiDg sohool or trade achool."-(Education Law, 1910, Chap. 140-
Laws of 1910.) 

In New Yark City the evening schools are in session for 
four evenings a week, Monday, Tlilesday, Wednesday and 
Friday, from 8 to 10 p.m., and attendance is expected on these 
fow-days. 

The instl-uction given con.siats vf the grammar school sub· 
jecte with a bearing, wherever possible, .in the direction of 
the boy's employment or interest in work. 

The hours of work are from about 8 a.m. to Ii p.m., the 
hours for all YO\lJlg people under 16 being limited, in New 
York State, to eight a day or 48 a week in factories, and to 
nine a day (54 a week) in other occupations.-

The ,law for compulsory school attendance is not, however, 
supported by either public or educational opinion, and since no 
special machinery has besn created for its enforcement, it is, as 
Dr. Maxwell, Superintendent of Schools, said, "more honoured 
in the breach than.in the 0 bsel'Vance." 

The report of the District Superintendent of Evening Schools 
for the year ending July 31st, 1912, shows thst of approximately 
~l,OOO boys who should have attended evening schools during 
-some part of the1lession, there were exactly 7,085 who attended 
one night or more in spite of efform made to get into touch with 
each boy dischargtld from the day school. Had there been 1\ 

special corps of attendance officers to deal with the question 
the number of registered pupils could have been increased, but 
Superintendent Maxwell told the writer that he considered the 
boys could not at that how' profit from the schools--they wanted 
to go to slet'p. 

The law is referred to by the Superintendent of Evening 
Schools in his report as one approved" neither by pClpular senti
ment, nor by the wisest educational considerations," and Dr. 
Maxwell himself says in his report for the school year 1911-
1912:- 1/ 

.. The moat important recommendation I ha .... to make regarding evening 
.. boola ill one which I have made in two former Annual Reports .... d ""hioh 

"'"; is strongly eupported in District Superintendent Shiel's repo~t ,the 

• S .. Summary of Labour LegialatioD alfecting Ohildren ana" Y0li!'llf 
Persons in Oertain Statee, pp, !.!!~ ioe\pw. . "" ' 
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compulsory education law be 80 "mended that it aball no longer be required 
of boya who go to work at fourteen years of "ge to attend evening .. hool, but 
that it .shall be compulsory for them to attend continuation achool., f"""noon 
or afternoon, 8ix or eight houra a week. ". 

It appears that these compulsory evening classes are of use 
to those boys only who are anxious to learn, and who would 
have attended voluntary evening cla~ses equally well. That 
the law is not approved of was told the writer by many social 
workers and others interested in education in New York City. 
So little is the idea of instituting compulsory evening classes 
for children under sixteen considered in the United States, 
that during the six months spent in the country, when 
there were many opportunities of discussing and hearing dis
cussions on the changes needed in the American educational 
system, the writer never heard a suggestion made that such 
classes should be started; nor in any of the many reports and 
pamphlets presented to her did she find any reference to them, 
except as to their undesirability. Where compulsory continua
tion classes for children are suggested, it is always during the 
day-time, and Dr. Maxwell said that this is the trend throughout 
the country. Even the National Association of Manufacturers 
has declared in favour of compulsory day classes (see pp. 179-80). 
Surprise was expressed whenever it was mentioned that in Eng
land, the country looked to by Americans as so much in advance of 
them in social legislation, compulsory continuation clacses are 
sometimes contemplated by Certain people for the evening hours. 
It is a I!triking thing that the American people, 80 noted for 
their energy and powers of work, should so strongly realise the 
value of evening recreation for their young workers and of 
study only during the fresher hours of the day. 

COIlPULSORY DAY CO!1TINUATlOlil CLASSES. 

The Indiana Commission on Industrial and Agricultural 
Education, and the Board of Edllcation of Massachusetts 
reporting on the " Needs and P088ibilities of Part-time Educa
tion," in January 1913, both recommend that the local authority 
should have power to institute day continuation classes and 
compel attendanee, and in June, 1913, a law was passed in 
lIassachllsetts to take effect from September, 1913, giving this 
power and authorising the Commonwealth In provide one
half the cost of maintenance of the claSl:Ie8. t Two States have 

.S;;'oo-ih~wri~·; ~. ~ Ne'; York, two Billo haye been introdooed 
into the New York Assembly, one increasing the amount of State aid given 
to trade schoola, and extending it to part-time, continuation and evening 
schoola, the other authorising local ochool authorities in aU citi.. and 
diatriL"t. to establish part-time and continuation ""hoola, and reqoire the 
&ttendanoo upon them of all children between a and 16 ... ho haY. not eolB' 

pleted the elementary !!Chool coune for from " to 8 houro a ... eek betw_ 
8 Lm. and 5 p.DL In citi .. of the first and aecond cla.oa, IlICh boy. may be 
required to attend such schoola in p""",, of the evening attendance -
required. Information luoa been received after going to p.- that thiI 
_d bill baa already been paoaed. 

t Bee Appendix B. to this chapter, pp. 121-2. 
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already instituted such classes for some time, viz., Ohio and 
Wisconsin, both in the middle west. Connecticut is considering 
the matter. 

Oompulsory Oontinuation masses at Oincinnati, Ohio. 
In 1910 Ohio';' passed the following law authorising com-

pulsory attendance at day classes; . 
.. In case the Board of Education of SJ1y sChool district establishes part

time day schools for the instruction of youth over 14 years of age who are 
engaged in regular employment, such Board of Education is authorized to 
require all youth who have not satisfactorily completed the eighth grade of 
the elementary schools to continue their sohooling until they are 16 years 
of age; provided, however, that such youth, if they have been gr=ted Age 
SJ1d Schooling Certificates and are regularly employed, .hall be required to 
attend school not to exoeed eight hours a week between the hours of 8 a.m. 
and 5 p.m. during the school term." (Sec. 7767, G.C of Ohio.) 

Oincinnati, an industrial city of 363,591 inhabitants, and 
the second largest in the State, whose predominant manu
factures are foundry and machine shop producte, boots and 
shoes, men's clothing, and printing and publishing, was the 
first to establish these classes. 

The following quotations from the Annual Report of the 
Public Schools of Cincinnati for the school year ending 
August 31st, 1911, describe the reasons for their establishment 
and the results ;-

.. Reasons for.-By our attendance department it was shown that more 
than 2,000 go to work yearly between the ages of 14 and IS, and that most 
of these have completed only the fifth grade of the elementary school. 
The .. immature and unedncated youths drift, as a mIe, from one little 
position to another, not inoreasing appreciably in efficiency. The parente 
foe! that they must now be given freedom, and employers do not usually 
feel responsible for their conduct, so that many of them in their leisure 
acquire habite th .. t undermine their cha.raoters. Thus, in the critical period 
of .. dolescence, when they are most susceptible to evil inlIuence and most in 
need of moral and vocational guidance, they are overlooked by everybody. 
The St&te provides liberally for thooo who go to school until they .. re 21 or 
older, but for the unfortunate ones who must go to work nothing whatever 
is done. Recognizing this, and finding from our experience in volunt&ry 
continn&tion schools tho immenoo inlIuence the school exercises in the few 
hours .. week it has the pupils, in giving them .. right .. ttitude toward work 
and life, and in stimulating their ambition and guiding their energies in 
wholesome channels, our Board was instrumental in s .. uriug legislation for 
continuing the schooling of thooo who go to work under 16 years of age. , 

.. In Janu..ry 1911, the Board of Education adopted a resolution to 
provide compulsory continuation schools to meet the proviaions of the lsw 
in September 1911, and to notify employers that children wonld be required 
after that date to attend school four hours a week. I 

.. No child is issued a cartificate to work until he, brinp from an 
employer an agreement to oo-operate with the public school authorities in 
obt&iuiug the attendance of asid child at the continuation school to which 
it may be assigned, ... long as it sbaJl be under '16 years of age and in the 
employ of tho subscriber, provided the child has Bot passed the eighth 1f'8de. 

• Ohio, in the U.S. Census for 1910, is given as fourth St&to in the sizll of 
, population, and 35th in area. It is 1srgely a manufacturing St&te. occupying 

fifth plaee among tho 49 St&toa and Territories in the value of ite producto. 
Ite chief industries are foundry and machine shop produoiB, iron and steel 
mills, and oars and general shop construction. 

... 19969 
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"Employer will please indicate on back of carda the Ichool and houn 
preferred for the child." 

.. Method of operation.-When a ccrtiflcate to work i. issued. the om ..... 
notifies by card the continuation school to which the child is assigned. with 
full information, .0 that if the child does not report as directed. he may at 
once be looked up. Uomally, all that is required is to call the employer by 
telephone, and co-operation is at once secured. Abeence is treated in the 
same way. The resulting attendance is remarkable. Eleven hundred enrolled 
the first month, and this is steadily increasing. now reaching a total of 1,843. 
and 1,524 for the month of January. Twelve centen have been opened at 
school building. convenient to the indnstrial seetion. of the city. The 
employer choose. the school and hours pref ...... d. Only four honn a week 
are required, one hour a day for four consecutive day8, or fonr consecutive 
hours in one day, as may be preferred. Three teacben are employed their 
entire time. and 40 teachers are employed pert time in thie work. One 
building operates from 8.0 a.m. to 5.0 p.m. all week. Seven .enten operate 
from 4.0 to 5.0 p.m., and six centers on Saturday afternoons. At Woodward 
High School about 500 are collected on Saturdays, making extensive UIle of 
the shope and commercial equipment . 

.. Olassification and Conree of Study.-The etudents group naturally in 
three classes according... they left school in the sixth. seventh, or eighth 
grade, our law requiring that children complete the fifth grade before going 
to work. The Sixth grade group is much the largest. and is 80 dilferent in 
attainments that. where possible. a preparatory group is formed in addition 
to the three regular grades. The sexes are separated where the number 
jnatifies it. The claaees vary in size from 20 to 35. At one center in some 
hours of the day claaees are as low ... 12. The average is 25. 

"It was BOOn found that many of the children had gone to work. pertly, 
at least, because they wanted to escape schooL The ordinary routine of 
school dutiea was diatasteful to them. Thie is tsken into account in 
preparing their conroe of etudy. The beaten path is left wherever 
poosible, and while attention i. given chiefty to arithmetic and English. 
these are preaented in way. aa different from the ordinary and in as 
objective. picturesque, and interesting forme 88 the ingenuity of the moot 
capoble teachers of our city can devise. These subjects are connected up 
with the daily life and work of the children and applied to problema and 
situations which they feel worth while. Daily drilla are given in spelling, 
correct Eng1iah, and rapid calculation. The teachers are called in weekly 
meetings, and the conroe is worked out in detail as they go along. 

"About two-thirds of the time is given to studies, and one-t~ to 
indnstrial work. The conroe of atudycompriaes English, inclnding spelling, 
reading, and correct opeech; arithmetic, inclnding much practice in the 
fundamental operations, fractions, percentage, pay-rolls. bwrinesa forms, the 
keeping of accounts, and oimple bookkeeping in the eighth grade. 

" Hygiene, civica. moral inatruction and personal guidance. This is giT"", 
more aeriona consideration by the teachers than any other port of theiJ 
work, and is brought in incidentally in all subjeets in addition to its place 
on the program. Bandicraft.--One third time is giTen to _hop ... ork, with 
tool&, for boys, inclnding ... ork with wood and iron; and in applied art and 
deeign, &ewing and garment makinIl'. millinery. peete and glue ... ork. ~d 
cooking for girls.. Thie ... ork is applied ... c1oee1y&8 P'''';h!e to the vocatioD. 

" Difficu1tiea.-Thechief difticultyencountered is inadapting the ~ 
vocational ... ork to the needa of the children. But f .... are in the vocatwn III 
which they expect to remain. They have been thinlcing of the f .... dollan 
a week, and not of a life occupation. To compensate for this, how!"er,1.bey 
are all immenaely interested in all forma of handicraft and "".ter into .~ 
... ork with enthuaiaam. They Deed expert co_I and ...... v_bmW 

• On the back of the employer' • ...-d;' a complete list of the acbDolo. 
Bee Appendix B. (3) to Chapter XL, page 167. 
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guidance until they discover themselves. Conditions in the indnetrlal and 
commercial world are such that it is not easy to advise. Another difficnlty is 
that BOme of the children a.re insuch di.tant pla.ces that it is too great a ha.rd. 
ship to require their attendance. Their wages are too pitifully small to 
enable them to pay .... fare. Some employers even dock them for theirtime 
beside.. We have not .. yet required attendance of those who wonld have 
to pay car fare. l£oat of the diJlicnlties we had "xpected have not 
developed. Our children come from 1,100 employers. Sca.roely one in a 
hundrad baa tried to evade the law or o:t!ered any obstruction other than in 
some CBSes to deduct fl'om the children·s pay for the time. The latter is 
only temporary, as the children quickly make themselves more va.1na.ble, a.nd 
dieceming employers will give them more. Our greatest difficnlty in 
attendance is where least expeeted-with children who work at home. Some 
of theae parents begrudge their own childran four hours a week in school. 
They demand their entire time, and that nsna.1ly without paying them 
anything. Sneh cases are by no means rare. But from employers almost 
uniformly we meet with cordial co-opemtion and encouragement. We had 
expected great difficulty in mainta.\ning attendance and interest, but sinoe 
we have introduced manna.1 work for boys, and domestic work for gil'ls, the 
interest is as great and the attendance much more regnlar than in the night 
eehools. Many children who have reached the age of sirleen request the 
privilege of continuing. . . • . 

.. One thing above aU else impresees one with theee children-they are 
sacrificing themselves for sneh a pittance. Probably they are not worth 
more to their employer than they are getting, but it ought to be the 
bnein ... of the State to see that they are worth more, and that is one of the 
purpoaee of these schools." 

The writer visited Cincinnati at the end of January, 1913. 
Some of the classes seen are worth describing. On a Thursday 
between 12.30 and 1.30 two classes were found meeting at the 
buildings of an elementary school. Both come for this hoUr 
four days a week, the children getting their dinner either just 
before or just after the class. A class of 25 boys, nearly all 
errand-boys, were taking the history of the United States, 
having a talk with the teacher about lile in the pioneer days. 
A class of 20 girls from a large department store near 
by were that day haviug a lesson in salesmanship, i.e., what 
makes a good saleswoman, how to treat a customer, &c. 
The girls seemed to enjoy the lesson, they readily answered 
questions, and their behaviour while in class and on entering 
and . leaving was excellent. These girls were mostly packers 
and messenger girls who had occasionally served·in the store 
and who hope in time to become saleswomen. A few were from 
the workrooms, and it seemed a pity that these should be taking 
a subject which would not be helpful to their trade. The 
organisation of these classes has however been ·a lremendous 
piece of work; and the Superintendent of Schools said that they 
had not yet arranged all the classes as they could wish. 

In the large building of the Woodward HighSchool great 
variety was found in the arrangemqut of classes on a.Satur

. day afternoon from 1.30 to 4.30, the hours havin/f been 
reduced by half an hour when the half-hour recess was given up. 
Freedom of choice is allowed the children as far as pOssible. 

'Some girls who have reached the eighth grade take domestic sub
jects only, for instance a class of girls, some o~ si~n, were 
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learning millinery, but the work was broken in the middle by a 
spelling bee, others devoted themselves to dre!lSmaking, while 
yet others spent half the afternoon at cooking and half at 
needlework. Those in lower grades spent half time at sewi ng 
or cooking, and half at English subjects. The girls make 
garments for themselves, paying for the material at cost price. 

In the commercial section there were boys and girls. Some 
of the most advanced took the whole afternoon for commercial 
subjects only, others spent half the afternoon at general work 
and half at bookkeeping. These were all either in clerical work, 
or anxious to enter it. Some girls had chosen to devote their 
whole titpe to drawing and design, others spent half the periorl 
at this and half at the ordinary grade work. 

The manual work for the boys comprised woodwork, forging, 
electrical wiring, and wood-turning, the boys usually Kpending 
half the time at one of these and half at general subjeetK. Two 
classes were found taking history, another was having a talk on 
methods of transportation, with lantern views of canal-loeb, 
and another was watching experiments in electricity. Certain 
boys had chosen drawing as their chief Rubject, and thet«', 
20 in number, were spending all the afternoon under one 
master. He said that for the first hour they took drawing, 
and here the greatest variety was found, one, an architect's 
boy, making a plan of a country bungalow, while others, 
were doing plain lettering, one of these bending with the 
greatest absorption over the words" dressmaking done here. U 

He seems to have chosen this class in order to make a sign for 
his sister's use. After an hour at drawing their Ill38ter reads 
Kipling to them for a while and then takes arithmetic and 
spelling, ending the afternoon with a talk on some topic oC 
general interest, which the boys themselve!I often suggest. One 
week they had asked for an explanation of the new parcel poRt. 
Four boys in this class WE're over sixteen and had asked to 
fltayon. 

Every few weeks each class is taken to visit some exhibition 
or museum, the girls sometimes going to one of the large 8hops 
at a time of special display, and inspecting furniture, CO'Itllmes, 
&c., the things seen being discussed the next week. It is hoped 
to influence the girls' taste in this way. 

Attendance is secured as follows. If a child is absent once 
a postcard is sent to him; if twice following, notice is sent to 
the truant officer who finds Ollt the reason. The employer is 
held responsible for attendance on Saturdays and other days and 
is notified if the child is absent without good reason. The work 
certificate is broken and the child returned to regular day ,;chool 
if he persists in truancy without excuse. This was done in 
20 cases in the first year-in the year 1911-12 it was not 
once necessary. 

In the year 1911-12, 457 children were given certificale8 
for completing the eighth grade and were excused from farther 
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attendance. More than one-third returned voluntarily to their 
classes. 

Of 2,686 attending during the year, 25' 5 per cent. went 
to the all-day school, 16 per cent. attended classes between 
4 and 5 p.m., and 58'5 per cent. the classes on Saturday 
afternoons. . 

The most striking thing perhaps about the schools was the 
freedom and elasticity of the system, and it is to this that they 
owe their success. It was an uphill light, for the children, 
especially those who lost wages through it, resented being 
returned to scb.ool, and came determined to make troulJIe. 
That they now realise the good of the schools is evident; they 
bring their difficulties to the teachers for help in solving them, 
and their behaviour in class and on entering and leaving school 
is excellent. Employers co-operate now by making suggestions 
as to subjects which might be helpful to the children, 
sometimes sending lists of technical terms for use in spelling 
lessons. 

Before leaving Cincinnati the writer had the opportunity of 
discussing the classes with two of the leading trade unionists 
of the city. Organised labour, they said, thoroughly approved 
of them. In the Annual Report for 1911-12 the following 
words of one of them are quoted ;-

.. I think the continuation school of Cincinnati waa little short of an 
inspiration. Next to the principle itself of puhlio and universal education, is 
the idea of prolonging it and making it eftective through the study period 
of young men and women. . • . Of the continuation school there can 
be nothing said hut praise. . . • Not the least of its benefits is what it 
teaches the employer. He learns that the workman must not be con
sidered .. mere ' hand,' but a mind and a soul as well. He learns that this 
boy he has employed is a ward of the puhlio as well as a servant of his, 
and he also learns that his work is going to be done bettsr and hi. 
produot carry a higher value by reason of the more intelligent labor 
bestowed upon it. In fact, reasons immediate and reasons that stretch 
&way to the [arthest markets of the world, are reasons for the continuation 
school from the employers' standpoint." 

The attitude of employers was probably well summed up 
in the words of one of the heads of a large department store 
seen by the writer, whose girls attend the classes for one hour 
in the middle of the day, four times a week. "I'm one of the 
largest taxpayers in the city," he said. .. If the classes were 
no goo,ll'd be making a fuss. My girls that go arel improving 
all the time." . ' 

The city of Cleveland had also begun to organise classes 
under the State law by the autumn <if 1912. These were for 

:- • six hours in the week, but organisation was proceeding /;lowly, 
. no attempt being made to draw' in all children at. first. 

-, Columbus, Toledo, and Dayton were also beginning to organise 
dusses during the winter of 1912-13. These"with Cincinnati, 
are the five largest cities of the State. 
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Compul8ory Continuation Classes in Wisconsin. 
The legislature of the State of Wisconsin passed many laws 

dealing with child labour and the establishment of trade, 
continuation, and evening schools ill 1911. Under the new 
boards of industrial education described on pages 23 and 24, 
the organisation of part-time continuation schools for children 
between fourteen and sixteen, whether the eighth grade l.a.1 
been passed or not, began in 1912. The law authorising the 
formation of the continuation schools is as follows :-

.. Employment of persons between fourteen and sixteen yean of age 
in certain cases • 

.. Section 1728 ~1. 1. Whenever any evening ochool, continnation 
classes, indnatrial ochool or commercial ochool, .hall be established in any 
town, village or city in this state for minon between the ages of fourteen and 
sixteen, working under permit as now provided by law, every mch child, 
residing w;thin aDJ' town, village, or city in which any snch scbool is .. tab
Iished, shall attend snch school not I_ than five honn per week for Ii" 
months in each year, until such child becomes Ii"teen years of age, and every 
emp10yer shall allow all minor employes over fourteen and noder sixteen 
yean of age a reduction in honn of work of not I_ than tbe number 
of bonn tbe minor is by this oection required to attend &cbool (1911, c. 600) • 

.. Section 1728, c-l. 2. The tota\ number of bonn spent by &ncb 
minors at work, and in the before·mentioned schools .hsll together not 
I!ECeed the total number of hours of work for which minors over fourteen and 
nnder simen yean of age may by law be employed," e:<cept when tho minor 
.hall attend scbool a greater number of hours than is required by law, 
in which case the total number of bOlD'll may be increased by the.
of the bours of acbool attendance over tbe minimum prescribed by law . 

.. 3. Employers shall allow the reduction in houro of work at the time 
when the claeoes whicb tbe minor is by law required to attend, are held 
whenever the working time and the class time coincide. (1911. c. 505.) 

.. SectiOD 0;;3, p-.5. 1. The couraes of study in these ..,boola shall be 
approved by the State superintendent of edueation and the State board of 
industrial education, and .hall inclnde English, citBenship, sanitation and 
hygiene and the nee of aafety devieea, and &nch other hnnches .. the 
State superintendent and the State board of indnotrial edu ... t.jon .ball 
approve. (1911, c. 616.) " 

The employer and parent are held responsible for the 
attendance of the children, failure to ensure it being punishable 
by a fine to the employer of not less than 10 nor more than 
100 dollars for each ofience, and to the parent of not less than 
5 nor more than 25 dollars. 

The classes in two cities in Wisconsin were visited. At 
Milu:aukes, a city of 373,857 inhabitants, the schools had not 
then been completely instituted, but special rooms had been 
taken and classes of girls were already attending from some 
of the department stores. They came on one day a week from 
8 a.m. to 12 p.m. or from 1. p.rn. to 5 p.m., taking sewiug and 
general subjects, and were under one teacher, who devoted her 
time to the work. It was intended later to introduce cooking. 
The boys' ..Jeses had not then bean organised. t 

• Eight hounI • day and forty-eigM houro • week. S... Summary '" 
ubour LegieIation alfectmg ChihheD and Yoaag P_ in ....-taiD S-, 
pp. 181-183 below. 

t For. recent aooomd '" these claseee, _ Appendix E., p. Is.. 
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At Racine, a small city of 38,000 inhabitants, situated on 
the shores of Lake Michigan to the north of Chicago, there 
are 300 children between the ages of 14 and 16 employed 
during the day. Classes had been organised for all these 
children. One was held at a factory employing 15 girls of the" 
necessary age. A room was lent by the firm and the teacher 
went three days a week from 1 to 2.40 p.m. The teacher spoke 
of this as one of the best classes she had, though in other 
places there is a tendency to suspicion at the desire of emploJers 
to have the classes held on their premises. At Cleveland this 
had been altogether refused. 

Between 3.30 and 5.30 on a Thursday the writer found 
a class of 12 errand-boys from factories taking civics and 
spelling, followed by some manual work, 'and 12 girls from 
factories were in another room discussing the use of fire
alarru~ and a visit paid by some of the class to a fire station. 
'l'hey were later to take spelling, and then sewing. 

By the description of the classes seen and subjects studied 
the work may appear very elementary both at Cincinnati and 
in Wisconsin. Undoubtedly it is so, but it must be remem
bered that the teachers are dealing with children, of whom 
the majority in Wisconsin, and all in Cincinnati, have not 
completed the grades of the elementary school and are not 
anxious to learn. The teachers must atouse the children's 
interest, and, in the little time available, can only hope to keep 
up their grounding in elementary subjects, show them some
thing of the duties of citizenship and help them better to 
understand the little problems they meet with in their work. 
Probably few of us realise how difficult the first steps in 
work are to children unaccustomed even to'many of the articles 
made in the factories in which they run the errands, and how 
helpful it is to them to have explained and see in writing 
the names of the things which they have to handle. This 
the teachers in Cincinnati have realised, and they have taken 
the trouble to leam the children's needs. No great educational 
ad \"!lnce can be expected from these classes; no training for a 
trlvie can possibly be given; but great good will be, and, 
indeed, has been, effected where the children, who are all, it 
must be remembered, in uneducational, unprofitable work, 
become steadier and more responsible, and where they learn to 
look on the teachel's as their friends. It is, again, ,1y personal 
influence 1"811er than matter taught that these short~time 
compulsory schools will most succeed. 

The elIect of the scl100ls at Cinciilz18ti is summed up in the 
Annual Report for the year ending 1912. II 

.. We feel that two years' elrorl in oontinuation school ww·k »oil onl:r 
88l'Ved to show us the problem and to point us the direction of ito solution 
Of the greut need of more syst .. matio an4 more intensive and mo .... 
diverailied wOl'k for these need;r chil<hen W8 all feel "convinced. That it 
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ev.n now satisfies a ~t need for most of these children, th.y th.moelvsl 
continually give testimony. The work has meant for many of them the 
taking up again of a thread lost som.where in the COUI'll. of educationa.\ 
progress through the regular el.ment....,. school. It apello new hope for the 
discourag.d. 

It has born. direct r.sult in a more consid.mte .pirit toward fellow 
workmen, until there has come to he a real community spirit which it 
helpful to o.ll. A very decided cultural uplift is Been in the mpidly 
improving mauner of address to their fellows, in the less general use of s\aug 
and the factory verna.cuJar, and in the frequent .xpression of little court .. i .. 
to their teachers and cla.sBmates. The growth in cleanliness and in a desire 
for saner methods of dress and living is decided. There i. " growing 
interest in good hooks, as is proved by constant reqnesto for information 
regarding them. There is, in geneml, an awakening to the interesting 
thingB ahout the child in every-day life, &8 is shown by the interest of the 
child in what he .... and hears and hy his desire to make his information of 
Bervice. In many cases there have been confidential conferences, which 
have given the teachers rare opportunities for personal counsel and guidance 
towards the highest ideaIs. The Bchool has placed in these lives a new ideal, 
working through a ~ter respeet for authority, .. more wi1ling obedience, 
an increased reeponsibility, which will end for many in .. desire to he of 
fullest service to themselves and their fellows." 

ScHOOLS FOR APPRENTICES • 

. Under the apprenticeship law of Wisconsin for 1911, every 
indentUl'e must contain hesides other neceBBary clauses :-

(a) liJJ. agreement stating the number of hours to be spent 
in work !lnd the number of hours to be spent in 
instruction. The total of such number of hours shall 
not exceed 55 in anyone week. 

(b) liJJ. agreement that the whole trade, as carried on by the 
employer shall be taught, and an agreement as to the 
time to be spent at each process or machine. 

(c) liJJ. agreement between the employer and the apprentice 
that not less than five houl's per week of the afore
mentioned 55 hours per week shall be devoted to 
instruction. 

This instruction must include two hours a week given to the 
following subjects: English, citizenship, business practice, 
physiology, hygiene and the use of safety devices. The iIDIlruc
tion may include other subjects and may be given at a public 
school or such other place as the local board of industrial 
education may approve. 

Ail no boy is apprenticed until he is 16 years of age, 
apprentices do .not attend the ordinary compulsory part-time 
classes. At Milwaukee the Extension Department of the 
University of Madison had for some time maintained a voluntary 
c1aBB for apprentices attending for two hours once or twice a week 
during work hours. This has been constituted a school for 
apprentices under the new law, and the boys now come one 
afternoon a week from 1.30 to 5. There were 67 in attendance 
on the various afternoons, about 12 in a class, in January 1913. 
Individual instruction is given according to each one's needs. 
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These boys say that they are being taught more of their 
trade than they were before the Act was passed, but it was then 
of too recent a date to know whether this Act would lessen the 
number of indentured apprentices taken or not. The evidence 
given to the writer at the time of her visit was conflicting, but 
information has been received since that the Act is meeting 
with little opposition. 

APPENDICES TO CHAPTER IX. 
A.-STATISTICS OF THE COMPULSORY CONTINUATION 

SCHOOLS TAKEN FROM THE ANNUAL REPORT ON 
THE CINCINNATI PUBLIC SCHOOLS FOR THE 

YEAR ENDING AUGUST S1sT, 1912. 

I 
Male. !Female.j Total. 

Number of diJrerent Teachers. 27 I 42 
I 

69 
Number of Teachers employed entire year 15 25 40 
Number of Teachers nace....,.,. to .upply 27 42 69 

school 
Total number of Pupilo enrolled in 12 1,227 1,541 2,768 

buildings. 
Number withdrawn 366 511 877 
Number remainjng 862 ],029 1,891 
.Average number belonging 859 968 1,827 
Average daily attendan"" 741 891 1,632 
Average daily absence • 118 77 195 

H.-COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS BOARD OF 
EDUCATION. EXTRACTS FROM THE REPORT ON 

.. THE NEEDS AND POSSIBILITIES OF 
PART·TIME EDUCATION." (JANUARY 1913.) 

CONCLUBIOIJB. 

. A.a a result of the p .... ent inquiry into the needs of part.time education. 
the following conciuoionB have been reached,-

1. There iB a distinct need for the further deVelopment of part-time 
education in Massachusetts, evidenced by the fact that up.....-do of 40,000 
young perROnB from fourteen to aeventeen years of age are conatantly 
employed in wage-earniug purrmito, moot of whom have not completed .... 
elementary education, .... d nearly all of whom have little or no opportunity 
for oyotematic vocational training toward occupatio ... suitable to adults. 

2. Part-time education ... a means of giving more adequate/liberal .... d 
vocational education to young people already employed is, in lal-ge measure 
at l .... t, practicable. both from the standpoint of the employing induotriea 
and from the Btandpoint of the achoola,... a means of efficient instruction 
for young perao .... 

3. The further development of part-time 'education in Mas"chQsette 
~ requires but little legislation additional to that now eD.sting. There is 
, need, however, for the further development of existing ageneies ,for the 

conduct of vocational education. and alao for the elsboration and f.e!!ting of 
practioal plans for part-time training. 

• • • • • • • • 
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6. . . . . The experience of the last {our yea.n in dealing with the 
problem, and the facts collected during this inveotigation, jWltify the ""n· 
clWlion that the general lIla088ChWletto policy of moving forward by 
voluntary schemes of experimentation and inveatigs.tion .hould be continued, 
with the nltimate view of further edncating in lOme del(1'e'! every boy and 
girl between the agee of fonrteen and oeventeen. 

7. J"'giolation already enacted relative to vocational and part-time educa
tion has been aonnd. Chapter 471, Acts of 1911, is fnlly adeqnate for 
the further eet&blishment of volnntary part-time conro". and for their 
onpervioion on an efficient baoiB. It is the belief of the Board that part-time 
schooling shonld be made compnloory throughont the State at lOme time 
in the fntnre, when all children employed between the ages of fourteen and 
seventeen might be required by law to attend part.time ochools, at the rute of 
not I ... than eight honra weekly. When this is done these ochoolo .hould 
offer conroeo of general training for citizenship, and, in the caae of the 
girlo' tradee, where oufficient related and theoretical training CBnnot Lc 
given, training in the hOWlOhold arte ohonld he onbstituted. 

RSCOHHS,",ATIOIl8. 

In obedience to the resolve, the Board of Education reopeetfuJly oubmit. 
the following recommendationo:-

J. Legislation shonld he enacted requiring the attendance npon lOme 
school of every child, not ~y exempted for oati8fa<:tory "auoe, betw .... 
fourteen and sixteen yean of age, who is not regularly employed; in additi,,,, 
to which, Buch changes in the present Ia ... regarding compnloory educotion 
shonld be enacted &8 will enable ochool committees effectively tocontrol and 
require attendance at approved schoolo of boy. and girlo of onch ageo. 

II. Legiolation shonld be enacted which will enable citi.. and towns, 
through their ochool committees. to require part.time ochool attendance of 
all hoys and girlo between fourteen and oixteen yea.n of age who are 
regnJa.rly employed. at the rate of not leao than four bonro per week upon 
an approved ochool during the time when ouch ochoolo are in ..... itm. 
Sncb attendance shonld be made between the honrs of 7 a.m. and 6 p.m. of 
any working day or days. 

C.-QUOTATIONS FROM" AN ACT RELATIVE TO THE 
ESTABLISHMENT AND lUL'II'TENANCE OF CONTTh'1JATION 
SCHOOLS AND COURSES OF INSTRUCTION FOR WORKING 

CHILDREN." APPBOVED JUIIB 16, 1913. [CO .... OIIIWULTB 011 

llABaACHU8E'l'r8. ] 

Section L-When the school committee of any city or town .hall have 
established continnation schoolo or conroea of instruction far the eduesti"" 
of minora between 14 and 16 years of age "ho are regnJarly employed in 
such city or town not I ... than six houre per day. onch ochool committee 
may. wid! the consent of the board of education, require the attendance in 
onch continuation ochoolo or on sncb couraea of instruction of every .""h 
minor thereafter receiving an employment certi1icate and who is not other
wise receiving instrnction approved by the ochool committee sa equivalent 
to that provided in ocboolo established under the provioiorul of this oct. 
The required attendance provided for in thia act .hall be at the rate of Dot 
I ... than four bonro per week omd .hall be between the bonro of eight o· cWek 
in tbemorningand six o'clock in the afternoon of any working day or days. 
The time spent by a child in a continWltion ochool or elasa .hall be reckoned 
as a part of the time or II1IlIlber of honra that minora are permitted by Ja_ 
to,,"'*-

Section ill-The Commonwealth. in order to aid in the mainteaance of 
approved cantinuolion achoolo or coursee. .halI as prot'ided in thiB act poy 
annnally from the treasury to cities and towns maintaining onch ochoalo or 
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ClO1IlIIeS an .moDDt equal to one-baH of the sam to be known as the net 
mainteDaDce sam. Such net maintenance sum shall comrist of the total 
sum raised by local tuation and e:q>eDdE'd far the m.intenance of aoch a 
school, I.... tha amoont, far the same period, of tuition claims paid or 
DDpaid and receipts from tha work of pupils ar the ... Ie of prodaeta. 

Section VL-The employer of any minor between fourteen and sirleeD 
yean of age who is compelled by the proriaiona and rego1atioDa either of the 
school committee in the city ar town in which such minor resides or of the 
school eommittee in the city or town in which such minor is employed to 
attend • continuation school or courses of iDstroctioD as defined in aection one 
of this act, .hall cease forthwith to employ such minor when notified in writing 
by the mperiDtendent orhia representative dnlyauthorized in writing, haring 
jurisdiction OYer aoch minor'. school attendance, that such minor is DOt 
atteudiDg &chool in accordance with the compn\&ory .ttendan .... regn1atioDa 
as defined in section one of this Bet. ABy employer who fai1s to comply 
with the provisioDB of this section .hall be punished by • fine of not I_ 
than ten Dar more than one hDDdred dolla .. for each offence. 

Section VIL-Tbe auperiDtendent of oohools ha-riJJg jurisdiction, ar a 
penon authorized by him in writing, may revoke the age and schooling, ov 
employment certificate of any minor who i. required by the proriaiona of 
this aet to .ttend • continuation ochool or eour&eB, if onch minor fai1s to 
attend such school or 001IJ"8eII .. pnmded by this act.-

D.-RECOM1lENDATIONS ON CONTINUATION CLASSES OF 
THE INDIANA COMMISSION ON INDUSTRlAL AND 

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION, REPORTING 
DECEMBER 1912. 

(a) That when the ochool authorities bave established vocatiooal 001ll1lBB 

approved by the State Board for hoya and gala from 14 to 16, aDd have 
formally aceepted the prOYisiona of the Act permitting it, they may require 
every boy and girl from fonrteen to sirleeD who is employed, to return 
to the day school for instruction for at I_ five honn per week, employen 
to ho required to a1low time off for such iutructioa. 

• • • • • 
(b) That contraeto of apprenticeship Bhal1 apecify thet the child shall be 

giTeD at 1_ liTe honn per week of iDBtroetion in the day schoola in English, 
citizeDBhlp, physiology and hygiene, .... of safety devicee, and such other 
oubjecta ao may be apPl""ed by the State Board of Educotion. 

- This Act eame into force in September 1913. Booton at once began 
to take .teps in order to carry out the provisiouo in September 191"'. 

• 
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CHAPTER X.-PREVOCATIONAL AND INlJUSTHIAL 
COURSES IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL"I. 

RETARDATION IN THE GRADE SOHOOLS. 

The average child should be completing the grades of the 
elementary school at 14 years of age, the most common 
compulsory limit in the north. A few complete the gra<les 
before that age and pass on to the high school earlier than 
customary. It has already been stated that numbers leave as 
soon as is legally possible without completing the elementary 
school work. Many returns have been published showing tho 
lack of schooling among those going out to work at 14 years 
of age. 

The following figures from threo cities indicate the position. 
In Chicago for the year 1st July 1911 to 30th June lU12, 
8,466 boys and 4,847 girls were granted work certificates.& 

I Boy Girle. 
---- ~~--~~-~~.-~ -~~~-

There left from grade 5 or below -
» » " 6 » I 

" " " 7 » -I 
" " " 8 " ..... , 

" evening schools or unclassified 

Per cent. 
21" 
19'0 
19'5 
23'0 
6'8 

10'3 

Per """t. 
22'3 
1~'9 
20'6 
25'9 
5'8 
6-5 " " high schools - - - - 'I 

'-----'--

At Cincinnati during the year ending 31st August lUI:? 
work certificates were given to l!,366 chi1dren.t 

From grade 5 
" ,,6 

." ,,7 
,. "8 

high schools 

------------

Boys. Girle. 

Percent. 
29'3 
26'7 ' 

::~ I 

Percent. 
2.-J·9 
27'0 
26-6 
20'2 
2·3 - I 2" I 

_~J ____ ~~_~ ~---
72'8 per cent. of the boys and 72'7 per cent. of the girls 

were from 14 to III year,; of age. The remainder were between 
Iii and 16. 

~-~-~~Fift,.~hth A:'~ Report of the Board of Ed .... tion of Chicago fur 
year endiDg 30th J tIDe 1912, p. 2i8_ _':AU 

t CiDciJmati Public Schoola-83rd Annual Report for y- .......... 
31st August 1912, p. 39. 
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The inquiry into the 1,000 boys attending evening schools 
in New York City showed that they had left the grades as 
follows'" :-

From grades 5A.-5B .. .. 6A.-6B .. .. 7A.-7B 
.. .. 8A-8B 

- 141 
- 287 

403 
- 169 

The investigation into the conditions under which children 
leave school to go to work made for the United States Senate 
showed a very similar dropping out from the grades. 

The following reasons for which children were repeating the 
grade a second time were given by the teachers for 1,468 
children enquired into in four northern cities. t 

.,..............-~---

Boys. I Girls. 

Change of school system 35 27 
Moving. 18 10 
Irregula.r attendance or non·attendance . 202 185 
Lack of interest 177 94 
Lack of ability • I 35 4] 
Slow or dull • 

: I 
66 38 

Immature 66 48 
MentsJly defective • • I 29 23 
Defective health 01' physical defecte · , 112 i 99 
Lack of English • • • •. 

: I 
63 , 64 

Miscellaneous . 56 I 37 

Total • I 859 
I 

666 

• 
From this it is seen that in these schools 19' 3 per cent. fell 

behind in their grade work through either lack of ability or 
immaturity (excluding mental defect) and 18'4 per cent. 
through lack of interest. This does not include those whose 
attendance may be irregular or. altogether wanting through 
dislike of school. It is the children who have fallen behind in 
their grade work who tend to leave as soon as possible and try 
a life of work which appears so very much more interesting 
than the discouraging school routine. 

Prevocational or Industrial Courses have lately been started 
in many cities for selected childl-en who have failed to .. make 
good" in their ordinary school work, and Ulese couises have 
already proved very su('cessful in holding the children'in school. 
In these courses a large part of the school time is devoted to 
practical work, and the teaching or the general subjects is given 

I! 
'-. Fourteenth Annual Report of the City Superintendent of School •. 

Report on Evening Schools for the year ending July 31, 1912, p. 79 .. 1City 
of New York.l 

t Report on Condition of Women and Chlld Wage.earners in the 
United States, VoL vn., pp. 27~279. WILBhington, 1910. 
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as close a bearing as possible on the manual work heing 
performed by the children in the workshops or kitchens. The 
children selected have been those under 14 yearB of age wh" 
were likely to leave school as soon as they reached that age, 
while still far behind the average in their school work. Such 
children often reveal abilities which lie dormant till they find 
expression in some form of manual work. Their minds and 
desires are often of an intensely practical turn, and school 
subjects are of no interest unt.il applied to actual work. Latent 
powers have been drawn out by the appeal to hand and brain, 
and children who but for these courses would have completed 
the school stage of their li,'es under a sense of failure and 
discouragement, have been given one of the most helpfn I of all . 
starts in the industrial world, for .they have leh school with the 
knowledge that in certain subjects they can not only compete 
with but even excel their fellows, they have been given the 
opportunity of "trying themselves out" at trade work, and they 
have acquired habits. of application and steadiness which will 
be of service to them in whatever employment they may have 
to follow later. 

In a few cities the opportunity to take up BOrne practical 
trade or household arts work is offered to all classes of children 
in the elementary school. The writer had the opportunity of 
seeing both kinds of prevocational work. That for retarded 
children ~ described first. 

BOSTON PREVOCATIONAI. CENTRES. 

The first industrial class in Boston was introduced in 1904 
with a teacher paid from private SQurces. There are now Aix 
schools or "prevocational centres" maintained by the School 
Committee in which special industrial classes for boys have 
been formed. Boys from the fihh, sixth and seventh grades have 
been selected to enter these courses; invariably those are chosen 
who are not getting on with their school work and will probably 
drop out of school at once' on reaching 14. The work is ' 
arranged as much as possible on industrial lines, jobs being 
undertaken for the Boston School Committee and executed by 
tlie boys in working gangs. 

The objects and methods c.f instruction of the schools 88 
stated in the Annual Report of the School Committee for 1912 
are as follows :-

"1. To iDJIuence the boys to remain in .. hool after they bay. ~ 
the age of 14. . 

2. To enable them to graduate earlier than tbeJ would 1UIder ordimr1 
circmnsta.uces. 

3. To awaken in them a desire 1m aD industrial career, and offer tJ>em • 
definite oppommity for yocatiaDal guidance therein. . 

4. To point to the Booton Industrial School 1m Boy. or to the Jlecha"'" 
Arlo High School after graduation from the elementazy achool in prer
to the .- or oome occupation that holds out 110 promiae of fu~ 
advazwement. 
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5. To give some definite prep ..... tion to boys who a.ctua.lly do go to work 
at 14 years of age." . 

n The claSSeB in these prevocational centers are small, and the acs.demic 
work is restricted to reading. spoken and .written English. arithmetic, 
drawing, geography, history and hygiene; each of these subjects being 
closely connected with the shop work. The shop work itself occupies 
a.1moet one·half of the school day and concerns itself with the production, 
under shop conditions, of commercial products to be nsed in the schools or 
in other city departments. The shop instructors are practical people. 
Time cards and job tickets are kept, and attention is given to the ability to 
economize time and m.a.terw a.nd to work under, over and with other 
people . 

.. Among the things produced in these centers are drawing models,looms, 
loose leaf covers, portfolios and boxes for a wide variety of uses made of 
wood and pasteboard. The furniture.making centre has made etools, test
tube rabke, tables, chairs, deske and c .. binets. The machine shop centre has 
sent out adjustable desk fittings, brass tags, tree guards, angle irons, sheet 
metal working tools, &c. The printing plant issues .. The Workmaster" 0. 

little monthly which gives the news of all the centers. It has also printed 
addresses on envelopes and door cards for school use. The bindery has 
produced loose leaf covers and notebook-holders, and has bound and 
rebound booke. The sheet metal shop has made w .. ter cups, trays, .. oover 
for a motor, &c. 

.. The boys make visits to factories, shope and mills, to industrial exhibi
tions, and to wha.rves, and bonded warehouses. ff 

Each trade is taught in a separate school. The list of 
centres for 1913 is as follows:-

Bookbinding - Ulysses S. Grant School - East Boston. 
Machine shop prac- Quincy &hool - City proper. 

tice. 
Sheet metal work - Sherwin &hool 
Printing - Lewis &hool -
Boxmaking and Eliot &hool -

-Roxbury. 
- Roxbury. 
- Jamaica Plein. 

woodworking. 
Woodworking - Oliver Wendell Holmes Dorchester. 

I:lchool. 

Quincy School. 

Of these, the class in machine shop practice at the Quincy 
School was visited by the writer. A large room in the basement 
has been set aside as the machine shop, a small portion being 
screened off to form the master's office and tool room as in any 
works. A class room upstairs is set apart for the sole use of 
the two sections of the industrial class. Repairs and new work 
are undertaken for the School Committee, any caStings being 
done outside and finished off by the boys. 

. The following extract from the Annual Report for 1910 of 
~. the Superintendent of the Boston Public &hools describes the 
"}cheme of work. ,~ __ 

.. An industrial clsas in iron work. consisting of 44. boys, was organized 
by the Quincy School, September 8, 1909. The boya h\llonged in the fifth, 
sixth, and seventh grades, and........ eelected for these re&BOns; the". Were 

• • 
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fourteen years of age or would be during the year, they had shown 
particular ability in manual work, and their conduct and iDtereAt in lebo,,1 
WD.8 unsatisfactory. It was hoped that they would be induced to remain in 
school until they had re"'lived more academic knowledge, and 10m. 
industrial training. 

In October they set up their shop, coustructing waJl bench.. from 
second·hand manual training material. Work commenced with a meagre 
equipment of vices and fil... Later a second· hand drill pr.ss was added, 
.... 0 a new one, a second-hand grindetone, and a few chisels, left by .tudents 
at the Mechanic Arts High School. In spite of this small outfit only two 
boys left the claas during the year. 

The regular program was altered to provide 10 hours a week of .hop 
practice, and three periods a week of mechanical drawing. While one-half 
of the class wae in tbe claas-room, it was arranged that the other balf .hould 
be in the shop, each under efficient instrnctors~ne a tR.acher of mature 
experience and the other a machinist by trade, and previously a IJI&Dual 
training instructor. 

A comparison of the regular and modified programs is here given :-

Regular Modified 
(Minutes). (Minutes) . 

. _----

Manual Training I 120 600 - , 

- I 
(Iron workin g 

Drawing 90 13.S 
Arithmetic -

: j 
236 220 

Elementary Science 4.S 
Geography- 150 60 
History 120 60 
Music , _ i 60 30 
Opening Exercises -I 30 2S 
Physical Training - , 80 
Recesses - - I 100 75 
Reading and Literature - , 165 45 
Physiology - 30 
English-spoken and written - , 280 250 

• 
1,500 1,500 

The lose of time for the regular work is largely and perhaps .. bolly 
compeneated for by tbe greater amount of individual instruction poosible 
witb & claas of 20 as compared with that in 8 elaas of 44,"· 

A lady teacher has charge of the boys for alllK-ademic work. 
The teacher of the machine work is a Scandinavian of great 
enthusiasm both as a teacher and a mechanic, and to this the 
success of the class is evidently due. The boys are dhided 
into gangs which work under foremen appointed as the best 
and most experienced of the class. These foremen form a club, 
and once a fortnight take part with the two teachers in a 
co-operative lunch in the machine shop. Some outs!de goes! ~s 
usually invited_ It was the good fortune of the wnter to VISIt 

tlle school by chance on a day on which this lunch was held and 
to have the pleasure of partaking of it. That same day the 
master had asked the boys to write down what they intended to 

-----
• For the outline of work in 1910, "" Appendix A to this cbspter, 

pp.137-a_ 
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do on leaving school It was real evidence of the success of the 
work that a large proportion had said they intended to go on 
to the Mechanic Arts or some other High Sahool-two or 
three intended to, be apprenticed to engineering, only two 
or three had other occupations in view. 

North Bennet Street Prevoeational School. 
A speaial oourse for backward and difficult boys haR been 

maintained by the North Bennet Street Industrial School, 
Boston, ·a privately supported craft school and settlement, in 
oo.operation with the Public School Committee. Boys who 
have. reached 13 years of age at least, and the fifth grade of 
the elementary school, are selected from the neighbouring 
Hancock Elementary School, and are given their entire work in 
the North Bennet Street School. Six hours a week are given to 
woodwork and two to printing. All other lessons are specially 
based on industrial oonditions and needs; for instance, 
geography is developed from the shop work to a diS()uasion on 
the sources of the materials used, methods of transportation, &c. ; 
history includes a sketch' of industrial history; and present
day labour legislation, wages, hours of labour, workmen's com
pensation, and trade unions are explained and diS()ussed. The 
boys who enter must agree to remain for two years. 

The only oourse for backward girls in the city of Boston is 
maintained by the North Bennet Street Industrial School. 
Girls from the Hancock School are chosen similarly to the 
boys. Six hours a week are spent on sewing and three on 
oooking and housekeeping, actual practice in the latter being 
obtained by opening a refreshment room where light lunches 
are served to teachers and other workers in the neighbourhood. 
In sewing the girls make garments for themselves, articles for 
school use, and a certain number of simple goods for sale. 
Efforts are made to raise the girls' interests above their daily 
experiences by visits to shops and factories, other schools, and 
the Art Museum. Good pictures are studied and simple design 
is tsught and applied in the fancy work which is done at home 
by those who wish. 

It is probable that these classes, which are now supported by 
the North Bennet Street Ind\1.~trial School, will be taken over by 
the Public School Authorities. Their object is to show the 
kind of training best adapted to those who have I to enter 
industrial pursuits, a training which aims at giving." manual 
dexterity, industrial intelligence, adaptability and' power to 
advance, so that the children will be more alert for every 
opportunity and more capable of acquiring the skill wl,ich 
industry demands." ,. 

WallBD ScHOOL, WEST QUINCY. 

At the Willard School, a grade school at. West Quincy, 
Mass .• a very similar experiment is being made w\th 20..hoys 

A 19969 
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and 20 girls who have failed in their school work. Here again 
the afternoons of the girls are devoted to sewing and domestic 
work, theEings by the boys to their trade work. This is 
taken in rly unused attic and the bpys as part of their 
work have" . tioned off a room for the girls, made the benches 
for cooking, and thpir own carpentry bench, and other useful 
things. In printing they also undertake a good deal of work 
for the school. Each cla.'i8 is under one teacher for the whole 
day. 

CHIOAGO INDUSTRIAL COURSES. 

In Chicago "Industrial Courses" have been introduced in 
three schools." 'fhe writer visited two of these scbools, hut 
unfortunately bad the opportunity at only one of thpm of seeing 
the children actually at work. At the Von Humboldt Elemen
tary Sehool children in the sixth, seventh, and eighth grade~, 
in certain rooms, were gi ven the opportunity of devoting 
balf the school hours to practical work. The girls spend three 
mornings a week at cooking and bousehold science, and two 
mornings at sewing. Household science include>! practice and 
instruction in house cleaning and furnishing. At sewing the 
girls learn to cut and baste white garments for themselves, to 
machine, and to make simple bousebold draperies. Two rooms 
opening off the school kitchen and at present not in URe are 
being fitted up by the girls as a model dining-room and bed
room in wbicb actual practice in hou.<;ework may be obtained. 
The boys selected devote balf of their time to woodwork in the 
manual workshop of the school and are helping in the furnishing 
of the rooms. 

At the otber school visited, the J &Cbon School, which is in 
a very poor neigbbourhood, the girls selected for tbe special 
course spend two afternoons a week of 2! bours at cooking, 
including instruction in household service. On the afternoon 
of the writer's visit a class of girls was having a lel!AOn in 
laying the table, tbe difficulty with wbich many of tbem 
followed instructions showing that a table laid for dinner was 
llOt customary at home. On the other three afternoons the 
girls take sewing, includiug knitting, crochet and a little fancy 
work besides plain sewing, from the learning of simple stitches 
up to the making of a white dress for the commencement 
exercises at the time of graduation. Machining is learnt on 
treadle machines. They provide their own materials and take 
tbe garments home when finished. The boys have a greater 
variety of work here than at the Von Humboldt Scbool-wood
work is taken in the sixth grade, working drawings being made 
of the articles upstairs and then carried out in the workshop. 
These are of the usual type, photo frames, brackets, thermometer 

• For of6cial soggest.m pmgramme,.... Apperulli: B. to this chapter. 
Jl"&" 138-141. 
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holders, &c., a little carving being introduced. Later on the 
boys may undertake larger pieces of work for the school, or for 
themselves if they provide the material. 

In the seventh grade printing is taken, viz., compositors' 
work with a small hand press for the taking o~ impressions. In 
the eighth grade most attention is given to mechanical drawing 
and to elementary experimental physics. The boys undertake 
simple experiments themselves such as can be done without 
any elaborate laboratory equipment. 'l'his work is designed to 
help them understand the why and wherefore of the work of au 
electric.al engineer and hence to give them some grounding for 
that trade. 

In the autumn of 1912 a further experiment with backward 
children was made by drafting numbers of boys who were 
nearly 14 from the neighbouring elementary schools to the 
Lane and the Crane Technical High Schools, where they were 
given half-time for practical work iu the workshops of the schools, 
and half-time for finishing their grade school work. At the 
time of the writer's visit to Chicago these classes had been too 
short a time in operation to allow of any definite results, but" the 
principals of the schools expressed themselves as satisfied so far. 

Similarly a set of girls had been sent to the Lucy Flower 
Technical High School/or Giri.s, and were -encouraged to com
plete their elementary school work while learning sewing and 
machining from the trade point of view. 

An experiment made in some Chicago elementary schools 
through the gift of one of the wAalthiest citizens is worth 
mentioning here. Money was given for five years to provide 
special haudicraft classes in five schools, and instruction was 
given in leather work, modelling and weaving, with some 
surprising results. Specimens of the work were seen at the 
Cooper School. At the end of the five years the Board of 
Education refused to take up the work owing to its expense 
and it was therefore necessarily dropped. The looms have 
remained in this school and are used by the head teacher for 
instruction to a certain number of boys who wish to do the 
work. The time given to it comes mainly from the dinner 
hour or before- or after school. The Cooper School is in 
the Bohemian district of Chicago, almost all the children 
IIttending being of Bohemian parentage. Hand-weaving strikes 
one as an obsolete handicraft, particularly in America, but the 
teacher believes in it as an educational subject. She told the 
writer that stupid boys take more interest in their achool 
work after a course at weaving: one incorrigible boy was kept 
at it for three months and became a changed character" He 
came early and stayed late to work at his loom, and now he has 
left school he writes to say how much he would like to be back 
again in order to do weaving. A distinct improvement in taste 
and an appreciation of colour is noticed among-the boys after a 
time of working a loom. The recollection of the beautiful 

_ ft 
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objects made in the school, and their contrast with the grey 
skies and monotonous streets of Chicago on a winter's day 
suggests the question whether the children in this school may 
not have gained as much or more from their craft work 88 

those who take the more strictly practical and utilitarian wOI'k 
of the industrial centres. 

New York has no special industrial courses in tbe elemt'ntary 
schools. At Cleveland an Elementary InclllRtrial &hool waH 
opened with 136 pupils, specially selected becanse the teachers 
believed they would not continue in school beyonrl thp- com
pulsory school age; 67 of these returned in the beconcl year for 
8th grade work, and 55 completed the course. With few 
exceptions they were tben beyond the school leaving agp; 
20 selected to go on to high scbool." Oineinnali has introduef'd 
courses of an industriaillature for all children in cntain of tlw 
elementary schools. 

An interesting experiment was conducted at the Tr(1fle 
School of Bridgeport, Oonnecticut, during the summer of HH:!. 
In July and August boys from the elementary schools of thl' 
city were allowed to attelld and take some manual work, thus 
getting some opportunity of trying trade work. That the offer 
met a real demand is shown by the fact that 3i8 boys wishpAI to 
attend, when only 150 could be accommodated. 

FITCHBURG STATE NORMAL ScHOOL. 

At the grade school in connection with the Fitchburg Rtate 
Normal School, Massachusetts, special forms of practical arts 
work have been introduced into grades 5 and 6. These are ;-

1 • .Assembling toys.-The separate parte ready for immediate use, but 
painted or unpainted 88 desired, are bought from the manufacturer. A 
completed toy, snch as a wooden acrobat, is shown the child, who, after a few 
experimenm, soon finds how to put it together. It is said that doiDg tbis 10 

that the toy will work is a apIeudid exercise. The toy. are oold ,,",ore 
Christmas. : 

2. Maps are mounted for 1IlIe in the gooography department; canlhoonl 
boxes are made from canlboanI forms properly ocored, and purchased from 
a box factory. Simple portfolios and envelopes are made. . 

S. C<>lor-work.-HaIf-tone priDto are colored by tho children. a 
colured original being shown as a copy. Borden of Christmas &lid EaoUr 
cards, muttoee. iDitial Iettero, .te., are also haud-coIared. Quaotiooo of 
color scheme are made a suhjeet for diacassiOD and study. 

4. Passe - partonting.-lDexpensive half-tone priDta and tboae colored 
hy the children are framed in this way. GIaao is used alter the children' 
have developed sufficient slrill. . 

5. Knitting and crocheting of simple articl.. are UDderto ken by tbe 
girls. The work is well started at home ..,d finiobed .t ocbool. . 

Much genemI work is turned over to the children in «JDDectiou with 
the ochool and boording hall for student., ouch as cutting leaves at 
periodicaIs and .,.".. books, attaching tags. examiniDg and dllllting JibraJ1 
shelves, setting tablea. and 8COUriug boarding.hall .i1ver, folding leaa.u 

• .Amluallkport of the Cleveland SchooJ &.rd, 1910-11, P. Iii. 
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IUld tying folde... a.nd booklets for the printing department. dusting and 
caring for schoolroom •• a.nd enameling water cups and paint pa.no. 

Three new courses have been introduced for children in the 
7th and 8th wades, a literary, a commercial, and a practical 
arts course for boys. with a household arta ,course for girls.G 

The basis of all manual work is utility for the school conununity. 
Thus in the household arts course, cooking, sewing and laundry
work are undertaken for the school and hall of residence for 
students. The girls learn such purely household work as 
altering and mending sheets. The boys, as is always the case, 
have a greater variety of occupations. Under the direction of 
skilled artisans they have made and varnished picture frames, 
have made and painted several greenhouse frames, have laid 
the·floor of an attic, put up a partition, made cooking benches, 
painted the basement rooms, caned chairs, reseated othel'B, 
heeled shoes, and made several footpaths. 

The children'i'l parents determine, in consultation with the 
school authorities, for which of the three courses the children 
Bllall enter. 

TilE SOHOOLS OF GARY, INDIANA. 

Another example of a school in which the needs of the 
building and the school life of its inhabitants are used to give 
both boys and girls practice and experience in some real work 
is to be found at Gary. Indiana. There is no hard and fast line 
at Gary between tile elementary, the high, and the trade school, 
but an account of the work seems best included here. This 
school at Gary being remarkable for its enterprise, and freedom 
from the cOl\ventiol1s OCCUlTing in many of the school systems 
of the United States, deserves a full description. 

Gary is a rapidly growing town. Seven years ago only 
prairie and Band-dunes were to be found on the slJores of Lake 
~lichigan, where now stands the town. The United States Steel 
Corporation selected the site as suitable for the erection of 
works, and immense steel mills now lie between the railway and 
the shore. Foreign immigrants of at least 15 nationalities 
flocked to the town for the unskilled work of the mills. The 
town has grown very rapidly, the population being nil in 1906. 
16,000 in 1910, and 26,IK)() in 1912; and is therefore estimated 
at at least 30,000 in 1913. By the laws of Indiana, the school 
revenue must be obtained from an assessment of plOOperty made 
two years before, and hence the grants in such a rapidly 
developing town were totally inadequate. This led to innova
tions in school arrangements which have proved very successful. 
The steel mills ?lIer no edu('.ational employment to boys of 
14 wld 15, and It was therefore necessary to oller such work 

• For fundamental principles a.nd oounseo of stud,r. _ AppsndiJ: C to 
this chapter, pp. Hl-2. 
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as would keep them in school over 14 years of age, and 
encourage them later to look higher than the heavy unskilled 
work prevailing there. 

Instead of putting up cheap buildings, omitting playgroundK, 
laboratories, workrooms, &c., and employing cheap teachers, the 
authorities at Gary decided to have thoroughly good 8chool 
buildings and teaching staff, and then to save by getting the 
maximum· amount of service from them. The school hours 
were lengthened from 8.30 to 4, and the curriculum was divided 
into regular and special. subjects. The regular subjects are 
taken in the classrooms under claSH teachers, and consist of 
arithmetic, history, geography, reading, writing, spelling, and 
composition. The special. subjects are nature study, drawing, 
manual. work, literature, musrc, and gymnastics, and are taken 
under special teachers in the laboratories, workshops, auditorium 
(the large hall where the whole school can be accommodated if 
needed), and the gymnasium. Each class gives 3 hours to 
the regular subjects, Ii in the morning and It in the afternoon. 
The time can be divided between the different subjects as the 
teacher thinks fit, but half of it must be devoted to study, 
during which time the teacher is supposed to get his own work 
done. During the remainder of the school hours the teacher 
can take anothel· class or give instruction in one of the special 
subjects, in which he may be an adept. Each class has an 
interval of 1 hour for lunch· at varying time!<, spending 
t an hour in the lunch room and t an hour in the playground, 
and each class also has t of an hour 011 during the day for 
free play. 

By this arrangement olle clas.~room is sufficient for two 
classes, since each class is ill its room for half thj' school day 
oniy, and in other parts of the building for the femainder of 
the time, every part, including the playground, being tIm" 
constantly in use, while by employing specialists in so many 
subjects, the most efficient teaching is olJtained. The ch ilrlren 
benefit by the large amount of ~eerlom that can be allowed. 
H a child is backward at some one of the regular subje<.1s he 
can give double time to that, and for a time omit SOJl!6 special. 
study. H he is delicate he can so long as neces.~ry omit all 
regular subjects and devote himself entirely to manual work 
and outdoor acth;ties, for in summer the school garden and 
gardening playa large part in the "nature study" work. It 
is also often possible to promote a child in those subjects only 
in which he shows special ability, thus avoiding the bard 
and fast grading of the ordinary elementary schooL 

Gary at the time of the writer's visit had three elementary 
tichools in which the children remain until they have paosed 
the 4th grade, and one other school, the Emerson School, in 
which, contrary to the cnstom of the States, all grade« fr?D1 
kindergarten to the second year of high school are tau~t, With 

the result that the older children care for and feel responSible lor 
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the little ones, and the latter look forward to the time when 
they too may enter the laboratories, the workshops, or the 
commercial rooms, where the big ones go. A second similar 
school, the Froebel School, has since been opened, which includes 
all ages from the kindergarten to the first two years of college 
work. . 

On reaching the 8th grade the boy or girl passes naturally 
into the 9th and lOth grades, the only change being that in 
these npper grades he can, if he wishes, give half of his time 
to vocational (i.e., technical or commercial) work. 

Manual work is a feature of the schools. In the first grades 
folded paper books, paper and cardboard boxes, portfolios, &0., 
are made, and clay modelling and mat weaving are taken up, 
while incidentally something is learnt of the m,llthods of 
construction of textile materials and of industrial history. 
Girls in the 4th, 6th, 8th and 10th gl'3des take cooking; in 
the 5th, 7th and 9th grades sewing. Those in the npper 
grades who wish for more work in cooking are encouraged 
to give help during school hours in the kitchen attached to 
the school lunch-room, preparing the food which is sold for 
lunch at cost price, while others assist in the clearing and 
washing up. 

The boys have more choice of trades than the girls. The 
school has its forge, foundry, cabinet-making and engineering, 
sheet metal, painting and printing shops. The latter trade can 
also be taken by girls. Each shop is in charge of a competent 
artisan, who is a member of his tt'ade union and can teach, snd 
who in spare time does work on the school buildings. Each 
boy before he completes the 8th grade can follow one of the 
IIbove trades during his period of manual study. If he has chosen 
one he does not like he may turn to another. In practice he is 
encouraged to try two or three before settling at that for which 
he is most suited. No money is spent on material for exercises, 
lind nearly all work done is· for the school. The following 
are examples: The painters had recently painted the gymnasium, 
the cabinet-makers had made special desks for the manual 
training: room of the little children, and domino blocks for 
teaching: counting; the printers were just then printing forms 
for use by the teachers, and the engineers were about to engage 
on altering the locks of the school lockers. It might be a year 
before the whole set were completed, but that did. not mstter, 
said the teachers, for meanwhile the boys would be doing work 
of educational value with II motive for it, and incidentally be 
saving money for the school. The woodworking and printing 
shops have shown profits in the last rear. In the commercial 
section the pupils learn to purchase supplies for the school under 
the supervision of a teacher, they keep the stock, type til!' school 
correspondence, and manage the school savings bank. All the 
rooms have glass doors and Ill'll intermixed,. for instance, the 
kindergarten is next the machine shop, so that tlijl younger ones 
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in passing to their classrooms can sec the various occupations 
followed, and therefore when it comes to their turn to choose a 
vocation they usually quickly know what they want to do. 
The children love their work, and therefore no strict discipline 
is needed, the freedom allowed in the' classrooms and corridors 
being truly remarkable. A farm is maintained ill connection 
with the school a few miles into the coulltrv, to which boys 
desiring agricultural work or those with wh"om there is any 
difficulty may be sent for a time. The results of the manual 
work, as given by the director, are as follows :-

.. Our printing and cabinet departmente have been better than self. 
supporting. Our painting department could have been 80. but O1'er half 
tbe painter's time was given to regular class work, in lettering and sign 
painting, work which produced no value for tbe school plant, hut WIUI very 
valuable and with which we are perfectly satisfied. 

In the printing department tbirty.five boys and girls received training in 
tbe trade. Several boys profited greatly through our cabinet shop. The 
b'8.ining was such that we are pleased to employ two of them during tbeir 
summer vacation at good pay. 

One boy who had training on onr school larm is taking eare of the 
school horse and delivery work for tbe sommer, and is making good. Quite 
a number of boys have had a valuable year'. experience with our painter 
and are ahead in tbeir apprentioeohip, if tbey decide to foUow the work ... 
a trade. And what is just as important, • number have fonnd it is not the 
caUing in which tbey would be apt to make a 1llICCe&OJ. .A large class of 
boys and girls have been receiving very oaluable training in our commereial 
department, and a number have been "ell located. Others, by having been 
kept in school a little lODger, have become ambitious for a higher education 
and will continne tbeir school work. .. • 

The introduction of trade work into the HChools would _Ill 
admirable so long as it is clearly understood that no attempt can 
be made to teach a trade undE'r the age of 14 and in the time that 
can be devoted to it in an elementary schooL The work must be 
undertaken for its educational value only. Where the method of 
working through large orders in gangs is introduced, the boy8 
receive an education which will be of lasting benefit to them. 
When each one undertakes one procesR in the completi(m of 
a number of articles, he learns to take his plar..e as a part of an 
indm;trial machine, to be responsible for his bit of work and 
to understand that the bad work of one worker means the 
spoiling of the whole article. He learns, too, to work under the 
orders of a foreman, while those boys who act as foremen learn 
10 use tht'ir judgment and discretion. All these are invaluable 
assets to the boy who is going out to work in factory or 
workshop, as one among a number of employees. It is obvioull 
that these practical COurseil enable both the children and thOlM! 
who have opportunities of advising them to determine readily 
in what direction their aptitudes lie, a most essential thing 
in the de ... e1opment of ... ocational guidance work . 

• .. CaD the AdmiuiJootration Department of a IICbool SYfJlelD tent! .. a lab,""f'" 
far the Vocational Training of childn..-u!" by G. E. 'WalDDg. Director. htdUllnaJ 
Education, Guy, Ind. &haul Board JournaL A~ 191t. 
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Little is offered to girls, as will have been seen, but sewing 
and domestic work. Where classes are arranged for backward -
pupils, there must be many who have no aptitude either for 
books or sewing-paste and novelty work would give these a 
training in accuracy and neatness, while the girls would benefit 
as much as the boys by the development of the spirit of 
co-operation and corporate responsibility in the production of 
large quanti ties of work. 

The courses for backward pupils have proved their success 
by the retention of the children in school. The school 
authol'ities have spared no expense in affording these children 
the. individual instruction, the practical work and the altered 
curriculum suited to their needs. The best teachers have been 
put at their disposal and a freedom from regulations has been 
allowed which has enabled the teachers to do their utmost for 
the children. There is one danger that must be avoided. If 
these children pass from the schools into skilled trades, care 
should be taken that the dull boy is not thrust upon an industry 
in which he can never hope to be more than an inefficient 
worker. The choice of compositiou work in printing for such 
a course appears questionable since for success a compositor 
needs a quick brain and high scholarship. 

Vocational education is in the air at present. With their 
usual enthusiasm, Americans are regarding it as the salvation 
of the children. In certain quarters one hears the demand 
that industrial training shall form a regular part of the 
elementary ~choolcurriculum, a course opposed hy the American 
Federation of Labor. However good the introduction of trade 
work instead of the ordinary Sloyd or manual training is, both as 
a .. tryout" and fOl·its inculcation of responsibility and right 
methods of work, it would be the greatest pity if the education 
given uudel' 14 years of age were to become too nalTOW and too 
vocational. 

APPENDICES TO CHAPTER X. 
A.-QUINOY SOHOOL, BOSTON-OUTLINE OF WORK.· 

MECHANICAL DRAWING. 

li'ir81 Y ...... 
1. Outlin ... -D .... wing in two dimensions, using rectangl .. ; circl .. , and 

oombinations. , 
2. Solida.-Dra.wing in th,-ee dimensions, nsing CllbeS, cylinders, 

pyramids, con .. , &0. 
3. Work from models involving invisible parts indicated by dotted 

lin ... -Knowledge of full dotted lines, centre lines, and simple dimensions. 
•. Developments for sbeet metal work; simple problems; "r' of the 

section and its development. 
S. Working drawings of wrencb .. , irons (hinged) for step ladders, 

development of br&BB (door) card receivers. 
6. Hore individual work adapted to the grades of boys. 

--- . 
• BoII.tou Public Schools: Annual Report of the SUlterintendent. Bost?o, 1910 . 

• 
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(Proposed) Secund Y ...... 

1. Drawing of firat year in quick review. 
2. Shop drawings. 
3. Elemen~ mechauica and the neceaaary drawing, •. g., layout of 

room for machInery speeds needed, sizes of pulIeyo, &C. 

SHOP W OBK. 

Firet Y.ar. 

1. Snagging CBBting.......,l ... ning, filing. 
2. Chil?ping, filing, bending, counter sinking wrought iron. 
3. Laymg ant work, nomg' chalk or blue vitriol and prick punch, alao 

drilling hoi ... 
4. Laying out sheet br .... , bending over forms. 
S. Wrought-iron wrench .. , laying ant, drilling and filing to linea. 
6. Care of tool room. 
7. Fitting and painting ....tings. 
8. Assembly work, laying out, fitting, chilling, riveting and painting. 
9. Visiting shops. 

(Prop" .. d) 8eoond Year, 

1. Higher grade vice work in filing and fitting keys. bing .. and brackets. 
2. Lathe work-turning, boring. facing. cutting tbreada, &C. 
3. Plauing simple forma and fitting same. 
4. Boring and counter boring on upright drill. 
S. Forging, bending, forming hot metal, tempering and brazing. 
6. Repairing and conetrncting ouch simple machinery ... might be sent 

to a ochool job shop. 

B.-CHJCAGO PUBLIC SCHOOLS . 

.A.w I!IDUII'l'BIAL eou ..... ell STuDY.-

For the sixth, seventh. and eighth grades of the Elementary Schoolo. 
The Industria\ course of etndy is not oifered for general nae in the 

elementary schoolo at the present time. Principals ... ho are ... tistled that 
the conditions in their clistricte are ouch that at leaat four divisions in the 
upper three grades can be organized and maintained in the indnetrial 
conreee. should confer with the Superintendent of SchooIa. No divisions 
should begin the work without special permission from the Snperintendent. 

Buggmiflfl PrograM. 

9.0-9.30-1fathematic&. 
9.30-9.40-Mnaic. 

UO-IO.20--EngIish. 
Penmanship. 
Physiology. 

lO.20-10.35--Receeo. 
lO.35-1L05-History, Geography. 

Civic&. 
Chicago Conroe. 

1l.05-1L30-Stndy . 

• Coo ... of Study for tbe Elementary f!cboolo, (''hi""",. ItI!. 
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Boy •. 
1.0-2.20-Shop. 

2.30-2.35-Recess. 
2.85-3.30-Drawing. 

Design and Art. 
Printing. 

(}iTZ,. 
Textiles. 
Drawing and Art. 
Bookbinding. 
Recess. 
Cooking. 
Laundering. 
Printing. 

IndlUltrial Course in Household Arts. 

(Grades VI., VII., VID.) 

S..,t" Qraile • 
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. Hrnuekold Sci"" .. three times .. week (two hours). The kitchen.-Method 
in kitchen lLl"I'&llgOlIIent; in dieh wa.ahing; the range, its care and control; 
the ice·box, its structure and ca.re; vegetsbles, their structure and value; 
cereals, at l .... t four, with and without fruit; egg., in .. t l .... t Jive waY"; 
milk and eggs in combination; butter-ma.king a.nd comparison of butter with 
substitutes; milk, at l .... t Jive waY" of uaing ... tbe principal ingredient; 
1I0ur mixtures, batter and doughe; meat, structure a.nd methods in cooking ; 
beverages, cocoa, chooolate, coll'ee, tea. Infant diet. Tbe responsibility of 
citizens, including children, for tbe cleanliness a.nd beauty of home y .... d., 
of alleys, and streets, the school premises as a center of in:8.uence i the 
inspection of milk, mea.ts, Jiah, fruits and other supplies. Food storage in 
plants; experiments with plant foods; animal foods; .imple experimenta in 
digestion; &mount of wa.ter in food stull's. 

SOIDing twice a week; ha.nd towel, sewing apron, sewing bag, pillow slip, 
crocheting (lace), knitting (lace), corset cover, da.mask hem, hem-stitched 
coil ..... , cuJI'B and doiley. 

All pieces to be ca.refully laundered. 
Study (a.nd culture, if possible) of 1Iu:, hemp and cotton. 
Study of wool, washing, carding, spinning and weaving. Comparison of 

variona fibera; testing with chemicals a.nd microscope. 

Seuent" (haile. 

Honaehold Science twice a week. 
IIouo.kold ScilmCS.-Preaermtion of fruit; 1I0ur mixtures, general prin

ciples controlling them; specific and general rules; study and general 
understanding of leaveua; experimentation with y .... t; deep fat frying; 
meats, experiments for understanding various conditione of eolubility and 
coagulability of mnacle juice; methods of cooking reviewed and practiaed; 
judgment of fish, methods of cooking; soups, stoeb ; salads, salad 
draesinga; combinations of fruits and graens; daaaerts, economical puddings 
and frozen deaearts. 
~.-Washing and irouing towels, table linen and simple 

ga.rm.enta; study of various bluinga, making of eoap; atarching simple 
r.rticlea. 

II-lory. - Sweeping, duating, cleaning, care of p.,en, furs, and 
woolena; disinfection. prevention of 'Vermin; emergency. nursing9 prompt 
aid in a.ccidents; sick room arrangement; personal and household hygiene; 
some understanding of municipal boueekeeping. 

EJ:perimental study of bacteria, y_ and molds in relation to man'. 
food and health; preservation of food br drying, heating, 8;ketening, 
pickling and freezing; vinegar from cider, sour milk from sweet milk. 

Simple experimental study of tbe ell'ects of heat, expansion' <>l liquids, 
gaeea and solids; explanation of common applications; of tbe freezing and 
thawing of • '"""""- full of water, noting eII'eeta. Change of atate: liquids 
from solids, melting; gaeea from liquids, ..... poration; liquids from gases, , .. 
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condensation; solide from liquids. freezing; the study snd explanation of 
common applications j making and using simple distillation apparatU8; 
chemical change 88 illustrated in charring wood. bone or food. 

Binding two books. 

Sewing three times a week.-Machine practice. dioh towel •• gingham 
apron (salable). Kimono dress or Ruseian blonse (four·year child .... Iable). 
night-dress. petticoat. gymnaaium suit (salable). weaving. 

Type-setting, once a week for six weeks, and twice a week for remainder 
ofy ... •. 

Sewing, beginning with seventh week and continuing remainder of year. 
three times a week except for the spring millinery. 

Thin dresses. 
. Waists of various kinde and any garment in vogue pOOllible to .kill of 

pupils. 

Emlwoidery. 
Millinery, three times a week for sa. weeks, and three times a week 

beginning middle of March. eight weeks. 

Eighth Gratk. 
HtnUJehold Scie" .. , once a week for whole year. Work in large 

quantities and training in waitress work. 
. Simple experimental studies of liquids; the tendency ef li"uid. to...,k 

their level, illustrated by water in communicating vessels and in water 
ganges on steam boilers; water pressure doe to height of column; applies· 
tion in stsnd pipes and water-tank systems; pressure transmitted through 
liqui~; application. in force pomp, pumping ststions, circulation of the 
blood m man and anunaIa; simple hot water circnIation apporatua. 

Industrial Course in Manual Training. 
(Grad .. n. VII. VII!.) 

Sizth Gratk. 
Benchwork.-Kite, tip-cat and bat, book-rack, gained joint, castsnet., 

ftower-box for school window. trellis and model board. 
Drawillg.-Sketch of kite, .ketch of tip-cat and bat. sketch of castanet •• 

sketch of ftower-box for window. 
Supplementary.-Bird-honse, water-wheel, son-dial, breod-cntting b ...... rd. 

whisk broom holder, salt-box, choir Cluing. 
Clay work-tile. bowl, tray. pot. ftower-box, jar. "BO. 
Yenetian ironwork. 
Printing. 
Bookbinding. 
The principle of the lever. determined by means of weights wspended 

from the beam of the balance; the application of the simple lever in machines 
of different k:indA; in the human body; experiments to diacover the mocba
nicaJ advantages of pulleys. by lifting weights with them; in tbe applieation 
of pnlIeys to simple machines; in determining the mechanical adTantsge 
of the wheel and axle by lifting weights; the making and connecting belted 
gearing with windmill or w&tor-wheel; studying app1icstiona of ... heel and 
axle to belted gearing in simple machines. 

Ctm'thUion. 
Geography.-Nature of trees. hobitat, size, growth and transportation. 
Ceder, gum. chestnut, ash, cherry. 
TeehRiq"".-Nameo of tools and woode used. Water J"""er, na~ •. glne. 

hammer, use of chiseII, elementary principles of con.trnctiOD- Belt JOUltl
.Arl . ...,-Originaldesign for book-rack, bird-bonseand ftower-bos and applied 

ornament. Design Wr whisk broom holder. 
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S8'lJentk (haile. 
Benchwork.-Scouring board, lIower-sta.nd, otationery holder inksta.nd, 

broom-rack, footstool, kneading board, window screens snd lathe work. 
Suppl"",entary.-Teapot-sta.nd, child's furnitm .. of simple design, sleeve-

board, mail-box, towel-rack. 
CI .. y and pottery. 
Sheet meta.! work-tin, sheet iron, and copper work, and plWjlbing work. 
Pritoting. 
Simple experimental studies of the atmosphere; the elasticity of air and 

transmission of pressure through gases; application in pop-gnus, air-gnus, 
"ir brakes, hollow rubber tires, pneumatic cushions. 

Drawing.-A:tl instrumental, mechauical dimensioned drawiug of each 
article ma.de, with skerohes of details. 

Oorrelatiun . 
. Geography.-Latitude, winds, wind pressure, water power. 
Habitat of spruce, hemlock, birch, maple, oak, walnut, cyprus, sycamore. 
HiBtory.-Development of outting tools. 
ArI.-R&di .. 1 designs, interlacing, Greek, Sal .... enic. 

Eighth Grade. 
Benckwork.-Nail-box-Iap or miter joints. Blacking caee-dovetail 

or mortise and tenOD. Magazine rack. Picture frame-review of miter 
joint. T .. boret and furniture. 

Supplementary.-A:tly mechanical problem, such as work-benoh 8.Ild vis., 
planetarium, aeroplane, pump. 

In this grade the elementary principles of .construction in concrete may 
be given_ . 

Drawing.-Mechauical working drawings of all articles made in shop 
properly dimensioned and lettel-ed. 

Supplemsntllry.-Camp-stool, folding chair, screen. 
Printing. 
Sheet meta.! work in tin, iron and copper, and plumbing. 
Elementary electrical construction. 
Photography. 
Simple experimental study of the effects of heat; expansion of liquids. 

gases and solida; explanation of common applications j the making and use 
of air ad liquid thermometers. Change of state: liquids from solids, 
melting; gases from liquids. evaporation i liquids from gases, condensation; 
solids hoom liquids, h-eezing; the study and explanation of common applica
tions j making and 'USing simple distillation apparatus; chemical change 
&8 illustrated in oha.rring wood, bone or food. 

Oorrelation. 
thograplty. -Habitat of mahogany, ebony. 
Sri ...... -Development of aeroplanes. Development of pumps. Develop

ment of moton. 
Tecl."iqt ... -Joinery. Sharpening tools. Mill processes. Physical 

and chemical properties of timber. 

C.-FITCHBURG STATE NORMAL SCHOOL . 
. PRACTICAL ARTS (Grades V. and VI.). 19111. 

J'undamental PrineipZe.. 
1. Work must meet a need-a achool, home, group. or individual need. 
2. The need. of the largest social groupe should be met first. The 

school is the largest aocial uni~ realised by a fifth or sixth gr.lAle ohild, 
then the home and .play group. Meeting these needs teaches the necessity 
of Bocial eervice and develops a love for such eervice. '. - • 

S. Very line workmanship ought not to be expected, and therefore 
ehould not be insisted upon, but the article when completed must adequately 
meet the need in response to which it is made. It muet .. work." . .. 
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4. Projects should usually be selected from the world's work, from 
articles of common manufacture, such as toys, boxes, calendan, bookmarken, 
pictures, mottoes, quotation cards, doilies. face-cloths, alippera, &0. 

Included in the" world's work" is the work of the school and of the 
home. Select from this work that young children can do, •. g., cutting pages 
of magazines and hooks, mounting pictnres and maps, folding leaflets, 
passe·partouting seri .. of pictures to illustrate stories, and countries 
studied in geography, a.ud similar projecte. 

5. In general, work must not be teo difficult for the pupil. Structure 
and design, however, will often, if not usua.\ly, be beyond the ability 
of pupils who will perform ouly the simpler parts of the work, IRlCh as 
assembling toys from parts teo difficult in structure for young children 
to pla.n and make, coloring designs of a higher character than they can 
themselves originate, or coloring photographe, which they do not take, 
develop, or print. 

6. Introduce the pupil to the world's work &8 it is actually done. If 
.. education is world.building," then help the child to build up in his mind 
by his experience a real world. Therefore &8 a regular procedure, pnpils 
should not be required to perform, entirely by hand, proce .. es which are 
now always done by machinery in the real business world. For instance, the 
cardboard frames of the boxes are not cut out by the children, but are bought 
from the box.shop already cut and scored. Toy ..... mbling ill1l.Otrates the 
same principle. 

7. Nothing should be done simply for the sake of .. keeping children 
busy." A higher motive should govern the teacher. There is plenty of work 
which appeals to these higher motives. 

8. Work, once begun, must be completad before new projects are 
attempted. ExceptioDs to this only " prove the rule." 

CoUBSES 01' STUDY :roB PUPILS nr THB SCHOOLS 0 .. OB8BBVATIO .. 
AND PRACTICE.. GBli>ES VII. ~"D VIIL 

Literary Cour .. ---1l0 Hours per Week. 
- 12l hours to Literature, Composition, Spelling, Penmanship, Mathematics, 

Geography, History and Science. 
7! hours to Physical Training, Music, General Exercises and Reo ...... 
5 hours to a Modern Language. 
S hours to Drawing, Designing, Printing, Making and Repairing 

(Household Arta for Girls). 
ComfrUlf'cial C""ru--30 Hours per Week. 

121 hours to Literature, Composition, Spelling, Penmanship, MathematU:a, 
Geography, History, Science. 

7! hours to Physical Training, Music, Gonersl Exercises and Reces_ 
10 hours to Typewriting, Shorthand, Bookkeeping, Business Arithmetic 

and Related Design. . 

Pradieal.Art. Course '''' Boys---1lO Hours per Week. 
121 hours to Literature, Composition, Spelling, Penmanship, Mathematico, 

Geography, History and Science. 
7~ hours to Physical Training, Music, General Exercises and Reo ....... 
10 hours to Drawing, Designing, Printing, Making and Repairing. 

HtlUM.'hcld.Art. Course,,,, Gir!.--30 Hours per Week. 
12! hours to Literature, Composition, Spelling, Penmansbip, MathematiCH, 

Geography, History and Science. . . 
71 hours to Physical Training, Music, General ~ and Beee PM 

10 hours to Drawing, Designing and Household Arta. 
GramfllM' 8dwol Courre-25 Hours per Week. 

The aame as in 'other grammar .. hools in the city. 
Two hours of home work per wee ...... required in Grade 7, and 5 houn 

in Grade 8 . 
• Fro"; the Annual Report of the Fitchburg Normal School, 1911-12. 
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CHAPTER XI.-EMPLOYMENT CERTIFICATES AND 
AFI'ER SUP.ERVISION BY EDUCATION AUTHORITIES. 

ScHOOL OR EMPLOYMENT. 

With the exception of Rhode Island, where the age is only . 
thirteen, school attendance is compulsory in the north till fourteen 
years of age. The entire responsibility of the education autho
rities does not always cease wheB the child leaves school to work. 
The marked deterioration in the morals, manners, intelligence 
and appearance of unemployed children is realised, and fifteen 
States have a law that between the ages of fourteen and sixteen 
a child shall be at school if he is not employed. In two States 
the age is fourtel'n ro fifteen, in New Jersey it has lately been 
raised to seventeen. 

Unfortunately, adequate means of enforcing this law have 
not always been created. Thus, in Dlinois, there is as yet no 
power to return children over fourteen to the Parental (or truant) 
School shonld they refnse to ohPy the law. An inquiry made 
in Chicago for the school census" revealed the following figures : 
total popnlation between fourteen and sixteen years of age, 
80,466. 

In School-Public -
., Private .. 

Not in School-Idle .. .. At work • 

Total. Pereentage. 

43,415 
13,686 
11.750 
11,665 

53'9 
16'9 
14-6 
14'4 

Thus 70' 8 per cent. Wl're in school, 29 pl'r cent. had left, imd . 
half of these were idle. In an investigation of 16,672 children 
holding work certificates, 2,947 or 17 per cent. were in school, 
compelled to return by the attendance officers, who found the 
children neither in school nor at work. 

Attention has been directed to the question of securing 
attendance, and in certain States definite arrangemente are 
being made for the enforeement of this part of the Compulsory 
Education Law. 

In most States B system of work or employment certificates 
is in force. A child under the required age (usually sixteen) who 
wishes to work mus~ produce certain evidence, and therewith 
obtain a certificate, without which no employer may legally 
employ him. These certificates are usually issued by the local 

, . 

• School <leJunuI Beport.1910. Quolled in" A Report OIl V.-tiODal 
Training in Chicago Uld in other Citiee,p.:u." CitJClabof Chi<ago, 19U, 
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school authorities or by a judge; but in New York State thl'Y 
are granted by the Commissioner of Health or local executive 
officer of the Department of Health, in 'Visconsin by the 
Industrial Commission, and in Connecticut and Rhode Island 
by the State Board of Education. The certificate must be kept 
on file by the employer during the employment of the child, 
and must be produced when required by the factory inspector 
or other appointed official. 

In New York State the following information must be 
supplied by any child between the ages of fourteen and Rixteen 
years who desires to work:-

(a) A birth certificate, or, failing this, a p8BBJlOrt or a duly attested 
tl'8llBcript of haptism. a certificate of graduation from an elementary school 
showing that the child mDBt he fourteen years, or, failing other doc'Umentary 
evidence, a certificate of age from two physician&, in addition to an affidavit 
by the parent. 

(b) A certificate from the principal of the school Jast attended showing 
that the child is able to read and write simple sentences in the English 
language. bas received during snch period inetruction in reading, spelling, 
writing, English grammar and geography, and is familiBr with the fnnda' 
mental operations of arithmetic up to and including fractions. and aJsc that 
he bas attended the school for not leBS than 130 day. during the 12 montho 
next preceding his foorteenth birthday or date of application for .uch 
school record. 

The child mDBt appear in peracn hefore the officer issuing tho certificate 
and undergo a.-simple examination in reading. writing and English, and ahoW' 
that he bas reached the normal development of a child of his age, and i. in 
sound health and physically able to perform the work which he intends to 
do. In doubtful cases such physical fitness .holl he determined "" " 
medical officer of the hoard or department of het\lth.· 

Should the child be in a state of health sufficiently bad to 
prevent his working, the certificate may he withheld and ti,e 
child be obliged to continue in school until he is sixll-en or has 
improved in health. This does not appear to be 100('h enfore .. d. 

The employment certificate be<'omeR the property of the 
employer during the employment of the child. He mOKt 
rl'turn it to the child on dismi893l who can then use it again in 
obtaining a fresh place. 

In Ctmneetieut the work of issuing employment eertifieates 
is undertaken by the State Board of Edu('ation, at whose office 
copil'S of all certificates granted are filed, the applications for 
certificates being received by six inspectors under the Board 
who visit the various localitips at certain spe<-ified times. In 
addition to the information required by New York State, the 
child mu&t show a statl'ment on a given form t by an £,mployer 
certifying that if the child obtains a legal certificate before a 

• Summarised from the Labor La .... Chap. 36, La .... of 191J9. as given in 
the llannaJ of the Board of Education of the City of New Y urk, puhlished 
"" the Board. Noveml.e- 1911, 

t For forms in nse by the State Board of Education, I« Appendix A to 
this chapter, pp. 1'9-1'>'>. 
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certain date; he in~nds to employ him; this, therefore, prevents 
the child from leaving school and being without work. The 
certificate to work is issued in triplicate, one part being kept by 
the Board of Education, the other by the parent, and the third 
is posted to the employer, who returns a notice of the date on 
which the employment of the child commences. The name of 
the employer is entered on the portions held by him and by the 
Board, and the certificate is thus made good for that employer 
only. On dismissing the child the employer sends notice to the 
Board on a given form. On obtaining fresh work the child 
must apply to the Board for a fresh certificate, which is then 
issued in the same way for the new employer; a new certificate 
is granted as often as required for each employer until the child 
is sixteen and beyond the scope of the law. In order that the child 
may not lose work by waiting for the issue of a new certificate, 
the portion held by the parent may be used as certificate for 
one week's employment only; thus a 'child may take temporary 
work for one week or less without a new certificate. Should 
notice have been received from an employer that a child has 
been dismissed, and no application have been made for a fresh 
certificate within a few days, an officer of the Board is instructed 
to .look the child up and enforce the law that he be either at 
school or at work. A child once at work does not often 
return to the elementary school, the usual course being that fresh 
employment is found. 

If, when application is first made for a Certificate, the cbild's 
heulth is found to be bad or his scbooling insufficient, he is 
refused the certificate, and must continue in day school. 
Notice is sent to the school which he decides to attend, in 
order that a report may at once be made should he fail to 
appear. Should the parents wish for the child's help at home 
either in domestic or other work, application must b!l made for 
a certificate by them as employers, and it is granted if the oth"r 
conditions have been fulfilled. 

Should the employer employ a child without a proper 
certificate, he is liable to a fine not exceeding $100, and if he 
fails to send notice of the commencement or termination of 
the employment to a fine of not more than $10. 

This law came into force on 1st September 1911. At the time 
ofthe writer's visit to Hartford in March 1913, i.e., dm'ing 11 years 
of working, she was told that 15,0()O children had been granted 
working pe1mits. Since the Board of Education 1I.01d records 
of all their employers and of their dates of beginning and 
enlling work, an immense amount of information is being 
collected as to child work. The returns, for instance, showed 
that during this year and a half one child had held 12 jobs, 
two had held II, and quite 4,000 had held three plaees. During 
this period only about 15 children had been refused certificates 
for health reasons. 

.. 19969 
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The State of Connecticut has enforced an admirahle system 
for supervising its working children, but· at the time of the 
writer's visit no attempt had been made to build on to this any 
colllltructive work. A Bill giving local authorities power to 
compel attendance at· day continuation classe.~ has since been 
before the Legislature with every likelihood of passing. 

At Cincinnati, Ohio, the work of certificate granting has 
been given over to a Child Labor Bureau partly supported 
by private munificence. Evidence of having passed the fifth 
grade at school and of having secured employment must be 
shown, in addition to evidence of age and a record of health 
after examination· by a physician of the Board of Health. The 
employer intending to give the child work must state the exact 
occupation to which he is going. Thus, the city of Cincinnati 
is obtaining detailed information of all the work taken up by 
children on leaving school, a card index being kept in which 
for each child particulars of all work held are entered.'" This 
information shows almost invariably that children under Hixteen 
can only get work which gives no training for any skilled employ
ment. Supervision is kept over the children by tile rule that 
the employer must return the employment certificate direct to 
the work certificate office when a. child under sixteen leaves his 
employment, and must state the reason for dismi...al. If the 
child does not claim a certi6cate for a new employment within 
two weeks, notice is sent to a truant officer, who visits with a 
view to securing attendance at a day !!Chool; the result is 
usually that the child secures fresh work. The children are 
also directed to send notice to the office themselves when they 
lose their work. 

In order to secure attendance at the compulsory continuation 
classes, the card which the employer signs when he promises 
employment, has on ita reverse ~ide a liRt of the continuation 
schools and an extract from the law. He is aHked to Rpecify 
the building and the hours pref~rred for the child'" attendance. 
Notice is sent by the work certi6cate office of the Child Labor 
Bureau to the Superintendent of Continuation Clas.-.e«, of every 
child to whom a work certificate is granted, with parti(·ulars of 
employment and school chosen for attendan~. 

In addition to the information collected on e"ery child, 
a more detailed iuquiry, with tests of mental and physical 
development, is being conducted on about 800 children to 
whom certi6cates for work ha\"e been granted and whose 
progress is being watched for at least fi"e years. So full results 
have as yet been published. This inquiry is supporterl privately 
and is in charge of a trained psychologist. 

In Wiseollsill also, under the industrial laws of l!)Jl, an~' 
child between fourteen and sixteen years of age who is not 
regularly employed must attend school. A letter from an 
employer stating his intention to give employment must be 

• For carda used at CiociDDati, "" Appendix B. tD thla chapter. pp. 15-;.-1:;8. 
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shown hefore a work certificate is granted., Co-ope~ation ,between. 
the officer granting the certificateeand ,the Board of' Industrial 
Education maintaining the, compulsory continuation classes exists 
as at Cincinnati in order, that attendance at, ,the classes ,may, be 
secured.,oProvision has also been made for, the,establishJn,ent 
of Bpecial,schools ,to which the, children arl) referred ,when out 
of work after having.le£t. the elemantary"schools/, " , 

In. Massachusetts supervision "ill be kept over young 
people till the, age of twenty-one under the new 'law ,of 
June ,1913. , The 4th grade at school must have been com
pleted if t,he, , child wishes to work between the ages of 
fourteen and sixteen. If he does not work he, must _remain ~ 
in school. An", employment, ticket signed by an employer, 
stating. the nature of employment and the hriu,rs ,of work, mutlt 
,be shown when .. obtaining a work, ,certificate: The,,reverse 
of this, card" must bear a statement ,signed by,a ,school. 
family"or, appointed physician, saying that he has thor<ilUghly 
,examilWd ,the child. and that ill his .. opillion he or ,she is ..in 
sufficiently sound health, and, physically able to perform the 
work indicated on the other side.'" The employment certificate 

,is granted for this, work only, 'and lJlust :1)8 retul'Iled ,to the 
office of the :Superintendent of. Schools within two days' after 
the employment has terminated. When the child ,reaches 
sixteen" the, employment certificate ,inust be exchangeddor an 
"educational certificate," which: is issued afresh for eaCh 
employment"and shows that the, young person is exempt froin 
attendance at the evening classes obligatory for illiterates. 

Certain advantages in the system of employment certificates 
are obvious. In the fi \'e Statest where a promise of employment 
must he shown before the certificate is granted, and the child 
permitted to leave ,school, the custom of leaving on the 14th 
birthday solely to assert a newly gained freedom is prevented. 
The 1lhild stays on at school as a matter of course until employ
ment is found, and the period o[ idleness often indulged in 
through failure to find work, or desire to wait till the right 
openiug turns up, is avoided. Dr. Maxwl'll, in his report on 
New York Schools for 19l2, says: 

.. There is no question that the placing of emplqyment certificate. in 
the banda of children who have no trade and who are not employed is 
a fertile cause of truancy. • . • . School reoords. without which 
employment certificatee cannot be granted. should he withheld in each 
oase until (a) the ohild has reo.ched at least the 6 B grade in hi. school 
work (the present limit is 5 A). and (b) he produces' e9idence from an 
employer that. in case the employment certificate is granted. he will have 
regular employment." 

The law compelling return to day school when not at work 
is excellent, hut great difficulties lie ill its admillistratiob.. The 
teachers naturally dislike the appearance in their classes of 

• For this card .... AppendiIC C. to this chapter. page 159. 
t California, Connecticut, Massachusette. Ohio ...... d Wiaconain. 

It '2 
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children who ha\'e been at work and may tend to upset the 
discipline of the school. A return to school is naturally disliked 
by most of the childrell, and the fear of being compelled to go 
back may lead to their hastily obtaining unsuitable work, when 
delay and more careful choice might have enabled them to find 
something better. The law can only be satisfactorily adminis
tered when, as in Wisconsin, special classes are formed for 
these children. At Racine, the only city visited by the writer 
where these classes were then in existence, two teachers had 
charge respectively of a few out-of-work boys and girls from 
1.45 a.m. to 12 noon. The children are free in the afternoon to 
look for work. They attend school because they know a new work 
certificate might otherwise be withheld. These classes are a 
difficult problem, for the teachers have to deal with a constantly 
shifting body of pupils, whose standards of education, interesl.!!, 
and former occupations are very varied. All teaching must be 
left to the initiative of the teacher, who must necessarily be OM 
of the best and most adaptable. Granting, however, that the 
actual education can be little, it is certainly of the greatest 
value that the children are under the discipline and care of the 
school authorities during their idle time and that the re><pon
sibility of the State for its (·hildren up to 16 years of age is 
thus definitely shown. 

The system of granting employment certificates to all 
children who desire to work, and by which records of all are 
filed, is admirable, both as a means of securing information on 
young people's work and aM a basis for securing attendance at 
compulsory continuation classes. At Cincinnati the system bas 
been used, too, for research work, a8 has been pointell out, anll 
for a certain amount of voluntary aiel. If sufficient help could 
be secureli, it would he ea~y to UHe this system for the develop
ment of mueh after-care work, in which at times of sicknCllK or 
other difficulty special help could he rendered when knowledge 
of the dismissal from employment is obtained. 
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APPENDICES TO CHAPTER XI. 

A.-FORMS IN USE BY THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION, 
CONNECTICUT. 

[Those for the record of birth are not given here.] 

(1) INFORMATION CARD. [Filled and filed at Education Office.] 
[Size 6t" X 3t".] 

Employment form 4. 

INFORMATION CARD. 

Town,_'"""""= ________ dete 
Name of child _____ ~_ _ _~_ __ __ 
Post Office address, ______ :-stl'eet no;--_________ _ 
Place of birth date of b;,:th _________ _ 
Name of father name of mother _______ ~ 
Evidence of age .....,.,.-___________________ _ 

Evidence of education _----;-_ 
School grade, _______ teacher, ____ _ 

Physical condition --------,---,---------0-,--:------
Hair eyes: ____ complexion _____ beight __ ~ __ 
Certificate _. __ series no notice to attend no 
Name of employer address 

(2j TRANSCRIPT "ROM REGISTER. [Filled up by Teacher.] 
[Size 7" X 4".] 

Employment form 8. 

TRANSCRIPT FROM RBGISTER. 

Ft'Om the register of the _ _ _ __ _ ~ __ school 
IT APPEARS THAT 

1. attended the _________ school from _____ 19 

to 19. 
-2:- baa comPl.;t;.d-the studies requiJ..,d in the eaid sehool.ft>r the __ _ 

_ ~-:_grade , 
3. was born in_ ____ _ on the day 01 ______ _ 
4. the father'. name ia-:--:-: _______ -,--,-___ and resides 

at (.treat) _ __ _ _____ (no) ________ _ 
Dated at ________ 19 

superintendent, principe! or teach';:---
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(3) Fo" .. sent by EMPLOYER to STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION after 
engaging CHILD before CERTIFICATB is granted. [Size ,ji" X 31".] 

Conn 

Employment form 16. 

1111 

To the 
Secretary 
State board of education 

Dear sir 

Il ____ _ _ ________ obtain. 

a legal certificate before ___ _ I intend 

hi to employ h: (date) 

Signature of penoD or company intentling to employ 

(4) WORI[ CERTIPICATE in 3 parte (perfonoW)-<>ne kept by PARElfT, 
one by EMPLOYER and -ODe rtLBD at OFJ'lca. An abetract of the law 

for the Employment of Children is printed OD the baek. 
[Size of eowh part 7" x .... ) 

[First Part] 

Emplflyment furtD 1. 

For Parent; not good for employer longer than one week 

EKPLOYMElfT CEBTIFlCA. TB 
Chapter 119 public acts of 1911 

Office of State Board of EdlK'BIion 
·Room ~ Capitol Bartlord 19_ 

Series No. 

TRIO CERTIFIES that 

(name) 
of ____ _ 

(town) 

1. WlI8 born at on the_ 
and is over fourteen years of age' _._.,--

(state) 

day of 

2. can read with facility. write simple sentenceo legibly and p<rlurm the 
operations of fundamental rules of arithmetic with relation l",tiJ to "hole 
Dumbers and fJact.ions 

3. does not appear to he physically unfit for employment 

•• the address of father is '_" . __ ~ 
--(if DO father, mother or guardian) 

SigDed 
in triplicate-----=(-IIf!'!II-:::I)----

, , 
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[Second Part] 

. Employment form 1. 
The child II&med below can be .wfully employed only by tbe 

employer II&med in the certificate 
For employer'; good only'fo.,· ____ ' __ -,-_,--

(employer) . 

EMPLOYMENT CERTIFICATE 
Chapter 119 public acts of 1911 

Office of State Board of Education 
Room 42 Capitol Hartford, ______ 19_ 

TUIS C)!:RTIJ'IR8 that 

(name) 
d. _______ ~~~-------

(town) (state) 
1 ....... bom at, ___ --.-_____ on the _____ day of, ___ _ 

and is over fourteen years of age 
2. can read with facility. write simple sentences legibly and perform the 

operations of fundamental rule. of arithmetic with relation botb to whole 
n~bers and f""'tiona 

3. does not appear to be physically unfit for emploYment 
4. the address of father is, __ ~~ 

(if no father, mother or guardian) 

Signed 
intriplica~t-e----(~ag-en·t')----

---------------

[Third Part] 

Has obtained employment at ___ _ Employment form 1. 
For the State board of education 

EllPLOYIIBNT CERTIFICATE 
Chapter 119 public acte 011911 

Office of State BOM..!. of Education 
Room 42 Capitol Hartford, ____ _ 

Series No. 
TuIS CIIRTII'IE8 that 

(name) 
d: __ ~ ____ ~=-______ _ 

(town) (state) 
1. waa bom at on the __ day of __ _ 

and is over fourteen y ...... of age , 
2. can ,,,ad with facility. write simple sentences legibly ""d perform tha 

operations of the fundamental rules of aritbmetic with relation both to whole 
numbel .. ond fractions 

8. doeo not appear to be physically unfit for employment 

4. the add .... 01 father is, __ -;;;=:-.::==-==-::-::,.--_";"---,. __ 
(if no father, mother or guardian) 

Signed 
intriplicate~~---.~(agen~~t~)----
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[On reverse side of each part.] 

Public Acts of 1911. 
CIUPTEB 119. 

AJ ACT CONCERNING THB EMPLOYMENT OJ' CHILDREN. 

SECTION 1. No child under fourteen yesrs of age shall be employed 
in any mechanical, mercantile, or manufacturing establishment. Every 
person, wbetber acting for bimself or R8 agent for another, wbo shall 
employ or autborize or permit to be employed any child in violation of tb" 
provisions of tbis section sball be fined not more than one bundred dollars. 

SECTION 2. No child under sixteen years of age 8haU he employed in any 
mechanical, mercantile, or manufacturing establishment nnleM tbe.employer 
of Rch child sball lutve first obtained a c.rt;ficate, .igned by the secretary 
or an agent of tbe otBte boaed of education, or by a ocbool supervisor. ocbool 
superintendent, supervising principal. or acting 8chool v;sitor deHignated by 
aaid board, stating the date of tbe birtb of sucb child, .howing tbat sucb child 
is over 14 yoars of age, and stating tbat sucb cbild is able to read with 
facility, to legibly write simple sentences. and to perform tbe operation. of 
the fundamental rules of arithmetic with relation both to wbole numbera 
and to fractions, Bnd does not appear to be physicaJly unfit lor employment. 
Sucb certificate sball be in tbe form prescribed and upon a hlank furnisbed 
by tbe state board of education. and shall he iasoed in triplicate; and one 
copy tbereof sball be delivered to tbe parent or guardian of .ucb child. on .. 
copy shall he delivered to tbe employer, and one copy ohall he deposit,d in 
tbe office of the .tate board of ooucation. Copies of oucb certificate ohall hi> 
obtainable from the state board of education, upon application. at any timea 
The copy of wcb certificate delivered to the parent or guardian of the 
child =y he accepted by tbe employer as a temporary certificate. good fo,. 
one week. after which time it shall be returned to the parent or guardian 
of oucb child. Every person. ",betber acting for himself or ... agent for 
another. wbo shall employ or sball autb0ri7.e or permit to he employed any 
child in violation of the provision& of. this eection .• hall f:w!. fined DlJt more 
than one bundred dollars. The oecretary or the agent pi the state board of 
education or tbe ochool mpervioor. school mperintendent, sapervioing 
principal, or acting ocbool visitor to wbom application sball be made for a 
oertificate as provided in this section, .ball bave power to ""luire all 
statements of fact oBored in oupport of ouch application to he made 
under oath, and aucb oatb may he administered by aaid aeeretary. or ouch 
agent. school oupervioor, ,,"bool superintendent. snpervioing principal. 
or acting school visitor. and said secretary. or any such agent, echoul 

. supervisor. scbool snperinteadent. snpervioing prinL'ipai. or acting ocbool 
visitor may ca1l8e any child to be examined by a reputable pbysician, for 
the purpose of aiding him in determining wbether 8l1Cb cbild is pbysically 
fit for employment. and may cbarge the ""pense of sncb pbyoical esaminatioll 
against the &tate as a part of his expenaes. 

SECTIOII' 3. Every employer rereiving a eerti1icate is.ned under the 
provisions of this act shall promptly notify tbe &tate board of edOl2tion. in 
writing. in tbe form prescribed and upon a blank furnished by.aid board. 
of the time of commencement of tbe employment of any child thereunder 
and. whenever aucb employment terminau.. before .ncb cbild ottaius the 
age of sixteen years, of the time of tbe termination of oucb eDlployment. 
Every person violating any provision of this oection ohall be finoo not ~ 
than 10 dollars. 

SXCTIOII''' The provisions of sectiona two and three of this act oball 
not apply to employers of children OTer fonrteen yean of age in caaes in 
whicb the employment ~ prior to the date on whicb thio act o':'all 
take dect and in wbieb tbe employer baa alao complied witb the ""lUJre
ments of the &tatnteo in force at the time of the commencemeJ!t of ouch 
employment. 
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SECTION 5. Every employer or other person having control of any 
establishment or premises where children under sixteen years of age are 
employed who shall neglect to have and keep on file the certificate 
described in s .. tion two of this act or to show the same, with a list of the 
names of such cbildren so employed, to tbe s .. l·etary or an agent of thE> 
state hoard of education, wben demanded during the usual business hours, 
sball be fined not more than 100 dollars. . 

SEOTION 6. The provisions of s .. tion 4707 of the genera.! statutes 
shall be applica.ble to sections one, two, and three of this act. Sections 
4704, 4705, and 4706 of the genera.! statutes, chapter 75 of tbe Public Act .. 
of 1908, chapter 115 of tbe Publio Acta of 1905, and chapter 128 of thE> 
Public Acta of 1909 are bereby repealed. 

SECTION 7. The Aot shall take elfect September I, 1911. 

(5) FORM sent by EMPLOYER after receiving CHILD'S WORK CERTIFICATE 
to notify the Board of Education when employment commences. 

[Size 6f' X 4".] 

Employment form 2. 

Notice of 

OOMMENCEMENT OF EMPLOYMENT. 

Section 8 chapter 119 publio acta 1911. 

____ . ______ 19 __ 

(Town) (Date) 
TRIS lfOTIJ'IBB the State board of education that the employment of 

whose certificate number is __ signed 
by ____________ commenced"n the ___ . ______ _ 

S~ed _______ ~----------___ 
(firm name) 

(6) FORM sent by EMPLOYER to notify the BOARD OF EDUCATION when 
he dismisses the child. [Size 7" X 4".] 

Employment form 8. 

Notice of 

TBRMINA.TION OP EMPLOYMENT. 

Section 8 chapter 119 publio acta 1911. 
• _______ ~19. __ 

(Town) (Date) 
THIS NOTIl'lEB the Smte boal1l. of education that the employment of 

____ '-_______ whose certificate number ia_ .. :..._~ed 

by terminated on the 
S~ed ________ ~-

(firmpame) 
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(7) This FOB .. i. med when it is oonoidered that the child baa not sufficient 
education. The outer piece i. given to the porent. and the other two to 
the principal of the school which it i. decided the child shall attend. 
One piece is returned to the State Board of Education for filing. It is 
one long form. the total length being 14 inch .... the three sections being 
joined to each other by means of penora ted lines. The .ize of the two 
first portions is 3~" X 4" each. the long.". third piece being 7" X 4/'. 
For convenience of arrangement the third portion baa been printed 
underneoth the other two. i1l8tead of alongside. 

DN07 

Date of notice 

Town 

Natoe of child 

Age 

Name of porent or guardian __ 

Addreao 

Place of birth of child 

Date of birth.. .. 

Investigated by 

Sent to_ school ~ town 

Agent 

D No.7. 

~ DNo 7 

~ Date of notice 

~ Town 
til 
~ Name of child 

e Age 

~ Name of porent or gnardisn_~~ __ .. 
~ ---------------------
o:l Add .. ".. ~.~.~ ___ ---.~ 

~ Place of birth of child __ _ 

: Date of birth" " 

E In .... tigated by ~. ____ _ .. 
!l Sent to_school 

Attendance blank 11 

Ar1'1UrDAlICB NO'J"lcJ:. 

To ____________________ parent gnardian 

Office of State Board of Education 
Room 4e Capitol Harltord 

Under the provisions of chapter 36 of the publie acts of 1905 tbe .tate 
board of education baa ascertalned that your cluld .. hose 
age' is said to he . has not sufficient education to warrant ~ 
leaving school to he employed 

And you are hereby notified 
to cause said .. ______ ~.to attend ~. _._~ __ .. ______ _ 

school regularly in the town of nntil yoo haTe obtaiued • 
~ from the state board of education that the education of .id 
________ is satisfactory to said board 

Do.ted The State Board of Education 
_______ 190 by its agent 

[La .. on revone] 
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---------- _ ... 
[On reverse side of parent's portion of form.] 

LAw. 

"Oluvp!er 36 PUblic Act. 1905. 

155, 

Whenever the school visitors, town sehool conunittee, or.board of 
education of any town or district shall by vote ,decide-. or -whenever the 
state board of education shall aaoert.ain that a child over fourteen and under 
sixteen years of age haa not schooling sufficient to warrant his leaving 
school to be employed, and shall 80 notify the parent or guardian of said 
child in writing, the parent or guardian of said child shall cause him to 
attend school regularly during the days and hours that the publio school in 
the district in which said parent or guardian resides is in session, and until 
the parent or guardian of said child has obtained from said board of school' 
visitors, town school committee, 01' boal'd -of education, or from the Rtate 
board of education, if the notice shall have heen given by the said state 
board of education, .. leaving celtificate stating that the education of said 
child i ..... tisfsetory to said visitors, town &Chool committee, or board of 
education, or to said state board of education, 88 the case may be; provided, 
that said parent or guardian shall not be reqnired to cause his child to 
attend school after the child is sixteen years of age. Each week's failure on, 
the part of a person to comply with the provisions of this section shall be .. 
distinct offense, punishable with a fine not exceeding five dollars, and the 
provisions of section 2117 shall be applicable to all proceedings under this 
""t. 

B.-FORMS IN USE AT THE OINCINNATI WORK 
CERTIFICATE OFFICE. 

Cards I, 2 and S are obtained 'by the child who desires employment 
from the Principal of his School. 

(1) SCHOOL RIIOORD 01' APPLICANT POR WORK CIIRTII'ICA.U. 
[Size 6/1 X 4".] 

November 1912. 5 M. 
Take this and employer's card, when filled out, to Old 

Cert. No.____ Hughes High School. Fifth and Mound Streeta. 

ScHOOL RReORD 0,. ApPLICANT ~OB WORK OBBTD'ICA. TK. 

(To be filled out by the Principal of the School last attended.) 
Name Address ____________ _ 

nate of Birth 189, School, Grade .... tisfsetorily 
oompleted ____ with the following markS: Reading __ Spelling __ 
Writing __ English Language __ Geography __ Arithmetio_, 
Number of weeb actually attended during 191 __ to 191-..p , 
Conduct ,n troublesome. state reason 
ApplicatinUln"-______________________ _ 
PI'Omptue68_ .. ____________________ _ 

How long has this child had Manual Training P __ Domeatic ScieI1f"P __ _ 
Date 191 
A complete report is reqnired. 
Must be filled out and signed in ink. Sigus.ture of Principal. 
See that the other aide is correctly filled out before going for the Certificate. 

~------
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[On reverse .ide.] 

Thi. is to be filled out by the pastor Of the church at which the child 
'WR8 christened or confirmed or by the Bureau of Vital Statisti .. at the City 
Ha\J. In caee neither of these is available, the parent should accompany 
the child when It comeo for a work certificate and make affidavit before the 
officer in charge in the office at Fifth and Mound Stl'eets. 

BIRTH RECORD. 

Thi. is to certify that, according to the records of this {g~:.rch 
------------- --.-. 

[Fnll name of child.] 
was born on the ____ day of. 
in . County of _________ _ 
Stateof ______ __ 

(Sig1U!d) _______ ~ 

PILL OUT AND 81GN Paolor of .... _ ... _.. _ .. ___ . Church. 
IN INK. Clerk of Bureau of Vital Statistic •. 

See that the other side is correctly filled out before going for the Certillc..te. 

(2) HB.u.TH RECORD OP APPLICANT POB W ORII CEBTIPICA TE. 
[Size 6" X 4".] 

----_._---
HEALTH RECORD OJ' APPLICAIfT :rOB WORK CEBTlI"lCA.TE 

(To be filled out bY the Distri<-of. Physician of the Board of Health) 

November 1912. 5 lL 
Cart. No .. __ _ 

Name School Grade 
--

Family .... , .. ~ 
--=c="-'~=~_'_'_"___.J ___ ._~ .. _ . ..... --. 

Personal ~ .. _.~ 

Weight Heart Vision. R. 
~~~--~~~----------. 

-!~~;:is-of-u-rin-e---'Lun= go--.-~ =_ .. _. ____ 11';~~:-·· _' __ 
L. 

Remarks 

____ -------.,. f--- -

This applicant is approTed by Dr: .... . - -- ----. . .. ... brd of Health 
------- ------'.-~.-.-.------
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(3) CONTBACT. [Size 6" x 4".] 

157 

(Filled in by employer.) 

Sep. 1912. 15 M. 
~--c~~~~-

Take this when filled out, together with birth Bnd school records to 
The Work Certificate Office, Old Hughes High School, Fifth and Mound 
Streets. 

CONTRA-CT. 
Cert. No. Cincinnati, Ohio, _____ 191 

The undersigned agree to employ legally ____________ in 

(Name of Firm) (Kind of Business) 
as -,==:-:::--:--=-_-,:-;--,-_and to co·operate with the public achool 

(Child's Exact Occupation) 
authorities in obtaining the attendance of said child at Continuation School 
~ long as it shall be under sixteen years of age, and in the employ of the 
subscriber-PROVIDED snch child has not passed the Eigbth Grad~d 
to return ·its Working Certificate to the Work Certificate Office within two 
days of the child's withdrawal or dismissal from employ, GIVll<G 
THB BBASOlf YaK 811CH WITHDRAWAL OR DISMISSAL. 

Individual Signature of member, manager or superintendent. 
EMPLOYJlR will please indicate on the hack of this card the school and 

the hours preferred for the child. 
I, E. D. Roberts, Acting Supelintendent of Schools, Cincinusti School 

District, hereby certify that I have duty authorised Helen T. Woolley to 
approve contracts and issue Age and Schooling Certificates. 

Signed, E. D. Roberts. 

[On revereo side.] 
CONTINUATION SCHOOLS-.--------

Employer will please underseo,..,. the ocbool and hours preferred for 
the child. 

Four to Five p.m. 
Guilford, Sycamore, South of Fifth 

A.ve. 
1st Int., Gest and Baymiller. 
4th Int., Bsymiller, North of Dayton. 
5th Dist., Third, between Ehn and 

Plum. 
6th Dist., Elm and Odeon. 
25th Dist., Pinetree and Tremont. 
Washington School, Hopple St., 

Camp Wash. 
Kirby, Bruce and Innes, N orth.ide. 

8 B.m. to 4 p.m. Any Hour of Day. 
Guilford, Sycamore, South of Fifth 

Ave. 
One to Five p.m. Saturday. 

4th Int, Baymiller, North of Dayton. 
25th Dist., Pinetree and Tremont. 
Oyler, Storrs and Burns. 
Washington School, Hopple St., 

Camp Wash. 
Winton PIaoe, Winton Road and 

Hand Ave. 
Woodwanl, Woodward and Sye&mol'8. 

CONTINUATION ScHOOL LAw. 
Sec. 7767, G. C. of Ohio: .. In .... the Board of Education of any 

school district establishes part time day ..,hools for the instroction of 
youth over fourteen years of age who are engaged in regular employment, 
BUch Board of Education is authorized to require all youtli who have not 
satisfactorily completed the Eighth Grade of the elemefltary schools to 
<,'Ontinue t.heir schooling until they are sixteen Y""''8 of age; provided, 
however, that auch youth. if they have been granted Age and I:lchooling 
Certificates and are regularly employed, ahall be required to attend school not 
to exceed 8 hours a week between the hours of 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. during 
the school term." . 

Note :-Attendance will be obligatory during the school year.of 1911-12 
four (4) hours .. week; hours to be arranged, &8 far &8 poaaible. to suit the 
convenience of employers. • 
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(4) RECORD 0" AGB AND SCHOOLING CERTI"ICATE. [Size 6" x 4".J 

[Kept B8 record of the child in the office. J 

RECORD 01' AGE AND SCHOOLING CEBTIJI'ICATB. 

S M. Mar. 1912. 

No.M ____ _ 

Cincinnati, O. 191 
N~. _________ _ Boman 

. In._-------___ _ 
·Keight ____ Weight ___ .. . OtnNplnion 

KG;.. Ey •• ____ _ School 

Gra<k Parent Of' Guardian 

BeBidence . OccupatiDn __ . ____ ~ 

.Ag, Proof SchooUng ProoJ _______ _ 

E~Wy~~.~. _____ ~~ _________________ ___ 

W ... k Wag ... ______ _ 

Left Schoo1· _____________________ _ 

----.-------
, 

(5) FlLLBD m AND FILED "' o"rlCII rOR BACH EJIPLOYJI"WT THE, 
OaILD HOLDS TILL 16 YEAB8 011 A".. [Size 6" X ~'.J . 

Mar. 1912. 15 M. 

~~--------
Certiji<lJle No. __ NafM_____ _ ___ Date of BirlA_ _ ._ 

Date of taki"9 _______ Date oflMw"9 _______ _ 

cm. Nnf cm. retut"Md ____________ _ 

ChWO.O~ _____ _ 

Wag... I..uw'--__ __ s~ _____ _ 
ChM. ,..,..""f ... UaW"9_ 

Bm,~ .......... ___ . _____ ... 
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·Form in meat Boston. 

C.-BOSTON EMPLOYER'S TICKET [Size 4f" x s".] 

PRO.18H 0:1' EHPLOYKElfT. 
'. . . - , ,-, . -' .. ' ,- . , . , 
Required by ACts of 1913, Chap. 779, Sect. 16, for Children'14 to 

. . .16 years of age. 

,~ame of =d~::.e ~~plo~e~ i. promised I Factory Number . 

.Firm Name of Employer 

___ ~. -1-. ,-'" .• _-,-_ 

Address pf Employer •. 

City Ql" , . . " ,.' .\ Street and 
Town . . Number , 
Nature of Employment to which.child Number of Hours per Day 1 
'named is to be .... igned· during which the child 

, .. named hereon is t<> be l 
... regolarly employed I.: 

The undeniignecl hereby agrees to employ the.above..na.med .child ,in 
aceorcbmce with the facts as above.et forth and incompliance with the pro

.. l'isions of Chaps. 779 and 881 of the Acts of 1913 as 800D&B.saidcbild '.p"';" 
sents _ tp him an Employment Certificats anthorizing the employment of 
. said child by him. The undersigned further agrees to retnrn the ·said 
Employment Certificate to the office of the Superintendent of Schools from 
... hich it is i88Ued within two days after the employment· of said child 
terminates) (Penalty fodBilure to return Certilicate $10 to $100.) 

bate I Signed by 

" 

1 -- Employer, Authorized .M:g,..; Superintendent 

~Onreverse ~de.]. 

:PHY8ICI&B'. CBBTIPICATB o~ HBALTH. 

(Required by Chap. 779, Acts <>f 1913 

The nndersigned hereby oertifies that he has thoroughly emmined the 
following.named child . 

~':-c--:----::-----
and that in his opinion said child is in sufficiently aound health and 

. phYsically able to perform the work indicated on the reverse side of tbiS 
Certificate in the &action giving the nature of employment to which the 
child named is to be assigned. I 
Date . Signed 

School, Family or appointed :Physician 
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CHAPTER XII.-VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE AND 
PLACEMENT WORK. 

In ~his seetion two dis~in~t movements for establishing a 
connectlOlI between the child s school and the work which 
he afterwnrds takes up are described. These movements have 
different s1lpporters, ane! somewhat of a controversy is carried 
on between thuse who believe that the extension of .. vocatiollal 
guidance" work is alone required, and those who urge the 
establishment of "placement" agencies or employmen,t 

,bureaux which shall help the children who are obliged to go 
out to work to find as suitable places as is possible under 
the present conditions. 

In England, during the last few years, attention has been 
largely devoted to a development of the machinery lor placing 
children in work, and for watching their after careers, guiding 
them where possible to the best positions available for suitnble 
applicants, but in any case hoping to secure, thr01lgh the 
placement work, information whieh will help eventually to a 
bettering of industrial conditions. For the timt', conditions in 
school, home and factory have been aC<'epted 311 tbey are. 

In the Pnited States during the same period th!' question 
under discussion has been mainly what can be done in tbe 
schools to prevent the l·hildren taking up unskilled work, and 
to promote prolonged school attendance. As has been shown, 
the result has been the introdudion of prevocational courses, 
and the establishment of trade schools. 1"01' those who have 
entered unskilled work, the trend in the direction of compulsory 
day continuation classes offers hope of improved prospeds. The 
system of free schooling during adolescence, the belief of the 
American nation as a whole in tbe value of extended education, 
and the fact that the majority of parents can afford to keep 
their children in school over fourteen years of age, have caused 
any suggestion for the establishment of official agencies to 
find employment to be looked at rather suspiciously. Much 
interest is shown in the work of the Juvenile Employment 

, Bureaux, the Juvenile Advisory Committeeeo, and the voluntary 
agencies in England, but it is th01lght that the introdudion 
of such work into the Lnited States on a large scale might 
encourage children to leave school earlier than necessary, 
and might or would promote their exploitation, since work with 
permanent proHpt'Cts cannot be obtained at the age of fourteen. 

The little placement '\York already done has been carried on 
by philanthropic agencies. ami, though elsewhere it has the 
co-operation of the school authorities, it is only in Bo>;ton 
and Chicago that it' has receh'ed any official llK'Ognition. The 
yocational guidance movement is regarded ",ith greater fa\'our. 
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VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE. 

The word vocation is in very common use in the United 
States to-day. One hears constantly of vocational conferences, 
vocational schools, the necessity of choosing a vocation and so 
on. The need for the careful consideration of vocations is 
being realised by all classes of educational institutions. 

The movement for vocational guidance originated in B08ton 
through the work of the late -Mr. Frank Parsons, who pointed 
out the evil results of thoughtless drifting into occupation, 
and the" Vocation Bureau" of Boston, founded as the result of 
his work, has done much to call the attention of the whole 
United States to the question . 

.. Yocational Guidance," as defined in the Report of the 
Commissioner of Labor for 1910 .. does not mean selecting a 
pursuit for a child, nor finding a place for him. It means 
rather leading him and his parents to consider the matter them
selves. to study the child's tastes and possibilities, to decide for 
what he is best fitted, and to take definite steps towards securing 
for him the necessary preparation or training." 

To this end, the Vocation Bureau at B08ton is investigating 
and collecting information on the trades and professions open 
to boys from the elementary and high schools, and is publish
ing bulletins giving comprehE'nsive descriptions of these varions 
occupations. So far, those dealt with have been suitable for 
high school rather than for elementary school boys. The Girls' 
Trade Education League, another voluntary agency, has under
taken similar publications on trades and occupations for girls, 
and the Women's Municipal League of Boston has published 
charts showing all the publi.) and private educational institu
tions in the city which offer opportunities for vocational and 
continued education. All these publications are available for 
use in the schools. 

A distinct result of the movement has been the forma
tion of a oommittee on vocational direction under the Boston 
&hool Committee. In each elemt'ntary and high school in 
Boston a "vocational counsellor" has been appointed. This 
counsellor, who is almost always one of the teacheN, voluntarily 
devotes his or her time to ad"ising the pupils on their after 
careers, noting their tastes and discussing the matter with the 
parents. Lectures on the various possible occupations open to 
them have been given to the older children in ~he schools, 
sometimes by trade t'xperts, and those who are able to remain 
in school have been advised as to the high school or trade 
school suitable for the particular yocation the child may have 
in view. The teachers acting as yocational counsellors appear 
remarkably enthusia,tic about their work, and it is satisfactory 
to find a decided increase in the number of children wishing to 
remain at school after fourteE'n years of age. The" guidance " 
has therefore, so far, bet'n mainly in the directiOn of telling the 
children of schools or otht'r educational institutions' where 

.. 19969 
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they Inay qualify the:nselves for the work they intend to follow. 
The counsellors meet once a fortnight to discuss common 
difficulties, and to hear an address on some trade or other 
occupation, in order that they may leam the cenditions of work, 
and be the better able to advise the children in the choice of 
a career.!!> A system of cards has been introduced into the 
elementary schools in which a reoord of each pupil's progress is 
entered. These cards are passed on to the high school which the 
child may enter.t 

A . vocational assistant has been appointe,l by the School 
Vommittee to work under one of the A .... istant Sllperintendent~ 
of Schools, and assist in the development of the work. 

The importance of bringing home to teachers the responsi
bility they have in influencing tlie c1"I,lren's c1lOi" .. of aft .. r 
careers is being realised. This is shown by the fact that at the 
Harvard Summer School a distinct course of lecturl'>< for 
reachers on Vocational Guidance Will! maintained by Harvard 
University in co-operation with the Vocation Bnreau. A Aimilar 
-course of lectures was given at Columbia UniverHity, New 
York City, on Saturday momingB in the Lent term of HJl3, and 
in the summer session, and another course was held at the 
(1niversity of MiSl<Ouri. The syllabw'I of the lectures at 

-Columbia University is given in Appendix E. to tllia chapter, 
pp.173-5. 

Two developments of this interest in vocational guidance in 
Boston are interesting. One, that at the instance of the 
Vocation Bureau, a ullion of managers or other employees of 
large firms with whom rests the engagement of the young workers, 
l,as recently been formed, with a view to dit;Cu8>lillg, 3mong>!t 
-other things, the qualities necessary for workers in the various 
·occupations, their training and efficiency, and qllCHtions con
nected with the most effective employment of young people. 
"The direction of attention to this shoul<\ do much to prevent the 
haphazard choice often only too comm'ID among employers, and 
.. hould also enable thOl!C with practical experience to place this 
at the disposal of those interested in wisely guiding the 
children in their careers. The other is that students from 
the Universities of Harvard and Radcliffe have taken part in 
the investigations into trades for the ,"ocation Burean an" the 
Girls' Trade Education League, and the college authorities 
have recognised this investigation work 38 a part of a course 
for a degree. The development of placement work in Boston is 
no doubt also due to the activities of the Bureau. 

At Cincinnati a course for teachers on "ocational guidance 
W38 held in the winter of H112-13 by one of the teachers of the 
Woodward High School, the subjoc1S discussed .being .. the 
underlying principles of vocational guidance, a stndy of the 
conditions of empl?yment, a study of the child in relation 10 
his vocation and the adaptation of the course of study and 

• For list of subjects diocnIB.d, '" Appendix A. to thio chapter. peg. 165. 
t For specimen eazda, _ Appendix B. to thi8 chapter, pp. 166--7. 
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instruction to the life career motive." A system of cards for 
each pupil has been introduced into the Woodward High School, 
on which is entered each year a record of the pupil's ability, 
character, intentions, &C. This information should form a useful 
guide to the teachers in advising the bQY or gil:l as to his 
future.Q • . 

At New Yark a." Vocational Guidance Association" has 
been formed, but little appears to have been done beyond the 
course of lectures at Columbia University already refen'ed to, 
and the efforts of individual teachers. As has already been 
said, the inquiry made by the Vocational Guidance Survey for the 
Public Education Association has shown that the children leaving 
New York schools at 14 can only obtain work which offers no 
training and no prospects, and that the majority are not obliged 
by financial reasons to leave school at the earliest legal age. 
The Committee, therefore, conclude that a system of finding jobs 
for children under 16 would be not only futile but dangerously 
near exploitation. They have begun a thorough investigation 
. into trad$ with a view to facilitating vocational training. 

PLACEMENT WORK. 

. Some States and some cities maintain free employment 
offices or exchanges in which employers wanting workpeople 
.and workpeople wanting work, are brought together; children 
are allowed to register and apparently use these offices a good deal. 
In Boston special officials have been appointed to deal with the 
boys and girls, and to advise them so far liS possihle on the best 
work a\'ailahle, hut neither here nor elsewhere, so far as could 
be gatllered, has allY system been established for a systematic 
dealing with 'juvenile applicants coming for their first places at 
work, or for following up and giving adyice to those whom the 
employment office has placed. The free employment 'offices 
do not, therefore, take any appreciable part in the direction of 
chil,lIt'n from &'hool to work. The children are usually 
registered alung with adults, and o;epm-ate returns for the 
young people are not published. 

Such otiler employment work and tmde im'estigation as is dOlle 
for children ieaying school has been carried on by voluntary 
agencies. At Bo .• wlI a small" Placement Bureau" was started 
in 1911 by the Women's Municipal Leagne of Boston and the 
Children's Welfare League of Hoxbury. The hurel¥l is granted 
the use of a room in the Roxbury High School by the School 
Committee of Boston, but salaries and OOlLi' expel1,;es are found 
by subscription. Tbe bureau began work in tbe ltoxbury district 
only. It maintains a close watch o'"er the chiltlren placed. By 
a special Act. of the :Massachusptts Legislature in :March 1913, 
the Boston t'chool Committee has been given power to IlStablish 
anti. maintain a free employment office fol' minors; it. has not 
yet taken action.. 

---:~:----:"'C:--:~ ----- - -:------• s .. Appendix O. to this chapter. page 16~. 
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In New York the AllianCf> Employmellt Bull'3u, affiliau-d 
with variollS Settlements and social ageucies, un., .. rtakes th .. 
placing of young boys and girls, and makes inquiry into thE'ir 
progress; in Philadelphia and Clerdalld ""II1E' work is don .. 
among young girls by the elllploymE'nt bureau x for women 8nd 
girls maintained by the Consum .. rs' LeaguE'S, a",1 in Cill";11,,"1; 
!>y the Schmidlap Bureau for women and gir'~. A I ... n fUlld 
ID connection with this Iatt .. r bureau ai,l~ girl" with"ut training 
to obtain it hPfore going to work. The Young llE'n's Christian 
Association and Young \\'omE'n's Christian A,......·iation maintaiu 
employm .. nt bureaux f.lr th .. ir own mE'ml)('rs in mallY citi ..... 

At ChieOfjo a small emp'oym .. ut bull'3u ror c·hildren .... a. .. 
started in conn('(C1ion with th .. School .. r Ci .. i(",. and Philan
thropy, and wa" ,' ...... Ioped through financial a ...... i~tan( ... pr<.o\;" .... , 
by the Commercial Club and a joint" Yocational Committee" 
of the WomE'n's Clubs of ChiC>lJ!O. This work. which wa .. 
begun in 1911, .... as jn January 1913 adopted offieially by the 
Chicago Board of Education, und .. r the titl .... Bull'3u of 
Vocational Superrision." Office accommodation is provided by 
the Board at its central offices and at a numl)('r of IOChools, but 
financial SIlpport. is still found by the Commercial and other 
dubs. The aims of the bureau. as stated in th .. official circular 
of the Department of Vocational Supervision in llay 1913, 
are:-

L To """""""l boys aDd girls to remain in ach<JOI and to oontin"" 
their educatioo af .... leaving the e1emeatary ocbool 

2. To refrain from 8U~ to the ehild the ~bilitieo 01 going to 
won: before it is ahooIuteIy De< "''Y. 

3. In ease a child eaDDOt be penoaded to .".".u""., in ochuoI. to ... that 
the child euters as far .. po&&ible the trade or oeoupati<Je for whidJ be __ 
~fitted. 
~ To suggest to u..- ehiIdren who ......... _killed _10,_ to 

.tteud ......mg schools and cIasoea to qnalify t~~ea to UDdertake oI.bor 
work 01 • more sIriIIed nature. 

5. To Iieep iD _II with ehiIdren who hano bee.. iat.erTiewed and ad""" 
them ~ they II .. " been pIaeed. whether agaiD in ""boo! or at won. 

There is no official "ystem of keeping in touch with all 
children obtaining .... ork in Illinois as in ConnedicuL 

The worurs of tl,e bureau interriew the chiJ,jren before 
they are giwn work CE'rti fi~tes and try ~o JoeJ'SU3l~e them :0 
continue in school. Thus JD one week In llay I!H3, of ;'i/") 
children appl .... inu, 26 were returned to school The workers 
of the burea;;' fu.ve al;;o been OCC1lpied in _·uring attendance 
at part-time cia s for those children whu have til work. and in 
CJ\"estigatiog the after careers of children who have attended 
the elementary indn-'<trial eonrses in Cbieago." 

In comparison .... ith England, little has been done therefore 
either by official or voluntary agencies in promoting placement 
work. A gn>at deal has been said and written about the 
'-ocational guidance mo.-ewent, much of .... hich is the work.of 
idealists, for in pJ'3£1.iee it is only too ohvious that in a large ';Ity 
ad,;ce without some definite bdp in finding the right opeDl~g 
• The B1Iraau io iaqlliriDt: iDto the _ • • of put-tme c ....... _ P. 1f.~. 
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is of little value. Moreover, industrial conditions must often 
prevent the following of the guidance. Teachers, though they 
should be able to give all necessary information and advice 
about the opportunities for continuing education lind securing 
training in educational institutions, can never have the time 
or opportunity to obtain such a close acquaintance with in
dustrial conditions that they can give effective advice in the 
choice of an actual working position. This requires the expert 
who can devote his whole time to the matter. 

The attention which is boling given to the question by 
teachers is, however, excellent, in that it leads them to note all 
chlU'aCteristics, mental, moral, and physical, of their pupils, 
and to discuss in what way these throw light on the children's 
probable success in after life. 

The movement has also led to a discussion of the changes 
necessary in the elementary school curriculum to give the 
children opportuuitif'S of revealing their tastes and to lighten 
the difficulties of those who wish to aid them in their choice of 
work. The introduction 0.£ the extended manual or pl'e
vocational courses in the elementary E<chools already mentioned 
has been one result. 

APPENDICES TO CHAPTER_ XII. 
A.-OOOUPATIONS AND SOHOOLS DISOUSSED AT MEETINGS 

PREVIOUS TO MAROH 1918, BY THE BOSTON 
VOOATIONAL OOUNSELLORS. 

I.-OcCVPATION8. 
1. Shoe Industry. 
2. Civil Engineering. 
3. Mechanical Engineering. 
4. Electrical Engineering. 
1I. Architecture. 
6. Building Trades. 
'1. Metal Trades. 
8. Advertising. 
9. Department Store Work. 

10. NU1'8ing. 
11. Dres.msking. 
12. Olothing Ma.r.hine Operating. 
18. Millinery. 
H •. Restaurant and Lnnch Room Work. 
15. O...,dy Ma.nufllAlturing. 

II.-ScaooLS. 
1. Oonducted l,y city of Boston ,-

(Il) Industrial Schools , 
Trade School for Girls. 
Industrial School for Boys. 

(b) Oontinuation School. 
(0) High Schools of Boston. 

:2. Oonducted by private orga.niza.tions 0-

(a) School of Saleemanship at Women's Educational and Industri&i 
uw=. . 

(b) Wentworth Institute. • 
(0) M .... chuaetts Gener&! Hoapital Training School for !{urses . 

• 
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B.-CARDS IN USE FOR PUPILS' RECORDS IN BOSTON 
PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 

(1) EL ......... ARY SCHOOL VOCATIOIUL RBCORD-GRADun .... 
[Size 5t" x st".] 

154 (1913) BOSTON PUBLIC ScHaar.... ELE .. BNTARY ScHOOL 
VOCATIONAL RBCOBD.'"'-GRADUAT ..... 

Laatname 

Residenoe 

First name and initial School 

Date of birth 

Parent's name 

Parent's plano for pupil 

Pupillikeo whot subjects 

Pupil dislikes whot subjects 

Conntry of birth 

Occupation ------

Pupil's plaus: .. trade, profession, business 

Physical defects ___ 1 __ _ Height 

What school next year ? 

Years of probable attendaoce 

After High College 
School P Technical 
----- ---

(Check 
thus:-) 

Normal 
Trade 
Other special 
ochool 

! What work next year? 

I~ Employer's name 
and address 

i Farther I i plans 

[On reverse lide.] 

Y ..... 

ft. in. 

Last name First name and initial 

High School entered 

Fro; what Elem .... tru7ScbOOI ; 

Date 

Change in plaus at the end of first year 
in High School (Record below) JUDe 191 

Chief aptitude 
- ------~-------. 

Change in plans at the beginning of third year in High 
School Oct. 191 

Date of \eaTing thl.; High &');";;-1 ---- - - Deot;;;;'tion 
:;0-----'''---- ~.-
Reoaon 
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(2) PuPIL'S PHYinCAL RBCOBD CABD. [Size st" X st".] 
--~ 

Boorro. 
215 Pum.Ic 

. 8cHOOUl 

Name 

PUPIL'S PRmlCAL RBCOBD CABD. 

First Name Initial 

----~--~-. 

Residence Residence 

Residence Residence 

~: . T ~: I Rm~ I DatA!. rD~osis·r~~· Remarb. 
-I-r-I-"II 

--- 1 I-T 1 I' . ----

167 

I'T-I~ I~' '-~'~~-~-_'-f-I ____ _ 
I 1 I l_~.L __ _ 
II_I~ 1. ____ +1 ___ -
I 1 I I_~ 1 ____ .. __ 

I 1-+ 1··-- 1 
. 1 .. I-=.J~ 1 1 

1 I I I I 
I 1"::"1 1 ___ J 

[On reverse aide.] 

DatA! of I 
.::~':. I ~':f;:1 I 

Remarks 

=--=--f I -. ··l-~l---·-- -----' ~~--" ~-~'=--'--
I I 

. ___ I I 
II 
I I =-~_~_- I -+1--
_L__ 1--' 

-- I .1 __ 
I L __ . _ _ __ . __ 
I--H 1-'- - .. ~- ... -,--- -



O.-WOODWARD HIOH SOHOOL, OINOINNATI VOOATIONAL GUIDAN"OE OARD. [Size 11i" X 9".] 

Na".. _____ ~. _ Dat. of Birth, ____________ couro. 0' Study 
Add1 ..... ___________ From what' School Dat. 01 E .. tmnc.~ 

1-
ABILITY. 

, 
I 

YBAIt. 

PLAN vun !t'UTUUO:. 

VIK·"Utlll, Colluw', 
Employment, &'0. 

~llt'I'il\l nptitutle. initlati,'e, 
"kill, cnllRcily. efficienoy, \\:c, 

~uhjl.'(·t In whil'll J{1'tll\tel4t 

ctUci"ll(~Y ;'t rthnwn. t'ioubjcct 
ill whic..·h l~'"t tllll('iency 

l'gDSONAL HISTORY. 

Home, henlth, travel, 
employment. USt! Itf lehmrc 

time. Vuclltioll of 
PIU'Cllt8. 

CHARACTER. 

Honesty, pcr8~n·cmnc('. 
promptll<:--.s. stability, 

bablts, &c. 

ENGLISH 

TEAOBBB. 

HOMK ROOMi 

TEACHB.B. 

1M rtbown. 
~-- -------"--~-.... ---~--;-----.--------

- ------- - --- --~ , 

3 

I 

I 
~ -~--~~~------~ -- ----~-~ _._ .. _---- - - -----

~. 
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D.-SCHEDULES USED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF 
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND GUIDANCE OF THE 

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY OF PHILADELPHIA.-

(1) STUDY 01' POSITIONS AND ECONOMIC CONDITION 01' THOSE WHO 
HA.VE LEFT SCHOOL AT DIJ'FEBENT TIMES. 

1. MsIe ______ FemaJe, ______ Age ____ _ 

2. Place of bhih-
Father ____ Mother ____ _ 

3., Age at leaving day scho<>l, 
4. Grade at leaving ,day school _____ School year ____ _ 

5. Why did you leave echoolP 
... Because you would rather work P 
b. Because your family needed your wages P 
c. Because you felt that you ought to be eal'lling money and 

getting ahead P , 
d. Because you had trouble in keeping up with your school work P 
8. Because you were not promoted P 
f. Because you disliked school P 
g. Other reasons P 

6. Additional training 
... Have you attended any other school sinoe leaving day .chool P 
b. If 80. what P How long P _______ _ 

7. Did you have mannal training in school P 
Wood _______ Metal Bookbinding ____ _ 

Sewing____ Domestic SCienco ________ _ 

8. Your employer . 
... Name of firm 
b. Kind of business 

9. Your present position 
... What i. your present position P 
b. Just what kind of work do you do P 
c. How long have you been in this position P 
d. How long have you been in this trade P 

10. Present wage. 
Go What is your present wage P 
b. If piece.work. what is the amount usnalIy earned P 
c. What promotion have you had in your present position P 

11. Is your work steady P 
II. How many weeks w.,.., you out of work during the last 

12 months P 
b. Why were you out P , 

Sickness:,-,;-=_--:-:-;-__ Slack work--;-_~ ____ _ 
Dissatisfied with position Dischargid ____ _ 

. ______ ~~_~~ reaaons:=:=======-______ _ 
• This department entered upon ita work on January 1st, 1914, with a atd oon

sist.ing of a Dil"6Ctor and two ell'ri('al assistants. Theo Director will ha'f'e general 
supervision ovpr all vO<'ational training for boYS in the elementary schools. will 
ilUltitutt- R. deftniu. line for this work. and corre:i&te it with the manual training 
now ezisting in the hUrh schools for boys, and will also organise and direct a 
HUl"E'8.u of Vocational Guidance for all pupils leaving the public ach.ools. The 
Direct-or is subordinate to the Superintendent in the same manner 88 are the 
other Directon of S)lt'cial branches. • 
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12. Positions held since leaving day ochool :-

Wage. 
Kind of Work. Time in P08ition. 1 __ -;-__ 

, Firat.l La.t. 
-!--I-

1st position 
2nd ,. 
3rd 
4th 

.. .. 
(2) OCCUPATIOIUL OVTLOOI[ OJ! THOSE WHO HAn WOBI[Il'G PAPlIBII. 

1. N...... .Age __._Ses ___ .. ___ _ 

2. Address 
3. P1ace of birth 

Father ___ Mother. Self _ 
4. Sehoollast attended 
5. Onide last attended School year _____ _ 

6. Date of leaving 
7. Reason for leaving 

... Necessity 
1. Earnings needed for family support. 
2. Help needed at home. 
3. Self.support necHea..,.. 

b. Child's help desired though not nee , .. ry-
1. For family support. 
2. In home work. 
3. To earn money for education of self or re1ativC8. 

e. Child's preference for work-
1. Work preferred to ochoo!. 
2. Spending money WlIDted. 
3. Association deeired with friends "ho "orked. 

tl. Child's clissatisfaction with schoo!. 
1. Tired of &ChooL 
2. Disliked teacher. 
3. Nat promoted. 
4. Other dilliculty with studieo. 
5. Too big fur c1aes. 

e. Other causes. 

8. Pupil excels in or 1ikes "hat subjects. 
" fails in or dislik ... "hat subjects. 

9. Physique of pupil
tL Height 
b. Weight 
e. Grip of hand-

Right ____ _ 
tl.Chest

Left ____ _ 

Pigeon---- Droop- --- ---
•. Posture. 
f. Breathing 

Adenoid<. j 

g. Hearing. 
It. Sight. 
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10. Vocation-
... Life work desired by child .. 
b. Reason for choioe. 
c. Have yon talked OTer -yoUr life work with parents, teachers, 

others P 
d. Did you make the .h.:>ioe P 
e. Obstsclea-

1. Financial. 
2. Educational. 

,f. Preparation. 
11. Job in view-

II. Name of firm. 
b. AddrsB8. 
c. Trade. 
r},. Kind of wOl·k. 
e. Wa.ges promised. 

1. Increeae promised. 
2. How to secure increase. 

f. How job was found. 
g. Reason for choice. 
h. Ohanoes for advanoement. 

12._ Family-
II. Number in family. 
b. Number of childrsn at work. 
c. Mother's occupation. 
d. Father's " 
•. Number of rooms. 

(3) A STllDY 01' INDUSTRIAL OPPOR'l'I1NITlRS FROM THE STANDPOINT 
011 THE EMPLOYER. 

1. Name of finn 
2. Addrso. 
S. Trade 

IJ. Department 

" :r-mera 
II. Minimum age 
b. Wagea 
c. By whom trained 
t1. Kind of work 
e. Length of training to learn trade _____ _ 

To become akilled .. ______ _ 
f. Age preferred 
g. Do you requu", applicants to have furnished any given amount 

of achooling P 
o. To what extent are leamera selected with the idea of training them 

to be pennanent workers" P 
II. What opportunity does the trade offer for promotion P 
b. What qualities in the worker ma.Io.e for prom,otion P . . 

6. Do the present methods of training produce enough operatives and 
"" .. utiv,," (foremen and superintendents) P 

o. How are workers seoured P 
By advertisement _____ _ 
Through apprenticeship ______ _ 
Through employment agents ____ _ 
Graduatee of achoola ___ :-;--,-_:-

b. What per oent. of the group that apply are selected, and 
what is the basi. for selection P • 
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c. What special care and training are given to employee. 
between 14 and 16 P 

d. What changes, if any, .honld be made in the p .... ent oy.tem 
to make YOUDg people better oerve the needo ? 

s. Do you prefer high or manual training ochool graduate. P 
f. What kind of work i. given graduate. of thooe .cbools .t 

first P 
g. Would it be po .. ible for the schools to help Y011r indnotry-

1. By change in the preoent curriculum. ( 
2. By adding day continuation (part. time) ochool •. 

7. Experienced WOrkel'B-

G. How are experienced workers secured P 
b. Is the method satisfactory P 
c. Is the supply of skilled workers .ullicient? 

8. Wag_ 
II. Weekly wage: 

1. Maximum 
2. Minimum 

b. Yearly wage : 
1. Maximum 
2. Minimum 

Tinte. Piece. 

9. Seasonable work: Month.. Numher of Operatives. 
II. Maximum employment 
b. Minimum employment 

(4) IN .. O ....... TION 01< EDUCATIONAL lNIITITUTIOII'8 III' PHILADELPHIA. 

Coo,.. .. in Ekmtml<lry and ,4dcaru:sd Ind",I";.al Training. 

1. Institution 
a. Name 
b. Location Telephone numher ______ _ 
c. Age of school 
d.lncorporated __ ~ When 
•. Purpose 
f. Denominational and oettlement aftiIiationo 

2. Officers 

3. Equipment-
a. Buildinga 
b. Machinery 
c. Tools 
d. Material (wood, cloth, &:e.) 
•. Power (electric) 
f. Books, eberle, &:e. 

4. Finances 
... Endowment 
b. Annual expense 
c. Is the product commercialized? 

S. Tuition 

Where 

o. By Y8&L __ ' __ Term_ .... ______ .. Subject_ 
b. Charge for materia\s ______ ._ 

6. Requiremente for admiBlrion .' • 
o. Age Se:I: _ ... . Prev1OU8 trainiDg 
h. Are grammar ..,bool gradoateo accepted ? 
c. Other requirements 

Coloured Foreign __ _ 
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7. Session 
MOnllng __________ ~~AfOOrnoo~9~--~----------
Evening Combin.a.tion of any two, _________ _ 

8. Curriculum-
G. Time required for graduation 
b. S .... ion of giving course 
c. When may pupils enter P 
tl. Probationary period 
e. Individual subjecte 

1. Length of course 
2. Hours per week 
8. Outside preparation 

9. Number of .tudents' _____ Graduates per yea.r. ______ __ 

10. Number of teacllers 
G. On full time' ___ -. .. ·On psrt time' ___ __ 
b. Paid Volunteer' ___________ _ 

11. Methods of advertisement for students 
Catalogues Circuls.rs _,-=-__ ~ ____ _ 
Distribution of literature Field agents _______ __ 

12. Credit by eu.minationa 
Written _______ OraJ Industrial _____ _ 

18. Diploma.-
G. Is subject certificate or diploma gr&nteCi P 
b. Is diploma accepted by higher institutions P 

14. Employment aervice-
a. Positions guaranteed P 
b. Follow.up methods P 

15. Ia there state inspection P 

16. Reference to buaine .. houses. 

E.--SPEClAL COURSE IN VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE 
OFFERED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL 

EDUCATION, TEACHERS COLLEGE, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY. 

SU>UIBB SBSSION, JULY 7-AuGUST 15, 1913. 

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCB. - Lectures, resdings, field· work, reports, 
and disOUllSions. Professor Bonser and special lecturers. Daily at 3.30, 
Room 300. Teachers College. 

This courae will trest of the following topics: problems and methods in 
the study of vooationa, the DllLking of educational surveys. and the study of 
YOO&tional aptitudes and tendenoies; vocational analysis: sources, kinds. 
valu .. and uses of vocatioual information; functions of gendral echool work 
in vocstional guidance; the work of vocstional bureaus and of vocational 
advisers and oounsellors; placement and follow-up; opportunities and 
methods of voootional education and training in New York City; history, 
methods, and status of vocational guidance work in the various oenters of 
its development in the United States. For .. detailed outlina of the course, 
.H below. 

Prof ... or Ronser will bave cbarge of the eourae and will have the 
cooperation of special lecturers. 
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OUTLINB OJ' TUB COURSE. 

A.-Introductory. 

I. Underlying causes of the movement fur .. ocational guidance. 

II. Fundamental problems. 

m. Methods of procedure or typeB of work in the course:-
(1) Lectnres stating the problems. principIea. methods and "",nit. 

of investigations acoompliBhed or in progres •. 
(2) Praptical training in in .... tigation or survey work nnder the 

direction of expert investigators in vanoUl phaeea of the 
larger problem. 

(3) Reports of in .... tigations and di8C1l88iona of 1_. methode. 
problema and reonIts. 

B.-Vocational educational .urvey. 
I. Studi .. oC the .. ocations with reference to the qnalitieo and training 

demanded:-
(1) Sex of the employ .... 
(2) Qnalities needed for Bucceoa-physical. meutal. 
(3) Age of possible entra.nce to various vocations. 
(4) Minimum training for successful entrance. 
(5) Opportunities for training within the .. ocation. 
(6) Training needed not provided "itbin the vocation. 
(7) W ealmeeres in education apparent in beginnen-

(a) In general educatiou. 
(b) In'special training. 
(e) In attitude. reeponsiveu .... adaptability. ""'. 

II. Stndi... of children and young people with reference to' the 
discovery of vocational aptitudes and fi_. 1'ocstional anaIym. 

P088ibiliti .. of a .. ocational indn :-
(1) Through the regnIar school subjects. 
(2) By specialized testa. 

C.-lIeeting the situation revealed by the survey. 

I. Funetions and ~ibiliti .. of t.he ""hool "ith ref""""", to 1'ocational 
direction and training :-

(1) Prevocational aetmtu.. :-
(a) Vocational analysis. 
(b) Vocational information-Ill the data inclnded nnder Bl 

above; (2) other factors such as demande for workers, ,,_. 
1ength of dey. 1ength of --. opportunitiM for ad .. ....,.,. 
ment. risks of life. limb and health. aocial oonditiouo and 
opportonities of work .... Ire. 

(e) Di1ferentiated work bearing upon a group of proopective 
yocations. familiarising pupi18 with related subjd matter. 
1UIderlying principIea and appreciable teehnieal and prsetielll 
eJements. 

(d) Specifi< vocational training for studente 8Ufticiently 
mature. Opportunities for vocational training In N .... York 
City as a type stndJ. 

(2) Continuation work after employment ill beguD:
(a) suppi ........... ry education and training. 
(b) FoJJow·up-.lies. 
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II. Agencie. auxiliary to the school in adjusting vocational aptitudes 
and fitn .. s with vocational opportunities. 

(1) Vocation bureaus. ;PllWement. 
(2) Vocational advisers and counseUors. 

III. The economic factor in secming adequate p .. vocational educotion 
for' prospective workers and fmther ed.uc&tioB' for youthful 
employee.. ,Provision fo,. the remo .. al of economic necessity of 

,prematUl'e withdrawal from .chool to enter vocations. Budg~t 
studie., scholarships, pensions, part.time .chool pbms. 

D.-The unification of pOBBibilities and methods for a constructive attack 
in solving the problems in vocational guida.nce. Conclusions and 
Summary. 

PRACTICAL FIELD WOBK. 

Field work providing practical training in the investigation of .pecial 
problems in vocational guidance is given under the direction of expert 
investigators engaged in the work in New York City. Students may elect a 
line of investigatiGn of speoial interest and arrange to devote as many heUl'S 
to this field work as time will permit. The work of one of the best known , 
eettlement houses in New York and of an employment bureau which place. 
each year over twenty-five hun<b,ed young people between the ages of 
fourteen and twenty is aloe open to students for study. 

The WOl·k of the Manhattan T,.ade School-for Girls and the New York 
City Vocational School for Boys may be observed as both theae schools are 
in full operation during, the Summer Session. 

The Voostional Education Survey of the Public Education Association 
"f New York City has ca.rried on for over a year very important investi
gations relative to vocational guidance. The results of this study are at 
the diaposal of the students. - . 

Much of the InBterial shown at the exhibit of the Second National 
Conference on Vocational Guidance held in New York in October, 1912, is 
still in New York and is .va.ilable for use. 

AVAILABLE SUPPLEJdBNT.A.BY COURSES. 

Many courses are olfered in the Summer Session of Teachers College 
which have a strong supplementary bearing upon vocational guidence. 
Among these a.re the following :-

lndmh'ial Art •. 

Education. - Theory and practice of teaching industrial arts in 
secondary and trade schools. Diaou6sions, required reading. investigations, 
obeorv .. tion, ropod .. and practical work. Half course. ' 

Distinction between elementary industrial arts and vocstional training; 
funotion of technical courses in high schools and of trade schools; the 
history and development of industrial and tschnical instruction in technical 
00 ....... and trade achools. I 

O''gBiIli ... tion of COUl'808 of study. and special methods in'the teaching of 
each of the eevoral practical and technical subjects. . 

Eduoation._PractioUlD in industrial education. Full COUl'8O. 

Industriu. - Typical modern industrie.. Lectures, demonstrations, 
·"isita &lld reports. 
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CHAPTER XIIl.-SmaIARY. 
What position do the States, having the laws and arrange

ments described in the preceding pages, hold in the whole 
country with its 49 States and Territories and its population of 
91 millions? . 

The following table shows the order of the leading States, and 
the action they have taken on behalf of their young worken< :-

State. 

New York 

PODDB;rlvania 

Dlinois -

Ohio 

Texas -
llasaacbaeetts 

I Rank.· 

i---;--~--
! By I 1\y By 

I
roPula.-. Value No. of 

tioD I of Pro- Wage. . I ductfl. t Ramen. 
---- --.---------- -~-. 

I I _ I 1 1 1: Sy.tem of State grant. fnr 

! 
I developing trade ocbool •. 
I Compuloor;r evening elemen

tar;r cia.... for boy.. Ha. 
I juat establi.hed compuloor;r 

-I 
_ i 

I , , 

-, 

2 

3 

:; 
6 

7 

8 I 

2 

3 

:; 

17 
4. 

10 

7 

da;r ciao ... b;r local option. 
Houra of .... ork under 16 are 
48 & week in facU.I1"ies, and 
54. & week in other """upo.-
tiODS. 

2 : BiU to promote induatrial edu-
. cation paaeed in April 1913. 

4. 'Ii 0 Stete action ;ret. CbiCAlf'" 
the eecond largest cit;r in the 
Statea. bas introdncedochemee 
of education with. l'ocational 
biu in eome ecbooJ.. Hoon 
of work nuder 16 are 4!j & 

week. 
:; S;ratem of compuloor;r eontinDa-

tion ciao... b;r local option, 
and careful plan of granting 
cerlificatea for work. and 
mpervisicm up to 16 ;rean of 
age. Houra of work under 
16 are 48 a week. 

25 . A Soutbern State. 
3 Well developed .,atem of trade 

education. Baa eatabliabed 
compuloor;r part-time c1aaaea 
b;r 1oea1 optiOD, aud ";ratem 
for oupervising .11 worker. 
nuder 2L Honro of work 
under 16 are 48 • _ ... k. 

11 N" action ;ret. Houra of _ark 
under 16 are 48 • week. 

7 . No Stste actioa ;ret. 

• Acoordiog to the ]910 Ce:nIRla.. 
t For the tim aeveo Stata. the rank i. the aame for valae of pnJdQCtfl.d,jc~t by 

man_are. Tbeoe 8"""" I<>fI"tber prod_ tbree-filtho 01 the rota! maoubctuml 
.,rodact.e of the_l'nited. States. 
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Rank.-

~tate. By By By L&W8. 

PopuJa.. Value No. of 
tion. of Pro. Wage. 

ducts. Earners. 

Indiana · · 9 9 9 Has had oomnnsalOD on ;.,.. 
dustrial and agricnlt1ll'lll 
education "nd p" .. ed Act to 
institute " Stete sy_. 
Hours of work under 16 aft 
48 a week. 

Georgia · · 10 240 11 Southern Stete. 
New Jersey · · 11 6 6 H ... legislation on industrial 

education. 
O&lifornia · · 12 11 13 Employment prohibited undet 

15 with exceptions. Is COll" 
Bidering fresh legislation. 

Wisconsin · · 13 8 10 H... compreheneive laws fop 
compnlaory part-time .lao .... 
for granting, employment 
certi1ic&tea and. for super· 
vision over worke1'8 under 16. 
Two trade sohools in only big 
city. Hours of work under 

Counecticut 
16 are 48 .. week. 

· · 31 12 8' Two State trade Bchoolw. 
l!llabomte system of super-
vision of workers 11Dder 16 
a.nd gI"Bollting of employment 
oerti6catea. Likely to have 
dey continua.tion ola.... b f 
100M option. 

• Sse note on preVIous page. 

As will have been seen from this table, New York State 
ranks first among all the States by population, va).ue of' 
manufactured and other products. and greatest number of 
wage-earners. It has encouraged the development of trade 
schools by a system of State granta. and, having already got 
compulsory evening continuation classes for boys in elemen
tary school work. has just established day classes by local 
option. Pennsylvania, which ranks second in all points and 
contains Philsdelphia. the third largest city in the Union, 
passed an Act to promote industrial eduCl;ltion in April 1913. 
Illinois. the third in population and value of products. but 
fourth in number of wage-earners. lags behind; but in Chicago, 
which contains 39 per cent. of the population of the State and 
is the second largest city in the United States. there is much 
discussion of the matter, and schemes of education with a 
vocational bias have been, as has been shown, introduced in: 
certain of the echools. Ohio. the fourth State in population 
and fifth in other points, already has a system Q/. compulsory 
continuation classes by local option together with a careful plan 
of granting certificates for work. Texas. a Southern State. is 

.. 1996V' K ' 
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fifth in population. Massachusetts, sixth State in population, 
third in number of wage-earners and fourth in value of 
products, has the most developed system for trade education, 
and has recently established compulsory part-time classes by 
local option. Missouri, seventh by population, but tenth in 
products, has not yet acted. In Michigan, the next, no State 
action has yet been·taken. Indiana, the ninth in all points, has 
had its commission on industrial and agricultural education, and 
has instituted a State system of industrial and agricultural 
education. Georgia in the south is tenth in population. New 
Jersey is eleventh, but ranks sixth in number of wage-earners 
and value of products. It has" already passed legislation on 
industrial education. California is twelfth; here the age for em
ployment is15, with exceptions. Legislation is being considered. 
Wisconsin, with its two city trade schools and its comprehensive 
laws for compulsory part-time classes and supervision over work
ing children, &c., is thirteenth in population, but eighth in the 
value of its products. Connecticut is small in population and 
area, but it is eighth in its number of wage-earners and twelfth 
in the value of its products. It has two State trade schools and 
an elaborate State system of supervision up to 16 years of age. 
It is likely to have compulsory day continuation classes by local 
option. In seven of these States, the hours of work of boys an~ 
girls under 16 are limited to 8 a day or 48 a week. 

These fourteen States hold more than half the population of 
the United States, and include all the most important manufac
turing districts. In almost all, therefore, some bteps are being 
taken to promote the well-being of the children who leave school 
to work. The fact that all was not well with these children came 
as a revelation after the findings of the Massachusetts Com
mission, and the last few years have shown a rapid development 
in the recognition of public responsibility for children from 
14 to 16 years of age. Though much has been done, a very 
great deal. yet remains to be accomplished. lUany of the schools 
described in the preceding pages are not yet part of a system, 
but the experiments of localities, a fact so far good in that 
their very success depends upon their freedom from conventions 
and adaptation to local conditions. These experiments, and 
the new laws in any States, are watched and discussed, and 
much fresh legislation will undoubtedly be forthcoming. 

Certain points in the attitude which Americans hol~ to tbe 
subject attract attention particularly. One is the read mess to 
spend money and pnt the best the schools can o~~r at the 
service of the backward children; another, the recogmtwn of the 
value of study during the day and not at night for t~u: young 
people; a third, and most important of all, the constant IDSlstence. 
in every scheme for helping the children, on the value ?f a con: 
pleted elementary ~ducation and of prolonged schoolIng, be Ii 
only for a few months or a year, or in classes for a few hount 
of the week. 

H. Wl!i£YlllD JETOliS. 
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APPENDICES. 
A.-RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED BY THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION· 

OF MANUFACTURERS OF THE UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA, AT ITS SEVENTEENTH ANNUAL CONVENTION. 

NEW Y0l!-K CITY. MAY 21. 1912.-

Wher ..... one half of the children in the common schools. of the United 
States leave school by the end of the sixth grade. with no substantial 
educ .. tional IWquirements beyond rea.ding. writing. a.nd a.rithmetio in their 
simpler forms, the essentials of educa.t~on and citizenship coming, if at a.ll, . 
.. ftsr the sixth grade; and . 

Whereas. this half of the children Boon forget much of what they 
learned in their brief school experience; a.nd 

Wh........ truancy a.nd .. bsence are so prevalent that less than three
fourths of the children .. re in school as much ... three-fourths of the time. 
the enrollment being 17.000.000 ... nd the average .. ttendance being under· 
12.000.000. 1.600,000 being permanently .. bsent from a.nd llnIWqnaintsd with 
school life ; and 

Wh.,..,... illitsrlWY in the United St .. tes is 50 times that of several 
continental countries, and is four times grea.ter among the children of 
native whitss than a.mong the native-born children of immigra.ntst; and 

Whereas. in many schools and many .ities educa.tors .. re finding grea.t 
cultural a.nd educa.tiona.1 value in the development of the motor activities. 
the practical and .reative desires of the youth. in highly-developed prlWtical : 
and extended courses, in ma.nual and prevoca.tiona.l training, and such courses 
are developing. in an unexpected degree. an appreciation of the dignity of 
Jabor of all kinds. a.nd su.h moral qwilities as diligence. concentration. 
perseverance, and respect, and causing ma.ny to successfully continue in 
.. hool who otherwise would leave discouraged early in the coura.e; and 

Wh ....... a majority of the children who leave school prematcrely do so 
from no economic need, and in fact are idle about haJf the time between 
their 14th and 16th yea ... being the lirst two yea.rs out of school. and 
that they average for thelirst two years little over $2.00 per week in 
earnings. I ... ving school principa.11y because their interest in practica.J and . 
..... tive effort is not provided for; and . 

Wh ........ the loss to the schools of 50 per cent. of the .hildren in the 
middle of the elementary school courses is an inca.J.uJable wa.ste of the 
human resources of the Nation. these human resources being estimated· by 
Professor Fisher as of the economic vaJue of $250.000.000.000. and live 
times the vaJue of 0.11 our. other natural resources combined. 

Th.,../ ..... for these and other reaecns. the N .. tional Asaociation of 
Manufacturers by resolution pledges its earnest eupport to the following 
plin.iples of educational betterment as eesentiaJ to society and to the 
spiritual. social and physica.J welfare of the youth: 

1. Continuation schools for that hslf of the children who leaving school 
at fourteen yea.rs of age. and mostly in the fifth and sixth grades, these 
oontinuation schools to be liberally cultural and at the same time to be 
extremely practica.J ""d related as directly as poesible to the oooupations in 
which the several students are engaged. 

• Proceediogl of the Seventeenth Annual. Convention of the National Association 
of lIanufactul'e1'8 of the United. 6tates of America, beld .at New York, N.Y .. Hay 20, 
III and 2lI. 1919. pp. 290 If. (New York City. Secretary'. Otlice, SO. Church Street.) 

t Percentage of lUitorateo among the Population of 10 .....". and upwUds, froJr 
the U.s. Cenaus for 1910 :-

Whole White population. 6 pel' _t. i Native-bern, 8 pel' cent. (lucleding (i) of 
Native pareDtage, 8-7 pel' cent.; (Ii) of forei'!D or mixed parentage, 1'1 per cant.)· 
Foreigu-bom. 12'7 pel' cent.; Negro, SO'f per _" ' 

II 2 
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2. The development of a modem apprenticeship system wherein by 
contact the respective and equa.! righte of employer and employee are lully 
recognized, the entire trade ie taught. and such other subjecte as are e .. ential 
to good citizenship. 

8. The deVelopment of secondary continuation or trade Ichooll, by 
which from the more efficient of the great army of hoys and girls who will 
enter the continuation schools many may progree. from these lower 
continuation schools, sa in some other countries, to the foremost places in 
industry and commerce. . 

4. Oompulsory education through adolescence, being until the 17th or 
18th year, attendance being in all·day achool until the 14th year, and there 
after in either the all·day schools or in the continuation achools for not l .. s 
than oue.haJf day per week, without los1 of wage. 

5. The strengthening of all tmancy laws and the development of public 
sentiment in support thereof. 

6. The training of teachers in thorough-going methods of industrial 
practice, including &8 part of such training extended experience in actual 
shop work. 

7. The estab\iehment of independent State and local hoards of industrial 
education consieting of one-third each, professional educators, employer. 
and employees, thereby insuring, as in the more successful European 
countries, the proper correlation of the achools and the industries. . 

8. The development of the vocational and creative desires of the concrete 
or hand·minded children now in the gl1Ldes, diacouraged, amioue to quit, 
and often called backward. only because the education DOW tendered them ia 
abstract and misfit. 

9. The estabJiehment of shop schools and part-time ocboola whenever 
practicable. 

10. The estabJiebment of departmente or centers of vocational guidance 
aothat the great majority of the ehildren who now enter industry at foorteen 
with no direction, 85 per cent falling into the .. blind a\ley" occupations, 
may reverse the figures &8 abroad, and enter, under advice, intelligently and 
properly upon progressive ooenpatioos. 

Bu<>l...J by the National Association of lIanufacturen, thet it i. the 
imperstive need of the industrial work... and employ... of the cooutry 
that thorongh.going systems of industrial education be everywhere 
estabJiebed, eo that our factories may be more constantly and better 
employed; that standards of skill and of output may increasingly be 
improved, and that foreign and domestio markete mey be better held and 
extended. 

B.-PEROE!''TAGE OF WAGE·EA.RNERS UNDER 16 OF THE 
TOTAL NUMBER OF WAGE·EARNERS IN OERTA.lN STATES.-

N.", Engl4,", :
Maine, 1'7. 
New Hampehire. 1 . 5. 
Vermout, 0 '6. 
Mauacbusaete, 8' 5. 
Rhode leland, f'L 
Oonnectiout. 2' 6. 

Mid-.Atl4..tU: 8tata:
New York, 0'8. 
New Jersey. 2'9. 
PeDllS]'I....ua.8·3 • 

• From the A_ of tbe UDited -.. ee- f« IPIO. JIoTa .. d prIo -
not. diJfaoDtiated. 



Labour Legislation 'affecting Young Persoju. iSl 

BlUt North Central :
Ohio, 1·2. 
Indiana,I·9. 
Illinois, 1 ·5. 
Michigan, 1 ·1. 
Wisconsin, 2·3. 
For the whole United States, 2·40. 

C.--SUMMA..RY OF LABOUR LEGISLATION AFFEOTING 
CHILDREN Aim YOUNG PERSONS IN CERTAIN STATES.-

1. CalifM'ftia. 
(1) Proh,"bit.d EmplOYfMfIt.. . '. • 

(a) to 15 years in my manufa.ctnring or mercantile establishment, 
office, hotel, apartment, house, or messenger sernce, laundry, 
restaurant, pla.ce of amusement, distribution of merchandise. 

(b) to 16 ye81"B in occupations injurious to health or mo .... ls, or 
dangerous to life md limb, and 88 mendicante or acrobats. 

(e) to 18 years for messenge... to any immoral plll<l8--ll8loon, 
gam bJing house, house of prostitution. 

(2) Hmvr. of Work. 
(a) For all femaJ.s (except in agriculture I!.nd Cli,nning) and all 

worke ... in mines, smeltera, ete., 8 hours" day or 408 houra ,,*eek. ' 
(b) To 18 y .... s in any employment, 9 hours .. day, or 540 houra 

a week. . 

2. IUinoil. 
(1) Prohibit.d Employ ...... lt. 

(a) under 14 in factories; storeS, offices, laundries, hotels, 
theatres, bowling alleya, messenger service. acrobatic and mendicant 
occupations, a.nd in any occupation during school hours. 

(b) under 16 in certain dangerous employments, and where 
health may be injured or morals depraved. 

(2) Hm ... of Work... ' , 
All onder 16 must not work more than 8 hours a day, nor more 

than 408 hours a week, nor between 7 p.m. and 7 a.m. in any gainful 
occupation. 

3. M .... ach .... tIt. 
(1) Proh,"bit.d Employmenll. 

(a) under 14, in or about or in connection with any factory, 
workshop, manuta.cturing, mechanical, or mercantile establishment, 
barber shop, boot-black stand or estoblishment, public stobie, 
garage, brick or lumber yard, telephone exchange, teiegmph or 
measenger office, or in the oonstruction or repall- of buildings, or in 
any contract or wage-ea.rning industry carried on in tenement or 
other houses. ~ 0 minor under 14 shall be employed in any 
occupation for wage or other compenaation to whomaoever payable 
dnring the hours the public echools are in eession, nor before 
6.30 a.m. nor after 6 p.m. . . 

(b) uuder 16, on certain specified m&ehines, in oiling and cleaning 
hazardous machinery, in proximity to unguarded m&ehine,,- or 
belts, on sca.lfolding, in heavy work in tbe building trades, in 
tobacoO works, in any tunnel or publio bowling a.&ey, or in a pool 
or billiard room, etc. 

• It is impossible to gift complete ltsts of prohibited occnpations. A summary 
of the labour !aWl! for all States wiU be found in The Child Labor Bulletin for 
August, 1912, published by tbe National Child Labor Committee, 106, B: 2:md Street, 
New York City. }I'ull details of the recent laws for Massachusetts are given in 
Bulletin of the Boarl of Education, 1919, No. 8, whole Dumber i7, U EducatioDal 
Legislation of 1913," State Printer&, Boston, 1919. and for WiBOOllsin iu Bulletin 
01 the Wisoollldn State of Education, No. I, Laws of Wisconain published by the 
Board, Madieon. 1911. . 
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(e) under 18. in or about breweri ... or di.tilleri .... blast furnace •• 
dynamite works. oiling and cleaning moving machinory. in plaoea of 
amusement where alcoholic liquors are Bold, in opemting motor 
vehicles, and in certain work connected with railroads, etc. 

(d) under 21. in connection with any .aloon or bar room where 
alcoholic liquore are sold. or in connection with any immoral place. 
resort or amusement. 

The State Board of Labor and Industries ",ay prohibit the employment 
of minore either under 16 or 18 yeare of age in any occupation ouIIiciently 
dangerous or injurious to health or morals a. to justify their exclnaion 
from it. 

2. HOIWI of Wo.k.-In or about or in connection with any of the 
eBtablishmenta and occopationa given in paragraph (1. (a». 

(a) For minore onder 16 : not more than 48 a week. nor more than 
8 a day. nor on more than 6 daya in the week. nor before 6.30 a.m. 
nor after 6 p.ID.-

(b) For minore under 18. not more than 54 in a week. nor more 
than 10 a day. nor more than 6 days a week. nor before 5 a.m .• nor 
after 10 p.m .• nor in textile works after 6 p.m. 

No peraon under 21.hall be employed in the delivery of meaaageo or 
gooda for any telegreph. telephone or m ... aenger company. except in 
connection with the pUblication of a newapaper. before.) ".m. or after 10 p.m. 

(4) Slnet Trading. 
(a) Girla onder 18 and boya onder 12 may not aell or exerciae 

any trade in a .treet or public place. 
(b) Boya between 12 and 16 must obtain a badge before engaging 

in any form of atreet trading. and must not work before.) a.m. nor 
after 9 p.m .• nor during hoon when the achoolo are open unleaa 
provided with an employment certificate. 

4. NfN1 Yo.l: Stat •. 

(1) Prohibited Bmpz",.Jf'UfIlo. 
(a) onder 14. in factories, mercantile establishments, laundries. 

hotels, restaurants, places of IImUBelD.ent, barbera' shope, etc., and 
in all employment. during achool hoare. 

(b) onder 16, in mines, qusrries. oiling and cleaning machinery. 
and operating specified machines, in use of acids, palDta, red or 
white lead. dry colore. making and packing of match.. or 
explosives; or malt or alcoholic liquors; in aerotatic or mendicant 
occnpationa. and for a female. any occopation requiring constant 
standing. 

(2) Huun of W 0.1:. 
(a) under 16. In all factories: not more thon 48 a week, nor 

more than 6 daya in the ... eek. nor more than 8 boon • day. nor 
before 8 a.m., nor after .) p.m. In any .... ercantile establishment. 
ollice, restaurant. hotel, apartment bouse. theatre or other place 
of amusement, bowling alley. barber sbop. shoe •• hining eotablisb
mmt or me&8eDger service: not more than M houn • week. DOl" 
more thaD 9 boon • day, nor more than 6 day. in lbe week. nor 
before 8 a.m. nor after 7 p.m. 

(b) 16 to 18 in factoriea (and all women). Not more IhoD 
60 boon in the week. nor more than 10 a day. 

(t) Girls onder 21 may not work in factoriee before 6 a.m. -
after 9 p.m. Nor in stores before 7 a.m. nor after 10 p.m. . 

(d) 1linora under 21 may not work in night meosenger sernee 
after 10 p""- nor before Ii a.m . 

• Until June 1913. the MUfti of _ark for aU ar.der 18 .. ere 54 • weotk iD map" 
farturing aDd mechanical e5tablistmenu alld.;s. week ill IDU'nlDti.le e.a.a~ta 
aDd. .-orbt'¥ CODoected with stan. .. 
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(8) Street Tradi"1l'· . 
. Sale of newspapers and maga~ineo is forbidden for girls unaer 

16 and boys under ]0. Boys under 14 must obtain a badge. No 
sale may u.ke place after 10 p.m. nor before 6 a.m. 

5. Ohio. 
(1) Prohibite4 EmploymentB. 

(a) under 14, .commonly specified gainful, and acrobatic and 
mendicant occupations. 

(b) under IS, work in mines dllling'school terms. 
(oj under 16, dangerous occupations. 
(d) under 18, messenger work between 9 p.m. and 6 a.m . 

. (2) . Hcrwr. oj Work. . 
For boys under 16 and girls unde.r 18 in. commonly specified 

gainful occupations, not more than 8 hours" day, nor 48 hours a 
week, and not before 7 a.m. nor after 6 p.m. Thirty minutes meal 

. time is not included. 
6. Wiooonsi". 

(1) Prohibit.-t Employment •. 
(a) under 14 in any gaiuful occupation or employment, except 

that during the school vacations any child between 12 and 14 years 
of age may be employed in any store, offices, mercantile esu.blish
ment, warehouse, telegraph, telephone or messenger service, if a 
permit has been obt&ined in the same manner as an employment 
certificate. 

(b) under 16 in many speoified occupations, very similar to those 
prohjbited in Maaaaohuosette, or in any employment dangerous to 
life or limb, injurious to the health, or depraving to the morals of 
the ohild. No female under 16 shall be employed in any occupation 
requiring her to stand const&ntly. No ohild under 16 shall u.ke 
part in any publio performance in theatre, circus, eto, without a 
special permit. 

(0) under 18 in mines, quarries, and many occupations as in 
Maasachussette. 

(2) Hcnm-. 0' Work. 
(a) under 16, not more than 8 hours .. day, nor more than 

48 hours &. week, nor mora thaD 6 days &. week, nor before 7 a.m. 
nor after 6 p.m. at any gainful cccupation. A lunch period of 
SO minutes shall be allowed during each day. 

(b) for all females, not more than 10 hours a day, nor more than 
55 hours a week. 

The hours of work for boys and girls under 16 years of age are limited 
to 8 a. day or 48 a week in nine other states, viz., Arizona, Colorado, Indiana, 
Kansas, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Nebraska, Oklahoma, and in the 
Distriot of Columbia. In Washington State, the hours are alao limited to 
8 a d .. y, but there is no limit per week. 

D.-LEGISLATION ON INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
PASSED IN 1918. 

1. rndia ..... -atate a.id is olfered to lccal authorities whioh establish 
school. in which the instruction is of 1 ... than college grade and designed 
to meet the vocational needs of children of fourteen years of age who seek 
preparation for thair work. Such aohools may be day, part-time or evening. 
Attendance at day and part-time c\as.... is restrioted to peraono over 
fourteen and under twenty.five years of age, and at evening c\asseo to 
persons over seventeen years of age. Th... aohools are to be under the 
administration of the State Board of Education, but separate from the 
regular aohool system. One representative of employers and one of 
employees must be upon the Board. Looa\ authorities are to be reimbursed 
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to two-thirds the salary of each teacher giving inotruction in vocational 
or technical subjects. LocaJ advisory committeea are to be appointed in 
ll8Illloction with the schools. • • 

2_ PennwyZva,.ia.-A. very .imilar Act baa heen pasoed. LocaJ authorities 
are required to establish day, part-time, and evening claose., giving training 
in agriculture, trades, industries aDd home economi<:B. Reimbursement ia 
mad. equal to two-thirda the sa1ary of the inotructore, The Act earned 
with it an appropriation of 5135,000 for two yean. 

3_ NfIII> J.,..ey paaoed an Act extending ito original legielation and 
creating a State system simila.!' to that of Maaaachnaette and Indiana. 

E_-THE MILWAUKEE CONTINUATION SCHOOLS, 
DECEMBER 1913. EXTRA.CTS FROM A REPORT BY 

MR. R. L. COOLEY, SUPERVISOR . 
.. The Milwaukee Continuation School entered upon ite work on 

Novemher lat, 1912, in a small room on the eighth door of the Manu
facturers Home Building at the foot of Maaon Street. There were in 
attendance two hundred girls under .ixteen year. of age from the depart
ment stores of the city. These girls were working on u permits " or work 
eertificatee" iasued hy the State Indnatrial Commission through the office 
of the Factory lnapector of this city . 

.. The school baa grown rapidly from ite email heginninge. The demande 
of both the compnlsory and voluntary attendance have led to the acquisition 
of additional .pace, and B ClODBiderable enlargement of the teaching corps. 
There are now 1,600 permit girls and 2,000 permit boy_ attending achool 
one-helf day .. week in the Mannfactnrera Home and Stroh Buildingo. 
Thirty-one claea roome are now occupied and seventeen. women .. nd 
twenty-one men comprise the day teaching corps. The bonn of achool 
attendance are from 8 a.m. to 12 noon, and from 1 p.m. to Ii p.m • 

.. The school.ww. to teach the .. permit .. girls to cook, to prepare tasty 
eoonomieal diehea with .. lmow1edge of food val""" and simple diatetro., 
to .ew, to jndge qualm .. of goode, to aasiat them to acquire .. taste in 
oolor and design, to .. 1ect anitable qualities 01. goode both with reference 
to persoual d...... and the fnrniehing, arrangement and decoration of the 
home, and to review and advance the pupils in the academic branchea 
U8U&lly tanght in the elementary school There' is also " definite elfort 
made to connect each girl with the public library and to direct her reading, 
to the end that a taste for good books may he formed at this critical time 
in the girl's life, when she is breaking away from school, also, in a measure, 
from home and i. entering upon a wage-earning career in shop or factory • 

.. It may he interesting to Imow that 900 books were drawn from the 
library during the month of November hy theae young girls, practically all 
of whom have not been in the habit of reo.ding at all 

.. In COJIJIeetion with the girl' ..... ork there baa been given a brief coorae 
in the purchasing of hede and bedding, airing and making of hede, bedroom 
.. entilstion and arrangement, and the care of the aiek in!.ed. Thia work 
baa been very much appreciated hy the young people, many 01. whom ha1'e 
had reaponsibiJitiee thrust upon them far in advance of their yean. 

'. Claeaea in typewriting and stenography ..... o1fered to yonng .people 
working in offices and to thooe who particularly reqneet the opportnmt!: 

.. The boys are elaeai1ied broadly according to their esp. ..ed ambitions 
and ta1ente. Th_ who clearly intend to foUow eommercial ~ ~d: 
permitted to put moat atreaa upon the academic .... ork in eonnect1Oll 11'1 

typewriting, stenography, book-keeping. bnsineaa practice, ~ . 
.. Thoee who manifeat a opeeial ability, aa f"" inateDee, taJent for ~ 

appreciation of color and deaign, eonpled with ability in free-hand drawmg, 
have occupations ealled to their attention in .... hich ouch ability ... ool~ he. 
distinct asset. Such pn,pils we aim ~ aegregate and aBord the kind of 
opeeial training they need.. 

• a.. _1411 (WioeoaoiD). 
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.. The great majority of the 2,000 boys who attend our continuation school 
8.re not working at jobs which will dord them a living as men, or which, 
in the main, lead to work that will ever dord a man's pay • 

.. Some of the boys have ill·formed ambitions to become one ar another 
kind of a journeyma.n, at some remote time. On the other ·hand, many 
ha", no idea of what is before them, are not tbinldng &bead, and have no 
conception of the various trades or occupations .. vaiIa.ble in this community 
which might dord them a. wa.y up. Thell: shift without thought or reason 
from one job to another and frequently tJieir latter condition is worse than 
the former . 

.. To euch boys we aim to give a diversified shop e"Perience which includes 
wood.working, metal worldng and simple work with electric8l app1ia.n .... 
One and one·haJf hours each week are .pent by .mall groUps in the shops 
under competent instructors. In addition, these .a.me young people spend 
one and one·half hours each week in the mechanic8l drawing, and one hour 
in the aca.demio work. All classe. are kept sma.ll. 

.. The mscha.nic8l drawing continues for thirty.two weeks in each school 
year and ie c8loul&ted to enable the boys to read blue printe aud to become 
ILB proficient in mechanical drawing ILB the time and ability of the boys will 
permit. This training it is expected will he of use in any of the various 
mscha.nic8llin .. which the boy. may ultimately follow • 

.. The work with both boy. and girls is further intended to guide them 
in their selection of vocations, to preserve by means of reviews what 
academic knowledge they may pos .... upon leaving the elementary sohool, 
and to advance them in those branches, to .... ist, and advise them in 
securing work, to givo them greater ability to do things with their hands, 
and to train them in the duti .. and obligations of good citizenship. This 
work is obviously vory impartant during the lean years while these young 
people are confined to jobs which inherently have little OP no educative 
in:8.uenoe, and, in many instances, may be said to be II de-educative," if one 
may he permitted to ooin the word . 

.. From fourteen to sixteen years is a period of retrogre.sion for the 
great majority of boys and girls who go out to work. This is specially 

·troe of those who havo not finished the elementary ochool. hstances may 
he cited to the contrary, but, it i. owy by viewing the young people in large 
numbers that the rule may he &scerto.ined. 

.. It hILB' been demonm.'ated that in the brief half.day a week at the 
oontinuation school much of the work done in the elementary ochool can 
he olinched and made a permanent posoeasion of the boy or girl Likewise 
in thie time a Taluable practiool training can he given whioh will he found 
immediately useful 

.. The funotion of the continuation ochool, however. is much bl'OlLder in 
BCOpa than merely to provide for the .. permit" pupi1e, of whom there are 
approximately 5.000 in the city. The task of growing to meet the need. 
of this particular f ... ture of the work hILB been a large one and hILB led to 
the work of the past year being eomewhat limited to that phaee. 

.. Day cIaesee for apprentioee have boIen established at which 200 are in 
attendance. Voluntary day cl&sees havo been conducted. ILB in the 0&Be 

of the druggiste clerke. wbo attend twioe esch week. Other voluntary day 
claeeee are being formed os rapidly B8 the nead and desire far the eame is 
aBosrta.ined • 

.. The work conducted under the Loca\ Board of Induetrial Education is 
ecarcely more than a year from ita inception. • Preparing parl;-time echool 
facilitiee for thousands of .. permit .. boys and girle hILB lazgely absarbed the 
attention of the authorit>ee. This work, ho......... ae etated before, does 
not meuure the &COpe of the work intended: to be carried on und.... the 
provieione of the Ia..... It is the duty of the Looal Board of IIlduetrial 
Eduoation to analy ... the eduoatiOD&! neede and dHirea of the emplayed 
men and women of the community and to dord reaeonabIe opportunity fer 
their grstifioation. N 
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APPENDIX I. 

THE SCHOOL SYSTEM OF GARY, INDIANA. 

A.-REPORT BY DR. R. H. CROWLEY, SENIOR ASSISTANT MEDICAL 
OFFICER TO THE BOARD OF EDUCATION." 

I was recommended to visit the schools at Gary in order to 
see in particular the provision made for physical education, 
the playground system and the educational developments along 
manual lines. The Superintendent of Schools, Mr. Wirt, very 
kindly gave up the whole day to me, and I had accordingly a 
particularly favourable opportunity for learning first hand as 
much of the working of the school system he has planned 
and controls as was possible in the short time available. 

Gary has sprung into existence during the last six years 
owing to the operations of the Steel Trust. This corporation 
bought some ten miles of land bordering Lake Michigan and 
has erected a long line of steel mills, which completely cut off the 
town behind from access to the lake and which emit a vast 
amount of dirt and smoke. Six years ago it is said that the site 
of the town was a dreary waste of sand dunes and scrub; there 
is now a population of over 30,()()(). Mr. Wirt was appointed 
Superintendent of the school system about five years ago. He 
was then in charge of the public schools of Bluffton, Indiana, 
but saw mol"!! scope for developing his ideas in a new town such 
as Gary. 

There is in the Gary school system nothing revolutionary, 
nor has it been dictated by any theory of education. .. We do 
not wish," says Mr. Wirt, .. to take any chances with undigested 
educational philosophy." The system is based simply on the 
recognised needs of the child. As to what these needs are, Mr. 
Wirt clainIs educationists are agreed-

.. That the twentieth century school must educate for citizeDahip and 
chanwter, must develop individuality and efficiency, mwrt develop tbe power 
of relective thinking, form habite of application, and oomebow get the child 
to lind pleasure and joy in constructive effort. We are a\ao agreed, I think, 
that such an education is po •• ible only by giving the child the freedom of 
oeif-aetivity. We are a\ao agreed that the civic care of tbe ehild in the 
twentieth century mwrt include satisfactory public facilitiee for am1l8eJDOll1. 
piay. and work, aa well &II &twIy." 

In developing the argument for the Gary system Yr. Wirt 
emphasizes the need for reproducing in the school the oppor
tunities for education which the child nsed to have in the home, 

. formerly in large degree an indJUltrial centre. In the country 

• Dr. Crowley attended the Fourth International Congreao on School 
Hygielle beld at Bu1falo, August, 1913, &II delegate of the Board of Educa
tion. and afterwarda took the opportunity of visiting certain citieo and 
iustitatiODll in the Stetee in order to learn of the prog:t_ of the School 
Medical Service. Incidentally he spent a dBy a Gary. 
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or village home the child learnt by actual contact with life, and 
its education; however limited in other respects, was never 
divorced from reality . 

.. To have lea.rnt to krwuJ the l'ight thing to do is not cha.racter. but to 
have form./i the habit of doing the right thing i. character. When the 
home lost the opportunity for the industrial training of its children. it lost 
ita power for efficient morals a.nd general character training. because theae 
were inseparably linked with the industrial training." 

The schools and the school curriculum at Gary are planned· 
with a view to providing this training for life. In the case of 
the newer schools, each school is complete in itself, providing 

. for children from infancy up to college life. In the evening 
the school building is used by adults. All the work usually 
associated with a kindergarten, elementary school, secondary 
lIchool, trade school, evening continuation class, is carried on as 
a continuous whole. Three-fourths of the boys remain at the 
school for whole or part-time up to the age of 18. In this way 
caste tends to be eliminatsd and the school becomes a powerful 
agent in the development of democratic ideals. 

The Emerson Sehool.-This school, the working of which I 
saw in as much detail as time would permit, accommodates over 
2,000 pupils. It is built in one block and does not give the 
impression of a f\Ilhool with an accommodation approaching this 
number. It stands upon five acres of ground, shortly to be 
increased to ten. The playground ·is considered an indis
pensable part of the "school plant." The newest school in 
Gary has a playground of 20 acres and I was informed that no 
school in future is to be built with less. 

The school is built on an E-shaped plan,' the' cla.'>&-rooms 
opening on to wide corridors for the most part well lit and 
ventilated. There are no class-rooms strictly speaking com
parable to those usually obtaining in an ordinary school, i.e., no 
one room belongs to anyone class: Only a limited number of . 
rooms, moreover, are fitted with ordinary desks and seats, each 
room being equipped for the purpose for which it is intended 
to serve. Further the whole school plant is in constant use, 
whether it be the workshops, gymnasium, playground, swim
ming bath, auditorium or class-room, and accordingly the 
number of pupils the school can accommodate is not based upon 
the regular class-room accommodation, but. upon the total 
accommodation provided. . 

The class-rooms proper are fprnished with adjUl'tsble desks 
and seats. The top of the desk is removable, one side being 
used for drawing, for example, the other for such work as clay 
modelling. It can be placed at varying distancee from the 
child and the slope adjusted'as required. No locker is provided 
as pw-t of the desk, each child having a locker in the cotridor. 
Other rooms are fitted with tables of different sizes and chairs, 
or with chairs only, either movable or fixed according to the 
purpose to which the room is put. There are all sorts of 
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rooms for special purposes-for botany, zoology, physics, 
chemistry; crafts rooms for electrical, metal and plumbing and 
forge work, moulding, joinery, upholstery, printing; kitchen, 
laundl'Y, sewing room, music and book-keeping rooms, library, 
and stores of all kinds. 

Eduootional use of School Building.-Mnch emphasis is laid 
upon the use of the ,ehcol plant a8 a lobaratory. In Mr. Wirt's 
words:-

.. Every part of the school plant can be made an educational opportunity. 
There is DO reason wby the school furniture and mucb of the equipment 

. caunot be made in school cabinet shops ODder the direction of a cabinet 
maker selected for his teaching ability as well as hia mechanical .kiIL 
There is DO reason wby tbe school painting. stage scenery. plumbing. 
electrical work, carpentry, printing and book binding. forging. foundry and 
machine work cannot be done iII the same way. There is DO I'I!8IIOIl wby 
the school engineer should not be selected because of hia teacbiDg ability 
as well as his mechanical skill. The boys can work with this engineer &I 

apprentices during eertain bonn iII the doy, and learn to lire boilers. 
operate pumps. engines, generators, moton. beatiDg and yentilating 
macbiDery. There is DO ......... wby oome of the nature study tescbero 
should not be selected because of their practical knowledge and .kill &I 

well .. for their college degrees. Ii. practical landseape gardener ean 
take complete charge of the school garden. JaWDS, ebrubbery, and tree&, 
and the children will be deligbted to NOist him. EYen the otainnI1I 
and school corridors pnnide the higbeat poeaible edneational OPporlaDit1 
if we will but; use them." . 

The purchase, care, and distribution of supplies for the 
school is used as a laboratory for arithmetic, English, and 
iustruction in clerical work. In the general store and book
keeping rooms all is conducted by the pupils. Strict business 
accuracy is demanded in order that the precise cost of each 
department may be determined. All school materials are 
supplied through the store and charged to the corresponding 
account. An expert accountant trains the pupils in work of 
this kind. 

The coal consumed in the boilers, the materials used for 
building and repairs, the milk and other articles of food ueed in 
the school cafe are all tested by the pupils. The school lawn, 
shrubberies, and gardens form a laboratory for nature study. 
The sanitation of the school and the care of the building afford 
many opportunities for training. 

The man in charge of the heating and ventilation apparatus 
is a skilled man and acts as a teacher. .. Everyone employed 
on the school premises should be capable, clean enough, and 
of sufficient intelligence to be a· teacher in his or her own line 
of work." 

Vowtional Training.-The industrial work, however, offeJ1l 
the chief opportunity for using the school plant as a labomtnry 
whether for manual or purely industrial training. In the 
eled.rWJl shop every advantage is taken of the use in the 
school of electricity for lighting, heating, and power pu~. 
Theory and practice are intimately a..sociated. Cons/.nJCUOll 111 
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taught, apparatus is tested. III the forge iron plates were 
being rivetted, about half-a-dozen boys, aged 12-15, working 
under a practical blacksmith; castings were being made for 
jumping poles used in the playground, for s pump, and for the 
school desks and seats. In the 8heet-metal shop metal boxes 
were being made for use in the pupils' lockers and in the 
various other shops in the schoo!. There is a complete plant 
for the teaching of 8team production, some boys being asso
ciated with the more theoretical, others with the more practical, 
part. Calculations are made as to the results obtained from 
the fuel used, whether for the generation of steam or electricity. 
Sundry school printing-the school magazine, forms, circulars, 
&c.-was being done in the printing shop. The English class 
correct the proofs. In the woodwork shop various articles of 
school furniture were in process of construction, and of par
ticular interest was a simplified adjustable school seat. All the 
fitting and furnishing of the school bas been carried out by 
the pupils. Lack of time may necessitate assistance from 
outside, and help may be required too for Bome of the heavier 
and more laborious forms of manual work. There seems, 
however, but little limit to what I the pupils undertake. All 
tables, desks, chairs, and cupboards are made by them. Repairs 
to boilers and engines are carried out by the boys, who mould 
and cast, for example, new boiler plates as required. If any 
work of this kind cannot be done for one reason or another at 
the school the necessary measurements and drawings are made 
and the work executed at the foundry direct from the pupils' 
drawings. Recently a wing has been added to the school, the 
designing of and drawings for which were done by the pupils 
as well as BOme of the internal construction. 

At Gary a wide interpretation is placed upon the term 
.. vocational" as applied to education. In that the School lends 
itself to a complete training it includes of necessity oppor
tunities for trade training. To be eligible for this pupils must 
be in the seventh grade or above or if below the seventh grade 
be 14 years of age or older. The following extract will show 
the points considered important in determining what line of 
work a pupil should take up :-

.. The pupil and his wishes are the first consideratiOD. His parent'. 
eonaent to the work deoired muat be had. It is neoeasary to limit the 
number of studento in eeoh cIase. The teacher's judgment as to the 
wisdom of the pupil's choice must ha~ some weight. The pupil's previous 
work in any shop must be considered, the pupil having entered upon a 
definite OOur&e. being gi'l'eD every obanoe poeaible to complete it. 

.. In aU ~tionallin .. of work offered there is providad a short probatiqn 
"ouree. This cour&e is for the purpoae of aasieting the pupil in selecting the 
line of work he wish .. to pursue. It is juat as important for & boy or girl to 
find suitable life work as it is to have traiDing after his seleotion is mad .. " 

Opposition on the part of organised labour to vocational 
education in the narrower sense of the word does not exist to 
any appreciable extent in Gary. Probably this is due in part 
to the fact that this form of education is an intimate and 

• 19969 
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organic part of the whole school system. The community centres 
in the school, the playground, gymnasium, swimming bath, and 
the school itself being used as well by the adult as hy the child. 
The community looks to Ille school as the natural place for all 
education, training and recreation. And further all the trade 
instructors axe members of their respective unions. 

The following extract is of interest as showing Mr. Wirt'B 
conception of the relationship which should exist between the 
elementary, secondary, and trade schools;-

.. The subjects taught in our EntersoD School are pradically the l&Dle 
as tho .... of the first·clas. manual training schools. Usually the manual 
training school is the high school or secondary school. .. here only those 
students who have completed the work of the common schools are admitted. 
Our ...... ons for ChaIoging this pradice are the followiug:-

.. (1) The educational value of hand work. along with mental trainin~. ia 
as great in the elementary achools as it is in the secondory 
schools • 

.. (2) The ellorts of most cities to avail themoeJves of the edncational 
advantages of hand work, throngh elementary manual training 
in the gmded school rooms and manual training centres, baa in 
many cases been disappointing, and is alway. much I .... fficient 
than the educational band work poaoible in a properlyeonstructed 
elementary manual training school . 

.. (3) Only a small percentsge of students go to the """""dory achooL 
The remainder must therefore be reached, if at aJI, in the 
elementary schooL 

.. (4) By having elementary manual training achools for tbe common 
school work we are able to do two years and poesibl.1 three yea .. 
of the customary high school CODrBe in theae elementary schoole. 
In our opinion this plan ollera the following advantagea:-

.. (a) lIany students do not go to high school becanae they 
are timid. The parents believe that in high school the children 
mnat dresa .... ll. boy expensive books, belong to societiea and 
live on a sociaJ plane which they cannot alford, ... well aa pay 
street car farea, bnylnnches, and many other _ incidental 
expenses. We have peraonally demonatroted in three dillerent 
school ayatems that many more atudents go to high scbool 
from the elementary school when the high school and e1emOIV 
tary school are together in the same building. The children 
and parents are accnatomed to the school. and do not think 
any more of going from tbe eighth grade to the ninth grade 
than they do of going from the aeventh to the eighth. 

.. (b) The ordinary first two y .... of the high ocbool 1I80&Uy 
ha.o two·thirdo of entire high school enrolment. The .. ork "I 
tbeae two years is very elementary, and can be doDe just .. 
euccessfnlly in the elemenu"y schools. Now, the high ocbool 
building, equipment, and faculty are mach more expenaiYe per 
ea,ntt. than the elementary school.. Yet t ..... thirds of iIB 
capacity ia 1I8nalJy given over to .. ork that caD, in fad. be 
done better in the elementary school at much leaa coot. 

"(0) Our experience in mannal training during the paat 
12 years ha.o eonvinced us tha\ the acbool work up to u.e 
approximate age of 16 years .honld be general in character· 
Manual training up to that age oboold be largely for. • 
genen.J educational training, and not 10 DllICb fm its oU;fiDl:: 
vocatiooal nine. 1I00t boy. beginning at the ~ 
age of 16, however, are anxious to get at oometbing ~te. 
oomething that will count direetly for a apec:iaI .. ~ tD 
make a liYing, and get on in the .. arId. We believe, ~ore. 
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that the age of 14 is not the right period for .. transfer from 
the elementary to the secondary schools. The seoondary 
schools can hardly be adapted to the needs of students from 
14 to 16 and 16 to 18. We wish to turn over to the 
elementary school all of the general indefinite period of 
instrnotion up to the age of 16 years appl'Oximately. Then 
we wish to adapt the seoondary &Chool to definite vocational 
training for studente 16 to 20 years of age. By eliminating 
the first two years, 14 t.o 16, we can add two years, 18 to 20, 
without muoh incre ... e in cost. Our secondary &Chool will, in 
fact, be a technica.l college or polytechnic school, and will give 
the opportunity to every young man and woman in Gary to 
secure a practical training for life's work in any commercial, 
professiona.!, or industri&! line. The school will &Iso offer 
courses identical with those of the traditional Liberal Arts 
Oollege. It is also the intention to arrange for most of the 
commercial, prof.ssiona.!, "!ld trade courses to be taught in 
continuation schools and night schools. We wish to make it 
poBBible for young men and women to earn their own living at 
some occupation a.nd a.t the same time continue their educa
tion for what they deem to be their proper life work. As far 
as pOBsible, of course, we expect Buch & school to be & great 
advantage to persons who are serving an apprenticeship in 
their chosen field of work, who will be able much more 
thoroughly to master and make the most of their talent by 
bei:dg "ble to join with the practie&l experienoe in the shop or 
business house the scientific training of the school. 

.. The traditiona.! school attempte to fit a boy for .. practica.l 
everyday industrial life, by taking him out of and isolating 
him from. the practica.l industrial life of the world.· Then 
when the boy has lived several years in this separate and 
distinct school world the school suddenly outs him off 
absolutely, and the boy is left to adjust himself as best he can 
to the unknown world of practica.l industry and busin .... 
This mistake we wish to avoid in the &Chools at Gary by 
keeping the schools as close to the industrial and business life 
of the people as poasible, and by going with the boy into his 
life's work. Every succe.sful man is ..... tudent throughout 
his whole life. What he learns in &Chool is insignificant 
companld with what he learns out of school. With our 
continua.tion schools we hope to get many young men to 
form the habit of being students ofthoir work. The continua

. tion school will not exist so much for what it teaohes and 
does directly for the boy, for it will justify its existence by 
what it gets the boy in the habit of doing himoelf independent 
of the school." 

The &hool Ourrietdum.-The school curriculum is so 
arranged that the whole of the school plant, including the 
gymnasium, baths, and playground, is in operation all day. 
Accordingly, approximately one-half of the number only of 
ordinary class-rooms is required. Two hours daily are given to 
formal instruction in desks. English. and mathematics are 
taught incidentally as well as formally, and special measures 
are taken to ensure that this is in fact done. Great elasticity 
is observed in the size of the classes. Thus the moulder has 
aU: pupils only at one time; in the auditorium there may be 
400. For formal class work the maximum is 40 children. The 
playground,like the rest of the plant, is in COlistallt use, a batch 
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of about 40 children being always out of dool'8 in charge of one 
of the physical training teachers. Speaking generally, the 
teachel'8 are specialists in their Rubjects, e.g., botany, zoology, 
geography, &c. There are no " class teachel'8 " having the eole 
charge of a class except in the kindergarten. There are con
sequently no "superintendenta" to see that the ordinary 
teachel'8 teach the special subjects properly. There are, how
ever, supervisol'8 of the teaching of English and mathetnatics 
respectively. This is necessary, since the instructors in special 
subjects may not be sufficiently competent to teach these other 
subjecta in an adequate or uniform manner, and tbe school aims 
at a high academical standard. There is a supervisor of 
industrial education generally, but his functions are admini
strative. The theoretical and practical teaching of a subject 
are not always entrusted to the same teacher. There is, for 
example, a teacher of the theory of cookery and of food values 
and also a practical cook. ' 

The system admits of much fle-:ribility. A child who is 
particularly backward in one subject can by joining one or 
another class devote more time to this subject. An older child, 
according to his or her bent, can, as may seem suitable, devote 
more or less time as the case may be to manual work or one 
or another of the special subjecta. A delicate child may spend 
morl! time in the playground, may rest out there if necessary 
or engage in light forms of manual work. 

An interesting feature of the school is the presence of small 
boys of 8-10 years of age in the various shops and laboratories. 
They spend their time observing and picking up what they 
can, but receive no kind of instruction. This association of 
younger and older children Mr. Wirt thinks very helpful. The, 
younger ones look forward to doing the work of the older pupils,! 
and when their turn comes for entering one or another of thei 
shops they are familiar with the kind of work which goes on ioJ 
each and are able to exercise some choice as to the form of 
manual training they would like.' 

Phy.ieal Traini7UJ.-There are four teachers of physical 
training, two men and two women who work under the general 
direction of the two medical officel'8, a man and a woman 
respectively. These four teachel'8 have control of the play
ground, gymnasium, and 6\vimming bath, and are rei!pon~i~lP 
for the training in hygiene generally. The playgronnd IS ID 

constant uae all day, before, during and after school hours. 
The Rehool is not turned out for" recreation," bu' the play
ground is occupied for an hour at a time by RuCCt'86ive classes 
of about 40 children. Facilities are provided for a great 
variety of games, e.g., baseball, football, tennis, basket ball, hand 
ball, &c. 'l'heontdoor gymnasium includes a vatiety of apparato!l, 
aud the small children have sand pits, a wading pool, cle. 
Part of the ground is reserved as a school garden, treeS are 
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planted wherever possible, and several animal houses have 
been constructed by the pupils. The swimming bath, 40 ft. by 
18 ft. with a shower bath installation adjoining, is used by both 
boys and girls. The former bathe twice a week and in the 
summer more often. The water is purified by filtration every 
day. Two gymnasia are provided, one for each sex; 30 minutes 
are given daily to physical exercises. 

About 150 to 200 of the children take their midday meal at 
the school. After our tour of the school in the morning 
Mr. Wirt took me to the school' cafe where some half dozen 
girls behind a long table were selling dishes in great variety, 
all of which had been prepared by themselves and other girls 
in the school kitchen. In the cafe adjoining, set out with 
small tables, teachers and scholars were taking the midday meal. 

Medical Supervision. - Two medical officers, a man and 
a woman employed for whole time, supervise the Gary 
schools and children. A couple of rooms are set aside for 
their use and also a bacteriological laboratory. In the work 
attached to the latter assistance is given by one or another of 
the pupils. Examination is maQ,e of all children on admis
sion to school and shortly before leaving and all children will 
now be examined annually. The man doctor visits the school 
each day for half a day, the woman doctor three ·afternoons 
each week. They treat trivial ailments, supervise the physical 
training, remedial eXflrcises, the swi=ing pool and the school 
buildings generally. No nurse or dentist is at present employed, 
but such officers are likely to be appointed in connection with 
the new Froebel School. 

School Attendance. - The school attendance problem is 
considerably simplified in Gary. As already pointed out there . 
are no regular class teachers in the schools, but arrangements 
are made for each teacher to keep in close touch with one group 
oI children. To this end each teacher mrets all the children 
coIning from one" block" for the first 15 minutes of each day. 
The children are of couree drawn from all the grades. A plan 
of each .. block" has been drawn by each group respectively 
showing the acco=odation, &c .• for each family occupying the 
block. and i~ this wayan intensive social study of each block 
is rendered possible. H a child is absent the cause is probably 
known to one of the other children, or they can quickly 
find out. Should there be 8 case of infectious disease the 
medical officer is at once informed and necessary action taken. 
Mr. Wirt considers that this tlystem gives an important human 
and social touch to the work of each teacher. But little scope 
is left for the attendance officer. his energies being almost 
entirely devoted to seeing that newcomers are placed on the 
books of the school and to dealing with genuine truants. Much 
useful social work is made possible by this system. Should it 
be clear, for example, that a family is unsatisfactorily housed 
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information can be obtained of satisfactory quarters in some 
other block. A teacher keeps the same block year after year. 
I was informed that a high average of attendance is obtained. 

One might suppose that a school system such as that out
lined would be costly. This does not appear, however, to be 
the case. By using the whole of the school plant continuously 
the accommodation of the school is greatly increased. The 
cost per head of the Emerson School fOT 2,000 pupils was 
aPI?Toximately $lOO. Mr. Wirt informed me that an ordinary. 
elementary ~chool at ChicagO cost $200 per head to build. 
The cost of maintenance of the Emerson School works out at 
considerably less than that of an ordinary school. Mr. W irt 
shows that the annual cost of maintenance of the Jefferson 
SchoQl at Gary, the first built, and of the ordinary type, is mueh 
g1'eater than that of the Emerson School. The cost per head of 
teachers and equipment, he states, is materially less. In the 
case of the Emcl'SOn type of school the craftsmen are no charge 
upon the funds. They are retained only on the understanding 
that the work done in their rCl!pective department pays tIJCir 
salary and covers the cost of material used. This obtains 
without difficulty in the case of all the trades. 

The cost of land is high. No less than $5,000 per acre has 
been paid for the five acres of ground upon which the Emerson 
School is built. For the new school with 20 acres of land 
attached $4,090 per acre is being paid. 

In considering the economy of the system it should be 
remembered that the whole school plant is available for the 
use of atiulta in the evening. In this connection Mr. Wirt 
writes:.-

.. We also desire that each of these buildinga be a 800ial eenter for the 
respective school districts. The manual training. technical. commercial and 
industrial courses, and physical cu1tnreclasaes, "ill be especiaUyemphasized 
in tho night ochool. The gymnasia, swimming pool, .hower baths, play
gronnd, auditorium, lecture rooms, outdoor gymnasia, branch station of the 
public library and industrial rooms, &e., are inteuded for the adult 
population, as much &8 for tho 8Chool children. The Emerson School 
building inoludes everything belonging to the recreation bnilding. of tho 
playground parks of Chicago. Even though th ... are controUed by the 
ochool corporation, yet the general public will hove jut .. lree UIO of 
the plant as they hove in Ohicago "here the park boozd. are in control In 
om opinion small towns cannot IOpport playground centen of the Chicogo 
type anIeeo they are &IIIIOCiated with the public achoola." 

And again:-
•• The opinion is becoming fixed that we ha". DOt utilioed the ochool 

plants completely unI ... they are used for recreation and eocial centen by 
adults. Fortunately" school plant that prorideo for tho _i"e play 
and recreation activities of children is also moot admirably adapted for 
similar actiorities with adulto. The playgvounda. g'yumaajnmo, IlWimmdlg 
pools, auditorium. club and oocial rooms, library, .hops, lahoratorieo, .to. 
make a complete oocial and recreation center lor adolts. Experience hal 
demonotrated tb..t the locilities for aeademic instruction wid to the 
attracti" ....... of the plant as a oocial and recreation eenter." 
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It is the desire of Mr. Wirt to have the schools in full swing 
I!il the year round, a given child. attending any three of the 
quarters out of the four. At present this is not practicable. The 
school plant, however, is never closed down completely. Much 
of it is available for use during the summer vacation, as also 
all day Saturday. On: Sunday the libraryl gymnasium, swim
ming bath, and playground are available. 

Most of the .. street and. alley time" is spent on the school 
premises at Gary. Towards securiDg this the playgrounds are 
available and the playground teachers iu charge an hour before 
school, at midday and for an hour or two after school. The 
older pupils too use the gymnasium and swimming bath out 
of the regular school hours. 

B.-REPORT BY MISS HILDA WILSON, LATE LEOTURER AT THE 
MOORFIELDS TRAINING COLLEGE. 

The town of Gary, Indiana, has become famous in America 
for its success in providing an education for its children that is 
exceptional in its economy, popularity, and usefulness. The 
town is of exceptional type, as it is completely industrial. It is, 
in fact, a town made to order by £lie Steel Trust, to accom
modate the thousands of their employees in the great steel rail 
factory that stretches between the present town of Gary and 
Lake Michigan. The town gr~w in population as fast as it 
could be built, and in five years time 25,000 people were 
living in brick blocks on paved streets that had been mere 
sand dunes. 

Such a development, especially as the laws of the State were 
not in any way adapted to it, put great difficulties in the way 
of the school authorities for the town, and from these very 
difficulties they evolved exceptional virtues. The schools of Gary 
had to be a great popular and administrative success, or they 
would have ruined the infant town. 
. The economy of the system was made advisable by the 
follOlving facts. The school funds come from two sources, as in 
England: from the town taxes, like our rates, and from the 
State School Fund, like our taxes. The schools began in 1907 ; 
by the law, the income from the first source must be obtained 
from an assessment of property made two yeal'S before. Property 
was assessed in March, 1907 and the tax levy made in August, 
but this levy was to cover the cost of maintaining the schools in 
the year 1908-9. During this year the town attained nine times 
and more than nine times its size in March, 1901. This dis
advantage remains, for there is no reason at present why the 
growth of the town should not continue rapidly. As for the 
second source of incoine, that is apportioned on the basis Qf the 
number of school children in the town in the April of any yp.ar, 
for the period beginning the September of that same year. IIi 
Gary there is always a large increase in the population during 
the late spring and summer months, because those are the 
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building months of the year, and also the months when 
immigrants, who are needed in large numbers by the Steel 
Works, arrive from Europe. Thus the rown has only received 
about half its equitable share from the State Fund. 

This inadequate income has had unusual demands upon iL 
from the first. There was nothing with which ro start. All funds 
for the first year had ro be borrower!, and everything needed, 
from the school sits ro the maps, had ro be purchased at once. 
In most rowns the school plant is gradually secured and 
increased, and school sites can be procured at reasonable rates 
BOme years before it is necessary ro build upon them. This 
could not be done in Gary, where the cost of land for school sites 
was from the first 12 ro 20 per cent. of the cost of the buildings, 
even though such sites were far smaller than they should have 
been. The Superintendent strongly urged from the first that 
sites should be reserved in the terrirory that would be 
eventually built over, sites not merely for immediate school 
requirements, but for all time. These sites should also be 
sufficient for public playgrounds, preferably near the schools, 
so that the school lavarol'Y and bath facilities should be 
available. 

The limited resources of the School Town and the over
whelming obligations ro be met led ro a most carerul investiga
tion and study of economy in the provision and upkeep of the 
school plant. The result of this investigation was the decision 
ro provide a school, and eventually several schools, of a type 
alrogether superior ro that of the ordinary Common School of 
American rowns. As a rown grows, it is usual in America and 
Canada ro add year by year ro the number of these Common 
Schools, and then, as demand arises for the secondary education, 
which is also provided free, ro form advanced classes in one or 
more of them until the city is large and prosperous enough ro 
build a separate High School. This demand would have arisen 
late in the life of Gary, for the population has so large a pro
portion of foreigners that the demand for secondary education, 
which generally comes from the American born, would haye 
been poorly supported. 

There is in Gary one Common School of a usual American 
type, accommodating 360 children, and having a small play-. 
ground. I understand that this school was not built 1y the 
School Board, but by the Gary Land Company when they we~ 
first laying out and improving the estate; and tl,at they let It 
at a fixed rent ro the School Boord. The economy of building 
schools of a superior type is best shown by comparing their cost 
with that of this small school. 

The Common School, which is called the Jefferson &:hool, 
had an original cORt for site, bnilding, and equipment C?f ~. 
per pupil. The superior school already built and eqUlpP(j 
and called the Emerson School, can accommodate at least l,~ 
pupils, and cost 25l. per head. The saving to the town on 
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original cost of the eight or so large schools that will eventually 
be required, as compared with the first cost of the 40 small 
schools that would -he built otherwise, is thus at least 50 per 
cent. 

It is the annual cost of maintenance, however, including the 
interest on the building debt, that ie of chief importance to the 
taxpayer. This in the two schools is actually as follows (the 
amounts are in full, not per head) :-

I.J e«arson Schoo!. I Emerson Schoo!. 

£ £ 
Light, _tor, heat a.nd ventilation - 860 700 .Janitor .emce - - - - 800 800 
Prinoipa.l - - - - - 240 400 
4 per cent. on building debt - - 720 1,800 
Insura.nce, depreciation a.nd repa.irs - 500 400 

£2,120 £4,020 
5 

£10,600 

Annual cost for 1,800 children in Jeffe):BOn School would 
therefore be 1O,600l. as against 4,020l. for the same number in 
the Emerson School, a clear saving to the taxpayers of 6,580l. 
per annum. 

In explanation of these figures it should be stated that the 
cost of assistant teachers is reckoned to be the same in either 
case, on a basis of 40 pupils to a teacher. The Emerson School 
employs a number of specialists, as would an ordinary High 
School, but the extra cost of these teachers is counterbalanced 
in ways that will be explained below. 'fhe fil'St item, heat,&c., 
is more economically provided in a large building than in a 
smaller one. The janitor service includes that of engineer, 
caretakers, cleaning, &c. The salaries of principals in both 
schools may seem small to Englishmen, but it is not the custom 
in America to make a very great distinction between the salaries 
of the headmaster and those of his chief assistants. The 
Superintendent of Schools does a good deal of the work, and 
undertakes much of the responsibility that would be laid upon 
the headmaster in England. Lastly, the fact that" insurance, 
depreciation and repairs" would actually cost less in the more 
costly building is due to thl' superior workmanship and 
material and fireproof nature of the Emerson School. It 
ie a practical demonstration of the economy of superior 
construction . 

.. The oonatructioD is fireproof except the roof. All walls 8l'e built of 
Yitrilied brick laid in oement mortar. Ground lIoor ha.lla, ma:noal training 
_, all looker and toilet and waah roome, gymnaaia, and .wimming pool 
have "hite enamelled brick wainecoting eaven !eet high. All ha.lla have 
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marble baseboard. All stairs bave marble risers, stringers a.nd newel poste. 
All closet stalls in toilet rooms have marble partitions, and high·grade 
plumbing and electricallixtures are used throughout. Til. blackboard. are 
natural slate. The interior finish is quarter &awed oak. All window .toolll 
a... brick. A program ma.ter clock controls .econdary clock. and the 
program bells in all claos.rooms, ball and playground gong.. Telephone 
system is installed to necessary points in the buildin~, and in the basement 
fl'om Principal's office. Floors are marble, granitoid or clear maple. The 
most approved heating and ventilating apparatuo is uoed, with automatic 
temperature and ventilation control. All air for h •• ting and ventilating 
is washed before it is delivered to school rooms, which lowen the temperature 
about ten degr ... during hot weather and brings up the humidity of the 
parched dry air in cold weather. This washer also remov .. all dWlt and 
BOot, which in a short time would otherwise rnin the school room wall. and 
ceilings, whi.ch will be oil painted.". 

With all this, the Emerson School works out at a less 
building cost per cubic foot than the other building, 5'15 pence 
against 1)' 835 pence per cubic foot. The reason for this will be 
stated later in the description of the school. 

The School Board expect to be able to reduce the tax levy 
for the town considerably by building schools only of the 
Elllerson type in future. The tax required for their upkeep 
would amount to . Gd. in the pound on real estate values. For 
schools of the other type the tax would be nearly 2cl. in the 
pound. In one year after the opening of the Emerson School 
thE' tax was more than .7 d. in the pound less than the preceding 
year. 

The construction and curriculum of the Emerson School are 
therefore contributory to genuine economy. They try not only 
to. decrease the school expenditure in Gary, but also to get more 
for their money. They do this by providing a fourfold eqnip
ment instead of a single one, and then by seeing that this 
equipment is all put to its proper use for as many hours as 
possible in the day and for as many days as possible in the year. 
. First, there are the ordinary class-rooms and libraries where 
the child studies from books and has its lessons from the 
teachers of the academic subjects. Secondly, there are play
grounds, gymnasia, and swimming pools, where the cbild can 
play and secure a general physical training. Thirdly, there are 
gardens, studios, laboratories and shops, "where the child can 
work and learn to do efficiently many things by doing them." 
Lastly, there is a large hall, where by lectures, recitals, dramatic 
performances, phonograph, player piano, stereopticon lantern and 
moving pictures, the visual and auditory education of the child 
may be efficiently carned on. " Four separate and distinct plaCAl8 
are provided for each child," hut the cost per child is not 
increased, it is actually diminished. It cost less to build and 
equip the swimming pool, the gymnasia auditorium, manual 
training rooms, and to equip the playground with material for all 
jIOrts of games, than it would have done to provide the ordinary 
class-rooms and lihraries four times over. The economy is due 

• First.Aminal Report of the Ga.,. Public SchooIo, 1908. 
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to the fact that these less expensive parts of the school equip. 
ment are kept working all the time. The child spends about a 
fourth of his time in the expensive class-room, and the other 
three-fourths is divided between the less expensive rooms and 
physical education. The usual American plan of giving each 
child a school desk for his exclusive use, which is filled with 
his books and equipment, has been abandoned. Each child has 
a steel locker for his wraps and school material. These lockers, ' 
though they have a special compartment for books and keep all 
possessions perfectly safe, cost much less than the fitted cloak
rooms usually provided. 

On this basis of full use of the building the Emerson School 
will actually accommodate 2,240 children, and it is only for the 
sake of comfort and rather small classes Oess than 40 per 
teacher} that the figure 1,800 was taken at! the basis of calcula
tions. In addition the school can easily accommodate 1,500 
evening students without at all interfering with the work of the 
regular day school. In fact, adults use the school building as 
freely as children. A branch of the Gary Public Library 

. occupies tWQ rooms on the ground floor, so placed that it can be 
entered directly from the outside without climbing steps. The 
school provides for the adult population what the neighbouring 
city of Chi('ago has been at great cost to provide and maintain 
Separately-social and recreation centres. The playgrounds, 
gymnasium, swimming pools, auditorium, club and social rooms, 
Ii brary, shops and laboratories make ideal surroundings, and the 
fact that attendances registered at the gymnasia, for instance, are 
about three million a year, and more than those registered in 
Ch icago, proves their pupulari ty. 

The popularity of the school system is its next important 
feature. It is shown by the attendance. As the Superintendent 
says, after the school has had two or three years' trial, .. the 
children want to go to such a school every day in the year and 
eight to ten hours each day." 

This popularity seems to be due to the variety of the work 
offered. its exceptionally attractive presentation, the freedom 
allowed to the children, and the motive supplied fOl' their work. 
These reasons are in order of increasing importance. First, the 
variety. All the subjects usually taught in the public schools 
are included in the curriculum. three languages,' four sciences, 
commercial subjects, music and art throughou~ and all things 
taught in the first-class manual training schools. Domestic 
science and art are of course included for girls, though there is 
no intention to keep the boys out of the kitchen or the girls out 
of the woodwork rooms if they wish to exchange activities. As 
the school is not a t.rade school, but a vocational one in the sense 
of helping children to choose their vocation, the pupils are 
encouraged to try their hands at many kinds of work, and great 

, 
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proficiency in anyone task is not expected. Many of the best 
trade teachers in the States desire this very training in all-round 
manual work to be carried up to the age of 16 or more, 
before a special trade is chosen and learnt. The Gary autho
rities hope eventually to have a Trade School to take pupils from 
16 upwards, but there will be no need of the ordinary High 
School, either with a special vocational bent or otherwise. Add 
to this the exceptional facilities for physical training, dramatic 
and other displays, and for play, organised or free, and it would 
seem tha.t some, if not many, sides of the school life must attract 
every child. 

The attractive presentation of the work is due to two factors, 
special teachers and special equipment. With the exception of 
the arithmetic, history, political geography, and English (exclu
sive of literature), all subjects are tanght by trained specialists. 
Each of the elementary school classes has a class teacher, who 
is responsible for the four subjects named above, but who may, 
and generally does, interchange with' the teacher of the next 
class for certain subjects. The most usual division is for one 
teacher to take the reading, writing, spelling, and fonnal 
language in two classes, while the other teacher takes their 
history, political geography, and arithmetic. 

In America, specialist teachers of mannal training, music, 
drawing, &c., expect and J'eceive higher salaries than all
round teachers. The cost in the Gary schools is reduced by the 
elimination of supervisors. Americans do not expect one teacher 
to be able to teach all the academic subjects satisfactorily, and 
manual work, sewing, physical culture, music and art as well. 
But they compromise as a rule by letting the teacher train in all 
these subjects, and then setting supervisors over her in each of 
the more technical subjects until she wearies of their super
vision. The teacher in an American elempntary school may, 
after her training, have to pick up the methods of six to a d07.en 
special supervisors, men and women, who spend their time going 
round and teaching her their pet devices for manual training, 
reading, writing, music, drawing, nature study, and physical 
Culture. It occurred to the Gary Superintendent that while 
these supervisors could not make specialists out of the ordinary 
teacher, they would not be needed if specialists were employed. 
So the ~ialists are an economy from several points of view. 
It seems a mere truism to say that they do their work better; that 
alone is a great saving of the children's time and energy. They 
enjoy their work, and the children enjoy it in consequence. 
Perhaps the falling off of the supply of elementary teachers in 
England may be partly due to the fact that those who would, 
ten years ago, have become pupil-teachers and then trained 
have now a chance of some years in a secondary schooL Th~, 
in the hands of specialists, they begin to take a real in~ ill 
certain of their studies; and the idea of teaching ev~ry subject 
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required by a class of children becomes exceedingly distasteful 
to them. In Gary the surroundings also of the specialist 
teachers are carefully prepared for their work. The manual. 
training rooms, laboratories and gymnasia have been mentioned, 
but there is also a nature-study room for that special instructor, 
two music rooms, two drawing rooms and a literature room. 
The work of the special literature teachers is typical. 

.. The.e t.e.whers meet every child for .. SO· minute period on .. lterna.te 
da.ya. By me&ll8 of .tories and reading from .ets of books furnished by the 
public library, the children are interested in the be.t litera.ture. This 
literature t.e.wher'. cI .... ·room is, in rea.lity, & library of literature for 
children, o.nd the teacher is in the truest .ense a children'. librarian. Many 
of the books furnished by the publio library &re .upplied in sets of 30 or 
40 volumes of the ... me book, .0 that c1&.. work i. pcs.ible in this 
directed reading.". 

One may mention that books circulated in this way under 
the control of the special teachers last ten times as long as the
library books need otherwise. 

The freedom allowed the children is another form of 
economy. They are not the best type of American child. They 
come of "a five-year-old community of steel mill operatives, 
speaking 16 different languages." Yet this heterogeneous 
body of pupils governs itself. In the basement, one room is the 
Council Chamber of Boyville, the corporate body of the school. 
This is the Mayor's office, and here he and the duly elected 
aldermen sit to pass laws for boy behaviour in and out of school. 
Recent enactments include one to prohibit the children of the 
town taking short cuts over vacant building lots near the school. 
A delegation was sent to the Gary City Council recently, asking 
them to enforce more strictly the law against the sale of 
cigarettes, and also to provide more dustbins for the town, into 
which the boys promised to put the waste-paper found in the 
streets. The boys and girls have also a school bank, run by 
themselves, with real money, pass and cheque books, and real 
interest on their money, which is deposited in one of the city 
banks at 3 per cent. The children take turns to officer their 
class, giving necessary' orders for moving from room to room, 
preparing for drill, and so on. One pupil is also officer for the 
day in each class, and sees to the comfort of visitors, ehowing 
specimens of work and answering their questions. Another 
form of freedom much appreciated is the freedom to work at 
their special subjects, and to advance in the school at their own 
rates. The times during which the school is open after lesson 

• From a reprint made at the school of a paper .. Utilization of the 
School Plant" read before a meeting of the Department of Superintendence, 
St. Loui .. Mo., by William A.. Wu-t, Superintendent, Gary, Ind. (Published 
in the J oum .. 1 of Proceedings and Addreooes of the 50th Annul Meeting of 
the National Education Association of the United States, held at Chicago 
July, 1912, p. 694. Offices of the Aaaooistion, Ann Arbor, Mich.. 1912.) , 
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hours have been mentioned. Good pupils can secure extra help 
from· their teachers on Saturdays, and ('an adv8m·e in one or 
more of their subjects to a higher grade any month in the year, 
irrespective of their companions or of their status in other 
subjects. The work is specially organised to this end. 

The motive given the children for all their work is, briefly, 
its immediate usefulness. The school provides a life for the 
child. Every aspect of life is catered for on the premises; "i t 
is the purpose to provide a right educational environment where 
the child may live naturally and grow through the exercise of 
his self-activity under wisely directed supervision." The fact 
is that the child has opportunities for activity in so many 
directions that appeal to him at first, and so little of his time 
is claimed for classroom study of the ordinary type, that he 
becomes eager for work . 

.. The play impulse is tTansformed into a work impolse 80 that .. al 
pleasure is experienced in work. The school life creates a need and desire 
for the ....aemic and coItural work of the school. There is no attempt 
to remove the diJIicolti.s. The supposed distasteful work of the school 
is not augar.coated with sentimentalism. The wasted time and the mis
directed energy of the street and a\1.y are utilised to awak"" ambition, 
develop initiative and create power in the child, 80 that he can find real joy 
in the mastery of diJIicolties. The child is busily and actively engaged 
the year round educating himself:'· 

An example of this was the case of a boy who gave no 
satisfaction to any of his teachers, except the instructor in 
manual training. As soon as this fact was ascertained all his 
work in other subjects was stopped. He spends all his time 
on woodwork, with the best possible chance of growing into 

. the other subjects in time as he finds the need of them in his 
work and 311 his brain develops owing to the use of his eyes 
and fingers. First, give the child healthy energy which will 
make him seek occupation of mind or body for every waking 
moment. Then, apply his work to practical ends throughout. 
The 10 year old children test foods in the domestic science 
laboratory to discover their natures and food values. Before 
this has time to pall, they are testing again for adulterants 
and preservatives. Their interest in this matter brought back 
numbers of the children after school hours with samples of tbe 
milk they were using at home, and formaldehyde was found 
iu so many of these samples that one milkman in the city 
who had refrained from formaldehyde reaped an astonishing 
reward for his virtue. The manual training boys make things 
the school needs for their exercises, the domestic e<'onomy girls 
cook, and serve, and sell every day luncheons that are bought 
and eaten by the pupils, the teachers, and the visitors who come 
daily to the school. "The item of dealing with real things 
and feeling the responsibility of doing things right would add 

... Utilization of tJJe School Plant," p. 493. 
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the very desirable element of seriousness to a child's work,"'" 
and also the no less desirable element of contentment, satis-
faction, real interest. . 

The idea of using every part of the school plant as an 
educational opportunityt has been worked out with great 
success and considerable economy. The upper corriders of the 
school, for instance, are beautifully lighted (see plan) and are used 
as museums and picture gallery. The printing and cabinet
making departments have been better than self-supporting. 
Two boys became so useful that they were employed in the 
cabinet shop throughout the summer holiday, of three months, 
at good pay. Other work suggested, and probably in practice 
by now, includes photography and photo engraving in connection. 
with the printing, the handling of school supplies, under a 
teacher, who would show how to use catalogues, compare prices, 
judge goods, estimate costs, and so on. Then there would be 
valuable practice in keeping the stock in good order ang 
tabulated: Lastly, the charge of a room, to be kept clean anu 
sanitary by the pupils, who should be paid for such work when 
it is done properly. . 

- To sum up in the words of the Superintendent :-
.. The twentieth century school is pl&nned to secure the highest p08Bible 

efficiency from buildings. gronnds, a.nd equipment. a.nd the time a.nd energy 
of tesohera a.nd pupils. It gives the child, not a shop. not a playground • 

. but & life. ":I: 

• From a reprint made at the school of a paper .. Oan the Administration 
Department of a School System serve &8 & laboratory for the Vocational 
Training of Ohildren P " By G. E. W uI1ing. Director of Industrial Educa
tion. Gary. Ind. (Published in the Journal of Proceedings a.nd Addresse. 
of the 50th Annual Meeting of the N ationai Education A88OCiation of the 
United States, Ohioago, 1912. p. 1225.) . 

t Saa p. 192. above. 
t .. Utilization of the School Plant." p . .s5. 
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,PLAN AND DESORIPl'ION OF TOE EIiERSON SOHOOL. 

rDimensionB, 245 feet 9 inches by 141 feet 9 inohes-not including 
boiler house. 
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Four manual training roomo with ._rooms, work.rooms, .k., ...,h 
room "" \arge 88 two c1aao-1'OOIIl8. 

Two gymnasia with lock""" wash and toilet room, ...,h the size of two 
e1ass-rooms. 

One ewimming pool, with ohower baths, the size of two c\aao-...,.,..... 
This ....w. the total of the equm.lent of 24 regular c1aao-roomo in the 
basement. All cJa.-,moms and work·1'OOIIl8 in the bsseDumt ..... atUeI1 
aJxrre ground. 

In addition th ..... IU'e two 1arge locker-rooms, one janitor _room. two 
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• 19969 .. 
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APPENDIX II. 

A NOTE ON VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS IN THE 
FAR WEST. 

, 
By MISS Hn.DA WILSON, LATE LECTURER AT THE MOORFIELDS 

TRAINING COLLEGE. 

Los Angeles.-It is no wonder that the city of Los Angeles, 
California, has a school system which offers the most complete 
and varied vocational training in America, for the city itself is 
prosperous and favoured above all other American cities. The 
marvellous climate and the beautiful surroundings of this city, 
its great natural wealth in its fertile soil and abundant oil-wells, 
have drawn to it a population.of over 300,000, and bring many 
tourists in the winter months. It is a city of gardens, for 
outside the central square mile every house or apartment-block 
stands in grounds, so that the ground covered exceeds that 
included in the County of London, and one can travel from 
eight to thirty miles from the heart of the city without crossing 
its limits. . 

In the curriculum of the elementary schools of Los Angeles, 
a very generous amount of time is allotted to manual work. In 
the first six years an hour and a half or more per week are given 
to this branch. Another 60 minutes is given to Drawing, which 
is generally correlated with the former. For instance, the 
writer was shown some of the productions of the third and 
fourth year children, which were toy figures cut out of flat 
wood, mounted on blocks to stsnd, and brightly painted. They 
looked like toys from a West-End shop. 

Los Angeles has a number of intermediate schools, which 
take the pupils for the seventh and eighth YE'.arB, especially 
those who intend to go on to high school, and give them a more 
specialised coun;e which fits them better for high school work. 
This is an interesting attempt to bridge over the chasm between 
the common and the high school which should be compared 
with the scheme in operation at Gary, Indiana, where a much 
smaller population and area are catered for. 

In these intermediate high schools there are three principal 
courses, within which a good deal of variation is possible. They 
are three year courses, as the first year of the High School 
proper can be passed in $ese schools. In several cases they 
share the building with the High School, and have the 
advantage of its splendid -equipment. 

.. 19969 p 
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The following is the programme of the courses, 1912-1913. 
English has five periods a week, Physical Training one or two 
periods a week, in all three years of all courses. 

GENERAL. 

Periods 
a week. 

Arithmetic . I) 

Geography or History 5 

Music 2 

Drawing· 2 

Penmanship 2 

Manual Training, 

~~,Cooking,Sew,} 
ing, Boys, Wood· ~ 
work. 

One of the following, 

Spa.nish, Latin, 
French, German,} 

Bookkeeping, SteaD- 0 
graphy. 

History and Civico· 0 

~usic. English or}2 

FIRST YEAR. 

.COMMERCIAL. 

Periods 
a week. 

Arithmetic 0 

Bookkeeping 0 

Stenography • I) 

Penmanship • 2 I 

Geography I 
History. or}o I 

One of the following, 

French, German, } I) 
Spanish 

or 
Music and Manual} 6 

Training. 

SECOND YEAR • 

, 

VOCUIOIUL. 

Periods 
a week. 

Same as the General 
Ccurse. 

Histcry and Civice 
Bookkeeping • 
Stenography • 
Penmanship • 

/; Girl., Coo~ng 10 
• 5 Manual Training.} 

:; and SewiDII:, 
2 Boy .. Woodwork 

PhY,Biology and Hy· } 2 Ph:J:siology and Hy. } 2 Drawing, Freehand} :> 
gume. . g>eDe. or ~echan;...J 

Manual Training as}. One of French. Ger. } • Geueral Science,}:; 
First Year. ' man, Spanish ;> with Hygiene. 

Two of French, 
German, Span· 
ish, Latin. 
Bookkeeping, .. 
Stenography. . .. '-
Algehra,Arith. ....,... 
metic. Free-
hand or Mech· 
anical Drawing ! 

or 
0" I OneolU.S.Bistory} 

Fnmeh, German. 5 
Oral English or Spa.nish, Book· 

Music with} 6 keeping, Algebra 
Manual Training 

• 
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GBNBBAL. 

Periods 
a week. M:. or Ora.l Eng'}2 

Three of .. foreign 
language, Book· 
keeping, Steno· 
graphy, Algebra., Ii 
Com. Arithmetio, 
Ancient History, 
General Science. 

One of, CoOking,] 
Sewing, Wood· 
work, Freehand 5 
or Mecha.nicaJ 
Drawing. 

THIRD YEAR. 

COlllMEBCIAL. 

Periods 
a week. 

Com. Arithmetio - Ii 
Bookkeeping - - 5 
Stenography - - Ii 
Two of, FrenCh,} 

German, Spanish, 
GeneraJ Science, Ii 
Algebra, Pen-
ma.nship. 

Music, or Oral Eng. } 
lish with Manual 6 
Training. 

VOCATIONAL. 

Periods 
.. week. 

Ma.nual Tra.ining, 
Gir~, Cooking or}lO 
Sewmg, Boys, 
Woodwork. 

Dra.wing, Freeba.nd} 5 
or Mecha.nicaJ. 

Elementa.ry Physics} 5 
or Chemistry. 

One of FrenCh,} 
German, Spanish, 
Ancient History, Ii 
Bookkeeping, Al· 
gebra.. 

There are eight high schools in the Los Angeles School 
District. Four large ones, Los Angeles High, Polytechnic High, 
Manual Arts High, and Evening High, are central, the others, 
Hollywood, San Pedro, Gardena and Wilmington, are in the 
suburbs . 

.. All of these schools offer courses leading to the University, 
and all are accredited (i.e. have the right to send students to 
the University without special examination). The faculties 
emplnyed and the work done in these different schools lIIe equal 
in rank and merit. Each has for its purpose the physical, 
mental and moral development of the child, and is more 
concerned with these than with his preparation for so-called 
higher academic work. While they lIIe the same in these broad 
fundamental lines, each has its own personality and distin
guishing features." 

"The Los Angeles High School is the parent High School 
of the eity, and is distinctively the academic, classical and 
cultural High School. ". It is the only one offering Greek, yet 
.. much practical and applied work, such as strong courses in 
food chemistry, . mechanical and architectural drawing, applied 
art, surveying, and commerce has been instituted."· One 
may refer here to the wonderful .. Vocational Bulletin '.' pub
lished by the authorities and prominent in the office of each 
Elementary School. This shows better than anything how each 
of the High Schools prepares for various forms of employment, 
and how the "classical and cultural" High School prepares for 

• Course. of Study tor the High and Intermediate Schools of the Los 
An!:"l ... City School District, 1912-18. 

p 2 
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various artistic occupations, and gives partial preparation for 
commercial life.)& 
. _ "The Polytechnic High School, while young in history, has . 
had a phenomenal growth." It has well over 2,000 pupils. 
:' It is the technical high Rehool of the city. All but three of 
Its fifteen or more ·courses are highly specialised and aim to 
meet the needs or those who do not intend to go directly into 
college. It offers strong courses in electricity, mechanical 
engineering, architectural drafting, assaying and commerce. 
As large a percentage of its graduates, however, as those of 
any· oilier high school are entering higher institutions of 
learning." All the academic work of other high schools is 
offered, except Classics. This high school was visited, and as 
it took two hours to go through the most interesting parts of 
the building, its size may be imagined. It is very imposing 
inside and out, yet ilie main building is not nearly large enough 
for the work, and two enlargements have already encroached 
upon the playground. One of these is pointed out with pride, 
since it was designed by ilie young architects of the classes in 
that subject. It is chiefly remarkable for its fine windows. 
Inside this new l>art are the Art rooms, and one of tlxese is fitted 
up for pottery making. The oven was built in the room, and 
ilia writer was offered her choice of one of the finished vases. 
These are designed, shaped and coloured entirely by ilie 
students, and are boili strong and graceful in character. Here 
also sets of coloured tiles are being designed and made, which 
are to be set into spaces left for them on tIxe main staircase of 
the new building. Nearby is ilie archi lecture studio, where a 
girl was working at plans for. a two-story house. At this school 
also the electrical department is very fine, and some wonderful 
machines are on exhibit. In the mining laboratory some boys 
were assaying ore for silver and gold in a small furnace. It 
looked very dangerous, but the director said they hardly ever 
have accidents. Perhaps tIxese boys were descendants of the 
early prospectors who made California American. The geolo
gical museUDl was very fine, with exhibits of ores from all over 
America, and fossils and portions of prehistoric animals. A 
case of radiUDl is also kept there. The courses at tlxia school 

• A study was published in 1912 of the Vocatitmal snbjecta, including 
CoIDDll!nlial. offered in the high schools of Calilomia. This Btatea that 24 
of the schools offered DO vocational oubjecta. These form a· 5 per ceut. of 
all the high oclwols. 

In 37 schoo1s, 1 to 5 per ceut. of the Abject.. are yocatiOD8l 
.. 21 ". 5 to 10,. ,. ... It" If 10 to 15.. " .. 
,,23 ,. 15to20.. .. .. 
,. 10 ". 20 to"!5., " .. . 
,,6 H 2Sto46., .. " 
The subject 11lOIII; bequeDtly o1fered .... geometrical drawiDg. '1'hm 

came in order of deu rug Ueq1leDCJ. and. roughly. of ina r .. g ~ 
of equipment, mechani<:al drawing. book-keeping. oborthand. typeWiJDDg' 
eommercial history. geography and law. woodwork. domeotic eci ...... , f<Jl1!1Pr. 
machi".,..shop work, foundry work, and arehitectmal drawing. 
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can be extenqed for those who wish to acquire greater technical 
skill, and students will be able to stay there six yearS or longer, 
instead of four, if they wish to. In any case they can return to 
the evening claBBes, which are £ree to all residents in the city 
who are over 15 years old. These constitute the Evening High 
School, which gives all the courses of the Day High Schools as 
far as there is demand for them. 

" The Manual Arts High School, althollgh but two years old 
[in 1912] has attained remarkable success. It has already made 
for itself a place in the school system. It occupies a place 
somewhere between the clasSical high school and the technical 
high school,offering all academic subjects except Greek, in 
addition to the industrial work which is presented somewhat 
from the educational or developmental standpoint."'" This high 
school had not fully worked out its courses in 1912, but as there 
are over 2,000 pupils it will probably offer as many as the 
Polytechnic. The different standpoint £rom which the work is 
approached is evidently set forth to the students with some 
emphasis, for in their yearly magazine, the Annual (they have 
a smaller one, appearing £rom time to time) which they write, 
illustrate, and publish themselves, a student writes very clearly 
and enthusiastically on "Industrial Education," but draws a 
clear distinction between it and manual training. He says, 
" We understand by manual training a thorough instruction 
and practice in tool and machine work, designed to improve 
the intellectual powers of the worker, and by industrial 
education the instruction neceBBary to produce the kinds and 
degrees of skill needed for the exercise of particular tradea 
or industl:ies." 

That this. intellectual ideal makes no difference to the 
market value of the product was evident, since nUID bersof 
useful thing!! were being made in the metal and woodwork rooms 
for other schools in the city. There were some fine wooden 
settees, decorated with carving, destined for the corridors of a 
high SimOOI. All work was marked or stamped" M.A.", and 
there was a strong feeling evident that articles so stamped 
should be of superior quality and workmanship throughout. 
The woodwork is very successful at this school, and boys who 
have not had one year's course may be seen making substantial 
pieces of furniture, such as tables with veneered tops, large 
armchairs, and so on. 

The Manual Arts High School has also a very beautiful 
building. The writer spent hours in seeing the wonderful 
heating and ventilating arrangements. The engine houses 
were not finished, but will now be used as part of the school 
.. shops." The kitchens where the school luncheons were being 
prepared had a long array of machines doing the cook's work. 
One was mashing potatoes, another was mincing, and a third was 

• Courses of Study for tll. High &nd Intermediate Schools of the Loa 
Angel .. City School District, 1912-13. 
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a device for washing dishes mechanically. There are l!everal 
cafeterias In use at the luncheon hour. The staff have their 
own, but fetch their own food from the serving table. A stqdent 
comes round and takes the money from each, and then they 
meekly pack up their trays and take them back to the appointed 
place. In one of the open corridors connecting three block!. 
of the school building there is a long counter specially built in a 
large recess and elaborately fitted for the serving and selling of 
iCErCream. This is an essential item of the menu of any school 
luncheon counter in America, but the writer never saw else
where so elaborate and deliberate a special provision made 
for supplying it. All the serving here and in the cafeterias 
is in the hands of the studenta. The luncheon arrangementa are 
in the hands of the student body, who do not try to make a 
profit out of the sales, but generally have a considerable balance 
after paying expenses. Thll money was being counted and 
banked in one of the students' offices, as the writer went round 
after lunCh to see some of their arrangements for self-govern
ment. The girls and boys organise separately for the purpose, 
and at two desks suitably labelled in an office near the entrance 
they were receiving the excuses of those who had arrived late 
for any lesson since the day before. Only excellent reasons 
·were accepted, and those who could not offer them were 
sentenced to detention in a certain room under guard. Tile 
great school auditorium is . also very striking and most lavishly 
equipped. The stage has three or four complete sets of scenery, 
all of which can be adjusted and changed by machinery, and 
the electric lighting is controlled by a switchboard of some 
50 handles. There seem to be lights of every colour in every 
possible part of the stage, and the plays presented ha"e certainly 
all the " atmosphere" possible. 

Of the suburban high schools, the Hollywood" is distinctly 
cosmopolitan, comprising all of the old and new featnres of 
high school work. One of its characteristic features is the 
prominence given to home economics, for which work it has 
ideal equipment."· This study of .. home economics" is not 
confined to cooking and sewing. It includes, with English 
subjects, mathematics and a foreign language, a good deal of 
science, general and epeeial, home crafts such as stencilling, 
leatherwork and block-printing, civics and economics, household 
management, laundrywork,' study of architecture, dietetics, 
sanitation, furnishing and musical appreciation. There are 
twelve courses at this school, including a special art course, one 
in agriculture, one in mechanic arts, and one in engineering. 

The San Pedro High &hool is near the coast, and of the seven 
or more courses it offers the .. marine" course is probably unique. 
The object of this course is to give preparatory training to 
marine engineers, boat bnilders, and followers of other sea 

• eou..... of Study for the High and Intermediate Scboolo of the Lee 
.ADgeles Citr Scbool District, 1912-13. 
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vocations (see below, Vocational Chart). The scientific work of 
this school is to be strongly developed with a view to marine' 
studies. . ' 

The Gardena High School is strongest in agricultural work. 
1 t is beautifully situated in a rural district, with a large farm 
attached, and has a special course in agriculture, besides three 
other eourses, and a large group ofelective subjects, from a choice 
of which other suitable courses can be arranged. Beside& the 
various branches of farm work, horticulture, forestry, and land
SCRpe gardening are taught. Other subjects, such as home 
economics, machine work and carpentry,law'and the keeping 
of accounts, are all taught in their application to rural life. 

The Wilmington High School is on a smaller scale, and only 
offered three courses for 1913. It prepares for commercial 
pursuits and provides some manual training. 

The schooilluthorities of Los Angeles are not content With 
this extraordinarily wide range of school work. They are 
anxious to open in addition a Trade School, in which the work 
and conditions shall be as like those of real life as possible. 
This school is to benefit b9YS who never qualify to enter a high 
school, and who, therefore, cannot obtain the mechanical traiuing 
there offered. In almost every case where trade schools are 
estaolished in the United States this would seem to be an 
important motivo of their originators. The pre-vocational 
department of the Lucy Flower Technical High School in 
Chicago, and the Manhattan Trade School for Girls in New 
York, both admit girls who have not passed through the two or 
three last Grammar grades. In Los Angeles they wish this 
school to teach at least eight trades, ('.arpentry, painting, 
masonry, printing, maclune shop, blacksmithing, electricity, 
and plumbing. According to the latest accounts, such a schoo~ 
will be started this year or next. 

Dentler, Colorado.-Another western city that has a similar 
eystem of schools is Denver, Colorado. There are five High 
Schools in the city, and a trade school for boys. The North, 
South, East, and West Side High Schools offer the usual academic 
courses, and commercial training, and are prinulMy for the 
stmlents of the districts in which they are built. The Manual 
Training High School Course is given at the North Side High 
School, the largest and newest of the four, for the first two 
years of high school life. It is Dot a full time course, and the 
work call be arranged eo that more or less of manual work, and 
of academio work, can be taken togethlll' for these two years. 
The manual work will only count up to 25 'per cent. of the 
.. credits .. needed for graduation. The year is divided into two 
terms irrespective of holidays, and in the fu'Bt year boys can take 
joinery for one term and design for the other, spending ten 
periods a week on them. They have four hours drawing, free-
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hand and mechanical, per week throughout the year. The girls 
have the same arrangement, with sewiJlg instead of joinery, and 
no mechanical drawing. In the second year, the boys have 
wood turning and moulding for ten hours a week one term, 
and pattern-making the next term; also, they have mechanical 
drawing for two hours a week throughout. The girls have 
cooking, design, and mechanical drawing. The third and fourth 
years work in this «<>urse is to be set aside gradually in favour 
of the last two years of the new Technical High School Course. 
Thus, when a boy or girl has had two yeam rugh school with 
more or less mallual training, he or she can choose, to complete 
the four years, either two years academic or commercial work, or 
two years technical training, with a choice of subjects, and some 
cultural work, or, in the case of a boy, a course at the School of 
Trades. The new Technical High School Conrse is also complete 
in itself, but is not all given in one building. The first year's 
work is given in the Longfellow School, an elementary school of 
wruoo some rooms are equipped for trus course. The other 
three years work is given at the Manual Training High School, 
where the manual training students from the North Side High 
School formerly came for the last two years of their work. At 
this school the hours are rather longer than in the other High 
Schools; from 8.45 a.m. to 3.35 p.m . 

.. The course is not elective during the first two years. Each 
student is expected to carry three academic subjects, and spend 
18 periods per week in the shops or laboratories. At the end of 
the first two years the students of the Technical High School 
[Course] will have covered approximately as much shop work 88 is 
now secured in the Manual Training High School [Course] at the 
completion of the four years' course. At the end of the second 
year, students will be expected to choose some special subject for 
intensive work; carpentry, cabinet-making, pattern work, forge 
work, machine-shop work, dressmaking, millinery, catering, 
architecture, are among the subjects that may be chosen. 

" Students will spend at least four periods per day during 
the trurd and fourth yeanl of the course in work upon the 
special subject chosen. A student completing the four years 
course will have secured, in the first place, an excellent academic 
education; in the second place, a general preparation in manual 
training, including several varieties of manual work; in the 
thlrd place, special intensive preparation for some vocation, 
wruch, .... rule not fitting him to be immediately a skilled artisan, 
will have given rum such training as will enable him soon to 
becollle a skilled workman. This particular training, plus the 
general academic and manual training, should furnish a most 
excellent preparation for foremen and superintendents." .. 

• Deaver ffigh Schools, Important lDformatioa for p.....m. aDd 
Studeota about A dmj...;a", .te., for 1912-13. 
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TBOHNICAL HIGH ScHOOL CoUBBE. 

English is compulsory for five periods a week throughout 
the CoUl'Be. 

FmsT YlIAB. 

BOD. BOD AlrD GIBLS. GIBLS. 

Periods Periods Periods 
per per per 

Week. Week. Week. 

A.1gebr& - 5 
Science - 5 
Study 5 

It:ecb'uica.l Draw- Mechanical Draw-
ing - 6 ing 2 

Freelumd DrawiDg , Freehand DrawiDg 2 
~eIIiDg and D&- Modelling and De-

81g1l- 2 sign. , 
Joinery , Domestic Science , 
Taming and Pat,. Sewing 8 

tern Making , 
/ 

SBCOJID YBAB. 

Geometry 5 
FreeIumd Draw-

ing 2 
Physics 8 I Chemistry- - 7 
Hecbanical Draw .. Mecha.uica.\ Draw-

ing - , 'iDg - - 2 
Pattern lIakiDg Design 2 

and FOUIldry Sewing 6 
Work 6 Domestic Science 6 

Forging 8 Study 5 
Study - , 

Tam» YBAB. 

BoYII. GIBLS. 

Periods Periods 
per per 

Week. Week. 

Two of the three :- Two of the following :-
Chemistry 7 Physics • 8 
Book.keeping ond Solid German • 5 

Geometry 5 Algebr& and Solid Geo-
Genna" . 5 metry - 5 
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Boys. 

First Term:-

Periods 
per 

Week. 

Mechanical Drawing • 4. 
Machine Shop Work· 12 

Second Term:-
Technical Lecture and 

Laboratory Work - 4. 
Selected Technical Work, 

with Drawing - - 12 
Study (throughout the year) - 9 or 7 

GlBLS. 

Period. 
per 

Week. 

One of the Following :-
·Household Art. COUl'88 -1 
·DreB8mak:ing and Milli'1 

nery - - - -
Domeotic Science Conr .. -. 17 
General Fine A.rto- r or 

Course - - - 20 
Dlnotration COUl'88 - -
Deoign Course - -
Architectural COUl'88 -) 

-----------..!------~-- ~- -
• Deoign and DrawiDg are included in _ Couneo. 

FOUBTH YBAR. 

American HiBtory and Civics :; 
German, or Mathematics, or 

Science - :; or 7 
Selected Technical Work 16 
Study - 9 

Academic Work as boya. 

Selected Technical Work 
Conroe &I Fonrth Year 

(except for Millinery, 
which formIJ a Complete 
Conrae). 

20 

The art work done in these courses is exceptionally 
interesting, and most carefully adapted to its purpose. Thus, 
at the Manual Training High School the more advanced girls 
were making splendid figure studies from large casts and 
from life, chiefly that afterwards they might design dresses on 
these studies, with due attention to proportion. A good deal of 
clay modelling was done in the first year, and one negrees 
student showed great aptitude for this work. In several schools 
the progress of coloured girls in manual arts was very noticeable. 
The sewing rooms were adorned with numbers of channing 
coloured designs for simple dresses, and the girls who have 
entered upon a technical course are always busy during their 
drawing lessons in working out some practical problem which 
bears upon their sewing, embroidery, millinery or household 
decorative work. In the North Side High School, where the 
work is vocational rather than technical, the younger pupils 
produce most charming designs that could well be applied to 
their own surroundings_ One class will be working on Japanese 
prints, which they copy and adapt for decorative purposes. 
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Then tlley go on to large and simple designs for rugs in coloured 
chalks. These rugs are such as the children weave in the 
schools from strips of calico 01' very coarse wool. One design 
on show was of a fat bear looking at his reflection in ·the water. 
It was broadly drawn and would be both amusing and pretty 
when worked up. Then they go on to designing borders, with 
corners, from nUI'llery rhymes. T4ese were inspired by the well
known books decorated by Walter Crane and Boutet de Monvel, 
but the ideas were the children's own. Of coUI'lle all the work 
was daintily coloured. 

The building is nearly new and very fine. It has 16 acres of 
floor space, and is built round a large auditorium. The Science 
department is most lavishly equipped, and the Colorado Museum 
keeps its collections in the corridor adjoining. The Manual 
Arts work is done in a separate building, where also the shops 
of the Trade School are situated. The three trades being taught 
were plumbing, carpentering and printing. The plumbing 
shop had an "upstairs" part for the baths and pipes. This 
course is in three parts, bending and soldering pipes, fitting 
boilel'S, testing drains and gasfitting. The printing work is 
especially good, and the boys do 80 per cent. of the work for 
the Education Authority in a completely satisfactory way. 

This Trade School differs from others in the States in 
requiring entrants to have passed the High School entrance 
standard, and also to be sixteen years of age. The headmaster 
wants all to have had a varied technical course for two years 
befOl'e entrance, but this is not practicable at present. There is 
no labour opposition to the school, and he anticipates no 
difficulty in placing all the pupils after their two years' course 
as adyanced apprentices or journeymen. They have a rather 
longer school d~y, 8.30 a.m. to 4 p.m., and there is an extra 
summer term of two months' shop work, so that they can work 
for nearly eleven months in the year. Half ilie school day is 
given to shop work, a quarter to trade drafting, and a quarter to 
trade mathematics, trade history and science, and to business 
English. 

It is noticeable that no time is allotted to physical training. 
Under the Stste law, all students are physically examined once 
a year. The schools have voluntary clubs for games, and there 
is a very active Playground Association in Denver, which does 
much to eulh'en school athletics by arranging yearly displays 
and competitions on a large scale. 

The city of Seatae, Washington, is working out an inte~ting 
experiment in its elementary schools. The school law makes 
education compulsory till the age of fiftesn, and ilie upper grades 
were sometimes blocked with boys and girls who had no real 
interest in the ordinary academic work; many of them had 
come from other parts of the country and had been earning their 
own living before they had to return to school. For these and 
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others, a .. Grammar School Industrial Course" has been estab
lished, and is moat successful. If the headmaster thinks that 
BOme particular pupil would be benefited by this course, he 
recommends it to the parents for them. The object of it is to 
awaken these children's interest in their daily life and useful 
occupations. The girls are trained to be home-makers. the boys 
to be industrious. The officil;ll plan is as follows· :-

.. Boys and girls have English, geography, history, and arithmetid. Boy. 
hav~ mechanical drawing and shop work, girls have drawing and design, 
sewmg and cookery. The periods are forty minutee ....,h. Shop-work hao 
three periods daily, cookery two . 

.. English will include nading, opelling, penmanship, lettmwriting and 
composition. Geography will include map studies, climatic conditiOlUl and 
inJIuences, industries and products, exports and imporlo, routeo and centre. 
of trade, the studieo to be correlated as far as pnoctieoble with the work in 
shop and kitchen. In history there will be a review of the inJIuentiaI event., 
in the development of our country, including parlicular reference to the 
country's greatest characters and their achievements, and of the causa. 
attrihuting to our present national standing. The purpose will be to give 
an elementary knowledge of the important facts in our biBtory and to imbue 
with a patriotic desire to be oerriceoble. In arithmetic, the fnndsmental 
operations, including :fndaons applied in shop-work and in local problems; 
pereentsge and interest; applications of measurement. and mensuration. 
The purpose will be to secure accuracy in the usa of Iigmea and pnoctice in 
their application to pmctical alfairs . 

.. Iotd ... Irial.-The shop instructiun will consist of work intended to give 
knowledge of material. and their source and use; tools, and .kill in their 
use; methods of CODBtruction; problems in machine and handwork; 
acquaintance with faetory and individual production; the use of p..-.... 
tives, as paints, oils, &:e., discuasions of the variOIUI vocations; n.ito to work 
under CODBtruction, to manufacturing and commercial eotsbIishmento. The 
work will need to be under a very practical and specially competent man • 

.. The industrial work for girls will eonsiat of: 

.. PIain &ewing, garment cutting and fitting, repairing, bOIUIehold linens, 
fabrics llBed in the home, sewing machine, class taIb and discuasions 
regarding clothing, hygiene, style, costs, methods of maJl1lfacture. the ..... t 
shop, trades and TocatiOllB for women. 

U Plain cooking, propertiee of foods, economy. table aerTice. sanitation, 
laundry work, care of the home, &:e. Actual conditiono make it pos.ible for 
the girls to purehaee and prepare a simple lunch daily, and to aerve the _me 
to other pupils at noon at cost. CIasa taIb upon related topico of home life 
and its obligations, clmQestie aerrice, income and expenditure, &:e. 

U Applied design in surface decomtion as aJfeeted by material and oemce, 
the use of color, problems in making designs for note book """en, belto, 
piIIows, draperies, &:e. The aesthetics of the home." 

This course covers two or more years, and includee some sort 
of vocational guidance. The supervisor of the girls' classes had 
inquiries made in the autumn of 1912 as to the way in which 
the pupils had spent their long summer holidays. It was dis· 
covered that a good proportion had taken up some work. One 
had made her own clothes; the course is arranged so that they 
learn to make everything they wear. One had made her 
mother's clothes. Two girls had joined together and made 
twenty loaves of bread every other day and BOld them. 

• Gnmmar 8ehool InduotriaI Coar.e, 1912-13. 
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Children of this type would not go on to the High School as 
a rule. There are seven large High Schoo~ in Seattle, which is 
a city nearly as large as San Francisco or Los Angeles, with 
280,000 inhabitants, and 38 elementary schools. One of these 
High Schools has 2,500 pupils. Five courses of study are offered 
in these schools, of which three are vocational, the Commercial, 
Boys' Manual Arts, and Girls' Manual Axts Courses. In the last 
two a good deal of choice is allowed, but English, mathematics, 
United States history and civics and a two years' course of 
gymnastics are compulsory. About two-thirds of their time is 
spent on the vocational training with choice of languages and 
other subjects, such as music. In one of the newer High 
Schools the Domestic Arts department included, besides the 
usual kitchens and laundry, a small apartment with a little 
kitchen, diningroom, living room and bathroom. This was not 
yet fully furnished, as the girls were themselves choosing the 
furniture for it, and arranging the decorations. When ready, it 
was to be used for practice. Two girls at a time were to use the 
kitchen, and to prepare meals there for six teachers; the girls 
were to do the marketing, keep the accounts, and charge for the 
meals. A course on Home Nursing was also to be given there. 
In all the I¥gh School teaching of these subjects, great care is 
taken that the girls know the reason for everything they do. 
Evening classes are also carried on at these schools in vocational 
subjects. 

,san Francisco has also similar work in certain of the High 
Schools, chiefly in the Polytechnic High School and the Com
mercial High School. _ In Salt Lake City, Utah, both the 
public High School and that under the direction of the Latter 
Day Saints offer complete courses in woodwork, metal work, 
and domestic arts. It should be noticed that woodwork is 
rather more of an educational subject in those parts, for 
furniture has to be built up very carefully if it is to withstand 
the climate. No English furniture would last a year; if a 
cabinet, for instance, be designed with a curved front, that 
front has to be carried out in five ply wood, or its curve would 
speedily vanish. For that reason, also, furniture is usually very 
heavy and solid in structure. 

THE TRAINING 01' VOCATIONAL TEAOHERS. 

The Western States do not need to train all the teschers 
they require, for there is a constant influx from the East. 
Both climate and other conditions are very attractive on the 
Pacific Coast. At Seattle, for instance, there is no Normal 
School at all. San Francisco weeds out her numerous appli
cants by a special competitive examination, but has also a 
large Normal School. In this, and in the similar one at Los 
Angeles, there is no provision for training teachers for 
vocational subjects. It is curious that when these subjects are 
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established as an essential part of the free school curriculum, 
the State should make no provision for training teachers in 
them. In California, as elsewhere, the authorities have relied 
on teachers from Europe, whose thorough leChnical training 
they admire, and teachers from the large private ill8titutions in 
the East. Now, however, an institution has been taken over 
by the State in California which will doubtless be the first of 
many, with the object of training teachers e>.pressly for the 
advanced technical and vocational teaching required in the 
newer high schools. This i& the State Normal School of Manual 
Arts and Home Economics, Santa Barbara, California. 

The School began in 1891 as the" Anna S. C. Blake Manual 
Training School," founded by a lady philanthropist. To it 
went the lady who is now President, Miss Ednah A. Rich. 
After her training in the school she spent some years in Europe, 
studying various handicrafta under their most famous exponents. 
On her return to Santa Barbara she became Supervisor of the 
School and of Manual Training in the public school~. Five 
years ago, the State wanted to make BOme provision for training 
teachers in vocational subjects, and as this school was already 
famous for the quality of its work, granted it a subsidy of 
1,OOOl. a year on condition that it should take and train 
students. Miss Rich had many applicants, but she was deter
mined to make the training a great success, even with the 
limited funds allowed, BO she accepted only 25 studenta, and 
chose them with very- high qualifications indeed. As 8 result, 
they all got posts hflfore their training was over. Next year 
she took 30 students, and had to select them from hundreds of 
applicants. Then the State made the school a large grant, and 
built them a very- beautiful new building, into which they 
entered last year. A year ago, there were 150 students working 
in the little old school, and the new buildings will accommodate 
300 or more. 

The students are generally university graduates, and often 
teachers of experience as well. They must have BOme technical 
skill in addition. Miss Rich said they did not want the High 
School graduate of 18, and did not incline to the student who 
had boon through the longer courses a' such schools ~ 
the Los Angeles Polytechnic High School She seems to have 
trained numbers of teachers who. having already taught the 
academic subjects in the high schools, have become convinced 
of the high educative value of vocational and technical work, 
if done and taught in the right spirit. Over 90 per cent. of the 
students are women. This may be because there is a woman 
President, but is more probably because there is so great a 
demand for men teachers that they need not give up time to 
special training in order to secure posts. The enthlL~iasm 
shown by the studenta is remarkable. Directly they arrive to 
train as teachers, they are informed that they are teachers 
already. 1£ they remark that they do not know how to make 
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anything, they are reminded that the children know less. They 
begin promptly to make things, and directly they are made, to 
teach the children how to make them. They are supervised by 
all the manual training teachers in the city, who are in their 
turn supervised by Miss Rich, and who all understand and 
sympathise with her methods and ideals. All the work turned 
out by the students is thoroughly professional, and that accom
plished by the children under their care is not far behind it. 
All kinds of woodwork and metal work are taught, from heavy 
forging and casting to jewellery in silver and other metals. 
Applied art includes the finest woodcarving, leather carving 
and staining, bookbinding, design and embroidery. Some 
work in architecture and house building is being developed, 
and the President designed the building in use a year ago. 
An elementary course leading to plumbing and gasfitting is 
also arranged. Pottery and printing are in great fa\'"our. On 
the domestic side, the usual subjects are studied with special 
reference to teaching them, and to the bringing out of their 
educational values. Miss Rich also intendK the students to 
apply themselves specially to food problems in connection with 
the lunch rooms which will be an important part of the new 
building, and in which only the best and pnrest food will be 
served, after it has been thoroughly tested, cooked and pre
pared in the best way. She intends the students to make a 
study of economics in their home surroundings, and, as the 
State does not provide residences for them, to eschew boarding
houses and to take bungalows, two or more together, and work 
out healthy ways of living on 3l. a month, or less. Santa 
Barbara is not a cheap place. 

In most of the State Normal Schools elsewhere in rural 
districts some traiuing is given in Household Arts and Manual 
Work. The Colorado State Teachers' College at Greeley is an 
example of this, and teachers are tIained there for High School 
teaching in the High School attached to the College, as well as 
in the Elementary School. But the Santa Barbara School is 
unique as a training college for teachers of high academic 
qualifications and designed solely for advanced work, above the 
High School standard if necessary. The period of training 
varies according to the number of subjects which the student 
wishes to complete. Some become so adept that they set up 
for themselves as producers of art metal work or other such 
things; one accepted a post as designer at the greatest 
jewellery house in San Francisco. This is not because they 
could not get work as teachers, or because they underestimate 
the. importance of teaching. . Miss Rich is very emphatic in 
sett.mg forth the mental value of perfectly performed manual 
work, and unifies all the training by following out the ideal 
of her master, Mr. Cobden-Sanderson, that man and woman 
should learn to work together at what will build and adorn 
the home. 
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MERCHANT MARINE-

NAVAl, ARCHITECT -

MARINE BIOLOGY. 
'1. AQUARIUM ATTENDANT 
2. CATALOGUER of Marine Life
S. CHART DESIGNER-
4. CURATOR OF MUSEUMS 

1. FISH COMMISSIONER 
2. FISH EXPERT-
8. FISH PROPAGATOR 

And similar. Vocations 

Officel'9 and engineers of coasting and sea 
going vessels. 

Drawing and conltruction of vessels . 

. If I THE POLYTECHNIC mGH SCHOOL devotes Itse pa 
courses leading to· all of them. All of the high schools offerl 

In almost all the vocations here listed, the student need; 

ABSAYEB 

~ 
~ 

~ 
I
, CHEMISTRY -

BLACKSMITH 

CABINET lIAKING 

Eo ..... DR6.FTSMAN, ARCHITECTURAL 

~ 
~ DRAFTSMAN, MECHANICAL 

8 FOUNDRY 

E-<~, 1 ELEcTRICAL IVORK. 
.... CENTRAL STATION 

I
, SUB·STATION. 

::;:: 
~ TELEPHONE WORK - -
rz:l I ELECTRIC LIGHT WORK. 

I ELECTRlCl6.N 

~ I MACHINE SHOP WORK 

~ I PATTERN MAKING _ 

§ ,SURVEYING-

.. l. 
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Testing and rating Ores 

Working metals by beat, by band or power-

Making furniture, interior fittings, &c. -

Work in analytical laboratories, or drug or 
chemical supply houses. 

Preparing plans for bUildings, &:0. 

Making working drawings for machines. 
machine parts, Ire. 

lIakiug metal MStings in sand from patterns 

Care of dynamos, transformers, &C. 

Wiring, station work, line work, kc. 

GenC1'&l eler.trical WOl'k,'-- contracting, esti
mating, ko. 

Uaking machines,.part:a. &0., by means of 
lathes. planes, Ire. 

Making wood models of machille parts from 
which to make casting&. Requires great 
skill and mathematical. acr.qp.cy. 

Field work with city or railroad parties, and 
08108 work of seb survey. i 

I 



Volume 1 of Special Reports (Educa.tion in Eng1a.nd, Wales, 
and Ire1a.nd, France, Germany, Denmark, Belgium, &c.) 
(1896-7) contains the following Papers:-

1. Public Elementary' Education in England and Wales, 1870-1895. 
By Messra. M. E. Sadler and J. W. Edwards. 

2. English Students in Foreign Training Colleges. 
By Miss L. 'Manley, Miss Williams, and Mr. H. L. Withers. 

8. Brush Work in an Elementary School (with illustrations). 
By Mr. Seth Coward. 

... The ABO of Drawing: An Inquiry into the Principles underlying Elementary 
Instruction in Drawing (with illustrations). 

By Mr. Eben ... r Cooke. 
6. Domestic: Economy Teaching in England. 

By Mrs. Pillow. 
6. Technical Education for Girls. 

By Mi .. A. J. Cooper. 
7. The Secondary Day School attached to the Battersea (London) Polytechnic: 

An Experiment in the Co·education of Boys and Girls. 
By Mr. Sydney B. Wells. 

8. The History of the Irish System of Elementary Education. 
By Mr. M. E. Sadler. 

9, The National System of Education in Ireland. 
By the Right Hon. C. T. Redington, D.L. 

lO. Recent Legislation on Elementary Education in Belgium. 
By M ... rs. M. E. Sadler and R. L. Morant. 

11. The Housewifery Schools and Classes of Belgium. 
By Mi .. K. B. Block and Mia L. ~ackenbnry. 

12. The French System 01 Higher Primary Schools. 
By Mr. B. L. Morant. , . 

IS. The Bealachulen in Berlin and their bearing on Modem Secondary and Commer
cial Education. 

By Mr. M. E. Sadler. 
H. The Ober-Realsehulen of Pl'US8i", with special reference to the Ober·Bealschule 

at Charlottenburg. 
By Mr. M. E. Sadler. 

18. The Prussi .. Elementary School Cede. 
Translsted by Mr. A. E. Twentymsn. 

16.· The Continuation Schools in Sa.z.ony. 
By Mr. F. H. Dale. 

17. The School Journey in Germany. 
By Mi", C. I. Dodd. 

18. Tho Taaohing of the Mother-Tongoe in Germany. 
By Mr. F. H. Dale. 

19. Holida,. Coursee in France and Germany for Instruction in Modern Languages. 
By Me8BJ'8. F. S. Marvin and R. L. Morant. 

20. Recent Educational Progress in IJeumark (with maps). 
By Mr. J. B. Thornton. 

21. Education in Egypt. 
By Mr. P. A. Barnett, H.M.I. 

22. The Educasion of Girls and Women in Spain. 
8y Seilor Don Fernando de Arteaga ,. Pereira. 

98. The National Bureau of Education in the United State&. 
By Mr. R. L. Morant. 

24. The History of the Manitoba School System and the 188008 01 tho Eecent 
Controversy. 

By Mr. R. L. MOTant. 
25. Arrangements for the admission of Women to tbe Cbief Universities in the 

British Bmpire and in Foreign Countries. 
By Mr. M. E. Sadler with the help of Mr. J. W. Lcng>don. 

26. Appendix giTiug • 11M of the chief official papers bearing on EdU<:ation ill 
Great Britain and Ireland. 

Prepsmd by Mr. M. E. Sadler. 
Thil volume (Cd. 8"'1) can be obtained, either direct,l,. or through any Boobeller, 

from WYMAN AND SONS. LTD., 29, BBBAMS BUILDINGS, FBTTEB LAliB, E.C., 
and 18, ABINGDON t)TRKBT, S.W Of and M. ST. MARY STBBET, CARDIP.; or 
B.M. STATIONERY OFFICE (SOoTTISB BB.ANOH), l\.~, FORTH STBBBT, EDIlI
BUBGB i or B. PONSONBY, LTD" 116, GBAPTOJI' STB.Bft, DUBLIlI. 

... 19969 

p,;". ill. 4.1.; pottfiw ill. lo.i. 
[At prewlt out of print.) 
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Volume 2 of Special Reports (Education in England and 
Wales, Physical Education, the Heuristio Method of 
Teaching, University Education in France, lc.) (1898) 
contains the following Papers:- . 

1. The Welsh Intermediate Education Act, ]1'89, its Orihtin Rnd WorktnK. 
Contributed by the Charity CommifIBloners fur England and WalCH, 

2. The London PolytechniC Institutes (with illustmt.ioJlB). 
Bylllr. Sidbey Webb. 

3. The London School of Economies and Political Rciencc. 
By Mr. W. A. 8. Hewins. 

4. Tbe Curriculum of a Girls' School. 
By Mrs. Bryant, Mi88 Burstall and MiM Aitken 

5. Physical Education at the Sheffield High School for Girls. 
Byllln. Woodhou ... 

6. Games and Athletics in Secondary Scloole for OirlJ (with II1l18trations). 
Byllliss P. Lawrence. 

7. The Organisation of Game. out of School for the Children attending Publlo 
Elementary Schools. 

By Mr. George Sharpl ... 
8. Physical Education under the School Board for London (with illostratiuDB). 

By Mr. Thomas Chesterton. 
9. Physical I~d.cation for Girls and Infanta onder the Landon School Boord (witl 

illoltrations). 
By the late 111,.. Ely Dallas. 

10. Physical Traimng in Birmingham Boonl Schools (with m .. lratlono). 
By Mr. Samuel Bott. 

11. Physical Training nnder the Lee8s School Board. 
By lIIr. R. E. Thom ... 

12. The School Garde.s at the Boaeombe Bri'i.h School (with lUuotratio ... ). 
Bylllr. T. G. Booper. H.lII.L 

13. The Connection between the Public Library and the Public Elementary School. 
By Hr. John J. Ogle. 

H. The Educational MU8eum of the Teachers' Guilt]. 
Bylllr. John L. My ..... 

15. The Baslemere Educational Museum (with plan8). 
8y Dr. Jonathan Hutchio80D, F.R.S. 

16. School Plays in Latin and Greek. 
By Hr. J. ft. Baker-Peooyre. 

17. The Study of Education. 
By Hr. J. J. Findlay. 

18. The Training of Secondary Teachers aDd Bduca.tional Ideals. 
By Hr. F. J. R. Heudy. 

19. The Heuristic Method of Teaching. 
By Dr. HcoIY Armstrong. F.R.S. 

20. Statistics, &C., of Elementary Education in England ADd Walee, ]833-1810. 
By H ....... H. K. Sadler and J. W. I!dwarda. 

21. List of Publications on EdncatioualSnbjeets iMOed by the Chief Local Edu,ea... 
tional Authorities in England and Wales. 

Prepared by M ... H. 8. Beard. 
22. Ia Universit:61 FraDQaiaea. 

By Monsieur Louis Liard. 
2.:1. The French Universities. (Translation of No. 22.) 

By Hr. J. W. Longodoo. . 
!I. 'n1e Position of Teach ... in the State Secoodary 8cboo1s for Boy. In JPra-. 

By Hr. F. B. Kirkman. , 
2:;. The French LeariDe' Certificate--Certi6cat d'Etudee Primairee. 

By Sir Joshua G. Fitch. 
26. The Teaehing of Hodem Laog_ iD Belgium and HoUand. 

By Hiss J. D. HOIltgomery. 
21. School Hygiene in B""""Is. 

By Milll J. D. HODtgomery. 

ITbls volume (Cd. 89(3) caD be obtained, either directly or tb"".gb a..,. 1Io,,*-","", 
from WYMAN' AIID SONS. IJrD .. 29, B&&A.J18 BUJLDJlICHI, Jt'ftTU Lua. &.0... 
aad 28, ABllfGDO!I 8'rBSft, S.W., and "~ ST. MA&Y 8Ta&ft. C •• D'n'; « 
H.Il. STATIONERY OFFICB (SOOnI8H 11.....,8). 23. YOUH ST • ..,.. EDIlf
BURGH; or K. PONSONBY, IJrD., 116., Ga.rro. ST&an, DuaL' •. 

Pria III. 'U.; po« fr .. So. 7.1. 

(ii) 



Volume 3 of Special Reports (National Organisation of 
Edncation in Switzerland, Secondary Education in 
Prussia, Baden, and Sweden, Tea-ching of Modern 
Languages, Higher Commercial Edncation in France, 
Germany, and Belgium) (1898) contains the following 
Papers:-

The National OrganisatJ.;>n of Education in Switzerla.nd. 
By Mr. R. L. 1dorant. 

2. Problema in 'Prnssia.n Secondary Education for Boys, with special reference to 
8imilar questions in England. 

By Mr. M. J!:. Sadler •• 

3. "The Cu.1'I'1cula and Programmes of Work for Higher Schools in Ptu.ssia.1I 

Translated by Mr. W. G. Lipecomb. 

~. The Higher Schools of the Grand Duchy of Baden. 
By Mr. H. Ill. D. Hammond. 

6,' StrOmungen auf dem Gebiet des Schulaund Bildnngswesens in Deutsohland. 
Von Professor Dr. W. Rein in Jena. 

6. Tendenei •• in the Educational Syotems of Gerinany. (TraDslation of No.5.) 
By Mr. F. H. Dale. 

7. The Teaching of'Modern Languages in Frankfurt a II. and district. 
By Mr. Fabian Ware. 

8. The Teecbing of Modern Langu_ in Garmany. 
By Miss Mary Brebner. 

9. Tbe Teaching of Foreign Languages. 
By Professor Dr. Emil Hauskuecht. 

10. The Teacher of Modern Lang_ in ~ian Secondary Schoolo tor .Bo1" 
His education and profeaaional training. 

By Hr. Fa.bian Ware. 

11. Higher Commercial Education in Antwerp, Leipzig, Paris, and Havre. 
By Mr. H. Ill. Sadler. 

12. The Preeent Position of ManllRl InBtruotion in Germany. , 
By Dr. Otto W. Beyer. (Trau.l.ted by Mr. A.. E. Twentrman.) 

IS. The Secondary SchooIa 01 Sweden. 
By Dr. Otto Galland ... 

U. Elementnry IIIdnoation in 'he Grand Duchy 01 Finland. 
B1 the Baron Dr. Yrjij-Koskinen. 

This volume (Cd. 8988) can he obtained, either directly or through any Bookseller, 
from WYMAN AND SONS, LTD., 99, BB&AII8 BUILDINGS. FB'l'TU LAlrB, B.O., 
and 98, ABINQDON STR.BTI S.W., and 64, ST. Muy BTBKB'l', CABDIPP; or 
H.M. SrA.TIONRRY OFFICIII (SCOTTISH BIUlIOH), as, FORTS SRTB.,., IIIDIlI. 
BUBGH; or Eli. PONSONBY, LTD., 116, G8AJTOlf STBSBT, DUDLIK. 

Prioo 80. ad.: poll"", 80. ad. 
[A.t present out of print.] 

The Boa.rd of Edu.cation issned in 1900:-
Beport on Technical and Commercial Edncation in East Pruaoia, POland, 

Galicia, tiils&, and Bohemia. 
By Mr. Jam .. Baker. 

This volome (Cd. f19) can he obtoined, either directly or through any BoobeUer 
from WYMAN ~ SONS, LTD., 39, Buus BUILDI"GS, FBTTIB LA.IfB, !I.C~ 
and is, ABINGDON STBKKTJ. S.W .. and 64, ST. KARY STUKT. CAllDU'''; 01' 

H.M. STATIONERY OF~'IC .. (8coTTISIl BIIAlICs), 13, FORTS STRUT. EoI". 
BURGR; or .E. PONSONBY, LTD., U6., GRAftON STIlBBT, DUBLIN. '. 

PrlH 64.: #tilt "... ad. 
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Volume 4 of Special Reports <Educational Systems of the 
Chief Colonies of the British Empire - Dominion of 
Canada, Newfoundland, West Indies) (1901) containa 
the following Papers:-

A.. DoIIIJllOI 01' CAlf ADA.-

1. Ontario, The System of Education in. 
Prepared from official documento oapplied ~ tbe Educatiou Department 

of Ontario. 

2. Quebec, The System of Educatiou in the Pnmnce of. 
Prepared from official document. .". .Hr. B. Balfour. 

S. Nova 8eotia, The System of Educatlou in. 
By.Hr. A. B. IdacKay, SuperinleDdent of Education, Nova _la. 

4. New Bnmswict, The System of Education In. 
By Prof""""" J. Brittain, Instructor in the ProTiucial Normal 8cbool, 

Fredericton, New Bl'1IDIwick.. 

5. lIanitoba, The System of Education in. 
Prepared from official documepto .". .Hr. A. E. Twentymau. 

6. North·West Territories, The System of Educatlon In the. 
Prepared from official documeu .. by.Hr. R. Balfour. 

7. British Columbia, The Syotem of Education in. 
Prepared from official documeuto .". IIr. R. Balfour. 

8. Prince Edward leland, The System of lIducation in. 
By .Hr. D. J. llacLeod, Chief Superintendent of Ed..,..ion, Prince 

Edwatd leland. 

9. lIe:monmdom OD Agricultural Education in Canada. 
By Dr. W. Saandero, ~ of DomiDion hperimeatal Farma 

10. Note on the Hacdonald Hannal Trelning Fund for the developmeut of 
manual and practical instruction in Primar)' 8choo1a in Canada. 

Bl .Hr. X. E. Sadler. 

B. NJnnOUlIDLAlID-

Newfoundland, The System of Education in. 
I. By the Rev. Canon W. Pilot, D.D_ D.C.L., Superintendent of Church 

of England Bcbools in NewfouDdisod. 
II. By the Rev. G. S.lIilligan, II.A., LL.D, Superintendent of lIetbodia& 

Schools in Newfoundland 

C. WBSr 1lIDra-
1. Jamaica, The System of Edueatioa in. 

Part I. with Appeadi_ 
B;r the HOD. T. Capper, Superintending la~ of 8cboo" 

Jamaica. 
Part IL 

Prepared from ofticia.l d_to .". .Hr. ](. B. 1IodJer. 

,. British Guiana, The System of Education in. 
B;r .Hr. W. Blair, Chief I~ of Seboo", Britilb G_ 

3. The TeacbiDg of Agrieu1tme in lIlemeotar;r and Higher 8cbools in the W. 
Iadiee. 

Compiled from official ~to .". .Hr. X. 11. 1IodJer. 

This ~ (Cd. 416) can he obtained. either direetl;r or throucb aD;r Boo ... lift". 
from. WYllAli .um SONS, LTD.., 29, BBE..I...II8 BUILDI!lfOA, YSTT&& L£JrB. E.C., 
and 28. ABIBGOO. STREET. S.W ... and 54, 87, bin' S!'a.EIE'I'. C.£JlDI"; (II' 

H.x. STATIONERY OFFICE (SOOrTll!a 8aAICB~ 23, FOBTB l!nasr, En .... 
81T&8B j or B. POSI5ONBY, LTD.,. 116, GaAn'OlI STaKft, DrBLm. 

Pria ... 81. ; p..t fiw Ii&. U. 

(iv) 



Volume 5 of Special Reports (Educational Systems of the Chief 
Colonies of the British Empire-Cape Colony, Natal, 
Commonwealth of Australia, New Zealand, Ceylon, 
Malta) (1901) contains the following Papers :-

A. A .... ,C .. -

1. Cape Colony, The History and Present State of Education in. 
Part 1., Sections 1-7j, 

By Mr. G. B. Muir, B.A., of the Department of Public Education, 
OapeTown. 

Pan I., Sections 76 to end, Part II. and Part III. 
Prepared from official documents by Mr. M. E. Sadler. 

2. Nata~ Tbe Syets .. of Education In. 
By Mr. R. Russell, Superintendent of Education, Natal. 

B. COMMONWEA.LTH o:r AUSTRALIA.-
I. New South Wales, The Syatem of Education in. 

Prepared from official documents supplied by the Depa.rtment of Publio 
Instruotion for New South Wales. 

2. Victoria, The Systom of Education in. 
By the HOD. A. J. Peacock, late Minister of -_ Publio Instruction, 

Victotia. 

S. Queensland, the system of Education in. 
lly Mr. J. G. Anderoon, Under Secretary for Public Instruction, 

Qu .... land. 

.... Taamani., The System of Bducation in. 
Prepared from official documents by Mr. A. E. Twentyman. 

6. South A ustralia. The System of Education in., . 
By Mr. O. L. Whitham, 14lU1lber of the Board of I"pectors of Sobools, 

South AUBtralia. 

6. Western Australia, The System of Education in. 
By Mr. Cyril Jackson, Inspeotor.Generai of Schools, Western Australia. 

O. Naw ZIIALAND-
New Zealand. The Syatem of Education in. 

Prepared by Mr. M. III. Sadler, from official documents BuppUed by tho 
De~tment of Education for New Zealand.. 

D. CHLOlf-
Ceylon, The Syotem of IIIducation In. 

By Mr. J. B. Cull, late DIrector of Public Instruction, and Mr. A. Vall 
Cnylenburg, I .. pector of Schools, Ceylon. 

B.1UL .... -
Malta, The'Syetem of Education in. 

By Mr. N. Tagliaferro, Director of Education, Malta. 

This ~oI .. me (Cd. 'IT) can be obtain"", .Ith ... directly or through any Bcobeller, 
from WYMAN .... D eONS, LTD., 39, BaE.u[8 BUILDIXas. FBTTBB LANK, B.O., 
utl 18, ABTltGDOM STBBIn'. S.W., and 5', S-r. 'MARY STBBKT CAllDIn'; or 
B.lo!. STATIONERY m'FIIJE (ScoTTISH BRANOH), »3, FORTH S .. IlBBT, EDDr-
BUBQB i or E.- PONSONBY. LTD .. 116, Gu.rroN STllBft. DUBLDf. . 

(v) 



Volume 6 of Special Reports <Preparatory Schools for Boys. 
Their place in English Secondary Education) (1900) 
contains the following Papers :-

1. Introduction. 
By Mr. C. C. Cotterill. 

2. The Masters of a. Preparatory SchooL 
By Mr. C. C. Cotterill. 

3. Preparatory School Equipment. 
By Mr. Frank Kitchie. 

4. The Time Table of Work in Preparatoly Sohool& 
By Mr. H. Frampton StaUard. 

o. The Preparatory School Curriculum. 
By Mr. G. Gidley RobinlOn. 

6. The Place of the Preparatory School for IIoyI In Secondary Educallon In 
England. 

By Mr. M. E. Sodler. 

7. Entrance SoholarBbipa at Public Sobool .. and tbeir InSaence '"' Preparatory 
Sohoola. 

By the Rev. the Hon. Canon E. LJttelton. 

8. Enminations for Entrance 8cbolaJ'8hfpll at the Public Schools. Tbeir Cbsmotel' 
and Effect on the Educat.ional Work of Preparatory School& 

By Mr. C. C. Lynam. 

9. The teaehing of Latin and Greek In Preparatoly 8oboo~ 
By the Rey. «. Ecclea William .. D.D. 

10. The Teaching of tbe Hotber Tongae In Preparatoly 8obools. 
By Mr. H. C. TiIIard. 

11. The Teaching of Hiatoly In Preparatory 8obools. 
By IIIr. A. II. Cartel .. 

12. The Teaching of Geography In Preparatoly Sobools. 
By .be Rev. F. B. Barrow .. 

13. The Teaching of Hodern Languages in Preparatoly ScbooIs. 
. By H ...... E. P. Arnold .nd Fabian Ware. 

U. The·Teachiug of Hatbematica In Preparatory Schools. 
By the late Hr. C. G. Allum. 

15. Nataral Science in Preparatoly Sobools. 
By Hr. ArdIer V....u. 

16. The Teaching of Drawing in Preparatoly 8obooIs. 
By Hr. Jamea T. watta. 

17. Art Teaching in Preparatory Schools. 
By Hr. W. Egerton Hine. 

IS. The 8obooI Workabop. 
B1 lb. B. D. U8ndield 

It. II usic in Preparatory Schools. 
By the Rev. W. Earle, with an Appendix b7 lb. W. W. CberitoD. 

20. Singing In Preparatoly 8oboo1s. 
By Hr. Leonard C. VenabIea. 

21. Gardening, iIB Role in ~ 8obooI Life. 
lIy Hr. A. C. BartholomeW. 

211. Health and Pbyoieal Training in Preparatory 8oboo1 .. 
By the Rev. C. T. Wtckham. 
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23. Gam .. in Prepa .... tory Scbools. 
By Mr. A. J. C. Dowding, 

24. The Employment of Leisure Hours in Boys' Boarding Scbools. 
By Mr. Arthur Rowntree. 

25. Preparatory School Libraries. 
By Mr. W. Douglas. 

26. A Day in 8 Boy's Life at a Preparatoq Scbool. 
By Mr. P. S. Deoltry. 

27.. School Management. in Preparatory Schools. 
By the Rev. J. H. Wilkinson, with an Appendix by Mr. A. J. 0, 

Dowding. 
28. EconomiCB of Prepa.mtory Schools. 

By the Rev. C. Black. 
29. Preparation for the Prepa .... tory School. 

By Mr. E. D. Mansfield. 
SO. Prepararory Boys' Schools under Lady Principa.ls. 

By Mr. C. D. OU.e. 
31. Tbe Prep ..... tory Department at PubUo Schools. 

By Mr. A. T. Martin. 
S2. The Preparatory DepartlDent at a Public School. 

By Mr. T. H. Mason. 
38. The Relations between Public and Preparatory Schools. 

By tbe Rev. Herbert Boll. 
81. Tbe Preparatory School Product. 

By the Rev. H. A. Jam .. , D.D. 
35. The Preparatory Scbool Prodoct. 

By tho Rev. the Hoo. Canon E. Lyttelton. 
86. Tbe Preparatory Scbool Product. 

By [)p, Hely Hutobinsen Aboond. 
S1. The Preparatory Bobool Preduct. 

By Mr. Arthur C. Bensen. 
SS, The Home TraIning of Children. 

By Mrs. Franklin. 
89. The POBBibillty of Oo-education In Engllah Preparatory and other Secondary 

Schools. 
By Mr. J. H. Badley. 

40. Not .. on a Preparatory School tor Girl .. 
41. Appendix. 

This volume (Cd. 418) caD be obtained, either directly or through any Bookseller, 
from WYMAN AND SONS, LTD., S9, BBUII8 BUILDINGS, FBTTBB LAltH, E.O., 
and 28, ABINGDON STREET, S.W., Bnd 64, ST. M.lBY STaSH, CARDlPP; or 
H.M. STATIO~ERY On'lCE (SCOTTISH BItAlfCH), 2S, FoB'rH 8TH."", EDIN
BURGH; or B. PONSONBY, LTD., Us. GlU.ftOJi STUB'l, DUBLIN. 

hi ... 'r. Sid.; po<t , .... 21. 1 i4. 
[At present out of print.) 

Volume 7 of Special Reports (Rural Education in France) 
(1902) contains the following Papers:-

The Rural Schools of North.West Frence. 
By Mr. Cloudeoley Brereton. 

Ru.ral EduUBtioD in France. 
By Mr. John O. Mood. 

This volume (Cd. 834) can be obtained, either directly or through any Bookseller. 
from WYMAN .&.t'D SONS, LTD., 29, BBUIIS BUILDINGS. FK"I"r'E& LuI., E.C., 
and 28, ABINGDON STBE.I!:'I', S.W., and U, ST. MARY STIlBK"I', C.l.RDIPPj OJ' 
H.M. STATIOIiEKY m'FICB (SCOTTISH BItAlfOH). !3, FoRTH 8.,.,.."" EDJl<o. 
BOBGH i or B. PONSOlliBY. LTD., 116, GB.uTON STILBET, DaBLIlf. I 

PritJe I .. 44.; poll f,... u. H. 
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Volume 8 of Special Reports <Education in Seandinavia, 
Switzerland, Holland, Hungary, &c.) (1902) contains the 
following Papers:-

I. 
1. The New Law for the Secondary Scboolt in Norway. 

By Dr. Kaod. Mag. Otto And""""". 
2. Education in Norway in the year 1900. 

A short IUIDmary reprint.ed. from" Norway." (Official Publication far 
the Paris Exhibition, 1900.) 

3. Education in Sweden. 
Summarised tramdation of M Enaeignement et Culture Intellectoelle en 

SaMe," ill8tled in connection with tbe Paris Es.hibition. 1900, by the 
Swedish Government. 

•. Note on Children's Workshops in Sweden. 
By Mr. J. G. Legge and Mr. M. B. Sadler. 

o. The Nobel Foundation and the Nobel prizes. 
By Mr. P. J. Hartog. 

6. The Training and Status of Primary and 8eooudary Tea.chen in Switzerland.. 
By Dr. Alexander Morgan. 

1. Tbe Main Featur<s of the Scbool S".tem of ZUricb. 
. By Dr. H. J. Spenser and Mr. A. J. PreosIaDd. 

8. Tbe Beol .. Maternell .. of Paris. 
By Mias Mary S. Beard. 

9. The Simplification of Frencb SyntaL Decree of tbe Frencb Min_ for Publle 
Instruction, February 26, 1901. 

Translation prepared by Mr. W. G. Lipscomb. 
10. Primary Education In tbe Netberland&. 

By Mr. B. Ba1fonr. 
11. Primary and Secondary Instruction in Portu""L 

Translated and abridged from putJiicationa iMoed in ooonectioo with the 
Paris Exhibition of 1900 by the POJ'tugueee Governme:Dt. 

l!. Tecbnicallnotruction in PortugaL 
Translated and abridged from publication. iamed in cofulection with the 

Paris Exhibition of 1900 by tbe Portugo_ G ... ernme .... 
U. Hangarian Exhibition. 

By Mise C. L Dodd. 
If. Public Instruction in SerYia. 

SUIIUIl&I'ia!d. translatioo at U Notice IIQI' Itm.tractiOIl publique eo ~ .. 
pablisbed on the oeeaoioa of the Paria Exhibition, 1900, by the Miniohy 
of Pab\ie Instruction in the Kingdom of Serna. 

15. Commercial KdU.catiOD in Japu. 
By Mr. ZenIOIku Sano. 

IL 
16. Tbe Study of Arithmetic in Elementary Scbcol .. 

Byllr. A. Sonnen .. bpjn 
17. A snggeotioo .. regards Langwo,:". in Secondary Day 8cbooIo. 

By Mr. 8. R. Hart. 
18. Newer Methods in the Teaching of Latin. 

By Dr. K. A.. Sonnenacbein. 
19. Three Scbool Jonrneys in Yorksbire. 
zo. Tbe 8cbooI Joamey (LoDdoa td Caterbam, etc.) IIIOde by tbe Studeo .. at. ,be 

Westminster Training College, 18i9-I900. 
By Mr. Jooepb B. Cowbam. 

II. A plea for a great Agrieoltural ScbooL 
By Mr. J ..... lIorlimer. 

H. Tbe Edoeatioo, BarningB and Social Condition of Boyw engaged in Street TradiDc 
inMan_. 

By Mr. B. T. Campagnac ODd Mr. C. B. B. R....n. 
m. 

23. SkeO:h of the lIiItory of Ed __ J Work ill the _ Sontb AfricaD IIeptlbIie. 
By Mr. Joim IIDbi-. 

K Tbe Edocotioa of Asiatica. 
By Mr. B. J. WiIki_ 

Tbi. ToIwne (Cd. 830, CIIII be obtained. eitber _11 or Jbroogb any __ , 
from WYllAN ~ BOSS, LTD., 29, BalWlS Bl1r~DIJIiGl!, FETTD Lua, B.C. 
aDd 28. ABIJiGDOI STBEET, S.W., and M. ST. )Uay 8TBEft, C.AaDUI'; « 
B.IL STATlOIiEB.Y OFFICE (SOornsB BJUlfCB). 23, FO"'-B STaarr, BDIlI
BtfWtH; CII' B. PON80NBY, L'I'D., 116, Gurros STaaer, DO.LIJI. 

Prv. s.. u.; ,.., fiwe s.. 7L 
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Supplements to Volume 8 of Special Reports (1902 and 1903) 
contain the following Pa.pers:-

A abort account of Education in the Netherlands. 
By Mr. John O. Medd. 

Report on the School Training and Early Employment of Lancashire Children. 
By Mr. E. T. Campagnac and Mr. O. E. B. ~uBBell. 

Tbese Reports (Cd. 11.7 and 1867) can be obtained, eitber directly or through 
'any Bookseller, from WYMAN AND SONS, LTD., 29, BauMS BUILDINGS, FBTTEB 
LANB. R.C., Bnd 28, &BINP.DON STRBET, S.W., and 54, ST. MARY STRBET, 
CARDIFf'i or H.M. STATIONERY OFFICE (ScOTTISH BBA...1IfCB), 23, FORTH 
BTBBBT, EDINBURGH; or E. PONSONBY. LTD., 116, Gnj.HON ST1L£ET, DUBLIN. 

Price 64.; 1"'.t fr .. 6i4. .Prico 34.; poll f .... ill; 

Volume 9 of Special Reports (Education in Germany) (1902) 
contains the following Pa.pers:-

1. The Unrest in Secondary Education in Germany and elsewhere. 
By Mr. M. E. Sadler. 

3. Note on Revised Ourricula and Programmee of Work for Higber Schools for 
Boya in Prussia, 1901. 

By Mr. A. E. Twentyman. 
8. Higber Schools for Girl. in Germany: An Introductory Sketch. 

By Mi .. Mary A. Lyster. 
4. The Smaller Public Elementary Schoo)s of PrUSBia and Buony, wiLh Notes OD 

the Training and Posit.ion of Teachers. 
By Mr. E. M. Field, H.M.I. 

6. Note on impending Ohanges in the Professional Training of Elementery School 
Teachers in PrnlSia. 

By Mr. A. E. Twentyman. 
6. School Gardens in Germany •. 

By Mr. T. G. Rcoper, H.M.I. 
7. ImpfCSBiona of lOme ABpeets of the work. in Primary and other Schoola in 

Rhineland, etc. 
By Mr. R. E. Hngh.., H.ll.l., and Mr. W. A. Beanland. 

8. The Continuation School. in Berlin. 
By Q.oht'imregierungerat Pro_r Dr. Bertram. (Translated by Mr. A. 

E. Twen'yman.) . 
S. Note 00 the Earlier History 01 the Technical High Schools in Germany. 

By Mr. A. B. Twen'yman. 
10. Recent Developments in Higher Commercial. EdoCition in Germany. 

By Mr. M. E. Sadler. 
11. On the Measurement of Mental Fatigue ill Germ.any. 

By Mr. O. O. Tb. Pares. 
It. Beport of the 000_ 00 the Education of Feebl .. minded OhUdreD, held at 

AUg8burg, April 1~11l, 1901. 
By Dr. A. Eicbhols, H.M.I. 

18. On the Bdut'ation of Neglected Ohildren in Germany. 
By Dr. }I""'rita Bathenau. 

Tbi. TDIume (Cd. 638) can be obtained, either directly or tbrougb any Rcokaeller, 
from WYMAN ~ SONS, Ln>, 39, BIlUJIS BUILDIKGII, F ..... aB LABB, B.O, 
and 28, ABINGDON STBKBT, S.W., and M. ST. MAB.'f STREET, CAlLDIrr; or 
H.M. STATIONERY O~'nCE (~ISB BBANCB), 28, FORTH STaUT, EDIlI
Bt1BGR i or B. PONSONBY, LTD .. liS. GBArl'Olf STR1IB"f, Dt1BLIK. 
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Volume 10 of Special Reports (Education in the United State. 
of America: Part I.) (1902) contains the following 
Papers:-

1. The Study of American Education: Ita interest and importance to Englil.b 
Read..,., 

By Sir Jooh"" G. I!'ltch. 

2.. lI.oAl Education in American Schools. With special referenee to the formation 
of C~ter and k> Instruction in the Duties of CitiuWlbjp. 

By Hr. H. Thioeltou lIark. 

3. The CouBtitution of tbe City School Ay ....... of tbe C nlled Stat ... 
By Hr. A. L. Bowley. 

4:. Sammary .Account of the Report of the BduC&tiooal CommiMion of the eity of 
Chicago, 1898. . 

Byllr. A. L. Bowley. 

6. The Public School System of Cblcat!o. 
By Dr. B. B. Andre ... , revUed and completed by Hr. A. L. Bowley. 

6. Tbe Pnbllc Scbool System of the City of lIew York. 
By Hr. A. L. Bowley. 

1. The Pnblic School System of Boston. 
By Hr. A. L. Bowley. 

8. Tbe Pnblic School System of SI. Louis, 11_. 
By JIr. A. L. Bowley. 

9. The Pnblic School System of Pbiladelphia. 
By JIr. Edwud Brooks. 

10. A Sketch of Ule DeTelopmen&: and preeeot Condition of the filystem of EdaeatfOD 
in the State of Minnesota, with an A.ppendix dealing with MinneapoJis and 
51. Paul. 

By Prof • ..,. D. L. !riehle. 

11. Note on School Attendance in the Pnblic Schoolt of tbe Uuited Stat ... 
By JIr. A. B. Twentyman. 

12. So ..... pointa of IIdncational !n_ in tbe 8choolo of the t'nJted StaicL 
By1liao Alice R .. euhill. 

13. The Training of Teachers in tbe t'nlted States of Ameriea. 
By Mia .Ill. B. /!'indlay. 

U. Teachers College of Colnmbia Cni ..... ty (N .... York). 
By Dr. James B. B....u. 

Ii. t6 NatUft Study" in the United StateL 
By .IIIr. B. Hedger Wallace. 

This ~olume (Cd. 837) can be obtained, either direetly 0< through ."y Booloell6, 
from. WYJLUi .AJD) SOl'S. LTD .. 29, Ba&lJl8 BUJLDllIGlI. FnTKa L£:!I .. JtC .. 
aod 28, ABIlfGOOS STB.Bn. S.W .. aDd 64, ST. baT 8TBEE'I', C.I..Dlnj or 
H.X. STATIONERY OFFICB (SCOTrJSH B&&JICH). 23, FORTH ~, EDJ.
BvaGB.; 01' Il POliSONBY, L'I'D., 116, GaAftOI Snlt&'l', DlrJJ].IB. 

Pri« 'k U.; pM t ... 20, U. 
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Volume 11 of Specia.lReports (Education in the United Statel 
of America: Part II.> .(1902) contains the following 
Papers:-

1. The Curriculum of the American Secondary Sehool (High Bohool). 
By Mr. D. S. Sanford. 

2. Secondary Education in a Demooratic Community. 
By Profeaoor Paul H. RanUl!. 

3. .A Comparison bet ween the English and J.merica.n Secondary Schools. 
By Mr. George L. Fox. 

,. Can American ·Co·education be grafted upon the Engliah Public School 
Sysrem I 

By the Rev. Cecil Grant. 

I. Education and IndustrY in the United States. 
By Mr. H. Tbiselton Mark. 

6. Commercial Education in the United States. 
By Mr. P. J. Hartog. 

7. Some Notes on American Universities. 
By Mr. Percy Ashley. 

8. Tabl .. showing the Chief Recent Benefactions to Higher Bducatlon in the United 
States. 

9. A Contraot between German and American Ideals in Education. 
By Mr. III. E. Sadler. 

10. Bducatlon in the American Dependencies. 
By Miss M. E. Tanner. 

11. The Holiday Conroe for Cuban Teach ... at Harvard. 
Prepared by Mi .. M. E. Tauner from documents supplied by the United 

States Commissioner of Education. 

12. The Education of the ColouTed Race. 
Byl4r. M. E. Sadler. 

A,pPBNDIOJIB-

A. The FnucUon of Education in Democratic Society (reprinted from 
II Educational Befonn," Essays and Addrellses by Charles William Eliot, 
LL.D., Preoident 01 HarYan! Univenity), 

B. Bible Reading in the Public Schools of the United Ststes. 

C. Harvard Uniycralty. Oppcrtunitiee provided for Religious Worship, Instruc
tion owl Fellowohip. 

D. President Niebolu III.,...,. Butler OIl Religious 1nstrnction and Its Relation 
to Eda.catiou. 

Thla .. lume (Cd. 1166) can be obtained, either aireetlyor through onJllookso .. ller. 
from WYMAN £NO SONS, LTD, lID, BIlEAlIS BUILDINGS, FBTTBB LAl<B, E.C.. 
and 18, ABINGDON STREET, S.W., and 64, ST. fuay SBBR'I". C.&BIU ... ; or 
all. STATIONERY OFFICE (ScOTTISH BRANCH), 28, FORT[[ STBBB'r EDnr-
BUBGR i or B. FONSONBY, LTD .. 116. GB.A.rrolJ 8T:a..uT, DUBLIlf. I 
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Volume 12 of Special Reports (Educa.tiona.l Systems of!the 
Chief Crown Colonies and Possessions of the British 
Empire, including Reports on the Training of Native 
Ra.ces: Part I.-West Indies and Central America., St. 
Helena, Cyprus and Gibraltar) (1905) published simul. 
taneously with Volnmes 13 and 14) conta.ins the following 
Papers:-

A. WEST INDUS AND CENTRAL daRIC'&'-

1. The System of Education in the Bahamas. 
By Mr. G. Cole, Inspector and General Superintendent of Scbools, 

Baham ... 

2. The System of Education in BarbadoB. 
By the Rev. J. E. Reece, Inspector 01 Schoo1s, Mr. J. A. Carrington, 

AssiBtant IOflpector of SchOlls, and the Bev. J. B. Nicbot., Becretarr 
to the Education Board, Barbadol. 

3. The System of Education in Bermuda. 
By Mr. George Simpson, Inepeetor 01 Schoo1s, Rermnda. 

4. The System of Edocation tn Britt.b Hondoraa. 
By Mr. A. Barrow Dillon, Inepeetor 01 Schools, Britlsb Honduru. 

5. The System of Education in Trinidad and Tobago. 
By Mr. R. Gervase Bnebe, late Inspector 01 8cbooIa, Trinidad and 

Tobago. 

6. Tbe 8ystem 01 Education in tbe Windward blands. 
(a) Grenada. 

By Mr. Jobn Harbin, Inepeetor 0I8cbooIa, Grenada. 
(b) 8t. Lucia. 

By Mr. Fred. E. BODdy, IDBpector 01 Scbools, St. LncIa. 
(c) SI. Vincent. 

By Mr. Frank W. Griffith, Secretary 01 tbe Boord 01 Ed ... ttoa 
formerl,. Inspector of School., 8t. VincenL 

B. ST. HELBN.&.-
The System of Education in St. Helena. 

By the Rev. Canon Alfred Porter, Inspector 01 Govemmen, 8cbooll, 
51. Helena. 

C. EUROPB-

1. Tile System of Education in Cypraa. 
By the Rev. F. D. Ne .. ham, Inepeetor 01 8cbooll, CyproL 

2. The 8yatem of Edacation in Gibraltar. 
By Mr. G. F. Cornwall, LC., Colonial lnepeetor 01 8cbooIa, Gibraltar. 

APPENDIX·-

A.. WDT bmus Alm CDTILAL AIII.RIO.&.-

EduCAtion in Jamaica in its relation to SIdlIed Handicralo and AgrICI1itunl 
Work. 

By tbe Most Rev. \be Arebbisbop 01 the West lndi ... 

This volume (Cd. 2377) can be obtained, either directly or tbrongb &DY _Oer, 
from wrlllAN AlfD SONS, LTD. 29, BB ...... BIJILoo ..... F ..... o LoU" IW. 
and 28, ABnrGD05 STRSET, S.W., and Nt 87. HABY STazft. CAltDIrJ'j ttr 
H.II. STATIONERY OFFICB (BoorTISR BUlleR). 23, FOBTII BTaU"l', Boo-
8UBGB; or B. PONSONBY, LTD., 116, GJU.FI'OB STaaft, DUBLm'. 

Priee 21. Ill.; pM ftw 21. 44. 
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Volume 13 of Special Reports (Educational Systems of the 
Chief Crown Colonies and Possessions' of the British 
Empire, including Reporls on the Training of Native 
Races: Part II. - West Africa, Basutoland, Southern 
Rhodesia, East Africa Protectorate, Uganda, Mauritius, 
Seychelles) (1905) (published simultaneously with Volumes 
12 and 14) contains the following Papers:-

A. WBST APBICA- . 
1. The SYitem of Education in the Gold Cuast Colony. 

By the late Mr. F. Wright, Inspector of Schools, Gold Coast Colony. 
2. The System of Education in Lagos. 

By Mr. Henry·Carr, late Inspector of SchoolB, Lagos. 
8. The System of Education in Sierra Leone. 

By Mr. H. J. Marko, Inspector of School .. Sierra Leone. 
i. The System of Education in Southern Nigeria. 

By Mr. C. J. H. Gordon, late IDF.pector of SchoolB, Southern Nigeria. 
B. SOUTH AND CENTRAL AFRICA-

1. The System of Education in Basutoland. 
Report supplied by Mr. B. C. Sioley, Resident Commissioner, Basutoland • 

. 2. The System 01 l>dncation in Southern Rhodeoia (1890-1901). Its origin and 
development. 

By Hr. H. B. D. Hammond, First Inspecwr of Schools for Southern 
Rhodesia. 

8. Note on Education in the East Africa Protectorate. 
4:. Education in Uganda .. 

(1) Socl~t~ de. Mi .. ionaires d'A!rique-Pu.. Blancs. Vicari at Aposto
liquo du Nya .... Septentrional. By the Right Bev. tho Bishop of 
North Victoria Nyaola. . 

(2) Th. Church Misssionary Society. By Mr. R. H. Walker. 
(8) Nsambya Mission. Conducted by the Mill HiD (London) Fathe ... 

By tho Right Bev. the Bishop of the Upper Nil •. 
0. M'A.UB1TIUB-

The System of Education in Hauritlus. 
Prepared from materiall lupplied by the Department of Publio 

In,trueMoD, Ma.uritius. 
D. SncBBLLBs-

The System of Education in Seychelles. 
By Mr. L. O. Chitty, late Inlpoewr of Schools, Seychelles. 

,ApPEl\'"DICB8-
A W SST AI'BICA.-

1. The Educational Work of the Basel Mission on the Gold Coast: ttl Method 
in combining Industrial and Manual Training with other In8.uent"ea 
incmpenMble to the Fonnatiop. of the Character of the Native Race. 

By tho Rev. W. J. Rottmann, Principal of tho Baael Hission Training 
School for Cat.ecblabl and Teach..., Akropong, Gold Coast. 

B. SOUTH AND CDTBAL A .. BIO.&-
I. Notee on Industrial 'l'raining for Nativ .. on tho Congo (Baptist Missionary 

Society). 
By tho Bev. George Grenfell, Baptist Hissionary Society. 

So Educational Work in LivingltOnia, with special Reference to the effects of 
Manual, Industrial. and Agricultural Instruction. 

By the Rev. J. Fairley Daly, B.D., HOD. Secretary of the Livingatonia 
Mi_on (United F>-ee Church of Scotland). 

S. The Educational Work of the Blantyre Mission, BriMm Central Africa. 
Prepared from Materials 80pplied by tho Church of Sootland Foreign Mission 
Committee. 

". The Education of Natives in South Africa. 
By Lieut.·Colonel Sir Marshal J. Clar~, X.C.M.G, Imperial Resident 

CommiasioneJ', Southern Rhodesia. 
G. On Nat-iva Education-South AfriCl\" 

By 'he Bev. Jam .. Stewart, M.D., D.D., of Lo,edale Mission, Cape 
Colony (United Free Church of Scotland). 

6. The Work of the .M.oral'ilUl Missionaries in South Africa and North Queen&
land. 

By tho Rey. J. H. Wilson of the Horavian Church. 
Thia .olume (Cd. 2878) can be obtained,either direetl,.or throagbant::-IJerl' 

from WYMAN £liD SONS, LTD., 19, B ......... BUILDIIIGS, F,..,.,.IoJI E.C, 
and:as., AB1J(GDOK STBBBT. S.W., and 0.1, ST. HAlly STRBET, CARDIn'; or 
H.M. STATIONERY OFFICII: (8coTTISB BIlAlICB), 23, FORTH Sumr., bIII
BUBGB i or B. PONSONBY, LTD., 11, GBA.PTOlf STBBBT, DUBLIN. 

PM .. 11. s.i.; JIOIIt trw lIo. ~. 
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Volume 14 of Special Reports <Educational Systems ot the 
Chief Crown Colonies and Possessions of the British 
Empire, including Reports on the Training of Native 
Races: Part nI.-Federated Malay States, Hong Kong, 
Straits Settlements, Fiji and Falkland Islands) (1905) 
(published simultaneously with Volumes 12 and 13) 
contains the following Papers:-

4. Asu.-
1. Tbe System of Education in the Federated Malay States. 

Report supplied by tbe Federal Education Offiee, Federated Hllay 
States. 

2. The Rystem of Erlocation in Hong Kong. 
By Mr. Edward A. Irving, Inspector of Scboot,., Hong Kong. 

3, The System of Education in the Straits Scttlementa. 
By Hr. J. B. ElcWD, Director of Public JDBtructioD, Straita Settlement. 

B. I.'IJI-
The System of Education in Fiji. 

By tbe HOD. W. L. Allardyee, C.M.G., Colonial Secretarr .nd _"ivcr 
General, Fiji. 

C. F A.LILAND ISLANDS-
The System of Eddcation in the Falkland Islandll. 

By the Very Re'Y. Lowther E. Brandou, DeaD, Colonial Chaplain and 
Government School lnspector, Falkland hiandt. 

APPBBDICES-
1. Note on the Work of the Indastrial lIiMion. Aid-8ociety. 

PreJl8!cd from matmals sopplied by tbe IndlUftriai lII.iooion.o Aitl 
Society. 

2. On the Education of Native Bacea (C.X.B.). 
By Mr. B. Macbonacbie. 

3. Industrial Education in Catholic Missions. 
8y the Right Rev. tbe Bisbop of Salford. 

4. Education in BritiJllh New O1:rinea. 
By the Right Be ... the Bishop of New Gainea. 

6. Work of the American Board of Commi.llrionenl for Porelgn lflMloni tn 
regard to Industrial and A.gricuUural Education jo [ndi •. 

Prepared from materials IDplJlied by the American Bolin! of Commi .. 
sioners for Forei~ MisBioos. 

6. :Memorandum on Technical Education in Soutbern India. 
By tbe ReT. c.non A. MalgOocbis (F.lIo1I' of lII.adnoo Uni.enily), 

Nararetb, Soatbern India. 
7. industrial Scbools and Scbool G.Id .... in Ceylon. 

By Mr. S. 111.. Borrows, late Direetor of PublJc InItroellon In Ceylon. 
8. The Education of tbe Indians d. Canada. 

By Mr. H.rry 1II.000y, of Ibe Caoadisn and Pacific Railway Company. 
This volume (Cd.. 2379) can be obtaineJ.eitherdirectl.1ortln'Oagb an,. &obeller. 

from WYMAN AND SONS, LTD"1 29, BaUD BUILDIIG8. Frrrn LAlla. E.C., ; 
and 28. A.BJlJGDOli S'l'BZft. S. W., and M, ST. MABT Sn.aE'f, CABDur; (If 

H.IoI. STATIONERY OFFICE (SOOl"nSH B8Al<cR), 23, FOaTH &ru .... , EDla· 
nKaB; or B. PONSO.s BY, LTD., J 16, Ga.a.rro. 8nBE'!', DIJBLIW. 

Prieo I •. 114.: pool frlM :II. 04. 

Volume 15 of Special Reports (School Training tor the Rome 
Duties of Women: Part L-The United States of America) 
(1905) contains the following Paper:-

The TeachiDg 01." Domestic ScieDee" in the United 81a1 .. of Ameri<:a. 
lIylliBo Ali ... Ra.enbilL 

This ~Iome (Cd. Sl98) can beobraioed. either direetly" tImlugIIOIly _Uer. 
from WY1I.U' .UD SOl's, LTD, 29, BBE""8 BUILDUJos, FIOTTO L ... B, E.C, 
and 28, ABJlJGDO!f Brnmn. S.W., and M. 8'1'. IlAII STa.ft, C.ASDII'I'; or 
H.II. RTATlONBBY OFPlCB (!'\cor"rtSH BJWJOB), 23, FOJml &ranT, BDII' 
BURGH; or 8. rONSONBY, LTD., 116, G.aA..rro. 9rBE&'r, DuBLJ •• 

p,;.,. b. U.; pool f- II. 1.1. 
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Volume 16 of Special Reports (School Training for the Home 
Duties of Women: Part !I.-Belgium. Sweden, Norway, 
Denma.rk, Switzerland, and France) (1906) contains the 
following Papers :-

1. Housewifery Instruction in State-supported Schools in Belgium. 
By Miss Helen E. Matheson. 

t. The Teaching of Domestic Economy in Sweden. 
By Mr. Edward Adams·Ray, Stockholm. . 

With Supplementary Notes by Fru Hierta-Retzius, Stockhohn. 
3. The Teaching of Domestic Economy in Norway. . 

~ By Froken Helga Helgesen, Christiania. 
4:. The TeacblDR of Domestic Science in Denmark. 

By Fraken Henni Forcbbammerl Copenhagen. 
5. The Teaching of Domestic Science in Switzerland. 

By Miss M. Ct1eile Matheson. 
6. Tho Teaching of Domestic Science in State InstitlltioDB in Fra.noo, with special 

reference to Paris. . 
By Mlle. Bt!gine Pitsch, Pari .. 

(Cd.2963.) Pric<l1I. 611.; pUIl/,·MI,. lOti. 

Volume 17 of Special Reports (Schools Public and Private in 
. the North of Europe) (1907) conta.ins the following 

Paper:-
Scbools Publio and Private in the North of Europe. 

By Mr. J. B. Thornton. 
(Cd. 8537.) PriCB 8d.; pOIl/r .. 10d. 

Volume 18 of Special Reports (The Education and Training of 
the French Primary School Teacher) (1907) contains the 
following Papers:-

1. CWTicula of French Higher Primary Schools. 
lntroduotory Note. 
I. Scheme of Work and Syllabus of Instruction in Higher Primary 

Schools for Boys. 
Translated by Mr. P. J. Hartos. 

11. Scheme of Work and Syllabus of Instruotion in ,Higher Primary 
8cb.oolB tor Girls. 

TranRlation prepared in the Ollloe of Special Inquiries and 
Reports. 

2. Life in B French Higher Primary School. 
By Mr. A. M. Saville. 

3. Summary of the Official Regulations affecting the Training and Position of 
'l'each81'8 in State Primary Schools in France. 

By Miss Helen E. Matheson. 
•• The French Traiuing College SY8tem. 

By Mr. Do Dumville. 
(Cd. 8777.) Pri,.. I .. ; polt frH 11. 3d. 

Volume 19 of Special Reports (School Training for the Home 
Duties of Women: Part m.· Ge~ny and Austria.) 
(1907) contains the following Paper:-

The Domestio Training of Girls in Germany and Austria. 
. By Mi .. M. Cooile Math_a 

(Cd. 8860.) Pric<l7Id.; pO>tfiw 91t1. 

Tb.,.. yolum ... Dan be ohtalned. either direcUy or tbrough auy &obeller 
from WYMAN AND SONS. LTD .• 29. BREAMS BUlLDINGS, FBTTBB LANE, E.C.: 
and 28. ABINGDON STBBKT, B.W., and M. ST. .H.ABy STREET CARDII'P' 01' 

H.M. STATIONERY OFFICE (ScoTTISH BBAlro&). !S FOI ... & bun" B~"'. 
BUBGH i or E. PONSONBY, LTD., 116, GU.rroN STRml DUBLIB_ I 
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Volume 20 of Special Reports <The Teaching of ClassicI 
in Secondary Schools in Germany) (1910) contains the 
following Papers:-

1. The Origin and History of the Reform in Clusical Teaching in Germany. 
8yllr. J. W. HeadJam, H.III'!. 

2. Comparison of English and German ClasBical Schoola. 
Byllr. Frank Fletcher. 

3. Hethod of Teaching Classics in the Reform Schools in German1. 
Byllr. J. L. Paton. 

(Cd. .997.) p,.;". tid., poll!'" II. Id. 

Volume 21 of Special Reports (School Excursions and Vacation 
Schools) (1907) contains the following Paper :-

School Excursions and Vacation Schools. 
B,. Hr. J. E. G. de Honlmorene;y. 

(Cd.3866.) Priu 6id.; pott!'" 7tI. 

Volume 22 of Special Reports (Provision made for Children 
under Compulsory School Age in Belgium, France, 
Germany, and Switzerland) (1909) contains the following 
Papers:-

1. The Provision made in Belgium for Children under Compulaory School Age. 
B,. Hill! H. B. Synge. 

2. The Pro.ision made in F ..... ce for Children onder Compuloor;y School Age. 
B,.lIIiBB H. B. Synge. , 

3. The Provision made in Germany and SwitzerlaDd for the C .... of ChiIdreD under 
the Compulsory 8ehool Age. 

B1 HiBB H. G.lIa,.. 
Appendix:-

Notes on the Provision made for the Teacbing of Y 0UDg Children in Foreign 
Countries and British Colonies. 

From material roll"""'" b;r the Froebel Society of Great Brltal. and 
Ireland. 

(Cd. U77.) p,.;". II. 3d.; pott fru II. 7tl. 

Volume 23 of Special Reports (Edncation in Russia) (1909) 
contains the following Paper:-

Education in RU88ia. 
B,. Hr. Tbomu Da...JiDgtoD, R.If.!. 

(Cd. .812.) p,.;". 21. 64.; pott {, .. 21. ttl. 

Th ... yol1llDE'l can be obtained, either directly or through ""y Boobeller, 
from. WYlI.AN AJD) SOSS. LTD .. 21, BBIAlII8 BUJLUDrGB, FETTE& LAN-. ItC., 
aDd 28, ABmGoo. STREET, S.W., and M, ST. lilAin' 8TB~, C~aDD"I'; ar 
H.M. STATIONERY OFFICE (SOOITlBB BBU<:JI), 23, FORTH IlTBBBT. EDIlI· 
BUBGB; or B. PONSONBY, LTD., 116, G&UTOI STaBft, DuBLJ •• 

• 
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Volume 24 of. Special Reports (Secondary and University 
Education in .France) (1911) oontains the following 
Papers:-

1. Translation of the Curricula of French ~econdary Schools Cor BOYR. 
By Mr. P. J. Hartog. 

2. The Aim of the New Curricula of French Secondary Schools. 
By Mr. P. J. Hartog. . 

B. A Comparison between French and English Secondary Schools.· 
By Mr. Claudesley Brereton. 

4. Report on aD Inquiry into the Method of l'eaching the Motber·Tollguc iu }I'rance. 
By Mr. Arthur H. Hope. 

G. The Secondary Education of Girls in France. 
By Mr. James Olipiulnt. 

Ii. Notes on the Teaching of Mat,hematics in the French Ly~ea for Girls. 
By Mi .. A. E. Metcalfe, H.M.I. 

7. L'Enaeignement Snp6rieur en France. 
By Monsieur Louis Cazamia.n. 

8. VEcole Normale Sup~rieure. 
By Dr. E. R. Edwards, H.M.!. 

PriDe 9.,; post /ru 9., 4d. 

Volume 25 of Special Reports (Universities in the Overseas 
Dominions) (1912) contains the following Papers:-

1. Somo Notes on University Constitutions In the Overseas Dominious. 
B. Organisation of the Universities of the OverseA. Dominion •. 
S. Statements of Receipts and Expenditure. 
4. Cour ... of Study for Degreea and Diplomas. 

Prj"" 1-1. 64.; port fre8 I •. lOti. 

Volume 26 of Special Reports (The Teaching of Mathematics 
in the 'United Kingdom: Part I,) (1912) contains the 
following Papers:-

1. The Teaching of 'Mathematics in London Public Elementary Sohool •. 
By Mr. P. Ballard. 

t. The Teaching of Elementary Mathematica in Bnglish Public Elementary Schools. 
By Mr. H. J. Spencer. 

B. The Teaching of Mathematics to Young Ohlldren. 
By Mi88 Irene Stephens. 

t. The CorrelatiOll of Elemeotary Pr&ctical Geometry and Geography. 
By Miaa Helen Bartram, 

6. The PoaitiOD of Mathematics in Secondary School. ill England. 
By Mr. W. C. Fletcher, H.M.C.I. 

a. Mathematics in the Preparatory School 
By Mr: E. Kitcheller. 

7. Couree in Mathemati .. for Municipal Secondary SehoolL 
By Mr. L. M. Jon ... 

8. M.athematics in Scotch Schools.. 
By Profeeeor Georp A.;aiboon. 

These yolnmcs can be obtained, either directly CB' through auf BookseUer, from 
WYMAN AND SONS, LTD., 29, BaUllS BUILDnms, FHTTu. L.&.NB, E.C., and 
28, ABINGDON STRK£T, $.W., and M, ST. M.AllY STRUT, CABDJlo'Pi or H.M. 
STATIONERY On'ICE (ScoTTISH BBANOB), 23, FORTH STUBT, EDINBl1BGB' 
or &. PONSONBY. LTD. 116, Gat.llTON STRUT. DUBLDI. • 
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9. IIatbematics at Osborne and Dartmouth. 
B, Mr. J. W. Mercer, with a Preface b, Mr. C. E. AMbtan). 

10. The Teachin~ of Arithmetic in Secondary School&. 
By Mr. G. W. Palmer. 

11. The Educational Valoe of Geometry. 
B, Mr. G. St. L. Canoon. • 

12. Parallel Straigoht Lines and tbe Method of Direction. 
By Mr. T. James Ganrtaog. 

13. The Algebra Syllabus in tbe Secondary Sebool. 
By Mr. C. Godfrey. 

16. The Teacbing of Algebra in Sehools. 
By Mr. 8. Barnard. 

15. The Teacbingof Elementary M.echaniCl'. 
By Mr. W. D. Eggar. 

16. A Scbool Course In Advanced Geometry. 
By Mr. C. V. Durell 

17. The Calculus .. a Sehool Subject. 
By Mr. C. B. Jackson. 

18. Higher Mathematics for the Claa8ical Sixth Form. 
By Mr. W. Newbold. 

19. Practical Mathematics at Public Schools:
Introduction. 

By Prof""""r H. H. Turner. 
Practical Mathematics at Clifwn CoUege. 

By Mr. B. C. Fawdry . 
. Practieal Mathematics at Harrow School. 

By Mr. A. W. Siddons. 
Practical Mathematics at Oundle School. 

By Mr. F. W. Bandenon. 
Practical Matbematics at Winchester CoJJege. 

By Mr. G. H. Bell. 
20. Methods of Intuition and E.s:periment in Secondary Schoo'" 

By Mr. C. Godfrey. 

21. Examination. from the School Point of View. 
By Mr. Cecil Hawkins. 

22. The Organisation of the Teaching of Hathematiea iD Public Secondary Seboola 
for Girls. 

By Hiss LouiM 8tory. 

23. The Value of tbe 8tudyof M.thematica iD Public 8000udary 8ehoolo for Girls. 
B1 IIliao E. B. G_kin. . 

24. The PJaee of Mathematics in tbe Education of GiN and Women. 
By IIliao Sara A. BoratalL 

25. Higher Mathematics for Women. 
By Mrs. Henry Sidgwicit. 

!'ria ill.; poll , .... ill. 54. 

Volume Z1 of Special Reports (The TeaMing of Kathematicl 
in the United Kingdom: Part n.) (19l2) contains the 
following Papers:-

1. The Teaching of IIUbematica in Enning Tecbnical IolllihltioDL 
By Dr. W • .K. Sumpner .. 

2. The FreLiminary lIatbematical Training of TecJmical StDdeot& 
By Hr. P. Abbott. 

1'het;e "fnlomes eaa be obtained. either diret.'tly or tbrou,tl any Booue-lier. bolD 
Wy .... A.S AliiD SONS, LTD .. 29y & ...... ,BUJLDJSGA, F~ u.., E.C., _od 
2if, ABINGOO!t" STEEn. S.W ... aDd U, KT. M.£In' STB&ft. C .... DJft'; « B.JiL 
S1"ATIOl"to.:1tY OFFICE (SCOrT"J8B B~CB). 23, FoaM tiftEft, '&DI •• C"aGB; 
or B. PONSONBY, ~D., 116, Gurro. Ma&&'l', D"U.BLDi. 
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3. Geometry for Engineers. 
By Ptofessor D. A. Low. 

4. Mathematics 'with Rela.tioD to Engineering Work in Schools. 
By JIlr. T. S. Usherwood. 

o. Mathematical Examinations at OJdord. 
By Mr. A. L. Dixon. 

6. Recent Changes in the M.athematical Tripoa at Cambridge. 
By lIlr. Arthnr Berry. 

7. The Undergraduate Course in Pass Mathematics, generally, Imd in relation to 
Economies a.nd Statistics. 

By Professor A. L. Bowley. 
8. Examinations for Mat.hematical Scholarships. 

By Dr. F. S. JIlacaulay and Mr. W. J. Greenstreet. 
9, Examinations for Mathematical Scholarships at Oxford. 

By JIlr;A. E. Jolliffe. 
10. Examinations for Mathematical Scholarships at Cambridge. 

By lIlr. G. H. Hardy. 
II. Tbe Relations of Mf\thematics and Physics. 

By Professor L. N. G. Filon. 
12. The Training of Teachers of Matbem&tics. 

By Dr. T. P. Nunn. 
, IS. Research a.nd Advanced Study as a Training for Mathematical Teachers. 

By Professor G. H. Bryan. 
14. The Relation of Mathematics to Engineering at Cambridge. 

By Professor B. Hopkinson. 

Pries II. 9d.; pOlt free 2<. Id. 

The following Reports from Volumes 2, 3, 4, 5, and 9 of Special 
Reports on Educational Subjects have been issued as 
Reprints:-

Special Reports on Intermediate Education in Wales and the OrganisatIon of Education 
in Switzerland. 

{NOB. I in Vola. 2 and S respectively.) Frioe 11. Id. ; post free h. Sld. 
Special Reports on M.odem Language Teaching. 

(No. 26 in Vol 2 and Noa.1, 8, 9, 10 in Vol. S.) Price 6id.; post free Sill. 
Special Report! on Secondary Education in Prussia, 

(Nos. II and S i. Vol 8.) Frieell.; post free I •. Sid. 
Special Report on Secondary Schools in Baden. 

(No ... in Vol. S.) Price 61d.; post free 7d. 
Special Reports OD Education in France. 

(Nos. 22, 2S, ii, 16 in Vol. 2.) Price 4<1.; post free old. 
Special Report on the Heuristic Methoo. of Teaching, 

(No. 19 in Vol. t.) Price 3d.; post free 4<1. 
Special Report on the connection between the Public Library and the Public Elemen

tary $choo!. 
(No. IS in Vol. 2.) Price ald.; post free Sid. 

Special Report on tbe System of Education in Ontario. 
(No. A 1 in Vol t.) Price 3d. ; post free lOld. 

Special Report on the System of Education in the Province of Quebec. 
(No. A 2 in Vol. 4.) Price 3d.; post free 10<1. 

Special Reportson the Syatems of Education in Nova Beotia, New Brnnswick, Prince 
Edward Island. and Newfoundland.. 

(Nos. A 5, 4, S, and B. in Vol 4.) Price 3d.; post free lOlIi. 

The.se ... olumC!t can bo obtained. either directly or through ADy BoobeIler. from 
WYl4AN AND 80N:-l, LTD., 29, BBB.A..IIs BUILDINGS, FETTBB LUis, E.C~, and 
:ttl, ABINGDON STREET, S.W., and M. ST. MARY STIlBET, CA.RDIPP· or H II. 
STATIONERY Oli'FICB (SconISB DBO'eR), 23, FOUR STBEBT EDDrBUBGB' 
or E. PONSONBY, LTD •• 116, GIl&PTON STBEBT, DUBLDT. I , 
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Special Repo->1'ts on ,_be Sy~tems of g,lucation iu Muuilohll, N'lrtb·W~l Tenitor,ies and 1 
British (;olumLia. 

(Sos. A 5, 6, 7 in Vol. ,.) Price &I. ~ po&t free lJd. 

~pecial Rep0Tt8 on 'he SJRtems of Education in the Wellt Indiea, and in Briti~ 
Huiana. 

(Sos. C I, 2, 3 in \"01 4.) Price 811.; p09t free lid, 

Special Reports on the ~ystems of Education in Cape Colony and Sata1. 
(Soe. A. I, 2 in VoL D.) . Price SII. j I..-)Hf: rrec 11 !III. 

Special Report on the System of -EduClltioD in St...", &qtll WaJCt:l. .... 
(lio. B I in Vol. 5.) Price 8d., pool lree 91". 

~lteciaJ Report on the ~ytltem of ~IUcatiOD in Victoria. 
(So. B 2 in Vol 0.) • 

Special Report on the System of Education in Queenaland. 
(lio. B 3 in VoL 5.) 

:;;pecial Report Oll the System of Bducation in Tasman.ia. 
(No. B. in Vol 5.) 

Price 8d.; pott free lOti. 

Price Sd.; poll free 9d. 

Price 8d.; pool free 'JJ. 

Special Report on the System of Eduation in South Au;¢ralia. 
(No. B 5 in Vol 5.) Prke 8d. ; pool free 91d. 

!;pecial Report on the System of Education in Westem Aunralia. 
(lio. B 6 in VoL r,.) Price 8d.; pool free 91d. 

Special Report on the System of Education in New Zealand. 
(So. C in VoL 5.)· PrIce 84.: pool free JOj". 

Special Report on the System of Education in Ceylon. 
(So. D in VoL 5.) 

Special a..port on the Sy .... m of EdacatioD in )lalla. 
(So. E in VoL 5.) 

Special Bepoit on School <hnIena in Iknnany. 
(!'o. 6 in VoL 9.) 

Price U.; pool free 'JJ. 

Price 8d. ; pool free U. 

Pric<l 3d.; pool free fd. 

Th~ volumet can be obtained.' either djrectl,. fir tbron~h any Boobrller, from 
WYMA....'I" AliD SOSS, LTD .. 29. BBE.U.8 BClLDIJfG8. }'BT'J'E'& L.ule, ItC .• and 
2"f. ABUiGDO:!f STREET, S.W., and 54, ST. MAAr STaEET. CAItDI"; or B.lI. 
STATJONERY OFFICE (8co'n18B BB.oCH), 23. FORTH 8TK&ET, EDUlB'UaGU; 
or E. PONSOSBY. LTD., 116, GIUFl'OJi STUBT, DUBLIS. 
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